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THE EXPANSION MD RE-EQUIPMMT OP COASTAL COMIAND -

JWE 1941 TO OCTOBER 1942

(i) Introduction

In Volume II was traced the development of Air Power
It was shownat sea in tlie early stages of a modem war,

that the potentialities of air warfare, which had increased
pari passu with the improvements in aircraft performance
during the 21 years since the first German war, had not "been
turned into actualities.

Power to the problems of shipping protection against U/Bs
and the corollary role - the attack of enemy surface v;ar-
ships and shipping - was not immediate,
developed from very small beginnings ovving to limited numbers
of aircraft, makeshift equipment and inadequate weapons;
moreover the technique of application, so different in the
two roles, had to be learnt from the beginning of the
alphabet.

The efficient application of Air

Both had to be

\’ie have seen that one of the first requirements was
for more aircraft related to the particular roles and the
history of this expansion in the strength of Coastal Command
forms the theme note of the period covered by this Volume,
To change the metaphor, it is a background the description
of which is essential in order to provide the perspective
in whicli can be viewed the operations carried out by Coastal
Ccmmand between July 19AI and October 1942, During this
period, the scale and scope of the air war dgainst U/Bs and
enemy shipping continued to be strictly conditioned by short
age of available aircraft and inevitable delays in producing
tlie equipment found necessaiy to keep ahead of enemy counter
measures. It ?/as still a period of preparation.

Early Expansion Plans

As recounted in Volume II, Coastal Command had received
some re-inforcement during 1940 but the first planned expan-

Vol, II sion commenced in December 1940 with the agreement between
Chapt. VTII the A.ir Ministry and Admiralty for the provision of fifteen
Section (vi)-(viii) new squadrons by the end of June 194l.(l)
and Appendix VI

(1) For the history of the Air Force expansion as  a whole
and the problems confronting the Cabinet and Air Council
on this subject between 1957 and 1941, see the "Outline
of R.A.F. Expansion Policy" prepared by A,H,B. I.
work illustiutes the serious handicap under which any
expansion from the state of unpreparedness of 1937 had
to take place because of the serious shortage of train
ing aircraft, training schools and maintenance personnel,
and describes the initiation of the Empire Training
Scheme in December 1939.

This

It also brings to the fore
the hard decisions forced on the Air Couincil in the

allocation of an insufficient total of first line air'

craft among the competing claims of an offensive Bombing
Force, a Fighter force and Array and Naval co-operation
forces. Coastal Command had received, in addition to
the 19 squadrons in existence in September 1939, the
following re-inforcements. No, 10 Sqdn, R.A.A.F,
(Sunderlands) in December 1939, the four Blenheim
squadrons (Nos. 255, 236, 248 and 254) from Fighter
Command in February 1940, the two Blenheim squadrons
(Nos. 53 59) loaned from Bomber Command in June
1940 and No. 98 (Battles) Sqdn, stationed in Iceland
from August I940.

s
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By the 'IS June 1941, the fifteen squadrons had Been
formed or were in the process of being formed but the in~
creasing demands of strategic requirements in the Mediter
ranean were neutralising the expansion in the home Command's

strength. ) On this date the strength of Coastal Ccmmand,
including a Bomber Command squadron on loan and the squadrons
at Gibraltar and Freetown, was 59 squadrons of 582 aircraft
with an average daily availability of 298, In addition
there were two Fleet Air Arm Squadrons under Coastal Command
Control,(2)

The war experiences up to this tbne had made it clear
that numbers alone could not guarantee efficient air co

operation in the sea war - types of aircraft were equally
important. In this respect Air Chief Marshal Sir Frederick
Bowhill had drawn, up a review of the war situation on the eve
cf relinquishing his office on 14 June to the new A.O.C, in

C., Air Chief lAarshal Sir Philip Joubert. In his review
Sir Frederick stressed the need for the new Mosquito type to
replace Hudsons in reconnaissance patrols off enemy coasts,
more Beaufi^ter aircraft in view of the inferiority of the
Blenheim fighters and heavy long range bomber 1yp)es properly
equipped and designed for Atlantic anti-U-boats work in place cf
the heterogeneous collection of Wellington, Whitley and

Hudson types,(3) Although it was intended to provide Costal
Command with six Beaixfort torpedo bomber squadrons.
Sir Frederick recommended that three of these squadrons
should be armed with Hampden aircrai’t which with their greater
range could operate with the Toraplane (4) against enemy
shipping in Kiel Fjord and other enemy anchorages outside
Beaufort range and could alternatively carry out mining in

the Kattegat and Y/estem Baltic which were also outside
Beaufort range.

Cne of the first things the new A.C.C. in C., did was to
examine tliis review in order to agree to or modify the views

and recommendations it contained, A statement containing
the present establishment, future requirements and the Air

Ministry expansion programme "Target E"
Air Ministry on I4 September 1941.

was sent to the

The covering letter

C.C, file

S. 701 C/3/4
Part I

Enel. 3A, 4A.

(1) Two newly formed Beairfighter squadrons (Nos. 252 and
272) had gone to lialta in May and June 1941.
See Appendix I for Crder of Battle, establishments,
strengths and availability.
Ikiring the whole war there was never produced a large
long range aircraft specifically designed for action
against U-boats,
The ToraxDlane was a naval I8 inch torpedo fitted with
stub wings and tail fins whicli on release glided tov^ards
the target in the air and on entry into water behaved
like a normal torpedo. The angle of glide was such
that release could be made well outside ground defence
range. In point of fact, although it was on a hi^
priority for development from the Outbreak of war, the

Toraplane never got beyond full scale trials. Its use
against ships in anchorages and harbours was soon
neutralised by the provision of booms and net defence.
Y/hen tried against targets \inder way, it proved no
better than a normal torpedo. Development work was
finally abandoned in October 1942, Reference CC/S.18172.
Target "E" provided for a strength by the end of 1941
of 15 flying-boat squadrons, 18 G.R, land plane squad
rons, 6 Torpedo bomber squadrons and 10 long range
filter squadrons. Total establishment 698 aircraft.
Ref. GC/.S. 7010/5/4 Bart I end. 4P.

SECRET

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)
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ibid

end. 11A
stated that the requirements had been compiled in order to

satisfy two main tasks - close escort of convoys and the

sweeping of areas adjacent to convoys to attack or neutralise

enemy submarines by forcing them to keep submerged for pro
longed periods. In addition to the two main tasks there were

the requirements of anti-invasion reconnaissance, shipping
reconnaissances and the attack of enemy war and merchant ves

sels with bomb and torpedo. For these puj^oses a total of
818 aircraft v;as considered the minim.um. U )1 Attention was

drawn to the danger of uneconomic use of long range aircraft

at the extremes of their range in convoy escort and it was re-
conmaended that such escort should not be counted on at a

distance of more than 600 miles from. base,

remaining over and above the 1,200 miles out and back to be

used in useful time with the convoy and any increase in pay-
load which mi^t eventuate with later types should be devoted

to increased bomb load permitting of more than one attack on

U-boats si^^ted and not to increased petrol carriage,
was laid on the fact that reconnaissance of enemy coasts was

being carried out by Hudsons and Blenheims which were suffer

ing heavy casualties by reason of their performance being so
inferior to enemy aircraft and that it was desirable that a

fast two seater aircraft with good armament and long endurance

should be provided,
suited for this purpose and a supply of this type was recomi-
mended if this reconnaissance work was to continue effectively.
Criticism of the Beaufort type for torpedo bomber duties was

made on the ground that it was lacking in range and in defen
sive armament,

ments for aircraft on O.T.U. units, for crews to meet even the
"Target E" expansion and to provide for aircraft and crew was
tage in squadrons already sent or intended to be sent to the

Middle and Par East were far above anything that had been

envisaged in any target programme.

The endurance

Stress

The new Mosquito type was admirably

Finally it was pointed out that the require-

Broadly speaking this report bore out Sir Frederick
Bowhill's review and in addition gave chapter, verse and
figures in support of an expansion in the strength of .Coastal

Command in excess of that already^ planned,

(ii) Difficulties Hindering Expansion

Early in October 1941 the Prime Minister suggested to

Personal Minute the First Lord of the Admiralty that, having regard to the
fact that U-boats were, probably as a result of air operationsM. 976

(l) This requirement programme was made up as follows:-

* 26 flyingboat squadrons - I50 Catalinas and 72 Sunder'
lands

4 long range G.R. squadrons 32 Liberators and 32

Wellingtons or 7/hitleys.
15^' medium and short range - 64 Mosquitoes and
G.E. squadrons
8 torpedo bomber squadrons - 128 Beauforts. '• .
10 long range filter squadrons - I60 Beaufinters.

Four flyingboat and two G.R, short range squadrons
were earmarked for Tfest Africa.

180 Hudsons

Tlirec flyingboat

* Note.

squadrons were earmarked for Gibraltar.

Both Target "E" and this Requirement Fhogramme
included Gibraltar and West Africa in the Horae

Command as both were under the operational control
of H.Q.C.C.
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confining their activities to more distant waters
and in view of the agreed plan for strategic bombing attacks

on Germany which required the immediate building up of Bomber

Command's strength, it would be desirable to transfer the
Yi/hitley and V/ellington aircraft at present operating in Coa
stal Command. The First Lord, in a reply dated 16 October,
viewed with alarm the proposed transference amounting to 60
Yfellingtons and Whitleys to Bomber Ccmmand, In a detailed
argument he pointed out that this would amount to the halving
of Coastal Command's strength in long range aircraft. This
type was of vital value in the U-boat ¥ax particularly as the
U-boats were increasing their operations in areas outside the

range of the medium and short range types; moreover such a

transfer would sacrifice the long range A.S.V, now fitted in

them and v;hich was prototyped for land types of aircraft.
The supply outlook for Catalinas and Sunderlands was poor and
an actual decrease in flyingboat strength was inevitable over
the winter months so that it was essential to retain such

long range planes as the Command possessed until adequate re
inforcements of flyingboats were actually received. He ad

vised against the proposed action but was willing to review

the situation on the 1 January This reply was minuted
by the Erime Minister to the C.A.S, who stated his agreement
to the First Lord's appreciation. This v^fas accepted by the
Erime Minister and the decision to transfer aircraft to Bomber

Command was accordingly postponed to the New Year,

C,0.S,(41)
202fth meeting

A=M, file

S.6457
ends, 52A and B

However, new and future deliveries of long range bomber
types were earmarked exclusively for the Bomber offensive
either at home or in tlie Middle East and it was understood

at Headquarters Coastal Command that the one Liberator squad
ron - No. 120 - would be allowed to die out and that it was

possible that a similar fate miglit befall the Wellington and

Whitley squadrons. ("I) In compensation it had to be accepted
that flyingboats would provide tlie long range effort required
for convoy protection and fleet reconnaissance althou^ it

upset the balance between land aircraft and flyingboat
squadrons.

The future for rapid expansion in flyingboats was not
A letter from the Ministry cf Aircraft EroductionCaC, File

S.7010/3/4
Part I

ends. 26A, B &
C and 27A

rosy,

dated 13 October 1941 gave a dismal picture of the Sunderland
situation,

interest in this type, as compared with "Stirling" aircraft,
shown by the mnufacturing firm had brou^it Sunderland
production almost to a full stop,
Winderaere and Dumbarton were not expected to deliver any
boats till 19A2 and only four per month were being produced
at Rochester,

Labour troubles in Belfast coupled with lack of

The new factories at

Catalina deliveries from America were

(1) On the 14 October 1941 the land plane squadron numbers
in Target E" were amended to be 16 G.R., 8 Torpedo-
bomber and 8 long range filter squadrons. This was
a net reduction of 2 G.R. squadrons. In the same order
the establishment of all land plane squadrons was stan
dardised at l6 initial establishment plus 4 initial
reserve in place of 20 I.E, as theretofore. This
latter order was to save in numbers of maintenance

personnel. Ref. CC/S.7OIO/3/4. Part I end. 23A.
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C.O.S. (41)
308th and 528th
meetings

heccming ragged though it had been arranged to borrow up to
36 already promised to the Canadian Government for delivery
early in 1942.(1) ,

A report on this' matter was sent by the A.O.C, in C.,
to the C.A.S, on 20 October, at the same time drawing
attention to the poor deliveries of Catalina aircraft and

deprecating the more strongly any diversion of long range
land planes from Coastal Canmand.
agreeing that the picture was not pleasant but indicating
that production and deliveries, it was hoped, would gradually
build up to 13 per month by llarch 1942.

The C.A.S. replied

cc/s. 7010/3/4
Part I

end. 28A

ibid

end. 30A

On the 10 December 1941, the A.O.C, in C,, wrote to the

Air Ministry (drawing attention to the preponderance of

flyingboats in the small long range force existent in Coastal

Command. He again deprecated this policy on the grounds
that in many conditions of sea and weather flyingboats could

not operate when land planes could; moreover there was

alrea(5y a lack of sea-plane bases which made it highly desir
able to have a balanced long range force containing a due

proportion of land aircraft. (2) It was understood, he
stated, that it was still the present policy to allow the

YThitleys and Wellingtons to die out and not to maintain the

one Liberator squadron. He was convinced this v;as a mistake

and, fully realising the importance of the provision of long
range aircraft for Bcniber Comrnand, he suggested that the

manpower production output at present employed at
Messrs. Short's Limited on Sunderland aircraift^should,
instead, be employed in producing Stirlings
Coriinand and in return an equal number of Liberators from

the American delivery pool should be allocated to Coastal
Command.

for Bomber

ibid

end, 35A

(1) Up to 14 August 1941 67 Catalinas had been delivered to
C.C. of which 7 had been written off.

Catalinas were expected from U.S.A. between this date
and June 1942 but most of these were allocated to the
Canadian and Dutch Governments,

been asked to forego the greater part of their quotas.
Ref. 14th conclusions of the Yfar Cabinet.
On 10 September 1941 there were 26 Catalinas opera
tional in C.C, at home, 9 at Gibraltar and 9 in "the
Par East,

140 further

These Gcvernments had

Non-operational there were 9 in O.T.U.s
3 under repair, 2 in store and 9 had been written (off.
Only 18 additional Catalinas were expected to be
delivered be-hveen this date and the end of December 1941»

Tlie Canadian Government had been asked to lend us 36 of
those allotted to them. - Ref, 15th meeting of Battle of

Atlajitic Committee.

At this time the long range force consisted of 8 flying-
boat squadrons, 1 Liberator squadron of 9 aircraft and

2 Ydii'bley squadrons.
No, 221 - was -under orders to proceed to Malta and the

3 Sunderland squadrons in Tfest Africa and the Mediter
ranean - Nos. 95, 204 and 228 squadrons - were transferred
away from Coastal Command Control and thenceforth came
under the A.O.C. Yfest Africa and Mediterranean respec-

Ref. C.C.O.R.B. Appe'ndices for November 1941.

• 3

The only Yfellington squadron -

tively.

(2)

The transfer took effect from. 22 October 1941.

The A.O.C, in C., understood that 6 Stirlings could be
manufactured for the same effort that was requii'ed to

produce 3 Sunderlands,

(3)
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Hcfwever, before any reply was received to this letter
there arrived at H.Q, Coastal Gornraand the official niling on
the recammendations and reqiiirements advanced by the A,0,G,

in C,, in his report of the 14 September, This letter,
dated 17 December 1941, made disappointing reading for

Sir Hiilip Joubert, Firstly, • althou^ the need for addi

tional long range aii’craf t was agreed to, the numbers were

increased by nine squadrons (two for overseas) of flying
boats - the very type that the A.O.C, in C, had deprecated -

and it was added that there T/as little prospect of their

provision for a very long time; secondly, it was stated that

the R.A.P, requirements for long range heavy bomber types
were also unlikely to be realised for a very long time and it

Ti/as therefore impracticable to plan for additional squadrons
for Coastal Command,

given.(1)
refused on the grounds that the penetration of enemy defences

for reconnaissance had already been provided for by the Photo

graphic Reconnaissance Unit which had been specially designed
for this purpose. No mention was made about the Torpedo
bomber situation.

A revised Target "E" programme v/as
Thirdly, the request for Mosquito aircraft was

ibid

end, 56A

Regarding the unsatisfactory range of the Beaufort tor

pedo bomber and the increasing deployment of these aircrsift

to the Mddle East, the A.O.C. in C., suggested to the V.C.A.S,
that, as the "Hajnpden" was becoming obsolescent from Bomber

Comraand's point of vie?;, some of them might be handed to
Coastal ComKiand for re-arming four of the Hudson squadrons or

alternatively to roll up tvw Beaufort squadrons and create

four new Hampden squadrons. As the Hampden aircraft could

carry two torpedoes or two mines it would be a good type for
torpedo and mining duties in the Bay of Biscay or off the

NoCTVegieai coast. However, the V.C.A.S. replied on the
18 December that far from being obsolescent the Hampden was

still extremely useful to Bomber Gomrriand and the proposal
could not be agreed to. In point of fact this suggestion
was, in part, adopted. After the departure of No, 22 squad
ron of Beauforts to the Middle East on 3 January 1942 it ?as

found impossible to allocate 24 Hampdens so as to enable a

new Coastal Command squadron - (No, 415) to arm with this
type in lieu of Beauforts which were required in the Mediter

ranean. Further Hampdens v^ere supplied in February 1942 to
enable another new squadron (No. 489) “ to form during March,

(iii) Forebodings of the Admiral.ty

ibid

ends. 39A, 40A

c,o,s. (41)
428th m.eeting

CC/3.7010/3/4
Part I

end. 46A
A.vMf, Pile

3,6457
end. 69A

The transfers of Coastal Command squadrons and crews to

the Mediterranean and the recent transfer of the squadrons in

(1) The revised Target "E" programme for the Hone Coastal
Coimand was 20 flyingboat squadrons at 9 I.E., I7y O.D.
landplane squadrons, 8 Torpedo bomber squadrons and
8 long range filter squadrons all at I6 I.E, Total
number of aircraft 716. This was two flying boat
squadrons less than the nimiber asked for by the A.O.C,
in C, for the Home Ganmand,

4^-)—Throe aquadrona wore stationod in ¥e-&-t-Afrioa
aad 204 '5quadi”0i'
■of liudsons’i
Ooffimand on 22 October 1-941.

Wea.-95
ef Sundorlands and No, 200 squadron

They were tranoforrod away—fraii Goebstebl
Refv-G.C.QRB. Appcndicoo.
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West Africa C"' ) to an independent command deprived the Home
Command of their operational use hut did not remove the

commitaent for supplying aircraft and training crews to

maintain these squadrons. This rema
Heme Commandos training i*esources, )
been examining the A.O.C. in C’s September report and his
recemmendations.

to Sir Ehilip saying that he had been linking this report
with the discussions which had taken place in the last two

Admiralty/Coastal Command meetings in which it had been
revealed tliat tl:ie Command's strength was steadily falling
at hane under the drain of BeaxrCinters, Beauforts and

Yfellingtons to the Middle East, the burden of providing
aircraft and crew wastage to them and the provision of a

flyingboat ferry service to the Mediterranean.(3)
these conditions the training programmes both for toiqiedo
work and for long range filter co-operation with Fleet
units at sea was suffering severely,
uneasiness as to whether Coastal Coriimand could continue to

undertake Trade Protection as well as provide "Breakout"
patrols or give effective co-operation with the Fleet,

answered this letter by saying that,
for the moment, the whole Command was in an abnormal condi

tion of crew shortage and part worn aircraft as a result of

the demands of the Middle and Far East (^) and that, while
the situation remained so fluid he felt it would be premature
to formulate claims on the Air Ministry.

However, the 5th Sea Lord took a grave view and in his

reply, dated 2 January 1942, he said that it was now obvious
that the strength of the Home Coastal Command was inadequate
and that it was riding for a fall to attempt to retrieve
our unprepared situation abroad at the expense of efficiency
at home. He gave notice that he inten
matter to the Chiefs of Staff level.(3)

ine da burden on the

The Admiralty had

On the 22 December the 5th Sea Lord wrote

Under

The net result was

The A.O.C. in C• j

ded to bring the

C.C, Pile

s.7033/2
ends. 57A and
65A

C.C, Pile

s.7010/3/4
Part I

end. 41 A,

ibid

end. 42A

ibid

end, 44A

(1) Three squadrons were stationed in Yfest Africa - Nos, 95
and 20A squadrons of Sunderlands and No, 200 squadron
of Hudsons. They were transferred away from Coastal
Command on 22 October 1941. Ref. C.C,ORB. Appendices,
A further burden was added on the 11 December. Tlie(2)
(Jomman.d had to undertake the immediate provision of

36 Hudson crews for the Far East with a monthly backing
of 16 crews.
At this time the establishment of the Horae Command was

8 flyingboat squadrons, 1 float plane squadron, 15 G.R.
landplaue squadrons, 4 Torpedo bomber squadrons and
6 long range filter squadrons. A total which ccoipajred
unfavourably with the 39 squadrons established in July 1941.
Between the end of October 1941 and the beginning of

January 1942, I66 crews had been sent overseas,
21 of these came fron the O.T.Us, no less than 145 had

been creamed off the hone operational squadrons with a

consequent heavy drop in availability of aircraft.
Ref. AM/S.6A57 end. 66A.
Owing to the recent transfer of four squadrons away from

Coastal Command and the despatch cf two more squadrons
to the Middle East there were, on the 1 Janioa:^ 1942,
only 9 Pl30Lngboat eind 22. Landplane squadrons in the _ Home
Command apart from the meteorological and P.R.U. flights.
The establishment of this force was 410 I.E. plus
I.R, and the strength was aircraft. However, such

the best aircraft and operational crews

Only

was the drain of

(3)

(4)

(5)

to the Middle and Par East that during Januaiy the
daily availability was only I56 aircraft.
Air Ministry Operational Squadron States Vol, 7
Air Ministry Daily Strength Return Vol. 9

avera,

Reference
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Misunderstanding about Flying Boat Requirements

By the end of 1 the commitments in the Far East for
flyinghoat squadrons increased rapidly consequent upon the

entry of Japan into the -war. The Sunderland production
remained in the Doldrums,and Catalina delivery prospects
had gene back considerably. It Was quite obvious that the

existing Whitley squadrons and the prospective Wellington
squadron nlust be maintained. Supplies of these two iypes
to G.R, specifications were approved at the rate of six and

four per month respectively. Meanwhile the A.O.C. in C.,
had been considering the official ruling by the Air Ministry
on his recommendations for the expansion of Coastal Command

in the light cf events which had talcen place since he had

made this report in September. The chief modifying factors
were:-

.  A.M. Pile

S.6457
end. 58A

(a) The policy of reserving to Bomber Command the
priority in those types of long range heavy bombers
which .the A.O.C. in C., had hoped ,to obtain for the re
arming of a proportion of his short ranged G.R, force,

(b) The consequent enforced policy of satisfying
Coastal Command's long range claims by the exclusive
use of flyingboats in spite of the known poor prospects
of production in this type and the inadequate seaplane
bases.

C.C. Pile

s.7010/3/4
Part I

Ends. 45A & B

48A, 49A. and 50A

He embodied his disappointment in letters to the Air
Ministry dated 6, 7 and 12 January 1942.
his disagreement to the proposed increase in the number of

flyingboat squadrons for the United Kingdom re-iterating his

conviction that flyingboats were of limited value at home

dompajred to multi-engined long range landplanes and stressing
the fact that in addition to the reasons already given the

construction of flyingboats absorbed more man hours per unit
than those necessary to produce a comparable landplane, more
over a large increase in fl3dngboat squadrons would create
serious training difficulties,
one filyingboat O.T.U, which was quite incapable of providing
crews and backing for the proposed increase of nine squadrons
and apart from the 75 aircraft required for the actual squad
rons another 1+6 would be required to make good deficiencies
in the present O.T.U. and provide for a second,
forecasted production figures it would be 1943 before the

new squadrons could be formed, neither was there much hope
that Catalina deliveries could be improved,
now at war, would presumably require the majority of those

in si^t now and the Lend/Lease Supplies were not, due to
commence before July 1942.(0

Letters which the A.O.C. in 0., had addressed to the ,
Air Ministry on the subject of Coastal Command expansion had

In these he stated

The Command possessed only

On the

The U^S.A* >
A.M. Pile

S.6457
end, 58A

(1) Regarding the low delivery, figures at the end of 1941,
the Chiefs of Staff had sent a Personal cable on the

1 December to, the U.S, chief of Naval operations draw
ing attention to our shortage cf long range aircraft
for convoy escort duties and asking for the early
delivery cf at least 108 Catalinas, This request
lapsed a week later when the U.S.A, entered the war.
Reference - C.O.S, (4I) 404th meeting and paper
No. 69B,
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gone to several different departments and to some degree the
reasoning, which caused his final dismay at the allocation
of flyinghoat squadrons only, had not been universally
appreciated. Consequently it was not altogether illogical
that, althou^ on 27 January the Director General cf Organi
sation replied expressing approval to the principle of a long
range force containing landplanes and that all Fortress
aircraft received from America would be allotted to Coastal

Command,(l) on the 9 February the D.C.A.S, wrote that it
had always been the policy of the Air Ministry for the

proportion of long range landplanes to flyingboats to be
increased and that the addition of flyingboat squadrons
alone had been made as a result of Sir Hiilip’s own repre-

¥/hat was not so understandablesentations on 14 September,

C.C, File

s.7010/3/4
Part I

end, 35^

the continuation of this letter in which the D,C,A,S,was

stated that "Since it now appears that you have revised
will inform theyour estimates

ibid

end, 55A , I am to request that you
Air Ministry of any amendments you wish to make".

No doubt this bland remark was in order that the
official correspondence could be adjusted to an apparent
volte face on the part of the A,0,C, in C,, thcu^ it seems
clear from his original request in September that the con-

paratively large flyingboat request included seven squadrons
for West Africa and Gibraltar and was more than balanced
by his expectation at hone of 64 long range landplanes
including 32 Liberators,

The Admiralty State their Requirements(^)

On the same date - 9 Feb3ruaiy - the Admiralty Staff
memorandum stressing the inadequacies of Coastaldrew up a

Ccmmand at heme caused by the drain of resotirces to the

Mediterranean and Far East,

danger of the rapidly mounting U-boat offensive in the
North Atlantic catching us short, not only of surface escoru

but cf the essential co-operation from the air with

Attention was drawn to the

forces,

ibid

ends, 36A
and B possible catastrophic effects on our prosecution of the war.

3n the latter respect it was considered that the substitu
tion of Fortress aircraft in place of the promised Liberators

Recommendations were made for thewas a retrograde step,
loan cf four squadrons of aircraft from Bomber Command for
the intensification of the offensive against U-boats on

passage in the Bay of Biscay. The requirements for long
range aircraft necessary to Coastal Command at home and in
the Indian Ocean were estimated in detail and when summa

rised amounted to;-

Hcme

The addition of 5^ Wellington squadrons, 36
Liberators and 34 Fortress aircraft.

No. 220 squadron - Hudsons - were authorised to re-arm
with Portress aircraft on 30 January 1942.
It is from this date that a fundamental clash in
strategic opinion developed between the Naval and Air
Staffs as to the priority to be accorded to defensive
security of sea communications and offensive bombing

The course of this difference is tracedof Germany,

(1)

(2)

more fully in Chapter IX (vi) and here, in this
chapter, only such decisions as affected the expansion
of Coastal Command will be mentioned.
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Indian Ocean

(i) The transference of two squadrons of long range
honiber squadrons from Bomber Command to Ceylon, there to
be trained in G.R, duties,

(ii) The transference of three Catalina squadrons from
Coastal Command to the Indian Ocean and the formation

of a fourth “squadron for service in this area as soon as
possible,

(iv) TI-IE OF COASTAL GOMMMD

Regarding the charge implicitly contained in the Air
Ministry's letter of 9 February that the A.O.C. in C, had
changed his mind, Sir Philip wrote a vigourous letter, dated
19 February, to the Under Secretary of State for Air in which
he counter-charged that, owing to a number of decisions taken

by the Air Ministry within recent months, the prospect of
Coastal Command being able to work at reasonable efficiency
appeared to be becoming more and more remnte.
of centimetric A.S.V.. fitted Liberators had come to noth!

the one Liberator squadron was being allowed to die out

and there had been a continuous change of policy in regard to
his long
Kingdom
there was no agreed future policy for the building up of any
long range force at home or of its equipment with improved
A.S.V, which itself was a vital factor in the A/V war.
Neither the Sunderland nor the Fortress, still less the
Wellington or Vftiitley, v/ere long range aircraft by the
Atlantic War Standards.

The promise

m-

The Catalina position in the United
was worsening under the drain to the Par East and
ge aircraft.

(2T

T/hile fully aware of the importance

ibid end. 59A

of a sustained bomber offensive, it appeared to him that, if
England was to stuyive this year in which, we were alrea<3y
losing shipping at a fate considerably in excess of American
and British building,output, some part of the bomber offensive

would have to be sacrificed and a long range type such as the
Lancaster diverted to the immediate threat on our Sea
Commimications.

(l) When formed in June 19A1 No. 120 squadron were allocated
20 Mk.I Liberators. These were to form the squadrons
initial establishment of 9 aircraLft and to provide for

Wastage, loans and allotment of these Liberators during
August and October to Perry Command and B.O.A.C, had by
9 October 194-1 reduced the squadron to a total of 10 air

craft with no reserves for wastage except the possibility
of two aircraft v/hich were being used for experimental
trials. Ref. C.C.O.R.B, Appendices.

(2) On the 25 Pebruary 194-2 there were only 28 Catalina
18 of these were under

repair, on major overhauls or being fitted with A.S.V.
Ik.II.

from the V.C.A.S, to the Canadian C.A.S, at Ottawa

mentioning the recent agreement whereby ̂ 6 of the R.C.A.P.
Catalina deliveries had been loaned to the R.A.P.

Attention was drawn to the fact that as 7 were already
operational with the R.C.A.P. only 29 were available.
9 of these were urgently required in Australia and had,
with the concurrence of the Canadian Government, been so
allocated,

absorb at least 13 more in the Indian Ocean leaving
only seven available for home waters for which the
original 36 was itself the bare minimum requirement.
Could anything be done to supply the outstanding seven
aircraft? Ref. iiJv^S,6457 enol. 7QA.

aircraft in Coastal Command,

On the same day a personal signal was sent

Equally essential requirements would now
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Proposals and discussions on the worsening situation
ensued during the reminder of Pehruary and first half of

March in the Air Ministry and Actairalty culminating in a
decision by the Defence Committee on 18 Msxoh to transfer
three squadrons of Coastal Command's Catalinas to the
Indian Ocean,(1) At the next Battle of the Atlantic

7lA, meeting - the 27 Ife-rch - the Prime Minister directed the
75A, 74A and 75A. C.A.S, to report on proposals as to how Coastal Command

was to he compensated for the long range aircraft diverted
to the Far East. A minute was submitted on the 29 March
by the C.A.S, in which he deprecated any allocation of

Liberators to Coastal Command on the grounds that the
Americans were already restive about the use cf Fortress
aircraft (2) in Coastal Command on tasks other than hi^
level bombing raids aiid he considered there would be serious

trouble with General Arnold if Liberators were similarly
diverted from the bombing role for which they had in the

first instance been supplied to the R.A.P. Apart from the

above reason the C.A.S. said he was strongly opposed to
the transfer of either Liberators or Lancasters from the

bomber offensive as the former were earmarked for the

Middle East where they would be the ,only aircraft capable
of bombing targets in Tripoli, Italy and the Rotmianian oil

fields while the latter was the only aircraft which could

cany 8,000 lbs, cf bombs to Berlin.

C.C. Pile

S, 7011/1/7
end. 67 A
A.M. Pile

S.6457
ends. 67A,

ibid

end, 82)JL

He proposed, therefore, to compensate Coastal Command
by the transfer of Ydiitley aircraft until such time as the

Catalina strength reached a figure of 45 aircraft.

The Admiralty had been averse to the preliminary
proposal on the grounds that V/hitley aircraft were no sub

stitute for the m-uch longer ranged Catalinas, However,
the Defence Committee of 1 April 1942 effected a caaproraise
and ruled that Bomber Command should transfer one squadron
of "Whitleys which were to be fitted with A.S.V, Mk.II and

that the first ei^t Liberators of the 22 be..:xg prepared
for the Middle East should be loaned to Coastal Command

until the^operational strength in Catalinas at home should
reach 45*

additional squadrons to strengthen Coastal Command and to

prosecute the offensive a^inst U-boats in the Bay of Biscay
was left for further consideration by the Prime Minister,

The claim, supported by the Ac3miralty, for

ibid

end, 86A

Arising out of the various conflicting views on the
expansion of Coastal Command the A.O.C, in C. put on record,
in a letter to the Air Ministry dated 30 March 1942, the

fact that his position was rapidly becoming impossible.
The Chief of the Naval Staff had raised the issue under

the terms of operational control that the A.O.C, in C,

had a responsibility to him for seeing to it that the

C.C, Pile

S.7033/1

(1) The three squadrons were Nos, 240, 209 and 415.
squadron had already proceeded to the Indian Ocean by
this date,

in the area but required Catalina aircraft vath which
to re-arm.

had been taken from No. 202 squadron at Gibraltar in
December 194-1 for service in the Par East.

No. 220 squadron were re-arming with Portress aircraft.
The "Whitley squadron transferred was No, 58,
ei^t Liberators were Ik, II aircraft and not fitted
with A.S.V.

Mlc. I Liberators were rapidly dying out.

No. 4

A fourth squadron - No, 205 - was already

In addition 4 Catalina aircraft and crews

The

They were fed into No, 120 squadron whose

15
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Ocmmiand's strength ■was adequate to what the Navy regarded
as minimum operational requirements.
Sir Philip was not only expected to advise as to the number
and type of aircraft required but should be prepared to
fi^t the case against the views of the Air Staff.

The reply from the Air Council on 27 April 1942 ruled
tloat the target strength of Coastal Command must be fixed by
the Air and Naval Staffs in consultation with the A.O.C, in
C, but that any case of major disagreement would be referred
to the Chief of Staffs Committee or the Defence Committee.
The rate of expansion to the agreed target would be decided
by the Expansion and Re-equipment Policy Ccmmittee (short
title E.R.P,) again subject in case of disagreement to the
C.O.S, or Defence Committee,
occasicns on which an A.O.C, in C.'s views were at variance
with Air Staff opinion were not abnormal and should not
give rise to embarrasment in the case of Coastal Command,
In cases where the Admirally view did not co-incide with the
A.O.C, in C. *s opinion it was appropriate that the Admirally
case should be stated in the committee concerned by naval
representatives.

In spite of this clarification there is no doubt that
on occasions during this depressing period in 1942 the
A.O.C, in C, Coastal Command v?as metaphorically, kicked by
the Admiralty for not asking enou^ and blamed by the Air
Ministry for demanding impossibilities.

The qtiestion of firrther transference of torpedo bomber
squadrons overseas and the compensation to Coastal Command
was discussed in separate correspondence between the Chiefs
of Hie Naval and Air Staffs.
1942 it was agreed that No. 217 squadron of Beaioforts should
be sent overseas iranediately, followed a little later by
No. k2 squadron also of Beaufort aircraft,
destination, either Eastern Mediterranean or further east
would be decided v/hile the ground personnel was still on the
hi^ seas,
transferred from Bomber Conmand wit
train as Hampden Torpedo squadrons,

(v) The Strengthening of Coastal Ccmraand

This meant that

It was pointed out that

Ultimately on the 12 April

The ultimate

In compensation two Hampden squadrons ^vere
rders to re-equip and

ends.
9A and B

ibid
end. 11A

A.M. Pile
S.6457
ends. 92A & B
93A

So far the various changes eind transferences were in
order to compensate Coastal Command for the diversion of air
forces to the sea war in the Eastern Mediterranean and
Indian Ocean,
not been dealt with,

gave a decision that Bomber Command should transfer as soon
as possible two 'Whitley and tv/o Wellington Squadrons for
4AJ duties in the Bay of Biscay and N.¥. Approaches.(2)

The strengthening of the Ccaiimand at home had
On the 13 April 1iie Chiefs of Staff

ibid

end. 93A

The Hampdens squadrons transferred were Nos. 144 and 455.
The squadrons loaned were Nos. 51 and 77 'Whitleys and
Nos. 304 and- 311 Wellington Mk.Ic., none of which were
equipped with A.S.'V. No, 304 squadron was Polish and
No, 311 squadron was Czech personnel.
June, a further temporary re-inforcement was made
available under the terms of operation "Cakewalk".
Lancasters of Nos, 44 and 6l Sqdns
IVhitleys cf No. 10 O.T.U. were provided,
are given in Chapter III section (x)(a).

Later on in

and finally
Details

♦ > ‘
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This transfer was to he regarded as a temporary loan until

the long range strength of Coastal Command had been built

up.

The Admiralty and Coastal Command Brotest.

This addition did not satisfy the Admiralty and the
C.N.S. in a letter to the C,A.S

that the existing strength of Coastal Ccsmand was quite in

adequate and there appeared to be no prospects of any
appreciable improvement for a long time to come,
situation was examined in detail for each type of aircraft
and in conclusion the C,N.S, found little cause for satis

faction in the present or the future prosp>ects,
of all the thought that had been devoted to the balancing
of home and overseas requirements and the efforts made to
adjust the needs of Bomber and Coastal Commands "we are a

very long way from having our requirements met".

dated 8 May 1942, stated• 5

The

In spite

C.C. File

7010/3A
Part I

end. 67A

b.

The position regarding the expansion programme was also

examined at H,Q, Coastal Ccmmand and a summary prepared in ■

respiect of each type of aircraft. This revealed that on ■

the Revised Target "E" programme, which matured at the end

of June 1942, there was on the 31 liay a deficienq^ in long
range figlaters of two squadrons, in torpedo bombers of three

squadrons, in flyingboats of 10 squadrons but in G.R. land-

planes a surplus of 2-g squadrons. However, this surplus was

gained by including the four squadrons loaned from Bomber

Command and was the more misleading .in that shortage of air

craft in Cj-.R. squadrons reduced the actual strength to 75%
of establishment figures. Only one figjiiter squadron was

fully operational on Beaufighter aircraft and the only fully
operational torpedo bomber squadron - No, 86 - was under
orders to proceed overseas. A letter was sent to the Air

Ministry to this effect on the 31 May to which a reply was

received by the A.O.C, in C., in which it was pointed out

that Expansion Programmes, such as Target "E", revised Tar

get "E" and the new one in preparation, must not be regarded
as rigid undertakings since the allocation of air forces
between commands and theatres of war must change frequently
as the general strategic situation developed. The supply
situation covering the American hypes of aircraft which
formed such a large proportion of Coastal Command was in a
constant state of flux. Regarding the latter, attention
was drawn to the recent departure of Air Marshal Sir John

Slessor to Tfashington to discuss future allocations of

American aircraft. Finally it was considered at the Air

Ministry that the position of Coastal Command compared
favourably with the other two Commands. This opinion was

not agreed to by the A.O.C, in C., who tabulated the details
cf the deficiencies mentioned in his first letter and re

peated that his Command had not sufficient strength to cariy
out the tasks in the sea war which had been undertaken in

poliqy agreements.(1)

ibid

ends, 68A
and B

ibid

ends, 70A, B &
C

ibid

end, 76A

(1) During June 19^+2, on an establishment of I.E, 532 plt^s
121 I.R, there was an average strength of 543 aircraft
but a daily availability of only 373.
of Battle on the 15 June with establishment, strength
and average daily availability see Appendix I,

For the Order
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Beaufighter Aircrai't as Torpedo Bcmabers

The use of Hampden aircraft as torpedo bombers was not
proving a success, . Their adoption was in the first instance
a stop gap measure.,intended to compensate for the despatch
overseas of the Beaufort -type which had been designed for
this role. In one respect the Hampden, with its longer
range, did permit of small striking forces or "Rovers” 

'  '

being employed on offensive' patrols searching for targets'
off enemy coasts whereas the: Beauforts could only go direct
to located targets and had no. endurance with which to search.
On the other hand the Hampden was slow and unhandy which
prevented foimiation toipedo attacks and it was very vulner
able to eneny fighters.
Yfellington aircraft would be suitable for North Sea duties

nn/rm / / and the prospects for tlie Alberraarle, which was suggested
GC/EBJ/1215/42 as the successor to the, Beaufort, were infinitely worse,
in CO.O.R.B, May The search for something better produced during the early
Appendices and Summer' of 1942 a proposal to use the Beaufi^ter for this
A.M, Pile work. Trials established the feasibility of dropping
S.6457 torpedoes successfully and it was considered that the speed,
ends. 9.9A-IOIA manoeuvrability and fire p^er of these aircraft made them
and IO5E an admirable torpedo aircraft for squadron formation tactics.

Accordingly on the 1 June the provision of Beaufi^ter tor
pedo aircraft was made an Air Ministry requirement.
Coastal Command filter squadrons were in the process of re-
aCTning from Blenheims to Beaufighters tlie dual role of
Pi^ter/Torpedo bomber was temporarily adopted instead of
waiting f or the f ormation and training of separate torpedo
squadrons and the first aircraft equipped for torpedoes-
were supplied to No. 254 squadron.

It was not considered that

As the

They were not opera
tional, however, until November 1942, meanwhile the Command's
striking power was limited to the four Hanq)den torpedo
squadrons as they became fully trained and operational.(l)

A New Expansion Programme

Arising out.of consideration in the Air Ministry of
future requirements a fresh programme was drafted under which
it, was. planned to provide by 1 April I945 a total of
29 flyingboat squadrons in all theatres, 13 of which would
be in Coastal Ccrnmnd at home. It was realised that.the

ibid

ends. 10Z(J3
and 107A
and 1,1 OA

Appendix "A”

deficiency in June 1942 amounting to 120 Sunderlands
230 Catalinas could not be made good before March 1943

..neither could the training of the necessary additional
250 crews.be completed before early 1943. Regarding long
range landplanes, the negotiations in.Washington made it
possible to draw up a programme which envisaged the forming
by larch 1943 of six squadrons of Liberators
Portresses all for Coastal Command at home.07

fa)
an

d three of

ibid

end. 11QA.

-V (1) No, 415 squadron was operational in IVIay 1942, Nos. 1'44
and 455 in July 1942 and No. 489 in August 19Z,B.;' ,

(2) These figures represented the.aircraft required to
good existing shortages in establislmnent strength,
form 11 new sqmdrons and 1 new C.T.'U. and provide for
wastages.

make

The flyingboat squadrons in existence at
this time - 19 June 1942. - were 10 at home in Coastal
Command and 7 overseas not under Coastal Command's
control.

(3)' This programme was amended on 10 August 1942 to be four
Liberator and two Portress squadrons. It was expected
that three of the Liberator squadrons would be formed
by November 1942. Ref. S.6457 end. 133A.
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The Admiralty Eress for Immediate Re-irforcements

Little, if any, increase in Coastal Command’s daily
h could be looked for until December 1%-2

The realisation of this caused the
operational strengt
at the earliest.(1)
Admiralty to draw up a paper on 23 June 1942 stating what

they considered to be the requirements in aircraft strength
to regain command at sea,
C.A.S. and a copy was sent to the A.O.C. in C
Command. It must be remembered that at this period of the

war the U-boat fleet had been sinking an unprecedented ton

nage of shipping in the Atlantic, our hold in the Mediter
ranean was precarious, surface raiders and U-boats were
active in the Indian Ocean and the Japanese had been carrying
all before them in the Par East and Pacific, A gloomy

appreciation, therefore, formed the opening paragraphs of
this survey in vJhich it was stated that we had lost a measure
of control over the sea communications of the world with all

that this meant in the supply of raw materials and food for

Great Britain and the ability to take the offensive.
Coastal Command Succeeding paragraphs outlined the conception of maritime

strateg7 which the Admiralty considered necessary to rectify
the situation drawing on examples provided by the course of

events experienced in the Pacific War, One major point, it
v;as claimed stood out clearly - ships alone v/ere unable to

maintain command at sea, A permanent and increased share
in the control of sea communications had to be borne by air
forces which must be mobile and must be trained and operated
with naval forces in such a manner that they v;orked as a

team. Annexes to the paper were attached which dealt with

each theatre of war giving the minimum requirements of air

craft, The comparison betvjeen these total requirements and
the Air Ministry's new target programme was close,
revealed a deficiency in the present strength of about 800

aircraft of all types,(2) The paper went on to point out
that the only outstanding problem was to find a m.eans of

fulfilling the agreed requirements as quickly as possible
for "we cannot await the fruition of* a long term programme
when our hopes of even fulfilling that programme are being
daily decreased by our lack of ccnimand at sea,"

This paper was primarily for the
Coastal

• j

C, in C, Pile

No, 3
End, 3E

Both

In commenting on this paper the A«0,G, in C, said that
there was general agreement with the principles and also the

figures if there were unlimited aircraft available but, in
the li^t of hard facts of shortage of aircraft in the R,A,P.
as a whole, he was against the demand for immediate dissipa
tion of R,A,P, resources in order to strengthen Coastal
Command alone.

Air Ministry,
next six months the strength of air forces employed in the
sea war at home and overseas would be substantially below

the mininium requirements.

This view was:shared by the C.A.S, and the
The position had to be accepted that for the

ibid

end, 4A

(1) To help in providing short range reconnaissance and
minelaying off the coasts of the Low Countries and
North Prance the Admiralty Naval Air Division loaned
4 Swordfish- squadrons to Coastal Command,
June and November 1942 tliese squadrons operated as
follows;-

Nos. 811, 812 and 819 from Bircham Newton and Docking in
Norfolk. No. 816 squadron from Thomey Island in
Hampshire,
The deficiency in the Home Command including Iceland and
Gibraltan was about 200 aircraft.

Between

(2)
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(vi) The Eclipse of Coastal Command's Strike Power

During the Summer of 19^2 the enemy re-inforced his
filter strength along the Noi'TWegian and Dutch coasts.
Increasing casualties among the Hudson, Blenheim and Beau-

fighter reconnaissance aircraft drew attention to the fact
that such duties could not he performed effectively in the

face of Me. 109 and P.YiT. 190 opposition,
the Hampden torpedo hcmbers were unahle to operate

Any con-

Eor the same

reason

except during daz’kness or the twili^t hoiirs.

C.C, Pile

s.15,090
ends. 1A, 2A

certed strike hy day against major naval units load to he

afforded long range filter escort. Such escort could, at

this time, only he given hy one squadron cf Beaufighters v'l /
which were themselves outclassed hy enemy single engine

It was heyond the endurance of Fighter Command'sfighters,
aircraft to provide escort to the Norwegian coast.
Requests for Mosquito aircraft hoth for P.R.U. for recon

naissance and as a squadron for long range filter escorts
again pressed hy hoth Coastal Command and the Admiralty.

While agreeing in principle the Air Ministry v^ere unahle to
satisfy the claim owing to Mosquito production being required
for night fi^iter duties in Pi^iter Command. (2J

were

ihid

end. 6A

ihid

end. 8A

ihid

ends. 5A, 12A

The despatch of No. 2A8 squadron to Malta in July
followed in August hy tke transfer of No, 86 squadron -the

last Beaufort torpedo homher unit - overseas left Coastal
Command with no strike force available during dayli^t hours.

As a temporary measure it v;as agreed to re-equip the two

Blenheim filter squadrons v/ith the ni^tfi^ter type of

Beaufighters as they were replaced in Fighter Command hy
the Mosquito hut until mid-Noveraher the Command had no force
wa.th which to attack ’tiie enemy major \mits in their movements

along the Norwegian coast.(3)

ihid

end. I3A

ihid

end. I5B

This was a state of affairs which was unavoidable in
the circumstances. The adoption of the Hampden as  a torpedo
aircraft was, from the first, a stop gap to take the place
of the Beauforts which strategic necessity required in the

The inevitable lag of production behindMediterranean,

ihid

ends. 17A
and B

requirements prolonged the interval to nearly a year before
a suitable substitute could become operational. Coastal
Command's needs were fully realised in the Air Ministry and

Only one squadron of Beaufighters - No. 248 - was avail
able for the North Sea, No. 235 squadron had to he
employed in the southwest approaches on interception
duties against enemy aircraft attacking our anti-■
U-hoat patrols in the Bay of Biscay. No, 254 squadron
was re-arming and training in the torpedo dropping
Beaufi^iter. No. 236 squadron was out of the line
while supplying and training further crews for hacking
up Beaufi^ter squadrons already in the Middle East.
Nos. 404 and 143"squadrons were still on Blenheims.
Althou^ the provision of a Mosquito squadron v/as thus
impracticable, the establishment of■the P.R.U, was
raised for September to 11 Mosquitoes to rise to 22 hy
December 1942^ Ref. S.6457 ends. 137A and B.
As these Boaufi^ter.aircraift were fitted vifith 10 cm.
Air interception Radar it was laid down that they were
not to he employed on operations near or over enemy
territory. This was to avoid the possibility of the
Radar Interception equipment falling into the hands of
the enemy. The two squadrons viere thus limited to
patrols in the Bay of Biscay and around the North of
Scotland, Ref. S.15,090 End. 15®.

(1)

(2)

(3)
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in September 1942 a programme was drawn up for the building
of a thoroughly up to da.te Beaufi^ter Torpedo Eoroe con

sisting of five toi'pedo fighter squadrons and five purely
fighter squadrons which it was hoped would he complete late
in 194-3.

(vii) Planned I/laintenance

To revert to the general situation in June 194-2. As
limitations of supply and production plainly made it im

possible to expand the three R.A,P. commands sufficiently
fast to keep pace with fresh requirements the Air l/linislry
had the unenviable task of allotting aircraft in frugal
quantities according to very carefully, considered policies
having regard to the overall strategy of the War., It was

a strUcing example of having to cut a maximum coat out of a

meagre amount of cloth. One proposal at this time was
destined to achieve universal adoption. Arising out of a

query by the Prime Minister, the Staff at H,Q, Coastal
Command had been investigating the reasons for the low rate

of operational sorties per aircraft available. The Opem-
tional Research Section at Gonmand H.Q., submitted a report
on 30 June 1942 in which it was concluded:-

(i) The rate would not be im.proved by additional
pilots per squadron because the pilot's endurance
played no part in the low figure,

(ii) The low rate was not due to restriction of indivi
dual sorties in order to guarantee a strilcing force,

(iii) The low rate was due to maintenance problems
which restricted flying in order to report a high
daily standard,of serviceability. The standard aimed
at was lOjf'o cf the squadron strength.

In this report suggestions were made to so increase
and re-organise the maintenance personnel that a large
increase in flying hours per aircraft per month would
result.(l)

ibid

end. 18A

A.M. Pile

3.6457
end. 11 2B

The C.A.S. ordered immediate action to be taken to

follow up these suggestions because he realised that,
Coastal Conmand's strength could not be added to, the next

best solution was to get more flying out of what existed.
It T^ould also go far to relieve the constant pressure by
the Admiralty to divert aircraft from Bomber Ccmmand,
The experiment vjas accordingly commenced in No. 120 Libera
tor and No. 210 Catalina sqxiadrons. On the 14- July 1942,
the Prime Minister minuted the Eirst Lord of the Admirally
and Secretary of State for Air tloat, until everyiiiing had
been done in the direction of increasing the n-umbers of

sorties per squadron by expanding and improving the main
tenance organisation, there could be no case for transferring
additional squadrons from Bomber to Coastal Command and

as

ibid

ends. 112A-114A

(l) These investigations and suggestions were made by
Dr, Gordon, a member of the O.R.S, and H.Q.G.C,
Dr. Gordon subsequently specialised in the practical
application of these measures in all operational
squadrons and is identified with the growth and stan
dardisation cf Planned Plying and IJiaintenance
Coastal Command.

in
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recorarnend.ed that the consequent fall in the standard of

serviceability should be accepted if a clear understanding
•were reached that Coastal Coiffimnd could call on Bomber

Coamand for help in case of a sudden emergency. , .

The experiment, though not so successful as hoped for
in No, 210 squadron on account of continued detachments
away from base, did produce more sorties in No. 120 squadron.
It was extended in August to the Tji/hitley and Hudson squadrons
Nos. 502 and 407 and in September 19^h2 to the Fortress
squadron No. 220, These extensions were highly successful
and Planned Flying and Ivlaintenance gradually spread to all

Coastal Command squadrons,

(viii) The Exioansion in Yfellington Squadrons

Mention was made in Volume II chapter VIII (Xli) and
Appendix X to the development of the Leigh Li^t Yfellington.
I-t had been intended tha-t No. 221 squadron - the only Yfell
ington squadron 'in the Command, - should be equipped with

Leigh Li^ts af'ter the successful conclusion of full scale

trials with the prototype in 1941. This squadron had how-
.  ever been sent to the Mediterranean at the end of 1941.

Pending the formation of a further squadron the Lei^ Li^t
had been fitted to a few odd Wellington aircraft which had

been formed into No. 1417 flight at Chivenor to continue
the training of crews in this very specialised technique.
On the 3 March 1942 No, 172 squs,dron was formed at Ch'ivenor

which was slowly built up as aircraft became available.
By 2 June four Lei^ Light aircraft vrere fully operational
and commenced Sorties in the Bay of Biscay. These were
hi^ly successful and are given in greater detail in chap
ter III (xii). A second Leig^ Li^t Wellington squadron -

No, 179 ’■ was formed at Wick on the 1 September 1942.

During 1942 the Germans successfully operated blockade
runners into and out of the Bay of Biscay, The need of a
torpedo squadron specially trained to work in this area at
long range equipped with A.S.V. and to opera'be in conjunction
with shadowing aircraft resulted in the formation of a
Y/ellington torpedo squadron - No. 547 in October 1942 becoming
operational in April 1943*,

The Position in October 1942

ibid
end. 118A

ibid

end, 901 ■4-. B.
& C

ibid
end. 68A

By mid-October 1942.the expansion of Coastal Command
had not proceeded very far in comparison with the position

Then there was 39,squadrons formed andover a year before,,
forming but, ov7ing to overseas demands and difficulties in
obtaining aircraft, there wfere now only kh- squadrons formed

Even this number was only attained by the
Bc®iber Command Wellington

and forming,
permanent transfer of the
squadrons loaned in April (1) and an arrangement whereby
No, 10 0,T,U, Bomber Command supplied crews to operate
Ydiitley aircraft in the Bay of Biscay,(2) Of these

(1) Of the other two squadrons loaned in April, No. 77
Sqdn. lYhitleys had returned to B,C. on 5 October and
No. 51 Sqdn. YYhitleys was under orders to do so on
25 October,
This was part of an agreement negotiated with Bomber
Command called "Operation CaJcewalk" whereby sorties were
provided by certain Bomber Command units in the Bay of
Biscay from June 1942 owing to Coastal Command being
so under strength. Full details are given in cliap-
•ter III section (x)(a).

(2)
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Zf4 squadrons, six were forming or converting to new types of
aircraft and, as a teraporaiy measure of compensation, four

Fleet Air Arm sq_uadrons of Swordfish were on loan to Coastal

Ccmraand from the R.N.A.S,(l ) The long range landplanes_
force for use in convoy protection was still far from being
realised there being only two Liberator squadrons in opera
tion. Although two more Liberator squadrons were foming
there was no hope of the,expansion to five squadrons envi

saged in June being realised by the end of the year,
supply of Liberators to this country from America was far
below what had been expected. Efforts to augment the supply
formed the subject of negotiations at the highest level and

are narrated in Chapter XII section (xi').
■1943 before the Command, had four Liberator squadrons
operational.

This was the position at the thne in the Au-tumn of 1942
when the U-boat war was increasing in ferocity in mid-
Atlantic now that the defences along the eastern seaboard
of the Americas had forced them to seaward. it was also
approaching the time selected by the Anglo-American Sta'ffs
to mount a seaborne invasion of the N.¥. African coast in
conjunction with the military drive eastwards from Egypt
along the north African coast. It was imperative to^secure
the sea communications of such an expedition and special
measures were adopted to provide the necessary air support.
The re-inf or cement and fui'ther expansion of Coastal Ccmmand
is dealt wi-th. in Chapters XI and XII which describe the
measures tadcen to develop a homogenous aiiti-shipping f orce
and to provide more long range aircraft for the prosecution
of the U-boat war.

The

It was well into

ibid

ends. I45A
and 146A

(1) See Appendix I for the Order of Battle, Establishment
and Strength on the 15 October 1942.
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CHAPTER II

R.C.A.F. AND U.S. FORCES IN THE U-BOAT WAR
JUNE TG~ DECEIvlBER, 1941

THE R.A.F

(^) Introduction

On the outbreak of the European War in 1939> the
United States organised a Neutrality Patrol,
to report and track any belligerent air, surface or under\mter
naval forces approaching the coasts of the United States, the
West Indies or South America. The patrol area extended from

the coastline to a boundary running from the Ba3r of Fundj^
eastwards along latitude 45°N to the meridian of 60°W, thence
south to latitude 20°N, thence southeastward to a point
between Africa and Brazil and thence parallel to the South

American coast to position x 57 (See Map l).
patrol forces consisting of ships and naval aircraft were
organised into eight units covering the whole area and com
menced their duties from the 12 September, 1939. Ihe fall

of Prance and the apparent danger of England caused a policy
to be adopted, not only of neutrality and its preservation,
but of self-protection against possible aggression. There
followed on 3 September, 1%0 an official announcement that
the United States would transfer to the Royal Navy fifty

over-age destroyers and that in return Great Britain would
lease for 99 years without charge certain naval and air bases
in British possessions in the Nctrth and South iltlantic. The

spread of the U-boat campaign further into the Atlantic and
the increasing number of sallies on to the trade routes by
German surface units caused the strengthening of the
Neutrality Patrol forces and their organisation on the

1 February, 1941 into the United States Atlantic Fleet under
the Goimnand of Admiral Ernest J. King. This fleet, which

included naval air squadrons, operated in three sectors -^ ,,
The trade routes to Northern Euirope, the Central North

The sectors still extended

Its object was

The

Atlantic and the South Atlantic,

U. S. Naval

Operations in
V/orld War II.

Vol.I.

II. M. S. 0.

Cmd. 6224

U.S. Naval

Operations in
World War II.

Vol.I.

only to the limits of the Neutrality Patrol area.

(ii) The extension of the Neutrality'Patrols

After the signing of the Lease/Lend Act by
President Roosevelt on 11 March, 1941 the benevolent
"Neutrality Patrols" were extended in the North Atlantic as

longitude 26°W as a measure of safeguarding the
American supplies vdiich were being shipped in increasing
quantities in British convoys. (■*)

far as

ibid.

At about the same period an "Atlantic Fleet Support
Force" was formed and commenced special training at
Norfolk (V.A.) and New London (Conn.). It consisted of a

tender ship, 2? destroyers and five squadrons ofdestroyer

ibid.

(l) Between the 29 January and the 27 March, 1941, a series
of secret stjiff conversations were held in Washington
between the American Chiefs of Staff and a delegation

Their con-the British Chiefs of Staff.representing
ABC-1 Staff Agreement", containedelusions, knoTO as

details of immediate collaboration on the basis of
Lease/Lend in the Atlantic and full co-operation if and
v/hen Axis aggression forced the United States to enter
the War.

The History of United States Naval operations inRef.
T/orld War II. Vol.I. by S. E. Morison.
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flying boats. Three of these squadrons consisted of
12 P.B.y's each and t^TO of 10 P.B.M's each.^^-' The five

Squadrons were under a captain who was acconmiodated in a sea
plane tender and the whole was known as the **Patrol Wing
Support Force". The training of the Patrol Wing continued
through the spring of 194-1 and was greatly assisted by the
attachment of an R.A.F. Coastal Cqmmand Group Captain of _c::
siderable flying boat experience
had been formed and attached so that it was possible to create

two V/ings, each with a large aircraft tender.

On the 15 liaj*, 194-1 the U.S. Navo-- I'orces took over

Argentia in south east Newfoundland^-5) and Patrol Squadron
No.52 composed of 1 2 P.B.Y's was based there using U.S.S.
Albemiarle as a depot ship.^^-> Prom early February, inter-
staff discussions had been taking place as to the best bases

in the United Kingdom from which to operate U.S. destroyers
and flying boat squadrons which it ?;as proposed should be^
sent over if the United States entered the Yfar. These dis

cussions had continued up to June 194-1 and, although no firm
decision had been reached in viewr of the impossibility of

knowing exactly when the United States would be dravm into
hostilities, valuable interchange of ideas, visits and
information had taken .place between the Naval and Air Staffs
of the two countries.

con-

By June more squadrons

CC/S.15,068
ends.

1A to 4-A-

ibid ends.

4B, C and D.

CC/S.7010/x
ends.

1A to 55A

(iii) The Royal Canadian Air Force

The spread of U-boat operations in the North Atlantic to

the westward of longitude 35° West, which had occurred early
in May, caused attention to be given to the possible co-opera
tion of the Royal Canadian Air Forces in the Battle of the
Atlantic,

convoy HX126 by a pack of U-boats on the 20 May in position
5800 N X 4-100 ¥.
gested that, in viev/ of his lack of long range aircraft, up
to twelve of the Catalinas awaiting transfer to the R.A.F.

under Lease/liend should be immediately allocated to the

R.C.A,P. and operated from Newfoundland,
repaid as soon as deliveries were made of the Canadian contract
for Catalinas from the U.S.A. Concurrence was expressed in

this suggestion by the C.A.S. and C.N,S. and nine Catalinas
were accordingly transferred in June.

This was given impetus by a serious attack on

The Chief of the Canadian Air Staff sug-

The loan would be

A.M./S. 64-57
end. 41-A-

A.H.B.

I ik/36/60/2 ends.
29 and 33 and
C.C./S. 17434 Part I
end. 19A

To discuss the details of co-operation between the two

Air Eoixjes, a conference was held at H. Q. Coastal Command with
members of the Canadian Air Force Staff on the 5 June, I94.I,

It was agreed that, although convoys could receive air escort
to 600 miles out from the United Kingdom and up to

400 miles out from the Canadian coast, the vital area was

likely to be the gap of some 500 miles in the middle of the
Atlantic.

Catalina aircraft it was theoretically possible to bridge the

gap by basing them in Newfoundland and working a shuttle

up

Now that the R. G.A.F. were about to operate

ibid

end. 1B

(1) P, B. Y. flying boats were called "Catalinas" and P.B.M.
flying boats "Mariners".
Group Captain F. J. Pressanges R.A.F.
This was one of the British Strategic bases transferred
in exchange for destroyers.
On the 24 May, 1941 this squadron undertook air searciies
over a sector extending 500 miles to the south of
Cape T'arewell, Greenland in order to locate the German
battleship "Bismarck" but they were not successfd..

3)

(4-)
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service between the two countries. To make this practicable,
it was essential for the Coastal and Canadian Eastern Air

Command headquarters to be in direct touch so as to know in

detail the day to day air operations being performed by their
respective commands. Suitable communication links were dis

cussed and approved. Arising out of this preliminary meeting
a Canadian Air Staff officer - Air Commodore N. R, Anderson -

was attached to the Headquarters Coastal Command to study and
report on the necessary details for close co-operation in

convoy escort and A/U warfare. His report to the
A. O.C.-in-C., dated the 4-Jhly, 1941 > stressed the value of

utilising Coastal Command's experience in A/U weirfare and
recommended that the R.C.A.P. should adhere to common opera
tional procedure tactics and training. The early provision
of a Liberator Squadron based in Nev/foundland was considered

necessary in order to preserve the continuity of long range
escort during the winter months when Catalina flying boats

would be forced by ice conditions to retire to Halifax,
similar memorandum vms forwarded on the 9 July to the Chief

of the Canadian Air Staff, in which Air Commodore Anderson
summarised his report on the requdremsnts for co-operation
and recommended that the opportunity now afforded for the

RoC.A.P. to render valuable and necessary assistance in the

winning of the Battle of the Atlantic should receive atten-

ers prior

A

tion and consideration by the Canadian Air Headqu^t

ibid

Ends.

1C and 7A

ibid

end. 3A

ibid

end. 6A

to that heretofore accorded to training problems, (w

(iv) General Policy in the Sea War - British Strategic Zone

The Air policy against the U-boats had, during the recent

months, crystallised under two main headings:-

(•^) The Defence of Convoys - which consisted of both
close escort to threatened or attacked convoys and more

distant support in areas containing one or more convoys
in order to attack and frustrate the movements of U-boats

on the surface.

(b) Offensive Sweeps and patrols on the U-boat lines of
passage in the Bay of Biscay and round the north of
Scotland.

At that time - the middle of June 194-1 “ when the new
A. 0.C.—in—C Air Chief Marshal Sir Philip Joubert de la Pe• j rte
assumed command, the main consideration was given to the
former,(2) Shortage of aircraft and the necessity forCC/S. 7010/3/4

end. 11A
a

close Y/atch on the German main units in Brest since March had

prevented much attention being given to the main U-boat

(1) At this time the Eastern Air Command R. C.A. P. was opera
ting the follodng squadrons :-

TjHDe
1 Hudson Sqdn.
2 Bolinbroke Sqdns,
1 Digby Sqdn. •
1 Catalina Sqdn.

Convoy escort up to
200 miles

250 miles

400 miles

400 miles - Two of the aircraft

had long range tanks for 700
miles escort

1  Stranraer Sqdn. re-arming with Catalinas.
The A.O.C.-in-C., did not consider there were sufficient
aircraft to enable even the former to be carried out

effectively within 600 miles of our air bases,
latter had, therefore, to wait until futrther expansion
had taken place in the Command's forces.

The

(2)
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Similarly,transit area which was across the Bay of Biscay.
pre-occupation with enemy surface ship movements off Norway
in May and June had allowed only sporadic A/U patrols in the
area off the north of Scotland against the steady trickle of

newly commissioned U-boats outward bound for the first time
fran Germany,

Regarding the U-boat virar as a TOiole, the A. 0,G,-in-C.
considered that the key to the situation lay in the Biscay

In a letter to the C.A. S dated the A July, anonports, g

-operation between the three R.A.F, commands
C.C./S. 15080
end. 2fB
and 8A

proposals for co
in the Sea War, he put foCTrard the suggestion tliat Bomber

Command should take each U-boat operating base in turn ^id
reduce it to the condition that Plymouth had been left in

after the recent five days’ raids by the G.A.P.
previously sent a draft of this letter to the A.O.C,-in-G
Bomber Command \Tho had replied that he was firmly convinced

that a better employment for his limited force was on objec
tives in Germany and, though he realised that his bombing
effort must be deflected from their primar;r role in order to

attack the major naval units in Brest, he could not agree to
include the U-boat Biscay bases,

by the C.A. S. and no fxxrther mention of the project was made
at a conference between the three Commands under his chairman

ship held in, the Air Ministry on the 15 July on the
tion of the sea war. )

• >

Sir Philip load
• }

These views were accepted

ijrosecu-

ibid

end. 6A

Arising out of this meeting, (^) at which the V.C.N. S.
was present, and in clarification of the discussions betvreen
the A.O.C.-in-C., Coastal Command, the Air Ministry and the

Admiralty on the role and scope of Coastal Command, a direc

tive was agreed between the Lords Commissioners of the

Admiralty and the Air Council,
docment dated the 2 September, 1941.

This was issued as a joint

(l) Strange as it may seem, no determined effort was made in
1941 to frustrate the building of bomb proof U-boat
shelters in the Biscay ports. Photographic reconnais
sance had revealed the start and progression month by
month of the foundation and erection of massive concrete

pens at Brest, Lorient, St. Nazaire an.d La Pallice.
Work on excavation began in these ports at various dates

between January and April 1941. After an interval,
further excavations for additional groups of pens were
commenced in July mid August 1941. The foundation work,
done behind caissons i-diich kept the sea water out, was

highly vulnerable to blast bombing and the subsequent
erection was susceptible to grave delays by air attack
until the massive roof was finally in place after which
bombing became useless. At this date (Jiily 1941) few
roofs were in position and much foundation work va.s still

at the vulnerable stage. By January 1942 the pens at
Brest and Lorient and the majority of those at
St. Nazaire and La Pallice had passed the stage at which

interference by bombing v^as likely. References. Naval
Interpretation Report No. A.53 of 6.12.41 andN. I.D.
1/3/236 of 16.1.42. During the year 1941 only five
attsicks ware made on Lorient and six on St. Nazaire drop

ping a total of 200 and 120 tons of bombs respectively.
(2) See Chapter IT Sections (ii) and (iii). The meeting

was mainly concerned with measures concerting the attack
on German Sea commixnications.
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The directive required Coastal Corarnand, under the opera
tional control of the Admiralty, to fulfil tliree functions,

(a) Reconnaissance - divided into Strategic i,e. loca
tion of enemj’- naval and raercliant shiiJS in ports and

haxbours, and Tactical i.e. location of enemy units at
sea Ydiich included Home Fleet operations, breakout
patrols, escort of shipping, A/U sweeps and anti-raider
patrols,

(b) Offensive measures against enemy units,
•were to be considered subsidiary to the priniary role of
reconnaissance and included attacks on U-boats, merchant
shipping (in specified areas) and sea mining (also in
specified areas),

(c) Defensive measures by long range fighters against
enemy attack on naval imits and merchant shipping out
side the range of Fighter Command aircraft.

These

IIK/2V102A
end. 19A

The sphere of Coastal Command activity was limited to those

of the North Sea, North Atlantic Ocean, Arctic Oceanareas

and 33altic Sea which could be reached by Coastal Command
aircraift based on the United Kingdom, Iceland and Gibraltar.

Finally it was stressed that the closest possible liaison
should be maintained with the other two R.A.F. Commands in

connection with all operations over the sea and on the

coastlines.

It had been realised that, in view of the continued
shortage of long range aircraft, the requirem.ents of recon
naissance for Home Fleet operations and breakout patrols
would clash with the requirements for convoy escort and A/U

In exercise of operational control the Admiraltysweeps,
therefore decided vJhen Fleet Reconnaissance should take

precedence cf Trade Erotection,(l)

(v) The U/boat Yfar - June .to September 1941

The sinkings by U-boats for June 19M were again heavy,
61 ships totalling 310,000 tons with a further six vessels

of 12,000 tons by Fock-Wulf aircraft operating in the Atlantic.
The majority of the losses to U-boats occurred in mid-Atlantic
and around the Canary Islands - out of reach of any air

co^/er. (2) The number of U-boats in commission was rising
to 150, of which about 50 were operational, 50 were instruc
tional school boats and 50 were nev/-ly coraaissioned still

undergoing training in the exercise areas situated in the

3. d U.

War Diary and
Appendix II

See Chapter TLl - Introduction,
In July 1941, the OB (ou-tward bound) convoys were renamed.
Those bound for Canadian and North American ports became
Oil convoys and those proceeding to South Atlantic destina
tions were named OS convoys,
between North America and the U.K, received surface
escort all the way aero
South America and South Ai*rica could only be escorted to

rnid-Atlantic, after which the ships dispersed or pro
ceeded in company unescorted. It was these who formed
the majoritj’' of the casualties. Evasive routing of the
home bound convoys resulted in fev\(er interceptions by
the U-boat groups.

Although convoys plying

those outvjard bound forS3

1

2
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Western Baltic. In addition there were some 250 at
stages of completion in the construction yards. ^
30 U-hoats were at sea of whom 25 were in the central 

a_e s
of the North Atlantic. Two or three single U-hoats 

were

stationed close in to the N.W. coast of Ireland where th y
occasionally sank stragglers and independently routed ships
hut their main function was to report outward hwnd convoys
which mi^it then he picked up hy the groups of U-hoats 

wait

ing in mid-Atlantic. The Pock-Wulf aircraft were similarly
engaged in reconnaissance to the west and south west of
Ireland to locate and report convoys south hound towards
Gibraltar cr Sierra Leone. This was the heginning_of the

Gereian policy of using these aircraft almost exclusively_m
co-operation with U-hoat packs disposed hetoeen N.W. Spain
and the Azores which hecame such a feature later in
in 1942 (2) The vexed question of air co-operation in the

sea war had come to a head in the German Hi^ Command a few

months later than the same problem had ̂ isen in British
circles. However, the amicable and efficient solution which
had been applied in the latter case hy April W was not
found in corresponding German departments. _Hitler s soiu

tion, tliough more rapid Y;as not so happy in its results 
as

that hy Winston Churchill.

Briefly the story was this. In August 194-0} ^
G.A.P. Group (I/KG40) had been formed and operated, mostly
with P.W.200 aircraft, against ocean shipping in the Eastern

This Group had been instructed to co-operate wiuh
nitz who TJas Plug Officer in Commnd of all

In practice, usually only one and never more
available daily, moreover B. d U.

Atlantic,

Admiral Do

U-hoats.

than three aircraft were
was not able to direct these to suit his requirements.
Good personal relations enabled a degree of local co-operation
between the commanding officer of this Group and B. d U.

but it was difficul.t to maintain efficiency in view of the
divided control- hirfier up and the mutual antagonism between
the C,-in-C, Navy (Raeder) and the Head of the G.A.P,
(Goering). The numbers of efficient pilots and navigators
and indeed, the whole standard of reconnaissance gradually
’  Complaints by Doenitz and Raeder resulted in

Y

decreased.

War Diary ol*
B. d U.

(1) Early in June it was established from photographs that
U-boats were building at the following ports. Bremen
and Vegesack - AO, Bremerhaven - 6, Plensburg - 8, Kiel -
37 Lubeck - 11, Stettin - 5, Wilhelmahaven^- I6, and
Hamburg - 78. The numbers at Danzig, Gdynia and further
east could not be ascertained. ^

(2) 1,7.A1 OG66 shadovred and attacked by 5 P.W.2000 
s

in 4-817 N = 2008W l8/l9.7.A1 OB3A6 attacked by A
P.W.200's in 5A37N x 1 653 W - 1 shot down by H.M.S.
Wescott.

23/27.7,A1 OG69 shadowed by A P.W.200's -
by Hudson J/233 sqdn. on 23rd - when outside air cover
the convoy was attacked by U-boats on the 27th and
10 ships sunk.
2/5.8.A1 SL81 shadowed by A P.W.200's -
a Hurricane from catapult ship H.M.S. llaplAR*
by U-boats when outside air cover and 5 ships ̂sunlc,
16/23,8.A1 0G71 shadOTed by 6 P.W,200's and finally
attacked by U-boats. 10 ships were sunk and remnants
of convoy took refuge in the Tagus.

Befehlshaber der Unterseebote,

1  shot down

1  shot down by
Attacked

(3) His full title was
always shortened into B. d U.

SECRET
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a decision "by Hitler on the 7 January 1941 "fco transfer the
control of I/KG40 to the Flag officer U-hoats.(.1) However,
resentment in G.AeF. circles and the continuing scarcity of

long range aircraft brought no improvement. The overall
problem of naval control in every forai of nurithue ̂ reconnais
sance was raised in Hi^ Comraand Conferences and finally the

whole question was dealt with by Hitler in a Directive issued
on 28 February 1941. Details of this Directive are in

Appendix III. In effect it allocated responsibility for
air reconnaissance and operations into areas, some to the

The most important area - theG.A.F. and some to the Navy.

Fuehrer

Directives

Atlantic - was made a G.A.F. sphere under an Air Commander
(Fliegerfuehrer Atlantik) who was to set up a headquarters at
Lorient. A few naval officers were to be attached as liaison

for naval requirements.

That this decision was made against the advice of Admiral
Raeder is clearly shown in a letter written bj^ him to Hitler

early in llarch. In it he stated that he did not agree with
any combined policy for tv;o sections of the Armed Forces but
wished for a single undivided offensive by all sea forces,
in which he included air forces in so far as they operated
over the sea and in conjunction w?ith naval forces,

forces, he v)as convinced must be under one direction and
command. He foresaw great- dangers in the new ruling,
gave no authority for air reconnaissance and operations to
the Naval Commands who were responsible for certain
In others, the division of responsibility between two
authorities could lead to serious friction and loss of

efficient operation,
reconnaissance to U-boat warfare in the Atlantic, he v/as

particularly concerned regarding the arrangement for this

Such

It

areas.

In view of the importance of air

Admty.
CB.4501
History of
U-boat Policy

page 10

area.

Hitler appears to have taken some notice of this warning
for, though directing that the orders should become effective

15 Iviarch 1941, he drew attention to certain further impor
tant points

(l) The air reconnaissance and escort requirements of
the Naval Group Gcmmands were to be met to the fullest
extent,

(2) The above decisions covered only the situation as
would prevail in the Spring without being a final
settlement of the problem of naval air forces,

(3) The commanders who carry out.reconnaissance for
naval as v^ell as for aerial warfare must be aware of

their great responsibility with regard to overall ̂war
fare at sea and especially with regard to those air
forces which were established and trained for the
■purpose of naval warfare.

cn.

This Fuehrer Conference was held in Goering's absence
and on learning of the decision he attempted to argue
Doenitz out of it. However, Doenitz remained adamant
and Goering then made it clear that little support could
be expected in the future from him. Althou^^realising
the necessity for this reconnaissance, he saw in this
transfer the resurrection of a Naval Air Force and his
objections to this outweiglied all other considerations.
Ref: Admty. C.B.4525(l) - The U-boat War in the
Atlantic. Page 64,

(1)
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(4) The persons responsible for combined reconnaissance
and escort operations must strive to thinlc heyond the
limits of only one branch of the Armed Forces, and to

regard warfare within their sea areas as one \mified
operation, for the benefit of which reconnaissance and
escort forces operate with changing emphasis.

The failure to bring the Russian campaign to its
pected early conclusion, the increasing entanglement of the
G.A.F, on the Easteam Front and the consequent heavy casml-

ties prevented any revision in the Directive and it remained
the governing factor in German Maritnjne Air Y/arfare for the
remainder of the war. Admiral Raeder's misgivings were to

be amply justified, particularly in the Atlantic area where
he most feared friction.

CoiTiparison of the German Directive with the correspond-
ing British docviinent (Volume II Chapter VIII Seotion (viii)
and Appendix VIIl) illustrates the characteristic difference
in mentality between the two nations when confronted with the

same problem. The genius for harmonious team work as ex

emplified in the British Area Combined lleadquarters is absent
in the German organisation but the real vi?eal<ness of the
German solution lay in the opportunities for the clash of

personalities in hi^ places which were inevitably repeated
all the way down and resulted in bad grace co-operation with

a feeling by the G.A.F. that duties over the sea were in

glorious, irksome and not v^orthy of whole hearted endeavour.

ex-

On the 18 March, a conference, was held be'tween the new

Pliegerfuelirer Atlantic- (Colonel Harlinghausen) and B. d U.
to decide the extent of air co-operation with the U-boats
and the form it should take,

endeavour to, give satisfaction, probably on orders to do so

frcm Goering'so as to demonstrate the feasibility of air

■■i co-operation when arranged under G.A.F. commanders. The
liaison so initiated, continued tlrrou^out the remainder of

but the divided control was not relished by B. d U,
who wished .for a maritime air reconnaissance brancli trained
and operated, under his own-supervision,
improving co-o"jD.eration, the shortage of F.¥,20,0 aircraft,
which were the only type caioable of operating even on the
British North/South trade route, roade daily reconnaissance

B. d U.

The former officer made every

In spite of the

and shadowing after contact almost impossible,

Yfer Diary of
B. d U.

continually stressed the prevalence of geographical errors
in aircraft reports, incaaplete reconnaissances and in-^
accuracies in ship recognition which confused his plaiming
and wasted the steaming endurance of his U-boats. To
reduce tliis to a minimum, aircraft position reports were
made a secondary consideration and a hom.ing procedure was
adopted in July 1941. On sitting a convoy the aircraft
started sending long wave homing signals and kept doing so
as long as possible. The waiting U-boats picked these up
and started closing on them at the same time transmitting
to base their own positions and tlie bearing from them of
the aircraft signals. Tliese together with shore D/F bear
ings of all transmissions were plotted at the U-boat head
quarters. The corrected geographical fix of the convoj^ so
obtained was then transmitted by base to the U-boats who
adjusted their closing courses accordingly,
nals rarely lasted long enou^ to permit the boats to horn?
within si^t of the convoy and technical shortages forbade
direct Yf/T or radio 'ccntaot betvjeen aircraft and U-boat.

Aircraft sig-
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Coastal Ccamnand activities

During June the Caramand’s activities
devoted to scouring the Northwest Approaches with short
range aircraft against the single scouting U-hoats, afford
ing air support to those outward hound convoys which the
Admiralty Tracking Room intelligence indicated had been

reported, and giving close escort, as soon as range^per
mitted, with long range flying boats to those incoming

which had been located, attacked and were being
In the latter cases it was

were

convoys

followed in by U-boat packs,
faind that the attacking packs broke off from their
as soon as they were aware that the convoy had reached the

outer limits of air support.

Out of the 61 ships sunk by U-boats in June 1 , only
It became plain that, whensix were lost inside air cover. _ . •

outside this umbrella the safety of Atlantic shipping e-

pended, in the absence of sufficient numbers of surface
escorts, on the skill with which evasive routing was employed
by the Admiralty Submarine Tracking Room. However, the

immunity given inside air cover and the contmued Sa.oi^ul
convoy evasion technique ii the north Atlantic reduced the
losses during July and August to Z2 and 23 ships respec
tively - the lowest totals since I/Iay 1940.0

See Appendix IV

During August the enemy had concentrated a large number
of U-boats in the N.U, approaches between Ireland
Iceland in order to increase his meagre successes. This

move had been suspected by the Adrairaliy Submarine Tracking
Room and in adiiition to air escort being given to convoys

in this area, frequent sweeps were made by Wellingtons,
Ir/hitleys and Hudsons betvi/een north Irish, north Scottish
and Iceland bases. . These sweeps sighted ̂ d attacked many
U-boats (2) and undoubtedly frustrated serious shipping

lethal to thelosses thou^ only two of the attaclcs were
U-boats.(5)

This welcome reduction in shipping losses encouraged
circles not so close to the U-boat problem as the Aomirally
and Coastal Command to believe that the Battle of the
Atlantic had been won. A number of official pronounce
ments and newspaper articles indicated the prevalence of

unjustifiable optimism. Fearful of tlie possible efiects
on Coastal Command's expansion, the A.O.C.-in-C., ¥;rote a

letter to the C.A.S. deploring the false impression which

might be created. The C.A.S. replied with an assurance
that such rosy opinions were not shared by hm and thaw
every effort would continue to be made to build up the
strength of Coastal Coimmnd.

CC/S,7011/1/Z
ends. 95A, 51k
and 57B

The Surrender of U.57Q

August ended with episode unique in air operations
the surrender of a U/boat to an aircrai't. Hudson  S oi

The tonnages were 94,COO and 80,000 respectively.
The majority of the si.nlcings were in the triangular
area Azores to Gibraltar to a point 360 miles west
of Ireland.

22 sightings of which 18 were attacked.
Un4-52 sunk by Catalina J/209 sqdn. and iyhSi_l2:§5aS!l§L
U-570 surrendered to Hudson S/269 sqdn.

(1)

2

3
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No. 269 Squaciron Eased in Iceland (1) -while aa an A/U sweep
on the 27 August si^ited a U-hoat at 1050 hours at a distance

yards apparently just having surfaced.(2) The air
craft immediately attacked and froa an altitude of 100 feet
released 4 - 25O Ih. Amatol filled depth charges set to deto

nate at 50 feet depth,
while in the act of diving,
■vjater and s'pray had subsided, the U-hoat vjas seen to have re
surfaced in a hows-dcnm condition and 10-12 raen were gathered
on the conning tov;er and round the gun.
attacked with M/G fire whereupon a piece of white material
was Tvaved from the bridge. Shortly afterguards more of the
crew crawded on to the bridge displaying a large white
painted board.

of 1200

The stick straddled the U-boat
’Then the explosion plumes of

The aircraft

Coas-tal Command
Naval Staff Log,

and

C.B. 01^030/41
(10) and (11)

The aircraft informed base of the situation and kept
patrolling close round and over the U-boat until relieved
at 13A5 hours by Catalina "J” of No, 209 Squadron. Signals
liad been sent to the nearest A/S trawlers on patrol to close
the position but if none had arrived on the scene by ni^it-
fall, -bhe aircraft was instructed to sink the U-boat after
giving due warning. However, at 2250 hours the first A/S
trawler arrived but -Uie heavy seas prevented a boarding
party being sent,
li^t and a close watch was imiritained tlirou^^out tlie night.
By 0850 hours on the 28th, six more trawlers had arrived but
the sta-be of the sea still frustrated all attempts at board-

tav and the U-boat was definitely settling
Orders to the U-boat’s crew to blow more

The U-boat Vi/as ordered to show a white

xng or passing a
by the head,
ballast and oil fuel to regain trim were disregarded imtil
enl'orced by a burst cf M/G firs. At 1350 hours, U.570 was
boarded with the aid of a Carley float, the wounded were
transhipped and at 1600 hours the U-boat was in tow stern
first.

She was finally beached at Thorlakshafn near Reykjavik
and afterwfirds salvaged, refitted and taken into our own
Submarine Service as H.M.S, Graph. Being a brand new boat
on her first war cruise she naturally provided extremely
valuable information on the capabilities of a modem German
Submarine.

A further request for the bombing oT the Biscay Ports

The retreat of the U-boats to areas outside aircraft
range, -though flattering to Coastal Command, was not a sign
that any stra-tegic victory had been achieved or that the
fu-ture could be viewed with equania'rii-ty,
question of time before U-boat numbers increased and the

in the Atlantic were fully exploited against
In a letter dated the 5 September the A,0.C.-in-C.,

presented this point of view to the Air Ministry stressing
that the U-boat Fleet v;as growing rapidly and, if no drastic

It was merely a

airfree" aireas
us.

GC/P.B.J./555A1

steps were taken, we should have to reckon by the swnmer of
1942 v/-i-!:h up to I50 U-boats operating at sea. (3) 7/hile a
certain amount of harrying was inflicted on them at some
points in their sea cruises they could count on complete

Piloted by Sq-uadron Leader Thompson, navigator Flying
Officer Coleman,

The position was about 80 miles south of Iceland in
6215N X I835W.
For the actual growth cf the U-boat fleet, see
Appendix II,

0)

(2)

(3)
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quiet and rest in harbour. He a^in strongly recommended
that these bases be baribed frequently (not necessarily with

large nujtibers of aircral’t) so that at least sane inter
ference could be made in the smooth working of Biscay Port

facilities. The Air Ministry replied that, while fully
appreciating the value of harassing attacks on U-boat bases,
such attacks would constitute a very considerable and un

warranted diversion from the present planned operations as
Periodic attacksapproved by His Majesty's Government,

B.C./S.46368II
end, 109A

ibid

end. 111A

had, in the past, been made fran time to time but only
approved strategic plan.(I)within the

The tenacity of this optiriistic belief was seen early
in October when, in spite of greatly increased September
shipping losses, (2) the proposition was put forvjard by the
Prime Minister to reduce the landplane squadrons of Coastal
Command in order to re-inforce the strategic bombing force

the plea tliat U-boat sinlcings of Atlantic shipping were

only taking place in areas outside air range. This pro
posal was withdrawn after representations by the First Lad
of the Admiralty with which the C.A.S, was in agreement.'.^/'

on

Resulting from these pleas for the bombing of U-boat
operating ports and the flare up in shipping losses_in_the
Atlantic, the \^!ax Cabinet, on the 20 October 1941, invited
the Chiefs of Staff to consider whether the position in the

Battle of the Atlantic called for a hi^er priority for

bombing attacks on U-boat construction yards or ports used
as operating bases. The Admiralty's opinion as circulated
the next day by the C.N.S. was clear; . both were strongly

The Air Ministry's attitude was to resistrecommended,

TO(41)104th
20 Oct.

c.o.s. (41)
239 (0)

the latter and agree to a hi^ier degree of priority for
"  A C.O.S.the German Ports especially Hamburg and Kiel,

submitted to the Prime Minister embodying proposalspaper was
C.O.S. (41)
367th 25 Oct

for increased attacks on the main German Ports but only

mentioning one Biscay operating base - Lorient -
diversionary target. This programme was approved by the
¥/ar Cabinet at the end of October.

as a

(•1) A minute to the C.A.S, at this time gave the Air
It considered that the A.O.C.-in-C,,Ministry view.

Coastal Coimaand, in ccranon with the Admiralty, ̂had over
looked llie long term indirect contribution which the
bomber offensive had made and was still maicing to our

security at. sea by attadcs, not only on the jmain German

Ports, but on the German industrial, effort as a whole.
This industrial effort supported their naval just as
much as their military or other war effort. The Air
Ministry had accepted that the bomber force should sup
port the naval strategy more directly when the Battle of
the Atlantic was in its earlier and critical stage but

there seemed no justification "whatever for a return to

this defensive strategy ncm "when conditions at sea had

much improved and vie Mere beginning to develop fully
the air offensive to which we must look'for winning as

opposed to not losing the war.
B.C./S.Z(-6368 II end. 11CA.

(2) The Se-ptember losses from-U-boat action were .53 ships of
203,000 tons. Three quarters of this total was sunk
off S.E, Greenland and in the H,’7. Africa to Azores

Only 3 ships were sunlc witliin 350 m-iles of

so

Reference.

area,

shore based aircraft,

(3) See Chapter I section (ii).
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(vi) The institution of protective escort and patrol "by.the
United States

Meanv;hile, in support of the policy of defence against
possible agression and to aid Great Britain -within the Ihaiits
of non-belligerency, the United States Governinent decided to

occupy Iceland and Greenland. On 7 July there arrived
at Reykjavik a U.S. liarine Brigade supported by  a naval force
of -two battleships, two cruisers, 15 destroyers, two seaplane
tenders and 12 P.B.Y. flying boats while the flying boa-b

CC/S.7010/x force at iu-gentina was increased to four Squadrons foi-ining
end. 62A and Patrol ¥hig No. 7.('') The U.S. Ivlarine Brigade relieved the
U.S. Naval Opera- British Am;y force in the occupation of Iceland while the
tions in World naval force was employed in "police observation" duties be-

War II, Vol* I tween America and Iceland. On the  6 August the seaplane
tender U.S.S. Goldsborougja returned to Reykjavik and laid out

CC/S.7010/x moorings for 12 flying boats,
ends. 7U No. 75 U.S. Naval Squadron and five P.B.M's of No. 74_Squad-
and 79A ron arrived at Reykjavik. Their task was "Neutrality

Patrols" in the nortla Atlantic and protection of U.S, convoys
to and from Iceland,

escort or British reconnaissance duties.

On the 9th, six P.B.Y's of

They were not available for British
Also on the

ibid

end, 89A convoy

6 August arrived at Reykjavik an American aircraft carrier
from which was flovm off a filter force consist-ing of

30 Tomahawk fighter aircraft and three trainers which were to

operate under the control of the C.O, of the U.S, Ivarine
Brigade.

ibid

ends, 75A-77A

The seal was set on all these aids to the British War
effort at the meeting which took place on 10 August 1941 off

Argentia between President Roosevelt and ¥ir. Churchill accom

panied by their respective service staffs and which resulted
in the drafting of the Atlantic Cliarter. ,

The immediate measures taken by tlie United States after

this meeting of the Staffs were made known by the American
Embassy in London to the Admiralty on the i). September and
vrere to the effect that the G.-in-C., of tlie U.S. Atlantic

Fleet had been directed to implement the Western Hemisphere
Defence Plan No. 4 (W.P.L.51). Phis required his forces

U.S. Naval Opera- to destroy any German surface raiders which attacked shipping
along the sea lanes between North Ajuerica and Iceland or which

approached those sea lanes sufficientlj^ closely to be deemed
a threat to such shipping, to insure the safety of sea com

munications with U.S, strategic outposts and to suirport the^
defence cf U.S. territory and bases in Iceland and Greenland.(.2J
The position was ijublicised in a world broadcast by Piresident
Roosevelt on the 11 September in which he stated "Frcm now

on, if German or Italian vessels of war enter these waters

they do so at their own peril".

84th Conclusions
of Yfer Cabinet

19.8.41

tions in World

War II, Vol.' I

All vere(1) Nos. 71, 72, 75 and 74 U.S, naval squadrons.
12 P.B.Y. flying boats except No. 74 squadron which was

P.B.M. flying boats,
Tliere were tvio other notable alterations in the orders(2)
to the U.S, Navy,

(a) They were now to escort convoys which did not
necessarily include any vessels flying the U.S. or
Icelandic flags,

(b) It'was now permissable for the Canadian Na-vy
to escort vessels flying the U.S, flag.
Ref. 93rd conclusions of War Cabinet, 15.9.41.
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Commencing -with convoy H X 150, which left Halifax on,

the 16 September 1941, the United States assumed respons
ibility for the trans“Atlantic trade convoys when to the
westward of a line down the meridian of 10° West to latitude

65° North, thence to position 5300 N x 2600 ¥ and thence
down the meridian of 26° West. (1) The details of the
individual convoy air and surface escoid;s vreve worked out by
the respective staffs of the three countries concerned and
were as follows:-

Mid-Ocean meeting points(^) were established south
cf Iceland between the longitudes of 26° and 22° fest.
Eqyal Navy escort groups provided the escorts to the
eastward of these m.eeting points. To the westward ̂
United States escort groups escorted the H.X. and O.N.
convoys and Canadian escort groups au^ented as neces-
sar;^^ by Royal Navy vessels undertook the slow S.C.

Mixed United States and Britishand ONS convoys.

ibid.

See ilap I.

CC/S.7010/x
end. 98A and B,

This line marked the agreed boundary between U.S. and
British strategic control in the North Atlantic.
West of this line, convoys were routed by the American
Naval 0x:)erations DeiDartment (OHIAV) in Washington.
East of it, they were routed and controlled froni the
Adffliral-ty in London. This procedure and that in the

succeeding paragraph appear as British and American
directives in January 1942 but they were already vrork-
ing in -practice during the latter months of 1941.
Short title - Momp. Eastbound convoys received local
Canadian escort as far as a position south of
Newfoundland,

meeting point (short title - Westomp).
American or Canadian Ocean escort took over until reach
ing the Momp where British escorts took up the task.
The Moraps were in the vicinity of the strategic_control
boundary and the date on which the change over in
operational control took place (short title - Chop
date) coincided a-pioroximately with the diange to
British escorts. For westbound convoys the procedure
was reversed.

This was knov;n as the Western ocean
Here the

(1)

(2)
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ilcely to Gomiolioate theescort groups were avoided li
former country's neutrality^

(vii) A-i-r Cover in the North Atlantic

Regaarding air escorts, Coastal Command aircraft vwrking
from the U.K. and Iceland bases provided air cover and^V^ ,
escort as far to the v/estvjard as possible,
to cover out to about 600 miles to the westward of Ireland

This amounted

(l) An incident which mi^it have had awkward political re

percussions liad in fact occurred on the 4 September 1941.
Working from- an Icelandic base Hudson kl/269 Squadron at
0707 hours sifted a U-boat on the surface in very good
visibility conditions in position 6255 N x 2300 ¥,
The U-boat had dived before an attack could be pressed
hone but the aircraft dropped a sea imrker on the point

Y/hile circling the position the U.S.of disappearance,
destroyer "Greer" was sighted 20 miles distant at
0810 hours. M/269 reported the situation by visual
signal and R/T. The "Greer" closed the position and at

0900 hours reported that Asdic contact had been made on

the U-boat and, while not herself permitted to attack,
gave precise distances and bearings to the aircraft
which enabled 1^269 at 1030 hours to attack with  4 -

250 lb. depth charges set to 50 ft. No results were
observed and it was plain that the U-boat was too deep
for airborne D.C's to damage it. M/269 reported the
situation to base and asked for a British destroyer to

Shortage of fuel forced a return to base
after this and the aircraft informed a convoy

be sent.

soon

some 75 miles away of the U-boat's position on the \m.j
heme. Another Hudson - K/269 - was diverted to the
spot making contact with the "Greer" at 1156 hours.
The "Greer" reported still being in Asdic contact and
at 1244 hours that she had seen the tracks of at least
two torpedoes fired at her,
attacked with 6 depth charges at 1249 hours,
hours K/269 sifted H.M. destroyer "YTatclmian" 25 miles
away and directed her to the spot.
"Greer" reported losing asdic contact,
the two destroyers established visual and R/T communica
tion and proceeded to hunt the U-boat aided by K/269
who at I5C4 hours was relieved by Q/269 and Catalina
j/209 squadron. These in turn were relieved by Z/269
and H/209, Tlie hunt continued all-night, being joined
at 2035 hours by 3 British corvettes, and lasted up to

2125 hours on the 5 Sex-iteraber.
U-boat was found,

sitting by 1.5/269, an inquiry held afterwards was not
ccjnvinced that the "Greer" had ever contacted a U-boat

The pheima-.isna were held to be caused
Ref. S.7010/x end, 3%,

She immediately counter-
At 1340

Shortly after, the
At 1415 hours

No further trace of the

Althougji not doubting the original

or been.fired at,

by shoals of fish
N.B. In point of fact the U-boat in question - U-652

fire 2 torx>edoes and reported being hunted until 2130
hours,

12,9,41 and B. d U, log for 5,9,41.

did

Ref. Fuhrer Conferences on Naval affairs -
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southwest of loeland,(l) The R.C.A.E,ajad some 400 miles to

provided air escorts for all convoys passing tlirou^^ the
Straits of Belle Isle an,d for liX, SC and military corrvoys
from the Canadian coast as far out as longitude 55^^
From there they were taken on hy the U.S, Naval Air as far

This arnoun’^er^ to alooutpossible to the eash,wards.
400 miles nor-blieas-Uv-ard from Newfoundland
as

CC/3.17434
Part I end. 25C

The project of bridging the gap in mid-Atlantic by
using the Catalinas on a shuttle service between Eastern
and Western Atlantic bases proved impraqticable on detailed
examination because the range of the aircraft, when carrying

ibid

ends. 22A to D

(1) Aircraft available in the United Kingdom: -
No. 15 Groan - Catalinas of Nos. 240, 210 and 209
Sqdns, ■'imitleys of No. 502 Sqdn, a detachment of No. 221
Sadn. T/ellingtons and two Hudson Sqdns Nos. 224 and
253. No. 18 Group - No. 612 Sqdn ^ritleys, No. 220
Sqdn Hudsons and a detachment of No. 269 Sqdn.
Aircraft available in Iceland;-
No. 204 Sqdn Sunderlands, No. 330 Sqdn of Norwegian
manned Nortlirops and large detachment of Hudsons of
No. 269 Sqdn.

On the 1 July the Iceland squadrons, hitherto
Icnown as No. 30 Wing, had been renamed "R.A.l. Iceland,
and an A.G.h.Q. was formed in Reykjavik with the naval
forces under the C,-in-C,, Iceland. n,Jh.e air forces
were 'put under the direct control of/^Ooastal Command but
reninined administered by No, 15 Group (see^ also Vol. II
chapter VIII section (xvi)). The A.0,C,-in-C,, how
ever, wished the operational control to remain
decentralised under No. 15 Group but on the 6 August the
Air Ministry considered that, in view of possible con
flict between the three tasks of Fleet reconnaissance.
Trade protection and the defence of Iceland, only the
Headquarters in consultation with the Air Ministry and
the Admiralty could decide on the priority of tasks.
On the 21 August the A.O.G.-in-C., requested a recon
sideration of this ruling, observing that it was
necessary for No. 15 Group to co-ordinate the aircraft
required for daily tasks in the Northwest Approaches
between themselves, Iceland and No. I8 Group and this
would best be achieved by R.A.F. Iceland being controlled
by No. 15 Group. This request was refused in an Air
Ministr;V^ letter cf the 8 September on the grounds that
any daily adjustment could be effected without putting
Iceland under No. 15 Group and on the 15j[R.A.F. Iceland
came under H.Q. Coastal Command for administration as

However, in a policy letter dated the 17 Septem-
authorised the A.O.C, No. 15 Group

as

well,
ber the A.O.C.-in-C
to signal his daily aircraft requirement for convoy
protection to Nos. I8, 19 Groups and R.A.F. Iceland.
Tlie Groups were to provide aircraft from their avm
resources under mutual agreement and if any queries
arose or reinforcements were required to fulfil
obli'-ations the Groups must infoiTii Headquarters.
References - C.C./S.7010/23 ends. I8QA to 193A.,

(2) The bases worked from were as -under:- _
Gander, NeTtfoundland - 1 R.C.A.F, Squadron of Digbys.
Botwood, Newfoundland - a detachment of 4 R.C.A.r.
Catalinas Argentia, Newfoundland - U.S.N. Gatalinas of
Patrol Ning 7 and 6 U.S. Aray Fortresses. _
Sydney, Nova Scotia-1 R.C.A.F, Squadron of Bolinbrokes.
Dartmouth, Nova Scotia - 1 R.C.A.F. Squadron of Hudsons
and a detachjuent of R.C.A.F, Catalinas,
Yamcuth, Nova Scotia - 1 R.C.A.F. Squadron 01
Bolinbrokes,

* >
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On thea useful load of depth charges, was insufficient.
Coastal Caiirfland requested the Air-1A July the A.O,C.-in-C .

Ministry for a squadron of long range landplanes, preferably
Liberators, for Iceland to take the place of the flying
boats stationed there as he stated they would have to leave

before the winter set in. He also recommended that the

Canadian Eastern Air Command (S.A.C.) should be supplied
with a Liberator Squadron so as to link up with the Iceland

long range aircraft. The C,A,S, replied ctn the ^0 Julj^ that
extra long range squadron could be supplied and provision

for one in the future would depend on the flow of American
Similai'ly, it was im-

The need for

• 5

no

types suitable for such G.R. work,
possible to give E.A.C, a Liberator squadron,

C.C./S. 7010/23
end, I61A

ibid

end, I68A

such was fully appreciated but it must come out of Canadian

resources.

To extend the air cover as far as possible with existing
No, 209 Catalina Squadron was transferred at the

In an
resources

end of July from Northern Ireland to Reykjavik,
attempt to solve this problem, four U,S, Navj" Catalinas of
No. 71 Squadron operated from Kungnait Bay in south Green

land, based on the seaplane tender TJ.S.S. Gannet, frcm the
1 October but weather and sea conditions forced the abandon

ment of this idea on the 18 October,
the use of land planes to work fran the U.S, Aiwy aerodrome
at Narsarssvak,(1) also in south Greenland, where limited
facilities were available. This came to nothing for the

same reasons but it w/as intended to repeat the attempt in

April 1 3k2. when weather conditions mi^t be more favourable.
There was thus still a gap in the air cover over the m-ain
trade route of 300 miles or more in mid-Atlantic extending
in a South Southeasterly direction fraa Greenland.
Liberator aircrax’t was the only type which could solve this

vital problem and it was to be I8 months before they could

be supplied in necessaiy numbers. During this time the

"Gap" became inf’amous as the graveyard of :aa.ny merchant
vessels from U-boat action.

Another scheme was

Tlie

U.S. Naval

Operations in
Yforld War II.

Vol. I.

G.C./S.7010/X
end. 105A

The extension of the United States protective area and

the new orders to tlie U.S, Atlantic Fleet did not, however,
alter the mandate previously issued to the U.S, Naval
Commander in lodand regai-ding the use of the U.S, Catalinas

at Reykjavilc, (2; This remained limited to providing air
protection to U.S, convoys and ships actually bound for or
departing from Iceland, Discussions took place throughout
September for the closer co-operation between the U.S,
Naval and Coastal Command aircraft in Iceland. Agreement
in theoiy as to a caomon signal procedure and the sharing of
the British operation room in Rekjavik was reached by the
end of the month but it remained for official sanction to be

obtained from the respective Chiefs of Staff in Washington
and London,

carried on by liaison methods was revealing weaknesses.
The Air Officer commanding the R.A.E. in Iceland  - Axr
Commodore W. H. Primrose

In the meantime the extempore co-operation

rendered a deta.iled report to

G.C./S.7OIO/X
ends, 102(A
to II3A

H.Q.C.C. on the 30 September in which he again stressed the
necessity of a joint anti-U-boat coniraand using the same

A.C.H.Q. and operations room for British and American
directing staffs so that fully co-ordinated protection
could be given to Iceland and all shipping in the north

He also drew attention to theAtlantic within air range.

ibid

end. II9B

See Map. I.

a]
Code name Bluie West I,

In September these were 12 Catalinas o£ U.S.N. No, 73
squadron.
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equipment deficiencies of U.S, naval aircraft in that they
had no A.S.V. and -mere armed with homhs for use against
U-hoats which were so fused that they were ineffective unless

dropped from 1,000 ft or over. This report was forwarded
hy the A.O.C.-in-C,, to the Air Ministry and a reply was
received on 24 October in which the Director of Naval Co

operation agreed ?;ith the points mentioned and felt that the
joint action proposed should include all areas in which
British and American air forces mi^t he called upion to work

together.

ihid

end. 12QA

Conferences in London followed but vdien representations
were made by Vice-Admiral E. L, Ghonnley (the special U.S.
Naval Observer, in London) to Vfeshington, a reply v;as received
from the U.S. chief of Naval Operations, dated 8 November
1 941, stating that it was particularly undesirable to have in
London an agency to co-ordinate air activities in the western
Atlantic as well as in British home waters "and any departure
from the principle that the western Atlantic will be con

trolled from Yfashington and Canada must be avoided". This

was most disappointing as it missed the point cf the original
proposal for joint action in the Iceland area and, although
the United States wei-e not at war, it revealed an inability
to see the vital north Atlantic trade route as a complete

A/u problem, requiring joint co-ordinated action at every
point between the Canadian coast and the British Isles.

Y/hen the United States declared v>/ar on Germany and

Italy on the 11 December 1941, no change was made in the

existing extempore liaison in the A.C.H.Q. at Reykjavik
neither was the limited raandate to the U.S. Naval Air Force

in Iceland expanded to include ccmbined action against
U~boats otlaer than in protection of U.S. convoys to and from
Iceland.(l) In actual practice, measures for all convoy
protection and A/U patrols continued in mutual co-operation
between the local British and American commanders at

Reykjavik. On the 24 December, Rear Admiral J. L. Kauffman
U.S.N. took up his appointment as camnandant of the newly
conmissioned U.S. Operating Base in Iceland. Under his

direction the co-operation was regularised vmth U.S. personnel
taking their places in the Reykjavik Combined Operation
Room, From early in 1942 the operational control of No. 73
U.S.N. Catalina Squadron became merged into that exercised
by the Reykjavilc A.C.H.Q, over the Coastal Command Squadrons
stationed in Iceland,

(viii) The West Africa Station

The first aircraft to arrive on this station were two

Sunderlands belonging to No. 210 Squadron with orders to '

ibid

end. 121A and

123A to 125A.

C.C./S.15,223
ends. 40A to
42A and 1l6A to
118A

CC/S„ 15,266 end. Ik
and No. 95 Squadron
Porm 5kO

(l) On the 20 December, Admiral King was appointed Ccmmander-
in-Chief of the United States Fleet (short title -
Cominch) auid ten days later was relieved as C. in C.
Atlantic Fleet (short title - Cinclant) by Admii’al
R. E. Ingersoll,
of his former functions because Cinclant, being a
floating ccroi’nand, lacked the necessary communications
and other facilities to direct so complicated a wax as
this was to become in the Atlantic Ocean.

Ccminch continued to exercise many
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oommence the fomation of No. 95 Squadron. (1) Hiey aroived at
Freetown (Sierra Leone) on
tively, having been preceded by a groimd party,
escort and k/U Patrol duties were commenced on the 2k I/Iarch
in collaboration with the naval staff of the C, in G,

South Atlantic whose headquarters vfere at Freetown,
more Simderlands arrived from heme during April and one in

I/iay, Operations were then carried out from Bathurst
(Gambia) as well as from Freetown, out to AGO m/iles from the
bases.(s)

the 17 and 18 Itarcli 19A1 respec-
ConvojT-

Two

As a result of a big increase in the shipping losses
dui’ing lvlay(3) it was decided to re-inforce the Yfest Africa
station. Six Hudsons from No. 206 Squadron were despatched
in June with a ground party to Jeswang, Bath\.irst to form

No, 200 Squadron, another Sunderland was sent out for No. 95
Squadron and the only tv'jo available Sunderlands of No. 228
Squadron, then based at Aboukir, were ordered to proceed to
Bathurst with sirPficient personnel and spares to coramence
operations immediately on arrival,

personnel took passage from Egjrpt in H.M.T. Duraana
bound for Bathurst via the Cape.

The rest of the squad
ron

CC/S.15, 266
ends. Ihk., 25A
and Battle of

Atlantic

Committee

7th, 8th, 9th
and 10th

meetings.

The Hudsons commenced jjatrols on the 30 June but engine
defects on the fli^t from Egypt delayed the arrival of the

two flying boats and they did not become operational till

the 6 August. All the flying was controlled by the Command

ing Officer of No. 95 Squadron working from an operatiais
at the headquarters of the Naval C, in C, Southroom

Atlantic which was situated at King Tom, Freetown.

Tfhile tlie move of No, 228 Squadron was still going on,
it was decided to replace them by a full Sunderland squadron -
No, 20A - from the United Kingdom and to repatriate No. 228
for reforming at Calshot.
establishment of No. 200 Squadron v;as increased from seven

to twelve Hudsons, and the S.S, I’/Ianela, then depot ship for
flying boats in Iceland, was detailed to carry the ground
staff of No. 20A Squadron and the necessary increased

In the first week of August the

CC/S.15,266
end. 52A

iVN tftly ‘<14C, O skip owe tn
. TKiAr ^ Cki

-V,

(1)

sion to send Sunderlands to this area and to form

No. 95 Squadron was taken on 15 January 1941 but the
three Sunderlands detailed from No. 210 Squadron for
this purpose were delayed by gale casualties at
Gibraltar and it was mid~1.5arch before t\-vo of them

Tiere ultimately able to continue the journey,
ships were suink in the area during January but none in

February.

Three

Effective Effective

Hours on convoy Hours on A/U
patrolescort

U-boats Sighted(2) Month

631I.ferch

April
Hay
June

8753 NONE
17894
18453

(3) Renewed attention to this area by U-boats in Maz'oli
resulted in^i^te«.r> ships being sunlc and twn in April.
In May the losses shot up to 32 ships of 1£6,25"2 tons
within 600 miles of the two air bases.
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personnel for No. 200 Squadron to Freetown where she was to
additional acccanmodation for the growing \?est

Five aircraft of No, 204 Squadrons arrived.
remain as

Africa station,

with advance ground personnel, at Bathurst on the 28 August.
The transport Dumana also arrived at this time and was re

tained as a depot ship for No. 204 Squadron. T -Those mernbers

o Sunder-of No. 228 Squadron not absorbed into the other -to
land squadrons were sent home in S.S. Oronsay. /

Discussions had also been proceeding as to the opera
tional control of this station and, on the 22 August, the

Ail' Ministiy ordered the formation of an Air Headquarters
v;ith an officer of Air ranlc in canmand as soon as accommo-

t Freetown was available. Hie necessary R.A.F,
1(2) embarked in S.S, Manela in the Clyde on the

21 September and sailed the same day. The ship arrived
at Bathurst on the 12 October and at Preeta-sn on the 21st,

The new A.H.Q, took over control from the C.O. of No, 95

Squadi'on on the 29 October and thenceforth the West Africa
station was an independent command controlled throu^ the

A.C,H,Q. at Freetown,

Meanwhile, with the aid of the aircraft re-inforcements,
the operational flying hours increased substantially during
the third quarter but no U-boats were sighted.(3) Shipping

, the oreer, which had dropped to five vessels in
fell away to one in July, one in August and none in

September, This was, however, primarily due to the diver
sions of independently routed shipping away from the danger
area and to naval successes in destroying some of the eneny

supply vessels necessary to refuel and provision U-boats
operating in areas so far from their Biscay bases. The
lack of U-boat successes, either off the coast of West
Africa or in the centre of the equatorial Atlantic together
with restricted possibilities of refuelling, decided the
Genmn Naval Command in October to withdraw these U-boats
towards the North Atlantic and only occasionally to send ̂  ^
single U-boat to the area off aaid to the south of Freetown. \5J

pe.rsonne

Loose Minutes

Nos. 61, 65 and
128 - D. of 0.

and

CC/S.15,266
ends. 3QA., 34A.
and 39A

■wOlu, o^r losses^
^  June, i4; :

War Diary
of B. d U.

The two Sunderlands belonging to No. 228 Squadron be
came due for major overhauls on 21 August and left for
the United Kingdom on the 24th,
Including the new A.O.C., Air Commodore E. A. B. Rice
O.B.E., M.C,

(1)

(2)
EffectiveEffective

(3) Month Hours on escort Hours on U-boats.
A/U Patrol Sigiited Attackedduty>94*

128 171July
August
Septerriber
October

357174
546147

166 728 3- 1
1« 1459November

December
215

379219

* All si^j-tings were by aircraft on patrol.
Sitting was by aircraft on convey escort.

In addition, one di-edger of 2,879 tons was lost on a
mine laid by U-60 off Lagos harbour,
laid another small field off Takoradi but no sinkings
resulted.

Shipping losses off the West iifrican coast in the last
quarter of 1941 were *1^ ships of which only three were
in the Freetovm area.

e

The same U-boat
(4)

(5)
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The flying hours during the last quarter were again
Three sightings of U-boats, in one case followedstepped up,

by an attack, were obtained in October and another attaclc

was made in November but no. damage was inflicted in either

Operations by four U-boats against shipping in thecase.

Cape area were planned by the enemy for December but the

destruction at the end of November by the Navy of the last

two supply vessels caused the recall of all the U-boats
taking i^art,
days later, the \ihole U-boat offensive was re-cast and no
further U-boats were sent to the Freetown area until J.ferch

When the United States entered the war a few

1942,

(ix) Revision of attack procedure against U-boats

The immunity enjoyed by conveys when inside the range of

full air cover was due, not to the lethaliiy of air attack,
but to the restriction it imposed on the free movement of

surfaced U-boats watching for or following up convoys.
Although U-boats were being sifted and attacked by aircraft

with increasing frequency, there was no corresponding increase
in the nimibers of U-boats destroyed or seriously damaged by
these attacks.(l) In September 1941 the Command's score
stood at only one U-boat sunk uimidcdy one surrendered,,
three kills shared with surface craft and sane 10 or 12

seriously damaged in the 245 attacks since the outbreak of

war, Tlie use of depth charges, from which increased
success had been expected, was by now nearly iuniversal and

the continued lack of success pointed to a fundamental weak
ness in our methods.

The absence of any uniform attack technique had been
the subject of examination by the staff at H.Q, Coastal
Command since J\ine 1941»
tional Research Section an analysis was made of all attacks

since August 1940 when depth charges v;ere first used,
yielded the information that in spite of depth charge set

tings having varied between 100 feet and 300 feet, only
those attacks made on a still visible U-boat or within

15 seconds of disappear
tion being assessedo(2)

In co-operation with the Opera-

Thi

ance resulted in damage or deatruc-
During this period 35% cf the

s

Coastal Canraand

Naval Stai’f

Records

U-boats attacked had some portion visible at the time of

release and 15% had disappeared for less than 15 seconds.
No evidence of even sli^it damage followed attaclcs imde at

a longer interval than 30 seconds after disappearance.
It was therefore suggested that all efforts should be con
centrated on attacking the fomier which were classified as
Class A targets and that far less attention should be paid
to the remainder.

(1) Sighted Attacked Sunie Seriously

damaged
mi

June

July
August

25 17 1

813
28 23 1  surrendered

+ 1 shared

2

September

Combat reports of all attacks were forwarded to the
Admiralty Assessment Cernmittee
experience and various forms of Intelligence these
attacks were assessed under categories rajrging from
"known sunlf to "No U-boat present".
Appendix III gives the early histor-y of this committee.

39 52 3

In the li^t of

Volume II

(2)
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On the 26 June 1 941 the first meeting of the new stand
ing joint committee charged with the consideration of measures
for the improved prosecution of the A/U Ylax took place in
the AdBiralty. (1)
should be held f ortni^tly and discussions would be divided

into two headings,

(a) Miat could be done with existing weapons and
resources to improve the killing pow;er of an aircraft
attacking a U-boat,

(b) liJiat could be done in the future by producing neY^
v;eapons or devices to effect further improvement.

Preliminary discussions then took place on the suggestion
put forvjard resulting from the Coastal Command analysis and

it was agreed that the implications should be considered at

the next meeting.

Meanwhile a detailed report of the tvjelve most recent
attacks (actually carried out between 26 June and  9 July)
was made by a member of the Naval Staff at H.Q. Coastal
Command,

veaj.ed wide variations in the methods of approach, in aiming

points, in the release of weapons and in the accuracy of

the subsequent account of the attack by the pilots and
crev;s. (2)

It was decided tiiat future meetings

These attacks were most disappointing and re-

c.c/s. 7050/5
Part I end. 5A

Coastal Command

Naval Staff

A/U Pile end. 21

This report was considered at the second meeting of
the joint committee together with the implications arising
from the analysis of attacks,
to study the question of weapons and banb si^ts and a new

standard attack policy was agreed upon,
in Coastal Command Tactical Instruction No, 15 issued on the

25 July 1941 which laid down:-

(i) The attacking approach was to be made by the
shortest path and at the maximum speed.

A Sub-Committee was appointe

This was embodied

c.c./s.7050/5
Part I end. 11A d

(1) Mention is made at the end of Cliapter VIII Volume II

of the findings of a joint AdiDiralty/Coastal Command
Committee on A/U warfare,
was to the effect tlriat a standing committee ccmposed
of Naval and Air Force representatives should be set
up under the chairmanship) of the Admiralty Director of
Anti-Submarine Y/arfare (D.A.S.Y7.) to consider measures
for the improved prosecution of the war against the
U-boats,

The final recommendation

This standing committee virtually took over the
tactical prosecution of the U-boat War at sea. The
Adm.iralty Trade Protection meetings under the chair
manship of the A.C.N.S. (Trade) continued fortni^tly
(monthly from September 1941) deliberations on general
sea communications and also approved and gave the
required impetus where necessary to new measures
recommended by the standing A/U Conimittee, Any
matters requiring C.O.S. or Cabinet Sanction were
represented to the C.NoS, or the C,A„S, by the
chairman or the air repi-esentatives.
Upon this latter depended the value of any reconstruc
tion of the attack and consequently the possible
lessons for improvement in future.

(2)
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(ii) The actual attack could he rnade from any direction
relative to the U-hoat.

(iii) The depth setting of all depth charges was to he
50 feet,(1) the spacing between depth charges in  a stick
■was to i)e 60 feet and all deptii charges carried vjere to
he released in one stick.

(iv) The ideal -was to attack -while the U-hoat or some
part of it was still visible. Data was given, ho\-;ever,
to enable pilots to estimate quickly how far aliead of
the point of final disappearance their stick should he
placed if the U-hoat got under just before release was
possible,

(v) In cases where the U-hoat had disappeared for more
than 50 seconds it was pointed out that success was un
likely CTWing to the progressive uncertainty of the
U-boat’s position either in plan or depth,

(vi) The hei^t of release must not he greater than
100 feet until an aiming si^t was provided hut the
restriction against aircraft carrying depth charges at
ni^t was modified. (2)

(vii) Great stress was laid on the need for training and
constant exercises so as to attain a hi^i standard of
attack and aiming accuracy.

Bomb Sights and Yfeapons.

As yet there was no standard si^t in use for low level
attacks. Release of dep-th charges was effected by the
pilot by eye alone. The accuracy depended on practice,
experience and ai-:iy natural apti-tude for judging heights and
distances, (3) Seme squadrons had worked on -their own

(1) 50 feet was -the minimum setting possible with the
existing D.C, pistols.
The ilark VII 2)-30 lb. D.G., with which the flying boats
and larger land planes were armed, tended to break up
on impact witli -the sea if released from hi^ier than
150 feet and at s-^jeeds greater than I50 knots. A
restriction had been imposed late in 1940 against the
carrying of depth charges at ni^t because the insensi
tive type of altimeter rendered flying at ni#it -unsafe
when below -this height. Tlie Mark VIII 250 lb. D.C.,
was designed for use in Hudsons and other types of air
craft Ti?hich could not carry the Mlark VII.
dep-th charge commenced coming into operational use in
liay 1941 and tests in June had shovm that it functioned
correctly when released up to 2,000 feet and at speeds
up to 200 l-nots. The ni^t restriction was therefore
cancelled for aircraft carrying the Mark VTII but by
day -the progressive inaccuracy following releases with
out a si^t above 100 feet altitude made it necessary
to impose -bhe same limit as for the Mark VTI.
In actual fact this release from low levels by "air
man's eye" was astonishingly accurate. Dm’ing the war
more kills of U-boats were obtained in this way than by
the use of a sight. Two types of unofficial hand held
si|^ts appeared early in 1942 but the provision of an
efficient low level sight, the Mark III Angular Velocity
si^it, did not even-tuate until June 1943.

Tills lighter

(2)

(3)
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private ideas by painting lines on the front screen and

inarks on the fusilage, others by timed release at so many
seconds after the target had disappeared under the nose of

the aircraft but no officially accepted si^t appeared until
much later in the war.

Regarding the existing depth charges, the third meeting
of the joint coiimittee agreed that while the3^ remained the

standard weapon against U-boats it was essential tliat a

pistol giving a shallower detonation should be developed as

soon as possible. In view of the decision to concentrate
attacks on U-boats on or still near the siorface the existing

minimum of 5O feet \vas too deep. However, the Weapons
Sub-Committee pursued not only this objective but, pari
passu, investigated the possibilities of other types of

weapons notably the small contact bomb and the very heavy
anti-submarine type of bonib.

C.G./S,7050/5
Part I

ends, I4A., 16A,
18A and B

Special measures in Coastal Command headquarters

Besides the implementing of the new tactical instruc
tion the Headquarters Staff took measures to ensure fuller

details and greater accuraqy" in the combat reports of
attacks on U-boats,

staff,(1)
the begin-hing of the war, commenced writing up each indivi

dual si^iting and,attack on U-boats as they took place
using every scrap of first hand evidence obtainable and

analysing the probable result from all the data available.
Ydienever possible the attacking crews came to the Head

quarters which enabled personal corroboration, discussion
of detail and practical experience to be effected while
the event was fresh,

assistance to the Admirally Assessment Committee but their

main value lay in exiDosing mistakes and facilitating steps
for improvement in techrdque,
aircraft were fitted wdth caj-neras to record the fall of

depth charges relative to the U-boat or its diving swirl.

Photographic analysis enabled quite an accurate estimation
to be made of the distance of the explosions from the
U-boat's hull,

were remarkably close to the ultimate facts as disclosed
by subsequent Intelligence
Geman re cords, ( 2}

One member cf the Command's naval

who had been connected with the A/U work since

These individual narratives were of

At the end of I941 some

The theoretical assessments of the result

reports and finally by post war

Coastal Command

Naval Staff

records

'\Yhite Caraoviflage

It had, of course, been realised that to achieve the
desired attack on a still visible U-boat the question of

aircraft cam.ouflage was of the utmost importance. The
development of white camouflage to this end is described
in Volume II Appendix XII, On the 8 August 1941 this
new colour was regularised by the Air ICinistpy for all

Commander D. V, Peyton-YYard, R.N.
By the end of 1941 this naval officer had become
specialised in all aspects cf Coastal Command's war
against the U-boats and for the remainder of the war
formed a permanent link between the Headquarters and
the Admiralty A/U organisation including close
collaboration with the Admiralty Submarine Tracking
Room.

1
O
IL,
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Wellingtons, f/hitley- and the new Liberator aircraft. (1)
the Spring of 1942 all Coastal Command aircraft, land and

flying boat types, engaged in A/U work were painted in the
white camouflage.

Disa-ppolntiiig results in location of U-boats by A.S.V.

Bound up with the camouflaged final aj^proach to a
U-boat was the larger problem of being able to initially
detect U-boats with A.S.V. Althougli Long Range Jfk II
A.S.V. had been introduced into Coastal Comiriand in the

autumn of 194C, the equipment of A/U Squadrons was slow in
spite of the emphasis laid on this work by the li'ime Minister
since J/[arch 1941. This was owing to production delays and
technical troubles. Among the latter was the difficulty
of fitting the long range beam aerials in any aircrai't but
Sunderlands, 7/ellingtons and Wlaitleys. This meant that
other types had only the forward or homing aerials which gave
a shorter range of location and only covered a limited for

ward looking sector. At the end of June 1941 the position
was that out of the 272 operational aircraft most suitable
for A/u duties, 127 ha,d homing aerials but only 73 were
fitted with the complete long range set.(2)

Battle of

Atlantic

Directive

O0G./3.70II/1/Z

The operational results of A.S.V, were meagre,
the 1 March and the 31 July 1941 only four U-boats(3)
been sighted as a result of A.S.V, contacts as compared with
61 sighted by visual look out alone,
July and August of reports from aircraft that initial A.S.V.

Betwee

The appearance in

n

had

(1) At the end of June 1941, 20 Liberator Mark I aircraft
No. 120 Squadron

Owing to

were allocated to Coastal Gomraand,

was formed and equipped ?;ith these aircraft,
necessary modifications and fitting of long range A.S.V,
the first operational Sortie did not take place until

Ref, Coastal Command O.R.B.the 20 September 1941,
appendices and Wo* 120 Squadron Form 540.

(2) The state'of A.S.V, fitting was;-

'Homing aerials'
only ,

Complete long
.range Set

Numbers Operational

36119 Hudsons

24 Wellingtons
35 Wliitleys
27 Sunderlands'
6 Catalinas

18 2

Iviarch 31
7 2

87150 Hudsons
25 Yfellingtons
40 V/hitleys
27 Sunderlands
30 Catalinas

30 25
June 40

17 8

23

„  Ref. G.CVS.7011/1/7,
(3) Date Aircraft A.S.V, range

contacted

Range sighted

Hudson R/220
Hudson 0/269
Hudson Ii/269
Wellington B/221

4 May
5 Ivlay
6 June

29 July

15 miles
8 miles

5 miles
10 miles

10 miles

4 miles

5 miles
3 miles
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indications faded out as the position ?Jas closed gave rise to

a suspicion at H.Q.C.C, that the enerqy was listening, on a

suitable receiver, to the AoSoV, transmissions and, being so
warned, was diving before the aircraft was Vi/ithin visual

sighting distance. Tliis matter Y/as brou^it up.at the first

C.O,/S,7010/10/6 meeting of the Air/sea Interception Committee(l) held on the
1/+ August. It was decided to ask the Operational Research
Section at H.Q.C.G, to prepare a paper setting out the evi

dence, Meanwhile in order to test the validity of the
suspicion, Coastal Gamrnand ordered A.S.V, silence from the

18 Augast on alternate weeks for the ensuing 28 days.
During the silence period, three visual sittings of U-boats

were made. During the normal 14 days, five initial visual,
tivo initial A.S.V. and one simultaneous visual and A.S.V.

contacts were made. (2) This test, adinittodly short, shmed
that there was no apparent disadvantage involved in the use

of A.S.V, Further examination of the evidence on disappear
ing A.S.V. contacts revealed other possible causes such as

waves, poi'poises, whales, oil drums and other small sized

floating objects and that there was no particular reason to

suspect U-boats. A paper with these conclusions, VJas
submitted by the O.R.S. to the 2nd meeting of the Air/Sea
Interception Committee on the 11 September and it was agreed
that the unrestricted use of A.S.V. should continue on the

assump’i'ion that it was not being detected by U-boats but

that the O.R.S. Coastal Command should endeavour as a mattei-

Part I

end, 12B

ibid

end. 21A

ibid

end. 24G

of routine to accumulate further evidence and keep a close
watch on the situation.

The fact that first locations Y/ere predominently made
by visual sic^tings in the A.S.V. fitted aircrai’t was lead

ing to misgivings as to the practical value of A.S.V, in

(1) This committee was formed on the 25 July 1941 to take
over the problems of Air Interception of surface vessels
and submarines fron the existing Interception Committee
The temas of reference were: -

(a) To reviewr all nev; developments in the tech
nique of air to sea intez-ception, including
developments by the enemy,
(b) To recamend research and. development in the
technique of air to sea interception,
(c) To take decisions regarding the adoption for
operational use of new developments in technique
and to initiate action,

(d) To correlate the activities of the various
departments and branches of the Air Ministry and
Ministry of Aircraft Production concerned with

,  (b) and (c).a

e) To examine and report on such other related
problems as may be referred to the Commitee from
time to time.

The D.G.A.S. was in the Chair and represented on the
Committee were the appropriate Air Ministry branches, the
A.O.C. in G, Coastal Command, the Coastal Command
Development Unit, members of the Ministry of Aircraft
Production and branches of the Admiralty. Normally this

Committee and the Interception Committee m.et on alternate
fortnights. Ref. C.C./S.7OIO/IO/6 Part I. end, 1A-,

(2) A.S.V. off A.S.V. on

Flying hours in area ̂
Initial visual contacts

Initial A.S.V. contacts

528 541
8+1 simultaneous5
2

Ref. O.R.S, report No. 146.
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spotting U~boats by day, A paper on this subject v^as
prepared by the O.R.S, based on the Angust/September figures
for U-boat sij^tings. (1) This was considered at the 3rd
meeting of the Air/Sea Interception Coirrnittee on the 23 October.
Various reasons were put forward to account for the poor
results among which were the optical fatigue of the operator,
his uncomfortable position when on watch and general inex

perience in A.S.V. technique. It was pointed ait that
comparatively little development work was being done on
A.S.V. and the Telecamunications Research Establishment

(T.R.E,) required a detailed indication of the directiai
in which the ISk II (l-g- metre) L,R,A.S.V. was not satisfac
tory. After discussion, in which it was suggested that the

limit on present lines had aiunost been reached and any
substantial increase in range could possibly only be obtained

by developing 10 c.m, A.S.V.(2)^ the Chairman directed the
preparation of a full report on the wliole subject.

Accordingly a memorandum was prepared by the Director
of Radio giving recaiimendations for improvement and develop
ment of A.S.V, equipment to meet operational requirements.
In this report, dated the 16 November, it T^as stated that
with the present Me II L.R.A.S.V, equipment the theoretical
maxhnum performance could in practice be reached. This, on

a fully surfaced submarine, was seven to ei^t miles frami an

aircraft at 1,500 feet altitude. Immediate steps were re

commended to be taken to improve the general Installation
and maintenance but no hopes of increasing the optimum range
were held out except as follav

(l) An increase in the transmitter power to 100 Kws.
which should provide a increase in range on the
existing ¥Ik II (l^ metre) equipment but delivery in
quantity of this hi^ powered transmitter could not be

effected before 9 months.

(2) A drop in wave length to 50 c.m. should increase
the range lOC^o if used with a 100 Kw, transmitter.
Quantitative delivery of this 50 c.m. equipment was
estimated at from nine months to one year from approval.

(3) The development of 10 c.ra, or 3 c.m. with plan
position display (P.P.I.) v^ould, it was estimated, give
ranges of nine to twelve miles besides offering greater

s t —

ibid

end, 34^I»

ibid

end. 35B.

Ibid

end. 3^B.

(0 Out of a total of 77 sittings of U-boats by all types
of aircraft, 15 liad been sifted by non-A.S.V. aircraft.
Of the remaining 62 sittings, 49 were sifted visually
by A.S.V. equipped aircraft before being detected by
A.S.V. and only 13 were detected by A.S.V. before
being seen visually.
The United States had been supplied with the necessary
information for production of 10 c.m. A,I. (Designed for
night filter interception). They had, in April 1941,
tried out an A.I. set as an A.S.V, set and obtained

(2)

satisfactory results. By August, production was
commencing in both types for operational trials and
experiments. In England, advanced experimental wfork
was pursued so as to keep in touch with and if neces
sary guide American development. The quantity
production of 10 c.m, A.S.V. T;as left in American
hands. It had also been arranged that a Liberator
should be fitted with American 10 c.m. A.S.V, at

Boston and then brought to the United Kingdom for
trials. Ref; S.I.G.6 of 9.8.41 in CC/S.7010/l0/6
end. 12A.
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Quantitativesecurity against enemy interference,
delivery of 10 c.m. equipment should he possible in
about nine months from approval.

Regarding the immediate steps to he taken, it was
proposed to form an expert A.S.V, examination party to in

vestigate the poor operational performance of Mk II A.S.V,
in Coastal Cammand. This party would visit selected Coast

ihid

end, 36c,
al

Command stations v^ith particular reference to I/Iaintenance,
Training, Operational use and Installation.

The memoranduiiT, was considered at the 4ih Air/Sea Inter
ception meeting on the 20 November and the proposal for a

visiting examination party, the recommendation to go ahead
with the installation of 100 Kw transmitters and the hasten

ing of 10 c.m, and 3 c.m. development was approved. The

£xpert A.S.V. Inspection party spent the next six weeks
touring Coastal Command stations and compiled a detailed
report which was submitted at the 5th meeting of the Air/Sea
Interception Committee on the I5 January 1942. A large
number of recommendations v/ere made in this report relative

to the equipment, maintenance, training of operators, condi

tions of watch keeping and details of installation lay cut
in the aircraft. These contained no radical alterations

but were put fojmmrd to improve the operational efficiency
of the existing I'/Ik II set, and as such wore agreed to by the
committee. During the next five months the continual super
vision by this special party did improve the general standard

of A.S.V. upkeep in the Comman
were most disaiopointing. (1)
transmitters, the provision of radio altimeters to facili

tate A.S.V. approach for attack purposes at ni^t or in low

cloud by day(2jj and the fundamental change over to 10 c.m.
wave length(3) did not eventiiate until much later in spite
of having received the Committee’s approval. Further
evidence on these points is given in Chapter III (xiv).

,d but the operational results
The installation of 100 Kw

ibid

end, 4OB.

ibid

ends. 44^^
and 2t.6C.

R.ft-F,

(1) Month Total Sight- Initial Average Initial Average
ings by Vu
airoral’t

by rangerange

A.S.V.visual

2.5 miles 6
3.25 7

28 4.7 milesAug 1941
Sept

22

4o739 32
28 25 4Oct 3 5

Nov

Dec

12 5.2 1 511

8417 13 3.5
6 2 4.75Jan 1942 4 4.5

7Feb 12 3
o 111 • ̂

8Mar

Apr
ivlay
The radio altimeter was a requirement not only
approach tactics in thick weather by day but was at
high priority for torpedo attack at nif^t using a flare
technique and for the Leigh Searchli^t aircraft in
low level D.C. atta.cks at ni^it on U-boats,
forms of attack were under active development at this
time.

It was not till l&iy 1942 that, after comparative tests,
it was decided to go ahead with 10 c.m. A.S.V. in pre
ference to 50 c.m.
for from American sources before the end of 1942 but

could not eventuate in this country before February
1943.

10 3.2 2 3

6 4 719 15

533 32 5 1

for A.S.

Both

Quantitive production was hoped

(2) V.

(3)
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(xi) The Genesis of A/U Patrols in the Bay .of Biscay and
Northern Transit Area

V'^lien No, 19 Group -was created in Eehruary 1941 to carry
on the air operations in the S.¥, approaches, theijr strength
was only sirf’ficient to provide convoy escorts in the Irish
Sea and to coastal convoys romid Devon and Coi’nwall with

occasional anti-shipping sweeps off the Biscay coast together
w^ith some night hosibing of and mine-laj^ing off Brest and

Lorient. No harassing of the U-boat lines of passage through
the Bay was possible. A further commitment during February
and I,5arch Yi?ere patrols to report on the cruiser "Nipper’s"
movements. This task became intensified from the 21 li/S.rch
by the appearance in the outer Bay of the "Scharnhorst" and
"Gneisenau". After the arrival of the battiocruisers in
Brest a series of watching patrols were maintained off the

Brittany Peninsula with sweeps and patrols in the middle
Bay area if' photographic sorties failed to obtain confirma

tion o£’ the continued presence in harbour of these ships.

These svjeeps and patrols occasionally sifted U-boats(0
and by June 1941 several established patrols were dual pur-

Y/hen the scheme of watdiing patrols on Brest TJaspose,

No. 19 Group
0,E,B.

revised and standardised early in July, it became practicable,
with the augmented number of aircraft in the Group, to fly
some purely A/U p>atrols.
sightings of U-boats made it possible to design a series of

standing patrols more accrxrately athwart the routes talcen by
U-boats proceeding to apd from their Biscay bases,
patrols were added to fiom time to time and by the 8 August
amounted to sixteen crossover patrols,
twenty-three of these patrols Y/ere standardised and,
with A/IJ sweeps directed in collaboration with the
Admiralty Submarine Tracking Room and ad hoc ox^erations
against located U-boats,- formed a rising offensive,
much more frequent sittings enabled regular U-boat routes

plottedCs) and a schedule to be canputed of their pro
gress for the ni|^t and day periods on these routes,
latter Y/as of importance because it enabled the patrols to

be placed where m.ost likely to si^t U-boats during their

daytime positions in the middle Bay area.

The immediate increase in the

Such

By the 12 September,
together

The

to be

This

Coastal Command

Naval Staff A/U
Pile,

ends, 23, 25,
2b and 27.

No Niglit attacks on U-boats

Planned operations against U-boats on transit (or in
fact in any area) were limited to daytiae action because, as
yet, no method of accurate ni^it attack was practicable.

(1) : Nov . Dec'.'■Sep 7 D'ct,I^Iay June July l.ug.
Aircraft
sightings in
the Bay.
Total U-boat'
traffic acres
the Bay, ^^21 ■ 29

1 1 9 14 45. 5 13 11

60 7847.22 39 ^
(2) At this period the U-boats were making their passages

through the Bay on the surface day and ni^t,
only dived when sitting aircraft,
main routes - one to the north westward for boats opera
ting off Greenland and Iceland, the other to the west

.  south westward for boats operating in the Azores to
Map II for the standard A/U patrols

They
There were two

Morocco area, e

in September 1941•

C.1De
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Although long range Mark II A.S.V. had by new been fitted
in all I/hitley and Wellington aircraft the altimeters were

insufficiently sensitive to permit an attack at less than

500 feet at night,
D,C. azid, pending full production in Mark VIII D.Cs, the

¥/hitley aircraft had been restricted to 500 lb, A/U bombs
for nightwork but the ever-riding reason for failure to

attack by night lay in the difficulty of identifying the

nature of an A.S.V, contact and in illuminating the target
sufficiently to attack it.
described the development of an airborne searchli^t designed
by Squadron Leader Lei^ to solve both tliese problems but

at this tjjne the searchlight aircraft was still at the

prototype stage and there vzas still doubt in the mind of the
new A.O.C. in C. as to whether this or the Helmore Turbin-

It was not till November 1941

This forbade the use of the liiark VII

In volume II Appendix X is

lite was the best solution.

that the choice was uneqziivocally made and the Air Ministry
was req_uested to contract for 36 sets of the Leigh Li^t
for fitting in Wellington aircraft. ("I)

Pending the arrival of this solution, the attempts to
For nearly a yearilluminate by flares were continued,

this flare problem had baffled experiment and development.
The insuperable difficully was to provide a flare of high
intensity lasting si.ifficiently long to allow of identification
being established and an attack being made from below about

1,200 feet in the interests of accuracy yet above 6OO feet
because of the insensibility of the existing altimeters but

delivered quick enough after ignition of the flare before
the U-boat liad time to dive.

c.c./s.7050/5
Phrt I

The Yi/hole qiiestion of ni^it attack was studied by a

sub-Committee set up for the purpose which met at H.Q,
ends, 21A to 55® Coastal Camnand on the 22 September and again on the

It Ti/as decided and confireied in the main10 November,

A/U Committee that:-

(a) Although the problem of suitable flares should be
pursued, the real solution lay in the Leigh Li^t
aircraft fitted with radio altimeters(2) and efficient
exhaust flame dampers,
unseen approach and immediate lo'W level attack,

(b) To avoid duplication of weapons for different
aircraft and restriction in type for ni^t attack, all
A/U aircraft by day or ni^t should carry the maximum
number of lilark VIII 25O lb. Depth Charges but priority
must be given to the production of a pistol giving
detonation at 25 feet depth.

These would loermit of an

(1) The only Yfellington sq_uadron in Coastal Command was
No. 221 and they were accordingly designated as the
first Lei^ Li^t squadron,
demands for the rapid build up of air squadrons in the

Middle East, this squadron vzas sent to the Mediter
ranean at the end of December 1941.

of providing any more YVellington aircral’t further
delaj^ed tlie operational appearance of this all-impoi’tant
weapon.

The radio altimeter, in the process of being developed,
being on an entirely different principle from the
existing barometric pressure type, was much more
sensitive and YZas unaffected by changing weather
conditions during a sortie.

However, to satisfy

The difficulty

(2)
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(g) To . continue research in the provision of a standard
low level si^t and, on a lower priority, to develop a

flare technique, of attack using existing types of medium

level homh sights and a heavy A/U bomb,

(d) Until the arrival of the Leigh Li^t with its con
centrated beam no attempt should be made to operate
against U-boats near a convoy at night on account of the

risk of illuminating the ships by flares.

These decisions cleared up a number of restrictions and

anomalies hitherto in force and permitted Coastal Ccmmand to

train for a single object - low level attack v^ith a standard

weapon on all occasions. One Squadron - No, 502 'Whitleys -

was detached to St, Eval to augment the day A/U effoz’t in
the Bay area and to carry out a limited amoiont of ni^t fly
ing for the development of ni^t attack by the aid of flares.

The effect of the initial offensive in the Bay

Prom June i , w/hen the initial offensive may be said
to have started, the siglitings and attacks oa U-boats in the

Bay area were, up to Decem'ber, all effected during daylight
hours. Like the attacks made on U-boats sifted on the
convoy routes they vrere largely innocuous. However, under

the influence of the ne?; attack procedure they became slowly
more accurate and from September were mostly made on U-boats

in the Class A category, Betv/een the 1 September and the

Report No. 187. 30 November, 3'! sittings were obtained during the 3600 effective
flying hours in the operational area. Five of the 28 attacks

carried out in this period T;ere assessed as lilcely to have

caused damage sufficiently serious to canpel a return to

base for repairs. ("I)
tactics of this rising day offensive became apparent in

December, The sightings fell suddenly.to four of which
tliree were at night althougla only 17^ hours of effective night
flying Wfis carried out as against 5^.0 hours by day. ■  It was plair
that the U-boats on passage vrere diving during most of the .

dayli^t hourst^ The consequent retarded passage throu^
the Bay meant that at least five days less could be spent
in the operating area. This modest result was not to be

rui-t I end. 55A despised but it did bring out in sharp relief the necessity
for an efficient method of ni^t attack before a really
effective offensive could be launched.

Co Oc O.Eo S«

The general effect on the U-boat

Ce/S.7050/5n

and Part II

end.

Operations in the Northern Transit Area

After the climax in No. I8 Group's opei-ations against
the pocket battleship "Lutzcw" in the middle of June 1941

These ccmprised reconnaissance
off the Norwegian coast and both A/A and A/U protection to
coastal convoys around Scotlaiid.
available to conduct intermittent sweeps and occasional

routine tasks were resumed.

A few sorties wfere

(1) U.81 was seriously damaged in the Bay on the 30 October by Hudson H/53
squadron.

November by Whitley B/502 squadron and U.563 was seriously dariBged and
forced to return to Lorlent by Whitley T/502 squadron on the 1 December.

The increasing danger to U-boats from aircraft attack in the Bay of Biscay
is noted by Admiral Donetz in the B, d U. War Diary.

Although no direct order to dive during daylight hours can be found in

B. d U.'s War Diary or other German source, an examination of the logs of

fifty U-boats crossing the Bay during this period establishes the fact that

they were so doing from mid-November onwards.

Ref: Admiralty Historical Branch - Foreign Document Section.

U.206 was sunk v/hen outward bound in the Bay of Biscay on the 30

(2)
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patrols against the newly commissioned U-boats outward bound
north of Scotland from Norwegian and German ports,(1) In
the latter half of June a few sightings were obtained to the

southward of the Paeroe Islands but li.Q. Coastal Command

considered that more regular patrols should be carried out
to the north and westward of the Shetlands round which the

U-boats had to pass. Accordingly on the 5 July four cross

over patrols were instituted in this area(2} althou^
intermittent sweeps tvere continued between Scotland and the
Faeroes.

No, 18 Group
0,R,B,

No sittings at all were obtained and on the 23 July
a scheme of co-operation with our own Submarines was in

augurated to locate possible U-boat traffic round both
Shetlands and Faeroe island,

submarines was established off the northeast corner of the

Faeroes so that warning could be passed to them of any

U-boats sifted by the air patrols off the Shetlands and a

submerged attack be delivered as the U-boat made  a landfall

A diving patrol by our own

to pass roun.d the Faeroes. Again no sittings were
obtained by air or submarine and from the 11 August(3) the
Yog patrols were replaced by a closer spaced set of cross

over patrols covering the whole possible route round the
Shetlands and Faeroes,(4) After a week's continuous flying
with no sightings it was thou^t that the U-boats mi^t be

approaching the northern point of the Faeroes more directly
frcm the east,

series was introduced to meet this

no sittings resulted althou^i persevered v/ith until the

15 September,
still further to the north of the Shetlands

of the continued failure to hit on the precise U-boat route

the whole scheme was abandoned on the 26 September,

Accordingly, from the 18 August, another
possibility.(b) Still

From the 16 th an additional patrol was tried
but in viewCoastal Command

Naval Staff Log.

The onset of winter conditions with bad flying weather,

the lengthening ni^ts and lack of aircraft to maintain a

sustained effort caused the postponement of a further planned
offensive in this transit area until the Spring of 1942*^

It was known from the frequent D/F of U-boat Y//T
transmissions that many new U-boats were making this
passage but the D/F positions viere not sufficiently
accurate to decide the precise route. Post v/ar
evidence establishes that the actual number of new

U-boats making the outward journey were 6 in April,
7 in May, 15 in June, 14 in July, l6 in August, 9 in
September, 5 in October, 9 in November and 7 in
December,

These patrols were called Voe A, B, C and D,
(CC/GI/5/7/41). See Map III.
290 flying hours had been spent on these patrols since
the 23 July.
These were called Nose I to VI,

Up to 18 August 74 hoiirs were flown.
These were called Fate I to V, (CC/G1/l7/8/41)•
Up to 15 September 88 hours were flown but shortage
of long range aircraft made the cover intermittent.
This was called Cast. (CC/G2/i3/9/41)• It was
only flown on the 16 and 19 September.

Over the whole Northern Transit area the effective

flying hours from Jime, to December inclu^ye were
2,168 resulting in sightings and^^^l'^ks.

(CC/GI/10/8/41 ).

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)
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(xii) Difficulties of long range aircraft meeting their
convoys

Mention has been made in Volume II, Chapter VIII,
Section (xx), in connection with the air co-operation round
convoys, of the difficulty aircraft had in meeting the con

voy they were detailed to escort. The convoy's position,
particularly incoming shipping, could rarely be accurately
predicted and air navigation was not an exact science des

pite painstaking efforts to obtain frequent and accurate
wind measurements. Long range Hk,II AoS.V, was not yet
fitted in many Sunderlands oi'inany of the few Catalinas in

Coastal Command and the only other aid to locatijig the

convoy was 'vI/T homing. Yflien the monthlj^ sinkings in the
Atlantic were at their worst, during March to June 1941,
strict ¥/T and R/T silence had been imposed on all convoys
and independently routed ships. However, even in May the

Director of A/U Warfare had stated in an Admiraliy Trade
Protection meeting that he thou^t radio silence was defeat

ing its cnvn ends in that it resulted in many escorting
aircraft never finding their flock and, even when met, the

R/T silence hampered co-operation with.the surface escorts.
In this opinion he was backed up by the then A,0,G.-in-C.
Sir Frederick Bowhill,

A.M./S. 88156/1/
Air end. 1?A.

From June onwards an increasing number of Catalinas
became available to provide escort further and further out

into the Atlantic and the navigational problem of meeting
convoys became proportionately more difficult. About 50?'o
of such long range sorties during June and July failed to

meet their convoys or independent ships and, althou^ much
useful work was done in sitting and keeping down U-boats in

the nei^bourhood of the convoys searched for, it was plainly
not the carrying out of the appointed task of air escort.

Previous instructions on the meeting of conveys were
reviewed and in August it was re,gularised that all aircraft

on contacting their convoy or independent ship should make
a signa^ to base giving the position as a bearing and distance
fran a pre-arr-anged datiim point. If after two hoars search
a location had not been made the signal "Not met" was to be

made. On receipt at base of a "Not met" signal the C, in C,
Vfestern Approaches decided Vi/hether or not the circumstances
justified the convoy escort vessels breaking W/T silence

If it 'Was decided to break 'W/T silence,
the senior officer of the escorting vessels was ordered by
W/T to transmit on 385 Kc/s at a specified time his call-
sign and dashes of five,second duration alternately for
three minutes. The aircraft was similarly instructed to
listen on this frequency at the specified time and to home
on to the convoy by means of its D/F loop. The restric
tions on R/T were relaxed when east of longitude 8'^T and
south of latitude 58-g-% but anywhere to the westward it was
only to be used in emergency. The onus of initiating R/T
v/as placed on the Senior officer of the escorting vessels

and guidance was given in Western Approaches Convoy Instruc
tions as to when it could be used.

No. 15 Group
Operational Instr. to effect a meet.
Pages 29 and 30.

Weather conditions in the Atlantic naturally played a
large part in failures to meet but W/T homing was acknowledged
to be the most reliable means of ultimately ensuring a
meeting. It depended, of course, on permission being
granted, to break Vi/T silence which was inevitably condi
tioned by the intensity of U-boat operations in areas within
reach of air escort. The proportion of "Not met" sorties
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■was sli^tly higher in August(l) and very much hi^er in
September when U-boats inflicted increased shipping losses.
It dropped again in October and November but rose in December
and in January and February 1%2 mainly on account of winter
weather conditions.(2)

It was felt, however that tlie existing homing procedure
left much to de desired. During April 1942 an alternative
procedure was introduced whereby the aircraft sent its call-
sign and the five second dashes on 385 Kc/s and the escort
vessel or ship concerned took a bearing and transmitted it
to the aircrai't. This method was known as Krocedure B and

proved much superior in its results and en’fcailed a m.inimum
of W/T signalling from the convey. A policy was agreed
upon with the C, in C. Vfestem approaches as follows

(a) Y/hen any convoy was being shadowed by Pock-Wulf
aircraft or U-boats the homing procedure should in
general alVi/ays be employed,

(t) In the case of SL, OS, HG, OG and other southbound
convoys which were not being shadoT\?ed the homing pro
cedure should not be employed in normal circumstances
when the convoy was south of latitude 52°N.

(c) In -the ease of trans-Atlantic convoys the homing
procedure was to be used as a matter of routine,

(xiii) High frequency direction finding (HF/DF)

There remains one other development in the tactical war
against the U-boats to be described. It was one which took
sometime to come to fruition but it ultimately increased the
effective co-operation of aircraft with surface craft in the
protection of ocean convoys. This was HP/DP.

No, 15 Group
Operational
Instructions
Amendment No, 6

(1) Not met

sorties and Percentage
Convoys Sorties
escorted, vdiich met

Month

147 4540June

July
August
September
October
November
December

22-g^49 202 59
25/-8250 253
34fo11647 227
2^04854 200

21^2747 103
33^66 3252

1942

31>5
29

62 2851January
Pebruary
March

April
May
June

/079 3253
19?i
12^

103 2452
1550 113

11^169 2153
228 12M

Reference H.Q.C.C, O.E.S. records.
(2) A.S.V, was, by this time, more generally fitted in the

long range escort aircraft. The average range ob-tain-
able on a convoy (about 25 miles - C.G.T.M. No. 23),
although of great assistance in the final location of a
convoy, was not the solution when searching for i-^
The idea of equipping escort vessels with an AoS.V,
beacon, which was being considered at the end of 1941,
gave promise of much gi-*eater ranges but production of
these di.d not eventuate until the latter half of 1942. ^
Meanwhile Y/'/T homing remained the only practical solution,
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It was an essential part of the U-hoat attack control
scheme built up by Admiral Donetz that each U-boat contacting
a convoy must report the fact by W/T to base in addition to
numerous shadcaving reports being made by the contact keeper.
This meant that, prior to the attack, there was an increasing

traffic,

bases but the range was such that this gave only an indica
tion of which convoy was threatened. The ideal in view was
the local D/Ping of these signals either by the surface or
the air escorts to the threatened convoy which would provide
bearings (and possibly distances) from the convoy accurate
enough to detach forces to hunt individual U-boats within

30 miles or so of the convoy and so not only stifle their
attack but destroy them,

HP/DF in Ships

In the summer of 194O the Admiralty had sent into the
Atlantic a merchant ship specially equipped with radio inter
ception •instruments to find out what radiations were emitted

by U-boats. The operators in this ship had reported a vepy
great' deal of W/T signals to and from U-boa’ts. This had
started a determined drive to equip destroyer convoy escorts
with HP/DP„ From this point (late 1940) the delays in fit
ting were due to the difficulties in solving two technical
problems.

These signals were of oourse D/Ped at shore

(a) The reduction to acceptable proportions of the
errors caused by unfavourable siting of the equipment
in destroyers after the best sites had been used for
the equally important E.D.P,

(b) The provision of re3liable sense finding (Direction
and distance).

M/3,8815 6/1/Air
end. 18A.

In May 1941 the C. in C, Western Approaches had stated,
at a Trade Protection meeting, that relatively low orders of
accuracy in bearings were acceptable for escort duties and,
as the above technical difficulties were being solved, fit
ting programmes were undertaken at full speed,

ary newly fitted destroyer took part
However, the results from the few

The first

convoy action in which

was in August 1941.("I)
ships that were fitted during the remainder of 1941 did not
give much encouragement. Gradually, as the new technique
was learnt and applied, successes became more frequent auad
by April 19^-2 HP/DP was accepted as an essential part of the
equipment of escort craft. It was still not yet fitted in
all of them moreover the correct interpretation of these D/B'
bearings required specially trained personnel and this took
time to -:rain and expand. It was not till November 1942 that
full advantage commenced to be taken of this valuable ally to
R.D.P. Thereafter it proved indispensable for initiating

Admty.
0,3.04050(42)4
and (44.) 9

counter attacks bj?- siurface craft and for directing the
escort aircraft to attack U-boats shadowing at a distance.

(1) The destroyei-s concerned were the "Gurkha" and "Lance".
Fran August I9Z1-I convoy rescue ships were being fitted
with HP/DP.
primai-ily for assistance to torpedoed ships,
equipment with ilP/OP was to compensate for the im
practicability at -Lhat time of fitting both R.D.P. and
HP/dP in ordinary escort vessels.

These ships vtere allocated to convoys
Their
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HP/DF in aircraft

The qiiestion of D/Ping and homing on these U-boatcc/s. 7010/10/6
ends. 12B and 21C signals with aircraft was taken up in August 1 %-1 at the

first meeting of the newly set up Air/Sea Interception
Committee,(lj These problems were actively pursued during
the next three months. It was decided not to proceed with

the homing problem in view of the fact that this could only
be hoped for on eneiry mediima frequencies (MP) and U-boats
did not use this band with sufficient freedom to warrant

In November an allied committee was set

ibid

ends. 2AC, 35®
and J+OBo further x-esearch,

up in the Admiralty working in close conjunction with Coastal
During December 1941, a Catalina was fitted with

trial equipment for practical IIP/DF tests at sea against
No results were obtained and improved but still

interim "type sets were designed in January 1942 for ins'bal-

lation in six Catalinas, based at Sullom Voe and Pembroke
Dock, whose duties brou^t them into U-boat signalling

Hcnfjever, teclinical delays in production and the

Camoand.

U-boats.

areas,

ibid

end, 46c

fact that the U-boat offensive shifted to the American sea

board prevented any trial operations against enemy trans-
Even aftermissions during the spring and summer of 1942.

the return of the U-boats to mid-Atlantic in August the

production delays continued to holdup delivery of any of the sete
contracted for and a depressing report on this subject was

made at the September meeting of the committee. To cap
everything the original Catalina with the experimental
equipment was lost at sea during the month. New prototype
sets were installed once more in a Catalina and a Sunder
land which in October carried out successful though

artificial trials against transmissions by H,M.S, St. Adrian.
Once more faults appeared in the sets under construction
and final dates for the earliest full scale production mad.e

it impossible to envisage any operational equipment of. long
range aircraft until after May 1943.
U-boat pack attack method in the Atlantic had been deci
sively defeated and the requirement for airborne liP/DF
lapsed. Contracts were cancelled and the project finally
peter-ed ait.(2)

By this time the

ibid

end. 97c

CC/S.15,142
end. 34

ibid

end. I9G

(xiv) The U-boat War on the trade routes - October and.
November 1941

During September the neutrality measures, which had
been taken in the North Atlantic by the U.SeA. since the

outbreak of war, took a more decided turn against the
Axis powers. U.S, forces had occupied Iceland in July
19A1 and a protected sea lane between that island and
America was declared. In a world broadcast on the

11 September Eresident Roosevelt stated that "From now on
if Geri'nan or Italian vessels of war enter these waters they

do so at their own peril". From the middle of Sepitember
the United States provided escorts for trans-Atlantic trade

convoys when westward of longitude 26° west and, although

At the 31st Meeting of the Interception Committee it
was decided to form a new committee in order to deal
exclusively with problems of air interception of surface
vessels and submarines. This committee was formed on

(1)

23.7.41 and given the name of Air/Sea Interception
under the chairmanship of the D.C.A.S. Membership
included the A.,0,C. in C. Coastal Command, certain
Admiralty divisions, M.A.P. representatives and Air
Ministry brancb.es, R.a.(*.

This subject is fully described in the^Signals
Volume VI.

(2)
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not at war, the U,S,N, Catalinas based in Iceland became
available to operate against U-boats to the southwest of

Iceland where they had been particularly active earlier in
the month.

Even in the face of this stretching of neutrality to the
extreme limits of non-belligerency Hitler reaffirmed to Adiiiral
Raeder his previous order to avoid at all costs ary incidents
against U.S^ forces. At the same time he insisted that .Puhrer

Conferences 1941 U-boats■should be sent into the Mediterranean to attack the
British sea communications to North Africa and ijrotect the
Italian amy*s supply line.

and B. d U.
War Diary

War Diary
of B. d U.

These directions resulted in the immediate despatch of
six U-boats to the Eastern MediterraneanC'l) and the withdrawal
of the North Atlantic U-boats to positions to the westvjard of
Ireland,

off the west coast of Africa and, with the aid of supply ships,
their operations extended nearly as far south as Capetoivn.

The large 750 ton U-boats continued to be employed

War Diary
of B. d U.

In October, Donets noted that there was a marked increase
in the extent westwards of British air escort and reconnais
sance and that air attacks on U-boats in the Bay of Biscaywere
becoming more frequent.(2) To deal with the latter he re
quested much more long range fighter support and to avoid the
former the North Atlantic U-boats were re-disposed into the
western half of the area and off Newfoundland,
this time two new demands were made upon B. d U. by the Geri'fian
High Caiimand.
the Faeroes area against a possible British expedition to
Norway, the other was a standing requirement for U-boats to
act as escorts to incoming blockade runners, auxiliary raiders
and supply ships,
who foresaw the throttling of his Atlantic campaign against
British shipping.(3)

However, at

One was the institution of U-boat patrols in

Both were resisted in vain' by B. d U.

On the 1 November, althou^ there were 46 U-boats at
sea in the Atlantic, only ten were operational near the
North Atlantic trade route and six to the west of Gibraltar
across the West African and Gibraltar trade route.(4)
Early in the month, four more boats -were ordered into the
Mediterranean and on the Ipth, two of these succeeded in

(1) One was en route from a Biscay Port by the 1?th, tlriree
more by the 24th and two at the end of September. All
six had entered the.Mediterranean by the 10 October.
On the 30 October, U.8I was attacked and very seriously
damaged by Hudson H/53 squadron and Catalina Z/209
dron in the Bay of Biscay,
not a single heavy filter at his disposal to send out
against the British aircraft.
The October shipping losses in the Atlantic fell to
31 ships of 153,053 tons.
Of the remaining 30 boats, 8 were to the westward of or
returning from Freetown, 6 were engaged on escort duties,
4 were patrolling in the Faeroes area, 4 had just sailed
from and 5 were returning to Biscay Ports while 3 were on
their first passage ait from Germany. Ref. War Diary of
B, d U.

squa-
Donetz records that he had

(2)

(3)

(4)
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torpedoing H,M, Fleet Carrier "Ark Royal" just east of the
Gibraltar Strait. Encouraged by this U-boat success and

ariXious to hamstring the British Array's sea conminications, J

the German Hi^ Comraand ordered another ten U-boats into the

Mediterranean and required B. d U. to operate additional
boats to the -west of Gibraltar. The resulting dispositions

brou^t operations in the North Atlantic to a stop while the

sinlcing of two supply ships in the South Atlantic by the
British Navy forced the recall of the large U-boats opera
ting off West Africa.(2) the 8 December there were only
27 U-boats at sea in the Atlantic. Tv^elve were operating
to the v;est of Gibraltar and the remninder either returning

to Biscay ports or detached on special missions. T’wenty
U-boats had, up to the end of November 1941, been ordered
into the Mediterranean. Fifteen succeeded in making the

passage. Of the remainder, one was sunlc and one badly
dzamaged en route in the Bay of Biscay by 'VThitley's B. and T„
of No. 502 Sqdn. respectively, one had to return early with

engine defects and two Yiere forced to return damaged by
night attacks in the Strait of Gibraltar bj^ F.A.A, Swordfish
aircraft.

ibid

ibid

The co-operation between F.W. 200 aircraft and U-boats
athwart the trade route to Gibraltar and the south Atlantic,
which had coramenced in July, continued to increase during

August and September, The enemy had a shrewd estimate of

the cycle of these convoys and, using this as a datum,
directed intensive reconnaissance by P,¥. 200 aircraft at

the appropriate tim.es to the west of Ireland and Gibraltar,
As soon as a convoy was sifted by one of these aircr^t,

as outlined in section (v) was
carried cut but reliefs to the initial si^iter were rarely
available so that consistent shadowing Y^as seldom, possible.

G.Bb04090/41(11) However, successful co-operation w/as occasionally obtained
resulting in a number of attacks on conveys using this route

between July and October 1941.(5) Evasive routing theoretically
difficult on this route, was in practice imioossible and
convoys had to accept alm.ost certain attack. As usual,
actual pack attack tended to wait until air escort had
ceased and to brealc off as soon as it was again forthcoming.
In order to keep at extreme range from Fock Yfulf bases the

convoys were routed further and further to the westeYard but

this meant an ever increasing gap between air cover p>rovided
from bases in the United Kingdom and that available from

Gibraltar.(4) In an endeavour to counter the unwelcome

Admiralty
C,B„04090/41(10) the German homing procedure
pages 12 to 14

and

page 90

the

(1) The offensive against the Italians in Lybia was opened
by the British Asrmy on the 18 November.
The November shipping losses in the Atlantic fell still
further to only eleven ships of 95,168 tons.
Merchant ships lost on this route numbered 20 in August
and 23 in September.
OG69 in July, SL8I-OG71-OS4 in August, 0G74-HG73-HG74
in September.
No. 200 Groux3 based at Gibraltar consisted at this time

of No. 202 Squadron equipped with Catalina flying boats
and a fevi Sviordfish aircraft.

1 941 been placed operationally under Coastal Cominand
though up to October it was still virtually operated by
the Vice Admiral Gibraltar.

Captain was appointed in command and a directive Yi?as
issued to him placing No, 200 Group in the sam.e position
vis a. vis Coastal Consnand headquarters as the other
Groups and acting in co-operation Y;ith the Vice A.dmiral
G-ibraltar. Reference - IIK/24/IO2A end. 2QA,

The convoys concerned Y\/ere

The Group load in June

On the 4 October a Group

(2)

(3)

(4j
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attentions of the P.W, 200, convoys included, whenever pos

sible, a catapult ship and, from mid-September, the auxiliary
aircraft carrier li.M.S. Audacity('*) equipped with
filters.

During October and Noveniber the deteriorating weather
which hampered the P.W, 200 reconnaissance, the enforced de

lay in sailing convoys on this route until escort crai*t rein
forcements could be attached and the special efforts made by
the enenry to pass U-boats into the Mediterranean canbined to
reduce losses in these convoys to a total of six vessels in

October and nil in November,

(xv) Operations from Gibraltar

PollcrAfing the apipearance of U-boats on both sides of the
Straits of Gibraltar and the attack in mid-November on I1.M.S.

Ark Royal, steps were taken to stiffen the air and naval de
fences at Gibraltar in an endeavour to prevent further U-boats

from penetrating into the Mediterranean,

After consultation between the Admiralty and the A,0,0,
in C. Coastal Command, a small mission of experts went to
Gibraltar at the end cf November to examine the extent of co-

n the naval and air forces and to co-ordinate

It was found that, lacking a conbined opera
operation betwee
joint action,(2)
tions room and with their headquarters seme distance apart,
the liaison between the Navy and R.A.P. was not as close as

it should be, neither had up-to-date procedure for convoy
protection and joint action in U-boat hunting been assimilated

A meeting with the Vice Admiralfrom the Home Commands,

H.Q.C.C.
Naval Staff

A/U Pile,
end. 29A

Gibraltar and the O.C, No. 200 Group was held in the Naval

Base on the 29 November,
constituted Area Combined Headquarters must be set up at an
early date,
tion of air

It was decided that a properly

It was agreed that ttie Heme policy of conserva-
esGort sorties should apply to the Gibralta
No escort would be provided for convoys in areas

so as to be sure of more adequate
An imme-

T*ibid

end. 29B Command,

judged to be free of U-boats
support to those E. barred or in dangerous areas,
diate plan of action was drawn up to deny access to tlie
Mediterranean to the U-boats knovm to be lying to the west-

Por the execution of the plan, convoy-ward of the Straits,

HG 76 was delayed for days so as to collect the maximum

This ship was the former Gen'nan merchant ship "Hannover"
5,537 tons. She had been taken in prize by a naval
patrol in llarch 19A0 and since reconstructed as the
first auxiliary aircraft carrier. Her first opera
tional trip was with convoy OG 74 in the latter half
of September 1941.
Tlie party consisted of the Director of the Admiralty
Anti-submarine Division, Professor Blackett of the
0-perational Research Section and the Naval Stai'f Offi
cer from li.Q.C.G. who had specialised in Air anti-U-boat
operations Peytcrt).^eur«IL
This was especially desiroible as, a-t this date. No. 202

quadron was still the only squadron in No, 200 Group.
It consisted'of eight Gatalinas, three Swordfish float
planes and three Swordfish land planes laaned from the
P.A.A.
of three Hudso:

Gi-oup.
Swordfish and Pulmars were instituted east and west of

the narrov,’est part of 'bhe Strait,

Q

Between the 23 and 30 September, a detachment
of No, 233 sqdn., were operating in the

Early in October, clawn and dusk patrols by P.AcA

(1)

(2)

(3)

.
ns
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number of surface A/U craf
air forces available,(1)

t and to utilise the whole of the

The smaller surface craft were disposed bet\;\feen Tarifa
and the coast of Africa. To the westward of this band were

three sectors extending to the line Cape Spartel/Pointe
Camarinal in vi/hich the destroyers patrolled. Over the

western par-t of these sectors two or three Catalinas patrolled
by day keeping in R/T contact with the destroyers. Tlie poor
performance of the short range A.S.V, carried by the flying
boats precluded their employment during the dark hours, more
over there was no means of illuminating any contacts which

mi^t be made. The ni^t effort was performed by P.A.A,
Swordfish of No, 812 Squadron, who were equipped with reliable

Mk II A.S.V. which, aided by good vision from open cockpits
and using illuminating cartridges, enabled ni^t attacks to
be made. They maintained continuous night patrols between
Cape Spartel and Gape Trafalgar. As a kind of long stop, an
Admiralty Type 271 R.D.P. set was mounted above Eiaropa Point
to cover the narrows across to Ceuta, This plan v/as put
into force on the 27 November.

ibid

These measures constituted the first co-ordinated plan

to deny the passage of U-boats throng the Strait of Gibraltar.

Hitherto, between September and the 26 November, all the
U-boats which sailed on this mission (thirteen in number) had
succeeded in getting into the Mediterranean. Subsequent to

the 27^ November, the Gibraltar Defences started to have a de
terrent effect. Eneny tactics were influenced to the extent

that U-boats were forced by the outer ring of defences (air
and surface patrols) to dive by day so far to the westward
that any continuous submerged passage of the Strait was

impossible. Surfacing duiring the night in the_narrows was
obligato3ry and it was here that the Swordfish nif^t patrols
had some success,

aircraft that they had to return to port,

did, however, succeed in getting thraa^,(2)

During the first half of December 1941, the defences
not so good as five more U-boats made the passage safely,

gyd^of the Strait on the
Vb.ru.sJUr^ frorvi

U.96 and 568 were so damaged by these
U.562 and 652

were

A sixth boat - U.208 - was ounlc wont#

•night- of thP 11-12 by a oonvoy oooor-t

On the 14 December, the much delayed convey HG 76 sailed
and the scale of effort in the Straits fell,

U-boats follawed the convoy and the ensuing battle is des
cribed in the next section,

reduced the surface forces at Gibraltar, the blocking plan

The waiting

Although! the sailing cf HG 76

(1) For the operation there were, in addition to No, 202
Squadron, ‘bv’^o Oatalinas of No, 209 Squadron and nine
Swordfish of No, 812 P.A.A, Squadron,
been flown off H.M.S. Ark Royal before she sank,

the 1 December, tiie R.A.P, were re-inf orced by  a Hudson
detachment from the United Kingdom.
Of the remaining three which sailed in the latter half
of November 1941, U.206 was sunk and U.565 seriously
damaged by Yfcitleys of No. 502 Sqdn. in the Bay of Biscay.
U.7I returned to port early owing to engine defects.

War Dia.ry of B, d U, for all U-boat details.
Tliese boats v/ere 14572 , 574, 575 , 453 s-nd 568.
also attempting the passage, was sunlt just woot
Stro.-3rt"-on the ni^t of the 11-12 Dooombor by H.M.So
Eluoboj.l who esoorting oonvoy 00 77~

The latter had

Proai

Ref:
U.208.
of tha

(2)

(3)

)
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Under thewas continued with increased air availability,

pressure to build up the flying boat squadrons in the Parlhst,
four Catalinas of No, 202 Squadron had been withdrawn for this

assignment on the 8 December but in place of these, two Sunder-

lands of No, 10 Squadron and one of No, 201 Squadron were
loaned and a detachment of seven Hudsons from No, 233 Squad
ron were sent to Gibraltar between the 1 and 4 of December,

H.Q.C.C. O.R.B,
and

CG/S.15035
end, 13 OB

U-boats continued to be sifted and some were attacked
in the Straits for the remainder of December after which con-

During this period from the middle of thetacts ceased,

month it is known from German records that ten more U-boats

were instmacted to go into the Mediterranean,
one of these (U.451 T v;as Icnown to have been sunk.
ocGui'redon the night of the 21-22 December and was effected by
a Swordfish of No. 812 Squadron in the westerly approaches to
the narrows.

Officer U-boats that three others had to return damaged to

Biscay ports and six succeeded in making the passage.(1)

At the time,
Tliis

It is confirmed from the Yv^ar Diary of the Elag

Acting on the reports made by the special mission, the

re-organisation at Gibraltar was carried out dioring December

by joint action between the Vice Admiral and the A.O.C. No. 19
Group who went out especially for this purpose. An Area Com

bined Headqiiarters was set up in the naval doclg^ard and, on
the 17 December, Air Commodore S. P. Simpson took up the

appointment as A. D.C., R.A.P. Gibraltar. No. 200 Group was
disbanded and all R.A.P. flying at Gibraltar came under the

control of the new A.O.C. who was directly responsible to the

A,0.C,-in-0. Coastal Command. The A.C.H.Q, was, later, trans
ferred to a tunnel in the Rock behind the dockyard,

(xvi) Convoy HG 76

GG/3.15350
ends. 5OA
to 63A

It was Icnown that, in ad.dition to a number of U-boats
awaiting their opportunity to rush the Straits of Gibraltar,
there was a concentration lying to the westward in wait for

the next homeward bound convoy,

purposely delayed in the Gibraltar roads for a fortnigjit
vjhile suitable ^Dreparations were made to collect an extra

strong escort and the operations described in the previous
section were being conducted to close the Straits against
U-boats,

strengthened by a detachment of Hudsons of No. 233 Squadron
from the United Kingdom and more Swordfish of the Fleet Air
Arm.

This convoy - HG'76 “ was

The aircraft establishment at Gibraltar had been

It consistedThe convoy sailed on the 14 December,
of 32 merchant vessels with a double escort of surface craft

(1) Tlie three damaged in the Strait and forced to return to

port wejre U.432. 5^9 s-nd 202.
imide at ni^t by Swordfish of No, 812 Sqdn. and took
place in the case of the first two boats on the 15-l6Dec.,

The six making a successful
They did
Up to the

Tlie attacks on them were

snd 19-20 Dec. for U.202.
I^assage were U.74, 77, .83, 133, 573 and 577.

ni^ts between the 16-I7 and 21-22 Dec.
end of 1941, 26 U-boats had got clear into the Mediter-

Of the other ten detailed, three had been sunk.

so on

ranean.

six retiorned damaged to port and one put back early
owing to engine trouble.

Subsequently, in the first week of January 1942,
three more boats v^ere detailed.

January (U.73 and 56I) and
on the 19th owing to the strength of the Strait defences..
No more were detailed for this task until September 1942,

Ref: Yfar Diar^y of B. d U„

Two succeeded in mid-

one (U.572) gave up the attempt
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for the first two days and thereafter two sloops, three des-Admiralty
C.B,04050/41(12) troyers, seven corvettes, and the auxiliary carrier "Audacity".

It -was fully intended that tlie convoy should he fou^t throu^
the knoivn concentration of U~hoats to the southwest of

Portugal.(1)

Page 10

The ccaivoy was reported at 2305 hours hy two ll-hoats
then entering the Straits on passage into the Mediterranean.
Gibraltar baaed Sw/ordfish aircraft sifted and attacked one
on the beam of the convoy just before raidni^t on the 14 and

again a few hours later astern of the' convey. The other was

.  sighted and also attacked at 0537 hours on the 15th. These
two U~boats then disengaged and continued their passage east

wards, During the 15 December, air escort to the convoy was

provided by the Aixdacity * s Martlets and Hudsons fron Gibraltar
between 0815 and 1855 hours but si^ited no more U-boats.
Havever, one of the U-boat group waiting off Gape St. Vincent

was sunk by H.M^A.S. Nestor during tlie day. At 1150 hours

on the 16th, a P.?4 200 aircraft spotted the convoy althou^
the enemy alrcraf't was not seen by the Catalina of No. 202

Squadron which escorted the ships from IO52 hours to 1930
hours. The first U-boat directed thither as a result of the

Pock T^ulf signals reported the convoy at 1731 hours on the '

16th. Two others were close to it during the ni^t but could

not penetrate the escort sci'een. By daylij^t the convoy v/as

out of air escort range from Gibraltar and dependent for this
on the few ilartlet aircraft carried in the "Audacity". there

after at least nine U-boats closed in and for the next four

days a continuous battle was fou^t. The numerous attacks
and counter attacks made by both sides resulted in the des

truction of four U-boats, two P,?f. 200 aircraft and the
sinking of H.M. Ships "Stanley" and "Audacity" with seveare

draaage to the "Stork" but only two merchant vessels were

sTunk. At 1054 hours on the 22 December the convey was met

in 4505 N X 2000 Tf, a distance of 750 miles from base, by
Liberator "L" of No. 120 Squadron. A shadowing P.Y4 200 was

driven off by "L" and at 1245 hours a U-boat was si^ited and

attacked just after diving about 10 miles to the northward
of the convoy. The relief aircraft, W/l20 squadron, met the
convoy at 1620 hours after having sij^ted and put under two

U-boats to the northeast of the convoy. At 1940 hours ano'bher

U-boat was sifted astern of the convoy but again it dived
before an attack could be delivered. This air cover caused

the remaining U-boats to lose touch with the convoy. It was

not regained by dawn on the 23rd and, in view of the heavy
U-boat losses already sustained with small prospect of further

success, B. d U. abandoned the chase,
took pLace on the convoy which came under m.ore continuous air
cover from the 23rd until arrival in the United Kingdom.

No further attacks

War Diary
of B. d U.

No, 200 Group
December O.R.B,

and

B, d U, War Diary

No. 15 Group
December O.E.B,

Vfar Diary
of B. d U,

Summary

The iHarked reductions in the shipping losses during the

last three months of 1941 werx3 thus mainly the result of

German strategic decisions but the heavy casualties inflicted
on the U-boats around Gibraltar convoys and on passage into

the Mediterranean were an encouragement to our anti-submarine
efforts and a correspondingly depressing factor to the enemy.
In fact, the German Command realised that U-boat operations
against adequately escorted shipping were rapidly becoming

(1) Tlie escorts were under the cOTflmand of Commander, after
wards Captain, P, J, V/allcer, R.N, in H.M.S, Stork, who

to become the most famous U-boat killer of the war.vi/as
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less and less profitable,
the entry of the United States into the war, the U-boats
should be directed against the soft spot confidently expected
to be found on the American eastern seaboard,

(xvii) The situation in the Western Atlantic and the entry of
the United States into the War at the end of 1941

It was natural, therefore, that on

At the end of 1941, the air situation in the North
Western Atlantic was one of routine patrols and escorts to
the trans-atlantic convoys,
mand (E.A.C.), with headquarters at Halifax, had under its
control seven main stations.
Nova Scotia area and three in Newfoundland,
formed into No. 1 Group with
St. John ’ s, Newfoimdland. (1 )
United States air base at Argentia, consisting of two sqxiad-
rons of naval flying boats and six U.S. Army Portress aircraft.

The Canadian Eastern Air Com-

Four of these were in the

The latter were

a headquarters established at
Also in Newfoundland was the

R.C.A.P.

NAFdATIVE

Air patrols were carried out in the Canadian Coastal zone

and escort ?;as occasionally provided to the convoys on the
North Atlantic route out to about 350 miles northeast of

Newfoundland. A few U-boats had appeared in the latter half
of 1941 in the eastern part of this area and two attacks had
been made by aircraft in October. Neither inflicted any
damage. However, all U-boats were withdrawn in November in
connection with Hitler's orders to re-inforce the Mediterranean.
South of the Canadian zone, shipping v;as of course running
along the United States seaboard under peace-time conditions
and only occasional air observation sorties were undertaken
in the Sea Frontier areas.(2)

This absence of U-boat menace after October 1941 inevit
ably resulted in a falling standard of operational efficiency
in the Canadian zone,

the attention of the Director of Flans, Air Ministry to this
undesirable state of affairs in a D.O. letter dated the

8 January 1942 in which evidence in support was quoted,
though cixrrent information and experience on A/U work had been

The A.O.C.-in-C, Coastal Command drew

Al-

C*C. S. 17454
Part I

ends. 54A,
35A and 39A

(1) No. 5 Sqdn. - Re-arming with
(Canadian built

amphibian Catalinas).
‘(No. 116 Sqdn. - Catalinas re
equipping with Cansos (Cana
dian built Catalinas).
No. 11 Sgdn. - Hudsons,

P.A.A. base - For servicing
and repair of carrier borne
aircraft and C.A.M. ship
fighters.

Cansos A.i

In Darrtmouth
Nova Scotia

Yarmouth No. 119 Sqdn. - Bolinbrokes,
In Cape
Breton

Island

North Sydney
Sydney

No. 5 Sqdn. - detachment.

No, 119 Sqdn. - detachment.

No. 10 Sqdn. - Digbys,
No, 116 Sqdn. - detachment.
No. 11 Sodn, - detachment.

IJ.S, Navy Catalinas and Mari-
ners. U.S. Army Fortresses.

(2) The Sea Frontier areas were organised by Admiral
H. E, Stark U.S.N. v/hen Chief of Naval Opei'ations in
July, 1941. Map I shows the location of these zones
of command.

Gander

In New

foundland

Botwood

Torbay

Argentia
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sent ever at ftequentmtervals it seemed to the A.O.G.-in-G. that
the Eastern Air Gonaiaand would he quite unahle to cope when the
expected re-deployment of U-boats took place,
said, sending 'two experienced officers from his
to try and get a proper system of combined operational head
quarters established througliout the
unified control in the North-Atlantic was again referred to
and the A,O.G.-in-G. requested that his earlier suggestion of
a combined coimittee be re-opened in order to standardise and
control all A/U measures in this vital area.

He was, he
own staff(1)

The absence ofzone.

ibid

end. 36A
^e Air Ministry reply gave the information that the

Canadian representatives in London "were av\/are of the situation
and were doing all in their power to initiate remedies,
would welcome a

They
visit to Canada by trained crews in addition

to the advice on staff organisation. Regarding the question
of unified control, it^was recognised in London that this was
the only^logical solution but there were many political diffi
culties inherent in a question affecting American, Canadian
and United Kingdom units.

The entry of the United States into the YIa,r

Resulting from the unprovoked attack on Pearl Harbour by
the Japanese on the 7 December, the United States declared
war on Japan on the 8th and against the other Axis Powers
the 11 December.

on

B. d U.

Y/ar Diary
At this time the U-boat operational fleet numbered 86.(2)

Of these, 18 were in the Mediterranean, 12 were grouped to the
west of Spain and Gibraltar, 6 were on detached missions in
the Atlantic, 9 were returning from sea to base and the
mainder Were in harbour. Now that unrestricted action against
the United States and the Pan-American zone was permitted
B, d U. proposed the immediate use of tvvelve Type IX (75O ton)
U-boats for operations on the American coast obsemring that
these large boats were unsuitable for the Mediterranean and
Gibraltar areas. However, in view of the considered impor
tance of these latter areas, the Hi^ Command would only
release 6 Type IX boats for the American Seaboard. It was
planned to operate them between Halifax and New Xork leaving
French ports betv7een the 16 and-25 December. B.  d U. bit
terly regretted that more were not allocated so as to "strike
a spectacular blow on this unprotected coastline".

re-

Followong the costly attack on H.G, 76 and the losses in
penetrating the Straits of Gibraltar, B, d U, summed up the
situation at the end of December and made certain proposals,

complete withdrawal of
U-boats from the Atlantic trade routes thereby being able
to reduce the escorts and strengthen t^e^
the Gibraltar and Mediterranean

(a) The British had detected the

defences in

areas.

ibid

(1 Wing Commanders P. F. Canning and S. R. Gibbs.
A fiirther I50 U-boats were in commission but were still
on test or working up to war efficiency in the Baltic.
The December shipping losses in the Atlantic were ten

ships of 5^,206 tons thou^ the global total was
STjelled for the month byei^Kt ships in the Mediterranean

31»9^4 tons and Caglkt of 3?-900 tons in the Far East
by Japanese U-boats.

(2

(3)
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(E) There were 2^ U“Eoats in the Mediterranean, (0
Tiiree had been lost in raalcing the passage, six more had

been forced to turn back with bomb daimage and four had

been sunk inside the Mediterranean.

(c) Seven U-boats had been lost in operations to the
west of Gibraltar and Spain against Gibraltar/United
Kingdom conveys,

(d) To make good these losses and maintain the numbers
required in these areas by the Naval War Staff would
necessitate at least‘17 more for the Mediterranean and

10 for the area west of Gibraltar,

He therefore requested an investigation as to whether the

value of these operations justified the high losses or the
detraction from the main task of the West Atlantic offensive

against Allied trade. He appended the following proposals;-

(1) To send only two or three more boats into the
Mediterranean which now contained all the most experienced
U-boat personnel,

(2) To maintain only three boats to the west of Gibraltar
observing that it was useless to continue full scale
operations in an area so heavily defended,

OL

(3) To withdraw the other eight boats to an are/around
the Azores and, together with the six en route to America,
re-open the Atlantic offensive with sustained operations
on the American coast.

(4) To send one U-boat into the North Atlantic with
orders to make dummy W/T traffic signals in order to give
tlie impression of a re-distribution in that area.

These proposals were approved but, on Hitler’s instruc
tions, the Naval War Staff insisted that at least three boats

must be provided for the protection of the Norv^egian coast
between Bergen and Trondheim and a patrol maintained in the

Faeroes area against a possible British expedition,
the position in the opening days of 1942.

Such was

(1) The Mediterranean German and Italian U-boats had sunk
three merchant vessels in September, two in October, one

in November together with H,M, ships, BarhaCm. Ark Royal
and Parramatta and five in December in addition to

H,M, Ships Galatea and Salvia,
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CHAPTER III

THE U-EOAT W\R SHIFTS TO THE COASTS OF AJVnjSRIGA ~

.TANUARY TO JULY ^^l^2

(i) Introduction

The six large 740 ton U-boats, v/hich left Biscayan poi'ts.
between the 18 and 50 December;, 1941j were directed to

the Nova Scotia area Ydth orders to penetrate the northern
end of the United States coastal route,

second week of January, 1942 and scored immediate successes,
the first merchant ship being sixnk on the 12 Januaiy about
180 miles south of HaJifax.

successors, working their way down the American coast, found
exactly the soft spot in the Allied defences that Admiral
Donetz was looking for,
which had been diminishing progressively -with the increasingly
effective counter measures by surface escorts and the haras

sing tactics of Coastal Command aircraft in late I941j now

rose under the stimulating conditions of defenceless shipping
on the American Eastern Seaboard,
this time v/as not so much one of U-boat construction but the

manning of them with confident crews and it was most unfor

tunate that the morale which was falling at the end of 1941
should have had the opportunity to recover. The demands of
the T/ar in the Pacific and comiaitments in transatlantic

escort contributed to the Aimerican lack of preparedness for

the U-boat offensive on the Atlantic Seaboard,

available to counter these enemy activities were mtrained
and inexperienced,

craft, both surface and air, it was impossible to start a

convoy system and the long coastwise route could only be

sparsely covered by patrol,

of 230,009 t
New York, (0

They arrived in the

These U-boats and their

The morale of the U-boats crev/s.

The German problem at

The forces

Y^ith the limited nimiber of anti-submarine

By the end of the month 4-0 ships
tons had been sunlc between NeTtfoimdland and

The concentration of the U-boat offensive in the subsc'

quent months on the American Atlantic seaboard resulted in
the virtual absence of attacks on the North Atlantic trade

route .

s'urface
and.to that extent relieved the pressure on British

and air escorts and air sweeps over such shippings
This permitted increasing air attention being given to the

U-boat transit cireas in the Bay of Biscay and round the
Shetland isl,ands not only to harass the U-boats in the only
areas v/ithin our reach but to slow doym their passage and

thus curtail the time available for active operations on the
American Coast. This yvas the only means -vyhereby y/e could
mitigate the severity of shipping losses until the United

States could develop adequate coastal trade protection.

(ii) Dispositions and plans made by B, d U. and the German
Naval Command

Before describing the transit area offensives, it is
proposed to narrate the course of the U-boat war on shipping

(1) The losses for January 1942 from U-boat axtion were
augmented by the sinking of a further 7 ships of
^f2,000 tons in other parts of the North Atlantic, one
ship in the Arctic and ships of 50 ,000 tons in the
Pacific from Japanese U-boats. In all, the total was
6I ships of 327,357 tons. For Allied Shipping losses
diiring 1 9^iP~du:e~fb'tj-boat action see Appendix IV,
In February, 24 anti-submarine trawlers and'1C corvettes
vrere loaned from the Royal Navy for service on the
American eastern seaboard.

SECEIT
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The despatch of the six type IXoff the AmericEm coast.

74-0 ton U-boats to the Canadian-iVmerican Coast was in the
nature of an armed reconnaissance,

sea in the Atlantic at this time, six type VII 500 ton boats
were patrolling between the Azores and Gibraltar, five were

scattered in purely scouting positions to the west of the

British Isles and five new boats, on their first war cruise,
ding the Shetlands and Faeroes en route for the Bay

By the middle of January, the W/T reports from

Of the other U-boats at

were rouci'

Ports.V)

?/ar Diary of
B. d U.

the first six boats on the American coast vrere so enco-uraging
that Adiairal Donetz ordered the immediate recall of all

U-boats from the v/est of the British Isles and, after servic

ing in the Bay ports, their despatch to the new area,
of the Azores group, all 500 ton boats, vrere diverted to the

Nova Scotia/iTew York area and five 740 ton boats from Loricnt
were sailed to operate in the Aruba - Curacoa - Trinidad
area with special anphasis on the oil tanker shipping.
Further re-inforcement of the Mediterranean area vr&s cancelled.

Three

By the end of February it was found quite effective to

operate the type VII 500 tenners in coastal waters dovm to

Cape Hatteras but their limiting factor wa.s fuel endurance.
Orders were therefore given to any 74-0 ton boats which had

quickly expended their torpedoes, to transfer surplus fuel to
those 500 tenners which still had torpedoes remaining before

themselves retruming. Apart from the relatively fevr
Type IX boats available and the fuel limitations of the

Type VII there was another factor which hampered Donetz in

his full exploitation of this profitable area,
still obsessed with the danger of a British invasion of

Norv/ay and, in addition to the concentration of heavy ships
planned for Norwegian waters, insisted on the maintenance
until fiirther orders of a protective screen of U-boats to the

east and southeast of Iceland and the permanent basing of at

least four U-boats in Trondheim and Bergen.
1 March, 24 U-boats were thus immobilised out of the opera
tional total of 80 boats in the Atlantic Conmiand, (3)

Hitler was

From the

This

ibid

was noted by Admiral Donetz in his log'as most regrettable
as the maintenance of this force had to be done vdth U-boats

otherv/ise available for the American area.

In partial compensation he decided to press on with
arrangements to refuel U-boats actually in areas off the
American coast,

between operational boats was proving difficult in the
prevalent adverse weather conditions,

14 March, the ex-Turkish 1,000 ton boat - - sailed from
Lorient to act as a refuelling tanker.

The initial scheme of transferring fuel

HoT/ever, on the

During the next

(1) During December 1941, 21 nevr U-boats had been commis
sioned and 14 sailed on their first war cruise after

completion of training exercises. On the 1 January,
1942, there was a total of 249 U-boats in commission.
Of these, 91 were operational (64 based in the
Atlantic - 23 in the Mediterranean - 4 in the Arctic),
100 were brand new boats on test and exercises in the

Baltic, and 58 U-boats foimied the permanent training
force for new personnel. See Appendix II for the
rate of growth of the U-boat fleet.
During February, an average of 7 boats were operating
off the eastern seaboard between Halifax and Charleston,
2 boats off Florida and 3 in the Caribbean Sea, They
sank 70 ships (including 23 tankers) of 417,000 tons off
the American cofipt. Only 2 ships vrere sunk in the
rest of the Atlantic, These losses were the highest
monthly total since the outbreak of
On the 1 March there were 111 operational U-boats -
80 Atlantic, 21 Mediterranean and 10 Arctic.
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month she refuelled and provisioned three 500 ton U-boats in

the western area,

XIV boat fitted out as a supply tanker sailed from Heligoland.
During her subsequent cruise in American waters she supplied
fuel and provisions to 13 U-boats in their operational areas

thus adding 15 days to their effective time over there and

thereby increasing the enduramce of a 500 ton U-boat at sea

ich wa.3 equivalent

On the 29 March, U-459, a 1,600 ton type

from an average of 47 days to 62 days.wh
to the normal cruise of a 740 tonner. v"'/

(iii) Steps taken to combat the U-boats operating off the
American seaboard

The entrance of the United States into the war did not

result in any change in air policy in the Yfestern Atlantic

beyond a slight increase in the coastal flying and the linl-:-

ing of the Eastern Sea Frontier and the Canadian E.A.C.
headquarters on a twenty-four hoirr communication watch basis.
The first U-boat attacks were on the Canadian seaboard and

developed from the 12 January, 1942, quickly spreading down
into the Eastern Sea Frontier area. The U-boats avoided

the North Atlantic convoys which were well defended by sur
face and air escort and attacked the independent shipping to
the southeast of Newfoundland and Nova Scotia which suffered

severely. During January the R.C.A.F, air patrols sighted
and attacked four U-boats but no damage was inflicted on any
of them.

For the next three months the main U-boat offensive was

concentrated in the Eastern Sea Frontier and Caribbean Sea

Frontier \Yest.

activities were relatively untrained and inexperienced,
the limited number of anti-submarine craft, both surface and

air, at its disposal the U.S. Navy v/as unable to start convoy
ing coastal shipping immediately,
made during the first foior months of 1942, to cover the long
coastal route by patrols. These produced a number of attacks

on U-boats but failed to prevent extremely heavy losses of

shipping sailing unescorted along the coast,

The forces available to combat these enemy
With

Instead, the attempt was

United States

Anti-Submarine

war in World

Tfar II

Vol.III

In January, the Commander of the Eastern Sea Frontier
had fevT naval planes at his disposal capable of searching far*

,(3) Offshore air patrol was therefore undertaken
by the Army Air Force's First Bomber Command,
range bombers at each of three Army bases in the Frontier area

made two daylight sweeps every twenty-four hoiurs,
all.

Army and Navy aircraft were fed into this vital area vdiere

unprecedented sinkings were taking place and by the 1 April
there were 84 Army and 86 Navy aircraft operating from
eighteen bases along the Eastern Sea Frontier.
Navy and Army squadrons were equally inexperienced in A/U
warfare and although co-operation was secured in theory there

were many honest differences of opinion between the Army and

out to sea

Three short

That YiTas

Dui'ing the next two months, re-inf or cements of both

Both the

U.S. Naval

operations in
Tforld Yfar II

Vol.I

(1) This meant a great deal to U-boat Command planning as

there were at this time 90 Type VII 500 ton U-boats in

the front line as opposed to only 29 of the Type IX
740 ton boats.

For details of shipping losses see Appendices IV and
XXXV,

In January 1942, the following were the dispositions of
the U. So Navy Air P/B Squadrons in the Western Atlantic ;“=•
Two at Argentia (N.P.), one at Norfolk (Va.), one split
betyreen Jacksonville and Key West (Florida) and one split
bety/een San Juein (Puerto Rico) and Trinidad,
Hudson Squadron was based at Bermuda,
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Navy commaxiders in the frontier areas which kept alive the

basic rivalry between the tv/o Services and resulted in a
continual contest for control of anti-submarine air forces.

No coastal convoys had yet been started and the loose system
of air patrols allowed much unco-ordinated haphazard flying
with the U-boats alv/ays one or two jumps ahead. Sittings
of them were obtained but the attacks were, vdth two excep

tions, Ydld and inaccurate. (■!)
obtained earlier in the V/ar over on the eastern side of the
Atlantic and similar correctives vrere applied in this nev;-
theatre. Both the Admiralty and Air Ministry gave vdiat
help they coifLd, Captain G.E. Creasy (Director of A/S
Warfare) and Air Vice Marshal G.R. Bromet (A.O.C. No. 19 G-i'oup
Coastal Command) gave their experienced advice in Vfashington
and New York on how best to create adequate surface and air
forces co-operating in standardised A/U measures in accordance
with a common A/U doctrine. The two E.A.P. wing commanders
advising on combined operation procedure in Canada were
moved to the United States and sent to various headquarters
to influence and familiarise American authorities with the
type of operational control evolved successx’ully in the
U-boat war on the eastern side of the Atlantic, Further
assistance was provided by the loan of an Operational
Research expert and a Plying Control officer*

Much the same conditions had

C.C.
S.1743^f Part I
Encls, 42A, itlA
and 53-A-

On the 2nd March, an Anti-submai-ine T/arfare Unit
(Asdevlant) was set up in Boston for analysis purposes.
Closely integrated v/ith it was a civilian scientist
Operational Research Group (Asvrorg),(2) Standard A/U
doctrine Y/as laid dovm and attack methods were regularised.
In April, the head of Asdevlant in Boston - Captain YAD. Baker
U.S.N. - was directed by Cominch to set up an A/U Section in
Washington to be responsible for material, supply, develop
ment and personnel training.

U.S. Naval
Operations in
TYorld Y/ar II
Vol.I

(iv) The first coastal convoys

It had been realized during the first months of 1942,
that convoying was the basic solution to the heavy losses
off the Atlantic coast,
escorts, twenty-four British A/S trawlers were allocated for
service on the American coast and ten British corvettes were

To help provide the necessary

turned over to the U.S. Navy,
trans-atlantic escort Y/'as recast and all escort forces

(U. S, Navy, Royal Canadian Navy and Royal Navy) were pooled
in a single cross-Atlantic convoy scheme,
a certain economy and released a limited number of U.S.

YYith the forces thus available and Yidth the

Further, the whole system o

This resulted in

destroyers,

f

ibid

increased production of anti-submarine vessels in the
United States it became possible in May to commence coast^
convoys in the Eastern Sea Frontier section of the coast,(3)

0) In March, some U-boats had filtered back into the
Canadian zone,
Canadian aircra.ft Y/ere indecisive but aircraft of

No.82 U.S. Naval Hudson Squadron, operating from
Argentia, succeeded in sinking U-^56 and U-503 off the
southeast comer of NeY/fomdland on the 1 and 13
of klarch respectively.
The corresponding Army Air training and research centre
for anti-submarine warfare was not set up until June,
1 942 Ydien the YYar Department created the Sea sefirch
Attack and Development Unit (SADU) at Langley Field,
Virginia,
On the 15 May, the Convoy and Routing Section under the
Chief of Naval Operations became another section of
Cominch’s headquarters at YTashington.
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The effect was immediate. The sinkings in the Eastern
Sea Frontier zone fell as the U-hoats shifted south to easier

hunting grounds in the Gulf of Mexico, Panama and Garihhean
zones but in these areas their depredations against the still

unescorted traffic resulted in a new high level in total
shipping losses,
ing soft spots one by one, often with the painful result of
seeing shipping losses rise proportionately in neighbouring
areas as the U-boats followed the line of least resistance.

Not the least of the reasons for the slow groT/th in overall
protective measures were the results of the inevitable divi
sion of the vast area into Sea Frontier zones,(0

Thus the process was commenced of eliminat

Each

-

U,S, Naval

Operations in
Yforld Tfar II

Vol.I
commander tended to become a local rajah with his own ideas

on how to conduct operations, his ovn local difference of
opinion with the Army air authorities and to maintain a

jealous hold on any forces allocated to him isolated as he was
at first vdth indifferent operational communications Tdth his
neighbours.

(v) German plans in vieT/ of the groT/ing strength of American
defences

During May, Hitler had modified his opinion regarding
the imminence of an invasion of Norvmy and the 20 U-boats
employed on protective patrols were transferred to the
Arctic Command for use in operations against the British convoys
to and from North Russia, 7/ith the exception of the 20 U-boats
in the Mediterranean, Admiral Donetz could now employ the
grovdng operational fleet in American v/aters. The daily
numbers of U-boats at sea in the Atlantic rose from 22 in
January to 58 in May. Between 30 and 40 of these were
always on the long transatlantic passage route in ordex' to
maintain 10 to 15 boats permanently operating between
Boston and Trinidad,

spite of the long journey entailed, the results vrere con
sidered highly satisfactory, Donetz, in his report to
Hitler quoted figures for Allied tonnage sunk per U-boat
per day at sea in the Atlantic v/hich had risen from 209 tons
in January to 412 tons by the end of April and vrere
higher in May,
than two U-boats per month.

In support of this policy and in

even

German losses in this area averaged less
He intended to continue opera

Fuehrer

Conference

tions in American waters as long as they were so profitable
but warned that the day was not far distant when the
Americans vrould organise coastal convoys ¥/ith adequate
escort and develop efficient air defence,
coastal areas became unprofitable, he intended to
warfare against the North Atlantic

If and T/hen the

resume

convoys mth the much

13 and 14 May
19AR

larger number of U-boats than had been available in 1941.
In the latter half of 1941 the most difficult part of this
warfare had been the location of ocean convoys but, he said,

(l) Number of ships sunk in the various American Sea
Frontiers - Jan, to July 1942.

Eastern

Sea

Gulf

Sea

Panama

Sea

Month Bermuda Caribbean Brazilian

Jan,

Feb,

Mch,

Apr,

14 2 nil nil nil nil

nil18 4 4 1 23

13 3 nil

nil

17 nil

25" 12 3 13 3

2May

June

13 42 362 2

15 15 22 12 35 2

s 17July 3 1 20 nil
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the increased numbers of boats at sea would make the task

easier,

reconnaissance equipped with more efficiently manned and

longer ranged aircraft,
report before Hitler on the May, observed that wiien th^
present Air Ministry had been established there v/as an
excellent naval air force but it had since been stifled.
Hitler approved the U-boat report but remarked that it was

impossible to build up a naval recoruaaissance force dm-ing
this war.

At the same time he pressed for better air

Admiral Raeder, in laying this
ibid

The U-boat successes for May proved to be easily the
best so far attained and, during the first half of June,
Donetz continued his sin&Le minded policy against the

Two more tanker U-boats came into serviceAmerican coast,

and three Type VII boats laid mines in Boston, Delaware and

Chesapeake Bays. Mindful of his U-boats| reports just com
mencing to stress, the more difficult conditions off the

American seaboard, Donetz decided, in the middle of the

month, to re-open the offensive against the Gibraltar
convoys and to use the F.W. aircraft for location purposes.
Convoy H.G.8A was so picked up, the U-boat group Y/as homed
on and five merchant ships were sunk. Further U-boat

hampered by the British air escort and for
On the

success Yvas

this reason the attack was broken off early,

21 June, Hitler once again intervened in the prosecution
of the U-boat v/ar. This time he ordered an operational
group of U-boats to be held at readiness against  a possible
Allied landing in Madeira or the Azores, Donetz protested
in vain that this was contrary to the express objective
"iwhich is to sink merchant ships quickly where they can be

found now". He pointed out that such diversions produced
worth while return and, together Ydth the hold ups

U-boats caused by the shortage of dock

in
no

commissioning new

yard workers, irould result in fewer U-boats being in the
profitable areas Yd-th a consequent drop in the merchant
ship sinking figures. He requested Admiral Raeder to
inform Hitler on these points. However, the sinking figures
for June were, to the U-boat Command’s surprise, well up to

This was mainly oYdng to somethe estimated May figure,
boats on their way out to the Caribbean area coming by
chance on a stream of independently routed ships in the

open sea.

Although Admiral Donetz was already thinlcing in terms
of fresh operational areas, it v/as not because of casualties
to his U-boats but the increasing extent and density of air

cover off the American coast Yvas seriously restricting their
That this vrould inevitablymobility and freedom of action,

lead to heavier casualties he clearly foresaw but up to this

time neither surface nor aircraft attacks had seriously
incommoded the U-boats themselves off the American seaboard.

During bhe first four months of 1Sk2, there was a monthly
average of 12 air and 20 ship attacks on U-boats rising to
k-5 and 60 respectively during June. The first sinking of
a U-boat off the American coast did not occur until the

air attack in these14 April Y/hile the first successful
waters ms not till the 30 June. V."'/

(l) On the 14 April, the U.S. destroyer Roper sank U-85 off
Cape Hatteras,
craft, one on the 9 May near Cape Hatteras and the
other on the 13 June in the Gulf Sea Frontier, before
the air success by a Catalina of No.74 U. 3.N, Squadron
YJho sank U-1 58 off Bermuda,

months of operations only six U-boats were accounted for
off the Canadian and American seaboard,
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(vi) Extension of the convoy system

During June- the total shipping losses in Americaai \vaters

In spite of a mai-ked improve-continued to he just as hi^.
ment in the Gulf Sea Frontier, due to the speci^al efforts of

the newly appointed conmander,(1)
the Panama and Gaz’ihhean zones,

greatly extended and the Convoy and Routing Section at

Washington assumed full responsibility for all merchant ship
ping and troop convoys in the U.S, Strategic Area,
in the southeim fi'ontiers nov/ ran between Trindad and Key West

via Curacoa, between Panama and Guantanamo (Cuba) and in the
Gulf of Mexico,

shipping out of convoy in the Gulf Sea and Caribbean zones

but the comer had at last been turned, for the total losses
in the U.S. coastal areas showed a substantisil

losses increased again in
In July the convoy system wa

Convoys

There was still however, a large amount of

^1^1, being

sibid

The convoy system with adequate surface and air escorts
was primarily responsible for this welcome change. Contri

butory also was the improved general air coverage in the

Eastern Sea, Gulf Sea and Panama Sea Frontiers by more numerous
and better equipped aircraft conforming to the tactics
developed and standardised in the anti-submarine research
centres at Boston and Lan^ey ?/est. During July, over 100
attacks were delivered in American Sea Frontiers. Three

U-boats were sunk,- one by air attack and tvro shared between
air and surface units,

(vii) Air equipment in U.S. aircraft

The weapons used by the U.S. Air Services vrere standard
ised in two types of depth bomb - the 350 lb. Mai-k 17 ■and
the 650 lb. Mark 29. During the first half of 19^'+2, all
depth bombs yrere filled with T.W.T. and fuzed to explode at
50 feet depth,
duced for the Mark 17.
setting v/as universal and depth bombs were made vdth a flat
nose to avoid excessive ricochetting and to limit the carry
forward under water after entry.

The larger types of American aircraft were fitted with
metric A.S.V. during this period, Y/hen the Army Air development
Unit (SADU) was set up at Langley Field in June, 1942, trials
with centimetric A.S.V. were conducted. From these experi
ments a 10 centimetre set was developed and installed birring
the autumn in the Liberator aircraft forming the first Army
Anti-submarine squadron.(3)

in fact less than half those recorded for June

Later in the year, Torpex filling Y/as intro-
By the end of 1942, the 25 foot depth

United States
A.S.YY. in
World YYar II
Vol.lII. -

(1) The new commander was Rear-Admiral J.L. Kauffman, Since
the 23 December 1941, he had been commandant of the U.S,
Naval Operating Base at Reykjavik. He brought to the
Gulf Sea Frontier much experience of U-boat warfare round
Iceland and an intimate knovdedge of the air co-operation
in those waters with the R.A.F. Coastal Command, His
immediate application of this experience resulted on the
13 June, in the destruction of U-157 after a combined
hunt by surface and aircraft.
48 ships of 212,000 tons as opposed to 101 ships of
528,000 tons.
This subject is expanded in Chapter XII.
Icnown as SCR-517 and SCR-717.
fitted with the first 10 centimetre set using a plan
position indicator (P.P.I.) was sent over to Northern
Ireland in May for experimental trials there. This was
the Liberator mentioned in Section (XIV) later in this
chapter. 10 centimetre A.3.V. was not fitted in U.S,
Navy aircraft until March, 1943,

The sets were
One Liberator aircraft

(2)

(3)
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Regarding the supply of aircraft, the U.S. Navy received
all production of seaplanes while the Amy Air Force con
trolled almost the entire supply of landhased aircraft,
latter had never expected to include anti-suhinarine warfare

amongst its duties. Arising out of the claims of the Nay
to landhased aircraft. General Marshal, the Army Chief of

Staff, consented on the 7 July, to a re-allocatiy of pro
duction that promised the Navy a fair share of Liberators
and other long range bomber types. For some further mo^hs,
however, the landplanes and seaplanes continued to be under
separate services. C"!) Thus the air coverage was still below

possible effectiveness because the two services had diffyent
r-r.TTiTTnin-iria.tinn systems and lacked a central command organisa-

each Sea Frontier held fast to -wiiat it had . .
gr eater.

The

tion, moreover
instead of sending aircraft where the need might be

U.S. Naval

Operations in
World War II

Vol.I

(viii) The Canadian Coastal area

Turning to the Canadian zone, the R.C.A.F. had,
March, opened up new stations, expanded squadrons, re-equipppd
with up-to-date aircraft and v/ere carrying out ty fiteen ■

of metric A.S.V. In Newfoundland, No.1 Group yth the
American squadrons at Argentia were concerned with the routine
escort to transatlantic convoys to the eastward. U-boats

since

Th

R.C.A.F.

narrative

e.::ij avoiding these and few sightings were obtained,
squadrons stationed in Cape Breton Island and Nova Scotia
maintained air patrols in the coastal zone and consequently
had better opportunities for attack as single U-boats were

constantly probing these defences for a.soft spot. After
the first two disastrous months of the year when V+ ships
were sunk in Canadian waters, the flood of U-boats swept
southvmcrd and from March to August comparatively few
operated north of Boston. HoTfever, they kept the Canadian
forces fully extended' in their coastal zone and exacted a

steady average of six merchant ships per month bet^ween the
1 March and 31 July. C3)', During April, May and June a total

were

(1) For example at the end of July, 19^2, the Amy had 141
aircraft in the Eastern Sea Frontier and the Navy 178
seaplanes. The total number of aircraft engaged in
anti-submarine work in all frontiers was 580.
As a solution. General Marshadl created the 1st Anti
submarine Amy Air Command in October, 1942, to absorb
those elements of the First Bomber Command engaged in

the vmir against U-boats,
specific areas, were under the operational control of
the naval sea frontier commanders but the allocation

controlled by the Tfar Department in order to con
centrate them in the most dangerous areas. The C.-in-C,
Navy (Cominch) had no intention of permanently sharing
vdth the Army idiat he considered a naval responsibility
i.e. the protection of shipping. So, as fast as the
Navy obtained landbased aircraft and trained pilots,
they were moved into the Sea Frontiers to relieve the
Amy Air Force of this special duty.
Number and tonnage of ships sunk in the Canadian
Coastal Zone,

January 1942 24
February 2Q.
March

April
May

(2)

The aircraft, when detailed to

was

(3)

,124,042 tons
■121,539 tons
- 50,977 tons
...20,572 tons

9
5
7 (of which 2 were in the

... 24,706 tons
20,074 tons

....28,541 tons

...34,025 tons

St. Lawrence)

6 (of -vdiich 4 were in the
St, Lavn'ence)

4June

July

6August
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of eleven sightings were made by aircraft, followed by ten
attacks. None of these were lethal thou,^ in two cases

R.C.A.E.

narrative

slight damage may have been caused,
attacks were delivered and include the first R.C.A.P. kill

which was made on 31 July off Nova Scotia.(l)

In July, five air

By August 1942, the increased efficiency of air cover
and co-operation with surface forces had compelled the
U-boats to retire from the U.S. seaboard. They were being
T(b-disposed in the north to mid-Atlantic and in the south

to Caribbean/Vfest African latitudes where B. d U. hoped
for more freedom of movement. The re-opening of the mid-
North Atlantic battle is the subject of Chapter XII v/hile

the farther account of U-boat operations in Canadian, South

American and African waters is given in Chapter XIII.

(ix) The West African Coast

Early in Eebruary 1942, German radio intercepts and
agents' reports indicated a brisk movement of traffic in
the Freetown area. As no U-boats had been sent to the

West African coast for some months, Donets considered that

it might be profitable to operate one or two boats now

that the restrictions of 1941 were no longer in force con

cerning the American ships engaged in taking supplies to

West African ports. Also, he had a shrewd idea that, as

the U-boat offensive was developing on the iimerican sea

board, the British independently routed shipping was keep
ing over to the African side of the central Atlantic. He

requested permission to send two 750 ton boats forthwith to

exploit this possible soft spot in the British defences.
The request being approved, U.68 and U.505 sailed from
Lorient on the 11 February, arriving in the Freetown area

on the 27 February and 4 March respectively. Escorted
convoys were avoided and only single ships were attacked.
During March and up to the 19 April, eleven ships of
64>391 tons were stink before the two U-boats had to start
their return passage.

Flying hours on convoy escort and A/U sweeps, which
had diminished during the first two months of 1942, were

O.R.B. increased during this active period (2) but only tvro sitt
ings were obtained. These were by Hudson V/200 Squadron
who, during an A/XS sweep on the 28 March, sighted and
attacked U-505 and Sunderland C/204 Squadron who when
escorting convoy SL107 on 18 April attacked the same U-boat.

In neither case Yfas any damage inflicted.

War Diary
of B. d. U.

A.H.Q. West
Africa.

Appendices

Having stirred up trouble and obtained a satisfactory
dividend on his foray, Donetz sent no more U-boats into the

area for the next two months. Daring the first half of
June two Italian U-boats were stationed between the Cape'-
Verde Islands and Freetown. They sank four single ships
totalling 20,000 tons. In July, a group of six German boats

were operating between the Azores and the Canary Islands.
On the 20 July, five of these U-boats(3) received orders

U-754 sunk by S/Ldr. N.E. Small in a Hudson of No. 113
Sqdn.

Month convoy
escort

in 4302N X 6A52W.
Hours on Hours on

U-boats

Sighted Atta

U-boats

Siglated Attacked
A/U

•patrol

(1)

(2)

cked

291253Jan.

Feb.

Mch.

Apl.

261162
1397 1343

335 1 1 325

(3) U-130, 201, 582, 572 and 752.
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from Donetz to operate singly in areas to the south of. the

Gape Verde Islands and also close up to Preotov/n and Lagos,
Between the 22 J.uly and the end of the month they sank

seven ships of 49,203 tons,
convoys were avoided and the sinkings were all of independ~
ently routed ships.

Once again the escorted

As before, the flying in the area was not very pro
ductive and only one U-boat v/as sighted, ("I) This occurred
on .the 23 July when Hudson Q/200 Squadron on A/U patrol
sighted a. U-boat on the surface about seven miles aT\ra.y
from the S, S, ~finchester Castle. An attack was delivered
while the stern of the U-boat was still visible and a

straddle was claimed but the depth char-ges were set to

explode at 50 and 100 feet depth instead of the normal
shallow setting. Neither of the U-boats in the area
(U, 201 and U, 752) reported the incident so presumably no
damage at all was inflicted. However, the Tfinchester
Castle ma.v Y/ell have been saved from an mpending attack.

A.H.Q, West
Africa,

O.R.B.

Appendices

The further opei’ations of these boats and the sub

sequent intensification of effort against shipping in the
equatorial latitudes of the Atlantic is continued in
Chapter XIII - Part II.

(x) The Transit Area offensives against U-boats

(a) The Bay of Biscay

The operational results of December flying had indic
ated that U-boats were diving by day when east of about
longtitude 1

considered that most of the daytime flying effort should be
directed to areas vrest of 12°Yf. and that the scale of night
flying must be increased in the middle areas of the Bay,
Unfortunately No. 1 9 Group had not sufficient long range air
craft available for sustained day patrols in the outer Bay
and an increase at this time in the number of our ovm

To cope with these new tactics it was

O.R,S. Report
No. 1.70

Effective
Hours on

Convoy
escort

Effective
Hours

0)
U-boats U-boats

Sighted Attacked
Month on

Sighted Attacked
Patrol

316May 386
June

July
Aug,

274 A43
306 392 1 1

309 518

By mid - 1942, the dispositions in the West Africa
Command were as she\wi in Appendix V and on Map IV.
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submarines, also engaged on A/U pauTolsC"!), effectively pre
vented the intensification of the night air effort. The only
area clear of them v/as the Inner Bay fairly close to the

Biscay coast v/hich contained large numbers of French fishing
craft,

from U-boats and the effectiveness of any A/U flying v/as much
impaired. Personal contacts bet-vveen the A.0.C,-in-G, and the

C.N.S. and the excellent liaison between H.Q.G.G. Naval Staff

and the headquarters of P.O.S, resulted by April in mutual

arrangements to adjust the lines of passage and patrol areas

of our submarines ao as to give the maximum freedom for air

craft operations.

indications on these were indistinguishableA.vS.V.

CG/S.7050A
Part I ends,

25A, 26A and
A1A

The shortage of aircraft, both long and medium range,
H.QsC.C. Naval ms not so easily solved. Memoranda were put fonward 'hj
Staff A/U file the Coastal Command Staff pointing out thsit, in face of the
ends. 32 to J>8. rising U-boat successes off the American seaboard and the

and

H.Q.C.C. O.E.B,

for February
and March 1942

slackening of their effort on the North Atlantic trade route,
the only counter that the Command codd offer was active
prosecution of the offejisive against their lines of passage.
By far the most importfint of these was the bottle neck in

the Bay of Biscay,
as to be in a position to wage even a modest day and night
offensive, was 60 long range and 60 medium range aircraft.
More specificdly this amounted to three squadrons of each

of the types of Liberator, Sunderland and Whitley or
Wellington and one squadron of Catalinas, dl fitted with
long range Mlc. II A. S.V., particularly the Tfhitleys or
Y/ellingtons for night work,
of the only Y/ellington squadron to the Middle East

The minimum re-inforcement required, so

espatch
,  the

proposed despatch of three Catalina squadrons to the Far East

and the difficulty of obtaining Liberator aircraft from the

United States, it was, in the opinion of the A.0.C,-in-C.
and Admiralty, a matter for serious consideration by the
Cabinet as to whether some of the Lancaster squadrons shoul,d

In view of the recen

m:
ibid

(1) Our OT/n submarines had been employed on diving patx'ols
from time to time since March 1 941 either watching Brest

or on the U-boat lines of passage. The increased U-boat
traffic and the rising tension regarding the imnainent
move of the Brest Group had resulted in mox’e of our sub

marines being stationed in the Bay, To safeguard them
against attack by our own aircraft, restrictions against
bombing or depth charge attack were instituted along
their lines of passage and in their patrol areas by the
H.Q.C.C. Naval Staff in consultation v/ith the Admiral

Commanding Submarines (F.O.S.) The particular class of
restriction was known as a Submerged Bombing Restriction,
All submarines seen on the surface by day in the area
designated could be attacked but no action could be taken

against periscopes, swirls, oil slicks or other indica
tions of an already submerged submarine. By night ,wtien
our submarines had to surface to charge batteries, no
submarine at all v/as alloY/ed to be attacked. It v/as

thus perfectly feasible by day to carry out A/U patrols
by aircraft in the same area as our own submsrines but

quite impossible at night. In addition, if it was
necessary for submarines to proceed on passage on the
surface by day anywhere within range of shore based air
craft, they Yfere always protected by the institution of
Total Submarine Bombing Restrictions. This meant that
in the area designated no submarine of any kind was
allowed to be attacked by day or night,

(2) No, 221 Squadron of Wellingtons were scheduled to be
equipped with the Leigh SearclTliglit, Their despatch
to the Mediterranean further delayed the advent of this
long aY/-aited and vital requirement for night operations*
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be 'ur-iJisfei'red from Bomber Command so as to develop on ade

quate weight of attack in the outer ai'eas where U-boats were
surfacing both day and night. Discussion at high level
took place during March and on the 1 April the Defence
Committee approved the transference to Coastal Command of

one Whitley squadron - No, 58 “ <^8. eight Liberator aircraft
to make good the wastage in No, 120 Squadron.

Operation "Calcewalk”

See Chapter I
Sectioii (iv)

In the opinion of the Admiralty, this transfer was not

a sufficient compensation either for the loss of Coastal
Comraand long range squadrons to the Far and Middle East or
to enable more adequate measures to be taken against the

As a further compromise, theU-boats in the Bay of Biscay.
Chiefs of Staff agreed to the temporary loan of four mediuia

Bomber Commaiid Squadrons in order to prosecute the Bay
offensive.

Admiralty and the A.O.C.-in-G
that these temporary loans provided no long range aircraft
to extend A/U operations to the Outer Bay and the convoy
routes resulted, early in June, in agreement between the
Chiefs of the Air and Naval Staffs to divert Lancaster

On the 11 June, six Lancasters of

However, representations during May by the
Coastal Command to the effe

aircraft to this duty.

See Chapter I
Section (v)

ct
• f

C.C./S.7010/3A
Part I

encl,67A to 76A

No.^Lf Squadronu were temporarily placed mder Coastal
Command control for range patrols in the Outer Bay and

escort,(0 Towards the end of June, direct
negotiations between the headquarters of the two Commands
produced a scheme whereby anti-submarine patrols could be
augmented with heavy and medium Bomber Command aircraft
provided no large scale bombing operations were being carried
out. Such re-inforcements were to be provided under the

code name of "Cakevv^alk". Operational instructions were

issued by both Commands which explained the purpose and gave
On the 13 July, No.6l Lancaster

ocean convoy

the execution orders.

C.C./S.7050A
Part I

end. 56a
62A, B and C
atid 66a

B.C.0.1. No.63
C.C.0.1. No.106

Squadron was loaned under the "Cakewalk" procedure for

extended A/U Patrols in the Bay of Biscay.

In addition to these temporary detaclmaents, a proposal
by the Air Ministry to allocate sorties in the Bay of Biscay
on a more pemianent basis by aircraft and crevra from a

Bomber Command miitley Operational Training Uait was approved
by the Chiefs of Staff on the 1 3 July,
sent to the tTO Command headquarters to co-ordinate arrange
ments direct with each other and to report the daily results

to the Air Ministry.
Bomber Command O.T.U. arrived at St Eval on the lif July but
the radical difference between the nature of the A/U patrols
and the t3pe of training received in a Bomber O.T.U. neces
sitated modifications to the aircraft and special exercises
for the crews before commencing operational sorties.

Instructions -vvere

Nine Vi/hitley 7 aircraft of No. 10

A

C.C./S.705O
end, 23A
and

C,C./S.7050A
Part I

encls.73h to 76A

ibid

ends, 77-^-
89A

(1) In effect they -nere merely replacements for five
Liberators -vdiich had been detached from Coastal Command

to the Middle East,

operations from Nutts Corner (N.Ireland) on the 12 June
and £lso operated from Predannock (Cornwall) from the
15th.
No.61 Squadron arrived at St Eval on the Ilf Jdy and
operated under No.19 Group in the Bay offensive until
the 26th when they were recalled to Bomber Command for

a special duty,
to St. Evd on the 5 August and were employed on long
range duties in the Bay until the 21 August after which
they reverted to Bomber Command.

These six Lancasters commenced

Thej^ reverted to Bomber Command on the 7.July,

PcHg»- ■feiroraft of 'The squadron returne

(2)

d
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fresh Operational Instruction was issued by Bomber Command

and patrols in the Bay actually commenced on the 12 August,B.C.0.1. N0.6A

Operations in the Bay of Biscay

Meanwhile operations against U-boats- had been conducted
in the Bay as best they could with the limited resources
available, thou^ the watching’ patrols round Brest occupied
most of Wo. 19 Group’s forces until the escape of the German

major naval units in the middle of February,
23 January a new series of six crossover patrols, kno’vvn as

Brass Wos, 1 to 6-, had been instituted between latitudes
48,30 N and 46.OO N from longitude 0330 W to 0800  ¥ which

together with the existing Patrols (AS Wos, 4 to I3) were
to constitute the area of the night offensive,
the shortage of medium range aircraft necessitated a com

promise whereby the Whitley and Sunderland squadrons com

bined to carry out both the night sorties in the Middle Bay
'areas and the day flying as far Y/est as range v/ould permit
Yvhile the short ranged Hudsons were employed in the Inner

Bay,
set crossover patrols were abandoned and frequent sYjeeps in
the areas -were substituted,

of long range aircraft, Catalinas and Liberators, allowed
very little flying in. the Outer Bay area west of 12°¥
dirring the first quarter of 1942.

On the

HoYvever,

In order to, dbver as much water as possible, the

The even more acute shortage

CG/G2/23/1/^

PL/G6/11/8/41

Wo. 19 Group
O.R.B.

The ni^t flying was disappointing as, although a few
promising A.S.V. contacts vrere made, only two resulted in

positive sightings of U-boats,
purpose still proved unsatisfactory and the two si^^tings
were actually made by unaided eye on light .nights,
results for the first three months of 1942^^/

The flares for this

These

gave little

(1) By this date, a detachment of 20 ''/Thitley V aircraft were

based at St, Eval,
black and had no A.S.7. 25 crews from the O.T.U's in
Wos. 91 and 92 Groups were attached to St Eval in rota
tion as they neared the completion of their O.T.U.
training,

tained for the next twelve months, v/hon the arrangements
under "CakeYifalk" terminated in July 1943.
the fact that individual crev/s left just as they were
becoming proficient in A/U v/arfare, the contribution by
Wo.10 O.T.U. squadron was very v
made over I8OO sorties and fleTf

During this time 89 U-boats were sighted of VYhich 55 were
attacked, one U-boat being destroyed and four damaged.
On leaving the^.Command, the squadron received a special
message of appreciation from the First Sea Lord,
Reference July 1 943 issue of the Coastal Command RevievY,

The aircraft were still painted

An average of 35 sorties a week vYas main-

In spite of

In all they
miles in the Bay,

e

oooj

(2) A/b patrols ana sweeps January February TotalMarch

60 87 80Daylight fljdng hours
TYest of 12°W.

Sittings made
Daylight fl-^ng hours
east of 12°¥,
Sightings made

Wight flying hours
Promising A.S.V.
contacts

Sightings made

Ref, O.R.S. Report Wo. I87,

227

1 1 1 5

630110 113 407

nil

300

1 1nil

170 400 870
2 4 2

nil 21 1
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cause for satisfaction to Coastal Command and few worries to

the U-boats.

Of the six U-boats sighted, five vrere attacked but no

damage was inflicted on any of them. i'rom the figures of

fljdng hours and positions of sightings, it still seemed
that more U-boats were surfacing by day in the Outer Bay than
anywiiere else and that the Middle Bay aneas continued to

offer good opportunities for attack on U-boats at night if
only the promising A.S.V. contacts could be turned into posi
tive sightings. Here the lack of success remained mainly
in the inability of the aircraft to illuminate the source
but there was. also too low a standard of operational skill

in using the A.S.V. equipment.

O.Pw. S. Report
No. 187

During April and May, the re-inforcements mentioned
previously were coming into the operational front line and

the flying hours, both east and west of 12%, were stepped
upY/ards shaip)ly by day.(l) No. 19 Group instituted a
system of standardised sweeps fanning out over the Bay from
Bishop's Rock in the Scilly Islands for use by the medium

range aircraft. Selected sweeps were floTO according to

intelligence from the Admiralty Tracking Room or on actual

siglitings obtained by aircraft. Vdienever available, the

Liberators operating from Nutts Corner in North Ireland,
carried out patrols in the Outer Bay to 20%. Sightings
of U-boats increased accordingly but in May the proportions
showed imiiiistakably that they were siurfacing by day all
through the Bay of Biscay though, not with quite the freedom

Tfith which they had travelled in the September/November 1941
Period( 2), The reason was not far to seek. Of the 17
U-boats sifted by day, 15 kad been attacked but, from the

German records, only two liad suffered any damage. (3)

therefore, the aircraft attacks had
The night flying was even less

productive than during the first quarter and it was plain
that only the Leigh Searchli^t could put teeth into night
operations.

Since December 1

been almost harmless

PL/G9/15/V42
and Map V

No. 19 Group
O.R.B,

(1) Total

AP/ky
Total since

1 J anuary
April May

Daylight flying hours
west of 12%T.

Sightings made

Daylight fl^ng hours
east of 12^.
Sittings made

Night flying hours
Promising A.S.V. contacts

Sightings made

16022,1 628

84 1 5

776 1317541 1947

4 8 12 13

245 45921 1329
6 12 20

nil1 1 3

Ref. O.R. S. Report No. 187.
During this period, 36OO flying hours east of about
13% had produced'31 daylight sightings.
These were U. 590 attacked by Whitley M/502 Sqdn,
11, April and seriously damaged, and U.432 attacked by
Liberator A/l20 Sqdn, on 3 May and slightly damaged.
Reference - War Diary of B. d U,
During the five month period January to May 192(2, the
U-boat traffic across the Bay of Biscay amounted to
265 boats. Of these, 21 had been sifted by day and
three by night.

on

(2)

(3)

(4)
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(Td) The Northern Transit Area

At this period the passage route viras rightly considered
to lie round the north of the Shetlands and then southwest-
•ward between the Shetlands and Eaeroes. The area was defined

from longitude 0° to 10°?f between latitudes 62°and 58°N,
Since the operations carried out in the autumn of 1941, "the

short Tdnter days and lack of aircraft fitted with L.R.A.S.V.

for night v/ork had limited the A/U effort in the area to

infrequent daylight swreeps by Hudsons based at Wick, No. 18
Group, in vdiose area the route lay, was primarily concerned
with reconnaissance off the Norwegian coast and Scottish
coastal convoy escort so that few sorties could be spared for
A/U patrols. Towards the end of Eebruary, No. 15 Group
stationed a Hudson squadron at Stornaway near the Butt of

Lewis, These aircraft carried out daily sweeps in the south

western part of the transit area ydiile the Wick Hudsons
operated in the northeastern portion paying particiilar atten

tion to an area called "Slips" -vdiich lay betT/een latitudes

60° to 61°N and longitudes 6° to 9°liT, Consequently in

March the daylight flying hours increased sharply but very
little night flying T/as possible. This was unavoidable but
most unfortunate because the U-boats habits in this northern

transit area differed radically from those in the Bay of

Biscay, The traffic was almost entirely one-way and consisted

of new U-boats on their first cruise out from Germany and

usually bound for Biscay ports. They 7/ere in no particular
hurry and were inexperienced so that there vra-S no urge to
defy the air by day. Naturally they submerged most of.the

daytime and made the passage on the surface after dark,U)
The results for

not impressive,
■attacked inconclusively.

In the early part of April, with the advent of much
shorter nights, it T\ras thought that the U-boats would remain
on the surface more by day. The northeastern portion of the
transit area was divided into the patrol areas Slips I, II,
III, and IV and No. 15 Group’s aircraft helped to intensify
flying in these areas as well as carrying out sweeps in the
southwestern part. In May, the "Slips" areas were replaced
by a series of crossover patrols which covered the v;-hole
transit passage from the north of the Shetlands to the Butt of

These patrols were named Longslips I to VI. The
intensity of flying was again stepped up by Nos. 15 and
18 Groups Thich gave more sightings but the ratio to flying
hours expended was belowr the Bay of Biscay results. This
was, of course, inevitable not only because of the thinner
traffic but because of the difference in U-boat habits and

as

-the first quarter of 1942 v/ere, therefore,
Of the four U-boats sighted, two were

Ro/G2/2/3/i,2

cc/S.15,094
ends.4^ and B
and 47-4 and B

Ro/G5/17/4/^
See Map VI

LV/Ops,2/20/5/42 Lewis.
See Map VI

(1) Reference to Appendix II vd.ll shov.' that during this
first quarter over 40 newly commissioned U-boats made
this passage.

(2). Total

Jan/VIch

1,22^

Jan, Reb. Mch,

Daylight flying hours
Sightings made

Night flying hours
Sightings made

576309 341
1 1 1 3

3 13 25 41
nil nil nil nil
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'the absence of effective night location. (1)
standard of attacks -was not hi^.

Here also the

On the nine U-boats

sighted during these two months six attacks were made but.in

only one case was even sli^t damage considered likely.

(xi) Weaknesses in the Transit Offensives

The experience gained during the first five months of .
1942 in the two transit areas emphasized two weaknesses.
Firstly, the ineffectiveness of night flying tinless the air
craft carried L.R.A.S.V. -vdiich itself was vitiated by the
absence of an illuminant to turn promising A.S.V. contacts
into positive sittings followed by attaclcs; and secondly,
the falling off in the standard of day attacks. It v/as

tiniversally agreed that the only early solution to the first
was the Leigh Light aircraft. Regarding the second, there

were two lines of thou^t. One considered that the weapon
itself - the 25O lb depth charge - was at fault and the other

that the aiming of the depth charge stick was not as accurate

as it should be. Improvements along both lines were actively
pursued.

Minutes of the '

13th to 2Zt-th
Meetings of the
Admty/C.C.
Standing
Committee on

A/U operations
Jan, to June 1942

A new explosive called Tdrpex, having a 3C^ increased
power over the same weight of .Amatol, was developed dinring
.1941. Stocks took time to build up and the rival claims of

other weapons had to be considered, bjr the Admiralty Mining
Department, Torpedo war heads had absolute priority and

the filling of the new "Hedgehog” projectilesl3), A/A shells
and R.A.P. depth charges came after. During the first three

months of 1942 priorities were agreed and the production of

■  < Torpex was hastened by every means. The filling of R.A.F.

Mark VIII depth charges commenced late in April at the,rate

of 150 per week and the first batch were dispatched to
selected Coastal Command stations at the end of the month.

ibid

Closely bound up with the provision of a more powerful
explosive was the development of a pistol which would give
certain detonation of the charge at a shallow depth,
had been stressed as a necessity in September 194'! soon after

the policy was adopted for aircraft to concentrate their

efforts on attacking U-boats -wiiich'vrere visible at the moment
of release,

to be attained,

been expended to this end but even in May 1942 the latest

This

A depth of 25 feet had been stated as the ideal
Much experimental and development vrork had

(1) Total

Apr^Iay
Total

Since 1 Jan,April

1,861Daylight flying hours
Sightings made

Night flying hoiors
Sightings made

3,087802 1,059
11* 121 9

29893 339205
nil nilnil nil

* Pour of these sightings took place betv/een 1 828 hours

on the 22nd and 1133 hours on the 23 May and vrere probably
the same U-boat,

U-boats T/ere sighted in May,
(2) The U-boat traffic through the Northern Transit

during the five months January to M.a.j amounted to 65
boats,

(3) The "Hedgehog" was a naval anti-U-boat weapon in course
of development,
ahead a volley of small projectiles fitted vdth contact
fuzes.

In other words, only eight separate

area

It was a mortar capable of throvdng
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pistol, the Mark XIII still only gave a mean depth for
detonation at 34 feet ("I
U-boat took place on the 16 May by Whitley W/bS Squadron in
the Bay of Biscay livhile the stern of the boat was still
visible. Photographs from the mirror c£a’nera(2) established
that a straddle vfas likely and the subsequent behaviour of

the U-boat, confirmed by further photographs, indicated
severe damage. On this occasion the depth charges were
fitted with the earlier type of Mark XIII pistol and probably
detonated at more than 34 feet,
considered most promising for the new explosive.

The other line of tliought maintained that it was not
the -weapon at fault so much as the attacks -which were not as
accurate as often m

the rear gunners(3)
in damaging effect since the end of 1 941.
taken to improve the standard during the first five months of

included increased time given to practice attacks, the

provision of targets simulating disappearing U-boats, -fche
allocation of submarines as realistic targets for practice
bombs and the development of a reliable bomb sight,
s-ummer,

for trials in different squadrons

Low Level sight, viiich was easily the most promising, v/as

The first Torpex attack on a/ •

Ho¥;ever, the results were

ade out to be by the visual evidence of
and that this explained the falling off

The measures

By the

a vai’iety of experimental^slights were in existence
but the Angular Velocity

ibid

0) The Mark VIII 300 lb Torpex filled depth charge had an

estimated lethal radius of 19 feet vdiich was equal to

the old 450 lb Amatol filled depth charge. At this
depth of detonation it was still not fatal to a fully
surfaced U-boat. Further experiments -with nose
spoilers, break-off tails and an improved Marie XIII*
pistol had, by July, attained the desired ideal,
the standard Mark VIII, vri.th these refinements, and
the new Mark XI depth charge -with a concave nose

denoted at 20 j+ 5 feet, A stick straddling the target
was, therefore, theoretically lethal to all U-boats
attacked betvreen a fully surfaced condition and down
to 45 feet subm.ergence.
Towards the end of 1941, many aircraft had been supplied
vdth a handy form of camera for recor6.ing phases of
attacks on U-boats. By November, it was realised that
fixed backward firing or mirror cameras v/ere a more
reliable way of obtaining the desired evidence of the
fall of depth charges relative to the target,
requirement to this effect wra.s approved but, naturally,
production took time to develop, and it -\ms late in
1 9^|B before all A/U aircraft were fitted.
Ref. G.C.T.I. No. 1? and A.M./G.3.14561 end. 9B,
In the majority of attacks, the rear gunner was the
only member of the crew who -was in a position to photo
graph or note the fall of depth charges relative to the

U-boat, Should he be too occupied -with his normal
duties to take photographs -with the hand held camera,
his untrained and approximate visual evidence v/as the

only criterion of the so-called accurate attack. A
series of such ’’accurate" attacks vould hide -bhe true

reason for absence of results and ttirow suspicion on

the weapon. To obviate this tendency, the fitting of
fixed mirror cameras -was advocated early in Nov. 1941
but even in May 1 942 m£ny A/U aircralt were -without them.
The Mark I Low Level Handheld Sight, the Low Level
Mark II 0 sight, the Standard Mark XIV Sight adapted to

Goastal Command uses, Flying Officer Cave's bombsight.
Flying Officer Secord's Handhold sight, and Group
Captain Williamson's Swirl Sight for a-fctacking U-boats
just after disajjpearance.
Ref. CC/S. 7050/8/2 Part III end. 8QA.
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Meantime the "airman's eye" andstill not perfected,
intensive practice i-emained the current method.

Regarding the planning of the flying in the transit
areas, there was one important measure which was introduced
in May -1942, At the time this affected the flying in the

Bay of Biscay more than the northern area. When the system
of Pan Patrols had been introduced in April, it was customary
for all the sorties to take off at roughly the same time in

the morning and again in the aftemoon.
long periods during which no aircraft were in the profit
able areas. Prom the end of May, the sorties were increas
ingly staggered in time of take off so that as far as possible
there were always some aircraft moving over some portion of

the Bay, This did not raise the ratio of day sightings to

ends, 79-A- to 81A flying hours but it Trent far to ensure that the U-boats could
count on no period when they were free from the risk of air

attack if they were on the sur'face.

This resulted in

CC/S,7050A
Part I.

One other matter, which was of imiversal application,
This was the question of oil

These had an irresistable attraction to aircrews

Practically every depth charge
Prom time to

remains to be mentioned.

slicks,

as targets to attack,
dropped on them was a depth charge wasted,
time since early in 1940 the attention of all had been drawn

to the fallacy of assuming any connection between the long
winding oil strealcs so frequently seen on patrol and a sub

merged U-boat T/ith a possible slight lealcage of Diesel oil.

However, the attraction persisted and a particularly glaring
occurred on the 8 May Then the first torpex filled depth

charges were used in anger.
No. 10 squadron and Hampden "N" of No. 415 Squadron expended
21 depth charges during a series of attacks on a long oil
streak in 48O8 N x 0923 W, Although evidence, based on the

behaviour of sea markers, was put forward to show that the
oil advanced at about two loiots and frequently changed direc

tion, it was established afterwards that the oil came from

a wreck on the edge of the Sole Bank in 90 fathoms,
apparent speed of advance was merely the rate of drift by the
seamarker past the position where the oil was coming to the .

surface while the change in course was simulated by the

wavering direction in the rise of the oil from the sea bottom.

Instructions were issued that, in future, no oil streaks
to be attacked unless specifically ordered from base^"*/.
There were other non-sub targets which were liable to receive

misplaced attention from A/U aircraft. Whales and basking
sharks abound in the North Atlantic during the summer and

these had recently been mistaken for U-boats.
1942 issue of the Coastal Command Review, both these subjects
were dealt with in explanatory articles accompanied by
nmerous photographs.

case

Sunderlands "A" and "B" of

The

were

In the July

C.C.T.I. No. 31

A.M./G.S. 14561
end, 10B

(1) Experiments had been proceeding with a Magnetic Detector
mounted in an aircraft,

would detect submerged U-boats down to 100 feet in depth
and incidentally provide an answer to the oil strealc
suspicions.
Squadron fitted with M.D.S. and trials were carried out

against a British submarine,
and development vrerk during the next three months held

The device was

It was hoped that this device

On 8 May there were ten liUiitleys of No. 502

These were not satisfactor

no promise of operational success,

References -

EM/G.S. 14561
ends, 9B to 13C,
and CC/S.7001/3
Part II

ends. 12A to 2QA.

y

abandoned but experimentd research was continued by the

Royd Aircraft Establishment in conjunction with similar
development by American scientists under the naarne of

Magnetic Air Detector (M.A.D,)
to in VeSvofwfl BT 57;.

The latter is referred
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-dron and its effect(xii) The coming of the Leiah. Light squ
on tho~Bay offensive

the most striking innovation in the
the introduction of A.3.V,

The Leigh Light was
against the U-hoats since
dependent-on the other for mailing ni,gh-t operations

effective, - a vital requirement for the prosecution of
transit T^arfare. The story of the development of the^Leigh
Light since its inception at the end of 151-0 is given in
Appendix ,X of Volume II. In the autumn of 191-1,
Ministry approval had been obtained to supply and fit six
Tfellington aircraft with the Leigh Light equipment.  _ Further
demonstrations in November with the old prototype aircraft
had resulted in representations to the Air Ministry by the
A.O.C. in C. for an increase in the contract to 36 sets to
enable No. 221 squadron of Wellingtons to be fitted. The
increase va.s refused on the ground that trials and opera

tional experience must be awaited from the six aircraft then

being modified. Satisfactory trials were completed by
G.G.D.U. in December(l) and the A.O.C. in C. again^sought
approval for an order for 30 searchlight installations and / \
for 30 Wellington aircraft to be allotted for this purpose
In answer the Air Ministry contracted for a further 20 sets

over and above the original six but maintained that the

equipping of any additional aircraft would have to await
further resuJ.ts and experience. Early in January 19-12,
No. 1417 Flight was formed to receive the six Wellingtons

completion and to commence crew training in the new
The Flight was based at Ghivenor

o"n the 8 Febru.ary the first operationally

air Yrsx

Each was

on

searedight technique,
in A'orth Devon,

G.G./S.18329
end.. 2ifA

ibid end. 25A.

ibid end. 2Jk

fitted Wellington arrived at Chivenor, followed a week later

by the second and third. The A.O.C. in C, wrote that much
delay was being already experienced in the delivery of the
first six. aircraft since approvd in the previous autumn and

that operational experience against U-boats was therefore
unlikely in the near future. He pointed out that unless
it was possible to dlocate 20 Wellingtons forthvath, the

continuity of fitment work would be broken and months elapse
before the 20 sets of equipment on order could be installed
and the completed aircraft delivered. Accordingly, on the

28 February, the Air Ministry ordered No, 1417 Fli^t to be
expanded into No. 172 Squadron of 16 plus 4 Wellington Leigh
Light aircraft and requested M.A.P, to allocate aircraft as

and when they became available.

ibid ends,'

3QA and 32A

H.Q.G.G.
O.E.B.

Unfortunately the aircraft did not become available and

the fears of the A.O.G. in C. were fully realised during the
next three months,

on the 21 May, still only five aircraft serviceable in the
squadron. On this date the A.O.C. in C, wrote to the Air

Ministry expressing his concern as to the disappointing pro
gress m.ade in producing searchlight aircraft and drawing /  .>

attention to the meagre allocations envisaged in the future.^>'

Despite repeated pressure there vrere.

CG/S.I8329
end. 3-4A

(1) These trials were held off Lough Foyle on the nights
of the 14 and 15 December against a surfaced submarine
under v/ay.
S.W. wind and bumpy conditions, with rain showers on the

second night.
Ref. CC/S. 15238 end. 6A.
In the interval betv/een these two letters, the only
Tfellington squadron in Coastal Command (No. 221) had
been'ordered to the Mediterranean, , Hence the request
for Wellington aircraft.
Six aircraft in June, six in July, four in August and
thereafter three a month.

The 7/eather was moonless, very dark, strong

The results were very satisfactory.

(2)

(3)
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He urged most strongly that production should be stepped up
immediately to at least 20 per month and that sets be fitted

in other squadrons engaged in A/U Iwarfare, The Air Ministry
replied on the 3 June that, after icareful consideration the
Air Staff were of the opinion that sufficient evidence of the

operational success of the Leigli Light equipment had not yet
been obtained to justify trial installations in other
squadrons but steps would be taken to improve the production
of Leigh Light Wellingtons. As it was plain that nothing
except the location of a U-boat woiiLd convince the sceptics,
the A.O.C. in C. decided to use the few Lei^ Light aircraft

that were available vdthout waiting for the -vdiole squadron
to complete. On the 4- June there were four serviceable
aircraft and they were, accordingly, detailed to take part
in that night's operations in the Hay,

The results from these first four sorties were most

gratifying. Although three of the aircraft located no

U-boats, the high standard of A.S.V. operation attained dur
ing the special training vdth the Leigh Light was most
apparent in the ease with which they located and illuminated
contacts even though these turned out to be but small fishing
vessels. The fourth aircraft - P/172 Squadron - contacted,
homed on and successfully illuminated a large U-boat on the
surface which fired a two star recognition signal and made no

attempt to dive. An accurate depth charge attack was then

delivered by P/172 from 50 feet altitude. While circling to
examine the position of attack, another U-boat v/as contacted
in the vicinity and illuminated, i This proved to be a smaller

U-boat, also making no attempt to dive and, viren the search
light was switched on, it fired a multi-starred recognition
rocket. Having no depth charges left, P/172 carried out
two machine gun attacks before having to leave the scene.
The first U-boat was the Italian "Luigi Torelli" which sus- •

tained severe damage causing her commanding officer to make
direct for the Spanish coast at a much reduced speed.
When nearing the coast three days later, this U-boat was
located and attacked on the surface by Sunderlands A and
X/10 Squadron who inflicted further damage and forced the
"Luigi Torelli" to take refuge in Santander where she was
beached.

ibid 35A

No. 19 Group
O.R.3.

Appendices

These four Leigh Light aircraft continued to operate in
the Middle Bay area for the remainder of June whenever
weather and availability permitted. In all, seven U-boats
were sighted by them during their 235 flying hours in the
area. Three of these U-boats were attacked with depth
charges, two of which were seriously damaged,(2) Although
a fifth aircraft became operational towards the end of June,
it crashed in the sea during a sortie and the month ended

(1) On the 6 June, the A,0.C.-in-C. v/rote to the Air
Ministry pointing out that the successful location of a
U-boat had now been accomplished followed by a promising
attack. He again urged that,early action should be
taken to increase the rate and extent of the fitting
of Leigh Lights, Re. GG/S.18329 end. 36A.
A possible further two attacks after illumination
frustrated by the lack of radio altimeters. The
indicated height of the aircraft on the approach as
given by the old type altimeter was greatly in excess
of the actual height.

wore(2)
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with only the original four being available, ('•)
tion to the Leigh Light aircraft, the night flying 'I'Thitleys
with flares had cai’ried out 195 hoxrrs in the area without

obtaining a single sighting confiiming that both the standard
of A.S.V. operation and the flares were at fault. The
searchlight aircraft had proved their superiority and the

ni^t was no longer safe for the U-boats, This fact played
into the hands of the day offensive viiioh was intensified
during June,
attacked.

comment,

5 June which inflicted severe
by Sunderland ?//l0 squadron on the 11 June which caused ,  ̂
U-105 to seek refuge in Perrol in a badly damaged condition^^;
and the third by Yftiitley C/58 Squadron on the 23 June which

In addi-

14- day sightings were made of which 12 were
Among these were three that call for special

The first, by Sunderljmd U/lO Squatoon on the
damage to U-71;(5) the secondThe Y/ar Diary

of B. d U.

(1) On the 24 June, the A.O.C.-in-C. again wrote to the Air

Ministry to the effect that, although the supply of
Wellington aircraft had been approved at eight per month

for July and August, it was scheduled to drop to three
per month from September, He requested that the supply
should be increased and that another Leigh Light

Wellington squadron should be established. Moreover
there was still no decision regarding the installation
of the Nacelle type of searchlight already successfully
prototyped in a Catalina aircraft. He urged that
production of this equipment be put in hand at high
priority and that the prototyping of Liberators be
proceeded with Y/ithout further delay. Ref. CC/S, I8329
end. 37A.
2,330 daylight, hours gave 14 sightings and 12 attacks 

-

4 U-boats severely damaged,
hours gave 7 sightings and 3 attacks - 2 U-boats severely
damaged, 195 Whitley night hours gave no sightings or
attacks.

After the attack at 16OO hours, U-71 reported she Tfas
unable to dive. U/lO squadron continued to shadow the
U-boat and was in Tf/T touch -with the relief aircraft,
B.d,U. sent out one P.Yf. 200 to drive off the Sunderland
and detailed two escort vessels to go out to meet b~7l>
At 1730 hours the U-boat managed to dive shallow and at

1930 the F.Yf. 200 appeared on the scene. A close
action with U/lO squadron follovred after which the enemy
broke, away with the loss of one N. C.O. killed, U/lO
did not leave until 2145 hours by which time relief
aircraft had arrived. Nothing more was seen of U-71.
She was met by the escort vessels at O325 hours on the
6 June and escorted to La Pallice,
After the attack at 0930 hours, U-105 reported severe
damage and that she was unable to dive, B,d.U, ordered
her to make for Perrol, At 1130 the U-boat signalled
that she was being shadowed and requested fighter pro
tection which, however, could not be provided,
Squadron shadowed until 1215 hours and then had to
leave. Relief aircraft could not get to the area
imtil late in the evening and then did not re-locate
U-105 before dark. She put into Perrol early on the
12th where she remained making good defects until the
28 June.

235 Leigh Light night
(2)

(3)

(4)
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for some ho\irs completely immobilised iHZ53jL^'^)
Admiral Donetz complained that the Bay had become the play
ground of En&Lish aircraft and v/ithout doubt U-boats would
suffer damage and losses on a larger scale if adequate air

protection was nDt afforded. He drew attention to the
effect of these depressing conditions on the morale of his
U-boats* crev/s and on the 2>+ June he issued an order that,
because of the very great danger from the air, all TJ/boats

to proceed submerged by day and night Vvhile in the Bay
of Biscay and to surface only to re-charge batteries.
were

ibid

The results during July(2) were equally satisfactory
though the increased caution by U-boats at nigtit became

Two searchlight attacks
In one of these

evident as the month progressed,
took place on the night of the 5/6 July.
H/i 72 Squadron .sank U. 502.
found at night for a total of 370 flying hoxrrs.
offensive, however, continued to give good returns,
of the 16 U-boats sighted by day, 15 were attacked involving
damage to U. 86. U. l62 and B.IO6 and the destruction of U.751

' H/502 and Lancaster P/61
Confirmation of the continued

Thereafter only two boats v/ere
The day

Out

l^i^leyby the joint action of '
squadron on the 17 July,
success of the Bay offensive is once again forthcoming from

the War Diary kept by B.d.U. On the 2 J^ily, he conferred
with Goering in the Luftwaffe High Command Operational
Headquarters, B.d.U. stated that, although the U-boats
were now safeguarded in the operational bases by concrete
pens, the enemy had transferred his attacks to the passage
route through the Bay of Biscay and was inflicting increas

ing damage and losses to his U-boats,
craft met absolutely no opposition and he demanded re
inforcements to the Luftwaffe Atlantic Command. As a

result of this conference, the Chief of the General Staff

approved of an additional 24 Ju.88s being transferred to

the Pliegerfuhrer Atlantic. Following casualties among
svirface craft during June and July by mines off the Biscay
ports, B.d.U, issued a v/aming to U-boats regarding this
danger. On the l6th July, he made a general order that,
on account of mine danger in the approach routes to ports,
U-boats must remain on the surface in waters of less than

The Ikiglish air-

ibid

(i) After bhe attack at I615 hours, U.753 attempted to dive
but soon re-surfaced and lay motionless. C/58 squadron
repeatedly attacked vdth machine guns to which the
U-boat replied with cannon fire. Finally all the
U-boat's gun's orev were killed or vrounded and at
1650 hoirrs she very slowly dived. B.d.U. ordered a
chain of Ju.88s to maintain protection against further
air attacks, signalled other U-boats in the vicinity
to go to U.753's assistance and despatched three
escort vessels to bring her in. She was met by the
latter at O9OO/24 and brought into La Pallice,
3796 day flying hotars gave I6 sightings aind I3 attacks -

1 U-boat sunlc and 3 damaged, 370 Leigh Light night
hours gave 4 sightings and 3 attacks - 1 U-boat sunk,
152 other night hours flying gave no sightings or
attacks, Kef. No.19 GrouplO.R.B. Appendices.
Lancasters of N0.6I Bomber Command Squadron were
temporarily loaned to Coastal Command on the H July
for A/U patrols in the Bay of Biscay. Operating from
St, Efval 69 sorties were made on these duties. The
squadron retui'ned to Bomber Command on the 26 July.
Pour aircraft of the squadron subsequently operated
from St. Eval between the 1 and 21 August,

(2)

(3)
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(See Map Y for ciiis line,) The danger from100 fathoms*

iinexpected air atta.ck, however, was greater by night than day
and in future U-boats were to complete this portion of their

passage on the surface by day and only to submerge in the
outer sections when daylight ¥/as not sxifficient for the v/hole

Danger from possible British submarines insidejourney,
the 100 fathom line must be reduced by zig-zagging.

From these events it can be said that the advent of the

Leigh Light Yvellingtons, (l) although never exceeding four
five operational aircraft in June and July, marked the

commencement of an effective offensive in the Bay of Biscay

which seriously worried the U-boat Command, harassed the
crews in an area hitherto comparatively safe and by the

increase in passage time, greatly curtailed the number of

days a U-boat could spend in an operation area overseas.
Aftei' the siiccessful trial demonstration of the Leigh Light

as early as May 19t-1, it is difficult to explain the
fomrteen months delay before producing even half  a squadron
of the aircraft,

every level, the vital importance of adequate night illumina
tion had been stressed and it had long been accepted that

the only hope lay in the speedy arrival of the airborne
searchlight,
continual pressxrre and the highest priority to be exercised,,

The complete surprise and helplessness of the few U-boats
attacked in June and July 19^2 by this novel weapon .
encourages speculation as to the possible results if tv/o or

even one whole Squadron had been .employed instead of the

penny packet actually available,

(xiii) Re-organisation in the Northern Transit Area

or

Ever since early 1 9-4-1, in meetings at

Every motive was thus present for

'yhile the offensive in the Bay of Biscay was giving these

better results, the Northern Transit area proved disappoint
ing. Almost continuous daylight offset the absence of Lei,gli
Light aircraft for night operations but the increase in day
flying hours during June only produced seven sightings.
These all occurred between the 10th and lAth, and were made

on only three individual U-boats. Four attacks were
C.C. Naval Staff delivered and one U-boat v/as considered to have been slightly

A/U File end. A3 damaged. The positions y/ere about 100 miles north of the
Shetlands and the covuses on which these U-boats yrere seen

to be steering when sighted indicated the probability that

they were proceeding northwards of the Faeroes and into the
Atlantic between these islands and Iceland, l,Yhile awaiting

further confirmation of a possible change of route, v.3/ it w'as
decided to introduce the fan system of patrols into the

Northern Transit area. On the 14 July, the Slips and Long-
slips patrols were cancelled and in their place ¥vero

and

A.M./C, 3.14561
encl.12B

See Map VI

(1) Appendix VT gives a description of the Turret and Nacelle
types of Leigh Light,
craft fitted with Leigh Lights is also given in the same

appendix.

Regarding the earlier request for more Leigh Light air

craft and after a further reminder in JilLy from the A.O.C.-
in-G, the Air Ministry replied on the 2 August that a
requisition had been raised for sufficient Nacelle type
equipment for all Coastal Command Gatalinas, that trial
installations were in hand for Liberators an.d Fortresses,
and that the M.A.P. had now been infomed that a second

Leigh Light Yfellington squadron was required.
Ref. GC/S.18329 encl.38A.
Two U-boats yrere sighted and attacked on the existing
route South of the Faeroes during the first week in Julyo
No daiiiage y/as inflicted on either,
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instituted one fan of patrols from the Butt of Lewis extending

C.G■./G■^/"l)+/7/h2. for 200 miles between the bearings of 278° and 062° called
the Butter Patrols (Nos. 1 to 13) and another fan extending
170 miles from Yell Sound in the Shetlands between the bearings
of 295° and 0^+4.° called the Yeller patrols (Nos, 1 to 9).

Following some sightings of U-boats later in July by
aircraft, operating from Kaldadames, off the south east
coast of Iceland, the Butter patrols were replaced on the

G.C./G2/2if/7/42 25 July by a system of parallel patrols. These extended
and Map. VII 34-0 miles northwestv/ard from a line joining Poula Island

(Shetlands) and the Plannan Isles (Hebrides) and vrere ctJLled
the Flora Patrols (Nos. 1 to IO), Increased attention by
Kaldadames aircraft, both on escort to U.K./Iceland convoys
and sweeps in the area Southeast of Iceland, produced a
ftirther five sightings of U-boats on southwesterly co-urses
and confirmed the suspicion that a nevr outward bound route
lay well to the north of both the Shetland and Faeroe islmds.
Accordingly the whole scheme of patrols was re-cast and
extended to include routine flying from Iceland,  A nev/ set
of Flora patrols (Nos, 1 to I6) were instituted from the
27 July which replaced both the Yeller and the old Flora
areas, and a fan system was introdiiced for aircraft based in
Iceland which extended 33O miles from Portland, the most
southerly point in Iceland, between the bearings of 184-° and
072° called the Port patrols (Nos. 1 to I5).
the month, one more U-boat was attacked on the old route and
one on the new route. C2)

and Map VII

(1)

C.C/G6/26/7
G5/27/7 and
G6/27/7/h2
See Map VII

By the end of

The Northern Mine Barrage

An additional obstacle to outward bound U-boats had been
provided by mining. The depth of water in the two channels
leading to the Atlantic prevented the laying of a continuous
thickly sown mine barrier but lines of mines in both shallow
and deep fields were laid by naval units to the south and
northwestward of the Faeroes, These mining operations were
commenced in July 1940 working northward from the vicinity of

They were carried on intemittently
throughout 1941 and with greater intensity in 1942 by which
time a considerable portion of the tvro areas marked on Map ''/II
had been mined. In January 1 943, the completion of the
barrage was abandoned, mainly ov/ing to the need to reduce
consimiption of steel and to conserve man-power. Instead a
series of deep lines of moored magnetic mines were laid north
west of the Faeroes across the general track estimated to be

Adty.
C.B. 04050/45(6) North Rona Island,
page 7

(1) Three of these U-boats were attacked,
inflicted.

No damage was

(2) Day-
hours

Night
hours

U-boats

sighted
in area

U-boats

sighted
to S.E.

No. of U-boats
using the
routes

(post war
evidence)

in in

ofareaarea

Iceland

963June 1942

July 1942

204 7f= nil 13

1344 93 4 9 24

* These sightings were of only three individual
U-boats,

Reference - C.C. O.R.B. Appendices for June and July, and
Naval Staff records.
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followed by the majority of the U-boats making the passage.
The general area had been publicly declared dangerous to

shipping from the start and, although only one or possibly
two U-boats were ever destroyed in the barrage, the know

ledge that minefields existed and were being continually
added to, undoubtedly restricted the U-boat routeing policy
to comparatively narrow deep water channels in the Iceland/
Faeroes and Faeroes/Shetland passages,

(xiv) 10 cm. A.3.7. and Radio Altimeters

It will be remembered that, in November 1941, the Air/
Sea Interception Committee, though agreeing to the institu
tion of measures to improve the operational efficiency of

the existing Mark II 1^ metre equipment, had accepted the
conclusion that centimetre A.S.V. was the real objective.

Hov/ever, during the next fev/ days, the meeting continued
it discussions and eventually changed its recommendations
regarding the aircraft of Coastal Command. The decision
iii favour of adopting centimetre A. S.V. was made dependent
on the outcome of comparative trials between the proposed
high power 1-^ metre, the 50 and the 10 centimetre equipment.
This new recommendation was accepted but it committed research

to three separate lines of development which was bound to

delay finality in the choice of a standard set. In order

to hasten development, the A.0.C.-in~C, Coastal Command felt

that the importance of the roarer required a more direct
statement to a rdder circle^^]^ the 19 February 1942 he,
v;rote to the Under Secretary of State for Air complaining
of the failure to equip Coastal Command aircraft with
efficient A.S.V. He pointed out that the original intention
of July 1941 to equip some squadrons mth Liberators, fitted

with centimetre A.S.V. had come to nothing. Recently an

cJ-lotment of Fortresses had been made but no steps had been

taken to fit them Tdth A.S.V. of any type. The Catalinas,
which were at last coming forward v/ith the long range Mk. II

A.S.V., were being taken avny again for the Far East and,
apart from some Sunderlands and a few Yfhitleys, there v/ero
no aircraft in his Command fitted with A.S.V. vdiich was

efficient against U-boats. Future improvement v/'as being
held UI-) by the existing overcrowded radio production pro
gramme and he urged that a fair proportion of the radio
industry should at once be diverted to the output of equip
ment for use over the sea.

The comparative trials betvreen the 1-g metre, the 50 and
the 10 centimetre A.S.V. sets eventually took place in

Northern Ireland between the 16 and 23 March 19^f2. They
indicated a marked superiority for the 10 centimetre A.S.V,

The minutes of the next two meetings of the Air/Sea Inter
ception Committoe reveal that attention was directed more to

Elind Bombing, Homing devices and A.S.V. marker buoys than,
to the development of progress in U-boat location equipment.
Consequently a letter to the Directox’ of Radio was written

by the A.O.G.-in-C. in which he drew attention to the lack

of an A.S.V. prograicme for Coastal Command. His require
ments were the development of the 10 cm tyr-'e for ’Whitleys,
Wellingtons and flying boats, the prototyping of the

See Chapter II

Section (x)

CC/PBJ/1005/42

CG/S.91O8 ■
ends. 27A and
47A

GC/S. 7010/10/6
Ends. 62D and
69B

CC/PBJ/l 180/i^2
1.5.42

(1) This latter phase of deep mining was completed in
September 1943. The area Viras used as the basis for a
new form of air offensive across the Northern Transit

route ],<noT/n as "Mooi'ings", It is fully described in the

next Volume. The totd number of mines, both antennae
and magnetic types, laid in this Northern Mine Barrage,
was approximately 8l,500„
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Portress for British 10 cm. in view of the probable delays in

receiving the American 10 cm, and further representations
for delivery of the existing American DMS 1000 A.S.V. in any
Liberator aircraft coming direct from the United States.

The matter was again referred to at the first meeting
of the Coastal Command Committee on A/U Y/arfare on the 8 May
It was stated that the Mark II A.S.V

majority of Hudsons and Catalinas were fitted, was of little
value against U-boat
with the long range version had now gone abroad and the

change over to long range forward looking- aeri-als in the

Hudsons was progressing very slowly.

v;ith which the• 9

Such Catalinas as had been fitted

A.M, C.S.1A561
end, 9B

Later in the month, trials were carried out in Northern
Ireland with a Liberator aircraft flown over from the
United States in which was mounted an American built 1(^.m.
D.M.S.1000 Set with all-round Presentation (P.P.I.). ('')
Ranges up to 15 miles were obtained at altitudes of 2000 and

1000 feet against a surfaced submarine but the most striking
advantage of this all-round looking set was the clarity with

v/hich the coastline and high ground inland was revealed
■wdaich gave a geographical picture easy to interpret,
gestions were immediately put for?fard that heavy bombers
should be fitted vath it as a navigational instrument to
facilitate the recognition of bombing targets either at
night or by day above cloud. Equipment similar to this
A.S.V. and subsequently to be known as H2S v/as therefore
developed independently, (2) The production of this type
was granted the highest priority and the competition for the
components common to both A.S.V. and H2S subsequently arose
in an acute form -vdien the mass production stage for both
sets was reached.

Sug

C.C. Development
Unit O.R.B,

Pcllowing the letter from the A.O.C.-in-C
Director of Radio drew up a complete review of A.S.V. policy
on the 14- May,
of the equipment then in use and under development togeth
with detailed operational requirements for the future,'>5/
This report was considered at the eighth meeting of the Air/
Sea Interception Committee on the 28 May and the following
recommendations were agreed to:-

the•)

The aims were restated aind a summary given
er

cc/s,7010/10/6
end. 76E

(i) The trial installation of British 10 cm. A.S.V,
should be carried out vdthout delay in Sunderland,
Wellington VIII, and Yidiitley VI aircraft,

(ii) The trial installation of American 10 cm, A.S.V.
should be carried out at once in Portresses and in any

(1) This set had been developed in conjunction with the
British scientists in ilmerica and it incorporated a
British invention which made it superior to the first
All American set - the SCR-517.
this concurrent development are given in Chapter XII
Section (vi)(e).
H2S did not make use of the latest type of valve
technique embodied in the A.S.V. Set and for that reason
was not equal in performance to A.S.V. The restriction
had to be imposed because Bomber Command aircraft ran a
greater risk of capture on enemy territory than did
aircraft of Coastal Command v/'ho were forbidden to fly
over hostile country when fitted with certain types of
er; iipment.
This review was sent to the Radar Committee in the
U.S.A. with the object of securing co-operation and
inter-changeability of equipment.

Further details of

(2)

(3)
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futiire American G.R. aircraft to be allotted to Coastal
Command,

(iii) The production of British 10 cm. equipment should
proceed at highest priority,

(iv) In view of the operational limitations of other
types employing wavelengths above lOcmsj such types were
to be considered obsolescent and production of them
should be limited to the minimum necessary to meet
immediate requirements.

Among other devices -vdiich received attention at this meeting
The importance of this equipmentT/as the radio altimeter,

had been re-affirmed in March in connection vath bomb sight

development quite apai't from its desirability in night attacks
At the Coastal Command meeting on. A/U Yferfare

ritish types
The

on U-boats,

of the 8 May, it was stated that, of the three B
under development

cc/s.7050/5
Part II

end. 2/A

, none had yet been supplied, ̂1 /
Director of Communications Department reported on the 28 May
that, of these types now undergoing trial, Type 4 was by far
the most promising. At the existing priority, deliveries
of this type were not envisaged until October 1943. lUe

meeting agreed that efforts must be concentraded to advance

this date materially, meanwhile the possibility of delivery
of American types should be explored.

The apparent delays which had taken place in the develop
ment programme of British centimetre A.S.V. since its approval
in the autumn of 19^i-1 caused Sir Henry Tizard to write to the

Air Ministry on the 1 0 June,
neglect of outstanding A.S.V. interception problems, by the
very committee set up to consider them, in favour of blind

bombing, night torpedo attacks and other tactics suitable
only after the enemy had been located, A copy was sent to

the A.O.C,-in-C., Coastal Command for comment vdio replied
that although the Committee had wandered from the initial
problems in some respects, it was working along agreed lines
of advance in A.S.V, location but was still dependent on the

production side to find an answer to requirements already
stated.

In this letter he deplored the
CC/S.7010/10/6
end. 77c

ibid

encl,78A

A number of other criticism.s made by Sir Henry Tizard
were answered in the next Air/Sea Interception Committee
meeting on the 9 July but nothing was reported as regards a

delivery date for any 10 cm, equipment. Regarding radio
altimeters it was found on investigation that, in spite of

concentrated efforts, it TOuld be impossible to guarantee
quantity production of the Type 4 earlier than September 1943.
This meant that the less satisfactory Type 2 would have to be

ibid

end. 85c

(1) Type 1. was an American version of which we possessed

only a small number tmd no more were expeebed.
These f&ir were on trial in No,201 Squadron,

covered heights from 50 to 1200 feet and the
Air Ministry had been asked to supply this on
high priority,
to No,172 Leigh Light Squadron,
been received to date,

was a new T.R.E. version which was not yet in

production,
shortly for trials,
covered heights from 0 to 150 feet,
been received to date.

Supplies vrere to go first
None had

An experimental model T/as due

None had

Type 2.

Type 4.

Type 5.
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.0) In America, trialsintroduced as an interim measure
beino- carried out vdth their new version and it was

of these A.I.D. sets coiild be obtained for
about two months time.

yrere.

expected that one
experimental trials over here in

In view of the same lack of clarity regarding the
Comnand’s needs as had obtained in the case of A.S.V,,
A.O.C.-in-C, stated his policy for radio altimeters in
letter to the Air Ministry dated the 19 July of which
the following is a summary:-

Radio altimeters vrere required both for anti-
U-boat and for torpedo dropping aircraft,
former role they were necessary in night attacks to give

accurate knowledge of height to avoid crashing into
the sea when following up an A.S.V. contact and to be

at the correct height before switching on the search
light. Height accuracy essential v/hen making low
level depth charge attacks and in xising any form of
bombsight then developed or trader development. In
the torpedo attack role, height accuracy v/as necessary
when running in under or out from the enemy R.D.E.
and to be at the correct dropping height to ensure the

accurate running of the torpedo.

the

In the

an

cover

C.C. O.R.B.

Appendices for
July 1 9^

At the August meeting of the Air/Sea Interception
Committee, it was reported that trials wa.th the Type 2 radio
altimeter vrere unsatisfactory and no fitting programme had

Delays in this type and in thestarted yet in Coastal Command,
arrival of any of the American A.T.D. sets continued until
the end of the year. The situcLtion regarding production
of 10 cm. A.S.V., v/as no better though matters came to a

head at the end of September when it ms realised that
successful enemy counter-measures to the 1^ metre A.S.V.

Details are given in Chapter XII.had made an appearance.

(xv) The Ocean Convoys

Earlier in this chapter it has been described how, apart
from action against independently routed shipping off West

Africa, the whole wei^t of the U-boat offensive was
deployed against the unprotected eastern seaboard of America,
In consequence U-boat attacks on the transatlantic convoys
fell away to practically nothing and during the first five
months of 1942 only nine ships of 44,500 tons were sunk

within the range of Coastal Command bases,(2)
in the U-boat offensive coincided with the period of deple
tion in

Command

This shift

aircraft resources of Coastalthe long range
C3). These two factors encooiraged the increased use

(1) Eight Sets of Type 2 had been delivered, of v;hich four
had been returned as unsatisfactory. Another 40 Sets
were being brought up to date in the Standard Telephone
Company's model shop. If trials on these were satis
factory, delivery cooold start at the end of July at the
rate of five per week. Quantity Production could not
begin until April 1943.
Appendices IV and XXXIV give the location of Atlantic
shipping losses and the details of Coastal Command's
anti-U-boat operations respectively. They illustrate
the resaalts of the changes in British and German strategy
as the months vrent by.
Not only were these resources low owing to drafts to
the Par East but, during much of 1942, priority was
accorded to long range reconnaissance for the Home Fleet

and the convoys to Russia,

(2)

(3)
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of sweeps in support as opposed to individual close escort to
convoystl). Altbou^ this- policy had been proclaimed 

in

Hay 1941, it had lost favour after the heavy convoy losses
in the autumn of that year hut it was now re-affirmed that,
unless there were uimdstakahle signs that a convoy was _
threatened, the available aircraft would be used primarily

over the convoy areas i.e. to the v/est of Ireland,
the Northwest Approaches through

During the

in sweeps
in the Outer Bay, and over
which the newly commissioned U-boats passed,
five month period no U-boats were sighted by convoy
escorts as against twentysix by the/sweeps.

air

In June 1942, the U-boat Command decided to re-open a
limited offensive against the southern convoy route between

Spain and the Azores so as to feel for another possible soft
spot and to cause diversion in the Allied anti-U-boat disposi
tions, This month was also the time that assistance from

Bomber Command Lancaster aircraft, the Liberator re-inforce-
ments to No, 120 Squadron and Catalina additions to Gibraltar

came into effect. The enemy's new move wan first revealed
in the increase in P.ViT. 200 reconnaissances to the westward

of Ireland and Spain, On the 12 June, convoy HG 84 was
shadowed by these aircraft until the 14th by which time the

convoy was out of air reach from either the United Kingdom
or Gibraltar and up to six U-boats had made contact. That

night attacks were delivered in position 4220 N x 1740 ¥ and

five ships were sunk. On the 15'th, the appearance of long
range air escort by .Lancast er and Liberators so hampered
U-boats that further operations by them were given up, (5)
however, on nearing the southwest corner of Ireland, the

convoy was threatened by 30 JU 88's. No merchant ships were

sighted but H.M.S, Wild Swan, well ahead of the convoy,
received such severe bomb damage that she had to be abandoned.

the

?iTar Diary of '
B. d. U.
and section (v)
of this chapter

ibid

During the first week in July, both HG 35 and OG 86 were
shadowed by P.YA aircraft but no U-boat action followed.
Fearing the possibility of attacks by enemy bomber!
Admiralty shifted the convoy routes further to the
thus putting them out of range of Coastal Command escort
against U-boats, To afford what protection he could, the
A.0.C,-in-C, gave instructions on the 9 July that as much long
range flying as possible should be done on the eastern flank
extending from latitudes 48° to 42° N between longtitudes
15° and 22° W and designated Area B to distinguish it from
Area A which comprised the medium range Bay, Offensive flying.
On the 17 of July, convoy OS 34 was sighted and reported by a
homeward bound U-boat in 4b3aCT x 2600f. Five other U-boats
in the vicinity were directed towards the convoy and soon

ward

cc/s.7050/4
Part I encls,
7IA and 85A

(1) The exact placing of these sweeps was done on information
from the Admiralty Submarine Tracking Room. Continual
contact was maintained between this centre and the Naval

Staff at H, Q.C.C, ts4ig passed high probability areas to tb©

Group Headquarters for use in planning the next day's
onerations. j --
Fourteen of these were attacked inconclusively but „seven

others were on the evidence, assessed as serious damage
to three and slight damage to four. The majority of
the U-boats sighted were new boats either on passage
into the Atlantic or stationed in the Iceland/Hebrides
area in accordance with Hitler's orders to guard against
an expedition to Norway.

(3) During the 15 June,, three attacks on U-boats around the
convoy were made by the escorting aircraft. Lancaster
W/44 Sqdn. inflicted slight damage on U.552 but Liberator
T/120 Sqdn. and Lancaster X/44 Sqdn, did not damage their
U-boats,

(2)
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located it. The W/P signals were D/P,ed in. England and the
convoy was re-routed to the southeastward in an endeavour to

get into air escort range. Liberator P/120 Squadron was
despatched from Predannock on the I8th and at extreme range -
960 miles from base - met the convoy at 2200 hours in

4322N X 2542W, Only four hoirrs could be spent with the

convoy at this range, Jiist as the aircraft was leaving, a
■  tl-boat's wake was seen in the darkness underneath but, in
turning to attack, the wake was lost sight of and vdth no
endurance left the aircraft had to give up any search, A

few minutes later, two ships in i:he convoy were torpedoed.
Several other attempts were beaten off by the surface
escorts and the pack lost touch with the convoy. Efforts
to regain contact during the next 24 hours failed and the
chase was ' abandoned. This was the only convoy to be

,  attacked on this stretch of the southern routes in July,

War Diary of
B, d, U,

In view of the slender resources of long range air
craft as distributed in the various Groups, some form of
centralised direction was envisaged by the A,0,C,-in-C
in order to utilise them to the best advantage. On the

18 July, he proposed to the First Sea Lord that a more
adequate prosecution of the air war against the U-boats at

sea would be effected if all the long range squadrons were

controlled by him from the Command Headquarters. Their
so3rties would be directed primarily into the area B but

coiild also be switched to any high probability area
indicated from time to time by the Tracking Room intellig-

•  ence. The Group Commanders would continue to control
their medium and short range aiivsrai’t on routine tasks in
collaboration with their Naval C's,-in-C,, but. if a convoy
was E,barred the control of the appropriate long range
squadrons would revert to the A.O.C. of the Group concerned.
Discussions;in clarification of this proposed policy fol

lowed between H.Q*0.C., the Admiralty-and the A.O.H.Q's
involved.

• f

GG/S.7050
,encl,25A

ibid ,

ends, 26A.
to 28A.

Cn the 25 July, the A.D*G,-in-C, went a step i\a*ther
and assumed control of all the medium and short range A/U
flying in the areas of Nos,15 and 18 Group informing the
A.C.C's that individual.patrols wodd in future be ordered
direct every day from the Gommand Headquarters, Gn the

27th, two new systems of fan patrols were instituted for ..
use by long range aircraft in No,15 Group and at Gibraltar^v
The fan sjrstem was now universal in all areas and a glance
at Map VIII will show how simple, in theory, was the
centralised scheme of control from H.Q.C.C, briefed as it

was with continual U-boat position intelligence direct from
the Admiralty Tracking Room,

ibid

encl,29A

ibid

ends, 3QA
to 35A

However, the A.O.G's, already dubious about the pro
posed centralised control of long range aircraft, did not
relish the additional restrictions placed upon their
initiative and discussions ensued before this order wais

(1) Cne, called the Eagle Patrols Nos.l to 25, extended
southwards fropi Eagle Island (off the west coast of
Ireland) and the other, called the G.V. patrols Nos.l
to 15, fanned up in a northwesterly direction from
Cape St. Vincent. The intention of these fans was
identical with the Area B scheme, i,e, to provide
flank protection to the southern convoy route and to
cover the westera end of the U-boat passage route
through the Bay of Biscay,
References - CC/gIO and G1 l/27/7/ij2,
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Meaonwhile agreement was reached with naval opinionibid

end, 381
agreed to,
on the subject of the long range squadrons and a policy-
signal va.s issued by the Admiralty on the 5 August embodying
all the A.O.C,-in-C's proposals.

Henceforth a daily si^pial was made by H,Q.G.C. to the

Home Groups, Iceland and Gibraltar giving the areas in -which
long range flying was to tahe place and indicating which

convoys, if any, should receive special attention,
daily signals were sent ¥/hich ordered the precise sv/eeps that
were to be undertaken by the medim and short range aircraft.

Other

Donetz prepares to re-open the Mid-Atlantic Offensive

Early in July, Admiral Donetz had made a general apprecia
tion on the prospects of renewing operations against convoys
in the Atlantic and had stationed a group of U-boats about

500 miles north of the Azores,

his U-boat successes had fallen army in the Cape Hatteras,
Panama and Gulf of Mexico areas o-wing to the institution of

convoy systems -with much stronger air and surface craft

Another group of U-boats was sent to operate to

By the middle of the month

defences,

War Diary
of B.d.U,

the southeast of Greenland but the technique of shadcwing
v/ell defended convoys by day and pressing home attaclcs by
night had not been assimulated by the nimerous fresh
inexperienced U-boat captains and successes were only occa

sionally obtained by the few veteran captains of the 1941
vintage quite apart from the fact that since those days the
offensive qualities of escort vessels were much improved.

Now that the golden era of easy success against the
unprotected American coastline was plainly drav/ing to a close,
Donetz was well avfare that battles against ¥/ell defended
ocean convoys v/ere likely to be bitter and relatively

Admty. unproductive. To prepare public opinion .in Germany for
C.B.04050/42(7) less pleasing figures, he gave a broadcast address on the
Page 12 27 July, ostensibly to mark the conclusion of six months

operations against America but actually to warn the German

people that the high rate of sinkings could not be maintained
much longer and that U-boat casualties -would rise when they
commenced to grapple Y/ith strongly escorted convoys.
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CHAPTER IV

THE AWTI-SHIPPIHG WAR IN N.W. EUROPEAN WATERS

JUNE 1941 TO DECEmER

(i) Introduqtion

This chapter, the first in Volume III dealing with the

contribution of the Royal Air Force in the offensive against
enemy merchant shipping in North West Europe, commences in the

middle of the first large scale campaign waged against the
enemy's sea comniunications between Bilbao in the south and

Narvik in the north, with particular emphasis on the means

employed to prevent the enemy from withdrav/ing further forces

from the west to the eastern front, preparatory to the develop
ment of his operations against the Soviet Union.

From Chapter VI in the previous volume, it will be remem

bered that this large scale offensive commenced in March 1941,
at the same time as a German assault had been launched against
our own shipping in the North Western i^proaches, which neces

sitated a redisposition of Coastal Command's forces to this

area at the expense of operations in the North Sea.

To fill the gap. Bomber Command was requested by the Ai

Ministry to assist, and, by diverting a proportion of the

Blenheims of No.2 Group to fulfil this commitment, they became
the chief protagonist during daylight in the region of the
Frisian Isles and the Dutch coast,

to operate in this area by night, as well as on the Norwegian
coast, the English Channel and the Bay of Biscay, but onl3'- to
a limited extent.

Coastal Command continued

Fighter Command was also actively engaged in this offen
sive as far as the range of their aircraft would allow, and

apart from direct attacks on enemy shipping in the Dover

Straits area and off the near continental coastline, air
support was provided on many occasions for both Bomber and

Coastal forces employed on 'Strikes' against enemy convoys.

By developing a low level technique, the Blenheims of

No.2 Group can be said to have taken a greater toll of the
enemy's shipping than ever before, but not to the extent

(1) Tabulated results of enemy shipping sunk and damaged are
Appendix XXIX gives the breakdowngiven in Appendix X.

of Anti-shipping Operations into sorties, attacks and
aircraft lost for the three R.A.P. Home Commands and a

comparison with Aerial Minelaying results. A
recc^nA of oJlA. fcAC.-.v\^ cr A
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claimed at the time. (1) Moreover, success was not achieved
without serious losses among the Blenheims.

If the claims made hy No.2 Group were accurate, it signi
fied that the enemy must have suffered serious difficulties in

the way of sea transportation at the time, and if such a high
standard of achievement continued to be maintained in the

future, then such losses would have to be taken into acco-unt

by the Chiefs of Staff in assessing various plans, which

involved an estimate of the amount of enemy tonnage available

for the future prosecution of the war.

As decisions of far reaching strategical importance might
be taken on the results of anti-shipping operations it was

sential that every claim should be very carefully examined,
so that there should be no question as to its integrity.
Incorrect assessments from misleading claims might easily
result in our war strategy or plans being misconceived and

thereby wrongfully influence not only the policy of Commanders,
but that of^ the Government too.

es

In consultation with the Admiralty and the Ministry of

Economic Warfare it was decided on 25 July 194'! to set up
within the Air Ministry, an Assessment Committee -whose
responsibility it would be to collect and collate the reports
and any relevant evidence on the results of■anti-shipping
operations, and to make an assessment in the light of all the
information available, which could -with confidence, be
supplied to the Admiralty and other Government departments
concerned, for inclusion in the statistics required for
planning.

The Committee, imder the chairmanship of the Director of
Bomber operations, held its first meeting at the Air Ministry
on 3"! July 1941, and thereafter met at fortnightly intervals
for the purpose of considering and assessing the results of
anti-shipping operations for the preceding period.

The full constitution of the Committee -with the standards

and principles it adopted during the first, second and third
meetings, are outlined in Appendix VIII.

(l) From the start of the offensive in March 1941 to the end
of June, the Blenheims of No.2 Group had flo-wn 1,148
sorties on anti-shipping operations v/hich led to attacks
on enemy vessels. Initial claims by Bomber Command
amounted to 104 ships sunk and 72 damaged, totalling over

These results were comm-unicated, on400,000 tons.
16 July, by the C.A,S. to the First Sea Lord.
figLire was about a tenth of the entire German mercantile
marine, the latter somewhat naturally replied enthusiasti
cally that they constituted 'one of the outstanding
achievements of 1941'.
Losses A.ssessment Committee was set up at the end of July,
the considered claims submitted by Bomber Command had
been scaled dovm. to 73 vessels totalling 178,860 tons
sunk and 62 totalling 96,780 tons damaged,
ment Committee drastically reduced these to 31 ships
totalling 73,348 tons sunk with 58 totalling 148,720 tons
damaged in various degrees,
that in point of fact only seven
were sunk and s«x . totalling tons damaged,
of interest to note that similar exaggerated claims were
made by the G.A.F. in their reports of operations against
British coastal shipping.

As this

However, when the Enemy Shipping

The Assess-

Post war evidence reveals

ships totalling 9,556 tons
It is

See Chapter XIV.
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Having adopted a suitable 'yard-stick' the Committee
proceeded to assess all anti-shipping attacks as far back as

12 March 194-1> i.e. the accepted date which marked the com
mencement of the first large scale offensive against enemy
merchant shipping.

Reverting back to the claims of No.2 Group for the period
March to June 1 %A , it is of interest to record that the

Assessment Coimnittee on examining these claims reduced the

figure of 400,000 gross tons by almost a half,("'-' but even
this reduction is modest conpared with that which is suffered

by Gon^iarison with post-war evidence on enemy shipping losses

during this period.

To get back to the offensive;
that a lack of co-ordination existed between Bomber and Coastal

Commands in the direction of the assault on enemy shipping,
which was leading to a certain amount of overlapping and even

neglect of certain areas,
state of affairs, C.A.S. held a meeting at the Air Ministry on
13 July 19A-1 , at which the views of the three Commanders-in-
Chief of the operational Home Commands were amply expressed.

it soon became evident

To find a quick remedy for this

However, on the suggestion of the A. 0. C.-in-C., Bomber
Command, who recognised the present inability of his own

command to conduct all anti-shipping bombing operations, a

division of responsibility by areas was adopted and given a
trial through-out the summer and autumn of 1941.

Each area is dealt with separately, commencing with the

"Channel Stop" which is followed by the Wilhelmshaven to

Cherbourg area, the Norwegian coast and the Bay of Biscay.

Throughout the summer months the offensive progressed and

continued to take a steady toll of the enemy's merchant
tonnage,
greatly improved his defences and although fewer sorties vrere

being flown by No.2 Group's Blenheims, enployed in the

Wilhlemshaven to Cherbourg area, their losses were proportion
ately higher, and at the request of Bomber Command they were
finally withdrawn from the anti-shipping role on
29 November 1941.

part in the offensive■against enemy merchant shipping at sea.

By the autimm of 1941, however, the enemy had

Thereafter, Bomber Command played little

Erom this time. Coastal Command was virtually responsible,
once again, for all anti-shipping operations in North West
Europe v/ith the exception of the "Channel Stop" which remained
a Fighter Command responsibility and was maintained by the
recently introduced Hurricane bomber.

This arrangement continued throughout the remainder of
the period under review.

Tfith regard to the statistics relating to operations,
aircraft casualties etc. which are quoted in these anti
shipping chapters and their appendices, almost without excep
tion they have been conpiled specially for this narrative by
collating contemporary operational forms and intelligence
reports.

(l) The Assessment Conmiittee's figures were 31 ships of
73,348 gross tons sunk and 58 ships of 148,720 tons
damaged.
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For the enemy merchant shipping canualties the follov/ing
documents have been consulted and the appropriate details
extracted to form the table headed "verification" in Appendices

X, XVI and XXXIII.

(a) Records maintained by the Shipping Editor of the
Corporation of Lloyds,

(b) Captured documents containing the records maintained
by the German Admiralty and the German Shipowners
Association,

In the main body of the text the Assessment Committee's
figures have been used^ as during the period they were the one

source of information on the subject and were utilised for

planning purposes. The post war figures have been embodied
as footnotes to confirm or repudiate an Assessment Committee
award.

The discrepancy between the figures produced by the
Assessment Committee and those conyiled from Lloyds and the

German sources is acceptable, when the origin of information
is considered.

In the case of the Assessment Committee, their statistics
were based on the evidence obtained, at the interrogation of

the aircrew immediately after the attack, from photographic
and visual reconnaissance reports procured at the time of, or
subsequent to, the attack, and information obtained from

intelligence sources.

On the other hand, Lloyds' and the German sources, based

their records chiefly on reports from Lloyds agents, ship
owners, shipmasters, members of ships' crews and German Naval
Port Commanders.

The difference will be readily appreciated by reference
to the above appendices, wherein the two sets of figures have

been reproduced side by side.

It will be observed in the case of Coastal Command's

claims under the category 'sunk' that the difference in the

number of ships involved is only two for a period of twelve

months, but-the real discrepancy occtirs in the tonnage figure.

This is understandable, however, in view of the difficulty in

accurately assessing a ship's tonnage from the air, and the

fact that ship recognition was not the R.A.P.'s strongpoint
at this period of the war at sea.

In the 'damaged' category there is a very appreciable
difference between the two sets of figures, but the explana
tion for this may well be contained in the fact that IHoyd* s
records under this heading only includes those vessels which

required the attention of a shore establishment and were,
therefore, Tdthdrawn from service,
damage, v/hich was repairable by the ship's own crev/, and did
not entail a delay in port, has not been classified under this

heading,

(ii) The Implication of a German attack on the Soviet Union

Any other degree of

C.0.S.(41)
311,325,350,
357,370,385

Information which suggested the imminence of a German
attack on Russia became available to H.M. Government and the

Service Ministries during May and the early part of June 1941,
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and from subsequent reports received it was deduced that an

appreciable number of the Luftwaffe units had already been

concentrated in the eastern theatre, partly at the expense of
the air forces on the Vfestern front.

It was obvious that the Gerin.ans would be \xnlikely 'to

embaiic on such a vital project unless they were confident of a

rapid victory which would then leave them free to concentrate
their forces in the ¥est.

To prolong Russian resistance and thereby prevent this
rapid victory was bound to be to the advantage of Great Britain

ail'd the Dominions, since this would not only v/eaken the G.A.F.,
but vrould also pi-ovide time for the development of our own

programme of expansion.

In compliance with this principle, the Air Ministry
instructed the Commanders-in-Ghief of the thr-ee operational
Home Commands to consider and report on the most effective
means open to them which would prevent the enemy from with-

drav/ing futher forces from the West to the East, and to

compel him to return those forces which might already have

been sent, particul;arly in the event of operations developing
against Russia.

The three Commanders-in-Ghief, with members of their
staffs, duly met at Headquarters, Fighter Command on
19 June 194'! j to discuss the various methods open to. them, and
it was finally agi’eed to recommend the follomng plan of

action;-

C.C./S.7OIO/
20/3 Enel.22c

C.C,/S.701Q/
20/3 Enel.22a

(a) Bomber Command in conjunction with Fighter Command to

plan and develop.heavy attacks on the Bethune-Lens
industrial area, as from experience gained during
recent operations it was thought that the, enemy was
pax-ticularly sensitive to attacks in this vicinity.
If, attacks could be made in strength and cover more of

this area than hitherto, the eneiay would be forced to

increase his fighter defences to protect these targets.

(b) Coastal Command in conjuction with Fighter Command
to undertake the attack of all shipping passing tlirough
the Straits of Dover and Channel area during daylight.
Combined with night attacks on Ruhr communicatioriS, this

intense offensive against shipping would produce, it vfas

thought, difficulties in transportation betvreen France
and Germany which the enemy could not afford to ignore.
Furthermore, by forcing the enemy to pass his shiijping
thi’ough the Channel area at night, favourable opportuni
ties VTOuld be given to surface craft of the Royal Navy
for offensive action against such enemy traffic.

In addition to the direct methods referred to above, it

T/as also proposed that the other services, i.e. the Navy and
Army, should be asked to co-operate in a form of indirect
action such as the staging of elaborate dummy arrangements for

an invasion of Fr.ance, which might make the enemy dubious of

withdrawing more of his striking povrer, and might even induce

him to br.ing back some of those units which had been moved to
the Easto

(1) In order to assist in maintaining a sufficiently strong
force vmthout materially reducing the night effort,
Coastal Co!nmand agreed, subject to Admiralty concurrence,
to return No, 114 Squadron to Bomber Co.mmand immedj.ately,
(No.107 Sqdn. had already been returned)
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discussed which involvedFinally, a fiarther operation was
sending escorted bombers to an objective outside the normal

fighter range, further particulars of which T/ere not divulged.

The minutes of this Meeting were forwarded to the Chief
of Air Staff on 21 June, 19^1, for general approval of the pro

posals outlined.

jbid
Enclo22o

the part of the Air Staff,There was no dissension, on
v/ith the conclusions reached by the three Gommanders-in-Chief j

in point of fact, on 8 July 1 941 , a memorandiim issued by the
Vice-Chief of Air Staff on the general strategic situation as

affected by the German-Soviet Air T/ar, did not differ in any

inportant particular with the plan foimulated on 19 June.
The proposal to simulate preparations for an invasion of the
continent, however, was not pursued, as it v/as considered

must have been ¥/ell awai’e of his ability tothat the enemy

C.Co/S.15080/
Ops.Go End. 17a

meet any tlireat of this kind irith his existing garrisons.

(a) A Combined Flan to Deny the English Channel to Enemy
Shipping

An offensive by escorted bombers against enemy shipping
in the Dover Straits and Channel area w'as, b^'' no means,

thing; there had been operations of this kind as early as

1940, and between February and the middle of Jime 1941, six
"Roa^teads" (1 ) against merchant and naval shipping had 4een,

conpleted by Coastal Command and twelve by Bomber Command.
But, this sporadic offensive had little or no effect on the
enemy’s boldness in passing destroyers, supply ships,^barges

hostile craft through the Straits of Dover in day
light, and likewise, operating his minesweepers, not only
along his own coastal route, but also in clearing our mine-
fields in the middle of the Straits - a situation which indeea

proved both unsatisfactory and unacceptable to us, _
consequence, proposals to effect considerable improvements 

in
our control of the Straits were considered by the local Navax
and Air Force Commanders. There were two objectives to

achieve! the first was to destroy a sufficient amount of

shinping to induce the enemy to provide increased fighter
protection, and the second was the destruction of this fxgh^er
force, which in turn, would coii5)el him to replace these^ losses
by equipment transferred or divei’ted from the eastern tneati*e

of operations. If the provision of increased fighter cover^
did not materialise and the enenij;- elected to pass this traffic

through the Straits under cover of darkness, then his shipping
^  to attack by the Motor Torpedo Boats of the

a new

and othe:

In

would be open

1.. "Roadstead" operations, the role of the fighters was

merely to provide adequate protection for the bombers,
for in attacks on nautical objectives accurate bombing
vms essential

The first

In

Roadstead" took place on 25 February 1941^, i

(1)

n
reconnaissance report by an aircraft of

Blenheims of No,59 Squadron (No.16

(2)
consequence of a
No,91 Squadron,

Group, Coastal Command) constituted the striking force
and virere accompanied by an escort wing of three fighter
squadrons of No.11 Group, Bomber Coimand's participati-
in "Roadstead" operations commenced on 28 Anril 1941,
when three Blenheims of No.2 Group attacked enemy small

Six

on

craft, off Calais,
Enemy shipping kno?7n to have passed through the Strains
of Dover in da5’’light bet’ween April and the middle of

June 1941, was, 11 destroyers and 29 merchant ships of

over 1,000 tons each.

(3)
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Royal Navy as well as by aircraft on moonlight and clear star
light nights.

An appreciation of the possibilities of employing a
mixed force of bombers and fighters for this proposed increase

in the offensive against enemy surface craft, was prepared by
Coastal Command in preparation for the meeting of the three
Commanders-in-Chief on 19 June 1941. Subsequently, after^
consiiltations had taken place with Fighter Command, a combined

plan Yiras evolved to deny the eastern part of the English
Channel to enemy shipping.

It v/as desirable to establish the striking force suffic
iently near the enemy shipping routes to enable the attack to
be delivered promptly after receipt of the information report
ing the presence of a suitable target, and it was therefore
arranged that one Blenheim Bomber squadron (No.59) should be
located at Detling and one Beaufort torpedo bomber sqioadron
(No. 22) at Thomey Island. The latter were to operate from
Dieppe to longitude 0300 ifest, and the Blenheims from Dieppe
as far as the Frisian Islands, but these dividing lines were

not, by any means, to be regarded as hard and fast as aircraft
from either squadron could, when the occasion warranted,
operate in the other area. The availability of the Blenheimw^
to be three aircraft at 30 minutes tliroughout the 24 hour

period, while the Beauforts,,until more crevra were provided,
could only keep three aircraft available throughout the day
light hours, plus sufficient for a roving patrol on moonli^t
nights. Aircraft of No.59 Squadron were also to be used on

moonlight nights for* similar operations, Absolute 'fire
brigade' action was not deemed necessary, beariiig in mind that
there were approximately only four positions along the enemy
coast between Ostend and the mouth of the Somme where an

attack could be carried out without unduly hazarding the

aircraft, C”')

C.C./S, 7010
20/3 Enel.3a

ibid

End. 18a

ibid

End, 36a-

A 'strike' was not generally to be undertaken v/ithout
Fighter protection or cloud cover, as it was known that the
enemy had a fairly strong fighter force disposed in Flanders
and Northern Prance,

to send unescorted aircraft to attack shipping on the occa
sions when a 'Circus'(2)

It was considered to be safe, however

was in operation, but it would be

,

essential that any such 'strike' started after, and arrived
back before the 'Circus' force. In giving protection to the

bombers, Fighter Command were not prepared to provide maximum
effort beyond Dunkirk in the north, and Staples in the south.

(1) In order to catch westbound shipping before it reached
Calais, early information was necessary in order that an
attack codd be delivered at the Zuydecote Pass (off
Dunkirk) or, off Gravelines, If this opportunity was
missed, there was nothing to be gained by speed because
the cliffs between Calais and Cape Gris Nez contained a

large number of Ack-Ack batteries. In any case, as far

as torpedo bombers vrere concerned, the water in the
'narrows' was not suitable for the running of torpedoes.
Similar arrangements regarding 'Fire brigade' action,
applied to eastbound shipping
(CC/S.7010/20/3 - Enel. 25a.)
'Circus' operations vrere accomplished with a combined
force of bombers and fighters, chiefly against enemy land

targets. The object was to force the enemy to give
battle under conditions tactically favourable to our own

fighters, and in order to compel him to do so, the bombers
were to cause sufficient damage to mak.e it impossible for

him to ignore them and refuse to fight on our terms.

first reported off Staples,

(2)
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It was possible to provide protection further south on a few

occasions, in which case the striking force woixLd have to go
direct to the target, as the fighters would have insufficient
fuel to carry out any prolonged combats T/ith enemy air forces

that might be encountered.

It was both important and desirable that pilots and crews

of the two bomber squadrons should understand the vrork of the

fighter pilots and vice versa, and therefore, the two Group
Commands concerned i.e. Nos. 11 and 16 Groups, enco-uraged
their crews to exchange visits for the purpose of discussing
the tactical problems involved and practising in the air

together.

In regard to communications, it was intended that the
bomber aircraft, like the fighters, should be fitted v/ith

V.H.F./R.T. sets in order that they could be groimd controlled
and vectored on to the tar'get, but this special equipment did

not become available during this initial phase of the new

offensive.

targets, it was proposed to use the
,  ' which had been reporting for

For the location of

existing O.H.L. Stations
V.A. Dover such accurate information of enemy shipping move

ments in the eastern part of the English Channel, and, as an

alternative, routine reconnaissances supplemented by special
reconnaisance when required would be flown.

During the no moon period an A.S.V. aircraft of No.206
Squadron was to carry out a reconnaissance immediately preced
ing dawn f rom the Hook of Holland round to the mouth of the

Somme;
"Stem'

permitted, another sortie by
Crows" by Fighter Command
ordinary course of events they would not extend further east

than Nieuport or further west than Bai de la Seine.

;  which would be followed by the standard routine patro

would be continued, but in the

ibid

Enel,1 a

/

l
and at some time during the day, when weather

a P.R.U. aircraft. The "Jim

The executive authority for ordering a sortie was vested
No.16 Group, and working under him was the Air

Liaison Officer to V.A. Dover who was reponsible for co

ordinating the reconnaissance aspect, the striking force and

the filter protection.

in the A. O.C• >

The name ‘Roadstead* continued to be used for operations
in which escorted bombers were employed, and the Coastal
Command directive covering such operations was known as

Coastal Command Operational Instruction No,100,

0) There were four Chain Home Low Stations in the coastal

R.D.F. chain which were suitably situated to plot move
ments of enemy shipping in the Straits of Dover and
Thames Estuary, i.e. Foreness, Swingate, Ydiitstable and

Fairlight, all of which were connected by telephone
either to V.A. Dover or C,-in-C,, Nore. Foreness is
Just north of North Foreland, Swingate is Just west of

South Foreland and Fairlight is Just east of Hastings,
(Ref: CC/S/7010/20/3 Ends.la).
The object of patrol ‘STEM' was to reconnoitre the airea

along the coast between Dunkirk and Le Touquet during the

twili^t hours preceding dawn, and to attack if possible
any shipping seen. It was flovm by one Blenheim accom
panied by two fighters as escort.
Flo\m by No,91 Squadron based at Hawkinge and later by
No.601 Squadron from Manston,

(CH/G8/21/6)

(2)

(3)
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(1)(b) Operation 'Roadstead’ - 27 June 1941 to 18 Jixly 1941

The first combined operation to be put into practice
under the new operational order was on 27 June 194'1»

CC/S. 7010/20/5
End. 43a

During the morning of that day between 1000 and
1113 hours both G.PI.L, and 'Jim Crow' reported the presence
of one 3000 ton merchant vessel escorted by 5 trawlers in the

Straits of Dover. The convoy was on a north-easterly course

at 7 knots and was expected to arrive at Zuydecoote Pass at

1515 hours. A striking force of three Blenheims of No.59
Sq-uadron were ordered to attack, and as the weather was fine

in the area, fighter protection was provided by Nos,.92 and

609 Squadrons, After the rendezvous with the fighter escort

had been established over Maidstone at 1445 hours, the com

bined force set course for the target. At 1512 hours, t\TO

merchant ships of approximately 8000 tons each and a smaller

one of 3000 tons were sifted some 10 miles off Dunkirk.
All three Blenheims prepared to attack and losing height from
4000 to 1500 feet released two 500 lb, bombs (fused tail
11 seconds) each, on the smaller vessel. One direct hit and
one near miss astern was claimed. V/hen last seen the stern

of the 3000 ton vessel was awash and it T/as listing heavily.
The Admiralty assessed this vessel as sunlc, (2) All the
bomber crews reported the fighter escort as excellent.

On the following day another force of three Blenheams
escorted by one squadron of Hurricanes and another of

Spitfires, were despatched to deal with two 3000 ton merchant

ships reported by a 'Jim Crow' at 1515 hoiu's as one mile off

Gape Gris Nez on a north-easterly course, but failed to
locate the target.

CI/'G4/27/6
DET/05/27/6

CH/G9/28/6
D,E.T./04/28/6

No further operations of this nature were called for
during the remainder of June, as the traffic passing through
the Straits was either too small for consideration or had

reached harbour before action could be organised.

GC/S, 7010/20/3
Ends, 91 a

cb/gi 0/2/7
DET/03/2/7

On 2nd Jiily, however, operations were resumed when a
'Jim Crow' and C,H,L, station detected a 5000 ton merchant
ship escorted by two traT/lers just vrest of Dunkirk, This

force was on a westerly course at about 12 knots, and was

expected to arrive off Staples at I84O hours, A strike force

consisting of three Blenheims of No.59 Squadron with an escort

of two sqmdrons of fighters, again provided by Nos.92 and

609 Sq-uadrons, located this force at 1824 hours S.W, of
Touquet Pointe on a southerly course at about 10 knots. All
three bombers attacked the merchant vessel from two hundred

feet with a salvo of two 500 lb. S.A.P. bombs each, all of

which missed the target, with the' nearest at 10 yards, A

considerable amoimt of very accurate flak was encountered and

all three bombers suffered some damage. Later the same
niglit six Beauforts of No, 22 Squadron, unescorted, were

detailed to contact and attack the same merchant ship. Five

out of the six despatched failed to locate the target, but

the sixth aircraft after sy/eeping in a south-westerly direc

tion down the French coast intercepted the merchant ship ivith
one escort ahead and one astern, at 2345 hours north of

Fecamp, Several runs were made over the target before a

good attacking position could be secured, but eventually the

final approach was made down moon on a south westerly course.

CH/G/2/7
CH/g/1 1 2/7
TI/OI/3/7

(1) For tabilLated details of these operations see
Appendix XI,

(2) This assessment has not been verified from postwar
records
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releasing one torpedo at 600 yards range, from 80 feet. ^
air gunner follovred the track of the torpedo 'vyhich v/as in
direct line with the ship, and a fevi seconds later saw a large
column of water shoot up, which seemed to indicate that a hit
had been obtained. Both escort vessels fired at the aircraft

which sustained damage to the trailing edge of the port v^'ing
This merchant

vessel was believed a total loss as P.R,U. aircraft the next

day co-uld find no trace of the craft either at sea or in
Le Havre, (w The Admiralty Assessment Committee, however,
made no award tiirough lack of sufficient evidence.

Tlie

well as several bullet holes in the v/ings.

For the next tvro days there was a lull, as nothing of

importance was detected passing through the Straits, but on

the 5 July, plots were received, and later confirmed by
‘Jim Crow' which indicated the passage of a large force of

ships, i,e. tliree merchant ships escorted by four 'R* boats
and one flak ship on a north-easterly course at 11 knots.
To meet this force, six Blenlieims of No.59 Squadron with one

squadron of figJiters of No.506 Squadron joined up over
Ihitstable at 1250 hours and set course for Nieuport.
1315 hours the enemy force was sighted and 'A' Plight made a

high level attack from AOOO feet to create a diversion and to
No hits were registered, but several near

This attack was closely followed by
low level assault from 50-150 feet by 'B' Plight which

claimed two direct hits on the vessel in the middle position.

In all, 12 X 5001b. S.A.P. bombs were released as well as
several rounds of machine gun fire,

drifting over the convoy after the attack,
curtain of flak was encountered by the three aircraft engaged
on the low level attack, in addition to which there was some

A shell burst under the turret

At

draw the flak.

m.isses were observed.

a

Dark smoke ?/as seen

An intense

flak from shore batteries,

cc/s. 7010/20/3
Enel. 91 a

CH/GI/5/7
DET/03/5/7

of one aircraft, caiised it to strike the rrater with its air

screws, but, with the remainder of the force, returned safely
The assessment for this attack viras seriouslyto base,

damaged.

The next day an unsuccessful 'Roadstead' was floTO, by
three Blenlieims escorted by three squadrons of fighters, on

a doubtful target, but only wrecks were sighted.

During the forenoon of 7 July, several reports of enemy
shipping -under way in the vicinity of Bo-ulogne were received

from P.E.U., 'Jim Crow' and C.H.L. Stations,
ated that one convoy of eleven ships including at least five

merchant ships of 2/3000 tons each, -wo-uld be off Gravelines
at 1515 hours, and it was decided that this force wo-uld be

the target for a striking force of six Blenheims of No.59
Sqmdron which was being organised by No. 16 Group,
escort of filters, consisting of aircraft from three
squadrons, Nos,306, 222 and 402, w-ere being put up by No. 11
Group,
1503 hours and being on the late side they set course direct

for Gravelines -without contacting the fighter escort,
observer did report tv/o fighters over Maidstone but no other
escorts were seen,

of ten ships with one destroyer was sifted about  2 miles

off-shore on a course of O6O degrees speed 5/6 knots,
level attack on two merchant ships developed, and of the

total of 4 X 5001b. S.A.P, bombs dropped, one clalned a direct

It was estirn-

An

The first flight of Blenheims was airborne at

One

At 1524 hoxn?s, off Graveline, a convoy

A low

GH/G2/6/7
DET/03/6/7

(1) There is no record of any ships lost by air attack in
this area oh 2 July 194"I.

(2) There is no 'C^erification of this assessment, from post
war records.
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hit and another a near miss. One of our aircraft was seen

to tiim away, from this force, with its starboard engine on

fire and almost immediately dive into the sea just ahead of

the enemy destroyer. On leaving the convoy, one large
merchant ship some 5 miles astern was emitting clouds of
black smoke.

The second flight of Blenheims consisting of only two
aircraft after failing to find their escort flew straight to
the coast but returned after a short time*to Maidstone and

Oneventually established contact with the fighters,
approaching Calais a large number of vessels in convoy were

sighted, including some merchant vessels of 2/3000 tons
It was decided to attackescorted by 'E* and ’R* boats,

this force instead of the original target, so, diving from
5000 to 2500 feet a bombing attack was delivered, each air

craft releasing 2 x 500 lb. S.A,P.'s.
was observed on an E-boat, which later sank,
the area the convoy was observed scattering and apparently
returning to Calais,
one E or R-boat sunk, one merchant ship of 3000 tons
damaged. ()

One very near miss
On leaving

The assessment for this operation was

During the next nine days, nothing large enough to warrant

a s'brike was detected trying to make the x^assage of the
Straits. On 10 July, six ‘M* class Minesweepers were
reported in the vicinity by aircraft and C.H. L., but the

target was consider-ed to be too difficult to tackle success-

fLilly, without incurring severe losses.

CH/G9/1 6/7
DET/OI/I6/7

It was not until 16 July, therefore, that a worth v/hile
target which called for a 'Roadstead' operation, again came

into the area. Fighters on a visual reconnaissance in the

Channel sighted, at 1540 hours, a 6/7OOO ton enemy tanker in
ballast, escorted by six trawlers, on a Y/esterly course at

12 knots. Three Blenheims of No.59 Squadron were ordered to

rendez-vous with half a squadron of fighters off Rye at

1710 hours and proceed to attack the tanker south of Boulogne,
The sortie was flov/n at 4OOO feet in good visibility but this

force failed to find the tanker and her escort. Arrangements
Tfere made immediately for a second escorted striking force of

Beauforts, armed with torpedoes, to locate the tanlcer and

attack. As the Treather v/as deteriorating, hov/ever, the

figliters were T/ithdravm, but the Beauforts were allowed to
proceed and if there was sufficient cloud cover in the areq
they could execute an attack. At 2113 hours, the tanker
and her escort -were sighted off the mouth of the Somme on a

course of 210 degrees at 10 knots. The aircraft prepared to

attack on a course of 095 degrees, and approached the target
to within 1000 yards when the torpedoes vrere released from

60 feet. One torpedo failed to drop, but of the remainder,
it was thought that one hit had been registered, and all

three crews reported a column of dense smoke rising from a

point near the foremast. In addition, hits on the tanlcer
and the leading escort vessel were claimed by the air gunners,
all of whom had used their guns liberally. Accurate light
flak was encountered from the enemy force.

An assessment of 'damage* was the Admiralty's award for
this attack,(2;

CH/GII/I6/7
Tl/05/16/7

(1) There is no verification of damage to any shipping
in this area on 7 July 1941.

(2) There is no confirmation of this assessment.
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During the late afternoon of the follo\?ing day another
medium size target oocu5)ied the attention of a furthei' escorted
striking force. At 1610 hours a visual reconnaissance, con

firmed by C.H.L., reported the movements off Blanc Nez^of a
convoy consisting of one merchant ship of 1500 tons, with an
escort ahead and astern, on a south westerly course at

15 knots. It was expected to arrive off Etaples at
1830 hoiu's, by which time- it was planned to have an attacking
force in this position. Six Blenheims of No.59 Squadron
with an escort of two squadrons of fighters were despatched to

At 1846 hours, S.W. of Touquet Pointe,
merchant vessel of approximately 7000 tons with one tanker

of 1500 tons and two escorts, were observed, and the leader of
the strike decided to make a pattern bombing attack from

One formation attacked the merchant vessel, the
Tivo 500 lb. G.P. and 11 x 250 lb S.A.P.

deal vidth this force,

one

3000 feet,

other, the tanker,

CH/G12/17/7

bombs were dropped in all, but apart from a near miss on the

port beam of the merchant ship, the results were generally
unobserved. All aircraft reported considerable accurate
flak from shore batteries but less accurate from the escort

vessels.

This same enemy force was subjected to another attack
later in the evening by another strike of three escorted
Beauforts armed with torpedoes, but it was reported that as
the merchant vessel v/as so high out of the water, it was con

sidered likely that the torpedoes passed underneath the hull.

Heavy and light flak was encountered from all four ships.

This attack concluded the initial intensified campaign

against enemy shipping in daylight in the Dover Straits
inaugurated by Coastal and Pigliter Command -under the terms of
the conference of 19 June, in view of the fact that^ Under the
recently agreed division of responsibility by areas.
No,2 Group, Bomber Command, had now been allotted the task of

destroying enemy shipping along the coast from Wilhelmshaven
to Cherbourg during daylight hours. In order, therefore, not

to prejudice their chances of effecting surprise, aircraft of
No. 16 Group were no longer to be flo-wn along this section of

the coast by day, unless specially detailed. This meant the

withdrawal of No,59 Squadron and No.22 Squadron from the area,
which were now to revert to their normal role, except that the

Blenheims were warned to be ready to supplement No.2 Group's
effort if the circ-umstances so demanded. No, 22 SqLiadron

were to be employed on mining operations,

(c) Summary and Comment

CH/GI4/I7/7
TI/OI/I7/7

Of the total of I4 enemy merchant ships, exceeding
1000 tons displacement, which were detected making the passage
of the Dover Straits bet¥/een 27 June - 17 July 1941> i't was
assessed that Coastal Command aircraft in nine attacks had

s\xnlc one ship of 3000 tons, and seriously damaged or damaged
further four ships of 18,000 tons, in addition to which one

escort vessel of the 'E' or 'R* boat class was also sunk.

This resifLt was achieved by the expenditure of 8.82 tohs of

bombs and six torpedoes, for the loss of one Blenheim and crew,
and, at the time v/as regarded as a satisfactory rate of

exchange.

a

It is significant to record, in view of the motives for

this nev/ offensive, that throughout the period of 21 days ■

under review, no movement of enemy shipping was recorded at

(1 ) Postv/ar evidence has not confirmed these successes.
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Night by Swingate (R.A.E. ) or the three other C.Ii.L. (Army)
Stations, and no combats with enemy aircraft developed by
day.

Although the combined Coastal and Fighter Command scheme
for denying the English Channel to enemy shipping was only in
operation for such a short time, a very clear understanding
was

successful functioning of a
against surface shipping.

In the earlier stages of the operation, it was requisite
that a very close liaison existed between tl'ie reconnaissance
and strike organisations, in order that no time should be
wasted in acquainting the strike force of the presence of a
suitable target, and despatching that force to intercept.
To this end, it vras necessary that the crews engaged in recon
naissance work should clearly understand the elements of
strike warfare.

established of certain essential requirements for the
combined bomber and fighter force

The next essential, and one of supreme importance, was
that there must be the closest possible co-operation between
escort and strike forces, which could only be achieved by
constant practice together, and complete understanding of
each other's tactical problems.

In the final stage of the operation, it had been brought
to light from past experience, that the main fighter force
should not be tied do¥m to close escort but free to

enemy opposition in pure fighter combat, and it v/as essential
that a sub-section of the fighters should be detailed to
clear the enemy decks prior to the final approach of the
strike aircraft.

engage

A long time was to elapse, however, before the supplies
of suitable aircraft and crews could be spared from other
Gommatments to allow for the provision of these requirements,
but these points formed the basic policy upon which the
Strike ¥ings were u].timately built,

(iii) The division of responsibility by areas - Policy

C.C./S.I5O8O
Enel. 1A

Prom July 1941 onwards, the anti-shipping operations of
Coastal Command began to assume a more offensive character

as greater numbers of aircraft of the anti-shipping squadrons
vrere made available for direction into their more natural

employment, najnely, attacks on shipping at sea.

This was largely made possible by the release of air
craft formerly employed on attacking land targets, the policy
for which had undergone considerable change at the instigation
of the newly appointed Air Officer Gommanding-in-Chief

His viev/s on the bombing and fighter policy which it
considered should be followed by Coastal Command in the
future, were made known to the Chief of the Air Staff dioring
the preparatory period of taking over the Command.

The existing policy of using a variety of aircraft in
small numbers for the atta.ck of harbours and fringe targets
was considered to be quite useless as insux'ficient weight of
bombs was dropped to create any real damage to either the
port facilities or any shipping within the ports,
respect the A. 0. C-in-C. expressed the hope that he would
be instructed that it was no responsibility of Coastal
Command to bemo such targets, but, when the necessity
(j) frbp du-Ctv. fW-
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adequate force for the purpose should, within reason, be

made available by Bomber Command. In his opinion, the
primary duty of Coastal Command's striking force v/as the attack
of shii^ping at sea.

Although in the past the A. 0.C-in-0. had been a warm
advocate of giving Coastal Command long range fighters, he

now felt that in many respects their achievements were very
limited since, ovang to communication difficulties they T/ere
unable to make use of Fighter Command's information and

interception organisation. For this reason it Viras suggested
that whoever administered the long range fighters in futiire,

they should within certain limitations be operationally
controlled by Fighter Command.

In his reply to these proposals, the Chief of Air Staff
suggested that, before he gave any decision on these matters,
consultations should take place with the Air Officers
Coramanding-in-Chief, Bomber and Fighter Commands, both of whom

Y/ould be affected by such changes in policy, and when the

considered proposals were submitted to the Air Ministry it

should be stated whether or not they vwere in agreement w/ith

the A.0.C.-in-C„, Coastal Command, on these matters.

an

C.C./S.15080
Encl.ZA.

C.C./S,15080
Ends. ZfA,5A
and 6A

Written consultations on the subject of the utilisation
of Coastal Command's fighter and bomber force took place
betwreen the respective Air Officers Commanding-in-Chief, and

while Fighter Command agreed to the proposals in respect of

fighter aircraft, the A.0.C.-in-C., Bomber Command counter

claimed with the suggestion that the attack of shipping was

his sole prerogative,
rationalised policy in regard to the duties of Bomber and

Coastal Command, and summed up by proposing a division of

responsibility by areas.

He \went on to state the need for a

In spite of this opposition to his proposals, the
A. 0. C.-in-C., Coastal Coaimand pressed forward with his claims

for a nevw policy, submitting them to the Chief of Air Staff

on 4 July 1941.

C.C./S.15080
Enel.20A

In an effort to iron out the difficulties presented by
the proposals of the A.0.C.-in-C., Coastal Command and the

counter proposals of the A.0.C.-in-C., Bomber Command, the

Chief of Air Staff called a meeting for the 15 July 1 941 .■» for
the purpose of discussing the operational responsibilities of
the twro Coiamands.

Opening the discussion, C.A.S. said it was essential that
the anti-shipping operations of the two Commands should be
co-ordinated for operational reasons and also in order to
avoid over-lapping or the neglect of certain areas,
the Coimnanders-in-Chief of Coastal and Bomber Commands to

state how they suggested this co-ordination could be effected.

He asked

Coastal Command said that in hisThe A.0. G.-in-C

opinion the primary responsibility for the bombing of ships
at sea should be that of Coastal Command,

use of Bomber Command squadrons to back-up Coastal Conmand
but he thou^t that the primary objective of Bomber Command

He vrelcomed the

(l) The limitations v/eres- (a) Special operations over the
Fleet,

(b) Special escort operations
over important convoys,

(c) Escorting of Coastal Command
torpedo aircraft as required..
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should he confined to land targets including the ports.
He rested this opinion upon the close liaison existing
between his Command and the Adrairalty who were principally
concerned in anti-shipping operations and on the economy and

greater efficiency resui.ting from putting aircraft habitually
operating over the sea in one Command. He admitted that
Coastal Command organisation was not at present as efficient

it might be for taking advantage of the available informa
tion, also that No,2 Group had been very successful in devel

oping an anti-shipping technique, but he did not regard -feese
sufficient reasons for handing over primary responsibility

for the attack of shipping to Bomber Command.

The A.O.C.-in-C., Bomber Command, then presented his
case and commenced by saying that in his vlevr all bombing
operations should in theory be conducted under the control
of Bomber Command whatever the target. There was no reason

why Bomber Command should not be primarily responsible for
bombing operations against ships as they were for land
targets; on the other hand use of the torpedo should be left
to Coastal Command who v/ould also continue v/ith all recon

naissance over the sea.

He went on to give several reasons for this view point,
but, on the other hand he recognised the present inability of
Bomber Command to conduct all. anti-shipping bombing opera
tions, and therefore proposed that there shoiild be a division
of responsibility by areas.

Chief of Air Staff thought there was much to be said for

the division of responsibility by areas, with a pooling of
resources of Bomber and Coastal Commands 'i'vhen necessitated by

the importance of the target in any particular area,
asked the A, 0. C.-in-C., Fighter Command, how he would be

affected by the adoption of such a proposal.

The A.0.C,-in-C., Fighter Command, explained that he was

only concerned with the comparatively small area within one

hundred miles of Mansion, in which filter cover could be

provided for offensive operations. At present, in this area,
he found that the arrangements for providing a striking force

quickly from either Bomber or Coastal Commands were
inadequate, although better in Bomber than in Coastal Command,
He suggested that all anti-shipping operations in this area

ought to be conduicted by a force under single control kept at
constant readiness to operate immediately on receipt of

infomation. His experience, therefore, confirmed the value

of the area division of responsibility, but showed the

necessity for special arrangements in the Dover area.

The Vice-Chief of Naval Staff also favoured this sug

gestion, since both Commands would have to carry out anti

shipping operations in the event of invasion, it was desir
able that both should continue to have responsibility for

cond\octing them at this time. This would be provided for if

an area system were adopted. He. also agreed that special
arrangements were necessary in the Straits of Dover area.

It was. therefore concluded that a trial should be made

of the proposal for the division of responsibility by areas.

Bomber Command would be made primarily responsible for

anti-shipping operations in the sea area between Cherbourg

as

as

He
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0) Coastal Conmand woiold "be primarily respons-and Texel.

ible for anti-shipping operations over the rest of the seas
roimd the British Isles,

of these areas which
available in the Command

If targets were presented in one
required greater resources than were
primarily responsible, then arrangements woiold be made direct
for re-inforcements to be provided by the other Command if

possible; the forces borrov/ed would be under the operational
control of the Command borrowing them.

It was also decided that the area system of responsi
bility should apply to reconnaissance for anti-shipping opera
tions, but if the Admiralty desired a special reconnaissance
carried out they would call upon,,Coastal Command, whatever
area it was desired to cover.

Regarding the 'Channel Stop’, it was agreed that an
effort must be made to put a complete stop on the movements
of enemy shipping througlri the Straits of Dover,
gested by the C.A.S., that two sqi.iadrons of No.  2 Group
Blenheiras ougiit to be kept standing by at an aerodi'ome near

the S.E. coast ready^ to take immediate advantage of a report
of the movement of enemy shipping,
could take it in turn to form part of this 'fire brigade'.

It Vfas sug

The No. 2 Group squadron

-

s

The A.O.C.-in-C., Bomber Command, entirely agreed with
this suggestion, but pointed out that it would put a consider
able strain on his bomber resources in the Group even when

re-inforced by the transfer of No.114- Squadron,
doubtful whether a complete stoppage could be achieved with

only two squadrons immediately available,
further suggestions had been examined, it was decided to

adopt the following measures;-

(a) A 'fire brigade' of tvro sqmdrons of Blenlieims
from No,2 Group to be stationed near the S.E, coast for

anti-shipping operations in the Straits of Dover, with
the object of putting a complete stop on the movements
of enemy shipping throiigh that area.

He Y/as also

Hovrever, after

0) Later amended to Cherboixrg and Wilhelmshaven.
(ref: G.G.3./7010/20/5. Encl.51A)
The decisions on the conduct of anti-shipping operations
reached at this meeting were embodied in a 'Directive
for Coastal Command' vdiich was issued as a joint document
by the Admiralty and the Air Ministry on
2 September 1 94-1.

In this directive the primary role for Coastal
Command was still regarded as reconnaissance vnLth
offensive and defensive operations as subsidiaries.

The policy for the attack of 'fringe targets' by
Coastal Command aircraft was also defined, and confirmed
the opinion of the A.0.C.-in-C., \yith regard to this
type of operation. It ̂ Yas laid down that the bombing
of 'fringe targets' should not normally form part of the
activities of the Command but rather than bombs should

be brought back, certain pre-determined targets might be
attacked.

(2)

In regard to attacks against enemy convoys it was
stated tliat s'-och attacks should be directed against the

merchant vessels themselves and not against the escort
vessels,

(Ref;- A.M,/S/5644 - Encl,58A).
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(b) No,59 Sqiiadron (Blenheims) to be lent by Coastal
Command to assist No.2 Group aircraft, until required
for re-equipping with Hudsons,

(c) Arrangements to be made between the A. 0. C.-in-C,
Bomber and Coastal Commands for the control of the 'fire

brigade' by setting up a No.2,Group Controller at No.16
Group (Coastal) Headquarters.^'^ -'

(d) Fighter Command escorts to give the maximum
possible tactical assistance to the Blenheims, incl\mL-
ing strafing the decks of the enemy ships immediately
before the attack.

(iv) The * Channel Stop

C.C./S.7010/20/3
Encl,50A

Within three days of the meeting, formal directions on

future anti-shipping operations in the Straits of Dover were

despatched by the Air Ministry to the Commanders-in-Chief,
including a request for immediate measures to be concerted
on the lines agreed on 15 JiTLy, with a view to commencing
these operations with the least possible delay.

In the meantime,' a corference had been held at Fighter
Command Headquarters with representatives of Bomber Command

and No.2 Group to arrange the details of co-operation
required in this type of combined operations,
of this meeting, instructions were drawn up and issued on

19 July 1941, the Bomber Controller was installed at No.11

Group Headqiiarters, and discixssions in regard to the fighter
tactics to be employed in close support of the bombers, had
been held.

As the resul

Thus, the new arrangements were complete and

Ibid

Encl.76A

t

under this revised scheme full use was to be made of the

existing organisation set-up by Coastal and Fighter Commands

prior to the division of responsibility for attacks on enemy
shipping.

C.C./S. 7010/20/3
Encl.76A

Fighter protection was to be provided for the bomber
forces despatched against targets located in the area between

Dieppe and Ostend, and although it was just possible to give
escort within these wide limits, every effort was to be made

to confine attacks between the area Le Touquet - Dunkirk, in

order to allow the fighters some .margin for meeting all
contingencies.

One sq-uadron of bombers maintained by No. 2 (Bomber)
Group wo'uld in future be stationed at Manston, one flight of
which would be kept standing by at approximately 30 minutes

A further striking force of one squadron T/ould befiotice.

at one hoiar's notice to reinforce the Manston squadron if
necessary.

In order that complete co-operation and understanding
would be established betvreen the bomber and fighter
squadrons. No.11 (Fighter) Group also maintained one
squadron of fighters at Manston.

It was agreed that the bombers woilLd normally carry out

their approach and attack from sea level, and it T/as, there

fore, important that the close escort sqmdron should fly at
approximately the same height diiring the approach so that

warning vrould not be given to the target about to be attacked.

(1) Subsequently changed to-No, 11 Group (Fighter)
Headquarters,
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In all attacks with figliter support, escorts were to give the
maxirautn possible tactical assistance to the bombers,
example, part of the close escort squadron should be detailed
to keep under fire the flak ships protecting the merchant
vessels being attacked during the last stages of the approach
to the target.

In the event of it being necessary to make attacks ■with
bombers not located at Manston, the bombers vrould rendez
vous and be joined by their escort fighters over  a figiiter
station to be selected by the A.O's.C. the Groups concerned.

The existing organisation for reporting enemy shipping
movements remained unaltered and was as follo'ws;-

Por

(a) No.11 Group 'Jim Grow' Squadron.

C.H.L. Station reports to V.A. Dover.

Routine recomaissance, including P, R. U.(c)

(^) Intelligence, Admiralty.

Thus the plan to deny the English Channel to enemy
shipping was resumed on 18 July 1941, under a new partnership,

(a) Operations - 18 July to 7 October 1941

PC/S.22179
Encl.22A

The details of enemy shipping which were reported by the
various sources of information to have been at sea in the

Dover Straits area between 18 and 31 July 1941> showed that
the n'umber of vessels exceeding 1000 tons displacement which
made the passage totalled 14, of which eiglit were Eastbound
and six Yfestbound.
recorded of some I40 odd small craft, including minesweepers,
both trawlers and 'R' boats, apd coastal vessels.

At night no movement of shipping between Calais and
Gris Fez vra.s detected by any of the four G.H. L. Stations
covering the area,
tanker and escort which left Bo\ilogne about dusk on 23rd, and
although attacked by four MTB's of the Royal Navy, no hits
were registered.

In addition almost daily movements were

The only movement was a damaged 6000 ton

During the period under review nine operations of the
'Roadstead' type were, scheduled and eiglit found the targets
and attacked; seven by the Blenheims of No. 2 (Bomber) Group
and one by torpedo carrying Bea-uforts of No. I6 (Coastal)
Group.(2)

For each operation a fighter force varying from one and
a half to five squadrons of Hurricanes and Spitfires va.s
provided for the protection of the bombers, a few of which
were detailed to attack by g-unfire the escorting flak ships,
small craft, and minesweepers, which had a considerable
effect on the morale of the ship's personnel and gun crews.

The wastage of fighters was not serious, in fact only
three were involved, but, in spite of their efforts to mini
mise the A.A. fire for the benefit of the bombers, the
Blenheims suffered serious casualties.

The first operation of this series accomplished on
18 July, against a 6000 ton tanker was assessed as seriously

(1 Including Coastal Command's contribution.
For full details see Appendix XI.
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damaged, ("^) but was marred by the loss of the entire bomber
.force of three Blenheims as Trell as one Spitfire,
enemy aircraft was claimed as destroyed by the fighter escort.

The following day a 5000 ton tanker was claimed sunk,
without loss to the attacking forces, but on 20 July two
Blenheims failed to return out of a force of six which

engaged and clamed to have seriously damaged another tanloer
of 6000 tons.(2} Three further attacks against merchant
tonnage were made on subsequent days without results, but
again on 23 July a loss of four Blenheims out of six was
sustained during an attack against a tanicer of 3-kOOO tons.
The next day, a force of six Beauforts of Wo,16 Group
attempted to dispose of the 6000 ton tanker claimed
seriously damaged by Blenheims of Wo. 2 Group on 20 July,
but although six torpedoes were expended they all failed to
make contact,

one enemy aircrai't destroyed.

Apart from two attacks on 14 minesweepers, by filter
aircraft with cannon and machine gun, no further 'Roadstead'
operations took place during the remainder of the month,
no suitable targets presented themselves in the Straits area.

One

as

The escorting fighters, however, claimed

as

Besides providing escorts for these 'Roadstead' .
tions, aircraft of Fighter Command made several attacks
shipping within the area during the second half of July, in
the course of visual reconnaissances and 'Rhubarb' patxxols,* (3)
in addition to which a number of fighter sweeps were flown
for the express purpose of attacking shipping,* and in some
cases damage was claimed.i^J :

As a result of the losses suffered by Wo.2 Group in
'Roadstead' operations at this time, pressure was, first of
all, brought to bear on Fighter Oomraand to increase their
efforts against the 'Flak ships' escorting the merchant
vessels, and secondly, the Oommander-in—Chief, Bomber Command,
made a request to the Chief of the Air Staff,
Hurricane Bomber, which was then under develoFnent, should be
given to Wo.2 Group for employment in anti-shipping operations
instead of the Blenlieims. At a meeting held on 29 July I94I,
for the purpose of disciissing daylight operations by Bomber
Command^ approval was given to the suggestion for the use of
the Huiricane Bomber in this role, but G.A,S., ruled that
they should be operated by Fighter Command in order that full
use could be made of the existing Fighter Command organisa
tion, as^once the Hurricane had released its bombs, it became
a pure fighter and should be operated as such.

opera-
on

that the

FC/S. 24752
Ends. 7IA-78A

1 There is no verification of this assessment.
Weither of these claims has been confirmed.
Operation 'Eliubarb' consisted of a series of patrols

enemy territory by single figliters or formations up
to a flight in strength, operated with cloud
except when the cloud base was below 2000 feet (later
amended to I5OO feet). The primary purpose of the
operation was to attack enemy aircraft in flight, but if
no targets were seen, pilots miglit 'in favourable cir
cumstances' attack suitable surface objectives,
(Refj- FC/S. 22332, EnclJA),
Under Fighter Command Operation Instruction Wo.ifi, one
Flight, composed of Cannon and Machine gun aircraft of
Wos,1 and 3 Squudrons, were to be sent to liinston daily
for the attack of enemy ships in the Dover Straits,

over

cover

2

,3

(4)
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However, as the Hurricane bombers were not to become
available for anti-shipping operations until early October,
the task of denying the Straits of Dover to enemy shipping,
continued to be the responsibility of the Blenheims of Wo,2
(Bomber) Group supplemented by the torpedo bombers of No.16
(Coastal) Group.

The number of vessels exceeding 1000 tons displacement
which were detected in the Dover Straits area between

1 and 31 August 1941, totalled seven, four of vdiich were
eastbound and three westbomd. This was a reduction of 50^°
compared with the numbers for the latter half of Ji-ily.

Again, a large number of small craft - nearly I50 -
chiefly employed on minesweeping duties were also discovered
malcing daily movements within the area, and were an indication
that the minefields laid during July had caused the enemy
some anxiety.

FC/S.22179
Enel.23A

The only movement at night was that of two merchant
vessels and escort which left Boulogne at 2000 hours 13I on a

Unfortunately, the two M. T.B.'s sent outsoutherly course,
to attack developed engine defects before contact could be
made• v

Considering the proportion of suitable targets available,
a reasonable amomt of success v/as claimed by air action as

the result of the seven 'Roadstead' operations completed
during the month; six of which were flown by the Blenheims
and one by Beauforts. For the expenditure of nearly one ton

of bombs and tliree torpedoes some 10,000 tons of enerw
shipping was claimed as seriously damaged or damaged,(1 )
figure that might vrell have been larger if the enemy had not

made use of port to port sailings on several occasions and

the weather had not prevented one attack.

In addition to the 'Roadstead' operations, three
Beauforts of Coastal Command on a roving commission, attacked

and claimed to have seriously danaged a 2000 ton laden
tanker(^) off Nieuport for the loss of one Beaufort, and on
two occasions Beaufighters of the same Command with Fighter
escort went out against small surface craft.

a

Although the losses among the bombers, i. e. fo\ir
Blenheims and two Beauforts were not quite so heavy as the

previous month, they were still on the excessive side.

FO/So24752
Enel.96B

It was appreciated by the Air Ministry that a valuable
contribution was being made to the strategical sitiAation as

a whole by No.2 Group's anti-shipping operations not only in
the vicinity of .the Dover Straits but also throughout the

resraainder of the area for which they were responsible, but as

the requirements for Blenheim aircraft for Malta and the

Middle East(3) had become of such prime importance, it was
essential that this type of aircraft should be conserved as

far as possible in the immediate future.
Air Ministry instructed Bomber Command on 29 August 1941>
that the primary responsibilities of No. 2 Group were, in

future, to be regarded as:-

In consequence the

(1) and (2) There is no confirmation of these claims in
Lloyd's or German records.

(3) No,2 (Bomber) Group were already maintaining two squad
rons based in Malta, which was their primary responsi
bility before meeting any obligations at home.
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(i) The attack of suitable objectives under fighter
cover in Northern Prance ('Circus* operations),

(ii) The 'Channel Stop' ('Roadstead' operations).

Any additional operations were to be considered for the

time being in the light of the foregoing priorities and with

a view to avoiding serioiis wastage as far as possible.

Although there T/as an increase in the number of enemy
ships of over 1,000 tons displacement using the Dover Straits

during September, the number of 'Roadstead* operations within
the area declined from seven in August to five in September.

Twenty-four ships were detected at sea in the area during
the month, eleven of which were eastbound and thirteen west
bound,

the Straits with equal numbers east and westbound, while the
remainder did not pass Gris Nez.

Of this total, eiglit actually made .the passage of

Only two of the five 'Roadsteads* flown, located their
targets successfully, and on each occasion serious damage was
claimed on the merchant tonnage concerned, namely, one

and one 4,000 ton tanker, both of4,000 ton merchant ship
which were eastbound(”'l

Three Blenheims and three fighter aircraft were lost
during these two operations, but seven enemy aircraft were
claimed as destroyed.

Throughout the month the enemy showed an increasing
tendency in favour of movements by night which gave the

M,T.B.*s of the Royal Navy based on Dover the opportunities
for which they had been waiting. By destroying one 6,000 ton

ship(2) they gave the enemy a sample of the form of
attack to which night sailings would be subjected, whenever
weather conditions permitted.

merchant

Alternatively to night sailings, the enemy continued to
develop a method of conducting his sailings in short stages
from port to port where the size of the ship permitted entry
into Calais or Boulogne, a procediore which robbed our attack
ing forces of the opportunities for engagement.

The number of smaller vessels chiefly employed on mine
sweeping duties (155) was approximately the same as in August,
and there.were also indications that the enemy was driven to
using routes further off shore.

In addition to the above shipping, two 'Maas' class
destroyers made the eastward passage of the Dover Straits
during the early hours of 8 September,
was not satisfactorily established by R.D.P
vessels were off Sangatte, by which time their speed increased
and daylight was breaking with good visibility, an M.T.B
attack was impracticable.

Early in September the Commander-in-Chief, Home Forces,
made a request to the Chief of the Air Staff for as many

As their presence
until the• }

* 9

C.O.S. (41)560
8/9/41

1 Neither of these claims has been confirmed,

2) The destruction of one merchant vessel of 6,198 gross
tons by M, T.B.s of the Royal Navy has been verified.
She was the German ship Trifels.
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squadrons as possible from No.2 (Bomber) Group to
available for the large scale Army exercise T/hich ̂ as to t^e
place between 29 September and 3 October 1941. Provided 

the
situation at the time permitted, C.A.S. informed C.-in-C
Home Forces that he would stand down four of the six avail

able squadrons of this Group and six Fighter squadrons, and
if the Chiefs of Staff were of the opinion that the ^ajmel
Stop* could be relinquished for this period, the aircraft
engaged on this operation would also be made available if the
situation allowed. It was agreed by the Chiefs of Staff
to forego the ’Channel Stop* and in consequence, No.2 (.Bomber;
Group were relieved of the responsibility for the attack ot
enemy shipping in the Dover Straits as from midday on

28 September, 1941. In point of fact they did not re
operations again in this area, as the Hurricane bomber 

v^ras
now coming off the line and becoming available for delivery
to squadrons so that by 1 October one flight of No.oO? Squadron

equipped with this type of aircraft.

be made

• >

sume

was

For the period 29 September to 9 October, Coastal Coiimand
made responsible for providing the bombing force in the

'Channel Stop* and three Beauforts of No.22 Squadron were

accordingly based at Mansion, but as no suitable targets came
into the area during the period, they were not called upon to
take part in any 'Roadstead* operations, and returned to
their base at Thorney Island on the last day of the period.

were

Bomber takes over the 'Channel Stop*(b) The Hurricane
(8 October to 31 December 1941)

At the meeting held on 29 July 1941, under the chairman
ship of the Chief of the Air Staff, it v/as decided_that
when Fighter Command liad been supplied with sufficient
fighter/bomber aircraft the responsibility for the * Channel
Stop* should be transferred from Bomber Command.

As sufficient nmbers of this type of aircraft to equip
flight had been delivered to No. 60? Sqijadron by

1 October 1941, it was only a matter of a few days before

Fighter Command was ready to assume this responsibility.

In preparation for their anti-shipping role No.607 and
No.615 Squadrons, in combination, carried out a number of

practice attacks against wreck targets, and evolved tactics
which promised to give a high standard of accuracy, together
with comparative immunity from flak.

These tactics were well suited to the characteristics of

the Hurricane Bomber and may be described briefly as follows ;-

(i) The Fighter Bombers, the Anti-Flak Squadrons and
the Escort Squadron (if any) rendezvous and proceed to
the target at 500 feet or below, to avoid giving early
warning of approach,

(ii) A few miles from the target the Anti-Flak Squadron
and the Fighter Bombers increase heiglit to about
2/3,000 feet and the Escort Squadron (if any) increase
height accordingly,

(iii) The Anti-Flak Squadron makes its usual form of
attack on the Flak ships, followed hnmediately by the
Figliter Bombers vdio open fire on the target-ship for
about five seconds in their dive and then drop their
bombs VTith eleven seconds delay - at very low height,
either flattening out to torpedo the ship or (popping
their bombs on the deck just prior to flattening out.

SECRET
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F.G./S.2A752
Encl.126A

F.G.S. 23203
Encl.57A
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Of all the forms of attack practised, the above method
had the squadron's complete confidence and it
proposed to try this out

On 9 October 1941, the Air Ministry and all concerned
were informed by the A. 0. C.-in-G., Fighter Command that he
had assumed responsibility for day operations in the area
Manson - Ostende - Dieppe - Beachy Head, with effect from
da-wn on 8 October 1941.

The newly equipped No.6O7 Squadron being based at Manston
for this purpose.

Outside this area the responsibilities for attacks
enemy shipping remained as defined at the meeting held
15 July 1941.

was, therefore,
on a more active tjrpe of target.

on

on

ibid

Encl.129A

P.C./S.22179
Encl,32A

The month of October as far as the 'Channel Stop*
concerned happened to be the quietest on record, and in con
sequence the Hurricane bombers did not make their first
'Roadstead' operation until 30 October 1941, vdiich was made
against four small ships reported to be off Gravelines.
Hurriboraber force of four aircraft escorted by
Hurricanes of No.615 Squadron did not unfortunately, make
contact with the target and therefore jettisoned their bomb
load of 8 X 2501b (2 X 2501b on each aircraft) before retixm-
ing to base.

was

The

seven

The number of merchant vessels exceeding 1000 tons dis
placement which made the passage of the Dover Straits during
October^totalled only two, both of which were westbo\md.
This being uhe smallest total since Germany overran France.
As the movements of these two vessels and their escorts took
place by night, the provision of a strike force was the
responsibility of V. A. Dover.(1)

In addition to the above shipping, two destroyers made
the eastward passage during the early hours of 25 October,
proceeding just outside the Outer Ruytingen. Yfeather condi
tions were unsuitable for an M.T.B. attack, and the three
Blenheims of No.500 Squadron despatched by No,16 (Coastal)
Group to intercept and attack this force at first light,
failed to make contact. One Blenheim did not return from
this operation.

No movement of enemy vessels over 1000 tons was detected
during dayliglit and little movement of small craft
apparent either oy day or night in the area covered by the
Dover shore-based R.D. P.

During the period, the actual number of small craft (91)
reported at sea in the Straits area also showed a marked

,  reduction; very few of which were believed to be employed
mine sweeping.

It is^considered, by V.A. Dover, at this tome, that the
reduction in the movements of small craft was almost certainly
the result of the attacks made during the past two months by
the cannon and multi-gunned fighter of Nos.91 and 615
Sqmdrons, which numbered shipping as their first and second
objectives; and also the incidental attacks on shipping by
other filter aircraft flying 'Rhubarb' and reconnaissance
sorties.

was

on

(1) See Appendix XI for further details of the action taken.
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Owing to the severe curtailment of air reconnaissance of

the enemy ports and shipping routes hy bad weather d-uring
November, the identification of enemy vessels at sea in the

Dover Straits was particularly difficult,
present stage was unreliable in estimating sizes, the means of

identification was by the coastal craft of the Royal Navy when
in action,or by information,
reconnaissance to ascertain the target's importance and suita

bility for attack was amply illustrated this month.

As R.D.E. in its

The value of prior air

ibid

Encl„35A

The number of vessels of over 1,000 tons displacement
which actually made the passage of the Straits during November

was two eastbound and tliree westboundj all by night.

No destroyers or large warships were known to have gone
throug.h the area, but tliree or four Torpedo Boats escorted

the large merchant vessel which made the passage eastwards on
the 28th. .

Vfith the exception of the convoy attacked off Fe* camp on
the twenty-seventh, by the H-urricane bombers of No. 607
Squadron, no movement of enemy vessels over 1,000 tons was

detected by daylight during the month.

An assessed award of one merchant vessel an

vessel sunk, with another escort vessel damaged
sidered at the time to be an encouraging start for the
Hurricane bomber offensive,

also claimed the destruction of two enemy aircraft.

Later in the day, N0.6O7 Squadron's Hurribombers took
part in another 'Roadstead* against shipping at Boulogne, but
on this occasion lost three aircraft and their pilots.

The n-umber of small craft (55) operating in this area
again showed a reduction, and the minesweeping element was
very small.

ne escort

was con-

One of the accompanying fighters

ibid

Encl.38A
Of the nine vessels detected at sea in the Dover Straits

area during Decembeij 1941, five actually made the passage -
three eastbound and two westbomd; all by night.

No destroyers or larger warships were known to have
attempted an entry into the area, but five Torpedo Boats
escorted an important vessel on its westward passage on
13 December. Bad weather prevented any air or surface craft
action against this enemy force.

The enemy's reluctance in passing vessels of over 1000
tons through the area by day, except on rare occasions was
again noticeable.

Prom the reports of small craft using the area during the
month, it appeared that the enemy was carrying out a systematic
sweep between Boulogne and Dunl^irk; in fact, this channel was
apparently swept on fourteen occasions.

Although the identification of vessels picked up by R.D^P
had been facilitated during the latter part of the month by
calibrating the sets and comparing the signal strength with
the range to obtain an estimate of their size, the only sure
means of identification remained vri.th P.R.U., 'Jim Crows' or
*Y' information.

• >

(1) Only one mines’weeper - M.3810 - of 30 tons v/as sunk.
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On two occasions, aircraft of No.217 Squactron Detaclment^"'^
were despatched at night to attack shipping making the passage
of the Straits,

located and attacked, hut although two flashes from delayed
action bombs were seen, nothing further was observed,
second attack proved abortive as the strike force failed to

locate the target, which it vfas thought, must have entered
port.

On the first operation, the target was

The

During this month Hurricane bombers were added to the
aircraft available for night attacks on enemy shipping, but
as no suitable targets presented themselves thei’e was no

opportunity of sho-vring what they could achieve in this direc
tion. By day, however, they took part in a ’Roadstead'
operation against shipping off Fecamp on 5 December, resulting
in indeterminate damage to tvro small merchant ships and a

trav/ler, the loss of four aircraft and their pilots,
escort fighter force claimed the destruction of one enemy
aircraft.

The

There were no further 'Roadsteads' during the remainder
of the month, but several figliter sweeps directed against the
small craft at sea in the Dover Straits area, continued to be

made intermittently up to the end of the year, and earned for

themselves several assessments of 'damage'(2) against the
surface craft attacked,

(c) General review - December 19h1

Y/hereas at the beginning of the period uinder review i. e,

June 1941j the enemy was passing destroyers, supply ships,
barges and other craft through the Straits of Dover in day-
light, the situation at the end of year was very different.
Day traffic had virtually ceased, and s-uch movement as did
take place was done under cover of darkness and at the risk of

attack from the coastal forces of the Royal Navy and aircraft
of the Royal Air Force.(3)

As far back as January 1941, it was agreed by V.A. Dover
and the Air Officers Commanding-in-Chief, Coastal and Piglater
Commands, that it could only be by air operations carried out
in the closest association with the Naval command that enen^r
shipping, sailing so boldly tlirough the Straits in daylight
under cover of the shore batteries and the German Air Force,
could be attacked and destroyed,
if air attacks achieved sufficient success the enemy would be
forced to abandon daylight sailings in favour of night, thus
affording favourable opportunities for the coastal forces of
the Royal Navy to come into operation.

To this end the work performed by the squadrons of
Blenheim bombers of No.2 Group, Bomber Command, the Beauforts

There was the promise that

0) This was the newly formed Shipping Interception Unit
trained in the teclinique of controlled interception, the
development of which is outlined in Appendix IX.
There was no corfirmation of these assessments.
YYhile the risk of attack certainly enforced these
precautions on the enemy, the casualties inflicted on

his shipping certainly did not prevent him from passing
what he pleased through the Straits,
please to pass very much through in the latter months of

1941, was not a compliment to the 'Channel Stop' at this
period.

That he did not

See 'Appendix XI' for German losses.

2

,3
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of No, 16 Grotip, Coastal Conmajad, and the Fighters of No, 11
Group, Fighter Command, had achieved that objective. Despite
heavy casualties partictilarly among the Blenheims, low level

attacks were continued in the face of powerful opposition
whenever opportunity offered, until the advent of the more

suitable Hurricane bombers early in October. By that time,
however, the enemy had practically abandoned dayli^t passages.

Daylight reconnaissance requirements were most ably met

by the *Jim Crow' sorties of No. 91 Squadron Fighter Command;
their services had been of inestimable value in the staging
and timing of shipping strikes, in ascertaining the nature and

size of vessels plotted by R.D.F. and of confirming reports
received from other sources,

also provided information of shipping in the enemy harbours.
The aiiTcraft of P. R. U. had

In the annual reviev/ of the situation in the Straits of

Dover by V.A. Dover, his remarks on the action of the Royal
Air Force are as folloY/s;-

"It is entirely appropriate and satisfactory to
record that the main factor in regaining control in the
Dover Straits has been the action of the Royal Air Force
in establishing air superiority over the Strait and the
adjoining areas,"(1)

The existing air facilities for the attack of enemy
shipping in the ’Channel Stop* at the end of 1941 were, that
for night operations a flight of Coastal Coinnand torpedo-
bomber aircraft were stationed at Manston, being vectored on

to their targets by gromd control from Swingate C.H.L.
station in conjunction with an R.D.F. plot maintained in the
operations room of V.A, Dover,

bombers of Fighter Command were mder training to carry out
this duty on moonlight nights and it was hoped to obtain good
results, particularly against small craft.

In concl-usion it was hoped that eventually the Straits
would be cleared up at night after the same fashion as had
been followed by day, with the coastal craft also playing
their part.

In addition. Hurricane

(v) Attack on enemy shipping in N.¥. European Y/aters (exclud
ing the Straits of Dover)

CC/S. 7010/20/3
End. 63 A

Although an appreciable anti-shipping effort on the part
of the three operational Home Commands was concentrated in the
’Channel Stop’, there yrere even larger commitments to be met
outside this area.

Referring back to the conference held at the Air Ministry
on 15 July 1941, it will be recalled that it was decided by
the Chief of the Air Staff to give a trial to the division of
responsibility by areas in regard to the attack of enemy
shipping during daylight hours in North-Vfestern European
waters.

Bomber Command was given the responsibility of dealing
with enemy surface craft between Wilhelmshaven and Cherbourg,

(1) Far from the cessation of German traffic being due
attack, it now appears that the enemy requirements did
not necessitate any more movements than did in fact take
place.

to ai

These requirements tailed off to practically

r

nothing by the end of the year. Night sailings and
stronger escorts were purely prudent precautions similar
to oxxr own in this area.
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while Coastal Conmand was to cover the. remaining sea az’eas,

i.e, those off the Danish and Norwegian coasts, the westei’n

half of the English Channel and the Bay of Biscay.

In so far as the attack of shipping v/as concerned, the

area system of responsibility was to apply also to recon
naissance.

It was made clear, however, in the Air Ministry directive
issued to the A, 0,’s C.-in-C., of the tliree operational Home

Commands on 19 July, 1 , that this allocation of areas for
the attack of shipping did not disturb in any way, the

responsibility of Coastal Command for‘meeting the operational
requirements of the Admiralty in all areas.

Prior to this division of responsibilities, an intensi
fied offensive against enemy shipping traversing the .

Continental coastline was already in full sv/ing, and some

remarkable results had been clairried by the lov/ level bombing
of the No. 2 (Bomber) Group Blenheinis.
no defined limits for attacks by either Coastal or Bomber

Commands, a certain amount of wastage of effort took place,
which could be ill-afforded at this juncture of the war at

Therefore, the area system of responsibility can be

However, as there \ms

sea,

said to have cured this defect in our planned offensive.

(a) Tfilhelmshaven to Cherbourg - The daylight Offensive

Subsequent to 15 July Bomber Command's part in the
anti-shipping offensive continued to be maintained by the
Blenheim bombers of No. 2 Group in the Wilhelmshaven to
Cherbourg area.

Apart from the numerous attacks made by the Bleniieims,
with or without fighter escort against shipping in ports such
as Rotterdam, Le Havre, Cherbourg and Kiel, a very large
effort was deployed against merchant cargo vessels and tankers

bound to and from Emden and Rotterdam, as well as those
vessels fo\nd in the waters off the Frisian Islands and the

Dutch coast, which were attempting or had successfully negoti
ated the 'Channel Stop',
Merchant Raiders, blockade runners and supply vessels bound to
and from the Atlantic.

Included in this traffic were Armed

During the latter half of Jime 1941, no fewer than I4
enemy merchantmen were attacked by the Blenlieims off the
Frisians and the Dutch coast,

strikes dropped a total of 7.34 tons of bombs, largely composed
of the 250 lb. variety, which resulted in assessments of two
ships totalling 6OO tons sunk and seven others totalling
30,000 tons damaged to various degrees.(1) During these
operations six Blenheims were lost,
attacks vrere made against the groups of small fishing vessels

of 50-100 tons, which were observed-to be equipped with Y//T
aerials and identified as reporting vessels employed by the
enemy to augment his advanced air raid v/arning system.(2)

The 'aircraft employed in these

In addition, several

As the offensive progressed, the enemy* s opposition very
There was a tendency to move now innaturally increased,

small convoys of 6-8 vessels ?/ith an escort of.4-6 flakships.

(1) These assessments are not confirmed by Lloyd's shipping
records or the German sources of information,

(2) The patrols were known as 'SQUEALERS' and were flovm
from the Hook of Holland to Juist.
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all of* which, were heavily armed} furthexraore tow8.rds the end

of the summer several enemy aircrafb were to he found either

orbiting the convoy or hovering in the vicinity ready to

attack any bomber force.

However, in spite of the opposition the Blenheims con
tinued to press home their low-level attacks with believed
good effect, but only at high cost in the form of aircraft
casualties.

During July, assessed results, showed that out of 32 ships
attacked, ten totalling 33,429 tons were sunk and 12 totalling
35,613 tons sustained damage to variouis degrees.'^'/' These
results vrere achieved by the expenditure of 20.33 tons of

bombs, and the loss of smrIQ Blenheims.

In August for a higher expenditure of bombs, i.e. 24.32
tons and a^s-ligiitly higher wastage rate in aircraft, eleven

Blenheims, the assessed results shov/ed a decline in
ships sunk and damaged although the number attacked increased

by four - 36 ships attacked; five totalling 8,400 tons sunk

and 11 totalling 24,148 tons, damaged.(2j

CG/S. 7008/8
Encl.88A

It was towards the end of this month that the Air

Ministry instructed Bomber Gommand to conserve the Blenheim

aircraft as far as possible in order that the urgent require
ments of the Middle East in this respect, could be met.

Prom now on, the primary responsibilities of No.2 (Bomber)
Group after this commitment had been fiilfilled were to be

regarded as;-

(i) the ’Circus’ offensive in Northern Prance,

(ii) the ’Channel Stop’.

Any further operations y/ere to be considered for the time

being in the li^t of the foregoing priorities, and with a
view to avoiding serious wastage as far as possible.

After this announcement it might have been expected that

attacks on enemy shipping outside the special 'Channel Stop’
area vrould have become rare; ho'wever, numerous attacks on
shipping found off the Dutch and Belgium coasts continued to

be made throughout September v/ith even better assessments than

in the previous month. Of the 24 ships attacked, seven
totalling 15,750 tons were assessed as suiik and nine, totalling
30,200 tons, damaged, five of yyhich were considered to be

sei^o^. (3) The wa^agp^^^c^g the Blenheims engaged, amounted
toJ&SiMf yyhich was^*m%e- the previous month, whereas
the bomb expenditure was 22.58 tons - a slight decrease on

the August figure. During October, a change in the primary
role of No. 2 (Bomber) Group Blenheims viras introduced as the
result of Bomber Command's relinqmshment of the ’Channel
Stop’ to the Hurricane bomber of Pighter Gommand.

(1) According to the evidence made available after the war,
four ships of 3,923 gross tons yyere sunk at sea by air

attack in the Y/ilhelmshaven - Cherbcurg area dinring July,
and one ship of 3,845 gross tons was damaged.
During August, postwar evidence shows that only three ships
of 1,318 gross tons was sunk by air attack in this area,
and one ship of 2,288 gross tons damaged.
Por September, records made available after the war show

six ships of 5,726 gross tons sunk and one ship_of
4,390 gross tons damaged by air attack.

(2)

(3)
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In a directive to the A.O.G. No,2 Group, dated
16 October, 194-’1> Bomber Command stated that after the mainten

ance of two squadrons in Malta, the primary role of the Group
was to be the attack of enemy shipping and fringe' targets.
In the execution of this task, the area Wilhelmsha.ven to

Cherbourg Tiras to have first priority, but in the event of no
shipping being available for attack, fringe targets and self
evident military objectives within the area could be regarded
as alternative targets,
twelve sorties per day.

The scale of attack was to average

Subsidiary tasks were 'Circus' operations with fighter
escort, and attacks by Portress aircraft against targets in
Germany,

when weather and other conditions were particularly favourable.

Towards the end of the month the area of resx^onsibility
for shipping attacks was amended to Stavanger - Bordeaux, but
the Tifilhelmshaven to Cherbourg area was still to have first
priority.

4

(b) No, 2 Group Blenheims withdrawn from the anti-shipping
role

These tasks vrere to be undertaken in future only

Meanv^-hile the anti-shipping results for October fell very
short of the past three months figures, which v/as largely
accounted for by the adverse weather experienced throughout
the month, and as a secondary reason, the absence of
No.2 Group's Blenheims from active operations, in view of the
fact that they were engaged in Army manoeuvres until
9 October.

Althouigh a reduced effort was expended on fewer shipping
targets the rise in wastage of aircraft (13) 'was the second
highest during the period under review. For the expenditure
of 8.48 tons of bombs only two ship>s totalling 2,633 tons
were assessed sunk and four totalling 14,080 tons damaged.(1)

The high rate of casualties among the Blenheims was more
than Bomber Command could stand, and indicated that the enemy
had greatly improved his defences.

In consequence the A. 0.C.-in-C., Bomber Command recom
mended to the Air Ministry on 8 November 1941 that No.2
(Bomber) Group, until re-equipped with Mosquitoes or something
equivalent, should be relieved of all shipping attacks and
revert to a night offensive role.

This suggestion received the approval of the Air Ministry
on 25 November 1941.

In regard to the re-equipment of No,2 (Bomber) Group,
Bomber Comniand was injformed by the Air Ministry at the
time, that four squadrons of the Group v/ould be supplied with
Boston Ill's during the following two months. It was
requested that consideration should be given to the practica
bility of these newly equipped squadrons undertaking
sional daylight sorties against shipping. The aim would be,
in co-operation with the forces similarly employed by Coastal
Command to compel the enemy to maintain the existing

same

OGG3-

CG/S.15026
Enel. 1 20A

(l) Post war records confirm the sinkings of two ships of
2,661 gross tons by air attack within the area
IVilhelmshaven to Cherbourg.
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considerable scale of defences for his shipping.

Although the Bostons of No.2 (Bomber) Group commenced
their daylight attacks against enemy shipping on
16 February, 1942, and continued to participate in a very
limited offensive throughout the remainder of the period
covered by this chapter, no significant results were achieved.

(c) Wilhelmshaven to Cherbourg

Although the onus for attacking enemy shipping by day
along the enemy occupied coast from Tifilhelmshaven to Cherbourg
rested with No.2 (Bomber) Group, a night offensive also had
to be maintained against a limited amount of merchant tonnage
on the shipping routes both east and west of the Dover Straits.
As No.2 Group were not prepared to undertake this commitment,
No,16 (Coastal) Group was delegated to fill this role.

A readjustment of routine patrols

The existing system of standard routine patrols for anti
shipping operations in No. 16 Group*s area extending from Homs
Reef to CherboTiTg was not quite suitable for the new commitment

and therefore a few changes were found necessary in order to

bring the plan into line vath the latest policy,
more, the Admiralty at this time, made a request for a daily
reconnaissance to be in^lemented bet\7een Boulogne and Cherbourg
for the purpose of obtaining data for estimating the probable
movements of enemy shipping during the dark hours which,
information suggested, was .routed to pass tlxrough the Straits

of Dover during daylight under cover of air protection and
coastal batteries.

Map No,IX illustrates the system of routine patrols for

anti-shipping operations in No.16 (Coastal) Group area, as at
July, 1941.

Commencing at the most northerly point, Patrol SITOIEP vi/as

retained in the new set-up, but was seldom flown when the

Baltic was ice-free, but in the winter of early 1942 for

instance, when this inland sea was so frozen-up that the

shipping route through the Great Belt and the Sornid to

Norwegian ports was impassable, ships were compelled to come
down the west coast of Denmark, when SWEEP was flown to

advantage.

The night offensive

Further-

E,S.L.A.C,

CG/S.7010/20/3.
Encl.53A

Ibid

EncD.. 56A

CC/GI/23/I2/4O

Prom Borkum to Walcheven was the next stretch of coast

line Ti/hich was given
N01/IAD.('' ) This new ;
four aircraft, each with its own section of the route to cover,

during the hours of darkness, provided there was sufficient
cloud, as interceptions by enemy aircraft on this section of

the coast were notoriously regular.

Then followed the section of coastline in which the

Admiralty were particularly interested in i.e, Boulogne to

Cherbourg, Two patrols were laid-on to cover this area, HABO

from Boulogne to Le Havre and HACH from Le Havre to Cherbourg.
Both were flown in the form of an armed reconnaissance by two
aircraft during morning and evening twilight,
after the inauguration of these two patrols, an extension was

frequent coverage, and v/as known as Patrol
patrol was generally flown by three or

Three days

CH/G7/21/II/4O
GH/G7/4/7/4I

GH/G2/1 8/7

(1) Originally Patrol NOlvIAD was introduced in November 1940
for the purpose of disrupting the movements of shipping,
bringing coal and iron ore in the vicinity of Rotterdam,
but gradually the sphere of operations became lengthened
to meet the vcirying changes of circmstances until by
June 1941, it had assumed the above mentioned propor
tions, and the qualification that only ships at sea were
to be attacked.
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made to the eastern limit so as to bring in the area from
Boulogne to Ostend, The same conditions applied and the
patrol was known as BEKD,

Within the schema of standard routine patrols were those
which were introduced in June 1941, for the purpose of dealing
with the German E-boat menace to our East coast convoys.('I )
They were known as PIRBO 1, 2, 3, 4 and were sited in that
part of the North Sea, between East Anglia and the Netherlands,
on what was assumed to be the lines of approach of the E—boats
from their bases at Scheveningen, Rotterdam, Ijmuiden and
Den Helder, to our convoy lanes.

CH/G7/21/7
>  . .

CH/G4/1/16
CH/G8/17/6
CH/G4/2/7

The sphere of activity and the duration of E-boat
tions were largely controlled by the period of darkness, as
they usually made their departure from the Dutch coast during
the evening twilight so as to arrive off the convoy lanes and
carry out an attack during the dark hours making the return
journey so as to be back at their bases by dawn,
were only brief periods of darkness during the siunmer months
it was impossible to maintain these schedules and therefore
their activities were somewhat curtailed.

cpera-

As there

In consequence,
PIRBO patrols seldom occurred at thisthe necessity for the

particular period.!2)
16G/S.5024/14
Enel. 71A

CE/G3/1 8/9

With the advance of autumn, however, and the longer hours
of darkness, a resumption of E-boat activity was expected,
and, in anticipation an entirely new form of attack against
these small elusive targets was suggested. By means of air
reconnaissance with A.S.T. fitted aircraft it was planned to
locate, shadoT^ and illuminate with flares any E-boats
detected, as a preliminary to their destruction by Naval
surface craft and Beaufighters of No.22f8 Squadron. The
number of aircraft to be employed and the patrol area knovm
as HODEN, were of a flexible nature and Tvere included in the
orders issued at the time of the operation.

In the Dover Straits.and Eastern English Channel
an identical scheme had been in operation since August 1941,
and was known as EBO, but by the end of the year the limits
of the scheme had been extended northwards round the coast
and similar patrols were then being flown off the East
Anglian coast ̂3)

Conplementary to these standard routine patrols
four others which Y^ere laid-on according to circximstances.
For instance, patrol TfANDER covering the coastline between
Cap Gris Nez and Dieppe was floYvn by one aircraft armed with
bombs, during the moonlight period, with the object of locat
ing and attacking enemy surface craft.

Under similar conditions, free lance patrols in the
North Sea betw/een Borkum and Calais laiown as ROVERS, and in
the English Channel between Cherbourg and Gris Nez kiow/n as
R0A^^S, Yvere inplemented by varying numbers of aircraft accord
ing to the availability. On some occasions aircraft would
carry out individual reconnaissances and strikes; at other
times a combined operation in force would be the order of the
day. Variety in the place, time and numbers of aircraft
taking part were the keynotes of these two patrols.

area

were

CH/G4/17/9

CH/G9/24/6

CH/G6/1 5/9

CH/&6/II/4

(1) During the first five months of 194, the whole of the German E-boat effort was concentrated on the
East Coast convoy route. Eighty-seven attacks vrere made on Allied shipping resulting In the loss of
16 ships totalling 28,639 tons,

(2) From the operational diary maintained by the Senior Officer E-boats, it is apparent tlmt the lack of
E”boat activity between June and October 194, can be largely attributed to the fact that three E-boat
flotillas were transferred from the vrestern area to the Baltic for participation in the Russian
campaign. Only one newly formed flotilla remained to continue the offensive in British coastal waters,

(Reference for both footnotes:- Admty, NlD/FDS.X.237/i+8),
(5) The autumn and winter 194/42 offensive of the German E-boat arm did not assume the proportions

expected. Only ten ships totalling 21,971 tons were sunk by them during the course of 51 attacks.
From German records it is clear that this mediocre effort was due to the following adverse factors

as far as the campaign against British imports was concerned:-
(a) The Fuehrer ordered the reinforcement of light forces in Norwegian waters during the latter part
of October 1941 and the 2nd Flotilla of E-boats vras detailed for tills purpose,
(b) The 1st Flotilla was released from operations In Novem.ber 1941 for refit and was subsequently

■  sent to Norway to relieve the 2nd Flotilla,
(c) Five boats of the 3rd Flotilla were sent to Sicily In November 1941 and five more were ordered
to follow when ready,

(d) Reconnaissance by the G.A.F. was only slight throughout the autumn and winter, consequently only
a very few convoy reports were made available.

The situation was summed up by the Senior Officer E-boats in the concluding remarks of his December

1941 report to higlier auttiority - "greater results could not be expected with the E-boat am numerically
at its lowest point and the G.A.F, so weak in operational areas," Ref, Admiralty NID/FDS.X.237/48.
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CH/G8/21/6
GH/G8/25/6

Finally, there was the patrol STEM which was an armed
reconnaissance, closely allied to the "Channel Stop", cover
ing the area Dunlcirk to Le Touquet during the twilight hoixrs
of davm. It TiTas -usually flown by one bomber aircraft accom
panied by a small fighter fox’ce.
the fighters should act primarily as an escort but rather as

an attacking force against any escort vessels vdiile the

bomber attacked the main target.

It WB.S not intended that

Thus the scheme of patrols in No.16 Group's operational
area was adjusted to meet the nev;- policy; the Group's ariti-
sliipping effort from 19 July 1941, onvrards, therefore, was
largely confined to the hours of darkness -vyith an occasional

'Roadstead' or 'Circus' by day v/hen Bomber CojBmand were unable
to provide a striking force.

For the implementation of this scheme of patrols.
Wo,16 (Coastal) Group had available a proportion of seven
squadrons of aircraft,

of the Group, it was not possible to devote the vyhole of
each squadron solely to anti-shipping operations,
more, three of the Blenheim squadrons were in the process of
re-arming, one v/ith Beaufighters and the other two with

Hudsons, and in consequence, although they vrere operational,
they were unable to take a fiill part in the Group's activities
for many months ahead.

Owing to the many other commitments

Purther«-

H.Q.C.C.
Location

Statement

No, 8 -

18/7/41

The composition of the available f9r9e v/as, therefore>
made up of Beauforts from two squadrons
generally, for sea-mining and shipping strikes
and Roam type; Blenheims from one squadron

nd shipping strikes; Blenhehn/rludsons from two
aissances; Blenheim/
for E-boa.t operations;
(5) for shipping strikes

which were used,
of the Rover

for E-boat

ojoerations. a
squadrons(3) for the armed reconn.
Beaufigliters from one sqfiadron(4)
Hudsons from one Canadian squadron

a

and E-boat operations.

nd

(2) The enemy's convoy routine

It vyas obvio-usly not possible at that time to be really
positive about the enemy's convoy routine, but by sifting a
large amount of intelligence and plotting the shipping
ments, certain conclusions vrere reached vyhich made it

possible to assume the form the enemy's convoy sched-ul.es
were following.

Departures from Rotterdam were occurring daily, at times
which made it possible for the ships to be clear of the
Hook by 0800 hours. The eighteen mile passage from
Rotterdam was made througli the New Waterway, and as the
individual vessels could only steam at about 4/5 knots vdien
in the canal zone it took them about i'our hours to reach the
open sea and form up into convoy order,
sions a second convoy left Rotterdam in thae to arrive off
the Hook during the forenoon, usually about 1000 hours.

^ The majority of shipping movements along the coasts of
Belgiun, Holland and Germany were by ships using the ports of

move-

Qn frequent occa-

c.c./s. 7743/1
Enel.244

(1) No.22 Squadron at Thorney Island and No,86 Squadron
North Coates,

No,300 Squadron at Bircham Newton.

No.59 Squadron at Detling and Thorney Island. Wo.53
Squadron at Bircham Newton.

4) No. 248 Squadron at Bircham Newton.
,5) No, 407 Squadron at North Coates.
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Rotterdam, Delfzijl and Hamburg, but there v/as also a large
scale movement from Rotterdam coastwise to the Kiel Canal and

then through the Great Belt or Sound to the Koxv/egian ports.(l)

Most of the convoys at this period appeared to steaip. at

8 knots but the plots shovred that there were also some fast
convoys able to malce a passage at 10 knots.

To give a reliable forecast for convoys bound to
Rotterdam was a much more difficult proposition as these could

have come from any one of a selection of ports such as

Delfzijl, Hamburg or througli the Kiel Canal. HoYrever, it
appeared that fast convoys were running to a time schedule
making their arrival off the Hook about 1230 hours, and in

addition, the plots showed quite a considerable concentration
of southbound shipping - mostly slov/ convoys - which seemed

to be timing their arrival off the Hook for 1900 hours.

From these remarks it v/ill be obvious that the majority
of the shipping movements in and out of Rotterdam Yrere taking
place during the daylight hours.

Southwards from Rotterdam there was remarkably little
seaborne traffic towards Pliishing, Ostend, Dunkirk, Calais
and westwards through the English Channel,
there was, did in fact contain blockade rimners, armed
merchant raiders and supply ships bound for the Atlantic, but
they generally came under the eye of the ’Channel Stop* and
although some made the passage unmolested, the VYeather was on

their side and aided their escape, and it was not in any Yiray
due to lack of vigilance on the part of the 'Channel Stop'.
The anount of traffic in this area was insignificant by com
parison with the shipping movements along the Dutch coast,

(3) Operations - July to 28 November 1941

What movement

For the first tvYo months of this period successes at
night were very few and far between, but this can be largely
accounted for by the fact thats-

(a) the enemy had not yet been piersuaded to move his
convoys during the hours of darkness, and

(b) because the technique of the night attack still
remained unsolved with empliasis on the lack of suitable
illuninants. (2;

In consequence of the latter reason, full advantage was taken
of the moonlight periods by laying on extra patrols.

During the second half of July 1941, only six ships of
area (excluding the

was found to attack off the coasts

Althoiogh nearly one ton of
bombs and six torpedoes were expended no successes were gained.

13,500 tons were attacked in the Cha].mel
Dover Straits) and nothing
of Holland and N.W. Germany.

C.c./s. 7743/1
Encl.18A,25A

0) By reason of the fact that the enemy used this route in
preference to tiiat up the vrest coast of Denmark, patrol
SWEEP was seldom used except Tirhen the Baltic was frozen-
up.

Research and development of air/sea night reconnaissance
by a reflected beam method liad been pursued in the R,A.P.
since 1937, but tactical ahd technical progress had been
very slow,

culties encountered up to date have been outlined.
In Appendix 'V.II' the problems and diffi-

(2)
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The month of August remained almost as quiet tliroughout
with only five ships of 15,200 tons being subjected to air
attacks,

all the attacks took place in the southern Worth Sea instead
of the Channel,

expenditure of 1.05,tons of bombs, but two Blenheims failed

to retijrn from the month’s operations.

The difference between this month and last was th

Wo results were achieved, however, by the

at

There was no significant change during September as only
nine ships of 38,000 tons vrere attacked off the coasts of
Holland and N.W. Germa

assessed as damaged;
one of 3,500 tons vras attacked without result,
bomb tonnage for this month rose to 3.90 tons.

with two totalling 13,000 tons,
and in the west Channel area only

The total

October

In contrast to the previous tv/o and a half months,
October proved to be the busiest month so far in this phase
of the anti-shipping operations in No,16 Group’s area,
became increasingly evident that the enemy was now passing a
proportion of his convoys along the North German and Dutch
coasts during the hours of darkness in order to avoid the

daylight offensive then being waged by No,2 (Bomber) Group.

In order to meet this commitment, an additional nmiber of
offensive reconnaissances of the ’Rover’ type were laid on
with the result that the number of attacks made during the
month showed a very significant increase.

It

E.S.L.A.C. Of the thirty ships of 93,000 tons attacked in the
southern North Sea area, ti,TO totalling 10,800 tons were
assessed as sunk and six totalling 26,000 tons as damaged.(2)

The majority of the convoys sigiited were encountered off
the Frisian Islands round about dawn on a southerly course,
with a far less number cn a northerly course just prior to
midnight.

The first claim came early in the month by a Hudson air
craft of Wo. ifOy Squadron (R.C.A.P,) T/hen on a Rover patrol
between the Hook of Holland, and Borkm, on 1 October,
attack was made on a merchant vessel of 2,000/2,500 tons, and
was granted the assessment of ’seriously damaged’.(3)

This attack was followed by a quiet period of eight days
during which nothing of importance occurred, but on
10 October, a Blenlieim aircraft II/5OO during the couirse of a
Nomad patrol sighted in position 52.28 N - 04.27  E an enemy
convoy of approximately ten to twelve merchant vessels of

various, tonnages between 500 - 3,000 tons including one tanker, -
with an escort of three vessels, on a course of I90 degrees
true, at 8 knots,

1202 hours, on receipt of which. Wo,16 Group detailed a
striking force of three Blenheims A, J and L/5OO Squadron to
attack this convoy,
■’Roadstead’ operation, and the bombers were, therefore, met
by twelve long range Spitfires of Nos.152 and 19 Squadrons of
Fighter Command, over Sv/anton Morley at 1515 hours and from
there set course in formation for the Hook of Holland,

The

A first sigliting report was sent at

The sti'ike took the form of a

At

(1) There is no verification of these two assessments, from
post war records.

/) Only one dredger of 100 tons was sutik.
3) Post v/ar evidence does not support this assessment.
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1602 hours the convoy v/as sighted in position 52,04 N - 04>06 E,
headed by a naval vessel, believed at the time to be a small

(l) and several flakships all of which opened fire
immediately. This force was follovred by eight merchant
vessels (varying from 500-3,000 tons) escorted by four oi' five
flakships. About one mile astern ’<Tas yet another merchant
vessel of 3,000 tons v/ith one escorting vessel. As pre
arranged, the bombers split up to make individual attack
Aircraft A/500 climbed to one thousand feet and approached the
convoy from an off-shore direction to deliver an attack from

sea level on a vessel of 2,000 tons with 4 x 2501b. S.A.P,
bombs, of which two were claimed as direct hits. The rear

gunner fired,two long bursts of 200 rounds each into the

escorting vessels aliead, and sav/ several figures jump over
board from two vessels. Aircraft L/500 also delivered tvro
attacks on tv7o merchant vessels but results were not observed.
Such intense flak was encountered that the third aircraft
received a direct hit and was therefore unable to make an

accurate approach for an attack to be delivered, but the rear
gunner fired five hvindred rounds v/ith machine gun into the
naval escorts. The assessed result for this attack ’./as one

merchant vessel of 2,000 tons 'seriously damaged',(2)

cruiser

Although several attacks v/ere made by aircraft engaged on
'Rover' patrols off the Frisians between 10 and 25 October,
no further successes were achieved. On the 26th, however,
the first sinicing of the month ¥/as claimed by one of six
Hudson aircraft flying a 'Rover' patrol off the Dutch coast
in the vicinity of Ijmuiden,

Squadron were ordered to carry out individual patrols between
Nordemey and Ijmvuden at dawn. Each aircraft sighted a
convoy but from their reports it appeared that several
sighted the same convoy. Five attacks were made; four with
bombs and one with machine guns only, the sixth aircraft
attempted an attack but the bombs failed to release. Of
the foijr attacks with bombs, that
Squadron was assessed as sunk,(3)
at 0549 hours and having reached Ijmuiden at 0654 ho^xrs
sighted two merchant vessels of approximately 3,000 tons each
on a course of 045 degrees true;
feet a stick of 4 x 2501b. S.A.P, bombs y/ere dropped on one
merchant vessel and approximately 750 rounds were fired from
the rear and side guns. Flames and smoke, not unlike oil
burning were observed to be coming from the stern of the
vessel as the aircraft set course for base.

The six Hudsons of Ho.407

made by Hudson C/407
This aircraft ivas airborne

speed unknown. From fifty

Attacks continued to be made against enemy convoys during
the hour or so before dasm on the tv/o follov/ing days,

27th and 28th but no fuirther successes y/ere claimed.

The last day of the month, however, proved to be the best
of all, for during the course of Nomad, Rover, Strike and
Suivi patrols, one ship of 7,800 ton
four ships of 18,000 tons were claimed as damaged.

At dawn on the morning of the 31st, tlxree Blenheims of
No.500 Squadron y/ere sent out on a Nomad patrol between
Nordeney and Ijmuiden.
sighted three coasters of about 900 tons and twelve fishing
vessels, just north of the Western Bns, and proceeded to

X. e.

y/as clahned symt; and

At 0639 hours one of the Blenheims

CIV'Gl/30/10

CIV'g6/29/1 0

1 It later transpired that this vessel was a minesweeper,
2) There is no evidence in post war records to confiim this

assessment,

(3) and (4/ Shex’e is no confkrrration ; offi post war recordsX j. .
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attack one of the coasters with 4 x 2501b. G.P, bombs from

two hundred feet,

fourth overshot.

Three of the bombs fell short and the

After only ten rounds had been fired frora
the front guns, a faud.t developed and they jammed; the rear

g'unner got in two short bursts from ydiich tre-cer was seen to

strike the deck of the ship,
to base early owing to an electrical failure and the third
aircraft failed to return.

The second Blenheim returned

Not a very encouraging start,
but the next attack appeared to be more successful.

CIV'G2/31/10 At dusk a Hudson aircraft of No.407 Squadron on a Rover
patrol in the same area made a first sighting report on a
convoy of ten to fifteen ships sighted off Terschelling,
This was followed by a low level attack on a merchant vessel

■ of 4j000 tons. Pour S.A.P. bombs of 2501bs, each were

dropped from fifty feet, one of which was seen to register a
direct hit close to the foot of a mast,

in an assessment of •damage*.(1)
This attack resulteE, S.L.A, C, d

CH/G6/3I/IO On receipt of the first sighting report No, 16 Group
ordered a strike force of three Blenheims of No.500 Squadron
and eight Hudsons of No.40? Squadron (R.C.A.P.) to attack
this target.

During the series of attacks developed by this strike
force, seven hits were claimed, including a salvo of
4 X 2501b, S.A.P. bombs from a Blenheim on a vessel of

7,800 tons of which the funnel and parts of the superstructure
were seen to fall into the sea, and twenty seconds later the

vessel exploded and caught fire,
the Assessment Committee as a 'total loss'

This ship v/as regarded by
.(2)

Further successes in the 'damaged* , category amounting to
three ships of 14,000 tons were claimed by the Hudson strike

force of No.407 Sqiaa.dron during the course of the night
31 October - 1 November.(3)
seven made low level attacks on targets found by A,S.V. and

visual means; the eighth aircraft returned to base with
turret trouble.

Of the eight aircraft despatched.

Operations in the English Channel area west of the Dover

Straits for the month were somewhat restricted in comparison
with the North Sea area, and resulted in only one attack by a
Hxidson aircraft of No. 59 Squadron during the dawn patrol Kabo
on 14 October.

'5,000 tons was attacked with 3 x 25p ,1b. S.A..P. bombs in

salvo, but no results were observed.

A group of,three ships, including one of

Thro-ughout the month tvro hundred and twelve sorties were

flown on enemy merchant shipping reconnaissance and strikes,
and the bomb tonnage was just over fourteen tons.

November

During the month of November the improvement in the
amount of enemy shipping located and attacked by night was not

only maintained, but for the first time exceeded 100,000 tons
in the Southern North Sea area,

107,657 tons attacked, four; totalling 3,981 tons.
Of the thirtj>-six ships of

were

(1)(2) There is no support for these assessments among post
war records.

(3) It is confirmed that the Swedish ship Brahaholm of
5,676 gross tons wras damaged by air attack off the Dutch
coast on 1 November.
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assessed as sunk and eleven, totalling 43>276 tons, damaged.(1)

As in the xjrevious month the majority of the ships
attacked were found off the Frisians during the hours of dark

ness before da-wn or round about midnight,
month the eastbound convoys were regularly contacted before

midnight, but the westbound traffic appeared to lack such a

time schedule and were found all over the area at irregular
times between dusk and dawn.

Tliroughout the

Ai’ter the activity in shipping attacks during the last

night of October and the early hours of 1 November, fresh
claims in the damaged category soon came the way of five

Hudsons of No.40? Squadron engaged in a shipping strike during
the early hours of the following morning, A convoy of ten

merchant vessels, previously reported by aircraft of No.5
(Bomber) Group off the Dutch coa-st, was found off Terschelling,
and three vessels of the 5/6,000 ton class were attacked, with
claims fob direct hits on two ships. In one case an explo
sion of large proportions vfhich lit up the whole sky, was seen

oth of the vessels involved wereby the Hudsons crews,

CH/G1/2/11
H.Q.C.C.

. Narrative

d/d 2.11 *41

assessed as 'damaged*. (2f

A few hours later, a second strike force of thx'ee
Blenheims v/as despatched to deliver another blovir at the same
convoy, but only one aircraft (w/500) vms successful in
finding any shipping. This aircraft sighted a convoy of
eight merchant vessels off Ameland on a westerly course at
0714 hours and attacked the largest vessel of 3>000 tons ’with
4 X 250 lb. G.P. bombs from six hundred feet,
was uncertain but one hit was claimed and another bomb was

seen to explode some fifteen feet from the ships side;
however, in view of the lack of any confirmatory evidence, no
assessment v/as allocated to this attack.

The result

cE/a3/2A 1
H.Q.C.C.
Narrative

d/d 2.11.41

CIt/G6/2/l 1
H,Q.C.C.
Narrative

d/d 2,11.41

GB/G1 2/2/11

After dusk the saime evening, one Hudson of
No,407 Squadron on a Rover patrol off Ameland contacted by
A,S.V. an eastbound convoy of seven merchant vessels and
attacked one vessel of 1,500 tons from fifty feet,
was claimed vdiich caused a dull red flash followed by sparks

This attack earned an assessment

One hit

and smoke from ̂ idships,
,(3j As a follow up, a further strike force ofof 'damaged

three Blenheims vras sent out to locate and attack this convoy
but misfortune befell the first aircraft soon after take-off

vdiile the other tyro aircraft were compelled to return to base
owing to adverse 'weather.

CH/G6/2/11
H. Q. C. C.
Narrative

d/d 2.11.41

Later the same night a Rover was flo-wn by five Hudson,
two of which picked up the same eastbound convoy by A,S.V. off
Vlieland.

tanker being claimed as damaged by one
An attack developed which resulted in one 7>000 ton

' tvro direct hits,(4)or

As there were no more serviceable aircraft available in

No,16 Group to continue the attack on this convoy, six Hudsons
of No.608 Squadron at Thomaby under No. 18 Group's control

(1) Prom Lloyd's shipping records and the German sovrrces, it
has been confirmed that four ships of 3,821 gross tons
were sunk by Coastal Command, aircraft during this month,
and a f-urther two ships of 8,919 gross tons were damaged.
There is no confirmation of -this assessment.

There is no verification of this assessment from post
war records.

There is no confirnation of this assessment.

(2)
(3)

(4)
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were desioatched individiially to the area and carried out

further attacks during the early hours of 3 November, but
Vifithout results,

of the Hudsons also came back after drav/ing a blank, but the
fourth aircraft sighted the convoy and selected the largest
vessel for an attack from mast height,
direct hits were claimed on the forward part of the ship
which caused debris to be throivn into the air followed by
smoke and steam,

vessels in the convoy and succeeded in temporarily silencing
the flak from the escort craft.

Tvto of the force retiirned to base. Thre

One or probably Wo

The aircraft also machine-gunned other

e

During the late evening of 5 November, two Hudsons
(KhI?/407) on a Rover patrol off the Frisian Islands made
A,S,V, contact, and then visually sighted, a convoy off

Araeland consisting of approximately twelve vessels with an
escort of two flak-ships on a westerly course at eight knots,

(IV407) made an attack from eighty feet on
One bomb failed to release and

One of the Hudsons

a 4j000 ton merchant vessel,
the position of the remainder were not observed in relation

to the target. Intense and accurate flak was encountered.

T.V01/6/6/11
H.Q.G.C.
Narrative

d/d ,5.11.41

As a resWt of this combat, a further eight Hudsons
supplied by No. 18 Group v/ere despatched to re-locate and
attack this convoy. Five aircraft were successful in sight
ing the target and malcing attacks, but in Wo cases results
were not observed. The remaining three aircraft (o,G,h/608)
selected merchant vessels of 1,500 tons, 6/7,000 tons and
2,000 tons respectively, each dropping 4- x 2501b. S.A.P.
bombs from one hmdred feet or less. Aircraft G/608 which
attacked the largest vessel appeared to be the m.ost successful
and obtained an award of 'damage' from the Assessment
Comiaittee, (l ) Having seen two of its bombs fall ten and
twenty yards away from the ship's side, the placing of the
other two were not observed but a large column of flame was
seen to rise from the approximate position of the attacked
vessel. kwo Hudsons (D&K/608) failed to return from this
operation.

Five days elapsed before the next claim to success came
This was the first 'smk' assessment of the month andalong,

was made by a Beaufort aircraft (v/86)(2) in company with a.
Hudson (E/4.07) and another Beaufort (E/86) which had been
sent out on a daylight patrol between the Hook of Holland and
Den Helder, All three aircraft attacked a lo.ne merchantman

found off Texel at 1422 hoiirs.

release and those of E/407 overshot, but the 6 x 2501b, S,A.P's
The bombs of E/86 failed to

(1) There is no confirmation of this assessment from post
war records.

(2) ■ No,86 Squadron (Beauforts) had been based at North Coates •
since 1 2 May 1 941 , and had commenced equipping v/ith
Beauforts and working up from 11 June,
carried out its first minelaying operation off Ameland
on 15 July.

The Sauadron

In September a detachment of three aircraft

No,86 Squadron

was sent to Leuchars for operations off the Norwegian
coast and carried out its first torpedo attack on
12 September, iHxring October the squadron became non-
operational while torpedo training at North Coates, and
by November was able to take part in anti-shipping
operations v/ith N0.4O7 Squadron off the Dutch coast, but
in viev/ of the fact that 11 crews vrere posted to the
Middle East between 20 and 30 November, the squadron
reverted to minelaying. The claim made by V/86 is
confirmed by post war evidence but it was a fishing vessel
of 190 tons.
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from V/86 scored one or more direct hits and the vessel
(350 tons) was reported to have sijnk within four minutes.

For the next twelve days the wintry weather experienced
in the southern North Sea precluded all anti-shipping opera
tions except for the occasional reconnaissance from which

nothing of importance emerged. The one and only attack

GH/G2/18/11
H. Q. C. C.
Narrative

d/d 18.11.41
throughout the period was a cannon and machine gun encounter
between three Beaufighters and an escort vessel found north
of Den Helder on 18 November.

GC/S.15213
End, 3OA

In contrast to the increase in anti-shipping operations
which was being experienced off the Dutch coast and Frisian
Islands at this time, there was a considerable reduction in
enemy traffic passing through the Dover Straits and the

English Channel which appeared to make some of the routine

patrols being flown in this area, surplus to requirements.
For instance, from an analysis of the resdts obtained by the
HACH and HABO patrols during the month of October, out of
forty patrols flown, only two sightings were obtained,
view of the additional requirements in the numbers of aircraft
required to fill the night role off the Dutch and N,W. coasts

of Germany, especially during the moonlight periods, it seemed
that this unfruitful flying in the Channel area could be
easily dispensed with and the aircraft thims released could be

more usefully employed. The A.0.C., No,16 Group strongly
urged H. Q.C.C. to approach the Admiralty, at whose request
these trro patrols were maintained, for the purpose of obtain
ing their permission to discontinue this unprofitable routine
flying. On 20 November 1941, this request was granted, but
they were to be laid on when reqi.iired for a specific purpose.

On 24 November, during a, temporary improvement in the
weather, a Rover patrol was flown by two Hudsons (F&P/407)
between Den Helder and Norderaey, during the co\irse of which
a merchant vessel of 2/3,000 tons was attacked but no claims
made.

In

CH/G5/24/11

H.Q.G.C,
Naval Staff

Officers Log

Three days later an intelligence report gave the informa
tion that the S,S, Annum (3,600 tons) was leaving Rotterdam on
27 November with a very important cargo for Copenhagen, and
would be off the Hook of Holland at 1000 hours.

GH/GI/27/II
H. Q.C.C.
Narrative

cl/d 27.11,41

To deal with this target a daylight operation was
necessary; it was therefore arranged that a ’Roadstead*
would be carried out.(I) The force which set out to locate
the target consisted of tliree Beauforts of No. 217 Squadron
armed with bombs and twelve Spitfires of Nos.19 and 152
Squadrons of Fighter Command, but they failed to find the
ship. Instead a convoy of two merchant vessels of 1,500 tons
each, one merchant vessel of 800 tons and six trawler type
auxiliaries was found off the Hook of Holland at 1025 hours
and attacked by the three bomber aircraft who concentrated

their bombs on one 1,500 ton ship which appeared to be
equipped with catapult and aircraft. A total of 6  x 5001b.
G.P. and 12 x 2501b, G.F. bombs were released from mast height
and Vv^ere believed to have fallen around and on the target,
which, according to the crew's account, was left enveloped in
smoke and listing heavily. It transpired later, however,
that a 431 ton trawrler type vessel was stink during this

(1) In the case of escorted attacks on shipping in the
coastal waters bettveen Texel and Ostend, fighter pro
tection and support for the bombers was provided by
No.12 Group,
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encoTjnter and not the merchant vessel of 1,500 tons.(0
Beaufort v/as shot up but landed successfully.

One

(if) Armed merchant raider activities - 28 November to
7 December 1 941,

On the following day, i.e. 28 November, another iiTiportant
piece of information came to hand which indicated th'

of an inward bound enemy raider, known as 'Raider B',
English Channel, The first indication oi' her arrival in

home waters, although not positively confirmed at the time,
came in through a sighting report made by a Catalina aircraft

(q/209) engaged on an Anti-Shipping Cross-over patrol in the
Bay of Biscay near the Spanish coast, on 23 November, line
ship, was reported as one merchant vessel of 2,000 tons,
three island type, fairly high raked or clipper bow and rather
squat funnel. She v/as closely escorted by an unidentified
aircraft later recognised as an H,E, 115 which prevented the
Catalina from approaching the merchant vessel. Eventxially
a. combat ensued and Q/209 sustained some damage. There was
some delay in reporting this ship to base, as the Captain of
aircraft v/as reluctant to break ViT/T silence in view of the
state of 'Q' after combat, tintil nearer base and protected by
the approaching darkness.

. On .24 November, the weather was very poor and precluded a
similar patrol in the same area as Q/209 had found the ship.
It was anticipated, however, that if she had not ali'eady
entered port, she would be, sighted sooner or later by aircraft
engaged on the routine patrols which covered her approaches to
a German port. However, she managed to evade further sight
ings, and contrary to the enemy's current policy for east-
bound shipping in the English Channel to hop from port to
port, this ship came up without a pause, with the resiILt that
the next concrete news of her whereabouts,
G,H.L,, which reported a contact on a large eastbound merchant
vessel off Cap Gris Nez at 0230 hours on 28 November,

Immediate steps were now taken to locate and attack this
important target.

The weather in the Dover Straits and southern North Sea

was far from satisfactory for the type of task on hand, there
was much cloud v/ith base at 500 feet with almost continuous
rain and very poor visibility betvreen south east England and
south vrest. Norway. Patches of fog and lifted fog
expected during the morning off Continental coasts.

In spite of the weather it was proposed that two Hudsons
of No.59 Squadron and three of No.40? Squadron(R.C,A.P.) should
carry out a strike during the hours of darkness followed by
three aircraft of No.86 Squadron at first light. Fighter
protection had been arranged to cover the withdrawal of the
last named aircraft T/hich vroiold be in broad daylight.
Instructions to this effect had been despatched to the stations
concerned by 0330 hours.

resence

in the

came from Dover

were

Form Orange
PD/G1/2iyi1 and
PL/G6/22/11

H.Q.G.C.
Controllers

Log

H, Q, C, C,
Narrative

d/d 28.11,41

CE/G3/28/11

0) This was the Dutch trawler Delft of 431 gross tons, the
sinking of which is confirmed.

A motorship named Komet (ex Ems) of 3,28? gross tons.
She was converted to an a.rmed merchant raider at Hamburg
and was commissioned on 1 June 1940. During her first
cruise ending November 1941, she is believed to have
accounted for 36,305 tons of Allied shipping,
armament included 1 E-boat and 1 -Aircraft.

SECRET
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05/024/28/11 Tvyo hours later these arran£:ements were revised,
the two Hudsons of No,59 Squadron were to strike in the dark

hours and No.2f07 Squadron's aircraft, now increased to six,
were to strilce at first light; No,86 Squadron's effort was
cancelled.

Only

In addition, arrangements had been made for three
Beauforts of No.22 Squadron, armed with toiqpedoes, to proceed
from St. Eval to Bircham Nevirton at first light or earlier if

T/eather permitted, in readiness for a daylight attack.

H.Q. No. 16
Group Narrative
d/d 28,11,24.1

In the meantime the two Hudsons of No,59 Squadron had
become airborne, but immediately ran into nil visibility and
Yrere compelled to return to base.

By 0600 hours on the 28th the strike force consisting of
six Hudsons of No,24.07 Squadron were on their way to the target
area,

V/alcheren and patrolled south v/estwards but failed to make
contacts in the thick low cloud and almost continuous rain

encountered; the remaining two aircraft saw nothing,
v/ere diverted to aerodromes on the south coast in view of the

appalling conditions at their ovm base at North Coates,

As no further operations were possible from No,16 Group
stations, six aircraft of N0.6O8 Squadron at Thornaby
able to get off at 1130 hours and proceeded to the Hook of
Holland to search the shipping channel south westwards towards
Zeebrugge,

Pour aircraft made landfall in the vicinity of
any

All

were

R0/G2/28/11
H.Q. No, 18
Group Narrative
d/d 28.11.24-1

Tvyo of this force abandoned the patrol ovYing to bad visi-
bility and another did not siglit anything. The remaining'
tliree aircraft (M.H. and I/6O8) however, sighted during a break
in the v/eather two large travirler type vessels, two flak—ships,
a convoy of six merchant vessels and a larger merchant vessel
conforming to the description, given at the briefing, of the
ship they had been ordered to locate,
act of turning-in for the shelter of the Hook of Holland.
Attacks were made on both flak ships, one of which was Iq
burning and subsequently assessed as 'seriously damaged
One of the trawler type vessels was also attacked but results
were not observed.

This vessel was in the

I

All night operations were cancelled owing to the con
tinued bad weather.

On the following morning, the 29th, the position
reviewed at H. Q.C.C

on the whereabouts of the Raider - its anchorage or whether
it was in Rotterdam - it was decided that a strike on the
Dutch port would be an unnecessarily hazardous undertaking but
it was considered advisable to sYreep along the Dutch coast in
a northerly direction from the Hook of Holland.

was

but in view of the lack of infoimation• 9

RO/G3/29/II Although the weather at Thornaby and Leuchars was very
doubtful, three Beauforts of No. 2^2 Squadron eventually nianaged
to get off from Leuchars at 11,30 hoiars. Poor visibility""
along the Dutch coast prevented tvYO aircraft from seeing any
thing of importance, and on their return they v/ere diverted to
Thomey Island as conditions at base had YYorsened. The third
aircraft, hov/ever, vYas more fortunate and struck a patch of
clear v/eather during which a merchant vessel of 24., 000 tons
escorted by four destroyers was sighted in position 52.36N,
024.. 18E, on a north-easterly course at ten knots,
attack was made from seventy five feet in the face of heavy
flak from the four escort vessels and ov/ing to the evasive
action necessitated by this onslaught the results
unobserved.(2)

An immediat

VYere

Photographs v/ere taken

e

, and revealed a probable

(1) This is not confirmed in post war records.
(2) Actually one hit was secured but the bomb failed to explode

Ref; The log of the Komet.
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frixLt carrier type of modern ship about 3,000 tons,
was no GOmouflage or armament visible.

There

H.Q.C.C.

Controllers Log
d/d 29.11.41

A subsequent strike force of tiiree Beauforts of the same

squadron des'patched from Leuchars to follow up this attack,
saw nothing, and although they had been ordered to land back
at Thorney Island this had to be changed to V/ick while they
were in the air, as Thorney' Island was rapidly becoming
■uTis eiwic eabl e. Instead they landed at aerodromes in
East Anglia and one, unfortunately, crashed into some High
Tension cables near Parningham, Kent, and all the crew were
killed.

The bad weather continued throughout that evening, and
although the target was such an important one, the chances of
getting away another strike became hopeless, and eventually
the A,0.G.-in-C

were out of the question -under the existing conditions.

Tovirards midnight of the 29tlV”30th the weather began to
clear and enabled two Hudson of No.39 Squadron to talce-off
early on the 30th on a NOIvIAD which was extended to Borkum in
order to cover the Raider's estimated line of progress;
however, no shipping was seen so it was concluded that the
ship had reached the comparative safety of a German port.

Coastal Command decided that further strike• > s

CH/G2/29/11

H.Q.C.G. It was at 1900 hours the same evening, the 30th, that the
received in H.Q.G.G
had left a German port and was making

that an outward• >Controllers Log
d/d 29.11.41

first intimation was
bound enemy raider(I)
her way do-wn the North Sea.

At 2200 hours N0.I6 Group was informed tiiat a strike was
required to be off the Hook of Holland as soon as possible
after midnight to sweep northwestwards up the Dutch coast and
to attack some southbound shipping reported by the Hudson
(P/59) engaged on the NOMAD patrol earlier that evening. At
2357 hours, No. 16 Group annoimced that eiglit Hudsons and five
Beauforts would be available for this task.

Concerning the movements of armed merchant raiders, it
will be readidy appreciated that, at the time, it -was most
essential for security reasons that only the minimum number of
people should have knowledge of the information, and
important still the enemy must not be made aware of what was
being sou^t.

even more

Therefore, the aircraft were ostensibly sent
out to attack shipping generally or a particular convoy, v/hich
it was hoped by the Operations Staff would include the object
of -bhe strike. On this occasion it was the South bound
convoy of fifteen merchant ships which had been sighted earlier
the. previous night by one of the routine reconnaissance air
craft which provided the
the raider.

t for special efforts to locateexcuse

In the early hours of the following morning, 1 December,
a large composite force of eight Hudsons and five Beauforts
was despatched to the Hook of Holland under the pretext of

(1) Believed to be Raider 'E', a steamship 'named Thor (ex.
Gran Canaria) of 3,866 gross tons. She was converted to

armed merchant raider at Hamburg and was commissioned
as such early in 1940.
5.9 inch guns and two torpedoes,
operational in April 1941, and was believed to have sunk
or caj)tured 78,254 tons of Allied and Neutral shipping,
including H.M. S. Voltaire.

an

Her armament included 6 x
She completed her first
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seeking out this southbo'und convoy, hut in reality to try and
locate the outward hound raider.

None of the aircraft appeared to have sighted the target
which was the real object of the strike, hut one Hudson (H/4.O7)
attacked a convoy of nine ships found off Vlieland, and owing
to the intense flak was mahle to locate the ships  a second
time or observe the results of the attack.

(1/407) also sighted
ships north of Ijmuiden but was driven off by the amount of

flak jput up and later failed to re-locate the ships,
of importance was sighted by the remainder of the force, and

one Hudson (j/407) failed to return.

A second Hudson

IPOO ton and three 2/3P00 ton merchantone

Nothing

During the course of the morning it was deduced by the

amoimt of enemy W/T traffic that there were numerous convoys
undenvay between the Hague and Schierraonnikoog including some

important shipping, as enemy air escorts and defensive activity
were abnormally busy.

At midday. No. 16 Grouj) was informed by H. Q.C.C. , that an
appreciation of the probable movements of the raider was in

the course of preparation, but in the meantime the A.0.C.-in-G.,
desired all available Beauforts of No. 217 Sq-uadron fitted with

V.H.P. to be sent from Thorney Island to Manston, in prepara
tion for an early strike.

H. Q.C.C.

Controllers Log

Throughout the af ternoon the weather gradually deterior
ated and it was expected that all No.16 Group's activities
would have to be abandoned for the rest of the day.
2150 hours all the Group's stations were closed down and
operations cancelled.

By

No further information on the raider's movements came to

liand during the niglit until at 0232 hours on the morning of
2 December, considerable ¥/T activities were noted between
BoifLogne and Dieppe and again an hour later betv/een Dieppe and
Le Havre,

probably approaching the Channel area.

With the east coast and most of the south coast aero

dromes fogbound all day nothing could be done from this area
to alleviate the position; however, as some of No.19 Group's
stations were seiwiceable in the west country the Group was
instructed to arrange for one aircraft to sweep east from
Cherbourg and also to bring six Bea-uforts (three with
torpedoes and three v/ith bombs) to readiness at St. Eval
prepared to strilce if the reconnaissance aircraft made a
sighting,

aircraft was cancelled ovTing to poor visibility in the area.
In consequence the three Beauforts armed with bombs, were
released in view of impending night operations in the Bay of
Biscay, but three torpedo carrying Beauforts were kept at
immediate readiness.

Prom which it appeared that the raider v/as

This chance was short-lived as the reconnaissance

The fog in the Channel area persisted tlirou^out the day
and night causing all operations for Nos.16 and I9 Groups to
be cancelled.

No further information on the raider's movements came in

during the night, nor were there any pi’ospects of air recon
naissance the next day, i.e. 3 December, as there was still
widespread fog overland and thick haze at sea in the Channel

area, and although it cleared slightly during the middle of
the day it reformed again at dusk.

Then, at 1950 hours that evening V.A. Dover reported
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that C.H.L, had picked up foui' surface craft off Dunkirk on

a south westerly course at foxxrteen knots,
later identified as one merchant vessel of about 2,000 tons and
three smaller vessels.

This force was

In low visibility a force of M,T.Bs. supported by M,G,Bs,
was despatched to attack but results were unobserved.

A second force of M,T,Bs, were sent out but failed to

make contact with the target as the enemy surface force had

entered Boulogne at 2135 hours.

Nothing could be done by aircraft that night, but No,16
Group were ready with reconnaissance and strike aircraft as

soon as the weather permitted,
patrols were laid on for the morning of the 4th and a force of

torpedo bombers were standing-by at Thorney Island to strike

on receipt of the first sighting report,
also warned to be prepared for strike and search as soon as
the weather allovred.

The darm HACK and HABO

No, 19 GrouiD v/ere

Three Beauforts of No. 42 Squadron amed

CH/GIO/3/12

with torpedoes were available at St, Eval, and three
Beaufighters of No.236 Squadron to act as a diversion dixcing
the torpedo attack.

Fighter Command had also been v/arned in case they were

called upon to provide a fighter escort in the event of a

•Roadstead* operation being necessary, and later expressed
their willingness to supply a wing of long range fighters for
protection purposes.

In addition to the two routine patrols a P. R.U. recon
naissance was laid on for Cherbourg - Le Havre - Boulogne.
The hopeful forecast of the previous evening failed to
materialise for when the dawn came on the 4th there were over
cast skies with thick haze at the eastern end of the Channel,
and patches of fog elsewhere. In consequence, the dawn
EACH and HABO patrols were cancelled and likewise the photo
graphic reconnaissance, conditions for which being hopeless.
There had been no indications from C»H,L,, that the ship had
left Boulogne and this was later confirmed by a *JIM CROW of

Fighter Command (No.11 Group) which had managed to take a
peep at Boulogne harbour during a brief lifting of the fog and
had identified a merchant vessel of at least 3P00 tons tied up
about two hundred yards from the entrance. The description
of the ship was; one funnel, two well-decks, two fairly high
masts. A second 'JIM CROW at midday amplified this descrip
tion after a much closer scrutiny, including two runs over the
vessel, had been achieved. At 1216 hours a small tanker-like
vessel was approaching the merchant vessel and there was one

flakship in the outer harbour entrance. At 1224 hours.
No,11 Group stations generally became unserviceable but it was

hoped to fly-off one aircraft at a time to keep a constant
watch on Boulogne.

In the meantime V.A. Dover had planned to send out a force

of M. T.Es, supported bj'" M.G.Bs, to patrol that night as fair

south as Fe'camp, and C.-in-C., Plymouth was also going to
despatch some M.Ls, to the Cherbourg area, in case the raider
resumed her voyage after dusk. It was expected that she would

call at another of the Channel ports before making her final
departure.

At 1500 hours all No.19 Group's stations became unservice
able owing to fog, and as No,16 Group had been out all day,
there was nothing further to be done that night except to
await news from the C.H.L. chain if she moved out of Boiologne.
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Further proposals for air operations to take place on the

5th were made hy No,16 and 19 Groups, included a Beaufighter
reconnaissance at first light from Ushant to Cherboixrg, a

torpedo strike force with fighter escort to stand-by to act on

the Beaufighter's reports and a Sunderland crossover patrol on
about seven degrees west to cover the mouth of the Channel.

By dawn on the 5th nothing ha,d been seen on C.H. L. nor

had any information come in by other means.

Low cloud and drizzle over Boulogne precluded any P,R, U,

sorties or JIM CROW at first, but towards midday an effort

was made and a report was brought back by JIM CROW that, at
1125 hours the 3>0OO ton M. V. was still in Boulogne,
hours later another report stated that a 3)000 ton merchant
ship had been sighted in Boulogne outer harbour heading vrest.

Six

Earlier in the day the Admiralty had enquired whether
Fighter Command cotild do anything with Hurribombers or Bomber
Command with medium bombers, but the reply was the same from
both Commands i.e. that the weather was against the ship being
tackled in harbour.

During the night 5th/6th, the weather again precluded any
air operations.

By the late morning of 6 December, the weather had
improved sufficiently to allow P.R.U. to get an aircraft
through to Boulogne, and at 1245 hours a visual was obtained
on a medium sized merchant vessel at anchor in the outer
harboiir,

revealed a ship of about two hundred feet long and the inter
preters were confident that this ship was there on 27th and
29th November.

A riish interpretation of the photographs taken

As all photographic light had gone for the day, the next
best thing was to await the daylight and send over another
P,R,U. aircraft to confirm this discovery.

In squally conditions but with fair periods and visibility
at five to ten miles, a JDVI GROW reported at I030 hours on the

7th that the ^,000 ton ship in the outer harbour had gone.
This was later confirmed by the r\ish interpretation of the
photograplis taken by the P. R. U. reconnaissance of Boulogne
that morning,
photographs revealed was a single large unit of 350 feet long
in the inner harbour, obviously riding light.

After this disquietening report the Admiralty were anxious
to get news of the P. R. U. Cherbourg reconnaissance to see
v/hether the raider was in that port, and if that was unsxic-
cessful for something else to be done before dark in an
endeavour to check the raider's whereabouts.

Hov/ever, just about the time that the rush interpretation
was made available a Beaufighter (q/236) had taken off from
St. Eval on the hazardous job of making a visual of Cherbourg
harbour,

several rims over the port, the pilot was convinced that the
ship he was briefed to locate was not present,
interpretation revealed the same disappointing news that the
raider was not in Cherbourg,

From this information, the Admiralty concluded that the
raider had probably gone right through the Channel and out
into the Atlantic,

The whole hanbour was covered and all the

A landfall was made at 1732 hours and after making

The rush
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Although all aircraft engaged on routine patrols in the

South Yfestern approaches and the Bay of Biscay were briefed to
keep a look-out for her, she evaded all searches and made the
safety of a Biscay port where she remained until raid-Jammry,
1942, before proceeding on her second and last raiding cruise
to Par Eastern watersc;

(5) Operations - Concluding phase for November, 1941

Reverting to the 30 November, as compensation for the
failure to destroy such a valuable prize as an incoming armed
merchant raider, anti-shipping operations throughout the

remainder of the last day of November produced some promising
results.

Three Beauforts (Y.R.U/86) and four Hudsons (E,M,N,K/407)
were despatched on normal NOl'IAD and ROVER patrols off the
Dutch coast and Frisian Islands during the afternoon. Off

Borkura, one of the Beauforts (u/86) sighted a convoy of five
merchant vessels of 500-4,000 tons and attacked one of the
larger vessels from fifty feet. Two of the bombs were seen
to overshoot but the position of the remainder was not observed
owing to a violent explosion which occurred amidships. This
ship of 2iP00 tons was assessed as 'seriously damaged', (0 A
Hudson (1^407) sighted a convoy of twelve merchant vessels and
two flak ships west of Borkum, and attacked from twenty feet.
The bomb bursts were not seen but smoke and steam were obsei'ved

issuing from the target on the portside aft. Although a
vessel of 6p00 tons was selected for attack, it transpired
later that a vessel named 'Olaf Maersk* of 1,950 tons was sunk
during this attack. Another sinking by a Hudson (N/407)
claimed a few minutes earlier and nearer to Borkum when a
1,500 ton ship, one of a convoy of nine vessels was found on a
westerly course at eight knots. Subsequent to the attack
which was made from thirty feet, a large cloud of smoke was
seen coming from the bow of the ship which was also observed
to be listing heavily and well dovm by the head,
was assessed as

1,250 tons.

was

This vessel

sunk' and later confirmed as the 'Ester' of1

CII/GI/30/II
CB/G2/20/^ 1
Gn/G3/50/-\ 1
H.Q.0.0.
Narrative

d/d 30.11.41

On this auspicio'us note the operations for November
concluded, and although the tonnage assessed as sunk was not
as large as the previous month a good deal more shipping
tonnage was believed to have been disabled, and would need
repair before it could be brouglat back into seiwice,

(6) Coastal Command assumes responsibility in the
Yifill'ielmshaven to Cherbourg area

During this month, the vexed question of No. 2 (Bomber)
Group's daylight offensive in the Cherbourg to Wilhelmshaven

had been made the subject of much correspondence between
the Air Officers Commanding-in-Chief Bomber and Coastal

The situation had been eased, however, by the fact
that the A,0,C,-in-C, Bomber Command had decided to recommend
to the Air Ministry that No.2 Group should be relieved of
shipping attacks and revert to a night offensive, until re
equipped with something better than the Blenheim. The high
casualty rate of this type of aircraft had now become unaccept
able, and was the sole reason for the A.O.C.-in-C.'s decision.

were

area

Command,

Co c./s. 15026
Encl.111A-123A

(1) This assessment is confirmed. It was the Norwegian ship
Svolder of 3,243 gross tons vdiich was seriously damaged
by air attack off Borkum.
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As already mentioned in section this request was
approved by the Air Ministry on 25 November, 1941, and as

regards the future equipment of No. 2 Group, it v/as pointed out
that four sq-uadrons of the Group would be re-equipped with

Boston III aircraft during the next two months,
requested by the Air Ministry that while these squadrons would

participate primarily in the roles filled by the Blenlieim, the
A.O.C.-in-G

It was also

Bomber Command was to consider the practicability
of undertaking occasional daylight sorties against shipping.
The aim would be, in co-operation with forces similarly
employed by Coastal Command to force the enemy to maintain the

present considerable scale of defences for his shipping,
was not intended that these operations should be undertaken on

more than a limited scale, but with its higher speed and

better bomb load the Boston III might occasionally be able to
undertalce effective attacks of this nature without risking
such heavy casimlties as had been experienced by the Blenlieim.
These operations were to be co-ordinated under the direction

of the A,0,C.-in-C„, Coastal Command,

• >

It

Thereby, Coastal Command assumed, once again, complete
.  responsibility for all anti-shipping operations by day and
night in the area Cherbourg to Wilhelmshaven,

(?) Operations - December 1941

During the month of December 1941, the total number of
attacks on enemy shipping in No.16 Group's operational area
showed a decline on the previous record month, and was in fact
the lowest since September, Of the thirty tvro ships of
88,097 tons attacked, only one of 8,777 tons viras assessed as
sunk and five totalling 17,300 tons damaged,(l)

Bad visibility encountered on nine days of the month,
prevented all anti-shipping operations from being carried out;
in fact throughout the period generally the poor visibility
aided much enemy shipping, including a raider, to escape
unscathed.

In vieiT of the change in policy occasioned by the with
drawal of No,2 Group's aircraft from the daylight offensive,
operations by day were resumed in the area generally by the
introduction of day ROVERS and NOMADS, and in consequence more
daylight attacks took place than for the past four months,

was encountered off Texel

and Den Holder and did not appear to be maintaining any
particular schedule.

Apart from operations against the outward bound raider
during the first vreek of the month, when the vreather was our

■ greatest enemy, the normal anti-shipping operations were also
heavily curtailed.

On 5 December, the fog had given way to cloudy and over
cast conditions v/ith show^ers in the A^orth Sea which allowed a
limited number of anti-shipping sorties to be resumed.

The majority of the shippincro

CH/G1/5/12
K,Q.G.G,
Narrative

d/d 5.12,41

E/boats had been reported operating off the coast of
East Anglia during the night 4th/5th, which resulted in two
Beaufighters (H.J./248) being sent out on an EBO the folloviring

(l) According to Lloyd's and German sources, one ship of
8,777 gross tons v/as s-unk by air attack dLiring Decemb
but none were damaged.

er,
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morning to intercept the enemy on their way hack to Texel.
No E-boats were encoimtered but a convoy of ten to fifteen

medium sized ships was sighted on a northerly course off Texel,
and one 700 ton Dutch trawler seen in the same vicinity was

subjected to a total of five machine gun ajid cannon attacks

for which an assessment of 'damaged' was awarded. ('')

The day NOMAD off the Dutch coast between the Hook and

Borkum was flown independently the three Hudsons, one (j/59)
of which had nothing of importance to record, the second
(d/59) sighted nine merchant vessels and one escort vessel
stationary off Western Ems, and the third aircraft (u/59)
attacked a 700 ton trawler, one of two sighted off Skulpen Gat,
but claimed only two near misses for which no assessment was

given.

CH/G2/5/12
H.Q.C.C.
Narrative

d/d 5.12.41

Against the convoy found b3'- D/59, the standby strike force
of six Hudsons of the same squadron was sent out to locate and

attack,

Hudson (U/59) attacked the flak flashes ffom a convoy of eight
ships off Texel, with no apparent result, and the remaining
four aircraft had no sightings to report.

One returned early due to engine trouble, a second

CH/GII/5/12
H.Q.C.C.
Narrative

d/d 5.12.41

The same night eight Hudsons of No.407 Squadron (R.C.A.P.)
were detailed for the routine ROVER patrol which was plotted
to cover the track of the large convoy of ten to fifteen ships,
sighted earlier in the day by the Beaijfighters,
exception of one aircraft v/hich bombed an estimated ]:,osition
of a convoy picked up by A.S.V. but not seen visually, the

remainder failed to sight anything owing to the poor visi-

One aircraft (E/407) failed to return.

Y/ith the

bility.

At midday on 7 December, one (e/59) of two Hudsons, on the
day NOklAD, sighted two small merchant vessels of 6/800 tons
north of Ijmuiden and attacked the leading vessel from mast

height with 3 x 2501b GJ. bombs, two of which scored direct

hits. The vessel, vdiich was left in a sinking condition, was

assessed as 'seriously damaged'.!”*)

The early morning patrols of the 9th were hampered by the
uns-uitable weather conditions and produced no results, but in

the afternoon three Beauforts of No.217 Squadron from Manston

very successfully dealt with a convoy of nine merchant ships
sighted some eight to ten miles north of the Hook at 1215 hours
by aircraft of No. 12 (Fighter) Group.

A visual sighting of a convoy of eight ships was made at

1639 hours at the exact position plotted as the point of inter-

The largest ship of the convoy, a liner type of
Aircraft P/217

led the formation and passed astern of the ships as though
they were not sighted, and then turned and attacked from the
landward side,

masts and obtained three direct hits with 500 lb, G,P, bombs

near the base of the funnel,

follovred very closely but was hit by flalc as it went in, and
This aircraft eventually

Aircraft B/217
came in low over the bow of the vessel dropping 4  x 500 lb,
G.P. bombs, but the actual bursts were not seen, as the vessel

was b\arning fiercely amidships and in the forward hold,

aircraft struck one of the wire guy ropes on the forward mast

and came home with eighteen inches of wing tip missing.

ception,
some 12,000 tons, was singled out for attack.

The first aircraft passed between the ship's

The second aircraft K/217,

the port engine was soon ablaze,
struck the water ahead of the target ship.

This

No.217 Sqdn.
O.R.B.

Dec. 1941

(1) There is no confirmation of this assessment.
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CE/G6/9/12
ii.Q.G.C.
Narrative

d/d 9.12.41

A second strike of four Husons of Wo.40? Squadron arrived
in the area at I7IO hours and one aircraft immediately sighted
a convoy of five merchant vessels and Wo flak ships, all
stationary. The largest merchant ship was borning fiercely
from bows to superstructure. Aircraft O/4O7 attacked a
mercnant ship of 3/4000 tons standing by, and claimed a direct
hit amidships with a 250 lb. G.P. bomb. Masses of debris
were flung into the air. Another Hudson, N/407, also located
the convoy on A.S.V. at fourteen miles and visually sighted
the largest vessel on fire. At I725 hours an attack was made
on a ship of 3/4000 tons but there were no visible results.

GH/GII/9/I2 A third strike force of four Hudsons of Wo.59 Squadron
was sent out to try and find the remainder of this convoy,
but one was forced to return early owing to engine trouble and
two others came back without sighting anytihing. The fourth
aircraft (j/59), however, was successful in finding the liner
still blazing at 2243 hours off the Dutch coast north of
Egmond, and delivered a further attack vd.th 3 x 250 lb. G.P.
bombs from two thousand feet, but no results were seen.

E.S.L.A.C. The liner turned out to be the German
* Madrid* of 8,777 tons virhich
and credited to Beaufort P/217 Squadron, and in addition^'
’damage* to a 3/4OOO ton merchant ship was awarded to Hudson
0/407 Squadron.

Fairly extensive sea fog patches blotted out operations
on 10 December, but improved conditions during the following
day permitted the routine patrols to be flown which resulted
in only a machine guin attack on two fishing vessels by
Hudson (P/59).

passenger ship
was assessed as a 'total loss*

one

CH/G3/1 2/1 2
GH/G2/12/12
H.Q.C.C.
Narrative

d/d 12.12.41

During the early morning of the 12th, patrols off the
Dutch coast were cancelled oh account of the weather,
later, the day NOiiAD and ROVERS were able to take-off.
During the course of the NOMAD patrols, twelve trawlers, three
small merchant vessels of 200 tons each, and a medium sized
merchant vessel of 4,500 tons v/ith three escort vessels was
sighted south of Heligoland. The large merchant ship was
attacked by Hudson V/407 but owing to evasive action results
were not observed.

but

On the ROVER patrol, during a driving rainstorai at I050
hours two enemy destroyers were sighted by Hudson j/59 on a
northerly course south of Den Holder. An immediate attack
was made from mast height with 3 x 250 1b. G.P. bombs, but as
the aircraft entered cloud results were not obsezwed.
aircraft’s ]¥/T was unserviceable no first sighting report
could be made, therefore it was not uiitil the aircraft landed
at base some two hours later that the information was handed-

The Treather had by then deteriorated and would not
permit a further strike force to get off inmediately but, six
Beauforts, armed with torpedoes, v/ere brought to iiBmediate
readiness for an attack as soon as the weather improved.

Meanwhile a JDi CROW reported a convoy of nine ships
including a 6000 ton vessel, seven miles north of the Hook of
Holland on a northerly course, and all available aircraft of
No.407 Squadron were brought to immediate readiness
with this force.

Both strikes got off at I4I5 hours,

bix of the Hudsons returned without sighting anyrthing and
reported lack of cloud cover off the Dutch coast, the seventh

As the

in.

to deal

CH/G5/1 2/12
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aircraft reached the coast but the absence of good cover
decided a return to base,

the vicinity, and although a brief exchange of shots took
place, both aircraft altered course for home with no apparent
damage.

This aircraft sighted an ME,110 in

GH/G4/1 2/1 2 Of the seven Beauforts sent out to locate and attack the

two destroyers with the convoy of nine merchant siiips
secondary target, tl'iree returned to base owing to lack of cloud
cover and the remainder failed to find either target.

A Tifellington of Wo. 221 Squadron v^-as despatched later that
night to try and find the convoy of nine merchant ships but
was also unsuccessful.

The pre-davm ROVER of the 13th by three Hudsons of N0.4.O7
Squadron located and damaged one 8000 ton and one 4OOO ton
merchant ship.
0511 hours by W/407 Squadron which claimed a direct hit with a
250 lb, S.A.P, while the second ship, one of a convoy of ten,
was picked up by A.S.V. and attacked off Arneland at 0545 hours
by 0/407 Squadron,
riding light was blown a considerable distance into the s

as a

The first vessel was attacked off Texel at

A direct hit v/as claimed and the vessel' s
ea.

gh/Ct7/i 2/12

CH/GI4/I2/I2

HoQ.C.G.
Controllers

and Waval

Staff Logs

Another outward bound raider scare flared up that night
when at 2127 hours it was reported by C.H.L. Dover that a very

large ship 'with a torpedo boat escort had been picked up some
seven miles north of Gravelines, on a westerly course at nine*"
teen knots. By 2305 hours she had passed Gris Nez but had
then stopped off Boulogne about an hour only to resume her
voyage at OO4O hours at a reduced speed of 12/14 knots,
ship was using the same W/T call sign as that of Raider 'B'
27 Woveraber,

This

on

Immediate action by M.T.B.'s or aircraft was ruled out by
the weather, but a photographic reconnaissance of Gherbouirg
was laid on for the first photographic light of the 14th, in
addition to which a Fighter Command JIM CROW and  a patrol
between Cherbourg and Cap d'Antifer by one Hudson of No, 16
Group was also arranged.

There was a south-westerly gale in the Channel at this
time and it was therefore anticipated that the ship would
probably make good not much more than twelve knots which vrould
bring her off Cherbourg about noon.

By midday on the I4th, it was considered by V.A. Dover
that she must have put into Le Havre, as the Hudson T/hich
went from Cherbourg to Le Treport coastwise with visilibity
at twenty miles from O904 to 0945 hours had seen nothing
resembling the target,

arrangements were made to continue the search in
the Channel fi’om Le Havre to Brest by aircraft of No. 16 and 19
Groups, and although the plans were curtailed by the thick
weather on the French side, nothing further
of the ship.

The coast from Dunkirk to Nordeney ?/as patrolled by two
Hudsons during the morning of the 15th, by a Beaufort in the
^ternoon and by three Hudsons in the evening, one of v^hich
failed to return (H/407), The net resiiLt was the sighting of

convoy of sixteen merchant ships at I64O hours on  a westerly
cowse north of Schieimomikoog, one of which was attacked by
a Hudson aircraft (0/407) with 4 x 2501b. S.A.P. from fifty
leet, but owing to evasive action resiuLts were unobserved.

SECRET
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This aircraft was followed hack to base hy a twin-engined
enemy aircraft and as O/407 was taxying to dispersal and the
flare had just been extinguished, the enemy opened fire, but
cai:ised no damage.

CH/G1/16/12 As the result of two sightings of southbound convoys by
a Beaufighter engaged on a RECGO patrol between the Hook of

Holland and Texel on the mofning of the 16th, a •ROADSTE/iD'
operation was organised, and a strike force consisting of

three Beauforts of No. 21 7 Squadron, four Beaufighterscf No.248
Squdron and twelve long range Spitfires of Nos.19 and 152
Squadrons was despatched to the area during the afternoon.

One Beaufighter returned owing to a defect in the under
carriage, but the remainder of the force located two convoys
off the Hook of Holland and also one large merchant ship of
10/15000 tons closely escorted by two flakships.

Beaufort Z/217 proceeded to attack the large merchant
vessel with a torpedo lamched from fifty feet at one thousand
yards range. It was estimated that this torpedo struck
of the escorting flakships as lange columns of grey smoke ?rere
seen to rise from one of these vessels.

At the same time but a little further to the north,
Beaufort j/217 attacked a merchant ship of approximately 3j000
tons, with a torpedo launched from fifty feet, but there was
no visible result.

The third Beaufort (B/2I7) attacked a convoy of one
mex-chant ship of 5,000 tons and six others of less than 1,000
tons, off the Hague. Although the course of the torpedo
observed and thought to be accurate, no results were seen.

one

was

With machine gun and cannon the three Beaufighters
(Q.V.U./248) attacked the shipping generally and it was claimed
that some damage was done as well as causing considerable con
fusion among the ships.

Heavy and accurate flak was encountered by all the
aircraft but no serious damage was sustained.

Throughout the remainder of the month a further seven
attacks were made on
result.

enemy shipping but only one produced any

CH/G5/28/12 On the evening of 28 December during the moonlight period,
ten Hudsons of No,407 Squadron were despatched to strike at a
convoy of twelve merchant ships reported by No.12 Group air
craft at 1220 hours to be off Katwjijk on a northerly course.
Six aircraft returned to base without sighting anything'
resembling a target, and although the.remainder made
sightings off Texel only three carried out attacks,
fourth aircraft's bombs failed to release.

Hudson 1/407 attacked a merchantman of 5,000 tons, with
4 X 2501b. S.A.P. bombs from forty feet, of which one was seen
to burst amidships and another hit the ship's seaward side.
Heavy flak and machine gun fire was e
was assessed as seriously damaged.(1)

The other two Hudsons (j and E/407) made similar attacks
on merchant ships of 5j000 and 7>000 tons respectively but
there were no visible results, although; in the former attack.

various

as the

ncountered. The vessel

(1) There is no confirmation of this assessment.
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only the last bomb of the stick was seen to overshoot into the
sea. Very intense and accurate flak was put-up by all ships.

This was the last attack on enemy merchant shipping of
the year, in No.16 Group's operational area, as the weather
prevented any further anti-shipping operations.

Although the routine patrols in the English Channel,
excluding the Dover Straits, were maintained as far as the
weather vrould allow, no attacks developed there.during the
month,

(vi) The Norwegian Coast

(a) Policy

There were two regions, i. e. the NoiTwegian Coast and the
Bay of Biscay, v^rhich were unaffected by the division of
ponsibility by areas and there?ore remained the sole charge of
Coastal Command for anti-shipping operations by day and night.

res-

C.C./S.I5094
Enel. 1A

Of the two areas, the Norwegian coast v/as, during the
period covered by this chapter, the most important and offered
numerically more opportmity in ships.

Amongst the many duties performed by the aircraft of
No. 18 Group in this northern area, the coast of Norv/ay from
Trondheim to Kristiansand South was covered,
allowed, by a series of reconnaissance patrols
ance with the policy laid down by Headquarters, Coastal
Command.

tin
the weath

in accord

er

-

The original object of these reconnaissances were
briefly:-

(a) To locate and report enemy coastal shipping in order
that strike aircraft may be directed to attack,

(b) To give warning of an attempt by enemy major units,
armed merchant raiders or supply ships, to break out into
the Atlantic,

(c) To provide information about the enemy's invasion
preparations.

This policy was formulated in December 1940, but in the
light of experience gained during the first half of 1941,
certain modifications were effected in order that economies
could be made and the available aircraft used to the best
advantage. ,

c.c./s.15080(11)
End. 22a

For instance, on the subject of enemy invasion prepara-
,  tions, the Chiefs of Staff had recently examined the effect of
German operations in Russia on the probability of an attempt
at invasion of this country during the autumn and had decided
that although it remained of the greatest importance that
there should be no relaxation in our preparations for defence,
the Services generally could expect from now on

(1) Patrol. STAB - Stadtlandet to Bergen
Patrol BERT - Bergen to Stavanger
Patrol STAND - Stavanger to Kristiansand South; seven
Patrol HORNLI - Horns Reef to Lister ) days.

(2) Patrol TROST - Trondhiem to Stadtlandet) Ifl/hen conditions
Patrol SLEEVE - Skaggerak.
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(i.e, August 1941) to receive one month's notice of impending
invasion,

longer required at frequent intervals for anti-invasion pur
poses.

Therefore the above reconnaissances wei'e no

Again, the Naval Authorities had agreed that visual recon
naissance of the whole of the Norwegian coast from Tronheim
southwards was not required to find raiders breaking out,
providing the area was covered as frequently as possible by
photographic reconnaissance, a form which was much more effect
ive in view of the intricacies of the coastline,

P.E.U. was prevented by vreather over five consecutive days a
visual reconnaissance vrould be required.

But if

Thus it was now po ible to concentrate the available

aircraft on the task of locating and attacking enemy merchant
shipping, except in the event of a particular situation aris
ing, of which a warning woifLd be given, when the roles of
either anti-invasion or anti-raider would take precedence
the operations against merchant coastal shipping.

ss

over

As far as the finding of targets v/as concerned, the enemy
shipping sailing up and down the coast between Stadtlandet and
Stavanger used the Inner Leads(I) and therefore
naissance on this section of the coastline sometimes failed to
locate a proportion of the traffic underway. Wien  a convoy
was found it was invariably attacked by the reconnaissance
aircraft, but experience had shown that these target
difficult to re-locate by a strike force,
largely to the length of time which elapsed between the sight
ing and the arrival of the strike despatched from one of
No,18 Group's stations.

Furthermore, adequate cloud cover was an essential
requirement to enable the aircraft to enter and search in the
Fjords, imless undue risks were to be taken by way of almost
certain encoimters with superior enemy forces.

Escort by the existing long range fighters of the
Command, which were predominately Blenheims, was out of the
question, as experience had proved to our cost that they were
easily outclassed by the ME.110 and ME. 109.

a visual recon-

s were

This was due

c.o/s. 15205
Enel.25A Therefore, the current policy was for the G.R. aircraft

to fly at a low altitude over the North Sea to the Norwegian
coast, and then, by taking fiiLl advantages of cloud cover,
make a quick sweep into the fjords and if a target was found
to carry out an attack. To dispense with the unsound and
hazardous procedure of the strike aircraft having to search
for a target, full use was made of the available interpreta
tions by the regular photographic reconnaissance.

In addition to the routine coastal reconnaissance patrols
an occasional ROVER was flown, which, at this time of the year
was in daylight, but as the perpetual twili^t ceased, they
were laid on especially during the moonlight periods.

Attacks against shipping in the principal ports such
Bergen, Stavanger, Oslo etc., were occasionally attempted vdien
conditions were favourable and photographic reconnaissance had
revealed some worth while targets,
or ROVER failed to locate

were fa-vourably placed.

as

Also, if a strike force
a primary target at sea, and they

a secondary task of bombing ships in

(1) For routes up and down the Norwegian coast
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port was sometimes allocated,
they generally struck Virharves, warehouses, slipways, hiiilding
berths, or other property generally allied to ships and ship
ping.

If the bombs missed the target.

At the end of June 1941, the forces available to the
currentA.0,0., No. 18 Group for the implementation of the

anti-shipping policy consisted of one Hudson, / one Hudson/
Anson, (2} tvro Blenlaeim bomber(3) and one Beaufort torpedo
bomber(4j squadrons for
one Blenheim fighter(5)
naissance and one flight of Spitfires

reconnaissance and strike purpose;
squadron for protection and recen

cy) for photographic
reconnaissance.

Like the other Groups of the Command, the shortage of

available aircraft m.ade it impossible, in view of the many
other commitments, to devote the whole of these squadrons to

anti-merchant shipping operations. A major diversion,
especially in the first six months of 1942, were the opera
tions covering the movement of the enemy major units up and
down the Norwegian coast,(?) which absorbed the majority of
the available aircraft for long periods on coastwise and ocean

patrols.

In the summer of 1941, a- number of changes in the dis

position of squadrons also took place within No.18 Group, the
benefit of which was not felt for many months.

Under an earlier arrangement between the Cs.-in-C
Coastal and Bomber Commands, N0.II4 Squadron was returned to

its parent Command on 19 July, v/-hich left the Group deficient
of a strike squadron. This was remedied early in August by
the formation of another Beaufort torpedo bomber squadron at

Leuchars,(8) but the increasing demands of strategic require
ments in the Mediterranean, resulted in a chronic lack of

Beauforts for use in Home waters, and hindered the squadron's
progress towards operational fitness; in fact by the end of

the year there were only four aircraft in the squadron.

Further additions to the Group under an existing Command
expansion scheme(9) were made at this time and consisted of
two long range fighter squadrons(1^) which were chiefly for
trade protection and interception duties, but on occasions
they Trere used for reconnaissance purposes off the Norwegian
coast. Here again the drain of crews and aircraft for the

reqiiirements of the Mediterranean delayed the full operational
statios for many months. Meanwhile they were only of nominal

use to the Group,

(b) Operations - June to September 1941

The period under review commenced on a modest note on

15 June 1941, with an unsuccessful torpedo strike by six

• >

1 No. 220 Squadron at Wick,
No,320 (Dutch) Squadron at Leuchars,
No.608 Squadron at Thornaby, and No,114 Squadron at
Leuchars (on loan from Bomber Command).
No,42 Squadron at Leuchars,
No,235 Squadron at Dyce with a detachment at Sumburgh

Flight, P.R.U. at Wick,
For full details see chapter VII.
No.489 (R.N.A.F.) Squadron.
For fixLl details see Chapter I.
No,404 (R.C.A.F,) Squadron (Blenheims) forming at Skitten.
No.143 Squadron (Beaufighters) forming at Thornaby,
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Beaxjforts of No.42 Sqiaadron from Leuchars.

For the rest of the month, one or more routine patrols
flown every day except the last when banks of fog and

The only

H.Q. No, 18 Group
0,R,B, June 194"^ were

loT/ cloud precluded all anti-shipping operations,
possible target which appeared in the area during this period

24 June when Blenlieim L/235 on Trost, sighted a large
merchant vessel about 15^000 tons, believed to be  a troopship,
escorted by one destroyer north of Stadtlandet on an easterly
course at ten knots,

despatched to the area, but failed to locate the target.
Three ROVEEiS were flown during the period, but no suitable

targets were found.

was on

A strike force of three Beauforts was

The month of July appeared to be much more profitable.
Of the ti/venty-six ships of 53.031 tons attacked, three total

ling 5j381 gross tons were assessed sunk, and seven totalling
18,950 grot>s tons, damaged, Cw
Blenheims and one Spitfire,
eight tons of bombs were expended.

Although the total effort on anti-shipping operations for

August compared very favourably with the previous month, enemy
shipping sighted and attacked showed a substantial decrease

with a consequent reduction in successes,
merchant ships of 34,700 tons attacked, only five totalling
11,000 tons was assessed as damaged,(2j
age of six Hudsons, one Beaufort and one Blenheim was one

hundred per cent higher than the month of July,
therefore, that the bomb tonnage for the month was lower by
one third, by reason of the reduced number of attacks, and

only one toxpiedo was released during this period.

for the loss of one Hudson, two
Six torpedoes and just over

Of the sixteen

vdiereas our o'vvn ivast-

It followed,

The weather was fair throughout the- month and did not

appear to interfere imduly with operations except on four days
when -unfavourable conditions closed down all stations in the

Group.

The decline in the number of attacks made against enemy

merchant shipping off the Norwegian coast during August was

continued throughout September, but the ainount of tonnage
involved increased by nearly twenty thousand tons.

A significant feature among the weapons released during
the period was the marked increase in the use of torpedoes.

Of the four-teen ships of 53^430 tons attacked, two
totalling 10,989 tons were assessed as sunk and five totalling
18,441 tons, damaged.(3) The two sinkings and one damaged
(5,500 tons) were claimed as the result of torpedo attacks.

Weapons released during the month amounted to three tons
of bombs and eleven torpedoes.

(1) According to Lloyd's and the German sources, three ships
totalling 1 ,498 gross tons were sunk by air attack during
the month. There is no confirmation of any ships damaged
during the month -under this ca-use.

During Auguist there is confirmation of only one ship of

125 gross tons being sunk by air attack and t-wo ships
of 994 gross tons being damaged.
Prom the records available for September, -two ships of
5,449 gross tons is shoivn as sunk by air attack and two

ships totalling 6,215 gross tons are mentioned as damaged
by the same means.

(2)

(3)
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Wastage among the aircraft engaged in anti-merchant
shipping operations totalled four, comprising one Spitfire
(P.R.U.y, one Blenheim (t/235) on TROST, one Hudson(H/608) on
HOEMjI and one Beaufort (W/22) on a STRIKE.

An important diversion from operations against merchant
tonnage, was the effort required to keep watch on the movements
of the enemy major naval unit (Admiral Von Scheer) at Oslo
between Ath and 18th of the month lest a hreahout into the

Atlantic was attempted. (0

The weather from an operational point of view had very
little adverse effect on the Group's anti-shipping activities

with the exception of one day i, e. 2?th, when no operations
were possible, and the odd day when one or more stations were
closed down for a fevf hours by local conditions,

(c) A plan to effect further economy in the use of aircraft

c.C/S.15094
Enel.1a-12a

Early in September , the operational role of No. 18
Group was reviewed by the Air Officer Commanding for the pur
pose of effecting further economies in the use of aircraft.

An appreciation in respect of anti-shipping operations
along the Norwegian coast in particular, with suggestions for

increasing the striking value of patrols, was submitted to

Headquarters, Coastal Command on 9 September, 1941, Tor

approval.

The difficulties encountered by the reconnaissance air

craft in finding targets in the maze of fjords, and their re

location by the strike forces was fully stressed; likewise
the superiority of the enemy fighter opposition which could be

expected.

It was then pointed out that apart from the small area
off Stadtlandet, the most favourable area for attacks on

shipping was between Stavanger and the Naze, because it was,
in comparison with the remainder of the shipping lanes,- clear

of the natural protection provided by fjords in ¥\rhich the

enemy so effectively sheltered from air attack.

In order to obtain information about the passage of ships
along this stretch of coastline it v/ould be necessary to search

not only the area Stavanger to the Naze, but a limited region
on either side so as to locate the shipping which would
ultimately enter the assailable area v/ithin a given time.

To achieve this two special reconnaissances had been
planned which were, originally, to be named 'PLATE* and .
'SAUCER', but were subsequently altered to 'CUP' and 'SAUCER* (2)
They were to be floTO at frequent intervals througliout twenty-
four hours so far as the vreather permitted, and arranged at

such times as to ensure as far as possible against ships

1 For details see Chapter VII, section one.
'CUP* - a reconnaissance in tloree sections from Marsten

Light (G0.O7N - 05.02E) to Egersund (58.26N - 05.52E).
'SAUCER' - a reconnaissance in three sections from

Egersund (58.26N - 05.52E) to the Naze (57.59N - 07.30E)
thence eastwards following the coast to 08 degrees East

and Hantsholm Light (57.08N - O8.36E). See Map XIV
for location.

2
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making the passage unohserved. The probability of  a good
E.D.P. netyrork existing along this stretch of coastline and
the proximity of four German fighter aerodromes, made adequate
cloud cover a necessity if these reconnaissances were to be
done effectively.

If a particiilar situation arose, however,
would be abandoned and the existing
instituted.

I
Cup and Saucer

reconnaissances re-

'

The Air Officer Commanding No,18 Group concluded the
appreciation by stating that under this jjroposed scheme he
felt that aircraft would have much better chance of actually
destroying eneny?- ships.

In accordance with the decision made by the A.O.C.-in-C
at a Staff Meeting held at H,Q,C.G., on 20 September, 1941, the
proposed new scheme of patrols as applied to the existing
visual and photographic reconnaissance plan(l) was submitted
to higher authority for approval. On 28 October, 1941, the
Admiralty's concurrence in the revised plan of reconnaissance
for the Norvyegian coast, v/as received and communicated to
No,18 Group with a request to implement the courses of action
outlined, forthwith.

However, in vlevf of the continued alarms concerning the
probable brealc-out of the Admiral Scheer during the first
three weeks of November, it was not possible to cominence
*GUP and SAUCER' until the 23rd of the month.

•}

RO/GI/23/1 1

As a further step in the principle of economy in recon
naissance aircraft, H.Q.C.G., in co-operation with D.D.O.H.,
instructed No.18 Group on 15th November, 1941, to fly a
shortened version(2) of TROST, if P.R.U. had failed on five
consecutive days.

(<1-) The value of A. S.V, on the Norvyegian coast

ibid

End. 24a
and 3a

Of growing importance in this area as bad weather and the
longer nights increased was the question relating to the value
of A.S.V. on really dark nights near the Norwegian coast.
With so many islands with high hills and mountains often
coming down to the yyaters edge, great difficulty had been
ejcperienced in detecting a target, except by an A.S.V.
operator vriiose skill v/as much above the average, or, if the
target was at least six or seven miles off the coast,
there were fewer hills and islands, however, such as the area
between Stavanger and the Naze, a ship could be detected as
near as one mile off the coast, although this was not alv/ays
feasible.

Where

Another important matter concerned the identification of

(l) The courses of action outlined were:-
(i) A daily reconnaissance of the coast from Trondheim to
Kristiansund South whenever weather permitted,

(ii) A reconnaissance from Trondheim to 62 degrees North
to be flown T,rhenever photographic reconnaissance failed

(TROST).
(iii) Visual reconnaissance of the coast between

Stadtlandet and Stavanger if photographic reconnaissance
had failed on five consecutive days.

(2) Bet ween 62 degrees and 63 degrees North, as shipping
could sail in the fjords north of this latitude, ydiich
therefore, rendered reconnaissance less effective.
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the target once it had been detected,
moonless or otherwise dark night it was necessary to employ
flares.

Group was the four and a half inch, which owing to a delay
fuse of seven seconds and its rate of fall thereafter, required
a minimum cloud base of 1,400 feet to obtain one minute’s illu
mination,

as this ignited almost immediately after leaving the aircraft,
a cloud base of 800 feet would give just over one minute's
illumination.

To achieve this on a

The only available reconnaissance flaire in No. 18

A four inch training flare was also available and

To avoid wasteful flying on night reconnaissance along
the Norwegian coastline in conditions where there was insuf

ficient light for direct visual reconnaissance, it therefore
seemed feasible to deduce from these facts thatj-

(i) It was useless to attempt any reconnaissance relying
on A.S.V. off the Norwegian coast except between
Stavanger and the Nase, and

(ii) a reconnaissance was worth attempting in this area
providing the cloud base was at a suitable altitude to

allow at least one minute's illumination according to the

type of flare in use, also, providing the weather v^ras
moderately clear, i.e. without mist, rain or snow, in
order to avoid halo effect.

Before the A,0.0., No. 18 Group gave a final decision on

these two matters in respect of night reconnaissance, he

approached H. Q.C.C., and received their agreement with this

policy on 1 December, 1941 with the one qualification of cloud

and visibility conditions,

(e) Operations - October to December 1941

(l) October

Of outstanding importance during the month of October was

the increase in the number of attacks made on enemy merchant

shipping in this area,
surpassed both in the number of ships and the amount of ton

nage involved; in point of fact it proved to be the highest
total of the year 1941.

All previous monthly totals were

In the assessed results, however, the tonnage sunk was

lower than the previous month, but damage was well above any
thing previously recorded.

Of the forty-three ships of 104,669 tons (estimated)
attacked, six totalling 7,290 tons were assessed as sunk and
twelve, totalling 32,479 tons, damaged, (w

In spite of the modified torpedo bombing policy announced
during the month by the A.O.C.-in-C., the chief weapon was the
bomb, of which 19.12 tons were used; only one torpedo was
released.

With an increase in activity, the wastage among the air
craft showed an upward trend. Seven aircraft came within
the category of 'total loss' for the month's anti-shipping

(l) According to post war records, five ships of 4,969 gross
tons were sunk and three ships of 2,939 gross tons v/ere
damaged in the Norvray area during Octooer,
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reconnaissance and strike activities(l), which was not excessive
especially in view of the fact that the policy of very low
level attacks was "being pursued with the utmost vigour in spite
of the enemy's defensive tactics.

The first 'damage' claim of the month was made on
2 October by a Beaufort of No.42 Squadron engaged on a ROVER
patrol in the Bergen area. At 1346 hours aircraft C/42 was
proceeding coastwise in a southerly direction west of Bergen,
when one merchant vessel of about 1,000 tons on a northerly
course yyas sighted aliead. One mile astern of this ship, was
another of about 2,000 tons. Both ships were attacked from
mast heiglat with 5001b. bombs, and the rear gunner believed
there was at least one hit on the leading vessel. Having
2 X 2501b. bombs left, the pilot attacked a factory at Mjovik
before returning to base.

Another ROVER taking place at the smae time in the TROST
area claimed hits on a cargo liner, estimated to be of 10/
15,000 tons found north of Aalesuind,
made with 4 x 2501b. G.P, bombs but it was believed they failed
to explode, A strike force of two Beauforts from the same

squiadron were ordered off to follow-up this attack, but bad
weather resulted in the sortie being abandoned,

A period of continuous rain or drizzle with lo^w stratus
and fog persisted for the next six days and closed down most
of the stations in the Group,
graphic reconnaissance sortie and two ROVERS were able to take

off and during a brief fair spell, attacked a stationary
merchant ship in Leirvik Bay but v/ithout result,
failed to return from the ROVER in the STAB area.

An improvement in the weather on 9 October allowed a
general resunption of anti-shipping operations throughout
No. 18 Group

A photographic reconnaissance from Trondheim to Oslo was
ordered and completed by a Mosquito aircraft from Wick.
During the course of the reconnaissance, a suitable target T/as
found at Aalesund, but owing to the lack of cloud cover a day
light strike was not feasible,

ever, a night attack was considered to be practicable,
Hudsons of No. 220 Squiadron participated in this strike of which
six dropped bombs on the dock area, one attacked  a 2,000 ton
merchant ship south of Bremanger Island and claimed one hit,
two returned to base without making a sighting and one turned
back owing to engine trouble.

On 11 October, four Hudsons of No.220 Squadron
detailed for a moonlight ROVER in the STAB area,
midnight, one of the Hudsons P/220, sighted a convoy of two
merchant vessels and two escorts in Sogne Fjord, and carried
out a low level attack from twenty feet with 4 x 2501b. bombs
and claimed two hits amidships on the largest vessel estimated
to be of 4,500 tons,(2)

A moonlight R0"VER in the Trost area during the early hours
of the 12th was the next sortie to carry out an attack and
record a damage claim. Having made a landfall south of

A low level attack was

On the 4th, however, a photo-

One Hudson

In view of the moonlight how-
Ten

were

Just before

RO/93/2/10
H.Q.

No.18 Group
Narrative,

d/d 2.10,41

EO/93/2A
H.Q.

No.18 Group
Narrative

RO/9 6/4/10
RO/94/4/10

RO/91/9/10

H.Q.

No.18 Group
Narrative

d/d 9.10.44

H.Q.

No,18 Group
Nanrative

d/d 11.10.41

RO/96/11/10

(1) Two Hudsons on ROVERS, two Beauforts on STRIKES,
Hudsons on STAB and one Catalina on photographic
reconnaissance,

(2) According to post war records a vessel of 245 tons was
sunlc in this area on the night of the 11 October.
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Grip Holen at 0410 hours, Beaufort C/42 sighted,  a merchant ship
of 1000 tons at anchor just behind a small ground of islands.

An attack Viras made from fifty feet with 4 x 2501b. G,P. bombs,
and two hits amidships v/ere claimed,
the aircraft circled the ship and reported her to be in a

sinking condition.

Before leaving the scene

RO/911/1 2/10 On the same day, the photographic reconnaissance sortie
to Stavanger detected a probable target in the form of a large
merchant vessel with two escorts entering Karmsund from the

north, but although a strike force of three Beauforts was des

patched the night was too dark for anything to be seen.

At this phase of the moon, the period after midnight was

the best time for night attacks, so ROVERS were laid on to com

mence about 0250 hours in the TROST and STAB areas.

RO/91 0/1 2/10

Nothing was sighted in the TROST area during the early
ho-urs of the 13th, but two Hudsons of No, 220 Squadron, found

suitable targets on STAB and made attacks, one of which resulted

in a claim for damage. In Hjeltefjord, a naval type of vessel

resembling a corvette was sighted by A/220 and 4  x 250'lb. S.A.E
bombs were dropped from mast height, 1 During a second run over

the ship when front, turret and side guns were kept firing,
tvro violent explosions were seen, but further observation was

precluded by the intense fire from the ship resiilting in damage
to the aircraft and injuries to an air gunner. On leaving
the area at 0510 hoiors the ship was still afloat and the guns
silent.

H.Q.

No, 18 Group
Narrative

The second attack, made off Eloro (South of Bremanger)
was against a merchant vessel of 1 ,000 tons and although the
crew were

results,
ertain a hit was registered there Tvere no visiblere c

.0)

In ideal weather conditions during the morning of the
14th, a ROVEIt was flown in the STAND area and all the routine
reconnaissance areas were covered. A fair return of targets
was produced, especially in the STAND and STAB areas.

RO/92/14/10 All the Beauforts on ROVER STAND made attacks, and hits
Tlie first, on a ship

of 2,000 tons sighted west of Lister and the second, ̂
larger vessel of 8,000 tons found in the same area,(2)
ships were in convoy.

Upon the receipt of the first sighting reports, the standby
strike force of three Beauforts (P,0 and N/42) armed with tor
pedoes was ordered off thorn Leuchars, and in addition, two
Hudsons already airborne and bound for the STAB area were
diverted to search the area Obrestad to Lister,

were claimed on two merchant vessels.

on a

Both

One of the Beauforts (p/42) found two merchant ships of
1,500 and 2,000 tons on a northerly course south of Egersund,
and proceeded to attack the smaller ship with a torpedo from
fifty feet, which it was claimed, registered a hit.(3) Heavy
and light flak was experienced which damaged the aircraft and
wounded the observer,

second Beaufort (N/42) going-in to attack the larger ship, but
this aircraft failed to return to base.

The crew of this aircraft watched a

(1) According to post v/ar records a merchant vessel of 48O
tons was damaged by air attack near Ploro on
13 October 1941.

(2) There is evidence of the sinking
post war records.

of one ship of 974 tons from

(3) One ship of 277 tons is substantiated from post war records.
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The third Beaufort and two Hudsons had nothing to report.

Another sighting of two merchant vessels south of Peje
Light was made hy a Blenheim of N0.4OA Squadron during the

course of a STAB patrol, but there was no strike force avail
able for this target.

H.Q.C.C.
Controllers and

On the 16 October, a special effort was made to locate an
18,000 ton merchant vessel (loaded). which, according to an

Naval Staff Logs intelligence report, had arrived at Naero;^ (61.38N-04..59E)
from the north and was believed to be proceeding southwards.
Although STAB, BERT and STAND were maintained throughout the
day, this target was not detected,
shipping were made and two attacks developed, but no claims
were registered,

shipping strike in the Lister-Stavanger area.

RO/91/16/10
Several sightings of oth

One Beaufort W/42, failed to return from

er

a

H.Q. No. 18 Group
Narrative.

Although the usual routine reconnaissances and ROVERS
were flown for the next eight days, no attacks were made.
During this period, two Hudsons, one Blenheim, and one Catalina
on a special photographic reconnaissance of Tromso, failed to
return.

RO/92/24/10 It was not until the 2Z|.th, that the nex'c attack was
recorded and this was made by a Beaufort of No.42 Squadron on
a ROVER STAND,

vessel of about 7,000 tons was sighted and attacked from one
hundred and fifty feet with 2 x 2501b. and 2 x 500 lb. S.A.P.
bombs.

At I85O hours when off the Naze a merchant

No immediate results were observed, but as the air
craft set course for base a large glow appeared in the vicinity
of the ship v/hich was seen for about thirty miles.

RO/9 2/2 6/10 This attack was followed two days later by another from
an aircraft of the same sqioadron,
ship of 3,000 tons located north of Egersund which was attacked
from mast height with 2 x 2501b. and 2 x 500.1b. S.A.P. bombs.
After the attack a pall of whitish smoke wb.s seen hanging over
the stern of the ship which began to glow, and was seen burning
fiercely up to a distance of 25 miles.

During the concluding phase of the month's anti-shipping
operations another large scale strike on Aalesund was made on
the 29th, and led to many claims for damage and one sunk.

A

A photographic reconnaissance earlier in the day confirmed
the presence of several \vorth while targets, and in consequence
nine Hi.idsons of No. 220 Squadron were detailed to take-off at

1 600 hoims. Seven aircraft attacked ships in the target area
while the remainder of the force found other targets.
Merchant ships from 1-6OOO tons, a Corvette type of escort
vessel, harbour installations, a fish oil factory and a power
station, were among the targets attacked,
merchant ships were claimed as hit and bursts were seen on the
escort vessel,(1)

The target was a merchant

At least seven

RO/94/29/10

H,Q, No,18 Group
Narrative

Two further strikes on shipping at Bergen and Haugesund
which took place on the same night could not be classified
under the same heading.

No anti-shipping patrols were possible the next day as
periods of rain and much low cloud ruled out all efforts to

(1) According to Lloyd's and German records, one ship of 3,101
gross tons was sunk and two ships of 1,371 and 1,103 gross
tons respectively, were damaged in Aalesund during this
attack.
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get aircraft off the ground.

An improvement in the weather of the 31st, however,
allowed a resumption of operations dinring the afternoon and

thereafter a very active period of shipping attacks followed.

Ei^t aircraft were engaged on the routine reconnaissances
STAB, STAND and BERT, while an attack against shipping, in

harbour and the approaches to Kristiansand South was carried

out by a mixed force of nine Beauforts and six Hudsons,
this attack two vessels of 2,000 tons and another of 700 tons
were claimed as hit by the Beauforts, vdiile the Hudsons clainei

direct hits on vessels of 3 >000 tons and 1500 tons respecti'vely,
the latter was reported to have been left burning,
the Hudsons having failed to locate any shipping, dropped bombs

on the quay side at Egersund where a vessel of 372 tons was sunk.

In

One of

RO/95/31/10

Thus ended a record month in anti-shipping activities for

this area, in spite of the fact that days were getting shorter
and weather more difficult.

(2) November 19h1

The anti-shipping activities for the following month of
November fell rather short of the efforts maintained during
October.

Unsuitable weather conditions off the Norwegian coast and

in the Baltic seriously interfered with photographic and visual

reconnaissance, and on four days precluded altogether all anti

shipping activities.

Through incomplete photographic cover of the German Baltic

ports at the beginning of the month, the whereabouts of the

Admiral Scheer caused the Admiralty s\ach concern that on the
5th they were obliged to order ’Fleet Reconnaissance' to take

precedence over other trade duties.

Coastwise and ocean patrols vrere specially laid on for

more than three weeks but adverse weather hampered t heir con
tinuity.

Towards the end of the month, however, photographic cover
was re-established and the tension eased sufficiently to allow
the two new patrols 'CUP and'SAUCER' to be tried out from the
23rd.

in Swinemunde, whereupon the 'Fleet Reconnaissance' order was
rescinded and normal trade duties were resumed.

Five days later the Scheer was discovered back again

This diversion of effort to anti-raider commitments com

bined with the variable weather conditions, had an adverse
effect on the number of aircraft engaged on the other activi
ties of the Group; only thirteen merchant ships therefore, of
35,736 tons were attacked during the month, of which one vessel
of 1,000 gross tons was assessed as sunk and four totalling
19>300 gross tons damaged.(1)

Due to the acute shortage of torpedoes, the chief weapons
in use during the period were the 5001b. and 2501b. bombs of

which 5.05 tons were dropped, whereas only one torpedo was
released during operations.

(1 ) According to Lloyd's Shipping records one ship of 1Zf2
gross tons was sunk and tiviM ships of ||$6 gross tons were
damaged during November by air attack in the Norway area.
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T/Yastage among the aircraft engaged on the anti-merchant
shipping effort showed a slight reduction over the previous
month, which was to he expected in view of the lesser number

of aircraft employed,
of ’total loss’ for the month.(l)

Six aircraft came within the category

In ideal weather conditions for attacks off the Norwegian
coast, seven aircraft were employed on ROVER patrols and tvra

on HORliLI during the first day of the month, but nothing of

importance was sighted.

RO/92/2/11 During the morning of the second da.y, the first claim of

the month was registered,
the ROVER-STAB patrol made a low level attack with 3 x 250’lb.
S.A.P, bombs from fifty feet, on a merchant vessel of 1,200
tons found off Sogne Fjord,
the vessel was seen but no bursts.

At 0915 hours, a Hudson Z/220 on

Only a splash near the stern of
As the aircraft was makirg

a run, preparatory to dropping a fourth bomb and some incendi

aries, a red glovvr was seen to conmence within the stern. (2)
Other aircraft engaged on the same ROVER attacked alternative
land targets having failed to sight any shipping,
procedure was adopted by two Hudsons of the Dutch squadron
during the evening STAND patrol.

The same

Poor visibility hampered the effectiveness of the patrol
for the next four days, and it wras not until the morning of

the 6th that the next sighting was made, A Hudson 0/320
Squadron on the morning STAND patrol sighted at 0820 hours

what was estimated to be a 12,000 ton merchantman at the

entrance to Kristiansund South. In preference to making an

attack this aircraft sent a first sighting report so as to

give the Grouj) a chance to organise a proper strike on such an

important target; unfortunately there was some difficulty in

getting the report through to No.18 Group and it was not

acknowledged, therefore, until IO3O hours, by which time
contact had been lost.

RO/GA/5/11

R0/G11/5/11 A few hours later, a Hudson of No.220 Squadron on the
morning STAB sighted two merchant vessels of 3,500 tons and
4,000 tons with a small flakship ahead, south of Stadtlandet.
An attack was delivered from mast height with bombs and nHchiie
guns on the rearmost vessel, but later on it became known that
the bombs had failed to release

RO/GI/6/II During the afternoon two Blenheims of No.235 Squadron
were sent out on a Special STAND to try and locate the large
merchant ship sighted earlier in the day, but lack of cloud
cover and the fact that neither aircraft carried A.S.V.

hampered the effectiveness of the patrol, therefore, there vfa.s
nothing to report.

The following morning another Hudson B/608 flying a
special pre-dawn STAND patrol, sighted a merchant vessel of
800 tons east of Kristiansomd South and at 0556 hours made

low level attack from twenty feet releasing k x 2501b. G.P.
bombs, three of which were claimed to have hit the vessel but

there were no visible results^’) Owing to a full moon and no
cloud cover the pilot decided to set course coastwise for
Lister thence to base.

a

RO/G3/6/11

0) One Blenheim each on STAB and BERT, one Hvidson each on

STAND, HORNLI and a special Vaagso reconnaissance, and
one Beaijfort on a strike,

Lloyd's Shipping records show that a vessel of 257 gross
tons was damaged by air attack in this area during the
night of 2 November,1941.

(2)

(3) tostuw,r reccrtii tgj iioDS 64294/1(171)
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RO/G5/7/11 For the next four days the anti-shipping coimnitment was

centred round the special STAND patrol instituted for the

primary purpose of locating, and if found shadowing, a large
enemy major unit expected to breaJc out from the Baltic and

proceed up the Norwegian coast, Yfeather permitting the patrol
Y!as to he flown every six hours by two aircraft,  A secondary
objective was the normal traffic of merchant shipping.

Nothing of any importance was sighted until the afternoon
of the 10th when two Hudsons of N0.6O8 Squadron sighted a convoy
of six merchant ships off Egersund,
attempted to attack but was driven off by two Me,109s; the

second aircraft sent a sighting report and a few minutes later
i,e, at 1412 hours, sighted twelve more merchant vessels, one

of v/hich was estimated to be about 10,000 tons and another of

8,000 tons,
with k X 2501b. S,A,P, bombs two of which were seen to fall in

the sea and the other two Y/ere both claimed as hits forward of

the bridge,
reached,

ing craft.

One aircraft (N/b08j

The larger vessel was attacked from 2000 feet

Nothing further 'vms observed as cloud cover was
Light accurate flak was coming up from the escort-

RO/G5/I1/11 The same patrol was flovm by three Hudsons of No. 6O8
Squadron during the morning of the 11th, one of which sighted a
merchant ship of 2,000 tons off Kristiansund South,
was attempted but the bombs failed to release, and as the star

board engine temporarily cut out, the aircraft returned to
base.

An attack

A later STYiND patrol yielded no results.

H, Q. No,18 Group
Narrative

Adverse weather for the next twro days resulted in all
anti-shipping patrols being cancelled.

Two Hudsons and two Blenlieims patrolled the Noxmvegian
coast from Stavanger to Kristiansund South betvreen 0930 hours
and 1900 hours on the 14th, but owing to lack of cloud cover

three aircraft did not complete the whole patrol, the fourth
aircraft sighted a D0.I7 on the way back but no action was
taken by either aircraft.

Special STANDS continued for the next two days v/ithout
any. important results.

A reconnaissance on the 15th revealed the presence of ice
in some of the Baltic ports for the first time this Y/inter.
There was a considerable amount of brash ice in all the ports
and rivers photographed, but shipping had not, as yet, been
seriously affected.

R0/G1/1 7/1'1 Two Hudsons of No.6O8 Squadron carried out the special
reconnaissance from Stavanger' to Kfistiansand South during the
forenoon of the I7th, and finding a Norwegian coaster at the
eastern end of the patrol attacked Yidth 4 x 250 1b. S,A.P.
bombs. A large column of water was seen to rise to the height
of the fruinel on the starboard beam, but no further results
were observed.

The same patrol v/as floYvn by two more Hudsons of No.320
(Dutch) Squadron in the afternoon, both of which attacked
merchant vessels of 1,000 .and 8,000 tons respectively,
first attack from sixty feet took place at I443 hours off
Lister on the 8,000 ton ship, and two hits amidships were
claimed, ) On leaving the area 0/320 reported that the ship
had developed a list to port and t wo distinct columns of smoke

The

(1) There is no confirmation of this claim among post
records.

war
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The second attack by N/320 waswere rising from amidships,
carried out off Linde snes at 15'10 hours on a merchant ship of

Prom fifty feet 3 x 2501b. 3.A.P. bombs
Shortly after the

about 1,000 tons,
were dropped, but no explosions were seen,
attack, the vessel stopped but no damage was apparent.

A reconnaissance of the Norwegian coast as far north as

Trondheim was also undertaken by a Blenheim X/l+01+ Squadron,
but only fishing vessels were sighted.

Nine Hudsons and three Beauforts were engaged on patrols
off the south west coast of Norway during the 18th which

resulted in the sighting of three merchant vessels of approxi
mately 8,000 tons and one of 3,000 tons "with an escort, south
of Lister, and a further five smaller ships south of Mandal,
but no attacks were made ov/ing to a total lack of cloud cover.

R0/G2/18/11
R0/G3/18/11
P.0/G6/18/11
R0/G7/18/11

TROST, STAB, BERT and STAND patrols v/ere floT/n on the

A Bleniieim on patrol south of Trondlieim sighted numer-19th.

ous fishing vessels and a lightship vhich apipeared to be sig
nalling to the coast,
nothing of interest to report but tvro Blenheims on STAB had a
mut^h more remionerative sortie,

troyers in Sogne Fjord, but took evasive action and escaped
damage, the second aircraft machine-gunned a merchant vessel

of 1,500' tons from mast height off Stadtlandet, (■! )
attacked a small wireless installation on shore.

Two Hudsons on the Bergen section had

One was fired on by tvro des

and also

A quiet period of tv/o days followed during which no
attacks were made,

convoy Gif' Stavanger during the afternoon of the 21st by two
Hudsons of No.320 Squadron which were kepit at a distance by
two M.E,109s which were escorting this convoy of four merchant
and two escort vessels.

'The only incident was the sighting of a

Much low cloud and occasional rain kept the majority of
the Group's aircraft on the ground during the 22nd, but the
next day conditions had vastly improved and there v/as a general
resumption of operations.

R0/G1/23/11 trols, off the Skaggerak and the south -west coast
were flown by three Beauforts and five Hudsons,

In the early afternoon, one Hudson of No.320 Squadron on
SAUCER sighted tvro merchant vessels of 2,000 tons each, accom
panied by an escort vessel,
aircraft dropped 3 x 2501b. S.A.P. bombs on one merchant ship.
No results vrere observed,
the pilot was killed, but the second pilot brought the aircraft
back to base.

Three pa
of Norway(2j ■

Diving from 1500 to 200 feet

Intense flak was encountered and

A second Hudson sighted the same enemy force, but flak
was so a.ccixrate and concentrated that it was driven off and
was unable to bomb.

One Hudson was missing from the HORNLI patrol.

There was even more activity on the 2Ath with patrols and
strilces from Horns Reef to Breananger,

R0/G3/23/11 On the SAUCER patrol, one Hudson of 608 Squadron sighted

(1) According to Lloyd's Shipping records the Norwegian ship
Mars of 699 gross tons was damaged by aircraft attack off
Stadtlandet on 19 November 194"!.

(2) Including the two new patrols 'CUP and SAUCER', (See
section (c)).
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Agai'ost one oftwo convoys and sent first sightings reports,
these convoys, consisting of two medium sized merchant vessels

and four escorts, a strike force of three Beauforts E, J and
K/i)-2 Squadron was despatched.
Lister the target was sighted on a northerly course,
craft E/A2 was at sea level when convoy was first observed but

owing to intense flak climbed to cloud base,
largest ship of 5,000 tons a diving attack was made along the
length of the vessel from stern to bow,
feet 2 X 500 1b, and 2 x 2501b. S,A,Ps were released in a stick,

Vflien aircraft was half a mile away a brilliant orange flash

Side and rear guns T/ere in full use as aircraft

At 1457 hours when north of
Air-

Selecting the

Prom one hundred

was seen,

passed overhead and about four hundred rounds were fired.
Light flak from the escort craft was very accurate and the air

craft was hit, which rendered the Yf/T unserviceable,
result, the aircraft did not receive the diversion signal to
land at Tfick.

As a

Aircraft J/42 lost touch with the other two Beauforts in
poor visibility and as no shipping was sighted set course for
base.

The third Beaufort K/42 also lost contact but made a
landfall near Egersund and turned northwards. Immediately
afterwards at 1449 hours a visual sitting was made on a coast

ing vessel of about 250 tons. Approaching the ship at sixty
feet, an attack was made on the starboard bow with 2 x 500.1b.
and 2 x 250 lb. bombs. Hits were claimed but no results were

observed owing to heavy rain and evasive action,(1) Heavy
flak was coming off the mainland.

Another convoy consisting of one merchant ship of 5j000
tons and another of 2,000 tons, tv/o tankers of 6,000 tons and
10,000 tons respectively with an escort of one destroyer and

four other craft was also sighted off Stadtlandet by a Hudson

of No,220 Squadron on the STAB patrol, and although a strike

force of three Hudsons was sent out to destroy this convoy,
the visibility deteriorated and much fog was encountered which
rendered this sortie ineffective.

With the exception of one day, i.e. the 26th, patrols
were maintained on every possible occasion for the remainder

of the month, but only three more attacks resulted, and they
were confined to the 28th, During the morning of this
three Hudsons (G,P,A/220) and three Bea-uforts (V,C,B/42)
carried out reconnaissances from the north west coast of

Denmark along the south ?/est coast of No^rvmy to Bergen,
Attacks were made on a two-masted vessel of 350 feet length
off Hardanger Fjord and a merchant vessel of 2,000 tons S,W,
of Stavanger. On the latter one hit was claimed but fvill

results were not observed owing to poor visibility.(2)

During the afternoon another strike against shipping
sighted eanlier by a Hudson on the CUP patrol was despatched
by Wick, Hudsons B/220 was ordered off at 1313 hours and t\To
hours later made a landfall just below Marsten Light, Ten
minutes afterwards a tanker of about 1,000 tons was sighted on
a north-easterly course at the mouth of Hardanger Fjord, A

low level attack was delivered across the port bow with 4 x
2501b, S.A.P. bombs, two of which were estimated to have hit.
Immediately after the attack the ship was a blaze from bow to
stem and within tvyo minutes had sunk. (3)

1 This claim has not been verified from post war records.
(2) There is no confirmation of this claim,
(3) According to Lloyd’s Shipping records the Norvregian ship

Vindafjord of 142 gross tons was sunk by this air attack.
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(3) December

There was an increase in operations against enemy merchant
shipping in this area during December 1941, compared with the
previous month. The two factors which largely contributed to
this welcome addition were (a) there was no major diversion to
•Fleet Reconnaissance’ during the month, and (b) the rreather,
although predominantly cyclonic with poor visibility, low cloud
and patches of fog, did not seriously interfere with operations
except on three days when only a single visual or photographic
reconnaissance was all that v/as pemissible.

Towards the end of the month, the Group provided air cover
for the first combined operation of the three services on
Vaagso Island involving about tv/enty aircraft for one day, (I)

Excluding P.R.U., one hundred and forty-six reconnaissance
sorties were made throughout the month, of which about JCF/o. suc
ceeded in completing a patrol,
were flown involving a total of sixty-three aircraft (an aver
age of41“5 per strilce) out of which eight succeeded in finding
and attacking a target; not all of these were on the intended
target.

In addition fourteen STRIKES

These patrols and strikes restilted in the visual sighting
of twenty-three convoys and twenty-three independent merchant
ships of over 500 tons and few smaller craft,
total, twenty ships of 63,400 tons were attacked, of which
three totalling 10,900 tons were assessed as sunk and seven
totalling 27,000 tons assessed as damaged to variovis degrees, (2)

In spite of the increased activities, the wastage among
the aircraft engaged remained steady at six, five of which
were lost on visual reconnaissance and one on photographic
reconnaissance, O)

Of this

The 5001b. and 250 1b. bombs were again the chief weapon
in use to the extent of 8.92 tons, with the torpedo a bad
second as only one was dropped during the month's operations.

The month's activities commenced with fifteen sorties

being flown on patrols 7AAR0, CUP, SAUCER and STAITO, a photo
graphic reconnaissance of Trondheim, Aalesund and Bergen and a
moonlight STRIKE on Kristiansund.

Daylight operations resulted in one attack on a merchant
vessel of 1,000 tons in convoy off Ryvingen, but there
visible result.

For night operations five Hudsons of No,220 Squadron
visited Kristiansund in moonlight, trro of which failed to
locate any target, but the remainder found the target area and
two dropped bombs, on a small merchant vessel discharging cargo
at a quay in Nord Fjord, and a heavily laden merchantman of
1,500 tons just moving away from a jetty in Romsdal Fjord,

was no

RO/96/30/11
RO/91/1/12
RO/94/1/12

H. Q.No.18 Group
Narrative

d/d 1.12.41

RO/94/1/12
H,Q.No.18 Group
Narrative

d/d 1.12.41

(1) For a more detailed account of this operation see section
(4).
According to Lloyd's Shipping records, three ships of
6,150 gross tons were sunlc and one ship of 287gross tons
was damaged by air attack in the Norway area during
December 1 941,

One Hudson each on STAND and CUP, one Beaufort each on
CUP, STRIKE and ROVER, STAND, and one P.R,U, Mosquito
a photographic reconnaissance of Trondheim.

on

(2)

(3)
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The weapons of the third aircraft failed to release after flak
had rendered the bomb indicator 'unserviceable.

RO/911/12
RO/916/1/12

EO/99/1/12

In the very early hours of the 2nd, two Hudsons were
detailed to cover the southwest coast of Norway but neither
aircraft had anything to report,
of one Hudson curtailing the patrol.
Liberator aircraft of No.120 Squadron (fitted with A.S.V. )
undertook a special reconnaissance of the Kattegat but 10/1 Oths
cloud at 600 feet rendered the patrol only 75^o effective taking
into account 'the use of A.S.V, Nothing of importance was
sighted.

Engine trouble was the caiise
,  In addition one

RO/916/1/12 A later reconnaissance of the south west coast of Norway
by three Hudsons, one Beaufort and one Blenheim, revealed the
presence of a southbound convoy consisting of four merchant
vessels and one escort off Stavanger. The Hudson aircraft
which located -this force was unable to attack owing to such
concentrated fire from ship and shore batteries.

RO/93/2/12 During the late afternoon Blenheim (D/235) on GUP
Slated another convoy of five merchant ships escorted by a
U-boat which crash dived when aircraft approached. Two
Beauforts (R ̂ d E/42) despatched from Wick to strike against
his force failed to locate the intended target but each
attacked an independent merchant vessel found
Egersund, but no definite results

a

south of

were obser\''ed.

RO/99/2/1 2 Of the two Hudsons (O and M/320) which took off on the
evening STAND patrol, one failed to return (0/320) and the
other had nothing of interest to report.

EO/93/3/1 2
■  The e^ly morning patrols of the 3rd produced no results

alter midday a Beaufort (D/42) on the BERT patrol
sigated a convoy of three merchant ships of 25OO/40OO tons

escorts, north of Stavanger. Aircraft attacked
of the vessels with 2 x 250 lb.and 2 x 5OO lb.S.A,P. bombs
from twenty feet. One direct hit was claimed. (I)
light flak from the

one

Heavy and
convoy considerably damaged the Beaufort.

Eollow-up strike was considered but the approach of bad
weather decided the issue.

Normal CW ̂ d SAUCER routine was maintained during the
e^ly ho^s of the 4th, but there were no incidents to report.
The south west coast of Norway was covered mid-moming by two
Hudsons on BERT, one of which was pursued by an ME.110 for ten

^  oombat. The second aircraft (2/220)
siglited and attacked a merchant ship of 2,500 tons off
Hauges^d with 4 x 250.1b. S.A.P. bombs from thirty feet andclaimed one hit abaft the funnel. ^
fire and in

the patrol and a few ailnutes
J-ater i.e. at 0849 hours signted another northbound convoy off

merchant vessel of 8,000 tons,^four
mLf'on two escort craft. A machine gun attack wasmade on the largest ship by turret and side guns' but there
were no visible results.

The vessel v/as left on

sinlcing condition. (2)

RO/97/3/12

(l) There is no evidence
this claim.

(2) According to Lloyd's Shipping records the Norwegian
steamer lestri of 499 gross tons was sunk by air attack
during the morning of 4 December 1941.

among post vfar records to support
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R0/93A/12 Against this convoy, a strike force of five Hudsons of

the same squadron was despatched during the late afternoon.
Two of this force (E and 0/220) returned to base with engine
and Ylf/T trouble, a third aircraft (g/220) was unable to locate,
the target, and of the remainder one (K/220) made an excellent
attack at 1828 hours on a merchant vessel of 2,500 tons at .
anchor off Norro Island and left the ship blazing furiously.(1)
The aircraft was subjected to very intense flak from the docks

at Aalesund and a flak ship lying off shore, and the first .
pilot was wo-unded in the arm,
and brought the aircraft safely back to base,
craft (A/220) having failed to find a shipping target decided
to investigate 7igra Island and discovered a wireless station
thereon which was attacked with 1+ x 250 lb.. S.A.P. bombs some

of which were seen to burst near the masts.

The second pilot took over
The fifth air-

RO/96/5/12 During the' following day four Hudsons did the same 
■

(z/220) sighted a large merchant ship of
As the

patrols, one of which
approximately 9,000 tons west of Stavanger at midday,
aircraft turned to gain a favourable attacking position a des

troyer with fo\JT merchant ships and another escort craft came
into viev/' about one mile to the northward. The Hudson sent a

first sighting report immediately but poor visibility prevented
a clear identification of the naval vessel for the amplifying
report.
the first sighting report tlirough to No. 1 8 Group but this was

eventually overcome.

However, some interference was experienced in getting

Meanwhile another Hudson (0/220) on the southern half of
the GUP patrol had sighted a convoy of four merchant ships
with three escorts off Skudesnes Fjord and attached the largest
ship of 7,500 tons v/ith 4 x 250 1b.S.A,P. bombs from sixty feet.
The first of the stick was a near miss but the second was

claimed as a hit on the bridge structure and the third was
believed to have hit also abaft the funnel,

was not seen at all owing to a steep dive by the aircraft to
sea level.

The fourth bomb

RO/93/6/1 2
RO/94/6/1 2
RO/96/6/12

Against the enemy force consisting of one destroyer, four

merchant ships and one other escort craft, a strike of nine
aircraft in three flights was ordered off during the afternoon.
The first section of three Beauforts armed with bombs failed

to locate the target but one aircraft encountered  a convoy of
one tanker (5,000 tons), tvfp other merchant ships of 1,000 tons
each and two flak ships south of Utsire Light,
(G/42) attacked the tanker with 2 x 500 lb. and 2  x 250 lb.
S,A,P. bombs from 300 feet but ov/ing to very rough seas no
res-ults were observed,

second Beaufort (K/42) of the two had sighted another convoy
of two merchant vessels each of 3/4j000 tons with tliree escorts
and a.t 1514 hoirrs had proceeded with an attack from fifty feet.
The only result observed was an explosion from amidships
followed by dense smoke,
all vessels of the convoy,
to base owing to engine trouble.

Aircraft

Some few m.iles to the southT/ard the

There was intense light flalc from
The , third Beaufort had rhtumed

The second section of three Beauforts encountered some

very bad conditions and returned to base Y/ithout making a
sighting! and the same can be said for the third section of
three Hudsons.

Yvith A. S.V,
None of these aircraft were, as yet, fitted

(1) There is no confirmation of this from German'records.
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An intense depression over the operational area with
associated showers of snow, sleet and severe icing conditions

cut down the anti-shipping patrols on the 7th to one ROVER, in

the STAND area hy two Hudsons of No^608 Squadron, hut no
contacts were made.

Similar conditions prevailed on the 8th which again res

tricted operations to a morning CUP and SAUCER, neither of

which produced any resiilts apart from a brief encounter with
an Me*109.

RO/91/7/12

A pre-da'wn moonlight strike at shipping in Kristiansand
South was ordered for the morning of the 9th by six Beauforts

of No,42 Squadron, all of which took-off, but visibility was

so bad that the target area was not seen. One aircraft S/42
failed to retiirn.

During the afternoon a single Hudson (p/220) on the VAARO
At 1458 hours one merchant vessel of

v/as seen on a

A low level attack

RO/92/9/12
patrol had a sighting,
6/7,000 tons with four trav/ler type escorts
South-westerly course off Kristiansund.
was delivered from twenty feet and three of the four bombs

dropped were claimed as hits,
and the bridge-house Yi&s seen to blow-up.
circled the ship which was ablaze throughout its length and
definitely down by the bows.(0

Violent explosions followed
The aircraft

Coverage of the Skaggerak and the south-west coast of

Norway continued normally during the next four days but lack

of cloud cover rendered CUP and SAUCER generally ineffective.
It was not until the morning of the I4th, therefore, that the
next success was claimed by a Hudson of No.320 Squadron on the
CUP patrol.

A northbound independent ship of 1,300 tons sighted at
1130 hours North of Stavanger was attacked from thirty feet
with 3 X 250 ib. G.P. bombs two of which fell on the forecastle

and amidships. An immediate explosion occurred followed by a
large pillar of black smoke mingled with debris vdiich was
thrown up to 300 feet. The crew of the ship were seen running
to the boats and jumping overboard,(2)

A quiet period of seven dajrs followed during which only
one attack was made by a Hudson (z/220) on a merchant vessel
of 3,000 tons off Stadtlandet, but no claim was made.

On the 21st, the morning CUP provided the only attack of
the day which was delivered by a Hudson of No.320 Squadron
a large coaster found north of Haugesuind. Prom fifty feet,
3 X 2501b. G.P. bombs vrere dropped one of which was seen to
overshoot but the third was not observed,
to the extent of 75 rounds wa
vessel registering some hits,.

Prior to noon on the following day five Hudsons covered t
the south-^yest coast of Norway from Kristiansund to Stadtlahdet

on

Machine gun fire

a^^^irected onto the bridge of the

RO/92/21/12

RO/91/22/12

(1) According to, Lloyd's Shipping records the Norvyegian
steamer Bjorn of 5,509 gross tons was sunk by air attack
in 62.58N-O6.39E on 9 December 1941.
According to Lloyd's Shipping records the Norwegian ship
Toya.z of I42 gross tons vras sunk as the result of air
attack North of Haugesimd at 1200 hours on I4 December 1941
According to Lloyd's Shipping records, the Norvyegian ship
E4rmsund of 287 gross tons vms damaged by air attack y/hile
on passage from Bergen during 21 December 1941.

SECRET
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During thoseand Haugesund dovm to Kristiansund South,
patrols three sightings were made each of which resuilted in an
attack.

The first was by Hudson T/220 on the CUP patrol at 1049
A timber ship of 2500 tons was sighted on a northerly

H.Q.No.18 Group
Narrative d/d
22.12.41

hours,

course N,?4 of Stavanger and was attacked from thirty feet

with 4 x250 lb. G.P. bombs} two of which fell short, one

dropped on the starboard side of the ship and the fourth was
claimed as a direct hit forward of the funnel. Aircraft con

tinued on course and observed the commencement of  a red glow,
but misty conditions prevented further observation.

Some ten minutes later a second attack was made by Hudson

H/220 south of Stavanger,
was made on a convoy of two merchant vessels of 2500 tons and

1,000 tons with one escort,
descend prfeparatory to making a low level attack on the

largest ship, an Me.109 intercepted and opened fire at 800
yards range,
v/ard but v/as followed by the enemy for five minutes,
rear gunner of H/220 raked the decks of the smaller ship with
machine gun fire as the aircraft passed overhead.

At 1100 hours a visual sighting

As the Hudson commenced to

The Hudson took evasive action and flew west-

The

The third attack v/as made off Kristiansund just before
midday by Hudson Z/220, A tanker of 6,000 tons accompanied
by a cargo ship of 3,000 tons and one escort vessel was visu

ally sighted at 1151 hours and two minutes later  a low level

attack was delivered from t^venty feet with 4 x 250 Ih. G.P.
bombs. The placing of the bombs was not observed but an

explosion occurred aft of the bridge structure and v/reckage was
throv/n into the air. The aircraft in pulling up after releas
ing the bombs, struck the foremast and sustained slight damage.
No further resuilts were seen.

RO/91/23/12 Only one more attack was made before the end of the month

and the year, 1941.
Squadron, part of a strike force ordered off to locate and des

troy shipping found in the STAND area, but available to be

diverted to any sighting by reconnaissance aircraft within
range.

This was made by a Beaufort of No. 42

One Beaufort retiarned without sighting anything, the
second aircraft sighted two 800 ton coasters which were not

considered to be worth attacking, but the third found a 3,000
ton merchant vessel North of Lindesnes and dropped a torpedo
from seventy feet at 1,000 yards range,
rate flak from ship and .shore batteries and the fact that a
choppy sea was rxmning, the track of the torpedo could not be
follovred; no results were observed.

Ovving to very accu-

Decks and bridge struct
ture vrere machine gunned as the aircraft flew low over the

target; but no claims were made.

Reconnaissance patrols "were maintained intermittently up
to the 31st but only one convoy of a tanker and three small
mercliant ships was seen off Egersund on the 30th and althotigh
a strike force of three Beauforts was sent out, persistent fog
rendered the patrol ineffective,

(f) Combined Operations off the Norwegian coast - Vaagso
T27 December 1941)

(1) The Plan

On 24 October 1941, the Adviser on Combined Operations 
■

was instructed by the Chiefs of Staff to examine certain

cc/s.15273
Encl.lA
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proposals, submitted by the Joint Planning Staff, for harass

ing the enemy on his western seaboard.

The desiderata at this time was for an objective (a)
within about 3Q0 miles of a United Kingdom base which v/oiold
come within the limited endurance of the available infantry
assault ships (Glass II), (b) with a reasonably easy and short
navigational approach and (c) with only light defences.

Some of the objectives proposed were impracticable from
the point of view of the limited forces available,

instance as no aircraft carrier would be free to participate,
air support must be provided by long range fighters and bombers
operating from the United Kingdom.

With all these considerations in mind, Vaagso in latitude
61.55 North longitude 05.07 East was selected for  a combined
operation by commando and light naval forces, with air cover.
The operation was expected to talce place during the latter half
of December when there would be, approximately, five hours
between sunrise and sunset.

For

The original object of this expedition was to seize and
destroy enemy naval and military material, merchant shipping
and industrial plant. Later on, a secondary object for the
expedition was added, in the form of cover for another naval
operation planned to talce place at the same time (Operation
Anklet),

The subsidiary aims were (a) to arrest local Quislings
(b) to seize enemy documents and codes etc,, (c) to Vifithdraw
Norwegian loyalist volimteers, and (d) to land S.O.E.
material.(1)

Ibid

Encl.12A
The known disposition of enemy forces in Norway indicated

that any immediate opposition which could be brought to bear
on the landing party in the time available would be largely
composed of aircraft. Including reinforcements it was estx-
nated that approximately 23 bombers and 22 fighters, half of
which were single engined type, were operationally serviceable.
The majority vrere based at Stavanger, the remainder at Herdla
in the4Ti’ondh.o-im area. The only aerodromes from vdiich single-
engined fighters could operate against the landing party
Herdla and Voss-Bomeon, and if fighter reinforcements
brought up from Stavanger they would have to refuel and operate
from one or the other of these aerodromes, of which Herdla was
normally the more active,

carry torpedoes, but it was considered unlikely that the scale
of attack v/ould be great.

were

were

Some of the bomber aircraft could

18Gp/S.16l2/l7/2
Encl.5A

After some weeks of planning and exercising the assault
force at Scapa, a final plan was dra’wn up and approved by all
tliree services. It envisaged a naval force consisting of the
cruiser Kenya in which the military Commander was to be
installed; the destroyers Onslow. Oribi. Offa and Chiddingfold;
the infantry assault ships Prince Charles and Prince Leopold:
and the submarine Tuna to act
Vaagsfjord.

as a navigational beacon off

The troops selected to take part in the oioeration werej-

(a) Operational Headquarters of the Special Service
Brigade;

(l) Special Operations Executive material, i
sabotage equipment for Agents*

i
use.

.e. Radio sets.
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(b) All ranks of No.3 Commando Unit;
(c) The troops of No.2 Commando Unit, less one section;
(d) Norwegian troops and guides.

Accommodation for the majority of the troops was in the

two infantry assault ships; the remainder were either in the

cruiser (Kenya) or one of the destroyers (Onslow).

Direct protection for this force v/as to be provided by a
standing patrol maintained by sections of four Coastal Command

Beaufighters from 0915 to 1600 hours on the day of the landing.
These aircraft would be operated from Sumburgh, under No. 18
(Coastal) Group control, using the advanced landing gromd at

Twenty Beaufighters would be requiredScatsca, if convenient,
for this task.

In the event of Sumburgh becoming unserviceable it was

proposed to operate the standing patrol with Blenheim fighters
provided by Nos,404 and 254 Squadrons, from Y/ick.

Diversionary attacks intended to draw off enemy fighter
opposition and to deny the enemy the -use of Herdla aerodrome

were to be made by Stirlings and Blenheims of Bomber Command,

An offensive patrol by six Blenlrieims against enemy merchant
shipping was also to be made south of Obrestad at 1200 hours.

To provide additional cover for the final assault, six

Hampdens of Bomber Command were to drop smoke bombs from low
altitude immediately on completion of the naval bombardment.

Finally, as a subsidiary air bombardment, six Hampdens of
No.50 Squadron were detailed to attack the gun battery reported
in position at Rugsundo (4 miles south of Maaloy Island) as
soon as possible after 0830 hours.

It was planned that the naval force should reach  a dis

persal point off the Norv/egian coast at 0600 hours, at which
position two destroyers were to be detached' and proceed North
of. Faagso to the vicinity of Ulven Island, while the remainder
of the force was to carry on so as to arrive' off Vaagsf jord at
0800 hours,

Tfithdrawal taking place in the evening twilight.

Thus the stage was set for the first combined operation
betv/een the three services, planned to becoirie effective on
26 December 1 941 and known as Operation Archery,
force left Sca.pa on 24 December, arriving at Sullora Voe next
day.

in the assault ships, the Naval Commander postponed the attack
for 24 hours.

About five hours would be spent ashore, with the

The naval

Heavy vreather on passage having caused several defects

The ships eventually sailed on the evening of 26'Dfecember,
arriving off the entrance to Vaagsfjord at O83O/27.

(2) The AssauJ-t

The War at Sea

Vol.II Chap.17.
and Vfick

Summary of Ops.
WK,1,2 & 3

The Kenya led in, followed by the two assa-ult ships and
the destroyer Chiddingfold.

for a small bay south of Hollevik, where landing craft were
lowered.

The last three altered coixrse

Meanwhile, Kenya. Onslow and Offa had moved over to
a position to bombard Maaloy Island, Just before the landing
craft appeared round the south-eastern comer of Hollevik Bay,
the Kenya, at 0842 hoxnrs, fired an opening salvo of star shell
which illuminated Maaloy Island and thus pinpointed it for the
Hampdens of Bomber Command which had been circling above since
0830 hours.
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Kenya then proceeded to honibard the island Tdth six-inch
guns from about 2,500 yards and the two destroyers also joined
in. Simultaneously one Hampden dropped 2 x 500 lb, G.Ps. on

an enemy gun position on Rugsundo about !+ miles to the east

ward, but in the almost complete darkness the resiolts were not
observed.

At 0851 hours the Assault Landing Craft fired red Verey
lights as a signal that they were ready to proceed, upon
receipt of which, Kenya answered mth a red rocket and the

The red rocket was also the signal
Pour

naval forces. cea.sed fire,

for the Ha:npdens to descend and drop their smoke bombs,
■ of the seven Hampdens detailed for this task dived to 50 feet
and released their.bombs along the edge of the island, setting
up complete cover for the troops to land,
hit by flak and went out of control and fell into the water,
from which one of the crew was rescued,

smoke bombs \xnfortimately fell on a landing craft, injuring
Another Hampden's container overshot, so an M.G.

One Hampden was

Its container of

20 men.

attack Viras made on gun positions on Vaagso Island, and silenced
them for a time at least,

this operation, and the navigator of a third was seriously
wounded. At O915 hours a further boinbing attack by one

Hampden was. made on the gun position at Rugsundo.

A second Hampden was lost during

The good work of the bombarding ships and aircraft ensured

for the troops a practically imopposed approach and landing.

At 0928 hours the first section of fighters consisting of

fo\or Blenheims of Nos, 25^ and 404 Squadrons arrived to give
cover to the naval forces, and within, half an hour were engaged

■ in combat mth three M3, 109s, resulting in. the loss of one

Sumbixrgh Sorties Blenheim (X/254) and damage to another (A/254) which crashed
OPS/A.142
28/12

Coastal Cmd,

Operation
'Archery'
Resume of

Enemy casu

alties claimed were the probable destruction of two ME,109s

and damage to another, Blenheims B and Z/404 Squadron set
course for base on being relieved by Beaufighters Z,J,K and

T/235 Squadron, comprising the second section of the air cover

They arrived at the rendezvous (6I.56N- 0504E) at
At 1030 and 1045 hours

at Sumburgh at 1145 hours with two injured crew.

force.

1015 hours and commenced the patrol,
two single JU.88s came to within eight miles of the naval force
but were driven off by the Beaufighters. Fifteen minutes
later one ME. 109 was sighted in the sun at 200 feet and was

speedily engaged by three Beaufighters.
of machine gun fire had been exchanged, the.enemy aircraft
made off. During the exchanges, which all,took place at

300 feet, T/235 Squadron v/as seen to. spin iiito the water from
300 feet. At 1222 hours, K/235 was attacked by tw^o ME. 109s
but took evasive action and sustained no damage.

After several bixrsts

Bomber Command's first diversionary attack against Herdla

aerodrome timed to take place at noon was made by 13 Blenheims

of No. 114 Squadi’on carrying 52 x 250 lb bombs,
the first bombs were released over the wooden runYfays just at
the moment YYhen a number of ME. 109s were about to take-off.

The only aircraft seen to move doYvn the runway promptly fell
into a crater Virhich suddenly appeared in its tracks,
addition to direct hits on both runways, one ME. IO9 .I’eceived a.

Gun emplacements

At 1201 hours

In

hit and Yiras seen to turn over on its nose,

Bomber Cmd.

Forms 'D'

288.27/1 2

and M.G. posts, huts and W/T masts were all subjected to
machine gun attacks.

Two Blenheims failed to return from this operation, both

of Yirhich were seen to crash into each other at 250 feet, and
fell into a small inlet at the north western end of Herdla

Island.
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The second diversion in the form of an offensive patrol

against shipping found off Ohrestad was made by six Blenheims
Pour of theof N0

Bomber Gmd

Form 'D'

963 and 964
27/12

.110 Squadron operating from Lossiemouth.
Blenheims found and attacked a convoy from 30 feet with 8 x

50clb. G.P.s and one vessel was left in a sinking condition
with its stern in the air.

A fifth aircraft attacked a 1,500 ton merchant
None of the four Blenheims

returned,

vessel in the same area v/ith 2x500 lb. G.P.s from 50 feet, one
of which was observed to fall near the stern of the ship.

The sixth aircraft T/as prevented from attacking as it was

caught in the slipstream of No,5, causing its starboard wing
After jettisoning its bomb the aircraftto hit the water,

set course for base.

To retirm to the air cover being provided by Coastal
Command for the naval force; the third sorties by Beaufighters
Y,Z and U/236 was in process of execution just after midday.

Prom 1235 to 1255 hoxirs, two HE. Ills seen to be making
for the surface forces were engaged by the Beaufighters, one

of T/hich did not return to base. One HE. 111 with smoke pour

ing from its port engine was seen to dive vertically for the

sea, the other, with its starboard engine on fire, was last

seen losing height rapidly.

At 1333 hours three relieving Beaiofighters arrived and

four minutes later Y and Z/235 Squadron set course for base.

The fourth sortie of the day was carried out by
Beaufighters P,Y and U/235 Squadron without incident, ,

For the final sortie, four Beaufighters N,P,C and j/248
Squadron commenced their patrol at 1445 hours. Fifteen
minutes later an E/T message from the directing ship indicated
the approach of an enemy bombing force, consisting of three

HE,111s escorted by two ME,109s. The enemy aircraft released

their bombs but missed the naval force by a considerable dis

tance; a combat then ensued, resulting in claims for the des

truction of two HE.Ills.. All the Beaufighters returned safely
to base.

Coastal Cmd

Resume of

Sumburgh
Sorties

OPS/A.142
25/12

(3) The results and withdrawalThe War at

Sea.Vol.II

Chap. 17 Within an hour of the commencement of the landings the

Halnoesvik area was clear, Maaloy Island v/as in our hands,
and the Oribi and Onslow passed into TJlvesund to land the

Northern Group of troops to deal with shipping in the convoy
anchorage.
Vaagso where street fighting developed, and although rein

forced from other groups it was not, until 1230 hours that they
gained effectual control of this area.

One group encountered stiff opposition in South

On shore, fish factories, oil tanks, army living qioarters
About 150 Germans wereand ammunition stores were destroyed,

killed and 98 taken prisoner, besides four Quislings,
the attack on shipping, five merchantmen two armed trawlers

In
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tug (about 16,000 tons altogether) were alsoand one so

destroyed,

Allied casualties were light in proportion to the opposi
tion encountered, amo-unting to: Naval, two ratings killed,
two officers and fo-ur ratings wounded; Military, two officers

and 15 other ranks killed, five officers and 48 other ranks

woimded; Air, 11 officers and 21 N.C.Os. missing and one
officer and two N.C.Os, wounded.

' The naval force suffered only very minor damage from gun
fire and near miss bombs, but the air losses were of a higher
order; of the 48 aircraft engaged throi:ighout the operation,
two Hampdens, seven Blenheims and two Beaufighters were lost.

Claims for enemy casualties were;- Three HE.111s destroyed
and one probably destroyed; foinr ME. 109s probably destroyed,
one damaged and one probably damaged.

Re-embarkation was ordered at 1250 hours and ?/as completed
by 1455 hoirrs without opposition. The force commenced to
withdraw ten minutes later and at 1500 hoiArs was subjected to

an attack by three HE.IIIs which released their bombs but no

damage was sustained. After the Beaufighters had dealt with
the enemy they returned to cover the withdrawal and remained

until 1600 hours when having reached P.L.E,, they set course
for base, leaving the naval force intact and truly underway.
Without further incident, the naval force arrived at Scapa at
1600 hours on 28 December 1 941, their task successfully com
pleted, Besides the prisoners, it brought back 77 loyal
Norwegians.

Though small in comparison with subsequent combined opera
tions, much was learned from this attack on Vaagso on

27 December 1941, which the C,-in-C. Home Forces described as,
an, excellent example of careful planning and prepanation,

which, with close co-operation between the three services, was
carried out in a most resolute manner*.

t

The adequate fighter cover provided throughout the day
was aptly summed up by the remark of one of the destroyer's

It was nice to feel you ha.dn't got to be looking up.crew:

all the time'.

(vii) The Bay of Biscay and the Western end of the English
Channel

cc/s. 15095
Enel.1A

The second region which was unaffected by the division of

responsibility by areas for the attack of enemy merchant ship-
pingv/asthat of the Western end of the English Channel and the

Bay of Biscay, for which No. 19 Oroup at Plymouth was
responsible.

First and foremost among the operational tasks of the
Group was the hunting of U-boats and reconnaissance, both

visu^ and photograpliic, in the approaches to the enemy

(1) Prom the records maintained at Lloyd's and those available from German
sources the undermentioned merchant shipping was lost and damaged at Vaagso

Destroyed Damaged

Elsmeer (1,001+ gross tons)
Nordland ( 725 "
Eystein ( 108 " )

Anhalt

Anita L.M. Russ
(5,870 gross tons)
(1,712 «
(2,258 "

Rermar Edzard FTltzen (2,936 "
(  207 "
(  223 "
(  250 "

)
Norma )

"  )
Hadacoyr
D. Donner

Fohn (patrol boat)
)
)
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Second in importance came that of minelaying,occupied ports,
and thirdly, the destruction of enemy merchant shipping.

(a) The disposition of Enemy traffic

At the commencement of the period under review, i,e. mid-

June 194.1, the main traffic of merchant tonnage for enemy
account in the Bay of Biscay was the carriage of iron ore from

Bilbao to Bayonne.

Prom information available to the Ministry of Economic
Warfare it appeared that seventeen vessels were normally
employed in this trade, eight of them were Dutch and nine
French owned. The Dutch vessels were all motorships but of

the French vessels, five were motor driven, two were coal burn

ing and two sailing vessels, one of which had an auxiliary
motor. ■ They were all small craft ranging from one hundred to

four hundred gross tons. Each of these ships made on the

average one trip from Bilbao to Bayonne every three days. On
some days as many as eight or nine of them arrived at or sailed

from either port. They had made the return voyage in ballast

up to July 1941 hut from then on a number loaded cargoes of

coke at Bayonne for Bilbao. It was the frequency of their

voyages rather than the size of the individual cargo that made

their employment worth while. The aggregate tonnage reached

the considerable figure of 1,000 tons per day, but later on in

the year the tempo of shipments was substantially increased
and further additions were made to the fleet of small ships

engaged in this trade.

GC/S. 15211
Enel. 10A

A number of medium sized ships with a gross tonnage of
These vessels loaded atsome 5,000 tons were also employed.

Bilbao just the same as the smaller ships, but for the most

part were too large to discharge at Bayonne and, therefore,
proceeded to Bordeaux and occasionally to Nantes for unload-

Since May 1941, six such shipnents had taken place,
the Italian 'Eugenio C* (4P78 gross tons) had

buting.

only one vessel,
made more than one voyage and could be said to be in anything
like regular employment.

There did not appear to be any fixed time table for sail

ings, but it was believed that the vessels moved out into the

harbour at Bilbao as soon as loading was completed, and the

smaller ones having only a short trip i. e. tT/elve hours or so,

probably tried to accomplish this during the hours of darkness.

They undoubtedly hoogged the coast throughout the passage, and

apart from patrols by armed trawlers were not believed to par
ticipate in any convoy system. During the longer voyage to

the River Gironde, which took thirty-five to forty hours, the
larger vessels were believed to have an escort of three or four

armed trawlers which almost certainly accompanied them
throughout.

A regular contraband traffic was also carried on by small

coasting vessels from ports in Portugal and Spain to Bilbao

and Bayonne. A few Portuguese vessels participated in this

traffic, but it v/as largely confined to Spanish ships.
Originally the Portuguese vessels used to sail from Oporto,
Leixoes and Viana de Gastello and proceed direct to Bayonne,
but fear of interception led to cargoes being unloaded at

Bilbao, whence they continued to enemy occupied t emitory in
the Dutch and French coasters.

The cargoes varied from minerals siJch as clirome, wolfram

and tin to sardines, resin, pit-props and railway sleepers,
A considerable traffic in canned fish was also carried betT^een
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In theVigo and Bayonne whence it was railed to Italy,
reverse direction, coal again featured both for Spanish and^
Portuguese account, together with tinplate, rails and the laJce.
This traffic was distinguished not so much by^its volume but
in many cases by the importance of the commodity involved, such
items as chrome and tin being of particular value to the enemy.

Little was known of the habits of the vessels engaged in

this contraband traffic, but they undoubtedly sailed very close
inshore and were difficult to distinguish from the local
neutral traders.

Overshadowing all other shipping activities in this area

the development of blockade running betvTeen French west

coast ports and the Ear East, during 1942. While the trans
port of Spanish iron ore and the small contraband trade already
mentioned were in themselves important they did not warrant

consideration in comparison with this far more important func
tion between two of the Axis countries.

Even before Japan’s entry into the war on 7 Eecember 1941»
there were signs that indicated the enemy’s intention to r\m
an occasional ship from East to West and vice versa, but since

Japans conquests which presented her with vast quantities of

valuable commodities, traffic between Europe and^the Par East
soon became a growing and almost a regiolar practice.

Possessed of the sources of an abundance of those materials
most needed by Germany, such as rubber, tungsten, quinine,
vegetable and mineral oils, Japan was denied the means of

exploiting them either for herself or Germany.
Axis partner on the other hand, though lacking such materials,
had the means and machinery for exploiting Japan’s acquisi
tions,

exchange each others riches,
doubt that a plan for running ships in each direction for the
exchange of essentials would be prosecuted with the utmost

energy from both sides. But just as the pooling of their
mutual resources ranked as an Axis war aim of the highest
order so the need to thwart them presented the Allied nations

with a strategic problem of the first order.

Although the first movements in the campaign occurred dur

ing the period covered by this chapter, the major part of the
battle took place during the latter half of 1942 and throughout
the year* 1943j it has been decided, therefore, that the com

plete narrative on ’Ear Eastern Blockade Running’ should be
dealt with in a later chapter.

Prom this brief account of the type of shipping to be

found in the Bay of Biscay it will be realised that only small
quantities of rare and important cargoes were involved and com

paratively little shipping was needed to maintain this traffic.
In consequence, the anti-shipping effort of No.19 Group was not
commensurate with either of the other two Group’s commitments
in this respect. Moreover, the anti-shipping effort of No.19
Group was almost wholly absorbed in keeping a constant watch
on the three enemy major named units at Brest, the full story
of which can be found in Chapter V, section (ii).

The air reconnaissance necessary for the maintenance of

this close watch on Brest and the adjacent sea areas so that

an unseen escape would be impossible, involved an inmense
expenditure of flying effort at the very time when Coastal
Command's limited resources were taxed to the uttermost in the

war against the U-boats and enemy merchant shipping.

was

The leading

It had thus become vital that Germany and Japan should
•Such a situation left little
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(-b) Forces availal^le for the Anti-shipping role

In June 194-1, no specific forces v/ere allocated, solely
for the Anti-shipping role, but according, to the availa
bility of aircraft and the priorities of other commitments,
limited number of aircraft vjere made available from a Beaufort

squadron, > not torpedo trained; a Blenheim bomber
squadron(2) about to be re-equipped vith Hudsons*  a Blenheim^
fighter so,uadron(3). part of a Hudson squadron(4) and a Plight
of P.R. aircraft,(5; Various changes in the disposition oi

squadrons occurred during the latter half of 194-1 through re
equipment and postings so that tne end of the year, aircraft
for the anti-shinping role T/ere made available from one nudson

squadron,(6) one^*.hitley squadron, (7) part of gne Beaufort
squadronCS) and one complete Beaufort scpiadronl9J and the
Flight of P.R. aircraft.(10)

a

Coastal Gffi.d.

Location

Statements

15.6.4-1 to
31.12.41

(c) The introduction of Anti-Shipping reconnaissance_,in
the Bay-- July 1941

Routine reconnaissance for the purpose of locating enemy
non-existent in MidH. Q.No.19 Gz’oup

Op, Order No. 2
d/d 29 June 1941

merchant shipping in the Bay of Biscay was
June 1941. Occasional offensive sorties were flown when air

craft could be spared from other duties, but, generally, the

fey/- movements which were taking place were covered^by the
P.R.U. sorties or by those aircraft engaged on Anti-U.-boat or
Anti-Raider commitments within the area. On receipt of

reported movements a small strike force consisting of two or
more Beauforts was despatched to deal with the target. During
the latter half of June, there were four occasions when s^h
reports warranted the despatch of strike forces to the extent
of seventeen aircraft, of which seven delivered attacks, but

only one hit was claimed.

Tovyards the end of the month, however, it was considered
at Coastal Command that evidence existed which

the amount of enemy shipping leaving
by Intelligence
pointed to an increase in .
and approaching French west coast ports, both singly and in

yyhich justified the introduction of routine recon-convoy,

naissance on a limited scale.

A plan to locate and destroy this traffic was immediately
outlined by Headquarters, No.19 Group and introduced as Opera
tional Order No. 2 on 29 June 1941. It yyas proposed to divide

yyhich enemy shipping was considered most likely to
be located into four sections.(l1) On orders from No.19 Group
reconnaissance aircraft vrould patrol one or more of the areas

the area in

a

(1) No.217 Squadron at St. Eval
2) No.53 Squadron at St. Eval
3; No.236 Squadron at Cavern Cheriton with a detachment at

St. Eval

a) No.206 Squadron detachment at St. Eval
5) P.R. aircraft (Spitfire) at St. Eval
6) No,224 Squadron at St. Eval
7) No,502 Squadron at St. Eval
8) No.86 Squadron at St. Bval
9) No,22 Squadron at St. Eval
10) Spitfires at St. Eval

Prom 463ON to 4700 N and betvreen O5OOW and O7OOW
Prom 46OON to 463ON and between the French coast
and 0500Y^

Prom 452ON to 46OON and betvreen the Prench coast
and 03COW

AREA 4. Prom 4700N to 4800N and between O5OOW to O7OOW,

11) AREA 1.
AREA 2.

AREA 3.
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At night, or in conditions of poor visibility,as detailed,

the aircraft selected was to be eqiupped with A.S.V.
locating an enemy convoy or an important independent ship, the
aircraft was to report to base and continue shadowing, but no
attack was to be made,

merchant vessel, however, an attack could be made, and the

report to base was to include the result of the attaclc.
patrol would then be continued.

On

On sighting an unimportant single

The

At the time the reconnaissance aircraft was due to arrive

on patrol, a section of three aircraft armed with G.P, bombs,
11 seconds delay, v/as to be brought to irnmediate availability.
The aircjraft were to be taxied from dispersal and the crews

standing“by in the Operations or Crew room,
sighting report of sufficient importance, the strike force
was to be despatched with the least possible delay.

On receipt of a

Normally

a striking force would not be sent out if the report was of a

single merchant vessel.

Throughout the month of July, nineteen sorties were flovm

imder operational Order No.2, but the results were not very
encouraging. Two attacks were delivered on merchant-vessels
of 800 tons and 2,500 tons respectively, both of which were

assessed as damaged. An additional attack on a minesweeper
of 1,200 tons earned the assessed award of sunk.(1) A further
fifteen sorties v/ere flown by the Group's aircraft on recon

naissance and strikes against enemy merchant tonnage in the

Bay of Biscay during the month, which resulted in five attacks

being made against a variety of ships of 800 to 5j000 tons.
Claims for hits on two medium sized vessels were made and

earned assessment of one merchant vessel of 3,500 tons sxink

and another of 5,000 tons damaged,
effort against enemy merchant shipping for the month was there

fore thirty-four sorties, which produced sightings of fifteen

independent merchant vessels and seven convoys besides sundry
Seven merchantmen and one minesweeper were

With the routine watch on

The total expenditure of

fishing vessels,
attacked with 5.90 tons of bombs,
Brest and the move of Scharnhorst to La Pallice and back

occupying a further sixty-six sorties the anti-shipping effort

for July was fully extended.

An extension of reconnaissance to the North Spanish Coast

The existing plan for ascertaining the extent of enemy
merchant shipping movements in the Bay of Biscay was extended

from 31 July 1941, to incl'ude the traffic approaching Bordea-ux

from the west along the Spanish coast, at the request of

H.Q. C.G.

The coastwise shipping traversing the north coast of Spain
was outside the sink-at-sight area, but between Bilbao and

Bayonne there vras a stretch of shipping lane some one hundred

and twenty miles long which came v/ithin the free bombing area.
There was also the very definite possibility that enemy block
ade runners from the Par East steered straight for Bordeaux,
having probably made a landfall either at Cape Pinisterre or
Cape Ortegal,

With these factors in mind H.Q. C.C. requested No.19 Group
to institute regular patrols to search for and attack siich
shipping Tirhen found.

(1) According to Lloyd's Shipping records, there is no evidence
of damage sustained by any merchant tonnage in the Bay of
Biscay during the month of July 1941.
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On occasions special reconnaissance could be provided by
P.R, aircraft from St. Eval, and in particular when Intellig
ence reports suggested the possibility of shipping movements.

The Admiralty had indicated the two areas most likely to

be on the line of approach of enemy shipping to and from the

Atlantic, and had stressed the importance of careful search in
these areas in addition to the coastwise route to Bordeaux,

Essentially a job for long range aircraft, this commit
ment raised the problem of selecting a suitable t37pe which
could be spared for this task, bearing in mind the proximity
of enemy aerodromes to the coastwise route which made fighter
opposition a certainty.

This matter was raised several times at the A,0,C.-in-C.'s

daily conferences during the last ten days of July, wherein it
was made clear that there were no Catalinas available and the

Sunderland aircraft were at this time all becoming due for

major inspections and had been instructed, therefore, not to
fly routine patrols in the Bay by night,
stances the choice fell upon the Hudson which when fitted wdth

a long range tank had an operational range of 1170 to 1570
miles according to the mark of aircraft.^1)

In the circum-

H.Q.C.C. Daily
Conferences

d/d 6.8. hi

At this time it so happened there was a desire to
strengthen the anti-U-boat effort in the Baj'' and in consequence
nearly all the available Hudsons(2) were required for this com
mitment, so very few could be spared for Anti-shipping opera
tions in the southern part of the Bay.

PI/98/8A1 and
H. Q.N0.I9 Group
OJi.B. d/d
9 August 1941

In point of fact the first sortie to be flown in the

southern part of the Bay, was on 9 August 1941, by a Sunderland
which having reached 45 degrees nort
owing to weather.

sras recalled to base

A similar patrol (3) y/as flov/n by another
Simderland on I4 August, y/hich sighted and engaged an PY4 200
about one hundred and fifty miles west of the Gironde, and
claimed some damage to the enemy;
sighted a submarine y/hich dived within thirty seconds.

and on the homevrard leg

No further patrols for this commitment were flovm during
the remainder of the month,

(d) Operations - August to November 1941

In the northern part of the Bay the situation during the
month of August had been a little more active,
were flown on reconnaissance and strikes against merchant
shipping, during the course of yyhich three ships v/ere attacked,
and one claim for damage to a 10,000 ton vessel located at
Nantes on 5 August had been made, for y/hich an assessment in

Thirty sorties

miles

Hudson III - operational range 1170 - endurance
1320 ''
1570 "

No.233 Squadron were posted to St. Eval for work in the
Bay but No. 206 Sq’:!adron was sent to Aldergrove,
PI/G8/8/4I - Prom Mount Batten to 48OON O7OOW to 2)422N -
021OW to 4422N — 09007/ thence to Mount Batten,
of patrol was to report movements of enemy shipping, but
high level attacks could be carried out if suitable
target presented itself.

hours

9i
V 11

13iIV

Object

(1)

(2)

(3)
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the same category was granted. ) In regard to the other tvro
ships, attacked at St. Nazaire on 11 Axjgust, no claims v/ere
made as all bombs were believed to have missed the targets.

Activities against enemy naval units were confined to fifteen
sorties of a routine nature.

Although the number of sorties on reconnaissance and
strike against enemy merchant shipping showed an increase dur

ing the month of September compared v^rith the previous period,
the results obtained were not very encouraging,
course of forty-five sorties, only seven independent merchant

vessels and two convoys were sighted, of which five ships of
6,500 tons vrere attacked,
and no assessments awarded.

I>uring the

There were no substantial claims

H.Q, No. 19 Group
0, R. B.

Sept. 1941

The type of shipping seen was generally of the coaster
class between 400 and 800 tons, although a medium size vessel

of 2,500 tons was sighted and attacked in the vicinity of
Brehat Island at the v/estern end of the English Channel.
Simderland of No. 10 (R.A.A.F.) Squadron on patrol in the south
eastern part of the Bay sighted and attacked two small coasters

of 400 tons each, but the bombs dropped short.

There was very little interference from enemy aircraft,
in fact there v/ere only two encounters througliout the month.

A

The routine watch against the three major naval mits at

Brest only called for fifteen sorties, but activities against
fringe targets was stepped up to thirty-four sorties, out of

which twenty-two attacks developed and were responsible for

the expenditure of over eighteen tons of bombs,

Tfestage among the aircraft engaged on these activities
numbered four, two of which were lost on anti-shipping patrols
and two during the attacks on fringe targets.

ibid

Oct. 1941
During October there was a complete lack of attacks

against enemy merchant shipping which had, in fact, made very
few appearances throughout the period, for only three indepen
dent ships were siglited during the course of the twenty-nine

Catalina aircraft of No.209 Squadron, recentlysorties flown,

transferred to Pembroke Dock from Iceland, were now participat
ing in the long range patrols off the north Spanish coast, but
had so far only encountered Spanish vessels.

A report on 22 October concerning the likelihood of a

sortie by the Prinz Eugen was sufficient to step up reconnais
sance in the neighbourhood of Brest for more than  a week, and
thereby brought the month’s total sorties for this commitment
up to forty-seven,
few consecutive sorties established the unchanged state of the
three ships which had been in dry dock throughout the month.
Fringe targets at St. Nazaire, Lorient and Nantes received
attention to the extent of nearly seven and a half tons of
bombs released d-uring the course of nineteen attacks.

The tension was relaxed, however, when a

H.Q.C.C.
Naval Staff

Log 22.10.41

(1) According to records maintained by the German Admiralty,
the merchant vessel Leesee of 2,640 gross tons v/as damaged
in Nantes during this attack.
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Earlier in the month at one of the A,0.G.-in-G.'s daily-
conferences it had been suggested that as Wo.217 Squadron had

been through a strenuous time during its extensive employment
in the Bay, and had suffered many losses, it should be given a
3^est by going to Thorney Island where it could be built up and
torpedo trained. This was approved by the A.0, G,-in-G, on

21 October, and he also ruled that Wo. 22 (Bea-ufort) Squadron
should taJce over in the Bay area.

Just prior to this change-over, reinforcements for Wo.19
Group had also arrived in the shape of the newly equipped
Wo,53 Squadron with Hudsons.

H.Q.G.G.

Daily Con
ference Polder

H.Q.C.C.
Location

Statements

Wo.lif d/d
16.10.41 A proportion of both squadrons participated in the anti

shipping programme from now onwards as far as their availa

bility would allow, and as Wo.22 Squadron were torpedo trained,
this t3pe of vreapon re-appeared among the armament expended in
the Bay area during Wovember, after an absence of six months.

H.Q. Wo.19 Group
0 .R.B.

Wov. 1941

Although the Wovember effort of twenty-four sorties
against enemy merchant shipping produced five attacks, no

claims vrere made and no assessments granted.

Among the eight independents and four convoys seen, the

most important sighting - although not fully appreciated at the

time - was that made by a Catalina of Wo.209 Squadron on patrol
in the S.E. corner of the Bay.

At 1445 ho-urs on 23 Wovember, Q/209 on course 160 degrees
at 800 feet, sighted an unidentified aircraft circling a

merchant vessel (1) dead ahead in position 43.49W  - 05.50W.
The Catalina attempted to shadow the merchant vessel while

maintaining cloud cover, but every time 'Q* left cloud, the

enemy aircraft, now identified as an HE. 115, forced her to

Over a dozen attempts to approach the merchant
At 1505 ho-urs a combat

regain cover,

ship were prevented by the HE.II5.
ensued and ’Q’ was hit by several bursts of cannon shell,
including incendiary,
approached the starboard bow and passed over 'Q* offering a

good target, which the guns in the blister and the nose took

full advantage,
the enemy's port wing, but no further results were observed as

at 1547 hours in position 45.02W - 06,28W the HE, 115 t\xrned

about and disappeared on a reciprocal course.

Once during the encounter the enemy

Tracer was seen to enter the outer panel of

It was not until 1800 ho-urs that this incident Vifas

reported to base, but the delay was intentional as the Captain
was reluctant to break Ti/T silence in view of the state of his
aircraft after combat, until nearer to base and the protection
of approaching darlmess.

H.Q.C,C.
Controllers

Log and H.Q.
Wo.15 Group.
O.R.B.

From an intelligence report, the arrival of this ship was

expected, and in anticipation a Liberator of No,120 Squadron
had been loaned by Wo,15 Group to patrol an area off the north

west Spanish coast be-tween Cape Pinisterre and Cape Ortegal
since daylight, hoping to sight her as she made landfall;
however, this aircraft saw only two Spanish merchantmen and

Vifhat was believed to be a U-boat-pieriscope.

H.Q. Wo. 19 Group
O.R.B.

Wov.1941

Unfortunately the weather on the following day r-uled out

all hopes of a snnilar patrol being flo-wn, but on subsequent
days all the routine sorties were briefed to keep  a sharp look
out for the merchant ship; however, she evaded attention and

(1) This ship was the homeward bo-und Raider 'B'.
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Her next appearance v^aswas not seen again in the Bay area,
in the English Channel diiring the very early hours of

28 November when she v^as picked up by Dover C.H,L., and had,
therefore, become the responsibility of No,16 Group,(1)

The remainder of the Anti-Shipping operations for the
month were almost equally distributed between the routine watdi

on Brest and the attack of fringe targets,
effort amounted to thirty-eight sorties and on the latter,
forty sorties with twenty-five attacks and a bomb expenditure
of 11,39 tons,
strikes but v/ithout result.

On the former the

Four torpedoes were dropped during shipping

(e) The destruction of an enemy supply tanker

ibid

Dec, 19M
An increase in the number of enemy ships sighted during

the month of December led to a substantial rise in the number

of attacks made, but success \Tas very elusive until the 23rd
■vfhen a target in the form of a laden supply tanker was success
fully dealt with by the combined efforts of a Sunderland of
No.10 (R.A.A.P.) Squadron with bombs and depth charges, and a
Beaufort of No,22 Squadron with a torpedo.

At 0857 hours on 23 December 1941, Sunderland K/lO on
Anti-Submarine patrol in the outer Bay area sighted a heavily
laden tanker of 12,000 tons in position 45*45^ - 11.48W on a
westerly course at about twelve knots. The aircraft requested
the tanker’s mame and the reply was ‘Belinder’, A signal to
this effect was sent to base requesting instructions, while
'K' continued to shadow. At 1002 hours orders were received
to attack the tanlcer v/ith depth charges. Meanwhile the ship
had changed course to 160 degrees. Having attained a favour
able position for attack the Sunderland approached the target
down sun and at 1047 hours released 6 MK VIII D.Cs. set at
fifty feet and 2 x 250’ lb. A/S bombs at half a second delay in
a stick spaced at forty feet. The stick was dropped from
1000 feet, and v/as believed to have straddled the ship at an
angle of forty-five degrees from starboard bow to port quarter
as tall columns of Vi^ater completely obscured the target,
Yi/hen the columns subsided a large column of smoke was observed
rising from the ship which had now reduced speed to about fouir
knots and wras trailing astern an oil streak some two hundred
feet wide. Thirteen hundred rounds of M.G. were also fired
from all guns in turn and hits were claimed on the vessel's
bridge. The Sunderland did not escape unscathed for as she
passed overhead the tanker's guns opened fire with M.G. and
cannon, some of which penetrated the skin belo\7 the waterline.
One of the gunners also received a piece of cannon shell in
his right arm.

H.Q. No. 19 Group
PL/G11/22/12
PI/G14/22/12
PL/GI 5/22/12
PD/01/23/12

Two or three minutes before the attack, the second pilot
believed he saw a disturbanoe of water some'300 yards ahead of
the tanker which resembled the swirl of a submerging U-boat,
but this was not confirmed by any other member of the crew.

■Within fifteen minutes of the receipt of the sighting
report at N0.I9 Group, instructions were despatched to St. Eval
for all available Beauforts of No.22 Squadron to take-off
forthwith to attack the tanker,
were airbome, but, apart from seeing a Pocke Wulf 200, nothing
had been sighted by the time P.L.E. had been reached.

By 1117 hours six Beauforts

H.Q. No. 19 Group
PI/G2/23/1 2

STE/01 0/23/1 2

(1 ) For the subsequent events including No,16 Group’s effort
to locate this incoming Raider, Section (v), (c)(iv)see .
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In the meantime another Sunderland (S/IO) flying an Anti-
Submarine patrol in the area, but with V//T receiver unservice
able, had contacted the tanker at 1210 hours in position
45.20W - IllifW on a course of 135 degrees at an estimated
speed of 10/12 knots. The tanker opened fire but the ai]c-
craft did not return fire as it was considered to be out of

range. Photographs were taken but no attack was made.

On the receipt of this report vifhich made it clear that

the ship was making for territorial v/aters, No,19 Group
instructed three Catalinas of No. 209 Squadron engaged in Anti

submarine patrols in the vicinity to proceed to the area of

the sighting, continue to shadow throughout the rest of the

day, and attack at last light.

PD/03/23/1 2

MB/01/24/12
MB/02/24/12
MB/03/24/1 2

At 1510 hours in position 45.10N - 11.57''ifj Catalina S/209
sighted an oil streak heading in a south-easterly direction
which it v/as decided to follow, and within an hour the tanker

was sighted dead ahead, having reached 4432N - 1047’4
progress was signalled to base accordingly,
of oil trailing astern the vessel appeared to be damaged.
Unfortunately the Catalina now developed slight engine trouble,
but it continued to shadow the ship until driven off fifty
minutes later by an HE.115 which had been sent out to escort
the tanker.

Her

Prom the streak

Another Catalina sighted the destroyer Vanoc
which was endeavouring to intercept the enemy before she made
territorial waters. This destroyer was crossing the Bay areH.Q.C.C. Naval

Staff Log
23.12.41

a
at the time the first sighting report was made and was diverted
on instructions from the C.-in-C

positions of the Vanoc and the tanlcer at 163O ho-urs placed than
about one hundred and seventy miles apart, with the enemy about
one hundred and five miles to mal<e before reaching the safety
of territorial waters.

Plymouth, The relative
• >

The chances of the destroyer catching
her vrere considered to be very small.

H, Q. No. 19 Group In view of this, three Whitleys of No.502 Squadron were

hurriedly despatched to intercept and attack if possible.
However, one returned to base with 1'V/T unserviceable and the
other two aircraft failed to find the target, but instead made

contact with an eastbound U-boat in position 4352N - O9OOW
which was allowed to proceed unmolested in view of the bombing
restriction which was in operation at the time.(1)

The failiire of the Yi/hitleys to locate the tanker, and the

lack of any news from the destroyer Vanoc, meant that the ship
had not been seen since about I7OO hours on the 23rd,

therefore imperative that contact should be regained at the

earliest opportunity after dawn on the 24th.
allotted to one of the Sunderland aircraft (S/lO) which had
been engaged on a U-boat hunt the previous day but had sighted

The servicing of this flying boat was expedited

It was

This task was

the tanker,

H, Q, No,19 Group
PL/G2/24/12

and she was airborne at Pembroke Dock at O429 hours with depth
charges on board, as there had not been time to re-arm with
bombs.

PD/01/24/I 2 At 0848 hours on the 24th, contact was regained with the

tanker which had now reached position 4355N - 0750W, but her

(1 ) A total of three German U-boats v/ere ordered by the High
Goiranand to go to the aid of the damaged tanker,
these boats sighted a British destroyer on an easterly
course at high speed (presumably Vanoc) but none located
the tanker. The sighting of a U-boat by T/502 (Whitley)
was very likely one of these three searching for the dam

aged surface vessel (B, d. U. War Log d/d
23/24 December 194l).

One of
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course was not observed as the Sunderland was immediately
engaged in combat with a JU.88, which continued spasmodically
for twenty-five minutes after which time the enemy disappeared
in cloud.

At 0915 hours the Sunderland Trent in to attack approach
ing the tanker in level fliglit at /;an angle of twenty degrees
on the port q'uarter and dropped 250 lb, MK VIII D*C,s (one
hung up) and 2 x 250 lb. A/S bombs from I7OO feet without the
use of a sight; the observer'was acting as fire controller
at the time, and so it v/as left to the pilot to aim the D.C. s
and bombs at the ship, by eye. All the weapons overshot,
the nearest bomb was about thirty yards ahead of the ship.
Front and rear gunners raked the ship's decks with M,G, fire
as tlie Sunderland passed overhead, and some hits were estimated.

The aircraft continued to shadow.

No further sighting of the JU,88 had been made, but at
1015 hours in position ~ 0758^ 3- bomb explosion was seen
very close to one of our own destroyers (Vanoc) which had just
come into view, and immediately after a JU.88 was sighted
climbing into cloud. The Sunderland continued to circle the

destroyer and the enemy aircraft was sighted several times
approaching out of cloud. On two occasions, at 1025 and I04O
approximately, S/10 turned to meet the JU.88 head on and passed
over it with front and rear guns firing. Hits were estimated
on the enemy's mainplane. Although the JU,88 passed over the
destroyer after each of these engagements no bombs were seen'
to fall in spite of the fact that bombs could be seen in the
racks.

At 1056 hours the Sunderland wras obliged to set course for
base having reached P.L.E. The enemy aircraft was last seen
two minutes earlier entering cloud.

Just about this time a Whitley aircraft of No.502 Squadron,
self-diverted from a U-boat hunt in the area, reported the
tanker in position 4345N - O752W at IO58 hours, with
her, having just completed a ttirn to starboard,
were obtained.

Immediately the S'underland' s report on the attack
received at base, instructions were issued for a strike force
of Bea'uforts and Ytoitleys to take off forthwith.

Only ttiree Beauforts of No.22 Squadron and. one Whitley of
No.502 Squadron were available, and were despatched'between

.  1115 and 1130 hour

nothing to report, but the third aircraft (1^22) sighted the
j tanker at 1443 hours in Santa Ifert Bay with her bows heading
in a north westerly direction. The pilot flew the aircraft
up the eastern side of the bay and when almost abeam of the
ship turned in and commenced the run-up from a distance of
1-2 ~ 2 miles. Prom seventy feet at a range of six hundred
yards one torpedo was released and a direct hit amidships was
registered. As the Beaufort headed out to sea a pyramid of
black smoke seen to be rising from amidships had reached a
height of 100/150 feet, and eventually enveloped the whole of
the after part of the ship which also appeared to be settling
down by the stem*

When the ̂ itley arrived on the scene at 1535 Hours tne
tanker seemed to’ be aground with a marked list to starboard and
the after deck partly submerged. There was a mass of black oil
between the ship and shore and a lifeboat f'ull of men had just
pulled away from the vessel.

no way on

Photographs

was

Two of the Beauforts returned with

STE/012/21/-12

H.Q. No, 19 Group
PI/G384/24/12

STE/014/24/12
STE/015/24/12
STE/d 6/24/1 2
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The aircraft attacked from dead ahead and released 3 x

25O'Ih. A/s bombs from 800 feet, circled and repeated the attack

with another three bombs, all of which imdershot,
gianner raked the decks with M.G. fire and after the second

attack the tanker's gun opened fire from two positions, both

of which were eventually silenced.

The rear

The Admiralty and the Central Interpretation Unit examined
the photographs of the vessel which had been taken by various
aircraft during operations against this target, and in spite
of slight discrepancies were satisfied that she was the ex

WorTwegian Ole Jacob of 8,306 gross tons, renamed Benno when

captured by a German raider in the Indian Ocean in
November 1940.

H.Q.C.C.
Naval Staff Log
26.12.41

This was later confirmed by the German communique which
referred to the Benno being sunk by British bombers and tcirpedo
aircraft.

It \Tas believed that this supply tanker was associated
with Raider E, vdiose presence in a Biscay port was suspected
and whose sailing consequently, might be postponed,
sibility of a relief tanker being sent out was not overlooked,
and although there was no definite information available to

this effect, aircraft of No. 19 Group were warned to keep
sharp look-out and were rewarded on the 29th v/hen a tanker of

about 6,000 tons was sighted alongside the mole at La Pallice.
She was promptly attacked by two Beauforts of No.22 Squadron,
one of which was awarded an assessment of damage,
ing evening the same ship was siglited and attacked in the same

position by another Beaufort, but no claim was made.(I)

(f) Operations - December 1941

The pos-

The follow

PL/G5/29/1 2
STE/02/30/1 2
STE/03/30/12
STE/05/30/1 2

-

H. Q. No. 19 Group
0. R. B. Dec. 41*

In addition to the seven attacks on the two tankers men

tioned above, a further eleven attacks were made on a variety
of merchant shipping between 400 and 5 >000 tons in the Bay

the month, and five ships were assessed asarea durin;

damaged.(2

The month's total effort of thirty-nine sorties on recon

naissance and strikes against merchant vessels was the second

best in this six monthly period, and the number of attacks,
which amounted to eighteen, was the highest ever achieved by
the Group's aircraft. Only one torpedo was expended during
the month but the bomb tonnage of 7.39 tons was also the

highest in this type of operation.

It is of interest to record that Liberator aircraft of

No. 15 Group had participated to a limited extent in the anti-

merchant shipping offensive in the Bay area during the month,
particularly in the vicinity of the North Spanish coast, and

had made three attacks, two of which came within the assessed

category of 'damaged'.

The remainder of the anti-shipping operations for the
month were, as usual, confined to the watching patrols in the

Brest area and the attack of fringe targets.

H. Q. No.15 Group
0. R. B. Dec. 41

H.Q. No. 19 Group
0. R.B. Dec. 41

With the increasing probability of the three enemy major
naval units at Brest approaching a state of readiness for sea,

(1) There is no evidence in Lloyd's Shipping records of any
ship receiving damage by air attack at La Pallice on
either of these dates,

(2) There is no confirmation of these assessments,
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the watching patrols were stepped upwards with emphasis on the

maintenance of 'STOPPER* without gaps,
total number of sorties on this accomt, i. e. eighty-seven,
showed a marked increase and was the highest total of any
month in the second half of 1941.

Consequently, the

To round off the busiest month in respect of anti-shipping
operations in Wo,19 Group's operational area, fringe taurgets
at Donges, Brest and La Pallice were visited by thirty-two
aircraft, twelve of wiiich made attacks and accounted for the
expenditure of 7.64 tons of bombs.

Wastage among the aircraft engaged on these patrols
totalled six, four of which were lost during attacks on fringe
targets.

Enemy aircraft did not interfere with our patrols to any
extent, and although enoomtered on seven occasions only one
combat resxlLted.
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QiAITER V

OIERATIOHS AGAIMST TIIB GERl/IAJI MIN MVAL TOUTS AT BREST MTI^Thi™
MARCH 1%-1 AND FEBRUARY 194^ AJO DURIW& THEIR ESGAJE UP THE

ENGLISH CHANNEL TO GEEMANY

(i) Introduction

The arrival ccf the "Scharnhorst" and "Gneisenau" in Brest

at the end of March 1941 put into train three parallel lines
of action -which were pursued conjointly for nearly eleven months.
The appearance of the third ship - the "Rrinz Eugen" in the
same port early in June merely gave added incentive of these
measures which were;-

(a) To make air attacks on the ships in harhour with the
object of so damaging them that they would be unable to
proceed to sea.

(b) To institute and maintain the closest watch by air
reconnaissances on the port of Brest and over the adjacent
sea area so that an unseen escape would be impossible,

(c) To perfect a scheme of combined action by Bomber,
Coastal and Fighter Commands with the object of attacking
any or all of these ships should they succeed in breaking
out.

The first was effected as the result of four successful sepa
rate attacks, two in April and two in July 1941.
of the damage inflicted was not fully realised in England at
the time,

target though the indirect effects on the dockyard organisation
at Brest were considerable,(1)

The extent

The many other bombing attacks failed to hit their

The second involved an iranense expendi-ture of fl^’-ing effort

over a long -period and at a time when Coastal Command's slender
resources were stretched to the uttermost in the war against
the U-boats, blockade runners and anti-shipping operations.
The final failure to intercept was directly attributable to

the vagaries of the still imperfect A.S.V,

The third was rendered nugatory, althou^ theoretically sound,
by the lack of practice in the difficult technique of attackin

fast moving targets at sea and was further hampered by poor
weather conditions,

(ii) Attacks delivered bv Bomber and Coastal Commands to keep
these units immobilised

O

.  The employment of major naval units on occasional com

merce raiding cruises was part and parcel of the German policy
against British sea caranuaications. The occupation of the
French naval bases on the Atlantic enabled the enemy to plan
in terrns of a force permanently stationed on the fleinlc of the

vital Atlantic trade routes. The exploits of the Hi-p-per in

February 1941 laad been a foretaste of these possibilities and
the arrival at Brest of the two battlecruisers - "Scharnhorst"

and "Gneisenau" - at the end of Maj?ch gave added wei^t to the

strategic threat being developed by the Germans against British

supplies from overseas.

Vol. II

Chapter VII
Section (i)

(1) For full details of bombing raids, tonnage and iypes of
bombs dropped see Appendix XIV,
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Naval target priority for the Bcniber Offensive

The tattle of Atlajitic Directive of the 9 March had ruled
that the efforts of Bomber Command should for the next three

months be devoted to defeating the eneiqy's attempts at blockade
and constituted

gets in Geitnany
to Bomber Command giving a list of naval targets with orders
of priority,

yards and naval ports in Germany and the operational U-boat
and P.W, 200 bases on the Bay of Biscay.

jor diversion from oil and industrial tar-
Consequently a new directive was issued.tiT

These targets were chiefly U-boat construction

C.0,S.(2i.l)
100th meeting

B.C.

S.46368 Fart II
ends, 76A and
8QA,

The "Schamhorst" and "Gneisenau" had been operating
against Atlantic shipping during February and March, They
had last been sighted by a Coastal Command Hudson on the
21 March steering an easterly course in the Bay of Biscay but fog
had prevented any further observation of their movements after
2030 hours,
day,

22 March, their presence had not been confirmed by air recon-
missance owing to bad weather. Admiralty intelligence had
indicated their probable arrival on the 2?th and  a token attack
on Brest was made by two Blenheims of Bomber Command on the
night of the 27/28 March, (2^ On the 28 Ivlarch photographic

innaissance established that one of the ships was in dry-
and the other lying alongside a Jetty surrounded by

They immediately became a hi^ priority
Mine laying

and bombing raids on Brest were initiated but weather
conditions at first interfered, with these offensive measures.
Special watching patrols were inaugurated by Coastal Command
to give early warning of any sally on to the trade routes.
These continued at varying intensity until the ships* finally
left in February 1942 and aare dealt with more fully in sec
tion (iii).

The two ships entered Brest undetected the next
Although the battlecruisers had arrived in Brest on the

re CO

dock

anti-torpedo netting,

naval t^get for both Bomber and Coastal Commands,
outside (4J

Vol. II

Chapter VII
Section (i)

!. Sub-heading (b)

3bid

Sub-heading (m)

B.C/S.23746 II
end. 95A

(1) IThen the inmediate danger of invasion had receded at the
end of October 1940 the strategic aims of our Bomber Force
were reconsidered,

the only means of striking at Germany,
its use was issued on the 30 October giving two major
objectives:-

Oil and Industrial towns,
approved on the 15 November in which Oil was the Fri-
mary target with industrial towns as the secondary
objective,
allowed were:-

(a) Invasion ports, if invasion was considered
imminent,

(b) ' Enemy naval forces when specific instructions
were issued by the Air Ministry.

References;- BC/S.46368 Part II ends, 434 and 71A also
C,0,S,(4l) and D,0.(4l) 4th meetings.
No damage was inflicted on either ships,
of this and all subsequent raids on Brest see Appendix XIV,
Prara Geraian records, this v/a.s the "Gneisenau''.
Minelaying commenced on Mae ni^t of the 29/3O March and
was continued almost nij^tly for the next six weeks.
For details of the- sorties see Appendix XV,

Small though this force was, it was
A directive on

A revised directive was

The only diversions which were to be

For details(2)
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The "Gneisenau" immobilised

Air attacks hy Bomber Command took place on the ni^ts of

the 30/31 March, the 5/4 and April by 99, 62 and 49 air
craft respectively. (0 No hits were obtained but on the
5 April the "Gneisenau" was moved out of dry dock as an un

exploded 230 lb. bomb was discovered in the bottom of the
dock,

move was revealed by that day’s photographic reconnaissance
and on the 6th, a dawn strike by Coastal Command torpedo air
craft v/as launched,

to locate the target but the fourth, X/22 Squadron, succeeded
in spite of very intense flak fran the ships and breakwater
defences,

necessary to bring off a torpedo attack on a ship in Brest
harbour,

bility of success and the torpedo had to be dropped as the

aircraft was passing low over the breakwater in order to en

sure the requisite running distance before it arrived at the

target,
ted over the massed flak defences of Brest,

perfect, the torpedo hit the
flicted serious damage to the starboard propeller shaft, the

See Appendix XII hull of the ship and the after gun turret. Immediately after
the attack X/22 was shot down with the loss of all the crew.(2;

She was moored to a buoy in the outer harbour. This

Three of the attacking aircraft failed

A very high degree of skill and determination was

There was only one angle of approach for a possi-

The aircraft's subsequent get-away had to be attemp-
The attack was

in the stem and in-

A further attack was made by 48 Bomber Command aircraft
the ni^t of the 6/7 April(3) but no hits were secured on

either ship. After considerable difficulty the "Gneisenau"
was re-docked on the 7th, Insufficient cloud cover frus

trated the Coastal Ccranand strikes attempted on the 7 an<i 8
April. An attack was launched by 47 Bomber Command aircraft

the ni^t of the 10th/l1th(4) durmg which four direct
,(5) were obtained on the

on

on

hits, one of which did not explode

Vol. II

Chapter VII
Section (i)
Sub-heading (n)

forward part of the "Gneisenau". Though the armoured deck

See Appendix XII was not penetrated, there was extensive damage to "B" turret,
and the gunnery and damage control rooms. Fires broke out

and one third of the crew accommodation was destroyed. Two

fiirther bombs exploded on the edge of the dock causing damage
on the upper deck. Casualties by bomb or fire amounted to

50 killed and 90 wounded.

Althcu^ hits on the ship in dry dock had been confirmed
by intelligence, the extent of the damage was not known in
England neither at this time was it realised that  a torpedo
hit had been secured on the "Gneisenau" on the 6 April,
Tlie double dose thus received by the "Gneisenau" was estimated

by the enemy at the time to require at least four or five

months to make good,
the torpedo damage to the starboard propeller shaft neces

sitated a complete new shaft and bearings which would not be

canpleted until the end of 1941.
12 and 14 April were made by 35 and 90 aircraft of Bcmber
Command but no hits were secured.

Later in the summer it transpired that

Further attacks on the

The "Scharnhorst" thus

Ibid

(1) A total of 266 tons of bombs were dropped. Details of
bomb loads are given in Appendix XIV.

(2) The pilot - Flying Officer Kenneth Campbell - was post
humously awarded the Victoria Cross.

3) 67 tons of bombs V\fere dropped in the area.
4) 47 aircraft took part dropping 46 tons of bombs.
5) Tdien repair work was commenced on the 25 April, a

250 lb, bomb was found intact on the battery deck.
Reference Appendix XII,
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remained, undamaged but was still refitting after the Atlantic
cruise and v/as therefore not ready for sea.

Meanwhile rainelaying in the approaches to Brest had been

continuing since the 28 larch by Bomber Command augmented after
the 12. April by aircraft of Coastal Command,. Up to the
14 April 65 mines had been .successfully laid.

Bgnber Command llrotest

E.E,C,P/D,0/6 This concentration of effort gave rise on the 15 April to
a letter fran the A.O.C.-in-C, Bomber Command protesting to
the'C.A.S, against further wastage of b'anber sorties in con
tinual attacks oh these two ships. He outlined the opera
tions alr-ead^T- carried out, (O
"Cneiaenau" and -stated tliat "the ships had now been sewn in by mines -
Are we- therefore to continue ad nauseurn to cast hundreds of

tons more on to the quays and into the waters of Brest harbour?"
This appeal resulted in permission being given, by the Air Mini
stry, subject to Cabinet approval, to trainsfer the primary
effort of Bomber Command back to targets in Germany but under

follov/ing three stipulations:-

■(a) A daily P,R,U, reconnaissance of Brest harbour to be
carried out,

(b) The jnaintenance of frequent attacks on Brest by
small forces when the weather was favourable,

(c) First priority would again be given to the battle
cruisers when any movement was seen or suspected.

Attacks continued to be made at a hi;^ frequency until the
8 May when this new arrangement received approval
Cabinet after which they ceased until early in June

quoted reports of daroage to the

the

e War515

A„M, Signal XIZ1.3
17.4.41.
BC/S.46368 Ibirt II
ends. 81A and SZjA

WcC, meetings
49th conclusions.

German records show that no further hits were made in
these' attacks on the "Gneisenau". nor was the "Scharnhorst
damaged,
inflicted on the foraef and.the continued refitting of the
latter prevented either from .taking part in the Bismark Group’s
cruise or in any sally to aid that ship when she was disabled
and sunk in the Bay of' .Biscay on the 27 iiay.

They do show, howeyer, that the damage previously

The British

Volume II

Chapter VII (ii)

A.M, Signal
2 924-27/9

authorities considered it advisable'at this time to re-open
the atta,cks on these two ships and the 35'th meeting of the
Defence Conanittee (Operations) noted with approval on the
27 May that instructions had been issued to the A.O.C.-in-C,
Bomber Command to take an early opportunity of favourable
weather conditions to deliver a heavy attack on the battle
cruisers at Brest. The arrival of the "Phinz Eugen" at Brest,
which was confirmed by reconnaissance on the 4 June, gave
added weight to this decision.

(1) Between the 27 Iferch and the 15 April, Bomber Command had
expended 595 bombing sorties dropping 558 tons of bombs
and 80 minelaying sorties laying 61 mines.
Raids were made on the nights of the 22, 23 and 28 April
and the 3, 4 and 7 May by 22, 59, 12, 28, 92 and 89
Bomber Command aircraft respectively.

Bomber airci'aft dropped a total of 458 tons of bombs
Coastal aircraft made attacl<s on 12and laid 79 mines,

(2)

From 16 April-
31 May. (incl.)

ni^ts totalling 68 aircraft who dropped 37 tons of bombs
mostly 500 lb. S.A.P. and 1.500 lb, Mlagnums and laying
61 mines outside Brest,
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Handicaps to accurate bombing

Prom the middle of May onwards, a halloon barrage was
instituted around the town of Brest. Early in Jime, the Ger

mans installed smoke generators around the port and augmented
these in August hy mooring mmnerous small vessels, fitted with
this equipment, across the Rade de Brest so that  a smoke screen
could he operated at short notice over the dockyard area irres

pective of the direction of the wind. Henceforward the
homibing raids seldom found a clear target to attack,

The Bombing priority returns to land targets in Germany.

The three months of major diversion to naval targets
which was laid down in the ihrime Minister’s Iv'Iarch directive

were dravi/ing to a close, A resumption of the previous stra

tegic aim in the banbing offensive had been discussed but the
oil target policy was losing favour, A new policy was fin

ally approved by the Chiefs of Staff on the 7 June vyhereby,
subject to the requirem.ents of seciurity, including the Battle
of the Atlantic, the bombing offensive should be directed
against Gezroan transportation and civilian morale targets.
A more precise allocation of attack was proposed by the C.H.S,
in which he requested that l/3rd of the bombing effort should
be earmarked for Battle of Atlantic targets. This was dis

allowed after the C.A.S. had stated that, in his opinion, the

new bombing policj'" covered naval targets sufficiently having
rega.rd to diversions caused by moon and v/oather conditions.
During June, therefore, attacks on Brest \iere made by Bomber
Command only as and when they fitted in with weather conditions
ever the targets in Germany, (w
any of the ships.

The "Prins Eugen" immobilised

No damage was inflicted on

C.0.S.(41)
195"th meeting

Ibid

204th meeting

Ibid

216th meeting

On the ni^^it of the I/2 July an attack by 41 aircraft ̂
Bomber Command took place in the course of which  a direct hit

The bomb struck the portwas secured on the "ftinz_Eugen".
side of the upper deck in the fore part of the ship, pierced
the armoured deck and exploded below. The switch room com

partment, compass room, and the transmitting station were

destroyed together with 5'! men killed and 32 wounded. The
German estimate at the time w?as that it would take until the
late autumn or winter of 1941 bef ore the damage was made good
and the ship seaworthy. Further attaclcs took place on the

ni^ts of the 4 and 6 July by 80 and 101 aircraft respectively
of Bomber Command but no further hits or damage were inflicted

on the three ships.

See Appendix XII

Naval targets became a secondary objective

The Gennan attack on Russia, which comimenced on the
22 June, materially altered the general strategic picture.
On the 8 July an appreciation of the new situation was cir
culated to the tliree A,0,0s. in 0. in a nieraorandum by the Air
Staff which outlined the directions in which action by

(1) Bomber aircraft attacked on the nights of tlie 7, lO, 13
and 18 June employing 35j 96, 95 and 50 aircraft respec
tively.
Bomber aircraft dropped a total of 432 tons of bombs and
laid nil mines.

Coastal airci'aft dropped a total of 1-^ tons of bombs and
laid 48 mines.

During June 1941
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Great Britain could Best relieve the pressure on Russia,
hulk cf the German arrijy and air forces -were engaged on this ne\i)

front, leaving the minimm in western Europe and where, althou^
considerable, the fighter strength was much reduced, A mili

tary expedition at this time being out of the question it fell
to the Air Striking Force to hit the enerry where it produced
the most reaction,

attacks in N,¥, Germany escorted by filters would not only
damage the German war effort but would precipitate air battles
necessitating the recall frcm the Russian front of many filter

squadrons, (’ll
the three eneny capital ships in Brest and it was suggested

that daylight attacks escorted by filters should be possible,

A directive embodying these measures was issued by the

Air Ministry on the 9 July giving a detailed list of targets
in Germany and stating that naval targets, in particular the

projected daylight attacks on Brest, were to be regarded as
diversions from the main policy and only to be carried out

periodically when not missing good opportunities on the primary
targets unless necessity required special action. No further
raids were made on Brest until the 23 July. (2)

The "Scharnhorst" immobilised

The

It was considered that dayli^t bombing

Among secondary objectives was a renewed attack
on

BC/S.46368
Part II

Enel. 9CA

During July the "Soharnhorst" completed the refit found
necessary after her Atlantic cruise and was thus the only one
of the Brest Group to be seaworthy.(3)
watch on Brest it was decided by the German Conmand that her

essential sea trials and crew training exercises should be

carried out frcm a more southerly port in the Bay of Biscay.

Accordingly at 2200 hours on the 21 July the ship left Brest

and proceeded undetected to an area off the lie de Re where.
See Appendix XIII during the 22nd, she carried out torpedo practices. On com-
f or Scharnhorst*3 pietion of these she proceeded to La Pallice entering the

harbour at I6OO hours on the 22 July.

In view of the consta

itinerary

nt

Air reconnaissance on the 22nd revealed that the
"Scharrihorst" had left Brest. Reconnaissance sorties over likely

ports failed to locate her until at O915 hours on the 23 July
she was discovered alongside a jetty in La Pallice, During
the evening twili^t and subsequent dark hours of the 23rd,
bombing attacks were carried out by six Stirlings and 27
Whitleys of Bomber Command and seven Beauforts (armed with
magnums) of Coastal Command, No damage was inflicted on the

.  warship. These attacks were followed early in the afternoon
of the 24th by a dayli^t attack by 15 Halifax aircraft, while
later on a heavy attack was delivered on Brest by 85 aircraft.

The ships in Brest were not damaged but the attack on La Ihllice
At 1420 hours the "Schamhorst” received fivewas successful.

(1) It was primarily the operations of these squadrons which,
at this time, gave the Germans air supreinancy over liie
Russian front,

(2) July 1-7 (Bomber aircraft dropped a total of 326 tons cf
(bombs and laid nil mines. Coastal aircraft

^laid 7 mines betfJeen 1 and 22 July.
(3) The extent of the damage and the likely duration of re

pairs to the other two ships was not known in England,
(4) Of the 6 Stirlings - one did not locate the target,

retiimed early owing to engine trouble and one crashed,
on return, into the sea same 50 miles west of Kartland
Point.

One
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direct hits, two cf* which however, though penetrating the

armoured deck, did not explode. These hits resulted in exten

sive flooding of compartments by water and oil while serious
See Appendix XII damage was done to electrical installations. Losses in per-
for details of sonnel were relatively small. All ideas of remaining at

La Ihllice were given up and at 2210 hours on the 24th the

ship, with 3000 tons of flood water in her, sailed for Brest.(1)
damage

Intelligence had indicated tlie probability of this move
and offensive patrols by Coastal Goraraand were in the air early
on the 25th but the visibility was poor. At 0643 hours in

foggy weather off Brest the "Schamhorst" sifted a Beaufort
type aircraft. Momentarily in the mist the aircraft was

Appendix XIII sifted again at O7OO and O706 hours. Both the "Scliamlaorst"
for Schamhorst's and her escorting destroyer fired at the aircraft which

attacked at 0708 hours, releasing a "torpedo"(2) -which exploded
as it touched the water. Immediately after, the aircraft
was shot down and three survivors were picked up. The
"Scharnhorst" secured alongside in Brest harbour at 0930 hours
on the 25 July. She was dry docked the next day and it was

discovered that, althou^ the structural damage could be

repaired in a fairly short time, much work was involved in
refitting the electrical installations. The estimated time

for completion of repairs was given as at least four months,
German planning therefore had to be resigned to the immobili

sation of all ttoee ships until the end of 1941,

O
bee

itinerary

A lull follaved by frequent lijjit attacks

No heavy attacks on Brest were made for more than a
month.(3) The Air Ministry had, on the 5 August, requested
Bomber Command to make at least one attack during the moon

period should weather conditions prohibit attacks on Germany
and be suitable over Brest. Such conditions, however, did

A.M, Signal
X.483
5.8.41 not arise and on the 26 August the Air Ministry made a direct

request to Bomber Command for a heavy scale of attack on the

port of Brest during the September moon period in order to

daniage the three ships to such an extent that they would be

prevented fran going to sea for some considerable period.

B.C. S.46368
Faxt II

end, 104A

Accordingly 56 aircraft attacked on the ni^t of the 3/4
September and a heavy raid by 120 aircraft took place on the

ni^t of the I3/14.
hit or further damaged
ous sources indicated that all three ships had suffered
damage at some time during the spring or summer although no

specific raid could be instanced,
their continued presence in dry dock since the 27 July as

revealed, by the almost daily sorties by the photographic
reconnaissance aircraft.

In neither cases were the tliree ships
.. w) However, intelligence from, var

Tlais was confirmed by

(1) A total of 81 tons of bombs were dropped on La Pallice on

the 23 and 24 July,
dropped on Brest on the 24 July and I5 mines laid out
side the harbour.

In point of fact this was a magnum - a standard lb,
mine but fitted with an impact fuse.
On the 6 and I6 August two Bomber Command Portress air
craft carried out day hi^ altitude at'tacks on Brest
dropping a total of 8 tons of bombs but did no damage
to the warships.
During August and September, Coastal aircraft laid S> ar 1
6 mines respectively outside Brest,
by Bomber Comraand aircraft in this area.
On these two raids 259 tons of bombs were released over

the target area.

A total of 108 tons of bombs were

No mines were laid

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)
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In OctdL'er a policy of li^t attacks during the moon
period caa the dock area of Brest was adopted. Up to 10 heavy
bombers of the Stirling and Halifax types were tised on each

This policy continued tlurou^out October and
Gearman records establish that no further damage

occasi

Ifoveciber

was received by the ships and in point of fact all three were

still refitting from the effects of the April and July raids.

Kriority for bomber attacks on Brest

Early in December, althougji P.R.U. aircraft continued to

report all tluree ships still in dry dock, it was considered ■

that a heavier scale of attack should be made and 23 Bomber

Ccmraand aircraft dropped A3 tons of bombs on the ni^t of the

7/Sth, After the demonstration of air success against capital
ships as exemplified by the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbour, ,
the Air Ministry requested A,0.C.-in-O, Bomber Command in a
signal dated the 10 December to regard attacks on the tlrree
enemy units in Brest as a primary task until further notice.
This signal was followed by a letter in which plans for a day-
li^t bombing operation over Brest were called for.

A,M, Signal
X,355 - 10/12.
S.46368 I^rt II
end, 12)4A

Agents’ reports and other intelligence were now indica
ting the earty completion of repairs to all three vessels and
nightly raids and'minelaying were instituted from the
11 December. The Chiefs of Staff Ccjnmittee plans fcr a

heavy ni^t followed by a day attack were approved by a
Defence Committee meeting on the 15th,
revealed on the 16th that the "Prinz Eugen" had undocked and op
the ni^t of the 17/I8 December 101 aircraft raided the Port(5)
followed early in the afternoon of the 18th by 41 heavy air

craft escorted by filters. (4)
140 tons cf bombs incliiding 5 ~ 4000 lb, G.P, bombs,
were claimed on both "Schamhorst" and "Gneisenau" in dock.

Re connais sance

The dayligiht raid dropped
Hits

C.0.S,(41)
423rd meeting

No damage was done by tye ni^t attack neither were hits

secured in the day raid but the "Gneisenau” suffered damage to
her outer plating, aft on the starboard side by splinters from
bombs which fell around the dock and the lock gates of the

"Schamhorst” dock were hit and damaged to such an extent that

it was impossible to undock tlie ship for four weeks,
ni^t cf. the l^/tyth a further attack was made by 15 Bomber
Command aircraft without causing any more damage to the ships.

On the

See

Appendix XII

(1) Li^t raids were carried out on the ni^ts of the 2, 3j 22,
23, 24 and 29 October and the 1, 3, 18, 23, and 25 of
November. A total of 82 Bomber aircraft participated
and altogether dropped 26l tons of banbs. During
October and November, Coastal aircraft laid 13 mines
outside Brest. None were laid by Bomber Command aircraft
in this area.

Raids took place on the ni^ts of the 11, 12, 14, 15 and

16 December by 19, 21, 1, 12 and I6 aircraft respectively,
A total cf 141 tons of bombs were dropped but no hits on

the three ships were obtained.
Minelaying outside Brest during December amounted to

20 by Bomber Command and 1 by Coastal Command aircraft,
138 tons of bombs were dropped.
This day raid was named "Operation Veracity I". Pieter
protection was given by 10 squadrons of Pieter Command,

(2)

a:
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C.0.S.(41)
430th meeting

On the 22 December the Chiefs of Staff re-affirmed that

On thethe Brest Group remained a first prioriiy target.
23rd, photographic reconnaissance revealed that the "Gneisenau
had undocked and that ni£^t 43 aircraft attacked, followed on

the ni^t of the 2?th by I6 aircraft and a d^aylight attack on
the 30 December by 14 Halifaxes -with fighter escort. (I)
Attacks continued to be made whenever weather conditions per
mitted and were almost a ni^itly occurrence up to the
11 January 1942 with particularly heavy raids on the nights of
the 5th and 8th. (2 j YiTith one exception none of these attacks
seciired hits or inflicted damage; the exception occurred on

the evening of the 6 Januaay v;hen a bomb exploded between the

"Gneisenau" and the side of the jetty,
section of the outer plating on the starboard side caused

the flooding of two water-ti^t compartments and the ship
redocked on the 8 January,
this mcfve and, althou^ interrupted by much bad weather, simi
lar reconnaissance disclosed that the "Efinz Eugen" and

"Scharnhorst" had undocked by the 10 and 18 January respec
tively.

Sli^it damage to a

Photographic reconnaissance reveale

See

Appendix XII

d

On the 25th, the photographs of Brest harbour showed that

the "Gneisenau" had undocked and that five torpedo boats as

well as extra minesweepers were in the harboirr. It was plain
tliat preparations were being made for a move from Brest and

air attacks were re-opened fraa the night of the 25 January

ora«ards.(3) On the 3 February the executive i^der was signalled
to all concerned to put "Operation Fuller'd^/ into effect and
a redeployment of torpedo bomber aircraft took place durin

the next few days. Between the 25 January and the  8 February
photographic reconnaissance disclosed that both the "Gneisenau

and "Schamhorst" again went into dry dock. At the time it

was hoped that this was on account of damage sustained in the

frequent air raids but enerny records establish that no such

damage was inflicted and the dockings were of a routine nature
connected with final trials for seaworthiness.

<T
o

(1) These three raids dropped-a total, of I66 tons of bombs.
No hits were secured and no further damage inflicted.
The day raid was called "Operation Veracity II" and
fighters from 9 squadrons were provided by Fighter
CoiiTiiand,

Attacks were made on the ni^ts of the 2, 3j 5, 6, 7, 8,
9 and 11 January by 27, 14, 140, 27, 62, 116, 60 and 24
aircraft respectively. A total of 687 tons of bombs
were dropped.
Attacks were made on the ni^its of the 25, 26, 27 and
51 January 1942 by 45, 21, 23 and 54 aircraft and on the

ni^ts of the 6 and 10 B'ebruaiy by 33 and 13 aircraft.
During these raids a total of 274 tons of bombs were
dropped in the area but no hits or damage to the ships
was inflicted. Only 3 mines v;ere laid outside Brest

but the main minelaying effort was directed to the waters

off the Dutch and North German Coasts on routes likely
to be taken on a break back to Germany, Between the 5
and 9 B’ebruary, Bomber Oommand aircraft laid 98 mines in
five specified areas off the Frisian Islands.
"Operation Puller" was the measure co-ordinating action
by Bomber, Coastal and B’i^ter Gcranands against the
Brest Group should they actually break out and proceed
up the English Channel. The full histoiy of this measure
and the sea reconnaissance to give warnings of such a

break is given in Section (iii).

(2)

(3)

(4)
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At 1620 hcairs on the 11 Pehruary reconnaissance photo-
grai^hs revealed that six destroyers were present in the har

bour in addition to the previously rexjorted torpedo boats and

auxiliary craft and that all tliree heavy units were out of

dry dock,
inminent.

The sailing of the Group was now obviously

(iii) Reconnaissance and patrols maintained by Coastal Command
during the period and the development of Schemes for

attack at sea should the ships break out

The confirmation by photographic reconnaissance on
28 March of the presence of the two battlecruisers in Brest

harboiir was followed by the institution of a cross over pat
rol during the dark hours to the westward of the Brest Penin

sula to prevent an unseen departure. This was backed up
from the 31 March by an additional patrol more to the west

ward which was flown daily from 0730 hour-s until close recon

naissance of the port had established that the ships had not

left during the ni^t. As an. extra precaution, a watch was

kept to the seaward of Brest by the institution from the

29 March of patrols maintained by our own submarines.

No. 19 Group
O.R.B, l!arGh

Appendices

'  On the 6 April the system of air patrols was expanded.
The positions of the day and ni^t crossover patrols to the

wes.tward were slightly amended, a line patrol to the north

ward was established to guard against a break up the Englishibid

April Appendices Channel and a patrol by torpedo carrying aircraft was insti
tuted from Pierres Noires to Basse du Lis to prevent egress
to the southward along the Biscay Coast, See }/[ap X,

Just before the patrol time of the submarine screen was

exhausted, the Admiralty sent a signal to the C,-in-C,
Plymouth andK.Q. Coastal Command, dated the 8 April, to the
effect that as these submarines were leaving their patrols it
was of increased imioortance that air reconnaissance shculd be

designed to give the best chance of detecting the departure
of the battlecruisers. All other considerations must stand

aside. Accordingly a new schedule of watching patrols was

brought into force from the 10 April.

Pour main patrols were standardised.(l ) See Map X

(i) Line "A" - to be flown throughout the hours of
detrloiess,

(ii) Crossover "B" - to be flown from one hour after
dawn to two hours after dusk.

CC/S.15,152
end. 1A

(iii) Coastal "C" - to be flovm to the South and return
on recix^rocal track so as to leave the last position at
dusk,

(iv) Patrol "Z" - to be flovm by torpedo aircraft from
half an hour after dusk to prudent limit of endurance.

Photographic reconnaissance sorties were flown over the port
of Brest as early as possible each day and persevered with

No. 19 Group
O.R.B, April
Appendices

(1) In addition the old patrol "Bust" was amended and could
be flown either from the east or the west,

dayli^t sweep and only flown on special occasions at
this time when it was thou^t that enemy shipping was
present.

This was a

Bee Miap X.
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until photographio confimiation( 1) livas obtained of the
-presence of the tvjo battle cru-isers. If, from weather or other

causes, no such confirmation was possible it was the invai-i-
able rule to institute immediately one or two distant cross

over patrols much firrther west in the Bay of Biscay in case

the ships had broken out in the interval. These were con
tinued until a close reconnaissance sortie had established

their continued presence in the harbour.

Ibid

Operation fuller

Towards the end of April, intelligence had indicated that
at least one of the battlecruisers had been damaged by air
attack and it was considered likely that the ships mi^t
attempt to get back to Germany for repairs,
the Air Ministry sent a letter to -bhe three A.O.C's, in G,
informing them that there was reason to expect a break up the
English Channel during the period pO Ajiril to the 4 1-iay inclu
sive and that it was considered probable that the Straits
of Dover would be navigated during darlcness. Information
liad been received that 120 - Me 109 filters had been moved

from the Pas de Calais and Brest areas to Cherbourg. These

aircraft together with the Me. 110*s already in the Brest

area would be capable of providing a high degree of -protec
tion for the ships on passage during daylight in the Cherbourg
area. It was intended that, if the attempt was made, the

ships should be attacked by our air and surface forces.

On the 29 April,

41/03,0.N.O.
Ops, 15 and
GC/S.15,152
end, 2A

Regarding reconnaissance. Coastal Command was instructed
to continue the existing patrols and to make dawn and dusk

reconnaissances of Brest and Cherbourg,
over Brest did not es-bablish the presence of the sh-pps in that

port, Bomber and Pieter Commands and the Air Ministry were
to be informed and a forenoon reconnaisssmce made of the sea

area Brest to Cherbourg followed by an afternoon reconnais
sance of the sea area. Cherbourg to the meridian of Caen.

Pieter Command was to arraiige for a special R.D.P, watch to

be kept on the Channel area and any unusual enemy aircraft
activity in this area v/as to be reported immediately to

Coastal and Bomber Commands and the Air Ministry.

If the dawn sorties

In the event of the Coas-fcal Command <3a.Tm reconnaissance

failing to establish the presence of the battlecruisers at

Brest, Coastal and Batiber Commands were to prepare striking
forces,

hours or to the T\/est of the Cherbourg Peninsula,
A.0.C,-in-C, Bomber Command was to co-ordinate his bombing
attacks v\/ith the torpedo attacks by Coastal Command and to

concert with the A,0.C,-in-C, Pieter Command for fighter
The latter was to provide filter protection for

each attack on a scale not less than six squadrons, deployed
tactically in accordance with plans agreed be-bv/een the
A,0,C’s-in-C, concerned.

Such forces were not to be launched be-fore 1200

The

cover.

Ibid

The letter continued to outline the intentions for night
attacks by naval craft' in the Straits of Dover and stated that

no air attacks would be delivered during the hours of dark

ness but should the estimated position of the enemy ships at
one hour after dawn be south of the latitude of Walcheren,

(l) Prom the first arrival of these units, efforts were made
by the enemy to conceal the ships from the air by the
use of camouflage netting but, al-fchough occasionally
deceiving visual observation, the photogr-aphic
reconnaissance was never misled.
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joint air attacks in the early morning hours under filter
cover -were to he arranged among the three A,0,G*s~in-C.
north of the latitude of Yfeloheren and -weather conditions

were suitable, cloud flying attacks hy Bornher Comraand against
the ships could he undertaken at the discretion of the
A.O.G,-in-C.

In a further paragraph, it was considered unlikely that
the enerqy would attempt the passage of the Straits of Dover

in dayli^t hut should such an attempt he made a unique
qqpartuni-fcy would he offered to ho-'ch our surface
striking forces to engage the eneny to the maximum.

If

vessels and a:l

i-hid

r

Finally it was stated that the evidence for the move up
Channel was not strong enou^ to justify the holding of strik

ing forces in' readiness and Bcmher Command were, therefore,
to continue their normal programme until information had been

received from Coastal 'Ccromand that the ships were not located

Gn the following day the Air Ministry ordered thatin Brest,

all measures taken to implement these instructions were’ to he
known under the code name of "Cperation Fuller",

ibid end, 7-1^
A.M, Signal
X,372-3CA

It will he noted that, ri^t from the start, it was
assvimed that the most probable course was for the enemy to
leave Brest before da-wn and make the pa.ssage of the Dover

Straits during the dark hours,

A conference was held on the 30 April at H,Q. Fighter
Command to discuss the details of "Cperation Fuller" at which

W63re present representatives of all three Ccranands,
noted that the reconnaissance called for from Coastal Command

was, in fact, already established as a routine measure and

that a special R,D,F, watch had just been arranged by Filter
Command to report any unusual eneiry air activity in the
Horlaix to Caen area of the English Channel.

Eegarding the organisation of attacks, Coastal Command
proposed to seek permission to launch attacks as soon after
dawn as possible using the squadron of Torpedo aircraft opera
ting fran St, Eval and were prepared to undertake this without
any special filter protection.

For attacks on the enemy ships be-tween Cherbourg and the

Straits of Dover, Coastal Command would have available -two

squadrons of Torpedo aircraft at Tliorney Island and Bomber
Command their No, 2 Group which consisted mainly of Blenheims

but mi^t include sane Hampdens,
independently, Filter .Conmand would provide for each operation

close escort of one wing of -three squadrons with additional
hi^ cover of -three squadrons or more at. the discretion of the

Cn the other hand,, if Bomber and Coastal
operations were timed to take place simultaneously, the high
cover squadrons could cover both and -lip to 1C squadrons would
be provided.
No, 16 Group v/ould make their arrangements direct with the
A,G.G, of F,G, No, 11 Group,
would each make an additional supporting wing of three squad
rons available to operate at the request of No, 11 Group:),
Tlie rendez-vous of strike aircraft wi-th their fi^iter escorts

would be over Tangmere,

It was

If attacks took place

a

A.G.G, No, 11 Group.

The A.G.G's of B.G, No. 2 Group and G,G,

Nos. 1C and 12 P,G, Groups

GG/S.15,152
end. 8B

P,G./S.2AC43
ends, 2A and 3^-

GG/S.15,132
end. 8B

Ibid

After the ni^t passage of the Straits of Dover attacks
would be renewed and if one hour after dawn it was estimated

that the enemy vessels were still south of the latitude of

Walcheren, fi^iter protection would be provided on a similar
scale. It Ti/as agreed tliat no attempt in this area should
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"be made to combine torpedo and bombing attacks.

In the event of the energy attempting the Dover Straits
in dayli^t, Bomber Command mi^t decide to use aircraft other

than those in No, 2 Group and to operate singly or in small

formations over a period of time,
Canmand-would arrange support in the area but, in view of the

strength of enemy filter forces in the Straits, adequa-te
XJrotection could only be maintained for a comparatively short
period.

In this case Fighter

To avoid the hea-vy concentration of flalc in the
nanrow part ot‘ the Straits it was recommended that attacks

should be made either south of Cap Gris Nez or north of
Gravelines.

Later in the day a further direction from the Air
Ministry wfas received to the effect that as it was probable,
once throu^ the Straits of Dover, the enerriy ships would pro
ceed along the Ruytingen Channel Bomber Cormmnd vtere to be

prepared to lay mines in this area,
culiy of correct laying dinring darkness the operation mi^t
have to be cai-ried out during dayli^t and the A,0,C.-in-C,
Bomber Command was to consult with the A,0,C.-in-C, Filter
Command as re^^rds fighter cover.(l)
if this operation was undertaken, it was not to take place
until information had been received that the battlecruisers

had left Brest and were proceeding up Channel.

In view of the diffi-

It was emphasised that

ibid

end, 9A

The Operational Orders

To implement the measures agreed upon, each Command
issued their own operational instructions.

Those of Bomber Command formed their operational order
Ll’o. 133 dated 1 May. The intention was to attack the

"Scharnhorst" and "Gneisenau" if they attempted to reach a
German port using the Channel route. During the passage,
unless suitable cloud cover was available, attacks would only
be ordered in areas where Filter Command could give protec
tion. ■ Fii^ter escort could be given anywhere east of Ctierbourg
to a line Dimgeness/Boulogne but in the area Dungeness -
Boulogne - Dunkirk - North Foreland a filter screen only
could be given and this could be maintained for lim.ited
periods enabling attacks to be made by Bomber and Coastal
ComnB.nd aircraft v/ith'out direct Fij^iter escort. It was not
intended -that aircraft should attack by ni^t and it was
considered unlikely that the enemy would try to pass the
Straits of Dover by dayli^t. But if he did, the opportuni-ty
must be taken to attack with the largest possible striking
force,

ibid

end, 11A

The operation was to be known by the code word "Fuller"
and would be put into effect by the order "Executive Fuller",
On receipt csf the executive, Groups were to be prepared to
operate as follavs:-

(a) Wi-th direct Filter escort, all available Stirling
•aircraft from No, 3 Group.

(1) The area in which sea mines were to be laid was:-
Along a line 090° from "T/" buoy (51°11’30"N :
2°6'50"E) in -two groups the centres of vkich should
be 3 and 7 miles from "¥" buqy,
confirmed as in place and lit.

X

This buoy was
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(b) In the restricted area of the Straits under the
Pieter Screen, all available aircraft in Nos. 1, 2, 3,
4 (Halifax and Wellington aircraft only), and 5 Croups,

Por operations with Pif^ter escort, arrangements v^ere to be
II’ possible thesemade direct between Nos. 3 11 Groups,

attacks would be co-ordinated with attacks by torpedo cariying
aircraft cf Coastal Command,

general Pieter Screen in the Straits of Dover, a definite
period would be given during which the screen would be avail-

This period was unlilcely to exceed 45 minutes and
Groups were to attack with as many aircraft as possible, using
single aircraft, sections of three or boxes of six at the dis
cretion of Group Commanders.

If operations were ordered under

able.

also

P.c./s. 24045
ends, 20A and

27A

No, 5 Group was to hold two squadrons of Harapdens at
readiness for sea mining operations which would be ordered

during dusk or at ni^t according to circumstance. Pighter
escort could not be provided but, if ordered during dusk,
filter patrols would be maintained in the area,

Barib loads for Stirlings, Halifaxes, lianchesters and

Hampdens were to be 2000 lb, A.P, banbs made up in vjei^t as
necessary with 5OO lb. S.A.P, ' Provided that ei^it Stirlinp
were operating, tvvo were to carry a full load of "B" bombs, (”')
Of the Wellingtons in No, 3 Group, up to 30>a were to capy

loads of "B" bombs and the remainder togetlier with all

Blenheims were to carry 500 lb, S,A,P, bombs.

Where possible, high level attacks were to be made what
ever bomb load was carried.

maximum

Similar orders were issued by Coastal Command in tlieir
The forcesoperational instruction No, 97 dated 2 Ilay,

available were No, 22 Squadron (Beauforts) at St. Eval,
Nos, 827- (Albacore) and"816 (Swordfish) squadrons of the fleet
Air Arm at Thomey Island(2) and No, L\2 squadron (Beauforts)
at North Coates in reserve.

C.C,/S,15,152
end, I3A

Routine reconnaissandes were being maintained as under:-

(i) DaYm. and dusk reconnaissance of Brest and Cherbourg,

patrols with A.S.V. aircraft off Brest,(ii) Cross over

(iii) Forenoon reconnaissance between Brest and Cherbourg.

(iv) Afternoon reconnaissance between Cherbourg and the
meridian of Caen.

The latter two reconnaissances would only Jbe flown if the davm

reconnaissance of Brest had not established the presence of the

two battlecruisers in Brest or if reports from the crossover

patrol had suggested that the vessels had moved.

It was to be

A fuze setting (generally
(1) This was a 250 lb. mine -type of bomb,

dropped ahead of a moving ship.
11 seconds) caused it to rise to the surface a set time

after entiy and an impact fuze ensiired detonation on
After 20 minutes a safety devicebeing struck by a ship,

operated which caused it to sink permanently.
Nos. 827 and 816 squadrons P.A.A. had been placed by the

Admiralty under the operational orders Coastal Ccrnmnd 
-

Reference Signal X.1384 of 30.4.41. They reverted to
R.A.N.A.S. on 4.6.41.

(2)
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If the daym reconnaissance reported that Brest was empty,
all torpedo bomber squadrons V\/ould be brou^t to the ready and
No, 22 squadron would attack as ordered by the A,0,0, No, 19
Group,
be delivered after 1200 hours B,S,T, or vi/hen the warships
were east of Cherbourg,
from Thomey Island would be synchronised with the bombing
attack in order to take advantage of the fif^ter cover and

the fi|;^ter escort would rendez-vous over Tangmere,
event of both Beauforts and P,A,A, aircraft being used, the

Beaufort’s rendez-vous over Tangnerc would be timed for the

arrival of the Albacores and Swordfish in the vicinity of the

target.
Command to cover the withdrawal of the attacking forces.

Subject to weather condition the banbing attack Tiould

If practicable the torpedo attack

In the

A supporting wing was being provided by Pi^iter

Should the battlecruisers survive the passage through
the English Channel and Straits of Dover, they would be

attacked the following morning south of the latitude of

Walcheren one hour after dawn under figjhter cover but no

close escort would be provided for either bombing or torpedo
aircraft.

If the enemy attempted the passage of the Straits of
Dover in daylight, Pieter Command would provide a strong
]orotective force for a short period in the area and torpedo
attacks would be made either south of Cap Gris Nez or north
of Gravelines during this period.

The A,0,C, No, l6 Group was to co-operate direct with
the A.0,C, No, 11 Group regarding details of the operations
which came within his area,

Leuchars to North Coates and mi^t be required to operate
from Thorney Island,

being asked to move Nos. 827 and 8l6 squadrons to Thomey
Island,

No. k2 squadron was to move fr

The Rear Admiral Naval Air Service wa

om

s

In like manner Pieter Command No. 11 Group issued their
operations order No. 21 dated 2 May which gave effect to the

various descriptions of filter escort, cover, and protection
mentioned above. Rendez-vous points vi/ore laid down and

ibid

end. 12A

details provided of the scale of co-operation required from

Nos. 10 and 12 Pieter Groups.

Routine Watch

The state of preparedness for this expected move of the
German warships in Brest continued until the 5 May when it
was considered that immediate readiness might be relajced and
Air Ministiy Signal x,340 of 3/5A-1 ordered that "Operation
Puller" was to be in abeyance until further orders were
issued,

ron went to North Coates to finish their nii^t training and
the P.A.A. squadrons were employed on mine-laying and anti
shipping duties in the Channel Area,
Brest by Bomber and Coastal Commands, which had been sus
tained at high frequency, ceased from the 7 llay.

The routine watching patrols carried out day and ni^t
by Coastal Command continued on the same lines as standar

dised early in April with frequent extra patrols interpolated
as weather conditions necessitated,

patrols were reviewed and reformed into six main patrols in
addition to the daily close reconnaissance of Brest,
three patrols - Line A, Coastal C and Bust mmained the same
but crossover B was moved sli^tly to the S.W. and the

No, 42 squadron returned to Leuchars, No, 22 squad-

The bombing raids on

On the 2 J/lay these

The

ibid

end, 15A
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dist^t crossover patrols standardised into patrols D and
, ("I) See Liap XI,E

These patrols were maintained until the end of ilay when

they were temporarily changed and much augmented during the

latter stages 'of the "Bismarck’s" cruise and in efforts to

locate the "Krinz Eugeri".(2) T^en it was confirrAed, on 4 June,
that the "£i»inz Eugen" had joined the two battleciniisers in

Brest the day and ni^t routine watching patrols were resujT)ed

and continued throu^out June and up to the 21 July.

It must be noted that these were purely anti-breakout
In addition to these a great deal of anti-shipping(3Jpatrols,

and, frcm the latter part of June, an increasing amount of

anti-U-boat sweeps and patrols(4) were carried out in the inner
and middle eireas cf the Bay and to the north of Britanny,
had the underlying advantage of providing additional chances

of intercepting any of these eneny warships should they attem.pt
to break out to the north or westwards.

All

The vagaries of
weather and the unreliabilily of A.S.V, eq^uipraent at this time

made it impracticable to maintain Line A patrol with the desir

able degree of continuity during the dark hours so that an

unseen breakout to the southeast keeping close to the Biscay
Coast was quite possible,
the middle and, if necessaiy, special outer Bay piatrols would

locate the ships before they got clear away into the Atlantic,

In this case it was considered that

A move to La Eallice

The "Scharnhorst" had suffered no damage from ary of the

bombing attacks on Brest and had been refitting after the ccm-

raerce raiding cruise in the Atlantic, She had undocked on the

24. April, and by the middle of July was in all respects sea

worthy, As is customary after any long refit it was necessary
to work the ship's conlpany up to a state of battle efficiency
by weapon exercises and steaming trials at sea. The German

Naval Staff considered that such gunnery, torpedo and tactical

exercises could be carried out with greater freedom from

British attack in the La Rochelle area basing the ship tem

porarily in the harbour of La Pallice.

Signs suspicious of a possible move were noted during the

21 July. Line A patrol had sifted five minesweepers at

0539 hours in the outer approaches to Brest, The photographic
reconnaissance at 0815 hours had confirmed all three major
units in their usual positions but five destroyers were enter

ing the inner harbour and six minesweepers plus 16 patrol
craft had left their usual billets in the Port de Commerce by

the time the next photographic sortie was over Brest at 1045
hours. At 1430 hours the major units were again viewed in

the same positions but minesweeping vi/as continuing in the outer

No. 19 Group
July O.E.B,

Crossover B - 4821N x OJOm - 4647N x 062^Tf - 4702N x
0602W - 4806N X 074074

Crossover D - 4822N x 0933W - 4647N x 0950W - 4653N x
- 4817N X 101 m.

Crossover E - 46ABN x 0858'J - 451W^ x 0802¥ - 2^534N x

0729'J - 462IN X 093074

(1)

Ref . EL/G11/2/5/41.
A full description of these measures was given in
Volume II, Chapter VII, Section (ii).
See Chapter IV.
See Chapter II.

(2)
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It was considered by the Admiralty OperationalH.Q.C.C, Naval

Staff Log
approaches.

Staff that the "Schamhorst" was ready for sea and mi^t he
going to move, probably to St, Nazaire, The normal Line A
and crossover B patrols were ordered for the dark hotirs and,
in addition, two overlapping crossover patrols L and M further

to the westward, (O See Map XI. Strike forces consisting
of six torpedo Beauf orts of No, 22 squadron were brou^t to

two hours' notice at Thomey Island, and six Beauf orts of

No, 217 squadron armed with 500 lb, S,A,P, bcanbs were avail

able at St, Eval. The last photographic sortie of the day
confirmed that all three ships were in the same positions at

2115 hours but that the "Schamhorst" was emitting smoke and

the camouflage netting over her had been removed.

Hudson P/206 squadron commenced Line A patrol at 0006
hours on the 22 July, A.S.V, indications were obtained at

0540 and 0415 hours but the intense darkness prevented any
visual recognition of their source. At 0450 hours both the

W/T and A,S,7. installations broke down.

Meanwhile the evidence pointing to a move during the
dark hours had made the Admiralty Staff suspicious of the

gap in positive reconnaissance between 2115/21, when the
"Schamhorst" was last photographed in Brest, and the arrival
of P/206 squadron on Line A patrol at 0006/22, After tele
phonic conversations between the Admiralty and H,Q, Coastal

Command, P/206 squadron on Line A patrol was instructed by
W/T at 044-0 hours to make a sortie from his patrol in a south
easterly direction as far as St, Nazaire keeping at A.S.V,
distance from the coast and at first li^t to return but keep
further out to seaward; also, a visual close reconnaissance
was to be made over Brest harbour at first li^t before the

normal first photographic sortie took place.

ibid

and H.Q.C.C,
Controller’s Log

In point of fact the Admiraliy were ri^t in their sus
picions. The "Soharhhorst" had left Brest at 2200 hours on

the 21 July with four destroyers as escort. By OO42/22, in
very dark weather conditions, the party was proceeding at

25 knots along the swept channel towards the outer end of the

Chauss^e de Sein shoal. This was rounded at 0158 hours
(thereby crossing Line A Patrol) anii on a course of 119° the
ships proceeded down the Biscay Coast passing close to the

lies de Glenan at about 0400 hours and Belle Isle at O540
hours so that not only did P/206 squadron not pick up the
eneny as they crossed Line A but, the W/T installation having
broken down at O45O hours, the order to patrol coastwise
down to St, Nazaire was not received. This diversion, if

acted upon, should certainly have located the enemy.

The "Schamhorst" was met. at O615 hours by a filter
escort of Me, 109'S and two He, II5 aircraft as anti submarine

escort. The course was continued until O912 hours to posi
tion 4818N X 02COW and in this area, between the Roche Bonne
Bank and the lie: de Re, tcajpedo firing practices were carried
out vpitil noon. After this the "Sohamhorst" and the four

destroyers proceeded for La Pallice, entering the harbour
at 1600 hours on the 22 July,

S chamhors t' s

Log
Appendix XIII
and Map X for
pla,oe names

ibid

(1) Crossover L - 4820N x 0745'f’^ - 464ON x O815W - 484ON x
0745W - 4820N X 0815V7.

Reference - PL/GI6/21/7.
Crossover M - 4950N x 0945W - 48OON x IO15W - 48OON x

O945W - 493ON X 1015W.
Reference - EL/GI9/21/7.
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The first li^t visual reconxxaissanoe of Brest at 07OO
hours reported a shape, presumed to he the "Scharnhorst” still
in the usual place - the photographs taken were of no use
cwing to the poor early li^t. The second sortie at 0815
hours was abortive due to weather conditions. The third,
landing at 1240 hours reported that visually all three major
units were in their usual positions but the photographs deve

loped and interpreted by 1430 hours revealed that the
''Schamhorst” had gone and in her place was a 550 ft. tanlcer
with tvJo o&er 100 ft, vessels moored close aJiead and astern

to give a false impi^ssion of length.

No, 19 Group
July 0,R,B*s

The Search for the "Schamhorat"

The Admiralty had been convinced before this interpreta
tion that the ” Schamhorst” had sailed and at noon had

instructed H,Q, Coastal Ocmmand to lay on ttie necesseiry inter

ception patrols. Hiotographic sorties to Douamenez Bay,
Lorient, St, Nazaire and Cherbourgvt) during the afternoon
and evening revealed no sign of the warship, (2)
crossover ”L" was maintained all day until dusk and a more
distant patrol was established from 1845 to 2330 hours in a

north westerly direction from Cape Ortegal, A long range
Hudson took off at 2250 hours, flying frcm Ushant to the mouth

of the Gironde keeping close to the coast, and with orders to
investigate suspected A.S.V, contacts with flares. Mines
were laid during -Hie ni^t off Brest and crossover "B" and
Line "A" were flown all the dark hours in case the
"Schamlaorst” should return to Brest. None of these flights
succeeded in locating the battlecruiser and at dawn on the ■

25rd renewed photographic sorties were ordered to Cherbourg,
Lorient, St. Nazaire, La Pallice, Bordeaux and the coastal

The mid-Bay

H/G9/22/7

(1) The Admirally appreciation was that the "Scharnhorst”
had gone south to St, Nazaire or Bordeaux, therefore
operation. Puller was not pUt into operation. However,
a false alarm occurred in the channel area, A recon

naissance by three Blenheims- of No. 59 squadron had been

ordered between Le Havjre and Cherbourg as part of the
measures taken to locate the "Sdhamhorst". At 1800

hours they sifted a large tanker with 4 escort vessels
a few miles north of Cherbourg, On turning into attack,
the leading aircraft - - saw what he took to be a
battlecruiser closer inshore and made a sitting report.
On receipt of this report, the Air Ministry urged Bomber
Ccanmand at 1930 hours to make every endeavour to attack
before dark and for Coastal Ccmmand to launch a torpedo
attack with fighter escort. At 2055 hovirs the C.-in-!<3,

.  Bcmber doDaraarid telephoned the D.C.A.S, that 40 Blenheims
from No, 2 Group were airborne for the attack armed with

250 lb, S,A,P, bombs but that they had been recalled
following a message frcm the Vice-Admiral Dover area to

the effect that "the sitting of the. "Soharrihorst" out

side Cherbourg was a mare’s nest. Coastal Ccranand des

patched a strike of 11 Beairfort torpedo aircraft of No, 22
squadron escorted by filters which set course far
Cherbourg at 2140 hours but they saw nothing of either the

warship or the tanker, A second photographic sortie at

2055 hours saw no sign of these targets either in or near

Cherbourg nor subsequently on a sweep eastward as far as

Le Havre, Ihotographs taken during the sorties confined
this negative visual evidence, EefesTence
end. 24A. H.Q.G.O. Naval Staff Log and and On/22/1,

(2) The sortie that wan ordered far La Eallice and Bordeaux
liad to be cancelled 07;ing to cloud and icing conditions
in the eirea.

15
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Tlie crossover patrols in the middle and southwestregions,

area of the Bay were imintained and seven aircraft were
detailed to fly searches in the inner and southern sections of
the Bay of Biscay,

and five Hudsons were held in readiness and eight Stirling
heavy hombers from Bomber Command were avaiLable from
0600 hours.

Strike forces consisting of 23 Beaufort

HL/G14/22/7
1V<19/25/7
H./G5/23/7 s

The attack on tlie "Scharnhorst" in La Pallice and her return
to Brest

.Ehotograxshs taken at O913 hours by the sortie to La Ihllice
revealed the "Schamhorst" lying inside the pierhead of the
outer Jetty at La Ikllice with two destroyers in the outer-
port and two in the wet dock,

recalled and strike forces organised by Bomber and Coastal
Commands.

The Biscay Patrols were

Further photographic reconnaissance over the har
bour at 1830 hours corjfirmed that the "Schamliorst" was still

in the same position and with camouflage netting nearly in
place over her. Tlie strikes consisted of six Stirlings which
took off so as to arrive over the target at 2200 (sunset)
followed by 14 Yi/hitleys between OO3O and 0130 hours and
Beauforts of No. 217 sq^uadron around O23O hours,
these attacks inflicted any damage on the "Schamhorst" or
destroyers,

squadron carried out a patrol about 90 miles to the YiT.S.W. of
La Pallice to guard against an unseen breakaway towards the
Atlantic or a Spanish port.

seven

None of

During the dark hours, a Hudson of No. 206

See klap XI.

PL/G17/23/7
crossover "H'

At 0800 hours on the 24 July, the first photographic
reconnaissance confirmed the continued presence of the war
ships in the same positions and in the early afternoon a
dayli^t attack was pressed haiie by Halifax aircraft of
Bomber Gcmmand v/ho secured five direct hits on the "Schamhorst

(See section (ii) for details of damage.)
Another photogr-aphic sortie vi&s sent to La Pallice and x>hoto-
graphs taken at 2130 hours disclosed the "Scliarnhorst" still

lying off the Jetty but surrounded by tugs and other small
vessels.

•

at 1420 hours.

It

No. 19 Group
July O.R.B.

Significantly enou^, the evening sortie over Brest dis
closed, that five of the six "M” class minesiveepers had left
the port since midday.

The presence of tugs around the "Scharnhorst" in
la Pallice and the departure of the Brest minesweepers together
with intelligence reports convinced the Admiralty that the

The usual ni^tship was on the point of sailing for Brest,
watching patrols were ordered but had to be cancelled at

2030 hours owing to the bad weather closing dcum over No. 19
Group’s stations,
diverted to an interception position off Brest but was unlikely
to reach the position in time unless the battlecruiser could

Coastal Command were therefore

One of our own submarines was being

Logs of H.Q.C.G.

Nav-al Staff and be disabled on the v;ay,
asked by the Admiralty to strike at dawn and an estimated
position,w^s given for the "Schamhorst" at 0545 hours on
25 July.d;

Controller

Details of the strike were discussed between H.Q.G.C
No, 16 and No. 19 Groups resulting in the despatch at

• j

(1) Assuming that she would leave La Pallice at about
2200 hours (sunset) it \ms estimated that, at O545/25,
she would be in position 4747N x steering for
Brest at 25 knots.
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No, 217 squadron(l) from
These aircraft were armed with Magnums and 5OO Ih,

S.A.P, bombs; their task vi/as to attack and disperse the des
troyers escorting the "Scharnhorst". The torpedo strilce
consisted of nine Beauforts of No, 22 squadron from Tliomey
Island and was timed to arrive at the target 10 minutes after
the Beaufort bombers. No. 10 Group of Pieter Command main
tained filter patrols out to 50 miles south of the Lizard
until 0730 hours to cover the return.

Four of the St. Eval strike reported that, on reaching
the attack area, they ran into foggy weather and saw nothing
of the eneny or each other and set course for base at times
va^ing between O705 and O75O hours. The fifth aircraft -
V217 squadron - never returned. Tlie tor-pedo strike of nine
Beauforts took off as planned but shortly afterwards it
realised at base that two of the aircraft had not had their
torpedo stop valves opened. A signal was sent recalling these
two but unfortunately was obeyed by five others as well so that
only two aircraft - A and Vf/22 squadron - continued the sortie.
Neitlier of them sifted the target in the foggy conditions.

0330 hours of five Beauforts
St. Eval,

01

was

E2/G4/25/7

GH/G2/25/7

Nos. 16 and 19
Gi-oups O.R.B’s
and Logs of
K.Q.C.C. Naval
Staff and

Controller

The "Schamhorst" with her destroyer escort had left
La Pallice at 2210 hoiurs on the 24 July and, at 25 knots,
ceeded up the swept channel close to the Biscay coast,
0600 hours

A

on the 25th, when approaching the Brest peninsu

pro'
t

la,
the weather became increasingly foggy. At 0643 hours when in
position 4820N x O51OW a Beaufort tjrpe aircraft was sifted
momentarily through the mist.
0706 hours.

This occurred again at 0700 and
Both the "Schamhorst" and her nearest destroyer

Soharnhorst's

Log

fired at the aircraft which attacked at O7O8 hours dropping
what tlie "Schamhorst" took to be a torpedo which exploded -
entering the water,(2}
tliree survivors were picked up,
squadron.

on

The aircraft was then shot down and

This was the missing X/217
At Olkh hours the enenqy ships passed the Brest net

Appendix XIII

boom defence and at O93O hours on 25 July the "Scharnhorst"
made fast alongside Laninon jetiy in Brest harbour.

Althou,^ all the available evidence pointed to the
bable arrival of the battlecruiser in Brest, no positive
confimation of the move could be obtained. A long range
Hudson was sent to reconnoitre La Pallice and the coastal
route but was unable to effect this owing to absence of cloud
cover in the La Pallice area. The first photographic sortie
to^Brest at O83O hours found conditions of lO/lOth cloud with
rain and hail spreading south,
rest of the day thwarted all efforts to locate the ship.
Althou^ crossover B was maintained during the ni^t of the
25/26th, the ̂ weather did not improve sufficiently to fly Line A
patrol until 0200 hours on the 26th, The first photographic
sorties at O815 and O83O hours were successful and revealed
the "Schamhorst" in Brest harbour in her custanaiy billet
alongside the torpedo boat station.

The resumption of ?fatching Patrols

The routine Watching Patrols by day and ni^t
resumed and distant crossover patrols instituted whenever
photographic reconnaissance failed, through weather conditions.

pro-

Similar conditions for the

Ti/ere

HV'G9/25/7

(1) A sixth aircraft had to return soon after take off owing
to the rear turret becaning unserviceable,

(2) In point of fact this was a Magnum - A standard 1700 lb,
mine but fitted with an impact fuze.
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to establish the continued presence cf the three major units.
It was noted that the "Scharnhorst" liad entered  a dry dock by

the 27 July which tended to confirm that she had been damaged
by the bombing attacks at La Ihllice. All tluree major units

were thus in dry dock. On the 29 July it was decided to

replace "Line A" patrol by one Tdiich more com-pletely boxed in

the possible exits from Brest, was not so close to rooby
islets which gave false A.S.V. contacts and Vi/hich was of

greater overall length so as to avoid the quick succession
of 180° turns at the ends of the patrols,
was called "Stopper" and was maintained ni^itly
li^t and dawn by an aircraft fitted with A.S.V
routine watches continued all tlirou^ August and September
during which time the Brest Group of three major units
remained in dry dock. No attacks on them were made, by
Bomber Canmand in August and only two in September.

The operational orders of the three Commands for "Puller"
remained unaltered except that on the 28 August the subsi

diary operation of laying mines in the Ruytingen Channel was

allotted a separate code word "Ilafia", On the 7 September,
the A.O,C.-in-C. Coastal Command had suggested to the Air

Ministry that, in view of the eq,uiprnent of certain twin

engine filter sq_uadrons with long range tanks, the instruc
tions co-ordinating fighter escort with Bomber and Coastal

strikes against the Brest Group, if they attempted a cliannel

dash, should be reviewed with tlie aim. of extending the scope.
This was not considered practicable by the Air Ministry as the

eneny were held likely to mount a ve
filter defence over the whole route
hoped that in due course a majority of Pieter Command's
single-engine filters would be provided with jettisonable
long range tanks and when this stage had been readied it would

be practicable to modify "operation Puller" in such a way as
to enable striking forces with efficient fighter escort to be

launched at the enemy ships while they were still west of the

Cherbourg Peninsula,

The scheme of patrols in the Outer Bay to prevent any of

the Brest Group from breaking out undetected into the Atlantic
was reviewed on the 20 September, To supplemient "Stopper"
and the crossover patrols "B", "D" and "E", a ring of outer

Biscay patrols, numbered from 1 to 8, was
any one or more could be initiated when the occasion arose

without a lengthy signal to the station concerned.(3)

Tlirou^out October and November 1941 the Brest Group
remained in dry dock. During this tim.e Bomber Command
carried out li^t raids choosing the moon periods but no

The new patrol
veen lastbetv^

.h) These

trong single-engine
However, it wasI2)

standardised so that

Logs of H.Q.C.C,
Naval Staff and

the Controller

C.C/S.15,152
end, I8A

ibid

end. 20A

ibid

end, 22A

(1) "Stopper" - Prom 4835N x O525W to 48O3N x O523W to 4743N
X 044OW. EL/GIO/29/7/4I. See Map XI.
It is interesting to note that in this re-ply, the Air

Ministry stated that "Operation Puller" was governed by
certain characteristics:-

a) The time of hi^ water in the Ruytingen channel,
b) The necessity for the enemy ships to make the
Straits of Dover in the dark,

(c) The enemy had the initiative and therefore some
time would ela-pse between the ro.oment when recon
naissance reported their departure and the prepara
tion and launching of any attack.

Reference IL/G2/20/9/AI. See Map XI for the positions
of the patrols.

(2)

(3)
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further damage -was inflicted on the ships,
agents in the Brest area reported the possibility of a sortie
hy the "Krinz Eugen",
operational Intelligence centre as "B3
of the increasing probability of sea worthiness after the

ship’s long presence in dry dock, it was not considered wise
to ignore even a "B3" report. Accordingly, in addition to
the routine ni^t patrol, a Hudson aircraft, carried out a
crossover patrol about I50 miles to the westward of Brest in

a direct line between Brest and convoy SL.89 which, at this
time,’ was being heavily attacked by U-boats and P.W, 200 air
craft.

On the 22 Octobe

This report was rated by the Admiralt

On the 23 October photographic reconnaissance con

r

y
, (1) However, in view

Logs of H.Q.G.C.
Naval Staff and

the Controller

firmed all three major units still in dry dock but showed
minesweeping activity outside Brest and disclosed that two
destroyers had left La Pallice.

that Operation Puller mi^^t be put into effect,
patrol was backed up by "Line C" down to latitude 2f60N"and
all available torpedo aircraft cf No, 22 squadron brought to
immediate readiness. The Hudson on "Stopper" left piatrol at
0445 hours owing to the A.S.V, breaking down and "Line 0"
diverted by signal to take its place,
gap in reconnaissance two other crossover patrols were imme
diately instituted between latitude 30° and 4750N on the
meridian of 7° West, The first photographic sortie on the
24 October established the arrival in Brest of the two des

troyers from La Ib.llice and the continued presence of all
three major units in their dry docks under their usual
flage netting.

All Commands were warned

Stopper

was

To cover the inevitab

camou-

Tension was relaxed but did not return to

le

normal until a few more days of consecutive reports regarding
the unchanged state of the three ships. This incident was
typical of lesser scares which took place during the long
watching period and illustrates the amount of flying which
had to be done over and above the pure routine patrols,
A few .hours gap in patrols or a couple of days without photo
graphs of Brest necessitated special backing up measures
"just in case".

No. 19 Group
October O.R.B,

Small changes in orders for Operation Fuller

Early in October, a.moctyfied operational instruction -

(No. 104) was issued by Coastal Command to take the place of
the original "Fuller" ‘Orders,
worded for clarity but the intentions and measures were the

same except that the.' early morning torpedo attack by aircraft
from St, Eval was cancelled, it being considered tliat a more
concentrated and adequately escorted strike could be made from
Thorney Island by which time the geographical position of the
enemy units would have been better established. The location
of the strike units was not laid down as heretofore because

it was not possible to forecast what squadrons would be
available and a flexible redeployment at the last moment
preferable when the weather and precise location of the eneny
must govern the despatch of bomber attacks.

This was followed on the 5 November by a new operational
order - (No, 127) - from No, 11 Group, Pi^iter Command which
replaced their original No. 21, Here again no change was
made in the intention but minor details of procedure and
communications were brought up to date.

Certain paragraphs were re-

\vas

CC/S,15,152
end, 27A

ibid

end. 29A

(1) Intelligence reports were graded as to estimated reli-
The letters A to D being used to representability,

the reliability of the informant source and the numbers
1  to 5 the likely accuracy cf the information.
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A special modification in the "Fuller" orders of all
three Commands was introduced on the 6 Pecemher to the effect

that, should the "Frinz Eu^en" alone attempt to make the
channel passage, only a scaled down operation would he ordered.
In this case the action signal would he "Executive Puller
Minor'' *

ibid

ends. ̂ 3A, 35A
and %k

Rising Tension

During December the scale of bombing attacks on the three
ships was stepped sharply upwiards in line with the increasing
probability of their readiness for

were issued by Coastal Conmiand regarding the routine ni^t
patrols. On raoonli^t ni^ts the "Stopper" patrol could be
replaced by "Line C", in which case the first sortie v;/as to
be on patrol within one hour of dusk and a second sortie at

about midnight. 7/hen the moon was late in rising, "Stopi^er"
was to be flown during darkness and then be followed by one
sortie of "Line C". , , '

Tension rose rapidly on the 12 December. Reliable
intelligence reports indicated an early date for the completion
of repairs to all three ships and, while appreciating that .
spell of suitable bad weather would be awaited by the enemy
before moving, the Admiralty required maximum precautions to
be put in train from the 13 December with emphasis on the
maintenance of "Stopper" without gaps.Cd

However, a gap in the "Stopper" ccver owing to A.S.V.
failure occurred on the ni^t of the 12/l3th and althou^
partially covered by "Line C" this necessitated the flying of
the two crossovers "D" and "E". Unfortunately, after only
two hours patrolling, both aircraft had to be recalled owing
to the weather closing down at base., This necessitated the
institution of Biscay No, 8 by No. 15 Croup to guard the Outer
Bay exit. Day reconnaissance in the channel area was already
be^g flown between Boulogne and Ushant to locate an armed
raider believed to be en route down channel. Meanwhile

,  strike forces, consisting of 12 Torp-edo Beauforts of No, 22
squadron and 15 Torpedo Beauforts frcm Nos, k2, 86 and 21?
squadrons were held in readiness at St. Eval and Thorney
Island while all the 7/hitley and Hudson aircraft of Nos. 502
and 233 squadrons that could be spared from, the routine
patrols were araied with 5OO lb. and 250 lb. S.A.P. bombs.(2)

Foul weather had prevented any close reconnaissance of
Brest since the 12 December and it was thought this might be
the weather opportunity which the.enemy awaited. The bad
weather conditions so upset the continuity of all the Vi/atch-
ing patrols that at I63O hours on the 14th the A.O.C.-in-G.
Coastal Canmand told the Admiralty that it was useless to
continue attempting the various breakout patrols and that he
proposed to concentrate on obtaining visual or photographic

More specific orderssea.

a

IL/CI/6/12A1

H.Q.C.C, Naval

Staff Log

No, 19 Croup
December O.R.B

(1) Caps or even cancellations of patrol due to bad weather
conditions had to be accepted but the Admiralty request
stressed the importance of avoiding gaps due to A.S.V.
or W/T breakdo\^ns. Up to this date, and indeed after,
A.S.V, failures while on night patrols were distressingly
frequent.

Bomber Command attacked Brest on the ni^t of the 1l/l2th
and mines were laid off Brest on the 13 December.
Ni^tly attacks continued from the lVl5th to the l8/l9th
and mines were again laid on the I6/17 December.
Section (ii).

See

(2)
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reports of Brest itself at the earliest possible moment.
Baffling changes in the cloud conditions daring the 15th
prevented such reconnaissance though the weather improved
stifficiently to fly "Stopper" and "Line G" but further A.S.V,
troubles rendered them of doubtful value. Attempts were

H.Q.C.C. Naval
Staff and

Controller’s Logs made to avoid gaps in the A.S.V, cover by double banking the
patrols and by having relief aircraft at immediate readiness

to take off when breakdowns were reported but shortage of

suitable aircraft handicapped these precautions, while rcu^
seas at seaplane bases prevented any flying boats from taking
off to carry out the distant Biscay patrols.

On the 16 December the photographic reconnaissance of
Brest was successful and disclosed the two battlecruisers

still in dry dock but the "
alongside the coaling jetty
were flown on the ni^t of the l6/l7th but were somewhat
vitiated by the prohibition of illumination to identify any
A.S.V, contacts obtained,

safeguard a naval rainelaying operation that was being carried

out near Ushant by H.M.S, Welshman,

I^inz Eugen had undocked and v/as
TvU Both "Stopper" and "Line C"

This restriction was imposed to

No, 19 Group
December O.R.B,

Tension temporarily relaxes.

Discussions took place diuring the afteinoon of the
17 December between the A,0,C,-in-G. and A.G.N.S,(H) regard-
ing the maintenance of adequate A.S.V, patrols and the hi^
expenditure of flying effort necessary to close all loopholes
in the watch on Brest.

Admiralty appreciation that the 21 December was the danger
date, to revert to normal patrols to avoid wearing out the

aircraft and that gaps in A.S.V. cover could be accepted pro
vided a maximum effort was maintained from the night at' the
20 December onwards,

dstainedon the 19th but those taken on the 20th showed the

"3r!rinz Eugen" back in dry dock and no change in the other two.
The watching patrols continued therefore at normal intensity
and the two torpedo Bea\xf*ort squadrons - No, k2 and 86 -
returned to their home stations.

It was decided in view of the latest

Hiotographs of Brest could not be
Logs of the
H.Q.C.C. Naval
Staff and

Controllers

Operation "Offspring'

Weather prevented photographs being taken of Brest on the

22nd but when obtained at I615 hours on the 23 December they
disclosed the' "Gneisenau" undocked and lying alongside the

torpedo boat jetty, emitting smoke but with the camouflage
netting in place over her.
July cruise, doubled night patrols were flown and  a special
sweep carried out as far south as La Pallice i^timiing at
da'wn on the 2Ath,

sorties but no photographs could be obtained of Brest on the
24th or the 25th.

Mindful of the "Schamhorsf s"

Nothing unusual was reported by these

19 Group
December O.R.B,

On the afternoon at the 22*. December, the Admirally sig
nalled the three Air Commands that the Admiralty considered
a breakout likely at anytime with a further possibility that
it might be to the southward.

A.M. Signal
X.433 22*/12

The three A,0.Cs.-in-G. were to concert as to the special
measures which could be taken in the latter event,

ingly cperational orders were prepared' and issued the same day.
Accord-

(1) See Map XII of Brest harbour for the positions of jetties
and place names mentioned in the subsequent pages.
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- B.C. operationalunder the code name of "Operation Offspring'
instruction No. 60.

It -was designed to attack the enemy warships if they
should break out to the southwest or down the Biscay Coast.

If this was their intention, it was expected that they would

sail soon after dark and it was hoped that the move would be

reported by Coastal Command reconnaissances, in which case the
A.O.C.-in-C. Bomber Comniand would issue the signal "Warning

Offspring".
in locating and shadowing the enemy, the A,0.C,-in-C. Bomber

Command would make the signal "Executive Offspring" follo\i;ed

by the latest information of the enemy's position, course and

speed.

If, next day, Coastal Conffiiand aircraft succeeded

If the target Yi/as within torpedo bomber range the

C.C/M.S.15,153
end. 10A and

IIK/24/15
end. 34A

bombing attack would be. co-ordinated with a torpedo attack.

On receipt of the executive. No. 3 Group would brief and

despatch a striking force of 12 Stirlings,
strike became airborne it would come under the operational
control of the A.O.C. No. 19 Group Coastal Commnnd for homing
on to the shadowing aircraft using the signal procedure
attached in the appendix to the order,
be a maximum number of 2,000 lb,- A.P. bombs, made up as
necessary with 9OO S.A.P, Toombs.

As soon as the

Bomb loads were to

As the eventuality for which this operation was designed
did not occur, it was never put into action, but it was clear
that the whole success depended, once the enemy had been

located, on the accuracy with which the strike haned on to
the shadowing aircraft. This had been the stumbling block

in the early days of the war, and was caused primarily by the
strike force being drawn from a Command other than the one

providing the shadower.
trained in sea navigation or the art of homing.
Chapter I, Section (v). In the interim years, no training

practice had been carried out in either of these techniques.

Exercise "Eirstborn"

Moreover the strike Command was not
See Volume II

or

Realising this weak point, H.Q, Coastal Command, on the

27 December, requested H.Q. Bomber Command to prcvaB.e two air
craft to practice haning on a Coastal aircraft,
admitting that such an exercise was desirable. Bomber Command

replied that none could be spared.
H.Q. Bomber .Command instructed No. ,3.Group to detail one

Stirling to test the homing proced-ure and allotted the code
Accordingiy No. 19

Though

On the 8 January 1942,

name of "Firstborn" to such exercises.

C.C/M.S.15,153
end. I3A
ibid. end. I5A

ibid,

ends. 17A and

Group ordered a Hudson to simulate a shadowing aircraft and

the trial ms arranged for the 9 Januaiy in an area 60 miles to
18A

Lack of complete successthe west of the Scilly Islands,
resulted in alterations in signal procedure vi/hich were

enibodied in an amendment to operation "Offspring" on the
However no further exercises were carried out

Minutes 26 and 28 and on the 27 February the whole question was reviewed but
it was the 10 April before the next "Exercise Firstborn" took

place, by which time the venue of such practices liad moved up
to tlie North Sea off the east coast of Scotland.

22 January.ibid

and ends. 30A
to 37A

The YTatch on Brest continues

Following the two days scare when no photographs of Brest
were available after the disclosure on the 23rd that the

"Gneisenau" had -undocked, the I315 hours sortie on^the^
26 December confirmed that all three ships were still in har

bour. ■ "Stopper" and "Line C" continued to be flovTO until
the 2 January 1942 with a somewhat reduced intensity, per
mitted by the fairly regular photographic confirmation of the
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Gaps in the nightunchanged positions of the eneny ships,
cover were, however, always followed by the flying of the dis-

On the 2 January, the Ad33iiralty relaxed
after

tant Biscay patrols,

this cCTimitment to the extent that if the gap occurpd
midnight these crossover patrols need not be flown,

H.Q.C.C. Naval
Steiff Log

In the early hours of the 5 January there was another
scare following the landing report from a Bomber Command Hairpden
that the pilot, at 2110 hours on the 2nd had sifted a large
warshij) inside the island of Belle lie, 10 Torpedo Beauforts
were bi-ouglit to readiness and Bisca3'- patrols and sweeps
were instituted. Close reconnaissance of Brest had not

been obtained since the 1 January and conditions of 10/l0th
cloud over Brest and the other Biscay ports persisted through
out the 3rd. The scare continued until 1130 hours on the

4 January when the Barest sortie was successful in identifying
all three ships unchanged. It was considered that, in the

darkness, the pilot of the Hampden had mistaken the old French
warship "Voltaire", aground in Quiberon Bay since 194-0, for
one of the German major units.

The photographic sortie on the 6 January revealed that
the "Gneisenau" was still alongside but her camouflage and

protective torpedo boom had been removed. On the other hand,
her usual dry dock was flooded and the lock gates were open
which inferred a re-docking. As a precaution, however, the

night patrols were intensified and to27pedo aircraft were warned
for readiness. These measures were continued as photograjphs
on the 7th and 8th showed no change except that on the latter

date the dock was empty and dry. However, on the  9 Janmry
the "Gneisenau" was seen to be once more in dock but the camou

flage over the "Erinz Eugen" in her dry dock had been removed.

Photographs on the 10th showed the "Erinz Eugen" out of dock

and proceeding, accompanied by tugs, towards the torpedo boat

station jetty where she was confirmed alongside by reconnais

sance on the 11 January.

ibid and

No. 19 Group
January O.R.B.

Bomber Command had been attacking nightly since the 2nd

but had not secured any hits on or near the warships with the

exception of splinter damage to the outer plating of the
Tf/hen the "Erinz"Gneisenau" on the eveningSection (ii) and

Appendix XII
, of the 6 January.

Eugen" was seen to have undocked, a precautionary warning was

made by H.Q. Bomber Command to Nos. 2 and 3 Groups that it

might become necessary to order "Operation Puller Minor" and
that crews were to stand by at four hours notice from first

light on the 13th.

F.C/S. 24-043
end. 34A dated
12.1.42

A spell of foul weather prevented all reconnaissance of

Brest from the 14 to the 18 January and no flying at all was

possible on the nights of the 13/l6th and 17/l8th but at
1600 hours on the I8th photographs were secured which showed
that the "Schamhorst" had undocked and was alongside a jetty
while the "Gneisenau" and "Erinz Eugen" were in dry dock,

A further spell of bad weather interrupted ni^t patrols and
all close reconnaissance of Brest until the 25 January v;hen it

was seen that both the battlecruisers were lying alongside the

torpedo boat station and about the same time the Admiralty

(l) In addition, the A.O.C. in C, ordered that, during moon
light periods only, if there was a brealcdown in the A.S.V.
of the aircraft on "Stopper" patrol a ?//T report was to
be made immediately but the aircreift was to remain on

patrol until relieved by another aircraft which was to be

despatched forthwith. References:- C.C./S.15,151
ends. 31A and 32A.
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Intelligence Centre received reports from agents that five
torpedo boats y;ere arriving from St. Nazaire and seven mine

sweepers from Lorient.

Signs of an early move by the Brest Croup

The Admiralty considered, in view of the arrival of these

auxiliaries in Brest, the obvious near-conclusion of the

battlecruisers* long refit and the recent transfer of the

battleship "Tirpitz” to Trondheim, ) that a move of the Brest
Group was imminent. Tliey considered it most important to

prevent a concentration of enemy major units in northern
■waters. It ■was requested, therefore, that full scale night
patrols should be maintained and that torxoedo aircraft should
be kept in ^uqh a degree of readiness as was compatible with

In addition, Bomber Command was asked toefficiency

H.Q.C.C. Naval
Staff Log

recommence attacks on Brest which had ceased since the

11 January.(3;

At 2113 hours on the 25 January, Hudson K/224 squadron
on "Stopper" patrol sighted and attacked five torpedo boats
in position 48O3N x 0500Tf. No damage was inflicted and the
next day the photographic sortie at l645 hours disclosed these
torpedo boats in Brest harbour.
"Gneisenau" had left the inner harbour and was moored in the
Rade de Brest just to the north of Lanveoc. Early the same
m-oming the C.H.L. station at Dover(4) had plotted nine
objects passing westwards through the Straits of Dover.
Fighter Canmand strike of Hurribombers\5-) had later a
shipping outside Boulogne and one aircraft had identified at
least two destroyers amongst other vessels seen. Several
attempts were made during the rest of the day to re-locate
this party but without success. Bhotographic reconnaissance
of Boulogne on the 27th disclosed eight "hi" class minesweepers
in the harbour but no destroyers and it was presumed that they
were on their way to Brest.

At 0950 hours on the 27 January, Hudson K/224 squadron
returning from "Line C" patrol with A.S.V. unserviceable
sighted several minesweepers in position 4830N x O55OW in

It also revealed that the

A
attacked

No. 19 Group
Januaiy O.R.B,

(1) The "Tirpitz" had made the journey from Kiel to Trondheim
between the' 17 and 23 of January unseen in spite of
intense flying by Coastal Command. After the photographic
confirmation of her arrival, anti-break out patrols in
northern waters and close reconnaissance of Trondheim,
similar to the watch on Brest, were mintained continu
ously. See Chapter VII.
The Beaufort situation on the 26 January - 4/217 squad
ron and 14/86 squadron at St. Eval and 4/217 squadron
at Thomey Island. No, 42 Squadron were at Leuchars
but No. 22 squadron liad gone overseas.
The cessation of attacks was mainly due to the bad
weather but this improved on the 25 January and allowed
a heavy attack to be delivered that night,
attacks viere maintained for the remainder of Januaiy.
See Section (ii).
D.H.L.
designed to pick up "low" targets such as ships at sea
as opposed to "high" aircraft.
Hurribombers were Hurricane type filter aircraft
fitted with bombracks. They could carry 2 - 25O lb.
or 1 - 500 lb. bombs.

Nightly

Chain home low" and was a type of R.D.P.

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)
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kn unsuccessful attack was rnade on one
The

It was not

This

very poor visibility,
of them and the aircraft was hit and damaged by flak,
bad visibility continued all day and the next,
till the 29 January that a view of Brest was secured,
showed that the "G-neisenau" had again gone into dry dock and

her place off Lanveoc had been taken by the "Schamhorst".
The "Erinz Eugen" was out of dock alongside tlie coaling wliai f and

two destroyers were secured in the inner harbour together with
four newly arrived "M" class minesweepers. It was noted that

the "Sch^mhorst" had protective booms around her so a strike
of three Beauforts armed with magnums and depth charges instead

of torpedoes was planned against her but had to be cancelled
on accovmt of weather. No further reconnaissance of B3rest

was possible until I315 hours on the'31 January, The photo
graphs revealed all three major units alongside the torpedo
boat station and coaling wharf jetties. ' The tivo destroyers
and five torpedo boats were in the harbour while eight "M"

class minesweepers were at work just to the south of the Rade

Abri. Bad weather again internrened that ni^t and all the

night patrols-had to be recalled at 0100 hours on the 1 February.
No further flying at all was possible during the next 36 hours.

ibid

At 0210 hours on the 2 February the Dover C.H.L. station
picked up two ships, believed to be destroyers, proceeding down
channel at 18 knots but weather conditions prevented any air-
craift operations until noon. Armed reconnaissances were then
flown off but in poor visibility conditions no signs of the

supposed destroyers were found and only a small east bound

convoy was located off the north coast of Brittany. Cloud

conditions frustrated photographic reconnaissance of Brest but

the pilot of the 1430, hours sprtie caught a glimpse of a large
ship dimly -seen to be in the Goulet de Brest. It was thought
this might be „one of the major units on the way round to

Douarnenez or Audieme Bay for exercises. During the morning
of. the 3 February five torpedo Beauforts of No, 86 squadron
were despatched on sweeps in this area but they saw no signs
of any warships. Low cloud over Brest harbour frustrated all

attempts to obtain photographs during the remainder of the day-
.. . light hours*

Admiralty appreciation of the situation

■  An appreciation had been- drawn up by the Admiralty on the

2,Februaiy. This summarised the significant events pointing
to an early departure,of the Brest Group and surveyed all the

possible courses of action open to the enemy. It was con
sidered that far the most likely plan was a short cut to

Germany up the English Channel. Arguments and reasoning in

favour of this passage included the probability of the ships
not being fully battle-efficient and therefore more prone to
rely for their security on the destroyer and shore based air

craft escort which was at full efficiency, moreover the.enerqy
knew well that we had no heavy ships with which to oppose them
in the Channel. ''Afhilst the Brest Group could make the passage
from Brest to Cherbourg or from Cherbourg to the Dover Straits

in a dark period, they could not make the canplete passage in
one ni^t.. Having recently lost a destroyer, the enen-y was

presumably aware of our minelaying activities in the Dover

Straits and it was highly probable that this part of their

route would be timed for around hi^ water. Finally it was

pointed out that we had very slender Naval or Coastal Command

torpedo forces with which to oppose this sortie and that ex

perience had shown that not much reliance could be placed on
our bomber aircraft to inflict damage on enemy ships at sea.

A.H.B. IIK/7
Part I
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Executive Fuller

This ap-preciation was read out to the naval staff officers
attached to the three Air Canmands at a special meeting in the
Admiralty on the 3 February and they y/ere requested to pass it
on to their respiective A.O,Cs.-in-G.
requested the Air Ministry to bring into force at once the
arrangements for "Operation Fuller",
signal at 1639 hours by the Air Ministry to the three Commands
ordering "Executive Puller and Mafia" and adding that the
latter operation vjas only to be undertaken after agreem.ent
with the Adj-fliralty and the concurrence by the Vice-Admiral
Dover.

The Admiralty further

This was done in a
AHB/lIK/24/15
end. 38A

The three Coiimiands immediately infomed their Croups,
H.Q. Coastal Command ordered "Stopper"(0 and "Line C" patrols
as iisual but in addition two special line patrols, one from
Ushant along the north coast of Brittany and the other between

The torpedo strike force standing by
consisted of Nos. 86 and 217 squadrons at St. Eval and Thorney
Island while No. 42 squadron at Leuchars yvas warned to be

ready to move south if necessary.(2) Arrangements were made
at Manstcn in No. 16 Group to receive up to six Torpedo
Swordfish aircraft of No. 825 squadron P.A.A. who were being
placed under the operational control of the Vice-Admiral
Dover as an additional striking force.

H.Q, Bomber Coiramnd ordered available aircraft to be
banbed up and cre^vs brought to two hours readiness from
0630 hours on 4 Februarj'-.
execute operation "Mafia"

day "Mafia" was deleted and instead No.^5 Group prepared to
lay 48 m.ines in the "Nectarine

Le Havre and Boulogne.

No. 5 Group was to prepare to
at dusk on the 4th but later in the

.(3)area

G.C/S.15,152
end. 53A

C.G/S.15,155
end. 1A

Attachment to

G.G/S.15,152
end, 9A

ibid

ends. 7A and 8A

H.Q. Fighter Ccranand instructed the A.C.G, No. 11 Group
to co-ordinate fighter action with No. 10 Group and informed
No, 12 Group that they would not be required to provide
support. Bomber and Coastal Commands were requested to

(1) On this night the aircraft on "Stopper" V/hitley M/502
squadron never returned and was presumed shot doi;vn by
enemy niglit filters.

No. Z|A squadron had been ordered, on the 31,1.42, to
transfer to Iceland in order to be in a better position
to attack the "Tirpitz" should she attempt to break out
into the Atlantic but the imminent move of the Brest
Group was held to be of prior importance and the order

In addition to the torpedo
aircraft all those Hudsons which could be reasonably
spared from the various reconnaissance patrols were
ordered to_stand by, bombed up with 25O lb. S.A.P. bombs.
This deletion resulted from a recomraendation, forwarded
by H.Q, Bomber Command to the Air Ministry on the
1 February, that, in view of the recent discovery of the
removal of "¥" buoy from the Ruytingen channel and the
unfeasibility of accurate minelaying in this channel by
timed runs from the British coast, the operation "Mafia"
should be cancelled,

eiicls. 36A and 42A.

was cancelled on 3,2,2f2,

References - AHB/IIK/24/15
The "Nectarine" area lay along

(2)

(3)

the coast between Terschelling.Island and the mouth of
Betviieen; 6 II February Bomber Commandthe Elbe,

aircraft laid 98 magnetic minds'in this area(69 om 6ti>-
25 00 ^ cn nth Of ctie 69 c>o ^
doe 6 d>, 31 fjVe bU«-

49^ 50, 83,207 408
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ibid

end, 1QA
inform No, 11 Group direct of the times of their attacks and
their requirements for fighter cover,
first light on the 4th, all day fighter aircraft at Middle
Tfallop, Exeter and Portreath and 50^-o of those at Golerne were
to be at 15 minutes notice.

At half an hour before

The naval dispositions included the bringing, to six hours'
notice of six destroyers in the Thames estuary,, to short notice
of six M, T.Bs. at Dover and to immediate readiness of the
Swordfish aircraft at Manston.

EM. Sliips Itonxraan and Welshman - were placed under tlie oi-ders of
the Gs.-in-C. Portsmouth and Plymouth respectively for raining
operationsl'i ) and H.M, S/M, Sealion was ordered to join the
tv;o submarines already patrolling a line to the vi/est of Brest.

Two fast minelayers -

ieb/iik;/7
Par t I

The final stages in tlie watch on Brest

No comprehensive photographs of Brest had been obtained-
since the 31 January and the outer Biscay imtrols had been
instituted on the 2 February. On the 4th a partial view
throu^ clouds of the outer harbour was secured which showed

the "Prinz Eugen" accompanied by minesweep)ers entering the Rad.e
de Brest fran the Goulet. A similar glimpse on the 5th dis
closed the "Prinz Eugen" once more alongside the coaling wharf.
The battlecruisers were not seen. In spite of attempts by low
flying Bea-ofigliter soi-ties, nothing at all was seen of the har
bour during the 6th and 7th but two photographic sorties on the
8 February were successful and showed the "Scharnhorst" in dry
dock again and the "Gneisenau" moored off Lanveoc. The "Prinz
Eugen" was at the coaling wharf and two’fresh destroyers making
four in all, were in the inner harbour. On the 9 Februaiy,
reconna-issance at 1100 hours established that the "Gneisenau"

had returned to harbour and was alongside the torpedo station
but the weather once more prevented any photographic evidence
on the 10 February.

During this period between the executive for Operation
"Fuller" on the evening of the 3rd and the forenoon of the
11 ’Februaiy the watching patrols had been maintained at the
highest possible intensiiy but were hampered by bad weather
and occasional A.S.V. failures in the ni^t patrols. By the
5 February the patrols had settled dovm to the following:-

(1) The usual "Stopper" backed up, if necessary, by
"Line G".

(2) A line patrol from Ushant to Brehat Island called
"Line S.E.

(3) A line patrol between Le Havre and Boulogne called
"Habo". Flown from 0100 hours till dawn,

(4) Occasionally a sweep between Le Havre and Gherbourg
called "Hach".

(5) A daily svreep by three torpedo Beauforts off the
Goast betv;een Brest and Lorient.

(6) The distant Biscay patrols Nos. 3 to 8 if there had
been a gap in "Stopper" the previous ni^^t or after two
days' absence of photographs of Brest harbour.

Flown from half an hour after dusk till daivn.

Plovm for one sortie only from dusk.

No, 19 Group
February O.R.B.

C=C/G-,i/3/2A2

I^Ac6/3/2/1(2 and
GIV'G.2/6/2/2h2

FL/G, 1/4/2/42

I

(1) In the period betyyeen the 3 and 9 February, these two
ships laid 1,000 contact and magnetic mines in six fields
betvreen Ushant and Boulogne.

(226)
r.-1
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Eneiuy figliters prevented any sustained coastal reconnaissance
during dayli^it and their ni^t filters did their best to
upset our ni^t patrols round the Brest peninsula,
of the 6/7 February, Hudson Z/224 squadron failed to return
from "Line S.E," patrol and, until exhaust flame dam.pers could
be fitted to these Hudsons, this patrol vvas discontinued,
compensation, "Stopper" was modified so as to start on the
north coast of Brittany at longitude 3° West and continue right
round the Brest Peninsula. "Line S.E." patrol was i-e-introduced
from the ni^t of the IO/11 Pebruaiy and the "Modified Stopper
reverted to the normal "Stopper" patrol.

The C.H.L. station at Dover had reported vessels, gener
ally suspected as destroyers, moving throu^ the Dover Straits
down channel at high speed in the early hours of the 3rd and
9th; fighter patrols, known as "Jim Crows" had located
destroyer on a southerly course off Alderney at 1050 hours on
the 10 February,

sweeps had been despatched as soon as light or weather condi
tions allowed but without success,

attacked Brest on the night of the 6th/7th with 50 aircraft
and again in the 10th/l1th with 20 aircraft,
dence establishes that no damage v/as inflicted on any of the
warships in the harbour.

A review of the situation by the A.O.C.-in-C. Coastal Coimiiand

On the night

In

a

On each occasion armed reconnaissance

Bomber Command had

Post war evi-

IL/G. 9/7/2/42

Appendix XIV

On the 8 February after the successful photographic
sorties of that day, Sir Piiilip Joubert addressed an apprecia
tion to the A.O.Cs.-in-C. of Bomber and Filter Commands
expressing his views that the enemy force was likely to make
a break out from Brest very soon and that the most probable
time would be from the 10 February onwards. He reviewed the
possible directions in which the break out mi^t develop and,
like the earlier Admiralty opinion, arrived at the same con
clusion which, in the li^t of recent increases in the numbers
of destroyers, minesweepers and small patrol craft, naa pointed
unmistalcably to a decision to make the Channel passage back to
Germany. The weather and hour of sailing could be chosen by
the enemy so as to cause us the maximum difficulty in inter-

Y/ith regard to the latter, the general
conditions in the channel would be reasonably favourable for
a break throu^ in darkness as from the 10 February. On the

ends. 85A and B 15th there would be no moon and the tidal conditions in the
Dover Straits would favour a passage between 0400 and 0600
hours. The scale and scope of Coastal Command's watching
patrols Yjas given and the location of the torpedo squadrons
re-affirmed. It was stated that the St. Eval and Thorney
Island squadrons were responsible for ni^t attacks in the
Channel aided by flares dropped fran the reconnaissance air
craft and that, if the enemy succeeded in passing throu^ the
Dover Straits, a dayli^t attack would be carried out by the
torpedo squadrons then based at Leuchars.

It is evident from this review that the A.O.C.-in-C. was

primarily expecting a ni^t passage throu^ the Dover Straits
with presumably a dayligjit pause by the enemy at Cherbourg.
No important changes in the "Fuller" dispositions took place
following the receipt of this appreciation except that the
general expectancy became even sharper. No. 11 Group issued
orders to the cannon and bomber Hurricane squadrons to be pre
pared to attack the li^t forces Tdiich were likely to accompany
the German hea-yj;- ships; No. 10 Group made minor changes in
the disposition of their squadrons in south west England; and

H,Qc Filter Command Y/amed No, 12 Group that Coastal Commands

c. C/S. 15,155
ends. 2C and 2D cepting the force,
also

F.C/S, 2404.3

ibid

end. 84A.

^  FC/S. 24.043
end. 88A
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No. Z(2 Torpedo Beaui’ort squadron^ -would "be operating from
Bircharn Neiston or North Goates('l /' and any fighter co-operation
required ms to be arranged direct with H.Q. No, 16 Croup
Coastal Command.

i'bj.d

end, 86a

The Situation on the 11 PebruB^y19^

"Stopper" had returned early with an A.S.V. breakdown at

0235 hours but "Line G" had caarried on from 02)42 to O632 hours.
"Habo" had been completed thou^ landing bade a little early
at 0623 hours owing to increasing bad visibili-fcy.
conditions later on were not good but a photographic sortie

over Brest at 1230 hours secured partial cover showing the

"Erins Eugen" alongside with one fresh destroyer (making five
in all) and five fresh "M" class minesweepers in the visible

part of the harbour,
thwarted by cloud conditions but the final fli^t at I615 hours
obtained ccmplete photographic cover disclosing the "Scharnliorst
and "Gneisenau" at the torpedo boat station, the "Iri-inz Eugen"
at the coaling wharf - all with their anti-torpedo booms in

position - and still another fresh des'brcyer, making six, in
the Hade Abri together with the increased numbers of mine

sweepers in other parts of the port.

V/eather

A further sortie at 1500 hours was

No» 19 Group
February O.R.B.

Simset came wi-th somewhat improved weather conditions and

no particular reason to fear that this large force would not
be located should they put to sea that night,

(iv) German intentions for the use of their major units -

J\ine 1941 - February 1942 ~

At a "Puhrer Conference" in June 1941, the C.-in-G
German Navy - (Admiral Eaeder) - outlined to Hitler his plans
for the use of the German Fleet against the British Atlantic

trade routes,

task forces, bringing such squadrons together by regulating
their times of refit. The "Lutzoy" would be ready by July
and should be sent up to Trondheim(2) to influence the British
against any naval operation in the north while the attack on

Russia(3) was being commenced,
ready for sea by August but the "Tirpitz" was to remain at
Kiel for exercises in the Yfestem Baltic,

the "Gneisenau" required a new propeller shaft and ivould not

be ready before the au-tumn.

•,

He visualised the use of small homogeneous

The "Admiral Scheer" would be

In the Brest group

NoI.D. 24

Z.120/47

The loss of six supply ships in the Atlantic during June

1941(4; was a severe blow to German planning for continuous and
protracted operations by major units against British -trade,

(1) No, 2)2 squadron was ordered down to North Coates on the
11 February but bad weather and snow on the runways there

prevented a move from Leuchars being made,till the 12th,
Even then the snow conditions compelled the squadron of

14 Beauforts to carry on down to Coltishall in northeast
Norfolk w^here they arrived at 1145 hours on the
12 February.
"Lutzow had commenced her journey to Trondheim when she

was intercepted and torpedoed by Coastal Command torpedo
carrying aircraft on 12 June - See Vol. II, Chapt. VII

(iii).
Operation "Barbarossa".
After the sinking of the "Bismarck" these supply ships had

been located one by one during June by the Royal Navy and

destroyed.

(2)

3

,4
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moreover the occupation of Iceland by the U.S.A. early
and the intensification of her "neutrality patrols"(0
larger area of the Atlantic vi/as realised to be most damaging
to the German war effort on the trade routes includin

PuhrerConferences plcyment of f\xrther supply ships,
in July 1 941.

in Ju

any de

ly
over a

-
In spite of this, Hitler

insisted that no incidents must occur with any U.S. forces
until the campaign, against Russia was in full and successful
motion.

O

Increased freedom of action south of latitude 45°^
was envisaged if and when the occupation of N.Yf. Spain and
the Canaiy Islands took place(2) "but this again depended on
a favourable strategic situation being created by the early
defeat of Russia.

At another "Puhrer Conference" in August, Hitler silenced
protests by Raeder, regarding the restrictions placed on the
b-boat and commerce raiding war in order to avoid incidents
against the U.S, forces, with an assurance that he expected
decision in the Russian campaign during September,
conference Hitler also raised for the first time the q^uestion
of moving the "Schamliorst" and "Gneisenau" from Brest to
north Norwegian waters so as to form a force to secure Murmansi
and Archangel.

a

At this

September came with no decisions taken and Rear-Admiral
V/agner - Chief of the Naval Operations Divi.sion  - in a m-emoran-
dum stated that the nev; bases in Spain liad not becane available
and that the increasing activity of the U.S, naval forces was
relieving the British of many duties thus alleging them to
concentrate in decisive areas.(3) However, in vley</ of the

Adm'tyc
N.I.D. 24

X.120/47 recent success of several blockade runners and an armed merckant

cruiser in regaining German waters it seemed to him possible
to organise a new system of supply tanlcers in the Atlantic.
The "Tirpitz" would be readj'- at the end of September, the
"Admiival Scheer" in December', but the Brest group would not be
seaworthy until early January 19^, and the "Lutzov/" not till
Pebruary 1942.(4)
take place before the end of February 1942.
it was proposed that the "Tirpitz" should move to Trondheim to
undertake short operations against convoys en route for Russia.
The ultimate brea.k out of the Brest group should be the pre
requisite for that of the "Tirpitz" and "Hipper" througla the
Denmark Straits and for the two grou]ps to join up quickly.
If, however, the activities of the U.S. naval forces made it
im.possible to organise supply tanlcers, the "Tirpitz" group
could create diversions in the north while the Brest group
made lii^itning raids on the North/south convey route,
suggestions and recommendations were adopted by Raeder and

Thus no operations with strong forces could
In the interim

Theseibid

See Chapter II.
This was operation "Felix". It w/as to be carried out

with General Franco's acquiescence if possible and included
the occupation of Tfestem Spain, the transfer of all
major naval units to Ferrol, the occupation of the Canary
Islands, the elimination of Gibraltar and the creation
new U-boat bases.

This alluded to the measures taken after the Atlantic

Charter meeting by the United States in assuming respon
sibility for the safeguarding of North Atlantic shipping
to the v;est of longitude 26° Y/est. See Chapter II.
Torpedo and bomb hits sustained by the Brest group in
April and July 194I had immobilised all three ships.
Repairs were not expected to be completed to any one of
them before December 1941. Similarly the torpedo hit
on the "Lutzow" necessitated major repairs.

J7i

01

1

2

(3)

(4)
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api^roved by Hitler on the 26 SeiDtember.
subsequent programme the flag officer COTirnanding Group West
observed that no more than three large ships could be safely
based in Brest and, failing the imiDlement of "Operation Felix",
there were no other suitably protected harbours; moreover the
ships non in Brest must do sea trials before undertaking any
operations and these could only be satisfactorily done from
Spanish ports.

In November Haeder gave Hitler the reasons for the
current inabiliiy to carry out large scale naval operations;-

(a) The political - strategical situation on the Atlantic
Seaboard had not developed as hoped for.

(b) Spain's attitude and the prolongation of Russian
resistance precluded Gibraltar from being tackled,

(c) The refusal of the French to co-operate meant there
were instifficient French forces in T/est Africa to guarantee
German use of Dalcar.

(d) The only bases left on the Atlantic Seaboard were on
the west coast of Prance and these were imperilled by
local British air superiority,

(e) The increased U.S. naval and air activity in con
junction with Roosevelt's "open fire" order freed British
heavy naval units from convoy duties and might involve
German surface ships in actions with U.S, forces,(w
To operate in the Atlantic aitside the Published blockside

eirealS; viiould be impossible witliout incidents witn U.S,
forces Yi/hich were contraiy to the Fuhrer's orders to
"avoid at all costs" incidents with U.S, forces,

(f) In view of the American "Neutrality Patrols" it was
impossible to build up a system of supply tankers in the
Atlantic,

On receipt of the

Adi'nty,
N.I.D. 24

Xo120/47

Future action vjas proposed under two alternative headings:-

(l) Yi/hen ready, the Brest group should attack specified
convoys on the North/South Shipx^ing route and rej)eat if
successful.

(l) On 23 October 1941 the mission of the U.S. Atlantic Fleet
had been stiffened by the U.S, Navy Board to the utmost
limits of "neutrality",
(a) To protect U.S. and foreign shipping other than
German or Italian against attack by

(i) Escorting, covering and patrolling convoys and
convoy routes,

(ii) Destroying any German and Italian naval, land
and air forces encountered,

(b) To insure the safety of sea communications with U.S,
strategic outposts,
(c) To support the defence of U.S. territory and bases
in Iceland and Greenland,

(d) To trail any merchant vessels suspected of supi^lying
or otherwise assisting the operations of German or Italian
naval vessels or aircraft.

(2) The waters round the British Isles had been declared by
the Genmns on 17.0.40 as a blockaded area in \Yhich
neutrals sailed at their own risk.
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(2) ?/hen ready, the Brest group should move to Norway,

In support of the second alternative Raeder considered the

group's further stay in Brest was undesirable because of the

British air menace, in spite of the strategic advantages which
its presence in Brest exerted,(1)
centration in Arctic Waters would promise even better strategic
results,

patrols suggested that the ships should return to Germany via
the English Channel,
but promised to examine the proposition,
Raeder requested permission to use the "Admiral Scheer" in
raider warfare in the central and south Atlantic but this was

refused by Hitler who considered the vital area now to be in
the Arctic.

He considered that a con-

Hitler agreed and in view of the U,S, neutrality

At first Raeder was dubious about this

In the interim

Puhrer

Conferences

At a conference on the 12 December, Hitler spoke of his
fears of a British landing in north Norway and required a con
centration as soon as possible of battleships and "Panzerschiffe
in these waters whose additional task would be to attack the
Russian convoys,(2)
the English Channel as soon as possible and without carrying
out any previous sorties frcm Brest for training or trials as
these would cause fresh British air attacks,
was not thou^it possible by the Naval Division he thought it
best to pay off the ships and employ the crews and guns
ashore,

torpedo aircraft and denied the value of battleships in future
wars,(3)

He wished the Brest group) to retura via

If this move

In this connection Hitler emphasised the value of

ibid

A further conference on the 29 December was mainly in
The dates fordiscussion of the future of the Brest

readiness of the units were:- Erinz Eugen 31 December 1941,
Scharnhorst 5 January 1942 and Cneisenau 10 Jainuaiy 1942 but
before putting to sea all tlxree required a period for trials

There were four altema-

group.

in harbour and at sea if possible,
tives before the conference:-

(1). A return to German waters .through the Denmark Strait
on south of Iceland.

(2) An operation,against the North/South

(3) A return to Germany througI:i the English Cliannel.

(4) To decommission the ships.

After his examination cf the problems, Raeder preferred No, 3
though there were many difficulties, among them being the
shortage of minesweepers which made impossible a complete
clearance of mines on the route and would make any swept
channels so narrow that it ¥/ould be unsafe to take avoiding
action in the event of attacks by torqiedo aircraft,
very much against No, 4 if only because of the poor imp>ression

convoys.

He was

ibid

(1) These included the tying down of British naval forces in

the Atlantic and sane distraction of British bombing
effort from German cities.

The "Tirpitz" was transferred to Trondheim on 16.1.42
and Admiral Scheer" and "Prinz Eugen" on 23.2.2f2 followed
by the "Hipper" on 21,3,42, See chapter VII,
Influenced no doubt in his opinion by the loss on
10 December 1941 of the "Rrince of Wales" and "Repulse"
by Japanese air torpedo and bomb attacks.

(2)

(3)
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it ■would make on the Japanese and I'talians. Hitler plumped
for No. 3 or if proved irnpossihle, for No. 4 in vievi? of the
shortage of personnel in other branches and his opinion that
the era of the large ship was over. Accordingly Hitler gave
orders on 12 January 1942, for plans to be completed for the
break up Channel and tha-fc eventually the s
from Norwegian waters.("I)

(v) The Break up Channel and arrival in German Ports

(a) The German Narrative. (2)

ships were to opei'ate

Fareparation

The task of planning the operation - code name "Cerberus"
- was entrusted to Vice-Admiral Ciliax who commanded the Brest

The route was very carefully selected toGroup of warships,
take advantage of deep water where possible in order to miti
gate ground mines and to attain a maximum speed for the big
ships, but at the same time to keep outside British shore R.D.P.
range as far as was practicable,
possible moored-raine fields were swept and buoyed by mark
boats or such areas were by-passed by the planned route,
operation was fixed for four days before a new moon so as to
get maximum darkness conditions and the move was timed to start
at around 1930 hours to get a full dark period and all advantage
of a spring flood tide up Cliannel.
point was considered to be the passage of the Dover Straits and
this was scheduled for the middle of the day so. as to facili
tate strong filter cover and the best visibili-ty for the
ship's flak armament.

Channels thi-ou^ known and

The

Tlie most dangerous

After the British loss by air attack of H.M, ships
Erince of Wales" and "Repulse" the question of air protection

This was provided in the planwas considered most important,
by aircraft of the 3rd Luftflotte iinder General Field I\!arshal
Sperrle with directing headquarters at Le Touquet shifting, as
the ships progressed, to Schipol near Amsterdam.
Squadrons were to be used in such a way that there were con
stant

Pieter

16 aircraft with the ships be-tween 0730 and 1700
Diversionary air raids on English Soutli coasthours

ports and airfields were planned to take place on the morning
following the sailing and were undertaken by the 9th Plieger
Corps,(4j
given by the destroyer escort.

Erotection against aii* attack at nighi 'was to be

(1) Prom early December Hitler had been convinced that the
British intended a full scale invasion of Norway in co
operation with Sweden backed by Russia, . . No doubt colour
was lent to this obsession by -two successful combined
services raids at Vaagso, Just south of Stadlandet, and
up -the Vestfiord on 27.12.41.
References for the German account - No. 6 Supplement to
Admiralty Battle Summary No. 11, the German PG/i8547 and
the log of the "Scharnhorst". I'lap XIII gives the route
of the German squadron and the loca.tion of the various
British attacks.

In point of fact 176 fij^ter aircraft actually took part
in this protection.
At O83O hours 12 February 2 aircraft bombed Exeter air
field and 2 aircraft bombed Warrawell airfield. Others
attacked Homiton and Torquay between O813 and 0845 hours.

(2)

(3)

(4)

:

f
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By the )+ February the "Schamliorst" and "Phinz Eugen"
and, by the 9th, the "Gneisenau" had corapleted steaming trials
and had held calibration shoots with all gun armaments in the

Rade de Brest(l) The final timing for the start hb.b fixed for
1930 hours on the 11 February, The three major units, with
Admiral Ciliax in the "Scharnhorst”, were to be escorted by
six destroyers on the first part of the journey being joined
the following morning in position 5OOON x OO3OE by 10 torpedo
boats and off Cap Gris Nez by another five torpedo boats

together with E-boats, R. boats and other snail escort craft.

Execution

There was an air raid alarm at Brest frcan 1935 "to 2114

hours on the 11 February(2)
2245 hours the force was formed up outside tine Brest net

barrage and headed out to sea at 17 knots increasing to 27 Icnots
at 2343 hours,
westerly wind and scattered clouds,
just after midnight and course shaped up channel keeping well
away from the coast of Brittany,
passed at O53O hours on the 12 February and thereai“ter a more

easterly course was steered until davjn v;hen the first
contingent of 16 fi^iters joined up.

whidr delayed the sailing but by

The ni^t was very dark with a light south-
Ushant Island was round

The island of Alderney was

See Map XII

ed

On Map XIII can be seen the track followed by the German
Squadron and the patrols around Brest flown by Coastal CaTinand,

The first sortie on "Stopper" patrol - Hudson W/224 Squadron -
was airborne at St, Eval at 1827 hours and when on the way out
to the patrol encountered a JU.38 ni^t filter. The A.S.V.

was switched off at 1917 hours while avoiding the enemy air

craft. Having successfully accomplished this, the A.S.V. was
switched on again at 1920 hours. 3his was done in  a wrong
sequence of movements and the main fuse blew rendering the

equipment unserviceable. The cause was not recognised by the
operator so a signal to the effect that the A.S.V. had broken

down was transmitted to base at 1925 hours and the airci-aft

set course for base. Owing to W/T difficulties this signal
was not finally cleared to base until 2025 hours just as the
aircraft was about to land. No relief aircraft was despatched
as it was considered by St. Eval that it would be simpler and

quicker to transfer the crew on landing to the "stand-by"
aircraft. This was done and the same crew took off in K/224
Squadron at 2130 hours with orders to canplete one circuit of

the patrol. The northern point of the patrol was reached at

2238 hours, the southern point at 2309 hours and the patrol
completed at 2343 hours after which the aircraft set course

for base. Reference to Map XIII shows that at this time the

St. Eval

/02/12/2

Log of
Controller.

No. 19 Group

St, Eval

/02/12/2

(1) This was the explanation of the frequent moves observed
by photographic sorties in the Goulet de Brest and off

Lanvoc between the 26 Januaiy and the 9 February  - see

Section (iii).
Following the photographs obtained at 1615 hovirs on the
11 February disclosing all tlnree ships alongside in the

Rade Abri, a Bomber Command raid cf 16 Wellingtons was
launched that evening but no hits or damage was inflicted
on the warships.

(2)
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Gemian force was out of A.S.Vo range("I) and approaching Ushant
Island,

at the northern point of "Stopper" at 2326 hours, and at the
elhow of the patrol at 2341 hours, still out of A.S.V, range
of the eneiror.
and the aircraft returned up reciprocal tracks, reaching the

elbov; again at 0012 hours as the German squadron was rounding
Ushant 22 miles to the northward.

The next sortie, by Hudson A/224 Squadron, arrived

At 2356 ho\irs the southern point was reached
St. Eval

/03/12/2

According to the plotted positions of the aircraft and

the ships, the enerqy came within A.S.V, range from about 0020
to 0028 hours as the aircraft approached the northern point of
the patrol. After the latter time the aircraft turned south

again and no A.S.V. contact would be obtained on  a stem bear

ing. No mention is made in the log of the aircraft of any
A.S.V, caitact which could be taken for surface vessels thou^
the operators both reported satisfactory land echoes at dis

tances which enabled checks to be made on the navigation.
As the distance between the aircraft and the enerriy (from the
plot) was never less than approximately 9 miles, no visual
sitting could be expected in the very dark conditions.

S.15,155
end, 10D

page 8.

EL/G3/II/2 The "Line S.E," patrol was flown that ni^t by Hudson
G/224 Squadron and was ordered for one sortie only, from dusk.
The aircraft arrived at the western end at 193^ hours. No
A.S.V. indications of the coast were received which raised the

suspicions of the operator as the coastline could be faintly
seen about six miles away. At 1951 hours bomb flashes were

noted some 20 miles away to starboard. This was the Bomber

Command raid on Brest mentioned previously. At 2000 hours,
in position 4855N x 034W, inaccijrate f-ire was opened by a
vessel about one mile to starboard, of which no previous
A.S.V. indication had been received. The aircraft reached

the eastern end of the patrol at 2015 hours, turned and was

back at the western end by 2051 hours. At 2055 hours the

second A.S.V, operator reported the equipment definitely
\mserviceable and a signal to base was made asking for instruc

tions, This signal took until 21^5 hours before getting
through. On receipt, the controller at No, 19 Group immedi

ately asked H.Q, Coastal Command if a relief sortie should be

despatched. The reply was that it was not required and

St, Eval were told that, on return, the crew should be con
served in case of further break doivns in patrol "Stopper".

Board of Enquiry The reasons for not sending a relief aircraft were two -
(a) shortage of aircraft. If one had been detailed it would

pages 511-513. have detracted from the limited number of aircraft available

for the next pint's programme. (b) Even if detailed, the
relief aircraft could not have been on patrol before 2330 hours
and the A.O.C.-in-C, considered that if the ships had broken

out before "Stopper" was established by K/224 Squadron at

St. Eval

/07/II/2

Log of
Controller

No, 19 Group
and St, Eval

narrative.

evidence -

(1) In a letter to D.C.A.S

stated that the range of Mk.II A.S.V. on large ships
was: -

Height of aircraft in feet

dated 13.2.2^2, the D.O.N.C.• >

■ Range in miles

8500
1,000
2,000
3,000

The "Stopper" and "S.E," patrols were normally flown
between 1,500 and 2,000 feet altitude, and at cruising
speeds of 120 to I30 knots.

11

15
19
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2238 hours, they -would he a long way past "Line S.E", hy 233O
hours and would certainly he picked up hy patrol "Haho" he-tween

signal -was sent re-Accordingly, aLe Havre and Boulogne,
This was received at 2150 hours and

Thus there was
calling the aircraft.
G/22if landed hack at St. Eval at 2251 hours,

aircraft flying this patrol when the German Squadron actu

ally crossed its position at about OO5O hours. In point of
fact if a relief sortie had been sent it would have stood a

good chance of picking up the enemy ships. ("I)
TbaoretioaUy there «es a final possibility of at least

disooverins that the eoeniy squadron hod left by of the

routine photegraphic reoonaalssanee early on 12 Febru'^^zy* This
sortie actually took off from St. Eral at (^30 hours so as to be
over Brest by first photographic light. aircraft landed
book at 1030 hours with a report that neither oamera nor risual

eridenoe was possible otdng to the port being shrouded in low

CSi/ol and 2/l2/2 cloud and siaoke screen. A follow-up sortie at 1250 hours foiaad
siailar conditions.

no

CH/G3/11/2

the enemy squadron because at the latter tim.e they were still
well to the wes-tward of the southwest corner of the patrol.
Soon after first li^t, at 0745 hours, the first ha-tch of

16 German fighters joined up with the squadron as air escort.
Thereafter a continuous umbrella of fighter protection
maintained until dusk,
boat flotillas from Le Havre joined the force, followed at

1005 hours by the E. boat flotilla from Boulogne,
hours a new British minefield off Berck was safely negoti
ated. (3) Shortly after this time a British filter patrol
siglited the force but did not identify the presence of the
three major naval units. The positive recognition of the
Brest Group did not eventuate until 1042 hours and was effected

by another filter aircraft. The news was not circulated in
England until after this aircraft had landed back at base at
1109 hours. See Sub-heading (b) of this section for the

sequence of events.

was

At 0915 hours the 2nd and 3rd Torpedo

At 1025

this time the German force was passing Le Touquet.
At 1156 hours they rounded Cap Gris Nez and the E, boats were

ordered to lay a smoke screen to port in order to mask the

capital ships from the English coast,
rapidly deteriorating in visibility with a rising southwesterly
wind and drizzle. At 1218 hoiirs the first fall of shells

The weather was

This point was made by Mr, Justice Bucknill during the

subsequent enquiry althou^ no-one in England at that
time knew how much later the enemy ships had put to sea.

Everyone assumed they had escaped before the "Stopper"
patrol was established. Reference Board of Enquiry
evidence Pages 458.
Owing to a forecasted risk of fog by da^m at Thomey
Island, G/235 had been told to make two complete circuits
of the "Habo" triangle and return irrespective of whether

The aircraft left theit was still dark on oompletion.

0)

(2)

southwest corner of "Habo" at O63I and landed back at

Thomey Island at 0715 hours. It is very debatable
whether an interception would have been made even if G/233
had been allowed to remain on patrol until first light.
The detailed evidence from the pilot and the shore base

in the Board of Enquiry evidence - Rages IOI-IO3are

and 430-438.
This field had been laid by H.M.S. Welshman a few daj^s

It had only been discovered by the Germansearlier,
(3)

on the previous night and a narrow channel had been
hastily swept through it and -marked with a -mark-boat.
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Yieve noticed from the British coastal batteries,

landed short,

motor torpedo boats but no torpedoes hit,
was still in jjrogress, four Swordfish aircraft appeared at

1243 hours flying low and approaching from the port quarter.
Three of them were seen to be shot down by the fighter escort

and the fourth was hit by A/A fire from the "Scharnhorst".
The torpedo from this latter aircraft exploded as it entered
the water.

They all
Soon afterwards came an attack by British

Tdiile this attack

At 1245 hours the 5th torpedo boat flotilla from Flushing
relieved the Havre flotillas,

successfully negotiated and in ever worsening weather condi

tions the three ships continued up the Belgian coast,(0
first set-back occurred at 143i hours when, in position 5132N x
O252E, a ground mine exploded under the "Scharnhorst" causing
sli^t damage and minor leaks,
tion with tiie "Gneisenau" for another 70 minutes but thereafter

commenced to drop astern.

The Straits of Dover had been

The

The ship maintained her sta-

Meanwhile air attacks developed from British bomber air

craft from 1500 hours. For the next 3'2 hours almost Incessant

attacks were delivered by various types operating singly or in

twos and threes including one formation attack by torpedo
bombers at I610 hours. No direct hits were sustained by bombs

- and all torpedoes were successfully ayoided. (?-) phe weather
during this period was rain squalls, low clouds and a wind of

force? from the 17.3 .V,4 with visibility at best never more than
3 or 4 miles.

At 1543 hours an attack was delivered by British des-
The torpedoes were avoided as were the bombs fromtroyers.

some British aircraft which were attacking at the same time.

Air attacks ceased with the coming of darkness soon after

1815 hours and the
"Schamhorst". by now some 30 wiles astern, proceeded at

sli^tly reduced speed along the curve of the Frisian islands.

At 1955 hours, when in position 5334N x O5O8E, a ground mine
exploded underneath the "Gneisenau" but, again, only slight
damage resulted and the ship' s speed v/as not affected,
carried on-without fxorther incident arriving in the Fiver Elbe

at 0700 hours on the 13 Februaiy and afterwards proceeded
throU^ the Kiel Canal to the floating dock in Kiel harbour.

and "Erinz Eugen" with them

She

At 2134 hours,
when following som.e'40 miles astern of the other tv/o, a second

ground mine exploded under the ship in position 5338N x 0522E,
The steering gear and port engine were seriously damaged

The "Sdiamhorst" was not so fortunate.

(1) Between 1350 and 1420 hours the German filter umbrella
was attacked by British Ti/hirlwind and Spitfire aircraft
but the increasing low cloud made canbats indecisive;
Indeed ’’dhe poor weather conditions not only hampered action

by both. British and German filters but itself gave good
protective cover to the German naval force.
Bomb splinters from near misses.and machine gun strafing
by attacking aircraft caused superficial damage and some

casualties in all three major units. Two of the escorting
craft however - the destroyer "Jaguar" and the torpedo
boat "T.13" were hit.and damaged by bombs sufficient to

force their return to Rotterdam, The German report gives
the actual attacks on the major units as 12 torpedo
bomber and 38 bomber aircraft.

(2)
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At 2223 hours she oncebringing the ship to a standstill,
more got underway but with 1000 tons of water shipped, the

port engine out of action and speed limited to 12 knots.
She limped into Wilhelmshaven arriving in the roadstead at

0900 hours on the 13 February, afterwards berthing alongside
the south wall of the Hipperhavn in the docl<yard.

The " ftdnz_Eugen", who was undamaged, after arriving in
the River Elbe on the 13th was joined by the pocket battleship

Scheer" on the 20 February. These two ships then pro
ceeded to Norway, On entering the southern lead to Trondlieira

fjord the "Erinz Eugen" was torpedoed by H.M, S/ivI Trident
early on the 23rd. She sustained severe damage in the after
part of the ship and crawled at 12 knots into Lo Fjord where

she arrived just before raidni^it on the 23 February. ("I)
Jjater she had to be withdrawn to Kiel for a major refit.

On the night of the 27/28 Februar^y, Bomber Command air-
The "G-neisenau" lying in thecraft attacked Kiel dockyard,

floating dock received two direct hits on the forecastle by
heavy bombs,
turret was badly damaged, in addition some 90 of the crew
were killed.

A" turret was completely burnt out and "B"

The total structural damage w/as considerable
and rendered the ship • inoperative for niany months,
three of the Brest Group ultimately sustained damage which

prevented their' concentration in Northern waters with the
rest of the German fleet.

Thus all

(b) The British Narrative

ITreparation

The disposition of the British forces - naval and air -

and the measures taken following the executive for "Operation
Fuller" on the 3 February Irave been given at the end of Sec

tion (ill). One or two points must be mentioned before the
story of the action.is taken up.

In view of the ni^tly bombing, rninelaying and other
activities of Bomber Command it was not loracticable to kee]p
all available aircraft at two hours' notice day after day.
From the 10 February a force of 100 aircraft was earmarked
daily for "Operation Firller" and kept at four hours'notice.

Early on the 11 February the submarine "Sealion" pene
trated into the approaches to Brest.(2) She could not stay
long, in this dangerous position and, when the tide tiirned at

1300 hours, she comjnenced to withdraw very slowly,
not leave the Iroise area until 2035 hours. No si^t or

sound of the enemy major units was obtained up to the time of

her departure.

She did

Board of Enquiry
Report jfflB/lB^/7
Page 3

ibid

Al'ter dark on the 11 February, Bomber Command despatched
16 of these18 Yfellington aircraft to attack Brest dockyard,

aircraft actually dropped bombs between 1945 and 203O hours.

Mention has been made under sub-heading (a) of the delay this
caused in the departure of the Brest Group.

Appendix XIV

See Appendix XX and Chapter .VII,
On the 7 February this submarine, while on patrol outside
Brest, had been given discretion to proceed inshore with

a view to operating against any of the big ships which
might be exercising in the Iroise. (See Map XII),
Ref. Board of Enquiry Evidence pages 417-^^23 and 448-A49*

1

2
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The Sighting of* the Eneny Force

Under the foregoing sub-heading (a) it has been explained
how the German force reached the position north of Le Havre by

O83O hoiors on the 12 February unseen and unsuspected,
about this time the Southern chain of British R.D.P.
commenced to register plots of enemy aircraft jiast to the north
of Le Havre. These were, of course, in fact the filter air

craft engaged in escorting the Brest G-roup. The E.D.E. plots
showed only those aircraft which were above a certain, hei^t
and consequently the tracks alternately showed up and died

away as the aircraft varied their hei^it. Such plots were
noted by the Controller of the Stanmore Filter Room of Filter
Command('1) between 0825 and O9OO hours and were reported by
him to No. 11 Group and the duty Air Commodore at H.Q. Filter
Command,

sea rescue operations.

At

Stations

It was considered that they denoted some enemy air

P.c/s. 24020
ends. 92A and
96P

ook off from HawkingeThe usual early morning "Jim Crows" t

(Kent) airfield at O83O and 0835 b^s,(2; The westerly
sortie reported on landing back,(5) the presence of two small
ships off Boulogne, two E-boats southbound from Boulogne and
one E-boat northbound off Berck.(4) The easterly sortie
sighted 11 small vessels to the east of Ostend and six more to

These reports reached
Roadstead

the east of Zeebrugge, all westbound.
No

ibid

end. 96c

. 11 Group at O95O and 1000 hours respectively,
operations were prepared for attacking shipping south cf
Boulogne and off Ostend.

Also at 1000 hours, the Filter Room informed the duly
Air Commodore and No, 11 Group that the enemy aircraft were

obviously orbiting a particular area and that the trend of
this area was in a north-easterly direction at between 20^and

As a result of these suspicious plots, H.Q. Pieter25 knots,

ibid

end. 92A

Coraraand ordered No. 11 Group to send another reconnaissance.
Accordingly two Spitfires took off from Hawkinge at 1020 hours
and proceeded to the sea area between Boulogne and Fecamp.
At 1035 hours this reconnaissance sifted T?hat they described

20 to 30 small vessels in convoy escorted by five sloops
or small destroyers in a position 12 to 15 miles west cf

Le Touquet and steering N.E. A little to the north-^;estward of
this convoy were tvJo groups of E-boats steering east and one
of the E-boats was laying a smoke screen. The two aircraft

as

ibid

end. 96F

ibid

end. 96c

The Filter Room at H.Q.P.C. received all the R.D.F,
Station plots cf airborne aircraft. These reports were
filtered and only enemy or unknown aircraft plots were
passed into the main operation room for display on the
table unless it was desired to show British interception
or patrol sorties as well.
"Jim Crows" were standard reconnaissances carried out by

single Spitfires in the sea area between Ostend and the
mouth of the Sanme. They were part of the anti-shipping
organisation and upon their reports of enemy shipping was
based the attack on such shipping. The attack operations
were known as "Roadsteads",

Filter aircraft on reconnaissance patrol had standing
orders not to break YI/T or R/T silence but, on sitting
enemy shipping, to return to base and report on landing.
The Filter Room received the track of this "Jini Crow" off
the m.outh of the Scmme at O9OO hours.

Brest Group were approximately 40 miles to the ¥,S,¥f,
On landing the aircraft reported the visibility in the

15 to 20 miles but deteriorating.

At this time the

area as

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)
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landed back at base at IO5O hours, and the report was iroraediately
made t

hours-
11 Group and the Vice-Admiral Dover by 1100

Meanwhile the Filter Room had reported to the duly
Air Coi-!)modore that' strong enemy jamming of R.D.F, stations inibid

ends. 92A, 96F Kent had been taking place from 0930 hours onwards,
and 102A duly Air Carimodore spoke to No. 11 Group on this ma

The

tter and

on what it might portend requesting at IO5O hours that extra

reconnaissance was desirable if weather permitted.

At 1052 hours' the E.A.F. Liaison Officer at the Head

quarters of Vice-Admiral Dover reported to No, 11 Group that

their C.H.L, stations had been plotting intermittent suirface

vessel indications since 1016 hours in positions some 25 railes
west of the mouth of the Semme,

ing continuous having advanced to an area off Le Touquet and

indicated the presence of two fairly large ships.(2j
was no hint in these reports that they migtit be large warships
and, as a special reconnaissance was actually over this area

at the time, the Group took no additional action.

These plots were now becora-

There

ibid

ends. 96B and
102A

Entirely unconnected with all these purely anti-shipping
measures, a section of two Spitfires took off from Kenley air
field at 1010 hours on an offensive sweep in the Channel
against eneny aircraft, "Such sweeps v/ere often carried out

on the chance of intercepting stray enemy sorties.
Spitfires were piloted by Group Captain P, V. Beamish and

Wing Commander R. F. Boyd, respectively the Station Commander and
the second in command.

The two

Special permission had been obtained

ibid

end, 96c

by these two senior officers to carry out this sortie as the

weather conditions were considered by them to be too bad for

inexperienced and younger pilots.
Dungeness towards the French coast and, when about 10 miles

Chase

They proceeded cut over

Board of Enquiry from it, sighted 2 Me.109's flying south-westwards,
evidence

Ai1B/lIk/7
Pages 1-4

was given at full throttle and very soon afterwards , at

1040 hours, a large naval force was seen underneath the

(1) Resulting from this report, the previously planned "Road
stead" operations were cancelled and a larger "Roadstead"
was prepared to attack this convoy. After the rush report
had been made the normal detailed interrogation of the

two Pilots follov^ed. During this, the- pilot of the
second aircraft said that one of the ships in the convoy
appeared to him to have tripod masts and a high super
structure, Discussion was still proceeding as to the
possible identity of this ship when the definite sighting
report from Group Captain Beamish was received.

(2) This liaison officer also informed the officer commanding
No, 825 Squadron of Swordfish .aircraft - Lt. Commander
E, Esmonds, R.N, - at I/ianston of this plot warning him at
1100 hours that there mi^t be a'big ship target for him.

Esmonde brou^t his aircraft to immediate readiness and

set his torpedoes for 29 ft depth with Duplex pistols.
These pistols fire magnetically when the torpedo passes
under the hull of a large ship. No. 16 Group were
inforinedof the action being taken at Manston. After the

sighting of the major units the order wras given for all

Beaufort torpedoes to be set to 20 ft depth using contact
pistols. This decision was in view of the shoal water
off the Dutch coast where it was intended that the main

Beaufort attacks should take place. References - Board
of Enquiry Evidence pages 342-352 and 147-151 and
O.G/S.15,155 end. 6A.
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This consisted of two large, warships, recognisedaircraft,

as "battlecruisers, sixrrounded by about 12 destroyers with an

outer ring of E-boats, all steering up the Prendi coast bet-

Y/een Berck and Le Touquet.
attacked by $-12 Me.109's.
aircraft broke away and made for their base.
Kenley at 1109 hours and reported the details to No, 11 Group
who logged the time cf receipt as 1125 hours,

ends. 96b and E. was immediately passed to H.Q. Pij^ter Command and Vice-Admiral
Dover,

filter squadrons brought to readiness for a major operation.
Y/ithin the next 15 minutes all Air and Naval authorities had

been informed.

The Spitfires were ivmnediately
After a short, melee the British

They landed at

P.C/S.2W3 Tlie information

The "Roadstead" operation was cancelled and all

The disposition of strike forces available for action
against the enen^y squadron was as folloiYs:-

Coastal Command

At St, Eval (Cornwall) - 8 Torpedo Beauforts of No, 86
Squadron,

2f To3?pedo Beauforts of No, 217
Squadron, (l )

At Thorney Island
(near Portsmouth) - 7 Torpedo Beauforts of No, 217

Squadron.

At Leuchars (Fife) - 1A Torpedo Beauforts of No. 42
Squadron.(2)

At Northcoates

(Lincoln) - 6 Hudsons of No, 407 Squadron.

At Bircham Newton

(Norfolk) - 5 Hudsons of No. 5OO Squadron.

The Hudsons, owing to their small bomb load, wereN.B.

regai'ded as a distx’action only to be used in conjunction with
torpedo aircraft.

Bomber Corrimand

At various aerodromes in England - about 240 aircraft of

all types including the 100 standing by at 4 hours notice and

number ,which liad, operated during the XDrevious ni^t.(5)a

Figtiter Command

At VEirious aerodromes in Southern England - About

(1) In addition there were at the time two of No. 86 and one

of No. 217 Squadron already out on an anti-shipping sweep
in the Bay of Biscay,
but were too late to take part in the subsequent attacks.
These aircraft vere under orders to proceed to Goltishall
(Norfolk) but had been delayed by snow conditions.
They were actually en route between O9OO and II30 hours
on the 12 Pebiuniy.
On this day there yere 310 operationally fit aircraft with
creYJS,

for day bombing, and some 20 Wellingtons viere unable to

take off owing to a snovj-bound airfield,
available for a take-off at 1330 hours there were 73
aircraft.

They landed back at 1330 hours

Of these, 50 Yvere Wliitleys, a iype unsuitable

Immediately

(2)

(3)
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550 aircraft the majority being Spitfires TAfith some squadr
of Cannon Hurricanes, Bomber Hurricanes and Whirlwinds, (■!)

ons

Naval Forces

At Manston (Kent) - 6 Torpedo Swordfish aircraft of
No, 829 Squadron.

“ 9 Motor Torpedo boats and 9 Motor
gunboats.

At Dover

At Ramsgate - 3 Motor torpiedo boats.

In the Thames Estuary - 6 destroyers.

Preparations for Attack

V/hen the news of the si«^ting of the (^iTiian Squadron
came through to the various authorities,(2) the A,O.G.-in-C.
Coastal Command was at a conference in the Admiraliy together
with the Assistant Chief of the Naval Staff (Home Operations).
The latter telephoned to the Vice-Admiral Dover giving him
freedan of action to use all his forces to engage the enemy
as quickly as possible.
Command and instructed the Senior Air Staff Officer to use

any of the torpedo Beauforts that were suitably placed to
put in an early delaying attack on the enemy and to organise
for the main attack off the Dutch coast.

The foraer rang up E.Q. Coastal
AHB/lIk/31
end, I3A

Accordingly at '1193 hoirrs, orders were given to No, 19
Group to move the St. Eval Beauforts up to Thorney Island and
the seven Beauforts already there to be brou^t to immediate
readiness. Meanwhile No. 2|2 Squadron of Beaui’orts had just
arrived at Coltishall and at 1210 hours the A.O.C, No. 16
Group informed H,Q. Coastal Command of his intention to des
patch this Squadron with the seven Thomey Island Beauforts
together with a diversionary bombing force of Hudsons to
attack the enemy, to take off at 1449 hours. Vdien questioned
by H,Q, as to vjhy these forces could not be despatched earlier,
the A.O.C, replied that adequate fi^iter escort could not be
provided before then, neither could the Swordfish attack be
delayed in order to take advantage of the filter escort
provided for their sortie.

ibid

end, 1 6A

At 1217 hours the S.A.S.O, at H,Q, Goasts-l Comraand tele
phoned the A,0,C,-in-C., who was still detained in London,
informing him of the proxjosed programme,
urged the vital need to get attacking aircraft off earlier
than 1449 hours even if only a portion of the forces were
available and if necessary without filter escort,
being passed to the A.O.C. No. 16 Group, he agreed to despatch

The A.0,C,-in-G.

On this

(1) No. 11 Group had 29 Squadrons, In addition they were
re-inforced by 3 Squadrons from No, 10 Group and  2 Squad
rons from No. 12 Group, No, 12 Grouj) used 3 further
Squadrons late in the day to cover the ret-uming bomber
aircraft as they approached our East Coast,
A signal was made from the Air Ministry to the three
R.A.F, Commands ordering that the maxinitim available forces
be employed as early as possible to destroy the enemy
ships and aircraft and ending with the woids "This unique
opportunity is to be exploited to the utmost".
References:- F.C/S,24043 end. 9OA, O.C/S.19192
Attachment end, 13A and IIk/24/l9 end, 43-^»

(2)
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the seven Beauforts at Thomey Island hut again emphasised the

risks involved in sending a small foi'ce into the Dover Straits

axea -without fighter protection. However, after consul-ta-
tion with No, 11 Group it was arranged that Spi-fcfire protection
could he made available hy soon after 1330 hours,(1)
The immediate action

Meanwhile events were moving fast in the Dover area. As

soon as the presence of major naval units was confirmed among
the shipping reported hy the Spitfires and registered on the

G,H,L, plot, Vice-Admiral Dover set in motion attacks hy his
Swordfish aircraft, his motor torpedo boats and his destroyers.

At 1130 hours H,Q, Fighter Canmand and II,Q. No, 11 Group
were asked for a strong fighter escort to acccmpany the

Swordfish which, on their range limitations, had to -take off

No, 11 Group agreed to ̂ provide two squad
rons to attack the escort vessels just in advance of the

Swordfish with a further three squadrons to go pu-fc
the Swordfish as escort against enemy fighters.
rendez-vous was arranged to he at 1225 hours over Manston
aerodrome thou^ No. 11 Group stated that it would he a rush

to get them there in time. Soon after 1200 hours, Homch-urch
spoke personally to Lieut. Commajider Esmonds saying that their

•two squadrons would he a little late. Esmonde replied that

he must leave at 1225 hours. At 1210 hours. Biggin Hill

told No. 11 Group that their squadrons would he 5 minutes
late and at 1215 hours said they would he 10 Eiinutes late.

This information was passed to Manston.

At about this time No, 16 Group asked Dover if the Sword
fish attack could possibly he delayed so tliat the Beauforts

from Thorney Island could take advantage of the filter escort.

This was disallowed on account cf the speed of advance of the

enemy sjid range limitations of the Swordfish quite arjart from

the difficulty of working three such diverse -types cf aircraft

together.

low with

The

Board of

Enquiry Evidence within the hour.
Pages 3A2-332

F.C/S.24Q2j-3
end. 96D

G. C/S.-1^5155
end, 6B

V,A, Dover also asked No, 11 Group for filter cover for

the withdrawal of the motor torpedo boat attack which was

planned to take place at the same time as the'Swordfish went

This was agreed and was effected in due course.

A continuous plot of the enemy force was now being obtained

from the C.H.L. stations and it was apparent that the enemy's
speed was at least 27 knots - a higher figure than had been

appreciated,
Lieut. Commander Esmonde at 1215 hours as he was sitting in his

aircraft waiting to take off.

in.

This information was passed pei-sonally to

Board of Enquiry
evidence

Page 554

Acting on these plots the Dover long range coastal hat-

34 rounds, in all.teries came into action at 1219 hours,

■were fired at the enemy force until at 1245 haurs further
shooting was impossible owing to the near approach of the
Swordfish and motor torpedo boats.
The Swordfish Attack

At 1220 hours the six Swordfish led hy Lieut, Comj-flander
At 1228 hoursEsmonde took off and circled above Manston.

one of the Biggin Hill Y/ing Squadrons - No, 72 Spitfires -
arrived and without further delay the Swordfish set out to

From survivors' evidence it seems clear that Esmondesea.

(1) It afterwards transpired that No. 16 Group understood this
to mean close escort while No, 11 Group only envisaged
cover diiring the attack.

(2) 2 Squadrons of the Hornchurch Wing - Nos, GL^ and 41I.
3 Squadrons of the Biggin Hill Wing - Nos. 72, 124 and
401.
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decided to start with some of his escort hoping that the other

He did not necessarilySquadrons would join up en route,
expect to see all three Squadrons as they rai^t well be

stepped up in height above the low cloud and therefore out of

his si^t.

The 10 Spitfires, of No, 72 Squadron maintained close
touch with the Swordfish until sitting the eneny ships at
about 1240 hours,

was attacked by numerous P,v?,190’s and Me,109’s, The e
"dog fights" occupied all the attention of the escortCO
thou^ the leading three Swordfish were seen to cross the

enemy destroyer screen, nothing further vjas seen of them.
Board of Enquiry The few survivors reported that after sighting the eneny

squadron they were attacked by enemy filters all the vi;ay in
until within 4OOO yards of the big ships; thereafter intense

All the aircraft were hit repeatedly
during this approach and many of the personnel killed or
wounded.

Simultaneous with the sitting, the party

and,
C.C/S.15155
end. fiD also

evidence

pages 185-191
and 360-364 flak was encountered.

Lieut. Cominander Esmonde was seen to be shot down

.
nsuing

by fighters but it could not be seen if he liad dropped his
torpedo.(2) in the smoke and mist only two big ships were
seen. After the loss of their leader the two other Swordfish

in his section dropped their torpedoes at the rearmost big
ship from 3OOO and 2000 yards range respectively at about
1245 hours and then both crashed into the sea from damage
previously received. Five of the six personnel were after
wards picked up by our motor torpedo boats. Nothing was seen
of the rear section of three Swordfish after crossing the
destroyer screen neither was it Icnown whether they dropped
their torpedoes. There were no survivors from them.

The other two escorting squadrons for the Swordfish were
not airborne until 1218 and 1220 hours respectively and, on
the way to the rendez-vous, realised they were going to be
late so turned off to cross the coast at Deal hoping to see

Seeing no signs of them they turnedthe Swordfish en route,

again for Ivlanston but as they were not there the two squad
rons set off for the target which they were told by R/T would

The big ships were sighted about
Both Squadrons

be found off Calais.

iO miles north of Calais at 1240 hours,
immediately became involved in combats with eneriy fighters
and saw no signs of the Swordfish,
returned to base.(3)

After their action they

Nos, 64 and 411 Squadrons vjere delayed in take off from
their station at Pairlop by difficult weather conditions and
did not reach llanston until 123O hours.
Swordfish they proceeded over to the French coast but failed
to locate the German force and were not engaged.

Soon after this No, 607 Squadron of Hurribcmbers(^+)
escorted by Cannon Hurricanes of No. 32 Squadron left lianston
at 1240 hours with orders to attack the E-boats and destroyer
screen around the big ships.

Not finding the

They also did not locate the

ibid

ibid

pages 193-195

(1) 3 P.T4 190's were shot down and 3 claimed as damaged.
No losses were incurred by No. 72 Squadron.
Lieut. Commander Esmonde was posthumously awarded the V.G,
2 P.\T. 190's were shot down by No, 401 Squadron and
2 claimed as damaged, 4 were claimed damaged by No, 124
Squadron, Neither Squadron incurred any losses.
These were Hurricane filters fitted with bomb racks
and had been developed earlier as part of Pieter Command's
operations against eneny shipping.

11]

(4)
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enemy main force but at 13OO hours attacked four simll flak

vessels close off Cap Gris Nez.
down by shore batteries and three of the flak vessels were

claimed as damaged.

One Hurribomber was shot

Attack by the Motor Torpedo Boats

During this time the five motor torpedo boats, having
left Dover harbour at 1155 hours, were speeding across to

intercept the eneniy. At 1210 hours E-boats were sifted
laying a smoke screen and some enemy filters attacked the

British boats in rather a half-hearted way as if uncertain of

their nationalily. The big ships were sifted at 1223 hours

caning throu^ the smoke and- were definitely identified as the
"Rrinz Eugen" followed by the two battlecruisers "Schamhorst"
and Gneisenau”.(1) An attacking approach was made towards
the E-boat screen and when within ̂ 00 yards of this screen

torpedoes were fired at the big ships at 123O hours from a

range of 4OOO to 5OOO yards by four of the motor boats. The

fifth boat, ivhich had had a temporary brealcdawn on the run in,
recovered engine power and closed in astern of the E-boats
firing torpedoes at the "Erinz Eugen" at 1240 hours from

3000 to 3500 yards range. Wo firm claims of hits on any of
the ships,were made but the motor boat evidence states that,
at about the right time interval after firing, a tall column
of white smoke shot up alongside' the "Erinz Eugen". This was

admittedly unlike a torpedo explosion but mi^t well have been

the splash of one of the last shots fired by the Dover long
range coastal batteries.

ibid

pages 365-374

Tlie three motor torpedo boats at Ramsgate left harbour at

They sifted much smoke on the v/ater at I3I8
On closing, ei^t

Soon afterv\/ards six

Tlie British boats

1225 hours,

hours with three enemy destroyers near it.
Me.109's came over but did not attack.

E-boats were seen ahead of the destroyers,
decided that this was part of the screen ahead of the big
ships and they commenced to Ti/ork round astern of the enemy
vessels. ■ However, by 14OO hours it was realised that this

was the screen astern of the major units and as one motor boat
had broken down the chase was abandoned.

The motor gunboats at Dover did not get- clear of the
harbour until 1212 and 13OO hours in two parties
they missed the action but did useful woiic in supporting the
motor torpiedo boats' return to harbour. Pieter cover during
this withdrawal was supplied, in execution of the previous
arrangement, by the Northolt T/ing of three sqjiadrons of
Spitfires,

Consequentibid ly

The Erogress of the Enemy Becanes Approxbrnate

At 1325 hours V,A, Dover reported to the Admiralty that
out.of the effective plotting
^{2) Admiralty rang H.Q.

the enemy force was passing
range of the C.H.L, Stations
Coastal Command and requested the employment of shadowing

(1) This was the only occasion on which any report states
definitely that all three ships were in view at once.
As this meant that V.A. Dover would no longer be in a
position to control operations the Adm.iraltj’' instructed
the C, in C. Wore to talce over all the available relevant

information and when satisfied to make a signal that he
had assumed command of the operation,
signal at 14II hours.

He made this

(2)
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Tlie Headquarters replied that this would he diffi-aircraft,

cult in face of the enemy fighter escort and the deterioi'ating
weather conditions hut the Admiralty insisted that it must he
done "even at the cost of a dozen airci'aft. It is important

ihid

ihge 3t6
to remember that after the enemy shixjs faded off the Dover

G.H.L. plot their subsequent movem.ents were only estimated.
One further good fix was broadcast when the destroyers sighted
them at 154-2 hours but the bomber and torpedo aircraft sorties

had to be briefed with ever increasingly approximate positions.
Coastal Command's ahadov,fing aircraft did not succeed in loca

ting and reporting an enemy force until I63O hours.

Eighter Com.mand

After telephone conversations between No. 11 Group and

H.Q, Bomber Command and No. 16 Group Coastal Cominand, it

geared that Coastal Command intended to put in an early but

light attack with Beauforts from Thomey Island leaving at

about 1345 hours and their mnin attack leaving at about 1445
hoirrs.

in the target area from about I5OO hours follOT/ed by a main
effort an hour later.

Bomber Command were expecting their first wave to b
F.C./S,22t.043
ends. 95A
and 96B

e

It was dearly stated in the orders for "operation
Puller" that no figjiter escort would be given to Coastal or
Bomber Command strikes when directed east of the Dover Straits

or, in the case of a daylight passage, actually in the Dover
Straits. In x^ractice, on this day, one exception had already
been made in the case of the Sv/ordfish attack though this 'was

really a naval force. Another exception had been praraised(.1)
in the case of the light delaying attack by Thomey Island

Beauforts so strongly urged by the A.O,C.-in-C, Coastal
Command.

Por the main atta,cks general filter cover over the area,
as envisaged in operation Puller, was arranged and No. 11

Group detailed 15 squadrons to maintain this umbrella from

1430 hours until the enemy ships were out of fi^ater range.
After this No. 12 Group arranged for fighter cover to be pro
vided well off th

bombing aircraft,
fered seriously with fighter tactics and both British and

German aircraft were so hampered by weather conditions that

few combats had decisive results but the general effect was

that enei:qy fi^iters were unable seriously to molest the

attacking bombers and torpedo bombers.

st Anglian coast to protect returning
In practice, low cloud conditions inter™

(1) This was a misunderstanding between No. I6 Group Coastal
Command and No. 11 Group,
interpretations of the words "Pighter protection".
Fighter cover in the area was provided by:-

The Kenley Wing - Nos. 452, 485 and
602 Squadrons.
The Debden and North Weald Wings -
Nos. 65, 111, 121, 222 and 403 Squadrons. 1415“-16OO hours.
No. 10 Group Wing - Nos. 118, 234 and
301 Squadrons,
The Hornchurch Wing - Nos. 64 and
411 Squadrons.
To cover the return of bombing aircraft;-
No. 12 Group Wing - Nos, 609 ̂ d 412

Squadrons.
Nos. 19, 266 and
616 Squadrons.

References: P,C,/S.24043. ends. 96C and E.

SECRET

It arose over the different

1345-1540 hours.

1430“1615 hours.

1520-1630 houro e

1530-1630 hourU •

1630-1750 hoixrs.

(2)
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In tlie interim period bet-ween 1300 hours and the main

Bomber amd Coastal •waves, No, 11 Group directed squadrons of
Hurribembers and Cannon Huiricanes escorted by Spitfire squad-.
rons to the target area in order to keep up a running attack on
the escort vessel screen around the big ships with a view to
disorganising them and reducing their flak power before the
arrival of the bomber aircraft. Three such strike forces were
despatched between 1330 and 12^20 hours. (l)

ibid

The Early Attack by Beauforts

Acting on the wishes of the A,0,C,-in-C. for a delaying
attack to be made at the earliest opportunity No, l6 Group
instructed Thomey Island to despatch the seven Beauforts of
No. 217 Squadron as soon as possible to I'/Ianston. Some delay
followed as it was found that only four of the aircraft
immediately available. Of the remaining three, two had to
change from bomb racks to torpedo racks and 'bhe third x^roved
temporarily unserviceable. Finally it v;as decided to despatch

Board of Enquiry the four as a first fli^t and they were ordered to take off at
Evidence

Pages 211-222

were

C.C./S.15155
end. 16C

1305 hours, rendez-vous over llanston Aerodrome at I34O hours
with a filter escort and proceed out on a search for enemy
ships.
the navigator of the leading aircraft,
craft did not actually take off until I325 hours and it was

manifest that the rendez-vous time could not be kept. This
delay was not passed in time to No. 11 Group. The two
Spitfire squadrons - Nos, 452 and 602 - who were to provide the
protection arrived over Manson at 1345 hours and saw no

Besufoi’ts, In the meantime No, 16 Group had got into touch with
No. 11 Group regarding the Beauforts' delayed take-off and in
view of the general cover being put up in the area the rendez
vous with the Beauforts was cancelled. No, 11 Group instructed
the Spitfire Squadrons by E/T to proceed to the target area
maintaining high cover. At the same time No, I6 Group made a
W/T signal to the four Beauforts informing them of the cancel
lation of the figihter rendez-vous and directing them to attack

The tracks to be flovm on this search v;ere given to
Unfortunately the air-

F,C./S.24043
ends. 954
and 96B

(1) Despatched at 1330 hours - 8 Cannon Hurricanes of No, 3
Squadron escorted by Spitfires of No. 313 Squadron. They
sighted 2 destroyers and 4 other small naval vessels
between Calais and Gravelines. These were attacked at
about 1400 hours.

Despatched at 1345 hours - 6 Gannon Hurricanes of

No. 1 Squadron escorted by Spitfires of No. 129 Squadron.
They located the main force and attacked 6 destroyers just
astern of the big ships at 1430 hours. 2 Spitfires were
shot down by flak from the destroyers.

Despatched at 1420 hours 8 Hurribombers of No. 607
Squadron and 6 Cannon Hurricanes of No. 32 Squadron
corted by Spitfires of No. 41 Squadron,
they were attached by 20 Me.109's,
Squadron lost touch and returned to llanston.
Squadron remained attacking enemy filters and No. 607
Squadron carried on alone being attacked soon after by
another 2O-3O enemy fighters. They were shaken off and
during the subsequent evasive tactics a large warship was
sighted a mile away and^hen the main enemy force.
Attacks were delivered on escort yessels claiming one of
600 tons sunk and one of 4OO tons seriously damaged.
3 aircraft of No, 607 Squadron, were shot down by flak.

References: Board cf Enquiry Evidence - Pages I95-
198, 207-210 and 238-240.

The main force was never located.

es-

On the way over
In the melee No. 32

No. 41
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the enemy big ships giving a position, course and speed of

the target.

Still more unfortunately, No. 16 Group had forgotten
that none of these Beauforts had their W/i equipment.

Board of Enquiry had been taken out about a fortnigjit earlier in order to
Evidence instal E/T.in connection with proposed anti-shipping duties
Pages 211-222 under controlled interception from Dover,

were thus circling round above Ivlanston from 1^00 hours unable

to understand why none of the numerous fighters, also circling
before departing on other tasks, would have anything to do
with them.

This

The four Beauforts

During this continued circling in the lowering cloud
conditions, the rear two Beauforts - "V" and "Q"  - under Pilot

Officer Aldridge, lost touch and at about 1430 hours thought
it advisable to land and find out the true situation,

did so and was given a nevj position to make for and inciden

tally learned for the first time that the target was the

Brest Group of major naval units,
off again at 1455 hours and set off for the enemy coast.
In very poor visibility they saw at 1540 hours a large warship
loom up only 1500 yards away in an estimated position of

Tliis was thought to be the "Prinz Eug:en".
Both aircraft turned in immediately and attacked from the

port side of the ship releasing torpedoes at 1000 yards range
at 1542 ho\irs.
encountered but there was intense flak from the warship.
However, neither aircraft was hit and they landed back at

Itanston at I615 hours.

He

The two Beauforts took

5159W X O333E.

No result was seen, no enemy aircraft were

After losing sit^it of his rear section over llanston soon

after I4OO hours the leader of the fli^t - Pilot Officer
Carson - decided to go on the search for enemy shipping with

his remaining Beaufort without any fi^iter epcort. The two
aircraft - "S" and "D" - reached the French coast near Dunkirk

at about 1430 hours but sighting nothing and having no fighter
escort Carson gave up v^hat he had been led to understand was

a quick sweep for enemy shipping. He realised that something
in his briefing must be wrong so the two Beauforts returned

to Manston and landed at 1515 hours. He telex^honed to H.Q.

No. 16 Group and, after mutual explanations of what had gone
wrong, he was directed to go back to the target area being
given the estimated 16OO hour position for the enemy major
units. This was his first intimation of the true nature of

the target. He hurx-ied back to his aircraft - "S" - and, as
its engines were still running, took off immediately without

waiting for "D". He reached the position given him between

1630 and 1640 hours but not seeing anything in the deteriora

ting visibility he started an A.S.V. search up the Dutch
coast. At intervals he. contacted several small naval craft

which all fired at him. Continuing his search for the big
ships he tiimed back keeping closer to the coast and, after

A.S.V. contact, he sighted four destroyers with a large war

ship just astern of them in an estimated position 5200N x

O335E at 1709 hours, ("l) He attacked at once freon her star
board side under intense flalc and released his torpedo at

1710 hours from I500 to 2000 yards range,

but the torpedo v;as seen to be running correctly.
Squadron was not damaged and returned uneventfully to llanston

landing at 1755 hoinrs.

No hit was observe

ibid

d

S/217

(1) Both "S" and "D" attacked, the "Schamhorst" vjhose posi
tion lagging astern of the other two major units is
confirmed from the German track cliarts.
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D" - refuelled at Mansion andThe remaining Beaufort -
also set off alone, leaving at 1713 hours,
•weather and after an A.S.V. Contact, the Pilot sighted a large
ship by herself at about I8OO hours in estimated position
521201 X 041OE.
releasing his torpedo at about 1000 yards range but observed

After an uneventful re-tum D/217 Squadron landed at
Thomey Island at 2000 hours.

In very murky

He attacked immediately from her port side

no hit.

The other tliree Bea'uforts of No. 217 Squadron at Thomey
Island were not ready to take off until 1430 hours, B7 this
time the misunderstanding about fighter escort had been cleared

up and the three aircraft - "L", "P" and "X" - proceeded to the

estimated position of the enemy force. Having reached this,
an A.S.V. search was carried out and at about I53O houx-s a

contact was obtained which resulted in the sitting in bad

visibiliiy of two large warships with several destroyers at

1535 hours in an estimated position 3150N x O32OE. The lead

ing ship was thought to be the "Erinz Eugen".
were also seen closing rapidly but the attacking course was

held -until the Me.109's were considered to be on the point of
opening fire when torpedoes were released from "L" and "X" at
the leading ship,
attacked the Beauforts.

both by cannon fire and flak from the.ships before getting
clear of the destroyers,
known whether this aircraft was shot down by fighters or flak

nor if the torpedo was released. The two surviving aircraft
had no opportuni’ty to observe the behaviour of their torpedoes.
They landed back at Manston at 1626 and 1715 respectively.

Pour Me,109's

Almost simultaneously the eneny filters
Both "L" and "X" were repeatedly hit

failed to return and it was notitp

ibid

Pages 281-284

The so-called immediate delaying attack by the seven
Beauforts from Thomey Island thus developed on very different

lines from what was intended, thou^ entirely fortuitously,
five of the attacks took place be-fcween 1535 and 1545 hours,
only a few minutes before the destroyers fired their torpedoes.

The Destroyer Attack

Turning back to the destroyer story, on the morning of

the 12 Pebmary six destroyers under Captain C, T, M. Pizey,
in H,M,S, Campbell(l) were carrying out exercises in the

Thames Estuary near Harwich when a signal was received at

1156 hours from V.A. Dover, This signal gave the report of

enemy battle-cmisers off Boulogne proceeding at 20 knots

through the Dover Straits and instr-ucted Captain PLzey to

attack in execution of previous orders. He immediately sig
nalled the scattered destroyers to close on a rendez-vous

position and the flotilla then proceeded on a course so as to

carry out V.A, Dover's set plan which.was to cross a mined

area through a previously swept channel and intercept the

enemy off the West Hinder Bank.

By 1300 ho-urs the C.H.L. plot of the enemy's progress
enabled V.A. Dover to signal the "Campbell" that their speed
was 27 knots. This was much greater than that given in the

executive signal and Captain Pizey realised that the only
chance of attack lay in cutting across the main mine barrier

and endeavouring to make an interception further up the coast

ibid

Ikges 247-266

(1 ) The force consisted of H.IvI. destroyers "Campbell" and
of the 21st flotilla and "Mackav". "Tdiitshed".

"Worcester" and "Walpole" of the l6th flotilla,
these destroyers were over 20 years old.

Vivacious
All
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off the llaas.

tion the barrier was safely crossed by 1430 hours,
time the "\7alpole" developed serious engine trouble and took

no further part in the operation. Enesay aircraft had been

shadowing the flotilla since 1330 hours and thereafter bombing
attacks by single JU88's occurred at half hourly intervals but
no hits were secured.(1)

At 1516 hours the "Campbell's" radar location set(2)
picked up two large echoes at a range at 9^ miles bearing
12^5 degrees and at about this time the visibility, which had
been up to 7 miles, deteriorated to a maximum of  4 miles.

At 1342 hours the main enejiy force was si^itpd 4 miles away
in position 3157N x 0335® steering 070 degrees at 27 Icnots.
Heavy fire was immediately opened on the flotilla. Eveiy 20
or 30 seconds aircraft of all types dropped out of the low

clouds sometimes releasing bombs. Visibility was nov/ so bad

and the aircraft appeared and disappeared so quickly that
recognition was impossible and the destroyers opened fire on
anything they saw. The "Mackay" did, however, identify
Beaufort aircraft seen approaching the enemy at this time

The risk was accepted and by accurate naviga-
At this

ibid

The destroyers pressed in towards the only two large
ships in sight, miraculously-without being hit although con
tinually straddled. The "Campbell" and "Vivacious" fired

their torpedoes at 1547 hours from 3OOO yards range, followed
soon after by the "Mackay" and "Y/hitshed". The "Worcester"

who was further astern closed into 24OO yards before firing
and in doing so was hit and set on fire. No positive torpedo
hits were claimed.

After firing torpedoes, the four destroyers turned away
and went to the "Worcester*s" assistance,

less than three miles at sea level and when stopped near the
disabled ship at 1615 hours they observed some Beaiofort air
craft close by. One of these was stated to have dropped a
torpedo at'them. (4/ Finally at 1718 hours the "Y/orcester"
managed to get under way and, although in a serious condition,
reached Harwich under her own steam.

Visibility was nowibid

Attacks by Bomber Command

Up to 1330 hours the Bomber Command Groups were kept
After thisinformed of the progress of the enemy squadron.

(1) 10 Ydiirlwinds of No, 137 Squadron from No, 12 Group had
been detailed to provide air protection for these des-
'troyers, The first detachment took off at 13IO hours
having been given the destroyers' intended line of advance.
The aircraft never found the destroyers owing to the
radical change in courses steered after the decision to
cross the mine barrier had been taken,

for the flotilla the Y/hirlwinds ran into 20 Me.109*s not
far froi:n the enemy naval force,
4 Y/hirlwinds were shot down.

This was a Type 271 set and had only just been fitted in
the "Cam-pbell".

coast to be so equipped.
These were V. and Q/217 Squadron,
had attacked about five minutes previously.
This cannot be ccnfirraed from Coastal Command records.

While searching

In the ensuing combats

She was the only destroyer on the East

L, P and 7/217 Squadron

(2)

(3)

(4)
Two Beauf orts of No, 2^2 Squadron actually made an attack
at this time but both released their torpedoes at a
definite large warship.
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time the briefing of crews had to be based on estimted posi
tions. The first wave of 73 aircraftll)
off at 1420 hours and proceeded independently in sections of

three aircraft but long before they got to the target area

these had become singles and twos after taking cloud cover

and breaking throu^ again several times.
8/l0ths to lO/lOths cloud with the base never higher

than 2000 feet and often down to 700 feet in rain shavers.

Later in the afternoon the weather over the target area became

even worse with visibility limited to a few hundred yards.
Of all the aircraft despatched a hi^ proportion reached the

vicinity of the German Squadron but in the poor visibility few

actually sifted the big ships,
succeeded in locating the enemy ships from sea level were un

able to gain sufficient height for bombing because of the very
lov; cloud base.

Command tMuilc that these waves of attacks would prove lethal;
he regarded them as a distraction to the enemy in order to

facilitate the pressing home of torpedo attacks by Coastal

Command and the destroyers,(2)

commenced to take

The weather by
now was

Seme of these few having

At no time did the A,0.C.-in-C, Bomber

ibid

Pages 267-280

ib id

Pages 162-178

Out of the first wave, which was over the target area
between 1435 and 1538 hairs, only 10 aircraft released bombs at

the enemy ships. Two Blenheims and two Hampdens failed to
return.

Tlie second wave of 134 aircraft(3) commenced to take off
from 1437 hours and arrived in the target area between I6OO
and 1706 hours,
big ships.

20 aircraft actually released bombs at the
Seven Hampdens and two Tfellingtons were missing.

The third wave of 33 aircraft arrived in the target area

Wine aircraft actually released. betiveen 1750 and I813 hours,
bombs. Two Tfellingtons failed to return.

The conditions throu^out were against deliberate and
therefore accurate bombing,
enemy filters but very intense flak was encountered by all
aircraft who sifted the enemy and it is fair to assume that

the 15 missing aircraft also found the enemy and became
casualties either in the attack or soon afterwaxds from the

There was no interference by

(1) Composed of;- No. 1 Group - 25 Tfellingtons.
No. 2 Group - 23 Blenheims.
No, 4 Group - 10 T/ellingtons.
No, 5 Group - 2 Manchesters and

11 Hampdens.

(2) All bomber aircraft were initially armed with 5OO lb.
S.A.P, bombs but as the weather was deteriorating so
rapidly an order was given, before the first wave, to
re-arm with G.P. bonbs but such change-over was not to

delay the scheduled times of take-off. In fact, very
few of the first wave made the change but in subsequent
waves a large proportion of the loads carried were G.P.
bombs. As a minimum height of 7000 feet was required
for the penetration of the battle cruisers' deck armour
by S.A.P. bombs and in view of the purely blast effect
of G.P. bombs on the ships' upper works it was not ex

pected that very serious damage would be inflicted.
Composed of:- No. 1 Group - 30 Wellingtons,

No. 2 Group - 12 Blenheims and 8 Boston's.
No. 3 Group - 2 Stirlings and

29 Wellingtons.

No. 5 Group - 13 Ivlanchesters, 5 Halifaxes
and 35 Hampdens.

(3)
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The loss of 15 out of the 54 aircraft whoeffects of flak,

probably found the enemy was a heavy price to pay for no firm

claims of hits on any of the imjor units.

The Coastal Command Main Attack

This had originally been intended to consist of the
?;hole of No, 42 Squadron and the Thomey Island half of No. 217
Squadron with diversionary attacks by two Hudson Squadrons,
but as has been recounted the Thomey Island Beauforts were

sent off as an immediate delaying attack. 14 Beauforts of

No. 2f2 Squadi'on had arrived at Coltishall in Norfolk(l) from
Leuchars by 1130 hours but only nine of these aircraft had

torpedoes,
road transport but did not appear in time for the operation.
The nine aircraft were ordered to proceed to Manston, rendez
vous over the airfield v/ith 11 Hudsons of Nos. 407 and 5OO
Squadrons at 1450 hours and carry on over to the Butch coast
to attack the enemy battle cruisers.

The remaining five torpedoes viere to come by

ibid

Pages 147-151

Owing to Coltishall being a Pieter Command Station, the

final briefing of the Beauforts was not very complete and the

only firm enemy position that could be obtained by the leader

of No. 42 Squadron was one timed at 1330 hours. The nine
Beauforts took off at 1425 hours and contacted the Hudsons

over Manston at 1450 hours. Hnfortunately the previous mis

understanding about filter escort cropped up again. Both

the Hudson Squadrons had been informed that a fi^^ter escort

would 'join up with them over Manston. Consequently when
No, 2f2 Squadron attempted to lead the striking force out to
sea the Hudsons failed to follow and for over half an hoi,ir

the aircraft were aimlessly circling the airfield. At la.st,
at 1530 hours, the Beaufort leader decided to go alone and

set course for an estimated interception point based on his

1330 hour position for the enemy. Seeing the Beauforts dis

appearing to seaward the six Hudsons of No, 407 Squadron
followed and formated about 1000 feet above them but the

five Hudsons of No, 5OO Squadron could not forget their
filter escort instructions and continued circling Ifeinston
xantil nearly I6OO hours after which they returned to their
base at Bircham Newton.

ibid

Meanwhile tlie attacking force experienced ever worsening
Tb.evisibility and at 1545 hours they ran into heavy rain,

Hudsons lost touch vjith the Beauforts and proceeded indepen
dently searching for the enemy with their A.S.V, equipment.
At 1600 hours indications of the Gexraan Squadron were picked
up but all idea cf formation bombing was out of the question,
Tlie cloud base was at times down to 4OO feet and each aircraft

dived individually throu^ cloud attacking whatever type of
ship it found beneath it,
visibility was poor and no hits were seen on any of the targets
bembed.

f]ak.(2)

Hie flalt encountered was heavy,

Two Hudsons failed to return, believed hit by

ibid

Pages 223-226

Very soon aftenvards at 1604 hours the Beauforts, flying
in forms-tion just above sea level, sifted two destroyers
about 2000 yards distant and under intense flak from all

(1) The Squa.dron had been directed to Coltishall (v/hich was
a Pi^iter Command Station) because the Coastal Commard
Stations at North Coates and Birchara Newton were, at

this time, both snavbound,
"M" and "P" of No, 407 Squadron.(2)
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directions sudd.enly found themselves in the middle cf the

enemy- force -with a large -warship to starboard cf them,

centre and right hand sections of Beauforts immediately turned

in to attack from her port side releasing five torpedoes from

1100 yards at I6O5 hours.(1
in the sudden turn in and made a large circuit round the enemy
force caning in finally from the starboard side,
they came under hea-vy fire from enemy destroyers which caused
one of the three aircraft to lose touch,

sigihted a large warship and attacked with torpedoes at 16l 6
hours,

impossible to determine if more than one big ship was present
and although all the torpedoes released were seen to be running
correctly no hits were observed.

The

The left hand section lost touch

In doing so

The other two also

The visibili-ty conditions and continuous fire made it

The Pinal Coastal Command Attack

It will be remembered that, soon after ,the report of the

initial sitting of the German force off Le.Touquet, the
Beauforts at St. Eval were ordered to proceed to Thomey Island.
These 12 aircraft(2) left St. Eval at 1252 hours and arrived
at Thomey Island at 1430 hours. ' Here they had to be re

fuelled, the torpedoes topped up with higli pressure air and

finally adjusted for running. No. 16 Group, ordered the squad
ron to proceed as soon as ready to Goltishall and rendez-vous
over the airfield with a filter escort, (Once mom the
"filter escort" mistake was made.) A torpedo attack was
then to be made on the enemy battle cruisers for which an

esthnated 1745 hour position was given.

cc/s.15155
end, 16c

The 12 aircraft took off from Thomey Island at I6OO hours
and at 1701 hours were over Coltishall but no filter escort

However, after circling for three minutes, thewas seen,

formation leader decided to go without them as the ligjht was
already waning,
owing to electrical trouble,
was received from base to the effect that the German force had

At -this time one of the Beauforts had to land

On the way across a W/T message

apparently split and one or more of the major units ml|;-^t be
30 miles to the southward of the estimated position given.

Board of Eiiquiry This latter position was reached at 174”1 hours in very hazy
weather, raining heavily with visibility less than 1000 yards
and clCTud base down t

evidence

Pages 140-12f.7 00 feet,

led the formation round to the south-
Having piicked up nothing on

his A.S.V. the leader

v;ard to sweep dovm the enemy's estimated track,
they sifted four M. class mine-sweepers in position 5215N x
0402E at 300 yards range who opened fire,
avoid these the whole formation got scattered and lost touch
with each other.

At I8O5 hou

After turning to

Almost immediately one aircraft - E/217

rs

Squadron - ran into more flak and then^ s;j.ghted the dh-n shape
of a ship close at hand at 1807 hours,
repeatedly hit by flak and unable to release the torpedo.
The rest of the aircraft were searching independently of each
o-bher and, althou^ literally within a few hundred yards, did
not in the murhy -twilight conditions catch a glimpse of ary-
other enemy ships,
was abandoned.

The aircraft was

By 1830 hours it \7as dark and the search
Two Beauforts failed to re-bum but whether

ibid

Pages 375-378

The 6th torpedo failed to release,
8 aircraft cf No. 86 Squadron and ly of No, 217 Squadron,
Only the leader and two other aircraft were fitted wi-th
A.S.V.

This may have been the "Scharrihorst" althoui^ the position
doss not agi-ee vi/ith the German record; on the other hand
it may have been a re-si^-ting of the mine-sv/eepers.

1

2

3

(4)
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from flak or flying into the sea in the prevailing visibility
conditions "was never established. (1)

Shadowing by Coastal Command

This was asked for on the hipest priority by the Admiralty
at 1257 hours before the enemy force commenced to get outside

the effective range of the Dover 0*11,L, plot. It was pointed
out by Coastal Canmand that such shadovjing could not be

guaranteed in view of the presence of large numbers of enemy
filters aroimd the German Squadron but instructions were

given to send out I^aufi^ters and A.3,y, fitted 7/hitleys from
Bircham Newton when the Dover plot faded. Accordingly at

1345 hours No. 16 Group ordered a Beaufi^iter to shadow from
1430 and a Tilliitley from I3OO hours with suitable reliefs to
follow.

/dIB/lIk/31
end. I6A

The first Beaufighter was not airborne till I510 hours
and landed back soon after with electrical trouble in the

inter-com. liJhitley ]^502 Squadron took off at I323 hours
and made a sitting report of an enemy force at I65O hours in

position 5227N X 040Z)1] and after a long interval again at
1757 hours in position 523ON x O4OOE followed at 2024 hour's by
an unidentified A,S,V. contact in 531 ON x 0Z^30E and another at

2138 hours in 5338N x O457E. These coitfusing positions seemed
to confirm that the enemy had split into 'two forces, one being
about an hour's steaming astern of the other.(2j

No. 16 Group
O.R.B.

The second Beaufighter was airborne at l639 hours but
The thirdalso came back early owing to electrical trouble.

Beaufi^ter - Y/248 Squadron - took off at I65O hours and after
a visual search in the poor visibility ran into a destrcyer
screen and suddenly found himself only a few hundred yards from
a large warship at 1756 hours in an estimated position of

525ON X 0420E.(3) Unhappily when it came to making a sighting
report the W/T installation broke down. The aircraft returned
home and landed as best he could without W/T guidance in the

dark away from base at 1915 hours.

The second \7hitley - E/502 Squadron - took off at 2307
hours and searched off the coast as far as longitude O7OOE,

At 0155 hours on the 13 February an A,S,V, contact was obtained

in position 534ON x O628E and soon after a searchli^t came
t but the identity of the
Finally Yfellington z/2:21

Squadron took off at 0123 hours and searched this line of coast
but experienced Intermittent A,S,V, breakdowns and contacted
nothing..

,  Fire was opened on the aircraf
ssel could not be established,(4)

on

7/hat positive reports there were came too late to be of

any value to our attacking forces and indeed, by reason of

navigational uncertainty in the prevailing weather conditions
However, taken in conjunctionproved somev;hat confusing,

with D/P's of German 77/T signals obtained by the Adjniralty
from 2230 hours onward, the indications were that the Genmn

G/86 and Z/217 Squacirons,
From the logs of the German ships, the I65O hour sl,^ting
v;as of the "Gneisenau" and the 1757 sighting and sub

sequent contacts were of the "Schax-nhorst" who at I65O
hours was 18 miles and by 2100 houi's som-e 35 miles astern
of the "Gneisenau" and "Phinz Eugen",
Prom the German records this was the "Gneis,enau".
From the German records this YJas the dajmged "ScharrJiorst'',

1

2
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force in two portions had reached the Heligoland Bi^t just
hefore dawn on the 13 February,

A Pinal Effort

A last effort to damage the battle cruisers was made at

the request of the Admiralty when at 23OO hours 11 Hampdens
and nine I.tanchesters of No. 5 Croup Bomber Command took off

to lay magnetic mines on the enemy's route,
successfully laid in the estuary of the River Elbe but neither

the "Gneisenau" or the "Rrinz Eugen" encountered them,

(c) The Postmortem

13 mines were

In England, public opinion was shocked by this successful
and apparently unharmed challenge to our control of the narrow
waters,

under the chairmanship of I'tr. Justice Buclcnill assisted by
Vice Admiral Sir T. H, Binney and Air Chief liarshal
Sir E. R. Ludlow-Hewitt.

participants at all levels of the operation.
Board of Enquiry was drawn up giving the sequence of events as far as v;as

known from the British side.

A Board of Enquiry was set up by the Jrtime Minister

Evidence was heard from all the

A narrative

Report This was followed in the report
Pages 1“14
ibid

by the Board's comments on the adequacy of the patrols, the

plans of attack and the use made of the forces available.
Pages 15-21

In the case of the former, criticism was levelled on the

assumption that the enemy force had slipped out of Brest and

round Ushant before the "Stopper" patrol was properly estab-

Prom the German records now available it apipearslished.

ibid

Page 15

that uie enemy actually rounded TJshant while "Stopper" was

being patrolled.
Command that "Stopper" v;as functioning correctly was the main

reason for not ordering a relief sortie for the patrol
The delayed departure of the enemy squadron

(caused by the air raid on Brest) resulted in their not being
located further along the coast by the patrol "Habo" before
dawn,

that, in view of the known gap in "Stopper" and the break

down of the A.S.V. on "Line S.E", it vjould have been prudent
to order a relief for "Line S.E," and to carry out some kind
of dawn reconnaissance further down the channel.

The belief by the A.O.C.-in-C. Coastal

Line S.E".

However, the Board's subsequent remarks are legitimate
ibid

Page 16

Attention was also dra’wn to the lack of general intelli
gence liaison whereby the significance of the early R.D.F.

plots and the jamming interference experienced was not .iriune-

diately linked up with the possible escape of the enemy
squadron.

The Board considered that the previous plans for the
attack were adequate though the early co-ordination of such-

attacks inevitably suffered from the late hour of discovery
of the enemy's advanced position,
gated against the employment of the torpedo bomber for

a concerted attack with consequent maximum, effect.

This latter fact miti-

ce in

ibid

Pages 17-20

(1) Regarding the actual Beaufort attacks, the Board drew
attention to the desirability of a higher standard of

training in torpedo attack,
the shortage of aircraft and the alternative roles of

bombing and minelaying demanded fram the only three
squadrons of torpedo aircraft.

This had stffered from
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In their conclusions, the Board expressed the view that
it was douhtful whether the forces employed were sufficient
to cripple the battlecruisers even if their movement out of

Evidence leading toBrest had been known as they came out,

ibid

Pages 21-23

this view had been given by the Assistant Chief of the Naval
Staff in which he said that the Admiralty were not expecting
much from the bombing attacks in view of the poor weather,
the hi^ speed of the target and the previous experience which

Board of Enquiry had shown that a hi^ percentage of hits was not obtained on
In fact it had never beeneven stationary ship targets,Evidence

believed by the Admirally that these three ships could be

sunk while going throu^ the Channel route. Damage was the

most that they hoped for even including attacks by destroyers,
motor torpedo boats and torpedo aircraft.

Pages 318, 319,
470 and 471

So ended an operation which was aptly described by the
German Naval Staff as a tactical victory but a strategic

They had achieved their object but had abandoned
their position on the flanlc of British Sea communications.
defeat.
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Chapter VI

THE jWri-SHIEPINC WAR IN NORTIff/EST EI3BQPEiiE YfATERS
(January 1942 to June 1 9^+2)

(i) Introduction

During the first two months of 1942, unfavourahle
weather and increased tmti-raider commitments interfered
with Coa.stal ComEiand’s attacks on enemy merchant shippings

In particula,r, the potential hreak-out of the three enemy
major naval units at Brest and the presence of the Tirpits
in the Trondlieim area were ooiitinuous prooccuijations; and

finally, tho successful hrefik~out of the Brest group and
the passage of the pocket battleship Admiral HMtScheer and
the cruiser Frinz Eugen to Norway, made heavy demands on the
Command's anti-shipping force.

The failure on the part of thp E.A^F. lo stop the three
‘‘^‘^'^■'^‘-^^from reaching Cermifey/FaTIm only exposed

the weakness ox the aircraft situation in Coastal Command,
but had also clearly showed the difficulty of co-ordinating
quicHy the activities of several independent commands in

enamy

an emergency.

In order to preclude siny possibility of future mis
understanding in the event of similar circumstances, a com
bined Operational Instruction was prepared laying down the
full procedure for co-ordination of attacks and the provi
sion of Fighter co-operation.

This instruction gave to Coastal Command, once again,
the supiJort, if needed, of light bomber aircraft of No. 2
Gi’oup, Bomber Command, in the attack of important enemy
shipping within the area Tfilhelmshaven to Cherbourg,

The Bomber Command force now consisted of three

squadrons of Boston aircraft, but throughout the rest of the
period under review only a very small number of attacks un
shipping at sea were carried out with no significant resultSc
They v/ere mainly employed in bombing attacks on "fringe"
targets.

Y^ith the improvement in the weather and consequent
resumption by the enemy of the normal convoy routine early
in the spring, Coastal Command launched an all out attack
on shipping in the southern North Sea, with concentrated
pressure on the area around the Frisians, v^hich reached its
climax in May 1 942,
tion in the attack of shipping off the Norwegian coast.

At the same time there yus no rolaxa-

The successes achieved by these attacks did not go
unchallenged, and the development of counter-measures by
the enemy began to have its effect in April and May 1942,
when the losses among the aircraft em.ploycd in the anti
shipping role were too high to be borne.

The very lov/ level attack, often at mast height, in
which Coastal Comm?nd aircraft had persisted since Bomber
Commfind's withdravral in November 1941, exposed the aircraft
to severe flak from the merchant ships and their escorts.

Even though Coastal Comroand reverted largely to
attacks carried out at night during the period April to
June the casualties still mounted, and over twenty
per cent of the attacking aircraft were becoming casualties.
It Y/as this factor that forced Coastal Command eventually
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to discontinue lovr level attacks, and although this decision
was

Jime that there was no alternative course.

As a result of the increasing losses and damage suffered
hy the enemy's merchant shipping, the proportion of escorts
to merchantmen in the areas vdiere attacks v/ei'c to be expected

steadily increased, until, in some cases the escorts
outnumbered the e.scorted, especially off the Dutch coast.
In addition to the larger escort force, the enemy began to

use larger and more formidable escort vessels including
Sperrbrechers v/hich, though primarily minesweepers, were on

All were heavily aimed.

On this tuin of events the chapter ends v/ith the enemy
on the ascendancy,

(ii) The Ghajmel Stop

(a) A proposed Channel Striking Force

The interception of enemy shipping in the Dover Straits
by aircraft under ground control was energetically pursued
during the early months of 1942, and by March it was considered

by V,A, Dover that sufficient experience had been gained to

officially inform the Admiralty and Air Ministry that the

experimental stage had been passed and it was now time for
the scheme to be considered on the higher plane and receive

full recognition as a definite war measure and a joint
commitment of both services.

To make full use of this latest development and employ
ment of E.D.E, the proposal put forward by V.A. Dover to the

Admiralty was that an aircraft shipping interception unit
should be fomed at Mans ton to be operated by the Air Officer

Commanding, No. 11 Group, in co-operation with the Dover
Command,

not taken until July 1942, it vras outstandingly clear in

were

occasions used as flak ships.

CC/S.7010/7
I&.G1, 2A

The unit should consist of a squadron of Swordfish air

craft of the Eleet Air Arm, a squadron of fighter-bomber air

craft and a squadron of cannon-fighters.

The aircraft unit and the surface forces of Dover Command

vrauld cai'ry out a combined attack or operate independently
depending on the particular circumstances, the object being
the same, but generally speaking surface forces and the
Swordfish would only operate at night.

For daylight attacks an air striking force would require
to be available at Manston whenever rather conditions were

According to the target the attack would besuitable,

carried out by fighter bombers or esannon fighters, virhichever

was applicable, mth escort of fighter aircraft. The
Swordfish vrould only be used in daylight against inportant
targets such as capital sliips or raiders or when local air
superiority had been gained.

By night, in conditions of good visibility during the
moon period, attacks wnuld be made by aircraft of any type,
depending on the size of the target,
v/eather permitting, the target would be located with the aid

of parachute or float flares, and then attacked from the air
or sea or a concerted air/sea attack,
vrauld be necessary that certain coastal craft should be
fitted mth 7.H.P.

In the dark period an

In this respect it

d

It was quite clear that an essential to success vrould be
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very close understanding and co-operation 'betv/een the naval
staff officers and those of No.11 Group.-

As the existing scheme had groim up very langely hy
private enterprise_, V,A, Dover felt confident that valuable
results -wDiold be obtained and ventured to suggest that it

a dual responsibilityshould now be officially recognised as
of the Royal Navy and the Royal Air Force.

With the further development of R,D,E. it should in
time become applicable to other Commands such as ELymouth,
Portsmouth £ind the Nore,

This proposal v/as considered by the Board of Admiralty
;ind their Lordships welcomed the suggestion that all pos
sible steps should be taken to strengthen co-operation
between the Naval and R.A.P. authorities and agreed that

the proposal to build up a Channel striking force under
joint control vifas v/ell worth pursuing.

Y/ith reference to the request for a squadron of Fleet
Air Ann, hovrever, their Lordships took the viev/ that the
provision of the requisite aircraft v/as a commitment of
Coastal Gommiind rather than of the Fleet Air Arm, and in

consequence transmitted this proposal on 20 April 1942 to
the Air Council for consideration.

In turn the Air Council fonrvarded the memorandum by
V.A. Dover to the A.0,C.-in-C. Coastal Command on  7 May,
for his comments on the proposals made therein.

On 13 May 1942, the A.O.C.-in-C, sent a reply, in
vdiich it was pointed out that the subject was one in which

the Command had been very interested for some time past,

HoY/ever, as the memorandum of V.A. Dover inferred a state

of dual control, it was already well knoYvn that Coastal
Command did not approve of this state of affairs. Yfhile
it Y/as true that reliance was placed upon R.D.F. in the

Straits area for detection of targets, in the Channel
generally there Y/ould be need for aircraft reconnaissance
which should be operated solely by Coastal Command,

To summarize, the A.O.C.-in-C*, Coastal Command con
sidered that the establishment of a Channel striking force

Yvas most desirable and that it should be a commitment of

his Command rather than the Fleet Air Arm, Its formation,
hoYirever, dei)ended upon the availability of aircraft of the

appropriate ty>pe. Finally, the organisation and control
of the striking force shou3.d be the sole responsibility of

Coastal Command. There the matter remained for the time

being, but meanvYhile the existing policy had been Imple
mented as far as the weather Yrould pemit.

ibid

End. 2A

ibid

End. 34

(b) The "Channel Stop'
June 19-i2'vr)

PC/S. 22179
End; 1|i(A

Operations - January to

Pursuing the policy of moving the main seaborne traffic
through the Straits of Dover under cover of d.arloiess, there

Y/as practically no movement of enemy shipping during day
light in January 1942.
detected two vessels, probably trawlers, underY/ay betvYeen

Boulogne and Calais on the moaning of the 12th, and a large
vessel, probably a minesY/eeper, Y/ith four fladc ships which
entered Boulogne from the southv/ard about 0155 hours on the

twenty-fifth.

Shore based R.D.P. however.

(l) Tabulated details of these operations are given i:a
Ax^pendix XVIIIJ,
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of the "Beitzen Class" made the westwardTwo destroyers

passage on the night of 25th/26th, and were attacked hy Hi^noane
Bombers of N0.607 Squadron which were used for the first time

by ni^it under ground control from Swingate G.H.L., unfortuna
tely without result. Bombs undershooting the target by
about fifty yards.

night of 27th/28th, five sorties v^ere carried out
One Hurricane-bomber sighted one

On the

under the same conditions,
small merchant vessel and four escort craft in position six

miles N.E. of Dunkirk, but bombs undershot.

the ni^t 31 January/A further five sorties v/ere made on
1 Pebruai-y and thn-ee aircraft sighted a target of three mine
sweepers, but again bombs undershot.

Aircraft of No. 91 Squadron attacked a variety of smai-l
craft during the month, one of which resulted in the sinking
of a Drench tug of 260 tons, off Nieuport on the twenty-
second.

On 29 January 1942, ovdng to the shortage of crews
specially trained in ground control and to the operation^
necessity for employing all available Beaufort aircraft in
their normal torpedo-bomber role, it was found necessary to

withdraw the special detachment of No.217 Squadron, Coastal

Command, for return to its parent unit.

detachment of Sy/ordfish aircraft of theTo fill the gap a
Air Arm arrived at Manston during the first week otFleet

February and were operated by V.A. Dover,

event of the month of February was the passageThe main

of the enemy battlecruisers Scharnhorst and Gneisenau
accompanied by the Prinz Bugen v/ith escorting destroyers,
torpedo boats and E-boats, all of which made the eastward

of the Dover Straits on 12 February 1942.
these vessels have been the subject of a

The
passage
attacks made on

ibid

End, 46A

special chapter in this volume.

Apart from these' movements t-wo destroyers or torpedo
boats made the v/estvrard passage on the night 1st/2nd without
being attacked due to unfavourable vreather conditions for _
aircraft or naval forces. Two or three ‘destroyers accompanied
by E-boats made the y/estward passage on the night of Uth/ytb in
loYf visibility and of the naval forces despatched to intercept
only one sighted the enemy snd her attack was unsuccessful.

In spite of the restricted flying due to bad y/eather,
Fighter aircraft of No,91 Squadron carried out seven attacl
during the month, one of which resulted in the sinking of an
armed" travrler near Dunkirk on 12 February. (2}

Sv/ordfish aircraft of the Fleet Air Arm under ground_
control carried out successful reconnaissances on three nights,
\yhile Hurricanes of Fighter Command dropped flares on the

ist naval forces in the location ofnight 111V'12th to ass
E-boat

the French tug Luvois of 260 gross tons, the
loss of which is verified by Lloyds shipping records.

(2) Lloyds shipping records confirm tha.t the German tray/ler
Jofin M^xhn'of 292 gross tons vras sunk by aircraft attack
"near Dunlclrk on 12 February.

(1) This was
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Five sizeable vessels attempted or made the passage of

the Strait during March one of which was sunk by naval
forcesU/
occasion an eastbound armed merchant raider v/ith five
destroyers was involved and though the main ta.rget escaped,
two escorting E/ti-boats ¥fere claimed as sunk by the attacking
naval forces.

Low visibility ¥vhich prevailed generally at night
severely Imited air action and hindered offensive reconnais-

flights under ground control by Swingate C.H.L. By
day, however, fighter aircraft of No.91 Squadron carried out
four attacks, one of which resulted in setting fire to a

mine “Sweeper Y/hich v/as subsequently beached.

Only one large vessel was detected making the passage of
the Dover Straits during April. This vessel passed vrestward

and entered Boulogne in the early hours of 23 April where it

was established by P.R.U. to be an arm.ed merchant vessel

430 feet long. Naval forces sent to attack off Gris Nez

were ■unable to penetra,te the povrerful escort, and the follo'w—
ing night when the vessel continued the westward passage,
they had to withdraw from a T/aiting position owing to a rising
north-easterly wind and sea. Ovdng to weather no air action
was possible against this target.

Movements of enemy small craft were as usual restricted
mainly to the dark hours, but reports shoYr that fighter air
craft of No.91 Squadron managed to detect targets on six
occasions by day during the month, and though damage was
claimed, there was no verification.

During May nine vessels over 1,000 gross tons made the
passage of the Dover Straits which vra.s the largest number that
had passed through in any month since September 1 941. One
of these was a v/estbound raider on the night 12th/l3th, which
TWis provided v/ith an-even stronger escort than usual, consist
ing of four torpedo-boats, eight ’M' class minesYreepers and
ten E/R-boats. The prevailing bad weather, of which good use
was made, lessened the risk of detection or attack from the
air and did in fact enable the enemy to take with impunity
the unusual course of making the distant approach to the
Strait in daylight. Available naval coastal forces were
sent to intercept and despite heavy rain and a moderate heavy
sea the target was sighted but the escort prevented an attack
developing. Claims for the destruction of one and probably
t-wo toiq^edo-boats were made during an attack which was
delivered as the enemy force turned in to Boulogne, An air
craft of P.R. U, later confirmed the presence of the enemy force
in harbour.

On anotherdespite a powerful escoi’ting screen.

sance

ibid

End, 4S4

ibid

End, 5QA

The other passages were made by a sizeable tanker from
Boulogne to Dunkirk and otherwise mostly by Spierrbrechers,

Prom an air point of vievf this Yra.s not a successful month.
Apart from the movements of the larger vessels, most of the
activity took place during the hours of darkness and conse
quently "Jim CroY/s" did not have much success. Although
there was a full moon at the beginning and at the end of the
month no attacks were carried out by Fighter Command aircraft
in the area.

(1) This is confirmed by Lloyds shipping records vdiich shows
the French ship Jeanet Jacques of 3,493 gross tons as

•being sunk by M.T.B’s off Cap Blanc Nez on 3/3/42,
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Movements of large vessels showed a reduction in June
from those of the previous month, and only two vessels of

importance, one a t;mk:er and the other a 390 feet Sperrbrecher
type, made the passa.ge of the Strait both eastbomd from

Boulogne to Dunkirk and as usual d'uring the hours of darkness.

It was more evident that the enemy had introduced Dunkirk
as a regular port of call owing to the shorter nights and to

avoid risk of daylight air attacks,
in some inconvenience to shipping as it necessitated follow

ing narrower and shallower channels than those further sea

ward off Dunkirk which had been used previously by vessels

proceeding between Flushing and Boulogne,

This must have resulted

ibid

Enel. 52A

Both vessels -were attacked by M.T.Bs and M.G-.Bs acting
One hit was claimedon information from the E.D.F. plot,

on the tanker,
escort of some sixteen R-boats and nine trawlers and despite
a successful diversion overhead by aircraft of No,11 Group,
the naval forces v/ere xmable to get in a torpedo attack.

One M.T.B. was lost after her crew, having suffered severe

casualties, had managed to bring their heavily damaged craft
more than half v/ay back across the Channel,
located by an E.A.F, High Speed Launch which took off the

crew just before the boat Scink,

The Sperrbrecher -was given a very powerful

Here it was

Aircraft had but few daylight opportunities during the

month but fighters managed to make about fifteen attacks on

enemy smtill craft v/ith varying claims for damage, U /
ni^t during the moonlight period Hurricane bombers of No, 174
Squadron made tvro attacks,

28/29th against a 330 feet Sperrbrecher type vdth an escort
of one minesvreeper, six R-boats and seven trawlers and was
awarded aii assessment, of seriously damaged,

By

One of these was on the night

Owing to enemy jamming of.the C,H,L. stations the air
craft could not be mder ground control,

(c) Summary

Throughout the period under review, i,e, January to June
1942, enemy shipping movements during dayli^t in the Dover

Straits area were to all intents and purposes non-existent,
but under cover of darkness, especially towards the end of
the period, the enemy had moved successfully some seventeen
vessels, each of over 1,000 gi-oss tons, through the area by
the use of powerful escorting screens and good v/eather
forecasting, with but little interference.

From an air operational point of view, the period cannot
be regarded as a successful one, for the unfavourable
weather - so helpful to enemy movements - had severely

The onlyrestricted flying activities to a minimum
successes in terms of ships sunk were confined to two small
vessels totalling 552 gro tons,ss

The naval forces fjired a little better in this respect
by sinking one merchant vessel of 3,493 gross tons, but
throughout the period they were obstructed in their efforts
to reach the target ships by the powerful escorting screens
provided by the enemy.

Some unusual operating conditions were experienced by
the E,D.F, stations in the area, especially to7ira.rds the end

[^1 None of which can be verified from the post Y/ar evidence.
There is no confirmation of this assessment,
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of the period, and on one occasion a most unfortunate E.D.P,
estimate of four trawler sized vessels turned out to be, on

later information, an outward boiind enemy raider,
waiting in Portsmouth Command thereby missed a chance to
attack.

Naval forces

Jamming by the enemy was suspected on several occasions,

(iii) Torpedo attacks - policy

Of the weapons in use against ships at sea, the torpedo
had always been considered as the most effective, but, owing
to the shortage of torpedoes and the laok of a suitable air

craft, the development of this form of attack had been
severely handicapped.

The policy regarding the use of torpedoes had been, up

to the autuimi of 19M, to conserve torpedoes for worthwhile
targets on account both of the short supplies of the weapon
and torpedo trained crev/s. Thus the use of the torpedo as

far as merchant shipping was concerned had been restricted
to attacks against ships of about 6,000 gross tons. In con
sequence the nimber of weapons released against merchant
shipping during the three months ending 30 September 1941 for
the wlx)le of Coastal Command was 35.

CC/S. 7001/6/2
Enel. 118k

In October 1941, the A.O.C.-in-C., Coastal Command,
expressed the wish for a steady amoiont of torpedo-dropping
to be carried out so that the torpedo-bomber squadrons should

be in good practice when an important target, such as an

enemy raider, presented itself, as after all the main func
tion of the torpedo-bomber squadrons V\ra.s against major naval
units.

To implement this policy, it was ruled that from now on,
torpedoes could be used against vessels of 350 feet in length
or 4,000 gross tons, but to ensure the minimum of wastage,
the least depth of water in which they were to be released
should be ten fathoms by day and thirteen fathoms by night.
This confined torpedo operations almost entirely to the

Norwegian coast since, although the Dutch coast offered
numerically, more opportunity in ships, most of these were
to be found within the ten fathom line, where the dropping
of torpedoes v/as now forbidden.

Throughout the Coastal Command at this time there was a

general desire for a conference to discuss the future employ
ment of torpedoes, and in order to meet this request, a
conference was arranged to take place at Gosport on
14 November 1941 under the chairmanship of the Deputy S(JI.S,0.
of H.Q.C.C.

After a brief introduction by the chairman, the meeting
turned to the items on the Agenda, the first of -vdiich con
cerned the fitting of A.S.V. in Beauforts.

that the fitting in all Beauforts was proceeding and that

trials so far had suggested a very promising performance.
The use of A.S.Y. in connection with torpedo attacks vrould
be very dependent on the radio altimeter.(l)

It was stated

The purpose ■

(l) Although it was hoped that all torpedo carrying aircraft
v/Duld be fitted with radio altimeters to.thin a fevT

months, it was ascertained a month later that only a
few service trial altimeters would be available in the

next six to nine months. See also Chapter III (xiv).
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of the radio altimeter was ej!i)lained to the conference and

after discussion it was agreed that the best use of this

instrument for torpedo bomber squadrons was in connection
with attacks at night or in bad visibility. In good
visibility it was considered that the pilot naturally Judged
his height by eye up to the moment of dropping.

The tactical use of A.3.V. was then discussed and
while the v.alue of A.S.V. for locating shipping targets
at night or in bad visibility v/as recognised the Sqaudron
Commanders present were emphatically against giving up the
very low approach v/ith the safety it provided against flak,
radar and enemy fighters.

It was generally felt that a blind torpedo attack Tidth
A.S.V. viras not yet practicable though it was recommended
that some reseai'ch should be pursued by C.C.D.U. to see with

what accuracy approach could be made on A.S.V.
A.S.V. the aircraft had to come in at I5OO feet, using cloud

cover or pool’ visibility, height would have to be lost very
quickly, and this ms impracticable with the Beaufort with
out diving brakes. The chairman pointed out that  a request
for diving brakes had been put up to Air Ministry as an

urgent operational requirement. 7/liile it v/as agreed that
such provision would overcome the objections to a higher
approach, it was finally decided to ask for the ihst
of an A.S.V. set with improved range at 100 feet. (■!)

If by using

allation

The meeting then proceeded to consider the existing
equipment available for training and during the course of the
discussion various improvemenls vrere suggested,
announced that the production of cement dummy torpedoes wras
well under v/ay and the provision of these dummies would com
mence in the near future, which would facilitate training.

It was

The entry of Japan into the v/ar on 7 December 1 941)
and the lamentable success of the Japanese Air Force attack
against H.M.S. Prince of Yfalec and Repulse focussed attention
on the v/hole question of torpedo tactics and training, and
was the subject of a further n.eeting held at H.Q.G.C. on
28 December 1941. (2)

K.Q.C.c/
s.7001/6/2
Part II

The past employment of the torpedo bomber squadrons in
their secondary role, i.e., ai:tacks against merchant ship
ping by torpedo, bombing and minelaying at the expense of
their primary function - the g.ttack of enemy major naval
\inits - came in for a good decl of comment. However, after
discussion it was appreciated why the torpedo-bombers had
been misemployed.

0) The question of accelers.ting the development of blind
torpedo and bombing atta.cks was the subject of discus
sion at a meeting of the Air/Sea Interception Committee
on 20 November 1941.
a small executive sub-cbrnmittee to recoimnend and follow
up the development of ecjuipment and operational trials'
for this purpose,
the Blind Torpedo and Bcimbing Attack Sub-Committee and
by 15 January 1942 had £u.bmitted its first report.
Under the chairmanship cf the Senior Air Staff Officer
of H.Q.G.C
Naval Staff Officer of the Command, the Senior Air
Staff Officer of No. 16 Group, the Commanders of the
torpedo bomber squadrons and other section bommanders
of Headquarters.

]t was finally agreed to set up

This sub-committee was Icnovai as

this meetirg was attended by the Senior•}

(2)
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The vaisuitability of other' aircraft in the Command for

the carriage of mines, for instance, made the use of the
Beaufort in this role unavoidable,

torpedoes accentuated the use of bombs of which the Beaufort
could carry the very useful load of 1800 to 2000 lbs - in

500 lb units - a greater load than any other aircraft employed
by Coastal Command, in Anti-shipping operations, and as the
lethality of the 25O lb type was still questionable, the use

of the 500 lb type vra.s encouraged.

The existing system of training and the lack of facilities
also came in for criticism, likev/ise the disposition of the
torpedo bomber squadrons which did not allow the squadrons to

work or practice together as a team.

Again the lack of

In regard to the latter this vas determined largely by
the enemy's tactics of scattering his naval forces so as to
be able to threaten two widely separated Allied convoy routes

and thereby force a most -undesirable dispersion upon a very
small torpedo-bomber force.

The Admiralty representative promised support for
increased training facilities by way of a suitable target ship
which was considered essential, as no amount of synthetic
training could teach pilots to estiiLate the correct dropping
position.

After further discussion it -was finally agreed that the

employment of torpedo bombers as a striking force against
enemy major naval units was essentially their primary task
and to achieve this the follo¥d.ng recommendations were mades^

(i) That at least three torpedo bomber squadrons should
be specially earmarked for this form of attack, and that
one squadron at a time should be withdrawn from the line

in order that they might concentrate upon uninterrupted
training £Oid talce full advantage of target ships -when
available,

should be kept in pu-’actice by the attack of merchant
shipping,

(ii) That two torpedo bomber squadrons should be based '
the same station so that they had opportionities to work
together as a striking force,

(iii) That certain squadrons of Bomber Command should be
earmarked for a diversionary role, and that opport-unity
should be given to Bomber and Torpedo squadrons to
practice together, ("I)

(a) The provision of torpedo bombers

Sub-flights of the remaining squadrons

on

T-wo essential requirements before the above recommenda
tions could be brought into effect were the provision of
torpedoes and more squadrons of torpedo-bomber aircraft, both
of v/hich failed to materialise in sufficient numbers dirring
the remainder of the period under review.

To appreciate the aircraft situation at this time, i,e,
end of December 1941, it is necessary to go back to the early
summer of that year.

more

(1) Tactical trials of Wing Torpedo attacks by Beaufort air
craft had been carried out at St. Eval during the period
14“21 December, 1941 and dui'ing the trials it
considered that enemy fighter opposition could be ignored
provided a high level bombing diversion -was laid on at
the same time.

v/as
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The squadrons 'vdiich then foraied the torpedo bomber force

were Nos. 22, 42, 86 and 217 Squadrons, all of which v/ere - ,
equipped or in the process of being equipped v/ith Beaufortsi.v

Beginning in August 1941, Coastal Command v/as called
upon to provide reinforcements for the Middle East in the

way of aircraft and trained crews. These calls produced a

steady drain on both at an important stage in the .formation
and development of the anti-shipping strike force\2}. Under
Target E (expansion scheme) the Command’s striking force Y/as
to consist of six Beaufort squadrons, but with repeated calls
to be ansvirered from the Middle East the prospect for the

fulfilment of the target figure or the training of the

existing squadrons yra.s rapidly decreasing,
end of 1941? 'the aircraft situation had worsened  a good deal
for only Nos, 42 and' 86 Squadrons were up to strength.
No. 217 was effectively a flight and the whole of No, 22

Squadron had been posted overseas.

In fact by the

cc/s.7033/2
Enel. 374

CC/S'. 7010/3/4
End. 39A and
4OB.

Towards the end of 1941, the A.O.C.-in-C, Coastal
Command foresaw this situation developing and in view of the

Beaufort's unsatisfactory range and the increasing deployment
of these aircraft to the Middle East it v^as suggested to the

Air Ministry that two of the existing Beaufort squadrons and

two of the Target E Beaufort squadrons should be replaced
by the Hampden squadrons. Alternatively, Hudson squadrons
should be replaced by Hampdens. This request for the sub

stitution y;as made on the grounds that such a reliable long
range aircraft as the Hampden, v/hich could carry  a good
freight of bombs arid probably twro torpedoes, would be a great
asset to Coastal Command.

On 18 December 1941, the Air Ministry replied to the
effect that the Hampden aircraft was still extremely useful
to Bomber Command and that all available aircraft of this

type YiTOUld be required by them.

C.0,3, (4.1)
428th Meeting

However, after the despatch of No, 22 Squadron to the
Middle East in January 1 942, it Yvas found possible, after
all, to allocate twenty-four Hampdens to Coastal Command in
compensation for the loss of many Beauforts,
a new squadron - No. 415 - to be formed.

This enabled

m. s/6457
End: 69A

Further Hampdens vrere forthcoming during February, yrhich
alloY/ed a second squadron - No, 489 ~ "fco be equipped in March,

The question of further departures among torpedo-bomber
squadrons was again discussed by the Chiefs of Naval and

Air Staffs during Iferch and on 12 April 1942 it lYas
ultimately agreed that No. 217 Squadron should be sent over

seas immediately folloYved by No. 42 Squadron.

In compensation tvro Hampden squadrons were to be

(1) This aircraft was the subject of much criticism for
torpedo-bomber duties ovang to its lack of range and
defensive aimament.

In spite of the difficulties imposed by the demands of
overseas Commands, the Beaufort squadrons continued to

cari’y out a considerable number of attacks on enemy
convoys, as v/ell as being responsible for all the mine
laying operations of the Coimmand.

(2)
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trtmsferred from Bomber Command with orders to re-equip and

train as Hampden Torpedo bomber squadronsC'l) •

The position regarding the expansion programme of Coastal
Command was examined again in May 1942, by the Admi.ralty and

H.Q.C.C., when it was revealed that in torpedo bomber squadrons
there was a deficiency of three squadrons, and there was only
one torpedo bomber squadron fully operational, i.e. No, 86
Squadron, which had recently received orders to proceed over
seas.

ibid

End: 6?A

(b) The Beaufighter suggested as a torpedo-bomber

The value of the Hampden as a torpedo-bomber fell rather
short of earlier expectations.
Hampden have any advantage over the Beaufort; its long range
did allow of small striking forces to go out on 'Rovers’ and

search for targets off the enemy coast, whereas the Beaufort

could only go direct to targets already located and had no
endurance with v/hich to search.

In one respect only did the
ibid

Enel: 76a

The disadvantages of the Hampden were its slowness and

lack of manoeuvrability, which precluded formation torpedo
attacks, and its vulnerability to enemy fighters.

H,Q.C.C,
0, E, B,

May 1 942
Appendices

The search for a successor to the Beaufort produced the

suggestion by the A.O.C,-in-C., Coastal Command on 18 May
1942, that the Beaufighter might be tried out for torpedo-
bomber work in view of its speed, manoeuvrability and fire

Trials by T.D.U. during April/lVIay very soon confiimedpower,

this proposal as feasible and accordingly on 1 June 1942, the
provision of Beaufighter torpedo-bomber aircraft was made an

Air Ministry requirement. However, as the first aircraft of
this type equipped for the carriage of a torpedo did not

become operational until November 1942, the Command's strik
ing force at the end of this period under review i.e.
June 1942, was limited to the four Hampden torp

squadrons, o:^y one of which (No. 415 Squadron)
operational,C2;

edo-bomber

was fully

(o) The supply of torpedoes

Of almost equal merit as a story of frustration v/-as the
supply of torpedoes. Torpedo production was entirely an
Admiralty responsibility. Everything possible had been done
to improve the acute shortage since the commencement of

hostilities, but vd-thout success. In order to discover hoT^
best the meagre supplies could be divided between the Royal
Navy and the Royal Air Force, a meeting was held at the
Admiralty on 1 0 December 1 941, to discuss Admiralty and Air
Ministry requirements. A.C.N.S. (l) v/as in the chair, and
opened the meeting by stating that there Viras a very serious
shortage of torpedoes.

The existing policy as regards the different types of
torpedoes vis: surface, submarine and aircraft was approxi
mately as follows:-

a,h.b./iik/67/23
End: 8A

(1) No, 11(4 Squadron was transferred to Coastal Command on
21 April 1 and moved to Leuchars, During May and
June extensive training wa.s carried out in converting
from bombing to torpedo droppi;_.g,
completed its move to Leuchars by 29 April 1942, and
commenced flying training and conversion to torpedo
dropping,

(2) NoSo 11(4 and 455 became operational in July 1942
No^, 489 in the follov/ing month,
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(a) Half production was devoted to aircraft torpedoes,

(b) Only a fe?/ surface torpedoes were being produced
each month - stocks were being allowed to drop,

(c) Just enough submarine torpedoes were being made to
keep pace with ejipenditure.

At this time i. e. December, 194't about two hundred
torpedoes of all types vrere being produced a month against
immediate requirements of 300, This meant that about one

hundred were aircraft torpedoes,

of the Royal Navy was allotted 75^ and the R.AoR. the remain
ing 2jfo, At the meeting the Admiralty askeu. for thi.s allot
ment to continue for a further nine months, to which the Air

Ministry had no objection, provided, consideration was given
to the fact that such a small allotment of torpedoes to the

R.A.I?, at home might well jeopardise aircraft attacks on

major targets of the German navy and would almost certainly
rule out attacks against merch^mt vessels for some consider

able time to come. Production was expected to rise to

205 in September 1942, and an order had been placed in

America for 2,500, but delivery was not expected to commence
until 1943('l). Any additional order placed at hom.e yrould
not result in production for eighteen months and y/ould have

to be at the expense of shipbuilding, aeroplanes or tanks,

Of this total the P,A,A,

In the R,A,P, at this time there vrere throe Torpedo

Bomber squadrons at home(3), and during the past six months

0) The contract for 25OO British 18" Mark XII torpedoes vfith

the Pontiac and International Harvester Company was
eventually cancelled as the U,S, Government decided that

the full capacity of this fim was necessary to meet
the increased and urgent requirements for America’s
own 22,4" Mark XIII aircraft torpedoes since the United
States entered the war.

The number of available companies capable of torpedo
manufacture was strictly limited and the machine tool
situation was extremely critical. Under these circum
stances any attempt at quantity production of both types
would seriously delay the manufacture of either.

The only course appeared to be mass production of
the U.S. torpedo for U, S, planes and such British planes
as could use the Mark XIII said to confine the production
of the British aircraft torpedo in the United States to

the Excell Company, The contract with this manufacturer
called for delivery of the first British type torpedoes
in August, 1942 reaching 45 per month in December, Every
effort was being made by the U,S, Bureau of Ordnance to

speed them up but the prospect of mailing good on these
dates was not promising.

United States type planes being supplied to the
Royal Air Force and Fleet Air Arm ydiich would carry the
United States torpedo:-

A-20-B and A-20-C fBoston)
B.25 and B.26 (Marauder)
FEM-4 ;nd PBM-5 (Mairiner)
PB2Y-3 (Coronado)

Hell Diver)
TBE (Avenger)

A.C.N.S.(w) stated that to increase total production of
all types of torpedoes to 700 or 8OO a month would
entail an increase of 25,000 men. Lack of production
was due to tools and labour^

Nos. 42, 86 and 217;
mider orders for overseas.

SB2C

the foui’th squadron No, 22 was

ibid

Enel; 5QA

(2)

(3)
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an average of only twenty torpedoes for all purposes had been
In consequence torpedo attacks onreceived each month,

enemy merchant shipping by Coastal Command aircraft had been

severely restricted to nine attacks.

The deliveries of torpedoes to the R.A.P. during the
first six months of 1942 were expected to average thirty per

month, but as the calculated total requirement for the next
twelve months was in excess of 2,000 the Air Ministry repre
sentative had no hesitation in stating that it was intended

to keep the existing restrictions in force for attacks against
merchant ships.

At the next meeting held at the Admiralty on 23 February
1942, the allocation of the March production of aircraft
torpedoes was made and out of a total 110 available, the

E.A.P. received thirty-tliree, ten ci vdiich were assigned to

training and the remainder for operaitional use at stations.

The search for ways and means to make the most economical
use of the very limited supplies of torpedoes available con

tinued -unabated, and the question of pooling the Royal Navy
and R,A.F. resources was contemplated at this meeting,
was recommended that the A.O.C.-in-C,, Coastal Command and

the Rear Admiral, Naval Air Stations should be directed to

investigate what economy was practicable under this heading.

It

ibid

End: 17A

ibid

Enel: 3%
At the March allocation meeting it vras stated that one

hundred and two torpedoes would be available from production
for April,
and was due to production falling below planned output, 

'

Committee decided, however, that it was essential to keep
the "pipe line" to the Middle and ITar Easts plentifully
supplied, •'dth the result that only twenty weapons remained
for allocation to home units,

available to the R.A.P, training centre at Abbotsinch and the
remainder to '

Machrinhanish

This figure was far belov/ the expected total
The

Of this total, ten were made

the Royal Naval training
(0.

establisl-ment at

ibid

End: 6QA
Once again overseas requirements received priority in

the allocation from the May production and for the second
month in succession no dlotment was made to the R,A,P, for

operational use.

However, from the June distribution of l60 torpedoes,
ten were assigned to the R,A,E, for operational use at homep
but as in the previous tvro months the majority went to over-'

seas requirements and quite a large number to training.

During the four months March to J-une 1942 in Virhich

allocations of torpedoes had been made, the R,A,P, received
only 88 torpedoes for all purposes at home out of an expected
totd of 120, and as only 33 vrere allocated for operational
use it is not surprising to find, therefore, that only

ibid

End: 71A

(l) vTith a view to making the best use of available
torpedoes, torpedo fa.cilities and improving the standard
of training of R,A,P, torpedo-bomber squadrons generally,
several meetings had recently taken place between repre
sentatives of the Admiralty and Coastd Command, and as
a result R,N,A.S, had offered to accommodate permanently
one E.A.P, torpedo-bomber squadron at Machrinhanish and

place at its disposal the torpedo v/orkshops, maintenaiice
facilities, target ships, already in existence for Naval
squadron training. It was also agreed for fifty
torpedoes from production to be diverted to training
establishments. Reference - CG/G,7033/2 end, 6iAo
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thirteen were released against enemy merchant shipping
throughout the same period,

(iv) Coastal Command Operations - January/Fehruary 1 Sl\2.

Coastal Command's offensive on enemy merchant shipping
during the first two months of 1942 was considerably cur

tailed, and in consequence a substantial set-back in the
measure of success was experienced. As already^mentioned
in the introduction, there were several reasons for this
curtailment of activities. Firstly the increased anti
raider commitments, the covering of the potential break
out of the three enemy major naval units at_Brest, and
their successful escape up Ch,annel; i
of the enemy battleship Tirpitz at Trondheim and the pas
sage of the ponket-battleshiT.-) Admiral ifm Scheer and the
cruiser Prins Eugen from German ports to Noiwray, Both_

combined to make a continuous pre-occupation

secondly, the presence

these reasons

Chapter VI

for the Command's very limited anti-shipping force during

January and February. Finally, the weather conditions
were such that during this period the amount of merchant
shipping that was available for us to attack had grown
progressively smaller.

it will beAs regards the final of the above reasons,
remembered that the bulk of enemy shipping most easily
accessible to Coastal Command's operation:-! area in normal
conditions was that which passed up and down the German-
Dutch coast, and of that traffic, a very large proportion
used Rotterdam.

CC/3.7745
End: 10QA

The largest and most important cargo carried to this
port was iron ore, of which the major part originated from
Swedish Baltic ports. It was easy to see, therefore, that
if the Swedish ore traffic was stopped, there vrould be a

considerable reduction in the amount of shipping along the

During the severe winter of 194'tAi-2 such
stoppage did in fact occur. Starting v/ith Lulea, in the
north of the Gulf of Bothnia, v:hich became frozen-up towards

the end of December 1 94'l, the Swedish ports from which the
iron ore was shipped, quicldy became icebound, so that by
the end of January 1942, the Great Belt, Sound and the
Kiel Canal bec:me impassable for shipping.

The result of such a hold-up on the traffic to and
from Rotterdam may be appreciated from the following
statistics supplied by the Ministry of Economic Warfare.
The peak month in the iron ore trade was usually September,
when from Baltic ports some 380,000 tons of ore
despatched to Rotterdam in about seventy-five vessels.
December 1941, this had declined to 120,000 tons in some

twenty-four vessels, but during January, February and even

March 191(2, this, total had fallen to 40,000 tons per month,
cari'ied in five to ten vessels. Compared ■'with the
September pealc, this w/as a reduction of seventy shiploads,
and expressed in ships passing a given point on the Dutch
coast southbound :ind northbound, was 140 per month, or
nearly five per day.

It must also be borne in mind that ore was not the
only cargo that arrived at Rotterdam from the Baltic, there
being timber from Swedish and Finnish ports in the Gulf of
Botlinia and other seasonal cargoes which were also held up
by ice conditions, so that the total decline in traffic
passing up and down the Dutch coast was much greater than
that indicated above.

aDutch coast.

was

By
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As regards the Norwegian coast, ice did not interfere
with shipping to anything like the same extent, but the
traffic in this area, nevertheless, showed a substantial con
traction during the winter months.

With substantial amounts of shipping laid up in inacces
sible ports, it is not surprising to find that the number of
attacks submitted for assessment in January and February 1942
showed a marked decline from the preceding two months.

Throughout the whole.of Coastal Command's operational
area only sixty-two attacks on enemy merchant shipping were
made v/’hich resulted in awards of four ships of 7^200 gross
tons assessed as sunk and twenty ships of 42,200
various degrees.l"^/

damaged to

E • S ,Li, A,C *

CC/S.15205
End, 41A

Coincidental with the utilisation of smaller sized ships
by the enemy for current traffic in North Tfest Europe,
information had recently come to hand regarding the enemy's
requirements for shipping in the Mediterranean area which
laid emphasis on the value of small ships between five and
eight hundred tons. In view of the fact that this type of
ship was being moved down to that area in numbers from the

Atlantic seaboard, the A.O.C.-jn-C., Coastal Command con
sidered that the attack and destruction of such types to be
of great importance and informed the Group Commanders con
cerned accordingly. He -dshed pilots to be briefed that
they were not to refrain from attacking a ship merely because
it was small or to leave it in the hope that a larger target
would be found in the course of the patrol.

In such circiimstances it is not, therefore, surprising
to find that apart from the decrease in the enemy traffic the
next most significant change was the reduction in the size of
the ships assessed as sunk,

the average size of tonnage assessed as sunlc was 3^500 tons
whereas in January and February 1942, it had fallen to
1,800 tons.

The decrease in the number of targets available for
attack was common to all three Groups in the Command, but,
whereas No,l6 and No,18 Groups had no assessment for ships
sunk. No.19 Group had the distinction of obtaining the whole
of the Command's share in the sunk category.

Of considerable concern to N0.I6 Group_during this
particular period wsls the enemy's activity in mine-laying
and torpedo attacks by E-boats against our coastal convoys off
East Anglia.(2; This matter was raised by A.C.N.S.(W) at
the 29th meeting of the Admiralty Trade Protection Committee,
but little progress towards solving the problem was reported,
(v) Location of E-boats by Aircraft fitted with Ions ranse

aTCT: — ^

In December and November 1941

cc/s. 15206
Enel. 12A

Various methods had been tried to deal with this menace,
such as flare dropping by patrolling aircraft, sea to sea
interception, but they had not proved successful.

The convoy route along the coast was necessai'ily so far
distant from the shore that adequate warning of the approach

(1) Records from Lloyd's and German sources show five ships of 2,815 gross tons
as sunk by air attack in January and February 19l2, and two ships of
11,131 tons as damaged by the same cause. See Appendix XVI.

(2) Between June and December l9lT, fifty-nine torpedo attacks were made by
E-boats in British coastal waters resulting in the loss of fourteen ships
totalling 31,215 tons. Of these totals, forty-two attacks took place off the
East coast and accounted for twelve ships’totalling 27,696 tons. Aircraft of
Coastal Command employed on Antl-E-boat operations made sixty sorties with
only one attack but In addition, thirty-one aircraft of Fighter Conmiand during
the course of other duties had fortuitously sighted E-boats and attacked, but
all without fatal results.

{Ref:- Admiralty NID/FDS.X.237/48 and BR.1337. Also Command ORBs,)
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of the enemy's small craft could not normally be given by
radar to enable naval forces to intercept.

A factor to be considered in the employment of air
craft in this connection was that a favoui'able foggy night
for E-boat activities Viras often one on which a normal air

craft could not fly and any form of low level attack was

almost certainly out of the question.

It was therefore desirable to consider what other

methods of interception might be effective.

In the Dover area, the infom^ation of early approach ^
of enemy light forces obtained by the Type 271 10 cm. radar
station had enabled naval forces to intercept before any

damage was done, and had eventually resulted in a complete
cessation of enemy E-boat mine laying or torpedo attacks
along our convoy route within this area.

It was, therefore, suggested by the Air Staff Officer
to P.O.C. Dover, that a similar scheme might be tried out
in this area but with a Wliitley aircraft, fitted with long
range A.S. V., (l)
If these aircraft could be controlled by V.Il.F. from a

C.H.L. Station the information viilch they provided could

readily be converted by the controller into plots, which

could be passed to the Naval authorities who v/ould then be
in a position to carry out a controlled interception using
their own light-Naval forces for this purpose.

The first part of the scheme appeared to be practi
cable and experiments to determine the use of Whitley air

craft fitted with long range A.S. V. in this role were
carried out in co-operation with Motor Gun Boats based on

Yarmouth between 8 and 1A February 1942, and showed great
promise.

fulfilling the role of the radar station.

But the system of control, however, v/as a very dif
ferent matter as conditions on the East Coast were not

comparable to those obtaining in the Dover Straits area.

On the East Coast far greater ranges -were involved and

the ar’ea to be covered by patrols was very extended,
from distances, the heights at vfhich the aircraft would
have to fly in order effectively to use A.S.V. precluded
any system of reliable control' by C.H.L.
which it T/as not possible to vector M.G.B's on to E-boats

as they could not be controlled from the C.H.L. Stations.

Apart

In addition to

ibid

Enel. 27A
For the purpose of examining this scheme and any

other measures which might be practicable against the
E-boat threat to our East coast convoys at this time, the
A.O.C.-in-C

headquarters on 19 February 1942, v^hich was attended by
representatives of the Admiralty, Air Ministry, H.Q.C.C.,
the None, Comimand, H.Q. No. 10 Group, T.R.E. and No. 502
Squadron..

Coastal Command held a conference at his
• y

(1) The-long range A.S.V, was expected to give the follow
ing results:-

(i) On low coast lines, land returns up to 40 miles
' maximum,

(ii) On E-boats, especially in force (i.o. three or
more) contacts at 20 miles.
On buoys-, little, or no recognisable contacts.
On A.S.V. beacons, for fixes up to 100 miles.

(iii
(iv,
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After much discussion and on the A.L.O. Dover’s sugges
tion it was decided that the scheme was not practicable for

technical reasons in its entirety, but the use of the Whitley
fitted with long range A.S.V. in a reconnaissance role was

feasible.

Prom a practical point of view it was agreed that v/hat
was wanted was an accurate report as to enemy E-boats approach
ing the convoy lanes, with a maximum possible warning,
was felt that the best method of control under existing cir

cumstances, was directly between aircraft, N0.I6 Group, H.Q
and the Nore Command,

It

•)

There was no means of fixing the
position of the attacking craft engaged, but if the reconnais
sance aircraft knew its ovm position it was obviously quicker
to pass that information direct rather than have an outside

body trying to position the aircraft,
in determining its position a system of A.S.V. beacons was

suggested, and was immediately adopted,
requested to put this up to Air Ministry as an operational
requirement forthwith.

To assist the aircraft

H.Q.C.C. was

After the aircraft had fixed the E-boat, a sighting
report was to be sent to N0.I6 Group from whence it would be

passed on to the Nore Command, who would then direct the
M.G.B’s positioned in groups about 25-30 miles off shore, to
the area. It was estimated that they would receive orders
to move off within five minutes of the aircraft reporting the

presence of E-boats in the vicinity.

The means of illuminating the target and guiding the
M.G.B’s to the position was discussed next, and it was agreed
that as the ’Instantaneous flares’ were the only ones then
available for operations, these should be put into use pending
a further decision as soon as the technical faults in the

other types of flares had been overcome. As the range of
the motor gunboat’s radar on aircraft was limited to ten miles

and this did not give sufficient warning, a line of flares as
an indication of the enemy’s presence seemed to be the best

solution. It was suggested that when the cloud base was

very low and flares were not visible, the M.G.B's would have
to use their radar to locate the aircraft.

It was finally agreed that for the present the scheme to
counter the E-boat menace should be as simple as possible and
that refinements could be introduced as and ?/hen they appeared

A workable scheme, if beacons could be provided,
Dover and the A.O.C. No.1,6 Group,

necessary,

was to be devised by P.O.C.
The details of the scheme, known as Operation "Hoden" were
issued on 1 March 1942, and followed very closely on the lines
suggested by the conference. Provision was made for

offensive action by surface craft and aircraft; the latter,
whenever possible, were to be Beaufighters. The reconnais
sance aircraft were to patrol in an area between 52 degrees
North and 53.10 North, details of v;hich would be given in the
executive order. The vulnerability of Whitley aircraft to
attack by enemy night fighters had been of some concern to

the A.O.C.-in-C., Coastal Coinmand from the start, but he felt
this was a risk which would have to be taken.

ibid

Encl.32A

However, when the time arrived to set the scheme in
motion Hudson aircraft fitted with long range A.S.V. were made
available and on 10 March 194-2, the first sortie was flown
by a Hudson of No.59 Squadron, but nothing v/as sighted.
Thereafter, fourteen sorties were made on Operation "Hoden",
but no E-boats were contacted. ("I)

H.Q. No. 16
Group O.R.B.

March, April,
May and June

(1) Between 10 March and 2 June 1942, nineteen attacks were
made by E-boats off the East coast, but only two ships

(Ref: Admiraltytotalling 2,041 tons were sunk.
NID/PDS. X.237/48, and BR.1337.)
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The lack of Hudson aircraft at this time would not

permit of a greater effort being made and consequently the

scheme was not given a fair trial. However, the lack of

results was not entirely due to the smallness of the force

employed but, according to the Admiralty, to the fact that

the enemy had recently transferred his E^boat activities
from the East coast to the Channel area,^‘>

(vi) A re-disposition of the torpedo bomber force
The removal of the threat of a break-out into the

Atlantic from Brest in February necessitated,a redisposition
of Coastal Command’s strike force of torpedo-bombers to meet

future requirements.

The concentration of three enemy major naval units in

the Trondheim area with the prospect of others joining them

later, made the deployment of the torpedo-bomber squadrons
to the north a certainty.

In addition to the detection of attempted break-outs
into the Atlantic or interceptions of the Iceland-Russian
convoys there was the commitment of attacking enemy merchcUit
shipping on passage up and down the whole coastline from

Norway to France, To meet all eventualities the following
dispositions of the available torpedo-bomber squadrons T/ere

arranged; -

No.21 7 Squadron to move from Thorney Island to Leuchars.
No, 86 Squadron to move from St, Eval to Vfick,
No, 42 Squadron to remain at Leuchars,

(vii) An acute shortage of Hudson aircraft
Although the number of targets available for attack was

not expected to increase to any extent during March 1942,
owing to the ice conditions in the Baltic, an acute shortage
of Hudson aircraft throughout Coastal Command tlireatened to

curtail activity taking place at this time.

By the end of February 1942, the strength of Hudson
aircraft in the Command stood at 188 against the establish
ment of 250 operational aircraft, which showed a deficiency
of sixty-two. The position was not improved by the fact

that during the months of January and February only ten air
craft from production were received in the Command compared
with twenty-two in December 1941,

So serious was the deficiency that the A,0,C.-in-C
found it necessary to inform the Air Ministry on 24 February
1942 that, until an assurance could be given that the posi
tion would improve, it 'would be necessary to discontinue the

Command’s anti-shipping strike activities in order to meet
other reconnaissance commitments. Orders to this effect

were conveyed to the Group Commanders by signal on 1 March

1942,

•)

CC/S,15213
Encl,117A

H.Q.C,C,
0,R.B.

Feb. 1942

cc/s. 15205
Encl.55A

On 24 March 1942, the Air Ministry replied to the
A.O.C.-in-C’s letter to the' effect that t\irenty-six Hudson

Mark Vs would be provided by the end of April,
pation of this reint'orcement and in view of the urgent
necessity for interrupting the enemy's sea-borne trade, the

A.O.C.-in-C., rescinded.the restriction placed on the
Commands' anti-shipping strike activities on 7 April 1942,
When conveying this decision to the Air Ministry the A.O.C.-

in-C., stressed the fact that if serious interruption of the

enemy's coastal trade was to be achieved, the Command must

In antici-

ibid

Encl.24A
ibid

Encl.53A

ibid

Encl.54A

(1) On 2 June 1942., the Senior Officer E-boats stated "That
owing to short nights operations against the East coast
convoy routes were no longer possible. Intention to
shift area of operations to Straits of Dover",
(Ref: Admiralty NID/HDS.X.237/48.)
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be brought up to its ftill establishment of medium strike air
craft.

The effect of the removal of the ban Y/as to permit
reconnaissance in force once more and to alloY/ these airci'aft

to strike at any suitable target presenting itself,
implement this plan, No, 320 (Dutch) Squadron wa.s ordered to
move to Bircham Newton to reinforce N0.I6 Group, and 415
(E.G.A.P.) Squadron was allotted to No.19 Group to assist
in anti-shipping and anti-U-boat operations in the Bay of
Biscay,

(viii) Co-ordination of Anti-Shipping opex'ations in Bomber,
Coastal and Fighter Commands

The successful break-out of the three enemy cruisers
from Brest in February 1942 had not only exposed the Y/eakness
of the aircraft situation in Coastal Command but had also

clearly showed the difficulty of co-ordinating quicld.y the > .
activities of several independent commands in an emergency.^’'/

To

CC/3.15213
Encl.SQA

At the tiime i.e. , February 1942, Fighter Command had an
interest in the anti-shipping Yvar by use of Hurricane bombers

in the Straits of Dover area; Bomber Command still had a

general responsibility between the Heligoland Bight and
Cherbourg although only a very limited effort was made
available and Coastal Command had the duty of attacking
shipping along the entire enemy and enemy occupied coast
line in North West Europe, The recent arrival of Fleet Air
Am aircraft at Dover, which although nominally under
Coastal Command direction were actually under the operational
control of 7.A. Dover, had still further complicated matters.

It v/as hoped, however, that some useful lessons would
emerge from the proceedings of the Bucknill Board of Inquiry
into Operation "Fuller" regarding the principles which should
govern the organisation of an operation involving
co-ordination betv/een a nuniber of independent commands, v/'hich
might have to be executed at short notice. Bomber, Fighter
and Coastal Commands had agi’eed during the inquiry that
fighter protection for strike forces in an operation of the
"Fuller" type should in general be provided by "cover" and
not by "escort". This was considered by the Air Ministry
to be a sound principle Yvhich should govern the planning of
similar operations in the future.

During the "Fuller" operation on 12 February 1942,
certain misunderstandings bety/een Fighter and Coastal
Commands led to expected fighter escorts not materialising,
and it was, therefore, with a view to deciding on the mea
sures necessary to avoid a recurrence of such misunder
standings that the Air Ministry requested the Air Officers
Commanding-in-Chief Fighter and Coastal Commands
20 March 1942 to investigate together the incidents in
question. Although details of the investigation yrere not
required, the conclusions as to future action to obviate
such errors' recurring were to be communicated to the Air

Ministry, Prior to the arrival of this request, the sub
ject Yvas already under discussion by all three home opera
tional Commands.

on

ibid

Encl,87A
Ever watchful for a chance of pressing the claim of

Coastal Command for complete control of anti-shipping
operations, the A.0,C,-in-C. took this opportunity of once

(1) See Chapter 7 Section (7 b and c).
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again advocating that all anti-shipping activities shoiald be

placed in the hands of one Headquarters, namely Coastal
Coranand, In a letter to the Air Ministry dated 3I March

191+2, he recoranended a course of action to remedy the present
difficulties. This may be summarised as follows:-

(i) Until such times as suitable aircraft in suffici
ent numbers could be provided for Coastal Command,
co-operation between the three Commands for anti
shipping duties was to be achieved by giving Coastal
Command an overriding responsibility,

(ii) '?dien suitable aircraft could be provided, all
anti-shipping reconnaissance and the attack of shipping
other than in well defined areas should be primarily

the responsibility of Coastal Commaiid. Only in the
event of an attack being delivered in a closely
defended area or of the appearance of a very important
target would Coastal Command call upon the other two
Commands for assistance.

An indication of the scale of reinforcement of Coastal

Command that would be required to fulfil the primary task
was as follows :-

(i) Add to P.R. U. one squadron of armed Spitfires
{l6 + 1+ aircraft) and one flight of Mosquitoes (6 + 2).

(ii) Bring Coastal Command's strength in Beaufighters
up to eight squadrons as originally envisaged in
Expansion Scheme E,

If it was found technically possible to equip the
Coastal type Beaufighter to carry torpedoes and/or 500 lb.
bombs, this v/oild double the strength of the torpedo bomber
force.

Commanders-in-Chief of Bomber and Fighter Commands,
Copies of this letter were also sent to the

In the meantime the representatives of the three home
operational commands had finished their investigation of the

incidents during Operation "Puller", to wrhich the Air
Ministry had drawn particular attention as, being worthy of

examination. The outcome of the investigation v/as a pro
posed instruction which laid down the procedure for future

combined operations by Bomber, Fighter and Coastal aircraft,
and also contained a glossary of terms used by Fighter
Command to ensure that all concerned realised the precise
meaning of fighter "cover" and fighter "escort" and the

importance of using these terms correctly when issuing
orders and briefing crev»rs. This operational instrouction
was compiled and finally agreed by all three commands by

8 April 1942, a copy of which vra.s forwarded to the Air
Ministry for approval )

Under this instruction Coastal Command v/as given once
again the support, if needed, of light bomber aircraft of

Wo,2 Group, Bomber Command in the attack of important enemy
shipping in the area bety/een Wilhelmshaven and Cherbourg
for daylight operations only,
very little part in the offensive against enemy shipping at

sea since November 194I when, it vd.ll be remembered, they
were relieved of this role ovdng to the heavy losses incurred
by their Blenheim bombers,

however, only carried out a very small number of attacks on

Bomber Command had played

The new force of Bostons,

(1) A cop,y of the combined order is attached at
Appendix ZVIIc
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shipping as their main employment in bombing attacks was on

"fringe targets".

After consideration of the combined operational instruc-”
tion the Air Ministry informed the A.O.C.-in-C. Coastal Command

22 April 1942 that this order provided, in their opinion,
a workable solution for the direction and co-ordination of

anti-shipping operations in the English Channel and North Sea

and suggested that the principles set out therein'should now

be fully tried out in a co-operative spirit by the three

OperationEil Commands,

As regards the recommendations made by the A.O.C.-in-C.
in his letter of 31 March 19''-h2, that in sub-paragraph (i)
was adequately covered by the nevr Combined Operational
Instruction^ and concerning sub-paragraph (ii) any change
in the co-ordinated responsibility for anti-shipping opera
tions as now agreed would be contingent on the strategical
situation as this developed,
review.

on

The matter was under constant

ibid

Encl.101A

After one month's trial, the A.O.C.-in-C, Coastal Coimand
was not contexit with the manner in which the other tvro Commands

¥/ere responding to the combined instruction, and again
approached the Cs.-in-C. of Bomber and Fighter Commands
regarding their views on the subject of Coastal Command having
the sole responsibility for anti-shipping operations.

The A.O.C.-in-C., Bomber Command agreed that the Bostons
of No.2 Groxip had their hands fxill -wj-th "Circus" operations

and Army co-operation work, ,'and, therefore, he welcomed the
suggestion that Coastal Command should be given a clear
responsibility for the attack of enemy shipping in the Channel
8ind North Sea areas.

ibid

Encl.lObA
and 107A

ibid

108A

ibid

Encl,1lQA
On the other hand the A.O.C.-in-C., Fighter Comm.and was

unable to support the proposal as he considered that the

Operational Instruction recently issued had so far vrorked

most effectively and he anticipated it woiILd continue to do
so iia the future.

ibid

End, II3A
Further discussion ensued and finally a meeting betYxeen

the tvro A.O's C.-in-C. was held on 24 June 194-2. HoY/ever,
after further thought on the matter the A.O.C.-in-C., Coastal

Command decided that, in view of the impending depar-ture of
another Beaufighter squadron to the Middle East and the

shortage of v/ell trained Beaufighter pilots, he could not
undertake the permanent commitment of responsibility for the

"Channel Stop". Yfhen the discussion was opened he was

unavYare that tie v/ould be losing this squadron, but as soon
as the aircraft and the pilot situation improved the question
of Coastal Command assuming responsibility for all anti
shipping operations wrould be reopened. This claim for

sole direction by Coastal Command was again put forv^ard at a
meeting with AdmiraJ.ty representatives on the 24 August 1 9''-h2,

(ix) Operations - March and April 1942

cc/s. 7033/2
End. 66a.

H. Q,C,C.
Narrative for

March and

April

In spite of the restrictions in the use of Hudson air

craft for anti-shipping strike a.ctivities, the Go'mmand managed
to attack sixty-six enemy merchaait ships during March and
April Y/ith the majority of the actions talcing place in the
latter month.

Assessments, hoY/ever, v/ere below those for the first two
months of the year. Of the sixty-six ships attacked duringCG/S.15063
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tro months, only t*, of 1,050 gross tons „ero assossod
and seventeen of 2J,500 gross tons assessed as
^  See Appendix

the

as sunk,
damaged.

the weather generally and theWith an improvement in
Baltic ports hecoming ice free, there was
tion hy the enemy of the normal convoy routine to^rards 

the
end of April,

H.Q.C.G.
Narrative for

Ap>ril

A-part from the normal anti-shipping operations during _
the March/April period, the Command was called upon 

to
S: c^;rhor tA entirely different typos of operations the
first of which was a combined operations raid on St. 

Na^iaire

and the second, a break-out of Norwegian merchant ships 
from

Sv/eden to the United Kingdom. These provide good ex^ples
of the diversionary nature of Coastal
outside the main roles of anti-U-boat and anti-shipping
activities.

raid on St. Nazaire -(a) The Combined Operations
~28 Mserch 1 9h2

(i) -The Plan

Situated on the north bank of the River Loire, the port
of St Nazaire was Yfell placed for operations against 

com-

^rce'in the North Atlantic. ■ Since the occupation of Pr^ce,
the enemy had developed the port as a U-boat ®
its many advantages was a large lock capable of being 

used
dock for German capital ships.as a dry

To deprive the enemy of such facilities by me^s of 
a

combined raid on the port was the subject of a meeting 
held

at Combined Operations Headquarters on
attended by representatives of the Admiralty, thewhich was

BC/S.261(.88
End. 1A

War Office and Combined Operations,

The destruction of the lock - the only one outside
Germany big enough to accommodate the battleship lirj^
*sTbe fhe pAncipal objective of the raid, cubeada^y
obiects being to open the St. Nazaire basin ro the tide,

to do as^much damage as possible to the dock entrances,
pumping and lock machinery, and any U-boats accessible.

To achieve the primary objective i) Tf^s proposed to 
use

a specially fitted expendable destroyer^2; to se^e 
as a

blockship at the lock entrance. Al*ter disembarlcing 
the

SraSfLd demolition party, the ship would be
a large e^losive charge which was stowed forv/ard_would 

be
fired vdth a delay action fuse. If this ship failed 

to
reach her objective, a motor-torpedo-boat would be staling
by in readiness to fire her torpedoes at the lock gate.
Further demolition, protection and assault parties wo^d be
landed at selected points in the dockyard area to deal mth
other objectives.

It was agreed at the meeting that the whole project
vrould be made easier if an air diversion could be
in the foim of bombing attacks before, during and after the

This question of the R.A.F. diversion was thenoperation.

(O Lloyds and German sources confirm the sinking of two

ships of 1,69i|. gross tons by air attack during M^ch 
and

April, but none are recorded as damaged under this
CQ-liS G

(2) H.M.S. CampbeltoYm, formerly the United States desuroyer
Euchaaan.
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referred to the Military and Air Advisers on Combined Opera
tions Headquarters Staff for further discussion, after the

meeting.

The outoome of their deliberations was later embodied in

the combined plan for operation 'Chariot* which ha.d been pre
pared by the planning staff at Combined Operations
Headquarters, and issued on 16 March 1942,

In the outline plan it was considered that air support
could best be achieved by bombing the tovm of St, Nazaire
before the time of landing i,e, between 2330 00A5 hours,
thereby causing the population to take shelter and the defences

to turn their attention skywards; by continuing the attack

during the actual assault period, i.e, between 0100 and O3OO
hours, yrhen the maximum number of sorties should be flown
using light bombs and incendiaries on the town and not the

docks area; snd finally, for some time after the completion
of the raid, i,e. from O3OO hoirrs foi" the remaining hours of

darlmess, in order to keep as many people as possible in the

shelters and to disorganise any efforts the enemy might make

to minimise the damage.

On the afternoon of 25 March, the Chief of Combined
Operations paid a visit to Bomber Command Headquarters and
discussed a number of points concerned in the operation with
the Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief,

At the request of C.0.0. it was agreed that sixty air
craft should be provided for the bombing attack in tliree
phases spread over the period 2330 to O4OO hours,
sion also took place on the meteorological problems involved
and it was agreed that in order to minimise the risk of the

whole bomber force being grounded owing to weather conditions
at home bases, all aircraft of H0.I Group would operate from
advanced bases in south west Englgind, and all aircraft of
Wo.4- Group would operate from their parent stations.

It was also arranged that if the aircraft of one Group
was ruled out owing to weather, the complete prograjume would
be carried out by the other Group's aircraft, but the actual
number employed in each phase, would be on a reduced scale.

All crews were to be most carefully briefed that they
were to bomb no other targets than that detailed,
cular the greatest care was to be exercised, especially wfhen
the assault was in progress, not to bomb the dock area or .any
ships outside that area,

heights best calculated to achieve accuracy under the weather
conditions prevailing at the time, but v/ere not to come below
6,000 feet,
all aircraft were to drop their bombs singly on separate bomb-

Bomber Command's Operational Order 'was issued at
1900 hours on the evening of 25 March 1942 and delivered to
the formations concerned by despatch rider.

Since no air cover was required by the naval force for
the outv/ard passage, in order that the element of surprise
should be maintained, it v/as decided in the circumstances that
it would be advantageous to man the small craft with picked
gun crews and plenty of ammunition, so that in the event of
enemy air attack the force could not only give a good account
of itself but also survive such an ordeal,
after the operation, however, when the element of surprise had
gone and the force would be in a very vulnerable position, no
provision had been made in the planning stage for adequate air
support.

A discus-

In parti-

The aircraft were to attack from

In order to increase the effect of the attack

ing runs.

On its withdrawal

ibid

Encl,3A

ibid

Encl.llA

ibid

Encl„8A

ibid

iincl. 1A
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GO/ii, s. 15272
Enel,16A

This omission gi'eatly alarmed the Air Officer Commanding
No, 1 9 Group in -whose operational area the raid was to take

place, smd who was fully aware of the operation by reason of
the fact that part of the Bomber force engaged was to use

his bases in South-West England. Moreover, his naval
counterpart - the Commander-in-chief Plymouth, had been

appointed supreme commander of the operation, and it was
only due to the close liaison existing between the Naval and

Air Staffs at the Area Combined Headquarters that adequate
air co-operation was foreseen and eventually provided.
Even so there was a last minute scramble to collect the

necessary long range fighter support.

During the forenoon of 26 March 1942, orders were
despatched by No.19 Group for two Beaufighters of No. 236
Squadron to be brought to immediate readiness, with the
remainder of the available aircraft at one hour's notice from

one hour before dawn 27 March until dusk. A further
instruction ?/as sent to No.254 Squadron at Garew Cheriton
for six Blenheim fighters to proceed to St. Eval a.m,
27 March and await orders. Thus, at short notice some long
range fighter support was orgamised and ready for immediate
action prior to the departure of the assault force.

The naval forces detailed to take part consisted of
M.G.B. 314 as Headquarters Boat, carrying the Senior Naval
Officer and the Military Commander; sixteen imotor launches,
four carrying torpedoes and the remainder Commando troops,
organised in tv/o flotillas; H.M. destroyer Campbeltp-wn Ylth

a cargo- of explosives to serve as the blockship -vvhich also

carried Commandos; and M.T.B. 74. ^-ct independently.
The destroyers Atherstone and Tynedale were to escort force

on its 400 mile journey to the French coast, but vjere not to
enter the River Loire,!'') To assist in covering the retrirn
passage the destroyers Cleveland and Brocklesbury would be

available; to act as a liglit beacon for navigational purposes
H.M. submarine Sturgeon v/ould be stationed in the approaches
to the River Loire as from 18OO hours on 26 March.

HQ. No,19 Grp.
FL/G1/26/3

The War at sea

Vol.III

para,596

The Military forces taking part n-uunbered forty-one
officers and tvro hundred other ranks, dravm from the Special
Service Brigade and No.2 Commando Unit,

The plan draYm up for the assa-ult on St. Nazaire v/as
more ambitious than any previously undertaken by Combined
Operations, and outstanding results were expected from its
successful and speedy execution.

In accordance Yvith the outline air support plan  a P.R.
aircraft was to be floima at the latest moment prior to the
departure of the force, in order to ascertain the position of
shipping in port at St. Nazaire,
during the afternoon of 25 March and revealed the arrival
of five torpedo boats since 24 March vfhich vrere berthed at
the Basson de St, Nazaire.
visible.

This task was carried out

Four 500 ton U-boats were also

HQ, No, 19 Grp,
0, R. B,

(2) - The Approach and diversionary raid

E,C,/S, 26488
Encl,9A
Battle Summaries

No. 12

At 1230 ho-urs on 26 March came the executive order "Garry
out Chariot" and at 14OO hours in favourable weather the
10th a/s Striking Foi'ce sailed from Falmouth,
evening, the Air Adviser to Coiibined Operations informed
Bomber Command that operation 'Chariot' would talce place
the first night possible, i.e, 27/28 March,

The same

on

(1) St, Nazaire lies five males up the River Loire,
SFLIRETDS 64294/1 ( 280)
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Throughout the night 26/27th the vreather had remained
favourable, the wind ENE. force 4 wi.th considerable haze. At
about 0230/27, the haze cleared and when dawn broke visibility
was extreme,

to the westvi/ard of St. Nazaire and course was altered to

112 degrees,
to eight knots in order to minimise the chances of being
spotted from the air.

At 0700 hours the force was about 16O miles

As there was time in hand, speed was reduced

Tvrenty minutes later in position 46. 34^-05.41'<T, one of
the escorts, H.M.S. Tynedale, reported an object bearing
002 degrees 7i' miles distant, which proved to be  a submarine.
At 0745 hours the destroyer broke the white ensign and opened
fire at about 3,000 yards range. The U-boat crash dived, but

after a depth charge attack carried out at 0758 hours, it broke
surface, whereupon every gun v/hich could be brought to bear
came into action and the U-boat was believed to have been hit^

She disappeared T/ith a list to port after a few seconds. The
Atherstone then joined in and- the U-boat was hunted until

0920 hours when the two destroyers shaped course to the south-
vrestward and rejoined the remainder of the force by
indirect route, v"')

an

After this episode, the sky became covered w1.th low
cloud Y/hich greatly reduced the chances of detection from the
air. Shortly before noon two French trawlers were sunk after
the removal of their crevra.

fishing craft carried wireless, the large number of trawlers
sighted in the course of the afternoon were allowed to proceed
unmolested.

As it appeared that none of the

B.C./S.26488
End. 11A

Meanwhile in England, Bomber Command's vfeather forecast
for the area v/as very unfavourable, and at 0915 hours on
27 March the Air Adviser to Combined Operations vYas asked by
telephone to confirm whether the operation vYas definitely
ordered for the night of 27/28th and VYhether in, fact the force
had sailed as so far Bomber Command had not received the
executive order,

ately Nos, 1 and 4 Groups were given the executive order for
the operation.

Again at 0940 hours Bomber Command enquired whether owing
to the extremely unfavourable forecast it Yvas intended to
recall the naval force, aiid the reply was that the C.-in-C.
Plymouth had definitely decided to carry out the operation that
night. The Air Adviser to Combined Operations and  a Naval
Captain were present at the briefing of No.4 Group's crews and
afterYvards accompanied the aircraft on the operation.

Nothing further had been seen by the Naval force until
^rgeonls light wYas sighted dead ahead at 2200 hours and the
Flotilla passed within hailing distance fifteen minutes later.

Both these points were confirmed and immedi-

Battle Summaries

No. 12

After Sturgeon had been passed, mist came doY/n and visi
bility decreased to about tYVO miles. From about midnight,
gun flashes were seen to the north-eastYvard and half an hour

(1) The U-boat (U-593) Yvas not damaged but Yvas forced to
remain submerged until 1347 hours YYhen it surfaced and

reported having sighted three destroyers and ten M.T.B's
at 0620 hours in position 46.52N-05.48ff course West. This
course misled the Germans into thinking that the force
was either a mining sortie returning to England or a party
of M.T.B's being escorted to Gibraltar,
no special reconnaissance, surface or air, Yvas undertaken
off the Biscay coast.

Consequently
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later the wide arc over which they extended together mth

considerable flak indicated some sort of air activity.

B.C./S. 26^88
End, 11A

Unfortunately the weather over the target area from an

air operational point of view was found to be very bad mth

cloud in layers up to 12,000 feet,
the cloud was reported by a number of aircraft all of whom

encountered difficult flying conditions.

Considerable icing in

Thirty-five IVhitleys and twenty-six vYellingtons had taken

off at the correct times but only three felt sufficiently
sure, through temporary breaks in the cloud, that'they were
in the target area and could di’op their bombs although none

of these -were able positively to identify the aiming iJoint,
The remaining aircraft yrere unable to find the target and

brought their bombs back, (d One aircraft cjune dovm. in the
sea and the crew were picked up, while three aircraft crashed
in this country on return.

(3) - The Attack

Up to 0125/28, the naval force had remained undetected
with only one and three quarters miles to go to the lock

gates. But from then on progress became more hazardous as

the enemy's suspicions grew. Pour more momentous minutes -

one mile - had been gained by the S.N.O's stratagem, (.2;
a few seconds later heavy fire was opened up on the force and

then the action became general.

but

Battle S-ummaries

No. 12

■ffith only five hundred yards to go the destroyer
Campbeltown was driven straight at her objective and at
0134 I'loiars struck deep into the lock gates, her forecastle
ablaze and her gxins firing fiercely,
ashore and were soon engaged on demolition work,
Campbeltown's crew were taken off by a motor la.unch - believed
to be No.6 - (v/hich failed to appear at the
rendezvous) and the Headquanters Boat,
transferred the wounded to H.M.S, Atherstone at sea.

Commandos scrambled
The

thdrawal
The latter safely

M.T.B, 74 ordered in to torpedo the lock gate in the
old entrance, Tfhich she did, returning at high speed, but
nothing more was seen of her or her company.

The Naval Commander, having seen four of the scuttling
charges go off in the Campbeltoym and the old entrance lock
gate torpedoed, decided that all was well and took M.G.B. 314
round to the Mole. It was at once apparent that matters
there had fared badly. The approaches were floodlit by
searchlights and a withering fire v/as being directed on to the
motor launches, still bravely attempting to get alongside.

(1) The Germans vrere suspicious because, of the eighty odd
aircraft that they had plotted in the area, only thirty
bombs were reported and therefore they feared airborne
troops. For this reason they kept all their light and
medium A.A. guns fully manned long after the raid had
finished. These were used later with great effect against
the attacking flotilla. Hovrever, the raid did divert
the attention of the coast watchers from the surface craft
approaching and the noise of aircraft overhead drovmed
the noise of the M.L's engines as they proceeded up the
Loire estuary. (Eef. Supplement 7 to B.3. No.12).
In answer to the enemy's challenge signals, the S.N.O.
replied, in German, with a reassuring message that his
force Tfas proceeding up hsirbour in accord.ance vdth
previous instructions.

(2)
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On looking round the harbour a little later the S.N.O. realized

that M.G. B. 314 was the only craft left in sight,
quence of this a more concentrated fire v/as directed upon the
gunboat,
piled with seriously vrounded, the S.N.O. decided at 0250 hours
that he was in no position to take off the soldiers previously
landed, and so retired at high speed and headed southv;ard.
During her withdrawal, ■under intense fire, further casualties
were caused on board by shell splinters,

(4) - The Yfithdrawal

in conse™

Vfith some thirty to forty men on board and the decks

Only a very small proportion of the motor launches vrere
able to make the rendezvous for the retui'n at da-wn. In fact,
of the eighteen craft employed, only four ret-umed to England,
Four more, including the gallant H.G.B. 514 which had survived
so much, had to be destroyed by our o-wn ships on the way back
owing to their damaged condition. Nine more v/ere presumed
sunk at St, Nazaire and the fate of M.T„B,74_was unknovm.

As da-wn was brealcing at O63O hours, the destroyers
Tynedale and Atherstone. collecting motor launches at the
rendezvous in position 4650-0399W' came into contact vdth five
enemy torpedo boats, which opened fire at 0635 hours. The
Tynedale scored a hit on the third ship in the enemy's line,
and herself received two hits, which did little damage. At
0640 hours the enemy turned away behind smoke and four minutes
later ceased firing, A message to this effect was sent to
base and assistance was requested. The Admiralty asked
H. Q.C.C, to do all they possibly could in the v/ay of air cover.

In accordance with instructions issued at midday on
27 March, the first two sorties by Beaufighters of No.236
Squadron ?/ere already airborne. The first Beaufighter (k/236)
sighted four destroyers on a cotirse of 225 degrees vrest of
Belle lie at 0718 hours, and at first presumed they vrere of
the Hunt class. This aircraft had developed engine trouble
and was consequently only maintaining a height of three
hundred feet. It circled the destroyers at this height and
endeavoured to make contact by visual signals but in reply
received a burst of gunfire. Avoiding action vas taken
immediately as the aircraft was now suspicious of the destroyers*
identity, ■ The surface craft were sighted again at extreme
visibility but no Identification was possible.

H.Q.C.C. Naval
Staff log
28 March 1 942

H. Q. No. 19 Grp.
O.R. B.28/3

At 0752 hours the two Beaufighters had joined forces a;id
proceeded to carry out a square seai’ch for 'Chariot', but
nothing was seen by the time P.L.E. had been reached at
0830 hours,
enemy aircraft approached down sun and attacked Z/236 at
600 yards range -with cannon and tracer,
but no hits registered,
fire.

An hour later when passing Ushant a single

Two attacks -wer

Ground defences of TJ'shant also

engined

e made ■

opened

On receipt of the S.O.S. from the naval force a third
Beaufighter (Y/236), already at immediate readiness, vwis air
borne at 0702 hours but unfortxmately nothing more was heard
of this aircraft, until the naval force returned to base and
reported its fate.

Battle Summaries
No. 12

Meamvhile at the rendezvous, the Athenstone had picked
up tvro of the motor launches and having taken off the wounded
was just about to open fire to sink a badly damaged craft when
an He„115 appeared and obligingly completed the task mth
bombs some three quaidiers of an hour later.

As tii'iie passed by and, the enemy torpedo boats did not
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reappear, it became possible to follov/ the original plan of
despatching the motor launches back to base with their crews.

As soon as arrangements had been made, the destroyers
Atherstone and Tynedale with M.G,B. 314 and M.L’s _7_ and _1_5
proceeded to the westward to meet the destroyers Cleveland
and Brocklesby which had left Plymouth the previous evening
to reinforce the escort for the return passage,
hours on 28 March the two forces joined up in position
460 35N 03.49%''. Just before this meeting three motor launches

Hos. 8 12 and 13 were sighted by the Cleveland and instructed

to proceed to the westward as an enemy aircraft was about to

be engaged,
on the port beam, and shortly afterw
the sea from a very lov/ altitude,
be found

ships were frequently in action,
do-wn astern by the destroyer Brocklesby at 1 OO6 hours, and
several others were claimed as hit.

At 0900

At 0942 hours a Beaufighter shot down a Ju.88
f/ards itself crashed into

No survivors could

Enemy aircraft activity was increasing and all
Another Ju.88 was shot

H,Q. No. 19 G-rp.
O.R.B.

Throughout the forenoon the force continued to the v/est-

T/ard at a speed dictated by the condition of the motor
launches. Prom sixteen knots this gradually dropped to

ten, and later even this could not be maintained,  _ The
question of abandoning some of the craft had to be considered,

and after examination three. mor~ej^ndom.Tw'j^acccTj,^*jy^
It Y/as during the process of transferring the creYYs

from two motor launches and M. C. B. 314 to Brocklesby in posi
tion 46,4^N“04.4W that another Beaufighter (G/236;
on the scene and escorted the force for nearly an hour.
Prior to making contact vd.th the naval force an He,115 had

been engaged vdthout result and again at 1318 hours, Yvhen
escorting the force, another He.115 was encountered just as
the Beaufi^ter' Y/as reloading cannon. An attack was made
and tvro or three cannonshells Y/ere believed to have exploded
on the enemy's starboard wing near the fuselage. Heavy
and accurate fire Y/as returned by the enemy v/hich hit the

Beaufi^ter in the nose and portside of the cockpit causing
damage to some' hydraulic pipes. The search yyus continued
for the enemy but apart from a brief glimpse of an aircraft

through a break in the clouds near the French coast, no
further contact was made. Another Beaufighter (j/236) Y/hich
had lost contact with its escort also sighted an He.115 at

1310 hours in position 46.22N but no combat took place
as the enemy made for cloud and was not seen again.

Two Hudson aircraft (G and N/233) fetched up Yd.th the
naval force at 13IO hours and observed Beaufighter G/236
giving filter protection. After twenty-five minutes, one
of the Hudsons was compelled to set course for base OYidng
to electrical failure YYhich affected the serviceability of
the turret guns and instruments. The second Hudson commenced

a patrol round the force and sighted the three surface craft
being destroyed by our OY/n forces, but at 141i hours lost
sight of the four destroyers and although a search was made,
they were not seen again. , At 1350 hours the four destroyers
had continued their passage to the Y/estYra.rd at tYYenty-five
knots, hoping to overtake the three craft that had been seen
earlier by the destroyer Cleveland. but nothing Yvas sighted.

arrived

Battle Summaries

No. 12

H.Q. No. 19 Gip.

O.R.B.28/3

Meanwhile the air escort had been talcen over by five
Blenheims of No. 254 Squadron which made brief contacts Y/ith

(1) This aircraft, believed to be Beaufighter Y/236, had
previously made contact with the destroyer Atherstone
at 0822 hours.
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E.Yf. 200 8Jid HeiHi within the search area, but the naval
observed, ) Three Hudsons of No.i+O? Squadron

an

force was not .

relieved the Blenheims but Y/ere also unsuccessful in loca

ting ’Chariot’. One enemy aircraft believed to have been a
Do.217 was sighted on an easterly course but no engagement
occurred.

At 1850 hours a mutilated signal was intercepted from
M.L. No.13 giving her 1545 hours position as 4655M-O707W, and

asking for hnmediate help as she had been sighted by an enemy
aircraft. This position was 85 miles 210 degrees from
the four destroyer's so the S.N.O, decided to detach the
Atherstone and Tynedale with wounded to Plymouth, while the

Cleveland and Brocklesby swept towards M.L.13’s estimated
position.

Battle Summaries

No. 12

They parted company at 19OO hours and the S.N.O, then
sent a brief report to the Commander-in-chief Plymouth, Y/ho

still entirely ignorant of the course of event
been intended to send this report early in the forenoon but

the C,-in-C. himself imposed a strict W/T silence, and a
Hudson aircraft sent for the purpose of receiving the report
by visual means failed to make contact.

The two destroyers en route for Plymouth -were sifted
at 1937 hours in position AB.V+N 0617^ Hy a Hudson of No. 53
Squadz-'on engsiged on the last but one sortie of the day after
which no fui-ther sightings of our own forces were made.

Two attempts by P.R. aircraft to photograph results of

the raid during the day Yrere foiled by the weather.

Throughout the forenoon of 29 March four destroyers and
four Hudsons continued the search for the missing motor

launches but nothing was sighted. At 1315 hours all the

destroyers were recalled to harbour as the missing craft had

arrived at Ealmouth during that morning, thus completing the

return of the remnants of the 1 0th A/S Striking Force,

The last effort to find the missing craft, by three
Whitleys of No ,502 Squadron, was already imderway when the
recall signal was sent out.

(5) - Summary

For the success of this type of operation, surprise T/as

the first essential. The imseen passage to the Loire was

due partly to the favourable weather conditions and partly
to the careful routeing to keep the force clear of enemy
reconnaissance flights. An important contribution to the

success of this part of the outmrd passage was the report
of the U-boat which sighted the force but gave its course

as westerly. It y/as also fortunate that no enemy surface
patrols were met in the shoal yyaters of the approach.

That surprise Y/as not complete iwas principally due to

It had
was

H.Q.G.G. Naval
Staff Log
28.3.)-^

Battle Summaries

No. 12

H.Q. No. 19 G-rp
O.R.B.28/3/^

•• •

Battle Summaries

No. 12

fl^ One Blenheim failed to return,
(2; At 1525 hours, a Heinkel circled the three motor

launches and after flashing the correct British chal
lenge came in from astern, and was shot down by rapid
fire,

observed shadoYYing.
attack and Y/as driven off after dropping one bomb.
Half an hovir later he re-appeared, then flew off to the
eastyrard

requesting assistance^

Two hours later a Blohm and Voss seaplane vYas
At 1800 hours he came in to

It was then that a message was despatched
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the weather conditions - so favourable to the siirface forces -

which made the accurate location of targets so difficult for

the bombing force,
in accordance with their briefing instructions, did not drop
their bombs,

head ms sufficient to put all the enemy’s defences on the

alert and consequently, v/hen the alai’m was soimded, they
were able to concentrate their fire on the motor launches

within a few seconds.

In the circumstances the bomber crews.

Unfortunately the presence of aircraft over-

In the light of this experience the C.-in-G. Plymouth
commenting on the operation remarked that "bombing imless

heavy and continuous should not take place
chances exist of achieving complete surprise it would be

better to have no bombing at all on the night of the
operation",

Of the air support provided on the initiative of the
A.O.C,, No, 19 Group for the mthdrawal of the forces from

Battle Summaries St, Nazaire, i.e., twenty-nine sorties by Beaufighters,
Blenheims, Hudsons and Whitleys, the C.-in-C. Plymouth
remarked that "aircraft of No;19 Group. R.A.P, did much use

ful T/ork in covering this withdrawal",^"'-'

In regard to our own casualties, the losses of naval
(75$^!; was not altogether

surprising, as the disabilities of the craft employed and

their unsuitability for the task, were Icnovm beforehand.

Of the personnel engaged, their task so brilliantly
accomplished in the face of heavy odds, one hundred and

ninety-one (5^) officers and ratings of the Royal Navy, and
212 officers and other ranks of the Gommando units,
vrere missing or killed. In the report of the Gommander-in-
Gliief the comment on this aspect was that "taking into

consideration the extreme vulnerability of the coastal
craft neither the losses in men or material can be considered

as excessive for the results achieved".

If any

G.G,/MS.15272
Enel,16A

No, 12

a total of fourteencraft i.e• >

The success of the combined raid in achieving its main
purpose was eventually confirmed by photographs taken by

P,R. aircraft at I65O hours on 29 March, which shovred the

seaward entrance of the lock dock open, the gate apparently
missing and the lock flooded,
station and operating mechanism were destroyed.

Prom a later report by an eye witness, the enemy also'
suffered many casualties by their own fire as the German
soldiers, having lost so many of their officers when the

Gampbeltown exploded at midday on 29 March, completely lost
their heads and saw British Gommandos round every comer.
Gonsequently anyone dressed in Ichalci received special atten

tion as a target, and as the organisation had a great number
of men employed on various buildings in the port all of

whom wore khaki uniforms, a great many Germans as well as
Prench workers in the dockyard v/ere mo-vm dovm by machine
guns.

In addition the pumping

The moral effect on the enemy v>ras also manifestly
considerable, and it is nov/ known that a minor result of this

(1) The omission of air support for the v/ithdr-avral in the
original combined plan, v/as taken up by the A.O.G,
No, 19 Group T/ith H.Q.G.G. and in turn the A.O.G.-in-G
referred the matter to the new Air Adviser to Combined

Operations - an Air Officer vm.th v/ide experience,
(Ref, G.C./tvIS, 15272 - Ends, 16A, 17A,)
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raid vfas the transference of the U-boat Command Control Room

from Lorientp where Admiral Donetz had created it in
October 194-0, to Paris on 30 March 194-2.^/

(b) The break-out of ITonvegian Merchant ships from S?reden
(Operation Performance)

Tfar Diary
of B. d U.

(1) - Introduction

CG/3.15259
Enel,

During the invasion of Norway a number of Norwegian
ships under charter to the British Government were caught in
Swedish ports; these ships were loaded with special steels,
ball bearings and cutting machinery which were considered to

be essential to our war production,
endeavour was made to bring the ships and their cargoes to

the United Kingdom.

Consequently every

In January 1 941 ? five ships were successfully brought
across under 'Operation Rubble', but there remained in
Swedish ports a further eleven to brealc the German blockade

before the extrication was complete.

Later in the year it v/as proposed to execute a second
break-out under a similar plan, but German action in the
Swedish courts met with unexpected success and frustrated
this attempt.

Owing to the necessity of obtaining clearance papers,
and the adequate intelligence organisation maintained by the
enemy in Sweden, it was impossible to gain complete surprise
and to move such a convoy of vessels without the enemy
becoming a.wa.re of the plan.

However, in spite of these difficulties a revised plan
was brouglit out in January 1 942, but ice conditions in the
Kattegat and Skaggerak precluded any movement until the
beginning of April.

In the meantime another plan had been devised and was
issued to all concerned by the Admiralty on 11 March 194-2.

(2) - The Plan

ibid

End. 494.
The. operation was to be known as 'Performance' and was

the break out of up to ten British chartered Norwegian ships
from Gothenberg, The ships(2) taking part v/ere to follow a

(1) Hitler had proposed this transfer earlier in March but
Donetz had been loth to forego direct contact mth his
U-boat Commanders. The liability to sudden raids,
revealed by the successes at St, Nasaire, forced the
hurried departure to Paris. After the enquiry vAich
v/as held by the German High Command on this attack the
Fuehrer demanded that at least the most important naval
bases be so well protected that successful raids, such
as this, wodd be Impossible in future, (Ref. Fuelir-er
Conferences 1942).
Ships taking part, (A) Tankers (b) Cargo ships, were:-

14- Knots 10,324 gross tons
6,222 " "
6,305 "
5,343 "
12,358 " "

(-^) B.P. Newton

Buccaneer

Rigmor
Btorsten

12

11

10.5
Skyteren 10
Li 8

(2)

nd 461
(B) Dicto

Piond
Charente

5,263
5,653
1,282

14
10.5
11

Gudvrng2 9.5 1,470..
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(1) and on arrival at a certain positionprearranged route
cover vrovild be pi'ovided by a surface escort of H.M. ships
for the remainder of their journey to the Firth of Forth,

Instructions had been given to the merchantmen to fly
the Norwegian flag on the ensign staff and ?diite coloured
flags with 'G.B.' on the foremast, after passing longtitude
seven degrees East,
to be displayed on the bridge top as aircraft identity
letters.

The letters 'L.N. ' in v/hite were also

It was considered that the enemy y/ould spare no effort
Head-to attack these ships even in British coastal water,

quarters Coastal Command v/as therefore requested to arrange

fighter protection over the route during daylight on D.1 and
D.2 days and it was sti’essed that this cover should be

afforded from first light.

The merchsmt vessels were briefed on the types of air
craft that would act as air escorts, but H.Q.G.G. Tra.s warned

that the merchant ships were liable to fire at any aircraft

which approached them close if it had not been recognised as

friendly.

When the plan -was issued it was considered that  a move

ment might be possible immediately after 15 March, but it
transpired that navigation through to the North Sea by the
Skaggerak was only possible in an emergency and then with
ice-breaker assistance,

of the Skaw was apparently dangerous to all ships except
those reinforced for ice navigation,
expected to ari-ive in the near future, but even  a general
and persistent thaw vrould not enable a resumption of traffic

to take place for a fortnight and even then fog might well

impede navigation.

In order to keep the closest watch on the ice conditions,
the Admiralty requested H.Q.C.C., to carry out an ice recon-

H.Q. No,18 Group naissance eastward of the Skaw as early as could be arranged.
This commitment was carried out by Mosquito aircraft of P.R.U.

on four occasions between 27 March, after which long
range Hudsons of No. 53 Squadron (N0.I6 Group), m.alting full
use of the moonlight period, rendered ice reports daily up
to the date of sailing.

The ice extending north Y/estwards

Milder weather was

ibid Enel,52k

O.R.B.

H.Q.C.C. Naval
Staff Log

On 18 March, intelligence reports signified that enemy
Aircraft in Denmarkforces in the area v/ere very T/ide-awake,

and South Norway were doing a regular patrol between
Kristiansand South and Hanstholm and there were E-boats based

CG/S,15259
Lncl,59A

A week later, theat Danish ports and Kristiansand South.
Admiralty advised all concerned that the ice conditions were

not yet suitable and sailing day v/-as not likely before
28 March.

(3) - The Bi’eakout

HcQ.G.C. Naval

Staff Log
T-wd days after this provisional date, the weather condi

tions improved fairly rapidly and by 3I March it vra.s possible
for the first ship to sail at 2000 hoiors that night. All

(1) The ships were given the follov/ing route:-

(Aj 57.3'ON - 07. COE (b) 57.29N - 06.00S.
(K) 57o26N - 03.211: (l) 56.A8N - 02.20E.
(M) 56.AON - 01.20E (N) 56,AON - OO.OOEo
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shipsC’^) were reported clear of Vinga "by 0230 hours 1 April#

From the sailing times it was estimated that the first
vessel should arrive in position 57.33N - 07,5^-4^ Sit first

light on 1 April, and it was therefore, arranged that^the
first sortie of two Blenheims should he at that position by
0530 hours and search with the object of contacting one or
more vessels.

At 0305 hours the Naval authorities reported that the
first ship would not reach the previously estimated position
until noon and consequently the first sortie was ordered to

postpone take-off for four hours,
eventually took off at 0740 hours and O809 hours but on their
return at 1302 hours and 1355 hours respectively they had

nothing to report. Yfeather reports from Met and P.R. air
craft in the area gave ten tenths cloud at 3OOO feet with

visibility varying between nil and five miles.

The forenoon passed without any information on the
’I'erformance' convoy, but at 13O8 hours the tanker B.P. Newfaon

(10,324 gross tons) reported that she was being attacked by
surface craft, seventy miles east of position 'a' (57.30N ~

07.00E)o On receipt of this report a strike force of six

Beauforts, armed with torpedoes, y^as ordered off as soon as
possible v/ith instructions to attack all enemy surface craft
found in the area.

The first two aircraftH.Q. No. 18 Group
R(

EO/GI/1/4
and O.R.B.

EO/910/1/4

Meanwhile a further S.O.S. v/as received at 1507 hours
from the same ship which now reported she was being attacked

by aircraft in position 57.43N - 08.32E.
strike force of six Beauforts was airborne.

At 1600 hours the
Two returned

H.Q.G.G, Naval

Staff Log
H.Q. No,18 Group
O.R.B. to base without sighting any enemy shipping but the remainder,

although they did not encounter any E-boats, sighted and

attacked an enemy convoy of ten merchant ships south east of

Kristiansand South. Poor visibility prevented any results
from being observed. Throughout the engagement heavy flak

was encountei’ed from all ships and one aircraft (U/217) was
hit and dived into the sea v^hile other aircraft were damaged<,
One Ju.88 was sighted but no combat resulted.

Further nei/vs of 'Performance’ was received at l6l5 hours

when the tanker Storsten (5,343 gross tons) reported that
she had been torpedoed, but no further details came to hand.

Up to this time, i.e. 1615 hours, no sightings had been made
of any shipping by the aircraft engaged on the seven patrols
so far completed. However, dtiring the course of the eighth
and last sorties of the day by two Beaufighters S and X of

No.248 Squadron, the tanker Storsten v/as found abandoned in
position 57.42N- 08„30E at 1827 hours. Although smoke was

still issuing from her funnel there was no sign of life on

board. A damaged empty raft vms alongside. Seven minutes
later course was set for base, but owing to cloud and pre
cipitation, contact between the two Beaufighters was soon

broken. At I85O hours in position 57. 3W ~ 07.00E,
Beaufighter X/248 sighted tmother tanlcer on a westerly course,
but it was impossible to read the name or see any identifi
cation marks. Yi/hile circling, a Ju. 88 was sii^ted about
six hundred yards on the starboard beam flying at two hundred

feet. As aircraft X/248 turned to give chase the enemy
made/^cloud cover but four minutes later reappeared and
fired a short burst from three hundred yards then again
entered cloud. Neither enemy aircraft or tanker was seen
again although search was made for about ten minutes. Soon

H.Q.C.C. Naval

Staff Log

H.Q. No.18 Grp.
O.R.B.

(1) Ten shijjs had sailed,
attempt the passage.

The eight laiot ship did not
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after losing contact, Beaufighter 8/248 found three large
lifeboats in the vicinity of the sinking tanker,
boats contained about one hundred men, the majority of whom
waved and several Norwegian flags were displayed.
1835 hours as fuel gauges h£id become unserviceable S/248
was obliged to set course for base.

These

At

This completed the operational flying for the day in
connection v/ith 'Performance*. Weather conditions had

been generally poor and visibility very restricted. During
the night various reports came to hamd via the Admiralty
concerning 'Performance' one of which stated that the cargo
steamer Lionel (5,653 gi’oss tons) had re-entered SY/edish
territorial waters at 1635 hours.

For the second day's operations, the merchantmen
v/ere to have protection from a surface escort as well as

air cover. Six destroyers, including three from the Home
Fleet, TYere due to m.ake contact at 0800 hours. The air
cover was to be provided by three aircraft each on tTO new

patrols TYhich were to be maintained from 0530 hours through
out the period of daylight. In order not to. reveal the

whereabouts of the merchantmen and their naval escorts,,
W/T silence was imposed but to obviate delays in reporting
positions of the surface forces one aircraft out of the

three employed on each patrol Yvas detailed to return to
base immediately with such information.

H.Q.C.G. Naval

Staff Log

H.Q. No. 18 Grp.
RO/91/2/4
R0/G9/2/4

H.Q, No. 18 Grp,
O.R, B.

The first sortie of three Beaufi^^ters of No,235
Squadron was off by O4OO hours but on completion nothing
had been sifted. One hour and a quarter later, the second
section of three was airborne, two of which made contacts
with 'Performance*. At 0655 hours in position 56.40N -
01.56E, the tanlcer B.P, Nevirton with tv/o destroyers
sighted on a. , westerly course, and at 0702 hours a further
three destroyers on a westerly course were contacted in

Air escort was given to the tanker
until 0900 hours when the aircraft, V/248, having reached
P.L.E. set course for base.

was

position 56.4ON- 02.08E.

During the course of the third sortie, a second tanker
was sighted in position 57,30N - 04.56E at O845 hours
Yyesterly course,
Rigmor.

on a

This ship was later identified as the
The fourth sortie by two Blenheims of N0.404

Squadron also established contact v/-ith this vessel and
directed four destroyers to its position,
ta,nker an enemy aircraft v^ras sighted at 1120 hours but made
off to the north east as

Ahead of the

one of the Blenheims approached.

H„Q,C.C. Naval

Staff Log
During the forenoon *Y' information reported many

plots of enemy aircraft in the North Sea which were believed
to be searching for 'Performance', and this was confirmed
by six sightings of enemy aircraft by our OYvn air escorts.
No engagements Y/ith the enemy were made before midday,
but throughout the afternoon a determined effort was made

to prevent the merchant ships from reaching the United
Kingdom v/ith the result that ten air combats took place .
between the attackers and the escorting for

The first indication of the battle to

S.O.S. from the tanker Rigmor at 1326 hours stating that
she vyas being attacked,

help came from one of the destroyers escorting the tanlcer.
On receipt of this call, aircraft scheduled to take part
in the twelfth patrol, vyhich yyas due off at 143O hours,
w'ere briefed to go to the tanker's aid and on arrival, at
1543 hours were immediately engaged in combat Y/ith a force

SEGJIET
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come was an

An hour later a further call for

H.Q, No, 18 Grp,
O.R.B.
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of He. 115s and He. 11 Is vdiich had attacked the surface craft

and seriously damaged the tanker with torpedoes.

As salvage was considered to he too hazai’doias a task to

\mdertaice the Admiralty instructed the four destroyers in

attendance, to sink the crippled tanker,
thirteenth patrol were detailed to cover the destroyers during
this operation.

During the course of the afternoon nineteen enemy aircraft
had been sighted, the majority of which were engaged in combat.
Claims were made by our o\fn aircraft for the destruction of

two He.llls and one He.115, and damage to three He.11 Is and
tv.n He. 115s vdthout loss to ourselves,

of our aircraft were damaged to various degrees, all got back
to base.

Aircraft of the

Although several

At the conclusion of the day's operations, the tanker
B.F. Newton and one destroyer escort were left at 2000 hours

in position 56.27N - under the care of tv/o Fighter
Gomm'and Spitfires,

her escort arrived in port.
Forty-five minutes later the tanker and

As it v/as not knovi

rO)
m  whether there ?rere any more merchant
' patrols were laid on for the third of

Three Hudsons Yvere detailed

ships on the v/ay our
April to cover this contingency,
to carry out a sweep at first light to 05.30E, thence to
return on a track of 262 degrees to the coast, Yi/ith the
object of searching for and escorting any westbound merchant
vessels. In addition, a force of three destroyers Imown as

H.Q. No.18 Grp.
RO/G11/2/4
RO/GI2/2/4
SO/G2/3/4
R0/G3/3/4
E0/G4/3/4 Force E3 v/as to proceed eastward to 02. 3OE aiid thence sweep

wrestY/'ard, This force Viras to have air support from tvro
T//T silence v/as again imposed.Beaufighters.

H.Q. No,18 Grp.
O.R.B.

The three Hudsons were all airborne by 05I8 hours and
had landed back by 1110 hours having sighted nothing except
the three destroyers v/ith a Beaufighter escort,
this air escort, the only other aircraft in the area under
search v/as a Hudson of No.320 (Dutch) Squadron engaged on a
Navigational Exercise.

Apart from

At 1250 hours in position 57.3ON - 01.13E, this aircraft
sighted a westbound merchant vessel bearing 205 degrees.
Five minutes later t aircraft v/as over the vessel in posi-

She was a small tanker type of about
Excellent photographs vYere obtained.

When first approached there was no flag flying but as the
aircraft circled and v/as recognised, the Norv/egian flag vjas
run up on the stem post and a large white flag bearing the
letters G.B, was hoisted on the foremast.

2tion 57.22N - OI.O7E.
1,200 tons named Lind.

At 1325 hours this aircraft sent a sighting report to base,
on receipt of which two Hudsons of the same squadron were
ordered off to take over from aircraft 'C, only one of v/hich
V32O, found the ship at I625 hours,
ship a course to steer virith which she complied.

In the meantime four Beaufighters in sections of t?ro had

On arrival 'X' gave the

(1) One merchant vessel of about 1,000 tons had been sighted
by a Beaufighter at midday in position 57.29N - 06.26E
on a course of 310 degrees at six Icnots, but no means of
identification had been displayed.
These positions v/ere by dead reckoning. Subsequent
fixes and landfall point to the belief that the vessel
Yvas actually in position 56.55N - OO5OE,

(2)
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taken off to provide further A/A escort but had sighted
nothing.
Beaufighters had been mustered and were airborne by 1740
hours.

On their return a third section of four

At 1833 hours in position 56.23N “ 00,55E the Lind
with a Hudson in attendance was sighted on a westerly

One of the Beaufighters signalled the merchantcourse,

ship to stop and avra.it the arrival of a destroyer which was

being directed to the position by another Beaufighter,
2015 hours in position 56.23N - 00,59E the destroyer and

merchant ship joined up as the aircraft set course for base.

At

During the night arrangements were completed for four
Hudsons and tv?o destroyers with Beavifightei’ cover to pro
ceed at first light to escort the merchant vessel into

The four Hudsons vrere airborne by O63O hour's but did
One aircraft found a motor lifeboat

containing nine or ten persons, and after the pilot had
reassured himself that all vras well he proceeded to search

for the merchant vessel, having acquainted No.18 Group of
On instructions

port,
not sight the Lind.

the lifeboat's position, course and speed,

H.Q. No, 18 Git?.
R0/G3/V4
RO/G6/4/4
R0/G2/4/4

H.Q. No. 18 Gip.
O.R.B.

from Group this aircraft returned to the lifeboat’s position
but was unable to find it again.

Meanwhile the Beaufighter had linked up with the
destroyers, but they did not sight the Lind. One
Beaufif^ter of the second, section sighted a Ju.88 in posi
tion 56.4CN - 00,37E at 1021 hours, but after a few minutes
it was lost in cloud and rain.

Owing to a deterioration in the weather no further
sorties were possible after 13OO hours, but the rain and

low cloud which hampered air operations was of much assist
ance to the Lind as she was able to proceed to port without

fear of detection by the enemy,

(4)- The Results

Although a period of low visibility was chosen for this

operation, the movement of the convoy was anticipated and at
once detected by the enemy.

As a result of the attacks by surface craft, U-boats and

aircraft which iwere brough-t to bear on the convoy, six ships
were lost. The Sudvang, Charente and Storsten in the
Skaggeralc by surface craft; the Buccaneer and Skytteren
after surface attack, the former was reported to have
scuttled herself to avoid cai3ture and the latter to have

grounded about six to seven miles off Kaeringoen near
Gothenburg; and the Rigmor -v/hich was so seriously damaged
by aerial torpedoes that she had to be sunk by oirr ovm

destroyers. Two ships, the Lionel and Dicto retinmed to

Gothenburg while the remainder, the B.r, Nevfton and the Lind
successfully completed the journey.

It is significant to record that the major losses among
the ten ships of ’Performance’ occurred when the convoy was

in closed waters, but once in the open sea the losses fell to

33sfo, The one loss, v/hich occurred in open v/aters, i.e,
the Rigmor. happened vdien air cover was lacking. The Rigmor
was first sighted at 1010 hours by tvro Blenheims in position
37«43N- 04,03s, one of which remained with her until 1207
hours by which time she had advanced to 03.40E, She was

not picked up again by aircraft until 1543 hours, and it vras

during this gap in air cover that she was found by enemy air
craft and very seriously damaged by torpedo attack.
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Seventy four sorties were flovm by Coastal Goiimand air

craft during.the^course of this operation covering three and

a half days, and although there v/ere eleven encounters with
enemy aircraft no losses were suffered by our own air forces.
The claims in respect of the enemy's losses have already been

mentioned.

(x) Operations - May/June,

The traffic between the Elbe and Rotterdam had increased

considerably by May and in consequence Coastal Command launched

an all out attack on shipping in the North Sea with concen

trated pressure around the Frisians,

During this month low level bombing reached its peak: as

far as the Command was concerned and record figures in the

aiumber of ships atta.cked, assessed sunk and damaged, were
achieved,

assessed as sunk and thirty-nine of 1^4,103 tons were assessed
as damaged to various degrees, ('I)

Of the 85 ships attacked, nine of 19,600 tons werecc/s.15063

The most important shipping strikes took place in the
Hook of Hollai:id to Elbe area, all of which occurred by night,
half in moonli^t and half in nautical tvi/ilight, and were
carried out by Hudson aircraft of Nos.53, 59, 320 (Dutch) and
No.407 (R.C.A.F,) squadrons.

The successes achieved in this month, however, were only
obtained at considerable cost in the way of aircraft and air
crew losses,

squadron personnel the enemy traffic might well have remained
unintei'rupted.

view of the mounting losses, applied to H.Q.G.C. for permis
sion to withdi’aw the Hudson aircraft from strike activities

for training in high level attack from 4,000 feet in prepara
tion for the next moon period.
A.0,G.-in-G.,Coastal Command agreed to these proposals pending
further consideration of this problem.

The results of this decision soon became evident, for in
June 1942, only twenty-four ships were attacked of which three
of 3,300 gross tons were assessed as sunk and four ships of
11,500 gross tons as damaged,(2)

(a) May

During the first three days of the month nothing of
importance occurred, but early on the morning of the fourth,
a force of five Hudsons of No.40? (R.C.A.F.) Squadron
patrolling the Danish and Dutch coasts, when one of their
number sighted a convoy of four merchant vessels and six

escorts off Ameland, Selecting a ship df 2,000 tons, the one
Hudson proceeded to carry out an attack from mast height with
10 X 100 lb A. S. bombs and claimed severaJL hits.

Had it not been for the high morale of the

Early in June the A.O.C,, No,l6 Group, in

As an interim measure the

were

After the

H.Q. No, 16
Group
Appendices
ORB - May 1 9i^

(0 Lloyds and (^rman sources give the undermentioned figures
for tonnage sunk and damaged by air attack during May
1942:-

11 ships of 30,'! 70 gross tons sunlr.
9 ships of 30j973 gross tons damaged.

Records for June 19^2 show that casualties through air
attack amount to one ship of 1,497 gross tons sunk and
two ships of 8,132 gross tons damaged,
results are given in Appendix XVI.

Tabulated

(2)
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attack the vessel was seen to be on fire, the flames being
visible thirt

ment of sunk,
lies away. This attack earned an assess-

%T
As a result of this sighting a further force of six

Hudsons of Nos, 59 and 53 Sqiiadrons was despatched to make

another onslaught on this convoy,
located the enemy near Ijmuiden and delivered attacks with

250 lb and 100 lb A.3. bombs, but results generally were not
observed owing to the evasive action that had to be taken,

Hov/ever, one aircraft claimed a near miss and another
reported that clouds of smoke £oid steam enveloped one ship.
Two Hudsons failed to return from this operation,

ments for this strike amounted to three ships of 14,000 tons

damaged,(2)

Although several attacks were made on enemy shipping
during the next two days, no serious damage was inflicted.
Convoys consisting of as many as fifteen merchant vessels
vrere becoming quite common.

During the night 7/8th twelve Hudsons of No.40?
(R.C.A.P.) Squadron were detailed to carry out an offensive
reconnaissance in force off the Dutch coast,

aircraft sighted a convoy of about twelve cargo ships
escorted by several flak ships off Vlieland and attacks
v/ere made on five merchant vessels ranging in tonnage between

1,000 and 6,000 tons, and three other vessels of unlcnown
type,
damage assessments

Pour of the aircraft

Assess-

Eight of the

Three clai
m|^:^or damage were made and received

Purther patrols off Dutch coast before dawn on the
eighth vrere carried out by ten Hudsons and tv/o Beaufighters.
One of the Hudsons of the Dutch squadron attacked  a freighter
of unJaioYmi tonnage off Amelsmd; another sighted two merchant

ships and attacked one off Terschelling, vfhile a third air

craft of the same squadron made a promising attack on a

cargo ship of 2,000 tons north of Borkum, Only one of these
attacks was granted an assessment of 'damage',(4)

Much low cloud vdth rain and drizzle during the next
seven days interfered with the majority of the planned
patrols in the North Sea area, but on the fifteenth, after

early fog and stratus, the day improved and allowed a full
programme of operations to be completed.

(1) There is confirmation of this assessment,

show that the German ship Sizilien of 4,647 gross tons
T/as sunk by air attack.
According to Lloyds and German sources the following
ships vrere damaged by air attack during this encounter:-

Norwegian) 5,029 gross tons
German

Danish

Postwar records show that the Ruth of 3,726 tons was
sunk and the Namdo of 2,860 tons damaged.
Postwar records confirm the Burgundia of 1,668 tons
damaged.

The records

Tromo

1 6,582 gross tons
1,420 gross tons

Jantje Pritzen
Taamholm

(2)

(3)

(4)
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Dxiring the evening, t-wo Beaufighters were sent out on an
off the Dutch coast and Frisiananti-shipping reconnaissance

Islands, A convoy consisting of four merchant ships
(2,000/5,060 tons) with five escort vessels were sighted off
the western end of Terschelling and another convoy consisting
of eleven cargo ships (1,200/5,000 tons) v/ith escorts was

sighted south-west of Den Helder. These ¥;ere considered to
suitable targets for tvro strike forces of ten Hudsons each

from No, 320 (Dutch) and k-07 (R.G.A.P. ) Squadrons, One str/K:e
force located a convoy of nine merchant ships off Terschelling
and the other strike force contacted a second convoy of ten
merchant vessels mth a destroyer escort north of

Eight Hudsons were Icnown to have made

be

Schiermonnikoog, . _
Thattacks on these two convoys and many hits were claimed.

Assessment Gommittee mad .̂wards totalling three ships s

e

unk
Five Hudsons failed to returnand three ships damaged

from these two operations and another crashed at Yfoodhall,
all the crew being killed. Of the five Hudsons missing, two
aircraft were seen to score hits on merchant vessels and then

crash into the sea, a third was seen to crash on the deck of
still another cargo ship, while a fourth was seen to explode
in mid-air.

Throughout the next fourteen days sightings became very
rare and not a single attack took place, then quite suddenly
on the night of the twenty-eighth a convoy was sighted off

the Frisians, and a force of twenty-one Hudsons was depatched
to attack,

attacks, each one concentrating on a different vessel.
Numerous hits were claimed and at least four ships were left

on fire.

The total awards fo

five ships damaged,.

The following night another striking force of twenty-one
Hudsons, six Hampdens and two Beaufighters were sent out to

attack a convoy reported off the Dutch coast.
Eind two Hampdens located and attacked the target and claims

for eight hits were made.
Beaufighter and one Hampden failed to retirrn from this opera
tion.

The awards amo

ships damaged,,

Tfith Fleet Reconnaissance taking precedence in the anti

shipping operations of N0.I8 Group during the latter half of

May, activities against enemy merchant shipping off the
Norwegian coast was not on the same scale as that achieved
by No.16 Group in the southern part of the North Sea.

The transference of the'cruiser Prinz Eugen from

Trondheim to Germany and the pocket battleship Lutzow from

Germany to Trondheim was sufficient to keep the aircraft of

Of the number depatched, eleven aircraft made

One Hudson failed to return from this operation,
this strike were two ships sunk andor t

.(2)

Ten Hudsons

Unfortunately four Hudsons, a

Yfith this strike the m.onth’s operations were concluded

35
,

ted to tvro ships assessed as s-umk and six
T

Chapter VII
Section (ix)

(1) There is confirmation of two ships sunk from Lloyds and
German somrees:-

Norvfegian) 6,698 gross tons
German) 464 gross tons

Sel,je
Madelein Louise

According to Lloyds and German sources three ships were
sunk as a res'ult of this strike:-

(2)

I 1,850 gross tons
750 gross tons
285 gross tons

Niels R, Finsen . (Danish
German

German)
Veriato

Nordcap (Tlr)
There is confirmation of only one ship being sunlc
during this operation;- Varmdo (Swedish) - 2,956 gross
tons.

(3)
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the Group well occupied in endeavoixring to prevent this

exchange.

cc/s.15063 However^ in spite of pre-occupation, twenty-three enemy
merchant ships were attacked off the Norvregian coast during
the month and although no assessments were earned by way of
ships sunk, thirteen ships of 57,721 gross tons were
assessed as damaged,U)

In No,19 Group’s operational area, the outstanding
event of the month centred around a homeward bound blockade

rxmner from the Par East, which was located and attacked as

she approached Gape Pinisterre, by a Sunderland aircraft en
re claimed several

A full account
route for Gibraltar, Althoui^ no hits we
near misses earned an award of damage.' ''

H.Q. No.19 Group

ORB, Appendices
May 1942

of this attack will be dealt with in the section .of the

next chapter containing a complete narrative of the
activities of Par Eastern blockade runners.

(b) The Beaufighter flight to Paris
Squabble - June 1942

Operationc.c./s. 15278
End; 1A.

The mediocrity of anti-shipping operations in June
1942, wras relieved by a special operation in the Paris area
which T/as intended to create a heartening effect among the

Parisians and to expose the oocupying Germans to ridicule.

Prom information obtained from a reliable source it
appeared that the enemy performed a routine parade along
the Avenue des Champs Blysee every day between the hours of

1215 and 1245 B.D.S.T., and it was considered by the Air
Ministry that a low flying machine gun and cannon attack
launched against this par’ade vrould have most valuable
results in upholding the morale of the French people,
view v/'as endorsed by the Secretaxy of State for Foreign
Affairs,

This

As the target was outside the range of Spitfires and
all Fighter Command’s Beaufi^ters Ti/ere fitted with special
equipment, it was decided by the Air Ministry on 30 April
1942 that the operation should be undertaicen by  a Coastal
Command BeaufigMter,

Accordingly the A.O.G-in-C., Y^as requested to malce
arrangements for this attack to be delivered at his discre
tion. This special flight was allotted the name "Operation
Squabble" and No.236 Squadron was chosen to fulfil the task.

The hazardous nature of this operation called for

specific conditions of cloud cover over certain p,arts of the
route which did not materialise until 12 June 1942, after

four previous attem.pts had been made abortive by the lack
of cloud cover on crossing the French coast. On this day,
however, conditions appeared to be more satisfactory, so,
Beaufighter C/236 Squadron Y/ith P/Lt. A.K. Gatv/ard as pilot
and Sergt. G.F. Fern as navigator, was airborne at 1129 hours
from Thorney Island on Operation "Squabble".

ibid

Enel: 2k.

No.236 Sq^dn's.
O.R.B. d/d
12.6j-f2.

c.c,/s,15278
Enel: Ok.

Lloyds records and German documents show that two ships;
of 8,779 gross tons were sunk and three ships of
7,006 gross tons were damaged by air attack off Norv/ay
during May, In this instance the Assessment Coiunittee
had under assessed two attacks.

According to Lloyds and German sources this was the
Munstsdand of 6,408 gross tons which sustained some
damage by this attack.

(1)

(2)
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In conditions of ten tenths cloud at 2^000 feet with
heavy precipitation, the aircraft flying at ten feet set
course for the target at II31 hours. Grossing the French
coast a few miles east-ward of Fecamp at 11 58 hours, the cloud
began to thin out and by the time Rouen vfas reached there

was bright sunshine. Photographs were being taken every tiTO
or three minutes. With visibility at ten to twenty miles
and no cloud, the aircraft passed over the suburbs of Paris
at a very low-altitude and some light flaic was encountered
for the first time. The Eiffel Tower was easily pinpointed
and was circled at 1227 ho-urs.

There was, unfortunately, no sign of the parade,(O but
to compensate for this disappointment a tricolour was
successfully dropped over the Arc de Triomphe, after vliich
the aircraft flew dovm between the buildings of the Champs
Elysee but there was still no sign of any troops,
accordance vri.th briefing instructions the pilot then proceeded
to attack with csinnon fire the Minivory of Marine building
and released a second tricolour.

InA.Ii.B./lI-K/24/
122 .

End: 6,

The pilot reported that there were plenty of people
about of both sexes, with most of the men in shirt sleeves,
many of -whom waved. Before opening fire on the Ministry of
Marine building, however, the pilot ensured that there were
no pedestrians in the line of fire. His point of aim was
half-way up the building.

C.G./S.15278
Enel: 8A

At 1230 hours the aircraft set course for base and main
tained the same track back to the coast as followed on the
outward flight,

time at 1255 hours and the aircraft finally landed at
Nortliolt at 1353 hours.

The whole sortie had been flown at a height of t^venty
to thirty feet and although the aircraft flew over Rouen
aerodrome at this altitude no enemy opposition was encountered.
The light flak enco-untered over the target was very poor.

This mission received its full share of publicity and
some of the photographs taken en route were released to the

_  In addition, the pilot of the aircraft,
F/Iit. A.K. Gatward, was awarded the Distinguished Plying Cross,
and the navigator Sergeant G.P. Fern was granted  a commission,

(xi) Increasing aircraft losses

Little mention has been made, so far, of the casualties
sustained by Coastal Command's aircraft dui'ing this all out
effort to interfere -with the enemy's coastal traffic in
North West Europe.

The French coast was crossed for the second

general public.

No.236 Sqdn's.
O.R.13 d/d
12.6.42.

H.Q. C.G.
Narrative

Prom the follovdng table, v/hich gives, the monthly losses
for the period January to June 1942 of ail. aircraft engaged
on anti-merchant shipping activities, it y/ill be appreciated
that the successes obtained were not allowed to continue
unchallenged.

(1) In view of this fact, the security aspect of the opera
tion was investigated but nothing cam,e to light regarding
a possible leakage of information.
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On Strikes On Recce TotalMonth

6 82J anuar’y
February
March

April
May
June

9 13 22

3 94

k 11 15

7 3225
2 75

1+0 9353

The loss rate per attack by May 1942 - the peak month
in this type of operation - had risen to 23fo which came

very near to that reached by the Blenheims of Bomber
Command seven months earlier.

The very low level attack, often at mast height,
7/hich wEis continued by Coastal Command's aircraft after

No.2 Group's Blenheims had been withdrawn in the autumn of

1941, was found to have increased the bombing (accuracy
quite considerably. But, by adopting this technique the

aircraft vrere exposed to severe flak from .the merchant
ships and their escorts.

Even though the majority of the attacks in the
quarter April to June 1942 were made at night to obtain
the cover of darkness (usually there was moonlight) the

casualty rate was neariiig 2C^,

With Bomber Command's experience fresh in mind the
A.O.C.-in-C

in February to equip the Command's aircraft with the
Mark XIV bombsight to enable them to attack up to heights
of 10,000 feet and to give up the existing method of
attacking enemy shipping at very low altitudes.

The A,0,C,-in-0. was of the opinion that vfith this
bombsi^it fitted the same number of hits could be obtained
from 3,000 feet as now achieved v;ith low level attacks,
£uad reasonable accuracy should be possible fi'om 10,000 feet.

In reply to this request, the Director of Operational
Requirements, Air Ministry, informed the A,0.G.-in-C
7 February that the policy was to equip all Bomber and
G.R. aircraft with the MIC,XIV bombsight with the exception
of special high flying aircraft wdth presstire cabins.
Trials’were being carried out in all appropriate types of
aircraft.

Coastal Command had -urged the Air Ministry• >

on
• j

CC/S.7012/8/16

Production of the MK.XIV bombsight had been arranged
on a large scale both in this country and in the United
States, but woeild not be available in quantity until the
autumn,

tinned, but it was plain that sooner or later the
enemy's counter measures would maie this technique a very
expensive pursuit,

(xii) The development of enemy counter measeires

A brief summary of the enemy's developments in this
direction will help to appreciate the -worsening situation
Yidth regtird to the losses sustained by Coastal Command's
aircraft during the spring and early summer of 1942.

fittfe esco-rt
doptedr. to

atta^-c

In the meantime the low level attack was con-

convoys in the
in January 1941, and as a

G.G/3.7743/11
Ihicl: 25A.

general rule the average size of these convoys -v/as in the

region of twelve ships. At tim.es, as many as half of

this number vrould be escort vessels, but they were'

SECRET -
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areas vulnerable to air
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generally of the smaller type, i,e, travder type auxiliaries,
E or R-hoats,

to give heavy escort to important ships such as tankers,
supply ships, blockade lunners.

As a result of the increasing losses and damage suffered
by his shipping during the summer of 19^+1, Ihe proportion of
escorts to merchantmen was steadily increased in the areas

where air attacks were to be expected, until, by the v/inter

of 1941/42, the escorts often outmmibered the escorted,
especially off the Dutch coast. In addition to the larger
escort force, the enemy also brought into service  a larger
and more formidable type of escort vessel in the shape of the

’M’ class minesweeper and sperrbrechers.

Sperrbrechers were converted merchant vessels of betv/een
2,000 and 10,000 tons, and were primarily mine detecting
vessels; however the fact that they were often seen in the

middle of a convoy, and not in their rightful place in the

lead, suggested that they were on occasions flak ships ajid
not minesweepers,

though changes in their armament were made from time to time,
they yrere not so rauch increases in the nmber of positions,

the substitution of multiple mountings for singles, and

the replacement of the older semi-automatic 37 m. m, guns
by automatic guns of the same calibre or quadruple 20 m,m.

In the 1942 type of 'M’ class minesweeper, the armament
comprised one i+,^ inch gum, one 20 m.m, quadruple gun, two
15 m.m, machine guns and tvro 37 m.m. A,A, guns, fully auto
matic.

Even at this time, the Germans Virere prepared

They v;ere alv^ays heavily armed, and

ais

The German navy like all others used trawlers very
extensively as auxiliaries, and throughout this period the

light A.A. armament v/as gi'adually increased,
appeared to mount an average armament of one 4.1 or 3.5 inch
gun forward, one 20 m.m. quadruple aft and one or tvro of the
same type in the waist, with sometimes an additional gun
position aft.

Merchant ships were fitted with a^imament which included
the same type of gun as Sperrbrechers, but the guns were not

nearly so numerous. During the winter of 194'l/''+2^
position aft had a 4.’1 or 3*5 inch low angle gun with a

37 m.m, or 20 m.m. gun mounted forward,
bridge 20 m,m, or machine guns vrere to be found,
square improvised gun positions were beginning to give wray
to the circular steel platforms.

Armed trav/ler

On each wing of th

s

e
The

This gradual increase in flak armament had won for the

enemy a temporary victory, as both Bomber and Coastal
Commands v/ere forced to abandon low level attacks through

At the time the Assess-unacceptable aircraft casualties,
ment Committee's figures gave an exchange rate of one enemy

ship sunk i^er three aircraft lost but the postwar examination
of enemy losses worsens this ratio to one per six aircraft.

Although the decision to abandon the low level attack
was not made officially within the period under review, it

was already an accepted fact. The final decision rested
upon the reply awaited from the Air Ministry in ansv^'er to the

appeal by the A.O.C.-in-C., Coastal Command, for  a supply of
Beaufighters equipped with torpedoes and/or bombs, as the
most suitable replacement for the Hudson aircraft, which, at
this time, was so inadequately equipped to deal with such a
well armed adversary.

c.c/s.15207
Enel: 8A,
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CHAPTER 7II

FLEET RECOMAISSAHCE AHD THE MOl/ES OF GERMAH

MAJOR MYAL UNITS TO AM) FROM NOR?fAJ ~ JULY 1941 TO JTOIE 1942

Introduction

In Volume II, Chapter VII, Section (iii), the details are
given of the first standardisation of the northern breakout

patrols which came into being on the 11 Jme, 1941* During
the operations against the "Lutzow" a few days later, these

patrols were not tested. .On the 2. August, two new Patrols '

were added to the. schemeC'') and on the 6 August  a policy
governing this type of reconnaissance was brought into force.

It was decided by the Admiralty that, in view of the shortage
of long-range aircraft in Coastal Command, it was impossible to
carry out the ocean breakout schemes in northern waters and the

Bay of Biscay when needed and at the same time to give the

requisite air escort and support to the Atlantic convoys
against the U-boats. Therefore, when the necessity arose in

CC/Gl/2/8/41

the futiire for taking precautions against a breakout of enemy
surface units or for extended reconnaissance in aid of Home

Fleet operations, the Admiralty woiild make a signal to Coastal
Command and the naval authority concerned that "Fleet
reconnaissance" was to take precedence over "Trade protection".
This was to remain in force until the situation permitted a
return to the normal(2).

To gain a full picture of the reconnaissance performed
more or less continuously off the Norwegian coast, it must be

realised that enemy merchant shipping and minor naval units

were always using the sheltered Inner Leads. Anti-shipping
sweeps in addition to the standard coastwise patrols were a

daily task and as complete a photographic cover as weather

permitted was maintained over all ports, Genmn as well as

Norwegiaji, in order to keep the geographical position of the

enemy major naval units under observation. Preliminary
reconnaissance and both fighter and A/U cover were also given
to minor Home Fleet operations such as raids on the Norwegiaii
coast and naval minelaying. Details of such flying, which was

indirectly in’aid of the Home Fleet, are given in chapters IV

and VIo In this chapter, therefore, mention will only bemade

of major incidents which required either ocean reconnaissance
or direct operations against main enemy naval units on the move

to and from Norwegian ports.

(1) "Longstop" - A patrol to the north of the Faeroes, and

"Trap", which was a sweep by four A.S.V. fitted aircraft
to the South of Iceland alternative to the "Rovik" Patrols

as the "Pox" sweep was to the "Bear" patrol in the
See map XEV,Denmark Straits.

There were three degrees of this control over air opera
tions; -

(a) The normal state in which the A.O.C.-in-C,, Coastal .

Command, used his forces for Trade Protection.
(b) Fleet Reconnaissance as required by the C.-in-C.,
Home Fleet, to take precedence of Trade Protection,
(c) Admira,lty Control when the C.-in-C*, Home Fleet
himself put to sea and maintained W/T silence,
not ask for specific reconnaissance and the Admiralty
undertook to. do it for him.

He. co-uld

(2)

 .

Thispolicy was put into effect in an Admiralty order
M,0.D. 1147/41 dated the 6 August, 1941.
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(i) The Pocket Battleship "Admiral ttWi Scheer” in Oslo

A temporary scare lasted between the 4 and 18 September^
1941 lest the “Admiral iftw Scheer” might be moving up the
Norwegian Coast and attempt a breakout into the Atlantic.
P.R.U. photographs on the 4th disclosed that this ship had left
Kiel and, on his Joxxmey back, the pilot of the aircraft
reported sighting a large warship with three destroyers and a
merchant ship northbound in the Great Belt at I4OO hours.
The photographs he took of this 'force confirmed their identity
as the “Scheer". three destroyers and a depot ship. A Hudson
of No. 220 Squadron was ordered to patrol in the Skagerrack as
far as longitude 10°E from midnight. At 0205 hours on the
5 September the pilot reported a pocket battleship accompanied
by three destroyers in position 5853N x 1020E. This position
was in the entrance to Oslo fjord towards which they appeared
to be steaming. A P.R.U. aircraft was despatched at first
photographic light and succeeded in locating the "Scheer" in
Oslo harbour. On the following day at O83O hoxirs, four
Portress aircraft of Bomber Command No. 2 Group left Kinloss
to make a high level precision attack on her. Three of the
aircraft reached the area but could not find the target in the

position given. However, a photographic sortie which was
carried out at the same time obtained photographs which showed

the "Scheer” still in the same place in Oslo harbour alongside
the- south side of the most northerly Jetty,

On the 7 September, cloud conditipns prevented a view of
Oslo but the naval harbour at Horten, halfway down Oslo fiord,
was photographed disclosing the light cruiser "Emden" and

three destroyers.

At 0915 hours ojn the 8th, fovir Bomber Command Portresses
again took off to attack the "Scheer". They were intercepted
over Southern Norway at 28,000 feet by Me.109 fighters and two
were shot down; the other two abandoned the task and returned
to base.

No, 18 Group
September O.R,B»

■-rs

Cloud conditions over Oslo prevented any photographic
On the latter dayCoastal Command

Naval Staff Log
reconnaissance on, the 8 and 9 September,
an intelligence report, graded as B4, 'was received to the
effect that the "Scheer" had left Oslo on the 8th bound for the

The Norwegian Coast Patrols were stiffened andNorth Sea.

■ P.R.U. put on first priority for Trondheim, Oslo and Kiel.
The C.-in-C. Home Pleet asked for breakout patrols from the
10 September but the Admiralty did not make the "Pleel:
reconnaissance take precedence" signal as it was found possible
to satisfy the C,-in-C.'s request for "Polar" and "Pox" on the
10 and 11 September without interrupting Trade Protection

A spell of bad weather then intervened which held
Oslo was not

measures,

up the fvirther flying of these two patrols,

r%.

covered until the 15 September when it was seen that the
"Emden" had arrived there from Horten and the "Soheer" had
departed. No trace of the "Scheer" was found in the major
eneny ports, despite continuous search, until on the
18 September photographs of the Baltic port of Swinemunde
disclosed the ship in the entrance to the harbour. The
tension accordingly relaxed.

H. Q. C. C.
Intelligence
Summary for
Septeanber.

By the 3' October, routine photographic cover had’
established that the "Scheer" had moved to Hamburg but from
the 25th she no longer appeared on the photographs of that port
on the few occasions when weather permitted a clear view.
Similar weather difficulties over Kiel and other Baltic ports
frustrated all efforts to re-locate her. Concern as to her

■ ^
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whereabouts grev/ acute by the 5 November and on that day the
Admiralty made the signal for Fleet reconnaissance to take

preced.ence over Trade protection,
patrols comjnenced but bad weather hampered their oontinuity.
Furious gales from the 10th onwards caused severe casualties
among the Fl^^'ing boats and by the 15 N^oveniber, Coastal
Command's availability in long-range aircraft had been reduced

to 12 flying boats and one Liberator - sufficient only for

2f8 hours of the ocean patrols. The "Sentries" Patrols could

not be kept up even using relays of Hudsons writh special
long-range tanks, and from the l6th only "
could be maintained. Coastv/ise cover^^J,
west corner of Norway, v/as frequently interrupted for days,
ToY/ards, the end of the month photographic cover was re

established over most of the main German ports and on the

28 November the "Scheer" was discovered back once more in

The "Fleet reconnaissance" signal was cancelled

Goastw'ise and ocean breakout

Frice" and "Polar

even off the soutb-

Swinemunde,

Coastal Command

Naval Staff Log

and normal Trade Protection duties Yvere resumed.

No further Fleet Reconnaissance was undertaken until

January 1942 though long-range fighter cover and bombing
support was given to the combined operation at Vaagso at the
end of December, Details of this have been given in

Chapter IV, Section (vi)(f).

(ii) The battleship "Tirpitz transferred to Trondheim

As far back as September 1941 it had been agreed by the
German Naval Staff that the "Tirpitz" should go to Trondheim

to operate in Arctic waters pending the readiness of the Brest
The "Tirpitz" hadGroup for operations in the Atlantic,

only been in full commission for a short time and was still

engaged in her initial working up to full battle readiness in
Baltic wraters. Delays in the completion of this and the

unreadiness of the Brest Group had dragged on till December,

Fuhrer Confer-

encGS on Naval

Affairs 1941 '

and 1942

At the end of I94I , Germany was deeply involved in the
The U-boat offensive was notcampaign against Russia,

preventing the arrival in Great Britain of increasing food and
wrar supplies from overseas; moreover she was able to re-direct

stream, of military equipment to Russia in convoys using the
Hitler was convinced that there was a great

danger of British landings in northern Norway and to meet this
threat he insisted on a concentration of heavy naval units in

The German Naval Staff proposed to effect thi;
by bringing the Brest Group back to Germany and to deploy them

j.e pocket battleships to Norwegian ports

a

Arctic route.

s
these waters.

inand the availab

February 1942(2

Numerous small raids vrere being made by British detach
ments at various places on the north-west European coastline

culminating in successful larger scaled raids at Vaagso and
the Lofoten Islands between the 26 and 29 December, These

and other intelligence reports strengthened Hitler's conviction
imminent British invasion of Norway in co-operation wdth

The only major unit at immediate
of an

S-weden backed by Russia,

ibid.

InThe standard coast patrols had been increased,
addition to "Trost", "Stab","Bert", "Stand", "Hornli" and
Sleeve" there wa.s now "Gup" betw'een Marsten Light qnd

Stavanger; "Saucer" covering the mouth of the
Skao-ei'rack; and "Swjeep" between Heligoland andHornReefs.
Refs, CC/GI/9/II/4I and C1?/G1 3/3/8/41, See Map XFV for

(1)

positions.

See Chapter V, Section (iv),
SECRET
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readiness v/as the "Tirpitz" and she was ordered forthwith to

transfer from the Baltic to Trondheim,
known as "Pol'arnacht" and the objects were to strengthen the

naval forces guarding Germany's northern flank, to operate^
against the British convoys to Russia and to tie down British
naval forces well away from possible interference v>rith the

movements of the Brest Group.

The operation vj-as

The "Tirpita" had last been viewed on the 1 9 December
On the 6 January

H.Q.C.C. Intelli

gence Summaries. 1941 in Kiel by photographic reconnaissance.
1942, similar reconnaissance reported the absence of the

pocket battleship "Admiral ItMl Scheer" from Swinemunde.
Since these two dates nothing had been seen of either vessel

owing to impossible weather conditions over most of the German
main naval ports. On the 15 January, photographs were

cured of IVilhelmshaven which revealed a drastic reduction,
since the previous day, in the floating camouflage usually
maintained in the Bauhafen basin of the dockyard. It v/as

idered by the Admiralty Intelligence Section that^this
rival of a major naval unit, possibly the

"Tirpitz" or the "Scheer" from Kiel.
Kiel and Wilhelmshaven were made first priority for photo-

No particular stress was laid on
other than ordinary lout.ine patrols.

se

ar

On the 1 6th therefore,

graphic reconnaissance,
Norr/egian reconnaissance

Coastal Command cons

Raval Staff Leg. might presage the

In point of fact, the "Tirpitz" had already left ^rmany
and had arrived unseen and unsuspected in the Trondheim area.

She left Gotehaven, in the Baltic, on the 11 th and passed
through the Kiel Canal on the 13 January, arriving late in the
day at Brunsbuttel. At 2250 hours B.S.T. on _the 14th she

ighed and proceeded northv/ards through the Heligoland Bight
and, after some diversionary movements in the mouth of the

Skagerrack betvreen 1530 and 1930 hours on the 15th to mislead
any possible British reconnaissance, proceeded up the 

coast ot
Norway during the dark hours keeping between 15 and 30 miles
off the land. She rounded Stadtlandet Peninsula at 0430 hours

the 16 January and entered the Inner Leads at Gripholen at

1025 hours subsequently passing Trondheim at about 1500 hours.
She did not anchor here but carried on up the Strind
into Aas fiord finally entering a small inlet called

she was moored close under the cliffs at 1 olfh

we

on

fiord v/hero

Log of the
"Tirpitz"

hours.(1)

There being no reason to suspect this movement on^the
15 January, only the routine reconnaissances were carried 

out
the Norwvegian coast. Between 1030 and 1230 hours, a total

of six aircraft were patrolling between the southern point of
Norv^ay and the peninsula of Stadtlandet in latitude 62 N
looking for enemy merchant shipping. At this time the
"Tirpitz" was still only off the west coas. of Denmark.
hpJl^^ols were carried out in the afternoon so the battleship
was unseen as she made the southwest corner of Norway at dusk*
On the next day no flying took place on the Nonregian coa.t
north of the latitude of Bergen and the

she approached Gripholen during the forenoon of the

on

No

unseen as s

No, 18 Group
January O.R.B.

16 January.

1 7 J anuary

The Admiralty informed ILQ.C.C. by telephone at 0735 hours
that Intelligence indications pointed to the possibility^of
either the "Tirpitz" or the "Scheer" moving up to Norwegian
waters and attempting a breakout into the Atlantic.

The

Appendix XIX and Map X7II.(l) For details of the itinerarj^ soe
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H'O) would le required andSentiy I" andCoastal Command

Naval Staff Log
patrols
photographic reconnaissance of Trondheim, Stavanger and Kiel
was made a first priority,
was ordered between Stavanger and Trondheim,
the "Sentry Patrols" were postponed as the Admiralty Intelli

gence Section considered that Trondheim would be the terminus
for the time being,
from Oban to reinforce those at Sullom Voe in case extended

By 1600 hours the P.E.U, sorties

In addition, coastal reconnaissan

Hovirever, three Catalinas vrere moved

reconnaissance was needed,

ce
At 1000 hours

had failed, that to Trondheim through oxygen mask trouble and
The ordinary

It viras planned to send a
that to Kiel owing to IO/IO cloud in t’le area,
patrols had nothing to report.
Liberator of No. 120 Squadron on a night sortie to Trondheim
with flares but the weather over the Squadron's airfield at

Nutts Corner shut down completely and grounded all aircraft.
In view of the failure to view Trondheim or locate any major

unit on the coast, the Adimiralty requested "Sentiy II" and

"III" to be patrolled from noon on the I8th and made the signal
for Fleet Reconnaissance to take precedence of Trade protection.

18 January

Yfeather and cloud conditions frustrated photographic
The breakout patrols andreconnaissance of Trondheim,

coastal reconnaissances were flown as scheduled. At 1630 hours

a Hudson sortie managed to view the town of Trondheim under the

10/10 cloud but saw no signs of naval units in the roadstead or
immediate vicinity. At 2000 hours, the Admiralty informed
H.Q.C.C. that they considered the eneny unit concerned to be
the "Tirpitz" and that she had gone or would go to the
Trondheim area as a deterrent to further conmiando raids.

Likely anchorages were given as being Strindfiord, Stjordals
fiord, Aas fiord or even further north in Beitstad and

fiords. (2)Stenkjaer

ibid, and

No. 18 Group
O.E.B.

19 January

"Sentry II" and "III" continued to be flown but with a

break in the latter due to a relief Catalina crashing in the

sea off the Shetland Isles. Later in the day they had to be

cancelled OTidng to a gale at Sullom Voe, The day's P.R.U,
sorties established that no major unit was in Trondheim harbour

or roads or in any of the ports to the south down to and

including the Bergen area. At the end of the day the
Admiralty passed to H. Q. C. G. an appreciation of the situation
to the effect that, if the "Tirpitz" was not in the Trondheim

area or if located there and she subsequently left, they
convinced she v/ould be on an operation to the northT/ard,
Coastal Command could not, at this range, maintain a continuous

inshore patrol north of Trondheim to intercept this move.
Therefore the Gomm.and must continue to fly photographic sorties

at top priority over the Trondheim area and cany out long
range reconnaissance by occasional single aircraft as far non.h
as possible. Meanwhile the "Sentiy Patrols" could be discon-
timed but sufficient aircraft must be at readiness to

institute "Polar" and "Price" at any moment. The

were
ibid.

(1) Sentries I, II and III were crossover patrols extending
northwards from the tip of the Shetland Isles to latitude
664ON.

See Map XVII. ^ x n
"Polar" was a patrol extending from the north of Iceland
to latitude 69°N.
"Price" was a

See Map XIV.
2

3

patrol between the Faeroe Islands and Iceland.
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A.O.0.-in-Go gave orders for one Catalina to be prepared for
a night flight with camera and flares to Narvik and late that

night, on request from the Admiralty, instructed both "Polar"
and "Price" to be flown from first light on the 20th.

20 January

"Polar" and "Price were flown all day as scheduled, with
"Sentry III" as well from noon to I63O hours. Ever since the
15 January, a movement of enemy long range aircraft to
Norwegian airfields had been noted and increasing sorties to
the westward of Norv/ay had been reported by our patrols all of
Ti/hich tended to confirm a new situation in this ai’ea. Agents'
reports, graded B2, were received that the "Tirpitz" had been

seen in the Trondheim area on the 19 January. However, the
day's P.R.U. sorties still drew a blank though they did
establish that the ship was not anyw^here in Strindfiord.
Petrol shortage prevented a search of Aas and Stjordals fiords.

ibid.

21 January

"Polar" and "Price" continued to be flown,

had to return at 1145 hours owing to another gale with snow
and similar conditions forced a discontinuance of "Polar" at

1700 hours,

failed to find the "Tirpitz",

The latter

Only one P.R.U. sortie was possible and that

22 January

P.E.U. sorties succeeded in photographing the remaining
No major unit was disclosed in Stjordals, Beitstad

Local cloud spoilt the negative of Aas

ibid. fiords.

or Stenkjaer fiords,

fiord but the pilot stated that, visually, he could see no

signs of any warship.

25 January

At 1250 hours, good photographs vere obtained of Aas fiord,
and, when developed, at last revealed the "Tirpitz"»
ship was moored close up to the cliffs on the northern side

of a small inlet off Aas fiord, called Poetten fiord,
shadows cast by the cliffs, the mottled rock and snow landscape
and the camourflage netting in place over part of the ship
combined to form a perfect hiding place which fully explained
the failure of visual reconnaissance.

The

The

On the 25 January, the Prime Minister drew the attention
of the Chiefs of Staff to the presence of the "Tirpitz" at

Trondheim, the destruction or even the crippling of which, he
wrote, would constitute the greatest event at sea at that
time. He pointed out that no other target was comparable to

P.M./D9/2

this ship which was holding four times the number of British

capital ships paralysed as well as the two new American
battleships now in the Atlantic,

The Prime Minister ordered a plan to be made for attacks
on the "Tirpitz" by Bomber Command and carrier borne torpedo
aircraft,

strongest terms - "The entire naval situation throughout the
world would be altered and naval command in the Pacific

regained - I regard the matter as of the highest urgency and
importance",

He stressed the iiiportance of the target in the

GeO,S„(42)28(o)
Annexe II

The CdA,S, conferred with A.0,C,-in-C., Bomber Command
who explained that the ship was out of range for all except
Halifaxes and Stirlings operating from Lossiemouth,

SECRET
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various reasons daylight attack was considered unfeasible and

it was agreed that Halifaxes should be assembled at Lossiemouth
for an attack on the first night on which there was sufficient

It was suggested that this should be followed by  a dawnmoon,

attack by carrier borne torpedo bombers.

The Prime Minister approved the plan on the 28 January
and asked for immediate action to implement it,
of the "Tlrpitz" forbade the use of torpedo aircraft but the

bombing attack took place on the night of the 29/30 January.
It was carried out by nine Halifaxes and seven Stirlings,
No direct results were observed and in actual fact the battle

ship was not damaged.

During this week 24 to 5'! January, photographic sorties
had great difficulty in continuing to confirm the ship's
presence as it was only on the best photographs that she could
be distinguished,
and several scares were experienced that she had left.
Breakout patrols v/ere flown on these occasions and it v/as not
till the end of the month that P.R.U, re-inforcements at Wick

enabled a daily routine watch to be planned,
this was often interrupted by unsuitable Y/eather and the

shortage of the only type of aircraft - the Mosquito - which

could undertake this long range task with hope of success.
The precedence for Fleet Reconnaissance was cancelled but the

necessity for constant watch, with the institution of some of

the Northern breakout patrols whenever photographic confirma

tion of the "Tirpitz's" presence was lacking, imposed a heavy
strain on Coastal Command's resources particularly as a simila

task was being performed against the German major units in
Brest,

The position

Visual evidence from the air was unreliable

Subsequently

S. 50128

Chapter V
Section (ii)

(iii) The pocket battleship "Admiral tSiii Scheer" and the heavy
cruiser "Prinz Eugen" transferred to Trondheim

Prom the 14 February, just after the escape of the Brest

Group to Germany, much increased eneny air activity was
observed in and to the west of the Trondheim area*

action usually presaged the move of enemy naval units, the

Admiralty warned Coastal Command that the breakout patrols
might be required in the near future,
few days, extensive moves of German bomber and long range
fighter aircraft were reported to be taking place from the
south up to Danish and Norwegian airfields,
the suspicion of imminent eneny naval movements.
Norwegian coast air patrols were intensified, particularly
"Stand" which was flown at four hour intervals from the lyth.
Ty/o British Submarines were stationed in the exits from the

Trondheim area anchorages,( 1)
routine P.R.U, sortie observed the "Tirpitz

Y/ay in Strindfiord,
precedence for Fleet reconnaissance and required additional
air reconnaissance between Heligoland and south Norway,
Home Fleet put to sea and cruised betvreen Iceland and Norway,

As such

During the next

This increased

The

On the 19 February the
exercising under

The Admiralty immediately ordered

The

Coastal Command

Naval Staff Log
and Nos. 16 and

18 Groups O.R.B.
Appendices.

One submarine was stationed in Fro Havet and one off

Gripholen,
instructed to include these tYi'^o localities in their

photographic sorties in order that any enemy anti
submarine patrol craft, activity might be passed by W/T
to the two submarines.

The P,R.U, Pilots virereSee Map XVT.
(1)
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During the afternoon of the 20 Fehn.iary, Af^miralty
Intelligence received indications pointing to a move up to
Nor^vay by a naval force from Germany,
sweep off the west coast of Denmark were maintained throughout
the night. Prom dawn on the 21 st,. further extensive patrols
were flo'wn off the Danish and southwestern Norway coasts.

The torpedo Beauforts of Nos. 42, 217 and 86 Squadrons were
brought to l-g- hours readiness at Leuchars and North Coates.("l)

Stand" patrol and a

At 111D hours, vi?hen in position 5551N x O64IE, Hudson H/55
Squadron on "Sv/eep" patrol sighted a naval force conposed of

two large warships and three destroyers steering north at about
20 knots. Visibility was good in this area but poor further

Relays of Hudsons, ato the northward off southwest Noiw/ay.

Whitley and a Sunderland were organised to maintain touch with
this force,

combined strike action could be planned

view, it was decided not to despatch a Coastal Coimnand strike
immediately but to send all available torpedo Beauforts to

reach a position 10 miles south of Utsire Light by 1730
.(3) Prom thence they were to sweep to the southeast

H.Q. Bomber Command were informed so that
.(2) With this end in

hom-s

ibid.

to meet the eneniy force and the Bomber Command strike would be

timed to malce a nearly simultaneous high level attack.

However, during the afternoon the bad weather spread to

the south, deteriorating into low cloud with snovv and hail
showers. None of the shadowing sorties or re-location sweeps
succeeded in finding the enemy force. Under these conditions,
Bomber Command stood dovm. their three squadrons which had been

brought to readiness for the attack. Coastal Command
continued with the plan and, at I505 hours, 12 Beauforts
corted by eight Beaufighters left Leuchars follov/ed at

1600 hours by five Beauforts from North Coates. The Leuchars
strike carried out the sweep but.sav; no signs of the enemy;
the North Coates detachment ran into continuous snow and sleet,
lost touch with each other and had to abandon the task.

GS

ibid.

Actually, the German heavy ships were the Pocket battle
ship "Admiral 'Vnm Scheer" and the cruiser "Prinz Eugen". It

was originally planned by the German Naval Staff that these

two ships and the battle cruisers "Scharnliorst" and "Gneisenau"
should nuike the move to Norway together, but the damage
sustained by the two battlecruisers through hitting mines

during their escape from Brest prevented their participation.
The transfer operation therefore only included the "Scheer"
and "Prinz Eugen". These two ships, escorted by destroyers,
left Brunsbuttel at 2100 hours British time on the 20 February,
and proceeded northwards through the Heligoland Bight and up
the west coast of Denmark, Shortly after being sighted by
the Coastal Command Hudson at 1110 hours on the 21st, they
turned back on their tracks and at 1 65O hours received orders to

remain at sea during the night and to -put into Skudesnes fiord
at dawn on the 22nd, Thence they were to proceed up the Inner

They were to leave the Leads after
It was

Leads until off Bergen,
dark and proceed under cover of night to Trondheim,

Appendix XX

not surprising, therefore, that the Beaufort strike sighted
nothing off southwest Norway at dusk on the 21st,

0) At Leuchars were available ten aircraft of No. 42

Squadron and three of No. 217 Squadron,
were five of No. 86 Squadron.
At 1200 hours, C.-in-Co Bomber.Command ordered the
following Squadrons to be brought to readiness;
squadron each of Halifaxes, Stirlings and Iknchesters.
All were armed with A.P, and S.A..P. bombs.

See Map X7I,

At North Coa

one

tes

(2)

(3)
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The photographs taken during the day over the Aas fiord
area showed that a berth for a large ship had been prepared in
Lo fiord thus indicating.the terminus point for at least one

of the enemy warships,^
location of the German force it v/as planned by Coastal Command

to send a small strike of torpedo Beauforts into the Skudesnes
area at dawn on the 22nd and reserve the main Beaufort effort

for the Stadtlandet area later in the dayo Bomber Command
decided not to attempt a strike at the naval units but to bomb

the enemy airfields at Sola, Lista and Mandal in south Norrvay
during the night of the 21st/22nd.

In accordance with this plan, three Be'auforts of No. 86
Squadron left North Coates at 0500 hours and six of No. 42
Squadron took off from Leuchars at 0547 hours on the
22 Pebruary, The former ran into foul weather on the way
over and only one aircraft reached the area,
four aircraft were in the Skudesne^Lister
0857 hours. No enemy ships vi/ere sighted
this strike at the ships, four Beaufighters of No. 248
Squadron were despatched at 0535 hours to shoot up the enemy
aerodrome at Sola, near Stavanger. One of these aircraft,
T/hen flying into Skudesnes fiord at sea level, sighted the

German force at 0715 hours, well inside the fiord, steering
060° at slow speed and obviously making for the Inner Leads.
Ten minutes later, a Bomber Command Ivlanchester, returning from

a sortie over South Norwa.y, also sighted the force from 16,000
feet. An attack was made under heavy flak from the ships and
neighbouring shore batteries so the pilot could not observe
the fall of his bombs.

Having no idea of the precise

Of the latter,
betv^een 0752 an

/if

Coastal Command

Naval Staff Log
and

No, 18 Group
O.R.B. Append
ices

d
In addition to

The German account states that the squadron Y^ere in
position 59OON X O5O8E at 0700 hours entering Skudesnes fiord
and at 0720 hours opened fire on an aircraft v/hich attacked

and missed the "(8|LScheer" at 0750 hours. . They erroneously
claimed the aircraft as shot down,

entered the Inner Leads, passing Haugesund at O85O hours,
entering Kors fiord at 1100 hours and anchoring
fiord at 1328 hours.w)

After this the sqiadron

in Grimstad

Appendix XX

PoIIoYving the reports of these two sightings, the offshore
■patrols were increased in case the enemy ships took to the
open sea and P*R,U^ sorties were flown to try and locate them
in the Inner Leads and to photograph likely anchorages in case
they stopped,
Trere taken which disclosed the "JMB|_3cheer" and "Prinz Eugen
at anchor in Grimstad fiord.

At 1500 hours, photographs.of the Bergen area

The interpretation report did

Coastal Command

Naval Staff Log
and

No, 18 Group
O.R.B, Append
ices

not reach Coastal Command headquarters until 1700 hours,
was considered that the ships would continue their Journey
northwards after dark and, in consultation with the Admiralty,
the following plan v/as adopted.

It

The G.-in-C. Home Fleet detached H.M,S. Victorious

(carrier), H.M.S, Bery/ick and foiir destroyers to be in, a
position about 100 miles west of Stadtlandet by midnight.

1.

Coastal Command to fly coastal reconnaissance between
Bergen and Stadtlandet from 1 900 hours onward and to
despatch the Beaufort torpedo strike so as to sweep up

2,

(1) Lo fiord was another of the small inlets opening off
See IViap XVII,

(2) They were of course too late to see the enemy force in
this area,

(3) See Ivlap X\a,

Aas fiord.
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from Utvaer Light to Stadtlandet between 2100 and 2200
hours*

A strike of F*A.A. Albacore torpedo aircraft to leave
Victorious in time to sweep down in the reverse

direction from 0100 hours on the 23rd.

3.

Two Catalinas of No. 4-13 Squadron patrolled from
Stadtlandet to Utvaer Light and Bergen to Utvaer Light from
1900 hours to 2048 and O3IO hours respectively in order to
locate the force,

suspicious A,S,V. contacts between 2000 and 2040 hours but the

flares failed to ignite which prevented any identification.
In point of fact, these contacts could not have been the
enemy ships as they did not leave Grimstad fiord until 2000

hours and were still south of Feje at 2200 hours,
easy, however, to explain why the other aircraft’s A.S.V. did
not give indications as from about 2200 hours the German
Squadron was in the open sea proceeding northwards outside
Utvaer Light,
unlikely as the visibility varied betwe.en a fevi miles and a

few yards in increasing snow showers* ̂

The former aircraft obtained several

It is not

Latterly, visual sighting would have been

ibid.

The strike of eight Beauforts took off around I85O hours

from Leuchars and five of them succeeded in carrying out the

planned sweep between 2120 and 2210 hours,
conditions were poor v/ith frequent snow showers,
of the enemy were seen as in actual fact they were still to

the south of Utvaer Light,
The i'.A.A. idbacores carried out their sweep as scheduled and should have

sighted the enemy soon after 0100 hours but by then the ';/eather conditions
were even wrorse and nothing r/as seen.
Postwar research by the Admiralty Historical Section reveals that two of these
aircraft appear to have collided in cloud near the Nonvegian Coast. The
third came down in the sea near the ohetlands presumably through lack of petrol.
There v/ere no survivors.

The weather

No signs

Three aircraft failed to return.

ibid.

The enemy squadron had an uneventful passage, reaching
position 631 IN x 0643E by 0540 hours oh the 23 Fetiruary where
course v/as shaped to enter the Inner Leads at Gripholen,
Y/hile approaching this opening, at O606 hours, the
"Frinz Eugen” was hit in the stern by a toi'pedo fired by H.M.S/M.
Trident. The "Itw Scheer", who was about 700 metres astern

at the time, continued on with one destroyer. She passed
Trondheim at 1200 hours and moored in Lo fiord at 1348 hours.

Meanwhile the "Frinz Eugen" was stopped with the steering
gear out of action and making water aft. Using auxiliary
steering she got under way at 0730 hours and slowly made her

way up the Trondheim Leden, passing the town at I84O hours and

anchoring in Lo fiord at 2255 hours. Examination of the ship
revealed extensive damage to the rudder blade, the steering
gear and the stern structure.

After receiving the W/T sighting report from H.M.S/M.
Trident, Coastal Command cancelled the extensive loatrols which

had taken off before first light and concentrated on

Appendix XX

No. 18 Group
O.R.B* Append
ices

(1) Catalina 4/413 Squadron carried out the northern patrol
until 2048 hours when course was set for base after the

failure of all flaros to ignite. The southern aircraft,
14/413 Squadron, was instructed by W/T at 2250 hours to
proceed to Uvaer Light and take over the northern patrol.
This was carried out from 2330 to 0350 hours v/hen the
A,S,V, became unserviceable,

worsened rapidly after 2300 hourSo

YYeather conditions
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photographic sorties over the Trondheim area,

revealed the Scheer” moored in the prepared berth in
Lo fiord and the "Tii-pita" back in her previous -position in
Eoetten fiord.

These

Tile "Prinz Eugen" was not seen.

To guard against a sally from this area that now contained
two capital ships, two new watching patrols T^ere inaugurated
from dusk on the 23 February. A Catalina crossover patrol on
the coast covering the exits from Fro Havet and Gripholen knovm
as "Prowl" and a patrol between Stadtlandet and Utvaer Light
known as " Stutt er", ("I)
from dusk to first lights
reconnaissance disclosed the "Prinz Eugen" at anchor near the
"IBti Scheer" in Lo fiord.

(iv) The attempt by the "Tirpitz" to intercept convoy PoQ.12
early in March 1942

These two patrols Y/ere flown nightly
On the 24- February, photographic

From the 26 February it v^as considered desirable to maintain
an air patrol guard-ing the exits from Trondheim during daylight
hours as well as by night. For this purpose the aircraft on

"Prowl" automatically opened the patrol co-ordinates 20 miles
to seaward at first light and closed in again at dusk. This
was done in order to be outside easy fighter interception
range during daylight hours and the day position of the cross
over was called "Prowler".

No. 18 Group
signal
A. 981/26/^4-2

In vieYT of the presence in Trondheim ,of two enemy capital
ships, it was decided by the Admiralty that the next convoy to
Russia - PQ12 - should be supported by units of the Home Fleet
and that Coastal Command should intensify breakout patrols and
photographic reconnaissance in the Trondheim area from the time
when the convoy was clear of. Iceland until it was to the east
of Bear Island,

continued presence in harbour of the enemy major units, 
"

and "Polar" would be^ required and in addition, long range
search as far north as possible betwreen Iceland and Norway,
There were, however, only six Catalinas and four Sunderlands
available at this time in Nos, 15 and 18 Groups and it was
realised that the flying of even "Prov/1" and "Prowler" could
not be maintained for long and their initiation must be put off
until the last moment compatible vvith prudent precaution
against an attempt to intercept the convoy.

Should P.R, sorties fail to establish the

Price

Coastal Cmd

Naval Staff

Log

All three enemy ships were successfully vieY/ed in harbour

On the 1 March, convoy PQ1 2 sailed fromon the 28 February,
Hvalfiord and took a westabout route round Iceland.

Liberators of No. 120 Squadron were ordered to transfer from

Northern Ireland to Reykjavik by the 3
long range reconnaissance if necessary
were again view'ed in harbour on the 2, 3 and 4 March,
latter day, units of the Home Fleet put to
and received a.ir escort until dusk,(3)

Two

March to provide ice

On th

and
enemy units

e

sea from Scapa Flow
It Yvas decided to

No. 18 Group
O.R.B.

Appendices

(1 Reference: CC/GI/23/2/4R*See Map XIF.
There were only two Liberators available in No. 120
Squadron, B/120 arrived at Reykjavik on the 3 March but
the second aircraft was not sent.

(2

(3) The units were the battleship H.M.S, K3.ng George V, the
fleet carrier H.M.S, Victorious, the- cruiser H.M.S. Bex'-Ydck .

and six desti-oyers,

and returns to harbour of Home Fleet units, Vu and long
range fighter escort were given by Coastal Command out to

the economic range of the aircraft employed.

On this and all subsequent sailings
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commence flying "Prowl" and "Prowler
backed up by a daily forenoon photographic sortie over Aas fiord
with an afternoon sortie should the former fail to obtain

On the 5th, the P,R, aircraft failed to return and
■'Prowl" and "Prowler" v/ere

from dusk on the 4th,

results,
the major units were not viewed,-
flo\m continuously.

Soon after davm on the 6 March, the pilot of the Catalina
Prowler" shifted his patrol further still to seav/ardin view

of the extreme visibility in the area and continued thus until
his patrol endurance finished at 1515 hoxrrs. Because of the
difficulty in completing the routine engine inspections on the
overworked long range, aircraft, the relief Catalina did not
arrive on "Prowl" patrol mtil 2240 hours, moreover vreather
conditions at base frustrated any photographic aircraft from
taking off during the whole day. During this breakdown in air
reconnaissance, the "Tirpitz" left Trondheim and proceeded
northwards through Pro Havet and close up the coast of Norv/ay
until dark. She was, howrever, not unseen,
H.M.S/M. Seawolf, on patrol outside Pro Havet in position
6432N X 0959E, sighted a large warship 10 miles away to the
southeastward steering 045° and out of attacking range,
this vulnerable position the submarine v;as unable to s-urface
to make a Yf/T report until 2350 hours ,(1-)

on

At 1801 hours

In

Coast Cmd,
Haval Staff

Log

The German records establish that their long range air
reconnaissance sighted and reported PQ12 at 1205 hours on the
5 March in a position 70 miles southeastward of Jan Mayen
Island, The U-boats waiting between this island and Bear
Island were ordered to form an interception line and the
"Tirpitz" raised steam for three hours notice. Early on the
6 March the Naval ?/ar staff, with Hitler’s approval, decided
to despatch her to attack the convoy. At 1100 hours the
"Tirpitz", with the 5th Destroyer and 2nd Torpedo boat
flotillas, put to sea. After being escorted well into the
open sea, the "Tirpitz", at 1852 hours, sent the torpedo boats
and one destroyer back and proceeded v/ith three destroyers
towards the convoy vi^hich it was estimated would be found in
approximately 7200 N x 0900 E by 1500 hours on the 7 March.

The receipt of the "Seawolf's" signal at nearly midnight,
although' establishing the departure of one major unit, left
the Admiralty uncertain as to which one, Por this reason the
flying of "Prowl" and "Prov/ler" was continued in case another
ship should sail and urgent priority was given for photographic
cover of the Trondheim anchorages. The first sortie on the
7 March failed but the next one obtained photographs at 1 500
hours which confirmed that the "BIM Scheer" and "Prinz Eugen
were still in harbour but disclosed the departure of the
Tirpitz" and three destroyers-. At 1632 hours a "raider

distress" message was intercepted from' a merchant ship in
position 7235N X IO5OE which indicated the v/hearabouts of the
"Tirpitz" and destroyers. In readiness for an attack during
the battleship's return journey, nine Beauforts were sent to
Sumbui-'gh in the Shetlands together with four Beaufighters as
escort. Of the other available Beauforts, seven were kept at
¥ick in case the "Prinz Eugen" should try to return to Germany
and eight were at Leuchars to deal, with any nava.1 reinforce
ments tliat might be sent from Germany, Six Beaufighters were

M
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(1) At 10 miles range through the periscope the captain of the
"Seawolf"' was unable to identify the precise 'unit,
signal, therefore, reported the s'ighting of one battle
ship or heavy cruiser.

His
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at Wick to provide escort if these latter strikes were '

necessary Bomber Command had six Lancasters and six Halifax

aircraft at Lossiemouth ready to co-operate^

During the 8 March the weather prevented any photographic
By now only four Catalinas

This and a series of gales made it increas-

reconnaissance of Trondheim,
were serviceable,

ingly difficult to maintain "Prowl" and "Prowler", The
"Tirpitz" was in latitudes too far to the north to undertake
additional air searches but the C.-in-G.. Home Fleet was taking
steps to cover both.PQ12 and the homeward botind QP 8 by
tending over at high speed to’Arards the Norwegian coast,- In

eiqpectation of the "Tirpitz**s" imminent return tOT/ards
Trondheim, a Catalina y/as despatched at 0530 hours on the
9th to carry out a crossover patrol athwart her estimated track
while the one Liberator available in Northern Ireland took off

at 0651 hours and swept up the ship's estimated homeward
course.("I) H.M.S, Victorious v/ith a destroyer escort, had been
ordered by the G,“in-C, Home Fleet to press ahead at utmost
speed in an attempt to get between the "Tirpitz" and the
Norwegian coast. By 0700 hours on the 9"th, they had reached
position 6845N x 0745®,'

s

To turn back to the German movements. After clearing from
Pro Havet at dusk on the 6th, the force had proceeded northwards
till 0950 hours on the 7th (See M;^ XV) .
had been received of the position of PQ12 from either
reconnaissance aircraft or U-boats, the "Tirpitz" detached the
three destroyers to sweep to the northward while she searched
to the northwestward. At 1632 hours the "Tirpitz" also
picked up the distress message from the merchant ship. She
inferred that her destroyers were the cause and that they were
in the vicinity of the convoy. The position given in the signal,
was closed and at 1728 hours the destroyers were met in 7238N x
O756E. It v/as learnt that one of them had sunk the Russian
SS"I,~iora" but from her course she was plainly not a member of
the PQ 12 convoy, I"
T/estbouhd convoy QP 8,
were running low and the rising sea prevented refuelling "from
the "Tirpitz".

As no further reports

In actual fact she was a straggler from the
Stocks of oil fuel in the destroyers

After vain endeavours to effect this during

Appendix XXI

the night of the 7th/8th, the "Tirpitz'
in an area to the south and southwest of Bear Island and in
fact only some 60 to 120 miles to the southv/ard of PQ 12,
At 1120 hours on the 8th, the Group Command North signalled
area where it was thought the convoy might be found. The
"Tirpitz" headed westv/ard towards this area but vi?ith little hope
of success owing to inadequate air reconnaissance, unfavourable
weather and a nagging imcertainty of the British naval
dispositions.(2) At 2025 hours she signalled her intention of
returning and ten minutes later set course to the southward for
Fro Havet, reaching the latitude of the Lofoten islands by dawn
on the 9 inarch.

continued the search alone

a new

As soon as light permitted, the "Victorious
searches ahead.

flev/ off air

One of these, at. O8OO hours, sighted the

(1) The Catalina crossover - Between 0945® and II50E along
663ON Ref. CG/GI/9/3/42.
The Liberator sv;eep - Between 6538N x 1052® and 6720N x
1043® Ref. LV/GI/9/3/42.
In the official report on the operation, Group Command North
drew attention to the deplorable lack of air reconnaissance
and stated that, for future operations, it was essential
to strengthen the Luftwaffe in. Northern Norway and to

provide a higher standard of competence among the pilots
in this particulair task.

(2)
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"Tirpitz" in position 67WN x 0830 steering south. Soon
afterv;ards the eneniy ship became aware of being shadowed by a
carrier borne type of aircraft and altered course to the east

at high speed towards the shelter of Vest fjord.
"Victorious” launched a strike of twelve torpedo Albacores who

attacked at 0950 hours but the "Tirpitz” successfully avoided

all torpedoes. She entered Vest fjord at 1130 hours and

proceeded up into Ofot fjord ultimately anchoring in Bogen
fjord at 1620 hours on the 9 Manch, (0

The British authorities v^ere unaware of this destination

for the "Tirpitz” and ass-umed that the observed dash towards

the Norv7egian coast was to gain air cover and tliat the

journey vrauld be continued that day towards Pro liavet,
"Prowler” and the "east to v^est” crossover patrol were main

tained d.uring the remainder of the 9th. Photographic cover
confirmed tliat the "Tirpitz" had not returned to Trondheim.

The
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After the almost unbroken sequence of long range patrols
since the A March, the shortage of serviceable aircraft had

become acute and, in consultation with the Admiralty staff,
it was decided that the existing patrols should be discon
tinued but some form of watch must be maintained north of

Pro Havet to intercept the "Tirpitz” as she came south.
During the 10 March, P.R. sorties v/ere flovm along the coast
between latitudes 66° and 6?°N and it v/as again confirmed
that the ship liad not entered Trondheim,
new Catalina patrol was inaugurated,
30 miles out from the coast in latitude 6555N
maintained by relays of - four Catalinas up till 03OO hours on

the 12th when hopeless weather conditions put a stop to it.

Photographic reconnaissance on the 11th had once more con
firmed the continued absence of the "Tirpitz” from the

Trondheim area.

Prom 20A0 hours a
This extended for

.(2) It was

In5)0ssible flying weather, either at base
around Trondheim, persisted until the 18th March during

which time no flying off the coast or over the anchorages
produced any result* At 1215 hoiu’s on the iSth a photographic
sortie was at last successful and revealed the "Tirpitz”
once more in her old berth in Ppetten fjord.

or

In point of fact the "Tirpitz" had remained in Bogen fjord
until the 12 March when the' weather further south deteriorated.

At 2300 hours she put to sea and proceeded southwards, keeping
very close to the Norwegian coast, until 1000 hours on the 13th,
She then opened her offing from the coast to 20 miles and
continued imseen into Pro Havet, finally mooring in Poetten

fjord at 2100 hours on the 13 March*

(v) The heavy cruiser "Admiral Hipper” transferred to
Trondheim

Appendix XXI

No sooner had the "Tirpitz” been re-located than various
indications from enemy air activity and 1/T traffic gave rise,
later on the 18 I^ch, to suspicions that some naval move
ment was about to take place along the Noiwregian coast.
Coastal reconnaissance was interrupted by further bad weather

and nothing musual was sighted during the 19th. ■ Prom past
experience it was considered likely that any naval unit on
the move would traverse the open stretch of coast aro\md
south Norway just before dawn. Accordingly one Hudson was

Coastal Cmd,

Naval Staff Log

Por the precise position of Bogen fjord see Liap XVIII,
Between longitudes I03IE and HA5E along latitude 6555N
Ref. R0/G5/10/3/42.
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ordered to be on "Stand" patrol by O5OO hours on the 20 March

followed by an armed reconnaissance of 15 torpedo Beauforts to
be at the northern limit of "Stand" patrol by 054-5 hours,'' )
Prom thence they were to sweep to the southeast along the coast.

The German move was, in fact, the transfer of the heavy
cruiser "Admiral Kipper" from Brunsbuttel to Trondheim,
This was in accordance with the enemy plan to concentrate the

major units in Norwegian v>/aters and was carried out under the
code name of "Eisenbahn"» She left Brunsbuttel at 1230 hours

British time on the 19 March and proceeded northwards through
the Heligoland Bight, passing the Horn Reefs at 2025 hours.
The mouth of the.Skagerrack was traversed between midnight and

0350 hours on the 20 th, Skudesnes fjord was entered at O63O
hours and the ship entered the Inner Leads northbomd at about

0730 hours.

Appendix XXII

The Hudson never reached the Norwegian coast, being com

pelled to return, when only 80 miles out from base, by severe
icing conditions. The Leuchars detachment of Beauforts, less
two aircraft -whose engines failed to start, was not airborne
till 04.30 hours. On the way across two more aircraft dropped
out owing to engine trouble. One of the remaining two found
no cloud cover when nearing the coast of Norvi?ay at 0657 hours
and returned to base. The other made a landfall in the mouth

of Skudesnes fjord at O626 hours, turned southwards until 064-2
hours and when off Egersund set course for base,
aircraft must have been within a few miles of the "Hipper" when

the landfall was made but presumably, in the early light, the
enenqy ship was invisible against the rocky islands inScudesnes

fjord*
take off, were airborne even later,
0500 and the last at 0526 hours. Landfalls were made at

Utsire Light and outside Skudesnes fjord between 064-5 and 0716
hours. All too late to have a chance of sighting the "Hipper".
On their subsequent sweep to the southeast, one enemy destroyer
v/as sighted northbound off Obrestad at 0709 hours and tvro more,
also northbound, at 0730 hours about 30 miles southwest of
Lister,

This latter

The Wick detacliment, less two aircraft v\/ho failed to
The first one left at

No. 18 Group
0,R,B,

Appendices,

At 0730 hours, a photographic sortie was made over
Stavanger, Hangesund, Bergen and the Imier Leads as far north
as Sogne fjord (see Map XVT), This failed to obtain results
owing to low cloud, A sortie to the Trondheim area confirmed

the presence of the "Tirpitz", Scheer" and "Prinz Eugen
at 1015 hours. Another sortie over the Inner Leads at I5IO

hours sighted and photographed the "Hipper", escorted by three
destroyers and a torpedo boat, in the northern end of the

Hjelte fjord (position 6039N x 0450E)» , .
the aircraft made a W/T sighting report to base,(2)
time, three Beauforts of No. 86 Squadron were on  a reconnais
sance sweep southwards from Stadtlandet and, as it was thought
possible that the "Hipper" might leave the Inner Leads at Eeje
Light, the aircraft were diverted by W/T signal from base.
Unfortunately only one of them received the signal and he saw

signs of the enesjy between Utvaer and Peje up to 1730 hours
The next possible exit from the Inner

Fnen clear of the area

At this

no

when he had to return*

Hudson Y/608 Squadron,
from Wick*

of No, 217 Squadron from Leuchars,
This signal was intercepted by the "Hipper" and the
position was confirmed as correct in her log*
Appendix XXII,

Nine Beauforts of No, 86 S

See

quadron
Three Beauforts of No, 42 Squadron and three

(1)

(.2)
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■, a strike of 11 Beauforts was
should she emerge into the open
The Wick detachment of this

Leads was through Aspo fjord and
sent to intercept the
sea at this point at dusk,\*)
strike took off at 1720 hours but, when making the Norrjegiaja
coast at 1830 hours, the leader developed engine trouble and,
after instructing the, others by E/T to carry on, set course for
base# However, the P/T message was misunderstood and the

aircraft also returned to base. The S\imburgh

er

other .three

ibid.

detachment of seven, Beauforts was airborne between 1746 and
1755 hours and arrived off Bremanger Island at 1910 hours.
Prom here they coasted down to TJtvaer Light by 1930 hours where

st of them lost touch with each other in the gathering^dark
ness# Independently they remained until 1940 hours cruising
in the area off Aspo fjord but sighted nothing.^)

mo

with her escort was stillIn point of fact, the "Hipper
in the Inner Leads at this time and did not enter the open sea
from Aspo fjord until 2050 hours when it was quite dark,
keiJt to the sea in a wide detour round Stadtlandet and re
entered the Inner Leads at Bredsund at 0200 hours on the^21st.
Continuing along them for the rest of her journey, she finally
anchored in Lo fjord at 14OO hours on the 21 March#

SheAppendix .iXII

All available Beauforts remained at short notice from
The coast patrols between Trondtieim0600 hours on the 21 March,

and Bergen, which took off before first light, encountered
lovj cloud with severe icing conditions and saw nothing.
They %vere no more successful in the afternoon,
graphic sorties were flown during the day to the Trondheim area
and over the Inner Leads but all were frustrated by continuous

Siird.lar weather, made worse by fog, obtained during
liad arrived

Three photo-

low cloud,
the 22 March and it was assumed that the "Hipper

No, 18 Group
0,R.B.
Appendices

in Trondlieim*

(vi) Precautions against an attack on convoys FQ 13 and FQ 14

At 1000 hours on the 22 March, the Home Fleet sailed from
Scapa Flow for Iceland, preparatory to supporting convoy FQ I3
which had left west-about round Iceland on the 18th. Patrols
"Prowl" and "Prowler" were commenced from 2016 hours on the 22ndCoastal Command . _ _

Naval Staff Log and continued during the 23rd in shocking weather wnich finally
put a stop to them at 1558 hours. Photographic reconnaissance
was impossible as also was a Beaufighter visual sortie to^the
Aas Fiord anchorages. By this date the convoy was be^coming
vulnerable to a sally from Trondheim and, late on the 23rd, the
Admiralty requested a crossover patrol at right angles to the
coast just south of the Lofoten Isles, However, Coastal Command
only possessed five Catalinas in a serviceable condition and
they could not hope to maintain such.a distant patrol for
long, A coirpromise was agreed upon whereby three Catalinas

C.C./GI/23/3/42 would carry out a sweep from Pro Havet at 1100 hours on the
24 March extending up the coast to the southernmost island in the
Lofotens and thence to the northwest towards the position of
PQ 13.(3) On reaching latitude 70°N, which was the operational
range limit, the aircraft were to return on reciprocal tracks.

Six ofFour Beauforts of No. 86 Squadron from Wick,
No, 42 and one of No. 217 Sq'uadrons from Siomburgh#
Three of these aircraft crashed in Scotland on return.
The mean tracks of this sweep and of the two subsequent
modifications are shown on Map XIV under the name of
"Lotus" by which they were finally known#

(1)
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During the 24 March, gales with low cloud and driving rain

cancelled this sweep and indeed all flying off or over the

Norwegian coast. To compensate for the advance of PQ 13# the
Catalina sweep was adjusted for the 25 March to keep due

north after reaching the Lofoten Islands but the continuance of

gale conditions prevented any take off, neither was it possible
to view the Trondheim anchorages. Late in the day, enemy W/T
activity gave rise to a scare lest the "Frinz Eugen" might be
coming south in addition to a possible sally by the battleships
to the northward. It was of course natural to assume tliat,
now the "Hipper" was in the Trondheim area, it vrould not be long
before the "Frinz Eugen" left for dry-docking and refit in

Germary, Photographic reconnaissance over Trondheim and the
Inner Leads was requested at the highest priority for the 26th
and the torpedo Beauforts were brought to two hours notice.

The Catalina svreep was again adjusted for PQ 13*s position and
was scheduled to cover a track up the Norwegian coast outside
the Lofoten Islands to latitude 7030N,- On the 26th, though the

three Catalinas did take; off, they vrere forced by continuous
hail and icing conditions to abandon their flight soon after

commencing the sweep while low 1O/lQths cloud frustrated all
reconnaissance over Trondheim or the Inner Leads,

It was considered that the unusually severe pack ice
conditions in the Kattegat and Skagerrack might well be the

governing factor in any eneny plans for the movement to or from
Germany of major naval units as well for their normal shipping
communications. Prom the 27 March, therefore, a nightly
sortie in this area by a long range Hudson aircraft was

instituted as far as longitude 11° East which was kept up till
1 April.

G.C./G5/2V3/^

C.C./G^25/3A2

C.C./G5/26/3/42

Further north the bad weather conditions persisted during

the 27 March, Photographic sorties to Aas Fiord again failed

and the Catalina sweep once more had to turn back after starting
up the coast of Norway,
was

berth and the "Hipper" under way at slow speed Just to the east
of Trondheim tom. In case she might be starting on a sally
to intercept PQ 13, one Catalina took off at 1900 hours to do
. 3 track of the Catalina "Lotus" sweep but at 2350 tiours the

aircraft ran into heavy continuous snow in position 6700N x IO3OE
and had to return to base. Efforts to fly this sweep were

discontinued from the 29 March as PQ I3 was, by then, nearing
the safety of IViurmansk, Low cloud frustrated the photographic
sorties on the 29th and 30th but Bomber Command decided to launch

an attack on the anchorages in Poetten and Lo Fiords,
took place dxaring the night of the 30/3I March and was under
taken by 34 Halifaxes of No. 4 Group Bomber Command, One air
craft had to abandon the operation ovdng to engine trouble and
five Halifaxes were missing,

identify the target area in adverse weather conditions of low
cloud and mist in valleys and fiords, two dropped bomba on the

estimated position of the targets and one bombed active flak

positions dioring the approach,
enemy naval \init. Photographic reconnaissance was successful
on the 31 March and disclosed the "Tirpitz", "1^ Scheer" and

"Prinz Eugen" in their usual positions and the "Hipper" cruising
slowly off Trondheim tovm in position 6334g-N x 1033E, On the

same day, convoy PQ 13 arrived in Miirmansk and precautionary

On the 28th, partial photographic cover
at last secured Ti/hich disclosed the "Tirpitz" in her usual

No

This

Of the remainder, 25 failed to

No damage was inflicted on any

No. 18 Group
O.R.B,

Appendices

B.C,(0.R.S.)
Pinal reports on
operations,
•Vol.I.

flying norih of Trondheim v;as relaxed*

Similar precautions to safeguard convoy PQ 14

Weather conditions prevented any view of the major units
for the next week and it was not till the 8 April that all the
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enemy ships v;ere again photographed,
same positions. During this time no breakout patrols
floim, partly because of the interval before the next PQ
convoy became vulnerable, and partly because of the superior
claims on long range aircraft for Atlantic convoy protection
and the detection of blockade runners in the Bay of Biscay,

On the_8 April, convoy PQ 14 sailed from Iceland,
three Catalina sweeps up and out from the Norwegian coast
standardised under the names of Lotus I, II and III so that,
depending on the progress of the PQ convoy, the appropriate
sweep could be selected. (See Map XIV),- Prom the 8April,
ice reconnaissances were flown at intervals north of Iceland
and up to Jan Mayen islands 0 and in the Skagerack, Prom the
12th, two photographic sorties daily were carried out over the
Aas fiord anchorages. "Lotus II" was flown on the 13, 14 and
15 April.' It was then discontinued in view of the daily
confirmation of the presence of all four major naval units in
their usual positions and the near approach of PQ 14 to

’  . After the 17th only a single daily sortie
required over the Trondheim area and on the 19 th the Admiralty
cancelled the precedence of Pleet reconnaissance.

They were still in the
were

The

were

Murmansk, was

C.C./G3/8/4/z,2

No, 18 Group
O.E.B.

Appendices.

(vii) Operation "Bluebeard". An air attack on the Trondheim
area(2)

By the middle of April, the shortening nights had forced
the abandonment of the inshore submarine patrols in Pro Havet
and Gripholen, Instead, fo\ir submarines were stationed well
away from the coast and subsequently moved slowly northv/ards

as to keep between the advancing convoy and the Trondhei
area. Convoy PQ I5 sailed from Iceland on the 26 April.

so
m

In an attempt to immobilise the German naval units,
operation was planned, under the code name of "Bluebeard", to
attack them in the Aas fiord anchorages on the next favourable
night after the 25 April using Halifax and Lancaster aircraft
of Bomber Command. In co-operation. Coastal Command under
took to saturate the enemy R.D.P, stations in Pro Havet and
Kristiansund, to provide a diversionary attack on Aalsund road-

fighter airfields at Lade,

an air

tead and to attack the enemy

RO/G3/25/4/42

aernes and Herdla.(3)

(0 See Chapter VIII for details of these and subsequent ice
reconnaissances in aid of the convoys to Russia.
At the 7th Meeting of the Cabinet Defence Committee
(operations) held on the 2 March, the Prime Minister had
drawn attention to the fact that, although the "Tirpits"
was still at Trondheim, no attempt was being made to attack
her from the air. She was the most important vessel in
the naval situation and her elimination would profoundly
affect the course of the war. C.A.S. pointed out the
difficulties as the ship was tucked in under the shadowr of
the hills and protected by heavy defence; the chance of a
hit was so slight as to make the operation scarcely worth
while. However, the Prime Minister requested that attacks
should be made when the moon was favourable but vdthout
prejudice to other in^iortant operations. The attack on
the night of the 30/3I March was one such atten5)t and
Operation Bluebeard was a similar but larger scale effort.
Refs. C.A.S. Polder 601(b) and 3,50128,
Lade airfield was two miles outside Trondheim town, Vaemes
was at the eastern extremity of Stjordals fiord,
was situated on the island of that name in the latitude
of Bergen and from which enemy fighters could intercept
the returning bombers.-

Herdla

(2)

(3)
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Photographic reconnaissance on the 27 April established the
presence of all four big ships in their usual anchorages, the
weather was suitable and the executive signal for Operation
Bluebeard was accordingly made for that night.

R0/G5/27/V42

Catalina j/210 Squadron and Hudsons W/608 and Y/48
Squadrons patrolled close off the R.D.P. Stations in Pro Havet
and Kristiansimd from 2300 hours on the 27th and 0017 hours on
the 28th. Ten Hudsons of Nos. 608 and 48 Squadrons(l) carriedNo, 18 Group

O.R.B,'

Appendices
and B,C.(0.R.S.)
Pinal reports
on operations
Vol. 1,-

out bombing attacks on shipping and flak positions in the
Aalsund area between 2315 and 2359 hours. Two Beaufighters of
No. 248 Squadron(2) attacked Lade airfield at 2356 hours,
of these aircraft failed to return. The bomber strike of 3"1
Halifaxes and 12 Lancasters(3) attacked the anchorages in Aas
fiord according to schedule between 0001 and 0115 hours.
The two Beaufighters of No. 235 Squadron(4) detailed to attack
Vaernes airfield arrived late, and seeing bomb flashes, search
lights and flak in the target area, did not press home their
attack.

One

Two Beaufighters of No. 248 Squadron strafed the run
ways at Herdla fi’om 0100 to 0130 hour’s, another found the air
field but accurate flak prevented attack and the foirrth failed
to locate the target,(5)

No direct results were observed from the Bomber Command
Five aircraft were missing(6)

damaged by flak, which was intense,
individual targets and 15 dropped their loads through the smoke
screen put up from the anchorages,
jettison their bombs ovdng to flak and five others, being unable
to find the primary target, bombed subsidiary objects such
flak positions, merchant ships and Vaernes airfield.

strike. and eight returned
16 claimed to have bombed

Two aircraft Y/ere forced to

as

ibid.

Photographs taken later on the 28th confirmed tlie continued
presence of four naval units and no damage to them could be
discerned. The weather remaining favourable, the operation
was repeated dixring the ensuing night 28th/29thbut this time
Coastal Command only provided four Beaufighters of No. 235
Squadron v/ho approached the target area at 8000 feet, above the
Bomber Command strike.

0100 hours by 23 Halifaxes and 11 Lancasters*
not so good owing to a more extensive smoke

The attack was made betvjeen OO3O and
Conditions were

Although

ibid.

only two Halifaxes Y/ere missing, ten aircraft Y/ere damaged bj^
Three aircraft claimed

remainder bombed through smoke

screen.

flak.

^o^have seen the targets, the
of precautionaiy flying off the coast(viii) Typical exanples

of Norway

During daylight on the 29 April, three photographic sorties
were made which all confirmed the undamaged presence of three of
the major imits but showed no trace of the "Han Scheer".
destroyer was also missing from the anchorage in Hopleelven,
The Admiralty made the "Fleet reconnaissance take precedence"
signal and, in case she might be on her way south, the coastal

One

Coastal Command

Naval Staff Log
and

No. 18 Group
0,R*B,
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K.D.O.E. and Q/608 Squadron and P,R,W,S, and 'S/Lfi Squadron,
A and V248 Squadron, "X" failed to return,
Halifaxes of No, 4 Group and Lancasters of No, 5 Group,
Tand W/235 S(madron,
D,Q,T, and G/248 Squadron respectively*
4 Halifaaes and 1 Lancaster,
German records established that in neither of these

"Bluebeard" attacks was any damage inflicted on the ships,.

1

2

5

5
6

7
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reconnaissances down to south Norway were increased. To guard
against a breakout to the north the patrol "Lotus II" was flown
from 2357 hoinrs on the 29th to 0725 hours on the 30 April. At
1200 hours, photographs were obtained which revealed the

Scheer" off Trondheim town steaming in a southwesterly
direction. "Lotus II" was again flown, from 1335 to 2300 hours.
On the 1 May although the first sortie reported the "|Hm Scheer"
again missing, the second sortie revealed her at anchor close

off Trondheim town. As convoy PQ I5 was vulnerable, "Lotus II"
was flown for the next three days during v^hich time low cloud
prevented any photographic cover of the Trondheim area.

A "B2" report was received by Admiralty Intelligence at
1600 hours on the 4 May to the effect that a cruiser with three
destroyers had been seen outward bound from Trondheim,
"Lotus III" was flown from 0235 hours on the 5 th but had to be
abandoned owing to fog in position 6747N x 1000E, The other
coastal patrols were much interrupted by rain and poor
visibility during the day and no photographic cover was
possible. As convoy PQ I5 arrived this day at Murmansk,
precautions against a northern breakout were relaxed but, in
case the "B2" report referred to the "Prinz Eugen" coming south,
the Admiralty requested special measures off southwest Norway on
the 6 May.
reconnaissance of six Beauforts swept coastv^ise from
Kristiansand south to Stavanger during the afternoon,
lity was poor in all areas and no signs of the cruiser were
seen. Similar conditions persisted and frustrated all efforts
to view the Trondheim area on the 6th, 7th and 8th, At 0900
hoxu’s on the 8 May, the Admiralty cancelled the precedence
of Fleet reconnaissance,-

The coastal patrols v^ere intensified and an armed

Visibi-

ibid.

On the 10 May the scare revived when, at O505 hours, the
aircraft on "Bert" patrol reported what the pilot took to be
Hipper class cruiser in a position just to the north of
Ha-ugesund, After lengthy cross examination of the crew it
was finally established that the "cruiser" must have been a

small island but in the interim, until the evening of the 11 May,
very intensive flying was done off the Norv/egian coast and over
the Inner leads. Photographic sorties over the Trondheim area,
which had been fruitless on the 9th, 10th and 11th, were partially
successful on the 12 May disclosing the "Tirpitz", "Hipper" and
"Prinz Eugen" in their usual positions but small clouds
obscured the Scheer* s" berth and she was not

ever, flying was relaxed in preparation for the next rise in
effort scheduled in aid of convoy PQ 16, Additional to the
ocean patrols was the constant reconnaissance required south
wards from the Trondheim area to try to locate and attack enemy
naval units moving from or back to Germany. As the examples
given in this, section show, this was greatly intensified from
time to, time by scares. The effect expressed in YJastage of
flying hours and the wearing down of the still limited numbers
of Coastal Command aircraft resulted, by the end-of May, in a
policy of minimum daily effort which was only brought to high
intensity on the receipt of a firm warning from Admiralty
Intelligence that moves of major units were probable,(1)

a

seen. Hoy/-

ibid.

(1 ) The intelligence which formed the basis of these Yearnings
was culled from a variety of sources among which were
agents reports, the constant study of photographic cover

reports of all enemy naval bases, unusual enemy W/T
traffic and the moves of enemy air formations as given by
the "Y"service.
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(ix) The transference of the "Prinz Eugen” from Trondheim to
Germany and the Pocket battleship "Lutzow" from Germany
to Trondheim - May 1942

13 May

At 1000 hours on the 13 May, Admiralty Intelligence
reported tloat information had been received from the Naval
Attache at Stockholm to the effect that the "Lutzow" would

probably be leaving the Baltic on the 15th or l6th bound for tlie
Tromso area.

Swinemunde, although on the last occasion of photographic
of that port (on the 17 April) she was not disclosed.

Also on the 13 May, H.M.S* Trinidad, after effecting
temporary repairs to damage sustained in her action with eneny
destroyers on the 29 March(l) set out from Murmansk boumd for a
United States dockyard escorted by four cruisers and four

destroyers* Following the failure to locate the "TXt Scheer",
last seen in Trondheim on the 1 May, and the news about the

"LutzoTj" the Admiralty ordered Fleet Reconnaissance to take

precedence in Nos, 15 and 18 Groups and Iceland while the

G.-in-C,’ Home Fleet requested Lotus III sweep to be carried out

and priority for photographic reconnaissance in the Narvik
area*'(2)

The "Lutzow" was believed to be at this time in

cover

H.Q.C.C.
Naval Staff

Records

14 May

No, 18 Group
O.R.B. and

H.Q.C.C.
Naval Staff

Records.

On the 14 May, Lotus III and the Narvik Sortie were flown

without locating the "Von Scheer" and two photographic sorties

were made through the Skagerrack, Kattegat and Great Belt areas

without finding the "Lutzow"* During the day, H.M.S, Trinidad

was attacked by enemy aircraft operating from Banak in northern

Noarway. She was rheatedly hit and damaged to such an extent

that she had to be abandoned and sxmk by one of the escorts.

In case the returning escort should be molested by the missing
Scheer" the C,-in-C. Home Fleet put to sea and, before

leaving, requested Lotus III, Sentiy III and sorties over Narvik
and Trondheim, After the Fleet had left harbour the Admiralty

assumed responsibility for ordering details of Fleet Reconnais

sance and added a commitment for photographic sorties in the

Kattegat, Great Belt and western Baltic areas to locate the
"Lutzow",

15 ifey

During the 15 May, A/A and A/U air escort Yiere given to
the Home Fleet, Lotus III and Sentry III were flown by Catalinas
of No, 210 Squadron-for 24 hours and three photographic sorties

were carried out between the Kattegat and Cape Arcona in the
Yfestern Baltic. No trace of the "Lutzow" was found. (3)
Regarding the "HillHu Scheer". cloud conditions frustrated the

Trondheim reconnaissance and no signs of the ship were seen in

See Chapter VIII Part I Section (iv).
The only aircraft capable of photographic sorties to the

Narvik area were special long range Mosquito'^, Only two
of such aircraft were in existence in Goast^ Command.
In point of fact, the "Lutzow" and destroyer escort were

anchored off Cape ilrcona between 0900 and 1100 hours on

the 15 May* They left this area at 1500 hours westbound
for the Great Belt. Although flying over this area, none

of the three photographic sorties saw this force.

(0
(2)

(3)
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ibid. the Narvik area although the Bogen fjord was not actually
covered, (1) Further intelligence reports reached the
■dniiralty during the day that the "Lutzow” had commenced her

journey from the Baltic and aerial minelaying was ordered for
the night of the 15tl/l "the Haugesund channel (code name
Bottle)*
Vi'as carried out on the night of the l6tiy 17th by six Hanpdens
of No, if55 Squadron,

ik'

This operation was postponed owing to weather but

1 6 Mscy

Photographic sorties were ordered, as soon as light
permitted on the 16 May, over Skagerrack and Kattegat. At
0755 hours a report was received at H.Q.G.G. that  a Bomber
Command aircraft, returning from a Baltic sortie, had sighted
the wakes of large fast moving vessels northbound in the
entrance to the Great Belt at 0215 hoiirs,(2) The first
Kattegat sortie reported by W/T at 1110 hours the sighting of
one large warship escorted by five destroyers in  a position
10 miles east of Laeso Island in the Kattegat steering 350°
at 15 knots,(3) It therefore appeared that the force might be
rounding southYi/est Norway at anytime onward from 1 8OO hours.
However, the meteorological forecast was of deteriorating
visibility and relief sorties of P.R. aircraft were ordered off
as soon as possible to maintain touch before the weather broke
up, as it was thoiight possible that the enemy force might put
into Kristiansand to await darkness and/or foul weather. A
torpedo Beaufort strike was organised to be off Kristiansand
by 2300 hours. This was the utmost range possible and, should
the "Lutzow" not be foiand here or in the harbour, the strike
should sweep back coastwise to Jaederens Point before returning.
However, the relief photographic sortie sighted the enemy force
at 1630 hours in a position 22 miles N.N.E. of the Skav/ but
steering south. The Beaufort strike was cancelled and orders
given for "Stand" Patrol to be maintained all night with a
strike force at immediate readiness.(4)

ibid.

Meanv/hile, in the north, Lotus I and Sentry III had been
maintained. The first photographic sortie to Trondheim had
viewed and photographed the "Txrpitz" and "Prinz Eugen" but

(1) The "tilim Scheer" had arrived in this fjord unseen from
Trondheim on the 5 May,
air reconnaissance until the 26 May,
This was, in fact, the "Lutzow" and escort.
The photographs talcen at the time identified the large war
ship as the "Lutzow",
The "Lutzov'/", escorted by four destroyers and one torpedo
boat, had traversed the passage out of the Baltic into the
Kattegat during the night of the 15th/l6th.
Skaw at I3OO hours on the l6th Steering ii.N.Y/,
observed the photographic aircraft at 1110 hours and its
W/t sighting report had been intercepted.
British off the scent, the German Naval Command ordered
her to double back on her track at I5OO hours until dark
ness and then to revert to the previous route.
\Yhen sighted at 1 63O hours, she was on a southerly coirrse.
After dark she again roiinded the Skaw and, steering a
westerly course, made the Norwegian coast at 0330 hours
on the 17 May.
fjord, a small opening off Kvaase fjord which itself is
some three miles east of Kristiansand fjord.
Reference the Log of the "Lutzow",

She was not discovered here by

She passed th

To put the

Thus,

She anchored at 0345 hours in Kvarenes

See Map XXI.

(4)

e
She had
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partial cloud had covered the possible positions of the
"Hipper" and Soheer". The second sortie at 1 6if5 hours
had seen the "Tirpitz" but reported the *'Prinz Eugen" berth as

empty. One warship was seen near Lo fjord iffith  a destroyer in
attendance and another warship was seen, escorted by four

destrover®, steering southeast at 10-15 knots in the Inner
By 2000 hours, the

development of the photographs taken in the area identified
as the "Hj.pper" and the second as the
No trace of the "Von Scheer" was found.

Leads between Trondheim and the open sea.

the first warsi^i
"Frinz Eugen", 1

ibid.

In view of all this enemy naval activity, the sailings of

convoys PQ 16 and QP 12 were cancelled together vdth the

complementary ocean air reconnaissance and all efforts v/ere
concentrated on the Norwegian coast where the "Prinz Eugen"
was now regarded as Target No, 1 and the "Lutzow" as Target
No, 2, As the former was obviously committed to her long
expected joiorney to Germany, a strike v;as directed to
Stadtlandet timed for the period during which it was calculated

that the ship would round this peninsula. Fourteen Beauforts
took off between 2305 and 2340 hours from Wick and Sumburghv^)
and patrolled off Stadtlandet between 0038 and 0255 hours on
the 17fchwhile tv/elve Beaufor.ts of No. 4-2 Squadron stood at

readiness at Leuchars awaiting further news of the "Lutzow".
The Stadtlandet strike saw no signs of the enemy but the

timing was absolutely correct. Reference to the log of the
"Frinz Eugen" shows that she roionded the peninsula between

midnight and 0200 hours and that she saw four low flying
aircraft pass fairly close astern at OO58 hours in conditions
of extreme darloiess.

ibid.'

Appendix XXIII
and Mkp. XIX

17 May

Before dawn the coastal reconnaissances were at full

intensity and, as soon as light permitted, photographic air

craft patrolled the Inner Leads, the Skagerrack, Kristiansand
and Skaw areas. No trace of the "Lutzow" was fouind in spite
of numerous sorties during the day although photographs of

Kristiansand showed, in the harbour, the four destroyers md one

torpedo boat which had been her escort the previous day.(3)
Better luck attended the search over the Inner Leads, At 1200

hours, the P,R, aircraft reported, by W/T, one pocket battle
ship with four escorts in the Inner Leads about 15 miles north

of Haugesund steering northeasterly at 10 knots,(4-) This force
was again sighted soon afterwards, at 1205 hours, by Beaufighter
D/248 Squadron on "Bert" patrol. He correctly identified the
major \xnit as the "Prinz Eugen" and confirmed the northeasterly

He had to delay sending his W/T report until gettingcourse.

No. 18 Group
0,E.*B,

(1) Following the torpedo damage inflicted on the "Frinz Eugsn’
by H.M. s/m Trident on the 23 February, temporary repairs
had been effected and a "j-ury" stern piece fitted to the

ship,
escorted by four destroyers,
name of "Mkgic Flute", was bound for Kiel,
Appendix XXIII,
Nine Beauforts of No, 86 Squadron from Vfick and five of
the same squadron from Sumburgh.
The "Lutzow" was securely hidden in Kvarenes fjord where

she was awaiting a new aircraft from Wilhelmshaven to

replace her existing defective one,
until the 18 May and the ship did not leave Kvarenes fjord
until 2300 houirs bound for Trondheim,- Reference the log
of the "Lutzow",

When developed later,' the photographs established that the

"Pocket battleship" was the "Prinz Eugen",
SECEET

She left Lo fjord at 1100 houirs on the 16 May
The force, under the code

See

This did not arrive

(2)

(3)

(4)
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clear of pursuit by Me. 109s at i 21-2 hours.
of recoruiaissajice aircraft were despatched to keep the *'Prinz

Eugen" tinder observation but no more news arrived until a
photographic aircraft reported by W/T at 1600 hotirs that the
enemy force had been sighted at 154-0 hours outside Karmo
Island in position 5912N x 0507E steering south once more at
17 knots.

Further relays

The A.O.C.-in-C. decided on a maximum strike effort at

One Beaufighter - X/235 Squadron - was despatched
immediately to re-locate and report the position of the enemy
and two separate strike forces were oi'ganised to take off

and Wick at arotind 1745 and 1800 hours respec-
The former were to make for position 5740N x 0750E

once.

Leucharfrom

tively
and work back towards the northwest until sighting the enemy

and the latter to landfall at Egero Island and sweep northwards

along the coast. Beaufighter V235 Squadron was airborne at
1719 hours and at 1906 hours sighted the "Prinz Eugen" and

four destroyers steaming on course 12CP at high speed about 15
miles to the south of Egero Island. Having avoided pursuit
by Me. 109s, this aircraft sent a W/T report at 1935 hours.
The position was relayed out to the two strikes by H.Q. No. 18
Group .'-md was picked up by the Leuchars strike at 2003 ho\n>s
who altered coixrse and located the enemy at 2015 hours but it

was, unfortunately, not received by any of the Yfick Beaufort
strike who made a landfall at Egero Island at 2000 hours and,
according to orders, turned north thus missing the "Prinz
Eugen" altogether. However, the Hudsons of this strike, being
at 13,000 to 15,000 feet, had a much better field of vision and
one of them sighted the enemy as early as 1938 hours but did
not attack. Seven other Hudsons located the force at various

times between 1943 und 2106 hours aided by the smoke of A/A
fire and burning aircraft*
fiaistrated by intense flak or attacks by Me. 109s, one merely
made a W/T sighting report and three bombed from 13,000 feet.

In the latter case, two of the aircraft were unable, owing to
necessary evasive action, to observe any results and one saw
his bombs burst about 100 feet astern of the "Prinz Eugen".

Two tried to bomb but were

ibid,

and Map. XIX

After rounding Stadtlandet, the "Prinz Bugen" kept in the
Inner Leads until 1125 hours,’by which time she was about

10 miles north of Haugesund. At this point the command
ing officer of the ship decided to double back on his
tracks until he received more certain information regard-

Shortly after the turn-ing mine dangers off Haugesuind,

(1)

about, at 1,203 hours, a British aircraft was seen overhead

and its subsequent W/T report was intercepted. At 1300-
hours the journey south was resumed and, not receiving an

all-clear for the Haugesund channel, the "Prinz Eugen" at
1400 hours took to the open sea outside Karmo Island where,
at 1533 hours, another British aircraft was seen.
See Appendix XXIII, and Map XIX,
Leuchars Strike

T\?elve Beauforts of No. 42 Squadron escorted by foirr
Beaufighters of Nos. 235 and 248 Squadrons and six
Blenheims of No. 404 Squadron. They set course in forma
tion from Leuchars at 1802 hours.

(2)

'Nick Strike

Fifteen Bea-uforts of No. 86 Squadron escorted by four
Beaufighters of Nos. 235 and 248 Squadrons with a high
level diversion bombing force of twelve Hudsons from
Nos, 48 and 6O8 Sqmdrons. They set course in forma
tion from Wick at 1813 hours,.
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One, 1^48 squadron, was shot dovm by enemy fighters and four
failed to locate the enemy.

The Leuchars strike, in formation, sighted the enemy
force at 2015 hours and turned in to attack from the south

ward, On the approach they split, half attacking the
"Prina Eugen" from her port side from out of the sun and the
other half from her starboard side. The escorting
Beaufighters made cannon attacks on the destroyers to reduce

their A/A. fire, (losing A/235 squadron in the process) and
the Blenheims engaged some of the nuinerous Me, 109s, Amidst

intense flak and fighter opposition the torpedo attack was
pressed home. Nine torpedoes are knovm to have been released
but one of the three Beauforts that were shot down may also
have done so as the German report states that ten torpedoes
were dropped. Although tv/o aircraft claimed to have made
hits, in fact none were obtained. The "Prinz Eugen" was, of
course, taking evasive action and, as her log shows, was
steaming at nmch higher speeds than thought possible with her
jury rigged stem. Map XX taken from the log of the "Prinz
Eugen" gives a reasonably accurate picture of the attack,
except that the number of aircraft shot dovm is exaggerated.

No. 18 Group
O.R.3. and

iviap .S,

The Wick Beaufort strike, not having received the relayed
enemy position signal, turned north along the coast after
making their landfall at Egero Island at 2000 hours,
immediately ran into strong interception forces of Me, 109s,
and were also fired at by shore flak positions,
tion was broken up and four of the Beauforts were soon shot
do wn.

They

The forma-

After cruising around until 2035 hours, harried by

No. 18 Group
O.E.B.

enemy fighters and v/ithout seeing any naval force, the remain
ing aircraft set course for base,(l)

18 May

Not kiiowing which way back to Germany the "Frinz Eugen"
■would takev*^/ and anxious to locate the "Lutzow", reconnais
sances were detailed continuously for the west coast of
Denmark, the Skagerrack and the areas around Bergen, Stavanger
and liristiansand. The weather closed down in fog over
Scotland and much of England from 0900 hours which severely
curtailed the programme. Nothing was seen or reported until
1530 hours when the pilot of one of the photographic aircraft
engaged in the Skagerrack reconnaissance, stated on landing
that, at 1355 hours, in thick weather and from 1000 feet he
had seen a large naval unit in Kvarenes fjord. He could not
take photographs but, from his experience in ship recognition,
he would stake his reputation that the ship was the "Lutzow"
and not the "Prinz Eugen". No signs of the latter had been
seen off the west coast of Denmark by aircraft of No. I6 Group
and both the C.-in-G, Eosyth and a section of the Admiralty
considered that the ship in Kvarenes fjord was the "Prinz Eugen".
however, the pilot of the,aircraft - Squadron Leader Young -
stuck to his opinion. The situa-fcion was again confused at
0025 hours on the 19th by the receipt of information from the

H.Q.G.C.
Naval Staff
Records

(1) Total losses in Leuchars and Wick strikes were 7
Beauforts, 1 Beaufighter and 1 Hudson,
two possible hits on the "Prinz Eu.gen" and five Me, 109s.
shot dovm.

Total claims were

(2) After the attacks, the "Prinz Eugen" proceeded into the
Skageri-ack and, after a short pause off Kvaase fjord,
continued round the Skaw at O50O hours on the 18 May,
through the Kattegat and Great Belt, arriving in Kiel at

Reference the ship•s log.2115 ho-urs.
See Appendix XXIII,
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Naval Attache at Stocldiblxn that a German warship, reported as

the "Lutzow", had been seen at 1000 hours on the 18th southbound

in the Kattegat. Pliotographio reconnaissances were accord

ingly laid on the highest priority for Kvarenes fjord, Kiel,
Emden and Wilhehnshaven, as soon light permitted on the 19th,
in order to clarify the position.('')

19 May

Meanwhile, the A,0.G.-in-G. and the Admiralty Operational
Staff agreed that it was more probably the ''Lutzow” in
Kvarenes fjord and that she would, or possibly had, resumed

her journey norttaTards during the dark hpurs and would make
the Slaidesnes fjord at dawn (0600 hours) on the 19th. A strike

was, therefore organised of as many Beauforts as possible, with
Beaufighter escort, to go to the Stavanger area by dawn and,
if sighting nothing there, to sweep southwards along the coast.
The coastal air patrols before first light were being nmch

hampered by very bad visibility in low cloud and fog patches
and, although the Scottish airfields were clearing somewhat
from 0350 hours, it was 0550 hours before the striked2;
finally got away. As they were so late on the original plan,
they made a landfall in the middle of the Sloidesnes fjord
(reaching this at 0755 hours) and turned north past the
Haugesund area. At 0809 hours, having sighted nothing, they
set course to base from position 5940N x 0505E.(3) The low
clouds and foggy conditions made photographic sorties over the

Kristiansund, Stavanger and Bergen areas useless so a

Beaufighter was sent to search the Inner Leads between
At 100A hours, this aircraft flying atHa'ugesund and Bergen.

No. 18 Group
0.R.B.

100 feet under low cloud, suddenly sighted only 800 yards^away,
and two destroyers steaming 290° at 8 knots in the

It was
the "Lutzow

Inner Leads off the entrance to Grimstad fjord,
assumed that she would anchor in this fjord until later in the

day and get under way in time to round Stadtlandet Peninsula
between midnight and 0200 hours. Allowing her an average
of 15 knots in the Inner Leads, this would mean she vrould have
to leave Grimstad fjord at about I63O hours.

A plan of action was proposed by the A.0,C*-in-G.- to the
Admiralty. Beaufighter reconnaissance was to be kept i^) over
Grimstad fjord and the Inner Leads. If and when the "Lutzpw"
seemed committed to the northern passage from Grimstad fjord,
a Beaufort strike would proceed to and be circling in

position some 50 "to 60 miles off Stadtlandet by OO3O hours on
the 20 lay. A special Yfellington aircraft fitted with A.S.V.'
was to keep watch at Stadtlandet from 2330 hours and signal the
Beauforts when the "Lutzow” emerged from the Inner Leads.'

the T/ellington had not signalled by 0130 hours, the Beaxiforts
were to sweep round Stadtlandet and to the north to prudent
limit of endurance. The A.O.G.-in-G* also suggested air laid
mines either in front of an<3/or behind the ship if she was
located in the Inner Lead

a

If

The Admiralty Operations Staff

H.Q.G.O.
Naval

Staff Records.

It was not until 1915 hours on the 19th that the sortie to

Kiel confirmed by photographs the arrival there of the

"Prinz Eugen".
The strike consisted of six Torpedo Beaxiforts of No. 42

Squadron escorted by three Beaufighters of Nos. 235 and
2i^B Squadrons.
They were much too late.
escort left Kvarenes fjord at 23OO hours on the 1 8th and

proceeded very close round the southwest tip of Norway.
She passed the latitude of Stavanger soon after O5OO hours

on the 19 May, reaching Haugesmd at 0700 hours and^ being
well inside the Inner Leads by 0800 hours. See lap KXI.

The "Lutzow” and destroyer

(1)

(2)

(3)
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were in general agreement with this plan except they considered
it better to send the Beauforts in two reaves timed to arrive

off Stadtlandet between midnight and 0100 hours and they ruled
out mining as being too complicated and liable to cause the

the maze of minorfja’dsenemy to double back or go to earth in
in the Inner Leads.

At 1A30 hours, the Beaufighter reconnaissance reported
Lutzow" as being at anchor inside a net defence close to

the shore in Grimstad fjord thus, it was thought, confiming
the assumption in the proposed plan.(l) A photographic
sortie over the fjord at 1500 hours was frustrated by low
cloud. At 1630 hours, the A.O.C.-in-C. suggested, on the

telephone, to the A.O.C. No. I8 Group tliat, as the
would be expecting an attack in the Stadtlandet area, it'

might be profitable to launch an auxiliary attack as a

surprise Yvhile she was still in the Inner Leads. He gave two
suitable positions, one in the northern end of Hjelte fjord
and the other in the mouth of Sogne fjord. The A.O.C. Wo. 18

Group agreed but preferred, if an
to be sent, to attack immediately in the Grimstad fjord and,
in view of the reported net defence around the ship, to use
aircraft armed w?ith 1000 lb. bombs. It was, however, pointed
out to him that, by supposition, the ship was about to or^ had
already left the fjord. Further discussion followed and it
Ti/as finally agreed that if the ship had not left by 2130 hours,
a strike of eight Beauforts armed with 1000 lb. bombs should be

despatched to Grimstad fjord but that this was not to affect
the main plan of interception off Stadtlandet.

the

auxiliary strike was going

ibid.

At 1910 hours, a photographic sortie landed with the news

that the pilot had visually seen the "Lutzow" still at anchor
in the same position at 1820 hours.(2) Orders were given
that a Beaufighter v;as to be over Grimstad fjord at .2015 hours
and another at 2215 hours. If the "Lutzow" vas still there,

Yf/T silence was to be observed but if not there,  a V//T signal
was to be made to that effect, and a search carried out up the
Inner Leads as far as latitude 6II5W (ASPO fjord). The first
of these Beaufighters - T/235 squadron - landed at 2150 hours
reporting that a possible cruiser and tvro destroyers had been

sighted still at anchor in the same position at 2014 hours,'
This was another misidentification of the mine sweeping vessels

in the anchorage.(3) However, the arrival at 2155 hours of
the interpretation of the photographs taken at 1820 hours

proved to the A.0,C.-in-Cs, satisfaction that the bird had
flovm and the Beaufort bombing strike to Grimstad fjord was

No. 18 Group
O.B.B. and

H.Q.C.O.
Naval Staff

Rgcords.

cancelled^

This was correct, thotigh in point of fact the "Lutzow"
after being sighted at 1004 hours, had gone on to the
northern end of Hjelte fjord where it debouches into the

Here.she turned back at 1100 hours and atopen sea,

(1)

1200 hours was once more off the entrance to Grimstad
This time she went into the fjord and anchoredfjord. ^

at 1245 ho-urs in a pri^ared berth in position 6020N
0515E* See Map XXI.
The subsequent development of his photographs, by 2155
hours, disproved this visual report. There were indeed

ssel inside the net defence but it was an "M" class
The "Lutzow" had actually left Grimstad

X

one ve

minesweeper,

(2)

fjord at 1630 hours and at 1700 hours was steaming up the
Hjelte fjord. See Map,.XXI,
The second Beaufighter made the same
2313 hours.

mistake later on at(3)
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At 2200 hours, it now being apparent tnat tne uuizow
had in all probability sailed at the estimated hour, the main

plan was set in motion»(l) The special A.S.V» Wellington
took off, somewiiat later than intended, at 2237 hours and
made a landfall at Bremanger Island (25 miles south of
Stadtlandet) at OOAO hours on the 20 May,
Wellington patrolled out to a position 30 miles W.N.W* of
Stadtlandet and between 0107 hours and O5OO hours shifted to

No ship

From there the

to the northwestward of the peninsula.an ai'ea

ibid.

indications were obtained on the A.S,V, and increasingly foggy
conditions with severe icing hindered any visual watch.
According to the plan the Beaufort torpedo strike should have
taken off at about 2245 hours,
confirmation from H,Q, No, 18 Group of their despatch, tele

phoned discussions took place between the Senior Air Staff
Officer at Coastal Command and the A,0,C. No. 18 Group
up to 2315 hours at v;hich hour the latter finally agreed to
send the strike from Wick immediately.(2)

As this hour passed with no

20 May

However, it was not till 0035 hours on the 20th that the
first wave of four Beauforts were airborne follovred by a
second wave of six at 0045 hours,

bombing strike of 17 Hudsons armed with 250 lb, S.A.P, bombs
took off at intervals between 002.8 and 0115 hours,(3)
This force arrived off Bremanger Island from 0230 till 0315
hours turning north to swfeep round the Stadtlandet Peninsula,
They were, of course, more than t\7o hours too late^to stand a
chance of intercepting the "LutzoT/”, In point of fact, at
the moment when the A.S.V, ?/ellington made a landfall on the

was re-entering the

In addition, a high level

outside of Bremanger Island, the "Lutzow

ibid.

Inner Leads 35 miles away to the north having already rounded

Stadtlandet Peninsula, Reference to Map XXI shows that ̂ the
German force progressed nearly as estimated and if the crigmal
times in the main plan had been adhered to an interception
vrould have been probable. As it was, the toip>edo strike

nothing and after searching off Stadtlandet and to the
north for half an hour in poor visibility they returned to Wick.

The Hudsons, with their greater endurance, were more success

ful. Three of them., in foggy conditions, ran over unidenti
fied ships which fired at them between 0220 and O305 hours,
A fourth - 15/608 Squadron - while searching the Inner Leads

to the northeast of Stadtlandet, located a large v/arship at

0330 hours between,the islands of Lepso and Haramso.
shadowfing for 25 minutes in poor visibility this ship v/as
identified as the "Lutzow" escorted by five destroyers in

position 62V4i^ X 0635E~^ 040° 20 knots, A W/T sighting
report wfas immediately made and shadowing continued until 0433
hours when the aircraft had to leave.

saw

lifter

ibid.

This view was strengthened at 2230 hours when information
Was received from the Admiralty Intelligence Branch of a

B3 report from an agent which stated that a large warship
with four destroyers had passed Askvolde (6l20N x 0505e)
at about 2030 hours northbound at 20 knots,'
In spite of the evidence against the visual reports by the
photographic interpretation, and the agent's B3 report,
the A.0,0, No, 18 Group seems to have had doubts as
to whether the "Lutzow" had really left Grimstad fjord as

early as estimated and whether, therefore, it was wise to

despatch the Beauforts at the planned time.
The torpedo strike consisted of seven Bea'uforts of No. 86
and three Beauforts of No. 42 Squadrons and the bombing
strike of seven Hudsons of No, 48 and ten Hudsons of

No. 608 Squadrons,

(1)

(2)

(3)
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A follow-up strike, to take advantage of any possible
location reports, had been despatched from T/ick at 01^0 hours

consisting of four torpedo Beauforts of No, 1+2. Squadron. ^
One of these aircraft - j/42 Squadron - picked up the Hudsons'
1/T report, and acting on it, located the "Lutzow

But the target was close inshore and among
islands so no torpedo attack could be made.
Beaufort took in the message but failed to find the enemy
forces Photographic sorties were directed to this area, and
at 0745 hours the "Lutzow" was sighted and photographed steam

ing up the channel leading to Trondheim f jord,-
sequent sorties during the day were driven off by Me. 109s.
On the next day, at 1010 hours, the Trondheim anchorages were

successfully photographed confirming the "Tirpita" in Eoetten

fjord, the "Lutaow" and "Hipper" in Lo fjord and five
destroj'-ers in Hopleelven. The "tlAi Scheer" was still
unlocated but it was assumed she was somewhere in the Narvik

or Tromso area.

off Bud at

0450 hours.
One other

Three sub-

ibid.

Thus ended the partial success in intercepting the
"Prinz Eugen
account has been given in some detail to illustrate the

importance of Intelligence reports before intensive reconnais

sance could commence, the difficulties in shadovang an enemy
force in the intricacies of the Inner Leads passage and to

emphasize the necessity for exact timing of any strike if
attack was to eventuate,

(x) The final stage of home based air reconnaissance in Arctic

and the failure to attack the "Lutzow", The

waters

?/ith the completion of these operations off the
Norwegian coast, convoys PQ 16 and QP 12 sailed from Iceland

and Murmansk respectively on the 20 and 21 May,
was scheduled for the 22nd but continuous fog prevented the fly
ing of this sweep. Before putting to sea early on the 23
in support of PQ I6, the G,-in-C, Home Fleet requested
Lotus III and Sentry III with intensified photographic cover

of Trondheim and Narvik. Should there be any indication of

a breakout, he asked that continuous flying of the Sentries,
Polar, Bear and Price be instituted. Fleet Reconnaissance
was made a priority over Trade Protection and later on the
23rd the Admiralty assumed responsibility for conducting
operations. All three major units were viewed in Trondheim
but 10/10th cloud frustrated the Narvik reconnaissance.
During the day, German long range aircraft located and

reported both PQ I6 and the accompanying cruiser force,
Lotus III and Sentry III were maintained by Catalina and
Liberator aircraft imtil 0130 hours on the 24th. In view of

the shortage of long range aircraft in Coastal CommandU),
the ambitious programme asked for by the C,-in-C, Home Fleet

was, by agreement with the Admiralty, cut down so as to avoid
using up the limited number of airci'aft early on- and having
nothing available if an emergency arose later in the convoy's
progress. The Lotus and Sentry patrols were, therefore,
not performed on the 24 May, Cloud prevented a viov/ of the
Trondheim and Narvik areas during the 24th and 25th and the

Lotus III
H.Q.C.C.
Naval Staff

Log.

ibid.

(1) Sunderland flying boats were not of siifficient range to

carry out these extended patrols, indeed this class of

aircraft had already been rated as "medium range"*
only suitable squadrons in the Command Vi/ere No. 210
Catalinas and No. 120 Liberators,

to the northeast of Iceland and to Spitsbergen had also

to be provided from these two squadrons. See Gtepter VHI.
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Admiralty requested Lotus and Sentry patrols to commence in
the afternoon of the 25th. (l)

At 1 600 hours on the 25 I/iay, the Admiralty received a B2
report from an agent that either the "Lutzow" or the "Hipper"
accompanied by tvi/o destroyers and a large tanker had passed
north bound out of the Trondheim fjords at 0300 hours that

morning. The Admiralty estimated that this was the "lutzpw"
bound for Narvik and a W/T signal was sent to the Catalina
then on Lotus III instructing him to fly close to the coast

for the first half of his sweep,(2) Further sentry patrols
were not required but additional tracks of Lotus III were

asked for. Accordingly Lotus III was performed from 0200
hours on the 26th to 0140 hours on the 27th by a total of four
Catalinas and two Liberators, Ii.t 1240 hours on the 26th the

Narvik photographic sortie made a Y//T signal, as he was re
turning, that tv/o large vjarships and some destroyers had been
seen at 1015 hours at anchor in Bogen fjord. The subsequent
development of the photographs identified them as the two
pocket battleships "Lutzow" and "lUttoat Scheer" Tvith four
destroyers. Meantime news was received that convoy 16 was
being attacked by enemy aircraft and it seemed possible that a
sally might be made by the big ships from Bogen fjord. A new
patrol was designed to afford reconnaissance between the exit

from the Bogen area and the convoy's position(3) and flovvn by
a Liberator between 0550 and 0915 hours on the 27 May.(h-)

ibid,-

No. 18 Group
O.R.B.

Appendices,

H.Q.C.C. Naval

Staff Log
and No, 18 Groves
0,R,B, Appendices, on the 28th.

The Admiralty appreciation was that PQ 16 would be south
west of Bear Island (See Map XXIl) by 0800 hours on the 27thand
the most critical period would be from then until 0800 hours

The new patrol was flown again between 1900 and
2200 hours by a Catalina and a Liberator followed by two
Catalinas between 0700 and 1100 hours on the 28th. A Liberator

on the same patrol failed to return.(!S"^ No move, however, was
made by the enemy major units who were view/ed in their same

positions by photographic cover on the 27th, Cloud prevented
ponfirmation on the 28tli but by the 29th the Admiralty considered
the risk of interception of PQ 16 to be at an end and the
flying of the new patrol was discontinued.

It was realised that such txtended patrols as this and

the Lotus series could not be performed with the requisite
continuity by the few home based long range aircraft,
readiness for future convoys on the route to Russia, plans were
initiated to base Coastal Command flying boats in North Russia.
The story of this measure is given in Chapter VIII and the
narrative of Fleet Reconnaissance is continued in Section (vi)
of that chapter,

(1) The first sortie on Lotus III returned early on account of W/T trouble. The second sortie, by IV210
squadron, was performed from 1827 hours on the 25th to 0200 hours on the 26th. One sortie of Sentrj'
III was flown by D/120 squadron between 1500 and 2330 hours.

(2) The B2 report was correct,
the 25 May.

instructions to fly the coastwise track of his patrol,
by 1800 hours was steaming up vest fjord and it was not till 2024 hours that the Catalina reached’The
entrance of the fjord and he then altered course to keep outside the Lofoten Islands so missing the
enemy force,

(3) The new patrol,
CC/03/26/5/42.

In

The "Lutzow" subsequently arrived in Bogen fjord at about 2330 hours on
At 1830 hours, K/210 Squadron, then commencing Lotus III off Fro Havet, received the W/T

This he did but it was too late as the "Lutzow"

Reference - Log of the "Lutzow" and No. 18 Group O.R.B.

From Stornoway to 71°N x 19°E to 71°N x 23°E and return on reciprocal track.

(4) These are the effective times of the interception part of the patrol in latitude 71°N,
hours to get there and six hours to get back.

It took six

(5) This Liberator I (D/120 Squadron) - Pilot - Flying Officer Walton - while returning from the Patrol,
met three Me,109.s and, although one of these was shot down, the subsequent combat with the ether Uto
badly damaged the aircraft, killing one and wounding two others of the crew. The Liberator crashed
into the sea and the Pilot, navigator, flight engineer and one wounded gunner climbed into the two

They began to paddle to\vards land which was Just visible to the
They were in the dinghies for 48 hours and suffered severity from the cold. The navigator

At last they drifted to an island where

Deciding to seek help they stumbled straight into the hands of a

dinghies which had been released,
east,

died after 36 hours and the others were completely numbed,
for two days they hid in a cave,

German Patrol but managed to escape by feigning collapse,
reached the mainland of Norway,
frontier which they finally reached safely after 31 days of constant evasion.

They then stole a boat in which they

Without compass or map they made their way towards the Sv/edish

SF.CBF.t
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CHAPTER VIII

Part I - THE CONVOYS TO AND PROM RUSSIA

Introduction

Since the fall of Prance in 194'C, G-reat Britain had
stood alone against the axis powers but from the 22 June 1941,
when the German attack on Russia commenced, a nevf ally ?/as
gained. Potentially Russia v;as a source of extensive man

power and materials but time Tfas needed for their development
and organisation into the production of modern up-to-date
T/ar equipment on the scale necessary to oppose the might of
the German armed forces. The geographical remoteness of

this new ally confined the efforts at first made on her
behalf to British Naval action off the coasts of northern

Norway and the running of convoys containing tanks, air
craft and other war equipment through the Arctic Ocean to

her northern ports of Archangel and Murmansk,

On 6 July, 1941 the Admiralty informed the C.-in-O
Home Fleet that it was essential we storld do everything
possible to assist the Russians and that the latter had

asked us to attack enemy transports carrying army re-inforce-
ments to Petsamo and IQ.rkenes.

• >

Accordingly an operation
The Vfar at Sea

Vol.II

was carried out with fleet aircraft carriers off these ports.
38 Albacores and 18 Fulmars of the Fleet Air Arm attacked
on 30 July but foxmd few ships in harbour.
T/as encountered resulting in the loss of 12 Mbacores and
four Fulmars,

the steady stream of German shipping was the establishment
of a naval force based on the Russian Coast to maintain

Heavy opposition

The only effective method of interfering mth

patrols betvreen Ribachi Peninsula and Vadso but the strong

enemy air forces along this coast and the totally inadequate ̂
Russian fij^ter defence at Murmansk made this impracticable.(l/'

An alternative plan was for an operational base at
Spitsbergen, A force of two cruisers and two destroyers
left Iceland on 27 July to reconnoitre the islsmd and destroy
any enemy shipping found in the ai’ea. No Germans were found

either in Spitsbergen or Bear Islsind, The Norwegian
technicians at the Spitsbergen coal mine and ¥/T station on
Bear Island vrere evacuated at their own request and the ¥/T
installation destroyed. An adverse report wo.s made on the

proposal to establish a naval base in which the 0.-in-C
Home Fleet stron^^y concurred. The Chiefs of Staff decided

to abandon the project and to send instead a small expedi
tion to deny the coal to the enemy and evacuate the civil

population,I2)

• >

C.0.S.(41)
255th, 262nd and
276th meetings

Admiralty 2203/15/8/Al
and

C.O.S. (ID 282nd,
285th, 289 th and
35lth meetings This expedition consisted of 500 officers and men,

chiefly Canadians, in the troopship ‘'Empress of Canada”
escorted by tyro cruisers and throe destroyers arriving on

24 August,
carried out in the.mine and the Russian inhabitants evacuated

to Archangel,
'  them the Norwegian inhabitants and returned to the United

The two cruisers carried out a sweep off the

The coal dunips were fired, demolition was

The ejfpedition then re-embarked talcing mth

Kingdom.
Norwegian Coast and on 7 September in heavy vreather and poor
visibility engaged'a‘German convoy off Porsanger Fiord. The

O See Map XXII for the situation of place muiies.
2) Oh 27.7.41 the Prime Itfinister minuted the Chiefs of

Staff that all possible assistance yras to be given to

the Russians as a matter of utmost urgency.
Reference - G.0.S.(4l) 259th meeting.
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few merchant ships escaped hut the gunnery training ship
"Bremse" v/as sunk and three escort ships severely damaged.

Although it had proved impracticable to base a surface
naval force in these northern waters, two British submarines
operated from Polyarnoe in the Kola Inlet from the middle of

August, sinking five merchant ships and transports and setting
fire to two more.

(i) Early convoy movements

Convoys cai’rying war supplies and equipment to Russia
These were uamiolested by enemy

During this period
commenced in August 194-1,
action until the end of December 194-1.

seven eastbound convoys (Dervish and P.Q.1 to 6) and four
returning convoys of empty ships (Q.P. 1 to 4-) had made the

passage; 5^ ̂ hips had ari-ived in Russia and 34- had returned
without loss, \1J

C.-in-C,
Home Fleet

Despatches

U-boats commenced operating in the Bear Island area in

the last days of 194-1 and one of them intercepted the leading
section of P.Q,7*
quent attack sank 3.S. Yfaziristan of 5^135 tons on the

2 January, 1942, about 4-0 miles southeast of Bear Island,
The rear section, P,Q.7B, was not attacked and arrived safely
at iViurmansk 'which had become the terminal port in Russia, in
place of Archangel,

The U-boats now operated in the approaches to the Kola
Inlet, up which Murm;ansk is situated. The next convoy,
P, Q, 8, was attacked to the north east-ward of this inlet and
S, S, Harmatris - 5»395 tojis - -was torpedoed on 17 January,
but reached harbour in tow,

Matabele, one of the two escorting destroyers v/as torpedoed
off the inlet and sank with only t\-vo survivors.

The ships v/ere unescorted and the subse-

On the following day H.M, S.

ibid

ibid

Convoys P,Q,9 and 10 were sailed in company on
1 February, followed on the 6 February by P.Q.11,

During January and February
three retirrning convoys of empty ships (Q.P.5, 6 and 7)
arrived in the U.K. v/ithout loss.

Both

reached MurmaI^sk unmolested.

Up to this time theR.A.F. Iceland

O.R.B. Appendices convoys had been given very light surface escort,
outward bound convoys except P.Q.2 and 11 had sailed from

Hvalfiord ywest-about through the Denmark Straits,
escort against U-boats was provided for as long as possible
after sailing but wras limited to sorties by Northrop float

planes of No. 330 Squadron and occasional Hudson Sorties by

All the

Air

Arrived at Date No. of

Shipps
Ships

Smk
(1) Convoy Code Departed

Name from

Date

57
10

31. 8.11
11.10.11
30.10.11
28.11.11
28.11,11
2.12.11

20.12.11)
23.12.11 )
12. 1.12)
11. 1.12)

17. 1.12

10. 2.12

21, 8,11 Archangel
29. 9.11
17.10.11
9.11.11

17.11.11
27.11.11
8,12.11 (Murmansk

(Molotovsk
26,12,11 Mui-mansk
31.12.11

8. 1.12

1. 2.(t2

It

II

II

II

II

It

II

II

nilHvalflordDervish

P.Q.1
P.Q.2
P.Q.3
P.Q.l
P.Q.5
P.Q.6

railII

6 nilScapa Flow
Hvalfiord 8 nil

8 nilII

7 nilII

nil7n

11 1P.Q.7A
P.Q.7B

P.Q.8

H

II

niln

nil11P.Q.9
P.Q.10

II

II

nil6. 2.l2 23. 2.12Loch Ewe It 13P.Q.11
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No. 269 Squadron.C'l ), Their range only allowed such
escort up to about 150 miles to the Northward of Iceland,

• The sparse numbers of longer ranged Coastal Command aircraft
were fully occupied in supporting the main Atlantic convoys
and in providing anti-breakout patrols whenever any of

the German major naval units vrere reported to be on the move.
Frequent sorties were floTOi to the northv/est of Iceland to

determine the ice conditions and A/U sweeps were carried out
from time to time over the route used by the convoys ai-ound

Iceland as additional security,
only serious U/boat threat was far away at the Russian end of
the route.

But in point of fact the

(ii) Increase in enemy forces based in Norwai.y

Decisions tal<mby the German High Command, to which detailed
references is made in Chapter V Section (iv) and Chapter VII,
had resulted in the appearance of the battleship "Tirpitz” in

Trondheim on 17 January 1942 follov/ed on the 23 February by
Battleship Scheer” and the heavy cruiser
n".(2) There was also a mai'ked re-inf ore ement of

the German Air Force in Norvira.y both of fighter and long range
bomber squadrons. In viev^r of these movements it was expected
that the spring, during which ice would still compel the
convoys to pass through focal areas near the enemy coast,
would produce air attacks from northern Norway in addition
to surface ship and U-boat attack especially as the increasing
length of daylight with better v/eather condition vrould no

longer hamper such operations by the enemy. The Russians
A.M. A.X. 292 were asked therefore to provide strong and continuous A/U

21/2 Patrols off the Kola Inlet and to give long range air protec
tion to the convoys when off their coasts. On our part,
from 1 March, 1942 onv/ards, heavy ships of the Home Fleet
including a fleet aircraft carrier provided distant escort of

the convoys as far as Bear Island and the close escort was

increased in numbers and strength. Coastal Command under

took to maintain frequent photographic reconnaissance of the

Trondheim fiords and the flying of special patrols off the

Norviregian Coast abreast of Trondheim. The former y/ere

intensified just before and up to five days after the departure
of a Russian Convoy and the latter from four da.ys after in

order to locate any move
intercept it,(3)

the pocket !
"Frinz Eugen

Adm. I716A/2,
3,7010/17/10
Ends. 8B
and 8C.

by the enemy major naval units to

(iii) Threat by Surface dtack

C.-in-C. Home On the 1 March the outward bound P.Q.12 and homeward

Fleet Despatches bound Q.P.8 sailed simultaneously from Hvalfiord and Murmansk

(1) Up to this time such escort totalled 38 sorties of I67 hours of
v;hich 49 hours wrere actually wj.th the convoys,
quently resulted in convoys not being met. Subsequently,
between 1 March and 6 July 1942 the air escort from Iceland
amounted to 83 sorties of 5I8 hours of wdiich 236 hours was

actually v/ith the convoys,
some Sunderland and U.S.N. Catalina sorties from time to

Bad wreather fre

As it was possible to include

-

time the range of escort often extended to some 430 miles
N.E. of Iceland.

For the itineraries of these ships see Chapter VII,
In addition a detachment of Liberators from No,120

Squadron in Northern Ireland were sent to Iceland in
readiness for extended reconnaissance,

with long range Catalinas of No,210 Squadron and the
American Catalina Squadron in Iceland, carried out an

increasing number of ice reconnaissances to Jan Mayen
and Bear Islands dturing March and April,
completed in March, five in April,

These aircraft

Two were

2

3
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respectively. ('1) A Pocke-Wulf on long range reconnaissance
located and reported P.Q.12 at noon on 5 March in  a posi
tion about 70 miles 3.S.E, of Jan Mayen Island, During the

afternoon of the 6 March the “Tirpits” put to sea escorted
by three destroyers in an atterapt to intercept, Ov/ing to

a gap in Coastal Command's offshore air patrols this move
not detected(2) but the ship was observed and reportedwas

by H.M, SAi Seawplf on the evening of the 6 March when just
to the north of the exit from Trondheim and proceeding north

eastwards up tho Norwegian Coast, Lack of Germtin air
reconnaissance frustrated “Tirpitz's efforts to intercept
either convoy but her destroyers ran across ono Russitui
merchant vessel - S.3. Ijora of 2,815 tons - who was a

straggler well astern of Q.P.8 and sank her on 7 March after

which the battleship searched unsuccessfully for P. Q.-12
until 2030/8 and then commenced her .return journey, Mean-

Coastal Command vdiile the C.-in-C, Home Fleet in H.M. S. Ring George V mth
Naval Staff Log H.M. S. Victorious (fleet carrier), PI.M. S. Beiwick and" six

destroyers yrere closing tPie Norvregifin coast at utmost speed
in order to cut off the "Tirpitz". At O8OO hours on
9 March, reconnaissance aircraft from the Victorious located
her about 100 miles to the westv/ard of the Lofoten Isles,
steering south. A torpedo attack Tiras launched by aircraft
from the carrier but no hits wore obtained and the

escaped at high speed into the Vestfiord and Narvik,

itz"
SF

(iv) Enemy attacks by surface, submarine and air forces

The next pair of convoys - P.Q.13 and Q.P.9 - were
sailed on l8th and 21 March from Hvalfiord and Murmansk

respectively, U-boats were known to be operating off the

Kola Inlet, Five minesweeping trawlers and one Russian
destroyer re-inforced the surface escorts off the Murmansk
coast but no Russian air support was afforded further than

the immediate vicinity of Kola, P.Q.I3 was located by
enemy aii’craft just east of Bear Island and attacked by
dive bombers on 28 March losing three ships of total tonnage
16,510 sunk. On the next day three enemy destroyers
attempted to attack the convoy but were engaged by H.M. ships
Trinidad and Eclipse, One enemy destroyer was sunk and the

other two damaged} both British ships were damaged but not
severely, U-boats attacked on the 30th when, the convoy was
some 70 miles northeast of the Kbla Inlet and sank two more

ships of total tonnage 11,507. The,horaebound convoy -

Q.P. 9 “ got througli without being detected though one

U-boat - U.655 - was sighted south of Bear Island in low
visibility on 2A March and sunk by H.M.S. Sharpshooter.

Early in April 1942 the enemy re-inforoed his U-boat

G,-in-C.
Home Fleet

Despatches

Ship names and
tonnages from
Admty,
B.R.I337

Date No. ox'’ Ships

Sill PS Sunk
Arrived(1) DateDeparted

~ from' at

{
12.3.42
12.3.42

nil1.3.42
1.3.42

17
6

Murmansk

Reykjavik
P.Q.12
Q.P.8

Hvalfiord

Murmansk 1

(straggler)

(
16.3.42
21.3.42

8.4.42

31.3.42
1.4.42

19.4.1|2

519Murmansk

Reykjavik
Hvalfiord

Murmansk
P.Q.13
Q.P.9 nil19

1Murmansk 9P.Q.14 Hvalfiord

(after l4 went
Into Akureyrt)

la.p. 410./j..li2 Reykjavik 21.4.42 24

(2) The frequent movement of enemy major units on me
Norwegian Coast and the attempts by Coastal Command
aircraft to locate and attack them are dealt with in

greater detail in Chapter VII.
(3) For a'more detailed account of this sortie by the

Tirpitz” see Chapter VII,

Murmansk10

11
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and airforces (0
destroyers for offensive action at Kirken
the heavy ship threat from Trondheim.
we could do hut persevere vjith Coastal Commands limited
number of flying boats in reconnaissance patrols well off
shore outside the exits from Trondheim fiord,

ditions and lack of Mosquito aircraft almost nullified the

photographic watch on the heavy ships in their anchorages
up Poetten and Lo fiords,
it impossible to maintain our submarines in Pro Havet and

Gripholm> the two exits from the Trondheim fiord,
these submarines were withdravm later in April to positions
120 miles off.the Norwegian coast and moved to the north-

eastwJird from longitude 3° to 1k°E as the P, Q. convoys
progressed on their journey in order .to keep between them
and the coast.

in northern Norway and maintained three
es in addition to

There was nothin

Cloud con-

The ever shortening nights made

Instead

g

,
C.C.

3.7010/17/10
and 2ltk

P.Q.14 and Q.?.1o(3)
respectively from either end. The former was located by
P.W. aircraft on the l6 April losing one ship of 6,985 tons.
The latter was attacked by enemy aircraft and U-boats for
three days from 11th to 13th between the.Kola Inlet and
Bear Island losing four ships (two by E/A find two by U-boats)
totalling 24,4-81 tons.

P.Q.15 and Q.P.Il(^) sailed on the 26 April respect-

sailed on the 8 and 10 AprilC.-in-C. Horae
Pleet

Despatches

ively.

The eastbound convoy’s escort included a "CM" ship. (5)
The distant cover for both convoys consisted of heavy ships
in which for the first time United

operated as part of the Home Pleet
submarines vrere disposed off the Norwegian Coast, moving
northeastwards with the convoy to provide cover against the
enemy surface forces at Trondheim,

by another submarine which had accompanied P.Q.15 as far
as longitude 5°E,

States major units
.Co) Poiir British

They were joined later

C.C.

S. 7010/17/10
Ends. 24i and
B.

P.Q.15 was reported by a P.¥. aircraft on 28 April
vliich was attaoked by the Northrop float plane of No.330
Squadron/y engaged in giving A/U escort to the convoy,
the 29th a U-boat gained contact and rexported,
was attacked by six - J.U. 88 bombers, on the 1 May without

The next day six torpedo cfjrrying aircraft

O

The conv

success.

R.A.P. Iceland

O.R.B.

Appendices
n

oy

(1) Air attacks by the Germans on shipping in Murmansk
which had commenced in March 1942 were intensified.
Up to May I8, three ships totalling 16,769 tons had
been destroyed and two others severely damaged. See
Appendix XXIV.

Towards the end of March the heavy cruiser "HIPPER" was
sent up from Germany to Ti-ondheira to take the place of
the damaged "Prinz Eugen". See Chapter VII,

(3) P. Q. 14 started v/ith 23 ships. On 9 -kpril the convoy
ran into ice when north of Iceland and 14 ships had to

return to harbour in Akureyri,
Departed ' Date
from

P.Q.15 Hvalfiord 26.4.42 Murmansk 5.5.42 25
Q.P. 11 Murmansk 28,4,42 Reykjavik 8.5.42 13

(5) A "Cam" ship was a merchant vessel fitted with gear
for catapulting off a Hurricane fighter, i.e. "Catapult
Aircraft Merchant".

(6) The battleship "Yi/'ashington" and the 8-inch cruisers
"Wichita" and "Tuscaloosa".

(2)

(4) Arrived Date No. of Ships

Ships Sunkat

3
1
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G,“in-C, Home attacked and sunk three ships of total tonnage 15,808 about
Fleet Despatches 90 miles south of Bear Island. Although shadowed by E/A

and U-boats, as far as longitude 36°E no firrther attacks
occurred, '

Q.P,11 was located and reported both by enemy aircraft
and U-boats on 29 April and on the following day H.M.S.
Edinburgh, stationed about 15 miles ahead of the convoy,
was torpedoed by a U/boat and had her stem blown off,
proceeded in tow and was escorted towards Murmansk,
convoy was then attacked unsuccessfully by four torpedo
aircraft,

east of Bear Island by three large enemy destroyers,
escort, though greatly inferior in gun povrer, drove off
these attacks but one merchant vessel - the Russian

S.S. Tsiolkovsky of 2,847 tons - was sunlc and H.M. S, Amazon
was damaged,

convoy.

Sh

The

On the 1 May five attacks were delivered when
The

No further losses were suffered by this

e

These thuee enemy destroyers then attacked the disabled
cruiser "Edinburgh” on the 2 May and, .after a series of

gallant actions, one enemy destroyer was sunk and the other
two damaged. The Edinburgh v/as again torpedoed and had to
be abandoned and sunk while both the escorting destroyers,
H.M.S. Foresight and Forrester v/ere seriously damaged.

H.M. S, Trinidad. v/ho had been damaged in the action
with German destroyers on 29 March, had effected temporary

" repairs at Murmansk and set out on 13 May for proper dockyard
refit in the United States escorted by four cruisers and

four destroyers,

escort but, though the weather v/as perfect, this did not put
The party was sighted by enemy aircraft

The Russians promised long range fighter

in an appearanoe.

ibid

on 14 May when about 240 miles north v;est of Eela Inlet and

heavily attacked by bombers and torpedo aircraft,
Trinidad was repeatedly hit causing fires and a heavy list.
She had to be abandoned and was finally sunk by one of the

escort,

until 2000 hours on 15 May Y/hen 25 JU. 88’s attacked v/ith
bombs.

H.M.S.

The escort force returning to Iceland was shadov/e

No hits were scored but as this attack took place

d

over 350 miles from the nearest enemy airfield it meant that

convoys must hence forth expect air attack at any time
during at least five days of their passage.

(v) Extended air protection and reconnaissance

P.Q.l6 and Q.P.12(2) sailed from Hvalfiord and Murmansk
on 20 and 21 May respectively.

Catalinas of U.S.N. No.73 Squadron based in Iceland, P.Q.I6
VYas afforded A/U air escort further than usual, this extend
ing to Latitude 70°N Long. 1°E.

By using Sunderlands and the

As a measure against the

R.A.F. Iceland

O.R.B.

Appendices

0) The War Diaries of Luftflotte 5 state that the low cloud

and snow conditions prevented the successful employment
of bomber aircraft but favoured the operation of

A heavy attack by the latter YYastorpedo aircraft,
prepared for the 4 May but contact y/ith the convoy was

lost in VYorsening weather and wa.s not renewed before
P.Q.15 entered Murmansk.

(2) Departed Date
from

Arrived Date No. of Ships

Ships sunk

P.Q. 16 Hvalfiord 20.5.42 (Murmansk ) 30. 5.42 35 7
(Archangel) 1.6. 42

Q.P. 12 Murmansk 21.5.42 Iceland 30.5.42 1 4 nil

at

\
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expected air attacks all merchant vessels in P. Q. 16 cai'ried
Ov/ing to the inability of the Russians to provideballoons,

air co-operation Coastal Command were asked for reconnais
sance and long range fighter aircraft (to be based in
North Russia) but the nximber of such aircraft available was
insufficient to meet these requirements.

C.-in-C,

Home Fleet

Despatches

Between the 16 and 18 May the ”Prinz Eugen”, having
completed temporary repairs, was proceeding down the
Norwegian inner leads en route for Germany and the pocket
battleship "Lutzow” was on passage up them on the 19th
having left the Baltic on 15 May, Both ships were
and attacked by Coastal Coimand but v/ithout success
The usual Catalina and Liberator patrols off the Trondheim
area Y/ere intensified after the "Lutzow*' arrived in

Trondheim on 20 May and Yfere extended as far north as 71°N x
23°E when photographic reconnaissance on the 26th disclosed
that both pocket battleships - Lutzpw and Soheer  - were

lying in Bogen Fiord near Narvik, (w Such very extended
patrols could not be kept up for more than three davs with
the small numbers of long range aircraft available.'2;

ated

Information on the ice boundaries bety/een Jan Mayen

Island, Bear Island and Spitsbergen Yfere provided during
May by several sorties undertaken by Catalina aircraft of
No. 210 Squadron. These flights vrere in connection with

a special expedition which landed in Spitzbergen^+' but the
knowledge of the extent of firm ice Y/as invaluable in plan
ning the routes of the Russian convoys.

P. Q.l6 was located by F.W. aircraft on 2if May and
The firstshadowed continuously for the next six days,

air attack, 38O miles from any enemy airfield, was made on

25th by eight torpedo aircraft and 20 - JU.88 bombers,
ships were sunk but one American - S.S. Carlton of
5,127 tons - had to turn back in tow for Iceland OYYing to a
fractured main steam pipe. One JU. 88 was shot doYvn and

three damaged. The main air attack started P.M. 26 May
and continued almost Y/ithout respite until 3O May, Dinring

this period the convoy was, ov/ing to the ice line, never

more than 250 miles from Banak the nearest German airfield.
34 torpedo aircraft and 210 bomber aircraft attacks YYere

made'sinking six ships of total tonnage 37,014 and damaging
three others as YYell as the Polish destroyer "Garland”.
Three enemy aircraft were shot doYsn and ty/elve damaged.
Numerous attempts Yvere made by U/boats to attack but YYith
one exception - an American ship of 6,191 tons sunk - they
Yrere driven off.

No

the last tYVO days some RussianDuri

G.-in-C.
Home Fleet

Despatches

fighters v/ere present.

Q.P. 12 reached Iceland Y/ithout being attacked as'the
enemy vYas concentrating on the eastbound convoy,

(vi) The operation of Coastal Command aircraft from North
'Rus~^a for P. Q.17

After the experiences, during the passage of P.Q.I6,
Yvhich demonstrated the difficulty of maintaining air patrols

1) See Chapter VII,
2) See Map XVIII.

3) The total flying hours expended in these reconnaissances
of Trondheim and off the Norwegian Coast between 21 and

29 May Yvas 295. Ref. CC/S. 701 0/17/I 0 Encl.37A.
4) Part II of this chapter.
5) For details of the German air operations against P.Q.I6.

See Appendix XXV.
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from the United Kingdom off the northern Norwegian coast the
A.O,C.-ln-G. wrote on the 2 June to the Air Ministry suggest
ing that a flying boat base for Coastal Command aircraft
should be established in the Kola Inlet which would substan

tially increase the effective time spent on patrol,
■forwarded to the Admiralty an appreciation on the feasibility
of establishing a flying boat base at Spitsbergen in Advent
Bay which would enable A/U cover to be given to the convoys
from Jan Mayen Island till coming under the Russian coastal
pati*ols off Murmansk. In the same letter the A.O.C.-in-C.,
suggested that if a land aerodrome could be made available
in the Mm-mansk area the establishment of torpedo aircraft
would seriously threaten enemy surface vessels operating
against the convoys when east of Bear Island.

He also

C.C.

M.3. 115,108
End. 8A

ibid
End. %

Accordingly signals were sent by the Admiralty on the
7 and 8 Jime to the Senior British Navd.Officer in N. Russia
requesting that the practicability of operating torpedo

ibid bombers be reported on, and stressing that in discussing this
Ends. 1QA, 11A matter with the Soviet authorities they must understand that

it was a project under consideration only and in no way vrauld
relieve them of their obligations to secure the convoys
against submarine and air attack,
personal signal was sent on 7 June from the First Sea Lord to
Admiral mies who was head of the Naval Mission to Soviet

.^>1) In it, reference Y/as made to an improvement in
the measures taken by the Soviet to assist in the passage of
convoy P.Q.16 but pointed out that in spite of this there
was still a loss of 20fo among the merchant ships from enemy

It was insisted

12A and 15^-

Regarding this latter, a

Russia

C.C.

s. 7010/17/10
Encl.32A

action at the Russian end of the route,
that if these convoys were to continue the Soviet authorities
must hot only maintain their help at the present level but

Suggestions were made as to the
Stress was laid on the indica-

must make further efforts.
direction of these efforts,
tions that the enemy intended to move.his major naval, units
to Altenfiord in the North Cape area. This was beyond the
range of our air reconnaissance and the Russians codd, there
fore, give valuable help in providing such reconaaissance
and in attacking these ships, when located. The operation
of Russian submarines in the area east of Bear Island vrould
prove a useful deterrent to sorties, by the enemy ships.
Finally it was strongly recommended that Banak, the main enemy
airfield in the extreme north of Norway, should be bombed . .

early as practicable after the sailing of the next convoy.'- 'as

Replying to the queries pn the torpedo bomber proposi
tion, the S.B.N.O., N. Russia signalled on the 9 June that
the Russians maintained at least eight torpedo bomber type
aircraft at Vaenga so that facilities for maintaining and

This Yfas folloYYedoperating such aircraft were in existence,

C.C.
M.S. 15,108
Ends. I7A,
2QA and 27A

on the 11 June by a signal from Admiral Miles that the Russians
would vrelcome the assistance which vro.uld be provided by
British torpedo bombers.

This was part of the British Services delegation to
Soviet Russia known as "30 Mission" whose headquarters
Y/ere in Moscow.
A reply was received from Admiral Miles on the 16 June
to the effect that the People's Commissar had stated
that all Soviet naval resources in the north would be
concentrated on protection of convoys and that, while
he was not satisfied mth the air effort for P.Q. I6,
he was hopeful of better results in the futrre.
Efforts would be made to get more long range fighters
and as many long range Hurricanes as possible Yvould be
sent north before convoy P.Q. 17 arrived.
Ref. M.S. 15,108 end. 3^.

SECRET
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(2)
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The question of augmenting the numbers of long range
fighters was also pursued but the shortage of such aircraft
in Coastal Command and the difficulties of the transit flight
were such that this project was abandoned, A request to the

Air Ministry by the Admiralty on the 14 Jione for an allocation

to Coastal Command of six long range Mosquito aircraft in
view of the hazardous nature of close reconnaissance of the

most northern ports of Norway by Liberator or Catalina air

craft had to be refused. The Air Ministry, although fully
realising the vital importance of this reconnaissance, were

forced to reply that no additional long range Mosquitoes were
in existence.

ibid

Ends. 23A
and 22*A.

C.C.

s. 7010/17/10
Ends. 33A
and 36A,

Mean-viAiile consideration of the proposds for basing
flying boats at Spitsbergen and in the Kola Inlet had .

resiTLted in the decision that Spitsbergen presented too many
difficulties of climate, accessibility and defence. The
Kola Inlet project, however, was perfectly practicable and on

the 15 June the Air Ministry authorised ”30 Mission” to
obtain permission from the Soviet authorities for the basing
of Catdina aircraft in North Russia, The Russians agreed
to this proposal and furnished fdl details of flying boat

facilities at Grasnaya near Vaenga on the Kola Inlet and at

Lake Lakhta near Archangel, Arrangements were con^jleted by
the 25 June for eight Catalina aircraft from Nos, 210 and

240 Squadrons to be available to carry out patrols off

ibid northernmost Norway, land either at Grasnaya or Lake Lakhta
Ends, 36A, 37A, and operate for a short time from those bases before returning

to the United Kingdom, A small seiwicing party of 15 ratings
was to be ferried out as passengers in the first three air

craft -vdiich took off, together with
pack W/T installation.

C.G.

M.S. 15,108
End. 28A

ibid

End. 31A

45A.

a signds officer and a
A re-arming and refuelling party

with a bomb scow and other stores took passage in one of the

ships of the convoy.

In view of the weakness

in torpedo bomber squadrons',
torpedo aircraft being diverted to North Russia in spite of
the readiness of the Russians to receive them at Vaenga,

t this period of Coastd Comm
0!

and
the Admirdty objected to any

The next convoy to Russia - P.Q.17 “ had not been planned
to sail before the 27 Jime,
convoy, was partly owing to the complete review and re

organisation given to the measures of defence but mainly
because the naval operation for running supplies to Malta,
which took place earlier in June, left insufficient destroyers
in the Home Fleet for the simdtaneous running of the convoy
to Russia,

The delay, since the previous

Heavy enemy air raids during June had destroye
the town and off-loading facilities at Murmansk.
necessitated the port of Archangel in the Vftiite Sea being
used as the Russian terminus. P.Q,17 and Q.P.13 actually

sailed from Hyalfiord and Archangel on the 27 and 28 J\jne
,\3) Frequent ice reconnaissances and sorties

d most o

respectively

f

This

(1) One squadron of Beauforts - No.86 - and one squadron of
Hampdens - No,415 were the only fully trained T.B.
squadrons. Nos. 144, 455 anJ 489 H^pdens were still
under training.
For details of these raids see Appendix XXIV.

Departed Date Arrived Date No. of Ships
Ships Sunk

/P.Q.17 Hvalfiord 27.6.42 Archangel 11-27.7.42 37 23
\Q.P.13 Archangel 26.6.42 Iceland 6,7.42
* Sunk by mines in British minefield off N.W. Iceland,

from at

6*35
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in connection -with the expedition on Spitzhergen had
established that the ice conditions allowed a more northerly-
passage and a considerable evasive detour in the Barents Sea

before approaching the White Sea from the north eastward.

A line of British Submarines was established at a

distance of about 120 miles off the north west coast of

Norway, (l) Heavy ships of the Home Fleet provided the
usual distant cover to the P,Q. convoy and a small dummy
convoy to mislead enemy air reconnaissance proceeded westv/ards
of the Shetlands with orders to turn back not further east

than longitude 1°E about noon on 30 June, The naval escort
tb the convoy included a force which proceeded to Icefiord
in Spitsbergen -with re-inforcements and supplies for the

little exi^edition there. This force was subsequently to

rejoin the convoy support force. (See Part II of this
chapter section (iv).)

C.C.

s. 7010/17/10
Ends. 41A
42A and 47A

P.Q.17 was located by enemy aircraft and U-boats on
1 July when about JO miles east of Jan Mayen Island and
thereafter was shadowed continuously except for intervals in

(This fog did, however, decrease the number of air
'  On 1 July t-wo Gatalinas "B" and ”0" of No. 210

fog.
attacks,)

0. in C.
Home Fleet

Despatches
C.G. ■

s. 7010/17/10
End, 6OA

Squadron proceeded to Lake Lakhta, near Archangel, carrying
out patrols off Northern Nor-way on the way. See Map XXII.

The situation at the commencement of the operation was

that the Germans possessed a strong bomber force in North

Norviray, including some torpedo bombers, a considerable force
of U-boats cruising between Jan Mayen Island and the Barents

Sea, and four major navd units disposed between Trondheim,
Narvik and Altenfiord, By the 3vJuly the "Tirpitz" and
"Hipper" had moved up to Narvik(2) and "lllte Scheer” and
"Lutzow" were either in of on their way to Altenfiord.
view of this concentration of German heavy ships the
A.O.G. in G, Goastal Command had represented the desirability of
moving a torpedo bomber squadron to Vaenga, just north of
Murmansk, prior to the sailing of the convoys but as has
been mentioned this was not approved by the Admiralty,
only threats, therefore, to the enemy naval forces -were the
remote menace , of the Home Fleet viiich, by reason of the
enemy air strength, could only approach the coast of Norway
at a very great risk, the concentration of British and
Russian submarines around the most northern portion of the
coast and a small and not very highly trained
striking force based in the Murmansk area.v3)

In

The

Russian air

Appendix XXVI

C.G.

s. 7010/17/10
Enel. 87A

On 3 July, three more Gatalinas left for Russia carry-
Togetheribid

Encl.59A
ing out full reconnaissance patrols on the way.
Vvdth the Catalinas already in Russia a series of crossover
patrols w'ere planned between positions 71 30N x 19OOE and
715ON X 2345E.

and the particular one was selected which best provided a
Only one of these v/as maintained at a time

(1) Altl-iough the enemy heavy naval units had not yet gone
up to Altenfiord, information received by the Admiralty
Intelligence Division on 13.6.42 indicated that they
would do so as soon as the next Arctic convoy was
located. Ref. CC/S.7010/17/10 Encl.46A.
To guard e^gainst a possible break out of any of these
units into the Atlantic, special patrols were flo-wn
thenceforth both north and south of Iceland,
3 July a P.R.U, aircraft reported the Trondheim
anchorages as empty.
The actual composition is not at present kno-wn but it
included 8 torpedo bombers and between 30 to 40
ILirricanes and Tomahavd^s.
87A.

On

Ref. MS. 15108 Ends. 17A and

(2)

(3)
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screen "between Alten Fiord and the P.Q.1?
to the eastward, On the A, 5 and 6 July the
three Catalinas took off from the United Kingdom,
to comparatively limited refuelling facilities at Lake Lakta,
the Russian authorities organised an advanced base for the
flying boats at Grasnaya on the Kola Inlet near Murmansk,
Operating at such a distance vdthout maintenance cre'ffs and

v/ith temporary W/T communications the crossover patrols were
kept up with only one serious gap in the cover. This
occurred on 4- July and was due to an accident to  a Liberator

of No, 120 Squadron when taking off from Stornoviray to take
part in the crossover patrol scheme. It resulted in a gap
of no cover between 1100 and 1700 hours on that day, but as
events proved the enemy did not attempt to break out at
this time.

as it progressed

eip.ining
Owingibid

Enel. 6lA, 67A
7QA, 77A

Mean-vdiile aif attacks had developed on P.Q.17 betv/een
the 2 and 4 July during v/hich three merchant ships of total
tonnage 19,209 were sunk by torpedoes and one seriously
damaged while at least five enemy aircraft were shot down.

C. in C.
Home Fleet

Despatches

Although no P.R,U. aircraft had been able to verify the
departure of the German major units from the Nai-vik area,
Admiralty intelligence was tolerably certain that the tv/o
pocket battleships were in Altenfjord.
the "Tirpitz”. **Hipper'* and destroyers had left the Trondheim
area by 14-00 hours on 3 July but their whereabouts were not
known.

It was Icnov/n that

In view of the gap in air reconnaissance betvreen
1100 and 1700 hours the Admiralty considered that
^1 of the enemy major units might have put to sea to
intercept the convoy now that it was well to the east of
Bear Island, Moreover it was possible that some including
the Tinit t.z might be steering for the Atlantic now that the
Home-Fleet was at sea in Arctic waters. Accordingly at
2111 hours on the 4 July, when the convoy Y^as about 40 miles
southeast of Seahorse Island, the Admiralty ordered the
cruiser support force to mthdraw to the westward at high
speed and at 2123 hours signalled the convoy P.Q.17 to dis
perse and proceed independently to Russian ports.

some or

No force in fact left Altenfjord until noon on the
5_July. It then consisted of the "Tirpitz”,
six destroyers. The Russian submarine ”K.21
reported them at I700 hours in 713ON x 2350E C°.045^ .and
claimed two torpedo hits on the "Tir-pitz”. (3)
they were again sighted and reported by the British sub
marine '[P_.,34” in 712ON X 275OE G°.060° towards the scattered
remnants of the convoy. Soon after ”P,54's" sighting the
enemy abandoned their enterprise and returned to harbour
mthout even reaching the Catalina air patrols, which were

Hipper” and
attacked and

At 2029 hours

(1) The “Tirpitz

area and had joined the two Pocket battleships in
Altenfiord. The line of British submarines, y/hich
were to seaward of the air patrols, was shifted round
in similar fashion,

stationed closer to the coast off the main exit from
Altenfjord.

The first two aircraft, B and C/210 sqdn. returned ..
U.N. on the 5/6 July, carrying out patrols on the way.
No mention of any attack by a hostile submarine is
made in the war diary of the "Tirpitz”. No damage at
all was suffered by the battleship during this opera
tion. See Appendix XXVI.

and “Hipper” had now left the Narvik

Two Russian submarines were

to(2)

(3)
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by now just uo seawai'd of the line of British submarines. (1)
At the time, however, this retreat was not known and one
Catalina was diverted first to the position of K.2^ *s

attack, then to P. 5k^s area and finally, vvhen no sighting
was obtained, patrols were established more to the north-
eastiivard so as to cover the scattered ships of P. Q. 17.

On the 6 July Admiralty Intelligence indicated that
the enemy naval force had returned to Altenfiord and to
obtain confirmation the A.0,C.-in-G, offered to send a

P.E.U. Mosquito from the U.K. to do a reconnaissance in this

area, provided the Russians could receive the aircraft at

Vaenga.
0726 hours on the 7 July,
aircraft landed at Vaenga at 1200 hours and refuelled,
the outward journey at 101-5 hours the pilot saw all four

major units escorted by eight destroyers^ three E-boats and
a tanker steerimg to the northwest out of
obviously on their way back to the souths
the operations carried out by the Catalinas consisted of

sorties in veearch of damaged and sinking ships of the convoy.
The scattered and defenceless convoy had been subjected
to poTiTerful air and TJ-boat attacks,
searches by the Catalinas, by corvettes and by minesweepers
a fortnight elapsed before .the fate of the various ships of
the convoy were fully known,
vdien the convijy^ scattered, 20 were sunk aggregating
115,094 tons,
of the 37 which started from Iceland,

This was agreed to and the aircraft took off at
Photographs were taken and the

On

f Pugloy Fiord,
.(2) The rest of

In spite of vddespread

Of the 34 ships remaining

Only 14 eventually reached Archangel out

C.C.

S. 7010/17/10
Enel. 87A

Q.P.1,3, which sailed from Archangel on 26 June, was
sighted by enemy aircraft on tk^e 30th but once more the
enemy's policy was to concentrate on the eastbound convoy

However, the convoy, on reachingand it was not attacked.

Admty,
B.R.I337

Iceland, split into two portions - one direct to the
United Kingdom and the other via the Denmark Straits to
Hval fiord,

field off the northwest comer of Iceland losing six merchant

vessels of total tonnage 37,264 and H.M.S. Nigger sunk.

This latter portion ran foul of our own mine-

The Catalina's were recalled from north Russia on the

8 July and had all returned to the U. K. by the 11th,
maintain the patrols and searches between the 1 and 10 July
four aircraft of No, 210 Squadron and four aircraft of

To
5: ..

G.C..

S.7OI 0/1 7/10
Enel. 87A

(1) The German Naval Staff considered that the scattered
convoy was being adequately disposed of by air and U-boat

attacks. Nov/ that the battle force had been reported
and in view of the limited success likely, circianstances
did not justify the risk of possible interception by
British units containing an aircraft carrier. The
operation was broken off at 2132 hoixrs. See' Appendix XXVI.
After the German force-broke off their interception
operation at 2132/5, they returned to Altenfjord to
refuel. Early on 7 July the . whole fleet v/eighed and
proceeded for the Vestf jord, but ran into fog off Amoy
Island, y/hen getting under,way again to pass through
Pu^oy fjord a British aircraft vi/as seen overhead at

1045 hours and a jumbled sighting report was intercepted.
The fleet resumed their journey and without further
incident passed through Gimsoystraumen and arrived in
Bogenfjord during the night of the 7/8 July.
Appendix XXVI.
10 by U-boat and 10 by air attack,
air operations see Appendix XXV.

(2)

See

(3) For details of the
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No,24.0 Squadron had operated from Lalce Lakhta or Grasnaya, (0

The crews and W/D signal parties were very well
received by the Russians and the improvised groiand organisa
tion was extremely effective,
operational chain was that of communications and it was

realised that before a similar operation was undertaken it

vrould be necessary to establish a small R.A.P. Headquarters
■with suitable 'f/T coramimication,
in the conclusions of his' report "the outstanding interest
of this operation was in the fact that it vra.s possible to
carry out fairly effective reconnaissance in an area over
1000 miles from the Home base of the aircraft concerned".

The weakest linlc in the

As the A.O.C.-in-C. said

Regarding the sortie of the Geman heavy naval units
•vdiich caused the order for the dispersal of -the convoy -with
such disastrous results, the A.O.G. in a letter to the Air
Ministry dated the 5 July suggested that had there been a
torpedo bomber squadron at Yaenga to attack these ships
the Admiralty mi^t not have given this order,
most strongly that his previous proposal to s end such a
squadron to North Russia be favourably re-considered and
implemented before the sailing of the next P.Q. convoy.

He urged

CG/4I.S.15,108
End, 67A

(vii) The despatch of a balanced force of aircraft to
North Russia for P.Q.18

O'wing to another large scale naval operation in the
Mediterranean for the relief of Malta v/hich necessitated

the ■withdrawal of Hiany Home Fleet cruisers and destroyers
the next Russian convoy - P. Q, I8 - v/as postponed until
early September 19’+2* During this period plans were
worked out for the despatch to North Russia of a much larger
force of Goastal Gommand aircraft to provide air support
during the passage of this convoy. The ■vdiole Programme
was given the code name of operation "Orator" and contained
three distinct operations,

(a) Orator - P.R.U. consisted of the operation of
foirr P.R.U, Spitfires from Vaenga to provide informa
tion on the location of enemy major naval units in the
most northerly Norwegian fiords,

(b) Orator '- Ham consisted of the operation of t^wo
squadrons of Hampden torpedo bombers from Vaenga to
act as a striking force should any of the naval units
put to sea to attack the convoy,

(c) Orator - Gat consisted of the operation of
Catalina flying boats from Lake Lakhta and/or Grasnaya
to provide sea reconnaissance to locate and shadow
these naval units and to give anti-U-boat escort to
the convoys themselves.

C.G.

M.S.15,106
End, IfA, i6A

and

M.3. 15,108
Ends. 78A, 88A
93A- and 98A

C.C. operational
order No. 3/42
and M.S. 15,106
Ends. 2QA and
63A, B and C.

The ■whole force vms under the command of a Group
Captain(2) vdth the title of Senior R.A.P. Officer North
Russia and his task.v/as to co-ordinate the R.A.F. force
vdth whatever Russian Air Forces were dlocatod in the
protection of the t'wo convoys P.Q.18 and Q.P. 1^+,

Ground persoipael, equipment and torpedoes for the t^vro

(1) During this period 25 sorties were made of total flying
hours 368, The aircraft vrore B, C, E and N/210 Sqdn,
and A, F, J and M/24O Sqdn.

(2) Group Captain F.. X,Hopps A.F.C.
SECRETDS 64294/1 (34-3)
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Hampden Squadrons(0
Tuscaloosa leaving Greenock on 13 August and arriving off

Vaenga on 23 August lAiiere they were disembarked and trans
ferred to the aerodrome. The aircraft of the twD squadrons,

'  numbering 32, took off on the transit flight from Sumburgh
on k- September. Mich consideration had. been given to the

route, T^rfaich lay across enemy territory, and to the fact
that Vaenga was very near the then frontline between the
Russian and German forces. To avoid the arrival of air

craft nearing the end of their endurance at an unfamiliar
airfield during possible air raids, it vra.s decided to route
them to Afrikanda airfield in the I^andalashlca area which

was well behind the front line. After refuelling, the
squadrons would then proceed to Vaenga airfield as the

operational base. Unfortunately, although 19 aircraft
landed sa'fely at Afrikanda and four others at other airfields

in the neighbourhood, three lost their v?ay and six crashed
in Norway or Sweden during the flight. Of the former, one

■  reached the mouth of the Kbla Inlet and v/as shot down by

Russian filters - an air raid was in progress at the time
and in any case the aircraft was in a prohibited area 

-

the other tvro ran out of petrol and force landed in posi
tions nearer the Kandalashka district. One vra.s damaged

beyond repair, the other made a "v/heel up" landing in soft
mossy ground and was only slightly damaged.

Three Spitfires of the P.R.U. successfully made the
flight during the afternoon of 1 September followed later
in the day by the fourth Spitfire. By the 5 September
these aircraft and the 24 surviving Hampdens were at
Vaenga.

sent to Vaenga in the U.S. cruiserwereC.C.

M.S. 15,106
Ends,' 13A and
21A.

also

M.S. 15,107
End. 26a

C.G.

M.S. 15,106 •
Ends.22A and B

43A, 64^, 69A

G.C.

M.S. 15,107
End.23B

ibid

End. 23B

The accommodation in the U.S. cruiser which took the

Hampden ground personnel and equipment was not sufficient
to perform the same service for the Gatdinas of No. 210

Squadron; in addition the squadron was required to remain
operationd in the United Kingdom tip to the last possible
moment before proceeding to Russia.
No, 422 Squadron Yfere therefore employed in addition to four

of No.210 squadron in transporting essentid personnel and
stores to North Russia just prior to the departure of

No,210 squadron early in September, w)

A find consultation v/as hold on 31 August at No,l8
Group H.Q, between the Ohief of Staff to the G. in G. Home

Fleet, the A.O.G. I8 Group, the Fleet Aviation officer and

Group Gaptain Hopps regarding the tasks for the Gatdinas
going to Russia. It was agreed that the first .priority
was reconndssance of the enemy main navd units £ind the

maintenance of anti-ship patrols. To this end a line of

crossover patrols, numbered from one to ton, had been
designed v/hich stretched from 69OON x 1000E to 712QN x 350CE
along the northern coasts of Norway and from which
appropriate patrols could be selected according to the

convoys' progress, (4)
this commitment,, escort was to be given to P. Q. I8,
period during which P.Q.18 and Q.P.14 passed each other was

considered of specid importance, Y/hen these commitments
had been fulfilled, escort was to be given to Q.P.14.

Three Gatdinas of

After provision had been made for
The

G.G.

M.S. 15,106
End, 73A

C.G.

M.S. 15,106,
End, 63B and C

G.G.

M.S. 15,107
End. 21G

The squadrons selected T/ere Nos,144 and 455.
See Map XXIII.
The aircraft used were A, B and C, of No.422 squadron
and A, H, L and N of No.210 squadron. I6 trips were
made totalling I68 hours 39 minutes by No,422 squadron,
and 5 trips of 83 hours 25 minutes by No,210 squadron.
See Map XXIII..

1

2

3

(h.)
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C.C. On 1 September Group Captain Hopps left in a Catalina
for Grasnaya. Inspections of facilities at Grasnaya and
Vaenga, consultations with the Senior British Navral officer
at Polyamoe, with Rear Admiral Miles of 30 Mission and
General Kuznetsov (the Commanding Officer in North Russia)
occupied the next three days. Afrikanda and Lake LaJchta
T/ere then visited and on retum to Grasnaya final operation
instiaictions, including combined strike tactics, were
written and agreed to by General Riznetsov, Resulting
from the visits to all the aerodromes and stations it was

M.S. 15,106
Enel. 54A

and

M.S. 15,107
End. 21E

C.C.

M.S. 15,107
End.RIP

realised that the difficulties of the communication made

it essential to malce Grasnaya the main operational flying
boat base in spite of its' proximity to the enemy front
line,

sary organisation at Grasnaya and made Lakhta the repairing
and rest station.

Naval officer in North Russia was at Polyamoe, situated on
the Kbla Inlet, and telephone communication with Grasnaya
was an additional factor in making this decision,
signals staff was re-organised and S.R.A.P.O. set up an
Area Combined Headquarters at Polyamoc on 6 Septeiiiber,

Accordingly Group Captain Hopps set up the necos-

The headquarters of the Senior British

The

ibid

Enel. 23B

Naval escort and support forces were also on a much
increased scale. P.Q.18 Was to be accompanied by eight'
destroyers and corvettes vriLth seven trawlers and mine-'

sweepers, two A/A ships, t-wo submarines and the important
innovation of H.M.S. Avenger - an auxiliary aircraft carrier
equipped vd.th 12 fighters and three S-wordfish aircraft,
available destroyers from the Home Fleet were to form tvi/o
groups, one to acconpany the convoy as far as the longitude
of Spitsbergen and the other, after refuelling at Spitsbergen,
to continue the escort. Oilers were despatched to Lo'we
Sound for this purpose escorted by four cruisers and three
destroyers whoso additional task was the replenishment of
provisions and stores for the v/inter to the little expedi
tion established in Spitsbergen,
take P. Q. 18 right throu^ to Archangel while the remainder
o± the covering forces including the ’’Avenger” would transfer
to Q.P. 14 when the tvro convoys crossed each other. (The
North Russian local escort, consisting of Russian destroyers
and British minesvfeepers, would escort Q.P. outward and P.Q.
inward between_Archangel and latitude 72°). British and
Russian submarines were stationed at the commencement of the
operation in areas close in to the various exits from fiords
north of Narvik until D.10 day; thereafter the British sub
marines took up a line of patrol billets off the north of
Norway Just to seaward of the air patrol line and were
shift

All

The close escort -vtus to

ed round ao as to keep betvreen Altenflord and the P

C.C.

M.S. 15,106
Ends. 51-^
and 91A

.Q.
convoyU / Finally the battle fleet ■would proceed to .
Akureyri in north Iceland ready to engage the enemy major
units should intelligence or reconnaissance reports indicate
their activities to the west of Bear Island.

C, in C. H.F.
Despatches

P.Q.18 sailed from Loch Ewe on 2 September, proceeding
west-about round Iceland and passing through the Denmark
Straits on 7 September, Air escort and A/U cover was given
by Coastal Command from the 3 September to the ■
aircraft based in north Scotland and Iceland.(2)

12th using
The convoy

1) See Map XXIII
2) The squadrons concerned were No„ 58 Wliitley, No.2d9 Hudsons,

No. 228 Sunderland, No. 210 Catalina, No.75 U.S.N. Gata.linas, No.330
Norvregian Catalinas and No.120 Liberators. Six of the last
named squadron had been sent to Iceland on 4.9.42 so as to extend
the air A/U cover as far north as jjossible. The last sortie
le'ft the convoy in 7415N x 01565
flovm of 400 hours gi-^d-ng hours vdth the convoy or the
supporting naval -force,
sighted but not attacked.

A total of 42 sorties were

One aircraft was lost and one U-boat
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sighted cy a P»¥.'200 aircraft late on 8 September whenwas

rounding the north west corner of Iceland and was located
and shadowed by U/boats from the 10th onwards.

The "Scheer", "Hipper”, "Eoln” and six destroyers moved
They were

observed and reported off And Fiord by the inshore British

submarines but at too great a range for an attack to be

.(0 The move of these units was the signal for
Coastal Command to commence the anti-ship patrols to the

north of Norway, (2) The first Catalina - N/210 Squadron -
accordingly took off from Invergordon on 11 September, com

pleted No.^f Patrol and landed at Grasnaya 18 hours later.
Subsequent Catalina's took off at the requisite intervals
from the U.K., completed the appointed patrols and landed in
North Russia until by the 13th there were eight Catalina's
at either Grasnaya or Lake Lakhta.
ship patrols were operated by the R.A.P, Headquarters in

North Russia, being joined by one more Catalina on the

15 September,

from Narvik to Altenfiord later on the 10th,

delivered

Thereafter the anti-

C.G.

M.S. 15,107
End, 21G

Meanwhile P, Q, 18 was attacked by a Tl/boat on the night
of 12/13 September losing one merchant ship of 3,559 tons.
Air attacks commenced on the afternoon of the 13th and

resulted in the sinking of eight ships of aggregate tonnage
46,099 by torpedo aircraft while H.M.S. Avenger's fighters
were engaging enemy high level bombers and shadowing air

craft, Another ship of 7,191 tons was lost that night by
U/boat attack, follovred by a British tanker of 8,992 tons on
the 14 September, During the day two heavy torpedo attacks

were delivered by 22 and 25 enemy aircraft respectively and

t¥/D bombing attacks which, however, only succeeded in sinking
one merchant vessel of 3,124 tons. A prolonged attack by
some 30 bombers on the 15th was entirely vathout success.
During this period, just over two days, the enemy lost at

least aircraft. No further air or U/boat attacks were
made on P,Q.18 while the destroyer and aircraft carrier
covering force was in company but off Gape Kanin at the
entrance to the White Sea a further three air attacks

succeeded in sinking one more ship of 5,446 tons.(3)

C. in G. H.P.

Despatches

On 13 September, Admiralty Intelligence indicated that
the battleship Tirpitz might have left Narvik and  a P.R.U,
Mosquito flown from the U.K. on the lifth reported that the

Narvik anchorage was empty. (4) Acting on the intelligence
report, the A.O. C, in G. sent a signal to S.R.A.P.O. North

Russia giving the warning that "Tirpitz" was probably out and

was unlocated. This was received by Group Gaptain Hopps on
the night of 13/l4th. His o-^rn P.R.U. reconnaissance had
shovm, the presence in Altenfiord on I3 Septeiiiber of only the
"Scheer". "Hippor". "Koln" and destroyers, so that the infer
ence ¥7as that a sally tovra.rds the convoys might be imminent,
if not already under way, by some of the enemy major units,
Unt'ortunately, on this night took place the only gap in the
maintenance of the crossover patrols. The Gatalina detailed

G.G.

M.S. 15,107
Enel. 21P

(1) The arrival of these units in Altenfiord was confirmed

by P.R.U., Spitfire operating from Vaenga at O7OO hours
on 11 September.

In addition the Battle Fleet jDut to sea from Akureyi'i in
North Iceland.

For details of the German air operations against P.Q.I8
see Appendix XXV.

The "Tirpitz" did not in fact put to sea but was
ing at the time of the P.R.U. sortie in the main fiord -
Ofot Fiord

See Map XVIII.

exercis-

- well av/ay from the anchorage in Bogen Fiord,

(2)

(3)

(4)
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to fly the anti-ship patrol during the night failed to start

up owing to engine trouble. W/T Communication vdth Lake
Lakhta was suffering one of the frequent ”W/T Blackouts"
endemic in northern latitudes so preventing a relief sortie

being ordered from there. Repair vrork was carried on

throughout the night and the aircraft was got away at dawn.

The delay made it necessary to patrol further from the coast
in case the enemy had slipped out during the gap. This
made it impracticable to get the torpedo bombers off in time

to intercept the enemy supposing the Catalina did locate them
on the more distant patrol and make a first sighting report.

Group Captain Hopps therefore decided to send the
Hampdens out on a reconnaissance in force, so as to have

them airborne and ready to be homed if the Catalina sighted
the enemy and able to strike on their own if sighting the

enemy thanselves during the course of their sweep,
svfeep was designed to cover, for as long a distance as pos
sible, the likely course to be steered if the enemy was

bent on attacking the convoys. At the same time a P.R.U.
Spitfire was sent to look at Altenfiord so that should the

enemy units still be in harbour, the Hampdens could be

recalled. As it happened, the P.R.U. Sortie was ineffective
owing to bad weather and the 23 Hampdens car'ried out the sweep
without incident. ("I) Co-operation by the Russian bombers in
accordance with the arrangements previously detailed in the

combined operation orders also v/ent Yri.thout a hitch.

This

In point
put to sea\2}
unknoYm.

efforts at obtaining clear vieY/s of the Narvik or Trondheim

areas since the 1A September viien the usual anchorage near

Narvik had been reported empty,
until the I8th V/hen a P.R.U. Mosquito located the Tirpitz in
her old anchorage in Bogen Fiord near Narvik,

of fact the German force in Altenfiord had not

but the whereabouts of the "Tirpitz" were stil

This state of doubt lasted

l

Bad weather, low cloud and fog had frustated all

Up to this day the cross-over anti-ship patrols had been

maintained by the Catalina's based in North Russia YYith only
It was decidedthe one gap in the cover already mentioned,

M.*s! 15,107
End. 21B,
21P and 23B

to discontinue these patrols from the afternoon of the

18 September in view of the knoYWi position of the "Tirpitz",
ea and the know-t P. Q.l8 was entering the Yfhite Sthe fact that

.P. I^Yyas v/est of Bear Island. C3)ledge that Q
found possible to give anti-U/boat escort to P. Q.l8 as vYell
as maintain the anti-ship patrols and such escort commenced
on 15 September v^hen the convoy was met in 7538N  x 4948E,
Continuous escort was then afforded'until P.Q.18 arrived in

Archangel on the 19 September. (■4-) '

It had been

(l) 23 Hampdens of Nos.144 and 455 squadrons took off at
0825 landing back at Vaenga at lo55 hours on the
14 September. iapFor the track of this s^./eep se mil.
The total effort of these t o squadrons YYhile in North
Russia, including the irdtial transit flights ivas 81
sorties of 409w, flying; hours. , ^
They were seen by the,next P.R.U. Sortie on the 14th
and again on the 15th and l6 September.
Alten Fjord.
15 Catalina Sorties vrere employed in maintaining these
patrols totalling 282 hours in the air of Yvhich
114 hours were spent actually on the patrols,
7 Catalina Sorties went to P.Q.18 totalling 112 hours of
Yvhich 17 hoirrs Yvere spent actually Ydth the convoy.
3 Sorties did not succeed in meeting the convoy ovd.ng to
bad visibility.

Still in
(2)

(3)

(4)
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Q.P.1 if sailed from Archangel on the 13 September and

suffered no attack in spite of enemy aircraft sightings on

the 18th but it was picked up and shadowed by U-boats from

the 19th.
reconnaissance over both convoys as they passed each other

but only the naval covering force was sighted,
visibility was down to half a mile so the failure was not

surprising,
from being met by two Catalina sorties but successful escort

was given on the I8 September for 3's hours leaving the

convoy in 7^17N x 2808E,
escort from North Russia

Efforts were made on the l6th to provide air

The

Low visibility on the 17^^ prevented Q.P.14

oor weather prevented further
.0!

C.C.

M.S. 15,107
Enel. 21G

U/boat attacks developed on the night of the
September when one merchant ship of 4,937 tons and the

minesweeper "Leda” vrere sink. H.M, destroyer "Somali” Tfas
hit and crippled,
three days, she broke in half and sank in a gale, -
attack by U/boats on the 22 September sank two more merchant
ships of total tonnage 12,519 and the Royal Fleet Auxiliary
"Grey Ranger". The convoy reached Cape Yfrath on
26 September with no further loss.

After being in tow for four nights and
A further

C. in C. H.F.

Despatches

As soon as the range would permit, air escort was given
to Q.P.14 from Scotland and Iceland. Catalinas supplied
this on the 21 September at a distance of 8OO miles from
base. One of the aircraft - Z/33O Norwegian squadron -

attacked a U/boat found near the convoy on the surface.
The depth charges exploded out of damaging distance off the

TJ/boat*s starboard beam. The U/boat remained on the
surface and a gun duel ensued during which the navigator
was Yromded and the aircraft sustained such damage that it

vra.s forced to leave the U/boat and ditch near the convoy,
the crew being picked up by a destroyer. Bad weather
prevented cover being given on the 22nd but it was renewed

on the 231'd and 24th by Catalinas, Liberators, and Portresses,
Catalina U/210 squadron, -vdiile with the convoy on the
23 September, attacked and
stick of depth charges,(3)

sank U-253 wdth a well aimed

C.C.

M.S. 15,107
End. 23c

The Catalinas in North Russia were ordered home in

detachments from the 20th onwards now that P. Q.I8 TYas in

harboior and Q.P.I4 well on the homeward leg of the journey.
The first three left on the 20th and by the 28 September,
they had all returned except one which had been shot dovm.

by an enemy aircraft off the mouth of the Kola Inlet on the

25th whilst engaged on a special flight in connection with

the expedition in Spitsbergen.
(Group Captain Hopps) arrived in the U.K. on 22 September
in one of the returning aircraft. (4)

The S.R.A.F.0, North Russia

(1) The total effort was 3 sorties of 53? hours but only
3? hours with the convoy.

Departed Date Arrived Date

from

P. S.18 Loch EiYe 2.9.42 Archangel 19.9.42
Q. P. 14 Archangel 13,9.42 G. Irath 26.9.42
In giving A/U escort and cover to '!.P. 14 -and supi:iorting naval forces
from Scotland E.nd Iceland 46 sorties vrere made totalling 401 flying

hours. The squadrons employed vrere Nos.330 Norwegian Catalinas

and Northrop float plsines, No,210 Catalinas, No. 120 Liberators,
Nos. 220 aiid 206 Fortresses, No. 612 Nhitleys, No,2o9 Hudsons and
No.48 Hudsons. Actual escort amounted to 76-g- hours. Four

U-boats were sighted of which tiTO were attacked. One w'as sunk
and one aircraft \,ras lost.

Tliis detachment had provided a total of 63 sorties totalling 791-5-
flying hours

No. of Shj-ps Sunk

at

40 13
21 4

(2)

(3)

(4)
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(viii). Disposal of aircraft remaining in North Russia

Regarding the Hampden and Spitfire aircraft still in
Russia the A.O.C. in G, suggested to the Air Ministry on the

2A September that, in view of the adverse prevailing winds

and v/eather, it would be unsafe to attempt to fly these
aircraft back to this country. In these circumstances he

considered it preferable to hand them as a free gift to
the Russian Government and bring the crev/s back by sea,

preferebly in one of H.M. ships* , Added weight was given
to this suggestion by the report received on the 28th that
an air raid on the previous day had damaged 12 of the

Air raids.at Vaenga had occurred almost dailyHampdens,

C.C.

M.S. 15,106
Enel,96a

throughout the operation but the enemy had given more atten
tion to the western portion of the aerodrome where the

Russian aircraft and Spitfires were accommodated. After
the operation was finished the enemy bombed the eastern end

resulting in the reported damage.

ibid

Enel. 101A

After a further reminder on the subject by the A.O.C.

in C. on 10 October the Air Ministry approved the sugpstion.
The Hampdens with their torpedoes and the Spitfires with

their photographic equipment were accordingly handed over
and the air crews vdth the ground personnel were brought
iiome in H.M. ships "Argonaut”, "Intrepid" and "Obdurate"
leaving the Kola Inlet on 21 October. A small signal
detachment was left at Grasnaya to enable the Yf/T Station to

be operated v/hen required and another small party of assorted
trades was left, for just under a month at Vaenga, to deal
with any difficulties that might arise regarding the aircraft.
The latter were embarked for the U.K. on the 18 November.

ibid

Ends. 11QA

and 112A, 11?A

ibid

Ends. 127A
and 13QA

(ix) Summary

The whole air operation in support of these two convoys
and their covering naval forces employed 111 aircraft from.^
14 different squadrons. A total of 271 sorties aggregating
2290 hours were flo';;n but o:/ing, to the great distances
involved even with some of the aircraft based in North Russia -

in itself an operation of considerable magritude  - tliis

expenditure of flying hours only produced I9A2 actually with
convoys and 114 actually on the anti-ship patrols. _Ih®
loplcal solution of protective air cover to convoys in ®^d-
ocean, whether in the irtic or Atlantic, and vyhether against
U/boats or enemy aircraft, was for aircraft carriers to
accompany the convoys thus providing their o’.ni air umbrella
under far more econoiTical flying conditions. Lack of such

auxiliary carriers up to tins period forced Coastal Coimmand
to undertake these tv/o operdions as well as an increasing
amount of very long range flying in
H M. S. Avenger was the first instance ^ 4.-, „
tlon but it ...as nearly a year bepre the supply
auxiliary aircraft carriers ’was large enough to atbo.ch 

them
re.oularly to the Arctic convoys.

the Atlantic,
of the logical solu-

C.C.

M.S. 15,107
End. 24A

and B

This difficulty of supplying air cover except by  a major
operation on the part of Coastd Command was the subject of
considerable discussion and together with the problem of

affording similar large sede naval support forcesU/ resulted
in the decision by the Admirdty to discontinue convoys for

the time being. Instead it was decided to sail about 10
merchant ships independently each vyay between Icdand and

G. in C. H,E.

despatches

(l). The demands made on the Home Fleet in connection with the
preparations'for and operation of naval escort to the
landings in North Africa made this impossible.
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Archangel taking advantage of the long nights from the end of
October and using the passage north of Bear Island, Trawlers

spaced along the route for life-saving and two British
submarines were used as vrell for this purpose.

The first eastbound ship left Reykjavik on the 29 October
and was followed by. 12 others at intervals,
reached Archangel, four were sunk by b/boats, one ran aground
near South Cape in Spitsbergen and three returned to Iceland.
Only four westbound ships were sailed of Which three reached

A fifth westbound ship sailed in

mi.d-Noveiriber, four more late in November and 15 in December,
All arrived without loss,

(x) Future convoys restricted to the mnter months

A westbound convoy (Q.P.15) of 30 ships sailed on the
17 November but was widely dispersed during the vdiole passage
owing to tempestuous weather and continual, darkness, 27 ships
finally arrived safely in Icelandic waters, one returned to
the Kbla Inlet and two w'ere sunk by U/boats,

To take advantage of the complete lack of daylight between
late November and mid-January when no enemy air reconnaissance
v/as possible, it v/as decided to re-commence convoys. After
considerable discussion between C. C, Home Fleet and the

Admiralty as to the size.and frequency of the convoys it was

greed to sail 32 ships divided into two parts of l6 vessels
each.

were

Of these, five

Iceland and one was stink.

a

ibid

For security reasons the titles of the convoys Y/ere
changed from P.Q. and Q.P, to J.W. and R.A,, both starting vdth

J.Tf.51A sailed from Lock Bwe on the 15 Decemberthe number 5'1 •
and arrived without incident at the Kbla Inlet on 25 December.

The second part, J.W.51B of 1A ships left Lock Ewe on the
22 December. Both these convoys Y/ere given air cover when

vreather permitted up to about 400 miles north of Scotland.

On the 31 December, J.W.51B on an easterly course in a

position ELbout 220 nd.les N.N.W. of the Kola Inlet was attacked
by six large enemy destroyers backed up by the Pocket battle
ship "Lutzow" and heavy cruiser "Hipper". Despite continuous
attacks, the tyro small eacorting cruisers and the destroyer
force Yri.th the convoy frustated the enemy's attempts either to

overwhelm the vreak convoy close escorts or to cut up the convoy
and he was finally compelled to retire and make for harbour

after losing one large destroyer,
destroyer and a minesY/eeper sunk and another destroyer severely
damaged,
arrived safely in the Kbla Inlet
R.A.51 of 13 ships, left the Kola Inlet on the 30 December and
arrived unmolested in the U.K. v/ithout loss,

(xi) Air Protection given by carrier borne aircraft

The J.Y4 and R.A. series of convoys continued through
out the Td.nter until March 1943 Yvhen, in viev<; of the

The British losses were one

No merchant sliips were lost by the convoy Y/hich
.(0 The westbound convoy.

ibid

(l) H.M, destroyer "Achates” and H.M. minesv/eeper "Bramble"
were sunlc and H.M. destroyer "Onslow" -vYas severely
damaged,
TOunded and lost his sight,
the able and gallant manner in which he directed and led

the engagement of very superior enemy forces,
cruisers - H.M. Ships "Sheffield" and "Jamaica" - only
suffered minor splinter damage Ydth no casualties.

Her Captain, R. St. 7, Sherbrooke, Yvas
He received the 7.G. for

The two
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lengthening daylight hours they were discontinued until
November 1943.

the summer, recommencing in August 1944 and thereafter
were maintained until the end of the war,

provision of auxiliary aircraft can-iers during these
periods never again made it necessary to provide shore
based air support in Arctic Yfaters though Coastal Command

aircraft always afforded escort and A/U sweeps in protec
tion against U-boats for these convoys and the supporting
naval forces when within 300 - 400 miles of the air bases

in north Scotland and Icelarid,

Similarly they ceased in April 1 9^f4 durin

The regular

g

Losses were small and were caused by U/boats operating
Despite the continued employment by theAdraty,

C.B. 04050
series and

B.R. 1537

in Arctic Waters,

enemy of a northern contingent of U-boats based at Naivik

numbering between 20 - 30 of these craft, they only
succeeded in sinking I6 merchant ships out of 920 vdiich
sailed in convoy during this period from December 1942 to

May 1945,
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Chapter VIII -■ Fart II - Reconnaissance and Operations over
Spitzhergen

(i) Preliminary Recornaissance

After the evacuation of the Russian and .Nc^rwegian
inhabitants from Spitzbergen in August 1941j'' '' i't Icnovm
that the enemy had established meteorological parties but
beyond a visi^t^to Icefjoi-d on 19 October by two British

no forces could be spared either to clear up(2)minesweepers

The ¥far at
Sea, Vol.II

the position or re-occupy the island.

On the 12 March 1942 a requirement was given by H.Q.
Coastal Command to No.15 Group for a special reconnaissance
of Spitzbergen to be carried out on 1 April or as soon after

Particular attentionas weather conditions yroijld permit,
v;as to be given to the central western part of the islands

Twoincluding Icefjord, Loy/e Sound, and Kbngs Fjord,
passengers were required to fly y/ith the aircraft -
Major Sverdrop and Lieut, A,R, Glen R,N,V,R. C3) y/ho vrere
familiar with the islands and could give more exact details
of the reconnaissance required,
information on the location of firm ice between Jan Mayen
Island and Spitzbergen, to report on the ice conditions in
the fjords of West Spitzbergen Island and to ascertain if
any enemy forces were on the island. Consequent on this
report it y;as proposed to plan a small expedition composed
of Norvregian volunteers to occupy the only places at v/hich
any landing in strength could be made by the enemy.

This flight was to obtain

C.C.
S.7010/H
Enel. 1A

'/2A0The reconnaissance yyas carried out in Catalina
squadron piloted by P/Lt. Hay/kins on
extremely severe conditions of bad icing on the aircraft and
vd.nd velocities over Spitzbergen of between 80 and 120 m,p,h.
The information indicated that no enemy forces y/ere in
Spitzbergen and that the prevailing ice conditions would
permit ships of the sealing type to penetrate the drift ice
and reach Icef jord by the beginning of May,

the 4 and 5 April in

ibid
Enel. 22A

(ii) The Norwegian expedition to Spitzbergen

The final details of the operation - code name
"Pritham" - were settled by the Norv/egian Admiralty. It

ibid consisted of the Sealer “Selis” and icebreaker "Isbjorn" to
Ends. 23A, 26A be folloyyed a month later by the Sealer "Quest". The first

contingent carried a total force of 100 Norvyegians who all
had experience of life in Spitzbergen, armed with automatic
y/eapons and some 3 inch mortars. They yyere to be equipped
for a period of four months but could remain indefinitely as
stocks of food and fuel vrere available in Spitzbergen.
ejipedition v/as under the leadership of Major Sverdrop.
Norwegian Naval Headquarters dso asked’ if Coastal Command
codd attach one Catalina aircraft after the arrival of the
first contingent to operate from Icefjord on ice reconnais
sances in the Artie latitudes to the west and east of

29A

The
Theibid

Enel, 53A

See Chapter VIII Pai't I,
The tv/o minesweepers foimd a small enemy party which had
just arrived by air to establish a weather reporting
station,
equipment was captured,
Lieut. Glen had been the leader of the 1935 Oxford
University expedition to Greenland,
an officer in the Norvregian Army and had much previous
Polar experience,
place names.

Introduction.

The party escaped by air but some of their

Major Sverdrop was

See Map XXII for the position of

1
2

(3)
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Spitzbergen, This was agreed to and it was arranged that
the same aircraft should, prior to the sailing of the first
contingent, carry out an ice reconnaissance to Bear Island,
Icefjord in Spitzbergen and along the sea ice edge to
Jan Mayen Isl^md landing at Reykjavik with Lieut,
Colonel Godfrey jand Lieut, Glen as special observers.

As No, 2A0 squadron was under orders to proceed to the
Par East it was not possible to utilise the same aircraft
or crew who did the first flight to Spitzbergen,
"N" cf No, 210 Squadron v/as selected manned by a speciaJ-ly
picked creviT under P/Lt, D.E. Healy,
sance flight ?/as completed on 3 and A May, the aircraft
being nearlj;- 23 hours in the air,
the greatest assistance to the little expedition
"Pritham” which left Iceland on 7 May,

d safely in Icefjord but while landing stores
they were attacked by enemy bombers and

Catalina

The ice reconnais-

The information was of

This first con-

tingent arrive
at Barentsburg

ibid

Encl,42A

The War at Sea

7ol,III

both ships were sunk.

(iii) Sorties in aid of the Survivors

A special reconnaissance to Icefjord was ordered and
flown by N/210 squadron piloted by P/Lt. Potier owing to
P/Lt, Healy and his crew being Y/ithdrawn to take over a new
Catalina in preparation for the air operation from
Spitzbergen, On 12 May, N/210 found a Heinkel III with
Skis on the snow in Advent Bay with six men nearby. Eight
attacking runs were made by the Catalina destroying the
Heinkel and killing or v/ounding three of the men. No
signs of the Norwegian expedition were seen and the aircraft
returned to Sullom Voe after being 21^ hours in the air.

Meanwhile the new Catalina - P/210 squadron - Tra.s
fitted vdth all the special instruments wHich Polar research
institutes and other Arctic-authorities advised,
was no previous experience of flying or air navigation in
very high latitudes upon v/hich to draw and the contemplated
basing of a flyingboat in these waters was a pioneer under
talcing.

There

C,C. ,

S.7010/H
Encls,63A
and B.

ibid

Encl3,35A,
lf6A 55A, 56a
and 68a

Polio-wing the news of the bombing of the expedition
and the discovery of the Heinkel III in Advent Bay,
further reconnaissance Y/as undertaken to clarify the posi
tion and locate the marooned Norvregian party,
performed on the 25 and 26 May by P/Lt,' Healy in the newly
fitted out Catalina P/210 Squadron,
covered in Gronf jord. and it yra.s established by visual
signalling that nothing had been saved out of the ships:
Germans Y/ere present in Advent Bay and a daily morning
enemy air reconnaissance in force was carried out;
Major Sverdrop and the wounded were all in Gronfjord.
Further reconnoitring failed to locate any signs of the
enemy in Advent Bay and after sending a signal of encourage
ment to the survivors the aircraft returned to the United
Kingdom, completing a sea ice reconnaissance on the Ywey,
having been 27 hours in the air.

a

This -was

Survivors were dis-
ibid

End. 74A

On the 28 May P/Lt. Healy again flew to Icefjord
ta.king mth him medd.Cfil stoi'es, arms and ammunition,
0540^hours on the 29th, visual contact Yvas made vidth the
survivors in Gronfjord and the supplies wore dropped by
parachute. An interchange of signals established that
the survivors at Gronf jord numbered 30 with six Yvom-ided men,

At

ibid

End. 81A
and 81B,

(1) See Map XXII,
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that up to ifO Germans Y/ere at large further up Icefjord
and that a daily armed reconnaissance iwas carried out by
four Pocke-Wulf 200 aircraft,

any landing being attempted,
to Sullort Voe after being 24 hours airborne.

Three days later a further sortie was undertaken to
drop more supplies but continuous fog on the outward trip
accompanied by heavy snow and steadily worsening icing
conditions forced P/Lt, Healy to abandon the fli^t after

lY'e hours in the air.

Ice in the fjord prevented
P,/210 Squadron then returned

ibid

Encl,82A

On the 7 June another atten^it iwas made and in spite of

belt of fog around the coasts of Spitsbergen, the risk
talcen of penetrating inland in the hoi^e of a clear

patch, Portunately a clearing was found off Gronfjord
and, after Y/'aiting for a heavy snovr storm to clear, the
survivors were contacted by Aldis lamp, 20 rifles and
3000 rounds of ammimition v/ere dropped, after vdiich the

fjord YTas searched for a possible ice free stretch of vi/'ater,
A suitable patch Yfas found and the Catalina was watei’borne
in Gronfjord at I8OO hrs, Purther stores were landed and
the six YTOunded men taken aboard the aircraft together

mail and despatches from the NorvTegian
At 2021 hours the aircraft took

a

was

with survivors

leader and Lieut, Glen,

ibid

Enel, 85A

off, arx’iving v/ithout incident at Sullom Voe after still
another sortie of 24 hours.

by P/Lt, HealyCOPurther supplies were floYm up
14 June and it was found that the survivors had moved up
the Gronfjord to a mine shaft of the coalmine half a mile
north of the destroyed village of Barentsburg,
craft landed on the fjord and transhipped supplies and
mail,

brought back to Akureyri in North Iceland after completing
a sea-ice reconnaissance to Jan Mayen Island and Denmark
Straits,

from the expedition indicated that the Germans had left

Advent Bay and the direction of the daily enemy aircraft
flights inclined to the view that they Y/ere stationed
further to the north in Kongs Pjord,

on

The air-

Lieut, Glen and two others were embarked and

The reportsThis sortie also lasted 24 hours.

ibid

Ends, 93A,
B and C

ibid

Encls.93A and

94V

On the 27 June P/Lt. Healy again flevr up to Spitsbergen
Ydth passengers and supplies. The aircraft made a
northerly track to locate the ice edge but oYdng to very
dense fog allovdng only occasional glimpses of ice beneath

the aircraft when flying at 50 feet, the captain was com

pelled to discontinue the ice reconnaissance. Continuous
sea fog was experienced to Spitsbergen Y/here a reconnaissance
of Sveagruva up the north east arm of Loy/ Sound Y/as carried

out. After which the passengers and stores Y?ere disembarked
at Gi^onf jord and the aircraft flevif to Advent Bay where a

JU, 88 Y/-as discovered on a prepared landing ground in

Advent valley. The enemy aircraft, stores tent and Yf/T
station were machine gunned and the JU, 88 was left on fire,
A message Y/as dropped to our forces at Barentsburg advising
them of this new development and the aircraft returned to

Sullom Voe, experiencing sea fog practically the whole v/ay,
after being 2^ hours in the air,

(iv) Relief and re-inforcement of the expedition

C.C.

H.S. 15,108
Encl.lObA ,

C.C, S.7010/ii
Encls,98A, 105k

Several ice reconnaissance sorties Y/ere made at the

end of June £\nd beginning of July to Scoresby Sound in
104^

(1) P/Lt, Healy received the D.S.O, and his navigator,
pilot officer Schofield, the D.P.C. on 18,6,42,
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Greenlaxid, to the Jan Mayen Island area and to Bear and Sea

Horse Islands hy Cat^inas of the Norwegian No,33C Squadron
and No, 210 Squadron, C"l)
information on the exact position of the sea ice in aid

of convoy P.Q.17 which sailed on the 27 June, Under cover

of this convoy, a cruiser and a destroyer took 100 Norwegians
and 1500 tons of stores for the relief and re-inforcement of

the Norwegian expedition in Spitsbergen, This was loioyn
under the code name of "Gearbox”. The men and stores were

disembarked at Barentsburg on the evening of 2 July y/ithout

incident and the ships rejoined the Battle Fleet covering
P.Q. 17 about 24 hours later,

(v) Further reconnaissances

These Yv-ere undertaJcen to provide

The Vifar at Sea

Vol.III

Commencing on I3 July.a remarkable series of flights
were made by Catalina N/210 squadron piloted by F/Lt, Holmes,
The aircraft \ms airborne at Sullom Voe at 1359 i'lours and

proceeded to Spitsbergen carrying out a sea-ice reconnais
sance on the'way,
made with the Norv»/egj,an ground partj;- at Barentsburg after

being taken for a hostile aircraft and being fired at, '
aircraft landed On the fjord, delivered packages containing
special stores and took off immediately for an extended ice
and general reconnaissance to Seahorse Island and as far
west as possible,
the pilot sighted five lifeboats containing about 40 men.
Food, and cigarettes vrere dropped in camera covers and
"Maewests",

At 0025 hours on the 14th contact was

The

At 0622 hours in position 7432N x 3740E

After seeing them safely collected an encourag

C.C.

S.7OIO/H
Encl.lllA

ing signal was made to the survivors and coui'se was set

direct to Archangel where the aircraft landed at 134O hours.
The Senior British Naval Officer was informed immediately
of the position and number of boats sighted.

At 1625 hours on the 15th the aircraft took off to
complete the ice reconnaissance and at the S.B.N.Os request
to search for more surviving ships of convoy P.Q.17. Course
was set for position 7753N x 3220Eand from there search

T/as made tov/ards the lai’ge island of Nova Zombla, a landfall
on Vi/hich was made at 0530 hours on I6 July at Cape Nassau.
The aircraft then coasted down the western side of the island

and at 0730 hours sighted a ship at anchor in the centre of

Moller Bay, The aircraft landed and taxied to the ship
which was found to be S.S. "Empire Tideseavrorthy" y/ith 42
survivors from other ships on board and expecting  a further
107 in a short time. The Catalina took off again at
0855 hours end almost immediately sighted and communicated
with S. S. "Winston Salem" aground at the s outhern end of
Moller Bay, On the return journey it was confirmed that
the channel from Moller Bay to Cape Kanin was icefree and the
aircraft was v/aterbome at Archangel at 1355 hom-s on the
16th. After a day's rest N/210 took off at l857 hours on
the 17th arriving without further incident at Sullom Voe at
1236 hours on the I8 July,

On the 29 July another sortie was made by P/Et, Healy
in Catalina P/210 Squadron to Barentsburg at the urgent
request of the Norwegian force to convey anti-tetanus serum,
to collect Lieut-Commdr. Glen and to bring back certain parts
of the JU. 88 destroyed on his previous flight. This was
accomplished without any special incident, the sortie last
ing 23g- hours.

C.C,

M.3.15,108
Encl,106A

(1) P/Lt, Healy completed tin extensive sortie uji the coast-
side of Greenltnd in P/210 Sqdn, P/Lt. Holmes carried
out a reconnaissance of an area containing Seahorse
Island, Bear Island and South Cape, Spitsbergen in
N/210 Sqdn,
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Rouuine ice reconnaissances were made towards the end
of August in preparation for the sailing of the next

These included one sortie made by
22 August which was intended

However, impossible

Russian convoy.

P/Lt, Healy from Iceland on
to reach as fa.r as the North Pole,
weather conditions culminating in an engine failure pre
vented the aircraft from getting fui-ther north than lati

tude 80° N, though important information_was collected 
'

regarding ice conditions in the high latitudes off the eas
coast of Greenland.

ibid

No further visits were paid to the Norwegian forces at

■  Barentsburg during August and in early Septeniber as all
available Catalinas, including those captained^by previous
"Spitsbergen pilots", were employed in "Operation Orator’
at North Russian'bases an support of convoy^P.Q.18.W
To provision and store the Norwegian force in Spitsbergen
so that it might remain there through the winter  a repeat
operation (Gearbox II) was carried out by the cruiser
force covering the convoy. H.M.S. Cumberland landed
stores at Barentsburg on the 17 September and H.M.S.
Sheffield on 18 September. Despite clear vreather, the

operation was completed without the enemy*s knowledge.

The Yfer at Sea

Vol.III

(vi) F/Lt. Healy Jellied in action

After the operation supporting P.Q.18 and Q.P.11- v/as
completed, F/Lt. Healy in Catalina S/210 Squadron was
detailed to contact the Norwegian party at Barentsburg,
The aircraft was airborne at Grasnaya in the Kola Inlet
at 0717 hours on 25 September, Weather conditions became
worse and worse and the aircraft was compelled to abandon
the trip at IO58 hours in position 734-5^ x 271OE. Yi/hen

approaching the Murmsansk coast the weather suddenly cleared
and a JU. 88 was sighted quite close in position 701 IN x

36O8E. An engagement follovred during vfhich the enemy
aircraft ms repeatedly hit smd finally broke off the
engagement after Inflicting damage on S/210, As the
JIJ'. 88 ¥/as escaping the enemy rear gunner fired a final

burst and one bullet hit P/Lt. Healy mortally T/ounding
him at 1329 hours.
Island and ms beached at 1512 hours.

The aircraft force landed at Kildin

No further flights to Spitsbergen Y/ere attempted
during the rest of 1942.
Eind two destroyers that brought back the aircrews and

ground personnel after operation Orator called at
Spitsbergen on their way out and landed ftirther stores
for the Norwegian party at Barentsburg on the 13 October,

The naval force of one cruiser

The Tfar at Sea

Vol.III

(1) See Chapter VIII, Part I. Section (vii).
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CHAFTER IX

BOMBING POLICY AND OEERATIOES AGAINST EmiT PORTS AED NAVAL

OBJECTIVES. JULY 1940 TO FEBRUARY 1943

(i) Introduction

When the period of the "Ihoney Yfer" ended in April 1940,
the policy for the employment of the small long range homher

force had heen agreed upon,
use

the G.-in-G, Bomber Command obtained Air Staff agreement and

Defence Committee approval for a policy of ni^t banbing
against German communications, marshalling yards and synthetic
oil targets together with a limited programme of minelaying.
During the rapid advance of the German armies into France, the
objectives in Germany naturally received less attention but

after the fall of Prance the strategic bombing policy was re-

smed.

revised in view of the threat of invasion and, from July 4
1940, invasion shipping of all kinds in German and enemy occu
pied ports became the primary concern of Bomber Command,
directive issued that day gave first priority to attacks by
the long range bombers on Kiel (where the Schamhorst and
Lutzow lay), Wilhelrashaven (where the Bismarck and Tirpitz
were fitting out), and the docks at Hamburg, Bremen and
Rotterdam. Minelaying was increased and medium bombers
started the offensive against enemy occupied Channel ports.(1J

Prom August 1940, when U-boat depredations were canning
heavy shipping losses, requests were made both by Coastal Com

mand and the Admiralty for bombing attacks to be made on the

growing U-boat bases at, Brest and Lorient.
their commitments Bomber Command was \mable to provide more

than a token effort upon these, so Coastal Command's slender

resources were drawn upon to make what amounted to little m.ore
than nuisance raids.

During the four months (July to October), the scale of’
attack on naval ports, invasion ports and Biscay U-boat bases
was as under

After resisting demands for its
in direct support of the initial land fighting in Flanders

In a short time, however, this policy had to be

The

In face of all

,
A.M.

3,46368
end, 66A

ibid

end, 78A

A.M. Signal
X.lt2 29 Aug.
and 3.564^!-

Biscay BasesInvasion PortsGerman Ports

A/C Tons LossA/C Tons Loss A/C LossTons1940

17 1171 34

15 7

1,662 1,318(57) 18

434 306(14) 8

1284 274 3July

35 14117 96August 3

63 40 1September 232 227 5

501 467(33) 7 72 39October

The numbers in brackets denote tons of incendiary

bombs.

N.B.

(1) Actually, this directive was superseded on the I5 July
by one giving priority to attacks, on the German aircraft
industry,
greater part of the bombing effort in the next three
month's was directed against invasion ports and objectives.

However, despite conflicting directives, the
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The September effort against invasion ports represented
of Bomber Command's available effort and was augnented

when possible by Coastal Command aircraft,
space assembled in these ports by the Germans amounted to

168 transports, 1,700 barges and 36O tugs besides mmierous
smaller unclassified craft,

tacks on invasion ports had sunk two and damaged ten transports,
sunk 93 and damaged 126 barges, sunk five and damaged two tugs
besides disposing of 13 to 20 small craft.

The shipping

By the end of September, air at-

After the successful Battle of Britain and in view of the

onset of winter weather conditions, the dwindling threat of in

vasion led to a review of the heavy bomber policy,
considered that targets had been selected of much too varied a

nature for the small force available, moreover many a

were being made on lorgent calls from the Admiralty(2)
these conditions no effective concentration of attack had been

Owing to lack of reliable after-evidence, the re-

It was

diversions

and under

possible,

AoM. S.A768
end, 1CA

suits of all these bombing efforts had been much overestimated.
In this respect the day photographic reconnaissance unit had

been employed in recording invasion preparations and nig^t
photography with the bombers was still in its infancy,
increasing use in October of photographic evidence in damage
assessment revealed the inaccuracies and small effect of raids

and Bomber Command were beginning to take a more pessimistic
view of their efficacy.

The

The accession, in October, of the C,-in-0. Bomber Command
to the position of Chief of the Air Staff brou^t  a more reali
stic outlook on this subject to Chief of Staff and Cabinet
deliberations. One of the results was the adoption early in

ibid

end, 12A

.  19A1, of ni^t area bombing with the use of incendiary bomb
loads by the early bombers' in order to guide those coming in '
after,

.on the 30 October which laid down that German synthetic oil

280th conclusions plants were to be the primary objective for precision bombing
on moonlight ni^ts but that regular concentrated attacks should

be made on objectives in large towns and centres of industry
during the moonless periods with the aim of causing, not only
material destruction, but lov;ering of enemy civilian morale.

Regarding immediate policy,.a new directive was issued
War Cabinet

and

BC/S.23746/11
end. 16B

.

This policy was pursued as far as possible but, again,
there had to be diversions at Adniralty request.. The depreda
tion of the Admiral Scheer in the Atlantic in November with the

(1) In the G-erman account of Operation Sealion (supplement to
Adty, M, I.R, i'ch. 1947) it is stated that thanks to the
careful planning of the Naval Staff these losses were re

placed from reserves,
strated the continued ability of the R,A,P, to strike at

invasion preparations thou^ the real cause cf the post
ponement and final cancellation of the operation was the
defeat of the G-erman bombers by R,A.P, Pighter Command
and the knov/ledge that the British Navy was entirely
undefeated.

At the beginning of October, the Admiralty had requested
special efforts against Kiel, Y/’ilhelmshaven and Hamburg
in vlevi of the serious potential tlireat offered by the

major naval units then present in them.
Ref; B.C. 540.
12.10.40.

These attacl<s, however, demon-

App. C.87 and A,M, Signal X.715 of

(2)
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possibility of her use of Brest or St, Nazaire as  a future base

and the increasing severity of shipping losses from U-boat

attack caused requests for bomber action against all the Biscay
ports (including the P.Vf, 200 airfield near Bordeaux) while
later, in December, the possibility of the Schamhorst and
Gneisenau setting out on a ccsmmerce destroying cruise resulted

in an urgent request for heavy attacks on Kiel where they lay
together with the pocket battleshii^ Lutzow and on Yfilhehnshaven

where the Tirpitz vjas fitting out. The Biscay ports received

comparatively light attacks from Bomber Command thou^ Coastal
Command did what thej." could with their tiny force but the

German ports received heavier raids, (0

A.M, Signals
X.873, 884
887. and

BC/S. 23746/11
end, 554

On the 15 January 1941 the October Bombing Policy was re

affirmed but with the sole primary objective, until further

orders, of German synthetic oil plants,
ditions precluded attacks on these were alternative targets
against industrial towns to be taken,
visaged was a resumption of the attacks on invasion ports if
the threat should arise and on naval forces at sea on special

Minelaying operations were purposely not mentioned

Only if weather con-

The sole diversion en-

occasions.

ibid

end. 69A

but on the 20 January permission was given to undertake them

(a) For the training of inexperienced crews. (b) In order to
make use of the new Stirling and I/Ianchester aircraft where they
had not yet been modified to full banber operational require
ments. (c) Ihen conditions were unsuitable for other

ibid

enol. 7^+A

operations.

In point of fact, diversions from this policy commenced
immediately with the arrival in Brest of the Kipper and attacks

by 433 Bomber and Coastal Command aircraft took place during
the first three months of 1 941. A total of 468 tons._ of bombs

were dropped but the Hjpper was not hit nor imre her movements

interfered with up to the time she left for home. Regarding
the other ports in Germany and the Biscay, none of tlie attacks
since mid-summer 1940 had had any success against either the

major naval units or the U-boats and in fact very little in-
1 had been inflicted on the facilities of the

However, it is true tliat as far as the
convenience at al

.(2)various ports
Biscay ports were concerned, the Germans did recognise the

potential tlrreat of air bombardment against operational U-boats

and, at the beginning of 1941, started the foundations for the
vast concrete shelters which a year later, provided complete
protection from the heaviest air attack.

The meagre results of all the bombing done on naval targets
were not a matter of surprise to the Air Staff who, although

(1) Biscay BasesGerman Ports

A/GA/C Tons Tons LossLoss

127 86(7) 3

231 181(7) 3

m 107(9) 3

163 183(2) 6

245 213(25) 7

53 37(9)

438 327(103) 6

185 174(30) 4

1

Nov. 1940

Dec. 1940

Jan. 1941

Feb. 1941

(2) Reference - A.H,B,6 translations of German reports.
Regarding merchant ships, during the period July 1940 to

February 1941, no ships were destroyed in German Ports
but two Finnish ships vtere damged. The Isa - 2,803 tons

and the Lusa - 1,460 tons, both in the Kiel Canal area.
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not yet fully alive to the limitations of ni^^t bomhing by the
small force operating under indifferent continental -weather

conditions, clearly realised that no success, othei' tlian by
blind chance, was likely against naval objectives until day-
li^t precision bombing was practical,
was the continued demand from the Naval Staff for action against

these tiny targets which not only was unlikely to inflict
severe damage but which detracted from the aim of concentrated
raids systematically made on those areas which could be badly
upset by massed bombing at night. On the other hand, it is

perfectly understandable that, being unable to touch these

ship or U-boat targets in harbour by purely naval action, the

Admiral-ty should ask for action by the only Service whida had

the means to do so and vjhich, even if not hitting them, at
least imposed a hazard of war on 'bheir surround-ings instead of

allowing a peacetime atmosphere to continue in all naval bases

and dockyard establishments. These conflicting outlooks
became more marked in the summer of 1941.

(ii) The part played by Bomber Command in the Battle of the
Atlantic.

Ydaat did dismay them

The rising menace of the U-boat campaign, the activities
of Pocke-¥ulf aircraft and the commerce raiding by eneny sur

face units resulted, on the 9 March 1 9^.1, in the Battle of
Atlantic Directive under which Bomber Camnand vi/ere required to
assist the Royal Navy and Coastal Command in an all-out offen

sive against these threats to our sea communications.
January Oil Policy was abandoned and bombing attacks were 'in

tensified against the German naval ports, U-boat building
yards and operating bases, and the light bombers of No. 2

Group started the offensive against enemy Coastal shipping, ()
The arrival of the two battlecruisers Scharnlaorst and Gneisenau

in Brest at the end of March focussed attention on this port
to the exclusion of the U-boat bases in the other Biscay

ports.(2)

Tlie

Towards the end of May,, after a large expendi-ture of bombs
on Brest and the U-boat building yards in Germany, the Air

. Staff pressed for a return to a strategic bombing policy and
in June the Future Operational Planning Section produced a

paper on the proposed programme. Af-ber discussion, the Chiefs

of S-baff recommended to the Prime Itinister that, subject to

the requirements of security (which included the Battle of the
Atlantic), the main bombing effort should be directed;-

(a) As a short terra policy against transportation tar
gets so as to achieve dislocation coupled with the
maximum direct effort on morale.

BC/S.25746/11
end, .I25B

jp(A1 )4M-
14.6.41.

C.O.S.(41)114(0)
Para. 5

(b) As a long terra policy, when -bhe bomber force was
large enough, entirely against the morale of the German
■people.

However, before these recommendations actually went to the
Defence Committee, the 1st Sea Lod expressed a fear that they
mi^t interfere with priority accorded to Battle of theA.tlantic

He put forward a suggestion that one third of the
bomber effort should be earmarked for these which could be

C.O.S.(41)
216th conclusions targets,
18 June

(1) These operations have been dealt with in detail in the
Anti-shipping chapters of Volimie II and this Volimie.

(2) The detailed stoiy of the attacks on Brest is given in
Chapter V of this Yolurae.
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switched from U-hoat building yards in Germany to the enemy
The C.A.S.naval units at Bi^st as circumstances dictated,

contended that the new policy covered the Battle of the

Atlantic targets and that weather and moon conditions would

ensure that a fair proportion would be so employed. ^  On the
25 June, the Defence Committee approved the new bombing policy
£ind a directive embodying this decision was sent to the

A.O.C.-in-C. Bomber Command on the 9 July 1941.

Footnote ("I ) shows the scale of attack on Brest and the

German ports where U-boat construction was going
garding the enemy naval units in Brest, since their arrival
at the end of I'larch up to October 31, the 2,308 tons of A.P.,
S.A.P. and H.E, bombs varying in size from 4,000 lbs. to

250 lbs. had resulted in four hits on the Gneisenau(2j and
one on the Prinz Eugen. Ydiile lying off La Pallice, the

Scbar-nhorst had received five hits in the course of a single
raid by ei^t aircraft but this was in a dayli^t attack and

exemplified in a nutshell the Air Staff argument that only_
precision daylight bombing was likely to be of any use against
naval targets. The ni^it raids against U-boat construction
yards in Germany were even more disappointing. The 3,213 tons
of H.E. and 791 tons of incendiaries had inflicted minor

on. He-

(1) Scale of attacks mider the March Directive - G(Jfo of
total bombing effort.

Gerrflan PortsBrest

k/G LossA/C Tons Loss Tons1941

558 531(822

651 679(137)

798 1,080(190) 20

638 890(97) 41

11

21

164 207

487 576

222 313(8)

1March

7April

May

279 422June

Scale of attacks under the July Directive - 25/^° of total

bombing effort.

505 557(95) 25

359 W(56) 16

766 865(108) 31

739 891(114) 18

17307 439

4  6

176; 270(1)

2(-5 128

July

Aug.

Sept.

1Oct,

N.B. On the 7 and 8 September 1941, four Bomber Corimand
Portresses attempted a dayli^it high level attack on the
Scheer in Oslo but without success. Two of the aircraft
were shot down by Me.109*s. Further details are given
in Chapter VII, Section (1),

(2) Althou^ these bomb hits caused fire and structural
damage above the armoured deck, it was the torpedo hit
by a"Coastal Command Beaufort that put the Gneisenau ̂ out
of action for nine months. See Chapter V. In addi
tion to the hits on the naval units, one small tanker,
the John A. Essberver - 739 tons, was sunk in Brest
haibouTo
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damage on dockyar'd installations "but the planned output of
major naval
However, the

U-boat was unaffected neither were any of th
units lying in these yards hit or damaged,

Report by the
British Bombing
Survey Unit,

and attacks did stimulate the mounting of A/A guns and started a
drain on the enemy's resources in material and personnel for

cUifenGe purposes.

( ) The U-boat.operating bases
inclusive.

Ivdarch 1941 to Eebruary 1942

It will have been noticed that, althou^ the U-boat opera
ting bases in the Bay of Biscay were sx^ecifically mentioned in
the Battle of Atlantic Directive, the arrival of the two

battlecruisers in Brest resulted in all bombing being concen

trated on this port. For a short period this is understandable
but its continuance for month after month is not easily ex

plained. As the Naval Staff were the main instigators of the

March directive, it is probable that the subsequent focussing
of attacks on Brest to the excliision of the U-boat bases was

deliberate but the reason is not apparent in any contemporary
Admiralty documents. During most of 1941 the extensive founda

tion work necessary for the erection of the massive U-boat

concrete shelters was methodically pushed ahead vjithout inter

ference, All of it Ti/as carried out belov? sea level behind

batteries of caissons. Even minor breaches in these would

have brought the undertakings to a temporary standstill and

periodic attacks with a proportion cf the bomb tonnage lavished
over Brest might well have frustrated their completion alto

gether. The vulnerable area at each of the U-boat bases was
larger than the dry dock area at Brest which was frequently
hit. Regular photographic reconnaissance recording the pro
gress of these works v;as carried out during the whole year and
frequent reports on the subject were issued by the Admiralty
Intelligence Division but no worthwhile attacks were ever
carried out.(^)

(1) Regarding merchant ships, none were destroyed in German
ports but i-n-Jilaroh the liner Buropa - 49.746 tons-iffgts
damaged- at Bremenhaven and in September the Swedish
Yarrawonga - 4j 900 tons was damaged at Hainburg.

(2) Scale of attack on the Biscay U-boat operation bases.

BordeauxSt, Naaaire La, PalliceLorient

A/G Tons A/C Tons A/G TonsA/G Tons1941

6105 122March 3

38 40Agril 19 25

51 364 2 5 3May

6June 3

47 ■ 67 46July

August

6September 4

14 2 12October

Tiiese attacks were against the Scharnhorst lying off
La Pallice.
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A month after his accession as A,O.G,-in-C. Coastal

Coraraand in June Sir Philip Jouhert wrote to the C.A.S.
suggesting tliat Bomber Command should be asked to attack

the Biscay U-boat bases systematically, but the C.A.S. con
sidered that this would be an unwarranted diversion from the

July Bombing Policy,
and, following a sudden rise in the shipping losses due to

U-boat action, the War Cabinet invited the Chiefs of Staff

to consider T»;hether the i30sition in the Battle of the Atlantic

called for a resumption of banbing attacks on U-boat operat
ing bases and an intensification against the construction
yards,
memorandum circulated by the 1st Sea Lord gave an account of

the current shipping losses and demonstrated the possibilities
from the rising numbers of U-boats which m.i^t well jeopardise
tile maintenance of our whole war effort including the strate

gic bomber offensive itself,
the rate of growth of the U-boat fleet by bombing the con

struction yards and the adjacent areas in which the ship3''ard
workers were housed,

raids on Plymouth in klarch 1941, he estimated that comparable
results would be obtained by five attacks each on Hamburg,
Kiel, Bremen and Y/ilhelrashaven provided that the total sorties

each w/ere 1355, 6^7, 554 and 66? respectively pltis a per
centage necessary to offset the considerable areas of water

at each port,
directive should be amended to permit action against these

ports on a higher priority and on the operational bases at

Brest, Lorient, St. Nazaire and Bordeaux.

The Air Ministry attitude was to resist the bcaribing of

operational bases but to agree to a hi^er priority for the
construction yards, especially at Hamburg and Kiel,
cannot help thinking that this agreement was largely due, not
because the Air Staff had any faith in ni^t bombing as a

deterrent to U-boat construction, but to the fact that the

large German ports offered as.good an opportunity for massed

raids against civilian morale as any other inland German city.
Thus acquiescence to the Admiralty request would cost no

departure from the cherished strategic bombing policy,
draft reply on these lines to the m.emorandum was approved by
the Chiefs of Staff but, in deference to the wishes of the

Admiralty, attention was drawn to the im.portance of Lorient

as a U-boat base althou^ no specific diversion to this port
was mentioned,

and, after certain araendnaents, a new directive was approved
for the month of November onwards in which the percentages of

bombing effort on various types of targets were laid dovm as
follows:-

The request was repeated in September,

ANaval opinion v\;as clear on the latter subject.

He asked for action to reduce

Taking as an exampile the effect of the

on

He also recommended that Bomber Command's

One

A

The draft was submitted to the Bbime Minister

CC/S.3,15080
ends, 2fB and
8A

CG/H3J/555/41

)l 04th
20 Oct.

0.0.3.(41)239(0)
21 Oct.

C.O.S.(4l)3b7th
25 Oct.

%

45Transportation

Industrial and morale (mainly U-boat
construction ports)

Battle of Atlantic targets (U-boat shipyards
and Brest naval units)

Other targets including Berlin, Essen, Italy
and sea mining.

Under this new programme, Lorient received one raid in November

1941 by which time the rnajority of the shelters at all the

bases were complete T\?ith their massive concrete roofs v;hich
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rendered the U-hoats in harbour and their servicing facilities

safe from all further air attack, The bombing diiring the

whole of 1941 was thus of a very minor nuisance nature and had

no effect on the progress of the shelters or the routine of

the U-boats, The fact that shipping losses from U-boat action

declined, with the exception of September, from June to December
was probably the underlying reason for this lack of attention

though the more obvious reasons are the Admiralty Staff's pre
occupation with the Brest group of enemy surface ships and the
belief that raids on the construction yards were having far

more effect on the production of U-boats than was really the
case,

(iv) Brest and the Uerman Forts - November 1941 to February 1942
inclusive.

If the operating U-boat bases got little bombing under the

November programme, the ports of Kiel and Hamburg, which con
tained U-boat building yards, received heavy raids during this

However, the serious casualties suffered by Bombermonth.

Command in offensive operations during the autimin, the delays
in British aircraft production and the lower allocations of
American built aircraft caused the lirime Minister to rule, on
the 1A November, "that attacks should not be pressed unduly if
our aircraft were likely to be exposed to extreme hazards
whether from the enemy or the weather,
be conserved till the spring."

The Bomber Force must

CS/10488

In December, the obviously imminent departure of the major
naval units from Brest caused an increasing proportion of bomb

ing effort to be switched, at Admiralty request, to this port
which culminated in February 1942 with their escape up Channel
and further effort to attacking them on route. In the latter

part of Febi*uary, five raids were directed to Kiel and
Wilhelmshaven in a last endeavour to hit these ships. In one

case success was achieved. In the raid on Kiel during the

ni^t of the 26/27 February, the Gneisenau. lying in the float
ing dock, v/as hit twice in the bo?;s by heavy bombs. The
cumulative effect of the damage received in Brest, from the

mine explosion off Terschelling and this latest attack was

estimated to require over a year in doclcyard hands and the

ship was accordingly de-commissioned. Ultimately the plans
for her refit were abandoned in January 1943«

The percentage of Bomber Coi-nmand sorties devoted to naval

objectives rose from 50/a in December to 60^ in January 1942
and 80^ in February, consequently the strategic offensive

(1) Scale of attacks on the U-boat bases after the November
Directive.

BordeauxSt. Nazaire La PfeilliceLorient

A/G TonsA/C Tons A/c Tons A/G Tons

Nov. 1941 39 h-5 2 1

NILDec. 194-1 NIL1 1

4-8 80(3)Jan. 1 94-2 1 1

Feb. 1942 9  20

kch, 19^k^ L 4-5 Ih-5
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transportation and morale virtually ceased.(0against inland

(v) Enemy transportation ports

It will be remembered that the strategic policy adopted
in July 1941 gave first priority to the dislocation of enemj^
transportation,
tion the effort is narrated in this Ivlaritirae War section.

The offensive against ener/y ships actually at sea is described
in the Anti-Shipping chapters but the bombing of seaports wias

related to it v/hether directed against the North Sea commer

cial xDorts or as part of the Channel Stop campaign in the
Straits of Dover.

After the tlireat of invasion had subsided in the winter

of 1940/41, action against purely "invasion ports" was not re
opened, but attacks were directed against certain ports
between Den Helder and 0stend(2) as being terminal points in
the enemy’s system of coastal trade. Other ports between
Dunkirk and Cherbourg(3) received attention as being calling
places in the movement up or down Cheinnel of enemy auxiliary
raiders, blockade runners and naval traffic to or from the

Biscay ports,
for the whole period of fourteen months is given as a

In as far as this concerned sea transporta-

Por ease of reference, the scale of attack

(1) German PortsBrest

A/C TonsA/C Tons LossLoss

559 685(2/f) 27
210 243(46) 3

509 392(100) 33

187 321(2) 9

37 133 -

523 668(9) 10

612 872(36) 8

116 160 2

Nov. 1941

Dec. 1941

Jan. 1942

Peb. 19^

Dinging this period, in Brest a hit was obtained on the

gates of the Scharnhorst' s dry dock and sli^t splinter
damage was ini'licted on the Gneisenau' s side plating.
In the Gerimn ports, U-boat construction and docl<y8-rd
work was unaffected.

Sarrniento of 13,625 tons was destroyed at Kiel on the

night of the 26/27 February,
tion carried out in this period by Banber Command which
was purely naval in objective,
ni^t of the 29/30 January 1942 against the battleship
Tirpitz recently arrived in Ti’ondheim,
and seven Stirlings were despatched but were unable to

locate the target.
Section (ii).
Den Holder, Ijrnuiden, Rotterdam, Flushing and Ostend.
Dunkirk, Calais, Boiilogne, Dieppe, Le Havre and
Cherbourg.

One merchant ship - the Monte

There was one other opera

This took place on the

Niue Halifaxes

Details are given in Chapter VII,
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i*cx3tnoteO) together with the shipping destroyed or damaged in the
harhours. This very considerahle expenditure of* aircraft ana

hornhs resulted in the destruction of one merchant ship, damage
and little permanent damage to any of the port
However, added to this small credit side there

■were delays in loading and discharging cargoes and an^increas-
*  ing drain on resources to provide A/k defences. Similar

meagre results during this period from the air offensive
against enemy shipping at sea ■were compensated hy the enemy's

-f necessity to^introduce oonvoyo' ai34r-«a. ever increasing organisa
tion of escort, flak and mine-sweeping craft which, in due
co\u?so, taxed his naval resources severely.

to four others
facilities.(2j

-uj-JcL, iV*v ^

(vi) Clash of o^pinion between the Admiralty and the Air
Ministry

The escape of the eneny naval units from Brest removed
the main cause of* diversion from the single minded prosecution
of the bomber offensive against Germany. .In the Erime Mini
ster's words at this time in a minute to the Secretary of State
for Air "the Brest question has settled itself. I am entirely

I.D.4-/376
End. 47A

(1) Transportation Ports

Merchant

Ships daa'naged
Merchant

Ships sunk
A/C Tons Loss

54 60(5) 1

313 295(42) 3

151 171(12) 5

126 •126(18) 7

153 173(21) 6

1if2 250(8) 1

208 278(19) 7

Jan. 1941

Feb.

Mch.

Apr.

May

June

2  (5,193 tons
(5,749 tons

July

274 360(26) 11

272 367(28) 2

356 497(32) 8

Aug.

1-5,831 tonsSept,

2 ( 3,767 tons
(11,309 tons

Oct,

191 305(26) 2

193 245(20) 6
123 193(2) 1

61 87 1

Nov.

Dec,

Jan. 1942

Feb.

26173387(259) 61 41Totals

N,B, Of the five ships hit, four were at Rotterdam and
one (11,309 tons) at Le Havre.

(2) References:- Translations of German reports by A.H,B,6
and post war records of enemy shipping losses from Lloyds
Shipping Branch, the Achniralty Intelligence Section and
the German Shipowners Association.
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in favour of the resumption of full bombing of Germany, sub

ject to our not incurring heavy losses owing to bad weather

and eneny lesistance combined".

Accordingly a new directive was sent to the A,0,C,-in-G.
Bomber Command on the 14 February 192)2 relaxing the November

policy of conservation and ordering the maximum effort possible
to be employed against Germany during the next six months

aimed at the morale of the civilian population, particularly
of the industrial workers,

the congested'industrial towns of Essen, Duisberg, Dusseldorf

auid Cologne with alternative targets the naval tavns of

Ernden, Wilhelmshaven and Bremen,
range of Gee (the newly introduced radio aid to navigation)
for bad visibility conditions and were reasonably easy to find

in good weather by visual navigation,
tions were particularly favourable, more distant towns outside

Gee range could be attacked such as Hamburg, Kiel, Lubeck and

Rostock in northern Germany; Berlin, Kassel and Hanover in

central Germany; and Pranlcfurt, Mannheim, Sweinfurt and

Stuttgart in the south,
every effort should be made to confine bombing operations to

the priraa.ry offensive against morale but certain diversionary
attacks might be called for from time to time on objectives of

immediate importance which included naval units and submarine

building yards and bases.
C.A.S, minuted the D.C.A.S, asking whether it was quite clear

to Bomber Comraand that the aiming points on all occasions vere

The primary targets Were to be

These were all towns within

Wien weather condi-

The Air Ministry emphasised that

It is significant to note that the

c.34638/111
end, 11A

I.D.4/376
ends. 49A and B. to be the built-up areas and not the docl<yard, U-boat yard or

aircraft factory where these were mentioned in a Mission
order.

D.0.(42)15
14.2.2,2.

Commenting on this directive and the lifting of the
conseivation ban, the 1st Sea Lord said, that he raised no

objection to the proposed bombing Policy provided that certain

immediate naval requirements for long range aircraft were
met. These requirements had been drawn up in an Admiralty
Staff Memorandum dated the 9 Pebruaiy in which the inadequa
cies of Coastal Canmand in home waters were stressed and the

The immediatenecessity for overseas squadrons was underlined,
request was therefore made for an addition to the Home Air/Sea
Forces of 5^ Squadrons of Wellingtons plus 36 Liberators and

ends, 56A and B 34 Fortresses from the American allocation. ("I ) For the

cc/s.7010/3/4
Part I

Indian Ocean, the minimum requirement was for the transference
of three Catalina Squadrons from Coastal Cotimand and two long
range Bomber Squadrons from Bomber Command for training in
reconnaissance duties.

By the end of February, the consequences f olloyjing the

entry of Japan and America into the war were visible in all
their seriousness,

were disrupted and shipping losses off the American seaboard

were assuming alarming proportions,
sing their claims invoked the terms of the December/Januaiy
Yfashington Conference in which it had been agreed that the

vital lines of sea communication must be safeguarded at all

Allied sea communications in the Far Ea

The Naval Staff in pre

st

s-

(1) Foior of these Wellington Squadrons were for day A/U pat
rols in the Bay of Biscay and the equivalent of 1y Squad
rons was to be in the form of YTellingtons Mk.III off the

boniber production line in order to equip the projected
Leigh Light Squadrons for night patrols in this area.
Tlie Liberators and Fortresses were for long range ocean

convoy escort and Fleet reconnaissance.
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costs. (1) In effect the Naval demand ’would involve the -with-

drav^al of 7^ squadrons of Wellingtons from Bomber Command.

Apart from five Yfellington squadrons just equipped with Gee,
Bomber Ccmmand only possessed Yfellington Squadrons and the

prospect of halving the available backers-up for the Gee force
not acceptable to the Air Staff; moreover there was likely

to be a further demand for compensation to Coastal Command for

their squadrons diverted overseas.

On the 6 Wiarch 1%2, the 1st Sea Lord circulated  a paper
in which was set out the long term requirements of the Na-vy
to enable it to meet the increasing threat to those Sea com

munications which were the life lines of the British and

American war effort. It stated that if control of these was

lost, the war at sea was lost. If the war at sea was lost,
the T\/hole war was lost. The 1 st Sea Lord then pointed out

tliat such a situation could be created by one or more of the

following: -

(a) The enemy obtaining control by means of surface
ships,

(b) The reduction of British and iimerican merchant ton-
to the extent that it could no longer maintain the

minimum essential supplies,

(c) The reduction of tanker tonnage to a degree which
would seriously immobilise the armed forces.

As far as tlireat (a) was concerned, it was on the main fleets
with adequate air support that control would ultimately depend
and since both the present and prospective strengths of the

British and American Capital Ships and Carriers showed only a
barely adequate margin of superiority over Germany, Italy and
Japan, the position was very dangerous. While the Admiralty
were doing all in their power to cope with this situation,_the
measures were

should the eneny succeed by attritional aii'= or submarine
attacks in reducing Allied naval strength. It was accordingly
necessary to subject the enemy to similar treatment which could
only be done by increasing the strength of the land-based air

forces working over the sea and building up the Torpedo/Bomber
Strike force as quickly as possible. As regards threats (b)
and (c), the outlook in the U-boat war was serious in view of
the addition to the U-boat fleet of seme 20 new boats every
month which far outbalanced the rate of sinkings. This danger,

also, could only be mitigated by the provision of more shore-
based aircraft for the better protection of convoys, attacking
U-boats at sea and intensive bombing of U-boat building yards.

The paper ended by saying "If we are not to conduct the war at
sea at a disadvantage, we must have Naval Operational Control

of all aircraft employed on sea operations on lines similar to
those now in force with Coastal Command in Home waters".

was

mge

insufficient in themselves to redress the balance

D.O. (2^2)23
6.3.42.

(1) At the Yfashington Conference y/hich terminated in January
192^2 it had been agreed between the Erime Minister, the

Eresident, and their respective Staffs that, no-twithstand-
ing the situation in the Eacific, Germany remained the

prime enemy,
guarding vital interests in other theatres should be
diverted from operations designed to underaiine German
resistance in 192f2 but it was acknowledged and agreed
that the vital lines of sea communications must be safe

guarded at all costs.

Only the minimiora force necessary for safe-
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If the Adrairal-ty's claims -were satisfied, it y^/ould he at

the expense of the bomber offensive.
Bomber Command were to be dispersed in an attempt to contribute

defensively to sea communications over vast areas or they were
to be concentrated in order to bring the greatest possible
weight to bear offensively against selected targets in Germany.
These claims, and others made almost simultaneously by the Tfer
Office for Amy co-operation, were considered by the Chiefs of
Staff on the 11 I,larch.

Either the resources of

In view of the unlikelihood of large

t

scale Array Operations during the next six months the latter
claim was soon disposed of but the Naval demands presented a

much more intricate problem,
dangerous situation which had arisen at sea was of vital con
cem both to the Americans and the British,

There was no doubt that the

A.M./S.6457
end, 75-A.

The rival claims were referred to the Rrime Minister

again and again. On the 18 March, the Defence Committee gave
a decision that Coastal Command was to transfer two more

Catalina Squadrons to the Indian Ocean and at the next Battle

of Atlantic Committee Meeting, on the 27th, the Erime I/Iinister

requested the C.A.S, to submit proposals as to how Coastal

Command was to be compensated in Horae Y/aters, On the 29 March,
as a possible solution to the whole problem, the Erime Minister
telegraphed to the Eresident of the United States urging him

to expedite the despatch of the first U.S, Bomber Groups to

the United Kingdom. Even 100 U.S, aircraft, he said, working
in this country before the end cf May would lift the air offen

sive to the proper scale and enable the six Bomber Conraand

squadrons to be spared to Biscay Bay patrols,
the Americans had delays and difficulties of their own and

this impassioned appeal could not be met.

Regarding the compensation to Coastal Command, the C.A„S.
minuted the Erirae Minister that he deprecated any allocation
of Liberators because the Americans were already restive about

the Fortress Squadron in Coastal Gonumnd which was being used
on tasks other tlian hi^ level bombing for which these aircraft
had in the first instance been supplied to the R.A.P. He

proposed, therefore, to effect the compensation with Ydiitley
aircraft. This was opposed by the 1st Sea Lord on the
grounds that Wiitleys were no suitable substitute for the much
longer ranged Catalinas. As a solution the Defence Committee,
on the 1 April, ruled a compromise transfer of eight Liberator

aircraft and one squadron of YYhitleys. The f-urther compensa
tion of Coastal Command for the three Beaufort Torpedo/Bomber
Squadrons actually or about to be sent overseas was settled

personally between the C.A.S. and the 1st Sea Lord by the
transference, on the 12 April, of tv/o Hampden Squadrons from
Bomber Command with orders to re-equip and train as Toiqpedo
Squadrons.

Unfortunately

P.M, Personal

Telegram
T,493/2

A.M./S. 6457
end, 84A

ibid,

end, 86A

ibid,

ends. 92A and B
and 93A

So far the various transferences from the Bomber force

were in compensation to Coastal Comraand for the diversion of

their squadrons to the Eastern Mediterranean and the Indian
Ocean,

that Bomber Command should transfer as soon as possible two

Whitley and two Yfellington squadrons to Coastal Command for

A/U duties in the Bay of Biscay and N.T/, Approaches,
transfer was to be regarded as a temporary loan until the long
range strength of Coastal Command had been built up.
Bomber Command had by this time lost in transfers and loans

the equivalent cf nine squadrons, the Adj-niralty was by no
means satisfied,

included 36 Liberators and 54 Portresses and of these or their

equivalent there was no sign. On the 8 May 19’}2, the 1st Sea Lord

On the 13 April, the Chiefs of Staff gave a decision

This

Althou^

Their original immediate requirement ha.d

ibid,

end, 954
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saying that "the existing strength ofi^rote to the C.A.S.

Coastal Coiranand was quite inadequate and there appeared to be

no prospects of any appreciable improvement for a long time to

come. In spite of all the thought that had been devoted to

the balancing of home and overseas re qiairements and the efforts
made to adjust the needs of Bomber and Coastal Commands we are

a very long way from having our requirements met".

cc/s,7010/3/4
Part I

end, 67A

satisfy naval demands
Away back in the

The root cause of the inability
was the overall shortage of aircraft

Spring of 1%1, the expansion of the R.A.P, had been planned,
under Target E, to reach a front line strength of 4OOO heavy
and medium bombers by mid-1943* This figure could not be

reached from. British production alone and its achievement was

dependent on a steady supply of aircraft from the United States.

In the Autumn of 1941, when it became likely that America might
soon enter the war, it was realised tliat American deliveries to
the R.A.P. would fall and steps v;ere taken to upgrade produc
tion in the United Kingdom. Soon after America's entry into

the war this question of aircraft deliveries vjas discussed and

under the terms of the Amold/Portal Agreement, signed on the
1 January 1942, the allocations from United States production
were considerably reduced. the Spring, it was apparent
that even these reduced expectations would not be fulfilled
and, what was worse, the output of home production was disap
pointingly low. The culminating blow to any hopes of realising
Target E came with the signing of the Amold/Towers/Portal
Agreem.ent in Washington on the 21 June 1942. This laid down

that, with certain minor exceptions, every appropriate States-
built aircraft should be manned by iUmerican crews. The heavy
and medium Bomber allocations from America viere reduced to the

.f?)

merest trickle and there was nothing for it but to scrap
Target E and budget for a new long term programme more in

Iceeplng with our reduced resources,
ignore this shortage and, w/hile allovi/ing that the bombing
offensive against Germany must take a prominent place in the

allocation of available forces, took the view that the situa

tion at sea required still more transfers so extensive that if

granted would completely emasculate any bombing offensive.
The Air Ministry'', on the other hand, while appreciating the

gravity of the position at sea, were not convinced that it was

so critical as to necessitate a reversal cf agreed strategy.

The Admiralty seemed to

This clash of opinion between the Naval and Air Staffs
Was of too fundamental a nature to be settled without appeal
to the hipest authority.
Staff was two-fold,

of aircraft, could a balance be struck between the strategy of
a bomber offensive against Germany already agreed upon at

Washington and the allocation of sufficient air forces to

ensure the safety of the main sea routes, or was the danger
to the latter so great as to necessitate a reversal of Allied

strategy in favour of a purely defensive role? In attem.pting
to make a decision it was essential to get a considered
assessment of what effect the existing bomber offensive was

having and how much this could be increased in the ensuing
months.

gence Committee but on such nebulous questions as the state of

The problem before the Chiefs of
Taking into account the overall shortage

This task had been attempted by the Joint Intelli-

(1) In May 1942, the average availability in Bomber Command
totalled only 416 aircraft, composed of I36 heavy, 210
medium and 70 light bombers.
App. 6.

Ref. BeC. Narrative Vol. IV
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J.I.C.(Zj2)i17(6)
G.k-.k2.

enemy morale and ability to make good raid damage in factories

they had only produced inconclusive report. Accordingly, an

independent enquiry, headed by ¥ir. Justice Singleton, was set

up by the Erime Minister on the recommendation of the Chiefs

of Staff. After an exhaustive survey, his report concluded
that everything depended on the accuracy of the bombing and,
though this had not been encouraging in recent months, if it

could be improved to the necessary extent, the desired effect

on German morale mi^t be attained. Having regard to all the

factors involved, it was not thought that great results could

be hoped for within the next six months.

D.0.(A2)A7
20.5.42.

Somewhat naturally both protagonists quoted freely fran
these inconclusive and ambiguous findings in order to support
their very divergent views. The 1st Sea Lord held that the

Singleton report gave no hope that continuous air attacks,
even at the greatest possible strength, would seriously under
mine the German will for War in the near future. On the

other hand, the threat to sea communications, on which
depended the very existence of the British War effort, was
increasing daily and he called for an immediate increase in the

land-based air forces working with the Navy. The C.A.S.,
however, maintained that the 1st Sea Lord's paper cited
xmreprosen-fcative extracts from the Singleton report and he

considered that unassailable arguments should be produced
before a severe curtailment of the bombing offensive could be

accepted.

C.O.S.(2j^)l7l(0)
16.6.42.

c.o.s.(42)183(0)
23.6,2)2

In the face of this impasse the Chiefs of Staff appointed,
on the 24 June, a small Joint Committee headed by the Assis

tant Chief of the Naval Staff (Home Operations) and the
Assistant Chief of the Air Staff (Policy) to review and
advise on the general policy for the employment of the Air

Forces. In their report the Committee agreed on the vital

importance of sea communications and tliat the E.A.F. shared

with the Navy the responsibility for their defence. They
were also agreed on the forces necessaiy to meet this cOTimit-

ment, indeed the Air Ministry's expansion programrae actually
provided for numbers in excess of the Admlrally's minimum
requirements but the point for decision was whether that pro
gramme would provide the essential minimum in time. If not,
it could only be met by di'awing on Bomber Command which in

turn raised the question of whether the situation at sea was

sufficiently dangerous to warrant a further retardation of the

bcrrber offensive. The Admiralty were convinced that drastic

steps should be taken at once; the Air Staff, vdiile admitting
the gravity of the situation, did not feel it was so immedi

ately critical. Nevertheless, both A.C.N.S. and A.C.A.S.
were agreed on certain specially uirgent requirements for which

a minimum essential provision should be made without waiting
for the accelerated expansion prograi'ane. These were:-

(1) Aircraft for long range A/U and blockade work in the
Bay of Biscay,

(2) Aircraft for Home Fleet reconnaissance.

(3) Aircraft for the provision of an air controlled
zone around Ceylon.

C.0.S.(2j2)l88th
24.6.2)2.

To meet the Heme needs they recommended the temporary transfer

of two Lancaster squadrons to Coastal Ca'flmand and, to check

the growth of the U-boat fleet, the placing of Hamburg, Kiel

and Bremen (where over 6CP/o of U-boats were built) on a high
order of priority for the bomber offensive.
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These recommendations YJere placed, before the Chiefs of

Staff on the 2 July and. examined by them before submission of
their views to the War Cabinet, On the 14 July, the C,A,S,

sought the agreement of the Admiralty to drop the proposal for
the transfer of the two Lancaster squadrons in view of a recent

ajrrangement between Bomber and Coastal Commands whereby a cer
tain nimiber of Lancastei’ and Whitley O.T.U, Sorties had been

made availa

Approaches,
arrangement was subsequently ratified by the Chiefs of Staff in
their recommendations to the Cabinet which together Vi/ith their

agreed views on the situation vjere submitted to the War Cabinet
on the 18 July, These were considered by the Cabinet on the

12 August in conjunction vdth a memorandum by the Rt, Hon,
S, M. Bruce, the accredited representative of the Australian
Government, who maintained that the Chiefs of Staff had not
followed the priorities which they had laid down for themselves
but had made additional action for the defence of sea communi

cations subsidiary to the requirements of Bomber Comraand, He

suggested that the Cabinet should call for facts and figures so
that it could itself decide on the relative claims of security

and the offensive against Germany adding that, once the posi
tion had been clarified, the United States should be approached
so as to have a common policy for the security of sea routes

implemented by a common effort.

Accordingly, the Cabinet called upon the Secretary of State
for Air for a fuller statement of facts. His report of the

existing strength and pi-ogramme of future strength of the

Allied Air Forces was conditioned by emphasis on the provisioml
nature of all target programmes. As regards existing policy,
he stated that this was in accordance with the United Nations

strategy v;hich was that the defeat of Gerirjany was the key to
victoiy and that only the minimum force necessary to safeguard
vital interests in other theatres should be diverted from opera
tions against the Reich, He added that only a month before

the Combined Chiefs of Staff had placed in the forefront of

their recommendations for 1942/43 "that Allied Air strength
should continue to be built up in the United Kingdom to provide
a constantly increasing intensity of air’ attack on Germany",
As to what contribution the bomber force had made to the sea

war, he reminded the Cabinet that, apart from the recently in
stituted system whereby first line and O.T.U, aircraft of Bomber

Command were used for A/U patrols, since I/Iarch two squadrons
had been sent to Ceylon, eight squadrons had been loaned or
transferred to Coastal Command and a further two squadrons had

been f o:med in Coastal Corrimand at the expense of Bomber Com

mand, (2)
tion of Bomber Command to the war at sea by the attacks on naval

bases and U-boat building yajods on the Baltic, German an.d North

Sea coasts and the factories elsewhere in Germany engaged in

the manufacture of submarine components. Moreover the Command

had laid many thousands of mines since the inception of the

scheme in 1940 and during the past three months alone had laid

over 3000,

able for A/TS patrols in the Bay of Biscay and N.W.
.(1) This was accepted by the 1st Sea Lord and the

None of this took account of the indirect contribu-

C. 0.3. (2^)342
14.7.42.

w.p.(42)302
18.7.42

mi(42)lll Cone.
12.8.2)2. and

WP(2^2)326

W.P. (2)2)388
2.9.42.

C.G.S.94

(1) This arrangement was known as Operation Cakewalk and is

described in Chapter III, Section (x).
Nos. 82 and 110 Blenheim squadrons to Ceylon. Nos, 51,

■^7 and 58 7/hitley, Nos. 304 and 3'M Wellington, Nos, 12^4
and 455 Hampden and No. 6l Lancaster squadrons transferred
or loaned to Coastal Command, Nos, 172 and 179 Lei^
Li^t squadrons formed on WellingtonIvQc,III aircraft from
the Bomber Command production line.

(2)
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This report was accepted by the Cabinet as a justifica
tion that the R.A.P, and Bomber Caramand in particular was

making the u'fcmost contribution to the war at sea under the
circumstances of overall shortage of aircraft. The Admiralty

requirements had been partially satisfied and a somewhat
shalqy balance maintained between the needs of defensive and

offensive operations. The bombing policy against Germany was

re-affirmed and on the 17 September 1942, the Prime Minister
instructed the Secretary of State for Air to prepare a scheme

vi/hich would achieve "the prime military object" of raising the
effective strength of Bomber Command from 38 Squadrons, to
which it had siirunkC i )
31 December,

approved, it vi/ould become binding and within certain unavoid
able limits would receive priority over every competing claim

during the next three months,

(vii) Bombing operations on Naval targets - March to
October. 1942

Although the transfers mentioned in the previous Section
caused a decline in the medium bomber strength, throu^out the

Summer, the heavy bomber position was showing a gradual
improvement as squadrons re-equipped to Lancaster Halifax
Stirling and J/lonohcotoae* four engiried aircraft. The new

offensive against enemy morale started on the ni^t of the

8/9 March 1942 with the first of a long series of heavy attacks
on Essen,

availability of some 420 aircraft but the majority were still
the medium bomber class. Gee fulfilled its premise as a

navigational aid and enabled hi^ concentrations of aircraft
both en route and over the target area but as a blind bombing
device it failed to come up to expectations,
most important stage of attack crev;s were still dependent on
visual methods. When weather conditions of visibility inland

were poor, the alternative naval ports were taken as targets
owing to the greater chances of recognising landmarks in the

final stage over towns situated near a coast line.

The morale objective in all these raids, to the exclusion
of aiming marks in docks or shipbuilding yards, naturally
resulted in little dirqct effect on naval refitting work or
U-boat construction,

containing factories engaged in making canponent parts for
submarines were even less discernable. There was havi?ever one

case of direct action to interfere with U-boat output. This

was a

attack the M.A.N. Diesel engine factory at Augsburg,
of diversionary'' operations over northern Prance by Fighter
Cemmand, four Lancasters were shot down by enemy filters
shortly after crossing 'fclie French coast. The remaining eight
aircraft reached their objective and bombed the target with

17 - 1,000 lb. G.F. bombs. Subsequently, three more Lan
casters were shot down and all five surviving aircraft were

damaged. Severe structural damage was inflicted on the main

to 30 heavy and medium squadrons by the
He guaranteed that, once the plan had been

At this time Bomber Command had a front line

In the last and

Effects of area bombing on towns

dayli^t raid by twelve Lancasters on the 17 April to
In spite

AM/S. 5714
end. I33A

(1) Puesulting from the various transfers and loans. Bomber
Canmand's average availability was reduced by September
to a total of 331 aircraft of whi.ch 178 were heavy,
109 medium and i+4 light bombers,
Vol, TV. App. 6.
Reference accounts of raids given in the report of the

British Bombing Survey Unit and in B.C, Narrative
Vol. IV, Chapter 16.

Ref: B.C, Narrative

(2)
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Diesel engine shops although little permanent damage vJas done to
machine tools, cranes and elevators. The heavy casualtiespre
cluded any more dayli^t attacks for some months and, in the

continued inability to provide long range filter escort, they
only attempted later in 1942 under special conditions of■were

U.S, Strategic
B.S.U, Report
No. 32

cloud cover.

In JIarch and April, there were some operations carried out
The presence of the "battleshipagainst purely naval targets.

Tirpitz in the Trondheim area constituted a standing threat to
the convoys sailing to Russia and Bomber Command were asked to
under'take attacks on her,

of the 30/31 March, the 2?/28 and 28/29 April with 34, 43 and
34 heavy bombers respectively but did not succeed in damaging
her or the other naval units in the anchorage.(1} In the ccm-
bined operation against St. Nazaire on the night of the
27/28 March, 45 aircraft from Bomber Conmand -took part but veiy
poor weather seriously hampered the attack.(2)

These were carried out on the nights

Owing to the critical situation on the Russian front, the
Banber Command Directive was amended early in klay to give
priori'ty to towns con-taining industries engaged in aircraft
production so as
Russia,
really meant very little.

to help reduce the enemy fighter supremacy in
This distinction of objectives in target towns(3;

Contemporary analyses aided by bot

A.M./S.46368/11
end, 24A

h
night and day photography showed that the majority of attacks,
even on ].arge built-up areas, were disappointingly inaccurate
althougli Gee had enabled concentrations in time of upvards of
100 to 150 aircraft within the hour over target areas,
beginning to be realised that a much greater wei^t of bombs
with improved accuracy of aim was required before any lasting
damage could be inflicted either to plant or morale.

It was

This led in mid-I&y to discussions on the possibility of a
raid using one thousand bombers. By bringing in "freshmen" or
inexperienced crews and training aircraft in the O.T.'U's this
became practicable,
took place on the night of the 30/3I l^Iay against Cologne and
the second against Essen on the night cf the I/2 June. Four
lifter raids averaging 170 aircraft eadi were made on Eraden
during June which caused widespread damage in the ship repair
docks,
raids on Breme
objective.(4)
and aircraft works but the dock and U-boat construction yards
were not affected.

The considered results from the big raids were held to
show that widespread and lasting destruction could be inflicted
on major targets but the numbers were only achieved by including
a large proportion of untrained crews smong whom casualties
were -heavy. They were, experimental operations which could not
be repeated until many more front line experienced squadrons

The first of these "thousand bomber" raids

The month closed with a thousand bomber and two lesser
n with the Pocke-Wulf aircraft works as the

Very serious fire damage was caused in the town

Details in Chapter "VEI, Sections (vi) and (vii).
Details in Chapter VI, Section (ix).
Por instance Bremen and Hamburg contained both aircraft
factories and U-boat building yards.
In order to make up the numbers for this thousand bomber
raid, Coastal Ca-flmand provided 102 Wellingtons and Hud
sons,

target and five aircraft were lost,
patched 904 aircraft of which 705 dropped bombs and
51 aircraft were lost.

71 of these aircraft claimed to have bombed the
Banber Command des-

1
2

3

(4)
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At the end of Jixne the Air Staff sanctionedwere available.

Bomber Cormnand’s proposal to use as large forces as possible
against suitable targets in Germany on the three or four fine

ni^ts available in a month and to devote the remainder of the
month to small scale diversionary raids and a greatly increased

minelaying effort.

D.G-,0, Polder

end, 1E

Por some time past, it had been the custom for the "fresh-
crews of Bomber Ccanmand squadrons to be given the Prench

Channel ports as night objectives as a kind of battle training
before graduating to the long distance sorties into Germany,
On the 30 June 192^2, the C.-in-G. Home Porces drew the atten
tion of the Chiefs of Staff to the reported damage being
inflicted by this bombing on the dock and harbour facilities
of the Channel ports,
tinned on the existing scale, the success of any attempted
landing operations on the Continent that year would be seri-

This was discussed at a' Chiefs of Staff

men

He expressed the view that, if con-

ously jeopardised,

C,0,S,(Z^)326
30,6,42.

G.0.S,(42)l94th
1.7.42,

meeting on the 1 July and it was agreed that, in future, the

Channel ports would only be bombed on occasions of the known
presence of important shipping or E-boat concentrations. As
the prospects of any second front landings receded during the
subsequent weeks, the order was rescinded on the 26 August
but by this time the bombers previously engaged on these
attacks were being employed on the Intensified minel^ying
campaign and the A,O.C.-in-C, Bomber Command was unwilling to

revert to the more dangerous task of systematic attack on

Channel Ports.

Staff and attacks were, in the future, only made on the special
occasions referred to in their July decision.

This had the concurrence of the Chiefs of

Early in July another moderately heavy raid was delivered
on Bremen but results were poor owing to scattered and inac

curate bombing, V;ilhelmshaven T;as attacked on the pight of
the 8th/Sth by 245 aircraft with the U-boat building yard as
the direct objective but although there was some daras-ge to

residential property in the town and to a fev; workshops in the

naval dockyard, the U-boat building slips were untouched.
Later in the month, Hamburg received tvi/o big raids with the

ship and U-boat yards as the nominal targets but again most
of the damage was confined to residential buildings,
scattered and broadcast nature of all attacks at this period
led to discussions on the feasibility of selecting special
crevia to act as pathfinders whose duty would be the pin
pointing of precise objectives and the marking of them YJith

special ground flares just before the arrival of the main

force. In August, this idea developed into the formation^of
the Pathfinding Force but before they could acquire proficiency
the Germans produced a jamming antidote to Gee so that for a

time bombing operations were carried out at a double disadvan

tage, The weather during the month was poor and few raids

importance took place on towns containing naval targets,
largest was on Flensburg with the U-boat slips as the objec
tive but the attack was a failure owing to poor visibility
over the area. At the end of August an attack was made by
six Lancasters on the aircraft carrier Graf Zeppelin fitting

out at Gdynia but without success.

The

of

The

Owing to the increasing uncertainties of Gee and the
inexperience of the Pathfinder Force, the Imiting factor of

weather on ni^it operations prevented both the volume and

accuracy of raids on the scale originally intended,
attempt to maintain pressure on German morale during spells of
poor weather, activities known as Moling and Scuttle v/ere
introduced. Selected crews Yi/ere given roving commissions to

In an
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patrol specified zones of Germany in cloud cover both by day
and at night,
cloud were bombed and if no such breaks were found, pre-selected
key points were bombed on E.l.A, by D,R, navigation,
bomb dropping was, naturally, on a small scale but during the
sumiiaer and autumn an increasing nujnber of light raids were

delivered in this manner and on many occasions the targets
selected were German coastal towns and U-boat biiilding yards.

Any built-up areas seen through breaks in the

Such

In the first half of September there were two heavy raids
on Bremen and one on Wilhelnishaven. In each case over 200

aircraft took part. In the latter raid tlae Patlxfinder Force

was particularly successful in enabling SU/a of the main body
to banb the objective. Considerable damage was caused in all

three raids to residential property and a certain amount to

factories and warehouses but very little in the ship or U-boat

yards, this time emphasis on the vital importance of an

increased offensive on the U-boat industry was reaching a peak.
Advantage was taken of a fair weather spell at the end of

September and beginning of October to direct special attacks

on the U-boat yards at Vegesack, Plensburg and Lubeck but,
although a good deal of fire daimge was caused in the built-up
areas, the yards theniselves escaped. The only heavy raid in
October took place on the night of the 13th/l4th and was
directed against the town and harbour of Kiel. 2L6 aircraft
actually dropped bombs but subsequent photographic reconnais
sance revealed much scatter and about half the bombs fell in

open country.

During this period, March to October 1942, while the
arguments over defensive and offensive strategy were raging,
the general bombing policy followed the lines of the February
directive. As far as naval objectives were concerned the

results were very disappointing. As can be seen in foot-

note(l) a very considerable bomber effort had been expended on
ports and towns containing naval targets. No results had been

obtained against any of the enemy major naval units and few

(1) Eoransportation
Ports

Biscay Bases German Ports

1942
Month VcA/GA/C Tons LossTons LossTons Loss

69880 300(575
757(590
354(90)

1,330(2,506
1,387(1,115

245(100).
915(866)
354(333)

21 133
6

Mar. 49 5 291
1860 14838 43055Apr. 43

2681 228 57 75 3147May
June

2

2,069
1,132

36 138 284 1511325
96 26 34July

176128 7 *147 7Aug.
64834 59Sept. 53

26 34501 29 59❖ 5Oct. 15

5,622(6,175) 988 1,2855,821 32405224 397 15Totals

Starting in August and at the end of October, the U.S.
8th Air Force took an increasing part in attacks on
transportation ports and Biscay bases respectively
and their figures are included in these and subsequent
monthly totals.

*
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attacked. ("I )rnerchaTit ships were hit in any of the ports
Shipbuilding and repair work had not been internipted to any
great extent and the construction of II*boats was not affected
in the slightest degree. A glance at Appendix II shows that

during the whole of 1942 the building output was rising
steadily from 15 per month at the beginning to over 20 a month
at the end of the year, the planned programme being actually
exceeded,

inflicted on the workmen, the air menace had been forcibly
brought home to them and much war effort was being diverted
into defence and A.E.P. channels but the war at sea v/as little

Nevertheless hardships and loss of life had been

affected.

(viii) Policy and Bombing Operations ~ October 1942 to
February 1943

The bombing policy during the spring, summer and early
autumn of 1942 was, as has been recounted, little different
from that laid down in the February directive,
first half of the year the constant deliberations on future

Allied strategy had hardened into a determ-ination to mount a

majorlfimbing in Yfestern Europe in 1943.
1942, on instructions fran the Chiefs of Staff, a particular
policy was dravm up for adoption at an early date in prepara
tion for the second front or operation "Roundup" as it was

This postulated three main requirements before a

During the

In mid-August

called,
0.0.3.(42)229
(Final)
14,8.i<R landing in Western Europe could be attempted.

(1) The Allied Air Force to be overwhelmingly superior
to the G.A.F.

(2) The reduction of the transportation system in
Tfestern Europe.

(3) The reduction of the U-boat menace to sea communi
cations.

To meet these requirements it was recomm-ended that the bombing
policy should aim at the maxirn'um devastation of German centres
of industrial population selecting key points in the eneny
submarine and aircraft building industries and the transporta

tion system, the latter taking precedence as the date for the
mounting of the land campaign approached.

It will be recounted in Chapter XII how the local opera
tion on the Continent (Sledgehammer), to relieve the pressure

the Russian front, was abandoned in July 1942 in favour of

a campaign in Northwest Africa (Torch). This meant inevitably
on

(1) Merchant Ships hit in port

JIMlit Q jyion ((?e3 •ax'wi.AL’f A- 4e Ha.vTg.
Nil.

March 1942

April
Nil.

Hektos (Fi.
Masen (Swe,

May
- 2,108 tons - s\mk at Emden.
- 1,316 tons - damaged at Emden.

_  - 1,535 tons - damaged at Brem.en.
Cobra (Ge.) minelayer - 2,132 tons -
sunk at Rotterdam

Westerdam (Du.) - 10,500 tons -
damaged at Rotterdam

(Solglint (Ge.) Oil refinery ship - 12,246 tons -
very badly damaged in Cherbourg.
Gygnus (Swe.) - 1,958 tons - damaged at Bremen.

Erode (Swe,

U.S.A.A.F.

raid

June

July

August

September

NilOctober
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that a large proportion of hornbing effort would have to he
diverted fran Round-up objectives to support Torch. The

British horahing policy, therefore, between October and the
end of the year was governed by three main considerations,

(a) Supporting the operation in Northv;est Africa,

(b) Maintaining the pressure against Germany,

(c) Countering the U-boat menace,

(a) Operations in support of Torch

Bomber Gcmmand's main contribution consisted in heavy

raids on Northern Italy,(O in minelaying Off the Biscay ports
and in the Gulf of Genoa, and the deploying of certain squad-

to North Africa as soon as airfields liad been captured.rons

The additional contributions for ii/U patrols and convey escort

by aircraft of both Bomber and the U.S, 8th Air Force Commands
are recounted in Chapter XII, Section (ix). Furthermore the
latter Caamnd carried out a series of small daylight preci

sion bombing raids, during October and November, on the U-boat

operating bases in the Bay of Biscay(2; hut the U-boats and
their servicing facilities had been secu.re under their con

crete protection for nine months by now and these raids had
no effect whatever on their activities.

War Diaiy of
B. d U.

(b) Maintaining the pressure against Germany

Bad weather and the priority accorded to the operations
under (aj combined to reduce very considerably the effort
expended against Germany,
(i.e, more than 100 aircraft) made in November and December,
only one was against a town containing naval objectives.
This was one made on the night of the 9/10 November against
Hamburg by 155 aircraft but dense cloud caused the complete
failure of the attack,

weather which so hampered these few bombing operations over

Germany were soon to be overcome by the introduction of new

position and target finding devices.

Of the six attacks of any size

However, the conditions of bad

The first of these to come into use was Oboe,(3) which
was fitted to the Mosquito aircraft which led the Pathfinder

During January 1943, ben raids w/ere carried out inForce.

Germany, using this method of position finding, with much

(1) Between October and the end of December, fifteen attacks
were delivered on Genoa, Milan and Turin dropping  a total

of 2,786 tons of bombs.
(2)

Total Vc LossNo. of raids Tons

23 511Brest

Lorient

St. Nazaire
La Pallice

81 33 39
358 7157'5
41 1191

One small German ship - Margot - 620 tons - wasN.B.

sunk at St. Nazaire,

(3) Oboe was a radio device whereby an aircraft could be
directed by a ground station along a line passing directly
over the target and, by signals passed back by the air

craft equipment to another ground station, could be
fixed at precise points along that line.
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improvement in the accinracy a£ baribing. The next -was the
revolutionary an! famous H2S equipment!'') with which any air
craft could find the precise target no matter what weather and

visibility conditions prevailed. As the essential parts of
10 cm. A.S.V. and H2S v;ere identical there was a clash of

requirem.ent priority with Coastal Coraraand who desperately
needed the 10 cm. equipment to counter the use by U-boats
of a search receiver which had neutralised the existing ly

metre A.S.V. Apart from this clash in priorities, the
Admiralty were opposed to the operational use of H2S before

March 1945 at the earliest on account of the risk of compro
mise of all 10 cm. equipment through the loss of bombing
aircraft over enemy territory. The U-boat war at sea was

fast approaching a crisis and the Admiralty hoped for greatly
increased sinlcings of U-boats by the use of the A.S.V. version

of ten centimetre radar, the nature of which the enemy vi?as so

fax unaware. The ensuing deadlock was referred to the li-ime

Minister on the 22 December and, ai’ter hearing both sides of

the case from the Admiralty and Air Staff, it was finally
agreed by a majority vote that H2S should be released for use

by the Pathfinder Force in January 1943* However, production
delays retarded the equipping of aircraft in this Force and

H2S was not used operationally until the night of the
30/31 January when thirteen fitted aircraft led an attack on
Hajiiburg.

iie R.A.-F.

7iT •

C.0.S,(2t2)204th
22.12.42

Initial teething troubles caused a reduced effectiveness
from theoretical performance but by the latter part of

February 1943 it established that H2S enabled specific
towns to be located, identified and bombed accurately irres

pective of cloud conditions. Islands, coastlines, estuaries
and built-up areas in isolated towns could be readily recog
nised by shape and relative positions. Thus the problem of

accxirate navigation under almost any weather conditions, night
or day was solved and Bomber Command had at last got the aid

for which it had waited so long. Footnote(2} gives the scale
of attack on German and enemy occupied ports as far west as

St. Malo during the last of the period under review.

(1) H2S was an adaption of the 10 cm. Air to Sea Radar,
When fitted with it, an aircraft could "see" the town or

built-up area clearly distinguished from surrounding
natural features through any condition of cloud or poor
visibility,
able certainty up to 25 miles away while large cities
could be located at 35 to 55 miles range.

Towns could be thus identified with toler-

(2)
Transporta
tion Ports

Merchant ships
svink or

damaged

German Ports

A/C A/C Tns LossLossTons

165 202(214) 16 IVeumaxk (Ge.) -
7,851 tons
damaged in
Le Havre,

Nov. 1942 35 30 7

6 25 2k ̂ :

.48 45„;.„„....1,
138 178 3

Dec. 1942

Jan. 1943

Feb. 1943

5

/1,67 317(171)
1,119 1,550(1,463) 46

13

Starting in Januaiy 1943, the U.S, 8th Air Force
plays an increasing paxt in long range bombing opera
tions into Germary and their figures are included in
this and subsequent totals.
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(c) Countering the U-boat menace

The possibility of hindering U-hoat operations_by area
bonbing of the Biscay ports had been under examination from
time to time during ̂ ^h2. ‘At the beginning cf April, the

A,0,C.-in-C. Bomber Command himself had asked for authority
from the G.A.S. to "blitz" the ports but the C.A.S, replied
that, in view of the possible political repercussions arising
over’ the slau^ter cf Frenchmen, there seemed little chance of
the Cabinet agreeing to such a proposal until all other methods
of combating the U-boats at sea had been given a fair trial.
At the end cf lAay, the question was again raised, this time by
D.B.ops. in a minute to the A.C.A.S.(Ops.) in which he pointed
out that to "blitz" each of the Biscay bases by ̂really heavy
attacks in -turn would so disrupt the port facilities as to mke
the task cf re-establishment almost impossible. This opinion

had been pressed by the A.O.C.-in-C. Coastal_Command a year
earlier, and he- now backed the suggestion again in a letter to

the C.A.S. After considerable discussion, the proposal was

placed before the Secretary of State for Air on the 10 June.
He replied that if the Air Staff were really convinced that
U-boat activity would be reduced by this measure he would feel

ccmpelled to ask the Y/ar Cabinet to consider whether it would
not be worthwhile to incirr the political odium of sucli borabing
in order to achieve an oboect of such importance. After
further consultations between the G.A.S
Conmand it was decided that a reduction of U-boat activity
would not necessarily accrue and the project was dropped.

V,C.A.S, and Bomber• j

aiS/330
Part I

Min. 50'

ibid

Min. l\S

ibid

ends,

and 55^

ibid

Mins. 52 to 60
and end. 61A

ibid

Min. 62 and

end, 63A

In view of the importance of affording every possible
protection to the Torch, convoys in late October and November,

•  the U.S, 8th Air Force undertook the series of. dayli^t preci
sion bombing attacks on the U-boat bases mentioned in (a) but
without any resulting effect on their activities.

Throu^out the remainder of the year, the question of area

bombing' cf the ports was under review as a result of strong
pressure from the Admiralty. On the 9 December the problem

examined by the Cabinet A/U Committee, the Naval members
of which argued strongly in favour of blitz bombing while the
Air Staff maintained their earlier view that political reper
cussions would not be balanced by any worthwhile result.
Eventually the Prime Minister ruled that, bef ore giving a

decision, the matter.must be referred to the Foreign Secretary.

was

Mr. Eden replied on the 18 December that he was reluctant
to agree to the wholesale devastation of the ports unless it
could be shown that such methods would materially help to keep

The appeirently unnecessary slau^terdown U-boat operations,
cf the Frencli civilian'population would tiave a bad effect on

the morale of the Fitting French in North Africa as well as

adversely affecting public opinion in Prance both during and
after the war. As the Air Staff appeared to .be opposed to

blitz bombing, Mr. Eden hoped that such drastic methods could
be avoided. These views were endorsed by the Secretary of

State for Air who informed the next Cabinet A/U Ccmmittee
meeting that he had no proposals to make.regarding area bombing
of the U-boat bases.

C.M.S. 350
Fart I

end, 7QA

Tlae Admiralty, however, were still convinced that area
attack was the only measure which would afford immediate
relief to the serious situation at sea and on the  7 January

1943 the 1st Sea Lord circulated a memorandum to the War
Cabinet in which he pressed very strongly for approval of such

.He argued that the four bases, at ’which betweena policy.
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75 and 80 U-boats were always present, formed the backbone of

enemy U-boat operations against Allied shipping. All normal

repairs and refits were carried out there and there was evi

dence that the servicing facilities were already tightly
stretched.(1) It was essential to the enemy that the bases
be kept running smoothly and to capacity, therefore any inter
ference with them would be likely to hinder the turn round

and inevitably create a bottleneck. Dislocation at one base

would result in overcrowding at another thus rendering the
U-boats themselves more vulnerable to attack since they could
not all be housed in shelters. Althougli the Admiralty agreed
that the concrete shelters would probably preclude any serious
damage to the U-boats in them, they believed that the destruc

tion of dockyard facilities would seriously impede their

maintenance while experience had shown that even li^t bombing
served to keep faint hearted labour from the docks. As the

majority of this was composed of Frenchmen working for the

Germans it was unlikely that they would have much stomach for

heavy bombing.

WP(43)11
7.1.43

Finally the 1st Sea Lord emphasised that, although such

operations would divert bombing effort from Germany over a

specified period, the U-boat threat brooked no delay if our

offensive power was not to be seriously weakened by lack of

shipping,
was no alternative since it would not have any material effect

on U-boat operations for at least six months, during which
time it was expected that the shipping situation would become
most acute.

He added that the bombing of construction yards

In face of such pressing sirguments, the ¥fer Cabinet
accepted the Admiralty view and on the 11 January 1943 approved
in principle a policy of area bombing of the Biscay ports on
high priority,
the A.O.C,-in-C. Bomber Command giving the bases first priority
subject to the proviso that such operations should not pre
judice any attack which mi^t be planned on Berlin or any
concentrated raid of 200 or more aircraft which could be made

on important objectives in Germany and Italy in suitable
weather.

La Pallice, Brest and St. Nazaire in that order,
operations were to continue against Lorient until the G.-in-C.
was satisfied that the desired results had been achieved.

On the 14 January, a directive was sent to

The U-boat bases to be attacked were Lorient,
Initial

\VM(43) 6th
11.1.43

BC/S.23746
Vol. 4
end, IIIA

A-i»iyc.l94S2y4^

They were then to be fully analysed and reviewed in the light
of available evidence before proceeding with the attack on the
next base. Special warning was to be given to the French
population of the proposed operations and the G,-in-C. was

then at liberty to choose any aiming point regardless of the

probability that complete devastation of the inhabitable areas

of the town might follow.

Althoui^ the U.S. 8th Air Force had carried out a dayli^t
raid on Lorient on the 30 December by 40 Fortresses, (2) the
bombing of the port and town under the terms of the blitz

policy actually began on the ni^t of the 14/l5 January with
101 aircraft followed by I3I aircraft on the next night.
Before another raid could be planned, the Cabinet decided on

the 20th that, contrary to the directive, there should be no

(1) There is no evidence of this from B. d U's War Diary or
the Fuehrer Conferences on Naval Affairs.

On the 30 December, 40 Fortresses attacked the U-boat
pens at Lorient dropping 80-2,000 lb, G.P. bombs and
losing three aircraft.

(2)
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the effects of the raids on Lorient before\M(45) 12 th
20.1.45

pause to assess
proceeding with the attack on the remaining ports as oppor
tunity offered.

Bomber Command were informed of this decision on the
25 and on the 27 January the A.O.C.-in-C. wrote officially to
the Air Ministry protesting at the whole conception of the

plan which he regarded as a complete waste of effort. He
pointed out that although some 4,000 tons of bombs had been
dropped on Brest when the Scharnhorst, Gneisenau and I5?iBz_
Eugen were in port, the damage inflicted on the dock facili-

The effort then expended had

apx>arently served to keep the ships out of action but there
evidence that the bombing attacks had interfered in any

way with their repairs or with the operations of U-boats from

the port. On these grounds he declared that he most earnestly
and indeed flatly refuted the contention that present opera
tions as planned would in any way contribute to the reduction
of U-boat activity.

Although the Air Staff were largely in syaipathy with these

they considered that, in the li^t of the Casablanca
Directive issued by the Combined Chiefs of Staff on the

21 January, they were committed to giving the policy a fair
trial. In this Directive the Combined Chiefs of Staff had

quoted the Biscay bases as objectives of great importance and
had laid down that the day and night attacks recently imaugu-
rated should be continued so tliat an assessment of their

effects on U-boat operations could be made as soon as possible.
If it was found that the desired results were being achieved

the attacks should be continued.

ties had not been serious.

was no

views

BC/S.25746
Vol. 4
Ends. 124A
and 127A

C.C.S.(45)65th
■  21.1.45

It is thought that a brief suimnary of the reasons for

calling the Casablanca Conference and its main conclusions
may be given at this point. Allied expectations had during
the summer, been for Operation Eound-up to be mounted in 1945.
The success of Operation Torch had opened up new possibilities
the exploitation of which would mean committing Allied fofces
to further efforts in the Mediterranean against the "soft

This was viewed with misgiving by
Round-up had been postponed once and

underbelly of Europe.
American authorities,

now it looked as if it v/ould again,have to be put off in favour

of a campaign, tempting it was true, but not striking directly
at Germany herself and therefore indecisive as regards the

C.0.3.(42)475(0) primary aim. Tliese misgivings had been expressed in a
J.C.S. paper on "Strategy in 1945" and circulated as a Chief

The British view, which envisaged furtherof Staff paper.
C.O.S.(42)466(0) operations in the Mediterranean was likewise issued as a

The resulting deadlock was resolved atC.O.S. paper.
Casablanca in the middle of January 1945 where the Erime

Minister, President Roosevelt and their principal advisers
met in conference,

fare were achieved and the primary aim of the defeat of Germany
in the shortest possible time was restated.

Complete accord on matters of global war-

The defeat of the U-boat menace was declared a first

charge on the resources of the United Nations, after which the
aira was to be achieved, by t\'?o main offensives:-

(1) By the occupation of Sicily with the object of
securing the line of sea cajminications in the Mediter
ranean, the threatening cf Italy itself and diverting
German pressure from the Russian front.

(2) By the heaviest possible Anglo/American bomber
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offensive fran the United Kingdom against the German war

effort and the assembly of the strongest land force
possible, after meeting the needs of the Mediterranean
theatre, in readiness to re-enter the Continent when
German resistance had been weakened to the required
extent.

0.0,3.(43)30(0) It was under the first charge to defeat the U-boat menace that
27,1.43 the Coribined Chiefs of Staff favoiired the air attack on the

Biscay U-boat bases.

In an experiment of this nature, the Air Steiff were con

vinced that it would be unjustifiable to extend operations to

the other Biscay ports until sufficient evidence had been
obtained from Lorient.

Secretary of State for Air that the Cabinet be asked to reverse
their decision of the 20 January,

making a formal appeal to the Cabinet, it would be as well to
caxry out one or tv;o more attacks on Lorient so that an assess

ment such as that called for by the Combined Chiefs of Staff

could be attempted,
on the 14 February that their operations against the Biscay
ports were to be confined for the time being to Lorient and

that the policy would be revieY^ed when evidence as to the
effects of their attacks was available.

They therefore suggested to the

He replied that, before

Baiiber Command was accordingly instructed

G.M.S. 330
Part I

Mins. 94 to 97

BC/S.23746
Vol. 4
end, I39A

of bombing attacks to
,(1) been observed all

In the meantime the restriction

Ijorient had, with one small exceiDtion
the time. Heavy raids had taken place on three further
nights in January and four in February, Photographic recon
naissance was not obtained until after the raid of the

23/24 January. It showed extensive damage by the raids to

date, caused mainly by fire, throu^oUt the whole town, in the
Port de Ccmmerce and in the Arsenal area. Dayli^t reconnais
sance at the end of January revealed further extensive damage

throughout the town and dock area. By the middle of February
few buildings remained standing but the U-boat shelters remained

(1) On the 23 Januiary, 19 Fortresses of the U.S, 8th A,F,
attacked the U-boat pens at Brest dropping 45 tons of

1,000 and 5OO lb, G.P. bombs and losing two aircraft.
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quite unharmed. Footnote("l) gives the details of the attacks.
A report issued by the Scientific Bureau of the French Army
states that by the 17 February, 5,500 of the ii-,500 to 5,000
houses in the town of Lorient had been completely destroyed
and the majority of the remainder rendered uninhabitable.
Nevertheless by the end of February there was no evidence that

the raids had had any effect on the nimiber of U-boats operating
from the port or that their servicing facilities had been un

duly interfered with.

Notwithstanding this lack cf success in the prime objec
tive, the heat was turned on to St. Nazaire dxaring the second
half of February and in J'larch. 1,088 aircraft dropped
2,960 tons of H.E. and incendiary bombs reducing this town also
to ruins but without any sign of affecting operations by the

D.0.(A5) 1st
25.2.45

(1)

Tons

H.E. I.B.
No, of LossType of bombsA/C

136 - 10001b. GP
5001b. GP22

74(165) 24 - 40001b. HC
1  - 20001b. GP

101Jan.

14/15

140(145) 152 - 5001b. GP
15 - 2501b. GP

25 - 40001b. HG
224 - 10001b. GP

151Jan,

15/16

592 - 10001b. GP
160 - 5001b, GP

7755Jan.

25

124(165) 198 - 1001b. GP
61 - 5001b. GP

52 - 40001b, GP
2 - 20001b. GP

109Jan,

25/24

81(109) 116 - 5001b. GP 519 - 40001b. HC
2^ - 10001b. GP

124Jan,

26/27

52(105) 79 - 5001b. GP8 - 40001b. HC
77 - 10001b. GP

77Jan.

29/50

97(116) 19 - 40001b, HC
63 - 10001b, GP

Feb. 120

4/5 135 - 5001b, GP 1

265(501) 167 - 5001b. GP 763 - 40001b. HC
255 - 10001b. GP

Feb. 301

7/8

541(621) 785 - 10001b. GP
185 - 5001b, GP

366 - 10001b. GP
204 “ 5001b. GP

72 - 80001b. HC

72 - 40001b. HC
430Feb.

15/14

Feb.

16/17
466(529)561 132 - 40001b. HG

22 - 20001b. HC

2

■  59Totals 1,789 1,917
(2,450)
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them, (0 ItU-Doats and certainly not inflicting loss among
is almost inconceivahle that the Naval Staif expected any
better results than at Lorient and the continuation of such a

policy at a tim.e -when offensive planning was set for an all-
out air attack on German industrial economy seems  a clear

indication of the serious concern felt at all levels, from the

War Cabinet downwards, at the grievous losses being inflicted
Allied shipping by U-boat warfare and the inability of the

Allies to control it.

on

In mid-AiDril, when victory in the decisive struggle
going on in mid-Atlantic was discernible. Bomber Command was
relieved of this commitment against the I3iscay U-boat bases..

Action was, however, continued by U.S. 8th A.P, daylight raids
against the actual U-boat pens until mid-summer but at no
time were the concrete shelters ever penetrated, neither had

such bombardment any effect on U-boat servicing or their

operational programme.

Summary

Between Ifiarch 13k2 and February 1943, when increased
bomb loads and better navigational aids enabled heavier blows

to be delivered, the strategic bombing force flew 2l^'o of their
total operational effort on tasks directly connected with^the
•war at sea such as the bombing of transportation ports, mine

laying and attacks on specific naval targets.
2C^ of the effort was expended on German naval ports in the
Baltic and Worth Sea. The employment of this 44% of total

effort on objectives predcminantly naval in character, at a

time when the agreed strategic aim was the extensive attack
German industry and morale cannot be li^tly disregarded.

Prom a strictly naval point of view the considerable bombing
effort had little effect on the movements of enemy war vessels

merchant ships and none at all on the output of new U-boats.

The protagonists of the bomber offensive maintain that most of

A fui'ther

on

or

(l) U-boat arrivals and departures in Biscay bases.

Pallice Bordeaux' TotalsBrest Lorient Nazaire

70nil92020 21Sept. 1942

9026 nil1421Oct. 1942 29

90nil142024 32Nov. 1942

16 107nil28 3?31Dec. 1942

89326 122127Jan. 1943

96nil145221Peb. 1945 29

16 8 11930 32 33Mch. 1943

16 117926 54 52Apr. 1943

No mention is made in theB. d U. War Diary.

War Diary of the daylight raids in November 1942 or the

heavy area bombing on Lorient and St, Nazaire during the

first quarter of 1945* Lorient was the base for the long
endurance 740 tons iype. The drop in traffic at this
port in February was fortuitous in that there were fewer
arrivals owing to a large number of 740 tonners being on

extended patrols.

Ref:
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this 44^0 was a misguided diversion from the true objective.
While admitting that the area bombing of the Biscay U-boat
bases early in 1943 was a waste of effort, it must be apparent
that measures against enemy naval and merchant shipping in
harbour and U-boat construction in Germany had to be attempted.
That these attempts were prolonged, in time Tvas due to the in-

As far as results go, up toability to hit them soon enough,
February 1943 the major contribution that Bomber Camrnand made
to the Sea War was undoubtedly in minelaying, a subject dealt

with in Cliapter X.
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CHAPTER X

AERIAL MINELAYIN& ̂  JULY 1941 TO MARCH 1943

(i) Introduction

In the, period under consideration. Bomber Command's effort
developed from the en5)loyment of the Hanpdens of No,5 Croup
between July 194i a^d January 1942 at a rate of 100 sorties per
month to the use of four engined bombers from all groups at a

rate of over 500 sorties per month early in 1943. Coastal
Command continued their existing campaign up to the end of 1941
when, in the absence of any suitable airbraft, they ceased

operations except for a short spell from August 1942 to

March 1943 when limited laying off the Belgian and French

Channel ports was undertaken with P.A.A, squadrons on loan to
the Command.

By July 1941, the technique of minelaying had changed con

siderably. Minelaying can be developed successfully against
an enemy in two ways. Either more and more new fields can be

laid of which the enemy is unaware until suffering casualties
or fields known to. him can be added to with mines carrying
special devices which cause him to believe the area safely
swept when in fact it is not. In the early stages of the

campaign when the Germans had not an adequate number of mine

sweepers it was the policy to lay sparsely in a wide range of
areas in order to strain to the utmost the enemy sweeping
capacity. In practice this was a highly successful period
when, for an expenditure of a small effort with low aircraft

casualties, a large numiber of enemy vessels were sunk. In

comparison, the more numerous aircraft endeavouring to sink ,

ships by direct attack at sea or in port suffered heavy casual
ties and inflicted little loss on the enemy's shipping. The

graph at Appendix XXX illustrates this fact. This period was

followed from mid-September 1940 by one d-uring which the exten

sion of British naval operations off enemy occupied coasts west

of Flushing limited the areas in which mines could be laid

without risk to our own ships. By the time that technical
developments had miade it possible to lay mines without endan

gering our own ships, the enemy had built up a more adequate
■ sweeping service and was using Mine Destructor ships
(Sperrbrecher), With these, aids it became comparatively easy
for him to sweep, and keep swept, channels along which his

coastwise shipping could pass. Offensive mine laying, there

fore, in mid-1941, entered the second category of tactics and

became a battle of technical wits. The composition of exist

ing fields, or gardens as they were called, was varied by lay
ing mines carrying improved firing mechanisms, delay arming
clocks and devices to defeat the sweeping itself when it was

thought that the enemy was committed to .a definite procedure
against the current type of mine. The mine laying aircraft,
therefore, were directed to particular gardens whose purpose
was against specific types of shipping instead of general
objectives over widely dispersed area.

The responsibility for the siting of gardens lay with the

Admiralty Mining Department who indicated the Coastal Oommiand

Headquarters the gardens to be planted and the variety of mine

to be used, Coastal Comanand implemented the laying either

with its own aircraft or, if not within range, by informing
Bomiber Command Headquarters so that their aircraft when avail
able could undertake the more distant areas. It was the

policy for Coastal Command to lay in areas between the Elbe
and St, Nazaire and for Bomber Command to do the gardens east

and south of these points. In practice there was quite a lot
of overlapping on the jmction positions, particularly along
the Frisian Islands,

^ ,
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(ii) Minelaying July and August 1941

(a) Changes in locatioci of certain gardens

CC/S.I5I7I
end* 81A

On the lif June, a meeting between Admiralty and Coastal
Command representatives was held to discuss the location of

.  certain gardens with reference, to their operational value and
to the defences which the enemy had built up around them.
The small gardens in the Rivers Scheldt and Maas and off the

Texel were extended so as to give pilots greater latitude.
Because of heavy air defences, the gardens off Cherbourg and

La Pallice were enlarged so as to permit laying clear of A/A
The garden off Dieppe was considered in both respectsfire,

ibid

Min, 85

ibid

enci, 82fA.

• but, as it would mullify its use to extend it,  a decision was

made that it should only be planted in an emergency,
changes were officially promulgated on the 16th July,

These
am/s,1636/11
end, 77A-

(b) Operations

by Coastal Commpid
‘ts. Off Brestv"! )

was directed

where the

st, Gneisenau and .
and St, ITazaire^^)

In this task

During July, minelaying
mainly against the Biscay port _
three enemy major naval units - Soharnhoy
Frina Eugen « were lying; off Lorient(^)
as being the premier U-boat operating bases,
they were aided by Bomber Command and a total of 22, 35 ajid
30 mines were laid outside these ports respectively by Beau-
forts of No,217 Squadron and Hampdens of No,5 Group, During
the month the Sohamhorst moved down to La Pallioe for a few

days. Thick weather prevented Coastal Command from laying
mines outside and Bomber Command although carrying out a

bombing attack on the ship, only succeeded in laying one mine

in the garden outside the port.(4) In the Channel, No,22
Beaufort Squadron laid five mines off Le Havre(5) and ten in

as

(0 The code name for the area was Jellyfish, The area to be
mined was within all suitable water bounded on the Nor'^h
and East by the coast, on the West by Longitude 04° 46 W
and on the South by latitude 48° 16‘N,
Code name for the area was Artichoke, Mines were to be

laid in all suitable waters lying North and East of a

line joining the positions
470 46^ 00"N 030 35* 00"W
47° 40‘ 00"N 03° 35^ 00"W
47° 35* 00''N 03° 30' 00 "W
47° 35‘ 00"N 03° 10* 00"W

The code name for the area was Beech, The ‘area to be
mined was in all suitable water between the coast on the

North and East and bounded on the West by Longitude
020 30fw and on the South by latitude 47° 05 *N.
The code name for the area was Cinnamon. There were two

areas to be planted*
(1) In the Coureau de la Pallioe bounded as follows

On the West by the meridian of 01® 17* 00"W
On the North by the 3 fathom line
On the East by the 5 fathom line
On the South by the parallel of 46° 06* 30"N

(2) In the Rade de LMle d*Aix between Rrt Boyard and
Pte, Ste, Catherine,

(5) The code name for the area was Anemone,
See Map XXI7 for the general location of all gardens, and

See Appendix XXVIII for their code names.

(2)

(3)

(4)

■ n-
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the mouth of the River Seinel"l)
laid 12 mines off the Frisian !

,  No. 86 Beaufort Squadron
Istands(2) and were here over

lapped hy Bomber Command’s operations who also laid 17 in this
garden and a further 36 in the approaches to the River Elbe.(3)
Working still further east Bomber Command planted 25 mines in

the Kiel Bay and Canal area.(4-)
two Coastal and four Bomber Command aircraft failed to return.

Prom all these operations

Sad weather and more pressing operations caused the total

of mines laid in August to fall considerably below that for

Coastal Command's Beaufort squadrons laid 23 mines off

Biscay ports, one off Boulogne(5) and two in the River Maas
Channel leading to Rotterdam.(6) The fourth Beaufort Squadron -
No. 42 - operating from Leuchars laid three mines in the

Haugesund channel (S.W. Norway).(y)
their operations along the North German coast and into the

Western Baltic and waters leading into the Kattegat laying a
Two Bomber and five Coastal Command

July.

Bomber Command spread

total of 68 mines,

aircraft failed to return.(8)

(c) Mine Developments

On 3"' August Coastal Command informed the Groups con
cerned of the policy laid down by the Admiiralty for the use of

mines with period delay mechanism. Mines issued for a sortie

C.C. Pile

3.15171
Enel. 119a

(1) The code name for the area was Scallops,
laid in a wide area in the Rade de La Carosse covering

the navigable channel,
follows:-

Mines were

The area was bounded as

On the North by latitude A9° 32*N
On the West by longitude 00° 05'W
On the South by latitude 1+9° 26’N
On the East by the coast.

The code name for the general area was Nectarines,
area had been enlarged in May 1941 and was divided into
three sections.

No. 1 - Inside the 10 fathom line between longitudes 0500
and 0600 E.

No. 2 - Inside the 10 fathom line between longitudes
0600 and 0700 E.

No. 3 - All water south of latitude 5400N between 0700
and 0800 E.

Later in 1 941, the area was again extended to
cover all water south of latitude 5405N between

longitude O5OOE and 0800E,
Code names for areas laid - Eglantines, Rosemary and Yams.

Code names for areas laid - Poreget-me-nots, Quinces and
Radishes.

The code name for the area was Dewberry,
be laid between the breakwaters in the approximate
position:- 50° 44' 36"N, 01 ° 34-' 12"E.
The code name for the area was Oysters,
areas to be mined.

A semicircular area with radius I- mile to seaward

of the position:- 50° 59' 06’’N, 04-° 04-' 3C''E.
Along the Neue Waterweg.

The code name for the area was Bottle,

planted was in the Karmoysund, south of the port of
Haugesund round position:- 59° 21' 4-2"N, 5° 18' 12"E.
In Appendix XXVII is given the monthly minelaying by
Coastal and Bomber Commands together virith an index of the
code names,

gardens.

This

Mines were to

There were two

1.

2.

The area to be

Map XXIV shows the location of all the

(2)

(3)
(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)
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fixed proportion(’') unless orders were sent
If, however, the Admiralty requested that

were to be in a

to the contrary,

only mines without period delay mechanism shoiild be laid in

any particular "garden", its code name was to be prefixed by
the word "fresh".

A signal was received from the Admiralty (Admiralty
Telegram No. 653) on 29 August stating that a mine with a new
firing mechanism was shortly to be issued,
assembly No. 22, had no period-delay mechanism, and was so

devised that it could not be fired by an artificially created

magnetic field, that is by sweeping devices, but only by the
passage of a large ship,
of this (by A.P.I73)
mine was to be used in equal quantities with the older types,
which were still to be issued in their fixed proportions,

(d) Responsibility for minelaying

This mine.

The Groups concerned were informed
16 September and instructed that theon

ibid

Enel. 1 21 a

ibid

Min.132
Ibid

End. 131 a

When the decision was made in March 1 91-1 on what was to

be the part played by Bomber Command in minelaying, it was

laid down that mining should be incidental to training and

when weather conditions precluded normal bombing operations. 
'

Coastal Command H.Q. was to continue to be responsible for

co-ordinating the available air effort and to pass the details

of the proposed targets to H.Q. Bomber Command,
stated also that the position would be reviewed later.

It was

A.M.

s.1636/11

Ends. 20a

and 55a

The question of review was raised within Coastal Command
at the end of July when it was pointed out that, because of

the short range of the Beaufort, it had been the practice of

Bomber Command to mine the Elbe and the "gardens" further
eastwards, and the southern "gardens" in the Bay of Biscay.
On special occasions Coastal Command, at the request of the

Admiralty, also laid mines in the Elbe for as Bomber Command

had no fixed programme, operations being to a large extent

dependent on the weather, there was no question of regular
planting in any one "garden" or of steady planting in the

whole range of "gardens". It was therefore suggested that

if Coastal Command were given two Hampden Sauadrons they could
landertake the whole of the mihelaying programme, whereas in

view of their anti-shipping commitments it was not now

possible to lay more than a maximum of 12 mines a night.(2)
To meet any intensification of effort it was considered
essential that either two squadrons should be allocated to

Coastal Command for minelaying, or that a programme should be

given to Bomber Command defining their responsibilities.

C.C.

s. 15171
Min.-105

On July 29 the A.O.G.-in-C., wrote to the Air Ministry
stating the position and pointing out that when the Admiralty
required the minelaying programme to be intensified they 1
applied to Coastal Command; under the prevailing circum
stances Coastal Command were imable to comply with the request
unless the sharing of duties with Bomber Command could be

(1) The proportion in which mines Mark I to IV were to be
laid was;-

‘  No period delay

25^^ One period delay
12-5-/ Two periods delay
12^0 Three periods delay

It was estimated that four aircraft of No. 217-Squadron
could be spared from Anti-shipping operations each night,
and a maximum of eight aircraft from No. 22 Squadron,
if crews were to have one night off in three.

SECRET
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planned, and he requested that the position should he
reviewed.

A.M.

s. 1636/11
Min.81

The question was discussed at the Air Ministry, The
Director of Naval Co-operation explained that the Admiralty
held Coastal Command responsible for minelaying in all areas,
and when Bomber Command were unable to fulfil requirements

for the more distant areas Coastal Command was held

responsible for the lack of planned effort. Of the two

alternatives put forward by Coastal Coimnand he said that the

allocation of squadrons was more a long term measure and that

for immediate and practical purposes it would be best to

define areas of responsibility. The question, he said, had

been discussed informally between members of his staff, the

Admiralty and Bomber Command. It had been suggested that
Coastal Command should be responsible for mining areas
between the Elbe and St. Nazaire and that Bomber Command

should be responsible for areas outside this. At the same

time Bomber Command could lay in Coastal Command areas for

special operations, training, or in other circumstances,
having consulted Coastal Command before undertaking the
operations. Furthermore, it had been suggested that the
Admiralty should continue to issue periodical priority lists
with the necessary directives addressed to both Commands, and
each Command was to consider itself responsible for its own
sphere.

ibid

Min. 83
The Director of Bomber Operations stated that Bomber

Command was maintaining their scale of effort('l) and had laid
125 mines in the previmas four weeks,
necessity of keeping minelaying in perspective within the
strategical picture as a whole, as Bomber Command were also

attacking Hamburg, Brest and other naval objectives,
points raised were, however, put to Bomber Command for
agreement on I4 August as a measure to improve co-ordination
and distribution of effort in minelaying, without altering the
principles laid down in the directive of 25 January 1 for
Bomber Command’s participation in operations.

He stressed the

The

ibid

Enel. 82a

ibid

End. 8.9a
In their reply on 26 August Bomber Command agreed to the

proposals and suggested that in view of the range of Coastal
Command aircraft, which normally precluded extensive sea
mining east of Terschelling, Coastal Command should be
responsible for the area Terschelling - St. Nazaire, not the
Elbe - St. Nazaire. Further, the area between the Elbe and
Terschelling constituted a very valuable training ground for
new Hampden crews. This modification was approved by the
Air Ministry, and on the 1 September a letter was sent to both
Commands stating that the arrangement whereby Coastal Command
was responsible for controlling all sea-mining aircraft was to
be replaced by two spheres of responsibility; Coastal Command
was to be responsible- for the areas lying between Terschelling
and St. Nazaire, and Bomber Command for all areas outside
this. Each command could lay in the "gardens" of the other
command as required for special operations, training, or other
circumstances, having previously consulted the other command.

(1) Following August 1940, when 148 mines were laid. Bomber
Command-* s scale of effect liad dropped considerably imtil
April 1 941 when it again increased though the total
fluctuated considerably,
were as follows

January - Z4.6
February - 67
March - 71

Their monthly totals for 1 941

April - 1 28
May
June

July - 125
August - 6849

76
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(iii) Minelaying Operations - September to December 1  (inol,)

During this period there were no major changes in policy
and no new developments of the mine were introduced,
to bad weather, the despatch of one of Coastal Command’s
Beaufort Squadrons to the Mediterranean ̂ nd the pre-occupa
tion of the other three with measures to deal with the

probable■departure of the eneny naval units from Brest, the
number of mines laid by Coastal Command decreased sharply and
all regular laying ceased at the end of December.
Command maintained an average of 84 mines per month and laid
in gardens along the North Gorman coast, in the Western Baltic,
in the waters leading to the Kattegat and in the Oslo fiord.
The decreasing effort of Coastal Command was. directed almost
entirely to the Biscay ports in which task they were assisted
in December by Bomber Command,

Owing

Bomber

Poor weather restricted September laying in the Bay.
In No.. 19 Group, operations were planned for 15 nights but
.could only take place on five occasions and on two of these
the aircraft were unsuccessful because of bad visibility.
Similar weather conditions hampered No. 16 Group and their

further upset by the temporary mthdrawal ofprogramme was

Nos, 1 6 and 1 9
Group O.R.B,
Appendices

No. 86 Squadron and the detachment of half No. 22^Squadron to
Leuchars for special anti-shipping torpedo operations.
Better results were obtained in October but weather again
interfered in November causing the cancellation of many

Owing to the rising tension over the probability
of departure from Brest of the three enemy naval units and
the necessity for constant readiness with the torpedo weapon
only fo\jr mining sorties were completed in December. These

the last Beaufort minelaying operations in Home waters.

sorties.

were

Casualties, among aircraft for this final four month period
of 1941 were six'from Coastal and 17 from Bomber Command,

(iv) Statistics - July to .December 1941 inclusive
During the six months ending 31 December 1941 > a total

of.677 mines had been laid between La' Pallice in the southwest
and the Oslo fiord in the northeast by aircraft of the two

There were certain areas where one or other ofC ommands.
the Commands was the sole originator of mines laid and can
claim individual credit for the resulting enemy casualties.
There was, however, a broad band at the junction of their

More-mining spheres where it is impossible to arbitrate,
over Bomber Command laid about 3w times as many mines as
Coastal Command so that enemy mining casualties are best
credited to Aerial Minelaying with the qualification that,
in this period, at least' 9C^ were' caused by Bomber Command,

t”') gives the number of mines laid in the differentFootnote

NUMBER OF MINES UID JULY TO DEC. 19i|1 INCU(1)
NO', 3 Area

N. Sea coasts
of Oerr/iany
and the

Lov< Countries

No. 2 AreaNo. 1 Area
West Baltic,
Belts, Sound
and Kattegat

No. 1 Area
North coast
of France

Aircraft
Lost

No. 5 Area
Biscay
Ports

Haugesund
and

Oslo fiord-

67236 2336 ■Nil189.Bomber C.
Coastal C. 10616 1318Nil .9 .

3616 17325hh5189TOTALS

RESULTS

DAMAGEDSUNK

5 - 10,7.23„.tons19 - 14^64 tons
^:jz1 -

No,...,1. .Area,;,
,’’'.No,",?„Area ,

.tip. 3 Are.4,.
"'"No." 5 Area"'

1 - S.02
.1.o..,-,.13.».66i

866
n

 ”
■5 - 1 .'315

39 “ 30.,343 ■■■■_'
Post war records of Lloyds Shipping Branch, Admiralty Intelligence and
German ship owners Association.

6 - 11,625TOTAL

Ref:
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areas and the resulting enenor shipping casualties.

The Adjniralty Assessment Committee, in their second
report on Aerial Minelaying (sent to the Air Ministry in
June 1942) gave slightly higher figures. Taking the year
1941 as a whole, they estimated that eleven ships had been
sunk off Biscay ports whereas in fact only five small craft
were lost. Over the whole stretch of coast from Cherbotxrg
to the Elbe, 23 ships were assessed as sunk whereas 24 was
the actual loss. The most successful area was thought to
be the western Baltio and the v/aters leading into the Kattegat.
This was correct, the total for the whole year being 25 sunk
and eight damaged.

In the Report the lack of success off Brest and the
Biscay ports was explained by the fact that v/ater too deep
for ground minelaying extended almost up to the ports them
selves, and those channels that were sufficiently shallow for
groixnd mines were comparatively narrow and easily swept. It
was considered difficult to assess the value of the Biscay
areas as laying grounds, as by the end of 1941 comparatively
few mines had been laid there. Of the 173 mines so laid in
the last six months of the year, 75 were planted off Brest but
in water so deep that only the passage of a large ship could
actuate the firing device. They were designed to hinder the
sailing of the three major naval units rather than against the
general shipping using the port. In assessing the value of
these operations the Report stated that the chance of damaging
these ^mits was fairly remote as the enemy chose the time of
sailing and could ensure a swept channel before leaving.
This, in fact, was the, case and no damage by mines was
inflicted on the ships while leaving Brest.

(v) Minelaying - January to June 1942 inclusive

(a) The escape of the Brest Group

Now that Coastal Command Beaufort squadrons were
committed -entirely to the torpedo role, the onus of minelaying
devolved on Bomber Command although the organisation of mine
stocks and the promulgation of gardening operations was still
done by Coastal Command Headquarters acting on directions by
the Admiralty Mining Department.
61 mines were laid, distributed between the Biscay area and
the coastline between Terschelling Island and the Weser
estuary.

During January 1942 only

In the first ten days of February, j\jst prior to the
escape of the Brest Group, this latter stretch of coast was
more heavily sown, 98 miles being laid in the Nectarine
After the enemy ships had disappeared in the gathering dark
ness up the Dutch coast on the 12th, a sortie of Bomber
Command Hampdens and Manchesters succeeded in laying 13 mines
at 2300 hours in the approaches to the Weser and Elbe rivers
but the ships did not encounter any mines in this area.
Earlier in the day, however, both the battlecruisers had been
damaged by this agency,
afternoon in a position I9 miles north of Ostend. This was
actually nine miles from the nearest garden and it is diffi
cult to account for the presence of ground mines. All the
gardens in the neighbourhood were close to the shore or up the
various inlets of the rivers Scheldt and Maas. All had been

planted exclusively by Coastal Command aircraft though a year

b«5iioU.ir» 2.9 i<j4l >C '9^^*

area.

The Scharnhorst was first mined in
Schamhorst’s

Log
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had elapsed since sowing. (O The explosion caused only
slight damage to the Scharnhorst and she continued >
but later slowly dropped astern of the other two ships*.

At 2000 hours the eneny ships were passing 10 or 12 miles
north of Terschelling Island and here the Gneisenau exploded a
mine. Her speed was not affected and she completed her
journey to Kiel without further incident. An hour and a half
later, the Scharnhorst. some AO miles astern, exploded another
mne 10 miles further to the eastward. These two mines lay
in the western part of the area of Nectarines I and had almost
certainly been laid, at some time, by Bomber Command aircraft.
Contrary to the first two explosions, this one seriously
damaged the Scharnhorst and brought her to a standstill for
nearly an hour. At 2223 ho^urs she once more got underway
with the port engine out of action and having shipped
1000 ,tons of water. With speed limited to. 12 knots she
limped into Wilhelms haven where she arrived at 0'900 hours on
the 13 .February.

on her way

(b), Transfer of responsibility for Minelaying to Bomber
Command

During the remainder of February, Bomber Command
continued to lay along the coast from Terschelling up to
Jutland in Denmark, The increasing number of Manchester four
engined bombers in No. 5 Group made it possible to step up the
laying programme and, following a letter from Bomber Command
forecasting' increased requirements of mines, the Admiralty
wrote to the Air Ministry on the 13 March, saying'.that they
understood that there was to be considerable increase in the
number of aircraft available for minelaying, and that with the
greater carrying capacity of the new bombers, up to 300 mines
a week could be laid. The present production rate it was
stated, was 2.0.0 mines per week, but arrangements were being made
to step this up to 300. In order to avoid congestion at
naval depots, resulting from increased production, it would be
necessary for R.A.F. Maintenance Units to hold a maximum
number possible of assembled mines, and in view of this the
Admiralty requested that confirmation be given that the R.A.F.
could lay 30Q mines, Marks I-IV, a week, and that Maintenance
Units could hold sufficient stocks to meet the fluctuating
demand caused by variations in the rate of laying. Copies of
their letter .had been sent to both Bomber and Coastal Commands.

AV'S. 1636/11
Min.108

ibid

end. 10AA

On 20 March Bomber Command informed the Air Ministry
that, when the necessary modifications were made, it was hoped
that all types of bomber aircraft could be used for mine
laying. Not only was it an excellent form of training, it
was stated, but there, had been numerous occasions on which it
had not been possible to bomb, but'conditions had been suit-
able for minelaying. Hitherto only aircraft in No. 5 Group

,  had been' e.ngaged on minirig under these conditions, but it was
hoped to extend operations to other Groups as the heavy and

adapted, and to lay large numbers of mines
without prejudice to the normal bombing effect. Commenting
on this letter, the Director of Bomber Operations agreed with
the extension of the minelaying effort, and said that in

ibid

end. 1 06A

(l) Unless this mine had been laid at some previous date by
naval craft, the only explanation seems to be that some
earlier Coastal Command sorties had mistaken local buoys
and laid nine miles north of Barnacles II in
Before May 1 941 no sterilisers were fitted to

in error,

TO mines and
they would all have been active years after being put down.
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futxrre the niimber of mines laid would be six or eight times

greater than the best Hampden lay.
the Chief of Air Staff it was agreed that these proposals
should be implemented.

With the concurrence o

ibid

Min.107 . f

The Admiralty letter had meanwhile been \mder discussion
It had been pointed out that a torpedo

bomber squadron could average about 55 sorties a month on

minelaying while continuing its torpedo training, and thus if

allocated to minelaying could lay about M+ mines  a week,

one squadron was allocated to minelaying excliasively they
would, on average, lay 30 mines a week,
of a Bomber Command squadron of heavy aircraft was 88 sorties

a month, and as Manchesters carried four mines, they would be

able to lay 88 mines a week,
of 300 mines a week either four Manchester squadrons or ten

torpedo bomber squadrons would have to be allocated for mine

laying operations only,
minelaying should cease to be a routine task for Coastal ■

Command's torpedo bombers,
to Air Ministry on 20 March suggesting tViat the use of heavy
bombers would be more economical, and that if torpedo bombers
were required for the task they would lose their identity as
much.

at Coastal Command,

If

The effort expected

To meet the Admiralty programme

It was suggested, therefore, that

A letter on these lines was sent

CC/S.15171
Min.153

ibid

end. 157A

The Director of Naval Co-op)eration supported the view of

Coastal Command and said that as long as Coastal Command only
had torpedo bomber aircraft it was uneconomical to use them

for minelaying,
cease to be a routine task for this command but that they

The

He suggested, therefore, that it should

should undertake special operations when necessary.

AFV'S. 1 636/11
Min.112

ibid

Min.116 Deputy Chief of Air Staff agreed to the proposal and a new
directive was accordingly sent to both Commands,
directive to Bomber Command,:dated 25 March, stated that they
were to be responsible for all minelaying in home waters.
Such operations should be done, as part of their training, by
inexperienced crews and by veterans in as far as it did not

prejudice the Command’s normal bombing effort,
further stated that the Admiralty were being informed that, in
view of the revised policy, a laying rate of 300 mines a week

was being anticipated, and that, meas-ures were being taken for

the modification of aircraft, the provision of equipment and
in arranging for storage at Maintenance Units and Stations.

The

It was

ibid

encl.lI5A

ibid

end. 11 8A
The directive to Coastal Command, dated 26 March, stated

that in future Bomber Command was to be responsible for mine
laying in home waters,

economical to use heavy aircraft, and in order to maintain the
efficiency of torpedo bomber squadrons it had been decided to
relieve them of their mining commitments.

It was,,it was stated, more

This decision did not preclude minelaying by Coastal
Command as incidental to night .flying training or for special
operations.
Command before undertaking ary minelaying operations.
Admiralty were Informed of the new arrangement on 30 April.

In view of the fact that Bomber Command had been made

responsible for minelaying in enemy waters it was considered
at Coastal Command that they should also be given the
responsibility for ’Operation Thrower’ (the laying of mines in
British ports, in case•of invasion, to deny their use to the
enemy) as torpedo bombers under the circumstances would be
required to attack enemy shipping.
Air Ministry on 12 April indicating that, though it was
appreciated that the Admiralty plan was only tentative and

The Command was, however, to consult with Bomber
The

A letter was sent to

ibid

end. 1 27A

C.C. File

s.15171
Min.167
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would depend upon the circiimstances of the time, in order not
to jeopardise the scheme at, a time when communications would
be disrupted it was requested that the Coramand should be
relieved of the responsibility for the operation,
also avoid the necessity of holding large stocks of mines at
Coastal Command stations in case such an operation should be
called for.

This would

The Air Ministry decided that Bomber Command1636/11
Enel.131A should be responsible for the operation and a directive to

that effect was sent on 6 May.

(c) Use of aircraft over minefields

ibid

Enel. 121A
A memorand-um on "Air Activity over British Minefields",

was sent by the Admiralty to the Air Ministry on  3 April out
lining the two principal ways in which aircraft could make

minefields more effective. Minefields, it was stated, were
effective either if the enemy was unaware of their presence,
or. believed he could pass through safely when in fact he
could hot, or was forced on to them, and it was thought that
aircraft and surface craft should co-operate, to create such
conditions. In the case of anti-submarine minefields the
presence of aircraft would force U-boatb to dive on to the
mines. Slips" patrols were already being flown, by Hudsons
operating with No, 18 Group, over the mine barrage between
North Scotland and the Faroes, but, the Admiralty stated, they
would welcome any extension of these patrols. To fvirther
this end Coastal Command would be informed of the exact
location of barrages. In the cases of minefields laid in

enemy waters, aircraft could help by attacking enemy mine
sweepers, The enemy, it was stated, had developed an exten-^
sive sweeping organisation and though from time to time their
minesweepers liad been attacked these attacks were fortuitous,
whereas minefields in eneiy waters were definite areas in
which minesweepers would almost certainly be. found soon after
the area had been planted. With close co-ordination, attacks
could be made which would not only inflict damage to the
vessels, but would lower the morale of crews. ■ The Admiralty
suggested therefore that code messages, to the effect that
minesweepers were expected to be ̂ found at some given position
shortly, should be telephoned to Fighter and Coastal Commands.

ibid

Encl.124A
ibid.

Bncl.132A

A copy of tMs letter was sent to Coastal Command for

comments on 25 April. Replying on 2? April the A.O.C.-in-C.
agreed that it ttouM be of considerable value in anti-U-boat

operations if the location and extent of barrages were known,
and also agreed to co-operate, in the plan for attacking mine
sweepers when aircraft resources permitted,

(d) Operations from ferch to June 1942 inclusive

On the 5 March, the Admiralty informed the Air Ministry
of a new adjustment to the firing mechanism of the Marks I
to IV mines designed to defeat sweepers of the mine-destructor
type (Sperrbrecher). Hitherto, it was stated, the mine had
only been laid by surface craft but it was thought desirable
that laying should be extended to aircraft. These mines,
called Assembly No. 42, were only to be laid in small numbers
as they were unlikely to be effective against any but the
Sperrbrecher type of ship.
Coastal and Bomber Commands on the 13 March and it was stated
that the Admiralty would issue directions as to wtien the mine
was to be laid.

During March, while the discussions ending in the
transfer of minelaying responsibility were going on, the
mining commitment in Bomber Command was extended from aircraft

SECRET

The information was passed to

ibid

End. 99A

ibid

Enel. 101A
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of No. 5 Group to those in No. 3 Group on the 9 March and to .

No, 1 Group on the 2k- March. Stirlings of No. 3 Group started

their first mining operations on the 23/2k- March and
Wellingtons of No, 1 Group on the l/2 April. A total of
355 mines were laid during the month and planting was
recommenced in the Biscay area as well as the continuation
along the Terschelling/Elhe coastline. In the Biscay, the

gardens planted were off Lorient and the mouth of the
River Gironde, the objectives being U-boats off the former
and blockade runners off the latter.

In April under the new policy, laying was stepped up
sharply to 550 mines. Additional ports in the Biscay area

were mined and mining outside Kiel and in the Belts was

recommenced. In May another sharp increase took place,
1,021 mines being laid and operations were extended into the

Western Baltic. 0) This high, rate of laying was maintained
in June though the majority of the 1,160 mines were sown

.  in the three Nectarines areas.

(e) Statistics - January to June 1942 inclusive

In the first six months of 1942, 3,468 mines had been
laid, all except six by Bomber Command aircraft. Gardens had
been visited from the mouth of the River Gironde to Danzig Bay
at a cost of 69 aircraft. The summary of results is given
below.(2) In No. 3 Area, besides damaging the two battle
cruisers, air laid mines had sunk one Sperrbrecher and two

minesweepers and had severely damaged two more Sperrbrechers.
A destroyer was sunk in No. 4 Area. As might be expected the

increased mining effort accounted for more ships than the

previoxis periods. The, results were more than double those

obtained by all forms, of direct air attack and were achieved
at a fraction of the cost in sorties and aircraft losses.

(vi) Minelaying - July, to December 1942 inclusive

(a) Stocks and supplies of Mines

When Coastal Command learnt that they were not to be
responsible for operation "Thrower", the question of holding
stocks of mines at Coastal Command stations was reviewed.

It was suggested that a stock of twelve mines should be kept

C.G. Pile

s.15171
Min.180

(1) By June 1912, all Coastal Cornmand's Beaufort squadrons had gone overseas.
They were in the course of being replaced by Hampden torpedo squadrons.
During May, one mlnelaylng operation was undertaken by the Hampdens of
No. 1.55 Squadron working from Leuchars.
the garden off Haugesund In S.W. Norway.

NtMBER OF MINES UID

Six mines were laid in Bottle -

(2)

No. 1 Area No. 5 AreaNo. 1 Area No. 2 Area No. 3 Area

Western Baltic

Belts, Sound
N. Sea coasts

of Germany
and the

Low Countries

North CoastHaugesund Biscay
Ports

Aircraft

Lost
and of

and
Oslo fiord France

South Kattegat

691,9658 nil 772717Bomber

6 nilnil nilnil nilCoastal

691,965717 11 nil 772Totals

RESULTS

DAMAGEDSUNK

..N.o,,„1..Area
.No.,.. 2 Area.
No. 3..Are.^...
Np. ,.l,,Area'
No. 5’”Area"

;...27....-...t.9.,.56.1...

ZIi.,-..57,.5d5
.6..-...,5,..1.Q1.

nil
d...?..1.Q,95.2

nil

5. .r .3,5.3 53
nil

169G - nl.l

62 - 81,661Totals
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at each of the five stations('l) from which limited minelaying
operations were likely to take place in the future,
considered uneconomical to keep larger stocks of mines at a

station because they became time expired after a period of

six months, and had to be returned to naval depots to be
refitted.

Coastal Command be called upon to lay a larger number of

mines at any one time, was discussed, and it was stated that

three to four days notice would be required, also the sanc

tion of Bomber Command for the diversion of supplies,
was the minimum delay to be expected but past experience had

shown tliat the delay was usually longer,
suggestion was that arrangements should be made with neigh
bouring Bomber Command stations to exchange stocks of mines,
as they became almost time-expired, for newer stocks so'as to
avoid the formality of returning the mines to naval depots
and having new stocks issued,
that a stock of twelve mines should be held at the stations

in question, six with period delay mechanism, to be set at

the station and not at the depot, and six of Assembly No. 22.

The Armament officers were instructed to make the necessary
arrangements.

It was

The question of replacement of stocks, should

This

A further

It was finally laid down

ibid

Min. 1 82

C.C. Pile

No. 7303/V5
Enc.12A

C.C, Pile

3.13171
Min. 185

A meeting was held on 2 July between Naval, Air Ministry
It wasaVs. 1636/11

Enc.12f5A
and Bomber Command staffs to discuss mine supplies,
stated that the maximum number of mines available for Bomber

Command in July would be 1,300, in August, 1,300 and in

September 1,600. As the average laying rate of Bomber
Command was 1,000 a month this would allow for stocks to be

built up for larger scale laying operations. Following the

meeting, the Air Ministry wrote to the Admiralty confirming
that, for the present. Bomber Command would restrict their

laying to 1,000 a month, but in view of their increasing
aircraft availability, they hoped the supply of mines would

improve in the near future. The Admiralty, replying on

3 September, stated that it was hoped that by June 19A3 the
production of all types of magnetic mines would be at a rate

of A,000 a month(2) though the introduction of new types, or
modifications to components, might slow up production
temporarily.

ibid

Enc.1 A9A

(b) Introduction of Acoustic Mines and height of
release instructions

By an Admiralty letter, dated the I3 June, the Air
Ministry was informed of another new firing device for the

standard mine which was scheduled to come into operation
The firing unit of this new type (Assembly 32)during July,

ibid

Enc. 136A

was acoustic and to achieve technical suirprise the Admiralty
decided to wait until sufficient stocks were available for

large scale laying by both aircraft.and surface craft.
Bomber Command were to take part in the operation, but

(1) If minelaying operations were undertaken it would be from.
Wick, Leuchars, Bircham Newton, Thomey Island or St. Eval.

(2) The target figures'for the production of *A' mines were
as follows:-

Mines 'A'

Marks I-IV or

replace types

Mines 'A'

Mark V or

replace types

Total

2,000 per month
2,3QO-''
3,000 ' ' "

2,500 per month
3,260 *■'
A,66o '* "

December 19A2
March l"9A3
^un6 T9W

500 per month
.700

1,000■
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Coastal Command in accordance .with the prevailing policy were
not to be called upon for any large scale mining operations.

On 17 July the Admiralty wrote to the Air Ministry
stating that there were then no technical objections to

laying Marks I-IV mines from heights up to 3>000 ft. provided
that the speed was not in excess of 200 m.p.h., with the

exception of mines with the Assembly No. 32, the limiting
height for y;-hich was 1,000 ft.

(c) U-boats and mines in the Bay of Biscay

ibid

Enc.159A

During July, the lay decreased slightly to 898 mines,
again mostly sown along the Dutch and German North Sea coasts

though the steady average of 180 per month off the Biscay
U-boat bases was maintained. Although no U-boats had yet
succumbed in this area to this weapon, B.d.U, was much
concerned about the minelaying being carried out.
inshore operations by aircraft were being augmented by
moored-mine laying by our own submarines and surface craft in

the deeper water out to the 100 fathom line,
necessitated fixed routes for U-boats out to this distance

The

This had

The task of keeping these routes swept asfrom the coast,

well as the hai’bour approaches was proving too much for the

available enemy sweepers and Sperrbrechers.
to keep the inshore channels comparatively clear, the U-boats
were instructed on the I6 Jvily to proceed on the surface when
inside the 100 fathom line to lessen the risk of being mined

and to time .themselves to daylight hours for this portion of
their passage so as to avoid being surprised on the surface .

at night by the -Lei^ Light aircraft of Coastal Command.
Mine casualties among sv/eeping and patrol craft both inshore

and on the seaward routes caused frequent changes in route

with many hold-ups and delays in U-boat traffic.

While managing

B.d.U.

War Diary

Success against U-boats started in September 1942 when
U.600 outward bound was mined and seriously damaged off

La Pallice on the 22nd,w followed on the 28th by the
sinking of U.163 inward bound off Lorient.
port, U.171 was mined and sunk on the 9 October,
tions wore then given by B.d.U. that U-boats were not to

proceed inside the 25 fathom line without a ground mine
sweeping escort and the rendez-vous for incoming boats.to
meet their escorts was transferred out to depths of over

25 fathoms,

(d) Coastal Command recommences limited minelaying

Off the same

Instruc-

ibid

Aircraft under the operational control of Coastal
Command started minelaying operations again in August,
Fleet Air Arm Swordfish squadrons were loaned to the Command

for short periods for this purpose, and also to assist in

anti-shipping strikes,
reported to be operational from Langham, and moved to
Bircloam Newton for minelaying operations in August.
Squadron also arrived at Bircham Newton in July.

Cn the 9 A\igust, Swordfish of Nos, 811 and 819 Squadrons
laid the first mines of Coastal Command's renewed operations,

^  C«)r«U.
IiTpoint of fabt^his mine was laid by a 'British
submarine but subsequent casualties to U-boats by mines
off the Biscay Ports were R.A.F. laid.

SECRET

On 19 July No. 819 Squadron was

No. 811

JUi

Nos. 16 and 19
Group forms
540 July to
December
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■being planted between the Texel and Ijmuiden. (l)
No. 819 Squadron then moved to Thorney Island and laid 14

ofT Cherbourg(2) it liaving been established by
reconnaissance that the whale oil ship Ole Wegger -
12,201 tons - was present in the harbo\or,
another large ship - the Solglimt 12,246 tons -
discovered and attacked in Cherbourg harbour,
the Ole Wegger had moved to Le Havre(3) and mining off both
ports was carried out during September.

seven

nnnes

In September,
was .

Meanwhile

No. 16 Group
O.R.B.

Appendices

In October, two more Swordfish squadrons were loaned to
Coastal Command - No. 812 going to Bircham Newton and
No. 816 to Thorney Island,
made it possible to start an organised programme.
17 October, Bomber Command sent Coastal Command a directive

the broad outlines of instructions to be issued to

The increased laying capacity
On the

giving
CC./MS.I5172
Encl.2A

Swordfish aircraft operating with No. I6 Group,
boundaries of the gardens suitable for the aircraft to plant

listed(4) together with the types of mines(5) that were
to be used, and the proportions in which they were to be
laid.(6) The Commander-in-Chief, the Nore, was to be kept
informed of all operations and the results of each operation
with the number of mines, including the number of Assembly
No. 42 laid in each area, were to be sent to the Naval
Liaison Officer at Bomber Command, and to the Admiralty.
Following the receipt of this letter Coastal Command drew up
a new directive on minelaying, which was sent to Nos. I6, 18
and 19 Groups on 24 October, outlining the policy for mine
laying by Coastal Command aircraft incidental to night flying
training, and by Naval aircraft operating with the Command.
All minelaying, it was stated, must have prior consent of
H.Q. Coastal Command, and procedure for briefing crews,
reporting results and action to be taken when jettisoning
mines was laid down. On the same day a supplementary
directive was issued to No. I6 Group, under which the Fleet
Air Arm squadrons were operating, listing the gardens to be
planted, and the types and proportions or mines to be used,
as had been laid down in the Bomber Command directive.

The

were

CC. Pile
s.15171
Encl.203A

ibid
Encl.204A

During the month, 28 mines were laid close off the Dutch
and Belgian Coasts by the Bircham Newton squadrons against
particular convoys reported by reconnaissance and  a further
1 9 mines off Cherbourg and Le Havre by the Thorney Island

In November, two of the Swordfish squadrons
(Nos. 812 and 81 9) reverted to the R.N.A.S. while No. 811
moved to Thorney Island and the laying of 35 mines took place
from Thorney Island only, against the two large ships which

sauadrons.

(1) The area was bounded by theCode name Trefoil,
latitudes of 5252N and 5238N between longitude 0429E
and the five fathom line.

(2 Code name Greengage.
Code name Scallops.
Gardens suitable for planting by Swordfish aircraft

Cherbotirg, Le Havre, Zeebrugge, Flushing in thewere:-

(3
(4

West Scheldt, four areas in the East Scheldt and along
the Dutch coast south of the Texel.
Mines to be used were 'A’ Marks I-W.
(Period-delay Mechanism) and Assembly 42 (against* mine-
destructor ships).
Each lay of mines was to contain about 25?^ of mines of
Assembly No. 42.
settings (l-12) was not to be used on any one lay, but
should be used with settings 1 -8 on one lay and 8-1 2 on

Assembly I3

The complete range of period delay

(5)

(6)

another.
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were expected to sail from Cherbourg and Le Havre.(O During
December, 17 more mines were laid off Le Havre.

On 23 December Bomber Command sent amendments to their

directive of 17 October, stating that every care should be

taken only to lay mines of Assembly No. 42 in swept channels ,
otherwise the chance of inflicting any damage with them were

remote, as mine destructor ships were the only vessels against
which the mine was effective. They also requested that’ more

attention should be given to the southern half of the garden
in the mouth of the Seine. These instructions were passed
on to No. 16 Group on 24 December. On 4 January 1943^
following a request from the Admiralty in which Bomber Command
concurred, a new Form Orange, for reporting the results of

minelaying, was introduced, on which the exact position of

each mine, and the time and height of dropping were recorded,
as well as the type and period delay mechanism setting.

ibid

Enel. 215A

ibid

Enel. 214A

ibid

Enel. 217A

During the five months of renewed operations by Coastal
Command, a total of I4I mines were laid in gardens between the
Texel and Cherbourg, mainly as tactical measures against
specific ship objectives. The Coastal Command figure
naturally pales into insignificance beside that of Bomber

Command. In the same period they maintained a monthly
laying average of 1,040 mines,(2) the majority being placed
along the North German and Dutch coasts and off the Biscay
ports(3) though the respectable number of 1,222 were planted
in the Western Baltic(4) and Kattegat areas.

(e) Statistics - July to December 1942 inclusive

This six month period was, up to date, the most success
ful for aerial mining results,
laid for the loss of 105 aircraft.

125 vessels sunk totalling 115,941 tons with a further 21 of

49,056 tons damaged. (5) Coming at a stage in the war when

A total of 6,243 mines were
Enemy casualties were

(1) Early In December, No. 811 Sqdn. was replaced by No. 825 Sdn.
of the month No. 816 was replaced by No. 836.

(2) The minelaying commitment was extended In October 19i+2 to No. k Group and
Hallfaxes from this Group flew their first raining sorties on the night of

October,

t of Operation Torch, mlnelaylng was Intensified off the Biscay
ports during the last three months of 19/+2, a total of 1,31+6 being laid.

ik) Among other casualties In this area, V,liU6 was mined and sunk off Danzig
on the 9 September.

and at the

the

(3) In s

end

(5)
Number of Mines Laid

No. k Are2sNo. 3 Area No. 5 AreaNo. 1 Area No. 2 Area

N, Sea Coasts

of Germany
and the Low

countries

Air

craft
Western Baltic,
Belts, Sound
and Kattegat

Haugesimd North Coast Off the

Biscay
Ports

and of

France LostOslo

fjord

1,898281,223 2,953 Nil 97Bomber

106 8NilCoastal Nil Nil 35

106 1,8982,988 1051,223 28Totals

Results

DamagedSunk

No. TonsNo. Tons

No. 1„Area
No. 2 Ar’ea

NpIjjyArea
No .’’A Area
No."5 Area'

,....1,7„-„.40,.82.2.
nil

4..r.....8,.234

.65,.-..A5.1.0,7
,.,3..-.....9,.20.Q
,43...tr..58,,624

31k ail.
nil11

125 -115.94Totals ■21 -.49.,056.
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the eneiny might have been expected to possess an efficient
and rapid mine clearance organisation, it speaks voltimes for

the skilful use of ingenious firing and anti-sweeping devices

incorporated from time to time in the laying programme.
Amongst these casualties were numbered no less than 9
Sperrbrechers sunk.

These figiures for aerial minelaying are in startling
contrast.to those obtained by all other methods of direct

air attack on eneny shipping at sea and in port which for

this period amounted to only 28 ships totalling 38,825 tons
sunk and '11 of 53,720 tons damaged at a cost of 3-10 aircraft

lost,

(vii) Mine laying - January to March 191-3

See Appendix
XXIX

(a) The final three months of operations by Coastal
C ommand

January 1 9A3 saw the same two Swordfish squadrons 
-

Nos. 825 and 836 - still operating from Thorney Island.
During the month, ten mines were laid off Le Havre,
in February, No. 825 Squadron were replaced by No. 833
S quadron.
course of efforts to do so, one Swordfish was lost.
March, nine mines were laid off Cherbourg and eight more off
Le Havre.

Early

Bad weather prevented successful lays and in the
In

Three aircraft were lost.

During March, No. 833 Squadron was moved to St. Eval for

anti-shipping operations and early in April, No. 836 Squadron
ret-urned to the R.N.A.S. No fiirther squadrons were detailed

for minelaying. Thus ended the part played by Coastal
Command in Aerial Minelaying. The work had fallen into two

phases. The first, in the early stages of the joint mine

laying campaign, using mainly Coastal aircraft and the second,
after Bomber Command had assumed sole responsibility, using
Fleet Air Arm Swordfish. A total of 936 mines had been
successfully laid since April 1 94-0 for the loss of 1+2 air

craft, In the light of Bomber Command’s minelaying figures
this was not a large number but, within the limitation of

suitable aircraft, it represented a notable effort moreover

the mines were planted in gardens which required considerable
navigational skill as they were mostly situated in narrow

waters and in heavily defended areas.(1)

(b) Bomber Command Minelaying and Statistics for
January/March 1943

The majority of Bomber Command's mines were laid along
the Dutch and North German coast,

the total planted was 3,575 thus slightly raising their
previous monthly average,
remained much the same.

During these three mont

The loss rate at 57 aircraft

hs

On the 23 Febr\iary, Bomber Command informed the Air
Ministry that with the new blind bombing and navigational

A.M.

s. 1636/11
Encl.l82A

(1) Comparative figures between April 1940 and March 1943
inclusive:-

Coastal Command laid 936 mines and lost 42 aircraft
(22 mines per A/C lost)

Bomber Command laid 14,939 mines and lost 287 aircraft
(52 mines per A/C lost)
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aid(l) being introduced, they could now homb in weather
conditions hitherto only allocated to minelaying. They^
estimated, therefore, that contrary to previous expectations
their average monthly lay would not exceed 1,000 mines,
reserve of mines was rising to 2,400 and would shortly reach

3,^00. In view of this they requested that steps be taken
to correlate future supplies with expenditure,
outlook was reported at a meeting held in the Air Ministry on

the 5 March at which attended representatives from the

Admiralty. The latter expressed disappointment that the

laying rate was only to be 1,000 per month when it had

confidently been expected to reach 1,000 per week. It was,
however, decided to allow the reserve to build up for the

time being and the Admiralty hoped that the new mine-bomb for

high altitude laying would be ready by August,

The enemy casualty results for the first quarter of 1943
were not so good as for the previous three quarters but vrere

still far superior to those obtained by direct air attack at
sea or by air raids on ports. The summary of mines laid and

enetiy shipping casualties is given below. (2)
Appendix XXIX are given the tabulated results in quarterly
periods since April 1 940 for comparison with the anti-shipping
campaign and the bombing operations against enemy ports. (.3)
Appendix XXX illustrates graphically the contrast between the
effort devoted to minelaying and that expended on attacking
shipping at sea with the respective results in casualties.
The figures for air raids on ports do not lend themselves for

inclusion in this graph because the vast effort during these

three years accounted for only fifty six ships destroyed and

thirty four damaged,

(viii) Summary

In the light of more post war certainty(4) as to what
enemy ships were sunk by air laid mines, there seems no doubt

The

This fresh

At

(1) In February, Bomber Command aircraft were being fitted with H2S (10 cm radar)
See Chapter IX Section (vlll).as a navigational and blind bombing aid.

Number of Mines Laid(2)

No, k Area No. 5 AreaNo. 2 Area No. 3 AreaNo. 1 Area

Aircraft

Lost

North Coast Off the

Biscay
Ports

N. Sea Coasts

of Germany
and the Low

Countries

Vie stern Baltic,
Belts, Sound
and Ifettegat

Haugesund
and Oslo

fjord

of

France

571,0092,157 Nil397 12Bomber

3Nil27Nil NilCoastal Nil

6027 1,0092,157397 12Totals

Results

Damaged
No. Tons

Sunk

No. Tons

3.,“,.3*206
Nil

21,.r 9.*841...Np,„.1.„Area
No,',2’,Ar6a
'No'4.X.Ai^a.
.No,',4.A.rea.
No. '5 Area

1...«5,103
N'i'i1. -

2 >6.'- Nil

AO - 27,286 k - 8.309Totals

Aerial minelaying and air attack on enemy shipping at sea can both be said
to have started In April 19A0. Air raids on enemy ports commenced In
May 19A0.
All figures relating to enemy merchant and warship casualties are complied
from German documents held in the Admiralty, the German Shipowner's records
and Lloyd's Shipping Branch statistics.

(3)

(A)
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that this contribution to the Sea War by the R.A.E. was very

tk/^ee y much more effective during the first^'f-eur yoaro of the war
^  than direct air attack either at sea or in port. A straight

comparison of the results given in Appendix XXIX is itself

convincing but when the enormous number of sorties and high
aircraft casualties expended on attacks at sea or in port are
considered in relation to the economy and comparative safety

of minelaying, the superiority of minelaying tactics is most
marked. Nor did this form of sea warfare require much

Minelayingdiversion from, the strategic bombing of Germany,
was not only used as a final training for inexperienced crews

but, on the many occasions when weather conditions precluded
normal bombing raids, it could be carried out by the
operational bombers without prejudicing their primary
commitment.

From the enemy’s angle, apart from losses, damage and
interruptions in sea communications, the mining campaign
forced on him the creation and maintenance of an ever grow-

Admty. ing mine clearance force. By the 1 April 1943, the enemy
N.I. D. 2A/T.85/45 mine sweeping organisation had expanded from 22 naval craft

Appendix C. in 1939 to over 400 naval sweepers, 40 Sperrbrechers and

numerous auxiliary craft.
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CHAPTER XI

THE iiHTI-SHIPFIHG 7fi\R IH NORTH TIISST EUROIEM WATERS

JQLY 1942 TO TEBRUiJ^Y 1943

(i) Introduction

From the concluding paragraphs of Chapter VI it will he

remembered that by the end of June 1942 the gradual increase

in the number of escort vessels per enemy convoy and the

addition of improved flak defences on all surface craft, had

forced Coastal Command into the use of bombing from higher
levels in order to avoid a high casualty rate.

While this move on the part of Coastal Command unquestion
ably reduced the losses among the aircraft engaged, it also

gave a respite to the enemy in terms of fewer ships s\mk and

damaged at the very moment when difficulty was being
experienced in meeting simultaneously military and economic

requirements in sea transport.

It was clear right from the start of this period, i.e.
July 1942, that, if in spite of the strengthened enemy defences

the Allies were going to continue the offensive against enemy
shipping in North West Europe effectively, it would be neces

sary to develop a form of attack which would saturate the

defences and thus allow the main attacking force coirparative
iimunity from interference.

Low level bombing had been proved too costly under exist

ing conditions, and medium level bombing, v;-hile an adequate
bombsight was not available, was so relatively ineffectual
that it was equally costly in comparison vdth the results
achieved,

owing to the shortage of weapons and a suitably designed air

craft, the torpedo attack gave the best promise of successful
development, provided that the necessary equipment could be
secured.

As yet conparatively untried in North West Europe,

A torpedo bomber force consisting of four squadrons of

Hampden aircraft in various states of formation was already in
existence within Coastal Command, but they were unsuitable for

employment in the form of strike warfare now planned,
aircraft selected for use in the development of the strike

force envisaged was the Beaufighter, and the factors leading
up to its adoption for this role have already been dealt with
in Chapter I, Section (v).

Throughout the period covered by this Chapter, i.e.,
July 1942 to February 1943> tactical and technical development
of the torpedo as a weapon of air attack took place, while

steps were also taken to procure the requisite equipment in
the face of undiminished demands from the Mediterranean

theatre.

The

Facilities for training were provided at Tain and
Leuchars, although a shortage of practice torpedoes with blow

ing heads (called runners) and target ships were  a handicap.
Technical considerations included the provision of air tails

for torpedoes, torpedo sights, the use of V.H.F. for R/T com-
mmication and the carriage of 2 x 250 lb. bombs on anti-flak
aircraft.

An Aircraft Torpedo Attack Committee, a joint high level

Admiralty/Air Ministry body, was set-up specially for the
purpose of applying all possible pressuire for increasing the
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efficiency of torpedo aircraft and crews.

In spite of the disappointments and technical difficul
ties encountered, the first Beaufighter Strike Wing, composed
of one incon^lete squadron of Torpedo Beaufighters and two

squadrons of anti-flak Beaufighters, was assembled at
North Coates for operations against enemy convoys off the
Dutch coast and Frisian Isles, and made its first strike on^
20 November 1942.

Bad weather and inexperience resulted in lack of cohesion and
co-ordination with the Fighter escort. There were also
certain technical difficulties,

sidered by the A.O.C.-in-C., that this form of attack would

produce the correct solution to his tactical problem,
although it was clear that success would always depend upon

state of efficiency which could only be achieved by
intensive training. The squadrons were withdrawn from the

line for that purpose and did not reappear as a Strike Wing
until April 1943.

The operation was costly and unsuccessful

Nevertheless it was con-

a

.

Meantime the weight of Coastal Command* s offensive
against enemy shipping in North West European waters was

borne by the out-moded Hampdens v/ith torpedoes off the

Norwegian coast, the Hudson squadrons by bombing from medium
levels off the Dutch and North German coasts, while four-

engined and medium type bombers, many of whom were engaged
on Anti-U-boat duties, struggled against heavy odds in tack

ling the well armed Far Eastern Blockade Runners in the
Bay of Biscay, with little success.

To conplete the picture, aircraft of Fighter Command
with the aid of the Fleet Air Arm maintained the  ' CtMmel-

Stop* but nothing spectacular in terms of ships sunk or

damaged was achieved. Bomber Command* s contribution to the
offensive against the enemy at sea was almost negligible
during this period.

(ii) Factors leading to an operational shortage of German

Shipping

Within the span of two years, i.e. from July 1940 to
July 1942, Germany’s merchant shipping position changed from
one of security to one of such stringency that by the end of

this period she was finding it difficult to meet simul
taneously her military and economic requirements in sea

transport.

On the outbreak of war the total tonnage of shipping
;  available in the Geiman merchant marine was 4,196,995 gross

tons. By the end of June 1942, losses in N.W. Europe, from
all causes including marine casualties amounted to
1,276,445 gross tons.

These losses alone were by no means the only cause of

the enemy's difficulties, for there were several other
from within the Reich,- whose cumulative effect con

tributed to the growing shortage of merchant tonnage.

A large proportion of the merchant shipping available
at the outbreak of war was requisitioned by the German Naval

High Command (Oberkommando der Marine, O.K.M.) for the Port
Naval Offices (Kriegsmarinedienstatelle, K.M.D.) who were
responsible for providing and operating the necessary trans

ports for the Wehrmacht. Having regard to the continuing
commitment of routine replacement and supply the original
requisitions were more than an^le for the needs of the Armed

SECRET
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forces, yet O.K.M. continued to retain an inordinately large
pool of merchant vessels. With little or no representation
in the higher German -war administration, the controlling
authority of the Mercantile Marine (Seeschiffahrtsamt) being
also one of the smallest departments in the German Ministry of
Transport, was mahle to protest with any weight against this
retention of useful tonnage.

In the meantime, the shipping that was available for com

mercial purposes was operated by a Committee of Shipowners
(Tonnage Einsatz) who received its instructions regarding

to be carried from Seeschiffahrtsarmt. Although the

managed their vessels efficiently they were prone to be
cargo

owners

M.E.W.

SIX MONTHLY

REPORT. No.A5

influenced by commercial motives which were not always con

sistent with wartime needs. Apart from this the Committee
did not control auxiliary coastal vessels and other small

craft which were controlled by similar trade associations.

In the occupied territories shipping matters were adminis
tered by the Armed forces, who, as a rule, not only over

estimated their own individual requirements, but also made

little or no attempt to co-ordinate their several needs,
a result unnecessarily large blocks of tonnage were requisi
tioned and withheld from the commercial pool, and commercial
services to the territories were also extravagantly
administered.

This same lack of central planning, which must be
attributed to the low priority then accorded to merchant
shipping was evident in the fact that, although her tonnage
strength was being progressively whittled away, no atteiipt was
made either to lay down a replacement programme or speed up
the return to service of damaged tonnage.

Between July 1940 and July 1942, only 308,000 gross tons

of new shipping had been conpleted in the yards under German

control and of this amount 251,000 gross tons had been with
drawn for conversion as naval auxiliaries in an endeavour to

curtail the losses being sustained by the Allied offensive.

As

B.B.S.U.-

Sea Communica

tions Report

The merchant tonnage under repair had also rapidly
During the last sixincreased during this same period,

months of 1941, the average monthly tonnage was 72,000 gross
tons or six per cent, of the total German flag tonnage avail
able for economic traffic, which grew into a monthly average

of 173,000 gross tons or 15-5^ for the first six months of
Thus in the course of one year the amount of service

able tonnage allowing for replacements had declined from

1,050,000 gross tons available in July 1941 to 946,000 gross
tons in Jtine 1942. One of the chief reasons for such an

appreciable amount of idle tonnage was contained in the fact
that up to the latter date, repairs of German merchant ships
were extremely slow in view of the instructions by O.K.M.

that German shipyards were only to employ a quota of one per
cent of their labour for the repair of merchant ships, :m

consequence of which, ships had to wait weeks and sometimes
months for the opportunity for repair.

1942.

Kaufmann's

Report to the
Puhrer

(B.B.S.U.)

In view of this increased idle tonnage and other
tributory causes and consequent cargo space it represented,
it is not surprising to find a substantial decline of 15?^ in
the total amount of overseas and coastwise cargo carried,

during this period of twelve months. Imports of Swedish
- the most in^ortant commodity in. the G-erman/

Scandinavian trade were 8.6 million tons or 14^ below
programme.

con-

iron ore

B.B.S.U. Report
Sea Commmica-

tions Panel
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In point of fact it was only with Sweden, in the com
parative security of the Baltic that G-ermany was ahle to main
tain anything approaching normal sea-borne trade. In 1941
Germany's imports from that country totalled 11 million tons

(9>500,000 tons of iron ore) and her exports to Sweden
5 million tons (4,900,000 tons of coal and coke).
Germany's tonnage position became a problem, German and
Swedish owners con^ieted freely for this trade which, with the

exception of the Swedish coasting trade, was virtually the

only enployment open to 640,000 gross tons of Swedish shipping
remaining within the blockade area. By the early summer of,
1942, however, when the operational strength of the German

mercantile marine was. at low ebb, 500,000 gross tons of

Swedish shipping was engaged in trade with German ports and no

less than 50^ of Germany's inports of Swedish iron ore was
being carried in Swedish bottoms. The dominating factor in

Sweden's shipping relations with Germany was her almost com

plete dependence on that country for supplies of coal and coke,
a situation which the Germans were quick to exploit as their

own shipping position deteriorated and the Swedes showed
increasing reluctance to face t
with German North Sea ports.

(iii) Reorganisation in the German merchant shipping service

Until

he hazards inherent in trade

M.E.W. ES/71/2
Six Monthly
Report

By July 1942, the adverse factors described in the pre
ceding paragraphs had so reduced Germany* s merchant shipping
potential in N.f. Europe that her iniports of priority supplies
from.Scandinavian coimtries had, in the aggregate, declined by
as much as 15?^ within twelve months. Even with the assistance
of Sweden the operational strength of the tonnage controlled
by Germany was decreasing, and, under the weight of the Allied

anti-shipping offensive, operating conditions were becoming
progressively more hazardous.

To remedy the situation by large scale merchantship
building was quite impracticable at this stage, when German

heavy industry was experiencing considerable difficulty in

meeting the requirements of the front-line services and steel

was in short supply. The only hope lay in a drastic
rationalisation of existing resources. Since the consequent
economies would have to be borne by the German fighting ser

vices as well as the civilian organisations, very special
powers were needed to put such a scheme into effect.
Recourse was had to the .expedient, often repeated in the

German war administration of appointing a Commissioner with

extra-departmental powers.

In May 1942, Karl Kaufmann, Gauleiter of Hambvirg, was

appointed Reichskommissar for Schiffahrt (R.K.S.). Respons
ible only to Hitler, he was given the widest power over both

merchant shipping administration and shipbuilding. His

choice was singularly appropriate, since, in addition to

being a reliable and senior Party Official, an invaluable
attribute in counterbalancing the influence of the service

departments, he was well connected with, and respected in,
German merchant shipping circles.

(1) The Swedish/German Shipping agreement concluded in
June 1942 was ingeniously designed by the Germans to
secure the employment of as much Swedish shipping as
possible in the trade between the two countries, and to

a lesser degree to force Swedish tonnage into coastwise
traffic between German ports, thereby reducing still
further the strain on inland transport.
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This appointment was not entirely in keeping with the
views held hy the German Naval High Command, for in this

situation they saw the opportunity of bringing the whole of

the merchant service under Admiralty control,
ence held in Berlin on 16 May 1942 between Hitler and the

C.-in-C., Navy, the latter recommended for approval an order

which authorised the Shipping and Transport Branch of the

Naval High Command to make all decisions concerning the use

of the merchant marine since the Shipping Department of the

Ministry of Transport had proved itself unfit for the task.

Hitler disapproved of this order and instead decided that he

Yrould determine the necessary organisation and appoint the

personnel from among the representatives of the shipping
firms.

At a confer-Puehrer

Conferences

1942

At the time of the Reichkommissar' s appointment the
merchant shipping tonnage which was in service in N.¥. Europe
on the tasks for which R.K.S. wa

504 ships of 946,598 gross tons.

Devoting himself first to problems inside Gennany,
Kaufmann introduced a number of decrees designed to secure

the support of German shipping interests, and to raise the
status of the Mercantile Mahine. Freights were improved, as

were the pay and conditions of service of crews. To these

were coupled stringent measures to secure the more rational

enployment of tonnage. These included conplete utilisation
of space in each ship, shorter turn-round times by quicker
despatch from individual ports; expansion or rationalisation
of port facilities including transport services; provision
of more port labour and the speeding up of voyage times by
reducing the number of ports of call. The small hitherto
untouched reserves of deep sea shipping were combed to pro
vide additional tonnage for overseas services.

^_^:yesponsible, amounted to

Kaufmann's Report
to the Fuehrer

(B,B.S.U. Report)
Appendices

Danish owners, who by reason of the lenient (German
policy towards their country, had formerly been able to lay
up, or to trade their vessels as suited their interests best,
were forced to accept trade on German terms, often to the

detriment of Denmark's meagre import programme.

The requisitions of the O.K.M. were reviewed and some
300,000 tons of merchant vessels were returned to the pool
for economic purposes.

In an endeavour to achieve the more rapid working of
deep sea tonnage, small craft of all kinds, including large

(1) The overall position of the German Mercantile Marine at
this time i.e. 1 June 1942 wass-

German tonnage including prize ships
German shipping disposed in Mediterranean

3,593,231
285,189

3,308,042
2,100,457Requisitioned by O.K.M.

1,207,585
Laid-Up for repair (not available
for service) 150,000

1,057,585
198,692Held in ports overseas,,:

858,893
87,705New construction, salvaged ships etc.

946,598
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mmbers from Holland, were pressed into coastwise and distribu

tive services, particularly on the Norwegian coast.

After a lapse of two years, when no new cargo vessels
were, laid down, hulls of this type began to appear on the

slips in Germany. Kaufmann introduced an ambitious scheme,

, ,subsequently to be kaown as the Hansa.programme, for the con-•

struction of vessels of standard design in the yards of

Germany and the Occupied Territories> principally Holland and

Belgium,
vessels were to be congileted by the end of 194-5*
of tonnage would* according, to an R.K.S. estimate, be suf

ficient to offset losses in the intervening period.

Three quarters of a million tons of these emergency
This block

Next, Kaufmann turned his attention to Norway, which for

strategic and supply reasons was making the largest drain on

Germany's existing tonnage resources,
separate establishments were cong)eting for tonnage for their
several needs.

Here no less than fiv

His,first step towards the establishment bf "

e

centralised control was to take over K.M.D., (Kriegs-Marine-
Dienstatelle) wliich had hitherto been maintained by the German
Admiralty for the trensport of maintenance stores for the
German Armed Forces,

area by the setting-up of a Norwegian Division of the Reichs-

Kommissariat for Schiffahrt, whose representatives were

installed in all the main ports, and were made responsible for

the handling of all cargo vessels, including those operating
for the Wehrmacht.

Complete control was achieved in this

The question of manning was causing R.K.S. the greatest
anxiety and representations were made to the German Naval
Command to accelerate the return of seamen who were still being

eii5)loyed in shore-based establishments.

Through the various measures of rationalisation mentioned
in the previous paragraphs, there is evidence to confirm that

Kaufmann did increase Germany! s trade prospects during the

period under review, i.e. July 1942 to February 1943*
instance, imports of Swedish iron ore, always a reliable index

to the German shipping potential, were .the largest for two

years and the level of shipping activity on the Norwegian
coast Y/as the highest since the German occupation,
however, it must not be deduced that all Yira.s well for the

German Sea Transport programme,
vices mentioned, considerable sacrifices had been made in other

directions, so that other less vital though nevertheless
ing)ortant, trades, had to suffer in consequence.
Germany still remained dependent.on Sweden for the carriage of
some fifty per cent of her inserts of iron ore -  a feature

that reacted very unfavourably,■later on.
was still no replacements and the Allied offensive against her
merchant shipping continued to take toll along the whole of
the shipping routes in N.¥. European waters,

(iv) A decrease in the effectiveness of our offensive

For

From this.

To secure the itigiroved ser-

Moreover,

Furthermore there

CG/S.15090
Enel. 13A

At the comraericement of the period under consideration in
this chapter. Coastal Command's position in regard to a
torpedo.striking force for the attack on enemy surface vessels
was again woefully weak.

There was no Beaufort Torpedo Squadron left in the Command (1)

(l) The last Beaufort squadron - No.86 - was absorbed into
the Middle East Command during August 1942.
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I and no tra

operations.
Beaufighter squadron yet available for torpedo

The torpedo honiber force in existence within the Command

at this time i.e. July 1942, was made up of four Hampden
squadrons, two
in the year(2)
Bomber Command

of which had been formed in the Command earlier

two had been recently transferred from
The whole movement was intended as a stop

gap measure to compensate for the despatch overseas of the
Beauforts.

T3f

Though making good progress with their training,
the Hampdens could not, on account of their slow speed and
unmanoeuvrability, be operated successfudly in daylight Y/ithin
any area which was likely to be defended by enemy single
seater fighters, unless accompanied by a very strong escort
of long range fighters trained to a high standard of
efficiency. Such escort couild, at this time, only be given
by one squadron of Beaufighters(4) which themselves were
already outclassed by enemy single seater fighter types, and
as it was beyond the endurance of Fighter Command's aircraft
to give escort to the Norwegian coast, the Hampden torpedo
force vra.s more or less immobilised before it became fiilly
operational,

of Coastal Command operating an efficient torpedo striking
force against escorted enemy convoys except under certain
conditions of vreather or at night, let alone tackle a major
enemy naval force if the Germans decided to move any of their
big ships at this time.

Therefore, there was little or no possibility

The long range fightei; strength of Coastal Command was
also of a negligible quantity largely owing to the steady
drain of aircraft and aircrews imposed by the same demands
from the Mediterranean theatre,

of Beaufighters mentioned above, another squadron of
Beaufighters was enq)loyed in the south western approaches on
interception duties against enemy aircraft;(5) a third
squadron was out of the line v/hile supplying and training
further crews for backing up Beaufi^ter squadrons already in

and a fourth was rearming and training
Two more fighter

Apart from the one squadron

the Middle East,
for the role of torpedo attack.(7)

(1) On 1 June 1942, the provision of Beaufighter torpedo
aircraft was made an Air Ministry requirement and on
27 June 1942, No.254 Squadron was selected to receive
the first semi-modified Beaufighters for carrying
torpedoes,
the Beaufighter as a to
in Chapter I, section i
No.415 (R.C.A.P.) Squadron stationed at North Coates had
become operational in May 1942, and No.UB9 (R.N.Z.A.F.)
stationed at Thorney Island was still forming.
Nos.144 and 455 (R.A.A.P.) Squadrons, under training at ,
Leuchars.

Only one squadron of Beaufighter IIs - No.248
available to support the Hampdens in the North Sea
but even this was withdrawn when a large detachment of
the squadron was sent to the Middle East on loan for a

period of two months, commencing the end of July 1942.
No.235 Squadron at Chivenor.
No.256 Squadron at Oulton.
No.254 Squadron at Dyce.

The factors leading up to the adoption of
edo aircraft are fully explainedorpe

M.

- was

area;

(2)

(3)

(4)

5
6

(7
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squadrons were still on Blenheims but very slowly converting
to Beaufighters. /

While this state of affairs applied in particular to the

Norwegian coast where the enemy's major naval units were con
centrated, conditions in the southern part of the North Sea

were not very much different in many respects. In the areas
off the Dutch and North German coasts where low level bombing
had been recently withdrawn in order to avoid a high casualty
rate, the resultant change in bombing tactics, while an

adequate bombsight was not available, had proved so relatively
ineffectual that it was fast becoming equally costly in com

parison with the results achieved. Furthermore the Command's
commitments as regards the provision of the aircraft en^jloyed
in this bombing role i.e. Hudsons, in relation to the avail

able stock, made the continuance of the existing number of

squadrons in^jossible. In stating the case to the Air
Ministry on 7 November 1942, the A.O.C.-in-C. pointed out
that unless drastic action was taken immediately to rectify

the situation a cori5)lete breakdown of supply was inevitable

by the end of the year. To alleviate the position the
A,0.C.-in-C. made some short term policy recommendations by

way of the re-equipment of certain squadrons with other types
of aircraft, such as Wellingtons, so that the Hudsons thus

thrown-up could be used for backing-up the remainder.

Enemy fighters were also very active in this area and
the recent loss of two Beaufighters out of three during one

encounter made daylight reconnaissance a rather precarious
undertaking.

The Air Ministry was kept fully informed of the position
by the A.O.C.-in-C. from time to time, but while the need for

higher performance aircraft for visual reconnaissance and

strike purposes was fully recognised, such aircraft were not
available for Coastal Command squadrons at this particular
time.

CC/S.15090
Enel. 27A

CC/S.15090
End. 1A

Ibid

End. 2A

For visual reconnaissance, however, when the information
Coastalrequired was considered vital, the A.O.C.-in-C

Command codd use the Mosquitoes of P.R.U., but at other
times and until higher performance aircraft were available
for Coastal Command squadron, the consequent lower efficiency
in visual reconnaissance had to be accepted unless high
casualties were to be suffered,

were made for building-up an efficient strike force as and

when the right type of aircrai*t became available.

•»

In the meantime preparations

(v) The conception of a Strike Wing

Since the introduction of the twin-engined torpedo
bomber early in 1940, it had been considered that  a composite
strike force could be formed which would be capable of

operating profitably in daylight against heavily defended
convoys so long as it was coii5)Osed of;-

(a) Toip>edo carrying aircraft of good speed and
manoeuvrability.

CC/S.7001/6/
Plans

(l) No.404 Squadron at Dyce and No.143 Squadron at North
Coates,

the re-equipment of these tvro squadrons possible, but

only on the understanding that they were not to be
enq)loyed on operations near or over enemy territory, for
fear of their special equipment falling into enemy hands.

An accumulation of A.I. Beaufighters Mk. II made
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(b) Aircraft of similar performance in speed and
endiirance, adequately armed to provide covering fire
dinging the attack. (This would entail saturat
the enemy's flak defences with cannon fire).'' '

ion of

To ensure the high degree of synchronisation essential
for this type of operation it would he necessary for the
crews of this force to he trained and briefed to strike

together,
would provide every chance of the object being achieved.
The entire force would also be capable of sufficient speed to
enable the single seater fighter of Fighter Command to

operate with it in order to afford protection against enemy
fighters.
for use in the development of the strike force envisaged was

the Beaufighter.

Fully alive to Coastal Command's need for such a
striking force, the Air Ministry informed the A.O.C.-in-C.
on 24 September 1942 that the suggested re-equipment prograiime
for Torpedo Squadrons based on the aircraft supply prospects,
provided for the building-up of a squadron strength of four

Hampden and three Beaufighter units by the end of 1942.

It was proposed that the existing Hamgiden squadrons
should be re-equipped with the Torpedo Beaufighter and to

form new sqmdrons with the Hampdens thrown-up.

When a minimum force of three operational Beaufighter
Squadrons was in being, it was proposed that the Hanq)dens
should be mainly reserved for night torpedo operations.
They could also be used to follow up day attacks by the

Beaufighters when attacks in strength were required, and to

maintain a high standard of night navigation training it was

suggested that the Hampden squadrons might be employed to

supplement the mine-laying effort.

After March 1943» i't was hoped to build up a Beaufighter
Torpedo/Fighter force of five squadrons, and in addition, it

might also come within the realms of possibility to build up
five pure fighter squadrons.

In view of the lurgency in building-up a torpedo striking
force, it was intended to introduce the Torpedo Beaufighter
in two stages.

During the first stage, only a strictly limited number
of semi-modified fighter types would be involved, and these
would be delivered to the Command less A.S.V
Altimeters and other small modifications,

already embarked upon and aircraft of this type were now with
No.254 Squadron. Sufficient aircraft to equip and maintain
three squadrons would come under this heading. Stage two
called for a conqjletely revised Torpedo Beaufighter with all

the necessary modifications embodied, but this fully modified
aircraft could not be expected until the Spring of 1945-

On 7 October 1942, the A.O.C.-in-C., agreed that the
programme proposed would meet the Command's requirements.

This, and the similarity in aircraft performance

As mentioned previously, the aircraft intended

Radio• 5

This stage was

CC/S.15090
Enel. 18A

HQCC/ORB
10.9.42

cc/s.15090
Enel. 23A

(1) Experience in the Mediterranean had confirmed the value
of such a composite force,
looked, however, was that weather conditions in this

made it possible to manoeuvre such a force with

The fact not to be over

area

ease.
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Progress towards even partial operational fitness in
No.254 Squadron was very slov^, "but training continued through
out the summer months with eight aircraft and several runner

torpedoes were dropped with promising results.

Although the original intention was to deploy this
squadron in N0.I8 Group in view of the presence of so many of
the enemy's major naval units in Norwegian waters, it ms

decided hy the A.O.C.-in-C. on 10 September, 1942, that the
attack of enemy convoys off the Dutch and German coasts had
become of cardinal in5)ortance. Information from intelligence
sources had indicated that the enemy was endeavouring to

increase the movement of goods by sea in order to relieve the

strain on his land transport system. As the convoys in this

heavily defended, low level bombing was out of
the question and therefore, torpedo attacks by a composite
strike force seemed more likely to be effective than medium

or high level bombing. Hence the need to curtail the train
ing of No.254 Squadron in order to put them in the line under
No.16 Group as soon as possible, where their training would
continue under active operations.

Although the Torpedo Beaufighter squadron was incomplete
and not as y it fully trained, and only one diversionary
squadron was available, the premiere of the Beaufighter
Strike Wing took place off the Hague on 20 November 1942,
with the result that the operation turned out to be costly
and unsuccessful. Bad weather and inexperience took their

respective tolls;, three aircraft were lost for only one tug
of 449 tons sunk.^’''

A complete report of this operation was sent to the Air

Ministry by 5 December 1942, and after careful study and

analysis the Air Staff stated on 31 December 1942 that
although the attack was well conceived it lacked co-ordination
and there were several points of procedure that called for

remedial action if further operations of this type were going
to supply the desired result.

Before the Air Staff comments were known it was

appreciated at Coastal Command that the operation had left
much to be desired; nevertheless, valuable lessons had been
learned and it was considered by the A.O.C.-in-C
form of attack would provide the answer to the heavily
defended convoy.

It was realised that co-ordination in attack had to be

considered in terms of seconds in time. Careful briefing,
good leadership, a very high standard of air discipline and
skill in attack, close liaison with the fighter escort, were

all essential qualities to be acquired before the composite
force could hope for success.

The squadrons concerned i.e. No.254 Squadron and No.256
Squadron were duly withdrawn from the line to embark upon an
intensive period of training. During their absence from the
line of five months No.254 Squadron received new aircraft

Beaufighter X, and No.143 Squadron joined the Wing after

area were so

that this• 9

I.e.

cc/s.7010/2

cc/s.7010/3/6/1

(1) The vessel concerned was Indus (tug) - Dutch -
24f9 gross tons.
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re-equipping with Beaufighter XI. (0
training period as the North Coates Wing in April 1943> they
quickly proved to the satisfaction of all concerned that their

training had not Been in vain,

(vi) Beaufighter re-equipment -position - December 1942/
February 1943

Emerging from the

Meanwhile progress towards the target figure of four
Hampden squadrons and three Torpedo Beaufighter squadrons,
mentioned in the planned re-equipment programme for the

torpedo strike force, was proceeding very slowly.
Hampden squadrons were formed and operating hut only under

certain favourable conditions; the Toip)edo/Beaufighter con
tingent, however, was far from complete.

The four

On 31 December 1942, No.254 Sqaudron was still down on

aircraft. Twenty new Torpedo/Fighter Beaufighters were
available and were in process of delivery. Bad weather had

been holding up supplies. The eight or so aircraft of their

original equipment had been sent to Castle Kennedy as initial

equipment for the Beaufighter Torpedo Training Unit.

A finrther tvrenty Beaufighter Torpedo/Fighter aircraft
were shortly becoming available but it would be at least the

third week in January before they could be passed through the

Maintenance Unit for fitting of equipment and be delivered to
a Unit.

D.O.N.C.

AHB/IIK/
67/520

Action was already in hand at the Air Ministry to form a

second Beaufighter Torpedo Squadron. It was intended to

form this squadron from a Harr^jden squadron in order to get it
operational as soon as possible.
squadron would undoubtedly be required to proceed overseas as

soon as the second was operational, it was proposed to reform

the Hangiden squadron in order to maintain the strength of

Coastal Command's Torpedo Force.

Sufficient Beaufighter Torpedo/Pighter aircraft to equip
a third squadron were not now expected to be available until

April 1943-

Since one Beaufighter

The position in regard to the re-equipment of the long
range fighter squadrons with Beaufighters was a little more

(1) To clarify the position of Beaufighter nomenclature,
which was becoming rather conplicated at this time the

Air Ministry issued the following information
(a) The existing Beaufighter Vic aircraft with
Hercules VI engines modified retrospectively for torpedo
operations would continue to be known as Vic until
Hercules XVII engines were fitted when they would become
Beaufighter T/F Mark X.
(b) The Beaufighter aircraft equipped on the production
line for torpedo operations and fitted with Hercules VI

engines would also be known as Beaufighter Vic until
Hercules XVII engines were fitted retrospectively when
they would become Beaufighter T/F Mark X.
(c) The Beaufighter Vic aircraft equipped for the long
range fighter role would become Beaufighter Mark XIc
when Hercules XVII engines were fitted.
No.144 Squadron was selected for re-equipment with
Beaufighter T/Fs.
would take three months to equip and convert a Hampden
T.B. Squadron to Beaufighter Torpedo Fighters.

The A.O.C.-in-C. estimated that it

(2)
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satisfactory for there were five squadrons already in existence

hy the end of January 1943» "but some of the squadrons were in
need of a more up-to-date version of the Beaufighter.

On 17 February 1943, the A.O.G.-in-G. requested the Air

Ministry to urgently consider the re-equipment of two
squadrons i.e. Nos. 143 and 404 Squadrons both of which were
armed with Beaufighter Mk.IIF, a type of aircraft which had

unquestionably proved itself too slow for the role of co

operating with the Mks. Vic and X in attacks upon enemy
shipping in the North Sea and the Bay of Biscay areas,

as the Beaufighter II was not wired for W/T it could not
It was

More

over,

be enq)loyed to the full extent of its range,

CC/S.15090
Enel. 6?A

quested, therefore, that approval be given for the two
squadrons in question to be re-equipped with Beaufighter
Mk.XIc, immediately sufficient aircraft were available. By
26 February 1943, the Air Ministry had given their approval^
for the re-equipment of the two squadrons in question, but it

pointed out that this could only be achieved at the
of the other long range Fighter squadrons in Coastal

re

was

expense

Ibid

Enel. 69A

Command that were awaiting the installation of the
Hercules XVII engines.

(vii) A combined Bombing and Tornedo Force for the Bay of
Biscay

Although the expansion programme in respect of a torpedo
force for the North Sea was behind schedule it was clear that
the foundations for the development of an efficient striking^
force for this area had been well laid and would bear fruit in

due course, but the question of a long range torpedo bomber to
tackle the well-armed enemy blockade runner in the Bay of
Biscay area was as yet unsolved.

The activities of these blockade runners during the late

of 1942, had focussed attention on the need for a long
there was no suitable air-

summer

range torpedo strike, especially as
craft in existence with the necessary endurance capable of

carrying out this role efficiently.

It was the intention of the Air Ministry at some future
date to replace the Hampden in part by Wellington Torpedo
Bombers as well as the Beaufighter Torpedo Fighter. The

supply position of the Wellington was not so favourable at
this time, i.e. September 1942, so its distribution for the

torpedo role had been deferred for a subsequent expansion
scheme in the Spring of 1943- However, the urgency of find

ing a suitable long range type to tackle the blockade runner

prompted the Air Ministry to decide on 26 October 1942 to
prematurely form No.547 Squadron in Coastal Command for this
role. The initial establishment was to be
6+2 Wellington VIII/A.S.V./T.B.
man the squadron were to be found at the expense, half from
Coastal Command and half from overseas.

In view of the requirement that the squadron was to pro
vide a striking force of eight aircraft the A.O.C.-in-C.
applied to the Air Ministry on 10 January 1943 for the trans
ference of six G.R./T.B. Wellingtons from another squadron
which was in the process of being re-equipped with Leigh
Light Wellingtons, in order to permit No.547 Squadron to meet
the above commitment and also as a step in building up this
squadron to full strength from one flight. This proposal
also involved an increase in the existing maintenance
personnel, crews, etc. The Air Ministry's approval to the
consequent amendments to the establishment was requested.

SECRET

The personnel required to

CC/S.15090
Enel. I7t

CC/S.15090
Enel. 41A
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Prom the Air Ministry's reply on 23 January 1945j it
appeared that the Wellington supply position was acute,
formation of No.547 Squadron prematurely, and the necessity
for re-equipping No.407 Squadron (ex Hudsons) had severely
dislocated the balance of distribution between operations and

training. Consequently the six G.R./T.B. Wellingtons made
available through the re-equipment of another squadron with

Leigh Light Wellingtons v/ould be absorbed in O.T.Us.
not, therefore, be possible to increase the establishment of

No.547 Squadron in any respect.

This decision was in the nature of a mortal blow to the

A.O.C.-in-Cs. scheme for the employment of a Combined Bombing
and Torpedo Force for the Bay of Biscay. The suggested
method was for No.547 Squadron to be brought up to full

strength so as to be capable of operating by day and night.
To operate by day with a bombing force provided by No. 31 "I
(Czech) with Mark XIV bomb sights, accompanied by Nos.235 and
248 long range Beaufighter Squadrons; to operate by night
with a special A.S.V. shadowing force provided by
No.502 Squadron (Whitleys) or No.59 Squadron (Liberators).

The

It would

A.H.B./IIK/
67/841
Enel. 5A

Although No.547 Squadron became operational on
O.R.B. Dec.1942 30 December 1942, it was not in the role intended; only one

sortie 7/as made by a single aircraft in search of an enemy
tanker in the Bay of Biscay without result,

squadron moved to Tain for training exercises, and carried out
Torpedo dropping during February and March,
not destined for the torpedo role for long, because after

several desultory operational attenqjts, torpedo dropping was

abandoned in view of the urgent call for more aircraft for

anti-U-boat duties during the summer of 1943*

(viii) The Aircraft Torpedo Attack Committee

No.547 Sqdn.

to May 1943
Soon after the

However, it was

As a result of discussions between C.N.S. and C.A.S. it

was decided on 11 June 1942, to set up, under the chairmanship
of the A.O.C.-in-C., Coastal Command, a joint Atoiralty/Air
Ministry Committee(l) with terras of referencev.^) extending ■*'0
all problems of aircraft torpedo attack both in the R.A.F.
and the P.A.A.

D.O.N.O.

A.H.B./IIK/
67/511

(1) The composition of the Committee was as follows;-
Air Ministry

Assistant Chief of Air Staff
(Operations)

Assistant Chief of Air Staff
(Training)

Director of Bomber Operations
Director of Naval Co-operation
Deputy Director of Naval
Co-operation (Torpedoes)

Deputy Director of Air Tactics

Admiralty
Assistant Chief of Naval Staff

(Weapons)
Rear Admiral Naval Air Services
Director of Naval Air Division
Director of Air Co-operation Division
Director of Training and Staff Duties

M.A.P.
Sir Henry -T Izard

(2) The terms of reference were:-
(i) To recommend matters for research and development in the technique of

torpedo attacks by aircraft against ships,
(il) To review all developments in the technique of torpedo attack.

Including enenw developments,
(lii) To make recommendations regarding the adoption for operational use of

new developments.
(Iv) To consider special equipment required for torpedo attacks and to make

recommendations as to its adoption,
(v) To consider and malce recommendations for the future type of aircraft

suitable for torpedo attack, both in the R.A.F. and F.A.A.
(vl) To consider and make recommendations on the principles to be adopted

in the training of aircrews of torpedo aircraft,
(vil) To consider and make recommendations on the tactics to be employed

in torpedo attacks, Including their relation to other diversionary
attacks.
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D.B.Opn.
S.3712 Minute

Hitherto the problems relating to torpedo attack had been
excluded from the studies of the Bombing and Air Fighting
Committee, but had been introduced intermittently into dis
cussions at the Air/Sea Interception Committee meetings to the
detriment of that committee's functions, as the subject of
torpedo attack was outside its terms of reference,

the gap and to apply all possible pressure for increasing the
efficiency of torpedo aircraft and crews, the Aircraft Torpedo
Attack Committee was formed. At its first meeting, held on
30 July 1942, the terms of reference were discussed and it
agreed that this Committee should confine itself to torpedo
attacks and its various manifestations,

was appreciated that it could not ignore other related forms
of attack, and as some members already attended the other
committees dealing vdth those methods of attack it would not
be difficult to establish a link between the various com
mittees dealing with the technique of ship attack.

The provision of torpedo training facilities was next
considered and it was learned that a limited amount of train
ing for shore based aircraft had been carried out at Tain,CO
but lack of certain items of equipment had held-up matters.
For carrier-borne aircraft Fearn was to be the training
establishment although actual training had not yet started.
The lack of a target ship was stressed at this stage and
Admiralty representative promised to investigate this matter
further and report at the next meeting.

The equipment necessary for successful torpedo attack
was discussed next and it was agreed that;-

(i) A.S.V. was essential,

(ii) A sight of some kind was necessary,

(iii) A radio altimeter was desirable, but any hold up of
the Beaufighter effort for torpedo work by attenqjts to
fit radio altimeters was unjustified,

(iv) Either dive brakes or tail parachutes were required
for making attacks from the greater heights expected in
the futinre.

A technical sub-committee consisting of D.O.R., D.N.A.D.,
and a representative of Coastal Command was appointed to
examine equipment problems in more detail.

Before the meeting was concluded various members laid
particular stress on the importance of improving arrangements
for the collection and co-ordination of information regarding
the technique, equipment and tactical employment of torpedo
aircraft, both in our own and in other Air Forcesv2)and a

To fill

was

At the same time it

an

D.O.N.C.

A.H.B./IIK/
67/511
1st Mtg.

standing Sub-Committee on this subject v/as set up under the
chairmanship of D.O.N.C.

This inaugural meeting of the Aircraft Torpedo Attack
Committee was followed by five others at monthly intervals but

Ibid

6th Mtg.

(1) The purpose of Tain was defined as a station where first
line Squadrons would be sent to receive higher education
in Torp)edo work.

(2) The incompleteness of existing information on the United
States methods of torpedo attack and the Japanese
torpedo operations against U.S. forces, came in for
particular criticism.
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at the sixth meeting on 19 January 1943> the Admiralty sub

mitted a paper recommending the formation of a small ad hoc
committee to link up the work of the existing main committees

questions affecting attacks on warships and merchant ships.
It was suggested that representatives of the United States
Air Services should he invited to attend from time to time.

After discussion it was agreed that A.C.N.S.(W).,
A.C.A.S. (Ops.) and A.C.A.S.(TR) should ca^ out
tion of all existing bodies which dealt with attacks on ships
with a view to co-ordinating their activities. The outcome

of this enquiry was that the Aircraft Torpedo Attack Committee
absorbed into the Aircraft Anti-ship Committee, and

therefore, held no further meetings after the sixth.

Throughout its seven months existence the Aircraft
Torpedo Attack Committee conscientiously examined all matters
relating to the provision of equipment necessary for torpedo
attack and the training of aircraft, and many recommendations
for■development in technical and tactical matters were made
to the Torpedo Development and Coastal Command Development
Units. In addition some forty memoranda on tactical matters
were issued during the Committee's lifetime of which A.T.A.C.
No.14, 'Tactics of Aircraft Torpedo Attacks' became the
acknowledged authority on the subject throughout the R.A.P.
A copy of this paper will be found at AppendixXXXI.

(a) Torpedo training facilities

On the subject of torpedo training facilities, the com
mittee kept a very watchful eye and everything possible
done to expedite the provision of requirements to bring about
a standard of full training. The Committee, however, did
not last long enough to witness the fruits of their labours
in this direction, for delays in the erection of build:mgs to
house the training equipment and the personnel^to man it, and
the lack of certain items of equipment, including the pro
vision of target and recovery ships in sufficient numbers at
the right time, made progress very slow. ( w Although it was
apparent that the action taken would ultimately bring about
satisfactory results, a status of full training facilities at
Tain had not been achieved by February 1943-

on

an examina-

was

was

A.H.B./IIK/
67/512

A.H.B./IIK/
67/511
Minutes of 1st
6th Mtg.

Ibid

1st - 6th Mtgs.

(b) Torpedo sights

Another matter to .which the Committee directed special
attention was the provision of a torpedo sight.

In August 1942 there were three techniques which could
be employed for torpedo sighting:-

(i) Straight running - in which the torpedo runs _
straight through the water in the same direction -
in which it was dropped. A sight has to be used to
solve the velocity triangle,

(ii) Gyro Angling - which involves dropping the torpedo
aimed straight at the middle of the target, but as soon
as the torpedo enters the water a mechanism comes into
play which turns it through a predetermined angle.

Ibid

1st - 3rd Mtgs.

(l) On the provision of target ships strong representations
made to the Air Ministry on 23 January 1943» forwere

the needs to be met, failing which it would be
iirpossible to bring the squadrons to the required
standard of efficiency.
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A coirjjutor is required toto effect interception,
determine the angular setting on the toip)edo.

(iii) Constant hearing - which caused the torpedo, after
release, to maintain a constant hearing relative to the

target, both during the flight in air and run in water.
This requires both aim-off and gyro angling devices.

Of these techniques the only one in use by the R.A.P. at
this time was the straight running method.

Experience so far, especially in the Mediterranean, had

proved that aircraft fitted with sights obtained better .
This was the case inresults than when no sights were used,

spite of the fact that the type of sight fitted to Swordfish
aircraft, for instance, was a somewhat crude affair.

The Admiralty had already done a considerable amount of

experimental work on sights and had developed the Type P
Director, which was as yet untried in operations. In August
1942, it was being fitted to Barracuda aircraft for tactical
trials and it was estimated that these would take at least

two months.

Por the purpose of discussing future toipjedo sighting
policy a special meeting was held at the Air Ministry on

31 July 1942 ■under the chairmanship of D.D.O.R.(ll), at which
the AdMralty was represented by D.N.A.D.

Prom the minutes of this meeting the existing position
■with regard to torpedo sights for the R.A.P. appeared to be
that a travelling lamp and mirror device knowm as the R.A.E./R
sight had been satisfactorily fitted to a number of Hampdens,
Beaufighters and Wellingtons; and a moving mirror sight,
designed specially for aircraft which had sloping wind screens,
had been installed in some Wellingtons and was considered
satisfactory, although not as good as the R.A.E./R sight.
There was also a very sin5)le form of aim-off sight which had
been recently conceived by the R.A.E., but no trials had as
yet been held,
inescpensive, easily produced and practically free of parallax

due to the movement of the pilots head, also the desigi
lent itself more readily to installation in aircraft with
awkward shaped windscreens. An offer by a representative of
R.A.E. at this meeting to make up some of the sights quickly
for trial was readily accepted, and in point of fact the sub
sequent trials gave promising results.

No atten5>t had been made so far to instal the Type P
Director in R.A.P. aircraft although there was an operational
requirement for its installation in the successor to the
Beaufort.

The virtues of the sight were that it was

errors

The conclusions of this meeting were that fut\ire torpedo
sighting equipment was dependent on:-

(i) Results of Naval trials with the Type P Director,
and

(ii) the ability to produce an interim conq)utor to
satisfy the straight running and gyro angling techniques.

In the meantime since the simplest form of sight was better
than no sight at all, it was recommended that existing air
craft should continue to be equipped with the sight most
suitable for installation in each particular type although
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they committed the aircraft to straight r\anning technique.
The lirgency of providing each torpedo aircraft with the most

appropriate sight at the earliest possible moment, was heavily
stressed.

(ix) Bomb v Torpedo

Ever watchful for the opportunity of gaining a tactical
advantage, all forms of attack were imder consideration at

this time, in the quest of a possible solution to the problem
of combatting, economically, the heavily escorted convoy.

A.H.B/IIIV'67/511
A.T.A.G. Mtg,
No. 5.

A controversy was started by the Aircraft Torpedo Attack
Committee on the subject of the comparative effectiveness of

bombs and torpedoes, in which the help of Coastal Command
Operational Research Section was sought.

cc/s.16554
O.R.S, Report
No. 212

In due course a report was issued by O.R.S. on ’Air
Attack on Merchant Vessels* and the conclusions reached
were;-

(a) That bombing attacks on merchant vessels were, on
the Ydaole, more effective than torpedo attacks and could

be made more so in certain areas by the use of the
Mark XIV bomb sight,

(b) Medium level attacks (4,000 feet) against merchant
vessels with light flak were economical in casualties and

would be more effective if the Ivlark XIV sight was used,

(c) 500 lb. M/C bombs appeared satisfactory in use.

Generally speaking, the Report did not take into account,
sufficiently, the effectiveness of enemy air patrols in the

neighbourhood of his convoys, for example, the reference to
the dislocation of convoys on the Dutch coast must be condi

tioned by the ability on our part to provide the bombers with

Fighter escort in daylight attacks. Night attacks would
always suffer from the difficulty of illuminating the target
on dark, nights to an extent which would permit the use of a

sight. It was interesting to note that there was little
difference in the effectiveness of torpedo attacks at home

and abroad but the casualty rate at home was appreciably
higher.

cc/s.16534
Enel. 87A

The A.0.C,-in-C., Coastal Command agreed with these
conclusions and informed the Air Ministry on 29 December, 1942,
when forwarding a copy of this report, that steps were being
taken in his Command to develop the types of attack reconmended,
but it was considered that a panel of O.R.S. representatives
should examine the report in detail with a view to making
recommendations both to Coastal Command and the Commands

abroad.

ibid,

Enel, 95A
After studying the R^ort, the Air Ministry replied on

29 January 1943, and suggested that it was rather premature
to accept the conclusions reached in this report as forming
the basis of guidance to Commands generally.

It had clearly been established in the investigations by
the Torpedo Attack Committee that, in the period under review
i.e, March 1941 to September 1942, the torpedo had been

inexpertly employed, the standard of training was not high and
maixy squadrons had no efficient sighting equipment,
recent results had suggested that, with higher standards of

tactical and technical efficienq/, great improvements could
be made.

More

It was considered to be too early to say, on the
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"basis of information contained in the report, that "bccibing
attacks on merchant vessels were necessarily more effective
than Torpedo attacks.

As regards "bombing attacks, the Bombing Cca-flrnittee had re

viewed the experience gained in the low level attackd during
1941 at their 26th and 2?th Meetings. Both the future use of
the Ixlark HY borabsi^t and the 500 lb. M.C, bomb were refez-red
to af ̂ e latter meeting and it v;as agreed that experience with

their employment would be needed before any firm conclusions
could be z'eached on the extent to which they would enable

earlier tactics or results to be modified or improved upon.
Service trials with the I'£k. HY siglit were being \zndertaken by
the Somber Development Unit against moving targets, but it vi/as

still too early to say what degree of success would be obtained.
It was noted by the Air Ministry that the A.O.C.-in-C., proposed
to develop the types of attack z>ecommended in the report, but
it was accordingly felt that, until some practical operational•
experience in the attack of merchant vessels with the si#t in
Coastal Coraraand was gained, no firm conclusions should be drawn

as to its value in making medium level attacks (4,000 feet)
more effective and economical.

In conclusion it was pointed out by the Air Ministry that

the tactical and technical aspects of these mtters were con

tinuously undei' review by the Air Staff:, and the effectiveness
of different weapons and methods of attack were constantly being
studied in the fortnightly meetings of the Anti-Shipping Assess
ment Coimrittee.

recommendations on these issues was the Bombing Committee,
sufficient information was available to justify the re-

The proper authority to consider and make
As

soon as

consideration of current doctrine and the possible issue of

fresh guidance to the Service, a meeting of the Bombing Can-
mittee would be convened for the purpose.

(x) The "B" Egnb

A lesser knovm vreapon still in the development stage which

had always been regarded hopefully,as an anti-ship device was

the "Buoyant" Bomb.

It was now thought likely that the change in tactics re

cently forced on us, by the casualties sustained in low level

attacks, would react in favour of the tactical limitations! /
of the "B" bomb, and thus permit its use against enemy merchant
vessels.

The development of the "Buoyant" Bomb has been dealt with
•in,detail in the Armament Monograph Vol. I, Chapter II,

Its conception began to take practical shape in 1923, But
after some sixteen years of experiment and. labour, the original
design ?>/as completely abandoned and work began afresh on an

entirely new model.

The primary object of the "B" Boiib was to attack the bottom

of a ship, which had been regarded up to now as generally irmnune
from bombing attacks.

The device was a self contained and truly buoyant component

Arraarfient

Monograph
Vol. I

Chap. II.

(1) The limitations of the ICk'.III "B" Bomb issued in June 192(2
v/ere that the height of release was to be 1,000 to 4,000
feet and freezing conditions wez^3 to be avoided.
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fitted with sensitive horns, rather like a mine, which it was
intended to drop at a certain distance ahead of a ship so that
it would come up, after an interval, and strilce the bottom.
It was never intended that the bomb should hit the ship directly
from the air as in the case of all other bomb types,
principle of detonation after a fixed delay was abandoned early
in the development stage; the bomb was to explode on contact
with the ship.

During the early summer of 1942, approval was received
from the Air Ministry for operational trials to be undertaken
and instructions to that effect were issued to the Air Officers
Commanding Nos. 16 and 18 Groups,
bombs were available and it was proposed by Coastal Command
that six H

adopted. (1

The

Three hundred and fifty

den crews should be trained in the tactics to be

H.Q.C.C./ORB
23 June 19/|2

A.T.A.C.

No. 40
The first interim Tactical Instruction on "B" Bombs was

issued by H.Q.C.C. on 9 July 1942.
carried out and on 4 August 1942, Coastal Canmand Tactical
Memorandum No. 37 was issued;
tactics for the use of "B" Bombs.

After intensive "B" Bomb training, six crews of No. 415
Squadron in Hampdens carried
shipping off the Dutch coast,
and shallow dives, releasing the bombs fran 7,000 feet’.
Observation of the actual results was very difficult, but from
postwar records it is now known that no damage or sinkings
resulted from any of the attacks made.

Owing to operational commitments, no further developments
continued throughout September; however, in October further
trials were requested by the Air Ministry, for level pattern
bombing in formation and for dive bombing attacks from 7,000
to 3,000 feet,
R.A.P, Station, Tain,
the slowness of fitting dive brakes, no such trials were
carried out.

Various trials were

this memorandum gave suggested

some operations against
fran medium levels (4,000 fee

These were to be carried out by Beauforts at
However, owing to unserviceability and

t)

A.T.A.C.

No, 40

On 29 October 1942, a report was received at H.Q.C.G,
from No, 18 Group on the medium level bombing trials which had
been carried out by the Hampdens of No, 489 (R.N,Z,A,P,)
Squadron. These trails had shown very good results, thirty- '
six bombs having been dropped fran an average hei^t of 4,000.
feet, the distance from the target of each stick of four was
constant, liVhen operational coimnitments allowed this squadron
would cany out further trials..

Owing to the closing down of G.C.D.U, at Tain, the Beaufort
dive bombing trials were transferred to ITumberry and
completed early in December.

Results of these trials viere as follows:- Six dive boribing
attacks were carried out, which gave an average error of up to
250 yards from the point of aim. Medium level practices were
also carried out by the same crews from 4,000 feet using the
Mar.'k IX C.S.B.S

yards.

were

which gave an average error of up to sixty• J

1) No, 415 (R.C.A.P.) Squadron was selected for this role.
2) During July 1942 , 28 x 25O lb, l\Ik.III "B" Bombs were

released in operations, representing seven attacks.
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No definite conclusion seems to have been reached as to
It was con-whether or not dive bombing was a good thing,

eluded that reasonable accuracy could be obtained under 1 ,

feet, but above this and even with exceedingly steep dives

say, seventy to eighty degrees, accioracy was poor, except
exceotional crews.

300

of,
with

These remarks only bore out what was al
ready Imown through extensive trials carried out some year3
earlier ?d.th dive bombing tactics.

The trials resulted in an operational requirement beiig
put up for a dive bomb sight, which, however, has never besn

satisfactorily conpleted.

The Aircraft Torpedo Attack Committee gave a fair propor
tion of their time to furthering the development of the "B'

Bomb,, and at their final meeting on 19 January 1943, agree!
that until the Mk. XIV sight, with its increased accuracy was

available, the "B" Bomb would be of no use.

(xi) The "Channel Stop"

In an Air Ministry directive dated 22 .^^ril 1942, it was

clearly laid down that Fighter Command would be responsibl3
for the attack of enemy shipping by day and night in the area

Ostend-Manston-Beachy Head-Dieppe, but the unsuitability of

the Hurricane Bomber for night work, except on moonlight nights,
made it necessary to introduce other forces into the area

which could operate on dark nights, especially in view of bhe

fact that hostile shipping in the Dover Straits invariably
moved during the hours of darkness.

It was the threat of a resumption of enemy E-
in the Channel area at the beginning of July 1942^
prompted the Admiralty to place on trial in the Channel area

some Albacores of the Fleet Air Arm to supplement, on dark

nights in particular, the effort of the Hurricane Bombers.
The Albacores were armed with 100 lb. bombs for E-boat straf

fing and by virtue of the fact that they were fitted with

V.H.P. made them eminently suitable for vectoring on to a

target.
.  the G.C.I.

that they were placed mder their control via No, 11

-boat act Lvity
,  whicn

A.S Fighter Command was the controlling authority of
stations in this area, it followed automatically

Groupi

A.H.B./ITK/67/5II
6th Mtg.

CC/S.I52I3
Enel. 117A

Due to the fact that the E-boat menace faded out/.'the
Admiralty gave permission on 3I August 1942, for the Albacores

to be used in the secondary role of shipping strikes, and some

three v/eeks later provided additional forces in the way of
twelve more Albacores for this role.

ibid

Enel. 129A

ibid

132A

ibid

13IA and 135A
In addition to this force of Hurricane Bombers and

Albacores under the control of No. 11 Group, light surface

vessels of the Royal Navy also operated in conjunction with

aircraft of Coastal Command; the latter in the role of fl^re
dropping to illuminate the target,
operating with Naval forces as well as the Hurricane Bombehs,
Coastal Command had two Hudsons fitted with V.H.F. equipment
and proposed on 19 September 1942, that they should b

trolled by the C.H.L.s at Black Gang and Swingate.
this respect, however. Fighter Command could not see their way
clear to accept this additional commitment in view of the
striking forces already made available.

On 28.6,12, the 2nd and 1th Flotillas of the German E-boat arm arrived at Cherbourg, preparatory to
It was Intended to make torpedo attacks on the PW and WP convoys with

This plan was not carried out until 6,7,42. but failed at the first attempt as
there was no communication between the flotilla leader and the aircraft. Two nights later the plan
was repeated and was regarded by the Germans as highly successful. Six Ships totalling 12,356 tons
were sunk by E-boats In Lyme Bay, No further torpedo attacks were nsde In the Channel area during
July, but 180 mines were laid by E-boats on the convoy routes, (Ref; Admiralty NID/FDS.X.237/48).

For this purpose of co-

e con-

In

operations in the Channel area,
Luftwaffe support.

(1)

(2) On the 4th August, 1942 the Senior Officer E-boats reported to the naval command Group West that
repetition of the torpedo attacks on the West Channel convoys no longer promised success as the
element of surprise vras now lost. "The goal of E-boat policy must be the thrustful re-entry of
strong E-boat units In the Hoofden (the Southern North Sea area)," Proposals for the redistribution
of E-boat flotillas so that this policy could be implemented were suggested bjlt v;ere not viiholly
approved by Croup West,

convoys took place on the 1?th August 1942.
However, the first torpedo attack of a new offensive against the East Coast

Ref; Admiralty NID/FDS.X.237/48,
(3) Black gang is just west of St. Catherine^ Point (I.O.W.) and Swingate is just west of S. Foreland -

Kent-
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ibid The control of this heterogeneous force for the destruc
tion of eneray shipping in the Channel area, appears, to have

got out of liand by the early Autumn, and in order to strai.£^'i-
ten matters out it was necessary to call a meeting on

19 October 1942, which was attended by representatives of the

C.-in-C., Portsmouth, R.A.N.A.S., Filter and Coastal Coim-narivls.
It was stated at the commencement that it was desii’able for

the C.-in-G. Portsmouth to deal with only one authority when

requesting air attacks on enemy shipping.

142A

ibid

147A

The outcome of this meeting was a temporary agi’eement on

the following lines;-

(a) The Albacores were only suitable for attacks on
light surface craft In mid-channel and near the English
coast and the G.-in-C., Portsmouth would request No, 11

Group (P.C,) for attacks on this type of craft only,
(irforming No. I6 Group (C.C,) of the action taken.)

(b) All requests for attacks on enemy important units
and shipping other than that at (a) would be made to
Coastal Command,

(c) If both contingencies arose at the same time C. in C,
Portsmouth, would decide in consultation with H.Q., C.C,
which vjas to have priorily.

The A.O,C,-in-C

control in maritime operations were almost universally laiown,
was not very happy about the position and in conjunction with

the A.O.C.-in-C. Pieter Command held a further meeting on the

subject at H.Q., G.C, on 30 October 1942.
cussion, it was made clear that it would be very difficult to

introduce Coastal Command control in the particular type of
anti-shipping applicable to the Dover Straits area as in the
first place Coastal Command had no facilities by way of a

G.C.I, Station; secondly, a suitable torpedo striking force
v;as still lacking, and thirdl3r, in such a congested area the
risk of Pi^^ter Command intercepting their own aircraft would

be very considerable if they were not all under the same con
trol,

with other activities within this area.

Coastal Command, whose views on divided• j

After much dis-

Purtherm-ore, Pieter Command was closely connected

ibid

149A

The A.O.G.-in-C., Coastal Cormnand stated that dual control
in these narrow waters was most undesirable and suggested the

alternative would be for Pi^iter Command to assume the entire

direction of anti-shipping work in this area.
G., Pieter did not think this was necessary; all that was
required was for Coastal Ccmmand to make use of Fighter Can-
mand facilities.

The A,0.C,-in-

The organisation worked quite well as far
as it went,. but the arrangements needed completing to meet
all requirements,
ception Unit had achieved this co-ordination of effort until
the Beauforts had been, sent overseas.

It was recalled that the Shipping Inter-

It was finally agreed that a concerted drive should be

made to obtain an anti-shipping strike force as it was essen

tial that we should be in a position to meet any enemy force

which might break through the channel by day or by ni^t.

The controversy .over the control of aircraft in the

Channel area did not, however, obscure the value of the
Albacore detachment.

Commanders-in-Chief that the Admiralty should be approached
to allow these aircraft to remain in the area on  a permanent

It was in fact agreed by the two
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basis as a striking force against the smaller type of enemy
vessel, and for looa.ting and shadowing only the larger vessels
whicii might, from time to time, attempt the passage of the
Dover Straits by night.

A letter to this effect was despatched to the Under
Secretary of State for Air on 5 November 1942, who in tvim

communicated this request to the Admiralty, The Air- Ministry
in their letter dated 16 November 1942, referred to the good
work done by the two squadrons of Albacores located at Manston

and Tangnere, and in conclusion pressed for their retention
until such time as the need for this special arrangement no

longer existed.

In a reply dated 3 December 1942, their Lordships ejipressed
regretfully that the Albacores with Pi^iter Gcmmand must con
tinue to be regarded as a temporary loan and pointed out that
these aircraft became temporarily available for their present
duty only because of the
Squadrons in the Torch Nortin

In an effort to mitigate the impending loss of these tv^;o

squadrons the Air Ministry suggested that in view of the im
portance of the duties on which these aircraft had been

employed, the possibility cf utilising Swordfish aircraft
instead might be examined.

The Admiralty agreed to this suggestion and infom^ed the

Air Ministry on 13 January 1943 that R.A.N.A.S. had been

requested to investigate in conjunction with No, 11 Group the
possibility of fitting Swordfish aircraft with V.H.P,

In the meantime the Albacores remained under Pieter Com

mand control and continued to participate in controlled
interceptions at night, against E-boats and other eneiiy ship
ping, particularly in connection with the "Channel Stop",
until their Vi/ithdrawal in mid-summer 1943.

(a) Operations - July 1942 to Pebruary 1943

In respect of enemy movements generally in the Dover
Straits area, no large vessels made the passage in either
direction during the month of July, v/hich was the quietest for
seme time.

pstment of the Pleet Air Arm
S'rica operations.

ibid

Enel, 1594

ibid

Enel, 181A

PC/S.22179
Enel, 58A and
PC/ORB
July 1942

There was, however, seme escorted coastal traffic,
usual by night, and this was variously attacked.

The best target was a 270 foot coaster with escort, v^est-

bound from Dunlcirk to Boulogne on the ni^t 7th/8th,
suited the enemy,- possibly by design, in that British coastal
craft were vinable to operate. Coastal artillery--, however,
fired thirty-three rotinds from the South Poreland 9.2 indri
•batteries, without result. On the following nif^t when the
vessel continued "down channel" a Boston aircraft of No, 418

Squadron attacked her with 4 x 250 lb. banbs, and claimed
near misses,(1)

Pour Hurricane bombers of No. 174 Squadron successfully
found a target during moonlight on the night 25th/26th, despite
the handicap of Swingate G.H.L, suffering eneny interferonoe.

as

Yfeather

(1) There is no confirmation of damage to any enemy shipping
in the Channel area on this date, in postwar records.
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All aircraft dropped their bombs from low level and claimed

that the target was left on fire.(0

Four eneiiqy torpedo boats went through from Dunkirk to

Le Havre at 30 knots on the night 15th/l6th, but r^roved too
difficult a target on a dark ni^t and low visibility, o\^ing
to their speed. Light naval forces wei-e unable to sight the
enenQT though at one stage our forces appeared well placed,

l^urvixi „
The of the month in the " Dover Straits" area

was by a force of four Hurricane bombers of No. 174
Squadi^on which attacked shipping N.W, of Calais on 29 July
1942 and claimed to have seriously damaged a vessel of 300 tons.

The Assessment Gonanitteey^'oonf iiwe4- this claim, (2)

In the area Ostend - Dover - Beachy Head - Dieppe, a total of

411 sorties were flown by aircraft under the control of lighter
Command during the month, and wastage among the aircraft
concerned was two.

(».noo:e<l/.

During August enemy shipping movements shewed a tendency
to increase and four ships of varying importance made the

eastward passage, all during the moonless nights,
to minesweeping and patrol activity, there were also a number

of night passages by tugs and barges.

The enemy vessels were as strongly escorted as ever and,
despite the attacks of our light naval forces being made with
the greatest determination and being varied in form to include

an approach iinder the enemy coast, the M.T.Bs. were seldom
able to reach an attacking position. The sinking of one

escort vessel by torpedo, was all tliat could be claimed by the
light naval forces throughout the month,(3) for the loss of
tliree M,T,B*s. Casualties to naval personnel were numerous

and included two experienced Oommanding Officers,

Air attacks on the larger vessels making the eastward
passage Wei's not made for lack of suitable aircraft to operate
during the dark nights.

Hurricane bombers of No. 174 Squadron under Swingate
control made attacks on coasters and trawlers and other light

surface craft on three ni^ts of the moon period. Results
were difficult to observe. From postwar lecords, hav;ever,
there is no evidence of any damage having been sustained by
eneny shipping during these attacks,

Tlie two successes credited to Pieter Cemmand during the

month were achieved by a force of sixteen Spitfires of No, 91
Squadron which attacked some trawlers S.W. of Boulogne on

19 August 1942 and claimed to have left one vessel hidden by
smoke. For this attack the Assessment Ccromittee made an

award of damage. \4j

In addition

ibid

Enel, 62A and

PC/ORB
Aug. 1942

(1) There is no confirmation in postvmr records to substan
tiate this claim.

Postear records do not confiim this.

This claijai is confirmed by postwar records. The vessel
concerned was a German R - boat No. 184 of 90 tons sunk

off Calais on 16 August 1942.
Postwar records reveal the loss of two small ships between

Boulogne and Dieppe on this day. The ships concerned v/’ere

Franken (Trawler") -
Franz

German - 435 gross tons.
- German - 159 gross tons.

(2)
O)

(4)
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A total of 351 sorties were flown on Eehalf of the
canmitment during August, and once again the casualties
the aircraft involved, numbered two.

Stop"
among

four sizeable enemy ships
The adoption

The early part of September saw
make the eastward passage of the Dover Straits,
by the enemy, in August, of an entirely new plan of laying
shallow contact minefields in raid-channel led to the belief
tliat an increase in traffic v;as to be expected.
•10 September, however, the traffic consisted only of mine-
sw/eepers, small warships or groups of tugs and barges. The
cessation of larger traffic coincided with the waxing of the

moon as well as a period of rough weather. The tendency to

avoid moonlight periods when aircraft attacks were the more

dangerous had been previously observed.

After

ibid

69A and
PC/OEB
Sept. 1942.

Placing some reliance, no doubt, on this defensive mine

field, the enemy's escorting forces were observed to be less
powerful than of late.

Of the fouir ships mentioned above, two xoassed throu^i in

the ni^t of 4th/5th and the third of the night of
6th/7th. In both cases strike forces of Hudsons and Swordfish
aircraft from No. 16 Group, Coastal Command(1j made
attacks with bombs and torpedoes, but the enem^y ships escaped
damage.

convey on

various

Several reconnaissances and attacks -were carried out by
Albacore aircraft of No. 84I Squadron, Fleet Air Arm, whose

original anti-E/R-boat role had now been extended to cover all
enemy ship'ping especially during the dark periods when the
Hurricane.bombers were restricted in their operations. Their

activi'ty was mainly to the southwes'tward of Boulogne where the
shipping route diverges from the protection of the coastal

One attack vias made on 'two west

bound torpedo boats, accompanied by an E-boat, and another
later the same ni#it (l5th/l6th), on two coasters off Le Report,
Although damage claims were entered for both attacks there is

record in postwar documents of any ships sustaining damage
in the Channel area on this night.
no

'  anti-aircraft batteries.

On another occasion Albacore aircraft successfully located,

reported, and finally laid flame floats to illumtoate an
escorted coaster for the benefit of a force of li^t naval .crait

which were lying in wait at the Berke buoy.
oi'fensive sortie of the month Dy coastal craft and, disap

pointingly, the target proved smaller than was anticipated.
Though surprise was achieved in the initial attack, none of
five torpedoes found a mark.

Huiricane bombers were much hampered by bad weather
during the moonli^t period, but on the night 25th/26th bombed
a westbound coaster and claimed damage.(2y

The enerriy's daylight movements were as few as usual.

This was the only

On the night Ath/5th, ei^t Hudsons of No. 407 Squadron,
five Hudsons of No. 320 Squadron and four Swordfish of

No, 819 Squadron (P.A.A.)^comprised the strike force, and
the night 6th/7th, the force consisted of ei^t Hudsons 

^

of No. 320 Squadron, nine Hudsons of No. 407 Squadron,
and five Swordfish of No. 819 Squadron (P.A.A.).
There is no confirmation in postwar records of any ship
receiving damage throu^ air at'tack on this night.

on

(1)

(2)
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Spitfires of Nos. 331 and 121 Squadrons, however, seized an

opportunity on 18 September to attack a small vessel off

Ostend which it was claimed was left in a sinking condition.(1;
Only 175 sorties were flown in the "Channel Stop" area during
September but the wastage rate remained the same i.e. two.

Ibid
Only three vessels of importance attempted the passage of

the Dover Straits during October, tii/o of them eastbound on the

ni^ts of 5fb/6th and l6th/l?th, and one westbound on the niglit
cf 11th/l2th.

Of these ships, the second of the eastbound wias mined,
beached and abandoned northeast of Calais;(2) the westbound
vessel Has sunk as she continued passage "down" Channel by
forces from Plymouth Command.(3)
been attacked by Albacores of No. 841 Squadron (P.A.A.), and
during this unsuccessful encounter had lost one aircraft con

taining the Commianding Officer. A Hudson of No, 320 (Dutch)
Squadron also attacked, and claimed one hit.

This vessel had previously

End. 72A
FC/ORB
Oct. 1942 and
No. 16 Group O.R.B.
Oct. 1942

Movements of small craft showed an even more marked

decrease particularly dioring Mao latter part of the month and
there were no less than fourteen nights when there was no
movement, only a small proportion of which can be ascribed as
due to bad weather conditions,

seven minelaying operations off the enemy coast by surface
craft was considered to have caused the reduction in enemy
movements during the latter part of the month,

hurci-bombers of No, 174 Squadron had no opportunities,
and during the course of several moonlight sweeps no targets
were found,

find three targets to shoot-up with cannon fire,^oi;ie of which,
described as a coaster, was assessed as darriaged.
anti-shipping sweeps carried out by IThirlvmnd bembers of

No. 137 Squadron were uneventful,
were flo^vn during the month of October for . the loss of one
aircraft.

The successful execution of

Other aircraft of No, 11 Group by day managed to

Dawn

A total of 208 sorties

ibid Two ships of importance made the passage of the Strait
during November 1942, both eastwards. One on the night of

9th/l0th was a 4,000 ton merchant vessel and the other, on
the next ni^t, was the^arraed m.erchant raider jB¥wC3WiltQ4oi>»'fwo
torpedo boats made the Y>/estward passage on the ni^t of

17th/l8th and a large coaster eastwards during the night of
19 th/2 0 th, on which night there was a good deal cf small craft
activity, pres\imably mine-sweepers,
movements were on as small a scale as last month and on the

last five nights no movements were detected.

Otherviiise small craft

75A
PC/ORB
Nov. 1942 and

H.Q, No. 16 Grp.
ORB/Nov. 1942.

There Has a resiimption of enemy minelaying in mid-channel
by R-boats, which further restricted our offensive witla
coastal forces craft.

The 4,000 ton merchant vessel left Boulogne at I84O hours

(1 Confirmed as a sma.ll motor boat.

The ship concerned was a German vessel - Holtenau, of

4,102 gross tons,
TK»s Cti<t

of Barfleur on ij uctoder 19^1^:.
This was the German tug Elbe of 15O gross tons, which was

sunk by this attack off Boulogne on 6 October 1942.

(2

(3)

(4)
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on 9 November and -was engaged between Gris Nez and Calais by
Coastal Artillery with 139 rounds of 9,2 inch and 24 rounds of

15 inch. An attack with Albacores of No. 841 Squadron (RA.A.)
which was intended off Gravelines could not take place owing
to the weather conditions.

In the case of the/raider reconnaissance by P.R.U,

had detected her arrival at Boulogne so that her departure
eastwards at 2200 hours on 10 November with half  a dozen

escorting craft as rer)orted by R.D.P, Tra.s ejqpected, although
an earlier sailing at dusk was thbuglat. more likely.

Calm weather with low visibility to cover their operations
had permitted two mark boats to complete their reconnaissance
of a gap in the enemy minefield southeast from Dover and to

take up their stations before dark,
was despatched to wait in the gap and later, in failing visi

bility, they proceeded to intercept the enemy oiff Cap Blanc
Nez, using their R.D.P. and being guided fortuitously by the
enemy ship's fog syren,
presence was unsuspected and it was ill luck that this, the

first M.T.B. sortie for some time, was thw;arted by fog, so
that the enemy was not actually sighted.

Coastal artillery engaged the target with 34 rounds of

9.2 inch and 25 rounds of 15 inch, pausing whilst the M.T.Bs

closed, but the enemy's luck held, and after taking an unusual
course along the West Eyck shoal immediately between two

recently laid minefields, she escaped attack.
Coastal Command and Albacores of the Fleet Air

despatched to intercept, but only one Albacore was able to

si^t and attack on account of the low visibility,
were observed.

A force of three M.T.Bs

The latter indicated that their

Hudsons of

Arm(l) were

No results

Some twenty-four R-boats concentrated at DunJcirk during
the moonless first half of the month, and the suspicion that

they would extend the mid-channel minefields, was proved to be
well founded,

fourth sortie the R-boats were detected by the Albacore
patrol,
northwest of Dunkirk,

tion was interrupted and possibly abandoned.

At least three minefields were laid and on a

Pour aircraft attacked with bojmbs about 10 miles

Results were unobserved but the opera-

The month on the whole had been disappointing and made
none the less so, by the withdrawal of some of the Albacores
for service elsewhere,

other aircraft had so frequently been frustrated by bad weather

a total of 203 sorties were floirvn in the area with a v^astage
of tliree aircraft.

On only one ni^t of December 1942, that of l6th/l1th,
were theare any movements of importance througli Dover Straits.

One in a westerly direction consisted of two Sperrbrechers
which entered Boulogne about 2245 hours, and thiS' was followed

by the passage of a 350 feet vessel which left Bailogne east

wards about 2330 hours.

Although opportunities for these and

4DGB/S.31523
Enel. 1A

Otherwise, apart from tv;o torpedo boats westbound on

7 December, and a coaster from Calais to Boulogne on the night

(1) The air forces employed were three Hudsons of No, 320
Squadron, one Hudson of No. 40? Squadron, and tf/o Albacores

cf No, 841 Squadron.
Pieter Comjmnd.

The latter under the control of
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of 23rd, the month was quiet and movements of small craft were

less than formerly, there being as many as fifteen nights when
no vessels were detected by R.D.P.

The westbound enemy convoy on the ni^t of 10th/l1th, was
reported by R.D.E. as one large merchant vessel v/ith several

escorts and it was confidently expected that it would proceed
through to Le Havre. liovi/ever, the eneny force entered BoiiLogjie
and a force of six destroyers and tvt/o Albacores proceeding to

intercept, were recalled. The following night, when E.D.P.

reported the enemy continuing the westward passage, three

destroyers of Portsmouth Ccmmnd intercepted the force off

Dieppe and sank two vessels,(I)
the enemy as they came out cf Boulogne.

The eastbound convoy consisting of the 350 feet vessel(2)
and several escorts left Boulogne at 2330 hours on the night
of 10th/l1th, shortly after the westbound convoy liad arrived
there. Strong southerly wfinds would liave effectively pre
vented attack by coastal craft even load the enemy mid-channel

minefields permitted their operation, but an attack with bombs

was carried out off Gravelines by two Albacores of No, 8A1
Squadron, but results were unobserved.

after an Albacore iiad attacked

Both convoys were heavily engaged by Coast Artillery
batteries, the accuracj^ of which vi?as vouchsafed by a master of

He remarked that he had beenone of the sunken Sperrbrechers.
an Artillery Officer and that the accurate shooting at his

vessel had been a pleasure to watch althou^i there had been no

hits other than with siolinters.

Other aircraft activity at ni^t against eneny shipping
consisted of a moonlight attack by a Yt/hirlwind bomber of the

newly arrived No. 137 Squadron, resulting in near misses on a
coaster. Several night reconnaissances were also flown by
Albacores and, Ydiirlvi/ind banbers, without any si|;^tings being
made.

Unfavourable v/eather conditions and the decrease in eneny
activity resulted in only 75 sorties being flown in the "Chan

nel Stop" area during December, vi/hile the wastage among the
aircraft engaged was three.

ibid

Enel. 3A.
Generally speaking, from, an enemy shipping point of view,

the month of January 1945, was one of the quietest on record,

Althou^ there was some activity of minor importance there

were no movements of vessels over 1,000 tons throu^ the
Straits. The coastal traffic showed a sli^t- increase on
that of last month, but there were no less than fifteen nights
when no shipping at all was detected.

The onljT- vessel of any size detected in the Straits during ̂
the month was a coaster which left Calais eastbound in the

early hours of 27 January.
Squadr-'on were despatched to attack, and, in spite of heavy

Tv;;o 7/hirlwind bombers of No, 137

The vessels concerned were the Bijerland (Sperrbrecher) -
Dutch, of 387 gross tons and the Gauss (Sperrbrecher) -

German cf 1,23^ gross tons.
Known to be the German ship Leesee of 2,624 gross tons,
formerly engaged in the iron ore trade in the Bay of
Biscay,

(1)

(2)
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flak, dropped 3 x 2^0 IE. bombs near the vessel when 5 miles
Another air attack onNo claims were made.west of Dunkiiic,

enengr shipping took place on the evening of 11 January,
1730 hours tliree small coasters left Boulogne eastbound, and,

they kept further off shore than usual,' were attacked by an
Albacore of No. 841 Squadron just before they entered Calais

at 1937 hours, but results were not observed.
RVf sorties were flown by aircraft in the "Channel Stop
during January 192|-3, and for the first tim.e in this period
there was no wastage.

At

as

A total of

area

Increased sweeping activity on the part of the enemy during
Januajqy was taken to foreshadow the passage through the Straits
of sane important enemy vessels, and during February the 415

feet Raider j||^ *" loassed througli the Channel westbound, and our
counter measures appeared to have proved effective to sane

extent, for this armed mercliant vessel returned to a North

German port by the same route after a short stay in Dunkirk,

ibid

Enel. 4A

At 1920 hours on the night of 10 Februarjr, the Raider K
with an escort of a Sperrbrecher and eight "J'l" Class mine

sweepers, was detected by R.D.F. four miles west of Gravelines
Thisa westerly course at a speed of ten to twelve knots,

ship was heavily engaged by Coastal Artillery beteeen Calais
and Cap Gris Nez, but she continued southbound apparently
untouched.

on

The vessels passed Boulogne, but Y^hen six miles south-
Y?ards, the Raider
7/hirlwind bombers, 1
the vessel remained stationary for about one and  a half hours

before proceeding slowly back to Boulogne, entering at O715
hours on 11 February. Meanwhile, Albacores of No. 841 Squad
ron were despatched to continue the attack, but o\Ying to
imfavourable weather conditions the aircraft failed to locate

the target.

The raider remained in Boulogne until the night of 13th/
14th and although aircraft of Bomber Coramand(l) attacked the
port during daylight on the 13th, she escaped damage. During
the ni^t mentioned above she left port with the Sperrbrecher
and ten escorts and proceeded northwards,
again engaged this target, but without any apparent results,
arid the convoy succeeded in entering Dunlcirk. Bad weather

unfortunately prevented a striking force of li^t naval craft

from attacking the enemy, thou,^ in view of the Raider K, '
heavy escort such an attack might have been somewhat costly.
The weather was also unsuitable for any air a.ttacks. The

raider was given little respite in Dunkirk, and after the port
had been subjected to heavy air attacks by aircraft of Bonber

,  , was attacked by one of a party of three
sent out to intercept.^ After this attack

Coastal Artillery

H.Q.3.C./0.R
Reports
Vols, I and II,

.0.

RttAjUll* K(0 Vtrlix:n>

(i) A formation of 11 Bostons, with filter cover, attacked
the Raider in dock, vjith 11 tons of bombs, but no hits
Y/ere scored,

set out later on the same task, but found the target
obscured by cloud and returned without bombing.

Ten Venturas, also escorted by figniters
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Coramarid and the United States Eighth Air Force, ("^)
sailed eastbound from the port on the 2?th, and was last seen
off Guxhaven.

the raider

Although the projmry object of the destruction of this
raider was not achievecE she was at least deterred from passing

through the "ChannelS^cfompletely and getting
Atlantic to -wreak haVoc among Allied shippin

The beginning of the month sax a continuation of the

eneni3'-'s svreepiiig operations, and in all during Februarjr there
was twice as much enemy coastal shipping as for January.

The only other im'portant enemy shipping movement occurred
on the ni^t 27th/28th -when -two vessels passed eastbomid from
northwest of Le Treport at a speed of 20/25 knots. Later,
P.E.U, identified these vessels as Toarpedo Boats probably from
Le Havre, and one, if not both of them entered Dunkirk.

out into the

o*

A.D.G,B./S.31525
Enel, 5A

In addition to the air attacks on enemy shipping already
noted, a large coaster from Dunlcirk -was attacked on the night
of I8th/l9th by a Ydiirlwind bomber north-east of Calais,
account of the poor -weather conditions no results vrere observed.

A number cf other attacks were made during the same ni^t by
Whirlwinds of the same squadron i.e. No, 137 Squadron which
dropped altogether 18 x 250 lb. bembs. On the previous night
i.o. 17th/l8th, tv-JO Albacores of No. 823 Squadron (P.A.A.) had
attacked a number of E or R-boats northbound from Boulogne,
and claimed one or -fcwo boats possibly destroyed.(2)

On

Total number of sorties flown on behalf of the "Channel

Stop" during Pebruaiy 1943, totalled 202, with no casualties
to the aircraft engaged.

In addition to the 2,630 sorties flown within the area
Dover - Ostend - Dieppe - Beachy Head, aircraft of Fighter

(1) Tv;o sn^all formations, one of 12 and the other of 11
Bostons, each escorted by fighters, set out on I6 February
to attack the raider in port. The first was abortive as
the target was obscured by cloud, but the second forma
tion attacked with 9.8 tons of bombs,
scored on the raider. The next day a formation of 12
Venturas, with fighter cover, took off for Dunkirk, but
turned back owing to IO/1O cloud. Part of the escort was
at-tacked by enemy aircraft and four Spitfires v/ere lost.
Another abortive operation by 12 Vent-uras occurred the
next day, but no energy- filters were seen on this occa
sion, The next attempt to attack the raider did not talce
place until 26 February, when five formations, each of
12 Venturas, escorted by filters of the United States
Air Force and Filter Command were despatched. The
first -two formations re-turned ¥;ithout attacking ovang to
10/10 cloud over the target area. Several hours later,
the cloud had cleared.and the remaining three formations
completed their mission. No direct hits xere scored out

of a total of 36.8 tons of bombs dropped. No enemy air
craft were encountered but flak accounted for damage to
18 Venturas, Total losses were one bomber and two

filters. On the following day a formation of 2!+ Venturas
was despatched to Dunkirk, but the ship had, by then,
moved from the port. Nevertheless, the formation
dropped bombs on the j)ort.

(2) These claim's are not confirmed in Post-^mr records.

No hits were
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Command participated in shipping strikes in "both easterly and

westerly directions as far as the endixrance of their aircraft

■would allo-w, to the tune of a fiirther sorties and accounted
for four ships of 2,456 gross tons for the loss of eleven
aircraft,

(h) Summary
Throu^qut the period under revie-^v, 19Zf2 to

Pehruary 1943) enemy shipping movement, in the Dover Straits
area -was very much in accord with the previous six months,
i.e, very little movement during daylight or the light moon
periods, but under cover of darkness a certain amount of
important movements took place with powerful escorting screens
and good weather forecasting.

Prom an air operational point of view the period cannot
be regarded as a highly successful one, in view of the fact
that it cost 13 aircraft to sink five ships of 929 gross

The naval forces employed fared a little better by sinlcing
three ships of 4,910 gross tons and one R-boat for the loss of
four light surface craft.

The laying oi’ defensive minefields by the enemy during
the period prejudiced the operations of M,T,Bs against enemy
shipping between Boulogne and Dunkirk, in which area the enerty's
assistance from shore batteries in addition to the powerful
escorting screens provided, had already raixch reduced the
chances of success in this area.

xons.

Minelaying remained practicable both by air and surface
The surface vessels concerned avoided action with

the enemy and consequently, unlike the M.T.Bs, were able to
keep an accurate navigational plot and to make use of the gaps
in the enerqy's minefields.

forces.

PG/S,22179
End. 62A

It was the opinion of V.A. Dover that aircraft now formed
the best means for attacking enemy shipping in this area, and
it was evident from the experiences in this period tliat two
types were required, one for dayli^t or light nights, such as
the Hurricane or Ydiirlwind bomber, and another type f ccr dark
ni^ts similar to the Albacore type of aircraft.

However, if the enemy was not to be allowed to pass
blockade runners, raiders on passage to and from home ports,
and the like throu^ Dover Straits with impimity despite our
advan'tage of being able to follow his movements by R.D.F. and
air reconnaissance, attention v/ould have to be directed to
the need for allocation of more suitable strike aircraft and
fast minelayers,

(xii) Operations - Coastal Command - July 1942 to Pebrixary
1943(^)

July and August 1942

A general reduction in the activities of Coas’fcal Command
against enemy mierchant shipping occurred during the months of
July and August, due to other coim'/d’fcments necessitating a
slackening of effort and also a change in tactics,
obtained were similarly affected.

The results

(l) For enemy shipping sunk and damaged at sea by E,A,F,
attack during this period see A-ppendix XXXIII.
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A total of 666 sorties were flown on anti-shipping recon"
naissance and strilces, and 92 attacks were made. Aircraft
wastage amounted to nine, for which no enemy shipping was
either sunk or damaged.

Traffic in the Bay of Biscay did not show much change
from previous months, Hie small vessels engaged in the iron
ore trade between Bilhs-O and Bayonne, recently reinforced
with more Dutch coaster types, carried out their trips with
regularity. The larger vessels also continued to make com

paratively regular voyages fram Bilbao unloading their cargoes
at Bordeaux, Some ct' the original vessels engaged in this
trade had dropped out and at least one was known to have

foundered after striking a rock. Two, or piossibly three,
were traced up the Channel and found in Rotterdam, Hovjever,
at least five of these larger vessels of tonnages ranging
from about 2,700 to 6,200 remained in the Bilbao to Bordeaux
trade. One of this number v/as seen and attacked north of

San Sebastian on 26 July by a S^onderland (A/461) of No. 19
Group.
Drepanum-. a vessel of 2,700 tons,
armed trawlers, all of which opened fire. Unfortunately the
depth charges undershot, and the ship appeared to have escaped
damage.

Prom the photographs taken she was identii’ied as the
She was escorted by five

H.Q.C.C.

ORB - July and
Aug, 192i2

CC/S.20127

There was a considerable movement of merchant vessels and

tankers between ports on the French west coast during these
two months, but only a few definite arrivals or departures.

An attempt to send out a blockade runner to Japan('l)
19 August coincided with the departure of a supply tanker.
The tanker, one of two that had long been in French west coast
ports, was eventually located and attacked off the north
coast of Spain by a mixed force of Lancasters of No. 61 Squad
ron, Whitleys of No. 5I Squadron (on loan from Bomber Command),
Whitleys of No. 58 Squadron and a Sunderland of No. 10 Squad
ron (R.A.A.P.).
a 5OG lb, G,P, bomb on the fo'c'sle and the Sunderland also

claimed a hit with a 25O lb, S.A.P. bomb near the bridge.
These two attacks appeared to Imive caused the tanker to alter
plan, for she was last seen on an easterly course and a few
days later Mas identified in La Pallice with camouflage over
bow and stem. Here, on the night of 25/26 August, the ship
was the target for a bombing raid. Of the twelve aircraft
involved, at least seven bombed,the harbour, but no results
were observed on account of cloud, flak and searchli^ts.

on

One of the Lancasters claimed one hit with

H.Q. No. 19 Grp.
ORB/AUG/i3h2

H.Q.C.C,/
S.7OIOA.2/AIR

A.H.B/IIK/24/18I

Tlie escape of this tanker was the subject of a report
called for by the Air Ministry, and rendered on 26 August,

Prom a study of the chronological narrative of events it
was clear that every effort was made to locate and attack
this ship. In retrospect, it appeared that at short notice
the best use was made of the available long range aircraft
for reconnaissance and of P.R.U, aircraft in searching the
French ports in the event of the tanker returning. Althou^
the ship was not sunk, she was diverted from, her intended
break-out with probably some superficial damage.(2)

(1) The activities of the bloclcade runners to and from the Far
East have been dealt with in a subsequent section.

(2) There is no evidence in post-war records that she was
damaged to any appreciable extent.
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The casualties during these operations were heavy, amount

ing to four Lancasters, a further Lancaster "being danaged by
flak.

This cl8,ss of enemy shipping was well knovi/n bo be heavily
protected and it was, therefore, almost certain that the mis
sing aircraft must Imve been shot down in carrying out their
attacks,

long range G-.R. and heavy bomber aircraft made lone attacks on

these well armed and important ships, but it was considered, by
the Air Ministry, that these odds would have to be faced, until
a striking force of long range torpedo aircraft were available
in Coastal Command.

These casualties were to be expected when individual

It was also apparent from the report that general errors
and omissions in signalling and in the use of G.R. procedure
occurred during the operations. This could be attributed to

the fact that many Bomber Command aircraft took part and were
of necessity unfamiliar with the methods of reporting si^itings
and of shadov\?ing. A state of affairs which undoubtedly added

considerably to the difficulties of the directing staff.

There were altogether seme 84 sorties on anti-shipping
operations during July and August in the Bay oi' Biscay area
which resulted in 28 sittings of large ships and 17 attacks,
v/ith a wastage figure of five aircraft.

H.Q. No. 19 Grp.
ORB - July and
Aug. 1942

im/AS/2Q6/l/Z Activity along the west coast of Denmark remained small
There v;as little likelihoodand limited to coastal traffic,

of any marked increase until freezing in Baltic waters again
forced enemy convoys to use the outer route.

The port of Rotterdam, reached its annual time of maximum
activity during these two su3mer months, with a considerable
shipping turnover, and m.uch barge transhipment,
remained very active, the timber trade and the export of cherai-
cals accounted for this.

Delfzijl also

Shipping had frequently been seen at
anchor off Ijmuiden, as thou^^ convoys.were being formed, but
reconnaissance had produced no evidence of extensive use of the
North Sea canal to Amsterdam.

There seemed to have been little, if any, change in convoy
formations, and no further increases in the number of escort
vessels.

In the area Hook - Channel there were a mmnber of movements,
chiefly eastbound, and the custom of making short stages from
,port to port was continued.

Local traffic between the Channel Islands and the French
The identification of furthermainland had not diminished,

defences on the island gave a clue to the nature of its cargoes.

In No, 16 Group, the total number of sorties, exclxiding
meteorological patrols, flown within the area Denmark to the
Channel Islands was 3-13 • Attacks were made by 70 aircraft and
although the Assessment Committee awarded one vessel of 4,000
tons sunk and six totalling ,20,000 tons damaged, there is no
confirination of these awards among postwar records.

The primary concern of No. 18 Group continued to be the

German major naval units disposed in Norwegian waters; but the
aircraft of this Group during the course of reconnaissance
patrols for this purpose, sighted some 30 ships of over 1,000
tons in convoy and 16 others sailing independently, besides many
smaller craft.

H.Q. No, 16 Gorp.
ORB - July and
Aug. 1942

MEV7/AS. 206/1/Z.
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Of the 268 sorties flown, five aircraft made attacks on

merchant vessels, hut no awards were made in the sunk category.
Only one ship of 100 tons was in the damaged class, which was
not confirmed by post-war records.

There were still no signs of any fixed time tables for

convoys along this coast. li/hile some convoys proceeded by
ni^t, many certainly spent at least part of the hours of
darkness at various anchorages along the route.

H.Q. No, 18 Grp.
OEIB - July and

Aug, 1942.

September 1942

Weather and tactical considerations again limited the
anti-shipping effort in September; nevertheless pressure on

eneiiny convoys vjas maintained with 70 aircraft making bombing
attacks and 11 making torpedo attacks,
attacks was successful but the torpedoes found thei
accounted for two ships totalling 9,953 gross tons.
Assessment Comi]:iittee had awarded these two ships as seriously

damaged.

None of the bombing
rk and

The

cc/s.15205
Enel. 80A

The two torpedo successes followed very hard on the heels

of a directive from Coastal Command dated 4 September 1942, in
which it was stated that in order to ii'nprove the standard of

individual torpedo training and to develop the tactics of

squadron and massed attack, the Admiralty had agreed to the

limited expenditure of torpedoes against enemy shipping pro
vided suitable targets were found. For this purpose up to

15 torpedoes per month per GrouiD could be expended against
targets of 2,500 gross tons or 3OO feet in length and over.
Requests to expend a greater number, of weapons were to be made

to H.Q., Coastal Command, except where the importance of the

target warranted a greater expenditure.

The prospects of implementing this directive to the full

were most evident on the Norwegian coast, where it was antici

pated eneny shipping would soon have greater importance. The

amount of iron ore shipped from Narvik had increased to a

spectacular extent in the past two months. Besides which,
v;ork had been consistently in progress on the iron oi’e quays
at Nai'vik, an indication that the Germans had decided to make

more use of the port. In addition, several vessels associated
with the iron ore trade in the Bay of Biscay had lately been

seen in North Sea and Norwegian ports. On the other hand,
traffic along the North German and Dutch coasts althou^ moving
in the expected quantity and raajiner was not so vulnerable to

torpedo attack in view of the depth of water in which the

traffic sailed; a factor which limited the use of torpedoes.

Bombing attacks were, therefore, of more use in this area,
but the relatively meagre results being obtained at this time

was no recommendation for this type of attack,
results were known well enough to be due to the substitution of

the medium, level attack for the lavj level and, for the purpose
of rectifying this state of affairs, various tactical experi
ments were being carried out in connection with attacks on

heavily defended convoys.

The lack of

MEW/AS/2O6/1/Z

In No,. 16 Group area, 221 sorties were made on behalf ofH.Q. No. 16 Grp.
OEB - Sept, 1912 the anti-shipping commitment dipring September, leading to

64 attacks which resulted in assessments of seven ships of

(1) The two ships concerned were:-
Karpfanger - German - 4,974 gross tons.
Utlandshom - German - 4,979 gross tons.
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21,000 gross tons damaged, for the loss of three aircraft.
Post-war records, however, do not confirm these assessments.

Off the Norwegian coast, aircraft of No. 18 Group only-
managed to fly 65 sorties hut the three attacks resulted in
the two successes already mentioned.

Aircraft of No, 19 Group were kept in the limeli^t during
September, when the movements of blockade runners gave the

meagre anti-shipping force, and many of the anti-U-boat air

craft, almost full employment. Fifty-five sorties were
flown on this account and fourteen attacks were made which

resulted in dai'iiage to one ship of 8,998 tons,('l)

October and November 1942 -ftryt vyVrt<{ Strike

During these two months the activity in the Bay of Biscay
was a feature of the anti-shipping operations in North Vfest

E\arope, In particular, blocl-cade running inwards and outwards,
increased in both volume and importance, and a considerable
effort was diverted from anti-U-boat activities to cope v/ith
the situation. Attack at 35O-48O miles range, generall3'- on

information lacking in the necessary precision, presented a

very difficult problem of time and space.

Apart from blockade running, the iron ore trade be-t\'-veen
Spain and occupied Prance was maintained to an increasing ex

tent by the small coaster type vessels plying between Bilbao

and Bayonne, as most of the larger vessels had now been with
drawn and passed "Up Channel" into the North Sea. As a result

’only two of the larger vessels were left in this trade, the

German Scharlachberger of 2,82)4 tons, and the Spanish KauMi

of 3,197 tons. • A southbound vessel attacked on 26 November
b3'- M/59 a few miles fran Bayonne with unknown result was

Ijrobably the former of these two ships returning to Bilbao to
pick up another cargo. With this exception, nothing Jiad been
seen of the vessels engaged in this trade, which was not alto

gether unexpected as they invariably hugged the coast, and

moved as far as possible by night.

During the two m.onths October and November 192)4, a record
number of 217 sorties were flown on anti-shix^ping patrols in
the Bay of Biscay and the same can be said for the nvimber of
attacks which totalled 60. No enemy ships Ymre sunk in these

encounters, but assessments for four ships of 18,000 gross
tons damaged actually fell short of the verified results,
i.e., 5 ships of 21,941 gross tons damaged. The aircrai't
wastage rate was seven.

In the Hook - Elbe area, the weather during October and

November 1941 was abnormally bad, and no doubt caused many

delays to, and irregular running of, the convoys on this
route.

co/s.20127

H.Q. No. 19 Grp.
ORB - Oot/Nov.
192)4.

H.Q, No. 16 Grp.
ORB - Oct/Nov.
1942

Out of a number of attacks in this area, the most notable
Ti/as that carried out on the 20 November by the ziewly formed

striking force of Beaufi^ters - nine of No, 252f Squadron
armed with torpedoes, and 13 of No, 236 Squadron armed with

bombs, and two more as ordinary fighters,
escort of 12 Spitfires of No. 12 Group, Fighter Command had

been intended, but failed to make contact with the general
formation in conditions of poor visibility.

In addition an

(1) The vessel concerned was the German tanlcer Passat.
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Tlie target -was a southbound convoy, reported in the fore

noon by a "Jim Crow" of Pieter Command as 16 i'/Vs (one of
7,000 tons and several of 2,000 to 2,500 tons and less) in
position 53.O5N - O4.3OE, but the Beaufinters appeared to

have attacked a different convoy,
large merchant vessel very high out of the water, and probably
incomplete, being towed by a tug and escorted by at least

five armed trawlers - a wei^t of escort normally afforded to
a com.plete convoy.

A hit by torpedo was claimed on the large vessel (y^hich
was almost certainly one of 8,000 tons that liad been fitting
out in the Minerva Haven at Amsterdam), another on a smller
vessel, and a hit or a veiy near miss with bombs on the tug.
Those aircraft that did not carry bombs or toorpedoes shot up
the escort vessels with cannon fire.

It consisted of only one

The final assessment on this operation was one merchant
d, but post-war records

Aircraft wastage was
three, one Beaufighter of No. 254 Squadron and two of No. 236
Squadron.

vessel of 8,000 tons and one tug damage
confirm the sinking of only one tug.(^)

160/5044/1/Ops.
Enel, 1A

This operation, the first co-ordinated attack carried out
by Beaufinters in North 'ffest European waters could not be
regarded in terms of success; after careful examination of
the reports submitted to Air Ministry, the Air Staff recommended
certain remedial action which was acted upon by the two Comi-
mands concerned, i.e.. Coastal and Filter Commands,
many months of liard training, a well balanced striking force
was produced which on its reappearance in operations in
April 1943 vindicated this failure by the success of its first
attack.

After

ibid

End. 5A
The action recommended by the Air Staff in a letter to

the Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief, Coastal Command dated
31 December, 1942 was discussed at a conference held at

Headquarters, Coastal Command on 22 February, 1943 between
representatives of Fighter and Coastal Coimnands. .

The failure to collect the fighter escort was the first
item on the agenda and it was decided that the BeaUfi^^ter
Y/ing should rendezvous yvith the single seater fighters at the
Fighter aerodrome,
ness;

more than 1,000 feet.

In regard to first sighting reports by the "Jim Croivs" it
was agreed that the reconnaissance aircraft should be instructed

to land at the strike force aerodr‘om.e, and that  a final recon
naissance must be made to ascertain the exact position, cotirse
and speed of the enemy, before the Strike Wing took off.
possible this reconnaissance should be made by a G,R. aircraft
other tlian those of the striking forces.

The escorting of a strike force was, of course, one of
the normal functions of a fighter squadron, but the defence of
such a force during deployment, attack and reforming, presented
special problems, which it was decided, could best be solved by
practice strikes against one of our own ships.

The escort to be on the ground at readi-
the Beaufighters to orbit the Filter aerodromes at not

If

(1 ) The vessel concerned was the Dutch tug Indus of 2j49 gross
tons.
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Other decisions affecting this particular problem wei'e:-

(a) That a minimma of two single seater fighter squadrons
(24.aircraft) should be employed to escort the strilce wing,

more aircraftone as close escort and one as coverj
being provided at the disG3retion of Headquarters, Pieter
Command.

(b) That Pieter escort and Torpedo Boraber leaders should
be in V.H.P. communication witli one another,

(c) If cloud base vas below 2,000 feet at tai'get, not
more than two squadrons of single seater filters were to

be employed, and these would act as close escort,

(d) That close liaison between Strike Squadron Coma'nanders
and their proposed Pi^iter Escort Squadron Commanders
should be arranged.

Tlie existing limit of Pigliter protection was just North

of Texel; it was, therefore, not intended, save in exceptional
circumstances, to operate the Wing outside single seater Pi^iter
protection.

In the opinion of all present at the Conference, all
Pighter and other diversionary aircraft should be directed at
the escort vessels,

that cf the torpedo bombers,
ships carried considerable flak, a proportion of the diver

sionary force would have to be directed to attack before the

torpedo bombers went in.

The task of sinking the target ship was
If experience showed that target

Pinally, it was decided that the minimum force to be
employed on Y/ing operations was:-

(a) 8 Torbeaus (ideal number 12).

(b) 16 escorting Beaufighters (Cannon andR.P. )(l)

(c) 1 Typhoon squadron (if and when available).

The need for good weather conditions at base and at the

target was fully appreciated as well as the undesirability of

the Y/ing staying long on the enemy coast.

The leader of the Wing was to be informed that he had the

confidence of his superiors and full freedom cf action to act

as he thought best.

Although the withdrawal of any part of the striking jjower
of Coastal Command could be ill afforded at this 'time, it was

realised that, with such a lot to learn in matters of co

ordination in attack and precision in time keeping, only by
complete concentration on training could such problems be

It was therefore with some reluctance that the newlysolved,

formed Torpedo/Beauf’i^ter force was taken out of the line for
this purpose, immediately after this one operation.

Nos. 143, 236 and
254 Sqdn. ORBs.

J,Iany practices were carried out during the remiainder of

November as a Yfing with aircraft of Nos. 236 and 143 Squadrons,
but no operational strikes took place during December or
January 1943.

No, 254 Squadron
In Pebruaiy, however, up to three aircraft of
(Torpedo/Beaufi^iters) were allowed out on

(1) R,P. = Rocket Projectile,
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AircraftRcfver j)atrols, but only tiivo torpedoes were dropped,
of Nos. 236 and 143 Squadrons, the former armed with 2 x 25O lb.
bombs, were also used extensively on reconnaissance, but no

co-ordinated attacks were \mdertaken until April 1943.

In the meantime the offensive against enemy merchant ship
ping in the North Sea was maintained by the dwindling force of

Hudsons and the obsolescent Hampdens with but few successes,
the majority of which were credited to the Hampdens.

H.Q. No. 16 G-rp.
ORB - Oct. and

Nov. 1942

In No. 16 Group area during October and November 19‘^4E,
357 sorties were flown on anti-shipping patrols including
16 against E-boats. Forty-three attacks were made but only
ty/o vessels of 88O tons y/ei'e sunk. Nine aircraft were

lost during this period.

MEW/AS.206/1/Z Little fresh information had been obtained about enemy
shipping movements in the Norwajr area during October and
November. The departure to the Mediterranean of a number of
Luftwaffe units eased the enemy supply situation in the extreme
north with a resultant reduction in the number of north bound

Other evidence, however, suggested that commercial
This indication

voyages,

traffic from Narvik was likely to increase,
was derived from the figures of iron ore exports fron Narvik

during the past three months, and from the movement into the

North Soa of tho iron ore carriers referred to earlier, of

which several had already been reported trading between
Rotterdam and Norwegian ports.

The enemy's desire to increase his iron ore exports from

Narvik was thought to be due to the slowing down of shipments
from Sweden entailing a reduction of about 750>000 tons by the
end of 1942, in consequence of attacks by Russian submarines
and mining in the Baltic.. Secondly, the season of the annual

freeze up of the Swedish ports was approaching, and the tempo
of Germany's v/ar industries necessitated the maintenance, as

far as possible, of her iron ore supplies, which increased
exports from Narvik would help to ensure.

An interesting feature of the military supply fleet had

been the tendency for smaller vessels to be used; whereas in

March 19'^|R the average tonnage of the vessels employed was

around 2,500, by September it had fallen to 1,600 tons.

H.Q. No. 18 Grp.
CRB - Oct. and

Nov. 1942

In No. 18 Group area during October and November, 113 sor

ties were flown on anti-shipping activities, but only five

attacks had talcen place and an unusually high percentage had

been successful, i.e., 4C^. In October, one vessel of 3,979
gross tons was sunk by torpedo attack and in the following
m.onth another vessel of 3,347 gross tons was also accounted for
by the same means. In both cases the Assessment Comraittee
gave awards of "seriously damaged" . ("I)
the two months was three Hampdens.

Aircraft wastage for

CC/3.15094
Enel. 65A

The opening up of a new front in North Africa during
November had led to the attention of the enemy being focussed

on this area and to an extension of his air, land and sea
commitments.

vi/ould result, to a greater or lesser extent, in  a draining
There were grounds for believing that this

(1) The vessels concei'ned were:
Palatia - German - 3,979 gross tons -

21.10.1942.

Erika Hendrik Eisser - German - 3,347 gross tons -
25.11.1942.
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amy of his rssources including a proportion of the more highly
skilled and reliahle personnel from fronts -which liad at least

temporarily declined in importance.

This had already occunred where the Luf-tv^^affe in Norway
It was known that the total long range Boniber

and

was concerned,

force (93 aircraft) had heen withdrawn hy 21 November 19'^i-2
it was not beyond -the boxxnds of possibility that further
reductions v;ould be made.

Prom this situation it was concluded by the A.O.C.-in-C.,
Coastal Command that now was the time to exploit the eneny's
pre-occupation in other areas and to develop an offensive
against his shipping so far as our own resources and commiit-

Kients would ijeimit.

Every endeavour was, therefore, to be made by Group Com

manders to bring the squadrons under their control to a state

of operational serviceability and to take every opportunity to

harass enemy shipping in transit along the coasts of Prance,
the Lot? countries and Norway.

B ecember 1942

H.Q.C.C./ORB
Dec. 1942

The weather conditions during the month of December 19^-2
were much less favourable for flying than during the -previous
month; however, in spite of this adversity some 340 sorties

were flown by Coas-tal Command aircraft resulting in 38 attacks
only two of which ga-ined any successes,
torpedo aircraft of No. 18 Group who managed to sink one ship
of 1,059 gross tons and damage another of 937 gross tons.('l)
The Norwegian coast was, in fact, the only area to shov? an

increase in activi-ty over the previous month,
rate for the whole Gcmraand was four aircraft.

Both were by the

The wastage

January 1943

It might have been expected that this month of winter, in

particular, v?ould have shewn a reduction in operations against
enemy shipping, but the reverse was the case; in point of fact

it equalled November 1942 a-s the busiest of the whole x?eriod
for seme 46I anti-shipping sorties were flov'/n by aircraft of
Coastal Command, and 58 attacks were made which resulted in the

sinking of two enemy merchant ships by direct attack.(2)

H.Q.G.C./ORB
Jan. 1943

!Twice during the month, the Schamhorst and Prina Eugen
were sifted north-west of the Skaw, steaming to the north

westward, but soon after being sighted they reversed their
course and nothing came of the movements,
rema'ined, and on -this account alone, 126 sorties were carried
out by aircraft of No. 18 Group in addition to 122 sorties on
reconnaissance and strikes against eneny merchant shipping.

The threat, however,
H.Q. No. 18 Grp
CRB - Jan. 1943

0) The -two ships concerned were;
Tlieano - Dutch - 1,059 gross tons - sunk -

13.12.1 942.

Deneb - Norwegian - 937 gross tons - damaged -
10.12.1942.

Both ships were assessed as "seriously damaged".
The two ships concerned were;
Algeria - Swedish - 1,6l9 gross tons - sunk -

18.1.1943.
Kaldnes - Norwegian - 3,549 gross tons - sunk -

29.1.1943.

(2)
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In searching for the enemy major naval units, five aircraft,
including two Mosquitoes were lost, and a further tliree did
not return from reconnaissances for merchant shipping targets,
For the tvjenty attacks made on cammercial traffic, two ships,
totalling 4,500 gross tons, were assessed as sunk and one ship

Postwar records, however,
only confirm one ship of 3,549 gross tons as sunk.

In the Bay of Biscay, some excellent co-operation thou^i
of a somewhat unorthodox character, hetvi/een air and surface
craft, led to the destruction of an inward hound blockade

runner from the Par East by gunfire and torpedo from
1'-,M,S, 3cy 1 la (full details will be found in the appropriate
section^. A total of 5I sorties were flown by aircraft of
No. 19 Group on anti-shipping operations but, although three
attacks Vi/ere made, there were no successes.

of 2,000 gross tons as damaged.

H.Q. No. 19 Grqj,
ORB - Jan,1943

H.Q. No.16 Grp.
ORB - Jan.1943

In the Hook - Elbe area. No. 16 Group continued to send
out strikes of up to 15 Hudsons against enemy convoys, and of
162 sorties despatched, I9 aircraft managed to get in an
attack. Results from the medium levels, without an efficient
boiibsi^t, continued to give poor results for only one ship of
1,619 gross tons was sunk. The wastage rate among the aircraft
engaged was two.

Pebriiary 1943

There was only a sli^t reduction in anti-shipping activi
ties throughout North Yfest Europe during February 1 943, in
comparison with the previous month. The effort against
enemy merchant shipping was maintained so that the reduction
was effected by fewer activities on the part of the
major naval units in the Norivegian area.

As there had been no freezing of the approaches to the
Baltic this year, traffic to and from Norway had not been
forced to use the alternative route down the west coast of
Denmark as in early 1942.
Kattegat, Belts and-Kiel Canal througliout.

enemy's

It had continued to use the

mew/as.206/1/Z

Cammercial traffic in this area appeared to have been
greater than a year before. Indeed it was expected to be,
since the decline in iron ore imports from Swedish ports and
the loss of those from North Africa forced the,Germans to ship
more from Narvik. A seasonal traffic, expected to continue
until the end of March, was the transport of iced herrings from
Norwegian to Danish and Gezman ports. Ships normally engaged
in other traffic were taken over for. this work, the majority
being between 8OO to 1,500 gross tons with an occasional
larger vessel. Since these cargoes were hi^ly perishable,
the vessels loaded day and ni^t and rarely waited for convoys
but proceeded alone as soon as they were ready. The 3,549
ton vessel sunk by Hampdens of Nos. 485 and 489 Squadrons
29 'January was thou^t to be engaged in this trade.

on

H.Q. No. 18 Grp.
Feb. 1943ORB

Although 184 sorties were flown by aircraft of No. I8
Group on anti-shipping operations off the Norwegian coast
during February 1943, and twelve attacks were made, there
were no successes, but four aircraft (three Beaufighters and
one Mosquito of P.R.U.) did not return.

The Hook - Elbe area was most affected by seasonal causes,
since ninety per cent, of the westbotind cargoes normally

Ttie major part of this
came from ports in the Gulf of Bothnia which became frozen
carried consisted of Swedish .iron ore.

MEW/AS.206/1/Z
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Althou^ the winterannually from the end of December to ¥ia.y,
of 1942/43 bad been milder by far than the preceding three,
cargoes of Swedish ore had ceased for the time being except
for those coming from the Norwegian port of Narvik and South

Swedish ports.

In consequence there was a decline in the volume and
frequency of the convoys operating in this area. Abnormally
rouf^ weather throu^out part of the time liad been a further

limiting factor. Tlie port of Rotterdam had on the whole

remained comparatively active, but Ernden, the next most impor
tant North Sea port, had relapsed into almost complete in

activity.

H.Q. No. 16 G-rp,
ORB - Peb. 1943

Aircraft of No. 16 Group flew I48 sorties in the Hook -

Elbe area during the month but only ei^t attacks were made.
Two Beaufi^ters and two Hampdens failedall without success,

to return from these operations.

GC/S.20127 In the Bay of Biscay area, the various types of traffic
remained unchanged but there was some decline in activity which

was not entirely due to seasonal causes.

Por instance, in the iron ore trade, shipments by the
numerous small vessels engaged between Bilbao and Bayonne were

much restricted throughout the month, and averaged not more

than one to two sailings per day as compared with five to
seven when traffic was normal,

in the Bayonne area and was in all probability a cause cf this

decline.

Mining had been taking place

Of the larger ore carriers which sailed between Bilbao
and Bayonne, the Spanish Kauldi and the German Soharlochberger.
continued to o]perate, also at a reduced scale,
of the Germans to ship a greater volume of ore was■indicated by
the addition of three newcomors to the traffic.

The intention

Pollowing the considerable activity in Par Eastern blockade
running in November 1942, there was sane diminution in the
scale of effort in this direction during December 1942 to
February 1943.
Bay area also took place but none attempted to break out.

Some Internal movements among tankers in the

H.Q, No, 19 Grp,
ORB - Peb. 1943

Although 48 sorties were flavn on behalf of the anti
shipping commitment in the Ba3^ area, there were no attacks and
no aircraft were lost.

(xiii) Special Duty Operations - Autumn 1941 to February 1943

History of
S.O.E, in
Europe

The maintenance of active resistance groups behind the
eneny lines was a completely new problem for the R.A.P, to
tackle in the Second World War. Known as "Special Duty
Operations", this work was, in the early days of its existence,
largely confined to specially trained squadrons of Bomber
Command, but in locations v^here aircraf’t landing and parachute
operations were quite impracticable, such as certain parts of
Norway, flying-boats of No, 18 Group, Coastal Ccamnand achieved
some spectacular successes.

By the autumn of 1941 contact had been established with
the Resistance movement in Norway, but bad weather during that
winter limited the number of successful operations,
particularly unfortunate since this t3rpe of operation could not
be pursued duiring the summer mionths owing to the lack of dark
ness in these high latitudes.

This was
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One of the last operations carried out in the spring of

1942 was the successful landing near Horvik of a Catalim
flying boat -which delivered tvi/o couriers and special stores to
the Norwegian Resistance Groups.

Up to this time it had been found possible to attach one
Catalina flying-boat to Yfoodhaven for t?iese duties but with

the increasing scope of the work to be carried out during the
autumn and vjinter of 1942/43, and the importance placed on
these operations by the Adsiiralty and. the Norwegian authorities,
it was considered essential by the A.O.C.-in-G,, Coastal Com
mand that a unit with sufficient facilities should be established

for the purpose,

to the Under Secretary of State, the A.O.C.-in-G, requested
approval for the formation of a Elying Boat Unit comprising
3+1 Gatalinas required for S.I.S. and S.O.E. operations off
Nori/vay.
and R.A.P. personnel.

In the meantime a detachment of No, 210 Squadron consisting
of -two aircraft was located at Woodhaven and on 24 September
1942, the Air Ministry decided to temporarily increase the
establishment of the Squadron by one Catalina which was to be
sent to ¥oodhaven for the specific purpose of carrying out
special operations off Norway,

The Air Staff had also agreed that the following procedure
was to be adhered to in the planning of S.I.S, and S.O.E,
operations for the unit at Woodhaven.

In a letter dated I9 August 1942, addressed

It was proposed to man the -unit with mixed Norvi/egian

C.C/I,B. 15279
Enel. 17A

ibid

Enel. 3Z^A.

Any S.I.S, or S.O.E, requirements which could not be met
by the existing facilities in Bomber COTnraand would be submitted
to Coastal Command,

and Coastal Command investigated the feasibility of each opera
tion submitted.

Each requirement was given a priority

If approved, the A.O.C. No, 18 Group and the
ap-propriate S.I.S. or S.O.E, representative was inforrned and
the latter was given the authority to carry out the detailed
planning in collaboration with the Officer COTiiraanding No. 210
Squadron or- the person to whom the responsibility for the
operation was delegated.

ibid

End. 534
On 31 October 1942, the Air Ministry informed the A.O.C.-

in-C., Coastal Cemmand that, after careful consideration of his
proposal for the formation a Plying-boat Unit of  3 +  "1 Catal'inas
for special operations, it had been decided that approval could
not be given for this project but as an alternative, the de
tachment of No, 210 Squadron at Vifoodliaven consisting of three
aircraft was to be maintained for this purpose.

Special Duty Operations had been resumed in September
1942, but the weather was far from favourable and the numbei*

of successes was small in consequence.

During 1942, twenty-two such operations were made in the
Noiw/ay area of which eleven were successfully accomi:ilished,
Tvjenty-one personnel and six tons of supplies ?;ere landed.
For the first three months of 1943, sixteen oxjerations vi/ere
attempted, six of which were successful in landing a total of
fourteen men and five tons of materials.

On 17 February 1943, the detachment of No, 210 Squadron
at V/oodhaven was formed into No, 1477 Flight with an establish
ment of nineteen officers and one hundred and twenty-two a'irmen
personnel,

participated, to an increasing extent, in Anti-U-boat operations.
In addition to Special Duty Operations the Fliglat

History of
S.O.E. in

Europe.

No. 14-77 Fit.
O.R.B,
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One of the contributions of this Special Duty Detachment to the
■war effort is reflected in the success of an attack on the
Norsk Hydro Heavy Water plant in the Spring cf 1943, which
could not have been achieved without ma'terial help from out-

The importance of this attack, which destroyedside sources,

History of
S.O.E. in
Europe

Germany’s main source of hea'vy water, can be seen in its true
perspective novj that the story of atomic research is so well
known.

(xiv) Eneny Surface Blockade Running between Japan and Eiorope

(a) Introduction

A shortage in certain essential raw materials made it
necessary for Germany to maintain an import schedule with
countries outside the occupied territories of Western Europe.

One of the most vital deficiences was that of rubber which
could only be obtained from sources in the Par East, notably
French Indo China.

The safest route for the transport of this commodity to
Europe had been, up to the winter of 1940, via the Trans
Siberian Bailway, but with Hitler's mind already made up on the
question of invading,Russia, it was recognised by the German
High Command tliat this means of conveyance would no longer be
available immediately hostilities commenced.

Admty, N.I.D,
24/T. 60/45
27.8.45

In view of this contingency it was mutually arranged,
be-tween the Special Staff of the German High Command and the
Naval War Staff (Operations Division), for Gennan owned
materials of importance to the war effort, then in the Far East,
to be brou^t to Germany by sea instead of via the Trans
Siberian Railway, should special circumstances render the
latter rou'te unuseable. Those Axis ships stationed in East
Asia that' were no longer required for supply duties, were to
be employed to transport the' merchandise to occupied French
West coast ports.

In February 1941, it was announced tliat some 250,000 tons
of natural rubber could be dra-vm by Germany from French Indo
China via Dairen, during the year. Imjjending operations made
it necessary for Germany to collect as much of this essential
material as she could manage within.the limited time at her
disposal. As the Trans Siberian route v^as found to be inade
quate to deal with this urgent consignment, sea routes from
Japan to Europe were hastily arranged and several ships v^ere
prepared for sea.

The Japanese were asked to assist by arranging for cargo
space to 'be made available in any of their shipping plying
between the Far East and Europe, but they did not a-ppear eager
to agree to this request. In the first case, they were pre
occupied v;ith their own sea transport problems in preparation
for a declaration of war on the Allies later in the year, and
secondly they did not intend to have any of their shipping
available in Europe for seizure when the declaration v/as put
into, effect.

However, the Japanese were not averse to allowing their
ships to bring the rubber from Indo China to Japan where it
was transhipped into Axis vessels for the voyage to Europe via
Cape Horn.

Under the new arrangements the first cargo of rubber to
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leave the Ear East (early in 194'l) was contained in the German
ship Ermland vjhich arrived safely in European waters on ,

3 April 1941.

Thus ccramenced a supxjly line the maintenance of which
became of vital importance to the Axis powers as the w/ar deve

loped and other routes were closed to enemy traffic,
the cutting of this supply line became of great importance to
the Allies.

Equally,

It was not until October 1941, however, after three ship-
loads of valuable war materials had arrived in European ports('I /
that the subject of these shipments of raw rubber on German

account from Indo China was exajnined by a Joint Admiralty/
Ministry of Economic Yfarfare Comraittee and suggestions for its

interruption were discussed.

M.E.W.

AE/201/4/Z

It was agreed that good intelligence would be needed if

there was to be any prosi^ect of our being able to intercept any
of this traffic. To this end M.E.W, said they would send
messages to all applicable British Missions to report upon the
movements of shipping likely to be engaged in this blockade

running, and in addition, D.N.I.'s representative stated that

the Admiralty would send a similar message to the naval authori-

The possibility of the Americansties in the Ear East,

assisting in the interception of these ships was also considered

and it was recommended that an ap’proach be made to the proper
authorities for their views on this matter.

C.G./S.15095
Enel, 3A

As far as the European end of the route was concerned
there was already in existence a series of standard air recon-

patrols(2) designed to give information of an enemy
"break-out" or "break-in" to Erench West coast ports, with

particular reference to the three eneny battlecruisers at Brest,

One or more of these patrols were flovm on the occasions when

photographic sorties failed to obtain confirmation cf the con

tinued presence in harbour of the eneny major naval units.

naissance

x'iny one or more could be initiated with the minimum of

delay when the occasion arose, and in fact, were later utilised
to locate some of the blockade runners.

In addition, the existing anti-submarine patrols in the

Bay(3) also provided a measure of security by day against any
shipping movements of which no warning had been received.

To sum up, the existing system of air reconnaissance in

the Inner and Outer Bay of Biscay could be adapted to meet the

requirem_ents occasioned by an inceming or outgoing blockade
runner without too much diversion of effort from the main

commitment.

Admty. N.I.D,
24/T.60/45 (b) Eirst blockade running period - April 1941 to May 1942

The period of nearly three years during which the enemy
surface blockade runners operated can be conveniently arranged
into three distinct phases, i.e. April 1941 to May 1942,
August 1942 to l!ia.y 1943 and July 1943 to February 194ty*

(1) Contained in the merchant vessels, Ermland. Regensburg and
Anneliesse Essberger.

(2) Biscay I to VIII. See I.lap XI for the position of the
patrols.

(3) A.S.1-16. See Map II for position of the patrols.
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The first, -which covered a period of th'irteen months, was

the most successful as far as the Axis powers were cancerned,
for d-uring that time the safe delivery of cargoes amounted to

80/a of the total despatched on the East to West voyages and
100% for those in the reverse direction. Tlie comparative
immunity of this traffic from detection during this first

phase can he accounted for hy the fact that Allied naval and

air forces were pre-occupied with more urgent tasks, and the

scarcity of ships and aircraft prevented proper' dispositions
being made to interrupt this shipping. But it did not go
entirely unmolested for of. the sixteen ships which left East

Asiatic ports, two were sunk, a third was captixred after
attempted scuttling, and a fourth turned back to Japan. (0

Of the twelve ships that safely delivered their cargoes
to French west coast ports,(2) three were si^^ted of which two

(1) The Elbe (9.179 g. r. t.) was the first to be sunk. Dis
guised as the Nortvegian Kristiania F.jord she was si^ited
by an aircraft from H.M.S. Eagle on anti-submarine patrol
at 0700 hours on 6 June 1941 in about 23.30N, 36.09^7.
A striking force was sent against her in the afternoon
and, as she disregarded signals to alter course, she was
bombed and set on fire. A search for survivors was 'made

at dayli^t next morning without result. The second ship
to be lost was the Odenwald (5,098 g.r.t.). She had
sailed from Yokohama on 19 July 1941 flying the Japanese
flag and with Japanese markings. At 0845 hours on
’6 November she was intercepted in 00.55N, 27.45W by a
United States Naval Task Force engaged on a Neutrality
Patrol in the Atlantic. IThen intercepted she was dis
guised as S.S. Yifillmoto of Philadelphia. She attem_pted
scuttling by exploding a bomb in the after hold, but the
flooding was got under control and the ship was escorted
into Port of Spain on 11 November 1941. On her arrival,
the Prize Court awarded her to the captors as salvage.
Tlae third ship. S.S, S-preewald (5,083 g.r.t) homeward
bound on the German prize-ship route was torpedoed at
1500 hours on 31 January 1942 by one of their own U-boats
(U-353) in 45.17N 24.5OW. An S.0.3. was first sent out
in English as coming from the British Steamer Brittany but
forty minutes later this was changed to German and revealed
her true identity. Several U-boats in the vicinity were
ordered to go to her assistance, one of which, U-105
sifted three boats and three rafts containing twenty-four
Germans and fifty-ei^t -prisoners of war. One lifeboat
containing the master of the Spreewald and tvi/enty men was
missing and although the search was continued, for five days
they were not located. A Do. 24 of the Brest Sea Rescue
Unit was instructed to go out and relieve U-105 of the sur
vivors but the attempt failed as the aircraft snapped off
a wing when alighting on the sea; her orew-Yjere taken
aboard the U-boat. A foux-th ship S.S. pLamses (7,983
g.r.t.) tun-ied back to Japan when only a fev; days out,
presumably, for technical reasons.

Arrived in Italian(2) German Arrived in

Europe
27.

Pietro Orseolo 24. 2.2(2
26. 4.^-tP

Cortellazo

Fusiyama

Europe
3. 4.41
27. 6.41

Ermland

Re genburg

Anneliesse Essberger 10. 9*41
Burgenland

Elsa Essberger
Osorno

9.12.41

11. 1.2(2

19. 3.42
10. 4.AE
10. 5.2(2
17. 5.^

Rio G-rande'

Portland

Munsterland
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•were attacked by aircraft of Coastal Corninand and although damage
was inflicted on both ships it was not sufficient to interrupt
the delivery of their cargoes.

'The first shii^ sif^ted was the Elsa Essberp:er (6,103 g.r.t)
Her arrival in European waters was not unexpected as inl’orma-

tion from intelligence sources had prepared the way.
sequently an aircraft was despatched to piatrol an area off the
north west coast of Spain where it was anticipated she would
make a landfall.

Con-LY/G2/10/1/42
STE/03/12/1/42

On 11 January 1942 at 1520 hours, the patrolling aircraft -

a Liberator of No. 120 Squadron - 'had a brief encounter with
an He. 115 in position 43.45N - 10.48Yf and some fifteen minutes
later located a mercha.nt vessel with a fully surfaced 'U-boat

in company in position Zr-3.45N - 10.15'\7, which was believed to

be the quarry.

The U-boat, which was in the act of crash diving, was
attacked first with 4 x 25O lb. D.C.s, and this vjas followed

by the release of a further three depth charges on the merchant

vessel which was by this time taking violent evasive action.

During the course of the attack on the merchant vessel, an

He.115 appeared dead ahead and interrupted the run-up, so that
the attack was not as good as at first prom.ised.
elusive combat ensued between the Liberator and the He.115,
whicli the latter broke off and made away in a south westerly
direction.

An incon

Further cannon attacks were made on the merchant ship, but

when the Liberator reached P.L.E. at I615 hours and set course

for base, the ship was still taking evasive action in good
style.(1)

In the meantinie arrangements had been made by H.Q. No. 19

Grroup to continue the battle, but the weather lorecluded any
further action that ni^it.

At first light the next morning another Liberator (Yf/l20)
was out searching an area covering the eneny’s possible route

to Spanish territorial waters but without result,
next two days, the watch on the three enerny battlecruisers at

Brest kept the available aircraft of No. 19 Group fully occupied,
but on 14 January, a Hudson aircraft of No. 222i- Squadron was

spared to make a photograx)hic reconnaissance of the North West
This sortie revealed the whereabouts of the

For the

coast of Spain.
Elsa Essberger which had taken refuge in the Spanish port of
El Ferrol.

that she had arrived there in a damaged condition at midday on
12 January and was malcing every endeavour to discharge her

cargo into snail ships for transit to France (via Bayonne).

It was learned later from intelligence sources

The possibilities of interceijting and destroying these
snail vessels en route were discussed at a special meeting of
the Joint M.E.Vif./Adrairalty Committee on 23 January 1942.
vital importance of dcing all that was possible to prevent
this cargo reaching the enemy was fully appreciated, but it

Th

M.E.W.

3.201/4/Z
e

(1) Fran German records (B. d.U. Y/ar Log) it is clear that
the Elsa Essberger was being escorted into port by a

U-boat when sighted and attacked 'by Liberator D/120.
This attack was confirmed by the U-boat in a message to
base,

ship-to make for El Perrol, and for the U-boat to wait
outside territorial waters.

Thereupon, orders were received for the surface
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was decided, in vie-w of the operational difficulties of suc

cessful interception -within an area so -well frequented hy
neutral shipping, that from every aspect it Y\(ould he desirable
if pressure could he hrouglit to hear on -tlie Spanish Government

to deny the enemy transhipment facilities and thereby force

the Elsa Essherger to sea. The Admiralty representative
informed the meeting the N, I.D. \YOuld make the necessary
arrangements for developments in Ferrol to he closely watched
and that all relevant information would he passed to H.Q.C.C,

Yi/hile photographic reconnaissance of Perrol at this time

■would laave been most desirable, the distance from St. Eval to
the Spanish por't was at the extreme limit of range of the
Spitfire then employed hy P.R.IJ., consequently any news con
cerning the hloclcade runner I'lad to come from alternative
sources of information.

Several times during the following six weeks intelligence
reports made it clear that the Spanish authorities had not
accepited the protest made concerning a breach of the War Trade
Agreement, and that the Elsa Bssherger's cargo was being off
loaded into smaller vessels for the remainder of its voyage to
enemy occupied territory.

H.Q.C.C.
Naval Log

ibid The raining cf the French port of entry - Bayonne  - was
suggested hy the C.-in-C. Coastal Command as a possible means
of intercepting this traffic, hut at the Admiralty's request,
this idea was not carried out.

The ship remained in Ferrol for nearly "two months and
eventually broke out during the ni^t 8/9 inarch. Prom
then onwards she disappeared and was not seen again until
5 April, when, fraa a P.R.U. photograph of Bordeaixx, she was
identified lying alongside the Custans House Quay.

P.R.U.
Interpre -tation
Report No. d/d
5.4.41.

IL/GI/20/4
K)K/01/2i/4
H.Q. No. 19 Grp.
O.R.B. A-pril 1942

The sitting of a suspicious looking merchant vessel hy
a Liberator during an anti-shipping patrol off the north west
corner of Spain on 20 Ap)ril 19'^i-2j wa-s believed to have been
the second encounter with a homewai'd bound blockade runner.

At 1635 hours, P/120 sighted a flush-decked vessel of
4/5,000 tons outside the
O936W, on an easterly course. The ship, grey in colour with
a squat fumiel, showed many signs of a long voyage. No name
or markings were visible at first bvit after a lapse of ten
minutes a red ensign was run-up on the after mast and three
hatch covers were uncovered to show similar markings.

Although there was no instruction to shadow such vessels,
the pilot had been briefed to report to base by Yf/T all ships
over 2,000 tons encountered during the patrol. This part of
the insti’uctions viias carried out and contact v/ith the ship was
maintained until 1759 hours when the patrol was resumed. ‘
Three further sightings cf merchant ships with Si^anish markings
were made and reported to base.” Prom, these reports it
appeared that the pilot of P/120 had gone further south than

sinlc-at-aight" area i.e. 42.57N -

(1) An intelligence report gave the time of sailing as 23OO
hours on 8 March 1942.
From intelligence reports the vessel seen by P/l20 was the
blockade runner Fusijama which arrived in Bjordeaux on
26 April 1942. A photogra-phic recomaissance of the port
on 6 May confirm.ed the presence of this ship which was
seen to be unloading at the Customs House Quay.

(2)
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anticipated in his original x^atrol instructions, and it was

this factor that decided No, 19 G-roup, once the identity of

the suspicious vessel had "been estahlished as hostile, to

instinct P/l20 to attack his first sitting if encountered on
the way home.
2135 hours, by which time the aircraft had nearly re
P.L.E, Hov^ever, the target was not seen again. U )
two hours of the Liberator's return to base, a Whitley of

No. 502 Squadron was airborne to continue the search but only

fishing vessels and Spanish coasters were seen.

The third westbound ship encountered by aircraft was the

llmsterland (6,334 g. r. t.) on 15 May 1942, and like the
Elsa Essberger she was accompanied by a U-boat (U-437).
Sunderland of No. 10 (R.A.A.P.) Squadron en route for Gibraltar
sighted a suspicious merchant vessel of about 6,000 tons in
43.35N, O925W, at 1555 hours on a course of 100 degrees at

17 knots,

lenged to identify herself a tricolour roundel was displayed
on one of the after hatch covers.

This message did not reacli the aircraft until
ached

Within

A

There was no national flag flying but when chal-

PL/G5/l/2/2f2
H.Q. No. 19

Group O.R.B.

This behaviour was reported to base and, as the ship
was outside the "Pfee-for-all" area, instructions regarding
subsequent pirocedure was requested.
Naval representatives. No. 19 Group decided the ship was

"hostile" and despatched orders to the aircraft to attack.

The Sunderland made seven attacks all told, expending 8 x
305 lb, Torpex D.Gs and 3,500 rounds of a:i!irnunition.
near misses with D.Gs were claimed,

opened fire and inflicted some damage on the aircraft,
to the attack the escorting U-boat had dived,
of "damaged" was awarded for this attack.(2)
P.L.E. the aircraft left the scene and reported that all
through the encounter the ship had maintained a steady course,
but her speed had dropped to about five knots,
were in hand at No. I9 Group for another Sunderland to take

off at 1730 hours to intercept and make further attacks on the

bloclcade runner, but just before take-off, the sortie was
cancelled owing to a sharp deterioration in the weather.
An improvement during the early hours of I6 March, allowed a
Sunderland to take off at dawn (0557 hours) with instructions
to search the North Spanish coast, but engine trouble deve
loped and the aircraft was compelled to return to base,
the meantime another Sunderland had been prepared as a

Apart from an
encounter with an Arado 196 and the si^iting of many fishing
vessels nothing resembling the Munsterland was seen,
photographic reconnaissance of Perrol was suggested but the

After consultation with

Several

The merchant ship
Prior

An assessment

Having reached

Preparations

In

A

H.Q. No. 19

Group O.H.B,
15.5.42

PE/G2/15/3

IE/01/16/5

IvB/04/16/5
H.Q. No. 19 Group replacement and was airborne at 1000 hours.
O.R.B,

(1) The unm.olested break-in to the French west coast by this

ship led to a complete revision of the existing instruc-
(Seetions for the attack of these blockade runners,

the following section).
It has been confirmed from German sources (B. d U, War
Log) that the Minister land, using the call sign of the
British steamer Arabistan (G.T.P.P), reported to base that

The escorting U-boat also reportedshe had been bombed,

(2)

the incident and the fact that she had lost contact

(Note;- As the S.S. Arabistan hadwith her charge,
left Gape Town only six days previous to go up the east
coast of Africa and as no other British ship was believed
to be in the vicinity it was now certain that the ship
attacked was an incoming blocl<ade runner),
ment of "damaged" has been verified from post war
records.

The assess'
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■weather in the area lireoluded its fulfilment,
later a P.R.U, sortie to Bordeaux brou^t back coraple-te cover
age cf the port from -which a ship resembling the Munsterland
was'identified at Bassens North Quay.

Three days.

Eastbound blockade runners during this first phase,
numbered six,(1) and all appeared to have broken-out from
Biscay ports without being seen by air patrols,

(c) Reviev/ of the first phase

Prom intelligence reports and regular reconnaissance of
the Biscay ports, it appeared that the arr'ival of the '
Munsterland on 16 May 1942/ marked the close of the first
blockade-running season. Prom mid-May onwards there was a
lull while preparations were being made for the second cam
paign which was, according to ciorrent reports, due to coram.ence
sometime during the latter part of the summer.

At this stage, it seems appropria-te to review the situa
tion regarding the routes traversed, the strategy employed and
the benefits bestowed upon the Axis pai-tners.

The general Japan/Europe route taken by the blockade
runners BO far, appeared to be throh^ the Pacific to Cape
Horn thence into the South Atlantic, up through the Narrows
into the North Atlantic to about 45«30N, then eas-tward along
this lati’bude to the Gironde estuary, (2) The Eiurope/Japan
route followed the same course in the reverse order.
J/tarch 1942, however, the Japanese Navy announced that they had
opened the Malacca Straits to blockade-runners returning to
Japan which meant this route could now be sailed by v^ay of
Cape Town and the Indian Ocean.(3)

In

The voyage to and from Europe was seldom completed without
interruption as blockade-runners were liable, in this earliest
period, to be allotted the task of supplying German U-boats
and Auxiliary Cruisers, and relieving both of prisoners-of-
war. .

(1) Rio Grande (6,095 g*t) - Sailed Europe 17.., ,9.41 Arrived P.E.

Portland (7,132g.t) -
6.12.41.

-.10,41 Arrived P.E.
-. 1.42

21. 1.42 Arrived P.E.
19. 8.^2 '

12. 2.k2 Arrived P.E.
7. 7.42

16. 3.42 Arrived P.E.
23. 6.42

3.42 Arrived P.E.
.  . . 23. 6.42
(2} The last few reference points on the route were generally:-

29.22s - 24.24¥.
25.35N - 40.11W.
4O.I9N - 39.O9W.

.  ' ■ 45.29N - 20.4274
(3; The last few reference points

Doggerbank (5,l540.t) -
Regensburg (8,06Sg.t) -

(7, -

(5,5679.t) -

Tannenfels

Dresden

were;-

24.00s - 99.OOE.
■  Sunda Straits

OO.I5N - IIO.3OE.
2O.5ON - 120.OOE.
26.00N - 128.40E.
34.00N - 139.50E.
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From intercepts and sightings it had soon become apparent
that U-boats were -withdrawn from opera-fcions to escort these

blockade runners in and out of port, (“I) and that recomised
lanes of entry and departure were closely followed.(2J
tional precautions were made to facilitate the entry and

dexjar-ture of blockade runners by imposing sui'face at'tack
restrictions, as far as independently routed ships were con

cerned, on certain parts of the U-boats' oj^erational areas
adjacent to the routes taken by the surface vessels in both
the North and South Atlantics ' ̂ ’

Addi-

J)• V

Prom the few encounters with this -traffic it had also

become apparent that,camouflage in the form cf ships names,
call signs and national flags other than their own, was a
piece of deception against which precautions would be necessaiy
if the quarry was to be cau^t.

As far as the benefits to the Axis partners were con
cerned, the degree of success may be judged from -the following

Germany had received in this season, a total of
about 80,000 tons of cargo, \h) the chief items ajaong which
were some 35,000 tons of raw rubber and 30,000 tons of liquid
edible fats and oil seeds, v/hile Japan had received a total of
34,000 tons of merchandise, including machinery, machine engine
parts, commercial goods and chemical ]products. (5)

To say the least, such results,gave every encouragement
to the participants to continue such a successful exchange of
goods so vital to each others war potential,

(d) Measures to stop blockade running to and from
French west coast ports

Now that the threat of blockade running between Japan and
Germany had become an established fact, some very serious
thought was given to the subject by the Joint M.E.Yif./Admiralty
Comm.ittee.

in the exchange of vital war materials between the Axis

facts.

At a meeting held on 9 April -1942, the development

MEW./AS/201/
4/2

(1) The fact that U-boats detached for these escort duties

were, in -practice, out of ox>erations for long periods, was
not a popular measure with the Flag Officer U-boats,
This part of the operation had not been, so far,  a con
spicuous success, as during this first season, only three
out of twelve homeward bound blockade runners had been

effectively encountered. There w(ere nunerous difficulties

in effecting a rendezvous in mid-oceaai, chief among which
were:-

1. Weather conditions v;ere nearly always unfavourable.
Ships were ordered not to. search for their escort
but to cross the rendezvous and proceed at once if
they missed.

3. It was forbidden to use beacon signals to facilitate
a meeting. (Ref:- B. d U. War Log).

The recognised rou-te for homeward bound ships at this
time was known to the Germans as "Y7ay Anton" (Ref: B. d U
War Log).
The sinking of the Spreewald by U-333 had led to  a general
ti^tening-up of attack restrictions to obviate a repeti
tion of such a costly error. (Ref: B. d U. War Log).
Representing about 80 per cent, of the total amount
despatched.
Representing about 100 per cent, of the am.ount
despatched.

2.

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)
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peirtners was made the principle item of discussion.

It was stated by M.E.W, that Germany had a quantity of
finished articles ready for shipment which included various
items of heavy equipment kncwn to be required by the Japanese
and which liad been held up since the outbreak of the v;ar with
Russia. Japan on the other hand, had new available raw
materials in abundance notably rubber and edible oils of which
Germany was in dire need,

directions had increased considei-ably during the' past six
months.

Enquiries for new business in both

Kiere were also indications of insui-ances being
effected and ships being loaded but no information regarding
sailing dates or destinations was forthcoming.

Both Japan and Germany seemed suspicious of the others
intentions. It was believed that Geimany, whose iimediate
requirements of rubber were probably more important than
Japan's for machinery, found that she could only deal on a
barter basis, i.e., cargo against cargo. In any event it was
known that Japan with a difficult shipping position was
unvalling to release Axis vessels from Par Eastern ports before
a corresponding tonnage had sailed from European waters.

Following from this, there appeared to be a strong like
lihood of bloclcade runners from Europe as well as to Europe.
Indeed the former proved to be an indication, in many cases, of
the latter.

Once again the need for good intelligence was stressed,
but M.E.Y/, pointed out that it was extremely difficult for them
to provide any firm sailing dates of blockade runners, espe
cially as little or notViing could be achieved to improve the
intelligence from Japan. Steps were being taken, however, to
improve the system in Bordeaux, which was undoubtedly to be
the terminal point of this trade in Europe, It was hoped that
the Admiralty would take similar steps. If the traffic could
not be stopped it was, to say the least, vital for M.E.W. to
know what merchandise was being carried.

After discussion it was agreed that:-

(a) the possibility of trading between Germany and Japan
was a matter of considerable importance, and tloat every
step should be taken to prevent it,

(b) The only area in which there was a reasonable chance
under present- conditions of Intercepting these ships vjas
the Bay of Biscay, and here we would have to rely pri
marily on the air to intercept.,

(c) Good reconnaissance of both the Bay of Biscay and
the French west coast ports was essential.

At a further meeting of the joint committee on 3 I'.iay 1942,
discussion of the details concerning the successful running of
the blockade by the Fusiyama. shewed that it had become
sary to devise seme system of briefing pilots of aircraft with
sufficient information to enable them to decide on the spot
whether a ship was enemj’- or legitimate and subsequently
whether to attack or not.

tions had to be made, it was almost certain tliat by the time
the orders.arrived back in the- aircraft it would bo too late
to act.

neces-

If reference to base for instinc-

cc/s.15211

To facilitate these decisions it \vas agreed that the
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following steps were necessary:-

(a) the existing standing instinictions to pilots on the
attack of mei'chant vessels was in need of revision.

(b) H.Q.C.G.,
descriptions of as many as possible of the Spanish and
Portuguese ships expected to be within the area on legiti
mate business,

other nationalities involved,

(c) An estimate of the movements of prospective blockade
runners with descriptions of the vessels concerned, both
eastbound and westbound, in relation to the periods of

patrol to be spent in the "sinlc at si^t" or adjacent
areas.

;hould be provided with photogra'phs and

This also applied to the ships of any

It was recommended that M,E,¥., the Admiralty and H.Q.C.G,
should co-operate in the production of this information.

'Ihe question of whether the Spaniards and Portuguese would
be likely to supply advanced inJ’ormation of sailings of all
their vessels over •1,500 tons, was put to -bhe Naval At'fcache,

Subject to Foreign
Office concurrence it was considered by the Naval Attache that
this could be arranged,
consult H.M. Ambassador. ("1

Madrid, who was at this time in London.

n his return to Mladrid, he would

GC/S.15149
End. I4CA

In order that a clear picture of the requirements and
intentions regarding the Biscay traffic could be given to
Plymouth, from where operations would be directed, and at the
same time give to the Committee members an insij^t as to how
operations were controlled at an A.G.H.Q., it was suggested by
the Admiralty that the Joint M.E.W./Admiralty Goiranittee should
next meet in this west country port.

'Elis meeting ivas held at No. I9 Group, Headquarters on
19 Ikiy 1942 under the cliairrnanship of the G.-in-C., Plymouth.
The conference was attended by -the A.O.G., No. 19 Group, a
representative from, M.E.YiT., the Admiralty, H.Q.C.G., and
Staff officers. Naval and P.A.P.

After the representative from M.E,¥, liad explained the
position, measui-es to stop this ti-affic were discussed at

great length. Provision of photograph albums containing pros
pective blockade ruiiners, Spajiish and Portuguese ships and
those of any other nationali’ty expected in the area, vra.s approved
and welcomed, LEcewise the inforzmtion to be imde available

concerning the movements of the neutral and enemy sh'ips.

In addition to these proposals several more Y^ere put
foorward by the local Naval and Air Commanders, chief aimong
which were:-

(a) The reinforcement of No. 19 Group with long range
reconnaissance aircraft, and others capable of attacking
with bomb or torpedo,

(b) An extension to the "sink-at-siglit" area in order

(1) In confirmation of this request, an Admiralty signal wfas
sent to Madrid and Lisbon asking for the necessary informa

tion, i.e. sailing dates, ports of call and destinations
of all ships moving north of Vigo,
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to give more "sea-room" to our forces for attack,

(c) A submarine patrol in the Cap Ortegal area,

(d) The provision of surface' forces, if they could be
made available to co-operate with aircraft,

(e) A series of heavy air attacks on Bordeaux by Bomber
Command.

All of these proposals were embodied in a wi’itten report
which the G.-in-C., Plymouth submitted to the Admiralty on

21 May 1942. ■

The adoption of all these proposals was not feasible at

this time, but a good proportion were brou<^t into force

before the opening of the second bloclcade running period,

(e) Movements of Neutral Shipping

H.Q.C.C,/S,15211
End, 55A and 57A neutral shipping, the Naval Attache, Madrid liad an interview

with the Spanish Under Secretary of the Ministry of Merchant

Marine on 23 May 1942, and although the subject proved to be

more cQmxjlicated than at first believed, the difficulties were
eventually smoothed out and agreement v/as finally reached.
The Admiralty were to be notified 72 hours in advance of the

movements of all ships over 2,500 gross tons, North of
42.15N,(1)

In regard to the information required on the movements- of

The first signal was despatched from Madrid on
13 June 1942, and from this information a plot was maintained
at Coastal Conmand.

In the meantime, albums containing photographs of the
majority of neutral vessels'likely to be seen trading within

the area had been made-up into a convenient size and accom

panied all aircraft engaged on patrols which covered the routes
used by the blockade runners on passage in and out of Biscay
ports,
known and suspected of being engaged in Par Eastern blockade

running.

The album also contained jihotographs of the shijps

Revision 'Of the "Sink at Sight" Area

As suggested by the conference at Plymouth on 19 J^ay 19'^tB,
the instructions governing attack at sight'by aiircraft in Home
'\7aters was exajnined by the Admiralty with the view to revising
the section dealing with the Baj^ of Biscay, arid after consul
ting with the Foreign Office, a revised schedule for this area

(1) Similar arrangements were made with the Portuguese and
Eire authorities as follows:-

Portugal. itll movements of ships over 1,000 tons North
of 42.I5N were to be notified 72 hours in
advance.

All ships both outward and hom-ewax’d bound were to
keep west of 12 degrees 17est "When between the
parallels of ij-9 degrees North and 42.15N. Sail

Eire.

ings from Eire and Lisbon to be notified 24 houi's
in advance.
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was issued on 1 August 1942.('l)
for aircrai’t, provided by this amendment to the existing
regLilations, was extended eqiially to attack by surface ship
and submai'ine.

Greater freedom of attack

In consequence of this major amendment and other minor
adjustments which had, from time to time, been made to the

"Instructions Governing Attacks on Shipping by Aircraft in

Heme Waters", H.Q.G.C. took the opportunity to issue two

entirely new Operational Procedure Instructions dealing with

the action to be taken by aircraft on encountering hostile
surface craft both inside and outside the "Sink-at~Sight"

A copy of these orders with a map showing the areas
defined, will be found at Appendix XIXII,

(g) Reinforcement ..of Wo, ~19 Group

As the nearest point in the area of operations against
blockade runners was AIO sea miles from St. Eval aerodrome,
the only aircraft capable of operating effectively at this

range was a heavy long range type, of which sufficient numbers

were not available within the Command at this time, i.e. early
summer of 1942, to permit any diversion from the primary com

mitment of anti-U-boat operations.

areas.

ibid

End. 171A

C.C, Operational
Rrocedure

Instructions

No. 8 and 9

The problem of reinforcing No. 19 Group with this type of
In view ofaircraft was not, therefore, so ea,sily solved,

the actual and pending despatch of aircraft both long and

medium range to the Middle and Par Eastern theatres, and the

difficulty of obtaining Liberators from the United States,
there was a general shortage of aircraft throu^iout the
Command.

The transference of one medium range squadron of Y/hitleys
and eight Liberators from Bomber Command to Coastal Command

effected in the Spring of 1942, plus further assistance in

the way of a temporary loan of four medium range squadrons of

Yfellingtons, did relieve the general situation, but a permanent
solution of the long range problem remained as elusive as
ever,(2)

Chapter 1
Section (iv)

Further representations to the Air Ministry by the
Adm-iralty and the A.O,C.-in-G. Coastal Camiand, during May,
led to an agreement early in June between the Chiefs of the
Air and Naval Staffs to divert Lancaster aircraft for long
range work in the Bay of Biscay,(3) Later, direct negotia-

H,Q,C,C,/S.7050/4 tions between the Headquarters of the two Commands, produced
End, 56A - 62A a scheme v^hereby heavy and medium Bomber Command aircraft

were made available for this same, type of work provided no

H.Q.C.G.

S/7010/3/4
Part I

Enel. 67A to 76a

13

(1) Previous instructions permitted attacks on all surface
vessels whether at anchor, under way or alongside any
where in the Bay of Biscay east of 12 degrees Tfest and

north of latitude 43 degrees North, provided it was not

less than five miles from the Spanish Coast,
version extended the sinlc-at-ni^t area to I4 degrees
West and 2(.2,15 North,

three miles from the coast, v/eze to be carefully respected.
For complete details of this reinforcem.ent see Chapter I

Section (iv).
On 11.6.42, six Lancasters of No. 44 Squadron were tem
porarily placed under Coastal Command control, but during
their stay were not called upon for anti-shipping duties.
They returned to Bomber Command on 7 July 1942.

The revised

Spanish territorial waters i.e.

(2)

(3)
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Suchlarge scale bombing operations were being carried out.
reinforcements were to be provided under the code name of

"Cakewalk", (O

H.Q.C.C./S.705O
End. 23A and
H.Q.C.C/S.7050/4

(I)
Ends. 73-76A

In addition to these temporary detachments, a proposal by
the Air Ministry to allocate aircraft and crews from a Bomber

Command Operational Training Unit for work in the Bay was .
approved by the Chiefs of Staff on 13 July 1942. Although
not directly employed on anti-blockade-running duties, aircraft

of No. 10 O.T.U. siglited and shadowed enemy surface vessels

during the course of their anti-U-boat patrols.

The fact that a clash of opinion between the Air and Naval

Staffs was raging.at this time, on the question of whether the

bombing offensive against Germany or the safety of the main

sea routes should have prior claim on the available aircraft,
made a solution cf the problem of reinforcing No, 19 Group with
long range aircraft even more uncertain.

H.Q. No. 19

Group O.R.B.
July 1942 -
Peb. 1943

In the meantime medium range aircraft had to be utilised
to the best advantage, v(ith the long range work being done by
aircraft in transit between the United Kingdom and Gibraltar
and vice versa,

to Cape Pinisterre so that an anti-shipping patrol could be
effected in this area,

limited but it was better than nothing at all and did produce
some results.

These aircraft were armed and routed close-i

The actual time on patrol was vei-y

n

H.Q. C.C./S.7010/ The requirements for the first stage protection of the

Torch convoys brought about a reinforcement of No, 19 Group
with some long range aircraft from Bomber Command and the

United States Vlllth Air Force, some of which were used for

anti-blockade running duties; a role that was never intended

when the aircraft were assigned to Coastal Gcmmand.

57/1

AM/S.6457
End. 133A
and 135A

By the autumn of 1942, sufficient American built Liberators
and Portresses were in si^t to commence the re-equipment of

three squadrons i.e.. Nos, 224, 59 and 206, all of which were
accordingly withdrawn from the line,
were allotted Liberators IIIA and the latter Fortresses IIA.

Of these three squadrons, only No. 224 Squadron which became

operational in October 1942 at Beaulieu, made any real contri

bution to the long range situation within No. 19 Group as far

as bloclcade-running duties were concerned.

The first two.squadrons

ibid

End. 146A
After a good start the deliveries of Liberators from the

pite of
the're

united States began to lag behind schedule, and in sj
all the subsequent plans and priorities allotted,(2j'
equipment of Coastal Command with long range aircraft fell

rather short of expectations by February 1943, althou.^ the

general position was, however, miore favourable.
Liberator and one Halifax squadron operational at
one Portress Squadron operational at Cliivenor; (4-,)
States Army Air Force Liberator squadrons under training at

There was

Beaulieu;
two United

(1) On 14 July 1942, No. 6l Squadron (Lancasters) arrived at
St, Eval and operated under No. 19 Group in the Bay; in

■ addition to their U-boat duties, they operated against an

They reverted to Bomber Command onenemy supply tanker.
21 August 1942.
For further details see Chapter XII, Section (xi).
No. 224 Squadron and No, 405 Squadron,
loan from Bomber Command,

(4) No. 59 Squadron.

[11 The latter on
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St. EVal:('l) and one Halifax scjuadron vJorking up at Holxnsley
South, (2) The primary duties of all tiiese squadrons -were of
course anti-U-hoat, hut a limited number were made available

and participated in anti-shipping operations as the occasion
demanded.

(h) Air Attacks on Bordeaux and Minelaying

Althou^ it had been suggested at the conference held at

No. 19 Group on 19 May, that a series of heavy air attacks

might be directed on Bordeaux v/ith a view to disrupting the

servicing and loading of blockade innners, it was not possible
to adopt this suggestion at that time because Bomber Command

could not spare the airci’aft.

Prom the previous section it will be realised that Bomber

Command was depleted through rendering aid to Coastal Command

in the form of squadrons on temporary loan and actual transfers,
in addition to which they also had to meet the call from

overseas theatres for more aircraft and creT;s. Furthermore,

the existing strategical bombing policy was directed against
Germany with emphasis on eneny morale.

In the matter of minelaying, however, the policy had
recently been reviewed and Bomber Command were stepping-up
their effort with particular reference to that mine area off

the Gironde Estuary known as "Deodar". Prom Appendix XXVII

it will be seen how well the policy was implemented in this

region, but strangely enou^ it had no effect on the enemy’s
Par Eastern blockade-running,

(i) Routine photographic reconnaissance of Biscay ports

H.Q.C.C./S.15211
Enel. 6IA

Throughout the close season of June, July ajid early
August, a very careful watch was maintained on the French

West coast -ports by P.R.U, whose aircraft visited the area,
weather permitting, on the average about every fifth day.
By this means a photograpihic record was built up, from which

an analysis v^as made that revea.led a certain sequence of

events preceding the departure o£ a blockade runner.(3)
fact that most of vessels destined for this traffic had been

inactive for a long time at Bordeaux and needed considerable
attention "in the repair yards before embarking on a long
voyage, which was aljiiost certainly made without any calls en

route for refuelling, was a very good reason for supposing
that the majority of ships would follow this programme very

closely.

Tlie

In point of fact this theox-y was largely vindicated

Nos. 1 and 2 A/S Squadrons, United States Army Air Force.
(2) No. 58 Squadron.
(3) From the state of inactivily or unloading to departure,

tlie following sequence was followed by the majoriiy of

outward bound vessels up to mid-October, 1942:-
Stage 'A' - Inactivity at Bordeaux.
Stage ’B’ - In docl<yard hands for about two months.
Stage 'C - In dry-dock for anything up to three wfeeks.
Stage 'D' - Back to docks^and hands for a further one to

two weeks.

Stage 'E' - Appearance at the loading quay.
Stage 'P' - Departure,
Later an additional stage in the programme became evident,
as after Stage 'E' the loaded vessels appeared to move up
stream to the Custom House Quays where a few days Yiere
s'pent before final departure.
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and it Eecarfle possible to "tip"
During the

season of blockade running this careful -watch -was maintained,
which combined -\';ith information from intelligence sources,
provided a reasonably accurate warning of forthcoming events,

(j) The provision of Naval Forces - Operation Busby

during the season as a whole
raai\y of the departures virtually without error.

iiifhen the second season of blockade-running between Europe
and the Par East commenced in August ̂ %2, only air forces
were available for the location and attack of this traffic

Tvithin the Bay of Biscay area,
or submarine had been allocated for operations in this zone.

No Naval forces either surface

As already mentioned the area of opierations was some
2i-10 sea miles from the nearest Coastal Cammnd air base, and
the only aircraft capable of operating effectively at this

distance was the heavy 1yp)e of aircraft which was singularly
unsuited for the attack of ship)ping as heavily armed as the

blockade nmners and supply ships encountered,
great part of the route followed by these ships -was now under

•the direct protection of enemy filters both short and long
range and there was also reason to suppose that the Germans

liad established an, effective aircraft reporting system either

visual or electrical along the Spanish coast.

Furthermore

K.Q.C.O.

s. 7010/42

a

Attempts made to interfere with this traffic, up to
September 1942, liad not proved very effective and the cost to

No, 19 Group had mounted-up to three Lancasters, one Catalina

and one Sunderland in return for one supply ship of 8,998 gross
tons damaged.

llxth this unsatisfactory exchange in mind, the A.O.G.-
in-0. Coastal Command communicated with the First Sea Lord on.

13 September 1942. He stated that it Y^as his opinion that
neither Bomber Command or his ovm Command could be expected
effectively to deal with this class of shipping, and suggested
that the proper procedure for dealing with these ships might
well be found in the establishment of a Naval ]oatrol either

submarine or li^t surface craft in an area Tjest of Eitiisterre.v;
If submarines ̂ ^^ere used there was the additional advantage
that they could also engage German U-boats using the same
traffic lanes. Tlie task of reconnaissance to increase the

effectiveness of these patrols could and viould be done by
aircraft of Coastal Command.

'Ey the end of September this suggestion had been adopted
by the Admiralty and Flag Officer Submarines had announced
that a continuous patrol of tvjo subniarines was about to be

H.Q.C.C.
3.15310
End, 1A

(1) In this connection the A,0,C,-in-C., also saw the Minister
of Economic Warfare on 14 September 1942, who expressed
his anxiety on the number of blockade runners getting in

and out of the German occupied ports. After a prolonged
discussion on the existing difficulties from Coastal
Camnand's point of vievj, the Minister agreed to approach
the Chiefs of Staff on -two lines

(i) To endeavour immediately to obtain the help of
either surface or submarine patrols in the Bay of Biscay,

(ii) To request all possible assistance for Coastal
Command to get an adequate and suitable striicing force
to attack these blockade runners. (Ref:- H.Q.C.G./ORB/
Sept. 19i(2).
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established in the Bay of Biscay with the object of destroying
eneny shipping including blockade runnei-s, raiders, tankers

and U-boats. ) On this decision, aii-'craft were no longer
required to attack such shipping unless specially ordered to

do so by H.Q.C.C.

On the question of air co-qpei'ation with the siibimrines
a plan of patrols was worked out by the Staff at Coastal Com

mand and submitted to the A,O.C.-in-C. who ruled that, owing
to the aircraft situation, the day to day procedure would

have to be met by the noxroal B,P. patrols,
to the Tjestward would also be carried out as frequently as the

aircraft situation permitted,(3)
that an important bloclade runner was passing through the

area, an additional crossover to the eastward and  a parallel
track sweep would be introduced.(4) The easterly crossover,
i.e. No. 2, could only be maintained if adequate cloud cover
was available.

but a crossover

On receipt of information

H.Q.C.C.
Operational
Instruction

No. 108

Discussions on the provision of air co-ojjeration took
place between H.Q.C.C. and P.O. (Submarines) during the first
week of October, when final details of the plan were agreed.
On 9 October 1942, the plan was issued under the title of

Operation "Busby".

It was envisaged in these instructions that if the patrols,
already outlined in a previous paragraph, were carried out

efficiently, any surface vessel in or approaching the submarine

patrol area should be located during daylight.

All aircrews participating in this operation were briefed
on the movements of neutral shipping expected in the area.

Any ship of over 2,^00 tons encountered, the movement of which
had not been notified, was to be shadowed and an immediate
report sent to base; on receipt of an acknowledgment in the
form of the letter 'R’ the aircraft was to carry out homing

(0 The patrol area was bounded on the North by 44.40N and on

the South by the Spanish coast; on the East by 05,50W
and on the.Tfest by 09.COW,
alteration by an extension or variation of the. Total

Bombing Restriction area on request by P.O, Submarines.
P'or details see Map VIII.
Crossover No. 1 begun, and was maintained, throughout
daylight from ̂ ^4.22N - 10.08W, tiience 45.ION - 03.2m,
then 43.25N 08.59^1, thence L.4.10N - 10.3017, then 44.22N -
10.08W. etc.

Crossover No. 2 began, and was maintained throughout day
light,
approach,
thence A3.40N -
14.40N - 05.30W.

Sweep - Aircraft to arrive at da-bum. at first li^t.
Sv;eep to commence at 2|ij..30N - O4.3OW, thence to 4^f.30N -
08.20'f, 43.35N - O9.4OV/, 43.35N - 09.25W, 4!^.10N - 08.10W,
14.10N - 04.2017, 43.5ON - 04.1074 43.5ON - 08.00W,
43.2ON - 09.10W.

This area was subject to

This was YJarped to cater for possible lines of
44.4ON - 05.3077, thence 43.32N - 05.00W,

05.301, thence 44.48N - 05.0077, thence

2

3

(4)
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procedure.(1) Ships under 2,500 tons were to be. reported by
W/T but not shadowed. Partioulars of all vessels over
2,500 tons, the movement of •which had been notified, were to
be recorded and handed in on return to base. Should any
doubt exist as to the identi’fcy of any ship located a signal was
to be made giving a description and requesting instructions.

The success, of the plan was very largely dependent upon
. the speed with which reports were passed. The fact that

submarines would hear the aircraft signals only if they were
on the surface made it essential that all reports received by
H.Q. No. 19 Group must be passed immediately by -telephone to

the Controller or Duty Naval Staff Officer at H*Q,C,C. for trans

mission to P.O. (Subs.), who in turn would re-broadcast the
infomiation so that it could be picked up by submerged
submarines.

By 14 October 1942, the submarines(2) had arrived in the
operational area, and on this day thirty-five aircraft were

engaged on B.P. patrols. Thus the scheme was initiated and
results were awaited with more than usual interest,

(ic) Second blockade running period

Adraty.
N,I,D,22(./T.60/45 blockade running period which lasted approximately nine months,

from August 1942 to May 1945*

Geranan and Italian ship were again used during the second

The original request of the German Hi^ Command was for

cargo space to acccjrjimodate 1^1^.0,000 tons of merchandise,
including 270,000 tons of solid or liquid edible fats, for

transport to Europe. Plans were based on the shipping then

available, i.e. -twenty-three freighters (nineteen German and
four Italian) and nine tankers. Modifications during the
season however, reduced the original figure so that the final

programme was arranged for 140,000 tons of dry goods and

70,000 tons of liquid edible fats, but even this comparatively
modest amount was not loaded into the available cargo space.
Fourteen freighters (twelve German and one Italian) and -two
tankers with cargo totalling 130,200 tons (approximtely)
ultimately left Far Eastern ports for Europe. In the opposite
direction twelve ships made their depar-ture for Japan with some

(1) An aircraft sighting an enemy vessel was to act as
follows;-

(i) Pass the necessary enemy report to W/T control on
the normal W/T frequency.,

(ii) On receipt of the letter "R" fromW/T Control,
transmit the operating signal X548 - 385 (Am shifting
to 385 Kcs), shift to 385 Kos and broadcast the enemy
report, subsequently transmitting the operating signal
X73O for a period of about five minvites,

(iii) Amplifying eneny reports were to be transmitted in
a similar manner, followed by homing signals on 385 Kcs,
These reports Yi/ere to be made at intervals of not less
than once gvgtj fifteen minutes,

(iv) Cease the procedure when:- one of H.M. ships had
made visual contactj one.hour 1-md elapsed (unless
otherwise ordered); or reached P.L.E.

(2) Four, submarines were sent to the operational area off
the North Spanish poast - H.M. Submarines Ursula, Unique,
Sealion and Graph, but the first -t\Yo named only stayed
a few days as they were actually en route to Gibraltar.
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33, 900 tons of cargo consisting niainly of war materials and
Supplies for other blockadevaluable commercial products,

runners, auxiliary cruisers and supply ships based in the Ear

East, were also carried.

(1) Operations - 19 August 1942 to 31 October 1942

August

As far as Coastal Cammand was concerned the second block

ade running season opened on 19 August, when, during the-

course of searching for an outward bound supply tanker, a

merchant vessel of 7,000 tons was sifted at 1440 hours to the

xiorth east of Cape Ortegal on a westerly course by a Wellington
of No. 304 (Polish) Squadron. Unfortunately the Polish crew
failed to report this incident until their return to base sonie
four hour's later. Prom the photographs taken the vessel was

identified as the Weserland (ex Ermland) a German vessel of

6,328 gross tons. The absence of this vessel from Bordeaux
had been reported by P.R.U. two days earlier. Subsequent
photographic reconnaissance of Bordeaux, however, showed that

this ship had returned to port for some unknown reason and
On the folloviing day sheremained there until 7 September,

H.Q. No. 19
Group O.R.B.
August 19^42

M.E.Tf./OBj/SEA.
No. 2. 28.8.h2.

had left and it seemed probable that it was the Yfeserland which
sighted by two aircraft, on 9 September, off Cape Villanowas

ibid

No. 5
18.9.42.

and by another aircraft operating from Gibraltar during the

follOTJing day in a position approximately midway between Cape
Villano and the Azores.

September

In the rixeantime another outward bound blockade runner had

made her exit from Bordeaux unseen.

Uckermark of 12,000 gross tons, which left port on 1 September
dioring a scare for what w/as believed an inward bound vessel.

During the second week of September there Was every
indication that at least five potential blockade runners were

loading and nearly ready for sea.
present an excellent opportunity to try the experiment of

bombing these ships when lying in port, a policy that had long
been advocated by Coastal Command but never carried out owing
to other more important commitments. Yfellington aircraft of

Nos. 304 (polish; and 31'! (Czech) Squadrons were chosen for
this task and of the eleven aircraft despatched, ten claimed

to have bombed the target area on the ni^t of 17 September.
Photographic reconnaissance of the port the following day,
however, showed no damage to ships but the roof of a large
shed at Bassens North appeared to have been pierced in several

places,
and light flak was encountered over the target,
opposition by air was negligible.

The activities of P.T/Y. 200s in the Bay area during
24 September gave every indication that the movement of a

supply ship or blockade runner was in progress, but no sitt
ings Txere made by Coastal Cctnmand aircraft on patrol in the
vicinity,
that the Italian ship Pietro Orseolo of 6,344 gross tons did
effect a breakout about this time, unnoticed.

She was the tanker

Such a target seemed to

No casualties were suffered by aircraft, but heavy
Enemy

Pran German post war records however it appears

Admty.
N.I.D./24/
T.60/45

H.Q. No. 19 Grp.
O.R.B.

I7.9.i)2.

H.Q.C.C.
Controllers and

Naval Logs
24.9.A2.

Admty.
N.I.D./24/
T.60/45

On 27 September, a second tanlcer (with a U-boat escort
907)('^) made her departure during a spell of bad visibility,CHr

(1 ) This was the German tanker Brake of 9,225 gross tons.
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"but was seen two days later by a '\Thitley of No. 502 Squadron
when she had reached a j)Osition some 120 miles west of Cape
Einisterre, ’ As all the aircraft in the vicinity had reached
F*L.E. none could be diverted to attack and as the weather

was deteriorating the chances of relocating the target were
too remote for further consideration.

H.Q. No. 19

Group O.R.B.

H.Q.G.C.
Controllers Log

October

Fran intelligence sources information came to hand on,

2 October that two blockade runners would probably•leave the

Gironde during the evening and in consequence two Sunderlands
of No. 4^1 (R.A.A.F.) Squadron were sent out on a reconnais
sance along the North Spanish caa.st. At l600 hours a sighting
was made and photographs were taken by aircraft l/Zi.61. It
was too late in the day for a relief to be sent out but at

first light on 3 October, three Sunderlands were scheduled to
be in the area ready to relocate and attack. All three air

craft found the quarry, attacked and claimed three hits. Hae

difference in positions given bj'' the thi’ee aircraft piromiJted
the belief that a second vessel was at large and two more
Sunderlands were despatched to deal with this additional target.
At the same time two Liberators of No. 224 Sqi:iadron were sent

out to contixiue the attack on the original ship, which inci

dentally was last reported on a course of 13O degrees, a track
which would take her into the Spanish port of El Perrol,
Havever, she was not sifted again. Fran the photographs
taken of the vessel it was believed that she was the Selgrano
of 6,095 gross tons.(l) The following day i.e. 4 October,
reports from El Ferrol gave news of the aivival of a large
German vessel with wounded on board, A further report stated

that repairs involving the use of shore labour had been lout
in hand and were expected to take about three days. This
ship sailed fran El Ferrol on the ni^t of IO/1I October, and
a vessel bearing a close resemblance was sighted and attacked

by a Sunderland of No. 46I (R.A.A.F.) Squadron which had been
sent out especially to locate her. There was no claim for

this attack and when last seen the vessel appeai’ed to be
resuming a normal voyage to the westward.

H^Q. No. 19
Group O.R.B.

M.E.Yf./OBJ/SEA.
No. 8. 10.10.2(2.

H.Q. No. 19
Group O.R.B.

Meanwhile another outward bound ship had made good pi'o-
gress before being siglited on 10 October by an aircraft of

No. 304 (Polish) Squadron some 25O miles N. of Cai^e Finisterre.
She was sxibjected to a machine gm attack, and thereafter
continued on her way westv;ard. (2)

To confuse the issue still further, an outward bound
tanker was at larp in the centre of the Bay and attracted a
lot of attention.13)
photoj^raiJhed by a Wellington of No, 304 (Polish) Squadron.
On the followiixg day she was relocated and attacked no less
than four times and when last seen was heading for the
Girionde,

091 oW on a westerly coui-'se, but foxor more attacks a^Dparently
persuaded her to turn eastw£u?d once more.

In. the vicinity of the tanker on this same day a merchant

On 10 October she was sighted and

Tlie next day she Yvas picked up again in 45.5 IN-

(0 German records indicate that this was the Rio Grande of

6,062 gross tons. She sustained some damage and put
into El Ferrol for repairs.
This was the German ship Bursenland of 7,320 gross tons.
This v^as the German tanker Spicliem (ex Krossfonn (Nor))
of 9,323 gross tons.

2

3
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vessel closely resembling the German ship Silva Plana of

4, 793 gross tons was sighted and photographed by  a Yfellington
of No. 311 (Csech) Squadron, but was not seen again until
13 October when a Miitley of No. 10 0,T,U.(B.C.) reported a
hostile ship in 46.30N-15 .40W.
to the position but insufficient fuel led to the task being
abandoned.

Two Liberators vreie diverted

M.E.Yf./OBj/SSA.
No. 10

,24.10.i,2

Hiotographic reconnaissance of Biscay ports on 15 and
17 October corfirraed the departures of the Burgenland and

Silva Plana and the return of the tanker Spichern,

Tliroughout the remainder of the month the watch on Biscay
ports revealed some significant movements within the ports
which indicated further imminent departures, but nothing of

importance occurred,

(2) The Tempo quickens - arrivals and departures  - November 19^i-2

Early in the morning of 1 November, information came to

hand from secret sources concerning the departure of four naval

vessels from La Pallice the previous evening,
to be along "Route Burgrai'" - a swe-pt channel extending west
wards' from the Gironde,

going out to meet a blockade runner and escort her into port.
Unusual activity by P.¥. 200s supported this contention.
Preparations for the interception of this force ?;ere made by
H.Q.C.G.
North Spanish coast and a "Rover" by four Hampdens and three
Hudsons to the westward of the Gironde as far as 06^0¥ was
also scheduled.

Their 'track was

Tlie inference v/as that they were

Six Y/ellingtons were to sweep an area along the

Althou^ an effort of twenty-two sorties

H.Q.C.C.
Controllers

Log 1.11,42

H.Q. No. 19

Group O.R.B.

were flown on this mission, nothing v;as sighted,
next three days the normal standard anti-submarine patrols
were maintained throu^out the Bay of Biscay but nothing was

seen to arouse any suspicions.
German records that two inweord bound bio

For the

However, it transpires fran
de runners arrive

Admty.
N.I.D./24/
T.60/45 d

1at Bordeaux during this four day period.

The sighting of four enemy naval units at O9OO hours on

5 November, was the start of a very active period of three

days, during which two outward bound ships and one inward
bound vessel passed throu^ the area. The four naval units,
which incidentally had air cover, were proceeding on a westerly
course which natiurally gave rise tc the assumption that an

inward bound ship was due. Some forty-five minutes after this

sighting, the blockade runner herself was sighted by a Y/hitley
aircraft of No. 502 Squadron some 320 miles to the westward on

the latitude of 2)4 degrees North, An attack v;as made but no

claims resulted. A few hours later she was sighted again by
a lYhitley of No. 10 O.T.U. (B.C. ) apparently undamaged and
proceeding in an easterly direction.(2) This concluded the
operations against this vessel for the day as unfortunately
the weather closed down all airfields in southwest England,
and in consequence no strike or shadowing aircraft could take
off before dawn the following day, i.e. 6 November.

Meantim.e arrangements were made for three Wellingtons to

search a large area off the North Spanish coast in addition to

H.Q. No. 10

Group O.R.B.

(1j The Tannenfels of 7,840 gross tons arrived on  2 November

and the Dresden of 5,567 gross tons came in on the following
day.

(2) The aircraft making these sightings were all engaged on
Anti-Submarine patrols.
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■which four Sunderlands w/ere to go right up to territorial
■waters commencing at O83O degrees West, and work eas^tvvards. )
All other aircraft likely to he flying within the area in which
the inward hound ■vessel might he encountered, were hriefed to
report and shadow. By I3OO hours on 6 Noveraher three sight-

had been made of the ship, which hy this time had reached
Now in

mgs
a position half-way along the North S'panish coast,
company with the four rainesv/eepiers, the first sighting of the
vessel was made hy a S'underland of No. 10 (R.A.A.P. ) Squadron
at 1043 hours, follo\-i;ed hy a second sighting from a Y/liitley of

A second Wliitley made
An P.W.200 Y^as overhead and

No. 502 Equadron tv^enty m.inutes later,
■the tlrird sigliting at I3OO hours,
interfered with our aircraft,

.(2)
none of

an attack

which were ahle to make

At about the sam.e time, hut some sixty ■miles to the north
ward, a srmilar encounter was being waged between three amcraft
of Coastal Command and an outward hound hloclcade runner.(3)
Three attacks were made on this vessel hut no claimiJ were re
corded,

ship was sighted on the longitude of six degrees west hut in
the northern part of the Bay. She was also at^fcacked three
times hut no clairns were made,
her in a south easterly course hut ■bhe third gave her course

westerly when first sighted hut this had changed to south-
This vessel also

During the late afternoon of the same day yet a thir

Two of the aircraft reported

as

easterly hy the time the attack v/as made,

d

had an escort of throe minesweepers.

Against the first outward hound vessel, the submarine
Unbeaten directed some attention, and although the outcome of
this remained obscure, the ship was apparently not damaged in

for on the follaving da.y she was sighted three timesanyway,

H.Q.C.C./
Naval Log
Nov. 1942

hy aircraft and attacked twice, hut survived all onslaughts
and continued her outeard voyage.

Conform-ing to the current plan for rainelaj'^ing, aircraft
of Bomber Gamiaand visited the G-ironde area during the nights
of 5/6 and 6/7 November, and although none o^f the blockade
ruimers tquehed-off any of the mines laid, it was evident
throughout the day of 7 November that the sweeping of the
channel had not been completed for there was som.e congestion
among shipping at the mouth of the river. As this concentra
tion of shipping could not he adequately attacked hy Coastal
Command's resources without detracting from the normal anti
submarine v;ork, the help of Bomber Command's medium bombers
was sought on this occasion. Six Mosquitos of No.  2 Group
were loaned for the operation. All six aircraft attacked
shipping at anchor in the approaches to the Gironde and hits on
a speerhrecher, which was in company with an inward blockade
runner, were cla'im-ed. In addition to this Bomber force.
Coastal Command assembled a composite strike of sixteen,
including Uellingtons, Beaufighters, Whitleys, Liberators and
Hampdens, seven of which attacked various groups of shipp^ing,

H.Q.C.G.
Naval Log
5/6 Nov. 1942

H.Q.G.G.
Controllers

Log

H.Q. No. 19
GrouxJ O.R.B.

(1) In addition, the eastward Crossover p>atrol outlined in
Operation Busb^^ was brought into force.
Tliis ship was subsequently identified as the Kulmerland
of 7,363 gross tons.
This vessel was identified as the Anneliesse Essberger
of* 5,173 gross tons.

(2)

(3)
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but no claims were made. (1)

At midday on 7 Novembei", the outward bou.nd vessel, i.e. the
Aimeliesse Essberger, which was attacked first on the previous
day, was relocated by a Sunderland of No. k-G'\ (R.A.A.E. ) Squad
ron and subjected to an attack with depth charges and bombs.
Four hours later a second attack was delivered by  a Halifax of

No. 158 Squa
observed.\^)

During the afternoon of the same day Novembei^a
batch of sightings TJas received from aircraft engaged on anti

submarine patrols in an area some 23O m.iles N.Yf. of Gape Villano
which indicated the presence of yet another outward bound ship.
This vessel was attacked by a YHiitlcsy aircraft of No. 10

0.T.U.(B.G, ) but no claims were made. llhen sigh "ted an hour
later she was still on a westerly course,(3)

dron (B.G. ), but in both cases no results were

At last light on 7 November, a reconnaissance of the
Gironde estuaiy showed that little or no movement had taken

place among the shipping awaiting entry, and it was therefore

arranged that a strike should be made on this target at first

light on 8 November,

As Bomber Command were unable to provide a minelaying
operation for the night 7th/8th, a Liberator of No, 224 Squad
ron was scheduled to drop depth charges "safe" in order to

simulate mines. This sortie was completed, and in addition,
five others were carried out by Wellington and Halifax aircraft

at first light on 8 November against the shipping still at
anchor in the mouth of the river. Pour of these aircraft

attacked, but no rfisults wjere observed. During the early part
of the night 8/9 November, fourteen aircraft of Coastal Command
were despatched to attack the docks at Bordeaux, in view of the

fact that much of the shipping sighted earlier in the day at
anchor had now moved into berths. Although seven aircraft
claimed to have dropxjed their bombs on the target area, no
results were observed..

H.Q.G.C.
Controllers

Log

H.Q.C.G./S.7OIO/
42/2

Tfithin twelve hours of the conclusion of this operation
another incident concerning an outward bound blockade runner

at sea was rapidly develojping. At 1210 hours on 10 November

H.Q. No. 19 Grp. a Liberator of No. 350 (U.S.) Squadron, engaged on an Anti-
O.R.B. submarine patrol off the North Spanish coast, sighted a large

tanker with an esc.ort of four naval vessels about twenty miles
off-shore. This aircraft sent a first sitting report but

omitted to include' an aioproximate course and speed of the enemy

(1) Among this group of shiijping was the Elsa Essberger of

6,105 gross tons, about to depart from the Gironde for the
Fan East,

returned to Bordeaux, where she remained until finally

scuttled in Au^ist 1 94^i-.
This shix) continued her voyage to the Far East, arl

She was heavily damaged by aircraft attack and

fo
ter these(2)

attacks, but at O652 hours on 21 November, scuttled her

self in 00.54N, 22.34¥, when intercepted by the U.S.
Cruiser ]vIilY;a.\xkee.

at Recife and handed over to the Brazilian Army for
Ilrisoners numbering 62, were landed

confinement.

This ship was identified as of the Kota Nopan type of

7, 277 gross tons vi/hich the Germans named Karin.
believed that this was the same ship which was attacked
during the previous afternoon in the northern part of the

Bay.

It was
(3)
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foi-'ce. Base ordered the aircraft to attack but this order

Y'la.s not carried out owing to shortage of fuel. No amplifyd-ng
report was despatched. At 1305 hours Liberator P/330 (U.S.)
Squadron located the same force and reported, but again failed

to indicate the course or speed of the enemy. An amplifying
report followed which gave the number of escort vessels screen

ing the tanker as five. A few minutes later a third Liberator

(3/330) of the same squadron sighted the enemy force and made
an incorrect first sighting report with no course mentioned.

Assuming the course to be a westerly one, a Liberator of

No. 224 Squadron engaged on a U-boat hunt was diverted by
H.Q.O. C, at 1440 hours with orders to locate and shadovi; the

eneny tanker, Tvjo hours later this aircraf't came up with the
target made a correct first sitting repoz-t and proceeded to

attack with depth charges, but no hits were claimed. Mean
while Bomber Caianand had been appi-oached in regard to the

despatch of a Mosquito foi'ce, but the A.O.C.-in-C., decided

there was not sufficient dayliglit left to get the Mosquitos
off. Flag Officer Submarines had by 1530 hours informed
n.M. Submarine Tigris of the existence of the enemy force in

her locality and she was ordex-ed to proceed to 4401N. 12.30Tf
to intercept. Inl'ormation of this movement was given to the

Air Officer Commanding No, 19 Group, and in consequence the

Group's principal task was, from now on, to shadcvV the enepy
force and keep K.M.3, Tigris informed. A Wellington strike of
four aircraft which had taken off at 1730 hours were allowed to

proceed with their task as they would not interfere with the

submarine's action which could not take place at the earliest

until some time on 11 November. At 2209 hours, Wellington
K/172 Squadron sighted a x“oroe some forty-five miles westward
of the original sighting and sent a first si^iting report.
This was followed at 2235 hours by a message indicating that

the force, consisting of one unidentified merchant vessel and

three destroyers, "liad novi; changed course to 090 degrees.
Meanwhile at 2255 hours, a second Yfellington (S/172) reported
a single tanker with no escort, in a position nearly one hun

dred miles further west, which was attacked, (1)
of this information two Wiitleys of No, 502 Squadron v;ere then
ordered to take-off as soon as possible to sliadov/ the two

forces reported by the 7fellingtons. One aircraft to "cover-

each force. Nothing more was heard of the merchant vessel

and her escort but at C64O hours on 11 November, one of the
I'rtzitleys (L/502) sighted a tanker about thirty-five miles- '
nor-fch wes-fc of Cape Ortegal. The first sigl’iting report did-
not give course dr speed, and the signal received after a

request for further details, was corrupt. . Two hours later

the second T/hitley made a sitting report of a tanker sifted
fifteen miles to the sou’th east of the fii-st ’Thitley' s report.
Tliis message was incorrectly compiled and although base re
quested the position and course of the vessel it was not

received at either No. 19 Group, St. Eval or H.Q.G.C, yet the
aircraft crew maintained that it was sent. Meanwhile, three
Liberators of No. 330 Squadron (U.S, ) ordered to take off on a
shipping strike, were diverted to a corrected position given
by Wellington 3/172 on its return'to base. One of the
Liberators sighted and attacked a surface vessel in a -position
fifteen miles north of Cape Erior, and although two sighting
reports were received fi-om this aircraft, no course or sioeed
v;as given in either message and no reply was received to a

On receipt

H.Q.C.C.
Controllers

Los
O

H.Q. No. 19
Group O.E.B,

(1) After this attack the tanker set course for El Ferrol in
German records state thatview of the damage sustained,

this was the Sjpichom of 9,323 gross tons.
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request for details, A strike cf six aircraft of No, 311
(Czech) Squadron ordered off at dawn cn 12 November to attack
the enemy vessel reported by 1/502, failed to make contact. (1)

As a result of the attack by Y/ellington S/l72 Squadron
the tanker was \mdoubtedly damaged(2) and thereafter found
necessary to put into the Spanish port of El Perrol,

it

Ihe fact

that the action as a Ti?hole was only partially successful was,
at Air Mnistry request, made the subject of an enquiry as to
why the action had not been more decisive.

H.Q.C.C./S.7010/
2(2/2

As in previous' incidents, this one also revealed the
shortcomings inherent in the diversion of aircraft trained in

one role to take up another at short notice, and thereby em

phasised the 'need for the provision of a properly equipped and
thorou^ly well trained striking force to deal with this type
of target.

The main conolusion drawn from the enquiiy was that the
general standard of training and crew drill in the matter of

drafting and sending first sitting reports still left much to
be desired. In this respect the Air Ministry appreciated that
it was not always practicable to employ experienced crews on

operations of this "type, but it was requested that all possible
steps should be taken to improve the general standard of train
ing and crew drill particularly with regard to the despatch of
vital Information concerning the enemy.

Action was taken with No. 17 Group to ensure that the
basic training on this subject was improved and that the neces

sary emphasis was given in the syllabus of training at both the

School of General Reconnaissance and the Operational Training
Units. ‘

(3) "Busby" in operation against the "Cortellazo",

The rest of November remained quiet until the last two
days, when aircraft and submarines were engaged in chasing an
outward bound blockade, runner, which fortunately ran into a
southward bound Allied convqy, otherwise it mi^t well have
cleared the Bay without damage.

So far, the number of times that "Operation Busby" had

been brou^t into force were very few, but on this occasion it
was fully in operation, and therefore some idea of the organi
sation can be assessed.

H,Q, 19 G-iq), The first intimation that any movement among blockade
0,R,B, Form runners was afoot was received at 12(24 hours on 29 November
Orange BLU/02/29 when a Halifax of No, 405 Squadron (B,C, ) reported that she had

sighted an enemy force of th3?ee destroyers, one cruiser and one
troopship on a westerly course some ei^ty miles due north of
Bilbao,

therefore had not the endurance to remain and shadow,
landed at Beaulieu at 1802 hours,

receipt of H/405's report, orders were given to divert one
Liberator and three Halifaxes on Bay patrols to the signalled

The aircraft had been in the air since 0758 hours and
It

H.Q.C.C,

Naval Log
29,11.42

Within half an hour of the

(1) This strike force was due to make contact between II5O"
1215 hours but as the tanker entered Perrol just after
midday the strike could not have arrived in time to take
effective action.

This is ocnfirmed by German records (B, d,U, War Log)
and Lloyd’s.

(2)
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poaition of the sitting, hut none of these s,ircraft received
At 1520 hows, five Wellingtons, alsothis diversion order,

engaged on Ba^ patrols, were diverted to the position of the
H*Q. 19 Ct.R.P. enemy force. Three aircraft proceeded hut the 3remainder had

O.R.B. TAL/06/29 insufficient fuel and consequently set cowse for base,
NoVo 42 . . 1750 hours, one Wellington 1^/304; sifted four enemy vessels

in 44.43N, 02.30W (about 86 miles North East of Bilbao) and
From the description, these vessels

At

attacked unsuccessfully,
appeared to be the escort vessels on their way back to port.
Tlae blockade runner was not located.

this time H/403 had returaed to base and after interro-
^tion the signalled position of the sitting was found to be

incorrect, so a more accurate position was conveyed to higher
This read 45.45W, 04.5OW, and theauthorities at 1925 hours,

H.Q.O.C.
Naval Log
29 Nov. 42

time of sitting was also amended to 1345 hours.

H.Q.G.C./S.701O
42/5

On this day, P.0,.(S) had at his disposal four submarine
within reasonable distance of the scene of the sitting,
but as doubts were cast on the original report since the air

craft was one cxn loan from Bcmber Command, the p3?esence of an

eneny force was not made knovm to the vinderwater craft until

1941 hours. On receipt of iiie inforraation(2) the submarine
best placed to effect an early interception i.e. H.M,S« Graph,
proceeded towards an estimated position in an endeavour to

fetch-up with the enemy in his furthest-on position at 0100

hours.(one hour after moonrise), A second subniarine,
H.M.S, Sealion informed P,0*(s) that owing to shortage of fuel
she was unable to follow the route ordered and was, instead,'
proceeding on a northerly course about 20 miles to the eastward* '.

Meantime, at the suggestion of the Naval Staff at H.Q.C.C,
one Sunderland (E/io) was despatched at 2254 hours to try and
relocate the enemy, and at 0124 and 0139 hours on 30 November
two more Sunderlands (z/lO and 0/10) were sent cut to search
along the blockade runners estimated track, eastward from

11.20 degrees west. At O4OO hours on 30 November, E/iO sighted
a merchant vessel in position 44.30N 09,18W on a course of
230 degrees(3) and immediately sent out a first sitting report

H,Q_,C,G./S,7010/ and commenced shadowing. Ten minutes later H.M.S, Graph her
self intercepted this report, which placed the blocJcade zunner

some fifty miles to the west south west of her. The submarine

'  immediately proceeded 240 degrees at a speed of I6 knots to
overtake and intercept. At 043O hours H.M.S'. Sealion in ap
proximately 45.52N, io,42W, sigb,'te<i a reddish flare or Verey
li^t close to and dived. Nine minutes later she heard the

hydrophone effect of a westbound diesel engined ship doing
82 revolutions; an asdic range of 3,000 ys-rds was obtained.
She'surfaced and gave chase without sighting anything until

s

42/3

■ H.Q. 19 G.R.P.
O.R.B, H/G4/
29 Nov. MB/01/
30 Nov,

.  (1) H.M.S. Graph - approximately 40 miles north of Cape
Ortegal. H, Neth M.S. Dolf.lin on patrol approximately
15 miles west of Cape Ortegal; H.M.S. Clyde on passage
to the United Kingdom from Gibraltar, about 180 miles
west of Cape Villano; and H.M.S. Sealion proceeding to
the United Kingdom from her patrol off Ferrol, She was

ordered to return home up longitude 13 degrees 22 minutes
with the object of her crossing the supposed track of the
eneny,

(2) The position given to the submarines was based on the
' original sighting report, which was incorrect.

(3) This position fitted in fairly well with that of the
blockade runner, run cxn frcmi 1345 hours on 29 November on
course 270 degrees,
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0307 hours when a further Verey li^^t or flare was sighted.
This led H.M.S, Sealion to believe she had been detected by
R.D.P. and she again dived,
asdic range of 5,000 yards obtained,
again at 05II and gave chase, finally abandoning it at O655
hours when she resumed her homeward course owing to shortage
of fuel.

Further H.E. was heard and an

Tlie subrnai'ine surfaced

H.Q.C.G./Naval
Log - 50 Nov,

At 0520 hours aircraft e/10 was ordered by No. 19 Group to
carrj'' out homing procedure, and commencing at 0521 hours,
continued to do so at interval.s until 0637 hours when the air
craft broke-off the shadowing having reached P,L.E.(l)

Another sigliting report liad, in the meantime, come to
Sunderland C/lO at 0620 hours sighted a merchant vesselhand,

H.Q. 19 G.R.P.
O.E.B. I/IB/02
30 Nov. in 4A.27N, 10.30?/ on a course of 310 degrees at 12 knots,

later at 0725 hours reported a second vessel in company,
latter vessel, of naval type, opened fire
her with 8 x 25O lb. G.P. bombs at O85O hours,
left the eneny at 1012 hours in 1|4.25N, 11.10?/ steering 270 de
grees at 12 knots. About 55 miles to the south-east,
Sunderland z/lO had also sifted a merchant vessel at O654
hours on a course of 270 degrees which she shadowed until 0802
hours after attacking with 7 x 25O lb. G.P. bombs, twelve
minutes before departing for base.(2)

and

This

on C/10 which attacked
,  This Sunderland

MB/03/30 Nov.

H.Q.C.G.

S.7010/Z^/3
The reports from, submarine and aircraft between OAOO hours

and 1012 hours were undoubtedly confusing owing to the dis
crepancies in the reported positions of the eneiiy force,
seemed probable, however, that apaxt from the bloclcade
there was at least one escort vessel in comp>any which had
during the night of 29/3O November made a run to the south west
to mislead pursuers.

In vie\v of the differences in reported positions, C.-in-C.,
Plymouth made an estimate of the bloclcade runners position and
this was passed to submarines and aircraft between 1025 and
1030 hours.(3)

It

nmner

H.Q.C.G.
Controller's

Log. 30 Nov.

Three Halifaxes of No. 405 Squadron already on their way
out to attack the enemy vi/ere informed cf tlie amended position,
but only one aircraft received the
however, sighted nothin
Wellingtons of No. 311

an Anti-shipping strike, to proceed to 45N, 13?/, and to
sweep thence towards Z)4N, 11W, to P.L.E.
off about 1015 hours, but only two made sittings. At 1443
hours B/311 sigh-ted and attacked the hlookade runner in Zfifif.0N,
12.40W, on course 260 degrees, with 9 x 25O lb. G.P. bombs.'

These Halifaxes,
g. At 0940 hours 30 November,., five
(Czech) Squadron were ordered to take o

on

These aircraft took

ff

message.

H.Q. 19 G.E.P.

O.R.B. TAL/02/
30 Not.

(1) H.M.S. Graph reports that only once tliroug^out the entire
day were homing transmissions heard, that v/as from 0627 to
0634 hours from aircraft E/iO. (H.Q.C.C./S.7010//f2/3).
This aircraft, as well as C/lO, used the homing signals
sent out, by E/iO, to find the blockade
The C.-in-C.., Plymouth, estimated, that the blockade
runner's O85O hours position to be Z|i|-.40N, 11.10W,
260 degrees, speed 13 knots. .This signal was received
"by H.M.S. Graph and H.M.S. Clyde about II30 hours and
both subjnarines -proceeded to act accordingly H.M.S. Graph
in the meantime was receiving enemy reports direct from
aircraft. Prom these andP,0,(S) signals she estimated
tliat she would not si^t the enemy until O93O hours
1 December.

runner.

course

(2)

(3)
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The eneniiy' took evasive action as ’bornhs were released, and the
nearest bomb was estimated to have missed by seventy yards.
About the same time X/311 sighted an unidentified merchant
vessel in 12.361/7, on course 260 degrees. The Eire
merchant ship Kyledare was in the vicinity at the time, and
while X/311 was trying to obtain photographs for identifica
tion, the enemy ship opened fire. At 1335 hours X/311
attacked Vi/ith 8 x 25O lb. G.P, bombs, but the results were
unobserved on account of the aircraft's evasive tactics.U).
Tlie shadowing of the eneny w/as continued by a Liberator air
craft belonging to the United States Aimy Air Force which had
been airborne on Bay Patrol No. I6 since O816 hours. At

1445 hours the enemy vi/as sighted in 44.2ON, 13.39W, on course
270 degrees. This position was fifty miles south-west of
those given by the two Yfellingtons and was probably less
accurate by reason of the fact that C/No. 1 U.S.A.A.F. had been
in the air for 6-g hours. At 1520 hours the Liberator broke
off shadovring on account of fuel shortage and reported to base
accordingly.- This concluded the action by aircraft for
30 November, 1942.

TAl/06/30 Nov.

H.Q.C.C./S.7OIO/
42/3.

During the afternoon, C.-in-C,, P]yrnouth re-estimated the
position of the blockade runner as 44.26N, I3.3OY4
260 degrees, speed 13.knots at 1415 hours 30 November, and
inf orraed P.O, (s) and Adiniralty accordingly. (2) It was now
estimated that H,M.S. Graph vi/as probably too far east to inter
cept, but that H.M.S, Clyde rni^it be able to do so before
dark.

course

As nothing had been heard from the submarines by I83O
hours, F.O.(S) ordered the two boats, if not in contact with
the enemy, to proceed, with despatch to two patrol positions,(5)
fuel permitting, and informed them that the estimated "furthest
on" longitude of the enemy at dawn 1 December, was l8,4-5¥. (4)

H.Q. 19 G.R.P,
O.R.B. PL/912/
30 Nov.

Although the blockade runner was now rapidly approaching
the'position when she would be out of range of shore-based
aircraft, one last effort to locate her was made by Coastal
Command in sending out a Liberator C/No. 1 U.3.A.A.P. which
took off at 0747 hours on 1 December. Nothing was sighted, •
hovifever, and the aircraft returned to base at 1718 hour
Meanwhile one of the Torch build up convoys (K.M.P.Zf.) escorted

H.M.S. Egret,-- three destroyers and t^vo corvettes was in

position 43.58N, 20,2217, at 1427 hours steering to southward,
when an unknown’merchant ship was sighted to.the south-east.
The ship rapidly-altered course but stopped when challenged,
and endeavoured' to pas£i herself off as the Sv/edish Nanking.
Finally when .overhauled by H.M.S. Quickmatch and Redoubt she
hoisted the white flag. Owing to weather conditions and the

B.R. 1738-
The ■'7ar at
Sea. Vol. Ill

(1) The reports by B/31I and X/311 confiimed the C.-in-C.,
Plymouth estimate of the blockade runners O85O hours
position.

(2) This position was amended later on receipt of tliree air-
■  craft, reports, to read 44.38N, 13.3217, at 1540 hours.

(3) Clyde - 44.01 N, 18.4OW.
Graph - 43.35N. 18.4074

(4) .H.M.S. Clyde could, barely have reached this longitude
H.M.S. Graph very probably not, by dawn 1 December.
P,0,(S}'s message crossed a report from H.M.S. Clyde which
reported her position and estimated 'bhat the enemy
passing 20 miles ahead of, her.

,  and

was

The submarine reported
she would search, to the westward till dark, but must then
break off on account of fuel shortage.
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lack of escort vessels H,M.S. E/gret ordered her Captain and
crew to take to the boats and she v;as then sunk by H.M.3.

Redoubt after her crew had been picked-up.

H.Q.C.C./S.7OIO/
AR/5.

This blockade runner, identified as the Italian merchant
ship Cortellazzo of 5,292 gross.tons, was sunk as the result
of rixnning into a southbound convoy rather than by good manage
ment on the part of the combined forces provided in the Bay of
Biscay for carrying out Operation "Busby". Tlie failure to

achieve success was manifold and could be largely ascribed as
lack of training and practice between the sea and air forces

concerned. The mistake in reporting the position of the

initial sitting, which led to touch being lost with the enemj'-
from about 15OO hours on the afternoon of 29 November to

0400 hours on 30 November, was undoubtedly very important but
can be attributed to the fact that the aircraft involved

(li/405) was one of a Bomber Gomimnd Squadron which had recently
started operating with No. 19 Group and -whose personnel -\iere
very inexperienced in Bay operations. On the question of
hom.ing procedure, this was not employed as successfully as it
might have been, due according to the A.O.C., No. 19 Group to
the instructions laying dcavn that it was only to be brought
into force when ordered by No. 19 Group, who in ’bum had to
await instructions from E.O. (s), ('1)

The submarines involved had by no means acquitted them
selves on this occasion, for they were brouj^t to book by
P.O.(S) for errors of judgement and lack of initiative when

. well within range of the enemy.

In his report to the Admiralty on this o'peration, Ci-in-C
Plymouth summed up the failure by attributing the absence of
success to the lack of centralised control,

a special report was submitted to the Admiralty for considera
tion.

(4) Interception of the "Germania, Rhakotis and Hohenfriedburg

Following the considerable activity in blockade running
in Noveiriber, there was a d'iminution in the scale of effort
during the 'period December 1942 to February' 1943*
only one attempt to break out from a French port and only two
incom.ers from the Far East,

break-out was made by the tankei’ Germania of 9,85I gross tons,
v;hich put out on 11 December, protected by four U-boats.
She evaded the routine Bay patrols in a patch of bad weather,
but at 1400 hours on 12 December she ran into a north bound

Allied convoy in 45»00N., 14.40^^. (approx.) and scuttled

•

On this subject

Tliere was

All these attempts failed. 'The

 >

The War at Sea -

19Zf2. HI.1738
Vol. Ill

(1) These instructions were promptly amended so that an
aircraft in fu-ture should go over to- medium frequency
and make homing signals automatically as soon as it
had made a sighting in the patrol area allotted to
submarines.
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herself.(1)
table oil in the east and was travelling out in a light
condition.

She was undoubtedly on her way to pick up vege-

H.Q.G.C.
Controller’s

Log.

'  Of the two incoming ships the first was the fred^ter
Rhakotis of 6,754 gross tons. Forewarned of her arrival from

intelligence sources, preparations were made to intercept the
enemy at the earliest possible moment as the weather condi

tions were about as bad as they could be for this type of
operation,

ties of enei^y surface and air forces gave every indication of
an early arrival from the Par East.

Apart from this information the observed activi-

H,Q.C.C./S.7010/
42/4.

Certain naval forces, apart from the submarines engaged
in Operation Busby, (2) -were available on this occasion, and
consisted of, H«M.S» Soylla. who by a fortunate coincidence
was homeward bound from Gibraltar, and. was expected to be in
43.OON., 16.0011 (approx.) at dawn on 1 January 1943;
the sam.e time, an escorted convoy from Gibraltar was also
expected to be in 46.00N

In the light of the information to Irand it was decided to

lay on a wide search throu^out the night of 31 December/
1 January •1943.

consisting of four Tfellingtons of No. 172 Squadron (Lei^i
Light) and five li/hitleys of No. 502 Squadr-on. All aircraft
were fitted with radar. The parallel track search, designed
to scan an area betoeen the latitudes of 45.OON and 46.2ON as
far westward as 11 degrees west, was expected to meet all
contingencies such as one or more aircraft returning early, c
the enemy unit making variations in course either towards the
south coast of Brittany or the N.¥. coast of Spain,
aircraft took off at fifteen minute intervals from 2330 hours
on 31 December 1942.

at about

14«42W on a northerly course.•$

Nine aircraft were- detailed for this task

or

The

PI/97/31 Dec.
Pl/98/31 Dec.
H.Q. No. 19 Grp.
O.R.B.

(1) Always deploring the use of his U-boats as escorting
screens for blockade runners. Admiral Doenitz comments
on this operation thus:-

"Of the U-boats detailed for the ijrotection of the
How the otherGermania, only one was near the ship,

boats were placed in relation to the tanlcer was not
iQiavm. In any case they were usele Real support,
for a blockade runner, could only be formed by an all.
roiind screen, at a distance of 5O-6O sea miles from the
ship. With a range of visibility at 10 sea miles
favourable supposition - fifteen boats would be needed
during the day; a number by no naoans available. But
even this protection is theoretical, as owing to the
necessity of subm.erging in the event of hostile aircraft
differences in fxjces, deterioration of visibility there
was always the possibility of not being able to report
the sighted enemy before submerging,
dated I5 December 1942).
The position of submarines on the afternoon of 31 December
1942 was as follows:-

U.S.S, Blacicfish in zone K.5OI.
U.S.S. Herring in zone K. 505.
U.3.S. Barb off Vigo,
U.S.S. Shad off Bilbao.

H.M. Neth. Submarine Dolfijn was in the vicinity of
13.15^''^'5 .P^TOceeding dived by day, on passage to

S3 •

- a

(B, d U. ¥ar Log

45.3ON.,

(2)

Gibraltar.
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STE/01/1 Jan.
STE/02/1 Jan.
H.Q. No. 19 Grp,
O.R.B,

Hie aircraft foimd the Met. forecast for the area only
too accurate. There was ten tenths cloud with tops at
5, 000 feet and base 4OO feet. It followed that the search

liad to be conducted above cloud, making all possible use of
radar. It was therefore to the credit of two Vtoitleys, who
were on ad,joining tracks, that they each obtained a radar
contact at 0Z(40 hours and 02f41 hours from 3,500 feet and 3,000
feet at distances between I6 and.20 miles. Both aircraft

homed onto the contact and after breaking cloud, one Wliitley
sifted the vi/alce of a ship and dropped a fls.re "bj the li^it of
which both aircraft sighted the bloclcade mnner. Between
0500 and 0530 hours, first sighting and amplifying reports
were sent to base but there was a divergence of opinion as to

the position of the ship. J/502 reporting it as 46.O5N
14.32T1/'., while bi/502's estimate was 45.37N., 14.15?4 Aircraft
M/502, when investigating, inadvertently flew over the ship and
was badly shot-up but managed to make base and effected a crash
landing. The cloud base at 3t. Eval was at this time only
eij^ity feet. The other 1^/hitley attempted to attack from
2,000 feet but visibility was too bad to make a release of
bombs.

• y

CHl/05/1 Jan.
H.Q. No. 19 Grp.
O.R.B.

In^the meantime a Wellington (n/i72) had intercepted the
first sighting report from J/5O2, set course and was success
ful in locating the enemy. His repoi't to base differed again
from the two Vfliitleysj however, all aircraft agreed that the
blockade runner's course was 090 degrees. This Wellington
attacked with 2 x 25O lb, D.Gs. but no results were observed.

Further aircraft in the form of two Sunderlands liad been

ordered into the air at 0100 hours to locate the enerry and
were diverted following the original sightings. One of these^^”^
boats sifted a convoy at 0730 hours and reported the vessels ^
as friendly, but neither aircraft siglited the blocl-cade runner.

Of the naval vessels, the Admiralty had directed H.M.S.
Scylla and three escorts of convoy I'iKS,4 at 0730 hours(l) to
proceed to intercept the unknown merchant ship sifted by
aircraft at O5OO hours. Flag Officer Submarines informed
the submarines, some of which were jDroceeding to their patrol
areas, of the existence of an enemy unit. At 0719 hours an
order was despatched for the subimrines to operate in twenty
m.ile wide zones between 46.20N., and 45.00N., and to make as
m.uch westing as possible to ensure an interception in daylight.
The movements of our o\,vn surface forces v\?as also communicated.

It was clear by O9OO hours tlmt there was no longer any
aircraft in touch with the eneny and this state of affairs
persisted until a Liberator of No. 224 Squadron and a Sunder
land of No. 10 (R.A.A.F.) Squadron commenced a search at
1325 hours and 1425 hours respectively.

After receiving signals despatched by the naval forces,
Plymouth imde an appreciation of the position

and estimated that the blockade runner would be within sixteen

miles of 45.04N., IO.53W., at 1800 hours steaming befaveen

the G.-in-C• y

PL/G9/3I Dec.
1 Jan.

Jan,

HWY/02/
MB/01/l

H.Q.G.G./S.7010/
42/4.

PL/GI/i Jan.
PL/G2/1 Jan.
PL/G3/1 Jan.

H.Q.C.G./S.7010/
42/4.

(1) At 0915 hours, the Admiralty announced that H.M.S. Scylla
had reported that she was proceeding at 28 knots. Acting
on her own initiative she had set course at O705 hours
from 41.52N., I5.58Y/,
H.M.S. LulTi/orth in company with H.M.S. Moose jaw, escort
vessels detached from the convey, had also set course from
45-37N., 14.007/’. at 15 knots, and were chasing the enemy.

in an endeavour to intercept.• t
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090 and 100 degrees at about 10-12 knots, A signal to all
concerned was made accordingly.

The Sunderland and Liberator aircraft searching in the
vicinity were diverted to fresh positions and ordered to sweep
east and west respectively. The Liberator's search westward
was unproductive, but at I6O8 hours, the Sunderland Z/-]0, when
in position 2f4,40N,, , (approx,) obtained a radar con
tact and subsequently closed with H,M,S, Scylla with whom she

exchanged V/S signals, Z/lO then proceeded on hex' search and
at 1630 hours obtained a further contact to the north east which
brought her to the bloclcade runner. At I632 hours a first
sitting report was sent out, after which Z/l O'closed with
H,M.S, Scylla again, and there followed an unorthodox, but
none the less effective, honing of the cruiser to the eneiry by
the laying of flame floats along the course to be steered.
Unfortunately, the Sunderland had to leave when the two ships
were still twelve miles apart, and was therefore unable to
witness the final scene, A signal was despiatched by the air
craft at 1735 hoturs stating that she had homed the cruiser

within tv/elve miles of the enemj^, but after this there was
H.Q.C,C,/S,7010/ silence until at I83O hours when H,H,S^ Scylla reported "Enerry
42/4 sunk", This signal was later amplified by the cruiser at

1251/2 Janua.ry Tdiich stated that she intercepted the
identified as the lUiakotis at 1735 hours in 45.01N,, 1.0,50W,
and sank her I40 miles N,W, of Cape Einisterre,

It is interesting to note the proximity of C,-in-C.
Plymouth's estimation of the probable position at I8OO hours
to that given by H,M,S, Scylla as the position of interception
at 1735 hours i,e, 45.01W,, 10,50W,

Prom the first aircraft being airborne in search of the

blockade runner until she was sunk, eighteen and  a half hours
elapsed. During this time the eneny was located by, three of
the first sweep and subsequently by the Sunderland which led
to a kill,

fast surface vessel.for this form of interception,
presence in the area althougb fortuituous Vv'as decisive.

Although this oijeration ended ver3'‘ sa.tisfactorily there
were still several defects to be corrected in the organisation
for the interception of this class of traffic.

Homing procedure was again the subject of much comment.
The submarines did not receive any homing signals because the
aircraft, almost at P,L.E., did not switch to 385 Kc/s, It
was suggested by the Naval Staff that even a very short homing
signal m.ight, and probably v/ould, have saved a great deal of
confusion as to the 'correct position of the enemy, as it would
have'enabled the submarines to get a direct bearing themselves,
and their Gcmraanding Officers could hs.ve used their own initia
tive in the li^t of existing local conditions, z/lO
\mdoubtedly displayed highly ccmm-endable common sense ■ in homing
H,M,S. Scylla on to the Rhakotis.by using flame floats and
flares, but it was still necessary to make it clear that this
procedure did not in anyway take the place of homing signals
on 385 Kc/s,

The fact that navigation Vi/as considerably in error was
entirely due - to the weather, which rather emphasized the im.por-
tance of adopting homing procedure at once thus automatically
making navigational errors of little importance provided the

MB/03/1 Jan.

enemy

H.Q.C.C./S.7OIO/
42/4.

This operation emphasized the supreme valqe of a
Her
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naval forces were in a position to receive the homing
signals,(1)

There soon followed another occasion in which aircraft

successfully co-operated with a surface force in sinking
another inward hound blockade runner. Ample warning of her

Controller's Log approach was received from intelligence sources and prepara
tions were put in hand accordingly for an early interception.
Pour Liberators of Nos. 1 and 2 U.S.A.A.P, Squadrons and one

Liberator of No. 224 Squadron were scheduled to sweep an area

to the westward of Cape Pinisterre the Tifestern extremity of

which was 950 miles from Lands End.
off at intervals between O25O hours and O41O hours on the

morning of 26 Pebruary,

H.Q.C.C.

Hy&4/25 Peb.
LL/&5/25 Peb.
H/G6/25 Peb.

All five aircraft took

The situation in regard to naval fo^c^s in the Bay of
Biscay was that H,M,S. Sussex, on patrol
position 44.5ON, X 20.07Yf, from the north westward at 0800

hours on 26 Pebruary; there would also be eight escort vessels
of the convoy MKS-8 in position 45.20N,, 14.40'N. on a northerly
course; and three submarines on patrol, one off. Vigo, another

some ninety miles N.¥. of Cape Pinisterre, and a third west of
Oporto,

was due to reach

Pour independently routed British and United States
merchant ships due within the area of operations at 0800 hours

were expected to complicate matters.

The weather was cloudy with occasional slight rain,
visibility six to twelve miles, sea sli^t.

At 1008 hours a first sitting report was received from
Liberator C/No. 1 U.S.A.A, Squadron which stated that at
0945 hours in 41.25N., 21.25W., an enenc'- tanker T/as sifted on
course 140 degrees at 8 knots,
messages were immediately re-broadcast by C.-in-C., Plymouth.

Aircraft C/No. 1 U.S.A.A.P. commenced to carry out homing
procedure on making contact, and continued to shadow the enemy
until she reached P.L.E. at II58 hours,
observed at 1155 hours in 41.09N., 21.28¥. on a course of
085 degrees at a speed of 10 knots.

This report and all subsequen

The tanker was last

STE/O8/26 Peb.

t

0) In his report to the Admirally, the C.-in-C., Plymouth
again emphasised the need for a greater degree of cen
tralised control in this type of operation,
before the next incident occurred the Admiralty had
taken appropriate measures to ensure that all Naval
forces within the Bay of Biscay would come under the
orders of the C.-in-C., Plymouth, at an appropriate time

after the receipt of information that there was an enemy
ship either in or ai^proaching the area.
Difficult as it was to spare ships for the interception
of blockade runners at this time, an operation ("Regula
tion" ) for this purx^ose was introduced by the Admiralty
and brou^t into force as opportunity offered,.
Jamaica on passage to the Par East made the first of these

patrols, from 4 to '8 Pebruary, north of the Azores, and

another between 20 and 24 Pebruaiy, both without success.
She w/as relieved by H.M.S. Sussex on passage to Preetown.
After this ship's success the Admiralty arranged on
28 Pebruary to have one cruiser always available at
Plymouth to sail for a similar patrol on receipt of
information of a blockade runner.

Hawever

H.M.S.

(2;
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H.Q.G.G./S.7OIO/
42/5

At the time of first sighting the enemj'', H,M,S. Sussex

Trfas estimated to be about 330 de^e
tanker, and making south east.('lj
it -was apparent that she should be able to intercepit vvithin
seven to eight hours provided the enemy maintained a mean line

of advance of O85 degrees at a speed of ten knots.(2) ■  ■

At 1151 hours, P,0,(s) instructed the submarines to come
iinder the orders of the C.-in-C., Plyrnouth forthwith. (3)

Since the. original sightings, two more had come in from
aircraft.on patrol, but after careful scrutiny each turned out

to be our ovm independently routed mercliant ships.

At 1222 hours. Portress aircraft C/59, and at 1313 hours
Liberator B/No. 1 U.S.A.A.P. left St. Sval, the latter to
contact H«M.S. Sussex and. then to comiBence a search for the

enemy tanker (touch with v;hich had been lost from 1158 hours
on departure of G/No. 1 U.S.A.A.P.) and the formex' to carry out
a search for the ship commencing from position 41.23N.,
21.25W.(4)

es 190 miles from the
Based on this calculation

EL/G3/26 Feb.
PL/G5/26 Peb.
H.Q. No. 19 Grp*
O.R.B,

H.Q. C.C./S. 1010/ Meantime H.M.S. Sussex had made a good esthuate for inter
ception as at 1549 hours she sighted the enemy 20 degrees on

the starboard bow steering a course of 080 degrees, and at the
same time si^ited a P.W.200 aircraft apparently approaching
from the eastward. Tliis aircraft did not attempt to interfere
with the cruiser, At 1606 hours H.M.S. Sussex fired a warn

ing shot, and then a salvo to force the enemy to abandon ship.
At 1622 hours fire was opened at 17,000 yards range, but by
1700 hours Ti/hen fire was checked, only the vessel was on fire
and not its cargo. As the tanker showed no sign, of sinlcing,
fire was re-opened from 1730 to 1745 hours. She finally sank

at 1810 hours in position 41.45^., 20.5817, During this ei^i-
sode Portress C/59 arrived on the scene liaving made a radar
contact at 1741 hours which was on the burning tanker, and

reported her in position 41.36N., 20,50¥., a good feat of
navigation. The. Portress made contact with iL'M.S. Sussex and

took a good series of photographs. Making her departure one
hour later C/59 reported the tanker sunlc and that sur\''lvors
were in four lii'eboats.

STE/05/27 Peb.

STS/03/27 Peb. Liberator B/No. 1 U.S.A.A.P. also made contact with
H.M.S. Sussex but not until 1925 hours when the incident was
closed. .

In view of the U-boat menace. the cruiser reported that

(1) Prom subsequent anal3''sis the true position of the tanlcer
at 0945 hours was -4i.40N,, 22.00W., some 3OO degrees
30 miles from that signalled by G/No. 1 U.S.A.A., which
placed H.M.S. Sussex 358 degrees 170 miles from the enerry.
On receipt of the first si^^iting report the cruiser set

course to intercept and worked up to full powe.r.
The eneiry's signalled course on first sic^ting of lii-0 de
grees was thought to be only a temporary course, set by
him to mislead the aircraft.

The submarines were, however, unable to hake any effective
part in this operation, being too far to the eastv;ard.
H.M.S. Sussex was informed of this arrangement.

(2)

(3)

(4)
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she was not attempting to pick up survivors, (0 and thereafter
withdrew to the south west.

H.Q.C.G./S.7010/
42/5.

In the C,-in-C. Plyraouth's report to the Admiralty on

this operation it was stated that the successful conclusion
was due to the early location of the enemy by a Liberator
aircraft which was operating during the day at distances up
to 950 miles from Lands End. The great value of these long
range aircraft could not be sufficiently emphasised and

although it could be argued that without them the enemy might
still have been intercepted during the two succeeding days,
the extra day gained enabled the cruiser to remain undetected

by the enemy's reconnaissance aircraft. As a result, the
enemy had no warning which might have given him the chance of
running for sai'ety to a Spanish port.

Coramunications were conducted with a very satisfactory
lack of delay, apart fron the fact that the cruiser did not

receive any homing signals on 385 Kc/s although the Liberator
had carried out the procedure correctly. No legitimate
reason could be found to explain this failure,

(5) Summary and Conclusions

Up to the end of February 1943, this second bloclcade
running season had not proved so successful to the enemy as
the first. Of the twelve ships that had sailed from ports in
the Bay of Biscay to the Ear East, nine (75/) were sighted, of
which six (5^/o) were attacked by aircraft, but only tv;o sus
tained damage to a degree which necessitated a return to port
for repairs. Eight (66.2/3/) of the total departures, however,
safely delivered their cargoes.

In the reverse direction, of the fourteen ships that
sailed for Europe up to February 1943, only seven could have
possibly made port, as the remainder did not leave the Far

East until January and February 1943, and therefore, were not
due to arrive until I,tarch, April or ilay. So, only the seven
possibles will be considered. Of this nunber, four (57.I/)
were sifted by aircraft, two of which (28.6/)
fully attacked,
their cargoes to port.

Of the seven losses inflicted on the enemy, i.e. four
outward bound and three inward bound, interception by sirrface
forces was the actual cause of the sinkings, tliree being by
scuttling and four by gunfire. In two cases, aircraft through
sitting reports and an unorthodox piece of homing were
instrumental in guiding surface forces to the target.

As far as aircraft -were concerned this second season of

blockade running could not be regarded as satisfactory. In

were unsuccess-

Only four ships (57.17°), however, brought

(1) The tanker, which was subsequently identified as the
Hohenfreidburg (ex Herborg, Nor.) of 7,892 gross tons,
was escorted by tliree U-boats (U-264. U-258 and U-437)
one of which, U-264 picked up the survivors. This
U-boat, also attacked the cruiser with a four fan torpedo
shot, but without success. One of three U-boats forming
the wing protection for this tanker was attacked and
damaged by Z/224 on her way home. This aircraft had
been searching for the tanker and earlier in the day had

sifted and attacked a U-boat in 41.31N - 21.49^7. This
U-boat was also one of the vilng protection.
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spite of the reasonahly good intelligence system hy means of
which some accurate forecasts had been made of enemy depar
tures and ararivals, no successes can be recorded for the air.
The ships were located rigjit enough by air reconnaissance,
despite the blockade-runners' habit, of passing in and out, of
the Bay of Biscay mainly under ccrver of bad weather, but giv
ing the coup-de-grace to a well armed adversary was however, a
very different proposition with single heavy aircraft, forced
to operate at very long distances from base. Another diffi
culty brought sharply into focus during these operations was
the impracticability of diverting aircraft and crews trained in
one role to take up another at short notice. Ivlany of the
personnel engaged in operations against these blockade z'-unners
were either Bomber Command, ex Bomber Command or American crews,
who in the first place were never intended to be used in anti
shipping operations; the general shortage of aircraft made
their employment in this role an unavoidable necessity. Their
lack of training and experience in maritime warfare, particu-
larly anti-shipping opei'’ations, led to errors, especially in
the reporting procedure,. at the most critical stages vvhich
delayed the follow-up action thus enabling the eneigy to slip
away without further pressure being supplied,
doubt that the answer to this problem of air attack against a
well armed moving target could only be found in the provision
of a properly equipped and fully trained striking force.

Failure to produce this striking force fraa the start had
led to an expedient in the form of a combined air and naval
operation, knovm as "Busby" which was designed in  a hurry to
meet an immediate need. The object of the operation was to
provide a "homing" aircraft so that submarines or surface craft

could intercept and destroy enemy units, including blockade
runners, in the Bay of Biscay. At its inception in September
1942 it was understood that as and when experience was gained
the scheme would be reviev/ed and adapted to meet current needs.
Instead, in the interim,
cations were applied piecemeal that the original order changed
out of all recognition and by February 1943 neither ground
staff nor aircrew were able to appreciate its significance
any longer. However, as this cliapter closes, the whole
operation was under review and the order was being rewritten in
the light of all that had happened since its inception in the
autumn of 1 9'itf.

¥ith the introduction of "Operation Busby",
were sent down to specified areas off the north and north-west
coasts of Spain for certain periods, on the expiration of which
they were relieved by other submarines,

campaign, these vessels seldom seemed favourably placed for
attack, and coupled with the unfortunate fact that they
not very ably assisted by aircraft in regard to horning and
reporting signals when the opportunity offered, their record
of successes is even less than that of the aircraft. On the
one occasion during the -period under review when they appeared
suitably placed i.e. during the Cortellazzo e-pisode, lack of
fuel and errors of judgement allowed the enerry to escape, only
to be cau^t later by blundering into an Allied convoy.

Difficult as it w/as to spare surface ships from other
more important canmitments for the interception of this blockade
running traffic, the Adrairaliy, prompted by H.M.S. Soy Ha's

against the Rhakotis. arranged, from February 1943 f‘or
one fast cruiser to be in the Bay area for this purpose, and
the result achieved later in the month confirmed the view tliat
in this arrangement the immediate solution of intercepti

There is no

so mny minor alterations and modifi

submarines

Throughout this

were

success

on was
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]?rovided air reconnaissance was used for early
detection of the eneny in an area outside the range of German
reconnaissance aircraft, the cruiser could intercept before
the enemy received warning which might give him the chance of
running for safety in a neutral port.

As an alteniative means of stopping this traffic, H.Q.C.C,
had tliroughout the period July 1942 to February 1943 repeatedly
pressed for the bombing of these blockade runners when lying
in port. At first this claim did not coincide with the

existing bombing policy, but later i.e. October 1942 to
Pebmarj'' 1943, when the policy was changed in favour of bomb
ing the Biscay U-boat bases, the bloclcade runners still
remained unm.olested.

now known that area bombing at this time had very little
effect on shipping movements and it raa.j well be that no worth-
"while results would have follo\^ed if this method of stopping
blockade runner activities had been adopted,

ninelaying was also resorted to on a fairly large scale
in the Gironde Estuary, but it had little or no effect on the
moven'ents. of blockade runners and ivas quite unsuccessful in
claiming any victims.

In the next volume, the blockade running narrative will
be continued and will deal with the concluding pihase of the
second season and the almost complete failure of the enemy's
third season activities,

(xv) Summary and review - Pebru^Ty 1943

By the end of 1942, the eneny still possessed sufficient
shipping in north west Europe to carry out any military opera
tions likely to be contemplated, but was still finding it
difficult to satisfy simultaneously current military and
economic cammitm.ents.

Kaufmann's appointment in the summer of 1942 as Reich
Kommissar for shipiiing and the subsequent granting to him of
wide powers was in itself an admission on the part of the
German Government of their anxiety cf the seriousness of the
shipping situation.

The Reich Gami'nissar's policy was reflected in a number of
measures desimed to relieve the operational shortage of
shipp^g; (a) an increase in merchant shipbuilding, (b) the
mobilisation of such small untouched reserves as still existed,
and (c) the co-ordination of administration.

In the last few months of '\3l\2, there v?as a marked in
crease in the scale of merchant shipbuilding activity in
Germany and certain occuxoied countries. 1/hereas in Germany
only one merchant vessel of over 1,000 gross had been laid
down for at least two years, construction of ten or more nevj
ships under the "Hansa" scheme was begun after November 1942.
The ships append to be of standard tonnage - 2,000/3,000 -
the type of which Germany was in the greatest need.

Meanwhile the search for tonnage south of the Dover
btraits, in Denmark and Finland had continued.

A total of nine merchant vessels of from 3,000 to 3,000
gross tons was transferred during the period under review from
French Biscay ports to the North Sea.
previously engaged in the iron ore trade between North Spanish

to be found.

However, from post-war records it is

Six cf them were

ME1(7/ES/7i/2
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The subsequent appearance of tlireeports, Bayonne or Bordeatuc,
of this number in the coal trade from Germany to Norway - a

traffic which vijas usioally reciprocal to the southbound carriage
of iron ore - lent weight to the assumption that the transfer

was symptomatic of the need to reinforce tonnage engaged in the
transfer of iron ore from Narvik,

The ti^tening of German ccntrol over Dand.sh shipping,
which had formerly received more lenient treatment than that of

other occupied territories, was foreshadowed by an order in

December 1942 that no vessel of more than five gross tons
could in future be offered for sale or charter without a licence.

This was followed in January 1945 "by the seizure of the four

best ships totalling 6,821 gross tons out of a small block of
Danish coal burning tonnage laid-up in Copenhagen.

Further indications of the enemy's necessity to exploit
all available resources was well illustrated by the increasing
use of small craft, many of which were totally unsuitable for
the tasks allotted to them.

All these measures, so far, had in themselves been suffi

cient to retard the decline in Gerrmny's shipping potential,
but it was doubtful whetlier they could be repeated to meet the
needs if losses continued to exceed new construction and the

return to service of repaired shipping.

The effects of the decline in Germany's shipping potential
which had be cone really evident in 1942 and \vhich threatened to

assume serious proportions during 1945, bad been mitigated by
the'exceptionally mild weather of the winter 1942/45*
only was the trading period for the greater part of the Baltic

extended by some three months, but Germany was also spared the
usual aftermath of the ice-bound period with.large numbers of

vessels awaiting repair for ice damage and congestion of

merchandise in the ports.

Not

Another factor which had assisted the eneiry to pull through
1^942 without serious embarrassment to his seaborne traffic in

North 'West Europe was the use of Swedish shipping to the tune

of some 450,000 gross tons,
there was evidence of the increasing reluctance on the part of
the Swedes to trade with Rotterdam, as the Allied air offensive

against enemy shipping in this area once more gained momentum.

To counter this, not only were especially favourable terms

fixed for Rotterdam voyages minder the 1945 German/Sv/edish
Prei^t Agreement, but also much of the coal and coke so

urgently required by the Swedish State was deliberately concen

trated, in that port by the Germians, as an enticement to Swedish
vessels to proceed there.

By the Spring of 1945, however,

Corporation of
Lloyds. German
Admiraliy and
German Shipowners sea in North West Emiropean waters had only accounted for 2.0
Association.

Althou^i the enemy's losses from all causes during the

period under review i.e, July 1942 to February 1945 was 250
ships of 261,154 gross tons, the R.A.F, in direct attack at

ships of 27,821 gross tons.
s,eeo sorties on reconnaissance and strilce had been flown and
883 attacks were carried out.
craft employed was fZ., so that 4.<J aircraft were lost for
each ship sunl^ which is not a very satisfactory rate of

exchange.

To achieve this result some

The wastage rate among the airH.Q. Coastal,
Bomber and

Pieter Command
O.R.B's.

-

Attacks on enemy shipping remained fair-ly constant through"
out this period of ei|^t months Yi/ith the peak occurring in

July 1942 with 210 attacks which, however, resulted in only
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six SinaiU cra+'t
'being sunk. Subsequent months did not bring

increased success by way of nujiibers but the actual tonnage
improved. These mediocre results were due to two factors,
the adoption of medium level banbing without an efficient
borabsight and the transfer of a number of specialised squadrons
to othpr theatres of war without adequate replacement.

Some progress was made during the period in the develop
ment of the co-ordinated.Strike Wing, and it was hopefully
anticipated that the upward trend of this form of attack would

be maintained and thus provide the answer to the heavily
defended convoy.

Coastal Command had been unable to prevent some eneiry
success in running the blockade, but measures were being taken
to at least materially reduce the volume of leakage,
success achieved in this direction was wholly due to surface
craft action, but the air had co-o]?erated in such success on
two occasions.

The

This period for the R.A.P, in direct attack at sea had
been one of improvisation while the strilce force was being
rebuilt and the technique of co-ordinated attack was being
perfected, rather than one of spectacular achievement,
the same time the air forces available, although largely nulli
fied by the enemy's defences, had not allowed the enemy any
relaxation or diversion of effort to anything but defence.
Although the effect of the eneny's drastic rationalisation
scheme was to increase the lift of the German Mercantile

Marine to an extent sufficient to offset, for the time, the
effects of the Allied offensive, this process could not be
repeated.

At

Thus the year 1943, began with the Allies in Worth West
European v^aters faced with the task of disrupting a system of
canmunications re-organised alike for defence and for the

performance of its important contribution to the German war
effort.

There would be, undoubtedly, plenty of scope for the
employment of the Strike Wing now under training to deal with
the defensive stmcture which the enemy had built up.

Throughout the period June 1941 to Eebruary 1943,
offensive operations by Geman surface craft in British
Coastal Waters was very largely confined to E-boat activities,
both torpedo and minelaying.

By the end of 1 940 the German E-boat arm had been

expanded to three E-boat flotillas in the West, but in
Hay 1941, all three w/ere transferred to the Baltic for the
invasion of Russia, leaving only the newly formed 4th flotilla
to continue the offensive in the western area throughout the
summer of 1941.

Admiralty
nid/eds
237/48

At the beginning of October 1941, part of the 2nd flotilla
(6 boats) was brought back and by the end of the year the
6th flotilla (7 boats) and the 1st flotilla (9 boats)
also ready for action in British Coastal f/aters.

ten boats of the 4th flotilla already opei'ating the number of
E-boats for operations in the West was brought up to thirty-
tYvo, but of this total an average of nearly was always
out of action for overhauls.

were

Thus with
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Coastal convoys proceeding between Flamborough Head and
the Thames were exposed to torpedo attacks and mining by
E-boats, excluding the mouth of the Humber and the Vfash, where
aerial minelaying was a function of the Luftwaffe. The entire
Channel convoy route as far T\?est as Plymouth could be reached
from the E-boat bases at Boulogne and Cherbourg,

In these areas from June 1941 to February 1945> there was
total of 649 sorties by E-boats engaged on torpedo operations

of which 285 boats made attacks on Allied shipping. In
addition 426 minelaying sorties were also completed,

.  Allied shipping losses by E-boat torpedo amounted to 44 ships
totalling 75>484 tons. Losses through mining by E-boats is
not yet available.

Aircraft of Coastal and Fighter Command specifically
engaged on Anti-E/boat operations flew 347 sorties and made
60 attacks,

were made by aircraft engaged on other duties but w?hidi
fortuitously sighted E-boats,
lost during these operations, but no fatal casualties were
inflicted on E-boats»

From the periodical reports rendered to higher authority
by the Senior Officer E-boats (P.d.S.), it was evident that
there was no air menace to E-boat operations up to February 1943^
but towards the end of the period the subject of enemy air
forces received more attention than hitherto in these reports,
and from such comments it was apparent that the presence of
British aircraft in the operational areas was at least
instrumental in restricting E-boat activities to the dark
hours, and furthermore only for a limited number of nights
during the month,

British destroyers and radar were regarded by the Germans
as the principal enemies of the E-boat,

a

Supplementary to this effort, a further 93 attacks

A total of three aircraft vi/ere

Admiralty
BE.1337

No. 16 Group
ORBs., and
Fighter Cd.
Forms Y

Admiralty
nid/fds
X. 237/48
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GHAITER XII

THE RENEWAL OP THE U-BOAT WAR M MID-ATLANTIC

JULY TO lECEMEER 1942

(i) Introduction

At the time of his broadcast to the German people at the

end of July, Admiral Donetz was already re-deploying his

U-hoats into mid-Atlantic and by the end of August had

re-opened the campaign against ocean convoys on a large scale.

On the 26 August, a Fuehrer Conference was held to consider
the war situation and it was decided that the two main lines

of strategy must continue to be pursued.

A. To defeat Ri:issia and so create a lebensraum which

was blockade proof.

B. To use every means to further the fight against the
Anglo-Saxon sea power.

Foremost in the latter struggle was the maintenance of the

In spite of a good August in the remaining soft
spots on the American coast(l), it was plain that these waters
were becoming more unprofitable. Hovrever, Admiral Raeder

(C.-in~C., Navy) reported a satisfactory increase in delivery
of new operational boats from construction and the training
grounds in the Baltic(2) which had enabled additional groups
of U-boats to be stationed in the middle areas of the North

Atlantic.

U-boat war.

It was confidently hoped, therefore, that even in

Fuehrer

Conferences

in 1942

the absence of adequate G.A.P. reconnaissance, this net of

watching U-boats would lead to many opportunities for attack

provided the convoys were beyond the range of Allied aircraft
protection,
recently stiffened heavy losses from aircraft mainly because

of superior location-finding devices but he was able to report
that radar interception sets had been on trial in some U-boats

since the 8 August with favourable results,
the North Atlantic, he proposed to launch other attacks by
U-boats at several places simultaneously - in the Atlantic
Narrows between Brazil and West Africa, off Capetown, on the
Russian Arctic coast and at the same time to keep up the
pressure in the Caribbean area,

measures, but, although accepting the implied complaint on the
absence of G.A.P. sea reconnaissance in the Atlantic, he made

no definite promises for its future co-operation neither would
he accept the repeated Naval Staff view that the capture of
Malta with Gibraltar as the next objective was of vital
importance in order to prevent the Anglo-Saxon forces from
getting a foothold in Northwest Africa.

Admiral Raeder pointed out that U-boats had

In addition to

Hitler approved of these

At this period, the joint planners in London and
Washington were drawing up a scheme for this very project and
active preparations were going ahead in both countries during
the summer and autumn montlis. The launching of this expedi
tion and the intensive operations by Gibraltar-based aircraft

0) In the Caribbean and Brazilian areas 58 ships totalling
276,000 tons had been sunk by U-boats in August,
shipping losses in other areas see Appendix IV.
Construction of U-boats was running at an average of 22
U-boats per month,
operational cruise had risen from, an average of  1 2 per
month previous to July to 24 in July and 32 in August.
See Appendix II.

For

The number of U-boats on their fir

(2)
st
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against the U-boats endeavouring to interrupt the build-up
convoys form a separate section in this chapter.

Meanwhile, the convoy battles in mid-Atlantic raged with
increasing severity during the five winter months with both

sides adding to the numbers engaged. Having regard to this
concentration of Allied effort, Donetz was constantly probing
for soft spots in which the defences might have been weakened
by the reinforcements sent to the mid-Atlantic campaign.
U-boat forays spread south to the Brazilian coast, the
equatorial Atlantic, the waters around South Africa and up as
far as Madagascar. Super-imposed on all this was an increas
ing tempo by Coastal Command aircraft in the Bay of Biscay
through which all these U-boats had to pass. Stung by
Donetz's camtic comments on their inability to combat the
British aircraft, the G.A.P. made greater efforts to strangle
the ceaseless air patrols. The hurried introduction of the

Gennan search receiver and the false echoes provided by French
fishing boats as the tunny fishing season developed into mid-
Bay areas brought the night offensive almost to a full stop
but the day attacks on U-boats continued. Finally, in
despair of effective action by the G.A.P., Donetz limited the
surface time of U-boats in transit areas entirely to the dark
hours now that the Search receiver was in more general fitment
and, early in 1943, commenced to strengthen the U-boats' flak
armament so that they might defend themselves,

(ii) British Policy during the period

The re-opening of the U-boat war in mid-Atlantic
necessitated no new departixre in policy for Coastal Command,
but the shift of the centre of gravity to British strategic
zones made it important that the Allied output of aircraft and
equipment suitable for' combatting U-boats should be made

, , available where most needed.

c.o.s. (42)332 In June 1942, the Chiefs of Staff had drawn up a report
When it wason the employment of aircraft in the war at sea,

submitted to the War Cabinet, the Australian Commonwealth
presentative(l) criticised the briefing which the War

Cabinet received from such sources and embodied these
criticisms in a note forivarded to the Prime Minister on the
16 June.

re

In it he suggested the immediate appointment of
A.C.A.S.(P)
Pile 35/7
Item 7 small high-powered committee to examine our air offensive

against the enemy at sea and to consider any proposals however
unorthodox.

a

Such a committee should, he considered, include
the best available scientists. In a further memorandum,M.P. (i|2)326

W.P. (1^)302 dated the 31 July, he expressed dis-satisfaction with another
report drawn up by the Chiefs of Staff Committee on the

provision of aircraft for the war at sea, observing that
having enumerated the priorities, the report proceeded to
confuse them in the reasoning and recommendations put forward.
The idea of a small special committee was again suggested by
him as being the best solution to the problem of allocation
between the security of our sea routes and the air offensive
against Germai^yj

as

moreover he considered that, having cleared
our own minds on this subject, we should approach the U,S,A.
with a view to laying down a common policy to be implemented
by a common effort. Resulting from a Cabinet meeting on
these subjects, held on the 12 August, steps were taken to
nominate a special committee on the lines advocated by
Mr. S, M. Bruce. In addition, A.C.A.S.(p)(2) was instructed

1 The Right Honourable S. M. Bmice.
Air Marshal Sir John Slessor.
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to proceed to Washington in order to negotiate reinforceinents
of American A/U Squadrons and to hasten delivery of Liberator
aircraft,

these objectives were achieved,
in Section (xi).

Under the Slessor/Arnold/Tower agreement both
Further details are given

Regarding the security of our sea routes, the main
menace was from U-boats and during the autumn of 1942 the

special committee was formed under the chairmansMp of the
Prime Minister and known as the Cabinet Anti-U-boat Committee.

It consisted of certain members of the liar Cabinet, the

American Ambassador, the Chiefs of the Naval and Air Staffs,
and the head of the American Naval Staff in London. Also

present were scientists, other heads of department and the

Service officers most closely connected with the war against
U-boats.("I) The first full meeting was held on the
4 November and thereafter weekly. The presence of the
American representatives ensured full liaison with Washington
and all measures for the prosecution of anti-U-boat war were

kept under active review. The Cabinet status of this
Committee enabled quick decisions and top prioi'ity to be

exercised more fully than ever possible to the Admiralty and

Coastal Command A/U Committees and these latter now concerned
themselves with technical and tactical details.

The changes in disposition and tactics necessary during
the next seven months are dealt with in succeeding sections
but there remain two policy matters to be mentioned.

In September 1942, the A.O.C.-in-C., Coastal Command,
forwarded two papers to the Air Ministry and the Admiralty on
the subject of the war at sea.

responsibility placed on heavy aircraft of Coastal and Bomber

Commands for the location and attack on eneny raiders and
blockade runners in the Bay of Biscay,
craft had the range necessary for search but were unsuitable
for attack on these well armed vessels which, when hugging
the Spanish coast, were frequently escorted by enemy fighters.
In recent weeks such operations had cost us four Lancasters
and a Sunderland in return for two ships possibly damaged.
While agreeing that location was a proper function of the Air,
he considered that the Navy ought to provide the attacking
force,

connection with the breakdown of the air offensive in the Bay
against U-boats following their adoption of a search receiver.

It was decided to use our submarines in the Bay against the

U-boat line of transit and also for attacking enemy blockade

In one, he deprecated the

This type of air-

Tliis suggestion was repeated a little later in

CC/PBJ/1587/42
in C. G. O.R.B.,

Sept. Appendices

cc/s. 7050
Encl.58A

(1) The complete list of attendance by the end of 19I2 was:-

The Rt, Hon Winston Churchill

Mr. Averell Harrlman

Sir Stafford Cripps
Mr, Oliver Lyttelton
L.ord Leathers

Sir Archibald Sinclair

Mr. A, V, Alexander

Sir Edward Bridges
Lord Cherwell

Sir Robert Watson-Watt

Professor Blackett

Dr, Goodeve

Admiral of the Fleet sir Dudley Pound
Air Chief Marshal Sir Charles Portal

Air Chief Marshal Sir Philip Joubert
Rear Admiral Brind

Rear Admiral Edelsten

Air vice Marshal Sorley
Air Commodore A. V, Stevens

Captain C, P. Clarke R.M,

Prime Minister and Chairman

U,S, Ambassador

Minister of Aircraft Production

Minister of Production

Minister of War Transport
Secretary of State for Air

First Lord of the Admiralty
Secretary of the War Cabinet

Paymaster General

M,A.P. (radar)

Admiralty Scientific Research

First Sea Lord and C.N.S.
Chief of the Air Staff

C, In C, Coastal Conmand

Asst, C.N.S, Horae operations
Asst, C.N.S. Anti-U-boat and Trade

Asst, C.A.S, Technical Requirements

D.O.N.C. Air Ministry

D.A.S.W. Admiralty

N.B. Admiral Stark U.S,N. (Coranander U.S, Naval Forces Europe) attended from
ll+th April, 191j3.

)
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In "both, cases Coastal Command supplied the
Submarine patrols were

runners,

necessary air reconnaissance,
inaugurated during October.

The other paper reviewed the anti-U-boat warfare
situation and put forward a number of proposals for
intensifying its prosecution. Among them were the direction
of heavier attacks by Bomber Comimand on the U-boat construc

tion yards in Germany and the Biscay U-boat operating bases,
the development of weapons of increased lethality against
U-boats at sea, the early production of 10 cm, A.S.V. and

finally the institution of a supreme control for the whole

of the anti-U-boat war with a central planning staff to

co-ordinate the existing independent policies of the Royal
Navy and Air, the American Artry Air, the American Navy, the
Canadian Navy and Air and the various service authorities in

such areas as' the Mediterranean, West Africa and Australia.
Further details of this suggested supreme command were
furnished by Sir Philip on request by the C.A.S. in
November 1 942. Similar proposals were to come from the

American side of the Atlantic early in 1943* and the story of
how this eminently logical arrangement was turned down,
after nearly becoming a fact, is given in Volimie IV,

Northern

(iii) The main battle develops in mid^Atlantic

ibid

Ends.48A and

B, 55A and 56A

cc/mj/1765/42
in C. C.O.R.B.

Nov, Appendices

On the 1 August, the Atlantic U-boat fleet numbered II3

operational boats.(1) Of these, 89 were at sea distributed
x'oughly as follows

One group of twelve boats to the soutliward of Greenland
down to latitude 45°N.

One group of six boats in the vicinity of the Azores.

One group of six boats off the N. ¥. African coast.

About four or five boats off the, Canadian coast, about
fifteen operating in bhe Caribbean and Bermuda Sea
Frontier zones, and about six boats off the Brazilian
coast.

There were some 30 on passage to or from the above disposi
tions, and ten new boats coming out from Germany north about.
Scotland or South of Iceland.

Being well aware of the effective range of Allied air
cover, B.dU. (Admiral Donetz) disposed his mid-Atlantic
U-boats so as to sight convoys proceeding towards an area

outside air range. Once free of air observation the nearest

boats concentrated on the convoy which was attacked nightly,
and often by day as well, -until such time as the re-appear
ance of aircraft warned him that the gap bad been traversed
whereupon the pack would be called off and the tactics
repeated on another convoy. A glance at Map XXV shows the

principal convoy lanes and the areas where air cover was

non-existent. The most important stream of traffic contained

the HX, SC and ON convoys between North America and the

(1) The total fleet numbered 342.. Of these, 59 formed the
permanent training force in the Baltic with I3I newly
commissioned boats uinde'rgoing working up exercises in
this area. 152 U-boats were fully operational - 113
•being in the Atlantic Command, 16 in the Mediterranean
and 23 in Arctic waters. Reference - B.d U. War Diary.
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United Kingdom and it was athwart this that the absence of

air support in the G-reenland Gap resulted in the heaviest
ocean losses during the next nine months,
serious gap to the east of the Azores athwart the OS, OG, SL
and HG convoys,
reluctance of the Admiralty to route these convoys within

range of enemy bombers based in Western Prance and so close

to the main U-boat operating bases,
the OS and SL convoy route around the Canary Islands.

There was anothe

This was accentuated by the understandable

A further gap lay acro

r

ss

At this time air cover, both escort and sweeps, could
only be consistently guaranteed, weather permitting, inside a
radius of 450 miles from air bases,

directed to threatened or attacked convoys outside this radius

even up to 800 miles but such escort was momentary and could

Not only were there Insufficient very
long range aircraft in Coastal Command(l) to attempt this task
for all tlireatened convoys, but unless exceptional circum

stances demanded it, there was no justification for the lavish

expenditure of engine hours in order to get, at most, two or

tlnree hours with the convoy. (2)

Sorties could, and were.

not be maintained.

August opened with the interception of convoy ON,115 in

the Greenland Gap by Six U-boats who attacked in foggy weather

to the eastward of the Newfoundland Bank on the 2 August,
sinking three ships before the convoy reached firm air cover.

The first real transatlantic battle occurred during the east

ward passage of convoy SC.94.
battles during the next nine months that the story is given
in detail in the next section,

(iv) Convoy S.C.94(^)

It was so typical of similar

The convoy, at first consisting of 30 ships, sailed from
The localSydney, Cape Breton Island, on the 31 July,

surface escort -was relieved by an ocean escort to the south

of Newfoxxndland and on the 3 August in foggy weather, three

more merchant ships and another escort vessel joined up,
making in all 33 ships and seven escorts,(4, Still in foggy

(1) Coastal Command had onlj'' one squadron containing very
long range (V.L.R.) aircraft. This Ti/as No. 120 Squadron
of Liberators. Siic of their aircraft were Mark I with

an operational range of 2,400 miles at 150 knots, Tvio
were Mark II with a range of 1,800 miles and three were
Mark III with a range of 1,680 miles. Neither Canada,
Gibraltar or ’.Test Africa had Libemtors,

The Catalina had a range of 1,840 miles and the
amphibian Catalina 1,600 miles, both at a speed of
100 knots. The Sunderland had a range of 1,300 miles
at 110 knots. The Mark I Liberator was, therefore, the
only V.L.R. aircraft at this time.

Night air escort was still impracticable, not only
because no long, range aircraft had searchlights, but
because many American types, being rushed into the front

line pn arrival, had not had any A.S.V. installed. It

was, therefore, the policy to use the limited time with

the convoy in frustrating the movements on the surface of

the U-boats engaged in shadowing or endeavouring to get
ahead of the convoy into attacking positions.
The references for this accoijnt include Admty.
CB.Oif050/2f2(8) , Coastal Command Records and B.d U’s War
Diary.
HJ/[. Ships Primrose, Dianthus and Nasturtium with H.M. Canadian

Ships Orillia, Assiniboine, Chilliwack and Battleford.
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weather on the 3 August, part of the convoy was sighted by
U-593 one of the Group Steinbrink line of U-boats stationed
athwart the north Atlantic trade route. (‘') U.593 reported
the position to base and immediately attacked, sinking one

merchant vessel at I5IO hours in 53'! 2N x 433C’»''f» ̂  Owing to
the thick weather and distance from Canadian bases (5OO miles)
no air escort was in attendance or forthcoming after the
attack.

Admiral Donetz ordered the rest of Group Steinbrink and

five adjacent new U-boats, which were outward bound in the

North Atlantic from Germany,(3) to operate forthwith against
this convoy. By the evening of the 6 August, six U-boats
had contacted the convoy and several mutual sightings and

engagements with the escort vessels took place in confusing
conditions of foggy weather. Attempts to attack the convoy
were frustrated by the escorts. U.210 was rammed and sunk

by the Assiniboine who herself was damaged in the action and

had to return to St. Johns, Newfoundland, 38 survivors from

U,210 were picked up. Other D.C. attacks damaged U,595 and

so seriously affected U.A34 that she had to abandon the

operation. Contact was effectually broken for the night and

no torpedo attacks took place.

Foggy weather persisted on the 7th and S.C.94 was sighted
only by U.176 though at least eight U-boats were in the
vicinity.
U.579. 607 and 704 but weather conditions and the vigilance
of the escorts prevented close attack and though U.6O7 fired
torpedoes at extreme range they all missed,
ordered three more new U-boats, which were outward bound, to
take up a waiting position to the eastward on the convoy’s
line of advance.C
seven U-boats.(5)

During the night of the 7th, contact was made by

Admiral Donetz

On the 8th the convoy was contacted by
Again several torpedoes, which were fired

by U.6O5 and 704i all missed but at 1325 hours U.178 got in
a close attack and sank four ships. (6)
Mo\int Kassion of 7>914 tons - was hit but remained afloat

until finished off on the morning of the 9th by U.176.
the midst of explosions all around them, three further
vessels abandoned ship under the impression they had been
hit.

A fifth shl-p - the

In

Two crews quickly went back on board, but that of the
Radchurch of 3,701 tons refused to do so and the ship was
left abandoned.

Efforts to attack continued during the night of the
8/9 August and resulted in numerous encounters with the
escort yessels. At 2230 hours, H.M.S. Broke joined up to
reinforce the escorts and took over Senior Officer's duties.

At midnight she waa fired at and missed by U.595. U.6O7

also missed the convoy again with all her torpedoes. In an
attempt to press home a surfaced attack, U.379 was compelled
to dive and was then depth-charged, brought to the surface

(1) Group Steinbrink - U.5S
and 704.

(2^ S.S. Spar - 3,616 tons.
3) New U-boats outward bound - U.176. 256. 595< 605 and 660j
4) U.174, 254 and 335. In point of fact'the latter boat

had been sunk on the 3 August to the north of the
Shetlands by H.M.S/M Saracen.

(5) JklZ6, J29,^,_^,_605, 6^ andj^. .
(6) S.S. Trehata - 4,817 tons.

S.S. Kelso - 3,956 tons.
S.S. Kaimoku - 6,367 tons.
S.S. Anneberg - 2,537 tons.
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and rammed by H.M.S. Dianthns who collected five survivors.
In spite of structural damage forward, the Dianthus was able

to rejoin and remain with the convoy. U.704 received damage
from depth charges which forced her to withdraw from the

operation and U.71 also started the journey home owing to the
illness of her Engineer OfficerC"!) and slight damage in the
boat. No ships were torpedoed and the pack lost touch with

the convoy.

It was re-located after daybreak on the 9 August by
U.607 and then by U.174» 256. 597 and 605. Admiral Donetz

ordered yet another two new outward bound U-boats to join in
the operation from the eastward.(2) During the day, aircraft
appeared on the scene and the U-boats complained that, through
having to dive constantly, they frequently lost contact and

had increasing difficulty in getting ahead of the convoy into

attacking positions. Realisation that SC.94 was so heavily
beset had made the A.O.C.-in-C., Coastal Command anxious to

establish air escort at the earliest possible moment. When

the convoy was some 85O miles from Ireland, Liberator
H/1 20 Squadron had taken off just before midnight on the 8th
from Ballykelly so as to be with the convoy at dawn on the

9th, In spite of a search from 0530 to 0945 hours the convoy
was not found,

to SC.94, put into force the standard W/T homing procedure
and the next three sorties, by 0, S and V/120 Squadron
succeeded' in meeting and continous escort was given between

1230 and 1730 hours. At the same time a sweep, as near to

the convoy as range would permit, was carried out by three
Catalinas of No. 73 U.S.N. Squadron(3) from Iceland between
noon and dusk. One of these latter aircraft - l/73 - sighted
and attacked a U-boat on a southwesterly course at 1709 hours.

The position was about I65 miles north-east of the convoy and
may have been either U.438 or 705. No damage to either is
on record.

Western Approaches, by signalThe C.in-C•»

During the afternoon the Polish destroyer Blyskawica
joined the escorts which now numbered eight vessels,
the departure of Liberator V/120 Squadron at 1722 hours there
was a gap of an hour until the last sortie of the day, by

W/120, sighted the convoy. While searching for it at
1806 hours, the aircraft sighted a U-boat‘s diving swirl but

not knowing how much time had elapsed since disappearance no

attack was made. Eight minutes later the convoy was found

and the U-boat sighting position given by R/T to the
Senior Officer Escorts who ordered the Blyskawica to hunt the

area. W/l 20 also flew back and at 1842 hours sighted a
U-boat off the convoy's port beam. It dived before an attack
could be made. Search was continued until 2008 hours when

distant escort to the convoy was resumed. At 2222 hours,
another U-boat was sighted on the surface about 25 miles

astern of the convoy. An attack with six depth charges was

made but in the gathering darkness no after effects could be

seen. Escort was again resumed and continued uneventfully
until 2305 hours. During the late afternoon and evening,
according to German records, several long range shots were

fired by U.254, 174 and 256 but all torpedoes missed and none
were detected by the convoy. Contact appears to have been

lost towards nightfall and the last shadowing signal was made

After

(1) In a German submarine the Engineer Officer controlled
the diving and trimming entirely and was therefore of

equal importance in the crew as the captain.
U.438 and 705.

No, 73 U.S.N, Squadron were amphibian Oatalinas,
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by U.607 at dusk. This U-boat, having only one air driven

torpedo left, then commenced the homeward journey followed by
U.393 who was stiffening from the cumulative effects of depth
charge damage. This left ten U-boats still operational in

the neighbourhood.

Contact was regained by a few of these soon after day
light on the 10 August and, after an abortive attack by
U.597, the convoy was closely attacked at 1023 hours by U.660
who torpedoed and sank four mechant ships.('I) Search by the
surface escorts did. not locate the attacker. Soon after

this U.597 requested to leave for homo in view of depth charge
dam-age and a very low remaining stock of fuel. _  ^

^

moved off because of a crack in a cylinder block,
the day U.438 located the abandoned S.S. Radch\jrch and sank

her.

U.593 also
Later in

The first air sortie on the 10th to the convoy was by

Liberator V/l 20 Squadron who left Bal^ykelly at O63O hours
and reached the convoy at 1206 hours - if hours after the
successful U-boat attack. From then until 2248 hours, using

the homing procedure to facilitate a meeting, practically
continuous air escort was given by V, X, F and A/120 Squadron
and Catalina H/73 U.S.N. Squadron. A further addition to
the surface escorts occurred at 2000 hours when LUM-ia.
H.M.S. CasteIton joined up. Sweeps were also carried out in

the vicinity of the convoy by other Catalinas of No. 73 U.S.N,
Squadron. At 1117 hours, one of these aircraft - K/73 -
attacked a U-boat some 40 miles north of the convoy, and at

1313 hours, E/73 attacked another U-boat close to the same

position,
depth charges and no damage was inflicted,
leaving the convoy. Liberator ,X/l 20 Squadron homed on to an
A.S.V. contact and at 1604 hours sighted a U-boat fo-ur miles

ahead in the act of diving. Although over the spot
35 seconds after complete disappearance the diving swirl was

indistinguishable in the rough sea and no attack was possible.
Later on at 2110 hours, P/l20 got an A.S.V. contact, homed

and sighted a U-boat 10 miles off the convoy's port beam.
An attack was made four seconds after disappearance but no

damage was inflfcted. Finally G/73, when searching for the
convoy at 2140 hours attacked a U-boat 10 miles to starboard

of the convoy. No signs of damage were observed.

During the evening Admiral Donets signalled that the
operation was to continue only if the boats could catch up
with and get ahead of the convoy by daylight on the 11th.

By this time U.254. with only one torpedo left, had hauled

off, thus leaving six U-boats still in the vicinity. U.705
made a last shadowing report at dusk giving the probable
course of the convoy as to the north east as aircraft were

constantly visible in that direction. Contact was then lost

and not regained during the night by any of -the others,
air support was now regular and there was little likelihood
of boats being able to get ahead'of the convoy unobserved.
Admiral Donets ordered the chase to be discontinued and the

boats to move off to the southward.

Both U-boats got under before the release of
Just after

As

At dawn on the 11 th, unaware of the withdrawal of all

the U-boats,, the Senior Officer Escorts decided that, as all

(1) S.S. Gondvlis - 4,439 tons.
S.S. Empire Reindeer - 6,259 tons.
S.S. Oregon - 6,008 tons, .

- 3>807 tons.S.S, Gape Race
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the escorts were very short of fuel, the outer screening
duties should he left entirely to aircraft.
Squadron arrived at O9OO hours and air support was provided
during the 11th and 12th by Liberator, Portress and Hudson
aircraft. Without further incident the convoy, now number

ing only 22 ships, arrived in the United Kingdom on the

13 Augxxst.

Liberator B/1 20

In Viis summing up of the operation, Admiral Donetz said

that, of the I8 boats directed into the operation, 17 one
time or another succeeded in making contact,
fired torpedoes but only nine made close attacks,
were sunk, three were damaged sufficiently to cause retire

ment and five were slightly damaged,
least ten merchant ships and possibly one destroyer had been

Although this result appeared poor, he took into

Twelve U-boats

Two boats

He claimed tliat at

sunk,

accoijnt that, with the exception of U.607, only young
commanders with no experience of convoy battles were
operating,
for the first three days and thereafter strong air escort

continually hampered mobility,
ful day attacks had been carried out in spite of surface
escort craft and considered that future prospects were
favourable.

In addition, unfavourable thick weather conti

He was pleased that succe

nued

ss-

(v) Other convoy experiences

Of the other convoys intercepted by U-boats during
August, S.L. 118 left Sierra Leone on the 4 Aug\.ist and

received air cover for part of the next four days by
Sunderlands and Hudsons of the West Africa Command,

passage was imeventful until the I6 August when the convoy
was about 15O miles east of the Azores. Here it was inter

cepted by the groups of U-boats lying in wait in the Azores

Gap and attacked during the afternoons of both the 17th and
18th, losing three ships sunk and one damaged.(I) At the
earliest possible moment air escort was sent out from the

United Kingdom, two Liberators having been moved dovm to

Predannock in Cornwall in readiness. Liberator P/l20
Squadron reached the vicinity of the convoy (780 miles from
base) at 1746 hours on the 1 8th and immediately sighted a
U-boat on the surface ahe.ad of the convoy. An excellent D.C.

attack was delivered which so severely damaged U,633 that the
boat had to break away and return to port. With no
endurance in hand to stay by the convoy, E/l20 had to start
back to base at 1807 hours. The first sortie on the ^9th, by
11/'] 20, met the convoy at 0535 hours (69O miles from base).
An hour later I|/l 20 sighted and attacked a U-boat on the
surface eleven miles to starboard of the convoy,

damage was inflicted on U.566.
was sighted on the surface 20 miles on the convoy’s starboard

quarter. Having no more D.Cs. left, an attack with cannon-
fire was delivered until it dived. The aircraft had to

leave for base at 1035 hours. One sortie on air escort was

possible from Gibraltar and was given by Catalina B/202
Squadron (750 miles from base) between O8OO and 103O hours but
no U-boats were sighted. The only other aircraft available
which could reach the convoy was B/120 at Ballykelly in
North Ireland. This aircraft took off at 0757 hours 19th and

reached the vicinitj?- of S.L. 118 at 1430 hours (780 miles from,
base). Search was made but the convoy was not sighted. At

The

Slight
At 0836 hours another U-boat

(1) Sunk - S.S. Triton - 6,607 tons, S.S. Balingkar -
6,318 tons and S.S. Hatarana - 7,522 tons.

Damaged - S.S. Cheshire.
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1552 hours a U-boat was seen in the act of diving but had

disappeared long before an attack could be made but at

1633 hours an attack was successfully delivered on another

U-boat 30 seconds after disappearance. This may have been

' U, 214 who reported having been attacked by an aircraft just
after diving. Slight damage was inflicted. Although in

the close vicinity of the convoy, B/1 20 did not actually
sight it, and at 1740 hours, had to leave for base. All the

seven U-boats taking part in the operation reported continual

interference by aircraft which made it almost impossible to

keep contact or get ahead of the convoy into attacking
positions. However, no more aircraft were available after

B/120's sortie and she had never been within sighting
distance of the convoy. No air escort had actually been

with S.L. 118 since the departtire of 1^120 and B/202 at
,1030 hours,

ahead into positions for submerged attack.
U.406 torpedoed and sank S.S. City of Manila of 7>452 tons.
Close contact with the convoy was then lost by these U-boats.

During the night B.d U., realising that full air cover would

be available on the 20th, ordered the pack to break off the

operation. Again he considered this rather meagre result to

be satisfactory in view of the fact that only one U-boat
(U.653) had been severely damaged and none lost during the
whole operation.

Also on the I6 August, convoy 0,S.37» southbound in the

same convoy lane, had been sighted and reported at O83O hours
U» 89 homeward bound from the Canadian coast in position

456ON X 21 COW. The U-boat's reporting signals were D/P'd
in England and an air escort was sent out in addition to

diverting an aircraft which was already in the neighbourhood
on an Outer Bay A/U patrol.(1) The first escort -
Lancaster i^/6l - sighted no U-boat but the next sortie -

Liberator P/120 - after being directed by the Senior Officer
Escorts to fly out on a D/P bearing from the convoy, sighted
and attacked a U-boat at 1933 hours. In point of fact this

was U.89 who was so severely damaged that she had to break

away. In view of the air escort, B.d U. made no attempt to

operate at all against this convoy.

This respite allowed one or two U-boats to get
At 1430 hours.

The next S.L. convoy, - No. 119 - was intercepted and
reported on the 25 August to the west of Madeira,
these signals established that it was S.L.II9 that was

threatened and the convoy was re-routed to the northeast so

as to get within range of Gibraltar aircraft as soon as

possible,
on the convoy.

27th which greatly hindered the pursuing U-boats, but on the

28th only one sortie from Gibraltar was possible which gave
escort from 0430 to 1100 hours.

D/Ps of

During the 26th, several U-boats were closing in
Gibraltar managed to cover the convoy on th

No U-boats were sighted.

e

Steps had been taken to have V.L.R. aircraft ready at

Predannock and B/120 Squadron succeeded in meeting the convoy
720 miles from, base at 1843 hotirs.
Escorts immediately ordered the aircraft to search well ahead

of the convoy but hastily recalled it at 1 930 hours as an

attack had been delivered on the convoy.
1800 hours, U,566 had succeeded in getting ahead into a
diving position and at -1 930 hours torpedoed two merchant
ships,
damaged the U-boat,

The Senior Officer

Between 1100 and

Counter attacks by the surface escorts severely
Por the remainder of the time at

(1) Lancaster P/61
at 1131 hours in position 464ON x 2041W.
were sighted.

on A/U patrol was diverted and met 0.S.37
No U-boats
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disposal B/120 kept close escort but no U-boats were sighted.
No attacks eventuated during the night and air escort was

re-established on the 29th, becoming continuous as the convoy
reached medium range limits from the United Kingdom on the
30th. B.d U. had discontinued his operations during the dark

hours of 28/29th in view of the expected air interference.

Turning to the northern convoy lane, O.N.122 was followed
westward in the Greenland Gap from the 22 August by a pack of
U-boats. Attacks were made during the night of the 2A/25th
and four ships were sunk before the convoy came into range,
on the 25th, of Catalina sorties from Newfoundland,
last day of the month, U.609i one of the Group Vorwaerts line

of U-boats, located convoy S.C.97 in position 5713N x 3340W
and immediately attacked, sinking two merchant ships,
ordered the rest of the Group to join in and eight of them

made contact during the next 36 hours. Air escorts were

provided from 1220 hours on the 1 September by Iceland based
aircraft. These consisted of Catalinas of No. 330 Norwegian

Squadron and amphibian Catalinas of No. 73 U.S.N. Squadron,
During the remainder of the day eight U-boats were sighted
and forced to dive and three were attacked with D.Cs. One

of these attacks, that made by B/73 U.S.N. Squadron, sank
U.756. These actions hindered the mobility of the following
U-boats so effectually that in B.d U*s own words; "I decided
to break off the operation as experience has shown that

further pursuit in an area under constant air patrol would
be useless,"

On the

B.d U.

By the beginning of September, B.d U. had stationed three

groups of U-boats in the Greenland Gap extending down to ,
latitude 2f0°N. Two groups were in the vicinity of the Azores
and the Atlantic Narrows so that apart from occasional sorties

by selected U-boats into the Canadian and West African areas
his main efforts were divided between the Caribbean zone and

There was one otherthe trade routes in the North Atlantic.

Thisproject which was initiated by Donetz during Augiist.
was an exploratory cruise by five ~J!+0 ton U-boats to the

waters round the Cape of Good Hope,
in subsequent months in the shape of much Allied shipping sunk

in this new area which stretched roimd well up the east coast
of Africa and which was almost defenceless.

It bore increasing fruit

Although
strictly not part of the Atlantic Battle a short account has

been given in Chapter XIII - Fbrt II.

In spite of a considerable rise in shipping sunk in mid-

i  (lx Atlantic during Augirst, and of his statements to Hitlery(that
1  re. future possibilities against convoys were favourable,

Donetz was not happyP^ Summarising in his War Diary towards
P-wJUjl’c ■the end of August and again at the beginning of September, he

wrote:-

"The number of British aircraft in the East Atlantic has

increased, a great variety being seen. They are
equipped with an excellent location device against
U-boats. U-boat traffic round Scotland and in the
Bay of Biscay is gravely endangered by daily, even
hourly, hunts by aircraft. In the Atlantic the eneny’s
daily reconnaissance covers out as far as 20°W which
forces U-boat dispositions far out into the centre of
the Atlantic with consequent higher fuel consumption,
shorter operational periods and greater difficulty in
finding the enemy convoys in the open Atlantic. There
are also some types of aircraft of particularlv 1

-1- •
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If development continues at the present rate, these
problems will lead to irreparable losses, to a decline
in ship sinkings and consequently to reduced chances
of success in the U-boat warfare as a whole,

of this situation I must once more demand the use of the

He.177> the only aircraft which has a range and fighting
power capable to acting as reconnaissance against the
Atlantic convoys and of combatting the English aircraft
in the Biscay area."

In view

Quoting verbal discussions with his U-boat captains in con

firmation, Donetz said that successful operations were
perfectly possible against convoys even heavily escorted by
surface craft, but only as long as Allied aircraft were not
in evidence.

Enough has been recounted to show how important very
long range air,escort had become in forcing the U-boat packs
to disengage .from their prey. Much improved though the

offensive qualities were of the surface escorts, they were

still in insufficient numbers to avoid being swamped when

large packs of U-boats succeeded in gathering close around a

convoy. It was air support, frequently directed by the

Senior Naval Officer Escorts on bearings of U-boat W/T signals
disclosed by his shipborne HP/DP, which forced the p\irsuers
to dive and, even if not becoming casualties to air attack,
so to lose close contact.

The weak points in the British defence were the existence
of broad gaps in air cover, paucity of V.L.R, aircraft and
insufficient surface escort vessels,

points were the constant chatter on W/T once contact with a
convoy had been made and the absence of long range air
reconnaissance which necessitated the use of long extended
patrol lines of U-boats whose interception value was limited
to a few miles of visual look out from the conning tower.

If Donetz could so fill up the Atlantic with watching
U-boats he might hope to counter the evasive routing measures
practised by the Submarine Tracking Rooms in London and
New York, but once the gaps in air cover could be closed, he
would-be unable to use the U-boats* surface mobility to effect
a swamping concentration round the intercepted convoy.
Battle of the Atlantic was, in effect, a race as to whether
Donetz could sink ships faster than the Allies could build

replacements and before air cover could span all the main
trade routes.

The eneny’s weakest

The

(vi) The Bay Offensive

(a) Interference with the Day Patrols by enemy aircraft

The best indication of the effectiveness of tactics in a
long drawn out struggle is in the reactions of the eneny.
We have seen that the U-boat tactics had changed from
tinuous surface passage during 1 941 to surfacing mainly by
night in the first half of 1942. The advent of the Leigh
Light Wellingtons reversed their procedure, but the growing
accuracy of daylight attacks necessitated eneny fighter
patrols to drive off our aircraft. Little was seen in this
area up to July of eneny efforts to interfere with the A/U
sweeps though an indecisive action took place on the 7 June
between a Sunderland and an Arado 196, another between
Plampden and two P.W.I9OS. on the 13th and a combat by an
He. 115 with a Whitley and a S\mderland on the 21 June which
resulted in the latter being shot down,
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disposal E/1 20 kept close escort "but no U-boats were sighted.
No attacks eventuated during the night and air escort was

re-established on the 29th, becoming continuous as the convoy
reached medim range limits from the United Kingdom on the

30th. B.d U. had discontinued his operations during the dark

hours of 28/29th in view of the expected air interference.

Turning to the northern convoy lane, O.N. 122 was followed
westward in the Greenland Gap from the 22 August by a pack of
U-boats. Attacks were made during the night of the 24-/25th
and four ships were sunk before the convoy came into range,
on the 25th, of Catalina sorties from Newfoundland,
last day of the month, U.609% one of the Group Vorwaerts line

of U-boats, located convoy S.C.97 in position 57'!3N x 3340W
and immediately attacked, sinking two merchant ships,
ordered the rest of the Group to join in and eight of them

made contact during the next 36 hours. Air escorts were

provided from 1220 hours on the 1 September by Iceland based
aircraft. These consisted of Catalinas of No. 330 Norwegian
Squadron and amphibian Catalinas of No. 73 U.S.N. Squadron.
During the remainder of the day eight U-boats were sighted
and forced to dive and three were attacked with D.Cs. One

of these attacks, that made by B/73 U.S.N. Squadron, sank
U.756. These actions hindered the mobility of the following
U-boats so effectually that in B.d U’s own words; "I decided

to break off the operation as experience has shown that

further pursuit in an area under constant air patrol wovild
be useless,"

On the

B.d U.

By the beginning of September, B.d U. had stationed three

groups of U-boats in the Greenland Gap extending down to
latitude 2f0°N. Two groups were in the vicinity of the Azores
and the Atlantic Narrows so that apart from occasional sorties

by selected U-boats into the Canadian and West African areas
his main efforts were divided between the Caribbean zone and

the trade routes in the North Atlantic. There was one other

Thisproject which was initiated by Donetz during August,
was an exploratory cruise by five 740 ton U-boats to the

waters round the Cape of Good Hope,
in subsequent months in the shape of much Allied shipping sunk

in this new area which stretched round well up the east coast
of Africa and which was almost defenceless.

It bore increasing fruit

Although
strictly not part of the Atlantic Battle a short account has

been given in Chapter XIII - Part II.

In spite of a considerable rise in shipping sunk in mid-

tL*; r«deuXrxLt Atlantic during August, and of his statements to Hitlery(that
'  the future possibilities against convoys were favourable,

Donetz was not happy,^*^ Summarising in his War Diary towards
"the end of Ai:igust and again at the beginning of September, he
wrote;-

cn

The number of British aircraft in the East Atlantic has

increased, a great variety being seen,
equipped with an excellent location device against
U-boats.

Bay of Biscay is gravely endangered by daily, even
hourly, hunts by aircraft.

They are

U-boat traffic round Scotland and in th

In the Atlantic the en

e

emy's
daily reconnaissance covers out as far as 20°W which

forces U-boat dispositions far out into the centre of

the Atlantic with consequent higher fuel consumption,
shorter operational periods and greater difficulty in

finding the enemy convoys in the open Atlantic,
are also some types of aircraft of particularly long
range which are used for convoy escort,
tias been flown as much as 800 miles from English bases.

There

Such escort
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If development continues at the present rate, these
problems will lead to irreparable losses, to a decline
in ship sinkings and consequently to reduced chances
of success in the U-boat warfare as a whole,

of this situation I muist once more demand the use of the

He.177> the only aircraft which has a range and fighting
power capable to acting as reconnaissance against the
Atlantic convoys and of combatting the English aircraft
in the Biscay area,"

In view

Quoting verbal discussions with his U-boat captains in con

firmation, Donetz said that successful operations were
perfectly possible against convoys even heavily escorted by
surface craft, but only as long as Allied aircraft were not
in evidence.

Enough has been recounted to show how important very
long range air.escort had become in forcing the U-boat packs
to disengage .from their prey,
offensive qualities were of the suirface escorts, they were

still in insufficient numbers to avoid being swamped when

large packs of U-boats succeeded in gathering close aroimd a

convoy. It was air support, fre.quently directed by the

Senior Naval Officer Escorts on bearings of U-boat W/T signals
disclosed by his shipborne HP/DP, which forced the puirsuers
to dive and, even if not becoming casualties to air attack,
so to lose close contact.

Much improved though the

The weak points in the British defence were the existence
of broad gaps in air cover, paucity of V.L.R, aircraft and
insufficient surface escort vessels,

points were the constant chatter on W/T once contact with a
convoy had been made and the absence of long range air
reconnaissance which necessitated the use of long extended
patrol lines of U-boats whose interception value was limited

to a few miles of visual look out from the conning tower.

If Donetz could so fill up the Atlantic with watching
U-boats he might hope to counter the evasive routing measures
practised by the Submarine Tracking Rooms in London and

New York, but once the gaps in air cover could be closed, he
would-be unable to use the U-boats' surface mobility to effect

a swamping concentration round the intercepted convoy.
Battle of the Atlantic was, in effect, a race as to whether
Donetz could sink ships faster than the Allies cotild build

replacements and before air cover could span all the main
trade routes.

The eneny's weakest

The

(vi) The Bay Offensive

(a) Interference with the Day Patrols by enemy aircraft

The best indication of the effectiveness of tactics in a

long drawn out struggle is in the reactions of the eneny.
We have seen that the U-boat tactics had changed from con
tinuous surface passage during 1941 to surfacing mainly by
night in the first half of 1 942. The advent of the Leigh
Light Wellingtons reversed their procedure, but the growing
accuracy of daylight attacks necessitated eneny fighter
patrols to drive off our aircraft. Little was seen in this

area up to July of eneny efforts to interfere with the A/U
sweeps though an indecisive action took place on the 7 June
between a Sunderland and an Arado 19^, another between a
Hampden and two P.W. 190s. on the 13th and a combat by an
He, 115 with a Whitley and a Sunderland on the 21 June which
resulted in the latter being shot down,
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However, as July advanced numerous combats took place
between Coastal Command aircraft and eneiny Arado 196s. and a

few Ju. 88s,('') To provide protection against this inter

ference, No, 235 Bea\rfighter squadron was moved from No. I6
Under No. 19Group to Chivenor in Devon on the 20 July.

CC/S.7050
Ends. 20A to

22k, and
CC. Location

Statement

for July

Group's direction the squadron commenced patrols in the Bay
area to intercept the enemy aircraft on their outward or home
ward tracks. Most of the eneny attacks took place to the

west of Ushant where the A/U fan patrols converged and it

was into this area that the Beaufighter sorties were directed.
Their first success occurred on the 5 August when one
Arado 1 96 was destroyed.

The scale of eneny effort during August was maintained
but more JU.88s. were in evidence.(2) In September the

eneny patrols were increased both in number and extent and
they consisted almost entirely of JU. 88s. No. 22f8
Beaufighter squadron was moved into No. 19 Group to reinforce
the interception patrols and enemy casualties rose.(3) In
October the number of known combats dropped to 17 but the

missing aircraft rose to 16.
for all the months' enemy casualties which amounted to

Wu.88s. and 1-Br.20 seaplane. During November the Bay A/U
patrols were intensified as part of the air protection to^the
"Torch" build-up convoys and air combats increased to 35 in
which Wu.88s, 6-Arado 196s, and 2-Me.5lVOs. were destroyed.
Four Beaufighters were shot down but only three A/U aircraft

Thereafter the eneny effort died away and A/U

Beaufighters were responsible

were lost,

aircraft were scarcely ever molested.

The efforts of the G.A.E. failed signally to interfere
with the prosecution of the Bay offensive, and, after the

introduction of Beaufighter interception patrols, suffered
cas\ialties itself which were unacceptable,

(b) Interference with the Night patrols by French
tunnymen

The rising success of the Bay Offensive in Ju^y was not

maintained in August. Although nearly as much flying was

done which resulted in. more day sightings and attacks, the

latter were not so accurate. Moreover the night offensive

17 known combats took place with a further eight probable
as this number of aircraft were missing from unknown

The only claim, which is substantiated from
German sources, was an Arado 1 96 shot down by Sunderland
C/a61 Squadron in action with three of these aircraft on

30 July. This sudden increase in enemy activity was the

result ofDoeneta's representations to Goering on the
necessity for G.A.F. action against British anti-U-boat
patrols in the Bay.
During Augiist there were 21 known combats with a further

Nine of the known combats were by

causes.

1 2 aircraft missing.

(1)

(2)
,

No. 235 Sqiiadron in which they accounted for 2-Arado 1 9os.
and damaged 1-Ju. 88.- and 1-F.W. 200, A/U aircraft
destroyed 1-Ju. 88. and 1-Arado ̂ ^6.

(3) In September there were 30 known combats with  a further
14 aircraft missing. Nine combats were by Beaufighters
which resulted in the destruction of 1-P.W.200, 6-Ju.88s.
and 1 -Arado 1 96. a/u aircraft succeeded in shooting
down 4-Ju. 88s.

N.B. All the enemy casualties listed are confirmed from G.A.F.
Reference G.A.P. losses by units in the Brestrecords,

area including JG2 fighters and KG4O at Merignac,
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was definitely disappointing. This was partly due to the
change of tactics by the U-boats who novi/ did much submerged
time at night, but there was another reason.

Towards the middle of July it had been noticed that
French tunny-fishing craft were spreading out in increasing
numbers into the middle areas of the Bay.
tunny follow certain annual movements somewhat similar in
regularity to those of herring in the North Sea. The fish
ing craft naturally follow them. This had not had any
special significance for Vu operations in the Bay in previous
years because there had been no night offensive,
found that the Leigh Light aircraft were getting
A.S.V, blips on unlighted objects which, on exposure of the
searchlight, proved to be merely tunny craft. The blip was
quite indistinguishable from that given by a surfaced U-boat
so that in each case the full pre-attack approach had to be
carried out. Not only did this run down the searchlight
batteries unnecessarily but the glare of illumination gave
wide warning to any U-boats in the vicinity. By mid-August
this nuisance had reached such a pitch that night sorties
were considered almost useless.

The shoals of

Now it was

numerous

Various means of limiting

No. 172 Sqn.
Form 540
and

C.C, Naval Staff

Log. 17/7/42

cc/s,7050/4
Min.70

the extent of turmy fishing had been discussed with the
Admiralty and on the 20 July a series of broadcasts by the
B.B.C, were commenced in which French fishing vessels
warned to keep to the Inner Bay,

were

Leaflets containing an
explanatory warning were.dropped on tunnymen by day and over
their home ports by nights Finally a broadcast warning was
given that, after four days grace, any fishing craft found
outside the published limits would be fired on. An opera
tional order to the Coastal Command Squadrons was circulated
and action against the tunnymen was started on the 1 A’ogast^
However, this shooting up of fishing craft, besides being
repugnant, was not successful in lessening the nuisance, and,
following the arrival in Plymouth on the 9 August of a tunny-
man who professed ignorance of the reason why he had been
fired on, it was decided to cancel the firing orders and to
try further methods of propaganda. Subsequently a naval
operation from Plymouth was planned to round up as many tunny-
craft as possible, but it did not achieve its object and the
problem remained unsolved until the end of the fishing season
in October, In view of the need for searchlight aircraft to
take part in the Northern Transit Offensive, where inter
ference by fishing craft did not exist, and the fact that no

U-boats had been located at night in the Bay since the
20 July, it was decided to move the majority of No. 172
Squadron to No. 18 Group. On the 17 August, seven of these
aircraft landed at Wick and commenced night operations
immediately. An additional advantage accruing from this
transfer was that the experience of No. 172 Squadron proved
invaluable in hastening the training of the new searchlight
squadron. No. 179, foming at the same air station.

Admty, Signal
T.O.Orf

I355B/23/7

C.C.O.I.No. 5
new para, 7
dated 29/7/42

During August in the Bay 4,1 "14 day hours were flown
which produced 32 sightings of which 24 were attacked.
Only two of these attacks were really accurate, A Czech
Wenington, H/311 Squadron, sank U,578 on the 10th and two
Whitleys, B/502 and 0/5I Squadrons, seriously damaged the
homeward bound U,256 on the last day of the month.- 179
Leigh Light night flying hours produced one sighting on the
6th, but an attack was indirectly frustrated by numerous
previous locations of txinnymen,-
flying obtained no sightings^

172 hours of ordinary night

In S^tember, the day flying hours rose to 5,002 which
gave 33 sightings, 22 U-boats were attacked but the results
were better. Whitley V/77 Squadron sank U.705 on the 3rd
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and four other U-hoats were seriously damaged. In the
middle of September, No, 179 Squadron became operational at

Wick and No. 172 Squadron reverted to full strength in the

Bay where it was hoped that the seasonal tunny fishing m.ight
be drawing to a close, Hov/ever, the 565 night flying hours
only produced one location and the U-boat was already under

water when the attack was delivered. The tunnymen were
indeed less troublesome but another and far more potent
factor was affecting the night offensive.

(c) The German Search Receiver

The Germans were fully alive to the possibilities on
metre wavelength Radar and had been aided by the capture of

a Mark II A.S.V. set in Tunisia in the Spring of 1942.
Accordingly they concluded rightly that this type of loca

tion was responsible for the surprise night attacks made on

U-boats in the Bay during June and July,
placed on the production of a counter-measure and by August
a prototype receiver was installed in three U-boats - U.214>
U. 107 and U.69 - for trial on operations,
U-boats put to sea on the 9, 15 and I6 August respec
tively.
set worked well during her operations against convoy S.L.118
in avoiding detection by the air support to that convoy and

on the 20 and 21 August, U.107 and 69 reported favourably
on the warnings received by the equipment during their tran

sit of the Bay of Biscay.(1)
further refinements to the comparatively makeshift set,
Donetz ordered the speedy fitting of all U-boats,
production of the receiver (Type R.6OO) was entrusted to the
Paris firm of Metox.

Priority was

These three

On the 19th, U.214 reported that the interception

Without waiting for any

The mass

The aerial display for this set was

War Diary of
B.d U.

crude, being mounted on a wooden crosspiece, known as the

Southern Cross, which had to be carried up through the

conning-tower to the bridge and was operated manually,
mid-September many U-boats had been supplied with the equip
ment and there were frequent cases of fitted boats being
detailed to escort unfitted boats through the Bay of Biscay.
During October nearly every outward bound U-boat was using
the device when on transit within range of air attack, but
because the aerial was cumbersome and had to be taken below

By

ibid

before diving, the set was not used in convoy battles where

instant readiness to submerge was vital,
nearly all U-boats at sea had been fitted.

By December,

(d) Counter-measures by Coastal Command

The absence of night locations during the latter half
of September was disquieting to H.Q . Coastal Command but,
coming so soon after the maxim.um period of interference by
tunnymen and considered in conjunction with the suspected
night submerging tactics on the part of most U-boats, the

(1) The receiver gave warning of A.S.V. transmissions at
ranges up to 30 miles, so that a U-boat had ample time
to dive before being detected itself by A.S.V. whose
echo range was only some 5 to 10 miles.
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true cause was not realised in British circles,('^) particularly
as the day sightings were not much lowered in ratio to the

flying hours,
expendit\ire of flying hoiirs the day sightings fell to 16 with
again only one night location,(?)

In October, however, for almost the same'

These figures, together with some confirmation from
intelligence sources, justified the belief that the enemy was
employing a receiver capable of giving ample warning of the

approach of aircraft when using A.S.V. and that U-boats were

once again probably surfacing by night and submerging by day,
A new policy was therefore adopted. The night patrols were

instructed to continue ■using A.S.V, and to expose the search
light or drop flares periodically in order to keep the U-boats
submerged as much as possible, thus, it was hoped, forcing
them to surface more frequently by day to charge batteries and
get on with their passage. Normal day patrols were flown but
in good visibility the A.S.V. equipment was not used. In
poor visibility, the A.S.V, was only switched on periodically.
If a contact was obtained, the bearing and distance was taken
and the A.S.V. switched off until, by D.R. navigation, the
target was estimated to be fairly close after which it could
be used for the final attacking approach. These orders were
modified during November whereby special night sorties by
Whitleys of No. ^02 Scquadron did the scarecrow A.S.V, and
flare tactics while the .Leigh Light sorties followed the
intermittent A.S.V, procedirre. No change was made for air
craft actually supporting convoys but the orders against using
A.S.V, did apply when such aircraft were on passage to and
from the convoys.

CC/S.7050
Enel, 69A

ibid
Encl.59A
and 73A

. It was realised that the value of all purely A/Q patrols
was much lessened and that a higher, premium than ever was
placed on the early introduction of the -short wave 10 c.m,
A.S.V, which oould not be detected by the existing German
receiver. Meantime it was desirable to augment the air
support given to threatened convoys, where the U-boats would
probably not use the receiver, at the expense of the transit
offensives.

Poor results in the Bay area continued duiring November(3)
and on the 22nd another modification of the existing orders

With the exception of the Liberator
squadrons(4) all aircraft fitted with A.S.V, were to be used
was introduced.ibid

Encl.74A

(1) The possibility of U-boats listening to our A.S.V. trans
missions had been considered several times at H,Q,
Coastal Command between March and August, 1942, but no
convincing evidence was obtained. See CC/S.7O5O/4
minutes 28 to 51 • A report was submitted by the C.C.
Naval Staff on the 20th Sept, in which evidence bet'v^een
29 Aug, and I4 Sept, was put forward to support the
belief but this was doubted by Operational Research
figuires. Ref. C.C. Naval Staff file Enclo,48 and
CC/S.7050/4 Enc1.111 A and minute 111.
In October, for 4,300 day flying hours, 16 U-boats were
sighted of which 11 vrere attacked. Liberator 1^224
Squadron sank U.216 on the 20th and slight damage
was inflicted on two other-U-boats, The one night
attack, for 775 hours flying, was madq by l/L
T/ellington V^72 Squiadron on the 27th and. was considered
to have slightly damaged the U-boat,
For flying hours and sightings see Appendix XXXIV.
Nos. 224 and 59 squadrons R.A.P, and No. 330 U.S. Arny
Eighth Bomber Force. The latter had no A.S.V,
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at night in the Middle Bay and were to use their A.S.V.
continuously, moreover at least two of the night sorties were

to fly at 8,000 feet so as to. flood the area as much as

possible with A.S.V. transmissions,
craft were exempted and were still to conform to the periodic
use of A.S.V. in the hopes of catching a U-boat off its guard.
The Liberators were to fly day patrols in the Middle area of
the Bay.

The Leigh Light air-

Wo improvement resulted and in December another change in

tactics was made whereby the long range aircraft reverted to
This referredtheir day patrols in the Outer Bay.ibid.

Enel .75-4

and 78A
particularly to the newly arrived U.S. Array Liberators of the

provisional Wo. 1 A/S squadron who were equipped with the
American type 10 c.m. A.S.V. (SCR.517).(1)
by night continued in the Middle Bay and the medium range day
flying routine was re-introduced but was restricted to those

sectors of the fan patrol system which covered and overlapped
the night effort.

A.S.V. flooding

Slightly better results per flying hours expended were
obtained in December, including a small increase in night .
locations(2) but January 1943 saw a new low record in sightings^-'
and it was plain tliat, pending the nx)re general introduction

new tactics must be tried in Pebrue-ry,^^")of 10 G.m, A.S.V• >

(e) 10 centimetre A.S.V.

The great importance of centimetric A.S.V. having been
described, the further sequence of events in its development
must be narrated. Prom Section (xiv) of Chapter III it will
have been seen that the trials at Nutts Corner with the

American-built experimental set in May 1 942, were most
successful. Development and prodiaction of 10 c.m. A.S.V. in
the United States was rapid and when the specialised First A/S

(1) No. 1 U.S. Army A/S Squadron commenced single sorties on 16
November, but even by 7 December only two .aircraft were available
for patrols. This squadron and No.2 Squadron, which arrived later
in January 1943, vrere not trained up to the standard necessary for
Bay operations. Their navigation was sketchy, they ’./ere not trained
in night fljring and the SCR. 517 radar \/as not at maximum efficiency.
The early history of the arriva.1 of the Squadrons is given in
Section (ix) Subsection (c) of this chapter.
No. 502 Nhitley Squadron had, previous to June 1942, been used on
night patrols, but the still inefficient flares had prevented
attacks on their A.S.V. locations. The introduction of the

Leigh Light /''ellingtons resulted in the transference of No. 502
Squadron to daytime patrols. (Ref. CG/S.7050/4, Enclo.llOA).
The development and equipment of the squadron '..ith a much
improved delayed action flare in October allowed  a night role
to be re-adopted. During November, No. 502 Squadron was used

extensively on combined A/U and anti-shipping night patrols in the
Inner Bay and in December the squadron -//as employed almost

entirely on .l/U night patrols. Pour of the seven night
locations //ere made by these aircraft and in one case the first

attack aided by flares v/as made. The Squadron flev; 3o5 night hours
in November for two sightings and A38 hours in December also for

two sightings.
3,130 day hours produced only five sightings and 827 combined

Leigh Light and ordinary night flying obtained only tlnree sightings.
ft-U Ckis Aline 'tW U - bcuJt tk« 3ur»« 45’r -

90 j *07 ; j , loo.

(2)
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Amy Air Gortimand was formed over there in 0ctober('l)j the
Douglas B.18 squadrons in it were already equipped with
10 c.m. A.S.V. type SCR.517jand SCR. 717. (2)

A.M. Corresponding production on this side of the Atlantic
was much slower. The first sets of Mark III A.S.V. wereC.S.16786

Encl,7A'
not

due to he delivered until the end of 1942.

logistic side of the new equipment was regularised,
training of officers and teclinical personnel was commenced
and technical handbooks were prepared,
at H.Q, Coastal Command on the 28 August, the A.0,C.-in-C.
commented on the fact that none of the new aircraft delivered

In August the
The

At a conference held

from America had any type of A.S.V. fitted, although over one

hundred of their own aircraft were equipped already with
10 c.m. A.S.V. He requested the Air Ministry representative

C.C.O.R.B.

August
Appendices

s
to enquire as to whether subsequent deliveries could be so

equipped and urged most strongly that the dates of the

prototyping for our own 10 c.m. A.S.V. be advanced.

A.M. A few days later it became clear that the first
deliveries of the British Mark III set might not begin until

May 1943^ and the best date that could be hoped for was
March 1943.

notice of the Ministry of Aircraft Production on the
6 September, and a meeting was held at the Air Ministry on the
11th to consider the position,
made by the Bomber Command H2S programme would effectually
prevent any bringing forward of the date for the Mark III

This delay in prod\action was brought to the

It was foimd that the demands

C.S.16786
Enel. 9

ibid

Enel. 12

(1) Prom January 1942 oiwards, the bulk of the A,/U air patrols off the
Ariierican coast were flown by the U.S. Tirst Bomber Comuand, In

October, those squadrons of this Command which were primarily
engaged and trained in Vu duties were re-organised into the lirst

a/s Army <'i.r Cor/imand and established in tvro vings whose headquarters
at Fe-w York and Liami. The Wings at first each contained from

(Ref. United States A.S.l, operations
were

five to six squadrons,

",^orld 'Jar II, Vol. Ill, p. 244)
(2) The first model (SCR.517) 'vas developed from the existing Jinerican

A.I. set as mounted for night interception ptuposes in fighter
aircraft. Concurrently an improved and more compact set called

Dl'.iS.lOOO was develo-oed Ydth the aid of the British team of scientists
in America. This latter set was fitted in two liberators iv.k.II in

April 1942, for demonstration trials. It was one of these aircra^
that was floim over to Nutts Corner iii Northern Irel.and and c^^ied
out the trials mentioned in Section (xiv) of Chapter III.

aircraft (A.D. 507) was afterwards fed into No. 224 Sqn. and had its^
first operational sortie on 19th Nov. 1942 'under the Squadron letter
»Z’. The other aircraft did similar trials in ..'.merica. Ovang to
Staff confusion between SCR.517Band DNS. 1000, the America irmy .tir
Command order was given for the former and their early A/U^ squadrons

Realising later the superiority of

in

were equipped T^rith SCR. 517B.
DMS.IOOO, the rest of the order wa.s cancelled and a set called
SCR. 717 was substituted. 'This was an American set but included the
British invention which made the DNS.1000 so superior^to the SCR.5I/B

Meanwhile the U.S. Navy ordered a set wliich not only ̂included the
British improvement but incorporated all the latest American

but did not come into general

(Ref. R..S.P. Signals
called k.3.9.1.,This wasrefinements,

production in America until January 1943*^
in the Second 7/orld Far, Vol. VI, (S.D. 73°) Ch.8).
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A.S.V,(1) On the I5 September, the Air Officer Commanding-
in-Ghief wrote personally to the Air Officer Oommanding-in-
Chief, Bomber Command, asking for his assistance in making
possible the production of 200 sets of Mark III A.S.V. by
December, instead of the projected May 1943* However, the

Commander-in-Chief, Bomber Command,' was unwilling to allow

any productive effort to be diverted from his H2S programme.

CC/S.9108
Ends. 7OA

and 72A

The discovery at this time that the Germans were

listening to the 1p- metre Mark II A.S.V. with the consequent
collapse of the Bay Offensive in October brought matters to a

head and by order of the V.G.A.S. the first 1+0 sets of H2S

were diverted to fitting in the Leigh Light Wellingtons in

spite of the fact that H2S, being designed for a different
objective, was not expected to be so efficient against U-boats

as the Mark III A.S.V. The Commander-in-Ghief, Coastal
Command, accepted this compromise provided the standard of

performance was brought up to that of Mark III A.SsV, as soon

as possible. Meanwhile successful efforts were being made

by the E.A.P. delegation in America, not only to hasten the

supply of Liberators to this country, but to have American
10 c.m. equipment installed before delivery. It had been
decided to fit the best American set which was the ASG.1 but,

as at this date (October) none were yet in production, and
having regard to the vital need for 10 c.m. A.S.V. in the Bay,
a few Liberators were hastily fitted with the original
DMS.1000 set. Prom the middle of October onwards at wide

intervals, single Liberators arrived in this country fitted

with DIVE.1000 sets. After a period for the completion of

the modifications always necessary before the aircraft them

selves conformed to Coastal Command requirements, they were

fed into No. 224 squadron which was then engaged on A/U patrols
in the Bay.(2) Delivery of Liberators fitted with ASG.1 did
not commence until nearly the end of January 1943.(3) The
first few of these-were also fed into No. 224 Squadron and

then went towards re-equipping Nos. 120 and 86 Squadrons.
The few sets' of DMS.1000 received an R.A.P. nomenclature of

Mark IV A.S.V. and ASG.1 became Mark V.

A.M.

c.s.17067
EncI.2A

The position in the Bay Offensive had become so serious
by November that the A.S.V. question was raised in the newly
constituted Cabinet A/U Warfare Committee. At its second
meeting on the 13 November, the committee requested that all

possible steps should be taken to expedite the fitting of

10 c.m. A.S.V. in aircraft employed on A/U patrol in the Bay
of Biscay. A week later, at the third meeting, the C.A.S.
announced that the two Leigh Light Squadrons - Nos, 172 and
179 - would be re-equipped with 10 c.m. A.S.V., the fitting to

The first

However,
begin in December and complete by February 1943.
twenty aircraft would receive converted H2S sets.

(1) The production of H2S for navigational use in the heavy bomber
squadrons had been granted absolute priority. As many of the
components were common to Mark III A.. o.V, the latter suffered in
date of delivery. See R.A.P. Signals History Vol. VI (S.D. 736) Ch.IK
Single Liberators IIIA fitted v.dth DMS.1000 arrived at Prestv.dck
on the following dates - I5 Oct., 24 Nov., I7 and 22 Dec., 3I Jan.
and 7 Peb. But their A.S.V
until 26 Peb. 1943.
Single Liberators V fitted rdth

the follomng dates - 20, 26, 30, and 3I Jan. 1 and 7 Peb.
arid thereafter at a slightly accelerated rate,
operational in Nos. 224 and 86 Squadrons on 21 March and
5 April, 1943 respectively.

was not effective in No. 224 Squadron

^iSG. 1 arrived at 'Rrest'-dck on

First

(2)

(3)
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once again production delays intervened.
January 1943 only three aircraft looked likely to he completed
in the near future and ultimately the first squadron -

No. 172 - did not become operational with Mark III A.S.V.
until March 1943.

At the end of

It was, therefore, not till

February 1943 that even American 10 c.m. A.S.V. wa^ opera-'
,  tional in the Bay by day(l) and not till mid-March were any
night patrols so equipped.

(vii) The Northern Transit Offensive

The introduction, at the end of July 1942, of anti
submarine fan patrols southeastward from Iceland in order to

link up with similar fan patrols working northwestward from

Scotland enlargened the scope of the Northern Transit Offen
sive which now extended from the narrows between the

Shetlands and Norway right round to a line joining Iceland
and Ireland,

paratively thin air cover was available,
traffic was far less dense than that in the Bay of Biscay and
consisted of inexperienced but cautious outward bound U-boats

on their first war patrols,
routes open to them as the mined areas to the north and south

of the Faroes were more of a propaganda bogey than a lethal
barrier.(2)

This was a very large area over which com-
The U-boat

They had many .alternative

With the inauguration of A/U patrols southeastward from
Iceland and the introduction of night flying by No. 172
Squadron’s Leigh Light Wellingtons in the latter half of the

month the flying hoxors in the transit area during August
increased to 1 ,160 hours by day and 76 at night.
6 day sightings of which 5 were attacked and one night
location.

These gave

Only one attack was considered accurate enough
The German recordsto have inflicted even slight damage,

mention several attacks but in no, case was any damage
reported. There was one episode, however, in which there
was no doubt about the result although the aircraft concerned

(1/73) was not specifically engaged on the standard offensive
patrols.

The U.S.N. Catalina l/73 squadron was on the way to meet
and escort' a naval minelaying force - S.N,73 " then steering
a north-westerly course between Scotland and Iceland,

some 20 miles short of S.N.73, a small Icelandic fishing
vessel was sighted at O6OI hours on the 20 August and three
minutes later a large surfaced U-boat was seen in position
61 25N X I44OW steering 240°.
on the U-boat which opened fire on the aircraft,
returned with the O.5 inch front gtins and five 325 lb. U.S.N.

depth bombs set to shallow detonation were.dropped accurately
across the U-boat,

When

An attack was immediately made
Fire was

Following the explosion, the U-boat was

Iceland O.R.B.

Appendices

seen to be stopped and emitting large quantities of fuel.
After a further exchange of shots, I/73 flew on to S.N,73,

(1) No. 1 a/s Squadron U.S. Amy Air Cmd, was only partially
The aircraftoperational from St. Eval in Jan. 1943.

had been hastily equipped with the inferior type SCR.517
which owing to continual maintenance troubles gave a very
poor performance until February 1943.
Ref. CC/S.7010/57/2 Enclo.34A.

(2) Minelaying by surface craft was in active progress during
Air escort was alwaysthe summer and autuimn of. 1 942.

provided for these operations and this commitment, added
to normal coastal convoy escort, inevitably reduced the
flaring available for transit patrols.
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reported to H.M.S. Castleton and directed her to the scene of
the attack,

siirvivors were in the water while others were being picked up
by the Icelandic fishing vessel,
collected by the Castleton.

U-boat was a 1,600 ton tanker, a story that was received at
first with reserve as no positive information had been
received that such U-boats were actually in operation,
point of fact this boat was U.464(’^) t the sixth type XIV
1,600 ton supply U-boat to be used since March for refuelling
and provisioning U-boats in the Atlantic so as to extend
their period on patrol and therefore her loss was  a serious

blow to B.d U*s organisation.

In the meantime the U-boat had sunk and some

In all, 53 survivors were
Some of them stated that the

In

Admty.

CB. 04050/42(8)
page 7

B.d U.

War Diary

During September, the newly formed Searchlight Squadron -

No. 179 “ became operational at Wick and the night patrol
hours rose to 102 giving two locations of U-boatS. The 1,583
daylight hours produced 1 7 sightings of which 13 were attacked.
Most of these v/ere innocuous but on the 15 September,
Whitley Q/58 Squadron sank U.261.
these sightings were to the north of the Shetlands.
Admiral Commanding the Orkneys and Shetlands Area wrote to the

Admiralty pointing out the increasing U-boat traffic(2) and
complaining of his lack of surface craft with which to

co-operate with the air patrols. This complaint was backed

up by similar letters from the naval C,-in-C., Rosyth, and the

C.-in-C., Home Fleet, who also drew attention to the
desirability of increasing the air patrols. Similar letters

were forwarded by the A.0.C,-in-C., Coastal Command to the

C.A.S. However, the Admiralty replied in October that,
although agreeing v/ith the need for surface craft in this

area, none could be spared.

The major proportion of
TheCC/S.7050

Enel. 46 A

ibid

Enel. 54A
and 57A
ibid

Enc 1.48a

and 53A
ibid

Encl.67A

In October, the flying hours in the area increased
slightly to 1,441 of which 40 were at night. Six day
sightings resulted in four attacks all of which were indecisive

but in one of the two night attacks B/179 Squadron sank U.41 2.
At the end of October the C.-in-C., Home Fleet, was able to

make available three destroyers to co-operate with the air

offensive. A combined operation was planned and lasted from

the 1 November to the 11 th, but nothing resulted. (3) In
point of fact the main surge of new U-boats was, for the time

being, over.

From, the middle of November onwards, flying was severely
curtailed owing to the diversion of two of No. 18 Group's a/u
Squadrons to Gibraltar in support of Torch operations and the

(1) U.464 had left Kiel on the 4 Augiist and, after a few
days spent in Bergen, sailed for the Atlantic via the
Faroes/Iceland channel on the 14 August,
ViTar Diary.
The nijmber of new U-boats actually traversing this
transit area rose from 13 in June 1942 to 24 in July,
32 in Aug-ust, 29 in September, 24 in October and then
fell away to 10 in November, rising once more to 14 in

December, 20 in January 1943# and 25 in February 1943.
Ref, B.d U. War Diary.
This was given the name of operation SE.
are contained in No. 18 Group Operational Order No. 2

Ref. No. 18 Group O.R.B. October and November Appendices.

Ref. B.d U.

The orders

(2)

(3)
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re-equipment of two more squadrons. (1)
area dropped to 1,(59 in November, yQ6 in December, 483 in-
January 1943 and 562 in February,
to one, one, nil and one respectively,
aircraft and the general use by the .enemy of the German Search

Receiver undoubtedly contributed largely to the poor results
per flying hour,

(viii) September and October in the Atlantic

Plying hoiirs in the

Sightings of U-boats fell
Lack of searchlight

With a-larger number of new U-boats becoming available for
operations at' this time>(2) Donetz was able to increase the
number in the Atlantic and for the first time an average of
100 boats were at sea in this area,

in the Caribbean and Brazilian area, and off the west coast of
Africa extending down to the Cape where many independently
routed ships were sunk.(3)
U-boats, penetrated the St, Lav/rence estuary and sank eleven

ships of -32,563 tons before the air and siarface craft defences
managed to'eject them. (4)
the convoy battles followed the same pattern as in August.
Doentiz commenced to position his lines of U-boats on each side

of the Greenland Gap so as to be able to follow both eastboimd

and westbound convoys into the area of no air cover.
Occasionally adverse weather prevented his U-boat concentration
on a located convoy, at other times air support broke up a
pack before heavy a-ttacks could develop(5), sometimes the
surface escorts succeeded themselves in frustrating all
attacks, sometimes only a few U-boats managed to fire long
range shots and sometimes they got in close and inflicted
severe bosses, but in every case it was the appearance of air

As the'

Pressure was maintained

In the North Atlantic several

On the transatlantic trade routes

support which finally caused the packs, to-break away,
numbers of new escort vessels slowly increased it was found

possible to form an independent re-inforcing or Support Group
whose primary duty was the hunting of U-boats as opposed to
the close escort of convoys,
diverted to operate around particularly hard pressed
convoys.(6)

In '.emergencies this Group was

0) 12 Nov, No. 48 Sqn. Hudsons. Yfithdrawn prior to
dispatch to Gibraltar,

prior to
dispatch to Gibraltar.
Commenced re-equipping

with I/L Wellingtons.
Withdrawn to re-equip

with Halifaxes,

Seq Appendix II on the growth of the U-boat fleet.
See Appendix IV for location of shipping losses and
Chapter XIII - Part II.

See Appendix XXXV and Chapter XIII - Part I.
H.X.206 was an example of this,
by two U-boats, on the 13 September,
the surface escorts kept them at bay,
U-boats were closing in early on the 14th. Air support
was provided from 0845/14 which forced six U-boats to dive

Further attempts at conce.ntration were

16 Nov. No. 179 Sqn. L/L Wellington.

26 Nov. No. 612 Sqn. Y/hitleys.

1 Dec. No. 58 Sqn. Whitleys.

Convoy was intercepted
During the night
Seven other

and attacked two,

(2)
(3)

ih-)
(5)

abandoned by B.d U.
The first Support Group vras EG.20 with Commander Yfelker
R.N. as Senior Officer in H.M,S, Stork. Operations

(6)

commenced on the 22 Sept, and continued into the first
week of October. Thereafter regxilar cruises by this
Support Group were carried out and, as more ships became
available, additional Support Groups vrere formed.
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During these two months, 63 ocean convoys were at sea.
About 21 were located by U-boats and of these only seven were

attacked seriously. In all, 43 ships were sunk in ocean
convoy battles but only four U-boats were destroyed.(1)
heaviest loss was sustained by convoy SL125 in the last days

of October and, as its story is bound up with the experiences
of the Torch expedition to n,W. Africp, a full description is

given in the following Section (ix) Subsection (e).

The

it will beRegarding the U-boats in the Mediterranean,
recalled from Chapter II Section (xv) that no more U-boats
were sent in after January 1942, During the course of 1942,
six had been sunk inside reducing their numbers by the end of

August to fifteen. On the 19 September, the German Naval
Staff decided that re-inforcements must be despatched and

instructed Doenitz to send six more boats into theWar Diary
of B.d U. TheyMediterranean during the October new moon period,

sailed during the first week of the month and four made the
passage of the Strait undetected on the night of the
10/11 October.(2) The other two - U.89 and 438 - developed
defects in their radar search receivers and were ordered not

to make the attempt but to remain in the Atlantic.

On the 28 September, a Fuehrer Conference was held by
The C.-in-C.Hitler to review the course of the war at sea.

Navy (Admiral Raeder) considered the Battle of the Atlantic
to be a source of real satisfaction to the German navy.

U-boats were sinking ships faster than they could be built

in spite of the lapse of fruitful hunting grounds off the
American coast. Admiral Doenitz was asked to comment on the

He reported that U-boat lossesoutlook for the U-boat war.

had begun to increase as the Allied counter-measures improved.
He said that though the increased numbers of U-boats at sea

made it easier to locate convoys, they were not more strongly
protected by surface escorts but it was aircraft that were

the greatest menace to U-boats,
British aircraft ranges from base attained in the years 1940,
1 941 and 1 942 pointing out those sea areas where effective

pack attacks on convoys had now to be abandoned and how his

U-boat groups were being pushed further and further towards
He remarked that if the same

On a map he showed theFuehrer

Conferences on

Naval Affairs

1942

.  the middle of the Atlantic,

process was repeated from, the American coasts the U-boat pack
tactics would be endangered,
the G.A.P. to support U-boat warfare to a much greater extent

not only for providing air location and shadowing of convoys
but to reduce the scale of enemy air attacks on U-boats in
the transit areas.

Search Receiver now being fitted gave some warning of the

approach of Allied aircraft in the Bay area but it was vital

for U-boats to keep in step or ahead of Allied technical
developments,

important requirement was for increased mderwater speed.

He stressed the necessity for

In the latter respect, he said that the

Apart from, equipment of this nature, the most

0) ON,127 10/13 Sept, lost 7 ships and 1 destroyer - No
U-boats sunk.

- No U-boats sunk.

-  , VLR air escort sank

1 U-boat.

-  Surface escort sank

2 and VLR air

escort 1 U-boat.

- No U-boats simk,

- No U-boats sunk,

- ' No U-boats sunk.

SC. 100 18/24 Sept.
ON.136 10/11 Oct..

SC.10A 12/14 Oct.

4
•  tl

3

8

ON. 139 16
HX.212 27/29 Oct.
SL.I25 27/31 Oct.
These boats were U.458, 5931 605 and 66O.

Oct, 2'
If

7
■  12 I!

(2)
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This should, be accomplished by the falter submarine which

relied on an entirely new. system of closed cycle
propulsion("1) which dispensed with the orthodox diesel or
electric motive power. The hull design was especially
streamlined and very high underwater speeds were envisaged.
Hitler was much impressed and after further discussion it was

agreed that, if successful on trial,(2) massed production
would be startled as soon as possible with corresponding
adjustment of the present U-boat construction programme,

(ix) Operation Torch The expedition to M.W. Africa

(a) Introduction

V/hen the Russian armies were fallihg back before the
German Spring offensive in April 19.42, it was decided that a

major attack on the Ax;is. powers must be made from, the west as

soon as possible.
Channel was at this time impracticable and was considered to

■ be 'so at any time before late in 1943 but a diversionary
operation against the Brest Peninsula (Sledgehammer) was
prepared and alternatively an expedition against French
N.W. Africa (Gymnast) was proposed.

A major invasion of Prance across the

In July 1942, it was agreed that Sledgehammer offered no

hope of success in 1 942 and that Gymnast should be proceeded
with. On the 22nd it was decided to launch it at the

C.0.S.(42)
65th Meeting

earliest possible date before December,
begin immediately and the operation was henceforth known as
Torch.

Planning was to

On the 31st, Lieut. General Dwight D. Eisenhower was
appointed Allied Coramander-in-Chief for the operation, and it

was recommended that it should be mounted early in
October 1942.

C.C.S.

23rd Meeting

After further and protracted discussions at the highest
level, it was decided to land at three points simultaneously -

Casablanca, Oran and Algiers,
General Eisenhower on the 20 September 1942.
reconcile French feeling, the initial landings were to be made

by predominantly American forces but with the necessary
British naval and air support. (3)
was to be entirely British,
defence and army co-operation was to be used for the
Casablanca and Oran Task forces, British for that at Algiers.
The shipping and escorts neCessary for the Casablanca landing
and build-up were an American responsibility while
Great Britain undertook those necessary for Oran and Algiers.

The final plan was produced by
In order to

The follow up at Algiers

American air support for fighter

P. M. P. T.

T.1181/2
.  5.9.42

This plan was approved by the U.S, Chiefs of Staff on

the 29 September and the British on the 2 October,
issued in its final form on the. 8 October.

It was

On the 1 2 Octo

C.C.S,

41 st Meeting
ber,

(1) The propulsion was by turbine using diesel oil acted
upon by a special hydrogenated oxygen mixture known as
T. Stoff.

of the Walter-'Viferke at Kiel..

The special difficulties of this revolutionary machinery
delayed the completion of the first prototype until
November 1943.-
but the teething troubles were so protracted that the
system never advanced beyond the trial stage.
The American Arny forces for the Oran and Algiers
landings were already in the United Kingdom,
the Casablanca landing would come direct from the
United States,

The system was developed by Professor Walter

Three more were delivered early in 1 944

Those for

(2)

(3)
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orders to the British Naval and Air Forces operating in the

Western Mediterranean and western approaches to Gibraltar were

promulgated under the signature of General Eisenhower.(1)
The operation of all British Air Forces in these areas was to
be exercised by the British Air Commander(2) and for the
d\iration of the second stage of operation Torch, the R.A.P.
Gibraltar(3) was to come under his operational control.

c. 0.3.(42)291
and T.C.A.0.

No. 2

(b) Details of planning

Detailed planning of the project had commenced early in

August 1942 at the H.Q. of the Allied Expeditionary Force

which had been set up in Norfolk House, St. James’s Square,
London,

staff of No. 333 Group (4) in Norfollc House and the Air
Mnistry. The Allied Air Forces were required to provide air

cover and support for the initial assaults; to protect bases

and communications against air attack and, in conjunction with

naval forces, against attacks by U-boats and surface raiders;
to provide air co-operation for land operations subsequent to

the assault phase; and lastly, to provide strategic air

forces for offensive operations against the enemy territory
outside French N.Vf, Africa,

The Air Force planning was conducted between the

The task of No. 333 Group was to plan the administrative
and operational part that the R.A.F. was to play in Operation
Torch and the subsequent development and build-up.
course included the air anti-submarine protection to the

convoys carrying the expeditionary force to N.W. Africa with

the necessary long range sea reconnaissance and, subsequent to

the landings, the protection of build-up convoys by anti

submarine patrols both inside and outside the Mediterranean.
The westward approaches to Gibraltar and the waters off the

North African coast were likely tp become one of the most
concentrated areas for U-boat attack in the world.

This of

Hence,

A. H. Q.

SA2/Air

not only would it be vitally necessary to protect the Torch

convoys, but these waters should prove a most fruitful ground
for destroying U-boats.

The Naval Commander of the Expeditionary Force(5) made
Ms requirements known to the A.O.C. No, 333 Group on the

27 August and two days later these were discussed with the

A.O.C.-in -C.,Coastal Command, and the Air plan was prepared.
On the 12 September, in view of the decision to land at three

points simultaneously, the naval requirements were disctissed

afresh and necessary modifications were incorporated,
resultant Air plan for naval co-operation was issued on the

21 September.

The

ibid

Encl.2A

The requirements were:-

(a) Strategic recormaissance of harbours in French
Algeria, Morocco, West Africa and in Italy to report
movements of hostile naval forces and shipping.

1) Torch Combined Navy/Air Orders - short title T.C.A.O.
Air Marshal Sir William Welsh,

A.O.C. Air Vice Marshal S, P, Simpson.
Headed by the A.O.C. Air Marshal Sir Vfilliam Welsh.
Admiral Sir Andrew Cunningham - short title N.C.X.F,
The detailed organisation of the Naval side of the
expedition was worked out by a staff under

Vice-Admiral Sir Bertram Ramsay, who was appointed
Deputy Naval Commander - short title D.N.C.X.F.

SECRET
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(b) A/U protection along the convoy routes and in the
Straits of Gibraltar,

(c) Long range A/U and reconnaissance patrols inside and
outside the Mediterranean,

(d) Offensive action against eneny ship targets,

(e) Fighter protection for convoys.

These requirements vrere met by the Air plan in two stages.
The first stage from the departure of the convoys from Allied
ports up to and including D + 4 and the second stage from
D + 4 to D + 28.

Control

Dinring the first stage, all G.R, aircraft operations
were under tire control of the A.O.C.-in-C., Coastal Command
with aircraft based in the United Kingdom and at Gibraltar,
including the photographic reconnaissance flights necessary
to obtain information under (a). In the second stage the
control of the R.A.F. at Gibraltar was to pass to Air Marshal
Sir William Welsh as the British Air Commander under
General Eisenhower.

A/U Protection

During the first stage the A/U offensive would be
intensified in the Bay of Biscay and long range escort by
A.S.V. fitted aircraft be provided for all convoys on the
Atlantic route and inside the Mediterranean. In addition,
A.S.V, equipped Swordfish aircraft would carry out A/u
searches by night in the Strait of Gibraltar,

the G.R, force already at or allotted to Gibraltar(l), a
third squadron of Hudsons (No. 500) was to be available for
a/u patrols from D + 2,(2) and up to 1 2 Catalinas for long
range escort and A/U patrols,
was hoped to move two of the Hudson squadrons to Oran and
Algiers for A/U patrols off tne north coast of Africa.

To reinforc

During the second stage it

e

Long range sea reconnaissance

This was to be performed inside the Mediterranean,
outside along the Moroccan coast to the Canary Islands and
around the Cape Verde Islands by co-ordination between the
Gibraltar, Malta and West African Commands. During the
second stage it would be done in the Mediterranean by
squadrons based at Algiers.

Fighter protection

During the first stage, fighter protection of the convoys
was to be provided by carrier borne aircraft until land based
fighters could be flown into African airfields.

(1) The permanent force at Gibraltar war No. 202 Squadron
Catalinas and No. 233 Squadron Hudsons,
Hudson Squadron was to re-inforce Gibraltar shortly
before D. day.

This was in addition to No. 608 Squadron Hudsons already
earmarked for Gibraltar in the original plan and with
drawn for this purpose from No. 18 Group on 24 August.

No. 608

(2)
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Areas of control in the second stage

Prom D + 4 it was hoped that Sir William Welsh would be

established in an A.C.H.Q. at Algiers under the title of
A.O.C. Eastern Air Command and be in a position to control

all G.R. and photographic squadrons and flights based on the
north coast of Africa,

responsibility between Gibraltar and Algiers after D + 4 was
the Greenwich meridian and after D + 14 the longitude of
2° West.

The suggested line of demarkation of

There was no provision in the Air plan for air protection
to the convoys sailing direct from the United States to

Casablanca and, after discussion, it was provisionally agreed
that the A.O.C

tion with the A.O.C.-in-C. Coastal Command and

Admiral Cunningham, for sea reconnaissance, convoy escort and
A/U patrols to the extent of the range of his aircraft.

Gibraltar would be responsible, in conjunct-• >

ibid.

Encls.19A
and 20A

On the 10 October, an operational order was issued by
H.Q. Coastal Command which gave effect to these provisions in

Arrange-as far as they concerned the Command's squadrons,C.C. Opera
tional Order

No. 6/42 in
C.C.O.R.B,

Nov. appendices

ments had already been made for the despatch to Gibraltar of
Nos. 500 and 608 Hudson squadrons and up to 12 Catalinas of
No. z10 iquadi’oii, ' '
by Simderlands of No. 461 squadron.

the maintenance personnel being ferried out
H,Q. No. 15 Group were

required to be responsible for the A/U protection of possibly
five convoys leaving the U.K. on or about the 18 October.
The control of operations from Gibraltar from, approximately
the 4 November would be assumed by the Torch British Air
Commander who would be designated the A.O.C. Eastern Air
Command.(l) It was expected that his control would revert
to the A.O.C.-in-C., Coastal Command in December when the
expeditionary force had effected a secure lodgement in
N. Africa.

(c) Einal details of A/U Rrotection

"By the 14 October, the G.R. aircraft arrangements for
Operation Torch were almost complete and on that day a final
conference was held at the Air Ministry between representa
tives of the Air Ministry, No. 333 Group, A.F.H.Q., the
Admiralty and the U.S. Navy,
was the details of A/U cover during the approach and assault
period of the Casablanca landing. The U.S. Navy now proposed
to make available two amphibian Catalina squadrons to give
extra air cover to the Casablanca forces.

The issue still to be decided

They suggested

AHQS/42/Air
Encl.27A

that U.S.N. Squadron No. 73 (then based in Iceland) should
move into Northern Ireland and from there to Gibraltar and
that U.S.N. Sqixadron No. 92 should go direct from the
United States to Freetown. When there was available

accommodation, both squadrons should move into Casablanca.
Coastal Command insisted that a relief Sq-uadron must be
provided in Iceland and accordingly No. 84 U.S.N. amphibian
Catalina Squadron moved into Iceland from, Newfoundland where

its^place was taken by U.S.N. Ventura Squadron No. 82.
limiting factor in the final move of No. 73 Squa:dron was the

The

cc/s. 7010/57/2
Ends, 1A to

5A

(1) In point of fact the operational control of the R.A.F.
Gibraltar passed from Coastal Command to the new A.O.C. 

’

Eastern Air Command when he landed at Gibraltar on the
2 November.
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airfield accommodation at Gibraltar,(1) and ultimately it
decided that No. 73 Squadron should remain in Northern Ireland
until accommodation was free at Gibraltar or Casablanca and,
as an insurance in the initial stage of the landings, that '
Coastal Command should place three Mosq.uito aircraft at the
disposal of Gibraltar.(2) No, 92 Squadron was to operate, as
suggested, from Preetown, on A/U duties until space was avail
able at Casablanca,

was

On the subject of the Casablanca force, one provision
must be mentioned here as it affected Coastal Command in after
months. On the personal initiative of Mr. Stimson, the
U.S. Secretary of War, two new Liberator A/S squadrons of the
U.S. Army Air Command were earmarked early in October for the
specific purpose of affording A/U protection to the American
build-up convoys after the landing at Casablanca had been
effected. At that time, Air Marshal Sir John Slessor
still in Washington on his special mission in connection with
the supply of Lend/Lease Liberators to the R.A.F,
General Arnold, the Head of the U.S, Army Air Force, asked
Sir John Slessor's advice as to the disposition of these two
squadrons. This was given to the effect that the require
ments for aircraft in the Torch area, which w&s in the British

was

(1) Prior to March 19Z^2, there was a landing strip (980 x
75 yards) in the centre of a small area of land directly
under the north face of the Rock. During that month,
work vras commenced on extending this runway into the sea
at its western extremity. This was continued with such
zeal by the Garrison's Royal Engineers that by the
k September 1942 this landing strip had been converted
into a fully tarmaced runway 1400 x 100 yds.

completed of the virhole of the administrative build
ings, ̂living quarters and dispersal area which were also
contained in the small space between the Rock face and
the Neutral Zone on the Spanish frontier,
the pivotal point of the whole expedition. In Operation
Torch it fulfilled not only its wonted roles of a Naval
base and an Army fortress, but its new guise as a R.A.P,
operational aerodrome.

Erection
was

Gibraltar was

It was only from Gibraltar that
aircraft commld be provided to guard the convoys in their
passage of the Straits and to their assault positions off
the North African shore, to prosecute A/U patrols against
the U-boats soon to gather on both sides of the Straits,
to provide a spot for the erection of fighter aircraft to
be flown to captured airfields in North Africa and to act

staging post for the reinforcements after the landings.
Many other services, such as the storage of petrol and
the accommodation of vastly increased personnel, were
successfully provided in the limited area of Gibraltar.
The following examples show the extent of the under
takings:-

as

On the 28 October, 116 Spitfires and 13 Hurricanes
All these aircraft were erected and

tuned up to operational pitch by 6 November. During
November the following aircraft were accommodated or
curated from the airfield. 450 fighters, 60 Hudsons,
36 P,A.A» aircraft, 15 photographic reconnaissance air
craft, 10 amphibian Catalina, 8 I/L Wellingtons, 20 large
communication aircraft, 6 M.S.F.U, and two meteorological
Hudsons. Ref. North Front O.R.B,

(2) In effect, two Beaufighters of Coastal Command's No. 235
Squadron were already at Gibraltar and four
flown out by the 10 November,
form 540.

arrived in crates.

more yrere

■Ref, No. 235 Squadron
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strategic zone, had been fully worked out and, although
welcoming American assistance, particularly in the form of

Liberators, it was doubtful if it would be wise to dump two
new and inexperienced squadrons into Morocco and expect them

to play a useful part in the A/Q vrar in any reasonable time.
He recomiTiended that they should be based initially in'

S.W. England under the control of Coastal Command’s No. 19
Grouu, where they could be indoctrinated and thoroughly
trained under expert supervision,
after agreement by General Eisenhower, a signal wras sent on

the 27 October to the Commanding General U.S. Vlllth Air

Force that the first provisional A/S squadron would arrive
in the U.K. in the near future and was to be placed under the

operational command of the A.O.C.-in-C. Coastal Command.
Actually the first kvo aircraft of the scuadron did not become

operational at St. EVal in No. 19 Group until the I6 November

and even by the 15 January 1943 only six had arrived.
Sir John Slessor’s advice was justified to the hilt as

extensive training was found necessary.
SCR.517 equipment, having been rushed into the aircraft, took

a considerable time to be brought into an efficient state.

Seven aircraft of the second squadron arrived at St. Eval

towards the middle of January but neither squadron was fully
operational until February 1943.

The advice was taken and.

Moreover the 10 c.m.

cc/s. 7010/57/2
Encl.11 A

ibid

Ends. 20A,
21 A, 35A
and 7OA

Regarding the requirements for the first stage protection
As discussed in the various planningof the Torch convoys,

conferences up to the 1 8 October, it had been understood by
the A.O.C.-in-C

five main convoys, only one would be routed within range of
No. 1 9 Group aircraft; the others being routed well out into

the Atlantic and the gap in air cover between No. 15 Group and
Gibraltar accepted against the smaller chance of location by
eneny air reconnaissance,
made no request for the reinforcements to No. 1 9 Group,
ever, at an Air Ministry meeting on the 19 October, at which
were present representatives of the Admiralty, it appeared
that there were three additional convoys all routed within

range of No. 1 9 Group and. furthermore it might be expected
that in certain circumstances the original convoys would be
diverted in to obtain air cover,

fresh requirements Coastal Command had not sufficient long
range aircraft.

Coastal Command and his staff that, of the• f

The A.O.C.-in-C. had, therefore,
How-

In the light of these

CC/S.8/I
Encl.19A

Accordingly it was decided to reinforce No. 19 Group
with certain long range aircraft for both escort and A/U
duties from Bomber Command and enquire if the U.S. Vlllth

Air Force could assist.

Group on the 22 October in which these extra commitments were

set out and stressing that, in addition, the Bay Offensive
must be maintained at maximum intensity,

minute changes the actual reinforcements from Bomber Command

consisted of 15 Halifaxes from Nos. 4-05 and I58 Squadrons to

operate from Beaulieu from the 26 October.
Force expressed their willingness to assist and detailed
eight Liberators of U.S. Bomber Command No. 330 Squadron to

operate from Holmesley South from the 25 October, followed a

short time later by a further eight Liberators of No. 4-09

Squadron.

A directive was issued to No. 1 9

After some last

The Vlllth Air

CC/S. 7010/57/1

ibid

CC/S. 7010/57/2
Ends. 6A and

29A

It was now possible to agree with all the requirements
affecting the first stage of the Torch convoys and to meet

the general situation at sea.
Admiralty signal to all concerned dated the 28 October and
are summarised as under:-

These were issued in an
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(l) Torch convoys will he operated hy the C.-in-C.
Western Approaches similarly to W.S, convoys, ("t)

(2) The A.O.C.-in-C., Coastal Command will give general
priorities for air requirements and the A,0,C. No. 15
Group will meet the needs of C.-in-C. Western Approaches
to the best of his resources arranging if necessary
direct with No. 19 Group.

(3) The Admiralty special requirements are -

(a) Every Torch convoy should he escorted during
daylight to the limit of range of the available
aircraft. ■

CC/S.7C1C/57/1

(h) To he able to provide air support for two
convoys, assuming that each is being engaged by up

This air support is additional toto 15 U-boats,
the aircraft for (a) and (c).

(c) The A/U offensive in, the Bay to be maintained,
particularly in the outer Zone,

(d) At least six Catalinas to be ready for use with
the Home Fleet with such spare Catalinas as may
become available and one Fortress squadron held
at short notice to reinforce fleet reconnaissance.

(e) Equivalent forces to those now in Iceland to
be retained there for Trade Protection or Fleet
Reconnaissance.

(f) All available torpedo bombers, except those
now operating in the Bay, to be disposed in the
north, with one squadron at short notice to proceed
to Iceland if required by the C.-in-C., Home Fleet,

(d) The Expedition Sails

The assault date for all landings was scheduled for the

early hours on the. 8 November and the sailing of the variotis

components of this large force had to be adjusted so that the

slow, medium and fast convoys should arrive in the Western

Approaches to Gibraltar on or about the 5th. The first three
convoys - K.X.2., K.X.3
on the 18, 19 and 21 October respectively,
cariying basic stores, equipment and spares for Gibraltar,
vrere sloTf and all three were routed across the Outer Bay,
down longitude 1 8°1I. They therefore came within range of
No. 19 Group’s aircraft and vrere the ones over which the

misimderstanding arose between the Admiralty and Coastal
Com.mand. The next two convoys - K.M.3.1. and K.M.S.2 -

carried heavy assault forces and sailed from the Clyde area

on the 22 and 25 October. They were followed by a fast
convoy - K.M. F.,1. - carrying the initial assault troops which
left the Clyde on the 26th. All these three convoys were

routed far to the west down longitude 26°W. This precluded
continuous escort by land based aircraft, and to bridge the

gap in air cover, escort carriers were attached to the first

two convoys, H,M.S. Avenger sailing withK.M.S.1. and
H.M. S. Biter mth K.M.F. 1. in addition to strong naval

and K.X.AA - sailed from the Clyde
These convoys,

• j

cc/s. 7010/57/1

(1) W.S. convoys were the regular troops convoys proceeding
to the Middle East via the Cape of Good Hope,
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escorts»("')
from the Clyde on the 1 November and was also routed far to
the west.

K.X.13 and K.X.5 - left Milford Haven and the Clyde
respectively' on the 25 and 30 October routed across the Outer
Bay,(2) Several naval task forces were also on their way,
H.M. Aircraft Carrier Furious with three destroyers having^
left the Clyde on the 20 October, H.M. Battleship R.odney with
three destroyers from Scapa Plow on the 23rd, a force composed
of two aircraft carriers, two cruisers and four destroyers
from the Clyde on the 27th and the main British Naval Support
force consisting of two battleships, one battle cruiser, two

Fleet carriers, one cruiser and thirteen destroyers from

Scapa Flow and the Clyde on the 30 October.

The second fast troop convoy - K.M.P.2. - sailed

Meanwhile another tvro basic store convoys -

ibid

Air Escort was given by No. 15 Group to all these convoys
and naval forces as far out and to the southwest as range

would permit,(3) but No. 19 Group was interrupted by poor
visibility v/eather in giving consistent escort to the five
K.X. convoys routed across the Outer Bay. (4-) In only one
case was a U-boat sighted. This was by Liberator G/224
Squadron on the 24 October. The aircraft was searching for
convoy K.X.2. and when some 12 to 15 miles north of it, a
U-boat was sighted on the surface on an easterly course.

This boat

An

excellent attack was delivered which sank U.599.

Nos. 15 and 1 9

Group O.R.B.
Appendices

inward bound from the American coast and had not sightedwas

the convoy.

In addition to the air escort given to the Torch
flying hours in the Bay Offensive were stepped upconvoys,

and, aided by the Halifaxes of Bomber Command and the
Liberators of the U.S. Vlllth Air Force, particular attention

was given to the Outer Bay area in order to make the U-boats

on passage keep submerged by day.(5) Between the 20 October
and the 10 November, four U-boats were sighted and attacked by

Each escort carrier had three Swordfish of No. 8330)
Sea conditions on the voyage onlyF.A.A. Squadron,

allowed flying to take place on three days from the
Biter and on five days from the Avenger.
were sighted.
K.M.S.1 - 47 ships
K. M.S. 2

No U-boa

K.M.P.1. - 39 ships
K.M.P. 2. - 18 ships52 ships

ts

(2)

K.X. convoys averaged I6 ships.
Seven convoys and three naval forces were escorted for
a total of 168 hours. In addition, 86 ho\irs were

(3)

devoted to.covering sweeps.
Five convoys and two naval forces were escorted for a

total of 43 hours, with 112 hours in covering sweeps
apart from routine Bay patrols in the area near the

(4)

convoys.

Action was also taken by the U.S. Vlllth Air Force
against the U-boat operating bases in the Biscay area.
Starting on the 21 October and on nine subsequent dates
in November, small daylight precision-bonibing raids were

carried out by Portresses and Liberators,
however, had been housed in the massive concrete
shelters for some nine months and their activities were

unaffected by this bombing.
Section (viii)(a).

The U-boats,

See also Chapter IX

(5)
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the Outer Bay patrols, of which one - U. 216 - was sunk. (O
Pour other U-hoats were attacked in the Middle Bay area of

which two were seriously damaged,

(e) Failure hy the Germans to apprehend the Expedition

Prom contemporary German records, the enemy seems to
have had no inkling of the gathering of this Armada in

Northern ports and during the sea passage of the various
components neither a solitary G.A.P. reconnaissance report
nor several chance sightings by U-boats were recognised in
their true nature.(2) To a large degree this was due to

Fuehrer

Conferences

and War

Diary B.d U.

(•1) Liberator B/22k Squadron on A /U patrol in the Outer Bay
on the 2.0 October, sighted a U-boat in position 4-821N x
1925W steering East. The aircraft carried out an up-
track attack and released six depth charges from 50 feet

altitude while the U-boat was still fully surfaced,

accurate was the aiming that one of the depth charges
landed on the after end of the boat, and, contrary to

all previous experience, exploded on impact,
other D.Cs.'in the stick detonated close to and ahead of

the U-boat in the normal manner,

the aircraft sustained serious damage,
elevators were partially blown a.way, the main hydraulic
pipe line burst, the doors in the rear turret and the
side windows were blown out and both dinghies

disappeared. After a very crowded minute with the
aircraft almost vertical on its tail, partial control
was regained and the 6OO mile journey home was begun.
Both pilots had to brace hands and knees on the control
column to keep in level flight. Most of the crew were
stationed in the hose after having, with great
difficulty, jettisoned the. two 250 lb. A/S bombs and all
movable heavy equipment. The pilots - P/O D. M. Sleep
and Sgt. S. E. Patton - were occasionally relieved by
the flight engineer and wireless operator. About an
hour before making a landfall at the Scilly Islands it

to lash both control columns to the

So

The

The U-boat sank but

The tail and

was necessary

instrument panel as it v/as beyond the strength of the

pilots to keep them braced forv/ard.
risk a crash landing at Predannock.
approach, when just over the airfield boundary, the
elevator control broke loose and the aircraft hit the

chance light and crashed, catching fire immediately.
Miraculously the crew escaped with one man fracturing a

leg and the rest with minor cuts and scratches.
■  (2) The following were the sightings up to 1 November:-

(Ref: War Diary of B.d U.)
On the 26 October, H.M.S. Rodney was sighted and
reported by U. 6O8 on 4700N x 2100W .
wrrongly identified her as an.American battleship.
Contact was lost almost immediately and U.6O8 continued

The Rodney reached
At 1100 hours on

It was decided to

On the final

The U-boat

her outward bound passage,
Gibraltar on the 29 October.

31 October, the force consisting of aircraft carriers,
cruisers and destroyers was sighted on a southerly
course, 5OO miles west of Cape Pinisterre by a P.W.200
on reconnaisance in aid of the movement of a German

On the 1 November, the supply boatblockade runner.

U.463 reported a convoy steering south in position
47OON X. 27OOW and later in the day, U.575i returning to

port from mid-Atlantic, sighted three merchant ships and

a destroyer on a southerly course in approximately
463ON X 26OOW.
of K.M.S.2.

These sightings coiild only have been
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the attention of the eneiri7 being directed to a convoy
battle taking place to the westward and north of Madeira
betvreen the 26 and 3'1 October, and to a lesser degree to

enemy suspicions that something might be attempted against
Dakar.(1)

In mid-October, the main U-boat dispositions lay athwart
the North Atlantic trade route westward of longitude in

the Caribbean and Brazilian zones, across the Atlantic Narrows

and on the West African coast. Few U-boats vrere stationed in

the triangle Ireland-Azores-Portugal owing to the prevalence^
of British air cover and, apart from the normal U-boat traffic

entering and leaving the Bay of Biscay, there was no special
watch on this area.12) B.d U. considered that he had better

cliances of interfering with the North/Southbound shipping in

more southerly latitudes out of reach of air cover. This

policy was, in fact, paying good dividends against
independently routed ships, but the Sierra Leone convoys,
which sailed at comparatively long intervals, were treated

as separate operations requiring specifically grouped U-boats.
Estimating that another S.L. convoy was nearly due, B.d U.
formed such a group on 20 October consisting of eight U-boats
stationed in a line in the vicinity of Madeira.(3) Other
boats available were two under orders to join this group from

Biscay ports, two on watching patrols in the Azores and one
stationed close off Lisbon.

During their sweep to the gouthward, some boats of this

Group Streitaxt reported three merchant ships on the 26th and
early on the 27 October sighted the mastheads of numerous
ships steering a northeasterly course about 350 miles south
west of Madeira. (L) This was rightly assimaed to be convoy
S.L.125 and B.d U. ordered the Group Streitaxt and other

U-boats in the vicinity to operate against it. The convoy
was

and lost I3 ships out of k-2,
escort from Gibraltar on the 29th, but gales there prevented
flying boats from, taking off and it v/as not till 1 900 hours
on the 31st that a Catalina got out to the convoy,
time S.L. 125 was 36O miles west of Lisbon and, fearing
consistent air cover the next day, B.d U. broke off the

operation at daybreak on the 1 November. Map XXVI shows the

position of convoys and naval forces on the 1 November,
can be seen how the unfortunate S.L.125, surrounded by all the

attacked by 8 to 10 U-boats from the 27 to the 3'1 October
It came within long range air

By this

It

Vi/'ar Diary
of B.d U.

ibid

(1) In a sxommary of the U-boat positions' on the 19 October,
B.d U. stated that, besides the special operation against
shipping in the South African area, increased numbers of

U-boats were being maintained in the Preeto'wn and
Cape Verde Islands zone not only because it was a
profitable spot but to be prepared for eneny operations
against Dakar which, according to press reports and
observations by his U-boats, might not be improba.ble.
H.M.S. F\rrious a.nd the first two K.X. convoys arrived at

Gibraltar on the 25 and 29 October without being sighted
by any U-boat. Air escort was given them by Gibraltar
aircraft from the 24- October, and Swordfish aircraft of

No. 813 P.A.A. Squadron started A/U patrols in the
Straits from the 26 October.

Group Streitaxt - U.154, 203. 409. 5^,^, 572, ̂  and 659.
The torpedoing of one of the ships sighted on 26 October
and the D/Ping of the U-boat W/T reporting signals
warned British authorities of probable trouble and
S.L.125 was re-routed to the north/eastwards in order to

gain air cover from Gibraltar as soon as possible.
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U-boats in the area, had left the v/ay clear for the converging
Torch convoys.

Regarding the P.W.200 report of a naval carrier force
360 miles north of S.L. 125, on the 3'' October, no attempt was
made to shadow because, not only were there few of these

aircraft available, but experience had shown their
vulnerability to carrier-borne fighters.(I)
a single air report, B.d U, decided to continue using his

U-boats against S.L, 125 until full British air cover should

put in an appearance,
S.L.125, he detached one to patrol off Lisbon, one to

re-locate the carriers and spread four others on  a line

1 80 miles west of Cape St, Vincent on the assumption that the
force was making for Gibraltar,
make their way at high speed towards Gibraltar,
the 2 November, a homeward bound U-boat - U.5IL - reported the

presence of seven large ships and a destroyer steering East in
3SOON X 2200W.
The U-boat was forced to submerge at once by aircraft and
lost contact,

convoy for Gibraltar, B.d U. ordered one of the waiting line,
the two boats off Lisbon and an outvrard bound boat from the

In view of only

When he broke off the U-boats from

The remaining four were to
Hovrever, on

(This can only have been part of K.M.P.1,).

Since this was possibly a troop or equipment

Biscay area to form another line to the southward of
Cape St, Vincent. Meanwhile nothing further had been seen of

the carrier force.and, later on the 2 November, the four boats

to the west of Cape St. Vincent were ordered to proceed to

points south of the Azores to refuel from supply boats there.

Even now another chance sighting occTurred, for one of them -

U.IaJ-uO - sighted a convoy at 0130 hours on the  3 November in

36lf0N X 1 7OOW 0° East(2) but action against it was impossible
since the group was hopelessly scattered. No success
attended the interception line stationed southward from

Cape St, Vincent and, on the L November, they too were
re-deployed - two to return to the patrol off Lisbon and two

to proceed westward of Madeira for refuelling.

The way through to Gibraltar was now wide open to the
converging convoys. Two more K.X. convoys arrived in the

western approaches to the Straits on the ^I’d and the main
assault convoys (K.M.P.1. and K.M.S.1.) together with the
heavy, naval support force on the 5 November. During this
final approach the assault convoys each split into two

portions - one destined for Algiers leading the other destined

for bran. Air escort and support was given from Gibraltar
and A/U sweeps were carried out on both sides of the
Straits.(3)
sightings were made to the westw^ard.
sightings, probably of two U-boats on patrol, were made well
off the Algerian coast. Two attacks were made one of which
caused slight damage. No sightings at all were made on the
A or 5 November,

Between the 1 and 3 November, two doubtful
To the eastward fo\rr

(1) In his report on this operation, B.d U. again pointed out
the necessity for speedy allocation of He. 177 aircraft
for the task of sea reconnaissance.

This sighting also must have been of K.M.P.1.
Gibraltar aircraft met and escorted these convoys as
under;-

KX4A - 35 hours between 3'! October and 3 November
KXAB - 6
KMS1 - 13
KMP1 - 11

Oarrier Porce - 19 hours between 1 November and
2 November,

totalled 23A hours between the 1 and 5 November.

SEORET
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(f) The landings in W.ff. Africa

While the Torch convoys were approaching the Straits of

Gibraltar, the Vlllth Arny had opened the offensive on the

Egyptian front at El Alamein and by the 3 November the German
forces under Rommel had started their withdrawal,

the acuteness of the situation, the German High Command on the

1+ November requested U-boat reinforcements to break into the
Mediterranean,

from among those available in the Azores/Madeira area or
coming out from Biscay ports and formed them into Group
Delphin with orders to attempt the passage of the Straits as

soon as possible,
the 6 and 8 November.(1)

In view of

Accordingly B.d U. detailed seven U-boats

The four first arrivals succeeded between

V/ar Diary
of B.d U.

The leading portions of the assault convoys passed
through the Straits during the night of the 5/6 November and
the remainder on the following night,
the 6 th an increasing nunber of offensive sweeps, mostly to
the eastvrard, were flown by the Gibraltar Hudsons while almost

continual daylight air escort was given to all portions of

the assault forces on the . 6th and 7th. (?-)
sighted to the westward on the 6 th, but nine sightings
(probably of fouir U-boats) were made to the north of the
Algerian coast by the easterly patrols,
attacks were delivered,

the convoys,

escort sortie to KMAE.1. arrived, a U-boat suceeded in attack
ing the convoy and torpedoed U.S.S. Thomas Stone at 0730 hours
on the 7th about 15O miles northwest of Algiers,(3)
the rest of the day, the sweeps to the west sighted one
U-boat on two occasions getting in one attack while the

easterly sweeps made five sightings (probably of the same fouir
U-boats) and got in three attacks, two of which caused slight
damage.

Prom early morning on

No U-boats were

Six indecisive

These sightings were not near any of
On the following morning, before the first

During

Gibraltar

0. R, B.

Nov. Appendices

After entering the Mediterranean, the two groups of
assault forces had steered slightly no-rth of east, well away
from the African coast.

6 November, the leading convoy was sighted twice by single
JU.88s.

During the afternoon of the

Early on the 7th, both this convoy and the naval
support force just to the north of it were shadowed by enemy
aircraft. In the afternoon a heavy air attack developed on

JU.88s. pressed home both bombing and
torpedo attacks but, beyond inflicting damage on one
destroyer with a near miss bomb, no ships were hit.

the naval force.

The

(1) Group Delphin - U.A07. 140. 595. 596. 617. 662.755.
Owing to engine trouble U.lii-0 and 662 were cancelled and

two outward bound boats, U.259 and 380 were detailed in

their place. All the flying from, Gibraltar during this
period vms between da-vvn and dusk on escort or A/U sweeps
in support of the Assault Convoys except during the night
of the 7th/8th when Swordfish of No. 813 Sqdn. patrolled
around Cape Spartel. U.595 made the passage on the night
6th/7th followed by U.407. 596 and 61 7 on the 7th/8th.
On the 6 November, 43 hours were flown on actual escort
and 134 on offensive sweeps. On the 7 November the
figures were 41 and 1 96 respectively.
U.S.S. Thomas Stone did not sink and was taken into tow,
ultimately reaching Algiers some days later. Relays of

Hudsons gave A/U protection until dark on the 7th. This
was the only casualty sustained from U-boat action by
the Meditarranean Assault Forces between leaving England
and arrival off the beaches.
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steady easterly course, well to the north of the African
coast, caused the eneny to assmie that the destination of

the expedition was Malta. On this assumption, dispositions
of the Mediterranean U-hoats in the area were made to the

eastward and preparations ordered for a resumption of air

attacks on the following day. However, as darkness fell on
the 7th, the convoys wheeled to the south and soon after

midnight arrived in their assault positions off Algiers and

Oran unseen and unsuspected.

Meanwhile, since the last week in October, the American
assault convoy - UGE.1. - consisting of 60 ve>ssels heavily
escorted by battleships, cruisers, aircraft carriers,
destroyers and minesweepers had been steaming across the

Atlantic and by the 5 November was close to the westward of

Madeira,(1) In view of the strong defences of Casablanca
and the presence of French warships, including the battleship
Jean Bart, the plan envisaged three separate landings - at

Safi to the south, and at Pedala and Medhia to the north, (see
Map XXVI.), These forces were subsequently to converge on
Casablanca from the flanks and rear. The portion of UGP.1,
destined for Safi split off on the 6 November and by the
evening of the 7th the two portions were some 80 miles off

the coast of Morocco, The northern portion, which had
received long range air escort by Catalinas from Gibraltar on

the 6th and 7th, then split again and all three forces arrived
punctually off their assault points in the early hours of

the 8 November also unseen and unsuspected.

U.S. Naval

Oiserations in
Word War II.

Vol. II

While the assaults were taking place during the
8 November, the Gibraltar based Hudsons and Catalinas flew
21 sorties on A/U cover against U-boats off shore from
Algiers^ Oran and Casablanca.(2)
convoy KX.5 approaching Gibraltar and to one of the second

wave convoys - KMS.2 - still far out in the Atlantic.

Air escort was given to

Gibraltar

O.R.B.

Nov. Appendices

The story of the actual assaults and subsequent opera
tions of the landed forces is told in the R.A.F. Narrative of

Hereafter this account dealsthe North African Campaign,
with the air operations from Gibraltar directed against
U-boats endeavouring to interfere with the build-up convoys
and shipping engaged in supplying the expedition after it had

effected a lodgement.

(g) Air operations against the U-boat threat to Torch
supplies 7 November - The enemy air reports of the movement
of numerous convoys in the western Meditei-ranean reached the

German High Command on the 7 November,
investigate and report on how m.ary and hov soon U-boats in
the Atlantic could be sent into this area (a) from existing
operational X’ositiohs, and (b) from Biscay bases.

B,d U. was ordered to

(1) The convoy thus passed through the Madeira area after
the U-boats had been drawn off on S.L. 125 and befo.re
any had retvirned.

52 flying hours were carried out actually off these
ports. One U-boat was sighted and forced to dive off
Algiers but none were seen off Oran or Casablanca,
Regarding the latter area, four Hudsons of No, 233
Squadron failed to return and it has never been
established whether they were shot doTm by French
fighters or, as a result of faulty recognition, by
American carrier-borne fighters. 11 6 flying hours were
flown on other A/U patrols and 21 on actual escort to
c envoys.

(2)
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In his considered reply to this enquiry, B.d U, stated
that only the type VII U-hoats were suitable for transfer to
the Mediterranean, Up to 1 8 of these could arrive off

Gibraltar during the next fortnight from operational areas and
Regarding the1 2 from Biscay ports by the end of the month,

War Diary
of B.d U.

larger type IX boats, the figures were nine and six
respectively but he deprecated their use for this type of

operation. With the exception of the seven type VII boats
already detailed in Group Delphin, he was against any transfer
at all into the Mediterranean and considered that better
chances of sinking ships would result by keeping the boats in

the Atlantic particularly as the English would be very wide
awake in the Straits and needlessly high casualties would

be suffered in attempting a mass break through, moreover his

Atlantic U-boats had recently noted that the transatlantic
had much weaker surface escort v/hich indicated thatconvoys

the Mediterranean movements would have a correspondingly much

strengthened defence.

8 November - However, while these discussions were going on,
the High Command, on the 8 November, received the nev/s^of the
landings at Oran and Algiers. All available U-boats in the
Mediterranean were ordered to operate against shipping to^the
east of Gibraltar or lying off these ports while the remain

ing boats of Group Delphin were instructed to go through the
Straits independently and with despatch.(l) Later in the
day came the news of American landings on the Atlantic coast

Action against these exposed anchorages
Sixteen of the

of French Morocco,

was put in train by B.d U. immediately,

ibid

nearest Atlantic U-boats reciWed orders to steer for the

Moroccan coast(2) and nine others in the mid-Atlantic area

the western approaches to Gibraltar.(3)were directed to

9 and 1 0 November - Air sweeps flown eastwards from Gibraltar

as" far as Algiers sighted nothing on the 9th and only two

U-boats on the 10th, both northwest of Oran,
was attacked indecisively,
in the western end of the Mediterranean.

10th the S.S. Garlinge - 2,012 tons, sailing in convoy , was
sunk about 50 miles north east of Oran and H.M. destroyer
Martin was attacked and sunk 85 miles north east of Algiers.

0,R,B. Later in the day the Italian U-boat Erna was destroyed by a
Nov. Appendices naval trawler close off Algiers. To the westwards, the

follow-up convoys KMP,2 and KMS.2 received air escort and

Hudson sweeps were flown in the area. No U-boats were seen.

One of these

U-boats were, however, gathering
Very early on the

Gibraltar

11 November - The two follow up convoys had now entered the

Mediterranean and received 36 hours of air escort,
easterly sweeps made five sightings during the day, all well
to the north and west of Oran but, although four were
attacked, no damage was inflicted. In the forenoon, two

large liners returning empty from Algiers to Gibraltar,
S.S. Viceroy of India - 19,62? tons, some

The

were

attacked and sunk;

40 miles north of Oran and S.S. Nieuw Zeeland - 11,069 tons

about 40 miles eastward of Gibraltar. Air escort to theibid

In the continued absence of any night air patrols in the

Strait the remaining three boats did so undetected.
U.259 passed through on the night of 8th/9th followed by
U.580 and on the 9th/l0th.
U.103. 108. 130. 155, 173. Jtli, m and ̂
wave at best speed.
U.86. Jl, im, 110» 519 and 752 -
200 miles per day.
U.92. 98. 218. 2^, 364. 566. 6H and_6^.
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former had not yet arrived,

witnessed hy a Hudson of No. 233 Squadron hut no signs of the
U-hoat was seen.

Squadron landed at Tafouroui airfield (near Oran) from where
they subsequently carried out operations off the Algerian
coast.

The torpedoing of the latter w

Later in the day, a detachment of No, 500

To the westward, only one U-boat was seen and this wa

as

s

attacked indecisively about 300 miles west of Gibraltar,
leading U-boats of the first w^ave directed to the Moroccan

coast had arrived and, in spite of A/U patrols by American
destroyers and carrier borne aircraft. U.173 and 130 succeeded

in sinking four transports off Fedala, (lj
newly arrived follow-up convoy UGF.2 were ordered to seaward

until A/U measures could be strengthened,
the approaching waves also came int<» action and during the

night of the 11th/l2th, U.515 sank the fleet repair ship Hecla
and torpedoed the destroyer Marne about 180 miles v/est of
Gibraltar.

The

The ships in the

Other U-boats of

UoS. Naval

Operations in
World War II

Vol. II.

12 November - The Hudson sent to provide A/U escort for the
damaged Marne in tow on the 1 2th, sighted and attacked this

U-boat but did not damage it.
to the west,

the Algerian coast attacking two and damaging one so seriously
that it had to return to port,
about 30 miles north of Oran but another U-boat torpedoed and

sank S.S. Browning - 5>332 tons close off this port,
return westwards of the empty convoys started on this day and
air escort was provided during daylight hours on succeeding
days.

No other U-boats were sighted
The Tafaroui Hudsons sighted five U-boats off

U.660 was sunk by H.M, Ships

The

Gibraltar

O.R.B.

Nov. Appendices

13 November - Two more losses to U-boat attack occurred on the

13th. The Dutch destroyer Isaac Sweers being sunk about
60 miles north east of Algiers and one merchant ship in

convoy - S.S. Maron, 6,A87 tons - some 50 miles north of Oran.
Air sweeps inside the Mediterranean found six U-boats and
attacked five of them,

of Algiers, were damaged.
20 miles north of Algiers,
the west of Gibraltar and this was indecisively attacked
200 miles out.

Two, in positions well to the east
H.M, ships sank U.605 about
Only one U-boat was sighted to

ibid

by of N01.2 / SOO c-AiJ 608
1A November - The easterly sweeps^
sighted six U-boats of which four were attacked. U.595 was
sunk after successive attacks by five aircraft of No. 500

Squadron and another U-boat was seriously damaged, both about
50 to 60 miles north east of Oran. By now, 1 6 U-boats had
arrived in the western approaches to Gibraltar and v/ere

disposed in a rough line extending from off the west coast of

Portugal to Casablanca. In the morning, before the air
escort had joined up, the returning convoy MKF.l(x) vfas
attacked by U.4.13 about 22fO miles northwest of Cape St, Vincent
and S.S. Warwick Castle - 20,107 tons - was torpedoed and sub

sequently sank. The westerly air sweeps during the day
sighted six U-boats of this line but only managed to attack
three. In two cases there was no evidence of damage, but one

attack produced convincing after-evidence of serious damage or
destruction. Post War evidence so far discounts loss or

ibid and

War Diary
of B.d U.

(0 U.S.S. Joseph Hewes - 9,359 tons
U.S.S. Edward Rutledge - 9,360 tons
U.S.S. Hugh L. Scott - 12,579 tons
U.S.S. Tasker H. Bliss 12,568 tons.
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damage to either a German or Italian boat on this day in this

position. ("I)

15 November - While still dark in the morning, another home-
was attacked some 110 miles west of

U.I55 hit and sank S.S, Ettrick - 11 ,?79 tons -
and H.M, Auxiliary Carrier Avenger; the latter blew up with
heavy loss of life. The U.S, Combat Leader Almaak was also

hit but managed to reach Gibraltar in tow.W Subsequent air
sweeps in the area sighted five U-boats and attacked two,
inflicting slight damage on both. Inside the Mediterranean,
air sweeps sighted no less than nine U-boats, of which^six
were attacked. Hudson S/5OO Squadron sank U.259 30 miles

north of Algiers(3), Y/5OO Squadron seriously damaged a U-boat
70 miles northwest of that port and J/500 Squadron

bound convoy - MKP.I(y)
Gibraltar.

some

ibid

seriously damaged another 75 miles north of Oran,
sweeper Algerine was torpedoed and sunk off Bougie.

H.M. Mine

1 6 November - Although the scale of A/U sweeps, both to the
east and west of Gibraltar, was maintained, the sightings of
U-boats started to fall off from this date. On the l6th,
inside the Mediterranean only one attack was made. Pour

sightings were obtained to the west between I50 and 200 miles
from. Gibraltar. Three of these were attacked and in two

cases slight damage was inflicted. That there were still
U-boats closer in was shown in the early hours when U.92

torpedoed and sank S.S. Clan MacTaggart - 7,622 tons - only
100 miles west of Gibraltar. Many reports were received by
B.d U, from the western U-boats complaining of frustration and

damage inflicted by the strong air and surface patrols off the
Moroccan coast, U.173 was sunk this day by U.S. ships off

Casablanca. In an admittance of failure to interfere with

the American build-up and supply shipping, B.d U. withdrew
the five boats remaining to a respectful distance off shore

deep water and hoped to institute a blockade of Casablanca.
Further north in the western approaches of Gibraltar, the

heavy air patrols(4) and strong, surface escort to shipping
prevented, any day attacks and it was only with difficulty that

some

in
War Diary
of B.d U.

(1) The attack, carried out by Hudson S/608 Squadron, was
delivered while the submarine was still fully surfaced

and two of the depth charges were seen to explode under
the after part. When the explosion plumes settled there
was no sign of the boat but very large quantities of oil

and air were coming to the surface. The aircraft could
only remain for 35 minutes by which time the oil covered
an area of 2,000 by 1,000 yards. It is possible that
this marked'the end of one of the three Vichy French
submarines unaccounted for from Casablanca which never

(2)
cotwoUutouA Lin

XU Oenrv'if'

UiVJ

made port.
(3) ̂ The pilot of the aircraft making this successful attack

was Flying Officer M. Ensor. It was the second occasion
in which, one depth charge of a well-aimed stick actually

’  landed on the U-boat and detonated on impact. As in the

previous case of H/22if Sqdn. on 20 Oct., the aircraft was
seriously damaged. The explosion blew the plane 300 ft,

upwards, removed the rudders and elevators, jambed the
ailerons and bent six feet of each wing tip up at right

After a dizzy few minutes, the pilot regainedangles,
partial control but 20 minutes later the port engine cut

Ensor and one other wereand the crew had to bale out.

picked up by surface craft but the other two of the crew
lost their lives.

(4) B.d U. stated in his War Diary that between the 12 and
16 November, eleven U-boats had been attacked by English
aircraft and four of them damaged.
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a few night attacks had been delivered, moreover these had not

been on supply convoys,
to the west and stationed his I6 U-boats chequerboard fashion
in a semi-circle from Portugal to the Moroccan coast.

Here again B.d U. withdrew further

17 and 18 November - Inside the Mediterranean 30 miles north

west of Algiers, four aircraft of No. 500 Squadron attacked
and so damaged U.331 that she hoisted the white flag. While

siarface craft were closing to take the surrender, a Fleet Air

Arm' Albacore attacked and sank the U-boat with a torpedo.
Two other U-boats were attacked in positions 60 miles north
and northeast of Algiers. Never more than 20 strong in the

Mediterranean, the operational number of U-boats were now so

reduced by casualties that they ceased henceforth to be a

menace. Harried by increasing air and surface hunts
organised from the new Allied bases in North Africa and con

stricted in the narrow waters of the inland sea, the story of
their reductioii to a mere minor nuisance is told in Volume VI

of the R.A.F. in Maritime War, which deals with the
Mediterranean and Red Sea.

Gibraltar

O.R.3.

Nov, Appendices

In the western approaches, three U-boats were sighted.
Two good attacks weremore than 250 miles from Gibraltar,

delivered in which U.566 and 613 were damaged, the latter
seriously enough to force her return to port,
any further success and the continuance of air attacks decided
B.d U. to withdraw the western U-boats still further into the

The lack of

Atlantic and he made a pessimistic report on the Yirhole situa

tion to the High Command. Operations inside the
Mediterranean, he stated, were unsatisfactory. Two-thirds of

the U-boat force had been sunk or seriously damaged with few

successes against the supply shipping. As most of the
casualties had been from air.attacks, he expected conditions
to get progressively worse as the eneny took over further
North African aiarfields. Westward of Gibraltar, of the 22

U-boats operating, five had been sunk or badly damaged with

results even less in proportion. Better prospects against
the supply convoys could only be hoped for outside the scope
of air patrols and from experience this could not be found

anywhere on the route between England and Gibraltar. Action

against convoys coming direct from the U.S.A, would have to be
located in the Azores area to be outside air cover and, since
the diversionary courses open to the enemy would be so exten

sive, this held out no great promise.

War Diary
of B.d U.

After comparing the meagre results attended by high
losses in attempting to interfere with the shipping bomd
for N.W. Africa, against his recent successes with a few

U-boats in the North Atlantic, Admiral Donetz put it on
record that he was convinced that the U-boat war must be

carried out as a tonnage war and as such must be waged where
the greatest success could be achieved with the smallest loss.
Any deviation from this fundamental concept would only lead
to a weakening of the total war effort.

19 to 25 November - To enable the harassing air patrols to
continue by night as well as by day, the A,0.C.-in-C. Coastal

Command had sent No. 179 Leigh Light Wellington Squadron to
reinforce the Gibraltar Command and they went into action from

the night of the 19/20 November. Earlier in the day, Hudson
C/608 Squadron had sunlc U. 98 about 300 miles west of
Gibraltar, and that night R and T/I79 Squadron sighted two
and attacked one U-boat in the same area. During the same
day, two southeast bound supply convoys were sighted and
reported by U.A1 3 and 51 9 to the westward of Gape St. Vincent.
Neighbouring U-boats were ordered by B.d U. to operate against

SECRET
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•both convoys. U.M3 and 86 following KMP.3 were forced off

■by the air and surface escorts and soon lost touch. Tj, 9
followed KMS.3 until early on the 20th when she was driven off
hy depth charge attacks 'by the surface escorts, hut U.iOJ, ^
185 and 26.5 succeeded in making contact. The first Catalina
escort of the day to KMS.3 was unfortunately shot dovm in
flames by ships in the convoy at 102? hours. Almost
simultaneously U.265 attacked and torpedoed two shipsUj which
were seen to sink by the relief Catalina. The subsequent ^
depth charge hunt by the surface escort damaged 2,6j_p forcing
her to abandon the chase, while both U.103 andj.83. loSo touch
through having to constantly dive for the air escort.

ibid, and
War Diary
of B.d U.

of U-boats(2)For the next three days little was seen
except two sightings far to the west of Gibraltar by
meteorological aircraft. In spite of this belated success
against convoy KMS.5, the continuance of casualties and^the
far-ranging air patrols had forced B.d U. to withdraw his^
U-boats still further into the Atlantic and the 15 remaining
boats were formed into Group Westwall stationed in a short
arc some 300 to 350 miles from Gibraltar. Even here they
were not immune for on the 2k November, U.263., having repaired
the defects caused on the 20th, was caught by Hudson Q/233
Squadron and so severely damaged that she had to start home.
She was again depth-charged on the night of the 24-th/25th by
R/179 Squadron, but managed to get away on the surface after a

duel with the aircraft. On the 25 November only the
one being southwest of

gun
Catalina sorties sighted any U-boats,

ibid.

Cape Pinisterre steering northwards and two on westerly
courses far to the west of Gibraltar. On this day, B.d U.
had finally decided that the constant air patrols day and
night out to 300 miles from land with active search groups
of surface craft had made it impossible to continue to
operate. He therefore withdrew the Group Westwall boats to
the Azores area from where he intended to sweep to the west
ward in order to intercept American supply convoys in an

area free of air cover.

It can be seen, through enemy eyes, how the November air
effort from Gibraltar of 3?700 flying hours spent actually on
escort or sweep, the resulting 95 sightings and the 6k
attacks involving destruction to four and damage to nineteen
U-boats had a decisive part in frustrating their attempt to
hamstring the build-up and supply shipping to the initial
Allied force which landed in North West Africa. During the
month some 30 to 35 U-boats operated to the west of^Gibraltar
and up to 20 on the eastern side. Ten merchant ships and^
liners of 95,911 tons, four U.S. transports and five warships
were sunk by them involving a loss of eight German and one
Italian U-boat. It will, therefore be appreciated how
totally out of proportion these results appeared to Donetz in
comparison with the enormous losses inflicted on Allied
shipping in the rest of the Atlantic (102 ships of
586,000 tons) accompanied by only four U-boats destroyed.

ibid, and
Adty. B.R.I337

(h) The Aftermath

While agreeing to a temporary withdrawal of the U-boats

(1) S.S. Grange Park - 5,132 tons, and Frins Harold -
7,2kk tons. ,

(2) On the 20 November, No. 500 squadron was transferred from
Both this detachmentGibraltar to Blida near Algiers,

and that at Tafaraoui now came under the direct control
of the Eastern Air Command H.Q. recently set up at Algiers.
No, 608 squadron followed on 16 December.
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westvrard of Gibraltar, the German Naval Command insisted
Some reinforcement to the depleted numbers inside the
Mediterranean and on the 3 December B.d U. detailed four
U-boats to make the passage in the coming new noon period.
U^JOI, 443 and_602 accomplished the journey between the 3 and
9 December but d.257 had to return owing to a leaky stern
gland and the illness of her engineer officer,(l)

on

Y/ar Diary of
B.d U. and

Gibraltar

O.R.B. Dec.

and Jan.

Appendices,

During December, the air effort from Gibraltar continued
at the same high level(2) but only six U-boats were sighted to
the westward, all at distances which allowed them to get
before attack could be delivered. Except for one sighting
close off the Straits, probably of U.501. all were far to the
westward of Gibraltar and Portugal.
Mediterranean, however, 37 were sighted mostly by Leigh Light

Squadron. 18 attacks were made An—
of whioh Hudoon L/500 S'^uedron aanlc the Italian Doo&4eT- *

T-tooo other U boats wore -damaged. In January, 1943, a
similar scale of flying produced but eleven sightings, all

a  •_ , - i’^side the Mediterranean, and again mostly by Leigh Light
aircraft. Eight indecisive attacks were made,
the Algerian coast during these two months were three ships in

and one in January,

under

In the western

\

to

Losses off

i>u£ ive 0-t«oJts

ajLtJv*;

•ijuJl

(x) November and December in the North Atlantic

The provision of strong surface escorts to all the
convoys and naval forces employed in the Torch Expedition and
its subsequent build-up inevitably detracted from the protec
tion available for the Atlantic trade convoys. While they
were under air cover this did not matter so much but in the
air cover gaps, particularly the Greenland Gap, the danger
increased rapidly. The mounting of Torch made no difference
as far as shorebased air cover in the Atlantic was concerned.
No. 120 Squadron, still the only V.L.R, Squadron in existence,
continued to operate in emergency at extreme ranges. No. 15
Group had ample medium range squadrons to afford consistent
air cover^to both Torch and trade convoys out to 400 miles
from British bases. But the logical solution of the
Greenland Gap problem by using carrier borne aircraft was
definitely postponed by operation Torch. In October 1942
there were four British and four American auxiliary carriers
in commission. Although most of them had only recently
become operational, they could in October have been employed

(1) Utl24, was detailed in lieu and sailed on the
3 January 1943. She made the passage of the Strait on
the night of the 9/l0 Jan, No more boats were sent
into the Mediterranean until April 1943.
5,702 hours actually on escort or in patrol areas.
One of these ships was the liner Strathallan -
23,722 tons which was torpedoed 70 miles north of Oran
at 0251 hours on the 21 December,

(2)
(3)
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in closing the Cap.(1)
the Torch convoys made it essential to detail all of them for
this task and none became available for the North Atlantic

mtil April 19A3.

a problem of provision and adaption of suitable shore based

types to operate from both sides of the Atlantic, complicated
in itself by the tardy arrival from U.S.A. of additional
Liberators for Coastal Command, the inability to spare any
British long range types from, the Bomber Offensive against
Germany and the absence of any V.L.R. aircraft on the western
side of the Atlantic.

However, the importance of protectin

The onus of closing the Gap thus remained

Owing to these factors it was

g

April 1943 before any additional V.L.R. aircraft became
available. In point of fact the Gap was finally bridged
consistently only by a combination of shore based and carrier
borne aircraft.

(a) Operations by aircraft arovmd convoys

In the opening days of November, the U-boat dispositions
were as follows

42 boats in the North Atlantic disposed in three lines
between Greenland and the Azores.

16 boats, mostly in the eastern Caribbean and Atlantic
Narrows area.

War Diary
of B.d U.

7 boats round the Cape of Good Hope.

6 boats in the Cape Verde/Gold Coast area.

10 boats who had been concerned in the attacks on SL 125

and were now dispersed, some homeward bound, some
preparing to enter the Mediterranean and others proceedirjg
towards Madeira for refuelling.

6 boats on passage to or from the above operational areas.

22 boats in the Bay of Biscay transit area, mostly inward
bound.

Convoy SC 107 had been picked up and reported southeast
Intermittent U-boatof Newfoundland on the 30 October,

shadowing was carried out during the next two days. The air

(1) H.M.S. Avenger, Biter, Dasher and Archer vrere ex-American
merchant ships rebuilt and adapted to the role of
ainciliary carriers in American yards. The Avenger,
after convoy work with PQ 1 8 and QP 14 in September 1942
remained in Scapa Plow with the Home Fleet until detailed
for Torch in October.

The Biter did not become operational until September 1942
at Scapa Flow and was then detailed for Torch.
The Dasher was not operational until detailed for Torch
in October.

The Archer after operating in the Spring of 1942 with
Sierra Leone convoys, load to refit in the U.S.A. until
October. She came over with the American Torch convoy
UGS2 in November and then had to again refit, this time
in the U.K. until February 1943.
The four American-escort carriers - Sangamon. Chenango.

Swannee and Santee - had just completed conversion from
merchant tankers and while still only half trained were

attached to the American task force escorting UGP.1 in
the initial landings at Casablanca.
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ibid and

Eastern Air

Command R.C.A.E,

Narrative

cover given by the Canadian Eastern Air Command made four

sightings in positions well ahead of the convoy. Three

attacks were delivered in which U» 520 and U.658 were s\mk by
Digby X/10 and Hudson Y/145 Squadrons respectively,
on reaching extreme air range, the convoy was intercepted by
seven U-boats late on the 1 November.

However

Air escort at this

,

range could only be given for one hour on the 2nd and after dark

the U-boat pack closed in. Attacks v/ere pressed home by six

boats^who sank a total of nine ships. Further attacks were
made on the following night and six more ships were sunk.
Air escort from Iceland T/as established from davfli on the

5 November v/hich prevented any of the pack from further
shadovring or attack. Four sightings were made by the air
craft and in two cases attacks were delivered, in one of v/hich

Liberator H/120 squadron sank U.132. In view of the appear
ance of air escort, B.d U. broke off the engagement early on
the 6 November. In his summing up of the operation B.d U.,
being unaware as yet of the loss of the two U-boats off

Ne-wfoundland, was highly elated at the result claiming 23
ships sunk for the loss of only one U-boat,

No. 15 Group
O.R.B.

Nov. Appendices

On the 8 November, the news of the Torch landings at
Oran, Algiers and Casablanca reached the German High Command.
The resulting re-disposition of U-boats to the v/estward of

Gibraltar tenporarily brought warfare against the North
Atlantic convoys to a close.
U-boats on the Canadian coast, thirteen in the Trinidad
Atlantic Narrows/West Africa band and four in the Gape of
Good Hope area all of which continued to pay him good
dividends in independently routed shipping sunk,
boats still in the North Atlantic were stationed well to the

south of the transatlantic route while they were re-fuelled
and supplied with provisions and torpedoes,
they were reformed into a searching group and soon afterwards

intercepted convoy ON 144 out of reach of air cover,
by them on the 17 and I8 November sank five ships and an

One U-boat was destroyed by the surface

B.d U. still maintained a few

The ten

In mid-November

Attack

escort vessel.

War Diary
of B.d.U.

s

escorts.

Meanwhile it had become painfully apparent to
Admiral Doenitz that his operations against the shipping
supplying the N.W. African expedition were most unprofitable.
As recounted in Section B.x(g)J he obtained approval to
re-deploy his resouirces into the North Atlantic and by the
first v/eek in December there were tvro groups of  a dozen

U-boats lying athv/art the England/America route and one of
fourteen (Group Y^estvirall) just to the north of the Azores with
intentions against the direct American/Gibraltar supply line.

The first clash was not encouraging to Doenitz for this

renewal of the trade convoy war. Although convoy HX217 was

intercepted in the Gap and. followed by a pack of 22 U-boats,
little was effected by them. A stout defence by the surface

escort beat off many attacks on the 7 December and only one
ship was sunk. The appearance of three V.L.R. Liberators of

No. 120 Squadron from Iceland at the height of the battle

some 800 miles from land came as an unpleasant surprise to

the enem^r. During the night of the 7/8 December, two U-boats

collided v/hich resulted indirectly in the loss of U, 254. (“^)
During the 8th these aircraft forced U-boats on thirteen
occasions to dive and attacked eleven of them causing contact

with the convoy to be lost.

ibid

ibid and

No. 15 Group
O.R.B.

Nov. Appendices

(1) U.221 collided with U.254. The personnel on the latter’s bridge seem to
ha-we been thrown Into the water v4ille the crew below fearing enemy action,
dived the beat.
search, reported to B.d U. that there were no more survivors,
IT.254 surfaced and, soon after dawn on the 8th, was sighted, attacked and
sunlc by Liberator B/12D Sqdn.

U.221 picked up the men In the water and, after further
Later,
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Unhappily, weather conditions at base grounded these aircraft

on the 9th and the convoy was re-located and attacked once

more. Again the surface escorts managed to limit the loss to

one ship. By the 10th, strong air cover by Catalinas, Por
tresses and Hudsons was in evidence from Iceland and the

British Isles. Continual forced dives caused all except four

of the U-boats to lose touch, Six sightings with two attacks
were made by the air cover and in one of these the U.S.N.

Catalina Ii/84 Squadron sanic 11.611. Prospects of even heavier
air cover on the following day caused B. d U. to break off the

operation at daylight on the 1,1th. The disengaging U-boats

were speeded on their viay by a further five si^^tings and two
attacks.

A

After re-grouping his boats to catch an expected west
bound convoy out of air range, Doenitz was rewarded by a
location report of ON 153 at midday on the 15th. The rest of
the pack was ordered to concentrate and by the evening of the
l6th, six U-boats were in contact. Attacks developed during
the night resulting in the sinlcing of four ships and one des
troyer. A gale with very higia seas then put a stop to further
operations until the 20th. The convoy was not re-located
though ydiich had hung on their trail all through the
gale, torpedoed and sank a straggler at 1100 hours. The

operation was then abandoned. Meanwhile, fvirther to the
south, the Yfestv/all Group of U-boats had no success in their
sweep to the west of the Azores and were now recalled to refuel
preparatory to taking up positions closer to Portugal.

War Diary of
Bo d U. and

Adty. CB.
04050/2^

In his report, on the 19 December, on the renewal of
convoy battles, Doenitz stressed the bad effect that the fre

quent gales liad on the necessary refuelling of the U-boat
groups in mid-Atlantic,

apart from ham.pering shadowing and high speed concentrations.
He pointed out to the High Gaimnand hovi vital it was to put
even more boats into the Atlantic to offset this drawback and

to prevent gaps in the manning of the succe
Trinidad and Brazil.

This resulted in shorter cruises

ful areas off

He drew attention to the lack of sxiccess

and consequent waste of the U-boats sent into the Mediterranean,
the sterility of those earmarked for maintaining  a watch be
tween the Azores and Portugal, the uselessness of those
diverted to the Arctic Command in, the season of constant dark

ness and finally to the frequent and unjustifiable requests for
operational U-boats to provide escort for blockade runners.
He underlined his previous dictum that the tonnage war was the
decisive contribution to winning the struggle against the
Allies and "this must be carried out where the greatest successes
can be achieved with the smallest losses."

ss

These virtual demands by Doenitz for a free hand to
d-irect all aspects of U-boat dispositions were largely agreed
to by the Naval War Staff but the consequent redeployments
took some time to effect and it was with the same group nmnbers
tliat convoy ON 154 was interceTJted on the 26 December just
outside shore based air range, 18 U-boats took pai't and on
the 27th and 28th the convoy lost 15 ships with only one
U-boat destroyed by the escorts. Mercifully, bad visibility
set in and altiiou^^i one or two boats reported contact during
the next ti,vo days, the pack could not operate. By the
31 December only five boats had fuel sufficient to continue

the search and the opei'ation was accordingly broken off.

(b) Continued difficulty of air escorts to meet their convoys.

ibid

In Chapter II (xii) is narrated the introduction in
April 1942 of the W/T Homing Procedure to facilitate the
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meeting of air escorts with convoys. This measure went far
towards solving the Not Met problem but of coiorse depended on
permission being granted for the convoy to break \1/T Silence.
At the period, April to June 1942, the U-boats were operating
almost exclusively on the American Seaboard and \vere not attack-^
ing trans-Atlantio convoys, consequently this permission was
freely given and Homing Procedure B. became a standard routine,
Tlie Not Met figures fell from 19/o in March to ̂ 2% in April and
by June 1942 to the Insignificant figure of 5>a,

In July 1942 the U-boats appeared once more on the North
Atlantic trade routes and it was feared that the honung proce
dure, particularly the medium frequency transmission from
the aircraft, would be used by the U-boats to locate the
voy. Peimission to break W/T Silence was accordingly only
given to those convoys actually being attacked, sliadowed or
deemed to be in danger from the eneniy. At the same time it
Vi/as made permissable for the aircraft to use high frequency
(h/p) for those transmissions on which the ship took bearings
as enemy direction finding on B/'F Signals was likely to be far
less accurate than that on }.0i',(l)

Prom July, therefore, many sorties were made without the
aid of homing procedure and the Not Met figures started to rise
un.til by the end of the year they were over ) This high
percentage, although basically caused by stricter W/T Silence,
contained three other contributory factors,

(i) Ocean air escort was taking place at far greater
ranges than those prior to June 1942. Aircraft naviga
tional errors increased in direct proportion to distance
from base so that the "Not met" figure for convoys under
¥/T Silence was bound to rise.(3)

(ii) TiTinter weather conditions accentuated the difficul
ties in meeting convoys without the aid of homing
procedure,(4)

(iii) ¥/T haning naturally only succeeded when there was
perfect tvw-way Yjireless contact between the ship and

con-

V ,

O.R.S./C.G.
Report No. 220
TiI/T homing
be’tween aircraft

and surface vessels

(1) The Iv/P used was 385 kc/s.
3925 kc/s by night.

Not met percentage

H/P was 6666 kc/s by day and

(2) ,1242
June

July
Aug.
Sept.

1243 Not met percentage

Jan.

Peb.

IVEarch

Axril
May
June

July
In spite of efforts to raise the standard of air naviga
tion in Coastal Command, it was generally low even at the

end of 1942. Y/ith the exception of two squadrons
(Nos. 120 and 201) little use was made of astro-navigation
and the accuracy of wind estima.tion during sorties left

much to be desired. See OES/CC. Report No. 235 A.  & B.
Navigation in Air Escorts to convoys.
Homing procedure was not allowed to ai-y of the convoys
proceeding to or from N.Y/. Africa, neither was it in

regular use for convoys to and fx'om Iceland and Russia.

5 25
17.5 15
17 22

1429
Oct, 1819

36 18Nov.

Dec. 31 10

(3)

(4)
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aircraft. (0
homing procedure vjas ordered, up to ̂ Cf/a of attempts \^ere

defeated hy failure to establish this tiVo-\i/ay contact.
Analysis revealed that, apart from the reason in footnote
(l), the majority
the ship ranging from lack of signal staff to last minute

decisions by the S.N.O. convoy not to break Y(/T Silence.

By April 1943 the ship deficiencies referred to above had
mostly been eliminated.

No. 13 Group, 56 Sorties on escort to trans-Atlantic merchant
convoys. Of these, 52 were ordere
Homing and 49 met their convoys.(2) It was, therefore,
apparent that so long as \T/T silence was not imposed the Not
Met problem had ceased to exist.

Of the four sorties which were not allowed to use the

hom.ing procedure, three failed to meet which showed that

navigational difficulties remained the stianbling block,
Further intensified efforts to raise the accura.cy of overseas
flying are described in Volurae 17.

(xi) Efforts to provide more very long range and long range
aircraft for the North Atlantic and Outer Bay

In practice it was found that even when

of cases were due to deficiencies in

During the month there v\/ere, from

d to use Erocedure B

areas.

ibid

ibid

The experiences in mid-Atlantic convoy battles since
July 1942 had demonstrated the importance of long range air
cover and every effort had been made to arrange for a steady
flow of American built Liberators and Portresses with which
to re-equip Coastal Command squadrons. Sufficient of these
aircraft were in sight(3) in the autumn to take Nos. 224, 59
and 206 Hudson squadrons out of the line for re-arming, the
first two with Liberators IIIA and the latter with Portresses

Another squadron - No. 86 - was reformed ready to re
equip with Liberators IIIA as soon as aircraft became
available.(4;

IIA.

AM/S,6457
Ends* 13-3-^

■  and 135A

The Liberator IIIA, v^hich was the standard type now in
production in America, was a heavy bomber and the proportion
allotted to Coastal Goraraand. load to be modified at Port Worth
(U.S.A.) for G.R. duties;
petrol stowage ivas such that their operational range 7\?as not
more tlaan 17OO miles compared with the 24OO m.iles of the six
Liberatoi’s I in No. 120 squadron,
range of 125O miles was in the m.edium class and therefore did

even then the ratio of bomb to

The Portress IIA with a

(1) V/hen initial two-way contact was established, there were
between July 1 942 and Peb. 192^3 still 7/o failures to meet.
It was found by analysis that most of this resulted when

the aircraft_used li/F transmissions. In April 1943 it
■was made obligatojry for the aircraft to use H/P on all
occasions and failures to meet fell to under 5;b.
Two of the three sorties that failed to meet had to
return to base w/ith engine trouble while in the course of
homing
Deliveries of Liberators IIIA were 5 in July, 12 in
August and 15 in' September.
No. 86 Squadron Beauforts had gone to the Middle East in
August. During this month the squadron was reformed
with fresh personnel and affiliated vjith No. I60 squad
ron, then equipping with Liberators for the Par East,
The opportunity was taken to combine the training of ci-ews,
using the latter squadron's aircraft,
squadron went overseas early in November, No. 86 was
left fully trained but with no aircraft.

lYlien No. 1 60

(2)

(3)

(4)
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not contribute to the solution of either the Greenland Ga“p
problem or A/U patrols in the outer extremities of the Bay of
Biscay. ('! /'

By the end of October, No. 224 Squadron was operational
from Beaulieu and No. 59' Squadi'on partially operational from

St, Eval, both being employed on A/U patrols in the Outer Bay
in protection of Torch convoys. After a good start, the de
liveries of Liberators from the U.S.A. fell avi/ay sharply. Only
four were expected in November, seven in December and eight in
January. Prom this total had to be provided the aircraft to

equip No. 86 squadron and the wastage for the e7;isting three
squadrons. The Chiefs of Staff Committee therefore sent a sig
nal to the Joint Staff Mission in Yfeshington on the 6 November,
pointing out that the air pirotoction for Torch convoys was

causing some an;-ciety. The Coastal Command squadrons earmarked
forthis task had been reinforced from Bai-nber and the U.S.

VTIIth Air Force Gomimnds, but, even with the possible use of

the U.S.A.A.P. A/s Libei’ators which General Arnold Yi/as sending
to England for training, our resources v/ere likely to be

strained to the limit during the phase of Torch build-up con

voys. The Joint Staff Mission TJas asked to approach the IT.S.
Chiefs of Staff with a view to the authorisation of an immediate

release of 15 to 20 Liberators vJiich would enable the already

trained No. 86 squadron to come straight into action.

On the 8 November, a reply was received saying that the

request had been put before General Arnold who fully appreciated
the issue and had conteiriplated the provision of 18 to 20
Liberators from U.S. sources. However, he l:iad shown that such

provision would be at the expense of heavy bombers navv bein
collected for the Bomber Forces in the United Kingdom and that

he had alread;3r fallen down on his Liberator coranitments in

China, Australia and the South Pacific. After discussion, in

which Sir John Slessor(2) took part, it was agreed that rein
forcement could only come from a fta-ther call on the U.S,

Vlllth Air Force to thicken up the A/U patrols in the Bay.(3)

o

ibid

End, 146 A

ibid

End. 148 A

ibid

End. 149 A

Meanwhile the few Mark I Liberators in No. 120 Squadron
remained the only V.Ij.R. aircraft in existence,
meeting of the newly constituted Cabinet A/U Coraraittee, held on
the 13 November, 1942, it was pointed out that, as there wias a

shor'tage of au:ciliary carriers among the United Nations, it

would be a very long time before one of these or the M.A.G.

(O would be able to accompany convoys in the North
The V.L.R. shore based aircra:”t was the only solu-

At the second

type of ship)
Atlantic,

tion in the near future for air protection to mid-ocean convoys.

The minimum requirement for this type was 40 on this side of
the Atlantic,

the Liberators IIIA so as to give them an operational range of
It was pDroposed to fit long range tanks to allACAS(P) Pile

No. 35/4 End. 1

(1) No. 206 Squadron
stationed at Benbecula in the Hebrides with No. 220 squad

ron, already on Fortresses,
emp^lcyed giving mediuna range air cover to the North
Atlantic convoys.
Air Marshal Sir John Slessor was A.G.A.S.(P),
the second of his visits to the U.S^A. in connection with

the provision of American built aircraft to the U.K.
Accordingly, the U.S. Vlllth Air Force added eight Libera

tors of No. 409 Sqtiadron to the eight of No. 330 Squadron
already carrying out A/U patrols in the Outer Bay area,
A few grain and tanJser type merchant ships were being given
a flight deck from which to operate three or four aircraft.
They were called Merchant Aircraft Carriers.

operational from 1 October and waswas

These two squadrons Yjere

He vifas on

(3)
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2,500 miles,
range of aircraft there was unsatisfactory and it was recom
mended that Goose (Labrador) and Gander (Newfoundland) airfields
should be developed as bases for shuttle sorties by the United
Kingdom Y.L.R, aircraft.(1)

Regarding the position on the Canadian side, the

Tlie pressing requirement for the
Bay of Biscay was a minimum of 48 long range aircraft fitted
with 10 c.m, A.S.V. so as to counter the enemy's search
receiver which rendered the J.(iark II A.o.V, almost useless.

At the third meeting, held on the 18 November, the C.A.S.
reported that there were at the morflent 39 Liberators in Coastal
CoKimand of which only six were V.L.R

modify the 35 into V.L.R. aircraft by the fitting of long range
tanks and to concentrate them into two squadrons  - Nos. 120
and 224. A contract would be m£j.de to carry out this work with
a completion date by the end of February, 1943.(2) Regarding
the requirement made at the last meeting for 48 long range
aircraft in the Bay of Biscay, this was imp>racticable at
present unless, priority was given over the pirovision of V.L.R.
aircraf't. For sane time to cane the Bay must be done partly
with shorter range aircraft. He proposed the following
scheme;-

He was arranging to
ibid

Sncl. 2

The Outer Zone - the requirement could be met under two
alternatives;-

(1) To hand over now to Coastal Canmand the 20 Halifaxes
in the two Bomber Command squadrons at present reinforcing
the Bay patrols and to give a further 10 new Halifaxes,
making 30, with which to re-equip two Coastal Command
squadrons,

expansion plan for Bomber Command by about teo weeks.

(2) To give Coastal Command 20 new Halifaxes with which
to re-equip two squadrons and not to withdraw the two
Bomber Camnand squadrons until these two re-equipped
squadrons were operational. This would delay the Bomber
Command expansion plan for four weeks but had the advan
tage of continuing the existing reinforcement to the
Biscay patrols.

The loss either Yjay to Bomber Command could only be avoided if
the U.S. authorities could be persuaded to release 30 Liberators
fitted with 10 c.m. A.o.V.

this but had, instead, provided more sorties by day bombers of
the VIIIth Air Force.

The effect of this would be to set back the

So far they had been unable to do

A.C.A.S. (P)
Pile No. 35/3
End • 1

The Inner Zone - At present this was being done with two
squadrons of Leigh Light Yfelllugton VIII fitted with IvDc.II
A.S.V. and tv/o squadrons of Nellingtons IC with no A.S.V.
G.A.S. proposed to re-equip) the former with Lei^ Light
Wellingtons XII fitted with IvDc.III A.S.V delivery starting• 3

(1) A telegram was sent on the 23 Nov. from the Prime Minister
to JJr. llackenzie King asking for these facilities to be
developed and adding tliat any extension in the range of
R.G.A.F. aircrai^t would be of great value in reducing the
heayj'' convoy losses in the centre of the transatlantic

route. Ref. A.C.A.S.(P) Pile No. 22/9, Enclo. (1^)10
On the 27 Nov. arrangements vjere completed for the work to
be carried out by the Scottish Aviation Ganpany at
Prestwick at the rate of three aircraft per week.
Ref. A.M./S.6457, Enclos. 152A and I58A.

(2)
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in December and complete by the end of February, 1943, (0 and
the latter 'with Wellingtons XI to be completed by the end of
January, 1943, but only the old J/Hc, II A.S.7. could be fitted as
no 10 G.rn. ■ equipment -would be available for them, until June
1943. ■

The Committee decided to draft an appeal to be sent by the
Pfime Minister to Bresident Roosevelt asking for 30 Liberators
fitted with 10 c.m. A.S.V. and if this failed, to adopt C,A.S
second alternative for the Outer Zone. They approved the
measures for the Inner Zone but invited the interested parties
to investigate the clash in priorities between I-I2S and 10
A.S.V. with a view to expediting the latter. The problem.s of
providing V.L.E. aircraft for convoys and L.R. aircraft for the
Outer Bay were thus reduced to the common denominator of lack

of Liberators while the urgent necessity for 10 c.m. A.S.V. in
the Bay area complicated the priorities.

The B'ime Minister's message was sent on the 20 November
addressed to Mr. Harry Hopkins for laying before Rresident
iloosevelt. It pointed out that the Germn Search Receiver had
reduced the efficiency of our day patrols in the Bay and defeated
the night patrols altogether. There was no solution other than
10 c.m. A.S.V., which could not be detected by the enemy
device. While it was possible to fit the Leigh Light Welling
tons with a 10 c.m., A.S.V. adapted from the H2S target locator
for the Inner Bay, it required long range aircraft also fitted
with 10 G.m. A.S.V. to sweep the Outer Bay in protection of the
Torch convoys. Our only long range aircraft. Liberators, were
being converted to V.L.R. specifications for protection to mid-
Atlantic conveys among which veiy heavy sinkings were taking
place. This left no suitable aircraft for the Outer Bay
except by diverting heavy bombers from Bomber Command who were

engaged in the air offensive against Germany. Even if this
diversion was made, it would be some time before they could be
modified and their equipment for A/U duties installed. The
Erime Minister vjas most reluctant to reduce the scale of bombing
on Germany and he therefore asked for the immediate allocation
of some 30 Liberators fitted vvith centimetre A.S.V. equipment.
These aircraft would be put to \70rk immediately^ in an area
\7here they would make a direct contribution to the Araerics-n
war effort.

An exchange of signals between RAPDElC^) and the Air
Ministry established that the resources of 10 c.m. A.S.V.
Liberators in America were nine in No. 1 U.S.A..A.P, anti

submarine squadron en route to England for training and indoc

trination under Coastal Command, -twelve in No. 2 Squadron in
the pirocess of fitting out but held up owing to shortage of
American Army type of centimetre A.S.V. and a British allocation

of 28 in various stages of fitting out at Port ¥orth, of which
10 should be ready to come over by the end of December but which

were dependent on getting sufficient centimetre A.S.V. sets
(ASG-1 ) from U.S. Naval supply. Only lO/'i of this output was

I
s

c.m.

A„C.A,S.(P)
Pile No. 22/9
End, 1 ,

ibid

Enel, 3

(1) I'Aark III A.S.V. would not be available for the first 20

aircraPt but arrangements had been made to fit them with
converted H2S sets.

EAPDEL v/as the short title given to the R.A.P. Delegation
in Washington.
Air Vice-Ivlarshal D, C.
Staff Mission,

the British iidriiiralty Delegation,
was Admiral Sir Percy Noble, R.N,

The head of the delegation, at this time
Evill, Yvas a member of the Join

(2)

t
Similarly B.A.D, v;as the short title for

Its head at this time

^0
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allocated. 0) Deliveries mi^t be hastened if General
Arnold gave higher priority to fitting out and Admiral King
provided a hi^er percentage of naval A.S.V. output.

so

Acting on this information, the British Chiefs of Staff
sent a telegram on the 26 November to the Joint Staff Mission

in Washington asking them to take up the iwhole question with
the American Chiefs of Staff,

message to General Arnold outlining the situation in the Bay
of Biscay and North Atlantic, mentioning the Prime Minister's
telegram and asking Arnold' to accelerate the fitting of centi
metre A.S.V. to the' British allocation of Liberators and any
further American'units destined for work in the Atlantic.

The C.A.S. also sent a persona

ibid

Enel, 5 3-nd 6 l

There were not, however, the Liberators in existence for

any ininediate release and on the 2 December a reply to the

Prime Minister was received from Mr. Harry Hopkins saying that
the nine plus tv;elve U.S, Army Liberators under orders for A/U
duties in European waters should be regarded as all the United

States could provide on the Prime Minister’s request for 30.
It:was hoped that the British authorities would arrange with .

General Eisenliov/er to enploy theni in an area and manner''

best suited to our common interests. Tliey were, hov;ever,
only to be regaLrded as a tempora3:y assignment in view of the

fact that they had been withdrawn from the A/U defences in
Atlai'itic and Pacific v>faters where more urgent requirements
might arise in the future. As a measure of permanent assis

tance to the R.A.P., the U.S. Amy would if desired provide
10 c.m. A.S.V. equipment for the four Liberators per month now
being assigned to the United Kingdom under the terras of the

Arnold/Towers/Slessor agreement. It was regretted that
shortage of sp'ecial equipment precluded a greater measure of
assistance at this time. '

ibid .

EncE 13

A reply of thanks from, the Prime Minister was made on the

6 December but re,gretted the inability of the United States to
provide the 30 A..S.V. fitted Liberators an
bombers would have to be used Instead,(2) ;

d•said that Halifax

meanwhile we would

ibid

Enel, 15

arrange with General Eisenhower for the best use of the 21

Liberators, vjhen they were trained, as suggested,
to fit four .Liberators per month with American Army Type A.S.V.
was welcomed, but if any delay in finding the sets arose we
should like the .aircraft.'anyway and the sets when available.

The offer

On the 14. December, the British C.O.S. Conmuttee asked
General Eisenhower to agree to the use of the 21 Army Libera

tors in . the Bay of Biscay o]perating from U.K. bases in

consideration of the disposition of U-boats at that time and-

the threat to the Torch build-up conveys on passage,
Eisenliower promptly agreed to this and to the assignment of
future A.S.V. Liberators to U.'K. bases.

General

ibid

Encl,s. 1 9A
and 20

(1) The American Navy were taking nine'out of every ten
ASG-1 sets produced in the U.S,A. for fitting into flying
boats destined mainly for the Pacific where, compared to

the eastern Atlantic and Mediterranean, there were veiy
few U-boats. Ref. A.G.A.S.(0) Pile No. 22/9, Enclo. 18.
The Liberators IIIA in No. 59 Squadroia were withdrawn for

modification at Pres'tviiick and subsequent re-allocation to

Nos. 120 and 224 Squadrons in Which all V.L.R, aircraft
v;ere to be concentrated. Nos. 59 and 86 Squadrons were

(2)

to prepare to re-equip with new Halifaxes as they became
available. Ref. A.M./S.6457, Enclos. 155A and 157A.
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Meanwhile, regarding the provision of air cover in the

G-reenland Gap, Mr. liackenzie King replied on the 3 December to
the Erime Minister's telegram saying that they were doing all
in their power to extend the range of air protection but the
types available - Digbys and Cansos A - precluded such cover
reaching more than a possible 55O miles from Newfoundland.
In view of the fact that many crews were available nov; fully
trained and experienced on long range patrols, it was perfectly
possible to reach out to meet the R.A.P. in mid-Atlantic if
suitable aircraft could be provided and he asked if it was

In answer Mr. 'Winstonpossible to supply .them with Liberators,

ibid

End. 16

Churchill regretted that none were available at present and
until more V.L.R, aircrdt were produced, the greatest measure
of economy would be effected by increasing the facilities at
Goose and Gander for shuttle sorties.

i

During the latter part of December there was an exchange
of signals concerning the develo^jment of servicing and refuel
ling facilities for V.L.R. aircraft at these airfields,
the course of consideration of these at the ei^ith meeting of
the Cabinet A/U Committee held on the 23 December, the Minister
of Aircraft Eroduction suggested that aircraft should operate
from existing bases in Greenland,
idea but the meeting considered that it ought to be investi
gated afresh in the li^t of the developments which had taken

place in Greenland stage posting airfields since early 1942
when the question of operating aircraft, as caitrasted with
ferrying them, had been shelved,
bound to take time. ("I)
Greenland Gap problem, RAEDEL was asked to make tentative
enquiries as to the possibility of an allocation of Liberators
direct from the United States to Canada.

RAPDEL asked the Air Ministry for a statement of policy.
This was sent on 8 January 1943 and stated that, although the

Canadians had not been specifically urged to link up vi/ith

Coastal Canvtiand V.L.R. aircraft in mid-Atlantic, it was ob
viously desirable for, them to do so if they had the aircraft.
It had been made clear to the Canadian Erime Minister that v/e

could not spare V.L.R. aircraft for them, but tliat we wanted

In

Tills ¥Jas of course no new

Such investigation was
Tcavards the iimediate solution of the

Before doing so.

A.C.A.S.(P)
Pile No. 35/5
Ends. 3 and 4

A.C.A.S.(P)
Pile No. 35/4
Enel. 5

(1) A preliminary report, dated 8 Jan. 1943, revealed that
there were four airfields in use for staging purposes in

Greenland - Bluie Nest 8, Marrack Point, Bluie Nest 1 and
Bluie East 2. A subsequent report established that, of
these, Bluie West 1 was easily the most promising and in

mid-January urgent representations were made through the

J.S.M. to the U.S. Government to develop this airfield
for operational use. At the end of January it was re
ported that facilities did exist at Bluie West 1 for
operating six V.L.R. aircraft, but local conditions,
including the prevalence of silicar dust, were against
consistent operational maintenance, moreover, Y//T signal
conditions were poor at distances of over 4OO m-iles from

base. However, the Americans were prepared to operate
,  12 Portresses using Gander as the main base vMth Goose
and Bluie West 1 as advanced bases. Co?_.tal Command

actually operated four Hudsons of No. 269 Squadron at
Bluie West 1 from the 26 January, but conditions in
practice were very poor, particularly from the naviga
tional and W/T angle. Tv;o aircraft failed to return
from sorties and the other two returned to Iceland on

the 10 April, . Although Bluie V.'est 1 was reported as
ready to accommodate V.L.R, aircraft from the 17 Pebruary,
it was never so used. References:- A.C.A.S.(P) Pile
No. 35/5, Ends, 3 "to 15, Coastal Command O.R.B. Appendices
and Porms 540.
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the occasional use of Goose and Gander for a shuttle service

from Iceland, It had heen stressed that anything the R.C.A.P.
could do. to extend their air cover was of the greatest impor
tance and if there was any way of inducing the Americans to
allocate suitable aircraft to the Canadians without cutting
into our allocation, RAPDEL should do all in their power to
effect it.

On the 9 January, the Air Member on the Canadian Joint
Staff wrote to General Arnold asking for 15 Liberators and

saying that if required a similar number of nevi Canadian-
built Catalinas could be turned over to the U„S, Navy, However,
General Arnold was unable to accede for the same reasons as he

had given in refusing the request for the 18 to 20 Liberators

to Great Britain in early November,

ibid

Enel, 7

The decisions made in November affecting the re-equipment
of Coastal Command squadrons with Liberators and Halifaxes
imderwent changes during December, Early in the month it was

decided that the first Halifaxes available should go to re

equip No, 58 Uhitley Squadron, (O On the 12th, the A.O.C,-
in-C, proposed that No, 86 should replace No, 224 Squadron as
the second V,L,R, squadron. No, 224 Squadron still had un
modified Liberators IIIA with Mai-k II A.S,V, and was due to
receive some more unmodified aircraft fitted with 10 c.m,
D.M,S. IOO0C2;
Bay Zone,

No. 59 Squadron, still without any aircraft at all, it was
decided to arm them with Fortresses IIA and in due course

v/hich would be of much more use in the Outer

This was approved on the 22 December. Regarding

cc/s.7010/2
Ends. 91A and
97A

they became operational at Chivenor, also engaged on A/j pat
rols in the Bay of Biscay.(3) In January 1943, further
adjustments T^ere made,

Halifax aircraft that were to go to No, 58 Squadron should be
fitted with the adapted H2S but would not be fitted with long
range tanks as they were for emplcyment in the Bay of Biscay.
The second batch were to be modified to V,L,R, specification
and have the front turret removed.
No. 502 7/hitley
squadron. (^)

It was decided that the first batch

They ?muld go to re-equip
Squadron for ultimate emplcyment as a V.L.R.

of

CC/S.7010/3/4
Eart I

Enel. 45A

This chopping and changing caused the Joint Staff Mission
to ask for a statement on the position regarding V.L.R,
strength and the date when air cover in the Greenland Gap was
likely to become effective,
authorities confirmed that 39 Liberators would be completed to

V.L.R. specification by the end of Pebruaiy but were still
fitted with Mlc.II 1-^ metre A.S.V. These aircraft were being .
allotted to the two V.L.R. squadrons as they became available.

On the 16 Januaiy, the London
A.C.A.S.(P)
Pile No, 35/4
Ends. 8 and 9

No. 58 Son. ̂ 7as withdrawn from the line in December for

They becamethis purpose to Holmsley South in Hampshire,
(1)

operational on Halifaxes II from 23 Peb. 1943, but only three
had been fitted v.dth 10 c.m. A.S.V. by mid-April,
not till May that the whole squadron was so eempped.
Squadrons Forms 540.
These were British allocation Liberators IIIA into which

rushed the best American type 10 c.m. A.S.V. then
They did not become effective

It -.vas

Ref.

was

available at Port Worth,

(2)

in No. 224 sci^uadron until the end of Pebruer-y, 19'13.
No, 59 Sqdn, started to re-equio and train on lortresses
IIA from 13 Dec. They became operational at Chivenor
from 21 Jan. but only had Hk.II A
No, 502 Sedn, was converting to these Halifax II during
Pebruary 1943 at Holmsley South Eurid became operational 

on
12 March..

V.

(3)

(4)
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In, addition to these two squadrons, it liad ;just been decided to
re-equip another G.R. squadx*on with Halifaxes modified to ^ive
2200 miles range and fitted with 10 c.m. A.S.V. which would
probably be ready by the end of Pebruaiy.
also intended for mid-Atlantic Y\/ork.
air cover

This squadron v;as
Reasonably effective

in the Greenland Gap by land type aircraft should be
realised by the end of l/Iarch but it would be unlikely to be
really effective until escort carriers were available for all
convoys, the date for which depended on priorities in the United
otaoes escort carrier assignments.

At the next two meetings of the Cabinet A/U Committee, held
on the 20 and 2? January, the slow rate at vAich American
Liberato.rs allocated to Great Britain were coming into seirvice
was investigated. It was stated by the Minisvar of Aircraft
Production that there was usually a two months lag between the
date of^allocation and their delivery in this country. So far
deliveries fell short of allocation and we should only get two
aircraft in January as against four allocated. It was antici
pated that nine would be delivered in February and fifteen in
March. The meeting expressed concern at this delay and Invited
the Minister to expedite as much-as possible the delivery of
Liberators to this country and their subsequent conversion for
long range duties. A week later, on the 3 February, it was re
ported to the meeting that-,the Canbined Chiefs of Staff had
agreed tliat long range shore based air cover was  a matter of
extreme urgency over certain routes' in the Atlantic and that die
U.S, authorities were sending six Catalinas and twelve Ibrtres
to operate from Newfoundland,
conditions of control the

ses

As it was not known under Y;hat

aircraft were going to operate

A.C.A.S.(P)
File No, 37/7
End. 22 and 2k

, the
C.A.S, said he proposed to go into the whole question of the
control of aircraft based on the Canadian Seaboard and their '
co-ordination with the air cover provided from this side of the'
Atlantic,

se

He was particularly anxious that more use should be
made of escort carriers on some of the routes so as to reduce
the commitments of V.L.R. aircraft to the essential area in the
Greenland Gap.

In spite of all the plans made and prioi-ities allotted, the
position on the 6 February, when Sir John Slessor took over
Coastal Command from Sir Philip Joubert, was that No. 120 Squad-

_  still remained the only V.L,R. squadron operating. It now
possessed five Liberators I and twelve Liberators IIIA modified
to V.L.R. requirements all fitted with Mk.II A.S.V, The squad
ron was based ̂ at Aldergrove in Northern Ireland with a fliAt

No. 86 Squadron was non-operational
at Ihorney Island arming with modified Liberators IIIA as thev
oama from the Scottish Aviation Carr^nj at
had received six of these aircraft by this date ]\Tn Pinc ^
at Holffiseley South awaiting Halifaxes II modified for’v L
-re"a?:ilfbL'° """"""" iets
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the occasional use of Goose and Gander for a shuttle service

from Iceland,

could do, to extend their air cover was of the greatest impor
tance and if there was any way of inducing the Americans to
allocate suitable aircraft to the Canadians without cutting

into our allocation, RAEDEL should do all in their power to
effect it.

It had been stressed that anything the R.C.A.P,

On the 9 January, the Air Member on the Canadian Joint
Staff wrote to General Arnold asking for 15 Liberators and

saying that if required a similar number of new Canadian-
built Catalinas could be turned over to the UoS. Navy. K^never,
General Arnold was unable to accede for the same reasons as he

had given in refusing the request for the 18 to 20 Liberators

to Great Britain in early November,

ibid

Enel. 7

The decisions made in November affecting the re-equipment
of Coastal Gcramand squadrons with Liberators and Halifaxes
underwent changes during December. Early in the month it was

decided that the first Halifaxes available should go to re

equip No. 58 "Whitley Squadron. (O On the 12th, the A.O.C,-
in-C. proposed that No, 86 should replace No, 224 Squadron as
the second V.L.R. squadron. No. 224 Squadron still had un
modified Liberators IIIA with I'/Iark II A.S.V. and was due to

receive some more unmodified aircraft fitted with 10 c.m,
D.M.S. IOOOC2)
Bay Zone. This was approved on the 22 December. Regarding
No. 59 Squadron, still without any aircraft at all, it was
decided to arm them with Portresses IIA and in due course

wfhich would be of much more use in the Outer

cc/s.7010/2
Ends. 9'i-A- and
97A

A/U pat-they became operational at Ghivenor, also engaged on
rods in the Bay of Biscay.(3) In January 1943, further
adjustments were made,

Halifax aircraft that were to go to No, 58 Squadron should be
fitted with the adapted HRS but would not be fitted with long
range tanks as they were for employment in the Bay of Biscay.
The second batch were to be modified to V.L.R. specification
and have the front turret removed.

No. 502 Y/hitley Squadron for ultimate employment
squadron. (4)

It was decided that the first batch

They would go to re-equip
as a V.L.R.

of

cc/s.7010/5/4
Ikrt I

Enel. 45A

This chopping and changing caused the Joint Staff Mission
to ask for a statement on the position regarding V.L.R,
strength and the date when air cover in the Greenland Gap was
lUcely to become effective,

authorities confirmed that 59 Liberators would be completed to
V.L.R. specification by the end of Pebruary but were still
fitted with Mlc,II 1-^ metre A.S.V, These aircraft were being
allotted to the two V.L.R, squadrons as they became available.

On the 16 January, the London
A.C.A.S.(P)
Pile No. 55/4
Ends. 8 and 9

(1) No. 58 Son. was withdrawn from the line in December for
this pirrpose to Holmsley South in Hampshire. They became
operational on Halifaxes II from 23 Peb. 1943, but only three
had been fitted vith 10 c.m. A.S.V. by mid-April. It was
not till may that the whole squa^dronwas so eouipoed. Ref.
Squadrons Forms 540.

These wer’e British allocation Liberators IIIA into which
was rushed the best American type 10 c.m. A.S.V. then
available at Port Worth. They did not become effective

(2)

in No. 224 squadron lontil the end of PebruEjry, 1943.
No. 59 Sqdn. started to re-equio and train on Portresses
IIA from 13 Dec.

from 21 Jan. but only had H’L.II A
No, 502 Sedn. was converting to these Halifax II during
Pebruary 1943 at Holmsley South and becaiae operidional on
12 March,

They became operational at Chivenor
V.

(3)

(4)
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In addition to these two squadrons, it liad just been decided to
another G.E. squadr-on with Halifaxes modified to o-ive

2200 miles range and fitted with 10 c.m. A.S.V. which would
probably be ready by the end of February. This squadron was
also intended for mid-Atlantic work. Reasonably effective

Greenland Gap by land type aircraft should be
realised by the end of March but it would be unlikely to be
really effective until escort carriers were available for all
convoys, the date for whi.ch depended on priorities in the United
otates escort carrier assignments.

re

air cover

At the next two meetings of the Cabinet A/U Committee
on the 20 and 2? January, the slow rate at Y^hich American
Liberators allocated to Great Britain were coming into ser-vice
was investigated. It was stated by the Minisvcr of Aircraft
j^oduction that there was usually a two months lag between the
date of^allocation and their delivery in this countiy. So far
deliveries fell short of allocation and we should only get two
aircraft in January as against four allocated. It was antici
pated that nine would be delivered in February and fifteen in
March. ^ The meeting eD^ressed concern at this delay and invited
Jie Minister to expedite as much-as possible the delivery of
Liberators to this country and their subsequent conversion for
long range duties. A week later, on the 3 February, it v;as re
ported to the meeting that-,the Combined Chiefs of Staff had
agreed tlmt long range shore based air cover was  a matter of
extreme urgency over certain routes' in the Atlantic and that 'die
U.S, authorities were sending six Catalinas and twelve liirtreases
to operate from We-wfoundland.

, held

As it was not known under what

A.C.A.S.(P)
File No, 37/7
Enel. 22 and 24

conditions of control these aircraft \7ere going to operate,
C.A.S, said he proposed to go into the wfhole question of the
control of aircraft based on the Canadian Seaboard and their '
co-ordination with the air cover provided from this side of the'
Atlantic,

the

He was particularly anxious that more use should be
made of escort carriers on some of the routes so as to reduce
the commitments of V.L.R. aircraft to the essential
Greenland Gap.

area in the

In spite of all the plans made and priorities allotted, the
position on the 6 February, v-zhen Sir John Slessor took over
Coastal Command from Sir Philip Joubert, was that No. 120 Squad
ron still remained the only V.L,R. squadron operating,

• possessed five Liberators I and twelve Liberators IIIA. modified
to V.L.R, requirements all fitted with lik.II A.S.V,

It now

The -squad
ron was based^at Aldergrove in Northern Ireland with a fli^t
at Reykjavik in Iceland, No, 86 Squadron was non-operational
at Thorney Island arming with modified Liberators IIIA as they
cam.e from the Scottish Aviation Company at Erestii/ick. They
had received six of these aircraft by this date. No. 302 vjas
at Holmseley South av/aiting Halifaxes II modified for V.L.R.
and wired for 10 c.m. A.S.V. adapted fran H2S.
were available.

As yet no sets

The situation in L.R. aircraft for the Outer Bay ivas:-

No. 224 Squadron operational at Beaulieu ‘with t’.^elve ordinary
Liberators IIIA, ten of which v.'ere fitted vdth Mark II ly metre
A.S.V. and fr./o v.dthD.’i S. 1000 (lO c.m.,) A.S.V. it was intended to
supply seven more'Ilia's vdth D.d.S.lOOO and finally to re-equip with
Liberator V's, fitted vdth the iimerican A.S.G.l. t^q® of 10 c.m. A.S.V,

Nos. 1 and 2 il/S squadrons U. L. A.i. 1., not yet fully
operational at St. Eval vdth a total of 21 ordins.ry Liberators

IIIA fitted with the American SCR.515 nnd
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717 types of 10 c.m, A.S.V. (I)
operational at Ghivenor on twelve Fortresses IIA, fitted
with LOc. II I-5- metre A.S.V.

No. 4.05 Squadron, loaned from Bomber Command and
operational at Beaulieu on homher type Halifaxes II
with no A.S.V.

No. 58 Squadron, not yet operational at Holmesley
South with eleven unmodified Halifaxes II. few
of these aircraft had yet got their sets of 10 c.m.
A.S.V. adapted from H2S.

No. 59 Squadron,

(xii) Weapons against the U-hoat

The improved tactics of search and final approach
coupled with the gradual increase in numbers of aircraft
devoted to A/U work had resulted in a gratifying increase
month by month since the Spring of 1 942 in the number of

The insistence on better standards of

A.S.V. performance enabled unseen cloud approaches which,
aided by the white camouflage, ensured a large proportion of
these attacks being delivered on Class A targets i.e. those
in which the whole or part of the U-boat was still visible

at the instant of depth charge release. Unfortunately the

lethality of attack had not risen to anything like the figiu-e
hoped for after the introduction of Torpex filled depth
charges, the arrival of a pistol which at last gave detona
tion at 25 feet depth and the increased time devoted to

practice attacks. At the end of September 1942 the ratio of
kills to attacks averaged only per month. It had been
hoped confidently that at least 2C^ kills would result.
Blame for this 'disappointment followed the same lines as in

the Spring - poor weapons or poor aiming. Unhappily the

photograpliic records in general had not been good enough to
decide with certainty against the aiming and the usual crop

of optimistic rear gunner reports encouraged the belief that
the weapon was still at fault. Thij was resisted by the

Operational Research Branch at H.Q. Coastal Coramand^who
quoted the widely varying efficiencies in the practice
bombing camp returns and argued that in the excitement of
actual attack the accuracy of release was likely to be well
below that achieved under practice conditions. On the
other hand, the opposition claimed that in quite^a few cases

photographs confirmed a straddle of the U-boat without it
suffering any apparent injury. They argued that this
showed that the Torpex filled 250 lb. depth charge did not

have a lethal radi\is of anything like the 19 feet claimed

by the armament scientists and pressed for priority to the
supply of the heavy 6OO lb. depth bomb, the development of

attacks on U-boats,

cc/s.7050/5
Ibrt III

End. 16A

CC/S. 7050/8/2
Fart III

Ends. 122A

and 1 24A

ibid

End. I25A

ibid

End. I36A and

GC/S.7050/5
Part III

End. 12A

(1) These Liberators were armed with 10-0,5" Brewings and
could carry 10-325 lb. U.S. depth bombs or 12-250 lb.
British Torpex depth charges,
endurance was 10 hours at I58 knots.

Ref. - CC/S.7010/57/2 end. 38A.

Their operational
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which had started in May 1942.(‘^) However, the 600 lb. bomb
had its own troubles, notably a tendency to countennine in a

stick even at considerable spacing and, until further
development had cured this, the bomb was suspended from

operation at the end of 1942.

Development in the other direction towards very small
contact bombs was still short of any practical trials but an

entirely new idea had made its appearance in August 194-2,
cc/So7C50/5/1 Enclo 9A the development of which was becoming extremely promising

by the end of the year. This was a rocket propelled
projectile with either a solid or an explosive head. It

was envisaged tiiat up to eight of these would be carried on

rails under the wings and could be fired in pairs or in

salvo at a surfaced U-boat at ranges up to 1,000 yards.
Pinal trials at a full scale target were not concluded until

February 1 94-3 hut it was plain before then that  a very use
ful vreapon was being perfected.

Meanwhile the controversy between the poor weapon and
the poor aiming schools of thought had produced a mass of

evidence which tended to uphold the weapon’s efficiency and
cast serious doubts on the standard of aiming in the
majority of A/U squadrons. This had the effect of direct
ing attention to the accuracy of records from, the practice
bombing camps and put a further premiimn on the production of

a reliable low level bomb sight. None of the experimental
models under trial during 1 94-2 had given satisfaction and it

was clear from further trials that the answer lay in the

Mark III Angular Velocity Sight b\it production to squadrons
was unlikely before mid-194-3. Once again therefore it was

to practice and yet more practice that hopes had to t\arn.
That the solution lay here was supported by the successes
scored by certain squadrons and individuals in those
squadrons. During the past year, three squadrons were
outstanding in numbers of U-boats killed and. damaged -

Nos. 120, 202 and 500.(2) All these squadrons had good
records in practice bombing and all had been heavily engaged
v,rith the enemy thereby getting still more practice. The

outstanding individual pilots at this time were Squadron
Leader T, M, B-ulloch of No, 120 Squadron and Flying Officer

M. A. Ensor of No, 500 Squadron. Both had a natural eye

for bombing (comparable to that possessed by a good shot gun
performer) and, aided by painstaking practice, this had
resulted in a very high standard of attack. The former had

already sunk three and damaged a fiorther three U-boats
while the latter's score was one sunk and three damaged.(3)

cc/s. 7050/8/2
Ihrt III

Ends, I57A and
I58A

A1VC,S,14561 End. 13C
snd CC/S.TO50/5
Pait III End. 19A
and BOA

CoCo ORB

Feb, App, C

ibid

Enel. 26a

7^0.3.14-561
Enel. 18B

0) When the 250 lb. D.C. was standardised for aircraft,
the 4-50 lb. D.C. was naturally given up but the school
of thought which favoured the "big bang" in attacks on

U-boats held on the continued development of the Magnum
(1,700 lb. mine with time fuze) as the alternative big
depth charge for larger types of aircraft,
air and water ballistics were proving insurmountable
and in May 194-2 a specially designed anti-submarine
600 lb. depth bomb was made an Air Staff requirement.
All efforts to overcome the ballistic and fuzing
difficulties of the Magnum were abandoned early in 194-3.
No. 120 Squadron - 6 kills plus 10 daimged.
No. 202 Souadron - 4- kills plus 5 damaged.
No. 500 Squadron - 4- kills plus 9 damaged.
These two officers went on to become anti-U-boat aces.

Snags in

(2)

(3)
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These results showed clearly that the existing vreapon
was perfectly adequate to sink U-hoats provided the pilot
put it in the right place. Every endeavour was therefore
made to render the practice bombing training more effective
and to bring home to all squadrons the vital importance of

good marksmanship,

(xiii) Anti-Aircraft armament in U-boats

Coastal Command

Review No, 8

page 17

Up to the autumn of 1942, it was exceptional for a
U-boat to stay on the surface and fight it out with an
aircraft. Almost all these exceptions were Italian U-boats
and were due to the different attitude of the two nations

towards submarine warfare,

submarine minded and preferred to dive in the sure loiori/ledge
that they were safe if they got under quick enough.
Italians were not sirre of themselves under water and

preferred to fight "in the open air".

The Germans were thoroughly

Tile

However, the increasing element of surprise which was
being introduced by Coastal Command's night Leigh Light
squadron and better day tactics of approach forced B.d U. to
consider the idea of retaliation if the U-boat was

In his summing up of the
general situation in the North Atlantic on the 19 October he

stated that aircraft were the U-boats' greatest danger and

that improved A.A. armament was on the way.
some U-boats in the Mediterranean had- fitted an additional

20 ram. cannon on the existing bridge platform or two heavy
machine guns on the conning tower,
the Atlantic based boats had followed suit but the use of

flak against aircraft was very local and depended entirely
on the mentality of the commanding officer and the sea

conditions prevailing at the time,
sea a U-boat was a wet, cramped, unstable and most unsatis

factory g-un platform.

caught bending" on the surface.

Early in Augus

In September some of

In anything but a calm

B.d U.

¥ar Diary

t

It is not surprising therefore that in August, September
and October out of 75, 102 and 59 sightings, only four, six
and two U-boats respectively fired back at the attacking
aircraft. In one of these cases, on the 21 September, the
Norv/egian Catalina h/330 Squadron -./as repeatedly hit on the
run in and, after releasing depth charges, was forced to
close the convoy QP.14 which
alongside H.M.S.

■as being escorted and ditch
ivho picked up the creT,v'.

No. 330 Sqdn.
Form 540

During November, Wo ne'^v factors caused a marked increase
Firstly, a largein the number of return fire incidents,

number of U-boats were operating in the calm -waters of the
editerranean under conditions which encouraged retaliatory

action against any aircraft sighted. Secondly, the U-boats
on passage in the Bay of Biscay were using their search
receivers continuously and had ample warning of the approach
of aircraft so that the coiriiyianding officers, if flak minded,
could pick favourable conditions to man the flak armament
instead of di-ving.
and in December, eight cases of U-boats firing at aircraft.
This was out of 122 and 92 sightings respectively,
majority of these cases occurred inside the mediterranean
and, although no aircraft -.-as known- for certain to have
been shot do’vm, three Hudsons and tovo Leigh Light
Yfellingtons were lost without trace on lyu sorties from
Gibraltar.

V

There 'were in November, thirteen cases

TheA.M.
A. S.14561
Enel. 20A

T/hile at first making pilots pause and delay the depth
charge attack until the U-boat decided to dive, it -was soon
realised that, more often than not, the accuracy of flak
fire ^?as not very deadly and depth charge attacks vrere
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pressed home at low level in fact of it.
start a movement for better and additional front

armament to both day and night types of aircraft,
operational and research circles a warning note was sounded
that aircraft might soon be forced to attack from altitudes
in excess -of 1,200 feet and a still further premium vras put
on the early supply of a reliable bomb sight.

It was notp^orthy that, since the one incident in
September 1 942

around the North Atlantic convoys.
Mediterranean and, to a lesser degree, in the Bay of Biscay
was the tendency marked. When, at the end of 1942, B.d U.
withdrew his U-boats from the Gibraltar and Western
Mediterranean area, the flak incidents fell to two in

A slight increase took place in Pebruaiy in
the Bay area which became more marked in March,

the majority of incidents took place in the Bay of Biscay
area and were due to an entirely different cause which is
described in the next Volume,

(xiv) The Casablanca Conference and the rising;
North Atlantic

It did, however,
gun

In non

cases of firing at aircraft took place
Only in the

January 1 943.

This time

storm in the

cc/s. 7050/5
Part I'll

Encl.35A

The year 1942 had been one of continuous and heavy
shipping losses. The high hopes, at the close of 1941,
that the U-boat menace could be held li£i,d evaporated
swiftly. The appalling losses off the American seaboard
duirihg the first eight months were continued only to a
slightly lesser degree in other parts of the Atlantic during
the latter months of the year. In round figures, the
shipping losses to the Allies during this disastrous year
were 8,325,000 tons, of which the U-boats had accounted for
over six million tons. Against this, the new tonnage
built was 7>180,000 tons thus adding a deficit of over a
million tons to the adverse balance already piled up since
the outbreak of war.(I)
50 million tons in 1939 to 23 million tons in 1942.
Neither could we point to disheartening losses having been
inflicted on the U-boat fleet,

were destroyed but 240 boats had been built' and put into
commission. On the 1 January 1943, the U-boat Fleet
numbered 4OO of which 214 were fully operational,. (2)

British imports had shrunk from

Duxing 1942, 87 U-boats

These were the unpalatable statistics of the war at sea
which confronted the Conference of Gasabla.nca held from the

14 to the 24 January 194^ between the Prime Minister, the
President of the United States and the Combined Chiefs of
Staff and which governed their future strategic plans,
the 19th, the Conference came to the conclusion that the
defeat of the U-boats must remain a first charge on the
resources of the United Nations and that there could be
invasion of Vfestern Europe until the Battle of the Atlantic
had been won.

On

no

In point of fact this declaration produced
no immediate effect but it brought into sharp focus the
first necessity in Allied strategy. On the 21st, the
Combined Chiefs of Staff issued a directive which defined
the primary objects of the combined bomber offensive. This

(1) Between Sept. 1939 and 3I Dec. 1941, 9,600,000 tons of
shipping had been sunk but only 3|- million tons of new
ships were built.

(2) From the 57 U-boats in Sept. 1939, the fleet had
by the 3I Dec. 194I to 247.
tlje U-boat fleet see Appendix II.
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did effect changes in the target programme whereby immediate

priority was accorded to the U-boat building industry and to

the Biscay operational bases,
contained in Chapter IX which deals with Bomber Command
operations against naval targets.

Details of this action are

Tempestuous weather in the most northern parts of the
Atlantic and clever evasive routing of convoys materially
reduced the January shipping losses in this area(l) but a
tanlcer convoy proceeding from Trinidad to Gibraltar was cut

to pieces when out of air range to the south of the Azores
be Ween the 9th and 11th, Seven tankers out of the nine in

convoy were sunk without loss or damage to the at'backing
U-boats, On the same date, a convoy of twelve ships off the

Brazilian coast lost four ships svinlc. Apart from these

actions Doenitz v/as bitterly disappointed at his lack of

success in locating the main North Atlantic convoys and

observed in his diary that these failures proved the crying
need for long range air reconnaissance. In default of this

the only solution was more U-boats to lengthen the patrol
lines and close the intervals between boats in the lines.

This, he wrote, is in itself an uneconomic tactic as
submarines were unfitted for this task of searching and it

resulted in long, wasteful, fruitless waiting. Hovrever, he

deployed every available U-boat into the North Atlantic and

by the end of January had 37 U-boats stationed in lines on

both sides of the Greenland Gap down to latitude 50°N, 11
boats between the Azores and the outer extremity of the Bay

area, 25 in the band between the Azores, Canaries and West

African coast but only eight in the eqmtorial and South
Atlantic regions. A fxjrther 27 boats were on passage either

to or from the North Atlantic dispositions making  a total of

iOa U-boats at sea.

The effect of this concentration was soon felt. After a

partial interception of convoy HK22t- between the  2 and

A February in which two ships were sunk and one U-boat sunk

by Portress N/220 Squadron, a large slow convoy - SC118 - was
picked up on the A February. This convoy consisted of

6A ships which had left New York on the 2A January. It was

sighted by U.187 in a position 660 miles east of
NeTrfoundland.(2) U.187 was told to shadow and 20 neighbour
ing U-boats were ordered to operate against the convoy.
Prompt action that afternoon by the surface escorts sank

U. 1 87 and hindered the concentration of the pack. Soon
after dark the convoy made a large alteration of course and,
in view of there being U-boats in the vicinity, the signal
was made by sound as opposed to radio. The rear portion did

not receive it and the convoy became split with some single
ships straggling betv/een the portions. On the 5th one of

these ships was torpedoed and suirk before the convoy succeeded

in reforming.(3)
confused as to the position of the main convoy and no attack

took place dtiring the night of the 5th/6th. During all the
daylight hours of the 6 February, air escort was provided

The U-boats coming up one by one were

B.d U.

War Diary

B.d U.

War Diary

Admty.

C.B.0A050/A3(3)

(1) Only one convoy was attacked (HX222) v/hich lost a
1A,000 ton ship on the 17 Jan. Eleven other ships,
all independently routed or stragglers, were sunk during
this month in mid-Atlantic,

Just before dawn, one of the ships in convoy fired a

snowflake rocket by mistake. This was seen some miles

avray by U.187 who closed, sighted and reported the
convoy to base at IIO6 hours.
S.S. Yfest Portal - 5,376 tons.
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from Iceland and Northern Ireland (9OO miles from base) by
four V.L.R, Liberators of No, 120 Squadron. Eight U-boats
were sighted round the convoy, of which,four were attacked.
In one of these attacks U.k65 was severely dauaged and had to
break off from the operation,(l) In the evening U.609, well
astern of the convoy was sunk by F.F.S, Lobelia. Later in

the night in the very early hours of the 7 February, several

U-boats made close attacks and torpedoed seven merchant
ships.(2) Again during the daylight hours, air escort and
cover were given. Two V.L.R. Liberators of No. 120 Squadron
from Northem Ireland and six Fortresses of No, 206 and

220 Squadrons from Benbecula (Hebrides) performed this task.
Only one U-boat was sighted (U,624) and this was sunk by
Portress J/220 Squadron. Although eleven U-boats were still
operating, only too succeeded in regaining sight of the

convoy by the evening. After dark they were joined by a
third and, during the night, attacks were carried out and

one more ship was torpedoed and sunk.(3)
8th, air escort and cover was again provided by V.L.R.
Liberators and Portresses. U,135 was sighted, attacked and
severely damaged by Liberator K/l20 Squadron. None of the
remaining U-boats were able to regain touch and the night of
the 8th/9th was uneventful. As no contact had been made by
first light on the 9th, B.d U, ordered the boats to disengage
to the westward and while obeying this order U. 6l k- was
sighted, attacked and severely damaged by Portress L/206
Squadron.

Prom dawn on the

and

B.d U.

War Diary

ii.bid Although pleased with the results, B.d U. in his comments
on the operation blames the British air cover for limiting
the sinkings to the 1A ships which his U-boats claimed,
the British side, one of the lessons from this action was

that even strong and continuous daylight air escort and cover

could not prevent some of the pack from catching up with the

convoy during the long winter hours of darkness,
fore became a requirement that, as soon as practicable, the

V.L.R. aircraft should be fitted with leigh Lights so as to

afford night protection.

On

It there-

During January, the conflict between Hitler and
Admiral Raeder (C.-in-C. Navy) on the subject of Sea Power

(1) B.d U*s War Diary records that contact was made on the
convoy at 11A6 hours. Of the other boats approaching,
two were damaged by escort vessels but the particularly
strong air escort was far more unpleasant for the boats.
Eleven reported having to dive for aircraft and four
were bombed. One of these - U.A65 - had to break off

owing to severe damage. The other three - U.153. A38
and A5A were driven off when starting to attack.
Ships sunk - s.s. Toward - 1,571 tons,
s.s. Robert E. Hopkins 6,625 tons, s.s. Harmala -
5,730 tons, s.s. Henry R, Mallory 6,063 tons,
s.s, Kalliopi - A,965 tons and s.s. Afrika - 8,597 tons.
The seventh, s.s. Daghild - 9,272 tons was hit and
abandoned. She was finally sunk far astern of the
convoy in the afternoon of the 7th by U. A02.
s.s, Newton Ash - A,625 tons.

(2)

(3)
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and the composition of the German Navy came to a head, ('I) As
Raeder refused to modify his opinions he resigned and his

position as C.-in-C. Navy was given by Hitler to
Admiral Doenitz, the Flag Officer Submarines. This appoint
ment made it clear that U-boat warfare was regarded in Fuehrer

circles as the premier weapon against Anglo-Saxon Sea Power,

In the first conference between Hitler and Doenitz, held on

the 8 February, the whole war at sea was reviewed. The new
C.-in-G, Navy explained that dxxring January enemy convoys
successfully evaded his U-boat formations in the North

Atlantic. Such action could come only from treason or

undetected air reconnaissance having located the U-boat lines.

In regard to the former, he reported that all necessary steps
had been ta,ken but if the latter was the answer then the

U-boat groups would have to be scattered more widely. The

spotting and engaging of convoys would be much simplified if

there was adequate long range reconnaissance by the G.A.F.
but failing this the only solution was by a still further
increase in the number of U-boats on patrol. This he had

recently commenced to do and already a success could be

reported. To ensure this rapid increase, priority was
required for the submarine war in every direction  - in con

struction, repair and manning. He asked for, and obtained
from Hitler, an undertaking that all personnel and material

required for any branch of the submarine war should be

exempted completely from transfer at any time to the Army,
He proposed a plan for decommissioning most of the large ships
in order to release officers and men for the U-boat service,
the guns for Coastal and flak batteries, and the dockyard
workmen so released for the repairing of minor war vessels and

U-boats,(2) Finally he outlined his scheme for air support
to his U-boats at sea. Both these proposals were approved by
Hitler.

Fuehrer

Conferences on

Naval Affairs

19W

The stage was now set for what both sides realised would

be the decisive struggle for the outcome of the whole war.

(1) Admiral Raeder had held this post since October 1928.
His disagreement with Hitler on matters of naval strategy
and tactics was of long standing,
head by the failure of an operation by the Lutzow, Hipper
and six destroyers against an Allied convoy bound for
Russia.

It was brought to a

This attack was, on the 3'1 December 194-2, driven
off by the gallant action of the escorting force led by
Captain R. St, V. Sherbrooke V,C. in H.M.S. Onslow,
supported by the six inch gunned cruisers Sheffield and

Jamaica. in which one enemy destroyer was sunk and the

Hipper damaged,
of the German Navy were useless and merely tied up men,
material and resources which could be better employed
elsewhere.

Hitler declared that the larger imits

He demanded therefore that they should be
decommissioned and required Admiral Raeder to submit a

programme to this end by the I5 January,
produced a memorandum on the subject and strenuously
resisted Hitler's intentions,

the end of Raeder’s long sustained attempts to obtain a
properly balanced Navy with its own air sea '
reconnaissance arm.

Admiral Raed

This final conflict was

er

Ref. Fuehrer Conferences on Naval liffairs - 194-3.

(2) The modified plan adopted in Ifarch decommissioned five
ships, relegated fo\ir ships to purely training duties
in the Baltic and kept in full commission the Tirpitz,
Lutzow and Scharnhorst as a task force in Northern Norway
for employment against Allied convoys to Russia.
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CHAPTER XIII

THE U-BOAT WAR IN THE WESTERN, EQUATORIAL AM) SOUTH ATLANTIC

AUGUST 192f2 to PEERUARI 1943

PART I - THE irESTERN ATLANTIC

(i) Introduction

Referring back to Chapter III, Section (Vl), it may be
remembered that by'June 1942 a coastal convoy system was in
operation from New York to the Gulf of Mexico and by July
another branch was forming in the West Indies. Although
there was still much independent routeing in the Southern
Etontier areas, by mid-July the majority of shipping between
Galveston, Cuba and New York was in convoy escorted by surface
and aircraft and routed under fairly regular air cover. The
operational control and co-ordination in and between the Sea

Frontiers was still not good, but it had advanced  a long way
from the chaotic conditions of February,

A great deal of the credit for this chang
work of the tv/o Coastal Command Staff Officers

ust go to the
who were

transferred in February from Canada, where they had started

indoctrinating the R.C.A.F. in Coastal Command procedure.
These two remained in the United'States until September 1942
engaged on the ambitious task of persuading the American Navy
and Army Air authorities to adopt Area Combined Headquarters
and a system of operational control similar to that proved in
battle on the Eastern side of the Atlantic,

stumbling block was the independence of the naval Frontier
Commanders from any sort of control from the Navy Office and

their disinclination to work with the Army Air Command which ■

was' the more unfortunate as the Army provided the majority of
long range aircraft and crews engaged in the anti-U-boat war.

The main

c.c.

S. 7010/17/5/1
Ends, 34s ■ 3B
and 3C.

(ii) The loan of R.A.F, No,33 Squadron to the U.S.A.

In June 1942, the Eastern Sea Frontier had a temporary
Area Combined Headquarters working in New York and there was

every promise of one in the Gulf Sea Frontier in the near
future at Miami, In the Caribbean Sea Frontier, discussionsibid

Ends, 16A and were still going on to persuade the naval commander that

better convoy escort and more efficient measures against
U-boats would result from having the Navy and Army control
under cne roof,

signal form procedure and station operation room lay-out
based on Coastal Command experience which was luiiform in all

their Sub-Commands, the Navy would not agree to standardising
it in the Frontiers so that communications and intelligence
were not common to the two Services,

Although the Army Air Corps had adopted a

B.

ibid

End. 28A.

In one of his earlier reports on progress to the Air
Officer Commanding-in-Chief, Coastal Command, T/ing Comiaander

Canning had suggested that the quickest way to spread up to
date attack procedure would be to exchange a few American air

crews from the Eastern Sea Frontier with experienced crev/s
from Coastal Command,

circles and expanded into a project for the loan to the U.S.A,

of a complete squadron,
go one of the naval staff at Headquarters, Coastal Command,
not only as liaison with the U.S. Naval authorities, but to

The idea was taken up in British

With them it was recommended should

ibid

End. 12A and

B.

ibid

End. 134 and
4M/S.6457
Ends. 102A and

1034.

(l) Wing Commanders P. F. Canning and S, R. Gibbs.
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facilitate the operation of this squadron on lines of British

policy and tactics in fvirtherance of the ideas already preached
by the two Y/ing Commanders.

The scheme had the enthusiastic support of all authorities
in the TJ.S.A. and on the 27 June, a decision was taken to send

No,53 Hudson Squadron accompanied by Commander P. B, Martineau,
O.B.E., R.N. to Quonset (Rhode Island) for anti-submarine
operations in the Eastern Sea Thontier, The squadron con
sisted of 20 Hudson III aircraft fitted with Mark II A.S.V.

and long range tanks. A groimd echelon of 60 key personnel
left St. Eval on 29 June to go by sea with certain stores such

as Torpex filled depth charges and A.S.V, spares. Ordinary
engine maintenance, replacement of aircraft and domestic
administration were undertaken by the U.S. Naval authorities.

C.O.O.R.B.

June Appendices

The aircraft flew out in batches, the first leaving
St, Eval on 5 July. The route flown was via Prestwick -

Reykjavik - Bluie YYest I (Greenland) - Goose Bay (Labrador) -
Montreal - Quonset airfield (Rhode Island),(1) By the
19 July, six aircraft had arrived and the first operational
sortie took place on the 23rd. By the end of the month,
15 aircraft had arrived of which six were operational on tasks

covering coastal convoys and sv/eeps over their standard
routes.C2)

(iii) The U-boats start moving away from the United States
seaboard

The coastal convoy system with improved protective
measures and more consistent air cover in the Eastern and Gulf

Sea Frontiers caused B.d U. in July to start withdrawing his

U-boats to seaward. Reports from his captains had indicated
much unguarded shipping still sailing along the north coast of
South America and across the Atlantic Narrows from West Africa.

Accordingly he directed his long endurance Type IX boats to

these areas while deploying most of the 500 tons Type VII boats

into the North Atlantic prior to re-opening the ocean convoy
TiOiile these redispositions were taking place thewar.

War Diary of
B. d U.

shipping loss figures off the American coasts v/ere at last

substantially lower.
Appendix XXXV

In viev/ of the lightness of U-boat attack in the Eastern
Sea Frontier during July and the continuance of shipping
losses in the Caribbean area, it was decided at the end of the

month by the U.S. authorities to move No.53 Squadron to

Trinidad. This decision was taken partly because the
Caribbean frontier was very short of aircraft, and partly
because it was considered an excellent opportunity to demon

strate the British methods in an active area and thereby
influence a Sea Frontier commander who was not yet convinced.

On 3 August, the squadron commenced leaving Quonset for

Trinidad via Cherry Point (Virginia) - Miami (Florida) -

(1) The first three aircraft left on 5 July,
of these to arrive at Quonset was flown by YYing Commander
J. R. Leggate, the C.O. of the Squadron.
9 JiiLy.

Foirr sweeps and fovir convoy escort sorties were completed
by 29 July,
flight out from Great Britain, one at Goose and the other
in Newfoundland.

Squadron arrived at Quonset on k- August.

The first one

He landed on

Tow aircraft had become casualties on the

The final three aircraft of the

'(2)
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« San Juan (Puerto Rico) « ¥/aller Field
the transit? operational

carried out between the above staging points(2)
from Waller Field were started on 10 August > being stepped up
in intensity as aircraft arrived.

Guantenamp
Trinidad. (1 sweeps were

and sorties

The full in5)rovement in shipping losses so noticeable in
July was not held in August, Consequent upon the withdrawal
of some seven U-boats Into the North Atlantic the losses
between New York and Panama were trifling but the deployment
of nineteen others along the north, coast of South America?
resulted in the sinking of kS ships in the Caribbean Sea
Frontiers with particularly heavy loss amongst tankers in the

eastern approaches to Trinidad while seven Brazilian ships
were sunk off their own coast. This laitter had the immediate

effect of bringing Brazil into the war against the Axis Powers.

War Diary of
B. d U,

Adtv,

HR.1337

In the Canadian zone? conditions followed the pattern of
previous months, B, d U, continued to send U-boats into this

area as long as a reasonable dividend was returned. After

the successful penetration of the St, Lawrence estuary in
July(3) only’ two U-boats were off the Canadian coast during
most of August, However? three fresh boats arrived in the

last week to take up stations to the north of Newfoundland,
A total of six ships were sunk during the month? four off the
south or east coast of Newfomdland and two in the Straits of

Belle Isle, Only tWo air attacks were made? both by Hudsons
of No,113 Squadron in the first week of August? and both south '
of Cape Race. In neither case was any damage inflicted.

Most of the August sinkings in the Caribbean zone were
occurring amcngst shipping out of convoy in two areas - cne?
500 miles to the west of Trinidad around Curacoa? the other a

focal point of incoming traffic about 500 miles eastward of

War Diary of
B, d U. and

Admty,
BR.1337

Canadian

E.A.C,

narrative,

(1) Six aircraft left on the 3rd? three on the 5th? four on
the 7ih and five on the-12th. Two became casxialties
during the flight.

(2) A total of 391 hours were flown on these A/u sweeps.
Ref; No,53 Squadron Form 52(0.

(3) During July? four U-boats were stationed in Canadian
.waters. Of the six ships sunk during the month? four
were in the St, Lawrence estuary,' To meet this threat
the disposition of Canadian squadrons? by early August?
was as under

Dartmouth -|jNo,5 Sqdn. (Cansos A) -
No.11 Sqdn, (Hudsons) -
JIo,1l6-Sqdn, (Cansos),

-jiTa,1l3 Sqdn. (Hudsons) -
IN0.I62 Sqdn. (Cansos),

Yarmouth

Nova Scotia

N, Sydney - No.117 Sqdn,
Sydney -No,119 Sqdn.Cape Breton Is,  (Hudsons

Mount Joli - Detachment of No.119 Sqdn.
(Hudsons)

- Detachment of No,H7 Sqdn,
(Cansos)

- Detachment of N0.II6 Sqdn,
(Cansos)

-No.10 Sqdn, (Digbys)
- No,12{.5 Sqdn, (Hudsons)
- U.S.N, Catalinas and Hudsons

Gaspe

BotWood

Gander

Torbay
Argentia

St. Lawrence

Newfoundland

Goose Bay - Occasional shuttle sorties ffom
Gander and Botwood,

Labrador
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Trinidad, "
Martineau was the

One .of the first things achieved hy Commander
employment of all available aircraft in

sweeps over the worst spotsC"!) by persuading the American
authorities that close air escort to conveys in other areas
where.there were no U«boats was a waste of valua,ble aircraft.
In the second half of Augusty No,53 Squadron made six and U.S,
Ar^ B,18s, made five attacks on U-boats in the area east of
Trinidad, while other Army B,18s, delivered four attacks in the
Curacoa area. In no case was a U-boat destroyed but damage
was inflicted in several of these, attacks. The U-boats
reported the increasing interference from air patrols and early
in September moved their operational areas further to the east
wards, The number of U-boats operating along this coast
dropped to eight and the losses during September were conse
quently lower in the Caribbean area at 26 ships but rose in
the Atlantic Narrows and to the westward of Africa, The

CaribbDean Sea Frontier sinkings were now occurring almost
entirely well to the eastward of Trinidad among ships engaged

,(2) Reinforoements of Armyin the valuable bauxite trade

CG/S,
7010/17/5/1
Ends, 38B, C
and D,

• B,18s, were flown into the area *and offensive air sweeps were
,(3) Again no U-boats were destroyed but harryingredoubled

attacks still further han^sered U-boat operations.

(iv) Doenitz exploits soft spots in the Canadian defences

In the Camdian zone there Were three U-boats operating
Two of these -War Diary of

B, d U, and • U,165 and U,517 - penetrated into the St, Lawrence River and
Admty, HR,1337 between them sank eight ships. The other boat - U.513 -

remained close off St, Johns where two ships were sunk.
During the latter part of the month two more U-boats were sent
into the coastal area, Canadian aircraft delivered seven

attacks but no U-boats were damaged.

continuously in the first half of September,

In his summing up on results for September, Admiral Doenitz
said that, as the Canadian defences proved oon^aratively weak,
further boats were being sent out to make the most of this
condition. On the east coast- of North America and in the GuLf

of Mexico the strong air patrols made it inadvisable to operate
fiarther in these areas,

escort and patrols have lessened the chances of success but the
In the Caribbean Sea itself, air

(1) In order to give more effective cover to the easternmost
of these bad places, three aircraft of No.53 Squadron were

dethohed to operate from Zandery Field in Dutch Guiana,
In September a similar detachment was made to Atkinson
Field in British Guiana,

(2) This trade along the north coast of South America was
still not in convoy. At the end of August the main con

voys ran both ways between Key West and New York and
between Guantanamo and New York, To the former were
hooked-in the Gulf of Mexico convoys and to the latter by
mid)-0otober were attached convoys from Trinidad, Convoys
eastward from Trinidad were not organised until the end

of 1942.

(3) Scale of effort by No.53 Squadron

. ̂

U-boatsHours Hours on

Sweep or
Patrol

RemarksMonth on

Sighted AttackedEscort

836 No U-boats were

sighted by con
voy escort
aircraft,

7 7August 5

92 4 3905September
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well to the eastward of Trinidad was still favourable as

convoys had been yet observed and the air patrolling
less though constant changes in ship roufceing made success

what patchy. Howevery together with FreetoTmj this area
would continue to be the focal point for the large U—boaos.

Medium size boats would also be en^loyed provided refuelling
from U-tankers was possible.

area

was
no

some'

October saw the lowest shipping losses in the Western
Atlantic since the opening of the campaign in January. ^  '
20 ships were smk. Of these y three were in the Canadian
areay all in the St. Lawrence estuary. During the month fotar

U-boats \i/ere operating and in the last week an additional two
A group of six boats

T/as located about 200 miles E.W.E, of St, Johns to take

advantage of any convoy reconnaissance obtained by the inshore
billets. Canadian aircraft obtained five sightings of U-boats
off Newfoundland and attacked four of them. Two of these

attacks took place on 30 October well to the eastward of

St. Johns and resulted in the destruction of U.658 and U.520
by Hudson T/145 Squadron and Digby X/10 Squadron respectively.
In spite of this rebuff, B. d U. considered operations inshore
still worthwhiley particularly in the St. Lawrence, and further

U-boats v/ere despatched,
losses were in the Caribbean Sea frontiers and one in the

These were the work of five U-boats in these

They

Only

arrived off the Straits of Belle Isle,

Fifteen of the remaining October

Brazilian area,

areas and were also the lowest figures for many months,

War Diary of
B. d U.

B. d U, War

Diary and
Canadian

E.A.C.

narrative.

encouraged hopes that the frequent alterations in the traffic
routes east of Trinidad would, combined with a forced retire

ment by the U-boats out of air range, bring to an end the
losses in this last of the American soft spots.

Thirty-fo'urNovember provided an unpleasant surprise,
ships were sunk off the Brazilian and Caribbean Frontier
coasts. These heavy sinkings by seven U-boats were mostly
among independent shipping and the increase over October
largely the result of unlucky interceptions of re-routed
traffic outside consistent air cover.u) In the north, four

ships were lost close off the Canadian coast and thirteen more
from convoys and stragglers some 200 to 300 miles north east
of Newfoundland,

and up to twelve were grouped in the latter area,
aircraft sighted five during the month and four attacks
followed, but no damage was inflicted,
proved to be the final flurry for some months in the Caiiadian

The landings in North West Africa and the subsequent,
efforts by U-boats to interrupt the expedition's supply line
drained the North Atlantic of most of the medium size boats

and limited overseas anti-shipping operations to the large
types of U-boats stationed in the equatorial latitudes of the
Atlantic.

Six U-boats operated in the coastal zone
Canadian

These latter sinkings

area.

Admty.
BR.I337

Canadian

E.A.C,
narrative.

(1) Scale of effort by No,53 Squadron

U-boatsHours Hours on

patrol
or sweep

RemarksMonth on

Sighted Attackedescort

No U-boats

were sighted
by convoy air
escorts a

697 258 2October

5441 495November
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(v) Retiurn of No.53 Squadron to the United Kingdom

November also saw the end of the operations by No,53
The transfer of two of CoastalSquadron in American waters.

Command's anti-U-boat Hudson squadrons (Nos,500 and 608) to
the new Mediterranean Air Command based at Algiers made it

impossible to spare No,53 Squadron any longer in the U.S,A,;
moreover their job was done,
admirably in demonstrating British methods,
fifteen attacks had not destroyed a U-boatj their speed of

approach with accompanying surprise aided by their white camou

flage was reported on with disfavour by several U-boat captains
and they contributed much to the move of U-boat operations from

the Caribbean to the Brazilian coast of Equatorial Atlantic

where the threat from sudden air attack was not yet a serious

They had served their purpose
Although theix"

War Diary of
B. d U,

factor.

On the 20 November, operational flying ceased and the
Squadron prepared to move up to Quonset in readiness to leave

for the United Kingdom by the 15 December. At the end of

November, the ten surviving aircraft left Trinidad for Norfolk

(Va), The ground personnel left by sea and arrived in the
United Kingdom on the 30 December. Spare flying crews pro
ceeded from Norfolk by rail to Montreal for Peri-'y Command from

where they flew Lend/Lease aircraft to England. The Squadron
flew back to England by stages, delivering their aircraft to

Gosport, After giving leave, they re-formed at Davidstow Moor

and ultimately re-armed on IVhitley aircraft in February 1943 at
Bircham Newton for operations against E-boats in the North Sea.

(vi) The search for better co-ordination of action against
U-boats in the North West Atlantic

Squadron
Form 540

During November, there commenced serious searchings of

heart amongst Canadian authorities following a report by
Commander MartineauC'l ) on the absence of co-ordination in A/U
operations around convoys and' off the coast in the Canadian

This report stated that the Canadian Eastern Air
Command was a very long way behind the places he had visited
either in Western Canada or the United States,
criticisms were:-

(a) The absence of any single authority in the North
Western Atlantic to direct the a/u war. At that time
the E.A.C. had to deal directly or indirectly with nine

different authorities.!2)

(b) The poor telecommunications between the headquarters
in London, Ottawa, Halifax and St. Johns whereby submarine
tracking room information went .for nothing.

zone.

His mainCC/S.701C/7/5/1

Enel, 38G

Early in October, Martineau had reported to H.Q., Coastal
Command that A/U policy and tactics were developing ax
sound lines in both U.S, Navy and Army Air circles. He

was then directed to Canada where, it was feared, co
ordination was still conspicuous by its ab'sence.
Ref: CC/S.7010/17/5/1. Enel. 38E.
Canadian authorities - Naval Service H.Q. in Ottawa,

Commanding Officer Atlantic Coast in Halifax, Flag Qffioer
Newfoundland at St, Johns.

CO

(2)

Cominch in Washington, C,-in-C.
lantic and Conimander Eastern Sea Frontier in New York,

Commander Task Force 2A in Argentia (NF),
U.K, autlxoritics - Adxoiralty and H.Q. Coastal Command,

American authorities
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(C) The attempt that was being made to slavishly air
escort all convoys irrespective of where U‘-boats were
aot-ually operating.

(d) The poor standard of training among pilots in methods
of escortj patrol and attack,

Martineau put in a memorandum to the Canadian Staff in
OttaTi/a containing suggestions for improvement based on what^ ̂
had been found essential in Home waters,

in Ottawa in November, decided that a unified Allied Command
was not attainable but recommended that the Canadian naval and

air forces must be recognised as a single organisation
operated from a central point, which should be Halifax, at

which place must be constructed a conibined operations room
with adequate communications to the existing Area Combined
Headquarters at St. Jolms and to Ottawa, with particular
reference to the Submarine Tracking Room situated there.l1)
A number of immediate amendments were made in the local
operation orders affecting details of air escort, forms of

patrol and co-operation with surface craft, but the main
recommendation for better co-ordination was not proceeded with

until the whole question was taken to a higher level in

Eebruary 1945 by the A,0.C.-in-C
further proposals embodying co-ordination not only among the
Canadian authorities, but to include the United States indepen
dent commands,

possible apart from the larger and ever-recurring problem
of unified control of all Allied A/U forces in the North
Atlantic.

situation on the Atlantic supply line and is dealt with in the

succeeding Volume IV,

Two meetings, held

Coastal Command, He made• j

However, it was found that no real solution
was

This came to a head in March with the critical

ibid

Enel. 58H

ibid

Enel, 38J

cc/s.17434
Part I

Enel. 73A

(1) There was also discussed at these meetings a memorandum
who, besides being an

as an
by Commander C, Thon^sson, R.N
escort Group Commander, had extensive ejqjerience
observer in the Fleet Air Arm. He pressed the view that

the moment was ripe to infuse the Royal Canadian Air
Force with naval personnel in those squadrons engaged in

While admitting that complete substitution

• >

the sea war.

impracticable he recommended the infusion of
50^ Pilots, ̂ 00^ Observers and Telegraphists, while
leaving the ground personnel unchanged. He listed tne
successes of the Fleet Air Arm in the sea war against
what he described as the mediocre performance of the
R.A.F. in operations against enemy major naval units,
merchant shipping, U—boats and reconnaissance. He
maintained that this weakness was inherent in an indepm-
dent air force which expected flexibility of role for its
aircraft without being able to ensure adequate specialist
training in a warfare so essentially different from

He finally quoted in support the

was

operations over land,
of naval shore based aircraft by the Japanese in

sinking the Prince of Tfales and Repulse and by the ^
Americans in their victory at Midway contrasted with the

- the

use

failure of the only other independent air force
G.A.F. - to achieve anything against Allied major naval
units, or in co-operation with the U-boats against
merchant shipping. Nothing more was heard of this
local effort to resuscitate the controversy of 1940/41 ,

but it represented, and still does, the conviction of

many practical naval officers.
Ref j GO/S. 7010/l 7/5/1 j Sncl. 38J 3.
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(vii) Efficiency attained in the United States zone

The pioneer in educating American service opinion on A/U
aircraft policy and methods ~ Wing Commander Canning - finally
left the U.S.A, for home in October, His last report, dated

CC/S,7010/17/5/1 19 October, dealt silmost entirely with the new Army Air Anti-
Ends, 2M and B. Submarine Command and his final talks with their first

Commanding Officer, General H.M. McClelland. The latter
asked particularly for a relief to Canning to be attached as

liaison officer to his new headquarters. This was approved
and Wing Commander J. H. Greswell, from No,172 Leigh Light
Squadron was appointed with acting rank of Group Captain. A

Progress Report from him, dated 4 February 1945 after a tour
of Sea Frontier Headqueirters and Stations, stated that the

American organisation for operational control from the A.C.H.Q.
down to Stations level left nothing to be desired. All

operation rooms were modelled and staffed like those in Coastal
Command, In the Caribbean Sea Frontier, Admiral Hoover had

built the finest operation room yet seen in the States despite
his original opposition to Canning's proposals. One of the

few points for criticism was on the subject of submarine
tracking. Except for. the Trinidad area, where information was
available from British Admiralty signals, no notice was taken

by the Frontiers of the U-boat position prediction issued by
the U.S, Navy Department in Washington. The fault was thoight
by Greswell to lie partly in the delays in the arrival of the

daily signal in the Sea Frontiers and partly to the fact that

the tracking department was not considered to be  a whole time

job for one man, Sviggestions had therefore been made by him
to the Navy Department that it should be made of comparable
importance to the British Admiralty Submarine Tracking Room
which was regarded as the kingpin section in the direction of

all A/u operations in the British zone.

Technically, the report went on, the American A/u Air
Forces were very up-to-date,
were fitted with 10 cm, A.S.V,

U.S, depth bombs with shallow firing pistols. Magnetic Air
Detectors (M.A.D.) were fitted though no tactics in its use
had yet been worked out, neither had the experimental retro-

bomb system been adopted as the weapon to go with it.
Expendable sono-buoys with which to listen for submerged
U-boats were being supplied. AID radio altimeters were
standard fitments in the latest flying boats and the U.S.N.

were expecting early delivery of a much improved 10 cm. A.S.V.
model ASG-I. Finally Liberator aircraft were to be given to
all a/u Sqmdrons as soon as possible and the programme
envisaged 2f6 of these aircraft by the end of March,

35B and C.

ibid

Ends, 29A and

344, and 37A.

ibid

End. 42A

All the B.18s (Digby) Squadrons
Torpex was being used in the

(viii) U-boats in the Western Atlantic - December 1942 to
March 1943

Consequent upon the re-grouping of his U-boats by B. d U.
to the westward of Gibraltar, only one ship was lost in

Canadian waters during December,
two sightings and in neither case was an attack delivered.
Off South America, the sinkings fell to eight ships in the
Caribbean area but rose to thirteen off the Brazilian coast

where air cover was thin as yet.

Canadian aircraft made only

In January and February, single scouting U-boats crept
back to the eastern coast of NeY^foundland acting as
reconnaissance for the benefit of the growing packs in mid

ocean, Losses off this coast were two and four ships
respecGively, In the continued inability to provide V.L.R.
Liberators for the Canadian Air Force, the Gansos of No,5
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Squadron based at Gander were stripped of all superfluous
weight and made into long range aircraft,
they operated up to 65O miles into the Atlantic on sweeps and
convoy escort making four sightings all of which were attacked
but with inconclusive results.

During FebruaryE.C.A.P,
Narrative

Sinkings in the South American zones by the large U-boats
dwindled to eight in January and two in February,
they rose to thirteen but subsequent losses never exceeded
five per month for the whole American seaboard.

In March

PART II - THE EQUATORIAL AND SOUTH ATLANTIC - August 1942 to
February; 1943

(i) Intensification of U-boat effort off West Africa

Casting back to Chapter III, Section (ix), the situation
in African waters at the end of July 1942 was that five U-boats

(U.130, 201, 572, 582 and 752) were operating between the Cape
Verde Islands and Freetown, Early in August, two of these
boats (U.201 and 582) were homeward boimd just west of the
Canary Islands while two fresh boats (u.125 and 506)
southbound north of the Cape Verde Islands and a third (u.109)
to the southwest of these islands.

were

They cruised in billets at least 6OO miles from the West

African air bases and between the 6 and 11 August sank five
large independently routed ships, all well out of air range
from Freetown or Bathurst. On the latter date B.  d U. formed

Group Bluecher of five new boats to operate out of air range
against the SL and OS convoys between Madeira and the Azores.
As these latter operations did not come into the existing
scope of the.West Africa Air Command only occasional mention
will be made of them at this stage of the narrative.

Another operation initiated by him at this time will
receive attention as it affected both West and South Africa.
This was known as Operation Eisbaer and was planned as a
surprise attack on shipping at Capetown. It consisted of
four Type IX C 75O ton U-boats (U.68o 156, 172 and 504)
accompanied by a supply U-boat (U.459). They sailed from
French Biscay ports between the 18th and 20th August and
initially had orders to attack no shipping in the South
Atlantic prior to arrival at their destination in order to
preserve the element of surprise.

Meanwhile another independent ship had been sunk, on the
13 August, this time scmeT/hat closer to Freetown as the four
boats in the area had been told to close in to between 300 and

500 miles southwest of this port. As no further ships were
intercepted during the next four days, the boats were
instructed to get in closer still until traffic was sighted.
One of these boats - U.506 - intercepted and sank the City of
Wellington - 5,733 tons - only I60 miles S.W. of Freetown on
21 August,

air escort was being given and the subsequent search of the
area by numerous sorties failed to locate the U-boat respons
ible, After a further four blank days, B, d U, directed two
of the boats into the Gulf of Guinea.

Although lightly escorted by surface craft, no

B. d U. War

Diary and Adty,
B.R.1337

ibid

The flying effort of the West Africa Squadrons - Nos,95
and 204 on Sunderlands and No,200 on Hudsons - was used almost

solely to provide escort to conveys which were invariably
routed close to the coast line round the bulge of Africa and for
A/u patrols along this inshore traffic lane. Few opportuni
ties came, therefore, to the aircraft for sighting U>fboats

Vifest Africa

Command

0.R„B,

Appendices,
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except on the occasions of their raids into the inshore waters
in search of traffic,

lone U-hoats and A/u searches were consequently conducted on
rather a cold scent after an independent ship had been torpedoed
Convoys in these waters were left severely alone by the U-boats.
The month ended with two further sinkings of independent ships,
both by U.130 and both about 150 miles S.W. of Freetown,
neither case did the subsequent air search locate the offending
U-boat.("1)

These raids were always carried out by

In

In the last week of August, one of the Group Bluecher boats

picked up the north bound convoy SL 119 when K.W. of Madeira,
By this time the southbound Eisbaer boats were in this vicinity
and were ordered to join the operation against the convoy.
However, those Eisbaer boats which managed to contact the convoy
were driven off by the surface escorts and the Group was told

to continue their journey,(2)

B, d U. Yfar

Diary and
Admty.
B.R.1337

On the 1 September, the U-boat dispositions were as
follows

- U.109 and 1^
- U.506
- U.130 homeward bound

-* U.159 and 179(3) southbound

In the Gulf of Guinea

Off Freetown

West of the Canaries

N.W. of Madeira

North of the Caps. Verde
Islands Group Eisbaer southbound.

During the first twelve days of September the three U-boats off
the coast between Freetown and Cape Palmas sank five ships in
cluding the Tuscan Star of 11,249 tons. Again no U-boats were

sighted by the air patrols although all the attacks were made
within 300 miles of the coastline.

On the 12 September when Group Eisbaer boats were north
east of Ascension Island, U.68 ran across and sank an indepen

dent ship and U.156 sighted, attacked and sunk S.S. Laconia -
19j695 tons with 1,500 Italian prisoners of war on board,
B, d U, ordered the other boats of the Group together with the

neighbouring U.506 and 507 to go to the scene immediately,
U.156 picked up 193 persons including 21 British and collected
the ship’s lifeboats. Arrangements were made by the German

High Command for Vichy ships in Dakar to meet the U-boats and
take over survivors. The three U-boats with sm’vivors on

ibid

(1) West Africa Air Command flying for August 1942.

U-boatsHours onU-boats

sighted

Hours on

escort sightedpatrol

518 NilNil309

(2) The Bluecher boats carried on the chase to the northeast

ward and sank two ships and a straggler from the convoy
before reaching effective air support from Gibraltar and

the U.K.

U.179 was the first of the 1200 ton U-Kreuzer class

"(Type IX D/42) to be on operations and was under orders
to proceed to the Cape to join Group Eisbaer en route.

(3)
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Eoaxd and lifeboats in tow moved up towards Dakar.("I )  The
rest of Group Eisbaer were then instructed to continue their

southward passage. On the 14th, U.68 intercepted and sank
another lone ship to the N.E. of Ascension Island.

(ii) Air gradually forces the UEboats further from thecover

coast

Dviring the latter half of September,, finding few targets
out of convoy near the coast, the four U«boats in the West

African area moved further away and seven independent ships
were found and sunk at distances of 350 to 600 miles from Cape
Palmas and Bathurst,

line as on the other side of the Atlantic. Being unable to

use packs of Type VII U-boats on account of the distance from

base and limited refuelling facilities, B. d U. employed
single Type IX boats operating outside consistent air cover,
avoided convoys and aimed for the numerous large independently
routed ships traversing the Equatorial Central Atlantic, The
efforts of the West African Squadrons were sufficient to safe

guard the convoy route stretching round the coast but were
unable to reach out into the Narrows or guard against
occasional sorties into the coastal waters,(2) Similarly the
U-boats in the V/est Indies were being slowly forced out into
the Atlantic or down the north coast of Brazil till they too
found the Narrows between Pernambuco and the bulge of Africa
the safest place from air pursuit and where they could also
take toll of the independently routed shipping.

The situation was following the same

Another raid into West African coastal waters was, how-
Group Bluecher, on watch for SL and OSever, about to occur,

convoys, had been replaced between Madeira and the Azores on
the 6 September by a fresh Group litis of six boats,
had cruised southwards outside the Canaries fruitlessly until
the 24th, when they were dissolved, told to refuel from the
supply boat U,460 just north of the Cape Verde Islands and
then to carry out independent operations in a sector off
Freetown,

They

B. d U.

War Diary

October opened badly, for another large ship -
S.S. Andalucia Star of 14»943 tons was sunk on the 6th by U.1Q7
some 230 miles S.W. of Freetown, However, on the same night
but closer in, U.333 was located by H.M.S, Crocus and attacked

(1) On their way to the rendezvous with the French ships,
aircraft were sighted by the three U-boats, and U,'l56 was

No damage resulted but B, d U, told the boatsattacked,

to take no unnecessary risks in rescue work and to make

sure that boats containing English or Poles were cut
The aircraft concerned were fromadrift from the tows,

an American Squadron newly based on Ascension Island frernwhitii
U.S.A.A.F. heavy and medium bombers were operating on A/U
tasks from mid-August 1942.
French ships was ultimately effected according to plan.
In view of the dela^'- and long detour, U.156 was detached
from Group Eisbaer and her place taken by U.159.
T/est Africa Air Command flying for September 1942
Hours on

The transfer of survivors to

U-boats U-boatsHours on

(2)

Patrolescort sighted sighted

365 624Nil Nil

Ref; Squadrons Form 52fO,
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with depth charges and gunfire. One officer and four ratings
were killed, the captain and another officer wounded and the
boat so badly damaged that a return had to be started straight
away. By the 8 October there were nine U-boats disposed on
an arc of 450 miles radius from Freetown - a handsome compli
ment to the threat from the air. These billets -were occupied
until the 14th with only moderate success though one of the
three ships sunk was the Oronsay of 20,043 tons. Two of the.
boats, U.126 and 161 . were then detached to cruise into the
Gulf of Guinea -and down as far as Banana in the Congo.
Nothing more was effected for the rest of the month except
that a ship was stink by a homeward bound boat on the 29th,
?;hen N.W, of the Cape Verde Islands, Slightly more flying
time was done by the Command during the month and No. 200
Squadron was rewarded by five sightings of which four were
attacked, ) As U-boat documents disclose no reports of
these attacks it is unlikely that any damage was inflicted but
the air activity decided
more further still from the coast.

■R d U. to withdraw his d-boats once-D.

It was otherwise in the Cape area,
arrived off.Capetown on the 6 October, having finally filled
up with fuel and provisions from U.459 when half way betTOen
St. Helena and the Cape,
empty so that a spectacular surprise killing of ships at
anchor was not realised.

Group Eisbaer

Capetown roads wrere found to be

In lieu the boats were given free

ibid
and

Adwty,
B.R. 1.337

dom to attack anywhere along the southern coast and during the
remainder of October they sank 25 ships betvreen Capetown and
Durban,

included the Orcades of 23,456 tons,
destruction, 80 miles N.W. of Capetown, of the U-Kreuzer 179
by H.M.S. Active on 8 October.(2)

Most of these ships were well over 5»000 tons and
A bright spot was the

Off N.W. Africa, another group was formed on the
20 October to try and intercept the North/South convoys in an
area out of air range. This was Group Streitaxt of eight
U-boats sweeping southwards from positions between Madeira and
the Azores. By the 27th, they were in an east/west line I5O
to 200 miles west of the Canaries. Here -at last they were
successful in sighting and shadowing convoy SL 125. Action
was joined and all neighbouring U-boats on passage were told
to join in the operation which continued to the northeastward
until the 1 November. Heavy casualties were suffered by the
convoy. Details of this and the effect on the safety at sea
of the Torch assault force have been given in Chapter XII
Section (ix)(e).

By the 1 November, most of the U-boats off Freetown and
Cape Palmas had reached the end of their endurance and were
homeward bound leaving only two in the Freetown Sector and
two off Libreville moving out again from the Gulf of Guinea.
In his summing up at the end of October, jB, d U. noted that
successes had fallen off in the Freetown area after the first
half of the month and he concluded that the English had, at
last, managed to include most of the independent ships in the
convoy system. Attacks on convoys off Freetown were
extremely difficult, he said, on account of air and surface
patrols which prevented near approach to convoys. Operations
off the Congo coast had brought no success so that the heavy

B. d IT.
V.'ar Diary

0) Hovirs on
escort

495
Ref;

Others of this class of U-boat were by now in active
commission.
Cape.
Island, sank the Duchess of Atholl of 20,119 tons.

SECRET

U-boats Hours on
Patrol

U-boats
sighted

Nil
Squadrons Form 540.

Sighted Attac
676 5 4

U.I77. 1 81 and 178 were on their way t

ked

(2)
o the

On the 10 October, U.178, then N.E. of Ascension
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traffic reported in this area by the German Intelligence
^I'ection was not confirmed. Regarding the zone of the

Canaries/Cape Verdes/Atlantic Narrows, only the relatively
few Type IX boats could operate profitably as supply boats
were insufficient in numbers to allow continuous employment of

the Type VIIs. The infrequent SL convoys only justified an

occasional Type VII operation and then only when, failing an

interception, they could be refuelled and detailed temporarily
to waters off Freetown. The successes in the Capetown to

Durban area were gratifj/’ing and, in his opinion, justified a
relief expedition when the present forces were nearing the end
of their endurance.

These successes off South Africa continued unabated in

November when another 23 ships were sunk between Capetown and

Lourenco Marques in the entrance to the Straits of Madagascar.
Two other ships were sunk between the Cape and St. Helena by
the early Eisbaer boats now on their homeward journey. The

South African Air Force had few aircraft to cope with the

1,200 mile coastline, but such as they had were used on local

coastal convoys and the approaches to the main ports.
U-boats reported on this air activity but of course had plenty
of sea room in which to keep out of air range and lie in wait

for the large independent ships on ocean passage htyndreds of
miles off shore.

The

(iii) The effect on U-boat operations of the landings in
N.¥. Africa

In the West African area, the two U-boats working out
from Libreville managed to sink four ships and one of the two

U-boats off Freetown sank one ship during the first eight days
of November,

tions was governed by the Torch landings and the subsequent
effort of the U-boat Command to strangle the build-up and

supply shipping to the expeditionary force,
available Type VII boats in the Atlantic together with many
of the Type IXs southbound for West Africa or the Narrows were

concentrated to the westward of Gibraltar,

attacked in the West Africa Command,

occurring in the equatorial region were by the existing.
Type IXs stationed to the west and south-west of the Cape Verde
Islands some 600 to 800 miles from the nearest air base.

Thereafter the pattern of events and disposi-

Almost all the

No more ships were

The only losses

Four

B. d U.

War Diary and
Admty,
B.R.1337

such sinkings took place in the second week and one in the last
week of November. During the second half of the month the
devastating air attacks from Gibraltar forced B,  d U. to with
draw his concentration off Gibraltar further to the west-ward

ibid

and outgoing Type IX boats were directed to billets in the
Atlantic Narrows between Pernambuco and the limit of air range
from West Africa where three ships were sunk,
dispositions, little or no U-boat threat existed off the coast

of West Africa and no sightings were made by the A/U flying.
As part of the plan for long range sea reconnaissance in aid'of

the Torch expedition, L15 flying hours were devoted to sweeps
up the coast from Bathurst towards the Canaries and covering
the Channel past Dakar between the Cape Verde Islands and the
mainland.(1)

Under these

Squadrons
Form 5L0

(l) West Africa Command flying for November
Hours on escort Hours on A/U -patrol hours on special

Recce

4-15
Plus 27 on search
for two German

blockade runners.

8L1127

No U-boats were sighted
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Similar dispositions of U-boats continued in December, the
line in the Narrows being maintained by from five to ten boats
with a thickening at the Pernambuco end. They accounted for 10
independent ships during the month. Only one boat  - U.175 -
was employed in Y/est African waters and she was stationed off

Dakar from the 14th until the 26th when, having seen nothing of
importanoe, she was directed to cruise off Ih-eetown. It is not

surprising, therefore, that the Y/est Africa Squadrons, now
reinforced by a squadron of Gatalinas, again drew  a blank as
regards U-boat sightings,(1)

ibid.

At the Cape, the endurance of the last arrived boats of

Group Eisbaer (U.177. 178 and 18l) was expiring and by mid-
December all had started their homeward journey having sunk only
five ships. However, B. d U, had the relief operation in hand
under the cover name of Group Seehunde, This consisted of four
Type IX C boats with the supply boat U.459. They sailed on
various dates between the 14 and 20 December and were to be
re-inforced by anothei’ tv/o U-Kreuzers as soon as possible.

3. d U.

War Diary

(j.v) Institution of" continuous air support between
PreetoT/Ti and Gibraltar

The withdrawal of the Type VII boats further and further
westward from Morocco and Gibraltar, and the formation of them
into groi:ps in the Azores/Madeira region has been dealt with in
Chapter XII, Sections (ix)(g) and (xiv), B. d U, made still
another effort to intercept the SL and OS convoys(2) on the
19 January, 1943 Dy detailing five boats to form Group Eochen
stationed abreast of Port Etienne. At the end of the month this
group was increased to nine boats and moved nortlnvards to block
the channel between the Canaries and the mainland vdiile the

existing Azores area Group Delphin of 14 boats was positioned to
to block the passage of shipping’ between the Azores and the
Canaries. It v/as during this very month of January that air-

ibid.

t ̂ rica Command started to operate from Dakar
(5) and the Gibraltar Command sent detachments

West Africa and craft of the Wes
Gibraltar

O.R.B.

Appendices,

and Port Etienne

to Port lyautey, Casablanca and Agadir.(4) Continuous shore-
based air cover wras thus, at last, established between Freetown
and Gibraltar. No sightings of Allied shipping by U-boats
occurred until the 7 February when one of the Rochen boats

reported a small northbound convoy in the Canary Islands. The

rest of the Group together with five boats of Group Delphin were
ordered to operate against it. All boats reported strong air

(1) During December, No. 270 Squadron of six Catalina flying-
boats joined the Command and were based at Jui-Freetovm.
Operations were started from the 15th;-
West Africa Command flying for December:-

Hours on escort

510

No U-boats were sighted.
In point of fact the SL and OS convoys had been discontinued
while the Torch operation was going on. They were not
res-umed until late in February. There were, however,
occasional small convoys running between Gibraltar^and
Freetovm.

Hours on patrol

548

(2)

(3) On the 13 January, two Sunderlands, a Catalina and some
Hudsons went to Port Etienne and Dakar. Operations were
started on the 15th and on the 20th, Wibh the arrival of

further aircraft, the force at Port Etienne were officiaHy
listed as a detachment of No. 295 YYing.
Prom -the 11 January, Hudsons of No. 235 and I/L Wellingtons
of No. 179 Squadron used Port Lyautey and Gasablanoa on
shuttle sorties from Gibraltar, Prom the 21 January, a

(4)

detachment of Hudsons and 1/L Yfellingtons was based at
Agadir,'
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B. d U.

War Diary-
patrols and, although five of them contacted the convoy, great
difficulty -was ejqperienced in holding any contact for long.
Vfild shots v^ere fired by three of the boats on the 8th with

out hitting any ships. Coimter-attaohs by 'che surface
escorts and still heavier air cover finally forced the pack
to break away to the -west. B. d U. commented in his diary
that extensive operations in this area were no longer
possible owing to the strong air patrols. The Rochen boats

were withdrawn to the westward of Madeira and the Delphin
group to positions beti^eon the Azores and Portugal,

(v) The end of 'i:he TT-boat i-'enace in eouato;-ial la'citudes

During January 1‘945} the U-boat campaign in the equatoilal
latitudes of the Atlantic dribbled away into an affair of

isolated Type IX boats disposed in scattered billets of

opjpor-bunity resiilting in the sinking of only foiir ships in
the NarroYifs for the loss two U-boats to the U.S. aircraft

jy

ox

operating from Brazil,
the West African coast and she was constantly harried from
the ail'.

One boat only - U.175 was still o

She reported dogged air searches from the 1 to

ff

the 5 January when off Freetown. This referred to an at:ibid. and

Squadron
Form 540

tack

on the former date by Catalina B/270 Squadron and the sub
sequent 48 hours air hunt which forced U.175 to retire
further seaward. She was again sighted on the 19th when
endeavouring to attack a large merchantman. The escorting
aircraft, G/270 Squadron, forced her to dive and break off
the attack but was unable to drop depth charges. By the
21st, U.175 had moved round to Gape Palmas and here on the
22nd she managed to sink an unescorted independent ship
before having to start her homeward journey on the follov/ing
day. ITien passing northw/ards some 500 miles v>/est of Bathurst
on the 50 January she was located on the surface by G/270
Squadron engaged on V"U patrol. An accurate attack was
delivered which seriously damaged the U-boat causing such loss
of fuel as to necessitate special refuelling arrangements
before she reached home. So ended the o]perations of U-boats
in the coastal waters of the Jest Africa Command for a con

siderable period. (1 )

In tho Carje area the relief Group Seehunde arrived on the

9 February having sunk an independent ship on the way when
south of St. Helena,

operation Eisbaer -were not repeated and only four ships were
sunk up -to the end of the month,
ships v;ere accounted for before these boats had to leave on

their homeward journey.

The comparatively easy successes of

In March a further nine

In none of these areas vjere U-boat operations ever
res-urned on any large scale, adequate air cover being the major
deterrent,

singleton U-boats while the main battle developed in mid-Noi‘th
Atlantic duririg the follo'winp; three months,
effects of this will be narrated in Volume IV.

Occasional losses were suffered from sporadic

The resultant

(1) Vest Africa Coin-nand flying hours for January and
February 1943.

U-boat
Patrol Sighted Attacked

Hours onU-boats

SiQ-hted Attacked
Hours on

escort

664
d5d

22Nil281 2Jan.

Feb. NilNil410
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ciRjpm-i xrv

FIGHTER DEFENCE OP iiLLIED SHIPPING IN HOME WATERS

(i) Introduction

During the Spring and early summer of 1941, Germany
developed the fourth and fifth phases of the air war against
Englandj(l) including a vigorous offensive, largely directed
by the newly created Pliegerfuiirer ̂ xtlantik, against the
Allied supply lines to and from the United Kingdom.

The role of the German Air Force in this part of the
campaign wa.s to attack Allied shipping in key areas conpris-
ing the convoy route from England to the Mediterranean, the
eastern part of the shipping route from England to ..mierica
and the convoy lanes off the East, South and West coasts of

England, In the ocean areas, operations were carried out
in close co-ordination with the C,-in-C, U-boat Fleet,

It is with the campaign in coastal waters, (i.e. within
40 miles of the coast), hov’ever, that this chapter is chiefly
concerned,(2)

(ii) The German Inti-Shipping Offensive

German air operations in the West during the second half
of 1941 and throughout the year ^942 were undoubtedly over

shadowed by events in the East.

iiHB.6/VIl/26

/Jffi.6/VI3/28

No longer could the Luftwaffe concentrate its activities
,  but was now forced to

number of theatres of war.
the fighting of a single campaign,

divide its strength betv;een a :— __
This- inevitably caused a reduction in striking power in each

sector, and resulted, with the exception of the V.1. and ¥.2,
conpaign in 1944^45> in the abandonment of sti'ategic air
warfare in favour of close support operations for the German

on

Army and Navy.

As a result of a change of policy engendered by the
preparations for the canpaignin Russia the German air strik
ing force which had stood opposite Great Britain since the
beginning of the Battle of Britain was largely withdravm.

On 22 May 1941, Luftflotte 5 assumed command of all units

remaining in the Yi/'est and disposed only tvjo

The Air Yvar against England was split up into five over-

lapi^ing but distinct phases
The attack’ on the Royal ̂ tir Poi'ce.
The siege of London,
ttacks on industrial towns.

4) .i.ttacks on ports and industrial towns, and merchant-
shipping.

(5) iittacks made at long intervals on the most irpertant
port targets and merchant shipping and to mine

Reprisal raids for propaganda

(1
2

3 ij.

river estuaries.

(1)

purposes.

Within this region the commencement and development of

the enemy's offensive up to the opening of the campaign
in Russia has already been dealt v^ith in Volume II,

It remains to narrate the concluding phaseChapter X,

(2)

of this campaign, which had virtually ceased to be
effective by the simmer of 1942.
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Kampfgeshwader( 0 and two Kuestenfliegergruppen,(2) apart fi’om
the fighter element, for all operational purposes. This

limited force(5) v/as chiefly to assist the German Navy in its
battle against the British supply lines by:-

(a) Attacking the more in^poi-tant ports. '

(b) Mining of sea approaches,

(c) Destruction of shipping in the sea areas around
England and in the Atlantic.

Admty,
ER.1337.

In regard to the last named commitment, the attacks on
Allied shipping in coastal waters from July 1 9^f1 onwards were

not nearly so effective as they had been during the early phase
of the offensive.(4)
attacking aircraft against a defence not yet fully developed.
The basis of these early shipping attacks by the G.A.P. had been

a low level approach to the beam of a target, followed by the
release of bombs to hit the vessel below the waterline. 7/hen

the defensive armament of shipping was sparse and of small

calibre, this low level technique had presented little diffi

culty or danger. Considering the fact that the forces of

Pliegerfuhrer Atlantik were not fully organised nor were air

craft available in sufficient quantity during the first three

months of existence, the effect produced by the small number of

aircraft enploying this low level technique v/as at times serious;
it was indeed out of all proportion to the sise of the force

operating.

Conditions were then in favour of the

and

AoM. Pamphlet
Noo 22f8

Chapter 4.
Para, 75

ibid.

Para. 75
T/hen larger numbers of aircraft did become available to

.  Pliegerfuhrer Atlantik, the Allied defences, both air cover over
and armament in merchant ships, had reached such an improved
state of efficiency that by June 1941 operations by the
Luftwaffe had become difficult and successes were almost wholly
confined to dawn and 6.usk periods or at niglit.

The disposition of the enemy’s anti-shipping forces in
North Y/est Europe by mid-summer 1941 was almost equally divided
between bases in Holland and Brittany.
He* Ills, He.115s, Ju.88s. and Do.217s, concentrated upon ship
ping passing along the East coast, the English and Bristol
Channels and the Irish Sea,

with torpedoes,
to fighter aircraft and ships’ armament but not to the same
extent as the slower He,111s, and He,115s.'
dawn and dusk attacks did curtail the aircraft losses but at the

expense of fewer attacks being delivered, consequently the

avov/ed object of the rapid destruction of coastal shipping in

Prom these airfields.

The He.115s occasionally operated
The Ju.88 and Do.217 suffered some casualties

1

A restriction to

(1) A Bomber Geshwader (K.G.) with I.E. of 96 aircraft. A
mobile’formation normally commanded by the equivalent of a
Group Captain or Wing Commander,
A Coastal Forces Gruppe with I.E, of 27 aircraft, normally
commanded by the equivalent of a Squadron Leader or Plight
Lieutenant.

In August 1941, the average daily operational strength of
this formation was 186 aircraft, of v/hich I3 were available
for reconnaissance, 23 for bombing operations and I50 for
fighter dutie
units would be temporarily withdrawn from other theatres
of :war.

During the four months, March, Aprjl, and June 1941,
enemy aircraft sunk 63/^ships of i7.-3,^34 §^°ss within
40 miles of the United Kingdom coast line.

Por individual attacks in force, bomber

(2)

(5)

(4)
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United Kingdom waters was not being accomplished.

In October the attitude of the German General Staffs

toYvards the Anti-Shipping corapaign was made abundantly clear

by their failure to appoint a successor to Generalmajor
Harlinghausen (Eliegerfuhrer Atlantik) when he was wounded
whilst taking part in an air attack on a convoy escort vessel
in the British Channel,

in 1942, and when GeneraIjnajor Kessler, an officer wtio had

only occupied obscure posts in the Luftwaffe, was appointed
to the command, it was evident that little further importance
was attached to this aspect of the supply line compaign.

In spite of continued protests by Pliegerfuhrer Atlantik
that all anti-shipping operations in British Coastal waters

shotild be under his control, the German aerial minelaying
forces continued to operate independently under EliegerKorps
(0 and to an ever increasing extent yvere diverted to bomb

ing operations over Great Britain through lack of other bomb

ing units in the West,
towards the end of 1 941 when German public opinion was demand
ing the bombing of the United Kingdom in reprisal for the

rising scale of E.A.E, night attacks on Germany.

The staff of Luftlotte 3 protested to all higher forma
tions and even to Goering himself against this mis-eiiiployment
of anti-shipping forces, but the protest was ignored.

As 1941 drev^ to a close, the British and American supplies
to Russia by the Arctic route began to assume an ever greater
target importance for the Germans, and the focus of anti-

shipiping operations gradually shifted to the Arctic supply
Nevertheless, certain of the anti-shipping units

_ as well as the minelaying force, amounting to a combined
strength of some 130 Ju. 88s. and Do,217s
operate against Great Britain during 1942.

A deputy filled the post until early

IX

This tendency became even more marked

routes.

remained to
• >

ibid,

Para. 78

ibid,

Para, 84

ilfter.the transference of the main anti-shipping opera
tions to the ilrctic shipping routes PliegerKo3rps IX, operat
ing under Luftflotte 3j remained to continue v/ith minelaying
and was given th.e added tasks of shipping attack along the

East coast and daylight bombing over England,

During the v/hole of 1942, activity by such forces as

remained to Pliegerfuhrer Atlantik v/as at a lower level than
in 1941(2) and consisted of reconnaissance attacks on coastal
shipping off the south and west coasts of England during bad

weather, ydien fighters could not intervene.

The total number of aircraft disposed against coastal
shipping was continually, varying, and good use was made of

those units Yvhich had been brought, from Northern Norv^ay for
refitting or conversion to torpedoes,
stationed in Holland and South Noinvay and such crews as had

completed their courses Vifere utilised on anti-shipping opera
tions pending their return to the jirctic.

They were temporarily

(1) The original minelaying units had, by July, been with
drawn to the Russian and other fronts find some of the

He.m units of Pliegerfuhrer Atlantik had been seconded
to PliegerKorps IX to continue the minelaying operations.
Meanwhile a bomber unit K.G.2 was converting to the Do,217

and appeared in minelaying operations by the late
summer,

(2) The total number of sorties despatched during 1942 was

7,<|18 of which 256 attacked, whereas in 1 941 , the totals
were 14,662 and %1 respectively.
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(iii) The G.A.F. and Toi^edo development

Although the employment of torpedo carrying aircraft was

part of the Luftwaffe's pre-war plans, they were incredibly
backward in developing torpedo bombing,

German air theory believed in combined attacks by bombers
and torpedo bombers as offering the greatest measure of success

in direct attack on shipso The lack of equipment, however,
made this theory rather enptj/-.

ibid,

Para. 79-85

Prom the outbreak of v;ar up to the autumn of 194'', the
German P'leet Air Am maintained, two seaplarie units('l) « a total
of some 24 aircraft - which were spasmodically engaged in
torpedo operations against British shipping off the Scottish

coast and south western approaches. Results were poor and,
hampered by a shortage of torpedoes, development, showed little
progress in launching methods since trials in '1959.

It was not until the full implications of the campaign
against the Allied supply lines to the United Kingdom were
realised in mid-1941 that energetic measures were taken by the
LuftT;affe to rectify the omission of an alternative method to

bombing in direct attack against merch;int shipping.

Due to the increasingly effective defensive armament being
developed by the Allies, the Luftwaffe turned afresh to the
torpedo as a weapon which could reduce aircraft losses.

The efforts of the G.A.P. in the field of torpedo develop
ment were, however, strenuously resisted by the Naval High
Command. Data on development of aerial torpedo practice
accumulated at naval establishments was consistently withheld
from the Technical Office of the G.A.F.; and any independent
development in collaboration with private fims was deliberately
hindered.

Later in 1941, direct requests by the Air Force to take
over the aerial aspect of torpedo development we;pe flatly
refused by the Navy.

On its own account the Luftwaffe began-exhaustive tozpedo
trials at the Bombing school at Grossenbrode in the Baltic, and
in spite of the lack of torpedoes proved that the He.111, at
least, was a highly suitable aircraft for such work.

Matters came to a head in December 1941, when the subject
of torpedo development was raised at a Teclmical Office
conference and reported to Goering, A direct demand was made

that the Luftwaffe should take over aerial torpedo development
in both Germany and Italy, that it should open experimental
establisloments with the inclusion of such naval staffs as had

already been, engaged in the aerial branch and finallj'', that a
special Commissioner should be appointed to control Air Force
torpedo development, supply, training and operations.

Within a month the G.A.F. had been granted these facili-
ties(2) ,and, with the wliole field of the airborne torpedo now
in its hand, forged ahead wi'th organisation and development wi'th
the utmost energy. Plans for conversion of existing Air Force
units to form a torpedo force with a strength of about 250

Consisting chiefly of He.115 floatplanes,
Generalmajor Harlinghausen, the former Fliegerful-irer
Atlantik was appointed Commissioner for Torpedoes,
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aircraft(l) were immediately put in hand.

With the onset of winter, the Air Eorce bomber school at
G-rossenbrode, where the first ti'ials and conversion courses
had taken place, ?/as found to be unsuitable for torpedo
development and training, so the whole establishment was,
therefore, moved to Grosseto on the west coast of Italy,
where T^inter training could proceed apace, and a close liaison
could be maintained with the Italians, who vi/ere progressing
on the same lines.

Trials at Grosseto with all t3rpes of German aircraft
confirmed that the He.111, capable of carrying tv/o torpedoes,
and the JU.88 - v;ith a better performance as to speed -
the most suitable aircraft. One of the two original anti
shipping units, I/k,G,26, was the first to undergo conversion
and batches of crews Yvere vvithdrav/n from Northern Norv/ay for
the three Y/eelcs course. By the end of April 1942, some
twelve creYvs of the unit were ready for operations and v;ere
based at the nev/ly constructed airfields of Banak and
Bardufoss in north Norway.

v;ere

By June, the y^fhole Gruppe, with
a strength of 42 He.111s was coiripletely trained, and another
Gruppe, III/KG,26, was undergoing the same course armed v/ith
JU,88s. A month later, the Luftv^affe possessed a strength
of 77 torpedo aircraft, the He.111 sin Norway and the JU.88s
at Rennes. The latter made the first massed torpedo attack
on a convoy off the Scilly Isles on 3 August, 1942 but only
after having first been mis-used in a series of reprisal
bombing raids on Birmingham, By September, the Yvhole of the
torpedo force was being employed against the Anglo-American
convoys taking supplies to the northern Russian ports.

(iv) The protection of shipping in coastal waters

ID/12/145 ine deience of shipping vi?as, in the main, the responsi
bility of the Royal Navy and Coastal Command, but, as outlined
in Volxorne II, Chapter X, the security of communications in
Home V/aters, i.e., within forty miles of the United Kingdom
coastline,, was delegated to Fighter Command,

The renewed Germ.an anti-shipiDing offensive va'thin this
sphere had, since its inception in March 1941, made heavj'"
demands on our fighter defences to the extent of an average
monthly expenditure of some 45 per cent of the total Fighter
Command operations up to June 1941,

lighter Command had been quick to react to the enemy's
challenge m March 1941, and by May had confined the enemy's
successes in ships sunk, to the periods at davrn, dusk or at
night.

By^the summer of 1941, the enemy's continental policy,
in particular the Russian compaign, had made grave inroads on
his air forces in the West vAich was promptly reflected in the
efiort T\?hich could be devoted to the continuation of the
supply lines compaign. As the enemy reduced his effort so
Fighter Command'scaled down its sorties accordingly, but the
nature of the enemy's tactics of spasmodic thrusts at any
point along the United Kingdom coastline made it necessary to
retain the majority of the Command's total defensive effort

The total figures for this effort
thus appear to be out of all proportion to the small
force employed.

on shipping protection.

enemy

(1) This figure Was never reached as the Allied invasion of

North Africa and then Italy intervened and upset the
training plans.
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Even so, Fighter Command could not furnish constant 24
hour standing patrols or even constant patrols during daylight
hours, without devoting an even larger majority of its strength
solelj^ to this task. Instead, degrees of protection were
afforded, based on the in^^ortance of the units passing along the
front of each Fighter Group, ('')

Each Group was responsible for providing protection to the
shipping that came into its coastal sector, but support could
be obtained from heighbouring Groups should the scale of enan^p
effort be so great that the individual Group could not meet the
demand, or should weather conditions make it impossible for its
own aircraft to operate.

FC/S.23328

FC/S.23310
Enel. 30A

There were four degrees of protection which could be
afforded at the discretion of the Group Controller:

(a) Fight

(b) Fighter

c * _S •

corts(2)

SY^eeps or patrols(3)

er es

(1) Category I; Units of exceptional value such as a damaged
capital ship or a merchant ship with irreplaceable
equipment.

Category'' II; Most important units such as capital ships,
troop convoys or convoys of special importance.
Category III;' Important Units such as cruisers, routine
convoys or minesweepers engaged on ?;ork which could not

■ suffer interruption.

Category 17; Valuable units such as group sailings, mine
sweepers on routine work, destroyers or independently
routed merchantmen.

Category Y; Minor units such as minesweepers on passage,
motor launches or small craft.

These estimates were provided by the Naval authorities.
Categories I and II normally were alv/ays provided with
fighter escort,

discretion of the Group Controller;
normally provided v/ith an escort.

(2) Fighter Escort - A specified number of aircraft were main
tained in close vicinity of the convoy for a definite
period.

Categories III and IV T/ere left to the
Category V was not

Aircraft v<ere not flown directly over the convoy
in order to avoid mistakes in identification by the ships
gunners,

for the pixrpose of pursuing the enemy,
escort Y/as maintained at 3,000 to 5,000 feet,
terminated at dusk, the withdrawal being signalled to the
convoy by the fighter leader approaching from seaward at
5,000 feet giving short flashes on his landing lights.
Any aircraft approaching the convoy after the signal Y/ould
be treated as hostile.

(5) Fighter s\Yeeps or patrols -

Aircraft were on no account to leave a convoy
The height of the

The escort

A specified number of aircraft
maintained in a shipping lane or focal ai'ea. for the general
protection of shipping, as in the Thames Estuary for
exaiple. In this area No. 11 Group provided patrols from
the Biurrow Deep, Lightship to the Sunk Lightship, and
occasionally a Y/ing sYvept the area from Sheppey to Southwcld
with the triple purpose of providing additional protection
to shipping, "sl-iowing the flag", and facilitating training.
Duriig the hours of dai'kness aircraft engaged on fighter
patrols kept clear of convoys for the reason given above.
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(c) Fighter protection("I)

(d) Fighter cover(2)

■  Contact betT\^een fighters and escort vessels was main

tained by VHF/RT and to a degree fighter aircraft wore depen
dent upon surface direction until such time as the develop
ment of C.H.L. lo\v-looking equipment enabled sufficient warn
ing to be obtained of the swift strikes of low-level raiders.

FC/S.23680
End. 39A

The problem of how to counter effectively the low level
raider was constantly under reviewi, and of equal importance
for immediate future development, especially in view of the
rise in the number of enemy attacks on ship'ping at night, was
how to provide increased protection for convoys after dark.
The benefit derived from the provision of a standing patrol
had always appeared doubtful; however, experiments in this
direction were made in Juno 19V1, only to be abandoned in the
following month as it v/as found that the presence of a stand
ing escort at night conferred little benefit and tended to

embarrass the convoys' A,A. defences. It vi/as, therefore,
rccoramondcd that fighter escorts should always be withdrawm.
at night and that after dark the convoys should rely on their
own. A.A. weajpons and on the protection given indirectly by
night fighters in their attongpts to intercept the enemy air
craft respaonsible for the attacks. In spite of the instruc
tions in favour of, withdrawing fighter escorts at dusk, in
practice this was not always done, but neither this direct
protection, nor improved A.A. defences, nor new methods of
interception provided a complete answer to the problem; and
so for the rest of the year 19^1, attacks at dusk, especially
off the coasts of Northumberland, Durham and East Anglia,
continued to cause anxiety.

The demands of the Russian campaign during 1942, however,
resulted in a gradual falling awray of the enemy's effort

against coastal shipping in Home waters,

(v) Measures of defence against. enemy minela.ying

Even more difficult to combat than the direct air

attack on shipping was that of aerial mine-laying.^3)

At a meeting held at Fighter Command Headquarters on
22 December 1941, between representatives of the Admiralty,
Fighter Command, A.A, Command and Balloon Command, measures
to counter enemy mine-laying aircraft were discussed.
Particular attention was given to the Thames Estuary as the

area to which the larger part of German sorties was directed.

The Commander-in-Chief, Fighter Command pointed out that

total prevention could not be expected, the most which could

ibid.

Enel. 49A

S.2713

(1) Fighter protection - This was nmeh more general in its
implementation. Aircraft were maintained at readiness

at forwai'd airfields in the Sector past which the ship
ping was proceeding, the number of aircraft maintained
at readiness being at the discretion of the Group
Controller.

(2) Fighter cover - No aircraft YJere detailed for special
protection but note vJas taken by the Group Controller
of the ships should an attack develop in the area.

(3) Losses of ALlied merchant ships by enemy mines during
the period July 1941 to February I943j ‘'’^as 80 ships tot

alling 137, 616 gross tons. So fan i.e. September, 1950>
■  it has not been possible to assess tho proportion of this

total which can be directly attributed to air laid mines,
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be done was to make mine-la3'’ing so difficult that it would be

comparatively unprofitable to the enemy.

This general conception of the problem was accepted by all
and with this end in view the Admiralty, A,A. Command and

Balloon Gomiuand accepted the refponsibilit3'‘ for carrying out
certain measures, including redisposition and additions to

existing forces, in order to implement the plan of cariTpaign.

Fighter Command itself undertook;-

(a) to have the restrictions on unseen fire relaxed.as
far as possible in the affected area, and

(b) to press on vdth the provision of C.H.L. Stations
which would offset the existing difficult3'- of tracking
enemy aircraft flying below 5^000 feet.

No. 11 Group undertook:-,

(a) to arrange fighter areas clear of gun sones in the
Thames Estuary, and

(b) to arrange on exceptionally suitable occasions
"fighter nights" in consultation with other Commands.

By 26 February 1942, a fair amount of progress was
reported; twelve paddle steamers were in process of conver

sion, mounting the maximum amount of close range armament,
searchlights and radar; a Maunsell Fort had been sunlc off

Harwich and four new types v/ore in the process of being sited
in Liverpool Bay: H.A.A. guns and searchlights had been
redisposed; all of which was sufficiently comprehensive so

long as the enemy aircraft came within range, but more
positive measures were needed if the Coffmander-in-Chief's
intention to make minelaying unprofitable was to be fulfilled.
Such action could only be taken by Fighter aircraft and the

tactics adopted by Nos. 11 and 12 Groups, in ViJhose areas the
major portion of enemy mine-laying operations took place, are
worthy of further mention.

ibid,

Enel, 156A

ibid.

Enel. 157A

No. 11 Group, while still using A.I. equipped aircraft to

intercept enemy minelayers in the Thames Estuary, also sent
fighter aircraft some distance out to sea under C.H.L. control

in order to make interception while the enemy aircraft w;ere

still x'lying a stead3'- course at a reasonable height,
efficiency of "intruder" operations against the enemy bases
was inproved by co-operation with No. 2 Group (Bomber Command)
even though it was short lived through postings overseas.

The

No. 12 Group
Op. Instr.
Nos. 32 and

To combat .enemy mine-layers operating from Flamborough
Head to Yarmouth up to a distance of 50 miles out to sea.
No. 12 Group instituted from the beginning of 1942, two
operations - "Parchment" and "Subject" - both designed to
intercept enemy aircraft by night en route to and over their
minelaying areas,
aircraft, in co-operation with searchlights on the coast

during the period of effective moonlight while the second was

with Havoc aircraft accoripahied by a single-engined aircraft
intercepting' by means of silhouette detection against the

water during the non-moonlight period.

The first was carried out by single-engin

55.

ed

At best, however, these were but temporary expedients
until such time as technical improvements in the sphere of
raid reporting should provide.the-necessary amount of warning
to enable defending fighters to locate and destroy the enemy.
As iia other fields of night ..defence, the solution to the
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problem of the aerial minelayer liad to wait upon teclinical
developments,

(vi) Defensive measures against E-boats.

Difficvilt as it was to catch the aerial minelayer, an

even greater problem was created by the use of E-boats in the

dual role of sinking ships by torpedo attacks or mine-laying.
Their activities illustrated both the difficulties confronting

Fighter Command to provide an effective antidote and the

limitations of its existing equipment*

Constructed of wood with light metal covering fore and

aft, these vessels were vulnerable enotigh if they could be

hit, but their speed and manoeuvrability made this an accora-
lolishment all too rare.

The number of E-boats employed against shipping in Home

waters during the period under review was seldom more tlian

twenty, but between July 1941 and February 1943 they
managed to sink by torpedo, attack, forty-four ships totalling
75,484 gross tons. The three fatal casualties among E-boats
at this time was not, due to any British air activity

The difficulty of bombing accurately such small targets
was recognised, but their vulnerability to cannon fire was

also appreciated. In December 1941^ No, 12 Group, Fighter
Command put into effect Operation "Marksmen" designed to
attack E-boats returning to base in daylight or damaged
vessels which were unable to reach base under cover of dark

ness,.. The use of sin^^jle-engined cannon fighters of No, 12
Group or even Beaufighters of No, 16 Group (Coastal Command)
were'used for this purpose. To overcome the difficulties of

navigation and location by the fighter aircraft. Coastal
Command aircraft led the fighter t5^es to the target area,
If the exact location of the E-boats v/as unl-cnown or Coastal-

Command aircraft were not available, sweeps by cannon-
fighters over the Texel, Ijrauiden and Hook of Holland areas
were undertaken,

Admiralty
NID/l5/x,237

BR.1337

FC/S,26966
End, '1A

No. 174 Sqdn.,
0 «R .B t

A limited number of sorties under Operation "Marksmen"
were flown by Fighter Command and an occasionfil shooting-up of
E-boats as secondary targets by other anti-shipping aircraft
of the Command was carried out, but with little or no success,(i)
Indirectly, the action of Fighter Command against enemy air
reconnaissance hampered the E-boat operations and made any
thing but swift anti-shipping strikes hazardous,

(vii) Operations - July 1941 to February 1943
The similarity of tactics employed by enemy minelayers

and long range bombers on anti-shipping sorties made it some
what difficult at times to differentiate between their

An added complication was therespective activities,

practice adopted by the enemy, on occasions, of combining the
two operations when attacking coastal objectives, thus
permitting,- only an arbitary distinction to be made.

Unfortunately it has been found impossible, so far, to
check the figures used in this chapter for direct attack at
sea and minelaying sorties by reference to existing German
records, the scanty nature of T/hich will not permit any
presentation by type of operations. Consequently, the
figures relating to enemy sorties, attacks and casualties,
^e contemporary estimates derived from R.D.F. tracking, "I(1) The causes were:

S,4 on 19.11.41 - Foundered in tow after action with British M.T.Bs.
S.53 on 19.2,42 - Foundered after collision with another E-boat.

S_,11jL on 14.3.42 - sunk In action with British M.G.Bs.
Ref. Admiralty NID/FDS. - X.237/48

(2) Between January 1942 and February 1943, aircraft of Fighter Command flew Jg^/^sortlfes specifically
against E-boats at sea and made attacks. In addition, 36 attacks were made by aircraft engaged
on other duties which fortuitously sighted E-boats, On five occasions, casualties to personnel and
damage to boats was Inflicted, but no E-boat was lost. (Ref: Fighter Command Form Y and Admiralty
blip/Fns.Xi'giv/181.
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service interception of enemy radio traffic^ and claims by the
defending forces 1,

Appendix XXXVI shows monthly totals of enemy sorties
directed against coastal shipping in Horae Waters with the number
of attacks delivered and the Allied shipping sunk,
flown by Fighter Command in aid of protection to shipping from
direct attack have also been tabulated, with oto losses and
claims for casualties inflicted on the eneny both by fighters
and ships guns.

Monthly totals of sorties flown by enemy minelayers are also
shown, but in this case, it has not been possible to include
results, as so far, differentiation between ships sunk by mines
laid from the air and those laid by surface craft or U-boat,has
not been completed.

Sorties

pc/s.23680
AH3/IIG/98
End. 80A

July 1941

In reviewing the enenyVs activities against shipping in

Home Waters for the month of July, there are two items of
special interest,
decrease in the number of enemy sorties and in the
attacks made when compared with the previous month
was brought about, undoubtedly, by the v/ithdrawals of enemy
forces from the West for operations on the Eastern Front.

Secondly, there was a further increase in the nmaber of attacks

delivered by night, a tendency already observed during the two

previous months,
enemy desired his depleted forces to avoid the attentions of

Fighter Command aircraft and thereby reduce his losses, replace
ments for which were not easily forthcoming at this time.

First, there yjus a considerable all-round
iber of

This

Prom the latter it could be deduced that the

There v/as a total of 79 attacks dirring the month of which

The main enemy effort was directed off68 took place at night,
the Northumbrian and Durhsxm coasts ,and the north coast of I'Torfdlk.

Eight ships totalling 6,888 gross tons v/ere sunk by enemy air
craft of which five were accounted for during the hours of

twilight or darkness.

Fighter Conpand*s total protective effort for the month
s'ertios with but one casualty tirirough enemy

Claims by Fighter Command for casualties inflicted on
S>at9^ amounted tOi

action,

entsny aircraft attacking shipping were;-

iProbably
DestroyedDestroyed Damap-ed

By Fighters 4 2 1

The weather during the month of July was generally good
for flying; on an average 8C^o of the days were fully opera
tional.

ibid.

End. 81A
August 1941

A furthe

during August
was slightly in excess of the previous month,
the total attacks took place during the hours of tY/ilight or

darkness and enemy successes were reduced to onl3'' t?/o ships
though their total tonnage of 6.,'662 gross tons nearly equalled

r decrease in the total enemy effort was evident
(2) though the night activities, i.c. 450 sorties,

Two thirds of

(1) June - Day 789 - Night - Not available.
July - Day 495 - Night 425-

(2) July - Day 495 - Night 425.
Aug. - Day 380 - Night 450.
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Again, the major part of the enemy'slast month's figure,
effort was made in the areas off the coasts of Northumberland,
Durham and Norfolk.

Either the gliding approach with engines throttled right
back or the low beam appi^oach at sea level continued to be

used by the enemy in making attacks with but one exception.
At 1530 hours on 2 August off Orfordness several bombs were

dropped from above cloud base near a convoy, which was being
shadoT>ied by a second aircraft flying up and down the eastern

horizon at 100/200 feet.

There was a slight reduction in the number of fighter

sorties this month i.e. conpared with ̂ ,Z6^ for duly,
and the casualty rate rose to three aircraft of which one

v;as due to enemy action and two to other causes not attri

butable to the enemy. Fighter Command's cl.aims in enemj'-
casualties also showed an increase over the July figirre.

They \vere;-
Probably

Destroyed DamagedDestroyed

By Fighters 7 2 1

The -v^^eathor during the month of A.ugust was very good;
£in average of 83^ of the days were fully operational.

The problem of tackling the dawn and dusk raider was
carried a step further during this month for at dusk on

29 August from Happisburgh, the first successful interception
under C.H.L. control Y/as accomplished.

September 19A-1

During the month of September there v/as a slight
increase in the number of enemy sorties against our shipping,
both by day and night.("I) This appeared to be in part, due
to the type of weather experienced and to the fact that the

enemy made increasing use of the twilight ho\irs for his

attacks. There were 63 attacks during the month, of which
A7 took place during the hours of twilight of darloaess.
Enemy successes rose to seven ships totalling 20,246 gross
tons, all of which were sunk durinf^ the darkest periods. The

major part of the enemy's effort was again off the East and
North East coasts, but there was also a noticeable increase

in the number of night attacks off the Y/estern coastline,
chiefly by enemy seaplanes. Of the total attacks, thirty-
nine were directed against shipping in convoy.

ibid.

Enel. 82A

The enemy' s’ methods of attack was much the same as in
Severalprevious months, but ho continued to experment.

times during the month V.H.F./R.T. communication between
three enemy aircraft attacking convoys Yias intercepted.
This intorcomimxnication was obviously used to assist in tim
ing and concerting attacks in conditions of poor visibility.
A torpedo attack made off Plamborough Hoad by an He.111
in daylight on 9 September,
this kind recorded near the shores of Britain for some

This was the first attack of

considerable time. BYrom G.A.F. traininj^ activity it v^as.
evident that an increase in such attacks was to be expected
in the future.

(1) August - Day 380 - Night 450.
September - Day 390 - Night 500,
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The Yifeather during September Y/as on the Yihole very good;
an average of 82fo of the days were fully operational; unfavour
able coastal weather and sea mists hampered our fighters on

occasions but appeared to have aided the enemy.

97
Fighter Commands total protective sorties i.e.

the loT^est recorded since the previous March, which as eixplained
above was partly due to brief periods of i.infavoixrable weather
experienced at many of the coastal aerodromes.

, were

Losses among our fighters only amounted to tim aircraft,
one of which v/as not due to enemy action,
slight decrease in the claims for enemy casualties:-

Probably
Destroyed

There Y/as also a

Destroyed Damaged

By Fighters 5 2 2

October 1941

Due to the fact that I/KG.26, which usually orjcrated off
the Northumberland and Durham coa.sts, was inactive between 4 and
24 October, there vjas a marked decrease in the number of enemy
sorties made against our shipping during the month of October,
both by day and night.(1)

It became knovm that a third of this enemy unit had
recently moved to the Russian front.

ibid.

End. 83A

The estimated total enen^y night effort on direct attack
was smaller than the previous month, but an increased amount of
minelaying was recorded. It was thoi:ight probable that this
minelaying would be further developed during the winter as an

alternative to the direct attack, because further G.A.F. units
other than those who had alv^ays specialised in minelaying were
nov/ able to carry mines when required.

There wore 41 attacks during the month, of Y/hich 33 took

Tv;enty-tv;oplace during the hours of twilight or darloiess.
attacks were delivered against shipping in convoy.

Twenty-five incidents took place while fighters were
patrolling in the vicinity of the shipping (13 by night, five
by twilight and seven by day); of these, six (one bjr night,

by twilight and four by day) occurred while aircraft
actually patrolling the ship or convoy concerned.

On the traffic traversing the east and north east coasts
fell the major part of the enemy's effort though there v\fas
slight increase in the number of attacks on the Vfest coast, all
of which took place during the hours of darkness.

In the enemy's method of attack, increasing use of shadow
ing aircraft for reporting convoy positions was in evidence.

The new Do.217 long range German bomber made more'frequent
appearances in shipping attacks during the month. Number II
Gruppe/K.G,2. which Y/as active on the East coast was now known
to be wholly equipped with these aircraft,
between enemy aircraft when attacking convoys, referred to above
was also considerably developed during the month of October,

one were

a

The use of R/T

(1) September - Day 390 - Night 500.
- Day 280 - Night 320,October
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Anti~shipping operations direct attack and minela^ying
represented about lOfo of the eneniy's total night effort for
the month. Six ships totalling 18,168 gross tons were sunk
by enemy aircraft attack.

Protective sorties made by Fighter Command showed a
further reduction i.e. October as compared with S,S7\

for September, while casualties remained at the low
figure of two.' Claims for casualties inflicted on the enemy
were much the same as the previous month

Probab]..y

DestroyedDestroyed Damaged

By Fighters 5 Nil 3

The weather ■was .very good v^ith an average of 81^o of the
days fully operational, though sea mists again hankered the
efforts to intercept low flying shadovang aircraft.

November 1941ibid.
Enel. QkA

An increase in the enemy's day effort and a substantial
rise in the nimber of attacks were the outstanding feat'ures
of operations against our coastal shipping during November.
Though the enemy's night effort shoY^ed a decrease of
con^iared with October, this Y^as counterbalanced by a corres
ponding increase in the number of minelaying aircraft.

There were 6l incidents during the month, of Yvhich 38
took place dioring the hours of twilight or darlaiess.
Sixteen incidents occurred Yvhile fighters were patrolling in
the vicinity of shipping (five by night, tivo by tY/ilight and
seven by day) of these, four (all by day) took place vdiile
aircraft were actually patrolling the convoy or ship concerned.
Thirty nine of the total attacks were made against ships in
convoy.

The 'north east coast appeared to bear the brunt of the
The most 'vulnerablo areas Ysere from theenemy's effort.

Naze to Happisburg and lAablethorpe to Flamborough.
between Cromer and the Hash 'VYas strangely untenanted.

The area

An increasing number of attacks Yvere carried out v/ithout
any adequate R.D.F. Yvarning, vdiich rather confirmed a long
suspected theory that the German anti-shipping units were
instructed to fly at sea level until a convoy YY'as sighted .and
then rise to a height sufficient to make a dive or glide
attack and release t?ieir bombs from 2,500 feet.

Air attack was again made on two convoys while passing
one another, and on that occasion the enemy aircraft were
warned by their control of the presence of a fighter escort.
The enemy aircraft YYaited to seaward of the convoys foi' half
an hour until our fighters had VYithdx'awn, before cai-rying out
the'ir attack. Five ships totalling 10,262 gross tons ’were
sunk during the month as a result of enemy aircraft attacks.

Defensive patrols by Fighter Command Yvere someY/liat
curtailed by sea mists and coastal fogs, and in consequence
sorties were reduced to a total of 4.556 for the month. No
fighters were lost by enemy action, but there Yvere two
casualties through other causes. For the first time during
the period under revieYY there were no claims by Fighter
Command aircraft of enemy casualties Yinder the headings of
destroyed or probably destroyodj only seven were claimed as
damaged.
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The weather during November was good inland with an average

of 75fo of the days fully operational, but as already mentioned,
coastal fogs curtailed operations to some extent.

December

During the month of December there was a considerable
decrease in the scale of enemy effort against our shipping in

Home T/aters as compared YJith the previous month,
carried out in the tiwilight period, however, showed an increase

of some 1 ̂ 0 over those in November,

Attacks

ibid.

End, 86a

The total number of direct attacks in December was 35? tmd
Only one
This was

represents the lowest figures since February 1941.
ship of 570 gross tons Yvas siink during the month,
offset, however, by the loss of 17 ships of 38^065 gross tons by
enemy minelaying of all kinds in Home T/aters,

Of the thirty three incidents, 27 took place at twril.ight or

at night. Seven attacks occurred while fighters were patrolling
in the vicinity of shipping (five by night and two by twilight),
but there v/ere no attacks v/hile aircraft were actually patrolling
convoys or ships,
against shipping in convoy.

Sixteen of the total attacks were directed

Most of these attacks were directed against shipping off the

North East coast betvreen Montrose and Rattray Head, and off the

Y/est coast, betw^een St. David's Head and Bardsey Island.

The high percentage of attacks without R.D.P. warning
clearly shoYJed that the enemy continued to adopt  a sea level

approach to the convoy's position,
coast at 50 to 100 feet could not genei’ally be detected byC.H.L.
Stations, and the enemy was no doubt taking full advantage of
this weakness in our R.D.E. cover.

Aircraft approaching the

In good weather conditions Fighter Command put-up
protective sorties and lost only one aircraft by enemy action.

Casualty claims on the enemy was also small amounting to two

aircraft destroyed.

ibid,

Enel. 87A
January 1942

Although there was a slight decrease in the total enemy
effort of direct attack during January, activities 83/- day
a substantial increase on that of the preceding month,(1/
considerable diminution in the nimiber of minelaying sorties was
also recorded,(2)

showe

A

d

The total number of direct attacks (52) was only one
below the figure for December (33) Hut successes were greater
fmd amounted to three ships of 9,262 gross tons,
also accounted for eleven ships of 10,079 gross tons during the
month.

Enemy mining

There Y^as a total of 32 attacks d-uring January, of which
20 took place during the hours of twilight and darkuie
Nineteen incidents occurred without adequate warning and eigh
teen while fighters Vi?ere patrolling in the vicinity of shipping
(three by night, ten by twilight and five by day); of these,
two (one by tv/ilight and one by day) occurred while aircraft

ss.

(1) Sorties for December 1941 - Day 244 - Night 23O = 474.
Sorties for January 1942 - Day 314 - Night I38 = 452.

(2) Minelaying sorties - December 1941 - ̂8@(400>
Mnelaying sorties - January 1942 - i80*
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One■were actually patrolling the convoy or ship concerned,
attack was reported as being delivered by torpedo carrying
aircraft which dropped bombs but no torpedoes, and masters
of merchant vessels also reported that enemy seaplanes had
alighted on and took off from the v/ater in the South-Western
Approaches,
convoy and the remainiiig 19 against independents.

Thirteen of the attacks were made on ships in

Fighter Command flew 3j260 defensive shipping sorties
by day and 324 by night, during which claims were made for
one enemy aircraft destroyed and one dajnaged.
amotinted to only one aircraft not due to enemy action.

The weather during January was good on the whole, but
the prevalence of cloud allowed hostile aircraft too often
to escape.

Orm losses

February 1942

During February, the enemy's effort both by day and
night -showed a substantial increase on that of the preced
ing four months. (0 This increase was mainly accounted for
by the resumption of the moderately large scale attacks off
the East Coast. On five separate days during the month the
enemy took advantage of low cloud cover to operate compara
tively large numbers of aircraft (15 to 35) in quick
succession.(2) Although the weather was operational for
fighters, it was particularly favourable for attacks on
shipping which took place between 1,200 hours and 16OO hours,
and were carried out by imits whioh normally acted as mine
layers by night. Even aerial minelaying during daylight
was carried out on occasions.

ibid.
Enel. 89A

There were 41 attacks during the month, of which eleven
took place during the twilight and dark periods. Seventeen
incidents occurred without adequate warning of the presence
of enemy aircraft. V^hile fighters were patrolling in the
vicinity of shipping, twenty-nine incidents took place and
of these, twelve (three by twilight and nine by day) occurred
while aircraft were actually patrolling the ship or convoy
concerned. Attacks were almost equally divided between
ships in convoy (20) and independents (2l).

There was a noticeable change in enemy reconnaissance
tactics during the month in as much as aircraft no longer
flew up and down the convoy lanes, but instead appeared to
prefer flying parallel to and up to 100 miles from the
coastline with only occasional deviations towards the convoy
lanes.

The enemy's increased effort did not bring a corres
ponding increase in Allied shipping losses in Home Waters,
for only two ships totalling 3>700 gross tons were sunlc
during the month.

Protective sorties by Fighter Gonimand showed an
identical increase, 4,246 sorties by day and 442 sorties by

(1) Sorties for:- October 1941 - Day 280 - Night 320 = 6OO
216 = 550
230 = 474
138 = 452
153 = 644-

II IINovember
December

334 -
244 “
314 -

II II

IIJanuary 1942 -
Februa; It II491

(2) On 2 February (35 Vo), 5 February (25V0), 6 February
(25 Vo)> 17 Februaiy (15-A/o) and on 18 February (25Vo)»
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Again our losses'only amounted to one aircraft v^hich Tjas
on the other hand claims for enemy

night.
not due to enemy action;
casualties inflicted by Fighter Command aircraft -were six

destroyed and eight damaged.

ibid

End. 9OA

March 19^

While maintaining the previous month's increase in effort

the enemy changed the area of attacks from the east to the south
coast vdth but poor results. Only two ships totalling 884 tons

The day effort (465 sorties) was notable for awere sunk,

decrease in the use of tyan-cngined aircraft .and for the exten
sive use of Me.109 bombers which flew in at sea level and thus

The total effort included a con-avoided detection by E.D.F.
siderable increase in the enemy's night activities (220 in March
as compared with 155 in February).

Thirty-one attacks v/ere delivered during the month of which

eighteen occurred either at night or during the twilight periods.
Nineteen incidents, took place without adequate Yearning of the

presence of enemy aircraft. Only one attack by day occurred

while aircraft Y?ere actually patrolling the convoy concerned,
but eleven incidents took place while fighters were patrolling
in the vicinity of shipping. Thirteen of the total attacks were

made against ships in convoy, the remainder on independents.

Fighter Command flew 5,570 protective sorties by day and

one 589 by night and although many contacts with the enemy were
made there were but fev^ combats, mostly ow/ing to cloud conditions.

Total- losses among the aircraft engaged on this commitment
amounted to six but only one was due to enemy action,
enemy appeared to have had a respite this month by way of
casualties as there Y;as only one claim for damage.

The

April 1942

Attacks against coastal shipping in April \Yere fewer than

This was partly due to lack of suitable cloud
ibid.

Enel, 9-1A for many months,
cover; for although the number of enemy sorties flo\m during
daylight (if86) were a little more than in March (465) many air
craft did not come near the coast. A decrease in the enemy's

night effort coincided T;ith an increase in his reprisal raids
overland during the second half of the month. On the south

coast lov; flying Me. 109 Bombers continued their activity with
little material success.

There were ten attacks during the month of which one took

place at night and one at twilight. Nine incidents occxirred
without adequate warning of the presence of enemy aircraft. No

attacks took place wdiile aircraft were actually patrolling
convoys or ships, but two incidents occurred while fighters "were
patrolling in the vicinity. Attacks were equally divided
betv/een ships in convoy and those sailing independently. No

ships were sunk in coastal waters by air attack during this

month, but five ships of 9,7'10 gross tons were lost by mine.

Fighter Command flew/ 5>994 sorties by day and 448 sorties
by night claiming two enemy aircraft destroyed, one probably
destroyed and one damaged. Ow/n losses, only amounted to two,
of vvhich one w/as due to enemy action.

May 1942

More favourable weather conditions during May allow/ed the

enemy to increase his effort both by day and night (515 sorties
by day and 155 by night) and attacks also reached the average
level, i.e. about 50 (24 by day, four by night, twro by twilight).

SECRET
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No attacks occurred v/hile aircraft were actually patrolling

convoys or ships, but nine incidents took place ■while fighters
■were in the vicinity of shipping,
delivered Y/ithout adequate Vi/arning of the presence of the

Of the total attacks, tv/elve were against shipping

lY/enty-six attacks were

enemy,
in convoy, the remainder against ships sailing independently»
Eor the second month in succession no Allied ships were lost
by enemy air action in coastal waters and only three ships
totalling gross tons were sunk by mines.

lev; 3,680 defensive shipping sortiesFighter Commfmd
by day and 208 by night and claimed seven enemy aircraft
destroyed, two probably destroyed and six damaged,
losses totalled four, all of which occurred through causes
other than enemy action.

Own

June 194-2

ibid*
Enl. 94A

Enemy activity declined sharply by day during J\ine but
increased a little by night (419 sorties by day 170 sorties
by night). The movement of enemy units and a change of
tactics.to land bombing appeared to be the main contributions
tovi/ards the reduction of effort. Devoting the major portion
of the anti-shipping effort to the Arctic convoys, the
attacks on shipping in Home Waters were made mostly by Me.109
Fighter-bombers.

There were twelve incidents during the month of which
two took place at night and five by 'bY/ilight. Three attacfe
occurred v/hile aircraft were actually peitrolling the ship or
convoy concerned and nine took place Y/hile 1‘ighters were in
the vicinity. Five of the attacks were delivered without
adequate Y/arning of the enemy’s pr.,'sence. Eight attacks
were made on shipping in convoy the remainder against
independents. Only one ship of 345 gross tons was the
victim of air attack during the month but four ships totall
ing 2,310 gross tons were lost by mines.

Fighter Command fleYV 4,066 sorties by day and 269 by
Moderate success v/as claimed - tY/o enemy aircraft

but
night.
destroyed, tYvo probably destroyed and four damaged
fighter bombers took full advantage of cloud cover to get
away quickly,
bj'’ enemy action.

OYm losses totalled five, of which two were

July 1942

ibid.
End, 95A

In July the enemy's total effort aga^inst coastal shipp
ing was the highest of the year (628 sorties by day and 200
by night).

Attacks increased by lOC^ over June, most of v/hich
occured in the Channel area. The enemy's fighter-bombers
appeared to have been reinforced and managed to sink two
ships totalling 1,460 gross tons. Lack of warning of low
flying aircrsift was still a great handicap in the successful
interception of these raids. Patrolling fighters found
considerable difficulty in spotting the fast low flying
fighter-bombers (Me.109s and F.¥. 190s usually in pairs or
fo^urs) who were well camouflaged and hard to detect in hazy
conditions. Long range bombers made their attacks from
2,000 feet.

There were tv^enty-four attacks during the month of
which one occurred at night and four by tvi/ilight.
incidents took place Virithout adequate v;arning.
occurred while aircraft were actually patrolling the ship or

SECRET
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Of the total attacks, seven 'were made againstconvoy concerned,
ships in convoy, the remainder on independent shipping.

Fighter Command flew 4,009 sorties by day and 173 by night,
claiming six enemy aircraft destroyed and two damaged,
losses totalled five, of v/hich only one was due to enemy action.

Own

August 1942

ibid.

End. 98A
Although the enemy stepped-up his total effort still fiurther

in August (649 sorties by day and 258 by night), increased
success did not materialise. Fighter-bomber sorties appeared
to decline but those of the long range bombers increased, due

Itirgely to the temporary return of II]/K.G-.26 from Norvi/ay to
Y/estem France. Good defensive fire power of the ships and the
inaccuracy of the attacks resulted in no ship sinkings for the
month. Neither were there any losses by mine.

Only eleven attacks viere made during the month of vi/hich

three took place at tYJilight. One occurred while aircraft were

actually patrolling the convoy concerned. Lack of adequate
warning of the presence of the enemy occurred on seven occasions.

ShipiJing in convoy v/as subjected to four attacks; the remainder

were made against independent ships^ As in previous months
attacks were limited to the south coast.

Fighter Command flew 3,054 sorties by day and 144 by night
but without success; nor suffered any casualties.

September 1942 - February 1943

T/ith the exception of October, the eneny* s total effort
- IO5A against coastwise shipping.under'ffay -within Home YTaters from

September onwards, gradually declined,Y ) Although  a total of
seventy-three attacks (69 by day and 4 by night) were made dioring
this five-monthly period, there w/ere no further ships sunk.

ibid,

Enel. 99A

The enemy's attention appeared to be transferred to
concentrations of vessels in harbours such as Dartmouth and

Poole with limited success.

Aerial Hinelaying was continued on a very modest scale -until

the end of the year but vjsls stepped-up to 95 arid 98 sorties

respectively for the first two months of 1943.(2)

Fighter Command continued to fly protective sorties by day
and by night, the latter only up to the end of the year, but
decreased their effort in accordance v/ith the demands.(3) .
Their encounters with enemy aircraft also declined and only dur
ing tvm months of this period v/ere 'there any claims of success

(1)' Enemy sorties were:- Sept, by day 480 - by night 187
574 -
417 -
340 -

362 -
325 -

ttI? t! I) 122Oct,
It fiII II 40Nov,

Dec,
fttl M 33

n ti It
41Jan.1943

Feb,

(2) Losses of Allied merchant ships by all forms of enemy mine
laying for the period September 1942 to February 1943 was

seven ships totalling 2,8l6. gross tons,
(3) Fighter Command sorties:-

Sept. 1942 by day 2737 - by night 108
Oct,
Nov,
Dec,

Jan. 1943
Feb.

IIIt II
25

63tt It 2178 -
1879 -
1549 -
1384 -
1599 -

ti !ttt

It tl ft W It
94

tl!l It II tt
47

II tt tl tl Nil
IIII It tl tl Nil
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(November three destroyed. February 1943 ~ four destroyed
two probably destroyed). Our losses dioring the period
amounted to eight aircraft of which only two were due to

enemy action,

(viii) Conclusion

With the excexJtion of the first four months of the
enem^i^'s renewed offensive against shipping in Home Watersj(1)
the campaign as a whole must be regarded as a failure.

?/hen an advantage against Allied shipping could have
been gained, the necessary air forces were not available for

this commitment and the chance of any decisive success was

alloTved to slip- away through pirooccuijations in other spheres.

Training of new? aircrew for anti-shipping operations was

poor - with the exception of the torpedo arm in 1942 - and to

this must be added the constant ?/astage of experienced crev\?s

by their diversion to land bombing by night.

The possibilities of success in Home Waters, especially
in torpedo-bomber attacks, were never realised for tvvo
reasons,

were transferred to Norway after their initial operation, and

secondly, because available anti-shipping aircraft were often

frittered away on land target bombing operations.

The G.A.P,, therefore, with its wade commitments on the

Russian and Mediterranean fronts, no longer had the power of
concentration, and continued losses of expei’ienced anti

shipping crews and material on other operations led to a
steady." decline in their striking power -which existing train
ing facilities appeared unable to o-vercome.

Firstly because the torpedo carrying aircraft

There is no denying the fact that this campaign led the

Home Command to concentrate a substantial fighter force for
the protection of shipping in Coastal Waters. As can be

seen from Appendix XXXVl Fighter Command flew approximately
80,000 sorties during the period on this coimnitment alone,
-■which appeared to be far in excess of those needed to combat
the limited German force left in the west.

The problem of intercepting and destroying enemy
raiders especially the very low level fighter-bomber and
aerial mine-laj'-ing remained unsolved, but it appeared to be
ansTf/erable by the technician, rather than the tactician.
Once the development of lo-v;-level scanning was successfully
accomplished, the major d'ifficulties of the defending
fighters w/ould be largely mitigated.

Until such time, however, it seemed that the only
alternative w'as a surfeit of preventative sorties, which,
although monotonous to the forces concerned appeai'ed to be
justified by the fail-ure of the G.A.F. to make any but a
slight impression on the amount of shipping maintained in
coastal waters.

U; From March to June 1941, enemy aircraft svink
ships totalling 173-, 534 gross tons in Home Yfaters •
AO ‘T'vU.ei o4-
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It was not until January 1942, that aircraft of Fighter
Command participated in a planned offensive against Geman
E-boats, Prior to this date fighter aircraft during the course
of other duties attacked these small targets with machine gim
and cannon fire whenever they were encountered,
January 1942 and February 1943> the enemy was attacked on fifty-
three occasions by aircraft of Fighter Command employed
specifically on Anti-E-boat operations, and on thirty-six
occasions by other fighter aircraft, but failed to inflict

anything more serious than damage to some of the boats and

casualties among the personnel.

Between

A'dmiraltj'’
I'lIB/FDS

Xo35V50
and

X, 237/48

The Senior Officer E-boats in his report to higher
authority dated June 1942, commented for the first time on the
presence of enemy air forces,
the enemy air forces compels E-boats to operate more and more
in the dark hours".

He stated: The strength of

In a subsequent report dated October 1942,
a further coimnent on the same subject stated:-
by E-boats cannot be carried out during the periods of full moon

in the Dover Strait owing to the presence of enemy night fighters
equipped with radar".

Torpedo attacks

From these two remarks, plus the fact that no fatal
casualties were inflicted on E-boats, it thus appears that while
fighter aircraft did not, so far, constitute any major threat
to E-boat operations, they had nevertheless driven the E-boats to
confine their activities to the darkest periods of the month.
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(ix) E-boat oporations and R.A.F, Coimter-measures -
July 1941 to February 1943

During the last five months of 19^.|.1, the Eermiins commis
sioned tliree new flotillas of S-boats (5th, 6th and 8th).
This, together with the release of the 1st, 2nd and 3rd
Flotillas from Baltic operations, led F. d S. to hope for a
much greater sca,le of attack on British coastal sliipping but
the High Coimnand decreed otherv/ise. Hitler insisted on the
transfer of flotillas to Northern Nonvay and to the Mediterra-

Consequently the 4th Flotilla continued alone during
August, lirst from Boulogne when one ship was su'ilc out of
convoy Clv.45 of^f Dungeness on the night of the 11th and then
from Rotterdam after mid-August v;hen a ship was smile from
convoy FN.507 off Cromer on the night of 20 August,
September the 2nd Flotilla joined up at Rotterdam,
convojrs were attacked during the month, both off Cromer, in
which three ships ?/ere smik and one damaged. For  a while the
4th i'loxllla was moved to Chei'bourg in October but by the end
of the month boxh flotillas were operating from Rotterdam
again, Onif one convoy was attacked successfully,
FN.531 some 20 miles east of Cromer
were sunlc.
Four

lie an.

During
Two

this being
on the 12th v/hen two ships
^  ' best month since March.November was the E-boats*

War Diary
of

F, d S.

ibid

^convoys vrere attacked on different nights between Cromer
and Southwold resulting in seven ships of 17,715 tons bein?^
smik.

Darin?- one of these convoy actions (19/2O November) S.i.l
was severely dama;-:ed by destroyer gmifire. She was talcen in
tow by ano'cher E-boat but fomidered soon afterwards to the
northeast of Yarmouth. iUthough several E-boats have been
claimed as sunlc during these I94I attacks

O

on east coast sliip-
ping, this constituted the only loss suffei-ed by them during
the whole year.

Air patrols in the southern part of the North Sea at dawn,
and on moonlight nights continued during the last half of

1941 but on a diminishing soal.e, A total of 89 sorties were
despatched but only resiated in one Inconclusive attack.
There were, however, 51 attacks made by Fighter or Coastal
Command aarcraFt on other tasks who fortuitously sighted
E-boats. None inflicted any damage. In December I94I,
No. 12 Group Fighter Command introduced an operation desig
nated '’Marksmen" whereby single engined cannon fighters were
used on occasions to sweep at dawn for E-boats retux-ning to
base late or in a damaged coadi
under cover of darkness.

dusk

on 3,nd une,ble to malce harbour

H.Q.C.C.
Narrative

and

No, 16 Grj).
O.R.B.

F.C.

s.26966
End. 1A

The end of year E-boat activity was of considerable
concern to both Air and Naval authorities,
been

The ma-':ter had

raised at the 231th meeting of the Admiralty Trade Protec
tion Committee but there had by the end of December been little
pi’ogress tovrards solving the x’^roblem of interception and

C.C.

s.15206
E.ncl, 12A

The convoy route off East Angdia vms of necessity
far distant from the shore that vrarning of the approach of
these small craft could not be relied upon by shorebased radar
in time to enable naval forces to intercept. Regarding the
employment of^aircraft, the foggy nights so often utilised by
E-boais invariabl3'- had either grounded the air forces or made
any form of low level attack impracticable.

attack.
so

In the Dover area, a T-rpe 271 10 c.m. radar station had
enabled many naval interceptions to talce place and it was,
tnerefore, suggested by the R.A.F. Liaison officer at Dover
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that a similar scheme be tried off the east coast but using a
range A.S.V. instead o? the

If this aircraft could be in V.II.]?. com

munication from a C.H.L. station, the information uhich it
provided coiild be convei'ted into a running plot and utilised
for controlled interception by light naval forces. This
scheme v/as tried in co-operation Virith M.&.Bs based on Yarmouth

between 8 and February/ 19h2 and shov/ed great promise.

Vdiitley aircraft fitted with Ion
shore ralar.CO

C'

In further examination of the possibilities and to
discuss any other suggestions the A,0.C,-in-C, Coastal Comiiiand

held a conference at his headquarters on 19 February which v/as
attended by representatives of the Admiralt3i", Air Ministiy,
Coastal Command, the Nore Naval Command, No, 10 G-roup Fighter
Comraid and T.R.E.

the best method of control under existing circumstances was
direct bet¥/een the A.S.V. aircraft. No, 16 G-roup Coastal
Command and the Nore Command,

After much discussion, it was agreed that

To assist the aii-craft iia

ibid

Encl,27A

determiining its exact position a s.ystem of A.S.V. beacons was

suggested and adopted with a request that this be put to the
Air Ministry as an operational requirement,
aircraft had located E-boats, a sighting report vras to be sent
to No, 16 G-roup from vdience it -v/ould, through the Nore Command,
be used to direct M.&.Bs already/ positioned in v/aiting groups
lying 25 to 30 miles off shore. It was estimated that the
M.&.Bs vrould receive directive orders within five minutes of
the aircraft's first reuort.

After the A.S.V.

As additional means of guiding
the AI.&.Bs to the position it was agreed that the aircraft

should carry flares and lay a line from the target towards
the advancing M.&.Bs yriiich would not only provide a final
visual indication but illuminate the target itself.

The conference stressed that the above scheme was made

as simple as possible but refinements could be introduced in
the light of actual experience,
operation “Hoden” and issued to all concerned on  1 March 1942,
The details followed closely the lines suggested in the
conference vd.th the provision that, as v/ell as surface craft,
Beaufighters or Hudsons could be used for offensive action.

The reconnaissance A.S.V. aircraft were given a patrol area
between 5200N and 55'!ON latitudes extending from East Anglia
to tho Dutch coast.

The scheme wa.s known as
ibid

Encl.32A

The fii'st sorties on Operation Hoden were flov;n on
10 March 1942 but owing to the acute shortage of A.S.V, air
craft onl5r 22 sorties v;ere subsequent!:/ despatched up to the
end of June and no E-boats were located,
was

that E-boat operations off the East Coast were at  a low ebb
d'uring the first half of 19^;2 and late in June were trans
ferred entirel:/ to the Western Channel.

This lack of resuNo,IS Grp.
O.R.B.

from March

to June 19^i-2.

lt

not onlj^ due to the tin:/ effort employed but to the fact

The year 19^(E opened with onl}'- the 2nd and 4th Flotillas
totalling 12 boats operating from Rotterdam,
v/as in Northern Norv/ay, the 3rd Flotilla en I’oute to Sicily

The 8th Flotilla

(l) The long range A.S.V. v/as expected to give the follov:ing
re suit s:-

(a) On low coast lines - land returns up to 40 miles,
(b^ On E-boat groups - contacts at 20 miles,
(c) On A.S.V. beacons for fixes - up to 100 miles,
(d) On navigational buo3''s - no recognisable contacts.
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¥ar Diary vla^the Rhine canal system, the 6fh Flotilla still under
training, and the 1st and 5th Flotillas refitting and under
triiils at Kiel, The C.A.F, v;as by now caught uj> in the
Russian^ Camx^aign and ver^* little reconnaissance co-operation
was available so that vfith the E-boat strength at its lowest
figure it is not surprising that few attacl
December 1941 and June 1942, and only
sunlc, (1)

were made betwe

of

F. d S.

en

one merchant ship v:as

cs

Hovfever, the slender E-boat force v/as not idle. As
direct attack was difficult in defaiuLt of &.A.F. location
reports, increased niinelaying was undertalcen both off our east
coast and along our English Chmmel coast. During this same
period there were 214 sorties on this task in the course of
vdiich 1,21^. mines vrere laid. The approximate positions of
these lays^are knom by reference to the E-boat Command War
iary and it is possible to allocate about 12 merchant ships
of 27,000 tons as victims to these mine fields out of the
total of 2Z(. ships lost
first six months of 1942,

mines around our coasts during theon

Air countermeasirres were mde-rtaJeen almost entirely by
Fighter Commsmd there being only 29 sor-fcies by Coastal Command
with no attacks. Under Operation Marksmen Fighter Command
despatched 57 sorties of T;h}.ch 31 attacked and on 22 other
occasions attacks were made by aircraft on other missions,
i'lo damage was inflicted on any E-bcat.

F.C.

No,174 Sqdn,
0,R,B,

Many engagements took place between our ov/n light naval
forces and E-boats resulting in numerous claims to have sunk
n-boats. In fact only two were lost. S.53 was scuttled
following a collision with S.39 d'oring an action off Yarmouth
on 19/20 February and S.111 after sustaining damage in action
east of Cromer v/as intercepted early on 15 March 10 miles west
of Ymuiden and sunlc by M.G-.Bs.

On the 28 June 1942, the available E-boats, totalling
not more than twelve, v/ere moved to Cherbourg for raining and
^rpedo operations against our south coast convoys. Convoy
^.1o3 was^ attacked early on 9 July when 25 miles southy/est of
Portland Bill. Five merchant ships and an armed trawler were
sunk y/ith no loss to themselves. August say/ a re/Lisposition
o  ohe E-boa-cs back to Dutch ports and both minela-ing axid some
torpedo operations took place off the East Coast during tliis
month and September. However, no success against merchant
supping was scored either by mine or torpedo. During these
three months. Fighter Command despatched 27 sorties against
-boats. Four attacks v/ere made and in addition there wore
14 more by aircraft on other missions,
inflicted.

No dam.age was

War Diary
of

F. d S.

The appearance of E-boats in the Channel early in Judy
had prompted the Adjniralty to place on trial some Albacoi-es
oi the Fleet Air Arm to supplement, particularly at night, the
Fighter Command sorties in the Dover Strait area. Being
already fitted with V.H.F. radio these Albacores, armed with
100 lb. bombs, were eminently suited for vectoring on to a
target by the Eround Control Interceirblon in tl:iis area mder

C.C.

s.15213
Encl.117A

(1) This v/as S. S. Horseferry (Br.) -
Yarmouth on"l1 Mai-oh 19i.|2.

951 tons to the N.E of

(95171)3 SECRjIP
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No, 11 G-roup Fighter Command. However, no interceptions were
made during JitLy and as recounted the S-boat flotillas v;ere
moved back i,nto the North Sea in August,

From October 1941 there was much increased S-boa,t

activity occasioned by the arrival from G-ermany of the 5th
and 6th Flotillas where they had been refitting and training.
Half the force operated in the Western Channel and half in
the North Sea, During the last tliree months of 19li2 four
convoys were attacked in the Pl^nnouth area resiolting in the
sinJoing of foiir cargo vessels, one destroj^er and triree armed
trawler escorts and between Lo’.?estoft and Cromei- four convoys
lost nine cargo vessels sunlc and three seriously damaged.
Two M.T.Bs were lost in action against these E-boats. In
the period Fighter Command aircr'aft carried out 54 sorties
and made 18 attacks. Coastal Command despatched 41 sorties
but only tvro attacks resulted. In no case, eithei' by air
attack or in the frequent engagements ?;ith naval light forces,
v?as any E-boat sunlc although there were some cases of slight
damage.

War Diary
of

F. d S.

O.R.Bs of

No,l6 Crp. C.C.
and

No.174 Sqdn.
F.C.

During the first two months of 1943 E-boat activities
slackened off because of bad ;?eather in January and the pro-
tra,cted escort up Chaimel d\.iring February of a returning
surface ainciliaiy raider.
E-boat tactics,

time had passed when groups of E-boats coild lie at night
Tfaiting near navigational marks for convoys to appear. The
increasing use of radar in British escort vessels had now

made this impossible. Instead, E-boat strikes had to leave
harbour at high speed direcb for a pre-conceived target and
all sorties must leave at nightfall and return befoi-e day
light owing to the British air patrols. Attacks by these
aircraft had not so fai’ been lethal but it ¥:as stupid to go on
offering them da3'-light targets and expect continued immunity.
Moreover such sightings wiien sorties were setting out gave
the British gratuitous warning of the intended oneration.

There was also a reappraisal of
In his V/ar Diaiy, F. d D. noted that the

War Diary
of

F. d S.

No attacks were made b3'- E-borts during January'- and only
one success occurred in February. This ?ms an attack in

Lyme Bay on convoy 1YP.30C in v/iiich one merohajit vessel and two
escorting armed trav/lers v;ere suilc. Coastal Command flew 16

sorties duiring the two months for one attack and Fighter
Command 60 sorties for fovor attacks. No damage vfas
inflicted,

suiik.

No. 4 buoj'- east of Lov/estoft.

Several naval claims v/ere rarade but onl,y S.71 was
Tiiis v;as in a destroyer action on 1? Februaiy near

O.R.Bs of

No,11 Grp. F.C.
and

No,16 Grp. C.C.

ES 95171/1(4)/bn.6233 30 7/50 R SECRET
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COASTAL COMMAND

ORDER OP BATTLE

15th Junej 19M

Spitfirq/BlenheimNo. 1 Photographic Eeoonnaissanoe UnitBenson

No. 15 G-roup H.Q. Liverpool

Blenheim P.
Hudson

Beaufighter
Whitley
Hudson

Wellington
Liberator
Cataljjia
Catalina
Anson
Catalina
imson

No. 254 Squadron
No. 233 Squadron
No. 143 Squadron
No, 502 Squadron
No. 224 Squadron
No, 221 Squadron
No, 120 Squadron (forming)
No, 209 Squadi'on
No. 240 Squadron
No. 48 Squadron (Part)
No. 210 Squadron
No, 48 Squadron (Part)

Aldergrove
II X
II

Limavady X
II X
II

X

Nutts Comer

Lough Erne X
It

X

Hooton Park x
Oban

Port Ellen,
Islay

Bowmore, Islay//
Iceland

X

X

No, 119 Squadron
No, 98 Squadron
No, 204 Squadron
No. 269 Squadron (Part)
No. 330 Squadron Norw. (foming) Northrop

C, and G . flying boats
Bat t le/Hurr icane
Sunderland
Hudson

It
X

It
X

No, 16 Group H.Q. Chatham

North Coates No, 22 Squadron Beaufort
No. 86 Squadron Beaufort
No. 206 Squadron (Part) Hudson
No. 2Z|-8 Squadron Blenheim P,
No. 500 Squadron Ansor/Blenheim G.R.
No. 1403 Met, Plight Blenheim
No. 59 Squadron (Part) Blenheim G.R.
No. 816 Squadron P.A.A, (Part) Swordfish
No. 59 Squadron (Part) Blenheim G^R,
No. 816 Squadron P.A.A,' (Part) Swordfish
No, 404 Squadron R.C.A.P, (forming)Blenheim P.
No. 407 Squadron R.C.A.P. (forming Blenh.eim P,

M

Bircham Newbon

It

It

Detling
It

Thorney Island
It

It

It

No, 18 Group H.Q. Pitreavie Castle

Sul lorn Voe //
Wick //

(Part)
(Part)

No. 201 Squadron
No. 269 Squadron
No. 220 Squadron
No. 612 Squadron
No. 1406 Met. Plight

C" Plight P.R.U,
No, 201 Squadron
No. 23 5 S quadron
No. 42 Squadron
No, 320 Squadron Dutch
No, 114 Squadron B.C. (on loan) Blenheim G.E.
No. 608 Squadron
No. 48 Squadron (Part) .
No, 812 Sqxaadron P.A.A.
No, 235 Squadron (Part)

Sunderland
Hudson
Hudson

Whitley
Spitfire
Spitfire/BlenIt

(Part)
(Part)

Beaufort

Hudsor/Anson

Blenheim G.R.
Anson
Swordfish
Blenheim P,

heim
Sunderland
Blenheim P,

It

If
X

It

It

Invergorden //
Dyce
Leuchars

tl

It

Thornaby //
Stornoway x
Hatston

Sumburgh

DS 6429V-1 (583) SECRET
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No. 19 Croup H.Q. Plymouth

//St. EVal No. 217 Squadron
No. 55 Squadron
No. 236 Squadron
No. 206 Squadron
No. V+Ok Met. Flight
B" Plight P.E.U.
No. 10 Squadron R.A.A.P.
No. 236 Squadron (Part)

(Part)

(Part)

It

Beaufort

Blenheim G.R.

Blenheim P.

Hudson

Blenheim

Spitfir e/Blenheim
Sunderland

Blenheim P,

It

M

//
n

It

!l

Pembroke Dock x

Oarew Cheriton x

No. 200 Group Gibraltar

// Londor/Catalina/ SwordfishNo. 202 Squadron

West Africa

Freetown

Bathurst
No. 95 Squadron
No. 200 Squadron

Sunderland

Hudson

X

X

Note;- X Signifies Squadrons almost exclusively employed on A/U duties.
// Those intermittently so employed.

Establishment, Strength and Average Daily Availability during June

Average
Availability

I.E. I,R. Serviceable U/S

65 7 19 179 Plying boat Squadrons.

26 G.R. and Pighter Squadrons. 495 25

45

2814O8 110

298560 32 129453

1618 22 P.A.A. Squadrons

469578 32 131 305TOTALS

5 Met. Plights of total I.E. 5 plus.3 -l.R. and 2 P.R.U. Plights of total I.E.
8 plus 4 I.R.

N.B. No. 120 Liberator, No. 404,Blenheim, No. 407 Hudson and No. 330 Northrop
Squadrons were forming. (Total I.E. 6l plus ,8, I.R. and strength
26 aircraft).

C.C. Location Statement

Air Ministry Operational Squadron States. Yol. 4.
Air Ministry Daily Strength. Vol, 6.

References
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COASTAL GOMvIAM)

ORDER OP BATTLE

15th June, 1942

No. 1 Photographic Reconnaissance UnitBenson

Catalina/ Sunderland
Hudson

Spitfir e/lo s quito/Maryland

No. 202 Squadron
No. 233 Squadron (Part)
No. 1 P.R.U, (Part)

Gibraltar X

X

Iceland

No, 269 Squadron
No, 612 Squadron
No. 350 Squadron Norw. (Part)
No. 1407 Met. Plight

Hudson

Whitley
Nortlu-op/ Catalina
Hudson

Kaldadarnes

Reykjavik

X

X

X

No. 13 Group H.Q. Liverpool

No. 206 Sqioadron
No. 1402 Met. Plight
No. 224 Scjuadi'on
No, 119 Squadron (re-forming)
No. 201 Squadron
No. 422 Squadron R.C.A.P.
(forming)
No, 120 Squadron
No. 220 Squadron
No. 228 Squadron
No. 423 Squadron R.C.A.P.
(forming)
No. 500 Squadron

Aldergrove Hudson

Hudson/Spitfire/Gladiator
Hudson

Catalina

Sunderland

Catalina

X

Tiree

Lough Erne

X

II
X

It

Nutts Comer x Liberator

Portress

Sunderland

Sunderland

X

Oban X

Stornoway HudsonX

No, 16 Group H.Q. Ohatliam

Bircham Newton No. 235 Squadron
No, 407 Squadron R.C.A.P.
No. 320 Squadron Dutch
No. 1401 Met. Plight

Beaufighter
Hudson

Hudson

Hudsor/Mo s quito/Spitf irq/
Gladiator

Hudson Air/Sea Rescue
Hudson

Hampden
Beaufighter
Hudson

Hampden

Blenheirt/Beaufighter
/mson Air/Sea Rescue

No. 279 Squadron
No. 59 Squadron
No. 415 Squadron E.C.A.P
No, 236 Squadron
No. 233 Squadron (Part)
No..489 Squadron R.N.Z.A.P,
(forming)
No. 143 Squadron
No. 280 Squadron (forming)

North Coates

Wattisham

Thorney Island

Detling

No. 18 Group H.Q. Pitreavie Castle

Dyce No. 254 Squadron
No. 404 Squadron R.C.A.P
No. Lf4- Squadron (training)
No. 455 Squadron R.A.A.P.
(training)
"H" Plight P.R.U.
No. 210 Sqiiadron

No. 2^-8 Squadron
No. 608 Squadron
No. 48 Squadron
No. 86 Squadron
No. 1406 Met. E’light
"C" Plight P.R.U.
No, 330 Squadron Norvif. (Part)

SECRET

Blenheim P,

Blenheim P,

Hampden
Hampden

Mo s quito/Spitfire
Catalina

Beaufighter
Hudson

Hudson

Beaufort

Hudsor/Spitfire
Mb s quito/Spitfire
Catalina amphibian

Leuchars

//Sullom Voe

Sumburgh
Wick //

/
!!

Woodhaven //

DS 6Z^9Vi (585)
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No,19 Group H.Q. Plymouth

Mount Batten X No. 10 Squadron R.A.A.P.
No. 461 Squadron R.A.A.P.
(forming)

X No. 502 Squadron
X No. 53 Squadron
X No, 58 Squadron

No. 1404 Met. Plight
"B" Plight P.R.U.

X No, 172 Squadron
X No. 51 Squadron B.C,
X No, 77 Squadron B.C.
X No. 311 Squadron B.C. Czech

(on loan)
X No. 504 Squadron B.C. Polish

(on loan)

No;^;- X Signifies Squadrons almost exclusively employed
// Those intermittently so employed.

Establishment, Strength and liverage Daily Availability during June 1942

Sunderland

Sunderland
II

St. Eval ■?diitley
Hudson

■’ffhitley
Hudson

Spitfire/Blenheim
Wellington Leigh Light

.  (on loan) Whitley

.  (on loan) Whitley

II

tl

ft

II M

Chivenor
I!

It

Talbenny Wellington

WellingtonDale

A/U duties.on

Average daily
Availability

I.E. Serviceable U/SI.E.

6 Plying boat Squadrons.

31 G.R. and Pighter Squadrons 484 114
including those on loan

48 7 32 22 28

356 134 201

532 121 388 156 229

5 Met. Plights 34 17 21 19 15

No. 1 P.E.U. 58 15 59 12 40

1 A.S.E. Squadron 16 4 12 10

4 Plying boat Squadrons forming 30

1 Torpedo Squadron forming

1 A.S.R. Squadron, foraiing

16

16

6 3 2  non-operational

4 15 4 non-operational

4 non-operational

C.C, Location Statement
,A.M, Operational Squadrons States, Vol, 8,
A,M, Daily Strength Rettirn, Vol, 10,

References
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COASTAL COMMM)

OEDER OP BATTLE

15th October. 1942

Nos. 540 , 541, 542 , 543 and 544 Mosquito/Spitfire/
Squadrons P.R.U*

(Plights detached at Leuchars,
St. Bval and Gibraltar)

No. 53 Squadron

W ellington/Anso n

Hudson

Benson

West Indies X

Gibraltar No. 202 Squadron
No. 233 Squadron
No. 544 Squadron P.R.U. (Part)

Catalina

Hudson

Spitf ire/?/ellingtor/ Anson

X

X

Iceland

No, 269 Squadron
No, 330 Sqioadron Norw. (Part)
No. 73 Squadron U.S.N.
No. 1407 Met. Plight

Kaldadarnes

Reykjavik
Hudson

Northrop/Catalina III
Catalina III

Hudson

X

X

II
X

It

No, 15 Group H.Q, Liverpool

Spitfir e/Hudsor/Gladiator
Liberator

Portress

Sunderland

Sunderland

Aldergrove
Ballykelly

No. 1402 Met. Plight
No. 120 Sqmdron
No, 220 Squadron
No, 201 Squadron
No. 422 Squadron R.C.A.P.
(forming)
No, 206 Squadron
No, 279 Squadron A.S.R. (Part)
No. 228 Squadron
No. 423 Squadron R.C.A.P.
(forming)

X

X

Lough Erne X
II

Benbecula Portress

Hudsor/Albermarle
Sunderland

Sunderland

X

II

Oban X

II

Stornoway No.- 58 Squadron WhitleyX

No, 16 Group H.Q. Chatham

Bircham Newton No. 320 Squadron Dutch
No, 254 Sqioadron.
No, 811 Squadron P.A.A.(on loan) Swordfish
No, 812 Squadron P.A.A.(on loan) Swordfish
No. 521 Met. Squadron Mbsquito/Spitfire/Hudson
No, 279 Squadron A.S.R. (Part) Hudsor/Alberraarle
No. 280 Squadron A.S.E.
No. 143 Squadron
No, 236 Squadron
No, 816 Squadron P.A.A.(on loan) Svrordfishi
No, 819 Squadron P.A.A.(on loan) Swordfish

Liberator

Liberator

Hudson

Beaufighter

Anson

Blenheiir/Beaufighter
Beaufighter

.  59 Squadron (converting)
•  86 Squadron (converting)

No

No

Langham
North Coates

II

Thomey Island

II

No. 18 Group H.Q. Pitreavie Castle

Beaufighter/Blenheim
Har^^den
Hampden
Hampden
ifosquite
Catalina III

Catalina

Hudson

Hampden
Wellington Leigh Light
Whitley
Spitfire/Hudsor/ Albermarle

No, 404 Squadron
No. 144 Squadron
No. 455 Squadron R.C.A.P.
No, 415 Squadron R.C.A.P.
No. 540 Squadron P.R.U. (Part)
No, 530 Squadron Norw. (Part)
No, 210 Squadron
Wo, 48 Squadron
No, 489 Squadron R.N.Z.A.P.
No. 179 Sqmdron
No, 612 Sqmdron
No. 1406 Met. Plight

Dyoe
Leuchars

II

II

Woodhaven

Sullom Voe

Sumb\argh
Wick

X

X

DS 6429Vi(587) SECRET
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Wo, 19 Group E.Q, Plymouth

Beaulieu

Mount Batten

Pembroke Dock

Hamworthy
St. Eval

X No. 22A Squadron
X No. 10 Squadron R.A.A.E.

No. 119 Squadron (re-equipping) SunderDxnd.
X No. 461 Squadron R.A.A.P.
X No. 502 Squadron
X No. 407 Squadron R.C.A.P.
X No. 10 O.T.U. B.C. (on loan) Yfhitley

No. 543 Squadron P.R.U. (Part) Spitfire
No, 1404 Met, Plight

X No. 172 Squadron
// No, 235 Squadron
X No, 311 Squadron Czech.
// No. 2IjB Squadron
X No. 304 Squadron Polish

Liberator

Sunderland

Sunderland

• T/hitley
Hudson

Hudsor/Alb

It

II

emarle
Vifellington Leigh Light
Beaufighter
V/ellington
Beaufighter
Wellington

Chivenor
II

Talbenny

Dale

Note;- X Signifies Squadrons almost exclusively engaged on Vu duties,
// Those intermittently so employed.

Establishments and Strengths on the 15th October and average daily
availability

Average daily
Availability

Serviceable U/SI.E. I.R.

8 Plying boat squadrons
including one U.S.N. Squadron

72 21 4755 z,4

469 18030 G.R, and Eighter Squadrons
including one B.C. Squadron

111 543 225

596541 132 272 224

to which must be added 4 P.A.A. Squadrons of 56 ii/C on loan

67 165 P.R.U. squadrons 59 23 35

1638 281 Met. Squadron and 4 Plights 19 24

2882 Air Sea Rescue squadrons 32 1-2

4 Plying boat squadrons foming or CQnverting of total
I.E. 24 plus 12 I.R. ’

2 G.R. squadrons converting to Liberators of total
I.E, 18 plus 6 I.R. non-operational

2 G.R. Hudson squadrons under orders to move to
Gibraltar

C.C, Location Statement

A.M, Operational Squadrons States. Vol, 10.
A.M, Daily Strength Return Vol. 11,

References
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coilSTiiL comijm

OiffiER OF BATTIE

15th =Oe%obter» 19if3

Establishment

Benson Nos. 54-0, 541, 542, 545, and 544 (Mosquito - 15
Spitfire - 66
Wellington - 2

Squadrons P.R.U,

(Plights detached at Leuchars,
St. Eval and Gibraltar)

Gibraltar No. 202 Squadron
No* 210 Squadron detachment
No. 48 Squadron

Oatalina I - -12

Catalina I -

Hudson VI - 16 + 4

X

X

X

Hudson III - 16 +4
Spitfires

l/L Wellington VIII - 16 + 4

No. 233 Squadron
No. 544 Squadron P.R.U. detach
ment.

No, 179 Squadron

X

X

Iceland

No, 269 Squadron
No, 84 Squadron U.S.N.
No, 120 Squadron detachment
No. .1407 Plight Metcal.
No. 330 Sqmdron (Norwegian)
detachment.

Kaldadarnes x

Reykjavik x
Hudson III -20+4
Catalina III - 12

Liberators

Hudson III - 4 + 2

Northrops -6+0

X

II

X

No, 15 Group H»Q«- Livei^ool

Aldergrove
Ballykelly

No. 1402
X

Plight Metoal.
No, 120 Squadron

Spit/Hud/Glad. -9+5
V.L.R. Liberators I and III-

16+4
Portress IIA -9+3
Anson

II

No, 220 Sq-uadron
No, 280 Squadron A.S.R.
detachment.

No, 201 Squadron
No, 228 Sq'uadron
No, 425 Squadron R.C.A.P.
No, 422 Sq'uadron R.C.A.P. (forming Sunderland III -6+3
No* 330 Squadron (Norwegian)
re-equipping.
No, 246 Squadron
No, 206 Squadron

Sunderland II and III

Sunderland III -6+5

Sunderland II and III -

X

II

Lough Erne -6+3
Sunderland II and III -6+3
Sunderland II and III -6 + 3

X

II
X

II
X

Oban

Bo-vnnore

Benbecula
6+5

Portress IIA -9+3

X

X

No. 16 Group H.Q, Chatham

No. 320 Squadron (Dutch)
No, 407 Squadron
No. 521 Met*^®-^» Squadron
No, 279 Sq-uadron A.S.R.
No, 280 Squadron A.S.R,
No. 53 Squadron (Hudson)
re-equipping.
No. 143 Squadron
No, 256 Squadron

No, 254 Squadron

Bircham Ne'wton Hudson V and VI - 16 + 4
Hudson V and VI - 16 + 4
Spit/Mosq/Huds/Glad.-15 + 7
Hudson III - 1 6 +4
Anson - 16 + 4
Yftiitleys V*

II

II

II

Docking

Beaufighter II (P) - 1 6 +4
Beaufighter IC aM VI C(p) -

16+4

North Coates

BeauPighter VIC (t/p) «
16+4

Thorney Island// Hampden (t/b) - 16 + 4
No. 833 P.A.A, Squadron (onloan) Swordfish - 9
No. 836 P.A.A. Squadron (on loan) Swordfish - 9
No, 86 Sqviadron partially
operational on V.L.R.

SECRET ■

No, 415 Squadron R.C.A.P.

Liberator III - 16 + 4

II

II

II
X

D3 64294/1(389)
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No, 18 Group - H.Q, Pitreavie Castle E s t ab1ishment

Beaiifighter VIC (t/p) - 16 + 4
Hampden T/B - 16 + 4
Beatifighter IC and VIC (p) -

16 + 4

No, 144 Squadron
No, 455 Squadron R.A.A.P.
No. 255 Squadron

Leuchars
M

II

No, 540 Squadron P.R.U. detach- Mosquito
ment.

No. 1477 Plight (Norwegian)
No, 190 Squadron
No, 489 Squadron R.N.Z.A.P.
No, 612 Squadron

No. 1406 Metcal. Plight

CatalinaWoodhaven

Sullom Voe x

Wick //

IB - 3 +0
Catalina IB - 6 + 3
Hampden (t/b) ■? 16 + 4
Whitley VII re-equipping to
I/L Wellington VIII - 16 + 4
Spit/liuds, -6+3

II
X

No, 19 G-roup H.Q. Plymouth

Liberator II, III and V - 9 +3
Halifax 12

l/L Wellington Vni&Xn - I6+4
I/L Wellingtons
Wellington VIII (t/b) -6+2
Portress IIA -9+3
Beaiifighter Il(P) - 16 + 4
T/ellington IC - 16 + 2
Wellington IC and X - 1 6 + 2
mitley VII - 1 6 + 4
Vidiitley
Liberator
Liberator

Huds/Vent./Albermarle -4 + 2
Spitfires

Beaufighter VIC (p) - 16 + 4
Sunderland II and III -6+3
Catalina I, IB and IIA -6+3
Sunderland II and III -6+3
Sunderland II and III -6+3
Y/hitley VIl/Halifax II - 9 + 3

- 20
12

- 12

Beaulieu No, 224 Squadron
No. 405 Squadron on loan from

X
II

X

B.C.

No. 172 Squadron
No, 179 Squadron detachment
No. 3h-7 Squadron
No, 59 Sqmdron
No, 404 Squadron R.C.A.P.
No, 3'11 Squadron (Czech)
No, 504 Squadron (Pole)
No, 502 Squadron
No, 10 O.T.U. on loan from B.C.
1st i/s U.S, Army Squadron
2nd i/s U.S,' Amy Squadron
No. 1404 Metcal.Plight
No. 543 Squadron P.R.U.
detachment.

No,' 248 Squadron
No. 10 Squadron R.A.A.P,
No, 210 Sqmdron

// No, 119 Sqmdron
No,' 461 Sqmdron R.A.A.P.

X

X

X

//
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

//

Chivenor
It

II

It

Talbenny
Dale
St, Eval

II

It

II

Predannock
Mountbatten x
Perabrock Dock x

II

Hamworthy
Holmesley South x No.' 58 Sqmdron

X

Note:- X Signifies Squadrons almost exclusively employed on i/U duties,
// Signifies Sqmdrons intermittently used for such duties.
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Establishments and Strengths on the 15th February 1945

and average daily availabil.ity

Total

Establishment
Non-operational

or U/S
AvailableStrength

'12-g- Plying boat squadrons
including one U.S.N. Sqdn.

18 A/U G.R, Squadrons
including two B,C. Sqdns.
and two U.S.A.A.P. Sqdns.

126 69118 h-3

161304- 293 132

13 Anti-shipping G.E. and
long range fighter squadrons. 238 260 145115

Total 43^ Squadrons
fully operational 668 671 316 355

to which must be added 6 Squadrons altogether or partially out of the line:-

No. 422 Squadron R.C.A.P, forming on 6 + 3 Sunderlands.

No. 53 Squadron re-equipping from Hudsons to l6 +4 Tdiitleys.

No, 58 Squadron re-equipping from IThitleys to 9  + 3 Halifax.

No. 407 Squadron re-equipping from Hudsons to 16  + 4 l/4 Wellingtons

No. 502 Squadron re-equipping from bliitleys to 9  + 3 Halifax.

No. 547 Squadron with 6+2 Torpedo Wellingtons undergoing torpedo training.

5 P.R.U. Squadrons

1 Met'^41. Sqdn. and 4 Plights

2 Air Sea Rescue Sqdns,

8591 31 54

68 49 3415

2640 834

(C.C. Location Statement

A.M. Operational Sqds, States.
Vol. 11.

References
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GEOY/TH OF THE U«BOAT MEET AMD ITS OEEPATIOI-Ii^L DISPOSITIONSU
Ui

19if5CJN
19421941

VO

< Feb. Mch,Kov. Dec. Jan.ibig. Sept. Oct.Jul3"Apr. May Time?eb. Mch.Dec. Jan.Sept. Oct. Nov.July Aug.

-166 180158 195157 15480 89 90 101 115 15162 806860 69 7060 70 72VJl Based in the Atlantic
VO
VM iH

16 2424 23 1920 15 15 13192018 21 21234 Q
Based in the Mediterraneano

*rl
-P 26 23 2120 1423 25 1521 2319 1910104S5 Based in Non,^?ay
(D
Ph 3 3 32 2

Based in the Black Sea. o

22/

169128 203 214 2S4- 231130 140 152 192 20586 11989 101 1118160 60 7574Total number operational

62 65 65 64 64 646254 59 5956 58 57 57 5958 5752 542f2 53School and training force

New U-boats on test and

working, up in the Baltic*
128122 107 100 112 122 123124 132 131107 1141C484 100 99927345 5152
4/J

361 4±6296 380 418400236 283 570272 313 531 3^ 353257247158 177 202 221154TOTAL U-BOAT FLEET
CQ
ICQ I 3d

16 21 2723 25 2221 22 21 19 2517 17 211320 212122 23Newly commissioned U-boats

On first war cruise from Germany 14

5

1-32614 2024 32 27 11 1414 9 4 13 326 137 14 195te 13

116 1168661 97 9248 70 100 105 9549 595424 223040 3122 39Average No. at sea in Atlantic

Average No. in operational
areas in the Atlantic

4838 38 A2 4916 '18 45 396 19 22 3114 1026 28 19 132520

166 19 1510 11 13 54 3 112 310 3523 21U-boats lost from all causes

16 1618 20 2517 12 22 2220 2020 20 202020 2024 202420Planned building output

§16 22 24 22 21 2522 21 19 2118 21 17 2318 23 21 22 1514 20Actual building output
a

* The time occupied on test and working up averaged four months during this period.
Reference: - ¥ar Diary of B. d U.

H
H



SECRET APPE^roIX III

1

THE EUEHEER DECISION ON MAVY-TiIR FORCE CONTROVERSY

(Ref. T413 B. PC 5-1762 D 28th Feb. 192^1.")

Hitler preambled his Order vdth a paragraph in vJhich he stated that he was

acquainted with the differences in opinion prevailing in the Navy and the Air
Force, concerning organisation of coastal reconnaissance in the coastal areas
and at sea, from the written and oral reports of the Commanders in Chief of these
branches.

Both branches agreed on the tasks to be performed but the Navy demanded,
on the basis of the agreement reached in 1959, that all coastal air forces set

up for the purposes of naval warfare should be placed xmder its command.

Air Force, however, was of the opinion that only those air forces should be
under the tactical command of the Navy which operated exclusively for naval
warfare but that for the best possible use of the forces involved the Air
Force should have ixnified command over air forces engaged in operations concern
ing both aerial and naval v/arfare.

Regarding these differences of opinion, Hitler made the following stateraent:-

(l) The agreement reached in 1939 was based on the supposition that the
operations areas of the Navy and of the Air Force would generally be
separate,
of naval and aerial warfare,

considei-ed binding,

(2) If all forces needed for carrying out certain tasks were permanently
placed \mder each branch this v/ould be the sic^lest and most convenient for

each branch but it would be extravagant and v/asteful from an over-all point
of view, particularly at times when all available forces are needed,

(3) Since only a few air forces can be used against the British Isles in
the Spring, they must be utilised as economically as possible, )
Reconnaissance and bombing missions of the coastal air forces and of the

Air Force were largely carried out in the same areas, and therefore must
be under the unified command of the Air Force,

The

The course of the war had brought out the close interrelation
The 1939 agreement could not, therefore, be

The Fuehrer then issued the following orders

The Navy will remain in charge of reconnaissance north of 52°N in the
Skagerrack and the Baltic Sea entrances,
protection in this area, it takes over this function in the English
channel as far as Cherbourg,

The Air Force takes over reconnaissance off the Norwegian coast and in

the Northern North Sea inclusive of the Orkney, Shetland and Faeroe

Islands by means of a special "Commander, Reconnaissance Norway",-
Air escort in this area is also his task.

I

In addition to submarine

II

The Air Force will continue to carry out reconnaissance in the Channel

area and fighter protection South of 52°N as far as the latitude of
Cherbourg, except for submarine escort as in I,

The Commander in Chief Air will be in chai’ge of air reconnaissance and

air cover for convoys in the Atlantic, For this purpose he vdll set

up an "Air Commander, Atlantic", based at Lorient, This position
should be filled by an Air Force officer familiar with the problems
of naval warfare, who will guarantee that the needs of aerial and
naval warfare will be met equally. Naval officers are to be

appointed to his staff*

III

IV

(1) This refers to the dispositions necessary for the coming campaign against
Russia*
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The tasks of the Air Commander, Atlantic are as follows

(a) Reconnaissance for submarine warfare

(b) Escort and reconnaissance during operations of naval stirface forces in
the Atlantic and convoy escort in the coastal area,

(c) Weather reconnaissance,

(d) Bombing missions against ships at sea in areas to be agreed upon between
the Air Force and the Navy,

N,Bii The reconnaissance and escort commitments have priority over all purely
combat missions.
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ALLIED SHIPPING LOSSES DUE TO U-BOAT ACTION

(Ref, Adraty, B.R, 1337)

Canadian and

American Coasts
Month The rest of the atlantic TotalArctic Far EastMed,

94 ̂<*9
22 -

1941 4 - 19,282 Mid North
8 - 16,409 N, East
10 - 58,518 w, of Africa

July Nil Nil NilNil
•r

1941 1 - 1,700 Mid North

30 - 71,11^7 N, East

1 - 7,313 W» of Africa

Aug,
22 - 80,3|«Nil NilNil Nil

22 - 98.824 Mid North

(<) N. East

10 “ 54,535 W. Of Africa

1941

^3 -202,82CSep*
Nil Nil Nil2 - 1,080

15 -<?C.,466
Mid North1941

3Z-Oct, 10-
1 - 3,487Nil 2 - 1,966 NilN* East

4 - 22,202 W, of Africa

1941

Nov,
7 - 32,817 Mid North

Nil 2 - 10,437 N, East Nil 1 - 6,600 . Nil 12 - 61,768

2 - 11,914 W. of Africa

1C S66
2 - as*8i- Mid North1941

Dec, 8- 31,964 S-39>900
Nil 26N, East Nil

1 - 6,275 W, of Africa

7 - 42,201 Mid North1942

Jan, 14 ~ 50/42
Nil40 - 229,459 Nil 1 - 5,135N, East

Nil W, of Africa

1942 Nil Mid North

I2-45>85 -473,4*8F6b, 70 - 416,791
23 tankers 2 - 10,942 N, East Nil Nil

Nil W, 0 f A frlca

T£T^447;874
1942
March

Mid NorthNil

95-53T7/<Jo■2“ 1,256
N, East28 tankers 2 - 11,507 Nil 6 - 24,496

9 - 52,857 W» of Africa

fel-360,096
«e^'*-‘eB970»e
19 tankers

1942
Apr,

Nil Mid North
74-4^»M4

Nil N, East 3 - 18,816 2 - 7,379 6 - 33,839

2 - 11,534 W, of Africa

uo - 531,107
30 tankers

1942 7 - 36,284 Mid North
1^-607,^147M^

Nil N, East 3 - 13,799 1 - 4,216 2 - 11,821

2 - 10,020 W, of Africa
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Canadian and

American Coasts
Month The rest of the Atlantic Arctic Med* TotalFar East

7- 3q,qo3
Mid North

5 - 15,858 N. East

4 - 19,997 W. of Africa

*0i-i»a7,T85

21 tankers

1942

June 6- 10,348 «44-700,a.3ii
Nil 19 - 86,344

1942 3 - 18,441 Mid North
96~476,o65July 7 tankers

2 - 11,096 N. Est 10 - 62,058 3 - 5,885 5 - 27,250

21 - 139,146 W. of Africa

1942

Aug,
20 - 107,158 Mid North

log - 5+4>4IO3- ?,T6064 - 310,078
13 tankers 8 - 48,168 N. East Nil 3 - 12,321

10 “ 60,925 W* of Africa

977

21 - 130,iJ^ Mid North
5 - 11,148

N, East

15- 99,317 W, of Africa

1942

Sep, 98-48S,^M3
40 - 175,008
3 tankers

6 - 37,198 4 - 813 6 - 30,052

1942 26 - 184,843 Mid North
94 ' b»i4i7Oct,

20 - 85^003 Nil N, East Nil Nil 5 “ 28,794

18 - 154,543 W, of Africa

Tbirvn^-^tim off S, Africa

1942

Nov,
13 - 68j048 Mid North

6 - 58,024 North East

13 - 69,525 W, Of Africa

52 - 319,584 4 - 24,364 5 - 44,527 2 - 15,338 118 - 721,705

23 - 122,295 offS. Africa

1942

Dec,
21 - 124,801 Mid North

60 -23 - 116,811 ^orth East Nil 1 “ 6,3253  26,807

1- 3,157 VI, of Africa

Off S, Africa

1943

Jan,
9 - 61,941 Mid North

10 - 43,985 4 - 29,332 North East Mil 6 - 12,134 2 - 9,227 37 - 203,128

6 - 46,509 W, of Africa

Nil off S, Africa

1943 29 - 198,074 Mid North
Ffeb,

6 - 27,890 9 - 50,665 North East

1 “ 7,191 W, of Africa

1 - 7,460 9 - 27,973 4 - 19,351 63 - 359,328

4 - 20,724 Off S, Africa
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1?EST AMIGA AER GOlflvffll®
u

%
VD

A.G.H.Q. (Freetown)<

Vjl
VD
VO

No. 295 Wing (H.Q. at RreetoTOi) No. 298 Wing (H.Q. at Lagos)

Stations Stations

Bathurst area - Half Die (P/b) Jeswang, Yumdum, Brikama. Nigeria area - Lagos Lagoon (p/b), Lagos Apapa, Lagos
Keja, Port Harcourt.

PreetoYm area - Pourah Bay (p/b), Jui (p/b), Hastings, Waterloo. Pree Prench Squat, ilfrica - Diiala, Libreville (P/b),
Pointe Noire (p/B).

Belgian Gongo -3anana (i/b).Liberia area — Eobertsport (P/b), Marshal or Eobertsfield,
Pishermans Lake or Bensorjfield,
Gape Palmas or Haider.

CQ

o
o

1-3
H3

Gold Goast area •- Takoradi, Accra.

Squadrons — No.
No.

and No.

95 and 204 Sunderlands
200 Hudsons

270 Gatalinas from mid-December, 1942.

5
§

<
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•1

THE lEIGH LIGHT POE. WIGHT AWTI-SHBMIRINE OPERATIONS

References - A.M./D.O.W.C. I/IIB, G.C,/S.18326 and 15238.

The Leigh Light Y:as a carbon arc searchlight carried on an aircraft and
used in conjunction with A.S.V. to illuminate surfaced subnarines at night.
The searchlight operator was situated in the nose of the aircraft from where he
could control the searchlight beam in both elevation and azimuth,
were fitted which shov/ed the direction in which the beam would shine.

Indicators
The

operator was thus able to train the searchlight in approximately the right
direction and distance before the light was exposed. A lens giving a spread
of 10° in either a liorizontal or vertical plane was provided which made search
ing for the target easierj but some expert operators prefer to use the light
wfithout the lens. The maocimum effective range in ordinary 7/eather was about
two miles.

The arc lamp was fully automatic in operation, the rate of feed of the
carbons being automatica.lly controlled. Power for the arc, which ran at 120
to 150 ajnperes, 7vas obtained from, seven 12 volt liO ampere hour type D accimiula-
tors and a trickle charge fitment would maintain them fully charged provided the
arc was not run for more than tlrree half minute periods per hour. Pully
charged accumulators would maintain the arc for about six minutes without re
charging.

There were tv;o types of Leigh Light in service

(1) The Turret type, fitted on Wellington aircraft; in this a 24 inch
searchlight was mounted in a retractable xinder-turret and the controls were
hydraulic,
spreading: lens and about 20 million candles with the lens,
of the insta.llation xvas 1,100 lb

The maximum beam intensity was 50 million candles without the
Total weight

(2) The Nacelle ti'ppe, fitted on Gatalinas and Liberators; in this a 20
inch sefirchlight v/as mounted in a nacelle 32 inches in diameter slung from
the bomb lugs on the wing. The contro!^ were electric and the maximum beam
intensity xvas 90 million candles, witli*^fee spreading lens and about 17

Total weight of the installation v;as 870 lbs.million vath the lens,<

The trickle charging current for the accumulators was obtained from an
engine-driven generator on the Wellingtons, v/indmill. driven generator on
Gatalinas and a motor generator set on Liberators,

Tlie control system on the Yfellington was similar to that used for turrets.
The turret itself was rotated by a Vane oil motor for movement in azimuth and
the projector was moved by a ram inside the turret for movement in elevation.

The maximum speed of x'otation 7vhen the control column was turned to the
limit was 40 degrees per second, the limits of movement were 60 degrees to Port
and 180 degrees to Starboard. In ttie Nacelle type, the control Y/as electric
by means of two small motors built into the nacelle. The controller operated
in throe stfjps and gave a maximum speed of about  5 degrees per second. The
limits of movement YJere 50 degrees on either side and 48 degrees dovmwards from
the horizontal. On Liberators the nacelle xvas attached to the wings by a quic.k
release mechanism so that it could be Jettisoned by the pilot in an emergency.

Tactical Instruction for Aircraft fitted with Leigh Lights

Operational height

YdienThe best height to fly on patrol is between 1,500 and 2,500 feet,
the target is picked up on the A.S.V. the height of the aircraft should be noted
and the aircraft brought down to 500 feet at a range slightly exceeding one mile
to ensure that the aircraft is level when a range of one mile is reached,
order to manoeuvre into this position it is considered that maximum height shou3.d
not exceed 1,500 feet at three miles.

In

If the height exceeds this figure it is
advisable to complete a 360° turn, losing height, but not closing range, in ord
to avoid missing the target.
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Direction of approach

If possible approach into win4»
advantages

(i) No drift, and it is therefore much easier for the operator to home the
aircraft,

(ii) The sound of the engines is less likely to he picked up by the enemy,

(iii) It gives more tune for the final attack.

On moonlight nights approach, if possible, toward the moon beam,
considered advisable, however, that aircraft should make a tour in order to

approach up wind, as it is essential that the attack should be delivered without

delay.

This type of approach has the following

It is not

Allowance for wind

In order to carry out a successful attack it is important that both the

Captain and A.S.V. operator have a clear idea of the wind direction and speed.
As soon as A.S.V. contact has been made, the navigator, taking into consj.dera-
tion the homing coxu'se, should announce the drive over the inter-comm'unication.

V/hen attacking down wind the Captain must appreciate the high speed of approach
and make the necessary allowance,

Ydien attacking cross wind, allowance must be made for drift. Yifhen drifting
to Starboard, the A.S.V. operator must ke^ the target to Starboard and vice versa.

It should be noted that the searchlight is situated in the Starboard wing of a
Catalina and in line with the pilot's eyes,
if the beam is brought across to the Port side,
and assist considerably in the success of the attack if the target can be placed
dead ahead or very slightly to Port of the aircraft.

This will tend to dazzle the pilot
It will be further advantageous

■  Setting of Lens

It has been found that use of the 10 degree vertical diverging lens prodiices
the most successful results on Catalinas,

Use of A.S.V.

The success of the attack depends mainly on the technic[ue developed by the
A.S.V. operator. . Tlie original corrections should be bold, bringing the aircraft
quickly on. The A.S.V, operator should also state the ranges over the inter
communication every quarter of a mile. At a range of approxh-nately three
quarters of a mile the light is switched on. Before this the light operator
should have ascertained by means of the indicator^that it is aijr.ing straight
and is depressed to the correct angle - usually 6  . Only a small degree of
■light movement should be necessary to illuminate- the target. Immediately the
target is lit up the aircraft should reduce height to 50 or 100 feet and the
normal depth charge attack made, dropping flame floats at the same time.

The successful operation of this form of equipment is entirely dependent
on crew drill and it is essential that the A.S.V, operator in particular shall
have plenty of practice in homing on to targets, even when the sea is rough and
sea returns consequently high. A skilled light operator should have little
difficulty in illuminating the target within two or three seconds of svatching on.
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THE TQT/ED RECOMAISSilROB (AIR/SEvI) EL/VRB

("T.R.P.")

In 1957, a member of the OoaS'bal Command Headquarters
Signals Staff submitted a paper on the subject of air/sea
night reconnaissance by a "reflected beam method" in which the
reconnoiti-ing aircraft found and identified surface vessels

by silhouetting them in the reflected beam of a Michelin type
parachute flare, which had been laid some trwo miles beyond
the target p and, in which it fle\7 up the beam to attack the
target. At the same time he invented an aero-towed air/sea
reconnaissance flare device and method, in which observing
aircraft^ disposed some four miles distant on either flank of

the towed flare, searched in its reflected beams.-

2. Utilisation of the flare's reflected beam was by no

means a nev/ idea, but this paper and the sequel to it was the
first tiime properly co-ordinated searches or strikes by this
method had ever been established and systematically and

scientifically developed. Hitherto the sl<y above the
estimated point of interception of an "enemy" vessel had been

plastered ?/ith parachute flares in the hope that one would

fortuitously floodlight the target. Floodlighting had been

the aim, although veiy naturally, targets had, in this process,
been revealed on occasions on the beam of one of the many
flares dropped. As the effective floodlit area of  a flare

viras found to have a radius of merely half a mile, and then

only in the absence of haze, and havirg regard to the drift
of the flare in the wind, i-t can be appreciated that the old
floodlight method was virtually useless as a methjDd of search
and attack. Indeed dazzle from flares dropped so close to
the target was likely to be more of a handicap than a help,

5.' The T.E.P, provided for the flare to be towed on a 4,000
foot light steel cable, winched by electric motor, and for ■
a succession of flares to be fed dovm the cable from the air

craft as required. Illumination could thus be controlled.
It was intended for use against surface vessels in areas not
patrolled by enemy fighters.

H.Q., C.C. Pile
C.G./S.701^10/

(minutes 1
and 34) and
C.G./S. 9065/1

4» E.A.E. made a sinplified version of the T.R.P. and trails

v/ere commenced by its author in No, 217 Squadron, from
Tangmere, over' the central English Ghannel on the 10 ¥la.y 1938,
Prom the start, all shipping in the areas swept was foxmd and
readily identified,
being about 50 square miles per flare per three and a half
minutes enploying two observing aircraft. On obtaining a

contact (signalled by IV^T) the towing aircraft immediately
dropped a parachute flare, down the beam of v/hich the observ-

It -was possible to fly down to

The normal rate and extent of the sweep

ing aircraft flew to attack,

the siorface with safety, visually in the beam.

G.G./S. 9065/1
Mins. 116 and 124
and G.O./S.7O1V
10/1 Vi Min. 1

All of these trials were fully reported to H.Q.G.G. and

observed by the R.A,E. and a P,A,A. representative,
were, however, never observed by H.Q.G.O. air staff T/bo, in
February 1959 first asked for the experiments to be discon
tinued and for the equipment to be returned, but who shortly
afterwards asked the Gommand Navigation Officer to keep a
watching brief over the trials.
T.R.P. was shelved.

5.

They

Prom thence, however, the

6. It appears that the advent of A.S.V, had lulled H.Q.G.G,
into a belief that illtraiinants would no longer be required.
This was however a bold assumption at a time when A.S.V. was
not yet properly operational, and the lack of properly
developed illimiinants and tactical methods of use of them was
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to cost us dearly during the first two years of War.

7. V/hen vVar broke out, A.S.V. was becoming operational but in
a very elementary form. . It came somewhat as a shock that
illumination of the target was still as essential as ever" during
the stage of identification and attack, although A.S.V. noW gave
a sufficiently precise location of the target to make fl
technique much easier and less chancy than hitherto.

.are

8„ The case of the T.R.E. — essentially a search device ~
mained however. in the event of A.S.V. being jammed,

re

working inshore, especially amongst islets, v/hen A.S.V.
inoperative an alteimative means for night search was essential*

or where

was

9.,  . - It so happened that in the meantime the P JuA. had con-
G.C./S.7012/10/ tinned development of the T.R.P. in its basic fom, but for an
W-\ Encls, 10A entirely different purpose - as a towed target for Va practice,
(.para. 2) Thus it came about that during the evacuation of Dunlcirk, these

target aircraft were hastily improvised for use of the T.R.P.
in its originally intended role. Plares were towed up and down
the flanks of the lane of shipping and by their aid German E
boats and other light craft attempting to attack the shipping,
were either attacked, or scared off.

This fait accompli convinced the A.O.C.-in-C. v/ho, on the
14 June 1940, made a strong case to Air IvELnistry for resusci
tation of the T.E.P., but through most unfortunate misadvice,
he envisaged the towing aircraft reconnoitring in the flood
light of its crm flare.

10*

11. A small number of hand-made T.R.P.. installations with

bersome hand winches, operator and flare store place dangerously
C.C./S.7012/10/ aft of the C.G. safety limit, were hastily driven into action
Ui/1 End. 24B in No, 206 Squadron at Bircliam Newt.on, There, in the absence

of adequate briefing, they were used operationally in a manner
for which they were not intended - floodlight illumination;
the towing aircraft doing its own observing; - and attempting
attack without the supplementary aid of parachute flares.
Little wonder that the operations were unsuccessful and the
method unpopular amongst the crews concerned.

cum-

Tactical and technical trials had meanwhile been re-commenced
bj'' G.C.D.U,' on the 10 llay 194^, but \7ith very slcr;,’ teclinical
progress. As a result of trials on the 19 and 20 April, 1942,
in which G.G.D.U. omitted to use parachute flares for the attack,
having found the target by T.R.P. (thus'invalidating the method),
that Unit recommended that the T.R.P

12,

"is impracticable as an

ibid

Enel. 116A

aid to attacking submarines by aircraft or by surface vessels.
The only suitable use for the towed flare is for identification

of surface vessels by another aircraft or surface vessel, but
no reasonable chances of attack v/ould exist except possibly for
fighters against E boats".

On the basis of this report, use of the T.R.P. was dis-
Tdien A.S.V, was almost obliterated by enemy jamniing

in the Mediterranean in the Summer of 1942 - as it was alv/ays
liable' to be in the North Sea'and English Ghannel - the R.A.P.
had no alternative practicable means of night search for surface
vessels* ■ ■

13.
continued.
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MTI-SHIEPING OEEEATIONS iiSSESSIvlEN? SUB-COMi.gTTEE

In view of the increasing number of attacks against
enemy merchant shipping, the accuracy of the claims for

vessels sunk and damaged had by the early summer of
become a matter of considerable importance both to the

Admiralty and the Ministry of Economic Warfare in the
preparation of various plans v/hich involved an estimate of
the amount of enemy shipping available for the German war
effort.

cc/s.-15063
End. AA

Inaccurate or misleading reports leading to incorrect
assessments, could easily result-in our war strategy or plans
being misconceived, and in consequence, wrongfully influence,
not only the policy of Commanders, but, that of the
Government too.

Bomber Command had already devised a method of assessing
U) in connection with the attacks being made against

ibid

End. 1A damage

enemy shipping by the Blenheims of No. 2 Group, which Vi/as

submitted to the Air Ministry with the suggestion that this

'  system should be adopted generally for assessment purposes
thro-ughout the Royal Air Force.

Coastal Command, however, considered this method of
assessment to be rather on the optimistic side, and main

tained that it was dangerous to try and do more than record
the number of hits and near misses - the latter not with a

view to trying to assess the number of ships damaged, but

rather as a record of markmanship.

ibid

End. 2A

^it this time, there were two reasons for this vievjpoint;-

(a) It was by no means certain that a ship of A»000
tons receiving one hit with a 250 lb G.P. bomb would
necessarily sink, nor would two hits with the same typ^e
of bomb seem to justify a similar cla'im for a larger
vessel.

(1) The method of assessment was as follows
Degree of damage Evidence Required

1 2 A

Ships of less than
A,000 tons
Must be actually
seen to sink.

Ships over A,000
tons

llust be actually
seen to sink.

(a) Sunlc

Destroyed or
Total Loss

Direct hit by one Direct hit by tvro
or more 230 lb boirbs. or more 250 lb bombs.

Very near miss by one Direct hit by one
or more 250 lb bombs - 250 lb bonb or very
implying a strike near misses as in
under the waterline, col-umn 2.
or detonation belov/

the ship in shallow
water.

Oases where all the evidence leads to the

belief that the conditions necessary for
damage have obtained although the bombs
have not been seen actually to strike.

Ships machine gunned and not claimed
under any of the headings (a)(b)(c).
Results unobserved or bombs falling
wide.

(b) Damaged

(c) Probably
damaged

(cL) Machine gunned

(e) No claim
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(b) In the case of a near miss, it was felt that a
Glajjn" only was justified, as by using the 250 lb G.P. bomb
(with an 11 second delay fuse) a miss could do no harm,
since it was about an even chance whether the bomb exploded
at all after striking the water, and even if it did, it
would not be until it v;as some 300 feet doT«i.

The average depth at v/hich enemy shipping va.s to be found
around the Channel and Dutch coasts vi/as 10 fathoms,

should it miss in this depth would explode on the bottom, but at
too great a depth to do any harm, as the explosive charge was
only small and vrauld not produce anything approaching a depth
chai'ge effect.

no

The bomb

These remarks also applied to 3.A.P. bombs, v^fhose explosive
charge was even smaller and the blast effect correspondingly less,

In these circumstances, it v;as felt by Coastal Command that

if a method of assessment Y^as to be generally adopted, only the
following categories should.be permissable:-

ibid

Enel. 3A

(a) Sunk - When the ship was seen to sink.

(b) Probably sunk
or seriously
damaged

Ship receiving one or more hits
by a 250 lb bomb.

(c) No claim T/ilien a ship has been attacked by
machine gun fire or, "near missed'
by bombs.

With a vieYV to regularising the position, however, it was

decided by the Air Ministry in consultation with the Admiralty
and the Ministry of Economic Warfare, to set up within the Air

Ministry an Assessment Committee, whose responsibility it would

be to collect and collate the reports and any related evidence

on the results of anti-shipping operations, and to make an

assessment in the light of all the information available,
could then be utilised by the Admiralty and other Government
departments concerned in the statistics required for planning.

This

The Committee, under the chairmanship of the Director of

Bomber Operations included representatives of the Director of

Naval Go-operation, the Assistant Chief of the Air Staff

(intelligence) and the Statistical Section of the Air Ministry
Yifar Room. Tvro representatives from the operation commands wer

ibid

End, 4A

e
also associated with the ComEiittee.

At the first meeting, held at the Air Ministry on 31 July,
1941» a discussion took place on the different methods of making
assessments as submitted by Coastal and Bomber Commands, and it

was eventually
required,'k' /
given to assessments within these categories it was necessary
that consultations should take place with the Admiralty on the

extent or character of the evidence necessary, particularly as

regards the number and tjqpes of bombs Yvhich should be required
to hit the target before a specific cla.im for serious damage or
loss could be substantiated.

decided that four degrees of damage Y;ere
Hov/ever, before a detailed definition could be

ibid

End. 7A

(1) (i) Sunk or Constructive loss,
(ii) Seriously damaged,
(iii) Probably damaged,
(iv) No claim - to be used following attacks where only near

misses were seen or no results were observed.
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The Committee then discussed the methods by -which the

Commands should submit their claims and it was finally

agreed that a pro forma drawn up by Bomber Command would be
very suitable for use by the Committee.

Discussion then tiirned on the need for confii’matory

evidence, apart from the pilots reports, to assist in assess
ments and to substantj.ate claims,

that it was desirable for as much evidence as possible to be

obtained, particularly from photographic or visual reconnais

sance subsequent to an attack, before the final assessments
by the Committee were made,
base the Vifork of the Committee on the principle that a v>feek

should elapse between the operations and their consideration
by the Committee.

The Committee agreed

It was, therefore, decided to

ibid

Enel. 14A.
At the second meeting held at the Air liinistry on -lif

August, 1941, the Admiralty representative explained that he

had not yet obtained from the Directorate of Naval Construc
tion suitable information Vi?hich would enable, him to place
before the meeting an agreed definition of categories in

relation to the different classes of ships, but after
examining some four hundred results of anti-shipping opera
tions by Bomber Command he had formulated a system of clas
sification based on the definite results obtained which

afforded quite a good "yard-stick".

The damage had been classified under the followring
headings, >7hich -nere.. substantially as agreed at the first

meeting;-

(i) Category I Sunk or constructive loss

(a) Must be seen ac'bually to sink, blow up, or be burnt
out.

(b) Enemy admission after air attack,

(c) Subsequent definite confirmatory reconnaissance,
i.e. wreck or wreckage seen, crew in lifeboats etc.

(d) Hits by sufficient weight of bombs to class as
constructional loss,

(ii) Category II Seriously damaged

(a) Beached,

(b) ¥ell on fire, .

(c) Abandoned,

(d) Reported vi/ell dovm by stern, bad list etc. but not:
actually observed to sink,

(e) Hits by sufficient weight of bombs to cause serious
damage,

(iii) Category III Damaged

(a) Seen to be hit, but not sufficiently heavily enough
to be assessed under II above.

(iv) Category TV No observed result, near misses, no
claims,

(a) Unobserved results.
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(b) Near misses (to be assessed on their merits)

(c) Believed hit.

To assist in the allotment of results to one of the four

categories mentioned above it was also found necessary to

categorise the merchant vessels as follows;-

(i) Ships of 500 gross tons and'below,

(ii) Ships of 2,001 to lj.,000 tons,

(iii) Ships of 501 to 2,000 tons,

(iv) Ships of ̂ -,001 to 6,000 tons,

(v) Ships of 6,001 tons and above.

Regarding the numbers and types of bombs used it Ti/as
considered that if a ship of 2,000 gross tons or below was hit

in a vulnerable part by a 250 Ib bomb it could practically always
be placed in Category I or II. If a ship of 2,000/i|-,000 gross
tons was hit by 2x250! ib bombs, this would also apply. A ship
of 4,000 tons or over would have to be hit by three or more

250 Ib bombs before it could be placed in these categories.
5001b bombs were used, these figures should be halved.
other hand, they should probably be doubled for tankers, which,
owing to their construction, were not so susceptible to damage
as ordinary merchant ships.

With regard to near misses, it was concluded that one of

under ten yards (with G.P. bombs) could usually be placed in
Category III.
evidence enabled a near miss to be placed in Category II, but
these would be exceptional,
contained many cast iron fittings susceptible, to damage, was

one reason why a near miss of ten yards ?mth a G.P. bomb might
well cause a fracture to some vital machinery,

ten yards away, in the great majority of cases, w?ould cause no

damage.

If

On the

There would, of course, be occasions when the

The fact that merchant vessels

Near misses ova?

After examining a series of attack reports in the light of

the above standards, the Committee decided,that the "yard-stick"
could be regarded as acceptable, but there was further discussion

to the evidence that was necessary before an attack could be

assessed as coming under Category I,

Por torpedo attacks, it v/as agreed thfit they should only be
placed in Category I if the ship was seen to sink or subsequent
evidence proved that it had sunk,
to be hit by a torpedo, it would be placed in Category II.

In making assessments under the procedure recorded above
it was considered nece

vative side, as the reason for the formation of the Anti-Shipping
Assessment Committee was that it was desirable there should be

no question as to the integrity of our claims,
far reaching strategical importance might well be taken on these

assessments, it was essential that every result should be care

fully examined before categorisation. Unless, therefore, the

quantities of bombs in any particular instance were overwhelming,
the ship was definitely seen to sink, contributory evidence

should be regarded as necessary before a result was placed in
Category I. The next category was also a most important one,
for it meant that the ship in question was likely to be immo

bilised for a considerable time, if not altogether.

as

If the ship T\?as merely seen

ary to err if anything on the conserCl Q
O L>

As decisions of

or
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After the Committee had made preliminary assessments
under these standards results would be examined by the

Director of Intelligence (Operations) so that any additional
evidence from intelligence sources might be considered and

8.pplied before they Ti?ere submitted to an Admiralty Assessment
Committee for ratification, ("1)

At the third meeting of the Anti-Shipping Operations
Assessment Sub-Committee held at the Air Ministry on

3 September, 19A-1 > it v/as stated that a long report on our
OYm merchant shipping casualties, divided into categories,
had been received from the Naval Construction Department, but

this had produced such conflicting information that it was of

doubtful assistance to the Committee, and did not appear to

alter the existing procedure of assessment adopted by the
Committee to its second meeting.

ibid

Enel, 19A

In order to keep the meetings of the Air Ministry Assess
ment Committee in line with those being held at the Admiralty,
it was agreed that the Committee should meet fortnightly, in

future, when results of anti-shipping operations from the
three Home Commands and the Middle East would be assessed.

After ratification by the Admiralty Assessment Committee a
combined report would then be circulated to all concerned.

(l) The Admiralty Assessment Committee was to meet for the
first time on 21 August i 9A-1.
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tije development of groukd control interception

OP enem shipping

In the brief narrative of operations in the Dover
Straits area for November, -1941> reference was made to the
beginning of a new technique for utilizing aircraft under

ground control for the attack of enemy shipping by night and
in low visibility by day.

cc/s. 7010/7/1
Enel. 10A

Ihe origin of this idea dated back to 3'1 May, 1941, when
the Director of Signals informed Coastal Command of the

results being obtained against enemy shipping by the G.H.L.
Station at Swingate.
station was reliably detecting all shipping over 1,000 tons
passing vdthin a radius of-23 miles, T«;hile other stations
seldom detected enemy shipping within their reliable range
except in hot, humid weather conditions when the stations at
Pairlight and Beachy Head had found shipping up to ranges of
55 miles.

It had been ascertained that this

Although there •wa.s not a great deal of traffic passing
through the Straits during June, 1941, it had been decided,
as already outlined in chapter 1? section (a), to make
available both Blenheim and Beaufort aircraft of Coastal

Command specifically for the job of attacking enemy shipping
using these waters. It was the,intention, in conditions of
bad visibility by day and darkness by night, to direct
individual aircraft immediately over the target by means of ,
C.H.L. control, using a technique similar to that practised
by Fighter Command.

As Coastal Command, however, had neither air crews nor
ground Controllers accustomed to the method of procedure for
R.D.P. controlled interceptions,, it was necessary to request
Fighter Command to provide the facilities for training the
personnel in this special duty.

In order not to reveal our intentions to the enemy too
early, it was decided to refrain from practice with Swingate,
and instead Fighter Command agreed to the use of Foreness for

the purposes of training. The lack of V.H.F./R.T. equipment
in Coastal Command aircraft made it necessary for special
I/T arrangements to be made at Foreness. On the completion
of these details, two Coastal Command controllers w/ere sent
there for instruction.

ibid

Enel. 3A

CC/S.I5O8O
End. 20A

However, before any really useful training had begun,
the division of responsibility by areas had been approved
by the Chief of the Air Staff, and as the Dover Straits area
was no longer the responsibility of Coastal Command, the
Beaufort squadron was withdrawn from controlled interception
practices, likewise the Blenheim squadron owing to the
requirements of re-armament with Hudson aircraft.

Subsequent to taking over the "Channel Stop" in mid-
July, 1941, No. 2 (Bomber) Group stated that they were not

,  prepared to train crews for R.D.F. controlled interception.

As the result of this announcement, the A.O.C.-in-C.,
Coastal Command, decided to concentrate upon this method of
attack tin order to augment the daylight attacks then being
made by the Blenheims of No. 2 (Bomber) Group.

In siopport of this decision a section of thi’ee Beauforts
of No. 22 Squadron was again ordered to Manston, one of which
was made available for practising the aircrew and ground
controllers with Foreness G.H.L. Station,

efforts were made to in-prove the B/T communication between
SECRET

At the same time

ibid

End. 10A
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the groxind station and the aircraft, and in addition the Naval

G.-in-C., More, also provided a vessel of 1,900 tons to act as

a target. After five days of practice, other operational
commitments of a more pressing natiire caused the Beauforts to

be -withdraTm for the second time, thus leaving the technique of
R.D.E. controlled interception against shipping at sea still

only partially developed.

However, e:xperience so far had shown that it was well with

in the realm of xxossibility for a G.H.L. station to dii*ect an

aircraft immediately over a ship provided that the ship and the
aircraft were both detected by the station.

It was also found that good communication must exist
betvjeen the ground controller at the C.H.L. Station and the

pilot of the aircraft. For this purpose Coastal Command air

craft were fitted with the T.R.9 transmitter and receiver, but

this type of set was only able to work on the high frequencies
which were readily detected and jammed by the enemy. Atmos

pheric Interference, entertainment broadcasts and this deliberate
jamming combined to render the use of H,P./r.T.
sible by night.

The utilization of W/T had been considered, but owing to
its conparative inflexibility delays were bound to occur bo-tneen

the controllers' orders and the pilot's compliance. It xvas,
therefore, essential that if this form of E.D.E. interception
was to be successfully developed, it must be conducted by
V.H.E./E.T.

Since attempts at shj-p interception training had begun, an

Admiralty Type 271 - 10 cm. set had been installed at Dover
where it had detected vessels of the motor-boat type at ranges

up to 70,000 yards, but it was not capable of detecting simul

taneously, shipping and aircraft. However, it Yvas considered
that the shipping plot could be readily transferred to the

adjacent G.H.L. Station from which the aircraft could be identi
fied and controlled.

control impos-

Purther disabilities under vjhich the scheme had been labour

ing so far included the lack of suitable targets in the vjay of
surface craft and the provision of aircrai’t.

To overcome these difficulties it seemed desirable to form

a special unit relieved of other operational duties, and furnish

it with the full facilities for practising and developing the

desired technique,
in the exqxerimental stages to come, called for a great deal of

training and improvisation, v^hlch it was contended could only be
achieved by a small self-contained unit v/hose role it would be
to examine the possibilities of the scheme and to develop new

equipment.

The, nature of the work involved, especially

ibid

Enel. 21A

In the south eastern part of England, the conditions
essential for the setting-up of this specialised unit had been

found inpracticable; it was therefore proposed by Coastal
Command, in a directive issued on 10 September, 1941, to detach
a small number of aircraft and personnel from No. 217 Squadron
to train at Ghivenor in the west country,
station was determined by the fact that firstly it xvas a

Beaufort O.T.U., secondly, the R.N.O., Barnstaple, had certain
small craft which could be made available as targets, and thirdl;^',
because Hartland Point G.H.L. Station was adjacent.

The choice of this

ibid

End. 23A

The detachment was placed under the command of the inr Staff

Officer to Vice-Admiral, Dover, who vi/as charged vdth the train

ing of the personnel, the development of the technique, and
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finally with operating the aircraft under the Air Officer
Commanding, No. 16 Group,

In the final stage of training, the detacliment was to be

stationed at its operational base at I.ianston, being the
aerodrome best located for work with the C.H.L. Stations

covering the eastern part of the English Channel, and also

most suitable for co-operation with V,A,. Dover.

In the meantime the A.O.C.-in-C., Coastal Command, in

order to facilitate the training of the Ship Interception Unit,
.  had approached Fighter Command for the loan of V.H.F./R.T.
equipment for installation in the aircraft to be used by
the unit, also a two channel V.H.F. trailer, and in addition

the services of an experienced controller to train the

Coastal Command personnel in the ground controller's duties.

ibid

Enel. 3A

ibid

Enel. 27A
Almost immediately the required assistance was forth-

The A.O.C.-in-C., Fighter Command, made availablecoming.

all the necessary equipment, and provided one of his most

experienced controllers for instructional puipioses.

ibid

Enel. 51A
Throughout the remainder of September and the following

month, the training syllabus was almost completed in spite of
various difficulties encountered. By 1 November, 19^1, the
Air Staff Officer to V.A, Dover was able to report to Head

quarters, Coastal Command, that six aircraft and crews of

No. 217 Beaufort Squadron, trained for the interception of

shipping under ground control, were established at Manston

and ready to undertake operations.

ibid

End. 55A

The aircraft would be controlled from Svdngate C.H.L.
Station by the G.C.I. trained personnel making use of shipping
plots obtained from the mobile C.S.I. Station'”'/ which had
been sited at Gapel in full working order.

The role of the detachment was defined as;-

(a) To intercept enemy shipping in the Straits of Dover
at night or in poor visibility by day.

(b) In co-operation with naval forces under V.A. Dover
to silhouette by means of flares enemy forces attacking
our convoys or approaching the coast,

(c) To co-op)erate with naval surface forces in attack
ing enemy convoys at night.

During daylight hours the availability of the aircraft
T^as to be 1 at hour’s notice, and from dusk to dawn 2 at
^ hour's notice, and in addition 1 at 1-1-g- hour's notice to
be brought to readiness when the other two were ordered off

the ground.

Normal bomb load would be A x 500 lb. G.P, fused 11

seconds, also 8 x A.5 flares.

It was essential that the detachment should be used on

Rover" operations in order that the crews should get some
ibid

Enel. 59A

(l) One Admiralty Type 271 set was specially prepared in
mobile form with Plan Position Indicator for use by
Coastal Command and was known as a Controlled Siirface

Interception Station,
improved ranges at which enemy surface vessels could be

traced, but there were difficulties in detecting aircraft,

SECRET
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activity during periods when there were no targets or tasks

coming within the main role, but the initiative for thus employ
ing the aircraft was only to come fi-om V.A. Dover following
discussions with the A.O.C., No. 16 (Coastal) Group, vdio would
in turn put the suggestion to H.Q.C.O. for approval.

At a meeting held at Headquarters, Coastal Command, on

5 November, 1941, for the purpose of discussing the operation
and administration of the detachment, the A.O.G.-in-C. ruled that
those aircraft fitted for controlled interception of shipping
should be brought up to the.strength of one squadron so as to

permit two flights to operate from separate aerodromes,
permanent arrangement. It was also decided that all aircraft
were to be fitted with A.S.V., Marconi W/T set and either V.H.P.

T.R.9 I/T set, but later on it transpired that the aircraft
could only be fitted vdth the special A.S.V. if the V^/T set was
excluded* In those circumstances it 'vvas decided by H.Q.G.G,

that only the aircraft with the detachment at Manston were to be
fitted with the special A.S.V., and in consequence it was neces

sary to give them special permission to operate, without w/t sots
installed, on "Rover" or "Roam" patrols.

Thus the aircraft aiid crews were ready for operations, but

a delay occurred in arranging the control of the aircraft'from
the gro-und, which resulted in the special detachment’s activities
as far as ground control interception was concerned, being con
fined to two or three isolated sorties, from which nothing of
importance emerged.

From the inception of the Admiralty Type 271 set (C.S.I.)
which was specially prepared in mobile form for use by Coastal
Command, it v/as hoped that the ground control of aircraft could
be effected directly from this mobile station, but as this idea

had now proved impracticable, due to the inability of the set to
detect aircraft as opposed to surface vessels, control had to
come from a C.H.L. Station which could see the aircraft through

out, but generally relied upon the associated G.S.I. Station to
provide the position of the target.

or a

ibid

End. 64A
and 65A.

For this reason it was found necessary to seek confirmation
from Fighter Command of the permission previously given for
Coastal Command.controllers to direct aircraft from Swringate

on the occasions v/hen the sole use of the station wasG.H.L

ibid

Enel. 61A

required.
• >

However, in view of the fact that at this time, i.e.
November, 194-1, Sw/ingate was busy detecting enemy dive-bombers

at night, it was impossible to effect its release for the sole
use of ground controlled interceptions_of enemy shipping; and as

alternative arrangements could not be organised immediately, the
S.I.U. had the misfortune of not being able to prove its capa

bilities in its particular method of attack.

This unhappy state of affairs was concluded on 29 January,
19Zf2, when, owing to the shortage of crews specially trained in
ground control, and to the operational necessity for employing
all available Beaufort aircraft in their normal torpedo bomber

role(d , it was found necessary to withdraw the special detach
ment of No. 217 Squadron at Manston for return to its parent
iinit.

ibid

Enel. 77A

ibid

Enel. 8U

(1) For employment against the German battle cruisers in Brest.
Sec Chapter V, section (iv)(b).
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ENEMY SHIPPING AT SEA - SUNK AND DAMAGED BY AIR ATTACK (R.A. F.) IN NORTH WEST EUROPECQ

JULY TO DECEMBER 1941

VO.

,-p-
SUNK DAMAGED

Assessment * Verl fl cation^ fc\ Month Assessment * Verification

GroupVJI
Remarks

Ho. of Ships Tonnage NOo of Ships Tonnage No, of Ships Tonnage No. Of Ships Tonnage

July Night offensive - Wilhelmshaven to
Cherbourg area.

August
September
October

II n II n n

NO, 16 Group
(C.C.)

2 13,000
26,000

II II II II It

2 10,800 1 100 6 1 6,123 German convoys commenced movement
by night.November 4 3,981 3,d214 11 43,276 1

coastal Command assumes responsibility
for day and night offensive' in
Wilhelmshaven to Cherbourg area.

ca
December 1 8,777 1 8,777 5 17,300DO

(2,^8867 23,558 24 • 399,576 ir,04a.

July 3 5,381 3 1,498 7 18,950 Day and night offensive - Denmark
and Nortvay area.

August
September
October

November

December

1, 125 5 11,000
18,441
32,479
10,100
27,000

2 994 II II II It H

No, 18 Group
(C.C.)

2 10,989

7,290

2 5,499
4,969
142

5 2 6,125
2,959

IIII II II II

6 5 12 I3 II II II n

1 142 2 <3 I

i
n n It II M

3 10,900 ^3 7 1 287 II II n II II

I u TTisn4«i515 34,702 38 117,970

July 1 3,500 14 13,500 Day and night offensive - Bay of
Biscay and w. Channel,

August
September
October

November

December

A
1 10,000 1 2,640 II w II n It If

No* 19 Group
(C.C.)

II n n II It ti

n  II n ft II It

!l n It It II ft

ft tt
1 12,000 2 8^806 5 7^650 It I! If I!

2 15,500 2 8,806 20 31,150 1 2,640

td

§
Notes;"

R Made by the Air Ministry Antl"6h3pplng Assessment SubHCommlttee of the Bombing Committee,
i- Extracted from the records maintained by the Corporation of Uoyds, the German Actalralty and the Gennan Shipowners* Association.
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Verification ^ VerificationAssesaaent * Assessment *MonthGroup Remarias CD

No. of Ships No. of ShipsTonnage Tonnage No. of Ships No. of ShipsTonnage Tonnage\o

S X

h 8,881 1,498 32,450
21,000
31,441
58,479
53,376
51,950

July

August
September
October

November

December

3 21
CTN ■6125 3,634

6,125
9,082

10,085

1 3
10,989
18,090
4.1^3

MM7

5,449
5,069
3,963

Aim
3?,a?7

COASTAL
CCMMAND

2 2 7ON 2
8 6 18 4
5 5 13 5
^5 17 2871

Tj-ttvl 24 73,760 82 248,69622 15 29,213

434,840

9,598
16,250
2,633

July 54,098

50,948
44,200
14,080

10 3,923

1,318
5,726
2,661

23 3,845

2,288
4,390

1 Daylight offensive - W1 LieImshaven to
Cherbourg area.

6August
September
October
November
December

143 1 II n n n

6No,2 Group
(B.CJ

9 10 1 fT n ti n

h2 2 n n n fi

Vfithdram from the Antl-shlpplng role
25/11/^1.

63,32127 13,628 163,32615 51 3 10,523CO

July
August
September
October
November
December

1 200 1 500
1201

FIGHIER
CCMMAND

1 150 1 20 2 250
7,480
1,400
2,200

4 400 22
2 1,250 42 90

6

Tc^oU. 8 362,000 3 110 11,950

53.575July to
DecemberGRAND

TOT/iL
139,081 16959 423,972 18 39,736

1941

Notes:-*

♦ Made by the Air Ministry Antl-Shipping Assessment Sub-Committee of the Bombing Committee.
f Extracted from the records maintained by the Corporation of Lloyds, the German Adnlralty and the German Shipowners* Association.
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CCa-BINED mVAL AND AIR ACTION AGAINST ENEMT SURFACE CRAFT IN THE DOVER STRAITS.
27 JUNE TO 17 JULY 1941ON

-F-
I\3

VD

< 3 4 5 6 71 2 8 13 14 159 10 11 12

Action Takencr\

Tin®Number and Type of
Surface craft

reported

-j Origin of
Report

Course and

Speed
Bombers FightersOf Tine ActualAssessment RemarksDate Operation

Code Name
E/AArmament

Expended
Own

Claims Losses
Report No, Type -

Sqdn,

No. Of

Sqdns,

Of

Attack1941

June

27 C.H.L. and
Jim Crow

NE/7 Knots. 3 Blenheims

No, 59 Sqdn,
3,000 ton merchant
ship escorted by
5 Tray;lers

1000 to

1113

"Roadstead" 2 Sqdns,
Nos, 92 and

1512 6 X 500 lb.

S.A.P,

Nil Nil Sunk Not Con

firmed

609

C,H,L, and

A/C

About 16 "R" Boats 0955 to Seen visually 5 miles off
Calais at 1805 hours.

Nil
2145

N.E, 1515 "Roadstead" 3 Blenheims

No, 59 Sqdn,
No C,H,L, plots obtained.
Strike force failed to

locate.

T\vo 3,000 ton
ships

2 Sqdns,
Nos, 92 and

28 Jim CrcuT

i02
L?d258

CO o

§
td
o

a
Jim Crow One 1,500 ton

tanker

1516S

fed
1^

"R" Boat Tender

and 7 «R" Boats

1000 to

1450

C,H,L, Most likely sweeping
between Dyck and Inner
Ruytingen*

- Nil

29. A/C 0755 to

2035
8 Coasters,
3 Trawlers end

1 Tug (including
3 tanlcers)

No C.K.L, plots obtained.
No action taken as three

small tarSters entered

Boulogne and other
targets considered too
small.

Mil

30 No movements Kjiovm

1 No movements known

Jim Croiv

C.H.L.

W/125,000 ton ship
escoi’ted by
2 Travflers

1500 "Roadstead" 3 Blenheims

No, 59 Sqdn,
2 Sqdns.

Nos. 92 and

6 X 500 lb.

S.A.P,

1824 N/CDamage Seen west of Dunidrlc.

Neat misses with bombs.1612-55

609

"Roam" 6 Beau forts

No, 22 Sqdn,

2345 1 Torpedo Nil N/C Only one Beaufort located
the target,

could not locate next day.
P.R.U,

•V

X

IJuly X
No reliable reports3
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1514131211109876543o^ 21
■p- K
IV)

XConsidered to be siveeping
North of Boulogne, which
they entered at 1600 hrs«

123 degrees Dover - close
to French coast.

VD July
4  C.H.L.-P- 1410 to5 "R" Boats Nil-

1600
ov

03 1640W,200 ton merchant
ship

A/C •Nil

N/C Two direct hits on a
vessel of 4,000 tons in
middle position.

Seriously
damaged

12 X 500 lb.
SWI.P.

13156 Blenheims
No, 59 Sqdn,

1 Sqdn,
No, 306

NE/11 Kts. 0826 to
0958

"Roadstead"3 merchant ships
escorted by 4
R-boats and
1  Flak ship

C.H.L,
Jim Crow

5

Considered to have been
s\7eeplng from Boulogne,1125 to

1754
8 R-boatsC.H.L.

Poor plot. Strike force
failed to locate this
doubtful target.

3 Sqdns.
Nos, 609, 74,

3 Blenheims
No, 59 Sqdn,

"Roadstead"NE/6 Kts, 0650 to
0708
0900

1 Surface craft of
3,000 tons

(22. Sqdn,^ (approx.)
L/C

C.H.L,6

308

Sighted off Dungeness by
by MJ.S, at 0320 hrs.

No engagenBnt due to lack
of speed of M,Ls,

2345/62 E-boatsC.H.L,
to

HU0355/7
cn
tr-d
OOne direct hit and one

near miss claimed.
N/CDamaged

1 MV( 3,000)
14 X 500 lb,

S.A.P.
1524"Roadstead" 3 Blenheims

NO, 59 Sqdn,
IV)NE/10 Kts. 1030 toOne 3/5,000 ton

ship vdth 13
escort vessels

7 Jim Crow
C.H.L.

02 1401td
o

This strike force sighted
these vessels off Calais
and attacked Instead
of the target above.

Sunk

(1 E or
R-boat)

4 X 500 lb,
S.A.P.

15373 Sqdns,
Nos, 306,

222, 402

2 Blenheims
No, 59 Sqdn,

"Roadstead"1537Number of E or
R-boats

A/C and
C.H.L.

Proceeding down the
French coast from Ostende
to Calais,^

1000 toW,15 large barges
and 3 or 4 Tugs

A/C8
Nil —1345Jim Crow

Sighted vrest of Calais®41il1347W.2 small CoastersJim Crow

Sighted between Calais
and Gris Nez,SW (at 1850) 0255 to

2056
6 R-boats and

Tender
C.H.L.
Jim Crow

9
- Nil

poor plot,
hrs, reported as 6
destroyers off Fecamp.
At 0620 hrs, seen between
Le Touquet and Boulogne,
Tai^et considered too
difficult to attack
success fuUyrdthout-severe
losses,

At 0215
0255 to

1505
NE/14 Kts,6  Class Mine

sweepers (5/600
tons)

A/C10
Jim Crow
C.H.L.

-Nil

)) )
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■ CA 31 2 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1311 12 14 15-P-

VD
Juiy

< NE/6 Kts.2 Surface craft

plus

11 C.H.L.

Jim Crow

0554 to

0656
Probably one dredger and
tvvo trawlers seen

entering Calais about
0700 hours by Jim Crow.

Nil —

CTs

MD

12 Jim Crow 1 Travler and

2 E or R-boats
A/C attacked with cannon.
Surprise achieved -
no flak.

-Nil

I

13 Jim Crovf 8 R-boats and

8 small coasters

1100N A/C attacked with cannon.

One R-boat believed

damaged.

Nil-

Visual 4 small motor

vessels

1726 to

1900
Possibly sweeping.■Nil

14 Visual 2 small vessels,
2 Trawlers,
2 R-boats and
1 Lighter .

1010 to
1715

Seen operating close In
to the Fhench coast.A/C

-Nil — in
td

o
w

O

i?i
t-3 J5 ^sual 1 Coaster

(250 tons)
1435W Nil —

16 Visual
C.H.L.

S.W./12 Kts.1 Tanlcer
(6,000 tons) in
ballast escorted
bj’- 6 Traa’/lers

1540 "Roadstead" 3 Blenheims
No. 59 Sqdn.

i Sqdn.
No. 54

Two A/C did not locate,
but the third reported
a ship of 5,000 tons
about i mile off
Boulogne breakvmter.
Too close to attack.

"Tank) 3 Beau forts
No. 22 Sqdn.

2113 2 Torps. Damaged N/C Estimated one hit under
foremast Column of dense

smoke observed by all
A/C.

A/C 9 E or R-boats S.W. 1415 Nil- Sighted off Cap Gris Nez.

A/C 11 small vessels S.W. 1840 Nil Sighted off Cap Gris Nez.

•tj

X
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D 148 159 10 11 12 136 74 53 31 2

CD

1846 N/cNil No results observed

apart from a near miss.
P .July

17

6 Blenheims

No.59 Sqdn.
2 X 500 lb.1543 2 Sqdns.

Nos.485 and
S.W./

12-14 Kts.

"Roadstead"1 Merchant ship
C6,000) and
1 Coaster (1,500
tons) possibly
tanker, and
2 Escort vessels

Visual

C.H.L. G.P.IV)
VD M602 11 X 250 lb.

S.A.P.

o^
IV)
o N/c2148 Nil No results observed.2 Sqdns.

Nos.603 and
3 Torps."Roadstead" 3 Beauforts

No,22 Sqdn.
611

7 R-boats and

reports of barges
C.H.L. Nil ■
A/C

ActualBombs Torps. ■  Wastage

1 Blenirelm

Assesanents■ Fighters

I7s Sqdns.

Bombers

6Totals 27 JUNE to 17 JULY, t94t 1 Ship of 3,000 tons SUNK
4 Ships of 18,000 tons Eu’lulGED

COMBINED NAVAL AND AIR ACTION AGAINST ENEMY SURFACE CPAFT IN THE DOVER STRAITS - 18 JULY TO 7 OCTOBER. 1941

8.82 Tons44 None confirmed.

3(b)1 N/C Ship left burning.12 X 250 lb. Seriously

damaged
NE/12 3 Blenheims

N0.21 Sqdn.
2 Sqdns.

No.222 and

11006,000 ton Tanker
escorted by
3 Traivlers

O8O5- "Roadstead"July Visual

Jim Crow

C.H.L.

1(F)18 1020

609
CO
b

COSpitfires

_ Nil—

tl
Q

Believed entering Calais.0843Visual 5 Trawlers -P-

N/C Hit claimed,

flames,

Sqdn. attacted Flak
ships In vicinity.

Sighted between Calais
and Boulogne.

Left In

No.242 'Fla
8 X 250 lb. Sunk

k'
1i Sqdns.

Nos.611 and

242,
Spitfires

1800 "Roadstead" 2 Blenheims

N0.21 Sqdn.
19 Jim Crow 5,000 ton Tanker

1150-Vlsual 9 Trawlers and
2 small coasters

Nil
1900

2(B)1545 24 X 250 lb. Seriously
damaged

N/C Seen off Ostende,

hits claimed on stem,
and one amidships,
attack by two destroyers
from Portsmouth called

off when It was leamt

of aircraft's success.

Three MTBs also

despatched at dusk, but
returned owing to
defects.

Target not located by
bomber force, but part
of fighter escort attack
ed with M.G. and Cannon.

Two

An

6 Blenheims

No.21 Sqdn.
4 Sqdns.

N0S.72, 242,
222, 485,

Spitfires and
Hurricanes

1040 "Roadstead"6,000 ton Tanker,
escorted by
2 Trawlers

W/1220 Jim Crow

Visual

C.H.L.

6 Blenheims

No .21 Sqdn,
2 Sqdns.

Nos.222 and
3 Tankers (one of
3,000 tons and
Wo 1,000 tons)

W/“ 1040 "Roadstead"Jim Crow

242

))) )
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CTn
31 2 4 5 6 7 8-P- 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

SO

<
July

Jim Crow

C.H.L.
3/4,000 ton
merchant ships
escorted tjy
2 Trav/lers

21 NE/- 0705 “Roadstead" 4 Blenheims

No, 21 Sqdn,
2 Sqdns,

NOS, 242,
222,
3 Sqdns.

NOS, 242,
222, 603,
Spitfires

12 X 250 lb. Nil Bombs overshot. Later,
ship seen to enter
Durtcirk ty jlm CrovT,

os
IV)

3 Blenheims

No, 21 Sqdn,

Jim Crow 6,000 ton Tanker
toived ty two Tugs
and escorted by
8 R-boats

N/-21 0705 Seen offBerck,

to be tanlcer attacked

on 20 July,

Boulogne 1130 hours.

Beli

Entered

eved

Nil

Jim Crov722 3 ships or 3,000
tons and 10 flak

ships

1020 Stationary off Calais,
Nil

Sl^/6C.H.L 1 surface craft

plus
1120 -

1257
Possibly same force as
above,

Calais to Gris Nez,

Plotted from

Cfl
CO_ Nil
t?d
a

o

VJl

visual 4 small vessels W 1535 All available bombers

tied up for possible
move Of SCHARNHORST,

Nil

One 3/4,000 ton
Tanker with

4 escort vessels

C.H.L.

Jim crow

23 E 0826 -

0930

"Roadstead" 6 Blenheims

No, 21 Sqdn,
3 Sqdns.

Nos. 242,
610, 145.
Sliltflres

Seen off Calais at

0930 hrs,

escort Tjas del^^ed an
attack off Gravelines

did not talce place.

As fighter

and

Hurricanes

3 Sqdns.

Nos, 242,
610, 145.

"Roadstead" 6 Blenheims

No, 21 Sqdn,
4(B)12 X 250 lb. 2 Damaged RAU III

(Vlhaler)
354 tons

SUNK

Ship seen on fire.
2(F)

24 6,000 ton Tanker in
tow with 4 or 5

escort vessels

0337 N-C Attacked ty IflBs just
S, 0 f Berck,

believed surili.

Located off Fecamp,
No hits claimed.

1 E/V

Jim Crovi VI/5same force 1000 "Roadstead" 6 Beau forts

NO, 22 Sqdn,
3 Sqdns,

NOS, 72, 92,
609,

1223 6 Torps, 1 Nil

Jim Crow Small craft 1030 -
Indefinite reports. ■VI

1700 Nil

25 None of Inportance X

X
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13 14 15121110 T)97 864 532 "O1CTs

-F-
|N3

July Nil 8 seen operating off
Boulogne and 6 off
Ostende,

Cannon and

M.G.

X5 Spitfires165514 MinesweepersJim Croff

C,H.U

26
X

ON

IV> Attacked tjy 4 MTBs and
1 M® at 1430 hrs.

Surprise achieved but no
hits claimed,

co-operated.
Fighters

1425NE/23no. 1 Destroyer

escorted by
6 R-boats

27 C,H,U

Nothing of import
ance

28

None Icnovm29

No definite move
ments

30

Target entered Boulogne,1444 -1,000 ton merchant
ship

WVisual

C,H,L.

31 __ Nil
1510

Including 6 Traivlers and
8 R-boats sweeping
between Boulogne and
Calais,

1420 -Numerous small

craft

Visual

C,H,L, 1846

01
Gd
o

cr^
bdCO

id
Ms- 2(B) Nil Ship passed Gris Nez

0725 hrs,

but no claims made.

Straddle

4 X 250 lb.11303 Blenheims

NO, 107 Sqdn,
1 Sqdn,

NO, 242

Spitfires

"Roadstead"E/7 0725 -

0935
1,500 ton merchant
ship escorted bj’-
2 Travelers

Jim Crow

C,H,L,

1
1(F) dd

1(B) Seriously
damaged

N/C Explosion, after v/hlch
ship burst into flames.

1536 3 Torps,E/6-7 1536 "Roam" 3 Beau forts
NO, 22 Sqdn,

3 coasters (1 of

2,000 tons and 2
of 500 tons)

A/C2

2(B) Seriously
damaged

N/C3 Blenheims

No, 226 Sqdn,
ii Sqdns,
Nos, 3 and

4 X 250 lb. Sighted off Grawlines,
Two hits claimed.

Ship left on fire
amidships, Flakships
also claimed d amaged.

1200 1"Roadstead"0930 -E/124,000 ton merchant
ship escorted by
2 Flakships and
2 E-boats

10 C,H.L.

Jim Croiv 1(F)1406
242

Hurricanes

4i Sqdns,
Nos. 242, 3,
306, 308
and 315

:3 Blertielms

iNo, 226 Sqdn,
This strike force did not

locate the target, but
C,H,L. plotted these

vessels prtxieedlng bj"
outer route as far as

Bergues Bank,

"Roadstead"Same target

))))
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VO

< Aug.
17 C.H.L,

Jim Crow
Visual

55 Sqdns.
Nos, 3, 222,
315, 242,
308, 610

N/C1745 3 Torps. 1(B) Damaged Passed Gris Nez 1600 hrs.
Attacked off Le Touquet -
one hit estimated.
Vessel tovfed to Boulogne.

SW/12 "Roadstead" 3 Beau forts

NO, 22 Sqdn,
6,000 ton Tanker
escorted by
5 Flakshlps

1220

CT\
IV)
'O'l

tyl
Service

3i Sqdns,
NOS, 3, 242,

603 and

2(1^ Target, found earlier than
expected, but taslc
abandoned as filter
escort engaged in
combat.

3 Blenheims
No, 18 Sqdn,

3SN/11 1645 "Roadstead"Same target

403

Neather unsuitable for
M.T,Bs or A/C.
left Boulogne at 2115/18
and entered Le Havre
a,m/19 according to
Jim Crow,

vessel
W/11 2115 -

2245
18 Same targetC.H.L.

Jim Crow

CQ
t?d
o 02

Gd
Passed Gris Nez at
0447 hrs,
unsuitable for A/C or
M.T.BS.

Weather
E/8-10 0429 -5,000 ton ship

with 6 Mine
sweepers and
5 flak ships

O
S

25 C.H.L.
Jim Crow 30733

Nil

E/7-102,000 ton merchant
ship with 2
Escort vessels

0519 -
0728

Attads. laid on, but
cancelled when force
entered Calais,

27 C,H,L,
Jim Crov; _ Nil

0557 -E/ll Left Calais 0557 hours
entered Duniilrt:
0915 hours.

Same target29 C.H.L.
Jim Crov; Nil0728

E/-Same target 0650 -
0915

"Roadstead" 3 Blenheims
No, 139 Sqdn,

3 Sqdns,
Nos, 242,

54, 603

Seen off Dunkirk by
Jim Crow about 0650 hrs.
Strike force failed to
locate siving to poor
visibility.

30 C,H.L.
Jim Crovt

"Roadstead" 3 Blenlielms

No, 139 Sqdn,
3 Sqdns,

NOS. 72,
611, 242

Task abandoned owing to
lack of high fighter
cover.

W/8 0653 -
0835

6 Escort vessels
or tH' Class
Minesweepers

2 Fighter A/C attacked
with cannon off Ostende,

iC.H.L,
•TJVisual T3

s
I—f

w/- X1,000 ton ship 0650.-
0915

Jin Crow
C.H.L.

Seen off Dunlcirit
Jim Crow.
Calais about 0915,

Entere XNil d
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■r 1513 141210 118 9763 4 521 1ro
VD X

<- Aug. Seen off Dunkirtc at

0745 and entered Boiaogne
1140, Left Boulogne at
2000" and plotted ty
C.H.L, up to 55 miles
trom Beacly Head,
Attack laid on off
dravellnes was cancelled,
due to 2nd Jim Crow
falling to locate.
Attack .off Staples canr
celled due to vessels
entering Bffljlc^ne,

X
W/8 0745 -

1400
2 ships of about

2,000 tons with
2 flakships

31 Jim Crovj
C.H.L,cr^

IV)

Nil

_apt. Passed Gris Nez .at
0140 hrs.
locate convoy,
on Coastal batteries.

Failed to
Fire

3 Blenheims
No, 139 Sqdn,

4 Sqdns,.
Nos, 242,

611, 54
and 603

E/- 0030 -
1100

nRoadstead"4,000 ton merchant
ship v/ith 8
smaller cargo
ships and 9 E/Vs

2 C.H*U
Jim Crow

d

N/C1(B) Seri ously
damaged

Attacked off Zeebrugge,
Merchant ship hit and
left burning furiously,
2 Escorts claimed
damaged.

12 X 250 lb.1100 23 Sqdns,
NOS. 242,
485 and
452,

3 Blenheims
No, 139 Sqdn,

"Roadstead"Same target

cnCO
t?i

oo 00
td

!^-3 Plotted from Berck-sur-
Mer to Boulogne which
was entered at 0515 hrs.
No MTBs available.

4 E/- 0243 -
0515

C.H.U 4 Surface craft
(over 1,000 tons) Nil

!

Entered Boiilogne 0518 hrs,
MTBs unable to attack

owing to approaching
daylight.

2 Surface craft
(over 1,000 tons)

5 E/- 0406 -
0505

C.H.L,

II

passed Gris Nez 0510 hrs,
conditions of delight
and unlimited visibility
unsuitable for MTBs to
operate.

2 Maas class .
De strqyers

E/17-258 C.H.L,
Visual

0420 -
0645

lyt Nil-
Service

Tri fels Passed Gris Nez 2250 hrs,
3 MTBs attacked and
claimed 4000 ton M/V sunk,
and damaged 3,000 ship,

■ One R-boat also claimed
sunk and 1 TLR set on fire.

C.H.L. One 4,000 ton and
one 3,000 ton
merchant ships
with Trawler and
R-boat escorts

E/9 2133 -
0200/9

1 MV
(4000)
SUNK

1’ MV
(3000)

I DAMAGED

(Gc)
6,198
g,r,t,
SUNK

))))
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ro

S^.vn

<
Seen 2 miles off

Gravellnes ty Jim Cm>r
at 0640. Entered

Calais 0825, Intended

attack cancelled.

0640 -1,500 ton merchant
ship with 8
Flakships

W/9Jim crow

C,H,L,

11
0825

Nil-
cr>

ro

Le ft Boulogne at 1945,W/10 2108 -

2048
1 Surface craft

(over 1,000 tons)
12 C.H,U HU

Seen hy No, 16 Group
A/C off Dunlclrk.,
Passed Griz Kez 0745 hrs.

No attack laid on hy
bombers due to Naval

operation 'J.R,' being
brought Into force.

W/15 0455 -One 3/4,000 ton
ship with Trawler
and R-boat escort

A/C
0801Jim crow

C,h«l»
Nil

Left Calais 0615 hrs.
Passed Gris Nez 0745,

Entered Boulogne 0840,

2 Surface craft

(over 1,000 tons)
W/9 0615 -13 C.H.U CO

tUi ?i0840
Ov~0

I
Fighter Command A/C
reported this force as
4 miles north of

NIeuport.
vhth i-UG, and Cannon,

Bombers failed to locate.

Attacked

W/“ 3 Blenheims

NO, 88 Sqdn,

0700 "Roadstead" 2 Sqdns,
Nos, 615 and

17 A/C One 4/5,000 ton
merchant ship
escorted by 3
flaksliips

609

2(B) N/C12 X 250 lb. 7 Seriously
damaged

Left Boulogne 0330 hrs.
Passed Gris Nez 0425,
Direct hits claiiffid on

tanker,

explosion-ship stopped.
Five naval craft sent to
attack had to withdraw

owing to collision wiien
about to attach,.

Large

E/“ "Roadstead" 3 Blenheims

No, 88 Sqdn,
3 Sqdns,

NOS, 615, 41,

0330 -C,H,L,
Jim Crow

4,000 ton Tanker,
escorted ty
9  flakdiips

16
3(E)0730

91

W/10722 large, 1 medium,
1 small surface

craft (over

1,000 tons)

2010-

0030/19
Left Boulogne 2010,
Composition of force
doubtful due to poor
visibility,
craft despatched but
failed to locate.

5 Naval

18 C.H.L,

>=•
T3
TJ

2,000 ton ship(?)
and 1 flakshlp

19 Operating off Calais
probablj’- mine sweeping.
Seen also on 20, 21, 24,
26 and possibly 27,

C.H.L,
Jim Crov/

Nil

X
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1513 141210 1196 875431 ■ti2(T\
•F- 0)

PvD sept. Left Calais 1225 hrs.
Passed Grlz Nez 1400,
Entered Boulogne 1605,
Attack laid on but
cancelled when vessel
entered po3?t.

W/8 P*1225 -
1605

2,000 ton merchant
ship in ballast
with 2 E/Vs

s 24 , C.Ha«
Jim crow

H-

CT\ Nil
o^

Left Boulogne 1900 hrs.
Target not considered
suitable,
Jim Crow stated only
small ships.

PRU and

W/8-10h Surface craft
(over 1,000 tons)

1920 -27 C,H,L.
2104

11

Off Calais, Target not
located.

2 Sqdns,
Nos, 54 and

3 Blenlieims
No, 88 Sqdn,

"Roadstead"4 snail Surface
craft

28 C,H,L,

615

5£t. Passed Gris Nez 0027 hrs.W/7 2127/30One 2ij01 vessel.
One tM* class
Nine avee per
3 Trawlers
3 E or Rrboats

1  C,H,L,
and proceeded to Boulogne.
Three MBs and 2 MBs
sent to attack but unable
to make contact on
account of moon condl“
tions. One MTB fired
a torpedo and believed
it hit a travYler v/hlch

MGBs engaged
The 21(01

sanlc,
escorts,

0123

ICfl
tdtd
oo

w o

t-3

vessel was seen ty P,R,U.
in Cherbourg on 25th.

ActualASSESSMENTS. Air ActionE/A 0?mBombsFighters - Torps.

52s Sqdns, 12

Bombers

1 Ship of 354 tons,.
Nil damaged.

18(B)
10(F)

1 Ship of 5,000 tons SUNK
8 Ships Of 35,000 tons DAMAGED

10,16 tons 1780TOTALS 18 JULY to 7 OCTCBER, 1941

8 OCTCEER TO 31 DECEMBER, 1941

2255/23W/6One merchant ship
about 2,000 tons
with two escort
VB ssels

24 C,H,L,
Picked up 7 miles NNVi, of

passedGravelines,
A/C

Gris Nez at 0220 hrs,
and entered Boulogne
about 0330 hrs,
unsuitable for MTBs to
operate.

Weat

0330

Nil her

))))
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so

<
Oct.

E/30 5 Blenheims

NO, 500 Sqdn,
KB) Passed Gris Nez 0230 hrs.

Only two A/C completed
patrol but sw nothing.

0216 - STRIKETwo vessels

believed to be

two destroyers

25 C.H.L,
0325

cr\
ro

4 Hum I bombers

No, 607 Sqdn,
Plotted off Gravelines,
but FIghter“bombers did
not make contact.

4 small ships "Roadstead” 1 Sqdn,
No, 615

(7 A/C)

30 C.H.U

Jisy,
W/8r-9 Batavler V

1573 tons
SUNK

Passed Gris Nez 2205 hrs.

SKTBs and 2 MGBs engaged
this force south of

Gris Nez.

to3Tpedoes, damaged and
beached,

to operate but weather
unsuitable.

MV hit hy two

A/C detailed

2025 - Seriously
damaged

3 One merchant ship
about 5,000 tons

escorted by
1  «l-l« class Mlne-

siveeper and
4 R-boats

C,H.U
0105

Nil

Oi
in

Probably large mlnesv^eeper.
Proceeded from Calais to

Wissant. Turned round

One large surface
vessel v/ith

3 small craft

W and E/7 2237 -

0300/15
14 C.H.L,

9O

and last plotted off
Gravelines on NE-ly
course,

unsuitable for attack.

Weather

Nil

E/S-9 1835 - KB)One merchant ship
possibly over
1,000 tons with
1 or 2 Trai’/lers
and 6 or 7

R“boats

STRIKE 2 Beau forts

No, 217 Sqdn,
4 X 500 lb. Nil Left Boulogne at 1835 hrs.

Passed Gris Nez at 1955.

Attacked offBlane Nez at

2045 by MGBs, Damage
and casualties sustained

by both sides.

15 C.H.L,
2200

2024/1616 2 Surface vessels

believed to be

over 1,000 tons

W and E Left Boulogne 2024,-
Passed Gris Nez 0200/17,
Turned round off Gravelines

and finally entered
Boulogne about 0740 hrs.
Weather unsuitable for

■  i-riB or A/C attack.

C.H.U
3-4

0740/17
Nil

ii>

>15
23 2 Surface vessels

over 1,000 tons
with 2 Escort

vessels

U/7-9 0047 -C.H.L. First detected k miles
N, of Gravelines, Passed

Gris Nez 0445; entered

Boulogne about 0605,
Weather unsuitable for

MTB or A/C attack.

CD

0605

Nil M

M



13 147 8 9 10 11 12c^> 63 4 5 1521
-P- 5^

W
VO Hov«

N/C Left Boulogne 1812 lirs*
Passed Grts Nez 1840,
Proceeded to Dunkirlc and

returned to Boulogne,
4 MBs attacked in very
1017 visibility,
target not sighted but
one E/V believed sunk.

Main

E and Vf/1125 1812 -

2320

fl>1 Large Surface
vessel with
4 escort craft

C,H,U
»

OV
IV)

NilCO

Attacked off Fecamp, Ship
emitted large volume of
black anoke.

N/C3 Sqdns,
Nos, 603,
65, 41

16 X 250 lb.8 Hurrl-
bornbers

No, 607 Sqdn,

2 SUNK 1 MV

(1,000)
1 E/V

Serlouslj"
damaged
1 E/V

0ns 2,500 ton
Merchant ship

(laden),
1,500 ton M/V
(in ballast) with
5 Flakships

One

W/6-8 1220 "Roadstead"27 C,H,L,

Left Boulogne 2005 hrs.
Stern chase bV MTBs not
considered practicable.

W/8 2005 -

2108
One large vessel
vdth 4 escorts

28 C,Ha^ Nil

One large stxrface E/12-13'
vessel with escort

of Torpedo Boats

0120 -

0450

passed Gris Nez at

0230 hrs,

6 MTBs and 2 MGBs,

Althouglf escorting screen
penetrated main target
not located,

believed damaged.

Attacked By

One T.3.

28 C,H,L,

lyt
Service

CO
CONil

(VI

Dec,

3 W/10-12 1913 -

2130

Plotted from Dunlcirk A,W,

Buoy,
at 2040 hrs.
3 MTBs and MGBs In lov;

visibility,
force did not contact as

vessel entered Boulogne
2130,

Passed Gris Nez

Attacked b

Second MTB

C,H,L, One merchant

vessel about

2,000 tons and
3 smaller craft

y
Nil

(Believed to be
Raider E)

/■

4(B) N/CA/C W/“ 8 Hurri-
bombers

No, 607 Sqdn,

3 Sqdns,
NOS. 65, 41,

16 X 250 lb. DAMAGED

1 MV (500)
1 iW (150)
1 TLR (l5cg

5 One merchant

vessel of 1,200
tons, one ship
about 1,500 tons
with 2 E or
R-boats

1145 "Roadstead" 1 Seen off Fecamp,
target not located,
attacked small craft off
Le Havre,

Main
So

32

One surface vessel

^out 4,000 tons
escorted by
5 Torpedo Boats

(Believed to be
Raider B)

W/16 and 19 2127 -
0125/14

Passed Gris Nez 2305,
Stopped one hour off
Boulogne then proceeded
on southerly course.
Weather unsuitable for
A/C or MTBs to operate.

13 C.H,U
«y«
Service

.Nil —■

))) )



) ) ) )

7CTx 3 4 5 6 8 10 11 12 13 14 151 2 9
-F-
IV

MD Dec.

< E/10 0216/2 merchant vessels

believed to be

about 1,500 tons
each

1955 -

2330

"STRIKE" 2 Beauforts

NO, 217 Sqdn,
4 X 500 lb. Nil Left Boulogne 1955 hrs.

Passed Gris Nez 2100 hrs.
Plot faded 4 miles ME of

Gravelines,

Beaufort located target
by ASV and attacked,
results observed,
failed to make contact due '

to rough Tfeather. i

Only one
!

NO I
!

MTBs

C.HU-IS

17 G.P.

rv
MD

E/14 1750 - "STRIKE" 2 Beauforts

No, 217 Sqdn,

28 C.H.L. One merchant

vessel about

1,500 tons with
one escort vessel

Left Boulogne 1750 hrs.
passed Gris Nez 1835,

Plot faded 2 miles east of
Dunkirlc,

favoured air attaclc, but
target not located.

Moon conditions

2030

N/10 0640 -

0730
4 surface vessels,
one of v/hich
believed over

1,500 tons

C.H,L. First picked up about
6 miles SW. of Boulogne,
and entered port 0730,
No.action was possible
in available time.

m00
td td

O
Nil

Ir-.
I 1-9

One surface vessel

about 2,000 tons
with one escort

E and W 1810 -

2300
C.H.L. Left Boulogne 1810 hrs,

proceeded to Dunlilrk A,W,
buoy viiere It turned round

and entered Boulogne
about 2300.

conditions favoured air

attack but no aircraft

available.

Moon

12

Nil

WastageBombers Fighters Torps. Bombs Assessments ActualE/A Own

TOTALS 8 OCTOBER to 31 DECEMBER 1941 31 7 Sqdns, Nil 5,80 tons 6(B)3 1 ship of 1,000 tons SUNK
5 ships of 5,800 tons DAMAGED
1 E/V - SUNK
1 E/V - DAMAGED

None, ,E»

id
I

id)

idjI
;h-
X
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DM'AGE II-iELIGOIED ON Tffl] BREST GROUP BY AIR ATTACKS

(References “ Admty. W.I,D.sVx. 1 20/A7 and

Admiral Rein's Report)

Date Scharnhorst Gneisenau Prinz Eugen

^ c ̂  a a Torpedoed by a
Coastal Command Beaufort

{l/22 Sqmdron), Repairs
estimated to take at least

until August 1

April
1941

10«4«41« Hit by bombs in
a Bomber Command attack.

Damage increased and would
take until the winter of

1941 to make good

24.7a41» Hit by several
bombs when at La Pallice
in a bomber Command attack.

Returned to Brest where it

T/as estimated that repairs
would take vmtil December

1941 to make good

heavy bomb in a Bomber
Command attack,

pairs estimated to take
until the winter to

make good.

Hit by a

Re-■Ju4y
1941

During the summer it
transpired that the tor
pedo hit necessitated a
new propeller shaft which
could not be in place
before 1,1,42

Damage more serious
than at first estima
ted,

pletion of repairs put
off until the end of

the year.

Date for com-

18.12.-41,
lock gate during a Bomber
Command raid made it
impossible to undock the
ship before IS.I.ZjR

A hit on theDeo, 18.12,41. Bomb explo
sions on edge of dock dur
ing a Bomber Command raid
inflicted damage which
added to the repair work
necessary for sea read-

1941

mess

Jan, 6,1.42, During a Bomber
Command raid a bomb19^
exploded between the side
of the ship and the jetty.
The damage was temporarily
made good by 21.1,42

Ready for Sea
18,1.42

Ready for Sea 21.1,42 Ready for Sea
1.1.42^

See over for details of damage inflicted.

DS 641^9^1(631) SECRET
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DETAILS OP DAiYiAGE

5.4.41 The "Gneisenau" had to be taken out of dry dock o>/ing to
an unexploded 250 lb. bomb being found in the bottom of the
dock. The ship was taken to a buoy in the Hade Abri.

6.4,41 Tlie "Gneisenau" was attacked as she lay at this buoy by
The torpedo hit aft on the

The chief damage was as folloY/s;-
a torpedo caiu'ying aircraft,
starboard side.

(1) Structviral. The skinplating and the wing bulkhead
between Nos. IV and V compartments vrere destroyed.
The starboard torpedo bulkliead was stove in along a
length of about 10 ribs and in places was torn away from
the armoured deck. One transverse bulkliead ?;as pushed
out, causing the longitudinal bulkhead to be torn
between No. 1 turbine room and the, shaft tunnel at
Starboard 3.

(b) Engines. The starboard propeller shaft was badly
bent in places. The bearings were damaged or destroyed,
Mbst of the installations of the shaft tunnel at Star

board 2 were destroyed. Nos, 1 and 5 turbine rooms and
No. 1 dynamo room were affected by water,

(c) Armament. The after A/4 change-over switch and
computer room, the after 3“phase current switch room and

the transformer room were almost completeciy destroyed,
A number of rooms in compartments III to.VI v^ere flooded
and there was damage by water and oil. The pedestal
mounting of "0" t'urret was partially affected by water.

The time estimated for Repair was four months. It was

not thought that the ship's bilge pumps would.stand the strain
iirposed on them and attempts were made to dock the ship.
These were unsuccessful and a sperrbrecher and minesweepers
were brought alongside to protect the ship from further tor
pedo attacks while lying at the buoy. An air raid during
the night of the 6tly7th caused no further damage and the
"Gneisenau" was successfully moved into dry dock during the
7 April,

10.Zh.41 An air raid commenced at 2250 hoixrs and was directed

entirely against the two ships and the dock. At 2355 hours
the "Gneisenau" received four hits close together which caus
ed serious vibration in the ship. Much material damage was
done together with 50 men killed and 90 wounded.- Several
fires v;ere started and respirators had to be used ov/ing to
the smoke and explosion gases.

Details of hits and damage were as follows;-

The first hit grazed the upper edge of the racer of "B"
turret and exploded on the upper deck on the starboard
side of the barbette of "B" turret,

deck armouir plating Y;as pierced and stove in.

The second hit passed throiagh the gap made by the first
and exploded on the armo\ired deck on the starboard side
of "B" turret.

The thin upper

The third hit passed through the spar deck, the upper
deck and the battery deck and exploded in the •'tween
deck on the starboard side at No, XIV compartment.

The fourth hit failed to explode. It passed through
the spardeck, the i:pper deck and the batteiy deck and

DS 6429Vi (652) SECRET
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instead of e;xploding on the armoured deck it bounced back
through the hole in the
later (on the 25 April)

deck -where it -was found
^ajtery

None of the bombs pierced the armoured deck. The second
and third hits made dents about 50 m.m. and 80 m.m. res

pectively. Ho-wever, the armoured hatch in the ante-room
to the control room -was blo-wn off and destruction and

damage was caused in the control room and action dressing
station belov/ the armoured deck.

Destruction in conpartments XIII to XVII on the 'tween
and battery decks resulted in the loss of mess deck accoia-
modation for one third of the crew*

and damage - control centre on the upper orlop deck were

severely damaged and on the middle orlop deck the instru
ments in the forward A/A change-over switch and conputor
room were put out of action by waterj this was particu
larly serious because of the similar damage aft caused by
the torpedo hit on the 6 April*

The damage on the spar deck and upper deck was only sli^.

During an attack on Brest on the night of the l/2 July the
"Prinz_Eugen" sustained a direct hit by a hea-vy bomb on the
port side of the upper deck in the fore part of the ship.
The bomb pierced the armoured deck and exploded below com
pletely destroying the switch room amplifier conipartment, the
compass room and the transmitting station.
51 men were killed and 32 wounded*
pairs was estimated as at least five months.

The dressing station

At the same time

The time needed for re-

1,7.41

24.7.41 7/hile lying alongside the mole at La Pallice, the
“Scharnhorst” v;as attacked by about 15 bombers, Five direct
hits were registered on the starboard side of the upper deck
from 3/4 to 3^ metres away from the side* Three were hea-vy
bombs (320 m.m. calibre) which all pierced the upper and
armovired decks and then passed out through the skin plating.
One bomb of meditim size (3OO m.m. calibre) exploded on the
armoured deck and one bomb of smaller size (270 m.m. calibre)
exploded on the side armour above the armoured deck,

in personnel were relatively small.
Losses

The first hit (270 m.m,) went through the upper and
bat’cery decks, thi-ough -the '-tv/een deck and exploded over
the armoxired deck forcing the side armour out somewhat.
Some destruction was caused on the 'tween and battexy
decks but the explosion was not very violent.

The second hit (320 m.m,) passed through all decks includ
ing the armoured deck, the stowage and double bottom and
exploded shortly after coming ttiroiogh the bottom. Water
and fuel oil poured into No, IV dynamo room and the
action switchboard room. No, XII compartment on the
'tween deck iwas flooded -with -water and oil and No, III

boiler room, being endangered, -was shored up.

The third hit (320
the armoured deck, then passed through the skin plating
without exploding* Water and oil penetrated from below;
as far as the 'tween deck.

) v;ent through all decks as far asm.m.

(1) This was a 25O lb, bomb but the Geiman records do not say
From the abovewhether it -was a G.P. or S.A.P. type*

description of the hits it appears that four such bombs
were released and hit as a sal-vo*
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The fo\jrth hit (3OO m.m.) exploded on the armoured deck
at Wo. 52 rib, causing much damage on the 'tween and
battery decks,

away from the armoured deck, causing the magazine of "C"
turret to be three quarters flooded.

The fifth hit (320 m.m.) went through all decks and out
through the starboard shaft tunnel without exploding.
The shaft timnel was not damaged but water and oil entered
and reached the 'tween deck.

The torpedo bulkhead was partly tom

The entry of water and oil resulting from the penetration
by the three heavy bombs gave the ship a maximum list of
8° which was righted by counter flooding the pumping of
oil into other tanks. At the worst moment there were

3000 tons of water in the ship including water which had
flooded in; 16OO tons were pumped out by the time the
ship docked in Brest the next day. After the ship was
docked, it was discovered that the structural damage could
be repaired in a fairly short time, but a considerable
amouint of work would be necessary to get the electrical
installations working again. All six cable-ways in Wo. 4
dynamo room were destroyed and the cables to the guns were
affected to a great extent. The estimated time for
repairs was given as at least four months.

18.12.41 During a daylight attack between I330 and 1Zf45 hours the
"Gneisenau" was slightly damaged by splinters from bombs v/hich
fell aromd the dock,

board side was holed.
The outer skin plating aft on the star-
This added to the amount of repair

work being carried out but did not affect the date for comple
tion of major defects. During the same raid a direct hit was
secured on the lockgate of the dry dock in which the
"Schamhorst" was lying,
gate was damaged to such an extent that the "Scharnhorst
not be undocked for four v/eeks.

The ship was unharmed but the lock-
could

6.1.A2 At 2030 hours, during an air attack on Brest, a bomb fell
and exploded between the "Gneisenau" and the side of the jetty
at which she was lying, damaging the skin plating on the s'car-
board side abreast Wo. V compartment,
any of the armament or personnel,

to VI compartments and the internal wing in Wo. V compartment
were flooded.' It was only proposed to carry out those repairs
which were absolutely necessary for seaworthiness during the
Channel brealo-through. The hole in the skin plating was
covered over to achieve a streamline through the water when
under way. Two watertight transverse bulkheads were fitted in
the region of the external wing so that the ship was floating
on the torpedo bulkhead on the starboard side abreast of Wo, V
compartment. By taking this risk, the final date for comple
tion of repairs (21.1.A2.) was not affected.

Wo damage was caused to
The external wing of Wos. IV
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DETAILS OF HIE "SCHAEMiOP.ST* S" I>0VEMENTS BETlIi.’EEH

BREST AND lA FAIiLICE IN JUIX 1 94-1

(Ref; From the Log of "Schamhorst”
held in Admiralty N.I.D, 2A)

The times are in German Simmier Time which v/as the same as

British Double Summer Time

July

left Brest at 2200 on 21 July, 194"l •Scharnhorst

SlightWeather,

easterly wind,

002f2/22

0100/22

0138/22

0400/22

At

a/o

Pos

Very dark but good visibility.

Speed 25 kts.point B1 , in swept channel.

Set course 234° 25 kts.At point 31•

 to 1190,

Vis, good, cloud h/'^Oition 4735W x 0405W.'

slight E. vdnd.

0613/22 Fighter escort of 2
shortly after by 12 more fighters and 2 -
He,115 as A/V escort.

Me. 109 joined ux^ followed

0912/22 Position 4618N x 0200W* Remained in this area

until 1209 hours carrying out torpedo practice.

1210/22

1600/22

23rd/24th

On swept channels PI to P3 into harbour.

Passed net hoom defence into La Pallice,

Bomber Command attack on "Schamhorst" in LaPallicE,

II

left La Pallice at 2105 on 24 July, 1941.

Passed net boom defence outside harbour. C°277°22kts.

a/c 328° 25 trts.
good,

a/c 320° in position 463ON x 0235Wi<

Position 4705N X 03OOW.

Position 4820N x 0510W*

foggy.

Sighted 1 - Beaufort type aircraft momentarily

tlirough mist, again at 0700 and again at O706 hours.
Position same as for 0700 hours.

Both Schamhorst and her escorting destroyer fired
at the aircraft which attacked at 0708 releasing a
torpedo which exploded on touching the vjater. Air
craft was then shot down and 3 survivors v/ere

picked up by a Patrol boat.

Weather cloudy and dark but vis.

Weather misty becoming

jchamhorst

2210/24

2323/24

OOO8/25

0200/25

0700/25

0643/25

O7W25

0950/25

Passed net boom defence in Brest harbour entrance.

Made fast alongside Laninon Jetty in Brest harbour.
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AIL ATTACKS ON THE BEEST CROUP OF MEMI WARSHIPS BY

BOMBER AND COASTAL COMMAND AIRCRAET

In this table is given an analysis of the Joint effect of both Bomber and
Coastal Commands, against the three major naval tinits at Brest, also at La PallJce
and at sea from March February 1942. The target for each raid is given
as listed in Intelligence Summaries, but in some instances, especially in the
latter part of the period, although the target is given as only "Scharnhorst and
Gneisenau". it was not in effect intended to exclude the “Prinz Eugen”. The

initial of the ships concerned is given in the target column, not the full name#

Of the 3599 bombing sorties flown 2692 were effective and a total of
4118.43 tons of High Essplosives and 64.6? tons of incendiaries were dropped.
The type of aircraft used on each raid, and the number of each type of bomb drap-
i^ed by them, are listed. The High Explosive bombs are listed by weight and type,
and in instances where the types shown in daily Intelligence Sxjmmaries are open
to doubt, and cannot be verified, the bombs have been as accurate an estimated
classification as possible in the light of Intelligence records of results, and
the loads scheduled for the raids; in these cases the type given has been marked
thus *. In other cases where there is doubt as to number or type a footnote
has been appended.

Incendiary bombs have been listed by the number of each weight of bomb
In several instances some Bomber Command aircraft on a raid weredropped,

scheduled to carry a small percentage of incendiary bombs as well as high explo
sive, but no record is given in the results of the raids of them having been
dropped. As a certain number of aircraft failed to reach their objective in
these instances it can only be assumed that in all oases those carrying incen
diaries were included in this number.

■ The following summary gives the number of each type of bomb dropped over the
whole period

73 X 4,0001b. comprising 39 G.P.
34 H.c.

29 G.p.

15 S.A.P,
17 H.C.

2611 A.P,

1060 X 2,0001b.
n

II
15 G.P.
1 D.A.

14 X 1,9001b.

17 X 1,7001b.

2 X 1,5001b. comprising 2 Torpedoes,

28 X 11,0041b. ccmprising

343 X 1,0001b.

17 Mag

28 G.P

II
332 G.P

nums

.

.
5 S.A.P.
4 H.C.
2 A.P.'

II
2349 G.P.
8615 S.A.P.
25 T.D..
88 A.P.

147 mixed G.P, and S.A.P,

11,222 X 5001b.

II 904 G.P.
2m S.A.P.
29 A.P.

4 D.A.

3,081 X 2501b.

Incendiary bombs conprised 54^680 x 41b,
2(G X 121b,

268 X 2).dib*
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The abbreviations used throughout the table for bomb types are as follows

G.P* = General Purpose

S.A.P. = Semi Armour Piercing

A.P. = Armour Piercing

ToD, = Tail Delay (momentary delayed action)

■ D»A, = Delayed Action

H.C, = High Capacity (Blast bombs)

The figures in the analysis for Coastal Command have been taken from the

Appendices to ORB of Nos, 16 and 19 Groups, from St. Eval ORB (Narrative and
Forms Blue) and from Squadron ORB* s. The figures for Bomber Command have been
taken from the Operational Appendices (Forms A and B) of the ORB, from Group
orb's forms A., B, and E, and from station and squadrons ORB’s. Where other
records fail to show the number of aircraft despatched on a raid the figure has
been taken from Appendix L to Volume III Bomber Command Narrative.
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AEEENDIX X7

MIMELA.Yn^ OFF BREST MARCH 19M - EEBRUMY 1 Sh.2

The following table shows the number of sorties flown and the mines laid in
the "Jellyfish", area off Brest during the period when the "Scharnhorst" and .

As the figuresGneisenau", and later the "Rrinz Eugen" were in dock there,

given in Bomber Command records assume tliat missing aircraft have successfully
carried out their missions the figures for Coastal Command have been given as a
similar basis.

After the second week in December 1 94"l, minelaying by aircraft under the
operational control of Coastal Command ceased for some months, and in January
and early February the effort of Bomber Command was directed primarily against
the waters off the Dutch and North German coasts, on routes likely to be taken
by the Battle cruisers on a break back to Germany, rather than in the small area
off Brest itself, where channels were more easily swept.

With the exception of a short period in May -1 941 when two Fleet Air Arm

squadrons, on loan to the Command, were engaged on minelaying operations, the
mining operations of Coastal Command against the Brest area were xindertaken by
the two Beaufort Squadrons, Ifos, 22 and 217,
addition to those flown but were cancelled primarily on account of bad weather,
A few sorties were cancelled becavise there were not sufficient serviceable

aircraft to fulfil all commitments, and for the same reason some were cancelled
at the time of the search for the Prinz Eugen. before she was located in Brest,

The monthly total of sorties scheduled for Coastal Command aircraft but

subsequently cahcelled were as follows;-

Numerous sorties were scheduled in

April 1942 4 sorties September 1942 - 21 sorties
October

November

It !?
k

IIII
10

It

May -  20
It 28+ It

J\me

July
August

ft tt

3
tt It

2

(+ In addition to these 28 sorties two operations of the maximum number
of available aircraft were sched-uled but cancelled on account of bad

weather.)
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MIHEUYING IN BREST AREA. MARCH 19Zt1 “ FEBRH6RY 19Zl2a\
X

BCWEa CX»1MM)COASTAL OOmANDVO TOTAL NO.
MINES LAID

DATE
Effective MissingType DespatchedTjT)e De^tched Effajtlve GroupSquadron MissingGroiq>

Mae^ 29/30
30/31 \k 1425 1Hampden

Hang)den
5

88105

2235 22 1Monthly Total

5 Hao^den 10 9 9April 3/4
4/5

' 6/7
8

6 6 6nB

15 13 1 13n

5 5 5B B
/9

1111/12
12/13
14/15
15/16
16/17
17/18
18/19
19/20
20/21
22/25
23/24
24/25
25/26
26/27
27/28
28/29
29/30

219 22 Beaufort
6 695

4
4

3319 22 Beaufort
4 45 73n

4 3 5n n2H B 2n
t-

4 54 B 5B n 1It

3B 3 3B

44 5 Hampden 5 3- 7nB 8

664 B 104 BB B B

6 4-4 B n 7B 3BCQ

3B 3 3B B

N>
4
4

2B a fl 2

4
3

4B 22, 217 fl

B 3 3B 22

44 3B B 122

3
1

B 22, 217
22, 217

fl 3 3
B B 2 1

65 106Id 75 154Monthly Total 1

85110 12854 43 1 2Cumulatlvejrotal

4May 1/2 319 22, 217

22^^17

217
217

3Beaufort

43/4 3 3fl B

6/7 3B 3 3

49/10 ■  3 3

81610/11
1V15
16/17
20/21
25/26
26/27
27/28

1Swordfish

Albacore

Beaufort

Alb^re
Beaufort

1 1

827 4 22

33 3217
827 4 22

2 29 145 Hampden 12217 3
2638 26B Ba

B fl 16 1620■

87 54 76Monthly Total 30 22

65 20484 1 139 2Cumulative Total



) ) ) )

CT\
BCMBER CX^MMANDCOASTAL COMMAND-F" TOTAL NO.

MINES LAID
ro DATE
MD

<
MissingMissing Group Type Despatched EffectiveGroup Squadron Type Despatched Effective

20h84 65 1391 197 2Carried forward

June 9/10
10/11
12/13
15/16
17/18
20/21

22/23
23/24
24/25
25/26
26/27
27/28
29/30

ON

■F- 4 319 217 Beaufort 3
VO

2nn fi 3 2
66 6n nII

4 3M It It 3
4 3It nIt 3

46 4n It II

44 4n n II

66 6n II n

66 6Itn It

3It It n 3 3
II 4 3II n 3

44rt !! 5n

n n n 3 22

4958 49MontlUy Total
m

lij2 139w 114 197 2Cumulative Total 1 v>t

IJuly 5/6
10/11
21/22
22/23

4 4 421719 Beaufort
It IIII 1 11

4n n n 2 2
8 8II It n 8 157 5 Hampden

14 8 8Monthly Total 17 22

128 147Cumulative Total 159 275205 21

August 11/12
18/19

21719
n

Beaufort 1
Itti 2 2 2

1622 22 n 2 2 2
24 n II tl 2 2 2
26 II n n 2 2 1 2
28 II It n 2 2 2

29 It It n 2 2 2

Monthly Total 13 12 121

140 147 287Cumulative Total 172 2 205 2

September 12/13
16

19 217 Beaufort 1 11
16 22 II 2 1 1

>n17 n n 2 1 1 ti
-u

18 Itn n 2 S
26 II II n 2 2 2 o

X
Monthly Total 9 5 5

l8lCumulative Total 2921 2 205 2
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maiy shipping at sea - sunk and dakaged by air attack (r.a.f.) in north west Europe
ON

-P-
JANUARY to JUNEIV)

MD

.SUNK DAMAGED

Verification fMonth Verification fCTv Group Assessment x Assessment x Remarics
vn

No. of Ships Tonnage No. of Ships No. of ShipsTonnage Tonnage No. of Ships Tonnage

January 1,892 27,6001 11

Ice conditions in the Baltic and its approaches

deteriorating.
Shipping almost at a standstill in the Baltic and
its approaches.
Severe ice conditions in Baltic and North Sea

persi sted.
Conditions slo^viy improving in the Baltic.
North Sea normal.

General resamptlon of enemy traffic.
Normal routine.

February 2 1,100

No. 16 Group

(C.C.)

March 2,0001

1,^94April k 12,5001

2ttM
1,497

8 5. .2kMax .19,500
3,300 2,500

,5.
June 3 1 2

rjcoX 22,800CO
t 2^11 11 44 125,582 5 17,559Hl V
a

January 1,0001 The German battleship TIrpitz transferred to
Trondheim.

Tvro additional ma.jor naval units transfav'ed to
Trondlreim,

The Tirpjtz breaks out.

ferred to Trondheim.

Normal routine.

Transfer of Prinz Eugen and Lutzow.

Normal routine.

Admiral Hipper trans*

O
?a

a
ha6,500February 1 5

No. 18 Group

(C.C.)

March 4 4,800

3.April „i54.cm
51,121. 7,006

"S,J32
8,712May

J
2 15 .1

une 2 9,000 2

15,138Nil Nil 9,005 53 33 94,021

6,000 6,000January 1 1 2 11,131 The watch on Brest stepped-up.
attacked.

Three enemy major naval units escape 'up channel'.
Combined Operations raid on St. Nazalre covered.
Normal xxiutine.

Blockade Runner

.February
M

3 1,200
1,550

3
i

727.
2No. 19 Group

(C.C.)
arch 20Q

April
...

Y5- '6^500' liMIMay 100 Far Eastern bloclcade runner attacked.1 2 It n1
June nn

9428,3507 3 12,500 17,53935

6.000 1 892 34,600
•7.6’00"

-■6~S06-
:iZ,500
144,103
iJl

.J.an.uaEy. 1 13 2 11,1311
1,200 4 953February; 3, 7

200COASTAL
COMMAND

March 2 1.050 1 5

1,497

Aprt.l 1 12 >

30,9?3T9;666"
3/300'

May .9. 39 9 *T!

g1 '4June 3 soo 2
o

36,l(A 50,23618GRAND TOTAL 31,150 80 13232,103
X

Motes;- X Made by the Air Ministry Anti-Shipping Assessment Sub-Committee of the Bombing Committee.
i- Extracted from the records maintained by the Corporation of Lloyds, the German Admiralty and the German Shipovmers Association.

<
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gcr,
o

SUNK DAMAGED

VD
Verirication -h

I—I

Verification f Assessment sMonth Assessment sGroup

Tonnage No. of Ships TonnageNo. of ShipsNo. of Ships TonnageTonnageNo. of Ships
ON

N)

January

_Febniarj_
Mar^'BOMBER

COMMAND April
M^
June

Nil NilNil NilNil NilNil Nil

ZjOO260 1January 1

MOO600 1 11 ,.292
March _

—April
—Mssc -
June

. 700
'

FIGHTER

COMMAND hOO'5iC.

T1 300 2, 3PP_;
ho1,650 5,300 ■9 13

S’I v4.^ ko25 13,2005 2,550 1

CO

lU- ’S’b, X76
-5e^i

January
to June

191)2

oIN3
GRAND

TOTAL
2h 38.375 2Z)6.619106 fS-33,70023

H3

I

Notes: -

X Made by the Air Ministry Anti-Shipping Assessment Sub-Conmittee Of the Bombing Committee.
f Extracted from the records maintained the CoiTJoratloii of Lloyds, the German Actalralty and the German Shipo\mers Association,

)) } )



SECRET /CRFEWDIX XVII

1

COi'iSTiJ. COAlMi'iED OEeRz'.TIOWJiL INSTRUCTION WO. J 05/I 942
BOlffiER COM^J0 OPERilTIONAL INSTRUCTION WO .' 62/I 9h2
FIGHTER COMIiiND OPER/iTION/iL lEBTRUCTION NO. 13/l92^2

CO-OPERiVTION BETWEEN BOMBER, FIGHTER /iND COASTilL COWAIMPS
IN ATTACK OF EMEMT SHIPPING IN THE EHGLISH CmHOEL

iiND NORTH SEA

INTRODUCTION

1. It is necessary to deny to the eneniy the sea passage of the Straits of Dover
and the coastal waters of Northern France and the Low Countries for the movement
of his shipping between France and Germany. This aim can only be achieved by
air operations carried out in the closest co-operation between the Coastal,
Fighter and Bomber Commands of the Royal Air Force in association with Naval
Forces operating in the area.

STRIKING K)RGE

No, 16 Group, Coastal Command operate in the area eastward from 30° West and2.

including the southern North Sea,

No. 19 Groiip, Coastal Command operated in the area westward from 30° West,

No, 11 Group, B’ighter Command operate Fighter Squadrons against shipping in
the Dover Strait either in consultation Y\/ith or at the request of Vice-Admiral,
Dover, Nos, 10 and 11 Groups operate Hurricane Bombers in the areas described in
para. 23(a) and (b)w

5. No, 2 Group, Bomber Command now have three Squadrons of Bostons operational,
and in addition to their other commitments on "Circus" operations and ilrmy Support
and Combined Operation roles, they vi/ill come to the support of Coastal Command in
the attack on important enemy shipping in the area between Cherbourg and
Y/ilhelmshaven, excluding the area Manston, Ostend, Dieppe and Beachy Head,
force is limited at present to operations v/hich are begun and completed
light.

3.

This

in day-

RECONNAISSjiNOE

6. Coastal Command is responsible for reconnaissance and may call upon Fighter
Command for reconnaissance by day in the area Manston, Ostend, Dieppe, Beachy Head,

The area in which Fighter Comnand normally carry out daylight reconnaissance
without special requests is the coastal waters between Ostend and the mouth of
the Somme,

hourly intervals.

7.

Y/eather permitting, these patrols will be carried out at about two-

8.- No, 16 Group may make requests for special reconnaissances within this area
It is to be noted that fighter pilots aredirect to Headquarters No. 11 Group,

not especially trained in ship reconnaissance and that the ability of fighters to
navigate accurately is limited.

9. If assistance is required for day reconnaissance outside this area. Coastal
Command is to refer to Air Ministiy (D.O.N.C.) (or Duty Group Captain), who will
issue instructions to Fighter Command to render such assistance as may be practi
cable .

10. Night reconnaissances, other than those flown possibly by Hurricane Bombers
in good weather, will be carried out by Coastal Command aircraft.

TARGETS

Coastal Command is responsible for passing information regarding targets to
Fighter Command, indicating the degree of importance of the target.

11.

DS 62f294/l(653) SECRET
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12, The in^jortance of ships as targets may be classified as follows

Important naval units (e,g, battleships, cruisers, raiders, four
or more destroyers), convoys of exceptional size (20 ships,
excluding "E" Boats and single destroyers).

CLASS I.

CLASS II, Single destroyers, formations of "E" Boats (.6
merchant ships of over 1,000 tons (200 feet);

CLASS Illii Small formations of "E" Boats (less than 6), armed trawlers,
minesweepers, merchant vessels under 1,000 tons.

The infonnation should only be passed to Bomber Command when the target belongs
to CLASS I.

more); singleor

15.— Information from Coastal Groups may be passed direct to Headquarters, Fighter,
Fighter Command and to the Headquarters of the appropriate Fighter Groups in
addition to Headquarters, Coastal Command,-

1A-»- Coastal Command is responsible for keeping Bomber Command informed regarding
the position, course and speed of the target and the Coastal Command effort
allotted to it and, when practicable, for co-ordinating offensive action by
Coastal Command with that of Bomber and Filter Commands,

15.' The local Naval Authorities are to be informed by the Coastal and Fighter
Group Headquarters concerned of any attacks ordered or contemplated,

READINESS

16, Bomber Command striking forces will not be held at states of readiness or
incior wastage which might prejudice their other co'mimitments.

FIGHTER CO-OPERATION

17. The primary role of fighters in anti-shipping operations is to afford air
craft of Bomber and Coastal Commands the greatest possible freedom of action in
their attacks,

anti-shipping operations the fighter role may be to provide local air superiority
("support") for a given time in the area where Bomber and Coastal Command air
craft are operating.

This will normally be given by fighter escort but in large scale

18, Requests for fighter co-operation for daylight strike operations are to be
nnde direbt betvjeen Coastal Command Groups and the appropriate Fighter Groups,
As Bomber Command have authority to make similar arrangements, strikes by Bomber
and Coastal aircraft are to be co-ordinated as far as practicable to obtain the
maximum benefit from the fighter effort available,-
normally be achieved by mutual agreement, and Fighter Command will endeavour to
provide for the requirements of both Coastal and Bomber Commands,

This co-ordination will

In order,
however, to economise in fighter effort, attacks of both Commands will, whenever
possible, be timed to obtain the benefit of the fighter support provided.

19. When fighter "escort is to be provided a definite time to set course from
a specific departirce point (Rendezvous) must be agreed and in no circumstances is
the striking force to orbit the departure point after the agreed time of depar
ture. The estimated track from Rendezvous and E.T.A. over target is to be
comiiranicated to the Fighter Group concerned.

20, If Fighter Command cannot provide the fighter "escort" at the agreed time"
and place, the Group controlling the striking force vdll be informed by the
Fighter Group at least 10 minutes before E.T.D. when the striking force is to be
informed, and instructed whether or not to proceed without the fighters,
signal is received by the striking force before E.T.D. it is to be imderstood
that the fighter co-operation is being provided and the striking force is to
proceed on its- course, in the expectation of joining up with the fighters later

If no

on.
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21, ?/hen fighter "Support" is to be provided no Rendezvous is required between
striking force and fighters, but the Group Headquarters of the striking force is
to tell the Fighter Group concerned of the area where air superiority is required
and the times between which it is to be maintained.

22, Squadrons are to bo warned that fighter "support" does not imply close escort
nor does it imply that striking forces and fighters will necessarily see each
other.

The areas of responsibility allocated to Fighter Groups for escort and

The allocation is not intended to be rigid, but
close liaison Yall be maintained betv^een Fighter Groups and other Groups operating
at the same area.

25.
direct attack are shov/n below.

(a) The English Channel v;est of 1° ?/est (Pte. de
Barfleiir inclusive).

The Channel, Dover Straits and North Sea between
o  *

1  West and Ostend,

No. 10 Grou-p jirea;-

(b) No. 11 Group i'irea-;-

(c) No. 12. Group drea;- The North Sea east of No, 12 Group land area, and
the coastal waters betvjeen Texel and Ostend.

TiiPGET INFORivLlTION

24. At headquarters, Coastal Command, the Operational Intelligence Section is

responsible for passing and receiving aippropriate information regarding shipping
targets to and from Bomber Command and Fighter Command and the relevant Coastal

Group, and for obtaining from either the Air Staff or the Naval Staff an indica

tion of the target's importance.

(signed) P. B. JOUEERT

HE.JDQU;EEERS, C0.-ET.iL COIvM'iND
REF, CC/S.7010/20/3/Plans
8th April, 1942.

AIR CHIEF MiiESH.'LL

COmiNDIKG-IN-OHIEF ,
COASTilL COMMAND.
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EXIPulCT gROM LETIER FC/S .25659/Ops. D..TED 30.9.4-1

Definition of the Role of Fighter Units Engaged in an Operation •with our
Bombers

4-. It has been decided to use standard definitions to describe the role of the

various component parts of a large Fighter force engaged in an operation such as
Thus the various Fighter components (all or some of Y;hich may be

included) will in future be referred to as follows:-
CrRatJS" o

Escort

Escort Cover

Target Support
Free Lance

„  Forward Support
Rear Support

These terms, thou-gh devised principally for "CIRCUS" operations, may be
The role of eachconveniently used for other types of operation when applicable,

of the components named above is briefly as follows

(i) Escort

The role of an Escort is the direct protection of the Bombers,
term Close Escort may be introduced to indicate a formation allotted to
maintain position in the immediate vicinity of the Bombers,

(ii) Escort Cover

The

The role of an Escort Cover is to cover the Bombers and their Escort

from attack throughout the operation,

(iii) Target Support

The role of a Target Support is to establish air superiority over the
Target Area a few minutes before the Bombers and their Escort and Escort

Cover are due to arrive, and subsequently to cover their withdrawal,

(iv) Free Lance

The role of a Free Lance is to seek out and destroy enemy airacraft in
an allotted area of operations,

(v) Forward Support

The role of a Ibn^ard Support is to follow up an operation and cover the
v/ithdrawal of the Bombers and their Escort in a fonvard area,

(vi) Roar Suppoi*t

The role of a Rear Support is to cover the final phase of the withdrawal
of the Bombers and their Escort to this country.

DIVERSIONS

5. A Diversionary Operation consisting of a smaller force of Fighters and pos
sibly Bombers, if available, which is staged in conjunction with operations such

“CIRCUS",as

FEIIW

6, A small force of fighters, possibly accompanied to/ bombers, v/hich approaches
the enemy coastline and withdraws before becoming engaged with enemy fighters.
The purpose of this operation is to maintain the enemy's defences at the highest
possible state of preparedness.
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COMBINED NAVi^ /A’D AIR ACTION AGAINST ENaff SURFACE CRAFT IN THE DOVER STRjUTS
0^

-t^ .V. J^>NU;iRY to 30 JUNE. 19U2I\D

VjO.

< h3 61 2 5 8 Mi7 10 13 159 11 12

Action TakenCP\ Origin of

Report
Number and Type of

Surface craft

reported

Course and

Speed

Time of

Report
Verifi
cation

Bombers E/AOperation
Code Mexie

Fighters

iNo. Type SqcSo .

Time of

Attacii

Armament

Expended

Own

Losses

Assessment RemarksDate

1942 No. Type Sqdi. Claims

T

I

_Jaho
S/9 1625 -One vessel about

1,000 to 2,000
tons

i Left Boulogne at 1825 hoursiC.H.L.1 i

1927 Nil

I
—+

12 C.H.L. 2 small vessels

(probably
Trawlers)

N.E. 0830 1 Spitfire
No. 91 Sqdn.

M.G. Nil I Operating from off Amtaeteuse
to off Sangatte.

14 One vessel of 400
tons.

N.C.H.L. 1 Spitfire
No. 91 Sqdn.

M.G. N/CDamaged Off Boulogne, Believed
hits on bridge.

bd
tdQ 16 W/9 1905 -

2125

C.H.L. Two vessels

believed over

1,000 tons
with three

smaller ships

Aircraft unable to operate |
M.G.Bs, sent to identify

but failed to make contact.]
!1-3

1-3

22 C.H.L. Small vessel of

500 tons
1 Spitfire
No. 91 Sqdn.

M.G. Nil Sunk (Fr.
TugLuvcls

(260 '^gtD

Off Nieuport.

E/10 1708 -21 C.H.L. One vessel

believed over

1,000 tons
v;ith 3 snall-
er vessels

Left Boulogne at 1708-,
passed Gris Nez at 1®5
and plot faded near
Dunkirk A.W, Buoy,

2310
Nil

25 N/9C.H.L. and

A/C.
2 surface qraft -
400 feet vessels
and 4 flak-ships

0900 - Insufficient time to lay on
attack by A/C. before
vessels entered Boulogne.

0955 Nil

i25/26 W/25 2045 - 6 Hurri.

bombers No.

607 Sqdn,

4 Spitfires
No. 302

Sqdn.

C.H.L. and

"Y" Ser

vice

2 destroyers,
1,625 tons.
(Beitzen Class)

0130/ Passed Gris Nez at 0145/26,
Only one A/C attacked.

2 X 250 lb. Nil
0209 26 rp.

m

X
26 A/C n 2 Did not contact enemyo



1
1 2 h 63 85 7 9 10 11 11112 13 15 -o

VD

<
T3
P3Jan.3 a

21/28 C.H.L. 1800 aOne surfaQe vessel

(iiOO ft.) and
three flak-ships

N. 5 Hurrl-

bonibers No.

607 Sqdn.

2 X 250 lb. Nil This vessel left Boulogne
at 1800/27 using inner

I  route passed Dunkirk A.W,
Returned toBuoy.

XO'.

CO

Boulogne 0750/28.
ed by 1 Hurricane bomber
6 miles N.E. Dunkirk.

Attackr

29 C.H.L. S/12One ship believed
over 1,000 tons

I7/1O - Left Boulogne about 17ijO
Irours.1830 Nil

31/1 C.H.L. Three ships-pos-
sibly "H" Class
M/S.

S 0i;30/11 Hurri

bomber Mo.

607 Sqcln,

2 X 250 lb. Nil Left Boulogne on southerly
course. Attacked when off

Gris Nez.

A/C n
0i430/1S 0515/11 Hurri-

bomber No.

607 Sqdn.

2 X 250 lb. Nil Attacked off Ambleteuse.

Feb.

C.H.Lo2 Two surface craft

(later Identified
as two destroyers)

W/20 OOitO -
Plot commenced at OOitO/2.
Weather conditions unsuit
able for. attack by coastal
craft or aircraft.

0225 Nil

o

QiV)

1-3
h C.H.L. One vessel and tvro

escorts (probably
a large mine
sweeper)

E/12 031s - Picked up 8 miles S.W. of
Boulogne, proceeded to
Gris Nez, turned round and
entered Boulogne,
action due to vessel turn

ing back.

No

1-3

0600 NIL

6 C.H.L. W/11One large vessel
possibly a mine-
sweeper with three
escorts

2215 -

0005/7
i Plotted from 3 miles N.E,
I  of Calais to Boulogne.
Prevailing conditions

;  ruled out M.T.B. attack and
no aircraft were available.

Nil

9 C.H.L. Two or three

destroyers accom
panied by E-boats

W/25 OOL5 - Plotted from 6 miles N. of

j  Calais to 7 miles S. of
I  Boulogne 11 M.T.BS, sup-
i  ported by 2 M.G.Ba. and
Swordfish of from

I  Manston, were despatched
I  to attack but were unable
!  to inflict damage.

I
1

0219

Nil

I

))))
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k 6 85 14 153 7 9 10 11 12 1321

VC Pot)

< Plotted from 11 miles

of Boulogne to 15 miles
N.E. of Calais. Mo.

action as M.O.Bs, searching
for E~boats off Dungeness
and other forces being

reserved for expected
passage' of enemy battle
cruisers.

E/12 0110 -Tvto vessels, pro
bably large mine
sweepers with six
escorts

12

0535
ov
vn
VO

Nil

16 43 Plotted from 20 miles S.W.

of Boulogne to 17 miles
N. of Dunkirk,

by all available forces
including 5 M.T.Bs.. 5

and 6 Swordfish

Attacked

E/20 - 30 0016 - 28 Beauforts 367 Spitfires
11 Hudsons

3 Beauf igiters
1 Vfhitley
130 'Wellingtons
57 Hampdens
57 Blenheims
24 Manchesters
8 Bostons
5 Halifaxes

J.^lrllngs

18 Hur/brs.

27 Hurrleans
lOVihirlwinds

C.H.L. "SCHARNHORST"

"GNEISEWAU" and

"PRINZ EUGEN’'with

large number of
escorts

"Fuller" 14 Torps
39 X 500 lb.

38 X 250 lb.
13 Mines

Nil 1 Trawler

sunlt.

John Mahn

(GE - 292
tons)

12 1230-

A/C 1355 2330
V/S

{F.A.A.).
03 CO

o
VM

422

A/C 6 Hurri-
bombers No.

607 Sqdn.
6 Hurricanes

Mo. 32 Sqdn.
30 Sp itfi res
Nos. 64, 411
and 313

1330Small vessel prob
ably Trawler, and
one E-boat

1330 113 M.G. and C. Nil Sighted off Dunloirk tv»
Hurricanes and three Spit
fires attacked.

14 C.H.L. One large ship,
probably a mine
sweeper and four
escorts-

E/5 - 7 1810 - Plotted from Boulogne to
4 miles NJI.W. of Gravelines
Attacked unsuccessfully by
4 M.T.Bs. and 3 H.G.BS.
In bad weather conditions.

2300

Nil

A/C 181521 Two minesweepers,
one probably 3,000
tons.

0815 N/C Sighted one mile off Calais.

Strikes along ships side.
1 Spitfire
No. 91 Sqcti.

M.G. Damaged

•v
■V
PJN/C Sighted off Nieuport and

at'tacked.
large flash in bows.

Hits seen -
1630A/C 1630 Damaged23 One coaster (200

tons)
1 Spitfire
No. 91 Sqdn.

Cannon



a

*T3
k i 155 8 10 11 12 133 7 9o\ 21

•P-
IV)
VD Feb. D

< lijOO iZlOO Damaged N/CH.G. arid
Cannon

Sighted off Durikiric and
attacked. Strikes seen.

Tv/o trawlers (200
tons each)

2 Spitfires
No. 71 Sqdn.

25 A/C

07(5 07(5 N/CM.G. and

Cannon

Damaged Entering Dunkirk Harbour

Strikes amidships.
One coaster (1,000
tons)

1 Spitfire
No. 91 Sqdn.

A/C28.O.

March
(Naval Action)

Damaged N/C
E/9 ^^2h - Torpedo. Plotted from Boulogne to

Cap Blanc Nez where force
was attacked by M.T.Bs.
and M.G.BS .

vessel believed hit by

torpedo and stopped.
Second M.T.B. attack

failed.

One large

CD/C.H.L.
Visual

Two large vessels,
believed tankers

of 58^000 tons
escorted by
numerous crafts

1
2310

1650 1650 Sighted off Cap Gris Nez and
attacked.

One ship (150 tons) M.G. NilA/C 1 Spitfire
No. 91 Sqdn.

1

(Naval Action)
Sunk

Jeanet

Jacques
(Fr. -

3,(+93 gt.).

Plotted from Boulogne to h
miles noirch of Gris Nez.

Attacked by M.T.Es. and
M.G.Bs. off Cap Blanc Nez.
Main target torpedoed and
believed sunk.

E/9C/D CJ1.L. One vessel (about

2,500 tons) esccrc-
ed by armed
trawlers and a

screen of 12 R-

boats

1935 - 2115 Torpedoes3
Sunkiiyn 2335

Visual

A/C CQ
tdp
o

-F-

i-G
1-3Plotted frcK8 miles S.W. of

Boulogne,
have come from Le Havre.

Entered Boulogne,
to lay on an attack.

Believed to

No tim

E/10 Q51(t -A/C One merchant vessel

about hOO ft. with 6
Minesweepers and
Travders

9
0650CD/C.H.L.

Nil

e

Plotted from Boulogne to a
position off Gravelines.
M.T.Bs. sent to attack

unable to penetrate screen.

E/9CD/C.H.L. 0200 -10 One armed vessel

about hoc ft. with
several escorts.

0615A/C
Nil

N/C1 Spitfire
No. 91 Sqdn.

Seriously

Damaged
Sighted betv/een Gravelines
and Durtcirk. Vessel

appeared to catch fire.

0755 M.G. and

Cannon
A/C 0755 -12 • One small vessel

(about 200 tons)

06001(i CD/C.H.L. N/COne large araed
Vessel escorted

by 5 torpedo boats
and several E/R -
boats. Preceded

by 6 Mlnesv/eepers

0208 - Torpedo and
Gunfire

Damaged
(Armed

vessel)

Plotted from 13 miles N.E.

of Calais to 9 miles S.W.

of Bo.dl-c^ne.
attack by 6 M.T.Bs.
destroyers also carried out

I  torpedo attack about 5
miles W. of Berck Buoy.

Unsuccessful

Five

W/13
A/C 0516

) )) )
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W/924 CD/C.H.L, 2020 -

2132
One vessel about
2,500 tons

Plotted from 8 miles S.W.
of Boulogne, but plot
faded off Berck-surHler at
2132* No attack possible.

NIL
ON

I*
ON

28 A/C Three coaster type
vessels (500/800
tons)

0715 2 Spitfires
No. 91 Sqdn.

0715 H.G. and C. Nil Sighted between Diepoe and
Fe’camp,
attacked ope vessel.
Strikes observed, on ships
stem.

One aircraft

A/C29 One coaster type
(about 400 tons)

0720 1 Spitfire
Mo. 91 Sqdn.

0720 M.G. and C. Damaged N/C Sighted off Le Touquet.
Hits observ'ed.

April
A/C12 One Guard vessel,

(about 100 tons)
1230 1 Spitfire

No. 91 Sqdn.'
1230 M.G. and C. Seriously

damaged
Sighted off Gravelines.
Attacked and believed left
in sinking condition.CO

td cn

22/33 w/9R.D.F.
shore
stations
confirmee

by P.R.U,

One armed vessel
430'^ escorted by
3 minesweepers
and at least 6
R-boats

2200 -

0150
2310 - Gunfire.
0010

VJ1Plotted from 7 miles N.W.
of Gravelines to Boulogne
E. Foreland 9.2 "Battery
fired 24 ro.unds.
and M.G.Bs. sent to attack
were unable to penetrate
the screen of escorting
vessels.

M.T.Es .

i

23 R.D.F.
shore
Stations

W/10One armed vessel
430*'escorted by
"M" Class Mine
sweepers and R-
boats,-

2200 - 3 Hudsons
No. 4C7
Sqch.

Plotted from Boulogne south
westwards to 4 miles west
of Staples.
No. 11 Group unable to
operate owing to weather
and No. 16 Group aircraft
(3 Hudsons of No. 40
SqdrO unable to locate
target,
M.G.Bs. abandoned the
attack owing to rising
N.E'ly v/ind and sea.
H.M.S. Albrlghton sent to
intercept failed to sight
main target but engaged
escort vessels off Fe'eamp.

Aircraft of

M.T.Bs. and

2315

>
"0

s
2:
o

X
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April
2340 1 X 250 lb. Nil Plotted from Boulogne to

23 miles S.W. of Etaples.
W/9 1 Hurri-

bomber No.

174 Sqdn.

2145 -One vessel '

escorted by
several small

craft

26 R.D.F.

Shore

Stations

cr\
0300 ■ £-a^

ru

Results of aircraft attacks

were not observed.

Nil0140 2 X 250 lb.
1 X 250 lb.

n

0031 Niln

0628 ri.G. and C. Nil Sighted off NIeuport.0628 1 Spitfire
No. 91 Sqdn.

One coaster (200

tons) and one
flak->ship

28 A/C

May
0300 M.G. Nil Sighted off Cap Gris Nez

Strikes seen.

1 Hurricane

Ho. 32 Sqdn.
03002/3 A/C One cargo vessel

(1,000 tons) and
two escorts

0145 M.G. and C. Nil Sighted.off Cap Gris Nez.
Mo results.

One trawler (800

tons) and three
staller vessels

0140 1 Hurricane

No. 32 Sqdn.
A/C

03450345 1 Hurricane

No. 32 Sqdn.

M.G. Nil Sighted between. Gris Nez
and Calais.

A/C One cargo vessel

(1,000 tons) and
two escorts

CO

Plotted from 3 miles N.W. of

Gravelines to Boulogne.
M.T.Bs. and M.G.BS.-'made

contact vMth escort only.
Aircraft did not locate

force.

W/12 1 Hurricane

No. 32 Sqdn.
3/4 2225 -

0135 ■

R.D.F. and

P.R.U.
Probable Sperr-
brecher and 6
R - boats

a^

H3

W/12
and return.

Plotted from Boulogne to 12
miles SJ^'.
returning to Boulogne
M.T.Bs. and M.G.BS.- sailed

at 2200 to intercept but
vfere unable to make contact.

Some or all
2215 -4/5 Probable Speir-

brecher and 5 or
6 R“boats

P.R.U.

R.D.F. 2310

Plotted from Boulogne to 6
miles W.S.W. of Le Treport
returning to Boulogne.
Portsmouth destroyers were
at sea but were foiled by
eneny's return to Boulogne.

W/12 1 Spitfire
No. 91 Sqdn.

5/6 One merchant iressel.

4/5,000 tons with and return.
7 or 8 escorts

2210 -

0140 -
0610..

P.R.U.

R.D.F.

Jim Crow

06208 0615 N/CA/C 1 Spitfire
No. 91 Sqdn.

M.G. and C. DamagedOne Tug and barge Sighted one mile from
Ostend. Strikes seen on

wheelhouse.

)) ) )
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<^9 E/13One merchant vess^

41 O'with 3 "M"
class minesweepers
and 6 R-boats

P.R.U.

R.D.F.

Jim Crow

0707 “

.  0755
1 Spitfire
No. 91 Sqdn.

Plotted 7 miles S,W, of
Boulogne to Boulogne
Harbour.

Jim Crow near Le Touquet
shortly before sunrise.

Sighted by

CT\
CA

10/11 E/12R.D.F.

P.R.U.

One merchant vessel

410'with Sperr-
brecher, 7 mine
sweepers and
trawlers

2205 - Plotted from Boulogne to
3 miles off Calais;

three of escort (not
Sperrbrecher) returning
to Boulogne,
and M.G.Bs . did not make

contact in low visibility.
One M.G.B. laid mines

ahead.

M.T.Bs,

2350

4 Torpedo Boats11/12 E/24P.R.U.

R.D.F.

2200 -
Plotted from Boulogne to
3 miles M.W, of Grave-
lines,

attacked vdth "R" mines

5 miles W. of Dunkirk
but without success.

G*Bs*

2310
ui

o

1-3

12/13 P.R.U. Tanker with 7
escorts

E
Not plotted. Arrived
Boulogne from Le Havre
about 0600 hours.

12/13 P.R.U.

R.D.F.
W/14One armed merchant

raider and about

15 escorts.

0115 - Torpedoes (Naval Action)
1 or 2 »T" i N/C

class Tor

pedo Boats
probably
sunk.

I

Plotted from 15 miles
N.N.E. of Calais to 8

miles vr. of Boulogne.
All airfields in No. 16

Group unserviceable -
vveather.

M.G.Bs, sent to attack.

Contact made and one or

two Torpedo Boats believed
sunk,

convoy turned back to
Boulogne.

M.T.Bs. and

After attack

0445

13/14 P.R.U. Raider and escort W

Left Boulogne after dark.

Only vessels plotted
were 4 trawler size from
Boulogne westward.

-o
-0

Nil

o

X

14/15 P.R.U. One merchant vessel

280' and 6 R-boats
W/7 0040 -

0440
Plotted from 5i miles N.E.

Of Calais to Boulogne.
Suitability of target
doubtful.

R.D.F.
Nil

-I-

1
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E/13 0135 - Plotted from Boulogne to 4

miles N.W. of Dunklric.
Tanker entered Dunkirk and

merchant vessel to Ostend.
RJ).F. underestimated size.

Tanker, merchant
vessel (20Q») and
several escorts

rF- May R.D.F.

P.R.U. 044517/18
Nil

Ov

ov

•F-

HW/8 0245 “20/21 Plotted 6 miles N.E. of

Calais to 5 miles N.W, of
Boulogne.

R.D.F.

P.R.U.

Probable Sperr-
brecher 250*'and
several escorts

iM
0620 Nil-

Sperrbrecher (470')
and several

escorts.

W/9 2040 -22/23 Plotted from Boulogne to
4 miles W, of Etaples.

P.R.U.

R.D.F. Nil2220

1800 1800Coaster (800 tons) 1 Spitfire
No. 91 Sqdn.

N.G. and C,A/C Nil Sighted off NIeuport.
Results not observed.

W/827/28 2250R.D.F.

P.R.U.

Probable Sperr
brecher (250*) and
several escorts

Plotted from 2i miles N. of
Boulogne, faded off
Gravelines.

0130 Nil

Jjme. /

Coaster (200') and
4 Trawlers.

W/931/1 P.R.U.

R.D.F.

0030 -
0205

Plotted from Etaples to
Boulogne,

Nil
Ui
tsl

31/1 A/C 1 Hurri-

bomber No.

174 Sqdn.

2 X 250 lb.
M.G. and C.

NilFive ships. 0155 0200 Sighted near Boulogne.
Largest ship attacked but
results not observed.

CD

1-3

1/2 A/C 0130 2 X 250 lb.Six small ships 0125 1 Hurri-

bomber No,

174 Sqdn.

Nil Sighted off Cap Gris Mez,
Results not observed.

A/G n 2 X 250 lb.

M.G. and C.

Nil Sighted off j\mbleteuse.
Bombing results not
observed.

Three trawler type
vessels

5/6 E/18P.R.U.

R.D.F.

visual

Tv/o Torpedo boats 0215 “ Plotted from 10 miles south

of Boulogne to 3 miles
north of Calais,

engaged by 3N.G.Bs, on
patrol S.W. of Boulogne.

Briefly

0400

6/7 w/10P.R.U.

R.D.F,
Sperrbrecher (280*)
with 6 R-boats

2227 - Plotted as three small

vessels from Boulogne to 9
miles SoW. of Staples.

Nil
0010

P.R.U.

Jim Crow

One merchant vessel

(220^) and escort
Seen in Boulogne having
arrived and returned to

the west’werd.

Nil

) ) ) )
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WT5 P.R.U.

Visual.
R.D.F.

Tanker (T.31},
armed coaster

(180*) and 8
escorts

E/10< 2225 -

0300
(NavalliUlB. Action) Plotted from Boulogne;

faded north of Gravelines-

Attacked by 5 M.G.Bs, and
later by 3 M.T.Bs. ^
probable torpedo hit.

One

N/CDamaged
(Tanker)CA

CTn
VJI

16 A/C One dredger 1230 12352 Spitfires
No. 122Sqdn.

M.G, and C. Nil Sighted 10 miles north of
Dunkirk. Strikes seen

but no damage apparent.
18 A/C Five fishing

vessels

1505 12 Spitfires.
Mo. 72 Sqdn.

1510 M.G. and C. 1 Sunk 4
seriously
damaged

Sighted 3 miles off Dieppe.
N/C

19/20. p.a.u.

R.D.F.

Jim Crow.

3 "M" Class mine-

sv/eepers and 4
R-boats.

W/15 0200 -
Plotted from N.E. of

Calais to Boulogne.
Boulogne south v/estwards

on following night.

Le0430 Nil ft

20/21 P.R.U.

R.D.F.

Visual.

Sperrbrecher (390*)
16 R-boats and 9
Trawlers

E/6 - 8 2245 - 2 Hurrl—

bombers No.

174 Sqdn.
2 Hurricanes

No. 3 Sqdn.

CO
bd Plotted from Boulogne to

Dunkirk. Attacked by 6
M.T.Bs. and 4 M.G.Bs.
vnth aircraft creating a
diversion. Contact made

with escorts only.

0435
.o
23 O
cd
1-3

H3

23/44 A/C One vessel. 0050 1 Hurri-

bomber No.

174 Sqdn.

0C55 2 X 250 lb. Nil Sighted one mile east of
Dunkirk. Results not

observed.

25/26 A/C Two vessels (800
tons).

0430 4 Hurricanes

No. 32 Sqdn.
0435 Cannon. Nil Sighted 10 miles N.E. of

Focanp. No strikes
observed.

28/29 P.R.U.

R.D.F.
Sperrbrecher (330*)
and nine escorts

W/8 0030 -
0350

2 Hurri^

bombers No.

174 Sqdn.

4 X 250 lb,
M.G.

0150 -

0330
N/CSeriously

daiuagsd
Plotted from Gravelines.

Stationary off Calais
0230-0350.
bombs and M.G. claimed.

Speerbrecher entered
Calais after attacked.

Plotted from Calais to

Boulogne A/C under ground
control bombed target off
Ambleteuse.

observed.

Hits with

Results not

29/30 P.R.U.

R.D.F.

One "M" Class mlne-

STiVeeper and 4
Trawlers

W/8 2355 2 Hurrl-

borabers No.

174 Sqdn,

4 X 250 lb.
M.G.

0120 -

0235 -
Nil

0235

Totals - 1 January to 30 June, 1942. Bombers Fighters Bombs and Torps. Viastage
E/A~~ Ovm

Assessment Verification (Air Action)

3 114 3.12 tons. 7 Sunic 1 X 150

Damaged
14 X 13,400

4

Sunk 1 X 260

Nil

Operation "Fuller" H306 422 12.94 tons
14 Torps.

16 3 Sunk 1 X 292. H
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1

THE ITINERARY OF THE "TIRPIT2” EROM BMZIG- TO

TROM3HEIM - JANUARY 1942

(References; Supplement to Admiralty Battle Summary No, 22 and the
Log of the Tirpitz.)

January, 194R (Ror British time subtract 1 hour)

The "Tirpitz" -was transferred from Gotenhafen (Danzig Bay) to Trondheim
under the code name operation "Polamacht".-

Reasons for transfer

(l) To strengthen the naval forces guarding Germany's northern flank in
the event of an ememy attack on Norway and to operate against the Russian Convoy
route.

(2) To tie dovm. British units and create a diversion enabling the Brest
Group to operate with greater freedom against the Gibraltar and Sierra Leone
Convoys,

(3) To create a diversion to facilitate the Brest Group's retixrn to Norway
should this be put into practice.

Itinerary,

The Tirpitz left Gotenhafen on the 11 January 1%2 and proceeded through the
Kiel Canal to Brunsbuttel, arriving there late on the 13th,

2350/1A

1636/15

Weighed and proceeded northwards through the Heligoland Bight,

When in the mouth of the Skagerrak, made a diversionary course to the
N.E, to mislead possibly enemy reconnaissance and resimied course
360° at 1708.

a/c to 310° (original course) Yfeather, visibility good, wind S.E,
force 5~6,

a/c to 330° up the coast of Norway,

a/c to 055° to folloY/ the coast of Norv^ay off Stadtlandet,

Sighted several lighthouses on Norwegian coast,

a/o to 077°.

a/o to 090° Air escort joined at 0935«
overcast, wind E, force A,

Entered Grip Helen,

Weather: visibility good but

17AO/15

202 V15

053^16

07AV'i6

0815/16

0912/16

1125/16

17A5/16 Arrived at Poetten Fjord and anchored. See Map XVII,

DS 6A29V'i(667) SECRET
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THE ITIMRAEY OF "THE VON. SCHEER" MD "PEIIE EUGEN”
EROM GEEI\1AHY TO THOHDHEIM FEBRUARY 1942

(References« Supplement to Admiralty Battle Summary No. 22 and the
Logs of the Von Scheer and Prinz Eugen)

February 19A2. (Por British time subtract 1 hour)
Gneisenau". "Von Scheer'

The two battle-
It was originally planned that the "Scharnhorst",

and "Prinz Eugen" should make the move to Norway together,
cruisers were to put into Trondheim while the other two ships continued to Narvik
but the damages sustained by the "Schamhorst" and "Gneisenau", through hitting

the dash through the Channel, prevented their immediate participation.
- therefore only included the

mines on

The transfer operation - code name "Sportpalast
"Von Scheer" and "Prinz Eugen".

These two ships left Brunsbuttel at 2200 hours on the 20’ February 194-2,
escorted by destroyers and proceeded northwards through the Heligoland Bight and
up the west coast of Denmark,

1311/21 In position 5615N x O615E. At 1750 hours the force received the order
to put into Skudesnes fiord at daylight and up the Inner Leads until
off Bergen# Then to leave the Leads after dark and proceed by night
to Trondheim,

0800/22

0820/22

Position 590ON X 05O8E.

"Prinz Eugen" opened fire on an aircraft whiph attacked "Von Scheer"
at 0850 dropping bombs (which missed) in the face of heavy fire,
A/G was finally shot down.

Passed Haugesund#

In Korsfjord, 6OIIN x 0550E^

Entered Skudesnes fiord.

0950/22

1200/22

1328/22

2101/22

2200/22

Ships at 1 hours notice#/anchored in Grimstad Fjord,

Both ships weighed and proceeded through Leads,

In southern entrance of Hjeltefjord and proceeded into open sea at
2300 hours.

Position 631 IN x 064-3E«' a/° Eor Gripholen,

"Frinz Eugen" torpedoed by H.M, S/lIl Trident in position 6313N x 0701E.
"Von Scheer" was about 700 metres astern# Visibility very poor v/ith
snow falling.

"Von Scheer" continued alone with one destroyer. Entered Yttre Bjord

at 0834-, south of Garten Island at 1129, off Trondheim at I3OO and
made fast in Lof jord at 1448 hours. Meanwhile "Prinz Eugen" was
making water aft and the steering gear was out of action.

Under way again using auxiliary steering,

A torpedo heard approaching on the sound detector gear,
to Starboard and torpedo was heard to pass across the bows,

"Prinz Eugen" making 10-12 knots.

Ship turned

0640/23

0706/23

0714/23

0830/23

0840/23

0859/23

1515/23

1940/23

2355/23

Off Terningen,

Off Trondheim,

Anchored in Lofjord#

Extensive damage had been caused by the torpedo to the rudder blade and
After provisional repairs lasting eight weeks the "Prinz Eugensteering gear,

left Trondheim on 16/5/42 for Kiel and proper refit.

DS 64294/1(669) SECRET
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DETAILS OF THE ATTEl/IPT BY THE "TIRPITZ" TO IKTERCEPT GQMVOY P.Q. 12

6th - 9th JVkrch 1942^

(Reference - Admiralty Supplement to 3.S, 22)

N.B. - Times are British Time

P.Q, 12 was sighted and reported at 1205 on 5 March by German air reconnais
sance when 70 miles S.S.E, of Jan Mayen Island, Pour U/Bs patrolling to the west
of Bear Island were ordered to form an interception line and the battle group in
Poetten Pjord went to 5 hours notice.

On the 6 March the Naval Yfer Staff, with Hitlers' approval, decided that thq7
should be sent to attack the convoy,

1100/6 Tirpitz with the 5th Destroyer and 2nd Torpedo boat flotillas put to sea.
The T.Bs. Nos. T5 and T12 and one destroyer turned back at 1852 after
providing i/S escort through Pro Havet into the open sea leaving
"Tirpitz and three destroyers to proceed for the convoy which it was
estimated would be found in approximately 721 ON  x 0900E about 1500 hnurs
on the 7th.

0950/7 The force was in position 7028N x 1130E, As no further reconnaissance

reports had been received from either aircraft or U/Bs, the Tirpitz
detached the destroyers to SY/eep to the northward while she altered
course to 312° and searched to the N.?f.

1 630/7 Tirpitz picked up a W/T message from the Russian steamer "Ijora" that
she Y/as being attacked in 7235N x IO5OE.

destroyers had not met the convoy but a^straggler from it and that the
convoy was sorneYvhere in the vicinity, ("I ̂
position of the destroyers and met them at M2Q/T in position 7238N x
0756E.

It was assumed that the

Tiimtz closed the estimate

It Y;as confirmed that one of them had sunk the "Ijora".

d

Tirpitz and the destroyers then stood to the southwsird to obtain better sea
conditions for oiling the destroyers but was unsuccessful* Owing to shortage of
fuel one destroyer had to be detached at 2023/7 and both the others at O5OO/8.
Tirpitz continued the search alone to the south and southwestward of Bear Island

with not much hope ovang to the inadequate air reconnaissance, the uncertainty of
enemy dispositions and unfavourable weather,

1120/8 Group Command North gave new areas where it v^^as thought the convoy might
These lay to the westv^ard of the Tirpitz's position and she

_  , No success or ary reconnaissance news eventuated and

at 2025/8, Tirpitz signalled her intention of returning.

In position 7219N x 1317E she altered course to 191° and headed for
Pro Havet,

Yfhen in position 6757N x O858E a British aircraft (carrier borne type)
was sighted,
Vestfjord by the quickest route.

be found,

headed that way.

Course was immediately altered to 082° to make for

2035/8

081^9

Then followed an attack by 12 Albacores launched from H.M.S. Victorious but
Tirpitz succeeded in avoiding all torpedoes.

At about 1000 ho\irs she was joined by a He,115 as close A/Q escort,
1038 this aircraft sighted a submarine and the alarm given enabled Tirpitz to
avoid torpedoes fired at her by the British submarine in Vestfjord,
without further incident in Bogenfjord at I620/9,

At

She arrived

(1) In point of fact the "Ijora" was a straggler from Q.P. 8 the westbound
See Iviap XV.convoy.

DS 64294/1(671) SECEET
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The Tirpitz remained in Bogenfjord until the 12 Ivlarch vjhen she weighed at
2300 ̂ d proceeded southwards very close to the Norwegian coast until IOOO/13
when in position 6612N x 12if6E off Asvaer Ejord she altered course to 270° until
20 miles off the coast at 1118 when she turned to course 192° putting into
Pro Havet soon after I63O/13 and anchoring in Poetten Pjord at 2100/13,

^ In his comments on the operation the G-roup Command North deplored the lack
of aif reconnaissance and stated that an essential condition in future operations
was the strengthening of the Luft’waffe and a higher standard of competence among
the pilots in his particular task.
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THE ITHfER/iRI OP THE "HIEPER" PR01.I GEHf/uHIY TO TROHDHEBt

19 th - 21 St March 1 942

(Reference - Log of the Admiral Hipper)
N.B. Por British time subtract 1 hour

The "Admiral Hipper" transferred from Brunsbuttel to Trondheim under opera
tional code name of "Eisenbahn",

Itinerary

1530/19

2125/19

0300/20

Left Brunsbuttel, proceeded through Heligoland Bight to northwards.

Passed Horn Reefs,

In mouth of Skagerrak.
and Lister in Norway C,° 346°,

a/c to 330° Tfeather IO/IO cloud but vis, good.

Set C^, for Kvitingso Light.

1 He,115 and 2 Me. 109 joined as air escort.

Picked up bearings from Hantsholm in Denmark

0623/20

0705/20

0730/20

1000/20

1353/20

Strong S,E, 7/ind,

Passed throiigh Langenuen Pjjord,

Took pilot on board at Knarrevik,
Pedjefjord.

Passed through Hjelte Pjord and

1650/20 Sighted by British aircraft in position 604ON x 0450E,
reported position correctly to No. 18 Group,

The aircraft

1935/20

2150/20

Off Krakkhelle Sund,

Came out of "Leads" at Gjejta Light and made wide detoiir round
Stadtlandet .Peninsula entering the Leads again at Eredsundabet at
0300/21.

Passing through Gripholen, 1 - JU.88 joiiied up and at 0730 a fighter
escort joined up.

0700/21

1500/21 Anchored in lo fjord.
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OEERATION "MAGIC FLUTE" (ZAUBERELOTE) . THE MOVING OF "RRINZ EUGEN”
gROM NORWAY TO GERll^AN \TATERS IN MAI 1942

An outline of the salient points of the operation and the course steered

by "Eugen"« Reference - Log of the "Prinz Eugen". British times*

Left Lofjord,
Aasenfjord*
63° 29‘N.-10° 7.1*E<
Trondheimleden*

1557 63 3 2.2>N.-09 14.5‘E.
1610 Speed 26 knots,
1800 Ravnefjord, Wind N.E, 4# 5/l0 overcast. Sea 0, Vis*

15“20 miles,
Harofjord.
Entrance to Vartdalsfjord*

2252 Speed 12 knots*
Fighter protection leaves the force*
North of Stadtlandet. (62 12*8‘N.-05 4.6»E),
Wind ENE* 4» 5/l0 overcast, Sea 2-3, Vis, 10-15*

0023 Speed 26 knots*
0038 A/C. alann, 4 low-flying A/C, pass astern at  a range of

215 hm. The I\/C were apparently able to D/P the ships but
were tinable to sight anythirig owing to the extreme darkness*

Paa PJord,
Helle Phord*
Off Tussen

Aafjord* Wind SE. 3 to 4 9/l0 overcast. Sea 0-1 Vis* 15 miles*
Entrance to Langenuen.
Entrance to Karmsund, off Haugesund*
C*0* "Eugen" had no infoiroation concerning the state of the

mines in Kaimsund, so turned about*
1203 Aircraft astern* The force has probably been discovered*
1226 "Eugen* s" "Y"-service supplies the information that a British

A/C had reported, at 1200, 1 Pocket-battleship and 4 destroyers
in Bomraelfjord, course 045° speed 15 knots* "Eugen" had
apparently been mistaken for "Lutzow",

1301 Hardangerfjord. 59° 53*N.-05° 43.6*E*' Turn about to port*
1400 Bdmmelen*

1Z(45 Haugesund on the beam*
1533 Aircraft alarm. 1 aircraft flies over "Eugen" at an altitude

of 3500 metres* Ship opens fire,
1600 Peistein channel*

1800 58° 31'N*-05° 21»E* Wind NW* 2, 9/IO overcast, Misty,
Vis, 10 miles, sea 1-2.

1930 It was loiown that enemy A/C were trying to locate the force by
d/p. Ai.t 1955 one of the enemy A/C off the port bow* This
ll/C was shot down by fighters at 1957*

2001 A "Hudson" ji/O was sighted, "Eugen" opened fire at a range
of 40 hm. and the A/C disappeared in the clouds pursued by
fighters,

2008 About 28 low-flying A/C sighted bearing 115°*
201 6 One of the destroyers sighted a torpedo-track to starboard*

A. little later "Eugen" sighted 2 torpedo tracks abaft the

starboard beam* A series of low-flying attacks were made in

the face of very heavy It/A fire, but the ships succeeded in
evading all the torpedoes* The A/A of the ships claimed
7 Vg shot down* ("Eugen" 5# Escort - 2) and the fighters
at least 1 *

16.5.42 1100
1255
1400

1458

2000

2200

2255
17.5.42 0000

0200

0400

0515
0600

1000

1125
1128

A little later 2 A/O carried out a highf-
Aibout 5 bombs were dropped*

2028 Torpedo attack over,
level bombing attack*
No damage*

58° 07‘N*-07° 55*E* Fighter protection leaves*-
Wind NNE, 3-4, 9/l0 overcast, sea 2, Vis, 10-15 miles*

17.5.42 2200

2233
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58° 6’N.-08° 37.5'Erf
Vis. 10-15 miles,

Fighter protection arrives, (if, Me.llO),
57° 5-1'N.-11° if8*E.
56° 17'N.-11° 25»Erf
55° 50.2'N. 10° 57.8‘Erf
1-2, Vis, 15-20 miles,
55° 26.8*N.-10° 57.8‘E.
54° 37.5'N.-1lo Zf6'Erf
Vis, 15 miles,

Kiel Lightship,
Ilade fast at Scheerhafen.

Yfind NNErf if, 9/l0

Wind SE. 3-4,

Wind SE, 3“4, IO

 overcast, sea 2-3,18,5.42 0000

0437
0800

1000

1200 5/10 overcast sea.

1400
1800 /IO overcast, sea, 1-2,

1940

2115
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AIR ATTACKS ON MORMi^TSK

(From the TWar diaries of Luftflotte 5)

14.5.42.

An attack was carried out on Kandalakscha station on the Murmansk railv/ay, in
the course of v;hich a large square building was destroyed by direct hits and other
buildings were probably damaged.

24.5.42.

In the forenoon, an attack was made by 12-Ju.87*s on ships -and harbour
installations in I/kirmansk, Hits were observed on quay installations and on a
large merchant ship at the quayside. Fighter defences consisted of 7-10 Hurri
canes. In the afternoon, a dive-bombing attack v;as carried out against
idirmansk harbour; three direct hits were observed on quay installations, and tv<;o
direct hits fell on store houses. One Ju.87 was shot down by eneiry fighters.
During the bomber operations against Jairmansk in the'morning, there was a fighter-
battle 2000 metres above the town. In the course of this, our fighters shot down
one Hurricane.

50,5.42.

Explosions observed in the' residential area south of Ifurmansk.

5.4.42.

In bomber operations, hits were scored amidships on a mediiom-sized mercliant
Some bombership and on a large buildihg, in the Murmansk harbour installations,

operations w/ere carried out against shipping targets in 4!urmansk harbour.

4*4.42.

Hits viere scored and tv/o fairly large fires were observed in the northern

part of Murmansk harbour.

12.4.42.

Eight Ju.87 aircraft carried out an attack against ships and quay installa
tions in Mirmansk harbour, and hits were observed.

15.4.42.

In the course of an attack on shipping and installations in Itamiansk harbour,
one passenger and freight-ship of about 10,000 tons received a direct hit amid
ships,
attack on quay installations and two merchant ships (each 2,000 tons) in Miumansk
harbour; there were two direct hits on a storage shed and two direct hits on quay
installations.

1-J.16 were shot down.

It can be counted as destroyed. At 17.40 hrs. there was a dive-bombing

In air fights over Ifurmansk, 4-Hurricanes, 2-J.180's, and

In the two Stuka attacks on iVfiarmansk, two medium-sized
merchant ships were badly damaged and probably destroyed; hi-ts were scored on
installations and stores. Seven enemy fighters were'shot down. None.of our

aircraft were lost.

22.4.42.

A dive-bombing attack was carried out against liarbour installations in

Ivlurmansk, and hits were scoi-ed on installations and on the western quarter of the
city.

25.4.42.

Strong forces carried out three bombing attacks on Murmansk. Hits were

scored on harbour and dock installations, and one merchant ship of 3,000 tons was
severely damaged. Escorting fighters shot down 15 enemy aircraft. One of o\ar

fighters v;as lost,
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i\PPEMDIX IXIT 24.4.42.

Dive bombing attack -was csirnied out against the nev^; Hosta Fnarf north of

l-Ju.87 is missing.Bombs fell on the target. Three enemy
Hurricanes -were shot down.

Murmansk.

25.4.42.

A dive-bombing attack was carried out against harbour installations in

Several bombs fell on the repair workshop in the southern part ofIfcrmansk.

the city, and there were hits on the harbour and on railway installations to the
south of Murmansk.

26.4.42.

Besides single attacks by bombers, an effective Stuka attack was made on
Escorting planes shot dovm eight Hurricanes2-Ju.88’s are overdue.Murmansk.

and one Mig.

10.5.42*

Harbour installations and ships in Murmansk were attacked YMth good results.
On the Murmansk railway, an ammunition train was destroyed.

18.5.42.

In bombing attacks on Murmansk and Jokanga, one merchant ship of 4>000 tons
was severly damaged in Jokanga*
in Murmansk caused heaAry fires.
The American Curtiss P40 appeared for the first time,
tion marks.

Several hits on wharf and railv/ay installations
Escorting fighters shot down 15 Hurricanes.

It bore American recogni-

21.5.42.

In attacks on the liirmansk railway between St. Olenja and Imandra, three
trains v;ere successfully attacked; of these, one was probably a munitions
train. A considerable number of wagons were destroyed and damaged.

23.5.42.

In armed reconnaissance against the Murmansk railway, the railway line N.R.
of Tschupa was cut by direct hits; no traffic v/as observed.

24.5.^.

In a Stuka attack against the Murmansk railway, the line was broken by hits
on bridges and on the railway lines.

25.5.42.

The railway bridge N.W, of Kowda v/hich v^as broken in the Stuka attack of
24.5.42 Yvas badly damaged for a second time by another Stuka attack,

fighter thrust in the Murmansk area, one Hurricane was shot down, and another
aircraft (presumably a Harricane) was destroyed on the ground, 1-Bf,109 is
missing.

In a

26.5.42.

At mid-day, a Stuka attack was made on the Murmansk raihvay south of
Lines were cut in five places by direct hits.
One Tomahawk fell, trying to ram. a Ju.87.

Escorts shot dovm sixTaibola.

Hurricans.

27.5.42.

In a Stuka attack on shipping in Murmansk iiarbour, an 8,000 ton and a
4,000 ton freighter were damaged by bombs.
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28.5.^2.

In t-wo Stuka operations against ships in Murmansk harbour, a fairly large
merchant ship was set on fire.

3U5Ji2.

In Stuka operations a,gainst shipping targets in I/fuj'mansk Irrrbour, hits were
scored on quay installations, and two merchant ships totalling some 17^000 tons
were damaged,
installations.

Fires lasting several hours were observed in the harboirr

U6Ji.2,

In several Stuka and bomber operations against I'dirmansk hsjrbour, one merchant
ship of 3»000 tons was severely damaged, and another of 8,000 tons v/as dsanaged
by mines,
dun^js in Murmansk and Jokanga.

There were also effective hits scored on quay installations and goods

2.6.2^2.

In bomber and Stuka attacks on i'kirmansk, some hits were scored on quay
A fairly large merchant ship sunk ininstallations and some close to ship

lyEurmauisk harbour* is probably the result of the -previous day's attacks on an
8,000 ton ship. Nine enenor fighters were shot do?m by escorts.

Reconnaissance and bomber operations against the Murmansk railway -produced
no special results.

8.6.A2.

The I/Iurmansk railway was cut south of Kandalakscha after bombing operations.

9.6.42.

The I/Eurmansk railway was cut south of Louhi and one train was damaged by
bombs.

10.6.42.

The I'/xurmansk railway was cut south-east of Sobuerealcaja.

11.6.42,

In the southern sector of the Idrrmansk railway, hits were scored in several

places where, according to geological tests, the foundations are on marshy
ground and unsafe. These hits are likely to cause considerable intei-ruption.

12.6.42*

In armed reconnaissance carried out by single aircraft, small formations

and fighter-bombers, hits were scored in the Idirraansk city-area and on the
Murmansk railway.

15.6.42,

Several bomber and Stuka attacks on Murmansk scored numerous hits on and

caused fires amongst harbour and railway installations, on the city area and on
ship repair workshops. Good hits were obtained in  a strong bombing attack
against railway installations in Loiihi. Escorts over Murmansk shot down 11
enemy fighters. For the first time, some Airacobra aircraft were seen amongst
the eneny fighters.
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12^.6.42.

Bomber and Stiika attacks on Mirraansk caused great damage in harboT-U? and
railway installations, in ship repair workshops and in the city area,
were started,

a railway bridge near Kem, the bridge was damaged and the embankment at the
southern end of the bridge \iras broken.

Fire

An enemy destroyer was damaged by bombs. In a strong attack

s

 on

15.6.42.

In bomber and Stuka operations in the Murmansk area, wharf sheds were
destroyed and living quarters on the fighter airfield at Murmaschi were also

destroyed. Several hits on the railway line at the Kem bridge effectively
severed the Murmansk railway.

18,6,42.

In bomber and Stuka operations, several bombs hit  a merchant ship of 6,000
It was set on fire and destroyed,

of attacks was on the harbour and the city of Murmansk,
observed in the centre of the city and in the northern part of the city,
tant industrial installations and the GPU Building were set on fire,

fighters were shot down in air battles.

tons in Iviirmansk harbour. The main weight
Extensive fires T;ere

Impor-
Foior eneriy

19.6.42.^

In spite of heavy losses, the enemy fighter protection for Murmansk is being
continually strengthened. Flak and fighter defences - the latter sometimes

stronger than our own forces - are resulting in considerable losses on our side.
One Stuka attack was made on the wharves and docks installations in Murmansk,

22.6.42.

In a feint attack by Stukas on Murmansk, covered by fighters, 12 enemy
We suffered no losses.fighters were shot down.

23.6.42w

Our bomber and Stuka operations on the Mxnnansk harbour and railway instal
lations scored numerous hits which caused fires,

thrust shot down 11 enemy fighters.
Escort planes and a fighter

None of our planes were lost.

24.6,42.

In our bomber and Stuka operations against shipping and harbour installations

in Murmansk, two merchant ships (totalling 11,000 tons) were sunk, and one mer-
Effective hits were also scored and fires

Escorts and a
chant ship of 6^000 tons v;as damaged,
were started in the harbour and rail’vvay station installations,
fighter tlirust shot down 10 enemy fighters. ¥e had no losses.

27.6.42.

In an armed reconiaaissance over the kturmansk railway between Murmansk and

Kandalaksch a bridge was damaged and the rail\7ay line cut,

28,6.42,

Bomber and Stukas attacked ships and installations in Murmansk harbour dur

ing the afternoon,
were obtained in large storage sheds in the main quay installations;
followed by fires,
dovm 12 eneny aircraft.

One merchant ship of 7,000 tons was damaged and several hits
these were

In escort duties and in fighter sweeps, our fighters shot

None of our planes v;ere lost.

29.6.42,

Bomber and dive-bomber operations were carried out against quay installa
tions in Murmansk, and good results were obtained,

30.6.42,'

Bomber and Stuka attacks were carried out against the transformer-installa

tion of the power station used for the Iviirmansk railway at Murmaschi; the much
used airfield, Warlamowo I, and the sheds on Eosta Wharf were also attacked.
An attack made by strong forces with incendiary bombs on the southern part of
Murmansk (previously little damaged) caused numerous and widespread fires.
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GERMAN AIR OPERATIONS AGAINST BRITISH CONVOYS TO RUSSIA

(Reference - The Diaries of Luftflotte 5.)

Convoy PQ 16

Reports of the preliminary gathering of PQ 16 had been received by the German
War Staff. The United Kingdom portion, on its way to Iceland, had been sighted
by a P.W. 200 on the 5 thus confirming an agent's report of a Ivlurmansk bound
convoy having sailed from North Scotland. Agents in Canada reported the gathering
of Russia bound shipping in Canadian harbours between the 5 a.nd 7 May. It was

^  considered, therefore, that the complete convoy would sail from Iceland soon after
the 17 May, This appreciation was strengthened by  a P.W. 200 sighting of a
British task force consisting of one battleship, one aircraft carrier, tvro cruisers
and several destroyers on the 16 Iflay about 70 miles east of Iceland. Increased
air reconnaissance was instituted betvi/een Iceland and Jan Mayen Island but owing
to persistent foggy conditions it was 1600 hours on the 23rd before the task force
was again observed and not till 06if5 hours on the 25 ¥ia.y was the main convoy
sighted about 120 miles east of Jan I/layen Island. U-boats had picked up portions
of the convoy late on the 2Ath but Y//T interference had corrupted their early

Continuous position reports wrere made by air and U-boat
Prom these the convoy was estimated to number

shadoY^ing signals,
shadoYi/ers for the next six days,

up to 50 merchant vessels escorted by five cruisers, 14 destznyers and nine
corvettes.

Between 2022 hours on the 25th and 1730 hours on the 30 liay a total of 21
separate attack waves of torpedo carrying and bomber aircraft were launched,
He,111*s and 115's carried the torpedoes, Ju.88*s the bombs and Ju.87 dive
bombers vrere 'used as the convo5?' neared Murmansk. Lo'w cloud and misty conditions
in the target area prevented many of the aircraft from locating the convoy and
this Yvith the increasingly ̂ serviceable condition of the rinvYays on the
airfields at Banak, Kirkenes and Petsamo upset the planned strong concentrated
attacks. In all, there T/ere dispatched Zf2-He. 111's, 9“He.115*s, 227-Jw.88*s and
33*Q^''^87*s, Against the loss of one He. 115 and 6-Ju,88*s there YYere claimed

16 merchant vessels sunlc, a further six probably sunk and 24 damaged. (l) The
shadoYsring and reconnaissance duties were performed by 86 sorties consisting of
29-P.W. 200*s, 24-BV.138’s, 29-Ju.88‘s and 4-He.115‘s.

Convoy PQ 17

Prom the beginning of June a PC^ convoy v;as reported by agents to be assembl-
It Y^as,ing on the Yvest coast of Iceland but the actual sailing was not observed,

however, inferred from the location at I64O hoirrs on the 30 June of the westbound
■  QP convoy in a position I80 miles north of the North Cape that the PQ was also at

Extra air reconnaissance Y/as then laid on in the Jan Mayen area. At I4OIsea,

hours on the 2 July the PQ 17 convoy Y/as sighted east of the island and wa.s

reported to consist of 38 merchant ships escorted by 10-15 naval craft. — __
vicinity was a covering force of two battleships, one or two aircraft carriers,
four cruisers and about 12 destroyers.

In the

Air attacks on the convoy were launched on the 2 July by Ju.88 bomber air-
Four merchant ships were

On the 5 July it wa.s reported by reconnaissance
craft and on the 4th by He.111's carrying torpedoes,
claimed as sunk by the latter. _
aircraft that the convoy had dispersed and in the opinion of the German Y/ar Staff
this was considered to have been caused by the operations of the torpedo carrying

During the afternoon, torpedo and bomber attacks were sent into the
Seven were claimed as sunk Yvith seven

aircraft,

general area of scattered merchant ships,
more seriously damaged. Attacks continued to be directed on isolated ships as
reported by reconnaissance betY/een the 6 and 10 July, Five more ships were
claimed as suink and two damaged.

In all the "Luftflotte 5" claimed to have sunk one cruisers, one destroyer.

(1) This coirpares Y^ith the actual British loss of six merchant ships and damage
to three others by air action,
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two escort vessels and twenty-two mercliant ships(0 against the loss of five
torpedo carriers and two reconnaissance aircraft. The total number of attack

ing aircraft was 130-Ju.88's, 43-He.111's and 29~He.115's. In the course of
the attacks 212,500 kgs. of bombs were dropped and 6l torpedoes released.

Convoy FQ 18

This convoy v;as located by a P.W. 200 on the 8 September whilst rounding
northwest Iceland and was thereafter shadowed by U-boats. It was again located
by air reconnaissance at 0515 hours on the 15th when 25 miles southwest of the
southern tip of Spitsbergen. Attacks followed immediately by torpedo and
bomber aircraft. The former, in spite of heavy losses (l5 He.lll's) claimed
to have sunk seven merchant ships but low clouds hampered the Ju.88 bombing
attacks. Similar operations on the 14th were again hampered by vjeather condi
tions, a number of aircraft failing to find the target. Even heavier casual
ties were suffered by the toipiedo aircraft (20 He.lll's and 115's) and only one
merchant ship was claimed sunk with damage to two others. On the 15th frequent
bombing attacks by Ju.88's were despatched into the target area but the exten
sive low cloud bank and atmospheric disturbances interfered vdth the homing of
the attackers on to the shadowing aircraft. Few aircraft found the convoy and
no claims of sinkings were made. 5~Ju.88's v/ere missing.

The westbound convoy QP 14, which v;as knoYm to be at sea, was located on
the morning of the 15 September about 60 miles north of Gape Kanin. Beyond
maintaining touch when weather permitted, no attacks were planned against this
convoy in view of the greater importance of dealing Y/ith PQ 18. During the
16th severe Y^eather conditions with icing at all altitudes prevented any air
attacks from being made and finally interrupted the shadowing of both convoys.

At this time the Reichsmarshall (Goering) ordered all available air forces
to attack PQ 18 until it reached port stating that the destruction of the ships
in this convoy was of decisive importance. Although the convoy Y/as re-located
by reconnaissance aircraft fitted with radar equipment, the very bad weather
conditions again frustrated all air attacks during the '\~Jth.* On the 18 September
a slight moderation in the weather permitted four attack waves of torpedo and
bomber aircraft to be launched. Only two of these found the convoy, which v^^as
now nearing Cape Kanin, and claims Y/ere made of the sinking of six merchant ships
with a fiirther seven badly damaged. Final attacks by bombers alone were made
on the 20th v^hile the convoy was approaching Archangel. Poor v\feather condi

tions still prevailed and Russian fighters were escorting the ships. Three
ships Y^ere claimed as damaged for the loss of one Ju.88.

Total claims amounted to 14 merchant ships sunlc, two probably sunk and
ten damaged(2) against a loss of 53 torpedo aircraft, 6-Ju.88's and tvro recon
naissance aircraft.

(l) This compares with the actual British loss of 15 merchant vessels by air
attack.

(2) This compares with the actual British loss of 10 merchant ships by air
action.
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DETAILS OP THE .ABORTIVE SORTIE BY ’’TIEPIT2”. "HIFFER”
AND SIX DESTROYERS

(Reference Admty, N.I.D. 2VXIO6/4.7)

Operation Rosselsprung against PQ I7

July 1942

On the 30 June from 1 65O hours, air and then U-hoat reports confirmed tlie
position of convoy QP 13 after leaving jirchangel and on the 1 July U-boats reports
from 1615 followed by air reports confirmed the position of PQ 17 after leaving
Iceland, PQ 17 was then accurately shadowed and reported by 9 U-boats.

Prom these reports it was calculated that PQ 17 would pass longitude 5° east
during the forenoon of 2 July and at 1257 the executive for the preliminary move
was made by the Operation Division of the Naval Staff. The Narvik group consist
ing of the Lutzow, Scheer and six destroyers(l) left Bogenfjoxxl on the night of
the 2nd proceeding north¥^aI’ds but the Lutzow grounded in Tjelsund putting her out
of action for the operation. Tlie other ships of the group carried on and arrived
in Altenfjord A.M. on the 3, July, The Trondheim force consisting of the Tirpitz,
Hipper and six destroyers!2) left Trondheim on the 2nd and arrived at
Gimsoystraiamen(3) on the 3 July, On the way into this narrow channel three of
the destroyers(4) ran aground sustaining damage that rendered them unfit for
action. The remainder of the force moved on to Altenfjord in northernmost

Norway during the night of the 3/4 July.

The Luftwaffe had been re-inforced since the complaints laid against it in
March and for this operation consisted of three squadrons of P.Yf, 200 and four
squadrons of B,V. I38 of Luftflotte 5 - all long range reconnaissance aircraft -
and a large number of" J.U.38 both bomber and torpedo carrying.

On the forenoon of the 5 July the convoy was Icnown to be scattered apparently
The heavy units of the British si;ipport

At 1137 on the ̂ th the executive
Orders

because of the air and U-boat attacks,
forces vere well to the west of Bear Island,

for the operation was made from the operation divisional headquarters,
were given for the Tirpitz, Hipper and six destroyers to leave the Leads at a
point as far East as possible - namely at Nordkyn  - to avoid being spotted or
attacked by hostile submarines.

At 2006 intelligence, reported that the German force had been sighted by an
enemy submarine at 1700 hours in 7130N x 2350E steering 045°,(5) and a little
later that another enemy submarine ̂ d made a sighting report at 2029 hours giving
the position 7120N x 2750E C°.060°.(6)
operation and the direction in which it was proceeding,
the Tirpitz considered that it was just possible to operate against some portions
of the scattered convoy and get back to the North Gape area (under the fighter
umbrella) before a possible interception by the British heavy units who had an
aircraft carrier in company.

However, the operational division of the Naval Staff refused approval because

These reports prematurely divulged the
The C. in G. Fleet in

Destroyers - Beitzen, Z24i Z28, Z29 and Z30.
Destroyers - Dm, Lodv, Galster. Riedel, Eckoldt and Stelnbrink.
A narrow channel leading from the north end of Vestf jord to the open sea.
Destroyers - Body. Riedel and Galster.
This was the Russian submarine "K.21" which claimed to have hit the Tirpitz

vath 2 torpedoes. However no mention of any attack by a hostile submarine
is made in the v^ar diary of the Tirpitz for this period and certainly no
damage at all v^as suffered by the German battleship during this operation.
This was the British submarine "P,54”« There was also an unexplained
report of a force of 11 ships having been sighted in position 7151N x 2710E
steering 065° at I816,

1

2

3
4

(5

(6)
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of the presence of the aircraft carrier in the British heavy support forces(1)
and because in the meantime the convoy had been scattered and reduced by air
and U-boat attack to such an extent that only a very limited success could be

expected and this no longer justified the risk,
order was passed to G, in C, Fleet to break off the operation and retixm to
harbour by the Nordkyn route and finally withdraw throixgh the Leads into

Vestfjord.

Therefore at 2132 hours the

The force put back into Altenfjord, refuelled and on the 7 July the whole
fleet proceeded towai'ds Vestf jord. On the journey they put in at Arnoy on
account of fog and when getting under way again at 1045 hours, were spotted by
a British aircraft which made a jumbled report which however led to no develop
ment, The fleet steamed without incident through Gimsoystraumen and Tjeldsund
into Bogen Fjord where they arrived dinring the night of 7/8 July.

(1) This apprehension whenever an aircraft carrier was known to be present
dated from the fate of the Bismarck in May 194’^  > the loss of the Prince

of Wales and Repulse in December from air attack, and the carrier borne
air attack on the Tirpitz in March 1942,

orders made out by the Naval Staff stressed the necessity for major units
to break away if reconnaissance revealed any risk of interception by heavy
enemy ships which incliided an aircraft carrier amongst them, ,

Henceforward all operation

DS 64294/1(684) SECRET
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1

AEEEEDIX XXVIII

THE MINELAYING CODE

Jimiper
.Elderberry
.Dewberry
Jellyfish
.Sweet Peas

Prawns

Greengages
■Verbena
.Privet
.Vineleaf
.Cypress
Melons
■Hawthorn 1. 2. 3.
■■Radishes
■■Flounders
Nectarine 1. 2, 3.
Deodar

Spinach
■Pumpkins
Asparagus
-Broccoli
..Bottle
Rosemary 1. 2, 3.
Whelks

.Silverthom 1. to 7.

...Undergrowth

..Yew tree

•Quinces
Lettuces

.Forge t-me-nots
Wallflowers
Cinnamon
Jlnemones

Scallops.
Krauts
Carrots
.Endives
Artichokes
Newts

Upastree
..Onions
■Tomatoes
Turbot

Tangerine
■Gorse .

Eglantines
Xeranthemum
Zinnias
Yams

■Oysters
Furze

Hyacinth
Beech

..Y/illow
Ge ranium.
Mussels

.Limpets

.Trefoils

..Nasturtium
Daffodil

..Hollyhock

...Sultanas
J asmine
.Barnacles

Antwerp Channel
Bayonne
Boulogne
Brest ..j.....
Cadet Channel - West Baltic
Calais

Cherbourg
Copenhagen
Danzig...... ; :
Dieppe
Dimkirk :
Ecke mf orde —

Esbjerg and Jutland .coast
Fehmarn Belt — —-

Flushing
Frisian Islands.
Gironde River mouth...
Gdynia -
Great Belt (north) —
Great Belt (south)
Great Belt (south) •■.
Haugesund
Heligoland Bight...
I jmuiden — -—
Kattegat (various areas),.,
Kattegat (Frederikshavn)
Kattegat (Laeso Channel)
Kiel Bay -
Kiel Canal —
Kiel Harbour
Kiel Harbour
La Pallice-.-.
Le Havre
Le Havre....-

Lim Fjord (Aalberg to Hals)
Little Belt
Little Belt.....
Lorient
Maas and East Scheldt estuaries
Morlaix
Oslo Harbour
Oslo Fjord (Frederikstadt)—
Ostend .,.
Pillau

Quiberon Bay— —:
River Elbe estuary
River Ems
River Ems
Rivers Jade and Weser estiraries
Rotterdam and Hook of Holland,
St, Jean de Luz
St. Malo
St. Nazaire.,
Sassnitz
Swine munde —

Terschelling West
Texel (north)
T e xe 1 ( s outh) 1

(east)
(west)

The Sound (northern end)
The Sound (southern end)
Trave munde
Ushant
Wamemunde

Zeebrugge

DS 6A29K/i(687) SECRET
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2

APREiroiX XXVIII

...Le Havre

..Lorient

Great Belt (south)
Zeebrugge

.....St, Nazaire

Haugesund
Great Belt (south)
Little Belt

„.La Pallice
,...'i)unkirk
...The So'uhd Xsouthern end)
.Gironde River mouth

Boulogne
...River Elbe estuary

Bayonne
....Little Belt

... Flushing
Kiel Harbour

St, Jean de Luz
Swinemunde

.... Quiberon Bay

.....Cherbourg
Esbjerg and Jutland coast
Travemunde

.....St, Malo

,„.Warnemunde

....Brest

Antwerp Channel
Lim Fjord (Aalborg to Hals)

l,Kiel Canal
......Texel (north)
.Eckemforde
.Terschelling West
The Sound (northern end)

„.Frisian Islands
Maas and East Scheldt est\iaries
Oslo Harbour

Rotterdam and Hook of Holland
Calais

.Danzig
.....Great Belt (north)
Kiel Bay
Fehmam Belt

ZHeligoland Bight
Le Havre

Z.Kattegat (various areas)
..... Gdynia
Ushant
Cadet Channel - West Baltic
Pillau
Oslofjord (Frederikstadt)

(south)
Ostend

Kattegat (Prederikshavn)
Morlaix

_ Copenhagen
Dieppe
Kiel Harbour

Ijmuiden

_  Sassnitz
River Ems (east)
Rivers Jade and Weser estuaries

Z.” Kattegat (Laeso Channel)
River Ems (west)

Anemones

Artichokes .:

Asparag\
Barnacles

Beech

Bottle

Broccoli

Carrots

Cinnamon.....

Cypress
Daffodil

Deodar

Dewberry.

Eglantines
Elderberry.
Endive

Flounder

For ge t-me -not
Furze,.- —

Geranium

Gorse

Greengage
Hawthorn 1. 2. 3.

Hollyhock -
Hyacinth — —
J asmine

Jellyfish —
Juniper.
Krauts

Lettuces

Limpets
Melons ,...„

Mussels..,

Nasturtium.—

Nectarines 1. 2. 3.-
Newts

Onions -

Oysters -
Prawns -

Privet

Pumpkins
Qhinces
Radishes —

Rosemary 1, 2. 3» h-*
Scallops —
Silverthorn 1. to 7*

Spinach —
Sultanas -

Sweet peas
Tangerine
Tomatoes

Trefoils :..

Turbot - -

Undergrowth
Upas tree
Verbena

Vine leaf
Wallflowers —

Whelks - - —

Willow

Xeranthemum

Yams - - —

Yew tree -

Zinnias
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April )9hO to .March 19^+3 APPENDIX XXIX

AERIAL MINELAYING

by aircraft of Bomber and Coastal Commands

7^-

A/C Mines , A/C
laid lost

Vessels

daiiBged
Period RemarksVessels sunk

despatched

i|21 k,UkApr./June
1940

584 32 - 36,92715 2 -

40 - 35 .,735 5 - 7,611July/Sept.
1940

611 513 9

243 3 - 5,345Oct,/Dec.
1940

14 - 10,321 One torpedo boat sunk.312 7

Jan./Mch, 8 13 ~ 16,356 3 - 2,369293 235 One torpedo boat sunk.
1941

473 4“ 7,248Apr,/June 583 19 3 “ 5,982
1941

416 19 18-11,674July/Sept. 522 3 - 3,731
1941

Oct./Dec,

1941

261 3 " 7,894321 17 21 - 18,669

Jan./Moh.

1942
685 One destroyer sunk. Two

battlecruisers damaged.

722 31 15 - 22,535 2 — 'fm

74,0C0

8 - 22,3051,316 2,746 38 47 - 59,129Apr,/June

1942

64 - 62,459July/Sept.

1942
2,960 52 13 - 34,5331,329

61 - 53,482 9 - 14,787Oct./Dec.

1942
3,283 531,577

I  1,687

I  9,820

40 - 27,2863,602 61 4 “ 8,309Jan./Mch.

1943

3 years

total
15,875 369 -361,821329

•S!0,98o_

DIRECT ATTACK AT SEA

^ aircraft _of Coastel, Bomb^ and Figliter Commands
Vessels

danBged
lA/C
lost

Attacks i Vessels sunkA/C Rerr^ksPeriod
despatched

4- 8,720Apr./June

I  ̂ 540..
1 Juiy/Sept

1.940,,....,

302 2- 3,2522,199
68

8- 26;^4'1,807 1,655312 m 2

58

4 - 18,1761,034 182 3- 3,156Oct,/Dec.

1,940
Jan./Mch.

1941

A1

1,134 m 1,680 No. 2 Grp, B.C. Started

operations at sea.
191 3 - 9,907 2

57

440 89 9 - 66,562 'Cneisenau )
Lutzow )

Apr,/June 2,722 9- 11,777
damaged1941

400 8 - 20,232I July/Sept,
1941

! Oct,/Dec.
I  1941

I„

1,767 20 - 18,059
73

10 - 19,45421 - 35,516 Mo. 2 Orp. B.C.

operations at sea.

Ceased1,699 267

6

I Jan./Mch.
!  1942

8- 3,597289 11,131 Escape of Brest Croup up
Cliannel,

i  2 -3,070
) 100

12- 39,14516 - 34,778m
8

2,630 531Apr./ June
1942 0

8,998i July/Sept. 480 11 - 12,616 1 -2,312
3619,42..

6 - 22,8781,854 295 7 - 10,037Oct./Dec,

1942 37

3 - 5,258 il158
^T
UJan./Mch. 2,190

281943

7»9
3 years
total

64 - 237,792107 - 155,0763,84724,418
i.
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APPENDIX XXIX

DIRECT Attack at sea

A/C A/C Vessels

damaged
RemarksVessels sunkPeriod Attacks

despatched lost
i-

3,232750 2 “Apr,/June
1940

220 1 -1,990
55 I

8 - 26,2541,655July/Sept, 1,598 195 2 -

561940

4- 18,176146 3 - 3,156Oct„/Dec.
1940

993
47

1,680iy-i 2 -3 - 9,907Jan,/Mch. 991
55,.1941,

52,206 Gneisenau torpedoed, Lutzow

torpedoed. Both damaged.
143 2,221 2 -Apr,/June

1941
July/sept.

53 2 -1,717
-i

6 - 7,072 5 “ 9,7591641,189
351941

10 - 19,454m 17 - 32,7651,538 218Oct./Dec.

1941 45

Escape of Brest Group up Channel.3,045 2- 11,1311,554 m 6 -Jan./Mch.

1942

108

54 I

13 - 33,161 11 - 39,105Apr,/June
1942

1,571 251

m 8,9989,953 1July/Sept.
1942

1,009 173 2

6 - 22,8785 - 9,265154 mOct./Dec,

1942
1,039

22.

5,168 Nil1,354 88Jan./Mch.

1943

2

3 years
total

53 - 212,873mt.

p
62 - 118,11816,543 2,oo4

l»4

DIRECT ATTACK AT SEA

Vessels

damaged

A/CA/C RemarksVessels SunkAttacksPeriod
lostdespatched

Nil82 13 3 - 7,970Apr./June 209
1940

Nil2 NilJuly/Sept.
1940

209 117

Nil41 36 NilNilOct./Dec,

_J940
Jan„/Mch. No. 2 Group started operations

at sea.

Nil47143 Nil2

1941

7 - 14,3567 - 9,556361,005 297Apr,/ June
1941

July/Septo 3 " 10,52313 - 10,96738573 235

1941

No. 2 Group ceased operations
at sea.

Escape of Brest Group up
Channel,

2,661 Nil134 17 2 -33Oct,/Dec.

1941

Mil276 Nil15Jan./Nch.

1942

Apr,/June
1942

39

NilNil8 2 Nil

Nil14 Nil3July/Sept,

,....1942
oct./Dec.

1942

Jan,/Men,

im

53

NilNilNil20

NilNilNilMil Nil

5 years
total

10 ~ 2l+,87925 “ 31,1541262,671 910
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APPENDIX XXIXDIRECT ATTACK AT SEA

by Fighter Command

Vessels

damaged

•; A/C

lost

A/C RemarksVessels Sunki AttacksPeriod
despatched

Apr,/June
1940

July/Sept.
1940

Oct./Dec.

1940

Jan./Mch.

19M

Apr,/ June

*

1941
Nil20Nil 1 -5 1July/Sept.

1941
Fighter Command started the
|!Channel..Stpj)',|,.

Nil27 416 2 - 90Oct./Dec.
1941

Nil142 5521 ,240 31 2Jan./Mch.

1942

1 - 4016 3 - 1 ,6172781,051Apr./ June
1942

July/Sept.

19i^
Oct./Dec,

1942

9 - 2,663 Nil293 91,250

Nil15 2 - 772795 133

Nil1 90836 .  70Jan/Mch,

1943

3 years
total

1 - 4020 - 5,8045,204
5

1 933 79

AIR-RAIDS ON PORTS

by aircraft of Coastal. Bomber and U.S. Air Force Commands

I  Vessels

damaged

A/C Vessels

destroyed

A/C Bomb

tonnage
RemarksPeriod lostattacking

NilNil NilApr./June
1940

July/Septi
1940

197237

- 28,5bz

Plus 126 barges j
and 1 small j
craft

Bombing of Invasion Ports.10 - 8,818
Plus 95 barges

2 tugs and 13

small craft

5 - 1,774
Plus 11 barges

2,635 2,133
31

Nil341,720Oct./DeCi

1940
2,001

2- 4,^63
2,492 42 NilJan./Mchi 2,333

1941

,Gasifi,g.nay damaged in dock
at Brest

Scharnhorst damaged at I^
Mliceand Mnz^Eugenat Brest

735 1105 2 -3,685 5,113Apr./June
37,0001941

2,968 4,045 115 3 - 5,991July/Sept.
7l,§4i

2 - 15,076

1941

4,036 76 23222,634Oct./Dec.

1941

Gneisenau damaged in Kiel.86 i 3 - 14,0662,104 3,557Jan./Mch.

„,.1.5,42.

Apr./June

.^MOO
1,31616- 3,3906,742 2253,914

U.S. 8th A.F. started

I bombing operations

i
\3 - 13,9931© !

[
4,905July/Sept.

1942
2,337

6-16715
69 1 5 - 1,415 1 - 7,8511,816864Oct./Dec.

1942

i

i

Nil15 - 20,5251515,198 12,992Jan./Mch.

1943

132 -iMi
Pl

■J years
total

57,- 73.70^
Plus barges,
etc.

1,097
49,74830,910

us barges,
etc.
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COMPARISON BETWEEN AERIAL MINELAYING AND
DIRECT AIR ATTACK AGAINST ENEMY VESSELS AT SEA
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AITMDJX XXXI

TACTICS OP AIRCRAPT TORPEDO ATTACKS

INTRODUCTION

The torpedo is the most promising anti-ship weapon and its use by aircraft
is undergoing extensive development and likely to become much more frequent.
The follovang paper gives a resume of the tactics which aire liJcely to prove
successfiil.

Pactors of success

2. The success of a torpedo attack depends upon:-

(i) Degree of surprise attained,

(ii) Weight of attack,

(iii) Quick final appreciation of the situation on sighting the target,

(iv) Correct positioning of aircraft prior to, and during attack, including
diversions,

(v) Speed and co-ordination in delivery of the attack to counter the enemy’s
avoiding action and confuse his A.A,

(vi) Determination in pressing attacks well home,

(vii) Standard of training and practice,

(viii) Effective preliminary reconnaissance and intelligence.

DROPPING THE TORPEDO

3. To ensure a true rvin a torpedo must fulfil two conditions at the moment of its

entry into the water. Its axis should lie slightly nose \ip to its trajectory
at the centre of gravity, and also it should be between 12° - 24-° below the
horizontal. If the speed be increased, the trajectory becomes flatter. The

torpedo must then be dropped from agreater height in order to enter at the correct
angle. The height and speed of release are, therefore, closely related. Thus
at the moment of release, pilots must concentrate on flying straight and level,
at the correct height and airspeed.

J'lS'THODS OP SIGHTING

!+, The theory of torpedo sighting is fully explained in A.P. 1750c. Briefly,
the problem is to direct the toipedo ahead of the target the distance that the

target will cover during the torpedo's run. These are three techniques in
being, namely

Straight running

Gyro angling

Constant bearing,

(i) In the straight running technique, the toipedo runs straight through
the T/ater in the same direction as that in which it was dropped. A sight
has to be used to solve the velocity triangle,

(ii) The gyro-angling technique involves dropping the torpedo aimed straight
at the middle of the target, but as soon as the torpedo enters the water a
mechanism comes into play which turns it through  a predetermined angle,
effecting interception. A conputor is required to determine the angular
setting on the torpedo,

DS 6L^2^k/^ (700) SECRET
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(iii) The constant bearing technique causes the torpedo, after release, to
maintain a constant bearing relative to the taj?get, both during the flight
in air and run in water. This requires both aim-off and gyro-angling.

The only technique at present used by the E.A.P, is the straight running method.

E:jq)erience has proved beyond doubt that accuracy is greatly increased when
It is therefore most in^jortant to use such equipment

5.

aiming equipment is used,
if it is available.

FACTORS AFFECTINO TACTICS

Torpedo Force

6. The objective of the torpedo striking force is to put as many torpedoes into
the target in as short a time as possible. ^ To do this the striking force must
be manoeuvred so that the maximum number of torpedoes is released and running at
the target simultaneously. These torpedoes should be dropped from within the
most favourable.sectors as is practicable consistent with the disposition of the
enemy vessels.

7. E.A.F, torpedo aircraft are unable at present to carry out high diving
Therefore, the approach to attack must be made at low level,

advantage of escaping R.D.F. or visual detection until the last minute offsets to

some degree the disadvantages of.decreased visibility and of being unable accur
ately to determine the enemy's heading and disposition.

attacks. The

8. In attacking a well escorted target, it is desirable to do so in co-operaticn
with bomber and fighter aircraft, but the torpedo should be regarded as the
primary weapon. The attacks should - be co-ordinated so as to provide the greatest
confusion and allow the torpedo aircraft freedom of action. Fighter aircraft
should provide air escort for the torpedo bombers and also attack the escorting
destroyers and flak ships.

Enemy Force

9* The commander of the enemy force may be able to enploy the following defen
sive measures:-

(i) Land based or ship-borne R.D.F.

(ii) Fighter protection.

(iii) Escort vessels.

(iv) Avoiding action.

(v) Smoke.

INFORMATION REQUIRED MEN PLAJMEMl AN ATTACK

When planning the attack the following information is desirable10*

(i) Details of target and escort, including disposition.

Position, coixrse and speed of the enemy.

Probable weather and sea conditions obtaining at position of attack.

(ii)

(iii)

(iv) Extent of enemy R.D.F,

(v) Probable enemy fighter opposition.

(vi) Disposition of own forces and any other vessels in the vicinity.

(vii) Depth of Water.

DS 6A29V'i(701) SECRET
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Eor attacks of shipping in harbour, the following details are also
necessary:-

(viii) Topography,

(ix) Heading of ships,

(x) A.A balloon and net defences.• >

DAY ATTACKS ON VffiLL ESCORTED TARGETS

Cruising and approach foiroations

11. The striking force should fly in open fonnation in sub-flights of three.
Waves of three sub-flights should fly within one mile, or visibility distance
(whichever is the less) of each other, and each wave should be handled indepen
dently by its leader, but should conform to the movements of the leading wave.
The height should be the minimum possible without causing undue fatigue, and
experience lias shovm that 50 feet is a suitable cruising altitude. When in the
vicinity of the target, each wave should manoeuvre so as to develop successive
attacks in the shortest time possible. The ideal is to approach to a position
5-10 miles ahead of the target from which to develop the attack.

12, It may be possible to home on a shadowing aircraft at the required position,
otherwise normal navigation methods aided by A.S.Y. should be en^loyed.
Accurate navigation of a force flying at 50 ft. is not easy and correct calcula
tion of windspeed and direction is essential, T/indspeed and direction are
normally found most accurately at this height by observation of wind-lanes on
the surface of the water, checked by drifts. It is emphasised that if a
successful interception is to be carried out, the navigation must be particu
larly accurate, to ensure that the target is met on a bearing which is most
suitabn.e for the torpedo attack.

Action when the Enemy has been located by the Striking Force

15* As soon as the leader has definitely located the target, he must decide
whether to lead straight in to attack, or manoeuvre to approach from a more fav
ourable angle.

This decision will be influenced by the follov/ing:-

(i) In5)ortance of surprise effected,

(ii) Desirability of intercepting and developing the attack from ahead or
astern of the enemy,

(iii) Presence of enemy fighters,

(iv) Approach from the darker side of the sky, when davm and dusk attacks
are carried out,

(v) Approach from the direction of the Ioy; sun in a clear sky will give
the greatest chance of surprise, and may har^jer control of A.A, fire,

(vi) Use of relative wind to best advantage,

(vii) Avoidance of outlying enemy ships,

(viii) Topography of coast if in vicinity.

Formation and Directions of Attack

The formation which has proved most promising is that of aircraft flying in
sub-flights of three, in squadron inverted vie.
visualised, based on this formation, are:-

14.

The three directions of attack
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(i) from ahead;

(ii) from the begun;

(iii) from astern.

Optimum Bearinp;s

15, The best chance of hitting a ship with a 40 knot torpedo dropped from 1,000
yards will be achieved if it is dropped within the following arcs of relative
bearing from the ship:-

(i) Ship on a steady course

(ii) Ship swinging away

(iii) Ship swinging towards

Attack from ahead

30° - 80° either side.

10° - 60° on outer bov<.

70° - 120° on inner quarter.

If, as is usual, the ship takes avoiding16. The method of approach is,
action the sub-flight furthest on the bow must increase speed to a
maximum as soon as this avoiding action becomes apparent and endeavour to head

off the ship.
Aircraft attacking a fast target from dead ahead or nearly so with Duplex set
pistols, should not drop at less than 900 yards in order that the pistol may arm.

Sub-flight attacks should be as nearly simultaneous as possible.

Attack from the beam •

17. 7Hien it becomes apparent that the v/ave is committed to a beam-on approach,
the s.ub-flight furthest on the bow should increase speed to the maximum and
endeavour to pass ahead of the target azid attack on the opposite bow.

Attack from astern

18, If the approach has to be made from astern of the target, the formation
should open out on a front of 8,000 - 10,000 yards, (minimising the risk from
light A,A,), As an approach from the quarter may be difficult and prolonged,
the two outer sub-flights should increase speed and open well ab.ead of the target,
particularly.if it is moving fast, before turning into attack. The third sub
flight should continue straight towards the stern of the target ready to take
advantage of any avoiding action. It should be remembered that torpedoes dropped
from astern, or on the quarter will have to travel a greater distance in the
water before striking and the dropping range should be shortened accordingly.

The Getaway

19. The getaway should be made at lov/ level, but high enough to avoid splash
barrage. The direction should be governed by the following two factors:-

(i) Necessity for opening range,

(ii) Complications produced in the sighting problem of the A.A. gunners by
changes in altitude and varying rates of change of bearing.

A high relative change of bearing is normally achieved by turning in a direction
astern of the target. The general direction of withdrawal should have been

determined prior to take-off and torpedo aircraft should pass through a rendezvous
specified by bearing and distance from the target.

CONVOY ATTACKS

When the target is a small convoy in more than one column, the most convenient:20,

striking unit is six aircraft.

The aircraft should endeavour to attack on each beam, selecting the largest
There are advantages in choosing a di'opping position which

SECRET
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places the bow of the target ship in line with the stern of a ship in the next
column, or, alternatively, the stern of the target ship in line with the bow of
a ship in the next column,
a hit.

This effectively increases the chances of obtaining

AIRCRAET CARRYING 'WO TORPEDOES

22. When aircraft carry two torpedoes, these should be released in the same
attack at an interval of - 1 second.

NIGHT ATTACKS

General Conditions

25« (i) In a v;ell delivered night attack, the aircraft are rarely sighted
before making their attack, which can therefore be well pressed home,

(ii) A.S.V. is of the greatest assistance to night-striking forces both in
locating the target, and in manoeuvring so as to attack from the most favourable
direction,

(iii) Night attacks can be carried out either on dark or moonlight nights.
On bright moonlight nights aircraft can attack up moon without using flares, but
on dark nights reconnaissance flares are necessary to silhouette the target.

Moonlight Attacks

22f.. (i) The striking force should consist of sub-flights of 3 aircraft des
patched at intervals of about 30 minutes,

(ii) The attack should be carried out from the down moon side of the target,

(iii) Aircraft should lose height in a shallow dive with engines throttled
back, and make their final approach at dropping height or in a shallow glide,

(iv) They should attack in succession from the same direction,
should be well pressed home at a normal range of 600 yards, but drops should not
be made at less than 600 yards when duplex pistols are used from fast aircraft,

(v) The attack should not be hurried, and if heavy and accurate A,A. fire
is encountered in the preliminary approach, aircraft should stand off and make
another approach,

(vi) Successive aircraft should take advantage of the confusion caused by
earlier attacks,

(vii) The getaway should be made in a direction clear of following attacks.

Dark Night Attacks

25, (i) A convenient unit for dark nights strikes consists of 1 flare dropping
aircraft to act as leader, and 3 torpedo aircraft who can, if necessary, home on
the leader,

(ii) Tlae leader at least, should have an A.S.V, equipped aircraft,

(iii) A height of 3>000 - 4,000 ft. is suitable for night striking forces on
passage.

Attacks.

(iv) When aircraft are employed in which night formation is impracticable,
it will be necessary for them to proceed singly at one minute intervals,

(v) One flare dropper per three torpedo aircraft is necessary and all air
craft should be equipped with A.S.V.
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Illumination of the Target

26, The target illuminating aircraft should carry the maximum number of flares
There are two methods of employing the illuminating aircraft

(i) By despatching the aircraft in advance of the striking force, to take
over the target from the shadowing aircraft,

(ii) By detaching the illuminating aircraft from the striking force on
arrival in the vicinity of the target.

and A.S.V*.

The illumina-27. In either case the target is illuminated in the same manner,

ing aircraft proceeds to the side of the target remote from the direction of
attack. When ordered by the leader of the striking force, this aircraft drops
a curtain of about eight reconnaissance flares at right angles to the direction
of attack, about one mile from the target. A second curtain is then dropped at
right angles to the first on a leading towards the targets expected track:, to

In practice the sixteenensure silhouetting the target if it alters course,
flares are usually dropped in an arc which produces the same result in a more
practical manner. Elares must not be dropped on the side of the target from
which the attack is to be delivered. Aircraft should, if possible, avoid flying
between the flare curtain and the target.

The following points are important

(i) The period between illumination and attack should be kept to a minimum
in order that the enemy may not have time to develop defensive meas-ures such
as increasing speed or laying smoke screens,

(ii) Wherever possible the sector relative to the target in which the flares
to be laid should be decided at the time that the attack is planned,

/mrcraft which have temporarily lost the target should thus be enabled to
pick it up by approaching the flares on a pre-determined course,

(iii) One aircraft of the striking force should be detailed as reserve illu
minating aircraft for use in emergency, and should carry as many flares as
possible in addition to its torpedo,

(iv) A curtain of flares must always be used, as single flares over
individual ships are useless and misleading,

(v) A.S.V. is of great assistance in positioning the flares.

SMOKE SCREEN

28. It must be remembered that the laying of smoke screens by ships does prove
embarrassing to aircraft attacking at night,
the nmber of vessels in convoy is small and the escort large, thus enabling the
latter to lay a screen close to, and parallel with the lines of ships. In these
circumstances flares should only be dropped if absolutely necessary, and then
only at the last moment, to reduce the chance of the enemy developing his smoke
screen.

are

This is especially the case where

DAW ATTAGIiS

29. (i) A dawn attack should normally be made at the first possible light, so
that the getaway can be conpleted before it is light enough for fighters or
effective A.A. fire. Dawn attacks have the advantage that aircraft return and
land in daylight, but have the disadvantage of making a night passage to the
target with the consequent likelihood of attacks having to be made singly, and
additional navigational difficulties.

(ii) In middle latitudes, depending on weather conditions, it is possible
to attack completely unseen between 1+3 and 30 minutes before sunrise,

the night attack principle.(iii) The attack should be made in line astern, on
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DUSK ATTACKS

30, (i) It may be desirable, owing to enemy fighter or A,A, opposition, to
hold off till dusk before launching a torpedo attack. This should enable torpedo
aircraft to press home their attacks,

(ii) If a striking force arrives at the target just before dusk it may be
advisable for it to stand off until conditions, T^hile still suitable for torpedo
attack, are dark enough to afford cover. This period depends on varying
conditions, but is roughly 25 to 45 minutes after sunset in medium latitudes,

(iii) The attack should be made as a day attack, with intervals of about 2
minutes between waves,

(iv) After the attack no general form up should be made but. aircraft should
return to base singly.

HIOTOGRAPffif

31. (i) If possible all aircraft of the torpedo striking force should be
equipped with E.46 torpedo aiming cameras operated from the torpedo release
switch.

(ii) An E.24 camera with either 9" or 14" lens should be carried in the
leader's aircraft and operated by the wirless operator during the attack, and
useful photographs of the target during the approach or turnaway from the attack
can be obtained. In addition, an P.24 camera mounted vertically, equipped with
a reflecting mirror, may be used. If the camera is started automatically on
the release of the torxjedo, a series of photographs will be obtained during the
tirrnaway, which will probably record the actual explosion when the torpedo strikes
the target.

(iii) A photographic reconnaissance timed to arrive at the target shortly
after the anticipated time of the torpedo "strike" should be provided whenever
possible.

Only by obtaining the very fullest evidence of the progress and results of
a torpedo attack can a true analysis of such operations be made,

analysis is invaluable for developing tactics and assessment piirposes.
Such an

Prepared and circulated by Air Tactics (AirMinistry)
September 1942

S.5558
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COASTAL COMMAND OIERATTONAL IROCEDURE INSTRUCTION NO. 8

(Coastal Command Ot>eratibnal Procedure Instruction No. 1
dated 5 February! 1942 is hereby cancelled and is

destroyedto be

INSTRUCTIONS GOVERNING ATTACKS ON SHIPPING BY

AIRCRAET m HOME WATERS

WITH THE EXCEPTION OP PISHING VESSELS, ALL VESSEIS MAY BE ATTACKED BY

AIRCRAPT AT ALL TIMES BY DAY OR BY NIGHT AT ANCHOR, UNDER WAY OR ALONGSIDE

WITHIN THE AREAS DEFINED IN PARAGRAPHS 2, 3, if and 5 SUBJECT TO THE IROVISIONS
DETAILED IN PARAGRAPHS 6 AND 7.

1.

2. Northern Waters

All the waters of the Greenland and Barents Seas lying to the northward of

the parallel of 61° North and bounded on the West by the Meridian of Greenwich,
on the East by the coasts of Norway, Finland and Russia and the Meridian of
32° East.

3. The North Sea

The area bounded on the NORTH by the parallel of 61°N, on the WEST by the
line drawn through the following positions -

(i) 61°N. 00°W.
(ii) 39°30'N. 00°W.
(iii) 58°28.5'N. 01°15‘W.
(iv) 57°30'N. 00°28.5'W.
(v) Thence along the Eastern edge of the East Coast Mine barrier to

position 51°42'N. 02°31*E.
(vi) 51°13'N. 02°31 'E. ■

on the SOUTH by the parallel of 51°13'N, and the coasts of Belgium, Holland,
Germany and Denmark on the EAST from the coast of Germany by the Meridian of
13°E to the limit of Swedish territorial waters and thence along the limit of
Swedish territorial waters and the coast of Norway to the parallel of 6l°N,

The Eastern limit of the East Coast Mine barrier as referred to in (v) of '
paragraph 3 is a line joining the following positions

57°30'N.
56°2fO'N.
56°10’N,
55°L5'N.
55°12'N.
5L°i6'N.
53°14'N.
53°08’30"N.
53'’00»N.
52°41 ’N.
52°29'N.
52°18‘N.
52°18'N.
51°58*L5"N.
51°if3’N.

00°28'30"W,
01 °09’VL
01°09'W,
00°27'W.
00°00'W.
01 °16’E.
03°03'E.
03°03'E.
03°16»E.
03°03'E.
03°03'E.
02°56'e,
02'°L8'20"E.
02°35'E.
02°31'E.
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The Enp;lish Channel

The area to the eastward of a line drawn from gosition 163'^ Bishop Rock
Light 22 miles to the Chaiissee de Sein (latitude h8 03'.4 North, longitude
05°05‘V/'est approximately, and to the southward of the line joining the following
positions:

(i A point 163° Bishop Rock Light 22 miles
2^9°32'N. h°55'W. .
A9°Mf'N. 4°55'W.
50°06*N. 02°35'W.
50°20'N. 00°2f6'W.
50°31 ’N. 00°24’W.
50°it.8'N. 01°08’E.
50°99‘N. 01°22'e.
51°13’N. 02°31‘E.

(x) Thence along the parallel of 5'I°^3'N. until it meets the Belgian coast. '

5- The Bay of Biscay

The area hounded on the NORTH by the line drawn through the following
positions:-

(i) The Bishops Rock Light
(ii) 1(-9°52'N. 07°W.

h9^ O70W.
A9°N 12°W.

(ii
(iii
(iv

(Vi
(vii
(viii
(ix

(v

(iii
(iv

On the lEST by the meridian of 12°¥est
On the SOUTH by a line drawn through the following positions:-

12°W.
08°W, thence at a distance of 20 miles from the Spanish

¥f°05 ‘N.
44°05'N.
Coast to:

43°39‘N. 02°07'W.
Le Socoa Light (Lat. 4-3°23’42"N.

(iii)
(iv) Long. 01°4'1'12"W).

On the EAST by the line drawn from Bishop Rock Light 180 for 10 miles, thence to
Chaussee de Sein and thence along the coast of France to Le Socoa Light.

6. Naval Comroanders-in-Chief will arrange with the Air Officer Commanding-in-
Chief,- Coastal Command for suitable restrictions on attacks to be imposed when
our surface forces are operating inside the areas defined in paragraphs 2, 3> 4
and 5.

be suitably briefed.

The Admiralty may route certain neutral ships from the areas defined in

paragraphs 2 and 3.
promulgated to aircraft,
along the route laid down by the Admiralty,

IN AN AREA IN THE BAI OP BISCAI BOUNDED AS POLLOY/S:-

(i) On the West by the Meridian 11?W,
On the North by the Parallel of A-9^N,
On the South by the Meridian of 42°15'N, and the North Spanish Coast,

(iv) On the East by the Western and Southern limits of the area defined in
paragraph 5 of this instructions.

CONDITIONS OBTAIN AS SET OUT BELOW:

(a) All movements of Portuguese ships over 1,000 tons will be notified,

(b) All movements of Spanish ships over 2,500 tons will be notified,

(c) Movements of all Eire ships will be notified.

This information will be passed in sufficient time to enable aircrews t

7.

The description and movements of these vessels will be

They are only to be attacked if they do not proceed

8,

(ii)
(iii)

o
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(d) Accordingly, if a vessel of over 2>500 tons of which no notification
has been promulgated is encountered in this area outside neutral territorial

waters, it may be assumed to be enemy and attacked at sight,

(e) Vichy vessels in this area are to be treated as enemy,

(f) All Eire, Spanish and Portuguese vessels exhibit their national
markings, and the fact that a vessel apparently carries no markings in this
area will, therefore, be a highly suspicious circumstance, though the
possibility of the markings being dimmed or obscure shouild be borne in mind.

A vessel showing colourings other than Eire, Spanish or Portuguese may be
presumed to be enemy unless notice of a neutral or allied vessel has been
promulgated,

Portuguese colours as cover and the fact that a suspicious ship is wearing
these colours is not, therefore, by itself conclusive evidence of innocence,

(g) If considerable doubt as to the identity of a vessel of over 2,500 tons
in this area exists, she is to be shadowed and a description signalled to
base and instructions asked for.

On the other hand the enemy is likely to adopt Spanish and

(h) Spanish territorial waters must in all ordinary cases be carefully
respected. If, however, an enemy ship of over 2,500 tons is encountered
and attacked outside Spanish territorial waters an attack may be carried
right to the edge of Spanish territorial waters and if necessary beyond,
provided, (i) care taken to avoid damage to neutral persons and property
ashore (ii) attack is not made in or in the immediate vicinity of harbour
except upon express instructions from the Admiralty (iii) aircraft after
completing the attack do not remain over Spanish territorial waters longer
than is essential to observe the result of the attack.

SHIiB IN SWDISH TERRITORIAL WATERS WEST OP 13°E MY BE ATTACKED, BUT ONLY
IP UNDER WAY.
9.

ANY MERCHANT VESSEL DEPINITELY IDENTIFIED AS ENEMY MY BE ATTACKED ANY-10.

WHERE IN THE ATLANTIC OUTSIDE NEUTRAL TERRITORIAL WATERS.

11. Action of aircraft against shipping at sea outside the areas defined in
paragraphs 2, 3> 4-, 5, 8 and 9 is to conform with the instructions act out in
Coastal Command Operational Procedure Instruction Ho. 9.

(Sgd.) T. LANGPORD-SAINSBURY

A/Cdr.

for Air Chief Marshal

Commanding-in-Chief,
Coastal Command,

Ref: CC/S.7027/Plans.
21 August. 194-2
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COASTAL COMMAND OPERATIONAL IROCEDURE INSTRUCTION NO. 9

ACTION BY AIRCRAFT AGAINST SHIPPING AT SEA OUTSIDE THE AREAS

DEFINED IN PARAGRAPHS 2. 3. 5. 8 AND 9 OF COASTAL COMMAND
OIERATIONAL SIOCEDUEE INSTRUCTION NO. 8

Appendix "A" - Signals to be employed by Aircraft in
controlling shipping

THE FOLLOWING INSTRUCTIONS ARE BASED ON MARITIME LAW.1.

AIRCRAFT MUST NOT BE ORDERED TO ATTACK AT SIGHT AND WITHOUT CHALLENGE, ANY
VESSEIS EXCEPT THE FOLLOWING;-

2.

(a) Vessels definitely identified as enemy warships,

(b) Vessels definitely identified as eneiry mine-layers, mine-sweepers,
patrol vessels or troopships.

(C) Any vessel other than those specified in sub-paragraphs (A) and (b)
above which are definitely established by observation to form part of any
eneiry fleet. (Merchant ships in convoy are NOT part of an eneny fleet).

(D) Any vessel in a "Special Zone" which opens fire on a British or Allied
aircraft. The attack should not be made if it involves risks to innocent

ships in the vicinity.

Note;- "Special Zones" will be defined from time to time in Air

Ministry" Admiralty instructions.

AIRCRAFT SHOULD NOT BE ORDERED TO CHALLENGE VESSEIE AT SEA UNLESS;-3.

(a) The aircraft is engaged in contraband control operations in co-opera
tion with H.M. Ships or in conjunction with a contraband control base,

such circumstances specific orders as to the general description and
probable location of vessels which may be challenged or diverted are to be

(For detailed procedure see paragraph 4 below).

(b) The aircraft has been ordered to search for or keep a look out for;-

(i) An eneny vessel being used openly orjunder disguise for military
purposes (e.g. a suspected raider),

(ii) Particular enemy merchant ships.

In such circumstances an aircraft may challenge and divert any ship in the area
ordered to be searched which corresponds with the description of any of the
vessels described in the orders. (For detailed procedure see paragraph 5 below).

In

issued.

THE FOLLOWING IROCEDURE IS TO BE FOLLOWED BY AIRCRAFT ENGAGED IN CONTRABAND

CONTROL OPERATIONS IN CO-OPERATION WITH H.M. SHIPS OR IN CONJUNCTION WITH A

CONTRABAND CONTROL BASE.

4.

(See paragraph 3; sub-paragraph (A) above).

(a) The aircraft is to report the position of the vessel to the co-operating
warship or contraband control base.

(b) The aircraft is to pass on to the vessel by lamp, using the Inter
national Code of Signals (Phrt l), the orders received from the co-operating
warship or contraband control base. (See Appendix "A"),

(c) If the vessel obeys, it is to be escorted for as long as possible or
until it is taken over by the co-operating warship, or the contraband control

•  base or a relieving aircraft.
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(d) If the vessel does not obey, the aircraft is to repeat the orders THREE
times,

of rounds as a warning into the sea ahead of the ship and repeat the orders,
(See Appendix "A").

(e) If the ship stil refuses to obey, the aircraft is to request further
instructions from the co-operating warship or contraband control base,

(P) In no circumstances is the vessel to be attacked unless the foregoing
instructions have been cqmplied with and specific orders to attack have be
received from the co-operating warship or contraband control base.

(C) If orders are received to attack the ship the aircraft is to follow the
procedure set out in paragraph 5, sub-paragraphs (d), (e) and (P) below.

(H) Even if the vessel opens fire the aircraft is not to attack it until
ordered to do so by the co-operating warship or contraband control base
unless the ship is within a "Special Zone" when it may bo dealt with under
paragraph 2, sub-paragraph (D) above.

If the vessel still does not obey the aircraft is to fire a number

en

(l) If the aircraft for any reason has to cease escorting the vessel before
a relieving aircraft or one of H,M, Ships arrives, and the vessel in the
interval ceases to obey the orders given to her, the procedure described in
paragraph 4, sub-paragraphs (a) to (H) inclusive above, must be recommenced
and followed in its entirety if it is desired to regain control of the
vessel.

5. AW AIRCRAPT WHICH IDENTIPIES A VESSEL AS A SUSPICIOUS SHIP V/HICH IT HAS
BEEET ORDERED TO SEARCH POR AiJD CHALLENGE UNDER PARAGRAPH 3, SUB-PARAGRAPH (B)
ABOVE, IS TO ADOPT THE FOLLOWING PROCEDURE:-

(a) The aircraft is to report the description, position, course and speed
of the ship to its base and to the nearest British or Allied warship.

(B) Order the ship by lamp, using the International Code of Signals
(Part I), to steer a course towards the nearest British or Allied warship
or a suitable port,

(c) If the ship obeys it is to be escorted for as long as possible
the aircraft is relieved.

(d) ^ If the ship does not obey, the order is to be repeated THREE times.
If it still does not obey the aircraft is to fire  a number of rounds into
the sea ahead of the ship and again repeat the signal.

or until

(e) If the ship does not obey the order it may be assumed that she has
enemy character and force may be used to secure comuliance with the orders
given,
fire.

The aircraft is to machine-gian the bridge with a short burst of
If this has no effect the ship is to be bombed until one hit is

After a reasonable lapse of time if the ship still continues
on her coixrse the aircraft is to continue bombing until the ship does obey.
registered.

(P) If at any stage of this procedure the vessel opens fire the aircraft
may at once attack it with all the force at its command, whether it is in a
"Special Zone" or not.

6. Orders to aircraft are to make it clear that as all merchant ships have a
right of self-defence aircraft must in all circumstances be careful not to

provoke an innocent merchant ship to open fire by approaching any merchant ship,
whether suspect or not, in such a manner as to give the vessel reasonable grounds
for apprehension that she is about to be attacked.

(Sgd.) T. LANGPORD-SAINSBURY
A/Gdr,

for Air Chief Marshal,
C ommanding-in-Chie f,

Coastal Command

Ref; CC/S. 7027/Plans
21 1942
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APEENDIX "A"

to

Coastal Cotianand Operational Procedure Instruction No. 9

SIGKAIS TO BE EMPLOYED BY AIRCRAPT IN CONTROLLING SHIPPING

1. The following methods for the control of Merchant vessels will he employed
t>y Royal Naval and Royal Air Force aircraft;-

By Visual Signalling

Aircraft will fly round the ship and will flash in the.. Morse Code one

of the following international signals which must he preceded hy the Inter
national Code Group Indicator "P.R.B." to indicate that the signal letters that
follow are from the International Code of Signals,

2.

WZ -  You should stop your vessel instantly,
-  Heave to or I will open fire on ypu.
-  You should steer more to port,
-  You should steer more to starboard.

Proceed to

OL

WS

WT

LMO

These signals may he amplified hy other international signals or hy a message
flashed in plain language,
he obeyed at once.

Orders given hy R.A.P, or P,A,A..aircraft should

Note;- The ship will acknowledge the message as follows:-

(i) If daylight signalling apparatus is carried (hy day or night), hy
flashing the answering sign - a succession of Ts.

(ii) If no daylight signalling apparatus is carried - By day; hy hoisting
the Answering Pendant close up - By night; hy waving a white light in a
suitable position as far away as possible from other sources of light.

By Machine Gun

If the visual signal is disregarded or if the aircraft is not equipped with
daylight signalling apparatus, the ship will he ordered to stop hy machine gun
shots fired ahead of the challenged vessel.

The vessel should comply immediately and should acknowledge as in the Note

to paragraph 2 above.

3.
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Emg SHIEPING SUNK AND DAl^GED AT SEA

£ BY AIR ATTACK (R.A.E.) IN NORTH YEST EUROPE
JTJIY 1 9E2 TO DECEMBER 1942VD

SUNK DmiGED
Assessment Verification *Verification Assessment

Command 19A2 No. of

Ships

No. of

Ships

RemarksNo. of

Ships
No. of

Ships
Tonnage Tonnage Tonnage Tonnage

July
August
September
October

November

December

Total

1 4,000 7 20,100
20,000
41,500
15,290
23,200
11.500

4
Coastal

Command

2 9,955
3,979
4,227
_l^i
19.218

1,764

10 8,998
6,515
15,426

1

1 4,000 1 7 3
63 2

1 it. 1 917
2 8.000 7 38 149,590 31,8767

6July
August
September
October

November

December

1 1,200 15 5,200
6,900
2,600
5,500
3,600
6.050

2 120 2 594o 13
Fighter
Command

o2 1,000 1 305 5
1 150 10 1-3

13
3 622450 ■1 50
8 .2.770 86 29.65011 3A35

July
August
September
October
November
December

1 100
Bomber
Command

1 100

GRAND
TOTAL

July to
December 1942 10,870 i11 18 22,653 124 179,240 51,8767

a
Notes:-*

© liade by the Air Ministry Anti-Shipping Assessment Sub-Committee of the Bombing Committee.

Extracted from the records maintained by the Corporation of Lloyds, the German Admiralty and the German ShipoYmers Association.
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ElIEMI SBIEPmG SUM AMD DA^mGED AT SEAu
a\

BY AXR AJTAGK (R.A.E.) IM NORTH lEST EUROEE
JAMUAEY 1943 TO EEBEUiiRY 194-3 ■

so

<
H
X

DAMAGEDSUMK-vl

Verification *Verification ̂ AssessmentAssessment■F- Remarks1943Command HNo. of
Ships

No. of
Ships

No. of
Ships

No. of
Ships

TonnageTonnageTonnageTonnage

65,168 14,000
8,000

22 4,500Coastal
Command

January
February 5

5,168 22,000922 4,500

16 2,750
6,725

January
February

Fighter
Command 141502

9,475201502

m
oro

o
Bomber
Command

January
February1^

JanuaryGR/iND
TOTAL 5,168 31,475294,650 2.  4and

February

Notes

Made by the Air Ministry ikiti-Shipping Assessment Sub-Committee of the Bombxng Committee.

* Extracted from the records maintained ty the Coi^oration of Lloyds, the German /admiralty and the Caiman ShipOTmers iissociation.
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-  BKEAKDOT/H OF SEEPS SUM! OFF THE ittERICAN SEABOiffiD INTOf

Caribbean

Sea

Frontier

East and ¥est

Gulf

Sea

Frontier

Panama

Sea

Frontier

Eastern

Sea

. Frontier

Brazil

Zone

Canadian

Zone

Bermuda

Zone
TOT/iLMonth

hOnil14 nil24 2 nil nilJan.

1942

7018 23 nilFeb.

1942

20 4 4 1

1617 nilMarch 9 13 3 nil

1942

mApril
1942

312 3  ■ 135 nil

26

36 27 42 213
HOof •which 2

an the St.

Lawrence

22 2June

1942
4 15 12 35

•3 «03

A6 0July 3 20 nil1
of Tivhich 4
in the St.
Lawrence

s^.1942 6 17

64466 7Arag, 2 3 nilnil

1942

10 26 40S 2nil 1 1 nil
cf which 8

in the S t.

La'wrence

1

Oct, 3 20nil 15 .11 nil nil
all in

the St..

Lawrence

1942

26 8Nov.

1942
17 521 nil nil nil

Dec.

1942

1 nil 8 13 231 nil nil

Jan.

1943

2 nil 5 10nil nil nil 5

6Feb. 4 nil 2nil nil nil nil

1943

March 5 13nil nil nil 1 nil 7
1943

5April
1943

nil nil 2 2 nilnil 1

May nil 1 nil 2 1 51 nil

1943

21nil 1 nil nilJune

1943

nil nil
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ATTACK AND DEFENCE OF ALLIED SHIPPING IN HOi'E WATERS

(July 1941 to Februaxy19^)

SunlL - Direct Attacli
German Air Force

Direct attaclt at Sea

HI Re

laying
Ships

A.A. Armaraent

Fighter Coiai'aand

Protection of Shipping at sea
Allied Merchant Ships

SUNK by direct attack at Sea Day & Nlglit Day 3o Night
Month

AttackedDespatched Claims, E/Ac.Claims. E/Ac Naval

Craft

Despatched Wastage Fishing
Vessels

Night UnrecordedDay1941
Despatched T""

!

Dest. P. Dest Dmgd. Dest. P, DestE/A Non E/A Dmgd.NightTonnage | No. TonnageTonnage Wo.Night DayiNight No, DayDay Mo. iTonnage Mo. Tonnage
I

-1"

425! 11! 68
380 450! 17 34

5001 16 47
320 i 8 33
2161 23 38

230 6 27

495

390

280

334
224

82474644 26,475
5,685
4,416
4,072
3,952

3,591

2,794
2,483
1,555

1 35 5,378
6,662
20,246
15,506
10,262

1 21,510195 3July

August

September
October

November

December

6031 15 1732 11 2 7138 2

45 2 2! 1 1162 -  i 7

2,662! 5
j

684 3 31 51255 ! 1
64T]

614 7 3 1 3 3 1 3222340 5
5681 210 22 2 3400 537 1 25701

66 2,3971 ,490 ! 1I
14 1,7708,667 6 6 20 3 958,624 28,191 5 232,662 !25 1,5102,141 81 247 32,123Totals:-

- (■

§
o

1
1942
January
February
March

April
May
June

July
August
September
October

November
December

Si  1 2761324 1 23,260
4,246
3,370
3.994
3,680
4,066
4,009
3,054
2,737
2,178
1,879
1,549

1 23,636 1 1180 5,626 i 2
3,i01 i 1

314 138 12| 20
1,0768 5 :  2442 6 1 31269160491 153 30j 11

13! 18
8; 2

1
1 91389 5 3 1884 1 1-! 2465 190220

hhs 1 1 11 1 2486 106 227 1
64208 2 3724 i 230515 133 Ii 1 ,1204 !  12 2 2269 2345 2 3 2419 220 - i 1170 5! 7

19; 5
8! 3

20; 3

f
! 4086 1 22 11175351628 93 i  1

I 1,109; 1200 4
i 2032144 7 1 228649 238 i  - i

3871108480 187 11 I
i! 63 1574 122 21 j

4oi 3i
331 18!

12
i
I

194 1 1 314417 i
1

47 1340 70I

3,062499 i 78 12 35 23 21181 78 ! 1,435 3  10,166 7 275,485 38,022 212,709 7Totals:- 5,778 | 1,740 >
-O

1945
January
February

1 2 lx;1^384
1,599

241562 955
lx;

42 298323 25 2 1 X

I

4 1 24 22,983685 66
J

193Totals:- 7  1 i.

All figures for the German Air Force are estimations by Fighter Command as German records do not give  a brealcdown into types of operation.

0.415262/ DOP/10/54/ 32
























































